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REPORT
OF

SECRETARY OF WAR..
W .A.R DEP .A.RT:O'lENT,
Washington, Novernber 26, 1894.
To the PRESIDENT:
t have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of
this Department for the past year.
The expenditures for the year ending June 30, 1894, the appropri·
ations for the current year, and the estimates for the year beginning
July 1, iS95, are shown in the following comparative statement:
Title.

Expenditures
for fiscal year
ended June 80,
1894.

Appropiia.
Estimates
tions for :fiscal for fiscal year
year 1895 .
ending June
80, 1~96.

Salaries and contingent expenses •....••....••..•.••.
Pay, etc., of the Army .••.......•.•.......•...•....•.
Subsistence of the Army .......••......•.•....•...•.
Quartermaster's Department .......•••......•.•.....
Expenses of recruiting ..•..••...................•...
Medical Department .•.•...••...•...•....••.•.•••.••.
Ordnance Department ...•...............••.•...•.•..
Military Academy ......•...........•..........•..•..
Barracks and quarters ..•.•••••• _ •....••.••••• ,. .••••
RiTers and harbors .......•........•..•..•••..••..•..
Fortifications and seacoast defenses ....•..••..••.....
Parks, cemeteries, military posts, etc ........••••....
National Soldiers' Homes ..•.............•••..••..••.
Miscellaneous items .......•.......•......•....•...•.

$2, 000, 614. 99
12, 925,202.47
1, 665, 166. 61
6, 871, 784. 88
108,858.59
180,817.51
888,482.11
380,622.05
714,558.68
19, 494, 037. 49
8,947,863.56
1,751,522.17
2, 798, 620. 40
2, 415, 857. 83

$1, 613, 301. 72
13, 040, 934. 68
1, 650, 000. 00
6, 882, 000. 00
100,000.00
173,500.00
1, 036, 600. 00
833,862.38
650,000.00
20, 043, 180. 00
2,427, 00,1. 00
763,439.20
2,894,473. 00
820,757.80

Total ...................••.........•••.........

56, 089, 009. 34

52, 429, 112. 78

-$1, 548, 556. 00
13, 614, 312. 78
1,743,880.20
7, 180, 000. 00

···-·----·-·---190,500.00
1, 081, 600. 00
424,729.11
750, 000. 00
12, 862, 115. 00
7,357,703.50
1, 468, 071. 55
3, 336, 326. 06
760,835. 35
52, 318, 629. 55

~

OPERATIONS OF THE .A.RMY.

The reports of the officers in command of the several geographical
departments corroborate the opinion, expressed in my last annual report
that Indian warfare is virtually at an end in the United States, and
that beyond occasional calls for police duty in the neighborhood of
3
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Incli< n re ervatio s, the Army will henceforth be relieved to a greater
< ch year of the labor of armed surveillance over the tribes of
There have been no serious infractions of the neutrality laws on
t1ie Mexican frontier during the year, but the presence of a regula.r
for e there for some time to come is clearly prescribed by the conditi n of civilization in that region.
It wa found necessary during the period beginning with March and
extending through July of the current year, in various sections of the
country, to employ a considerable part of the Army to execute the
orders of the United States courts, otherwise successfully defied and
resisted, to protect the dispatch of the United States mails, to remove
restraints to travel and commerce, and to guard the property of the
Government. The movement of troops thus necessitated was the
largest which has taken place since the close of the civil war.
The difficult and extraordinary, tasks imposed u-pon the officers and
men of the Army were discharged promptly, firmly, and judiciously, in
a manner which attested to the courage, intelligence, and, loyalty of
those called into active duty, and the thorough efficiency of every
branch of the service. The militia of the States wherever employed
also proved generally to be composed of qualified and reliable soldiers.
The authorized strength of the Army is now:
Cavalry officers ...................... -----· ...• _. ...........................
Artillery officers ... _........... __ .... _. _... __ ... ___ ........ _. _. _. . . • . . . . . . .
Infantry officers ... __ ......... _........ __ .... _____-___ . _. _.. _....• _..... _.. .

430

Total officers of the line._._ ... _. _... _. ___ .... __ .. __ .. __ ... _...... _. . .

1, 585

General officers and in staff departments ....... _... __ ... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

551

Total officers ......... _. _........ ___ ....• ___ •••. . __ •... _ . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Enlisted men of cavalry .......... ~ __ .. __ ..... ______ ... ___ .... __ .. . . . . . . . . .

280
875

2, 136

====
6, 050

Enlisted men of artillery.................................................. 3,975
Enlisted men of in fan try ................... __ .... _ ... _... _.... _. . . . . . . . . . . 12, 925
Enlisted men of engineers ......... _.. ____ .. _________ . __ .......... _. _. _... .
500
309
Recruits ... _. . . _.. _... _.... _...... __ .. __ .. _............................... .
Total enlisted men in companies and regiments .............. _ ........ 23, 759
Enlisted men in detachments and unassigned to regiments ............. __ ... 1,241
Total authorized under act June 18, 1874 .... ___ .......... _.... _..... 25, 000
Enlisted men, hospital corps, act March 1, 1887 . __ .. __ ...... _........... . . . .
772
Total all enlisted men .............. _.. _... = ••••••••••• _ •• __ •••••••• _ • 25,772
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The number of enlisted men in service on October 31 was 25,516.
Deducting the sick, those in confinement, recruits not yet joined, those
absent on furlough, and others employed in staff departments or on
detached service, the effective field strength on the same date was
20,114 of all arms.
BATTALION FORMATION.

I earnestly recommend that Congress enact the legislation necessary
to establisli in the Army the battalion formation, now adopted by the
armies of every other civilized · nation. As necessary to effect that
change I recommend the removal of the limit of 25,000 men fixed by
the act of June 18, 18'74, and a return to the limit fixed by the act of
July 15, 1870. Legislative approval of these two propositions will
iestore to the effective force about 4,000 enlisted men, bringing the
actual strength of the Army up to the nominal strength now fixed by
law. By these changes the Army will be increased in efficiency 20
per cent, in numbers about 16½ per cent, and in cost of maintenance
only about 6 per cent.
In brief, it is proposed that two companies be added to each of the
twenty-five infantry regiments, so that each shall consist of three battalions of four companies, and that two foot batteries be added to each
of the five artillery regiments. No increase in the cavalry is proposed.
The organization of. the line of the Army has undergone no material change since the close of the civil war. During this periocl of
thirty year~ every large foreign a,rmy has been completely reorganized.
Changes and improvements in arms, ammunition, and equipments '
have forced UP.On the leading strategists and tacticians of the great
armies of the world the necessity of a broad departure from the
old systems. All have adopted the battalion ·as the tactical unit for
infantry and artillery serving as infantry, and nearly all the equivalent
ofthe squadron as the cavalry unit. The light artillery battalion has a
similar composition. Should our Army ever be brought into collision
with disciplined foreign troops, our present formation would prove so
defective as to turn the scale against us in a conflict on terms otherwise equal.
For some years the Secretaries of War, the generals commanding·
the Army, and the most eminent authorities in military science in this
country have urged the adoption of the battalion formation, and our
most progressive and best informed officers believe that the organiza1
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t10n of our small Army should embody this universally approved result
of modern military thought.
Four companies are as large a body as it is now possible for one officer
to lead and control in action. Formerly, and down to a recent date, the
colonel could see and direct the movements of all the men of his regiment ~ho marched and fought in double rank with touch of elbows.
Under such conditions a regiment of 1,000 men occupied a front on
the battle line no greater than would now be covered by a small battalion of one-third that number. A few years ago small-arms fire was
ineffective at distances greater than 600 or 800 yards, while now it will
be deadly at ranges of 2,000 yards, or at even greater distances. In
modern warfare the men will act in small groups or singly, and the
advance will be made in successive lines in open order. Perfect organization and perfect control by the commander of ea9h unit will be
absolutely essential to efficiency and success in the field.
The National Guard of several of the States, more progressive than
the General Government, already has tbe battalion organization, and
our own Army is being instructed as thoroughly as our defective system
will permit, battalions of from two to five companies l>eing improvised
in the different garrisons.
By restoring to the military establishment the strength allowed
up to 187 4, and providing for the battalion formation, with a few minor
changes, the organization of the Army will be:
Cavalry: Ten regiments of 3 squa-drons each; 1 colonel, 1 lieutenant-colonel, 2 extra, captains for adjutant and quartermaster, 5 noncommissioned staff; each squadron, 1 major or lieutenant-colonel, and 4
troops; each troop, 1 captain, 2 lieutenants, and 50 enlisted men.
Artillery: Five regiments of 3 foot battalions and 1 field artillery
battalion each; 1 colonel, 1 lieutenant-colonel, 2 extra captains for
adjutant and quartermaster, and 5 non-commissioned staff; each foot
battalion, 1 major or lieutenant-colonel and 4 batteries; the field artillery battalion, 1 major and 2 field batteries; each foot battery, 1 captain, 2 lieutenants, and 65 enlisted men; each field battery, 1 captain,
3 lieutenants, and 75 enlisted men.
Infantry: Twenty-five regiments of 3 battalions each; 1 colonel, 1
Jieutenant-colonel, 2 extra captain3 for adjutant and quartermaster, 5
non-commissioned staff; each battalion, 1 major or lieutenant-colonel
al}d 4 companies; each company, 1 captain, 2 lieutenants, and 55
enlisted men.
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The distribution of officers and men would then be about as follows;
Troops,
bat.
Total Officers Enlisted
Lieu·
Lieu- teries, officers nowal.
Col- tenant. Majors. Cap·
lowed men pro.
col.
tains. tenants or
proonels.
each
posed.
compa· posed. arm.
onels.
nies.
- -- - - - - - - - - -- -- Cavalry .......•.•..••••••
Artillery ................
Infantry ........•.••..••.

10
5
25

10
5
25

20
15
50

140
80
350

Total ..•.•..••.••..

40

40

85

570

Now authorized .....••..

40

40

70

430

240
150
600

120
70
300

990

490

1,005

430

430
280
875

6,050
4,675

16,625

- -- - -- -- - - - -

-- - -- - - -15- - 140
---····15
-------- -------- --------

Increase ..••..••••. ..........
Decrease ........•.. ..........

420
255
1,050

1, 7251

1,585

27,350

1,585

23,759

=- ~./:: :: : : ::::

--3,591

The battalion of engineers would remain as now with 4 companies
of 500 men, making an aggregate of 27,850 of all arms, and a sufficient
number remaining for the hospital corps, non.commissioned staff,
ordnance detachment, Indian scouts and other unattached men, to
make a total of 30,000. When deductions are made for the sick,
absentees, etc., the effective strength of the Army would be about 25,000
soldiers and 40 :field guns.
The formation desired admits of rapid and great expansion to meet
the exigencies of actual warfare, and . is especially adaptable to the
small force constituting the peace establishment of the United States.
Twelve years ago, before retiring from command, Gen. Sherman pointed
out the great advantage of the formation in e~abling us to put a large
and effective force in the :field upon short notice, by merely enlisting
a sufficient number of additional private soldiers, the officers and
organization being always ready for this expansion.
The promotion of 80 lieutenants to regimental adjutants and quartermasters is without expense save as to the cavalry regiments, and this
amounts to but $5,600 per annum.
In order that promotions in the different arms of the service may in
the future be more nearly equal than in -the past, and that a surplus
of lieutenants of artillery, not required in t:q.e new organization, may
be absorbed, it is proposed that a considerable number of thos~ lieu·
tenants should, upon their own application, be transferred to the
infantry in present order of relative rank.
Resolving the effect of th·e se changes into money it appears that for
pay, rations, and clothing of the increased number of enlisted men
proposed an increase of $1,200,000 in annual appropriations will be
required. Retrenchment in the admimstrative branches of the War
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Department has reduced expenditures for the current fiscal year by
upward of half a million dollars compared with last year, and the
estimates contemplate further retrenchment for the coming fiscal year.
These economies in the administration of the War Department may
properly be turned to the benefit of the Army, and so regarded, the
proposed in~rease in numbers and the higher efficiency in organization of the enlisted men may be obtained at an increase of only about
$700,000 over sums hitherto appropriated annually to the War Department.
The proposition outlined contemplates an increase in the number of
line officers, involving an increase for salaries of about $200,000. This
increa~e of expenditures should be met and more than overcome by
reductions in the expenditures for the staff.
The officers of the Army are now distributed by law to the staff and
line of the Army as follows :
~
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6
.A.djutant-General's Department ... - - ..
4
2
1
2
Inspector-General's Departmen~ .. - .•..
2
Judge-Advocate-General's Department .......... ·................. .
1
3
Quartermaster's Department .......•..
4
1
8
14
Subsistence Department ...........•...
2
1
3
8
Medical Department .... _....•. _... _.. .
6
10
1
50
Pay Department ............•.... . _... .
2
3
1
25
Corps of Engineers .. _.. _........ _.•...
9
12
24
Ordnance Department ................ .
3
4
10
Signal Corps ............ _............. .
1 ---- -- ----··
1
Record and Pension Office ..............•....
1 · .... -- -----Post and regimental chaplains ......... ______ ...... .•. ~ ....... ,
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57
26
177
31
122
54
10
1
34

8

78
32 -----· ··••··
------ ------ ...... ·••···
30
28
10
11
24
12 ..•.........
5
3 -···-· -··· ··
...... ------ ...... -----34 .........•........

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---1---1---

.. Total staff .... - . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
31
51
141
213
75
10
11
Totalline ..............•............ _ . . . . . .
40
40
70
430
570
435 . . . . . .
General officers ..... _..... __ .. _
3
6 . _. . . . _... _. . ___ . . . ____ . . . . . . . . ___ . . . . . . . .

542
1, 585

0

Ordinary business prudence suggests a consolidation of the Quartermaster's, Subsistence, and Pay Departments into a bureau of supply,
to perform also certain duties connected with the furnishing of sundry
articles of equipment no<v imposed on the Ohief of Ordnance.- The
only reason for their continuance is the fact of their existence in the
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past. Their maintenance as separate departments adds largely to the
number of officers on staff duty, and involves an expense not justified
by the serv.ice required.
The simple statement that it cost the Government last year the equivalent of a commission of 12 per cent to buy provisions for the Army,
with attendant expenses, exposes the defect of the present system of
supply. The disbursements on account of such purchases were
$2,168,165, and the expenses $258,026, not including $41,929.40, the
salaries of retired commissaries and commissary sergeants.
The expense .attending the paying of the Army was $269,739.17, the
amount of money disbursed by paymasters being $12,054,152.54, or
about 2¼ per cent, requiring the services of 31 officers, whose lowest rank is that of major. Already a number of posts are paid by
check, and with the mail, express, and banking facilities of the present
day, and the proximity of troops to towns and cities, this plan could
well be extended to cover the entire service, the actual distribution of
the funds being devolved on the ?Ommandants of garrisons and their
subordinates.
The transfer of the duties of these two establishments to the Quartermaster-General would simplify business and effect a marked saving
in expense, while the organization of that department would require
little increase. If the expediency of this proposition is doubted by Congress, then I earnestly urge the reduction of these departments by the
early enactment of legislation suspending further appointments to the
Subsistence and Pay corps until the number now fixed by law is considerably reduced.
The decrease in the number of posts-a reduction that must be still
further extended-already renders unnecessary and redundant a nmnber of officers in both of these departments. This proposition, together
with possible reductio~s in other staff departments, would go far toward
meeting the increased expense for strengthening the efficiency of the
line. However contrary to the traditions of the Army these suggestions may be, they are in accord with the progressive methods of the
present day, and it is believed their adoption would work marked benefit to the service.
CONCENTRATION OF TROOPS.

The policy of concentrating the troops and abandoning unnecessary
posts has been prosecuted throughout the year. Where practicable
small garrisons, remote from railroads, whose further retention has

10
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become unnecessary by a cbauge of conditions, have been consolidated
with garrisons at more important centers, thus reducing the cost of
maintenance and transpor-tation and utilizing improved facilities for
the prompt dispatch of troops to any point where their services may be
required.
The changes made have in no instance lessened the protection
afforded by the Army to any region in which a, garrison has heretofore
been stationed, but have considerab1y augmented the extent of territory
over which that protection can promptly and effectively be afforded.
Companies hitherto widely scattered have been brought together, as far
as practicable, in their respective regimental organizations to promote
their efficiency and esprit de corps. Many commands which haye
served continuously for long periods at isolated posts have received the
consideration in more desirable assignments which their arduous services
have justly earned. Besides materially adding to the comfort of enlisted
men, concentration gives officers the opportunity to become familiar with
the maneuvers of larger bodies in battalion and regimental formation,.'
Improvement in the morale, discipline, and education of the Army bas
been no inconsiderable additional benefit.
On June 30, 1893, the Army was distributed among ninety-five inde-pendent posts. During the last year the number of posts was reduced
to eighty, with garrisons ranging from 60 to 750 men. The aggrega,te
area of the military reservations abandoned since the last annual
report is upwards of 208,000 acres.
Ten of the twenty-five regiments of infantry have been concentrated
at single posts. Sixteen garrisons now exceed in strength a full regiment of infantry, and twenty-two others consist of from four to seven
companies each. Nine posts remain garrisoned by single companies,
and fourteen by only two companies each. Except in so far as determined by acts of Congress for the creatlon of posts, the disposition of
the Army has been ma,de, according to the best judgment of tlle
Department, to obtain the most useful results for the country from the
force available.
It is respectfullyurged that the establishment of new militaryposts by
Congress in response to the appeals of local mterests is likely to disturb .
a, distribution of the Army which aims to secure with the small force
under arms the highest efficiency and the fullest protect10n for the
greatest extent of territory, and that the ambitions of localities should
not be favored. by legii;;lation at the expense of the general welfare.
All the foot artillery is serving near the seacoast fortifications.
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One.half of the field artillery, more than two.thirds of the infantry, and
nine.tenths of the cavalry are still etained at posts west of the Mis-·
sissippi river, while eight regiments of cavalry are in garrisons within
or near the great mountain and plain region lying between the one-·
hundredth and the one hundred and fifteenth meridians. It is to the
sparsely settled portions of this pastoral and .§terile belt that the
Indians would resort in the event of their breaking away from their.
reservations.
The distribuEion of the Army by geographical departments on October
31, 1894, was as follows:
Departments.

Officers. Enlisted
Total.
men.
--- --

California .............................•.................................
Colorado .. ............... ... ............................................ .
Columbia ............................................................... .
Dakota .................................................. :-.............. .
East ....................•................................................
Missouri ..................... .................. ... ...................... .
Platte ........... ..... ........ . ................ .......................... .
Texas . ......................... ,. .. ······· ..... ·· ... ·····················

127
242
491
283
173
161

Total ............................................................. .

1,858

131
2;:;o

1,385
3,223
1,506
3, mo
6,626
3,754
2,106
1,985
23,775

], 516
3,473
1,633
3,432
7,117
4,037
2,279
2,146
25,633

RECRUITING SERVICE.

The abolition of the three recruiting depots and changes in the
method of recruiting have already resulted in adding 1,500 men, equivalent tp two regiments, to the effective strength at the military posts,
and uirectly and indirectly will reduce expenditures about ~250,000
annually.
Heretofore three large depots, at which recruits were detained for
weeks or months before joining their regiments, have been kept up at
heavy expense. About 100 officers were required for the recruiting
service and the average number of enlisted men, including those under
instruction, was 1,600. Last year, of 8,000 recruits enlisted, over 3,000
were secured at military posts without any charge against army appropriations. The remainder, slightly less than 5,000, recruited under the
old system, before they reached their regiments cost $185,000, but this
did not include the cost of maintenance of the depots, and the salaries,
pay, and rations of many officers and several hundred enlisted men
withdrawn from their regiments.
Post or regimental recrmting, which involves no charge against
appropriations, will be extended and encouraged; and further red1lC·
tions in the general recruiting service can undoubtedly be made.
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The present method places the recruit almost immediately in the
command with which he is to serve. He is trained, virtually from the
bt>ginning, by his company officers and becomes qualified for his duties
much sooner than under the former system.
The conversion of the three recruiting depots into garrisoned posts,
for which they were well adapted, has also saved the cost of constructiug expensive quarters at other points. Fortification of Davids Island
is part of the project for the defense of New York Harbor, and as its
al'mament is being prepared, it requires an artillery garrison. Oolumlms barracks, Ohio, has become a regimental post, and Jefferson barmcks, Mo., will receive an increased garrison.
The Major-General Commanding the Army reports that the character of the recruits received into the Army has been gradually elevated,
aud that this process has been made far more easy and certain through
rece~t legislation. None but citizens of the United States, or those
,rho have declared their intention to become citizens, and can speak,
read and write the English language, ar~ now eulisted. The rigidity
aud thoroughness of the test of qualifications to which applicants
for enlistment are subjected are indicated by the fact that of 27,531
applicants only 7,817 were accepted and enlisted. Of these, 4,926 were
native born, 2,891 of foreign birth; 7,352 were white, 419 colored, and
4G Indians.
The reduction from five to three years in the period of en_listment and
the removal of restrictions upon reenlistments, effected by Congress
at the last session, confirm opinions as to the advisability of those
Rteps expressed in the last annual report of the Department. Thus,
of 2,701 men discharged by expiration of service during the year, 2,079
reenlisted. Over two-thirds of the men whose terms of service will
expire during the coming year have declared their intention to reenlist.
DISCIPLINE AND HEALTH.

The reports of the inspecting officers bear evidence to improvement
in discipline and the exercise of care and prudence in administration
throughout the service.
The trials by general court-martial for the year ended August 31,
1894, numbered 2,189, a slight decrease compared with the previous
year, and there were 15,086 trials by inferior courts, an increase of 98
over the previous year, and 518 for desertion. The system of outline
figure cards, which now number 9,000, of men whom it i~ desirable to
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exclude from the ranks, has materially aided in checking the enlistment of deserters. The total number of desertions for the fiscal year
was 1,073, a decrease from last year of 609. This gratifying reduction is in part attributable to improvement in the character of the men
enlisted.
It has been the aim of the Department to increase as much, as possible the comfort of the enlisted men. To this end the new quarters
and barracks built or under construction have been planned with careful regard to convenience and sanitary requirements. The buildings
are permanent structures of brick or stone, and when finished wiil
reduce the present heavy annual cost of repairs and improyements to
the old structures. With buildings completed and projected our Army
will be as comfortably quartered as any army in the world.
The health of the troops has differed but little from that shown in the
years of our best medical records. The admission rate per thousand
was 1,289.04, slightly higher than last year, but still close to,the lowest
rate, 1,247, in 1887. The rate of discharge for disability for the year,
14.93 per thousand, is the lowest recordeJ. For the last decade t'he
rate was 28.82.
The Medical Department of the Army during the year has established more intimate relations with the medical officers of the militia,
from which benefit to both is anticipated.
The sales of commissary supplies for the year to officers amounted
to $290,906.35; to enlisted men, companies, detachments, and hospitals, $425,867.01; and to post exchanges, $36,890.25. It is recommended that sales on credit to enlisted men be confined to those who
are not regularly paid or are employed upon active service in the field.
Transportation was furnished during the year for 383,664 persons,
3,708 animals, and 89,855 tons of material, the principal movement of
troops changing station costing $73,360.27.
The various ope.rations, practical and experimental, of the Signal
Corps show advances. Nearly 1,000 miles of permanent telegraph lines
are now operated, and improvements in flying telegraph and telephone
apparatus for field service have been made.
RETAINED PAY.

The laws for the retention until discharge of a part' of the monthly
. pay of enlisted men were doubtless enacted to prevent desertion, but
they have failed to produce that result. The first year of a soldier's
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service ia the most trying; the want of money is then most keenly felt,
and to withhold a portion of his pay is a provocation to discontent, if
not desertion. It places every recruit under the implied djstrust of the
Government, which at the same time is seeking to inculcate in him
frankness, self-reliance, and the military virtues. It is not needed to
encourage thrift, as the report of the Paymaster-General shows an
incrnase of nearly $80,000 this year over last in the voluntary deposits
of soldiers.
SM.A.LL .A.RMS AND EQUIPMENTS.

Seven regiments have bee_n supplied with the new .30-caliber magazine rifle and it is expected that the infantry will be completely equipped
with this weapon by the first bf May.
The Major-General Commandi~g the Army renews his recommendation that the supply of these modern arms be increased so that not only
all the regular troops and organized militia may be fully armed with
them, bnt that there may be an adequate reserve for any additional
force that may be called into service. To perfect the new weapon, tests
of smokeless powder, cartridge cases, and bullets of various materials
and types will be kept up during the year. The cavalry has been
equipped with the new .38-caliber revolver, and, upon recommendation
of the Major-General Commanding the Army, the .45-caliber revolver
has been·retained for the present for light batteries. Aluminum has
been employed successfully in the making of spurs, waist-belt plates,
and smaller articles, and it is hoped eventually to obtain the desired
quality of the metal for other articl_es of equipment.
FIELD .A.ND SIEGE GUNS.

During the year twenty-three 3.2-inch and twenty-two 3.6-inch field
guns have been :finished; twenty-five 3.2-inch field and ten 5-inch siege
guns and ten 7-inch howitzers are nearly :finished. Carriages for these
guns are in process of fabrication. Funds are available for the manufacture of about forty more 3.2-inch guns, but further experiments with
smokel~ss powder will be made before this work is undertaken. Provision has been made in all for one hundred and ninety 3.2-inch field guns,
twenty 5-inch siege guns, sixteen 3.6-inch field mortars, twenty 7-inch
siege howitzers, and it is proposed in time to manufacture a supply of
modern field and siege guns and mortars adequate for the Army and
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for issue to the militia of the States and to military schools and colleges.
SEACOAST DEFENSE.

The eRtablishment of type disappearing gun carriages for 8-inch
and IO-inch guns, fovented by officers of the Ordnance Corps, and
believed to be unequaled for rapidity and simplicity of action by any
carriage elsewhere in use, is a notable achievement of the year. This
problem solved, the armament of our harbors may now be prosecuted
as rapidly as means are available.
The wisdom of promptly giving utility and practical value to the
large investments which we have already made in preparation for
·c oast defense by appropriating money to mount the guns and mortars,
made or in proces~ of making, and to place them in position, is manifest.
The approved projects for fourteen ports cover the following armament:
Guns.
Ports.
P ortland, Me- ____________ . ________ • _______ .. _•. __ •.
Boston, Mass ··--·· ·-··-· ·-··-- ··---· .... -·. --·· ·-·
Narragansett Bay, Rhocle Island_._ ........•. ·-. - - .
New York, N. Y . _.. _. ____ . _.. _.. ____ .. ____ .. _. _. _.
P?iladelphia, Pa ... _... __ ...... __ .• __ .. --- _. ·--·· ..
Washington, D ..C . --· ·---·-. _. ·- - -···-·- ·. --·· ·- ..
Baltimore, Md. ____ .. -·- .. _____ ._··--_ .. ___ ..... _-·
Hampton Roads, Virginia , _____ ·--·····-······---.
Wilmington, N. C·-····· ···· -----·-·--· ----·- ·--·-·
Charleston, S. C. -· ..... _... _.. _.. ___ ... ·-- _.. ···- ..

I

Mortars,
Case12-inch. mates.
- - - - - - - --

12-inch.

10-inch.

18

10
15
6

10

15

9

12
10

21
3
4
6
5

6

6

Total .. __ . _........ _. ... _____ . ___ . - . ___ ... - ..

128

2
4

10

·-- ------4

48
128
80
176
16
8
32
32
8
16

4
4
2

5
3
2

1
2

1
1
2
1
1

4

·---······

4

4
2
4

32

28

19

144

7

10,1

70

7GO

36

2

2
4
33

5
4

3

2

Savannah, Ga .. ·-··--·--·-····--··--- . . ·----··-·--·
Key West, Fla .... ... --- -···-·-· -·- ·-·-·-··-·····-·
M·obile, .A.Ia.·-- ... ·- ... ··-- .. ·-------·---·-···-·--San Francisco, Cal ... ·--- ...... ·--·---··-·----··-··

8-inch.

16

24

Appropriations of $1,000,000 for emplacements and platforms and
mounting guns and mortars, $250,000 for sites for fortifications, and
$100,000 for casemates, torpedoes, galleries, and submarine mines, are
desired for the prosecution of engineer work on these fortifications.
The plan of seacoast defense devised by the Endicott BJard, as
modified in 1890, embraces fortifications at twenty-eight ports. The
number of guns and mortars required to carry out that plan, of those
:finished, incomplete or for which forgings are ordered, of those
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contracted for with the Bethlehem Iron Works, and of those yet to be
provided for by Congress, is as follows:
.
I
Built Bothlehem To be
Required. wpha~l{fi~r contract. ordered.

Guns.

- - -- - - - - --

- - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - -1

16-inch .......•..••.•...••...•..••••••••••••.••••.••••••.••.
12-inch .....• ..•...... .•. ..•. ... _..•.. _.. _.••..........••••.
10-inch .....••..•••.•••.••••••••••••......•••••••..••••••••.
8-inch .....•...•....•••..•••••.•••••.••.••••••••••••••••... _

Mortars:
12-iuch .....••••.•••.•••••..•....••••.•..•...•.........
10-iuch .......•....•••.•••.••.•••••••••••.•.•.••.•...•..
Total ............................................... .

44 ····----·· .•••.. ·--···
25
42

245
257
137

56
54

50
25

683

152

100

- - - - - - - 1 -- - - 1

44
178
151
58
431

24 ·······--- ·-········· ·

720
24

80 ..•.........

744

800

80 .•. ·- .... --·

-------1----1
824 ·

The estimated cost of the 16.inch gun is $140,000, and the average
cost at the Army Gun Factory of the 12-inch gun is $48,750, ofthe 10-inch
gun $31,000, of the 8.inch gun $16,000, and of the 12.inch mortar$13,500.
To complete the manufacture of the contemplated armament will
require $20,639,987 for guns, of which $250,000 is available under
former appropriations, and $9,801,120 for mortars. The contract work
calls for an expenditure of $·3,430,130.
Carriages of various designs have been completed, or are being made,
for twenty-five high-power guns and eighty mortars. The estimated
cost of the 10-inch Buffington-Crozier carriage is $18,000 and of the
10-inch Gordon carriage $35,000. To provide the mounts for the pro·
jected armament will require $12,500,000 for gun carriages and
$5,232,000 for mortar carriages, of which $920,000 is available for the
former.
The total expenditure for projected guns, mortars, and mounts will
thus be $50,277,248, including $3,430,130 under the Bethlehem contract. Operated at its full capacity the Army Gun Factory at Water·
vliet can turn out in eleven and a half years the guns and mortars yet
to be built; the Bethlehem contract requires the delivery of the last of
its 100 guns by July 7, 1903, and carriages can be produced at Water·
town or by contract as rapidly as the guns, so that the ordnance for
our coasts can be :finished within twelve years.
To accomplish this result annual appropriations aggregating
$4,250,000 for guns and carriages will be required. "The time has
fully come," in the judgment of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification, "when Congress may make the most liberal appropriations for
gun and mortar batteries, and for their armament, with the assurance
that they wi be
· iously." Wi1hthat
ion I .concur.
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By the end of the calendar year we shall have completed and awaiting carriages or lifts twenty-nine 8-inch gun~, thirty-five 10-inch guns,
and thirteen 12-inch guns, besides fifty-one 12-inch mortars with carriages. One gun of the highest caliber named is already suitably
mounted at Sandy Hook, and another is soon to be placed in position.
Three of thi_s caliber are also to be mounted at San Francisco during
the :fiscal year. One battery of sixteen 12-inch mortars, commanding
the southern entrance to New York Harbor, is nearly completed, and
by the close of the fiscal year a second battery, commanding the eastern entrance, and like batteries at Boston and San Francisco, will be
mounted. Emplacements are prepared in addition at Portland, Me.;
near Washington, D. C.; at Hampton Roads, Virginia; and initiated
near Philadelphia, Pa., and at Pensacola, Fla. Casemates for submarine mines are :finished or in construction at eleven ports.
GUN AND MOR'l'AR OARRIAGES.

At the date of the last annual report of the Dep.artment a selection
of a type carriage for 8 and 10 inch guns was expected within a few
months. Since _then the 8-inch Buffington-Crozier disappearing carriage has been tried with results, as stated by the Board of Ordnance,
"exceeding for rapidity and smoothness of operation the most sanguine
expectations of this Board." The carriage is the combined invention
of Col. Buffington and Capt. Crozier, of the Ordnance Department,
and reflects credit on the inventive skill of American officers.
It is a satisfactory solution of one of the most difficult problems which
had confronted military science. I concur in the recommendation that
liberal appropriations be made for the manufacture of these carriages
for service, so that expenditures for guns of this caliber and emplacements prepared for them may speedily be utilized.
The 10-inch Buffington-Crozier disappearing carriage, differing materially only in proportions from the 8-inch carriage, has been tested and
shows the best record for this type of carriage known to the Board of
Ordnance and Fortification. Ten rounds were fired in fourteen minutes
twenty-two seconds, with a detail of one noncommissioned officer and
11 men. In its report on these carriages the Board states:
The exhaustive test to which this system has now been subjected demonstrates
that, on account of the simplicity of its construction, involving no valves, pumps, or
other complicated appliances, and the fact that by methods easily understood by
the average artillery soldier the operations of loading and maneuvering are effected
with remarkable ease, certainty, and rapidity, it is worthy of adoption for use in the
service of all sites except those where an all-round traverse is absolutely necessary.
WAR 94-VOL I--2
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· Tests of the 10-inch modified Gordon disappearing carriage show that
it is capable of very rapid fire, and it can be traversed through 3600
in less thau three minutes by 4 men, and the Board expresses its faith
in the ultimate success. of this system for positions requiring unusual
cover and all-round fire. S~veral other systems of carriages have been
tried by the Board, without com~letely satisfactory results, and further
tests of some of these·and of other types are proposed.
The De~artment has available eighty 12-inch mortar carriag~s, of
w__!iich forty-two have been forwarded to the sites wher~ they are to be
placed. · A mortar carriage, invented by Capt. Gordon, of tbe Ordnance Department, awaits final test at Sandy Hook, and -promises to
prove more economical than the present type. The manufacture of
mortar carriages ca_n - proceed at any rate determined by the appropriations.
.ARSENALS AND ARMORIES.

:The plant at the Watervliet arsenal, for the manufacture of 8, 10,
and 12 jnDh seacoast guns and field and siege guns, is complete and in
satisfactory operation. The Army Gun Factory is capable of an annual output of twelve 8-inch, :fifteen 10-inch, thirteen 12-inch guns, and fifty
.field g.uns. Of the excellence of its work the Board of Ordnance and
.Fortification states that it ".l1as ¥0 reason to modify ,its encomium of
these splendid arms, as expressed in its last annual report."
Since it began operations the gun factory has turned out thirty 8-inch,
thirty-five 10-inch, and nfteen 12-inch seacoast guns, eight 12-inch steel
mortars, one hundred and fifty 3.2-inch and twenty-five 3.6-inch field
guns, twenty 5-inch siege guns, and twenty 7-inch siege howitzers,
besi~es manufacturing projectiles and working on experimental guns.
Improvements in details are steadily diminishing the time and cost of
construction, the introduction of electricity fo:r_power in the gun shop
saving about one-third of the cos~ of fuel. In its :finished plant at
Watervliet the Government bas an establishment which for the quality
of its work is unsurpa$Sed by any gun factory in the world.
The gun-carriage plant at Watertown arsenal has been enlarged an<l
improved by the erection of new shops and machinery. Seven 8-inch
and three 12-inch barbette carriages ~ave been completed during the
year, five 10-inch and two 12-inch barbette carriages and four 12-inch
gun lifts are in precess of construction.
The pl:mt at the Rock Island arsenal for the manufacture of field
and siege artillery carriag~s is in active operation.
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- The transfer of machinery from the old to · the new shops tor the
manufacture of the magazine rifle- at the Springfield' Armory has been
effected during the year, and within a short time the new works will
be in complete operation. The first of the new ,.30- caliber magazine
rifle~ was completed on Jan nary 1, and the present daily output of 60
rifles will soon be adv.anced to 80 a day. About 3,000 rifles of the new
model have been manJ].factured.
The plant for the production of ammunition for the new infantry arm
at the Frankford arsenal produces daily 8,000 .30-caliber cartridges,
besides .45-caliber ammunitio?, the manufacture of which must continue until the old arm has been entirely withdrawn. During the year
212,000 rounds of the new ammun_ition were made.
The proving ground at Sandy Hook is developing and improving as
rapidly ~s circumstances permit. The tests of ordnanc·e at this point
determi.ne manufacture, and it is important that this establishment be
kept in an efficient condition. A saving of $25,000 in transportation
has been effected this year by the use of the railroad on the grounds,
which connects with the railroad system of the country.
During the year the West Point Foundry has fulfilled its contract
by the delivery of the la.st of the eleven 8-iflch guns, which have been
tested and are ready for mounting.
The South Boston Iron vVorks have ~ulfill~d their contract by the
delivery of the last of the forty-three 12-inch mortars.
These, with thirty similar mortars, delivered by the Builders' Foundry, Providence, complete Government contracts for guns and mortars,
except for one hundred high-power guns with the Bethlehem Iron
Works. While only one type 8-inch gun of this contract has yet been
delivered, the Board of Ordnance and Fortification report:
Such progress has been made in t,he preparation of -the plant- and the production
of forgings that the contract is likely to be completed within the time limit. [July
7, 1903.] The Board is satisfied that the contract has effected the main object which
Congress had in view in providing for it, which was the establishment of a private
plant capable of furnishing ancl assembling guns of as large a caliber as 12 inches.

The machine shop and assembling plant are now in operation at Bethlehem, 65 of the 90 forgings for the twenty-five 8-inch guns, 153 of the
165 forgings for the first fifteen of the fifty 10-inch guns, and 28 of the
88 forgings for the first eight of the twenty-five 12-inch guns have been
accepted by the Government. The delivery of guns during the coming
year under this contract will permit tests and aid in determining the
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advantages and disadvantages in time, expense, and quality of private
contract work compared with work at the Army Gun F actory.
POWDERS AND PROJECTILES.

The problem of providing suitable brown powders of domestic manu- facture for our high-powered seacoast guns _and smokeless powders for
field and siege guns bas been in progress during the year , and should
continue until the problem is solved. Experiments on a more extended
scale than in the past should be carried on. The Department renews
its invitation to American inventors and manufacturers to submit
samples for test at Sandy Hook or the Benicia arsenal with a view to
their undertaking- the supply of this indispensable material.
Tests of smokeless powder for the new infantry arm have led to the
purchase of sufficient to permit the manufacture of cartridges for present needs, but further improvement as the result of continuing tests is
confidently expected. During the year nearly 1,200 shot and shell of
various types and calibers have been purchased, and about 350 more
will be bought with funds on hand. The steady improvement of armor
calls for a like improvement in .projectiles, and ' unless a maximum of
the resisting power of armor shall be reached there can be no cessation in the development of the gun, powder, and projectile.
AUXILIARY MATE.RIAL.

_Satisfactory range and position finders, a most important adjunct to
modern artillery, have not yet been adopted, but tests promise so early
a solution of this difficulty that a board of artillery officers at New
York has been intrusted with the development of a practical system
for .the use of these and other instruments in directing the fire of the
fortifications at the Narrows.
The conversion of barbette carriages for 8-inch converted rifles and for
15-inch smooth-bore guns has been continued during the year. The
changes required are inexpensive, and these guns are serviceable for
the protection of shallow and narrow channels on secondary lines of
defense.
DYNAMITE GUNS.

ThP pneumatic dynamite guns, carriages, and appliances were found.
on trial, to fulfill the specifications of the cont:r;act entered into under
the act of Congress which made the appropriation for their purchase.
Three guns have been delivered and placed in position at Sandy
Hook, and, as directed by law, contracts have been entered into for
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the delivery of three of similar type at San Francisco. The cost of
the three already completed is $155,938. In view of pending promising experiments with a powder gun for firing high explosives, further
·p urchases are not recommended.
EDUCATION OF THE ARMY.

The special instruction afforded to officers of the Army at the four
military schools approaches more nearly in scope and thoroughness the
education which large standing armies permit abroad, and, in the
opinion of the Major-General Commanding the Army, the military
service is securing through these schools a corps of officers generally
superior in education to that of any other army in the world.
The artillery school at Fort Monroe is reported in a prosperous condition. The class of non-commissioned officers, numbering sixty, has
been a valuable feature. Artillery target practice shows improvement.
'.rhe pressing need of this school is modern ordnance of every kind and
the improved appliances of warfare, which the Department will endeavor
to provide as rapidly as possible. As our projects for coast defense
develop this school must become a more important feature in our programme of military education.
Forty-six officers composed the student class at the Infantry and
Cavalry School at Fort_Leavenworth, which has been maintained in a
high state of efficiency. Its value as a post graduate institution is
constantly increasing. By graduating a class of officers annually,
instead of biennially, the commandant believe~ it would soon be possible to extend the advantages of the school to every young cavalry and
infantry officer. Quarters for about forty additional officers would be
neeessary to enable this to be done, and as funds are available increased
accommodations will be provided.
The combined operations of the two arms at the Cavalry and Light
Artillery School at Fort Riley have been the most instructive work conducted at that post. The school has been in operation Jess than two
years, and its special lines of instruction have been disturbed during
the year by calls for active service upon commands assigned to the
school. Gratifying progress in :fieldwork and target practice is reported.
The range of topics made the subject of discussion in the post lyceums
during the past year shows marked improvement in this respect over
the previous year, but still further improvement can be made.
The lyceum affords an opportunity for the display of original military
thought, and by bringmg to the notice of superior officers and of the
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Department exceptional militar:y talent, it becomes available and pro:
motes a higher standard of military intelligence. - ·
The Division of Militaty Information has made headway in furnishing the line of the Army with information concerning the progress of
military science, and its purpose and efforts
be encouraged.
The War Department library ?as been placed· under the supervision
of the Chief Signal Officer of the .Army, and steps have .been taken to
utilize it to the best advantage as a reference library for the officers of
the Army. About 30,000 volumes and pamphlets have been turned in
by the several bureaus, 1,728 books and pamphlets have been add~d-by
gift or purchase, and a systematic attempt is under way to complete
the collection of militar~ literature, especially ;relating to American
wars. These endeavors have increased materially the facilities for
military study and research, and have already proved · a f!timulus to
the higher education of the officers of the Army.

will

THE MILITARY ACADEMY.

The Superintendent of the u~ S. Military Academy at West Point
reports that on September 1, 1894, the cadets numbered 322, including
two of foreign nationali-ty admitted by speciai permission of Congress. The number of cadets authorized by law is 371, but for some years
the attendance has been considerably less, and below the number
which the Academy can accommodate. The requests for officers of
the Army as-1nstruct01;s at .schools and colleges increase every year,
while the standard of technical attainments fixed -for military officers
rises appreciably each year in the armies of the world.
It is desirable, accordingly, that fuller use than at present be made
of the facilities for the education which the Miiitary Academy affords.
To this end it is recommended that the President be authorized to
appoint· ann-ua11y 10 cadets at large. With the gruwth of our system
of coast defense and the expansion of the field of military instruction by officers _of the Army, a furtner increase in -the near future to
the foll working capacity of the Academy at West Point will doubtless prove advi.sable.
The superintendent reports that the institution is in a flourishing condition. The new gymnasium· has been finished and the new academic
builc1ing appro~ches completion. A site has been selected for the
Memorial Hall, to be constructed witb the generous bequest of $250,000
·by the late General George W. Cullum, and work upon the structure
will begin in the spr1ng.
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MILITARY SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES;

The number of pupils at 95 schools and colleges under military
· instruction by officers of the Army __during the last quarter of the
school year was 13,070. During the correspong..ing quarter of 1891 tlle
number was 7,366. The ngures point to a wholesome growth of public
interest in military training and an appreciation of its advantages. I
renew the recommendation made last year that the opportunities for
· military instruction by officers of the Army, now open to colleges, be
extended to the high schools of our large cities and to _n ormal schools.
The number of officers detailed for this special duty increases annu. ally, but I concur in the opinion of the Major-General Commanding the
Army: "No better employment can be given to the ·officers of the
regular Army in time of peace than in this wide dissemination of elementary military education." No return has been mad~ of the number
of pu1_)i1S in institutions receiving military instruction from officers of
the militia, but it is known to be considerable. The scheme of imparting military instruction at schools and colleges by the Government is
relatively new, and in time it will be desirable to prescribe more closely
the minimum number of pupils and more particularly the number of
hours of instruction as conditions to the detail of o:ffcers at schools
and colleges.
THE MILITIA.

Army officers on duty with the national guard of the States, of whom
27 were regularly assigned to State headquarters, concur in reporting

stead.y improvement in the training and efficiency of the militia. The
fact that State camps of instruction, in which 40 additional Army officers participated, were held by 33 States is proof that State military
establishments are on a better footing now than ever before in time of
peace. In several instances Army detachments took part in State
camps, and the profit to the Army in acquaintance with the soldierly
q nalities of the militia and to the militia in observation of the attention
of the regulars to· details, which is necessary to the perfect soldier, is
both a present benefit and an investment for the future from which we
should reap returns in any emergency calling for the cooperation of the ·
two forces.
At the current rate of progress, within a few yea·r s some of our 11rincipal seaports will b_e strongly fortified with modern artillery. The
numbers of the Army, except in time of war, will not permit full garrisons for the points to be fortified, requiring, it is estimated, nearly
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90,000 men. The instruction of portions of the militia of t he seaboard
States in the use of modern heavy ordnance is thus -a necessary part
of our general projects of military education and coast defense, to
which attention is now invited, as the time is not remote when plans
for that in" truction must be devised by the Federal and State military
authorities.
The issue of field guns and ordnance supplies to the militia has been
continued as far as appropriations permit, but the increasing requests
of the States each year exceed the Department's resources, available by law. More liberal provisions of law for arming the State troops
will be an economical investment. Changes in the laws to permit arming the militia with improved weapons and the improvement of its
equipment, and to promote closer relations between Federal and State
troops, have a claim upon the favorable consideration of Congress.
The strength of the militia shows an increase of about 5,000 since last
year, the latest returns showing a total organized force of 117,533 officers
and enlisted men. The artillery arm, maintained by thirty-three States,
has an enrollment of 5,922 officers and men; the cavalry arm, maintained
by twenty-six States, of 5,069. The geographical distribution of this
force follpws:
Organized strength.
___
st_a_te_s_a_n_d _T_e_rr_it_o_ri_es_._---'---_ ,__ 1_8_94_._1 - - -s-t_at_e_s_a n_d_T
_ e_r_ri-to_r_ie_
s._ _ _ _1_8-94_. _
1

Alabama...............................
Arkansas..............................
California . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .... . . . . . . . . .
Colorado...............................
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Delaware..............................
Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Georgia................................
Idaho..................................
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Indiana................................
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
/ Kentucky.............................
Louisiana..............................
Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Maryland............................. .
Massachusetts.........................
Michigan ..'.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Minnesota ............................ ·\
M1ss1ss1pp1............................
Missour i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Montana.................. . ............
Nebraska . .............
,, ... ....... ..
Nevada.... . ............. . ........ . ... .

8,073
1,043
5,835
945
2, 735
854
1, 091
4,801
808
5, 254
2,681
2, 554
1, 687
1,320
1, 557
1, 304
2,104
6,133
2, 940
1,976
1, 221
2, 255
540
1, 185
463

1

New H ampshire..................... .
1, 379
New .Jersey-...........................
3,896
New York.......................... . .
13, 254
North Carolina . . ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 609
North Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
498
Ohio ..... ., .................... ·.......
6, 180
Oregon ........ _.................·. . . . .
1, 582
Pennsylvania.........................
8, 959
Rhode Island.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 561
South Carolina............ . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 734
South Dakota .·.......................
773
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8, 016
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 934
Vermont..............................
700
Virginia ............... _..............
3, 136
Washington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 598
W est Virginia ..................... : ..
808
Wisconsin............................
2,701
Wyoming ...... _........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
450
Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
468
N ew Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
486
Oklahoma ........ . ............................ . .
Utah........................... . ......
803
District of Columbia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 589
A ggr egate ...................... .

117,533
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THE SOLDIERS' HOME.

The report of the president of the Board of Commissioners of the
Soldiers' Home shows 1,065 inmates on the roll on September 30, 1894,.
and an average attendance of 734. The permanent fund of the institution amounts to $2,574,036.79, an increase of $94,6~3.4 7 during the
year, in part attributable to a reduction of $19,346.90 in current expend- .
itures. The number of pensioners who are resident inmates is 582, and
the average pension received by each is $175.77. The president of the
board renews his recommendation th~t inmates of the Home receiving
more than $8 a, month pension shall contribute toward their maintenance.
MILITARY PRISON.

The transfer of the military prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., to
the civil authorities of the United States, and the confinement of most
of the military prisoners hereafter at the large military posts, would
save men and money to the Army, and would enable the Government
to carry out economically a project for the care of prisoners of the
United States already approved by Congress. The prison has ample
capacity for 550 convicts, and is in excellent condition for their custody.
The number of men now confined there is 433. Of this number 60
are in confinement on convictions of crimes under the civil law, and373
are serving sentences for offenses against military law and regulations,
of whom 254 will be discharged during the coming six months. During the last :fiscal year the institution was a charge of $79,489 against
the .Army appropriations, not including the pay and allowances of the
8 officers and 133 men of the guard, who were withdrawn for its management and care from the active force of the .Army. The cost of
transporting prisoners and guards to the prison from various posts
increases this sum to $100,000 a year.
'Yhatever may have been the necessities when the prison was established, large posts in every military. department are now well adapted
to the con:finemerit of offenders against military law. By detaining
them at such posts within the department in which offenses are committed an annual saving of $15,000 in transportation alone is practicable,
while their labor could be turned to much useful and necessary work,
relieving the soldier from distasteful and irksome tasks tending to discontent and desertion. The objects of punishment for violations of
military law in most cases can better be served by confinement in
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smaller numbers at the large posts than by the questionable influence
of a large prison.
The President, in his message to Congress date<l. December 6, 1886,
recommended the establishment of a prison for United States convicts,_
and three years ago a law was enacted for the selection of sit,es for
three such institutions, at a cost not exceeding $500,000 each, but no appropriation was made to carry the act into effect. The transportation of
161 United States prisoners from Arkansas, T~xas, and the Indian Territory to Brooklyn, N. Y., during the past year cost $11,995, two-thirds
of which could )lave been saved by transportation to the prison at
Fort Leavenworth. Legislation authorizing the conversion of the
military prison at Fort Leavenworth into a United States prison,
under the care and custody of the Department of Justice, is therefore
suggested as desirable on military and civil grounds.
APACHE PRISONERS OF WAR.

After eight years' confinement, at a charge of nearly half a million
dollars to the Army appropriations, the remnants of certain bands of
Apache Indians, numbering 346, held as prisoners of the Government,
· have been established on military lands near Fort Sill, and under strict
surveillance have begun to sustain themselves by agriculture. In consequence of atrocities committed upon settlers in the Southwest these
. bands were pursued.and captured in 1886.
In the autumn of that year, with their families, numbering in all 4D8
persons, they were imprisoned at Fort Pickens and Fort Marion. Of
the Y(?Uth, many were sent to the Indian-school at Carlisle, Pa., so that
when the prisoners were moved to Mount Vernon barracks in April,
1887, they numbered 400. At this place everything possible was done
to direct their progress toward a state of civilization, bu~ the military
reservation at this post was too limited to permit much instruction in
agriculture. On September 1, 1891, and March 21, following, 46 captives from the White Mountain A;ache Reservation were also sent to
Mount Vernon barracks. During their confinement, on account of
unfavorable climate and other conditions, the original number was
reduced nearly one-half by death, so that there survive but 18 who
were in arms when taken into custody, and 55 who had at some time
been hostile to the Government, while 157 children have been born in
captivity.
Secretary Endicott in 1888 reported: '' It is very desirable to secure
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some place where the climate is suitable, and opportunity may be had
to instruct and employ them in agriculture," and in 1890 Secretary
. Proctor asked for authority from Congress to transfer them to Fort Sill.
Efforts from time to time to secure the permission of O011gress failed
until, by th~ army appropriation act of Augu§t 6, 1894, authority was
bestowed upon the War Department to transfer the 1 prisoncrs to any
military reservation under control of the Department.
Full investigation of all the conditions convinced the Department
that the reservation at Fort Sill, which is about GOO miles distant
from the scenes of their crimes, was best adapted by climate, nature,
and extent of land, military garrison, and other considerati011s for a
permanent agricultural settlement of these prisoners. Accordingly, in
September, they were moved to Fort Sill, and are being established on
military lands, with a garrison entirely adequate to their control and
under conditions tending to their self-support and civilization.
RIVERS AND HAR130RS.

The report of the Chief of Engineers of the Army shows in detail
the progress of the year in the important work' of river and harbor
improvement. Th~ act of August 18, 1894, carried appropriations for
these objects aggregating $11,643,180, and the appropriations otherwise made for continuing work already under contract as ordered by
previous legislation brought the total appropriations for the coming
year up to $20,043,180.
A.s required by statute, there has been transmitted for the informa~ tion of Congress the statement of the engineer officers in charge, showing the amount that can be expended during the next fiscal year on
the several works not under contract for which projects have been
adopted. In view, however, of the very recent passage of a river and
harbor bill, further appropriations at this time for work of this character are not recommended.
The estimates approved by the Department for continuing the work
under existing cDntracts through the next year amount to $12,872,115.
CHICKAMAUGA A.ND CHATTANOOGA MILITARY PARK.

Of the 5,f~21 acres comprising the Chickamauga and Chattanooga
Military Park, 2,100 have been cleared of underbrush and 600 remain
to be cleared to facilitate the work of the States in locatin g the p osition of their troops. ..Additions to . roads to the extent of 16 miles,

.
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making 41 miles iu all, have been completed, reducing monthJy expenses
one-half. Twenty-three State commissions, with a committee from the
-Society of the .Army of the Tennessee, are actively cooperating with
the park commission in establishing the lines of battle .
.Alabama, Connecticut, Kansas, Maryland, and West Virginia are the
only States represented at the battles which have not yet appointed
commissions, and it is expected that the legislatures of these States at
their next sessions will take the necessary step_s toward co-operation.
Some of the lands on Missionary Ridge and Lookout Mountain, desired
for the park, have been held at such exorbitant prices that the commission recommends that further efforts to purchase them be abandoned;
but the-present project contemplates the further purchase of 1,006 acres
of the battlefield of Chickamauga. Massachusetts and Minnesota have
completed the erec,tion of their monuments, and the 55 monuments of
Ohio have been erected.
The nine monuments to regular troops have been completed and
pyramidal monuments of shell ~ark the positions where the general
officers fell. Tablets' for army headquarters and to indicate the movements of the corps and divisions of both armies through the three days'
battles are in place, and some headway has been made with brigade
tablets. Seventy or more ., guns, suita~ly mounted, will indicate the ·
fighting positions of batteries at Chickamauga by the end of the year.
An available balance of $70,654.58 of $651,710.63 appropriated during
and since 1890, remained unexpended September 30, 1894.
GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD.

Much progress has been made since the last repo:rt in the work of
preserving the lines of battle at Gettysburg, and ascertaining and
marking the positions of the commands which participated in that
engagement. Two hundred and fifty-six Union regiments, with 67 batteries, and 189 Confederate regiments, with 70 batteries, were engaged
in the battle. Their movements were many and complicated, but in
the main they have now been accurately established, and, upon verification, tablets will be placed at points held by the flanks of each regiment in its several positions, with .a single cannon of war times to
mark the place occupied by each battery.
The following suggestion from the last annual report of the Department has been approved and emphasized by recent action of the Gettysburg Memorial Battlefield .Association:
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In addition to the considerable sums expended for the preservation of points of
historic interest in connection with this :field by the Gettysburg Battlefield Memorial Association and other organizations and individuals, the sum of $863,017.82 has
been contributed to the work by States whose soldiers participated in the b attle.
This iarge outlay ha~ been expended, under the supervision of the association
mentioned, in the purchase of plots of land embracing the leading features of the
battlefield, the construction of connecting roads and avenues, and the erection of
suitable monuments and tablets. In the absence of any other provision for the
permanent care and maintenance of this completed work it has been suggested that
the General Government might well accept that charge and assume its control.
ANTIETAM BATTLEFIELD.

The work of determiuing and marking the positions of the Union
and Confederate armies on the battlefield of Antietam has been carried on throughout the year, and is now believed to be drawing to a
close. Oongress has charged the Department with tbe duty of "preserving and marking" certain lines of battle at Antietam, in order to
preserve the field, in all its physical aspects, as nearly as possible in
tbe condition in which it was in September, 1862. This duty can best
be performed by leaving the land in the hands of its original owners or
their successors, who, by continuing to use it for farming, will preserve its topographical features as they existed in 1862.
" The portion of Maryland in which the battlefield is situated has
always been an agricultural region and bids fair to continue so indefinitely. So long, therefore, as the land remains in the hands of private
owners, so long will it be to their direct interest to continue to use i--t
for farming purposes and thus preserve the field as it appeared to the
combatant!'. Were the Goverpment to acquire large holdings of land
on the battlefield or m its vicinity, it would be compelled, by-its own
agencies, to simulate the operations of agriculture-a task clearly outside the ordinary and usual scope of government-al endeavor, and
involving large expenditures.
It _is the purpose of the Department, if the necessary land can be
bought reasonably, but not otherwise, to acquire several lanes or
avenues along which the most severe fighting occuned, and upon the
sites thus acquired to erect such tablets and markers as will clearly
describe and explain the positions and operations of the several organizations of the armies of the Potomac and Northern Virginia which
were engaged. It is not believed that the first ·cost of this method of
marking will be great. or that the expense of maintenance will be considerable.
-
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CONDEMNATION OF LANDS.

In executing the various laws requiring the purchase of land for
military objects it frequently occurs that the prices demanded by
owners are clearly unreasonable, in the judgment of the officers in
charge. In such cases resort must be had to the rules prescribed by
the statutes, and the result is so generally unfavorable· to the Government as to justify the statement of a single but not exceptional experience of this Department.
In 1890 the Department undertook to obtain for important fortifica,
tions near a large city 10 parcels of land aggregating 130 acres, together
with their improvements. An expert in local land values, retained by
the Department, appraised the whole at $635,000. This valuation
appeared so excessive to the local officer of the War Department that
condemnation proceedings_were instituted, with respect to four parcels,
valued at $309,000, and aggregating 85 acres, which were urgently
needed for fortifications Anotµer parcel, appraised at $44,000, was
tendered to the Government at that price, but before the offer was
accepted it was wi_tbdrawn and a demand for $76,250 was substituted.
The price now asked is $59,000.
Legal appraisal in 1892 of the four tracts fixed a valuation of
$568,000, and to reach this determination the Government has spent
upward of $31,500 in legal expenses, etc. The owner of one tract
of 16 acres, originally aJ.)praised at $94,ooo; but for which the Government finally paid · $183,000, subsequently bought for about $72,000 a
neighboring place of 20 acres, stated to be fully as valuable as the
tr~ct sold to the Government. Thus, land was bought by the Government at $11,300 an acre, and neighboring land of equal value was
acquired by a citizen for $3,600 an acre. · If the Department had made
final purchases at the rates paid in 1~92 for the property desired, the
cost of the entire site would have been $1,025,200, while if the whole
had been bought at the rates paid by' the citizen the cost would have
be01{ $465,000. Upon investigation this year, however, further purchases at this point have been suspended.
NATIONAL CEMETERIES.

At the 83 national cemeteries 7,637 white marble headstones to mark
the graves of Union soldiers, sailors, and marines were provided during the year. Repairs have been made at various points and the cemeteries have been kept in good order.
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THE YELLOWSTONE PARK.

The cost of improvements and maintenance of the Yellowstone
Natibnal Park to date has been $548,917. The total mileage of roadways completed or opened to travel is 235, but about 90 miles of this
is little more than a clearing t~rough the forest, slightly graded, along
which v(?hicles can pass. Besides the completion of these roads, . the
present plan contemplates the construction of 90 miles additional, at
an estimated cost of $350,100.
The engineer estimates the cost of maintenance and repair of such -·
roads, with their present construction, at $20.0 per mile, or $60,000
per year, but suggests that they be surfaced with rock ma~erial at an
original expense of $375,000, reducing the annual charges for repairs
to $15,000 in all.
The immediate needs are the repair of existing roads, involving an
outlay next season estimated at $15,000, and the completion of certain
stretches of road to connect finished sections, the estimate for which is
$87,000. With this done the future p'olicy of the Government as to
the park improvement should be definitely determined, and a thoroughly
matured _a nd :fixed plan adopted before any new work is :undertaken.
'-..

MA.OKIN.AO' RESERVATION.

The withdrawal of the garrison at Fort Mackinac, which has ce~sed
to be a position of strategic value, renders desirable some disposition
of the reservation. Besides the old fort, which it is propos_ed to retain
fa the custody of an ordnance sergeant, the Government owns 1,207 of
approximately 2,221 acres, comprising the island of Mackinac. _ The ·
remainder is owned and occupied by individuals. Congress, by an act
approved March 3, 1875, set aside all the Government lands, except the
fort reservation proper, as a national park for the_benefit of the people,
and the Secretary of War was authorized to lease small portions for
buildings for visitors.
JU ncler this authority, from time to time sine(:} 1875, ground has been
leased at nominal sums upo_n which costly villas have been constructed.
The reservation has neyer been a park for the people, and no feasible
means of carrying out the purpose of Oo_ngress have been discovered.
It is practically a summer resort for the wealthy, to the maintenance of
which the Government should not be bound. It is proposed that
authority be bestowed upon the War Department to sell its holdings
on the Island of.Mackinac, except the old fort, which is an interesting
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memorial of the early history of this region, and that the proceeds be
applied to some purpose of a genuine public value.
MONUMEN'l'S.

The contracts for the pedestal and statue. to Gen. Logan, and for the
pedestal and statue to Gen. Hancock which is to be erected at the
intersection of Pennsylvania avenue and Sev_enth street, have been let. ·
The committee of the Society of the Army of the Cumberland has contracted for a statue to Gen. Sheridan, and expects to deliver it early ·
next autumn to the commission appointed by Congress, which has
selected a site at the intersection of Pennsylvania avenue and E street
northwest.
In 1892 the sum of $50,000 was appropriated for a statue to Gen.
Sherman, to which the Society of the Army. of the Tennessee has
undertaken to add a like .amount. Pending collection of subscriptions it has_been deemed inadvisable to enter into contracts for the
mon"Ument, but the commissioners designated for that purpose have
agreed· on a site for it at the east front of the Capitol, north of Greenough's statue of Washington.
No monument has been .erected at Washington to the memory ot
Gen. Grant. The site to the south of the statue of Washington appears
well adapted for such use, and it is recommended that it be reserved
for that object, and that Congress ,make ample provision for the erection of a statue that shall worthily perpetuate his memory.
I beg to suggest that the President be authorized to appoint a permane~t commission, selected from the citizens of the country, and compo~ed.of tbose be;t qualified to pass-upon the matters of art involved,
to whom shall be in trusted the duty of the selection of designs and sites
for future monuments at ,the capital. The present system of many
commissions does not always produce the best artistic results.
ARLINGTON ¥EMORIAL BRIDGE.

I renew the recommendation for improved transportation facilities
between the seat of goverpment and the Virginia shore, and for the
construction of a memorial bridge to render S'?eedily accessible the
principal military post of the capital, Fort Myer, and to furnish a
befitting approach to the national cemetery at Arlington. The need
of such a bridge to Potomac Heights grows more imperative each year,
and the surroundings suggest that it should be so designed as to
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become one of the ~rm.anent memori
torical associations and natural be u
for such a purpose.
RECORD A.ND PE

Index record cards of all the volnn
war, of hosvital muster roll , rolls of d
laneous rolls, and company de criptiv
and work on regimental de criptive book i in progr ·
records relating to the personnel or ope ti n of th
wars of the Revolution and of 1812 are b ing tr n ti rr
and they will be reproduced by the inde r rd ·, rd
as possible. The total number of c e di po d of '
which 170,301 were pension cases. During the ·e, r 6 02
and 2,7~7 medical cards were added to the record m kin
41,127,149 cards available for curr~nt work. The com pl i n
of the work in which the office bas been en gag d ha permitt l
tion of 292 in the clerical force, at an annual a ing of 334,2 .
WAR RECORDS.

The publication of the official record~ of the rebellion bring the ork
down to the openmg ot the final campaign, and volume covering operations culminating at Appomattox are in type. Thirty-one of th 35
parts of the .Atlas have been issued. Such progre s ha been m e
that if no uuforseen delay occurs the volume remaining t-0 complet.e
the publicatiou. will be in the hands of the printer by the clo e of the
fiscal year. The publication, complete, will con ist of 11444 ct e h
of 120. volumes, with probably 4 supplementary volume .
inc 1 74
there have been appr~priated $2,156,343 for the work, and it i
timated that $469,000 will be required to finish it.
In the admimstration of the affans of the Department and in the
prosecution of plans to promote the good of the service, the experience
and judgment of the Major-General Commanding the Army have been
heartily enlisted at all times; to his counsel and to the zeal and proficiency of the officers in charge of the several bureaus I am indebted.
S. LA.MONT,
Seoretary of War.
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Statement of appropriations under direction of the Wat· Departrn:~ntfor the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894, showing the amount appropriated un<l
title of app1·opriation, the amount drawn by requisition upon the Treasu1·y, and the balances subject to 1·equisitio11, July 1, 1894.

Title

of appropriation.

Balances
Jul,y l, 1893.

I

Appropriated Repayments
July 1, 1893, ,Juli 1, 1893,
to June 30,
to June 30,
1894.

Payments
July ] , 1893,
to June 30,

.A.ggregato
available .

1894.

1894.

Carried to
aurpluafund / Balan
June 30,
June 30, 1804.
1894.
~

SALARIES, CONTINGENCIES, ETC.

ltftJ!~:r~: !i i i~;

Salaries, office of. . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . .
Secretary of War····· - · · ··· · · ···· ·· · · · · · · · · ·
..

1 ii 1:11 1-11

;!!;;;;;;;;;;;ii!!::;:;~

$108, 568. os
$106, 300. 00 ·-·----·-·····
215,084.38
212,920.00
14,382.29
14,360.00 . ............. .....
14,934.35
14,860.00 ---------·---163,565.98
158,940.00 ----------·--·
43,062.77
42,760.00 -------------188,401.52
186,860.00 - - . - .. -- ..... - ....
.
39,
t63. 87
39,160.00 ................... '
45,002.44
44,860. ob ------·-----··
23,406.66
' 23,240.00 ··-----------32,778.02
31,780.00 ------------·1, 004, l 90. 00 -------------- 1, 039, 184. 19
5,700.00
5,700.00 --·-··--------

$2,268.08
2 Hi4 38

I

::~:

Publication of Records of the Rebellion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
998. 02
Salaries, Record and Pension 0/:lico, War Department.................
34,994.19
SaJaries SiO"nal Office .. ................. . ............................................ .
Sa.Iaries' ol' employes, public building and grounds, under Chief
Eniineer............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
49. 79
Contmgent expenses, public buildings and grounds, under Chief
EnO"ineer............................................................
8. 29
Contingent expenses, War Department...............................
0, 797. 04
Postage, Postal Union countries, War Department....................
1,050. 00
Stationery, War Department..........................................
2, 700. 30
Rent of build in O"S, War Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200. 01
Index of Confed'erate recorcls. War Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
139. 61
Improving the receiving reservoir, District of Columbia . ........................... .
Ford's Theatre building, repairs, 1894

-------------·
~

47,060.00
500. 00
55,000.00
600. 00
35,000.00
6,500.00
14,600.00
60,000.00
17,958, 00

~11
------------------·--------

508. 29

1,650.00
37,700. 30
6,700.01
14,739.61
60,000.00
17. 958. 00

"·'u

2, 123, 154. 00

Total salaries, contingent expenses,

47,109.79

2, 181, 397. 59

I

trj

$98,138.09
212,143.33
14,087.31
14,773.32
155,977. 36
41,670.00
186,565.20
38,875.00
44,832.33
23,200.00
31,275.00
924,836.60
5,700.00
47,059.69

$1,643.08
909. 38

·········s:2i·
2,276.08
45.42
1,063.86

-------------·
96.15
87.55
484. 14
10,979.19

-------------43. 05

2,000,614.99

18,874.17

1,750.00
130,000.00
3,000.00
15,000.00
22,000.00
13, 256, 789. 78
1, 700, 000. 00
2, 525, 000. 00
650,000.00
700,000.00

11~~11:ih1r~t:;••:••::••: •:••: :• •: •: • •:: : :•• • •• ,. ::i:m:n
Reg;ular supplies, Quadermaster's Department.......................
~01dental expenses, Quartermaster's Department.....................
a.rracks and quarters.................................................

580,369.76
61,046.72
89,749.22

....................
...................

--------------

-- - -----· · ----------- ----- -

----------------·---------·
.....................
-------------..................

1,750.00
151,739. 12
3,000.52
20,308.28
22,009.55
14, 457, 076. 35
l, 840,074.59
3, 105, 369. 76
711,046.72
789,749.22

1,750.00
103,858.59
2,629.09
4,556.28
22,284.17
12,925,202.47
1, 665, 166. 61
2, 266, 472. 28
638,267.87
714,558.68

~

8
0

lzj

8

P:I
trj

UJ.
trj

7. 05

Q
~
trj

161,908.43

------

------------ · .....................
6,872.77
41,007.76
60. 52
995. 87
285. 30
515,641.56
142,630.94
235,751.90
31,718.70
5,256.72

"ti
0

--------------

. 72
500.14
7. 43
21,099.92
275. 44
40,421.68
190. 00
860. 00
600. 00
.18
14,975.55
22,724.57
100. 00
100. 01
6,500.00
14,735.37 ..............
4. 24
60,000 . 0 0 ~ ...... . .. . . .....
16,000.00 ..............
1,958. 00

MILITARY ESTABLTHHMENT,

~xpenses of Co~~ding General's office ........................................... .
xpenses CYfrecrmtmg. ... .. . ... .. .... .. ... . . . ... . .. ...... ........ ....
21,739.12
Cont~ngenc~es, headquarters of military departments.................
60. 52

$8,786.91
2,031. 67
294. 98
157. 82
5,312.54
1,347.35
772. 46
288. 87
73. 96
119.11
1,018.88
103,368.40

370. 91
14,756.13
40. 08
1, 016, 232. 32
32,268.04
603,145.58
41,060.06
69,933.82

1-3

>-

~

~

0

>"zj

~

>-

~

Transportation of the Army and its supplies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
718, 068. 27
Transportation of the Arn:iy and its supplies, Pacific railroads .............. . ...... .
Horses for cav.i,lry and artillery.......................................
57,014. 87
Construction and repair of hospitals....................... .... ........
1,907.13
Quarters for hospital stewards .............. ... . ... .'..................
1, 298. lCi
Shooting galleries and ranges .........................................
207. 50
Purchase ?f land for target ran~es, Fort McPherson, Ga .. -.... - . . . . . .
16, 500. 00
l3ellevuerifle range, Omaha, N eor .. . . . . . . . .. .. ....... .... .. ....... ...
500. 00
Clothing and camp and garrison equipage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
257, 339. 99
Medical an~ hospital department . . ...... _.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19,953.83
Army Medical Museum ......... ...... . _........... ... .......... .. ..... ..... ..... .. .
Library, Surgeon.General's office .. ~ ................. - .. - · · .. · · · - .............. . .... .
Engineer depot at Willets Point, N. y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 703. 25
Ordnance stores, etc ...................... _...........................
565. 59
Ordnance service ....... . ..............................................
10. 26
Ordnance material, proceeds of sales ................... -... - .. - . . . . . . .
344, 733. 05
Manufacture of arms .................•.................... ,....... ....
174,021.29
Pay of Military Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
54, 406. 18
C~rrent and or!1inary expenses, Mi1itary Acade1;Ily . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 426. 87
Miscellaneous items and incidental expenses, Military .Academy . . . . .
474. 68
Hotchkiss gun for Military Academy ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
87. 67

2, 600, 000. 00
139,809.01
130,000.00
50,000.00
7,000.00
8,000.00

··i~ ib6,: iii: 66: i::::::::::::::
185,500.00
5,000.00
7,000.00
11,000.00
495,000.00
80,000.00
8,116.20
400, ooo. 00
232,115.08
79,887.85
25,737.50

8, 318, 068. 271 2, 502, 612. 02
139, 809. 01
139, 809. 01
187, 014. 87
101, 909. 50
51, 907. 13
49, 454. 28
8, 298. 10
7, 676. 28
8,207.50
7,670.60
16, 500. 00 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
500. 00 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
1,457,339.99
1,153, 356.76
205,453.83
168,817.51
5, 000. 00
5, 000. 00
7, 000. 00
7, 000. 00
13, 703. 25
8, 000. 00
495,565.59
476,458.99
80, 010. 26
79, 912. 15
352,849.25
67,497.69
574, 021. 29
214, 613. 28
286, 1>21. 26
225, 009. 00
84, 314. 72
79, 875. 55
26, 212. 18
26,737.50
87. 67 ······ ........ .

117, 831. 78
697,621.47
.............. ............. .
44, 759. 90
40, 34.5. 4.7
1, 504. 36
948. 49
. 127. 57
494. 25
206. 27
330. 63
.. .. . . . . . .. . . .
16, 500. 00
. ... . . . . .. .. ..
500. 00
28,621. 76
275,361.47
. .. . . . . . . . . . . .
36,686.32
...............•............

. .................... ----·---------

3. 25
5, 700. 00
510. 43
18,596.17
10. 26
87. 85
. . . ... . . . . . . . .
285, 351. 56
. . ••. . . . . .. . . .
359, 408. 01
30, 595. 60
30, 916. 66
4, 426. 87
12. 30
474.68 .....•.•.... - .
87. 67

·-·-

'

______
I
,

28. 421. 168. 28 I 23, 665, 156. 16 I 1, 168, 386. 77
3, 587, 625. 35
~-11~~~===t======r=====,=====--

Total military establishment .............•.....•••••.•••••..... - 1~3~,~7~5!3,~4~6!2-~8~6~11=i!4~,!fj!fj'~/,~'/~U;J~-;""!"=il:::··;,,;·;·;,,··;,,;·;·;;,·~··;·;;,·

'22d

PUBLIC WORKS.

Buildings and grounds, Military Academy.
Buildings
and
a-rounds 1 Military Acad
' emy · ..
N
. 'b
- - _· .............•..•••.
· · · · · · · · · • • • • • ·••• • • ::::
ew aca d em1c
uilding, Military Academy
Total buildings and grounds, Military Academy................

1

I

1221496· 00 ~ 6 1
· 92~.
135, 000. 00 ............

14 065. 69
188,' 220. 19

901 065 . 69-. _..... ..•••..

45!>, 843. 80

I

257,496.00

202,285.88

~~~~!:
d:p:~~c%~~~ .ii..i ::: :~: :: :·::::::: ::: ::::: :::::: .. :::: ~::::::
Provmg ground, Sandy E;ook, N. J .................•

32,146.92
93,859.03
3,370.00
51,000.00
46. 79
19,299.92
7,590.84

Total arsenals ..••...............•........•••••...••...•..•......

214,-843. 42

Testing machine......

·· ··· ·········· ··

····--·------·------------·
---------·····

10,000.00

..................

16,279.92
20,000.00
2,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
11,000.00
42,146.92
93,859.03
43,370.00
147,650.00
45,046.79
19,299.92
45,090.84
10,000.00

290,900.00

---- ----------

505,743.42

8,750.00
20,000.00
2,000.00 _________ ........
5,000.00
5,000.00 ----·--------11,000.00 . ......... ... ..
10,000.00 .................

.................

. . . . -40: 000: 00. ---·------ -··
96,650.00
45,000.00

• • • • • • • • • r ••••

----·--------... .. 37," 500.· 00. ----·--------...............

t:z:j

r-3
~

t,j

pj

136 623 61
323,· 2~0.· 19

7,529.92

t--3
0

[I)

61. 92

1

rn::::::: ··························

:;o

t,zj

.Arsenals.
Rock Island bridge, Rock Island Ill
Rock _Island arsenal, Rock Island,
Bemma ars~nal, Benicia, Cal ............ .
Colum1!ia arsenal, Columbia, Tenn . ...... .
FTa~ktord :i,rsenal, Philadelphia, Pa .... _...... .
~nd!anapolis arsenal, Indianapolis, Ind
Sprmgfield arsenal, Springfield, Mass ..................... .
Army Gun Factory, Watervliet arsenal West Troy N y ··,· ········
Watervliet arsenal, West Troy, N. Y .. '. .......... :.'.. ." ... :::::::··· · ·
Watertown arsenal, Watertown, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·· · · ·

t,j

"tl
0

a

~ 92
46 5o7
90 065 69 · • • ., • • · · • · · • •
323 ; 220 : 19 ....... '... _:. _. . . . . . . . . . . _ . . .
3691 778 . 11

:;o

8,750.00
20,000.00
2, 000. 00
5,000.00
5,000.00
11, 000. 00 . • . . . . . . . . • ...•..... ... ... 2,315.32
39,831.60 ---·--------··
42,858.73
51,000.30 ..................
20,370.00
23,000.00
27,168.84
120,481.16 ---------·····
10. 29
46. 79
44,989.71
19,299.92
---------·····
--------------- ..................
. 10, 225. 21
34,865.63
10,000.00 ------------1 •••••••••••••• , •

-

•••••• -

•••••

t,j

r-3

>
:;o
><l
0

t:z:j

~
~

--------------

375,918.40

46. 79 1

129,778.23

--

~

-.J

I

~

Statement of appropriations under direction of the War Department for the fiscql year ending June 30, 1894, etc.-Continued.

I

Title of appropriation.

PUBLIC

,
Appropriated Repayments
Balances
.Jul 1, 1893, .Jµl 1, 1893,
.Aggre ato
July 1, 1893. / to June 30,
to fnne 30, / avanaile.
I
1894,
1894,

00

I

Payments
.July 1, 1893
Carried to
to June 30 ' surplus fund / Balance
1894. ' June 30, 1894. June 30, 1894 .

WORKS-Continued.

~

Fortifications.
$6,000.00
3, 016, 656. !)4
25,204.40
37,400.00
300,289.99
28,470.77
2,500.00
800. 00
276,565.70
221. 50
20,167. GO
.13
15,000.00
2,429.43
587,361.45
4,750.25
297. 94
20, 1:t2. 90
704,453.83
100. 28
8, 737. 22

$6,000.00
.................
$6,000.00
.................. 1, 880, 413. 66
4, 655, 061. 94
7,354.82
....................
62,849.64
70,204.46
37,400.00
37,400.00
------··-----·
05
·
~35,
332. 94
-------------425,289.99
28,470.77
28,470.77 ----------····· -------------·
.
2,500.00
2,600.00 ................... -----··-··---5,800.00 ·········----5,800.00
145,577.07 ------- ------276,565.70
$221. 50 ............. . .....
221. 50
20,000.00
167. GO
20,167.60 ........................
8,939.71
.13
11,660.29
20,600.13
15,000.00
15,000.00 ....................... .•... 2,' 429.-43.
1. 89
5,998.11
8,429.43
587,361.45
587,361.45 --------------- .................. .
1,000.25
3,750.00 ..................
4,750.25
21J7. 94
297. 94
-.......... - - ...... -·-·········· ·
52,788.80
201, 12!l. 90
148,334.10
248,024.81
844, 463. 83
596, 429. 02 ..............
100. 28
100. 28 .....• . •..•...
5,877.22
8, 7_37. 22
2, 860. 00 ..............

5, 153, 530. 39

7,218,535: 39

.3, 947,863.56

44,621.09
27,028.07
15,048.44
2,513.70

43,899.44
25,957.77
14,892.24
2,481.55

·iz: ii4: 64s: 2s·

····isg: 951:

····iao:!iss: 63

·--------------

.~.

-------------·

·1···· ..........
2,818. 6/i

3, 207, 853. 17

Buildings and grounds in and a1·ound Washington, etc.
421. 09
Improvement and care of public grounds
28. 07
Repairs, fuel, etc., Executive Mansi.on ..... .
Lighting, etc., Executive Mansion, etc .•.........•...•.........••.....
26. 44
Repairs to water pipes and fire plu~s ................................. .
}3. 70
Telegraph to connect tbe Capitol with tile Departments and tbe
Government Printing Office ....•.................................... ,.••............
Care and maintenance of the Washington Monument ................ .
322. 66
Water supply, Executfre Mansion .................................. ..
5,300.00
l'revention of obstructive and injurious deposits within tbe harbor
and adjacent waters of New York City ................ .
3,611.53
Transportation of reports anu maps to foreign countries .
51. 98
Support and medical treatment of destitute patients •....••...... ·....
1,583.41
Maintenance of Garfield Hospital
.15

ti:-'
"o
0

~

1-3
0

r%j

1-3
~

t:rj

m
t:zj

a

~
tzj

1--3

~

~
1-<j

0

r%j

~

1,250.00
11,842.66
5, aoo. oo

121.09
26.82 -I
26.44 ,
13, 70

GOO. 50
1,043.48
129. 76
18.45

1,250.00 ............... .. ... .......................
322. 66
11,487.57
32.43
5,300.00

·------------·- ....... ... ............

36,611.53
34,548.46
153. 58 ....................
20,583.41
18,999.96
12,500.15
12,500.00

1,998.53
51. 98
.04

04. 54
101. 60
1,583.41

~

2,137.69
350. l:Sl
50, 354. 12 . . . . . . • . . • . . . . .
10,669.91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
428,985.54
1,539.16
60, 000. 00
60, 000. 00
17,958.00
16,000.00

National Encampment, Graud Army of the Republic .... ·.,···· ..... .
Building for StatE:, '\\:ar, and Navy _.bepartments .......... ···· ·· ··· · ··
.
Water supply, D1stnctof Columb1a ..................................
10,669.91
Increasing water supply, District of Columbia.......................
428,985.54
Improving the receiving reservoir, District of Columbia ... · .. · ..................... .
Ford's Theater building, repairs ................................. : .................. .

l

Total, buildings and grounds in and around Washington ...... .
l{epayments in excess of payments ................ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 · ·
Actual expenditures ..... .

. • • . .. . .. .. • . .
1,786.88
. . . . . • . . . . .. . . .
50, 354. 12
. •. . . . . . . •. . . .
10,669.91
. . • . . . . . . .• . . .
427,446.38
........................... .
..............
1,958.00
-

~M

501, 08!-J. 52

'1

· · · · · · · · · · · · ·

g;.

-1

···········,!===

, .Military posts.

1-tj

28,340.80
24,902.10
115. 78
2,958.15
160,000.00
60,000.00
!)00. 00
471.90
676,601.55

Wharf at Fortress Monroe, Va ..............••.••••• ,·••··············
Sewerage system at Fortess Monroe Va ......... · · ·
Bridge over M;ill Creek, Fortress M~nroe, Va .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · i · · · · · · · ·
Water supply, Fort D. A. Russell Wyo ........ ······················
P~r~hase of Fort Brown Reservation, Tex ...... ······················
Miht3.l'y store.house, Omaha Nebr ........... ·························
Transfer of school site, Fort McClary m~litary rc:'ervation, Me ...... .
Officers quarters, military post at Columbus, Ohio ....... ··.··········
Military posts .............................. ···
Military bost-

I~tt ~1~J:lt :i{iiii~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
f~11F;:~:~\~~::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Bliss, Tex ............... .
Atlanta, Ga ............. .

Eagle Pass, Tex., site ......................... ""··················
. ········gj3"
,:l!'ort St. Ph~li~, Mississ~]:Pi River .............. · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 7 · · · · · · · ·
.. 1 ••••• • • • • • • • • •
Purchase of bmldmii;s at military posts...............................
!l, 9 7· 48 • •• • • · · -- ·
Improvement of Yellowstone National Park..........................
717. 58
30, 000· 00
Ch1ckamaug_a and 9hatta,i:oo~a Nation1tl Park........................
97,168.25
100, ~oo:
00 00
Reconstructmg bridge, N1obrnra, Nebr ......•........ ~............... .... .. . . .. .. . ..
7,
00

.

Total military posts ................................. .
Repayment in excess of payments

-

--

~,,..

71,733.54
15,004.86
13,339.51
829. 31
75,000, 00
15,000.00
174,850.00
100,000.00
20,000.00
9. 33
9,977; 48
30,717.58
197,168.25
7,000.00
1,684,920.14

Actual expenditures

...•. 25," ooo: 00 ·1: ............ .
700. 00 .....•........

5,2,

!~k ~g :::::::::::::J···ioi; i;ja: 43

71, 733. 54

. . . . . . . . . . : : : : 1· · · · ·

::::::::820.31
::::::; ::::::::::.........
1

~::. ~~~: :~
ir,; ooi: 30

15,000.00

·····ss: 000:00
·······------9, !)77. 48

53 . 595 . 4i

30,717.581 .•........... ·1 · ....
143,572.84 · · · · · · · · · · ·...
7, vOO. uO

0

~

t-3
0
~

t-3

~

trj

U1
ti:j

0

~
t:rj

~
~

Kl

0

r,:j

~

>-

1, 052, 344. 48
9. 33

~

1, 052, 335. 15

Harbors and, Rivers.

Improving harbor atBelfast, Me ..... .
Rockland, Me ............................ .
York, Me ......................................................... .
Breakwater from Mount Desert to Porcupine Islands, Me

28,336.61
24,902.10
1]5. 78
2,958.15
160,000.00
35,000.00
200. 00

I

5,000.00
20,000.00
8, OOQ.00
!)5, 000. 00

5,000.00
20,000.00
8,000.00
60, 000. 00

I

............. .
....•...•..•..
.............. , .•............
...... -• . . . . • .
35, 000. OU

I

CJ:)
(,C

S tate11ient of appropriations under direction of the War Department for the fiscal year ending J une 30, 1894, etc.-Continne<l.
Balan ces
July 1, 1893.

Title of app ropriation.

PUBLIC

I

Appropriated Repayments
J uly 1, 1893, J uly 1, 1893,
to June 30,
t o j'une 30,
1894.

Aggregate
available.

1894.

I

Payments
July 1, 1893,
to June ilO,

arried to
surplns fund
Balanc
June 30, 1894. June 30, 1894.

1894.

WORKS- continued.

~

t:=j
i,;

Harbors and R ivers-Continued.
$1, 000. 00 1· .... . . . .. . .. .
$25, 000. 00
11,000. 00
11,000.00 .............
19, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4. 432. 30 . .. . ..........
47, 000. 0(1
42, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I mproving ha.rbor at_
Portland, Me ... ......... . . . ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Camden Me · ·· ······· · · ·· · ·· ·· · · · ······· · ··· · ········ · ············
Improving ~hannel in Back Cove, Por tland, Me· ...... ····· · ······ ·· ··
Improvin~ harbor at J?ortsmouth, N . H . ...... .
Harbor of ,refuo-e at Little Harbor, N, H
Improvin g har'f>or atBmlington, Vt
Swanton, Vt .... . . .
Boston, Mass ......... . . . .. .. .. . ............ . . . . . .._. , ............. .
Hyannis, Mass . . .. . ..... .
Gloucester , Mass .. . . . .. .. ..... . ..... .. .. . ... . .
Harbor ofrefu~e, Sandy Bay, Cape A nn, Mass . . .. ... .
Improving haroor atLynn, Mass .. .. .. .. .... . .
Manchester, Mass ... . .. .
Nantucket, Mass . .. . . ..... . ............ . ... . ...... .

·1·· ............ ,

15, 000.00
326. 93
316, 400. 00
3,500. 00
42,500.00
135, 000. 00
15, 000.00
6,800. 00
23,100. 00
25, 000. 00
4,600.00
5,500.00
3. 500. 00
5,000. 00
14,000.00
4,100.00
5,400.00
4, 000.00
9,990.00
3,300.00
174,100. 00
. 60

~::~1:Jlo~a~·N.:s~s:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Plymouth, Mass ... .. .
Provincetown, Mass . .. .. .. . .... . ....... . ... . . . ...... .
Scituate, Mass .... . .
Salem, Mass . . . . . . .. .. .. . ..... ... .. . .......... . ... .
Vineyar(l Haven, Mass .. .. ...... . ... .. ... . .
Waxeham.Mass.
Wellfleet, Mass ... . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . ... .
Kingston, Mass ... .. . ... .. . . ... .. . . .. .
I mproving Canapitsit Ch annel,Mass . . .... .. ... .. . . ... .. . . ... .... . ... .
Harbor of refuge at Point Judith, R. I. . . .... . ........ .
Improving cove, Coasters' Harbor Island R I

~

Improving entrance to Point Judith Pond R I
·
Breakwater at New Haven, Conn ........ '. . . ~.:::::::::·············· ·
Harbor ?f refu%e, Duck Island Harbor, Conn .. . .. . . .

19,700. 00
24,300.00
7,300.00
62,660.18
27,500.00

19,700.00
24,300.00
7,347.38
()2, 660.18
27,500. 00

Imp1~~~1k~~k, co!~... .. . . . . .. .. .... .. .. .. .
F ive Mile River, Conn .. .. ..... . ... . ........• . .•...••......•...••.

4, 969.66
5,028.58

4,969. 66
5, 028. 58

Impi~1i1r~i~r~~::::::::::: : :::::::;::; : ::::: ~:;:: ... ...... .. .. .

$24-, 000. 00

0

10, 000. 00
4,432. 3!)
5, 000. 00

.-3

·1·............ .
J5, ODO. 00

··· ·ii6," 9oo:oo ·1::::::::::::: :I

~~8: ~i

139,
3,500.00 . ... ..... . . . .. .... ......... .
23, 500. 00 . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
19. 000. 00
105, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30, 000. 00

15,000. 00
6,800. 00
16, JOO. 00
7,000.00
7,000. 00
i8, 000. 00
4, GOO. 00
4,000.00
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ...... ·1
1, 500.00
5, 000. 00 ... . . ... .. · · · · ·
3, 500. 00
.5, 000. 00 ... .. . .. .. · · · · · .. · · · · . . .... .
4. 100. 00
9. 000. 00
5,400.00
. .. .. . ....... .

I::::::::::::::

~

.-3

~
~
[fl

t_,rj

0
!,j
t_,rj

.-3

>

~
~

0

>-zj

~

. ...... . - - - - - - ---

>

9, 900. 00

3,300. 00
108,100.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 1
.10 . . .... .. .... ..
19, 700. 00 1 · . . . . . . . . . . . . · ·\ ·
22, 800. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. • . . • •. .••• •• . • . .. . . .•••.••

181 ...... .... ... ·

60, 160.
26, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~

1

66, 000. 00
. 50
............ .

1, 500. 00
7, 3-17. 38
2, 500. 00
) 1 500. 00

4,969.66 . .... . ..•.... . ...•.. • . . •....
5,028.58 .... .. • . .......... . .•. . •... •

~

Stonington, Conn .. .
Stamford, Conn .. ..... .... .
Wilson's Point, Conn .............. .. ........ . ...... .
Improvin g Buttermilk Channel, N. Y ................................ .

1
I)?iii:i:ifd
Breakwater at Rouses Point, Lake Champlain, N . Y ... · · · · · · · · · · · - ·.

°'¥!~uJe~l! /.~~~~~~ .~~~~~~ .~~~~~~. ~~i.r~ ~~~.~~~~~~~·~~~.

i:~~~;l~!
ia:!irrs~ ij:::~: f ..~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Improving channel between Staten Island and New Jersey, New
York and New .Jersey ......... ....... ............. ................. .
Improving channel in G-owanus Bay, N. Y ..... .
Improving harbor at- ·
Charlotte, N. Y .. ........... .
Dunkirk, N . Y .. c .... .
GreatSodusBay, N. Y .......... . .
Greenport, N. Y ..... ... .. .
Glen Cove, N . Y, ........... .
Larchmont, N. Y ....................... .

~:J~~~b~~. t~·¾~-.!.·:: .·.·.·.· :::.·: .· :::::: ::::: ::: ::: ::::: :::::: :::
Olcott, N. Y .................... ,·... .. . ... .... .. ........ .... ...... .
~~:ta~·e~~f
ii." Y:::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Port Jefferson, N. Y ... ... .

ImprovingTonawanda Harbor ancl Niagara River, N. Y
New York Harbor, N. Y ...... .
Harbor at Mamaroneck, N . Y .
Jamaica Bay, N. Y ...... . ...................... .
Shoal Harbor and Comp tons' Creek , N. J.......................... .
Harbor between Philadelphia, Pa., and Camden, N. J ............. .
Harbor at Erie, Pa ................................... .
Ice harbor at Marcus Hook, Pa ..
Ice harbor atNew Castle, Del. . ............................ .
Reedy Island, Del. ................ .
Improvmg harbor at Wilmington, Del ............................... .
Removmg obstructions from the harbor at Delaware Breakwater, Del.
Improving harbor at.Annapolis, Md ..... .
Cambridge, Md ........ .
Cape Charles City, Va .................. .
Onancock, Va ... .............. .
Beaufort N. C .................. .
Improving Edenton Bay, N. C ...... .
Improving waterway bet,ween---;
Newbern and Beaufo1·t, N. C ........... .
Beaufort Harbor and New River, N. C ...... .
Improving harbor at Charleston, S. C ..... .
~~n~ ~t13r~-n~~i"ci; G~·.... .... ... .................... .

i:~~~;~f

11,500.00
9,720.44
1,323.10
104,831.00
550. 00
3,950. 00
27G, 921. 95
5UO. 00
15,000.00
188,600.00
9,000.00
15,498.41
2,000.00
7,000.00
1,000.00
120. 95
4,000.00
34,500.00
4,000. oc
15,000.00
-1, 500. 00
12,374.76

11,500.00
9,720. 4-l
1,323.10
104,837.00

10,800.00
700. 00
....... -----9,720.44
...
.
..........
,
823.10
500. 00
104,837.00

550. 00 1·· ............ .
3, 950. 00
3, 950. 00 1• • • • • • • • • • • •
276, 921. 95
204, 300. 00
500. 00
500. 00
:;_5, 000. 00
188,600.00
9,000.00
15. 498. 41
2,000 .00
7,000.00
1,000. 00
120. 95
4,000.00
34,500.00
4,000.00
15,000.00
1,500.00
12, 374.76

65,500.00
79,000.00
220. 55
3,460.00
2, 700.00
1, 072, 500. 00
56,286.62
3,000. 00

65,.500. 00
79,000.00
220. 55
3,460.00
2,700.00
1, 072, 500. 00
56,286.62
3,000.00

3,583.00
16,236.93
20,000.00
734. 08

3,583.00
16,236.93
20,000.00
734. 08

1,524.58
9,737.00
10,000.00
6,511.00
12,400.00
2,447. 41

1,524.58
9,737.00
10,000.00
6,511.00
12,400, 00
2,447.41

7,447.00
!), 500. 00
565,000.00
70. 000. 00
100,000.00

7,447.00
9,500.00
u65, ooo. oo
70,000.00
100,000.00

550. 00
•

72,621.95
11,500.00
80,000.00

3,500.00
108,600. 00

2,000.00
7,000.00
14, 000. 00
... 1,498.41
2,00.0 .001··············1··
1,277.85
5,722.15 .. · · • · · · ,. · · · ·
.......... .
1, 000. 00 · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . .
120. 95
----- - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - ..... - ..
4, 000. 00 , ...... ....... · 1· . . .
34,500. 00 ........... . ...... ·
4,000.00
6,000.00
9,000.00
1,500.00
11,374.76 • • • • • • • • • • • • ••I
1, 000. 00

3,583.00

0

~
~

0

b:_j

1-3

::r::
trj

"(J).

~

19,000.00
18,000.00
220. 55

0
t:rj

··············

>
pj

46,500.00
61,000.00
3,460.00
2,700.00
56,500.00
11,000.00
52. 61

~
trj
~

316, 000. 00/
45,286.62
2,947.39

• • ·I • • • • •

18,000.00

• • •••••••••••• • I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I '

iti, 236. 93

trj

1-3

~

C

b:_j

2,000.00
7;!4. 08

~

1,524.58
6,
737. 00

p:l

>

10,000.00

······ti; 5ii: oo ·1::::::::::::::I······i." goo: oo
, 4, 500 00 · · · · · · · · · ·....
447. 00
3,500.00

3!~: ggg: gg I:::: ::::::: :: :

2,447. 41
7. 000. 00
G, 000. 00
245,000.00
25,000.00
100,000.00

~
~

~

~

Slal~wnt of appi·opi-iations undei· di!'ection of the War Deparlment Jo,· t/16 fiscal yea,· ,mding June $0, 1894, etc.-Continued,

Title of' a11propriation.

PU'JlLIO

Balances
July 1, 1893.

.Appropriated I Repayrnen~s
July ... , 1893, July 1, lS!l,3.
to June 30,
to Juno 30,
1894.

.Aggregate
available.

1894.

Improving harbor atSavnnnal1, Ga ................ .
Key ·west, Fla
Pensacoln,, Fla. ..... .
Mobile, .Ala ............... .
Greenville, Miss .......... .
Vicksbnr«, Miss ........... .......... . ······-·····.·.·········· ·····
Natchez a~d Vidalia, Miss. ancl La . ............................. .
1mproving channel in \Vest Galve.ston Bay, Tex .... .
Improving ship channel in Galveston Bay, Tex .... .
Improving harbor at-Brazos, Santiago, Tex ........ . ............ .
Galveston, Tex ............................... .
f1~~~~ii~~2iiii~-::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::
Cleveland, Ohio .....................................,... _.. ....... .
])'airport, Ohio .... .
Huron, Ohio .... .. .
Port Clinton, Ohio ....... .
~andusky Cit,y, Ohio .............. .
ci!~e~~~~hi;:::: ::::::::::::: · · · ·
MieLigan City, Ind ................. .

~~~k;:·a~~\ii::::::::::::::::
.. .
Chicago, Ill ..... .

St. Louis, Mo .. . ............ .
Barbor of refuge atGrand Marais, Mich ..... .
Portage Lake, Mich ................ .

Imp~~~~1:E~~i:'1J~;b~r~ .Mi-~];:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

lmprov~ng mh oubth and harbor of Cedar RiYer, Mich ............... _.. .
I mprovrng ar or atBlack Lake, Mich ............ .
Charlevoix, Mich ............. .
1
; ; , : ctfrr!\.!~cti~]; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ........... .

Mich.

Carrfod to
surplus fund
Balance
June 30, 189i. 1June 30, 1894.

18!:l!l.

~

WORKs-eontinned.

t?=.:l

Harbors and Rivers-Continued.

.u..:1nistee,

Payments
Julv 1, 1893,
to June 30,

$850, 000. 00
50,000.00
45,000. 00
557,500. 00
. 5,000.00
40,000.00
75,000.00
7,500. 00
63,000. OU

$850, 000. 00
50,000.00
45,000.00.
557,500.00
5,000.00
40,000.00
75,000.00
7,500.00
63,000.00

$250, ODO. 00
$600, 000. 00
50,000.00
....................
,
...........
. ... .
45,000. 00
125, 000.00
43'.3, 500. 00
..
...........................
...................
5,000.00
40,000.00 ----~-------·" •-------------75,000.00
...... ,,--- ------- ,-------·-·····
7,500.00
.................... 1•·············
15,000.00
48, 000. 00 , ............. .
.................. . 1 ................... .

rd
0

~

>-3

0

~

1-:3

::tl
t?=.:l

_______________ , ... .................

..

56,855.00
344,845.30
1, 045, 272. 70
..
....
...............
..........................
69,000.00
18, 100.00
88,795.31
4,800.00
29,200.00
14,750.00
4,700.00
5,000.00
22,025.00
21,112.00
103,500.00
8-!, 500. 00
39. 300. 00
12,500.00
35,641.72
5,000.00
4,000.00
3,000.00
22,000.00
25,000.00
34, oco. 00
31,000.00

56,855.00
1, 390, 118. 00
69,000.00
18,100.00
88,795.31
34,000.00
14,750.00
9,700.00
43,137.00
188,000.00
39,300.00
48,141.72
9,000.00
25,000.00
59,000.00
31,000.00

56,855.00
1, 390, 118. 00
(i9, 000. 00
18,100.00
88,795. 31
3!, 000. 00
14,750.00
9,700.00
43,137.00
188,000.00
39,300.00
48,141.72
9,000.00
25,000.00
59, 000.'00
31,000.00

28,450.00
4,000.00
175,000.00
2,286.33
1,500.00

28,450.00
4,000.00
175,000.00
2,286.33
1,500.00

23,000.00
4,000.00
45,000.00
203. 58

5,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
88,595. 6!)
30,000.00

5, ·ooo. oo
10,000.00
5,000.00
88,595.69
30, OOll. 00

4,000.00
8,000.00
2,000.00

63,595.69

28,000.00

5,450.00
130,000.00
2,082.75
1,500.00
1,000. OU
2,000.00
3,000.00
25, ,000.00
2, 000:00

if).

t?=.:l

a

~
t?=.:l

8

>

!;:d
~

0

~

~

>
;c.

l\!{i!fUUl\YH'./HH\UU\Y

Pentwater, Mich . _....
Petoskey, Mich. ____ .
St. Joseph, Mich. _____ .. ... __ .
South Haven, Mich._ . __ _
·white River, Mich. __ . _____ . __ __.. _____ _
Saugatuck, Mich ________ . ______ _
Au ::iable, Mich .. ___ ____ ·-·---------------------·--····-----------Harbor of refuge, Milwaukee Bay, Wis._ .. -. - . - -.. - - - --: · · · · · · · - · · · · - · ·
Harbor of refuge at entrance ofSturo-oon Bay Canal,Wis .... ___ ...... .
Improving Minnesota Point at Supe1ior, Wis- --. -- --- - - - · · · - · ·' · - - -· - - Improving harbor at-Ahnapee,"\Vis .... _.
• Ashland, Wis .. ______________ . ___ .... -- . . - ---- - -Green Bay, Wis_
Kenosha, ·wis __ _
E:ewaunee, Wis .
Manitowoc, Wis .. __ _
Milwaukee, Wis

i:;11: w~:~~~:: : :::::~: : : :: :: : ::: :::: :::~;gJi;:~~:U1Jl~~; i~~~:: ~::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::
1

Superior Ba~ and St. Louis Bay, Wi!f_. __ . -- -. . - --- - -

Ice
Improvino- harbor at-Memphis, Tenn ... _....... _. , .... ___ ......... _...... -...... ..... -AgateBay,Minn --·--·-··-·········· ···-·- ·······---· ........ ____ _
GI'and Marais, Minn ..•...• __ . __ .. ______ .
Duluth, Minn_ .. ··- .. __ .. __ ··-· __ . . _.. _._. __ .. ____ ._. __ ....... __ ..
Breakwater and harbor of refuge between Straits of Fuca ancl San
Francisco, Cal._. _... _... _.... __ . _.. ____ . __ . __ _.. __ .. __ ..
Improving Humboldt Harbor and Bay, Cal . __ . __ .. __ . __ .... _...... __ .
Improving harbor at-Oakland, Cal ___ . _. _.. _............. . ...... _.. __ . _. __ . __ .. _.. __ . __ .
·wnmington, Cal_._. - - ... -··- .............. ···- .. .
San Louis Obispo, Cal. ..................... .

11,955. 'oo
(i, 500. 00
2,000.00
37,800.00
9, ti00. 00
u5, ooo. oo
20,000.00
6,000.00
35,000.00
42,000. OU
8,000.00
5,000.00
1,000.00
196. 50
82,500.00
2,500.00
45. 92
5,000.00
44,400.00
23,000.00
15,500.00
18,000.00
26,000.00
2,000.00
3,000. 00
500. co
22,000. 00
79,400.00
15,000.00
1,000.00
4,503.99

140,858.52
636,000.00

17,955.00
1,500.00
:l, 000. 00
9,800.00

-..... ~·- ~~~: ~~-1::::::: :.::::::

. . . _ . . . ___ : : 1 · · · · · ·

s: uoo~ oo

4,000.00
34,780.80
47 . :to

------·-··
4, rioo. oo
------1U6.
-- -··
50

~
t::j

>--cl

l, 000. OU
..................
45. 92

0

5,000. 00
44,400.00
23,000.00
15,500.00
18,000.00
26,000.00
2,000.00
3,000.00
500. 00
22; 000. 00
79,400.00
15,000.00
], 000. 00
4,503.99

1,500.00
3,500.00
1;uoo. oo
43,400.00
23,000.00
15,500.00
18,000.00
5,000.00
2,000.00
00
2,000.00 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1· .....
500. LO

0

22, 000. 00 ! . . -. . . . . . - . . - . ·
8, 4.00. (,Q
71. 000. 00 - · - - - - · - - · · · - .
1,000. OU
14, 000. 00 - - - · · · · · · · · · ·.
. . __ ... _- .
1, 000. 00 - - - - - · · · · · - · · .. - . - 4. 503. 09

~

24,000.00
25,000.00
10,000.00
81,709.89

24,000.00
25,000. 00
10,000.00
72,185.34

140,858.52
636,000.00
107,443.07
29,111.10
28,000.00
66,901.70
.'35

~:~ ~~~~~i~c~, ·c~i:: ::: :::::: :::: :: :::: :: :: :: :: :::: :::: .......... .

Survey of.
.
Pacific coast between pomts Dumas an<l Cap1strane, Cal ........ .
San Francisco Harbor, San Pablo and Suisun bays, Straits of Car... ' quinez, and mouths of San Joaquin and Sacramento rivers, Cal.

17,955.00 ..................
6,500.00
2,000.00
28,000.00
37,800.00
9,600. 00
9,600.00
55,000.00
55,000. 90
15,000. OU
20,000.00
2, 000. OU
6,000.00
219. 2<1
35,000.00
41,952.80
42,000.00
8,000.00
8,000.00
500. 00
5,000.00
1,000.00
1, 000 . .00
....................
196. 50
81,500.00
82,500.00
2,500.00
2,500.00
45. 92

3,350.00

3,350.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

··· · ·· · · -·-· · -,· · · ··2i: ooo~ oo

i: ooo:

1

·

-

.

-

..

~

t-3
~

t-3

~

t::j

m
t::j

0

t::j

t-3

>
~
~

--·-·---------,--------------

170,000.00 1--·····-··-···
50,000.00
29, lll.10
28,000.00
66,901.70
.35
. 78 , _____ -·· .•....

0, 52±. 55

140,858.52
466,000. Do
57,443.07

0

~

~

·>
~

3,349.22
l, 000. 00

t

I

Statement of appropriations under d.ireotion of the War Departrnent for the fiscal year enarny J a,1e €JV,
1

Title of appropriation.

PUBLIC

Balances
July 1, 1893.

1894.

1894.

t:W.-<.Jontillued.

Payments
July l, 1893,
toJnno 30,

!~:J:tt!~ _ ______
____
1894 .

:arried to

Isurplus fond

~

I

----

Balance
June 30, 1894.1June:lo, 1894..

~
t,tj

WORKS-continued.

Harbors and Rivers-Continued.
Improving'
Entrance to Coos Bay ancl Harbor, Oreg .... - - -

$127, 994. 76
30,000.00
9,000.00
9,584.92
29,000.00
24,000.00
1, 225, 000. 00

!!~!~~~;~{~!~~'. :~~~~:: : ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Grays Hru:bor and Chehalis River, Wash ...................... , ..
Harbor at Olympia, Wash ..................... --. - - ... - .... : ..... .
Ship channel conneetin,e: waters of the Great Lakes between Chicago,
Duluth, and .Buffalo.
Improvin"Moos:iliec Bar at Jonesport, Me.

l!f.~1s~~~J'ti~r~:.e:Me:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::.

Kennebunk River, Me ........... .
Kennebec River, :Me ..... .
Penobscot River, Me .............. .
Narragaugus River, Me ................. .
Saco River, Me .........••...................
Saint Croix River, Me .....................................•.......
Bellamy River, N. H
'
Cocbeco River, N. H ......... .
Otter Creek, Vt .......... .
Ipswich River, Mass .... .

~!;.!!ii~~~:~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::

Mystic and Malden riYers, Mass ................. .
Essex River, Mass ............................................... .
Removing Green Jacket Shoal, Providence River, R. I. .............. .
Improvino-Proviifence R~ver and Narragansett Bay, R. I ...... .

~::i~~~t If:~::·: l:l.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ............ .
Connecticut River between Hartford and Holyoke ............... .
i~nnectic~lt ~iver, Conn ...... .. ........ . ....... .
1

I

Appropriated Repayments
July 1, 1893, July 1, 1893,
to June 30,
to June 30,
-----!

lo'i:J4,

C~~~~~~::::::::::::::: ·······

My~i~~f~e~
Thames River, Conn ................. .
Saugatuck River, Conn . ...................................... .
Removing obstructions in East River and Hell Gate, N. Y
· ···

$6, ooo. oo
4, 500. 00
4, 000. 00

$121, 994. 76 .............. I
25, 500. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
5, 000. 00 . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

.....~t ~~f ~f,::::::::::: ::::::::::~: ~~;: ~~
410, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . • • • . • .

815, 000. 00

lij

0

t;:,;:j

>-3
0

~

>-3

20,000.00
10,800.00
25,000.00
1,507. 50
75,000.00
40,000.00
6,500.00
25,000.00
35,000.00
7,500.00
15,000. 00
8,950.00
4,795.00
6,400.00
12,000.00
9,900.00
9,900.00
5,000.00
9,300.00

20. 000. 00 I
15. 000. 00 . __ . . . . . . . . _ .. ,
5, 000. 00
10, 800. 00
10, 800. 00 ........................... .
20,000.00
25, 000. 00
5, 000. 00 .....••......
1,507. 50
1,507.50 ....... .. ...... 1.. .
30,000.00
45, 000. 00 , ............. .
75,000. Ol)
25, 000. 00
15,000.00 ............. .
6,500.00
14,000.00
25, 000. 00
11, 000. 00 ....... ..... . .
35,000.00
35,000.00 .•.............
7,500.00
7,500.00 ............... , ............. .
5, ooo. oo
10, ooo. oo
15,000.00
8,950.00 ...............•......
.....•
1
8,950.00
4,795.00
6,400.00
12,000.00
9,900.00
9,900.00
5,000.00
9,300.00

38,700.00
2,500.00
34,300.00
8,940.30
13,500.00
10,935.00
3,153.83
15,918.00
3,895.19
10,000.00

36,500.00
38,700.00
2,500.00
2,500.00
27,300.00
34,300.00
.. . . . .. . .
8,940.30 · · ·.. 10,000.00·
1:···--········1
13,500.00
9, 500. 00 ........ · · · · ·
10,935.00
3,153.83
15,918.00
3,895.19
10,000.00

4~: ~~~: ~~ 1:.............. ,............. .
I·.............

:;; ; r:::: ; •;;:•••;; ; ;•:_ _ _

t1~ ~
2,200.00

7,000.00
8,940.30
3, 500. 00

ii:!!:!! ::::::::;:::..... _,

'35 00
2,918.00

10,000.00

p::
trj
U).

trj

0

t;:,;:j
i:rj

>-3

~

t;:,;:j
1-<j

0

tzj

~

p;,-

?O

ImprovingNarrows at L ak e Champlain, N. Y . and Vt ........•. ·

!~i;!!~~?kfv.J.:;_i~::::::::::::::~~··········

Niagara River, N . Y .......... .
Mattawan Creek, N . .J ...... .
Elizabeth River, N . .J.
Passaic River, N. J ...
Raritan River, N.J ..•..... ::::::::::::::: ....................... .
Shrewsbury, River, N. J .................. .

~~l!nll![~JJ.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.

Dam at Herr's I sland, Alle<Yheny River n ear Pittsburg, Pa · ........ .
Purchase of upper lock and;:,d am·, Monoi:gahela River. between Pitts.
burg, Pa., and M organ t own, W. Va .......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - · ·
Cost of condemnat ion of upper lock and darn, Monongahela River,
betw'='.en Pittsburg, P a ., and M or gantown, W. Va ..
ImprovmgA.llegheny River, Pa ...... . ............. ····· - · · ·
Delaware River, Pa. and N . .J
Schuylkill River, Pa ....... . ............ , .... ····· - · · · · · · · · · · ·· · • ·

15,700.00
175,000.00
650,500.00
5,650.00
20,000.00
5,120.00
4,500.00
37,250.00
31,000.00
2,000.00
1,394.00
2,242.77
2,000.00
107,398.23
323,333.13

20,800.00
127,000.00
26,250.00

s\?7 ~.±: ~~~~~~~~. ~i~~~ .~~~~~~~~. ~~!~~~~~~~-i~~.~~-:. ~~.~ -~~.~~~~.

va._-:_-_-_-::::::::::::::::::::::::::

!?i~~~:~!fn;inr~·e :.~a: :: : ::: :: :: : : :: :::: :: :: :::: :::: :::::: :: :::
.Ja:uws River, Va .............. .
Mattaponi River, Va .......... .
Pamunkey River, Va ....... .
Rappahannock River, Va ...................... .
Staunton River, Va .............................. .
York River, Va ......................... .
North Landing River, Va. and N. 0 ................. .
New River, Va. and W. Va ........... .
Dan River, Va. and N. U ... .
Lower Machodoc Creek, Va ......................•................

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

1 ·

....

-------------5, 120. 00
.

85: ooo: 00

464,000.00
2, 150.00
20, 000.00

4,500.00 ··············1··············
8,750.00
28,500.00
2,000.00
29,000.00
...............
2,000.00
894. 00
500. 00
2,242.77
2,000.00
64,800.00
42, 598. 23 I • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

'"ti
0

323,333.13

t-3

74,000.00
4,000.00
1,000.00
7,500.00
2,000.00
6,000.00
5,000.00
125,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
13,000.00
8,084.77
44,928.13
1,300.00
2, 341. 79
39. 63
2,500.00

~

5,098.64

0

10,000.00
39,000.00
19, 000. 00

10,800.00
88,000.00
7,250.00

1-3

I •••••••••• •

•

•

•

4,465. '28

6,650.00
6, 650. 00
6,000.00
5,500. 00
3,000.00
3, 000. 00
2,958 54
640. 87 : : : : : : : : : : : : : _-:
8,000.00
7,000.00
7,000.00
142, 000. 00
188,500.00
74,000.00
4,000.00
1,000.00
7,500.00
2,000.00
6,000.00
5,000.00
125,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
13,000.00
7,684.74
44,928.13
1,300.00
2,341.79
39. 63
2,500.00

~
t_zj

3. 68

4,465.28

~~!!!~~:~~~r~
~d::::::::::::::::::::: .. ··-····················
Susquehanna River, near Havre de Grace, Md ........ .
t~~i;n~~ec~~Jt
N omini Creek, Va _.................... .
Urbana Creek. Va ...................... _......................... .

15,700.00
90,000.00
186,500.00
3,500.00

323,333.13
5,102.32

ImprovingMurderkill River, D el. ........... .
Mispillion Creek, Del ............ .
Smyrna River, Del. ......... .

Wicomico River, Md ............................................. .
Potomac River . . ................................................. .
Waterway from Chincoteague Bay to Indian River Bay, Va., Md.,
and D el _................................... . ........ .

15,700.00
175,000.00
050, 500. 00
5,650.00
20,000.00
5,120.00
4,500.00
37,250.00
31,000.00
2,000.00
1,394.00
2,242.77
2,000.00
107,398.23

60, /iOO. 00
4,000.00
], 000. 00
1,500.00
2,000. 00
3,500.00
5,000.00
50,000.00
2, 500. Ou
500. 00
10,500.00

1 ·

-

.........

.

.

.

.

.

-· · · · · · · · · · · ·.
. · · ·::: _- _- _-: : : : ......

2:

: : _- _- · · · • · · · ·. .

8,

.....................

500. 00
. .....
958. 54

~~i: ~b

1· ............ ·1·.... .
... . . . . . . .. . . .

• • • • • • • • • • • •

46, 500. 00

~

t_zj
U2
t_zj

0

~
t_zj

1-3

>
~
1--1

13, 5u0. oo

0

.....................
• •1
6, 000. 00

~

~ ~ ~ i!~~!~ii~~ iI:~: :;: :!~~~~~

41,000.00 , ...

2,500.00

:

~

500. 00
2,500.00
2,500.00
8,084.77
3,928.13
1,300.00
2, 34]. 70
30. 63

~

~

~

Ol

~

0)

·state1;ient of approp1·iati-;;n s 1tnde1· direction of the Wa1· Department f01· th e fiscal yed1· ending Jun e 30, 1894, etc.-Continued.

Titlo of appropriation.

PUBLIC

Balan ces
July 1, 1893.

I

4,. ppropriated nepayroents
July 1, 1893, July 1, 1893, / Aggregato
to J une 30,
to June 30,
available.
1894.
1894.

Payments
July 1, 1893,
to j une 30,
1894.

I

Carried to · Dalnnc
s ur_plu s funcl Juno 30, 160J.
Juno 30, 189-!. ·

WORKS-cop.tinued.

~
t;rj

Harbors and ,Rivers-Continued.
$14, 000.00
705,281.69
22,500. 00
16,020. 95
9,000. 00
100, 000.00
4, 200. 00
4, 000. 00
15, 000. 00
175,000.00
500. 00
6,.990. 00
19, 003. 00
3,000.00
1, GO O. 00
2, 000.00
43, 006. 76
3, 513. 50
4,500. 00
4,200.00
G, 000. 00
1, 300. 00
2. 81
2,500. 00
6,100. 00
2, 800.00
3,762. 24
5,996.00
2,700.00
2,000.00
3,000. 00
178,934.48
, 4,000.00

\\it ~gg:
ig 1::::::::::::~::1::::::::::::::I
499.39 ......... . ............ .. .. . .. .
22, 750. 00 . . .....•........ . ........... ,
20 _. . ............... : . .... •. ....

I... 4 ; 839.

... .. ...........
$14,000.00
$366, 086. 31
705,281.69
18,500.00
22,500.00
16,020.49
16, 020.95
................
9,000.00
95,500.00
100,000. 00
4,200. 00
4, 200. 00 1• •••• • • • • • • • • • •
... .... .... ..... .
4,000.00
15,000.00
15,000.00
98,000.00
175,000.00
500. 00
500. 00 , ...... . ....... .
G, 990. 00
G, 990. 00 .. . •.. . ......•.
14,503.00
19, 001<. 00
4, 500. 00 , .
3,000.00
3,000.00
1,600.00
-------------2,000. 00
---- --- ------11, 500. 00 . . ..... .. .... .
31,506.76
43,006.76
13. 50
3,500.00 ....... . ..... .
3,513. 50
4,500.00
4, 500. 00 ......... . . . ..... .. ....... . .... . ..........
800.
00
3,400.00
4,200. 00
1,500.00
G, 000. 00
4,500. 00
1,300. 00
1,300.00
2. 81
1.04
2,500. 00
2,500. 00
G, 100. 00
4,100.00
2,800.00
2,300.00
3,762.24
2, 000. 00
5,996.00
3, 99G. 00
2,700.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
108,916.21
178,934. 48
4,000. 00
4,000.00
4, 000.80
4,000. 80
11, 500.00
:!.l, 500. 00
499. 39
................
22, 750. 00
22, 750. 00
4,839.20
·4, 839. 20 .••.. : ....•••.•

.....T~~f ~fI:::;::::::::::

1·····......... .

1-"d

8
0

>tj

1-:l

~

t_rj

m
t_rj

a

pj
t_rj

8

~
~
0

~

~

>-

p:,

Choctawhatchee River, Fb. and A.la ..... .
CaJoosahatchee River, Fla ...... .

7,489.27
1;000. 00
374, 95-!. 80
12,000.00
35,094.43
150,000.00
1, 500., 00
193,000.00

~i{~~!1~t~ili?:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .

l3lack Warrior River, A.la......
. .... .
Cahawba River, Ala ........... :::::::::::::::: .. .
Warrior and _Tombigbee rivers, Al:1. anu Miss ..... .
Tallapoosa River, A.ht ...... . .
1("azoo River, Miss. .......
········ ·
Tchula Lake, Miss ... ...... .. .
Steeles Bayou, Miss . ................................. .
Big Black River, Miss.
·
Leaf 1:uver, Miss ...... .
Noxubee River, Miss ... .

75,200.00
2,946. ]8
2,443.57
5,000.00
2,500.00
3,000.00
20,000.00
1,000.00
2, 878, 916. 41

!~~~::}if~i!!e~~ ~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Mis~issippi River, from Minneapolis to Des Moines Rapids,
Mmn., Iowa, Mo., Ill. and ·wis ........... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
3,000.00
Mississippi River botw~en mouths of Ohio and Illinois rivers,
Ill. and Mo ..................................................... .
35,100.00
Reserv~irs at head waters of Missi~sippi River ...................... .
44,621.40
Improvmg Des Moines Rapids Mississippi River, Iowa and Ill ..... .
1,500.00
Gaugi~g waters of Lower Mis~issippi i+ncl its_tri_bu_tar~es: ........... .
Operat~ng snag and dredge boats on Upper M1ss1ss1pp1 I{1ver ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Removmg obstructions iu Mississippi River .... ......... · - · · · · - · - - · - · 1-............. .
Constructing jetties and other works at South Pass, Mississippi River.
Examination and surveys at South Pass, Mississippi River · - · · · · · · · ·
Improving Mississippi River from mouth of Ohio River to Minneapo.

1· ····--.· ·····-

M1~ii~l;;i ·:ai.~ir"c~~I~;issi~~· :: :: :::: :: :::::: ::::::: ::: :: ::: ::: :::: ::
Improving-

~~J~~ ~~tt·L~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........... .
Bayou Bartholomew, La. and Ark ............................... .

Bayou Black, La .............. ....... ......... __ ..... .
Bayou D' Arbonne, La .................. .
Bayou Lafourche, La ........................ __ ...... _....... _.... .
Bayou Plaquemine, La .................... . . . ..................... .
Connecting Bayou Teche with Grand Lake at Chai:enton, La ........ .
ImprovingBayou Terre Bonne, Louisiana ..... .
Amite River, La ... ...... .
Calcasieu River a,n d Pass,
Tensas River, La ...................... ... ......... ... .
Reel River, La. andArk ... .. .. ......... 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
.A..tchafalaya and Reel rivers, La .................................. .
Aransas l'ass and Bay, Tex ........................ '............... .
Sabine Pass, Tex. ....................... .
Mouth of Brazos Ri ,er, Tex ............. .
Passo Cavallo, Tex

2 050
,
,

~~~: ~~

], 489. ~7
G,000. 00
7,489.27
1,000.00
1,000.00
•••••••• • •••• •I •••• 202: 0()(): ()()
172,954.89
374,954.89
12,000.00
12,000.00
35, 094-. 43
85,
000.
00
.....•........
65, 000. 00
150,000.00
l, 500. 00 ...........•................
1,500.00
63,
000.
00
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
•
.
.
.
.
.
130,
000. 00
193,000.00
. 28.08
28. 08 ..................
63,800.00
11,
400.
00
I
·
·
·
·
·
•
·
•
•
•
•
·
75,200.00
2,946.18
2, 9!6. 18
2,443. 2G
2,443.57 . ..... -... ·: 3i
3,000. uo
2, 00G. 00
5,000.00
2,500.00
2,500.00
2,500.00
3,000.00
12,500.00
7,500.00 , ........•.....
20,000.00
1,000.00 ........ •••••· ...... - . · .. ·
1,000.00
2.
518,
123.
30
.
....••......
·
I
360,
793. 11
2, 878, 916. 41

..... 35.-094: 43·1: .... ... ..... ·1: · ........... .
i

·1:::: ... ·······
...... ,....... ·soo:oo

3,000.00

3,000.00

35,100.00
44,621.49
1,500.00
Ci, 000. 00
25,000.00
96,497.23
125,000.00
10,000.00

35,100. QO

..... 44; 62i: 49. 1,: : : : : : : : : : : : ..

~
trj,

I-ti
0
~

t-3

0

t-xj

t-3

~

t_zj

1,500.00
6,000.00
25,000.00
96,497.23
125,000.00
10,000, 00

U1

t_zj

0
~

t_zj

2, 050, 000. 00
107. 75

289,666.67
50.40

5,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
319. 31
3,500.00
71,300.00
200,300.00
22,100.05

······ci:soo:oo

2,992.00
1,002.50
1.56, 377. 00
1,575.00
86,300.00
80,000.00
40,667.35
222,000.00
10,651.57
35, 3G8. 78

........................

-----------

319. 31
700. 00
59,800.00
58,007.77
22,100.05

t-3

ll>~

~

0

t-xj

~

ll>-

.~

1,002.50
45,927.00
43,600.00
40,000. no
40,667.35
12,800.00
16,651.57
35. 368. 78

~
~

~

\

Cf;)

Statement of appropriations itnder direction of the Wa1· Department for the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1894, etc.-Continuccl.

Title of appropriation.

PUBLIC

Balances
.July 1, 1893.

I

Appropriated Repayments
July 1, 1893, .July 1, 1893,
to .June 30,
to June 30,
1894.
1894.

{~fil!if~~

rarrnents
Carried t-0
Bal:mce
.July 1, 1893, surplus fund
to June 30, .Juno 30, 1894. .June 30, 189-i.
1894.

~
t_rj

WOltKSrContinued.

t-o
0

Harbors and Rivers'-Continued.

~

$17,000.00
7,500.00
10,000.00
4,157.84
4,800.00
6,994.17
103,506.93
499. 39
892. 75
30,000.00
43,464.57
2,500.00
3,091.33
3,000. 00
4,500.00
498,000.00
28,000.00
10,000.00
3,000.00
6; 000. 00
490,853. 91
1,500.00
17. 86
32. 98
10,000.00
90,870.86
30,000.00
485. 00
89,000.00
9,565.92

103,506.93
499. 39
892. 75
30,000.00
43,464.57
2,500.00
3,091.33
3,000.00
4,500.00
498,000.00
28,000.00
10,000.00
3,000.00
6,000.00
490,853.91
], 500. 00
17. 86
32. !J8
10,000.00
90,870.86
30,000.00
485. 00
89,000. 00
9,565.92

238,859.43
294,383.16
13,117.53

238,859.43
294,383.16
13,117.53

2,700.00
20,000.00

2,700. 00

$24, 946. 53

I .. . ........ .. .

24,946. 53
20,000.00

~

$4,157.84

0

r:cj

12,383.34
499.14
892. 75
10,900.00
4,833.55
3.10
263. 34
2,000.00
3,000. 00
263,000.00
20,000.00

19, 100.00
38,631.02
2,496.90
2,827.99
l, 000. 00
1,500. eo
235,000.00
8,000.00
10,000.00
1,500.00
3,000.00
101, 30ll. 20
1,500.00

42, 000. 00

1,500.00
3. 000. 00
380,553.71

I ••••••••••••••

i~i; iig:~~ I::::::::::::::

17. 86
32. 98
2,000.00
65, 870.86
30,000.00
485. 00
47,000. 00
9,565.92

1-3
1:1:1

~

U2

t_rj
0

~
t_rj

1-3

~~
0

r:cj

;

Examination of Portage Lake and Lake Superior Ship canals, Mich...
ImprovipgHay Lake Channel, Sault Ste. Marie River Mich ........... ·.... ~.

450 000. 00

f~~: ~~.

~·

!1t1!¥i~:~~i~~

~

~t_gir!;;~i~~r~~~h :: ::::: :::::::::: :::::: :: ::::: ::: ::::::::: :: 2, 4ig; 182.
ggg: gg
31

~

~~~ ~

2, 310. 92

:~i:c~: :· :· :·:::
~:::: ~:::::::: ~:::::::::::::: ......
Menomonee Rrver, Mich. and Wis .. ............................·..
15, 000. oo

St. Marys R~ver an~ St. Marys Falls. Canal, Mich ....... · - - - ·......
Thunder Bay River, Mich ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Turning basin, Rouge River, Mich ........... _........................
--1 Improvmg_ wat_erwayf~om Keweenaw Bay to Lake Superior, Mich . . .
0
St. Croix River, Wis. and Minn....................................
~
Fox River, Wis...................................................
~
Red River of the North, Minn. and Dak .............•.• · ·. -···...

i

l

i\~ft:sR1!!~i~\i ~~~~::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Wabash River, Incl. and Ill .................... .... ...... ···.......
Illinois and Mississippi Canal, Ill. ....................... -. . . . . . . . . . . .
ImprovingCalumet River, Ill. and Ind ......•.
Illinois River, Ill. . ... . . .
Galena River, Ill ................................ · ·
· Kaskaskia River, Ill. .... .
Gasconade River, Ill ................ .
Osage River, Ill. and Kans .................. .
St. ]'rancis River, Mo ............................... .
M~ssourt R~ver from mouth to Sioux City, Iowa .................. .
Missouri River ............................ .
Yellowstone River, Mont. and Dak .... .......... ....... ·· · · · · ·· · · ·
Examination of Missouri River from Three Forks to Canyon Ferry,
Mont .............................•...................•............. · 1
ImprovingColorado River at Yuma, .Ariz .... .... .... ... .
Petalumas Creek, Cal ................... .
Sacramento and Feather rivers, Cal ......... .
San Joaquin River, Cal. ............. .
Mokelumni River, Cal .................. ............... .
Examination and survey of Columbia River, Oreg ................... .
ImprovingMouth of Columbia River, Oreg. and Wash
Columbia River at Cascades, Oreg ....... . ........ . . ........... .. .
Columbia and Lower Willamette rivers, below Portland, Oreg ... .
1

~~sl~1: f ;!;,• 8:::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

UmpquaRiver, Oreg ............................ .
WHlamette River, above Portland, Oreg ......... .
Examinations of obstructions in Columbia River, Oreg .. ..
Improvin<TColu~bia River from Rock Island Rapids to Priest Rapids, Wash.
Cowlitz River, Wash ••••••••••.•

5, 000. ()O
2, 000. 00
33,000.00
2,000.00
47,702.06
4,456.60

~: !~i: gg

41,000.00
808, 850. 50

2, 254. 01

2,310.92

2,310. 92_
450,000.00
134. 37
5,000.00
3,564.00
15,000.00
70,000.00
2, 430, 000. 00
182. 31
5,000.00
2,000.00
33,000.00
2,000.00
47,702.00
4,456.60
9,467.00
6,488.00
41,000.00
808,850.50

..... -- - . - . -- . - -

5, 000. 00
3, 564. 00 1· . . . . . " (
15,000.00 ............ .
58,000.00
800,000.00
p:l
t_,,,j
Mj

0

~

>-3
0

~

>-3
1:1::

69,500.00
50,000.00
100,000.00
1,000.00
2,500.00
95, 500.00
l, 333. 99
795,537.88
150,051.55
11,720.00

-- 1- -·----------89, 400. 00

2,254.01

754. 01

t_,,,j

1,270. §3
16,037.88
71,157.14
lf, 720. 00

9,500.00
4,000.00
140,000.00
40,517.06
2,500.00
3,169.49

w

t_,,,j

0

~
t_,,,j

>-3

>~
i-<
0

~

~

172,000.00
1, 555, 903. 00
20,000.00
10,000. (,0
4,000. UO
602. 73
15,000.00
531. 70
/

10,000.00
1,000.00

8,000.00
1,000.00

1-f:.
<:.O

01

Statement of appropriations imder direction of the War Depm·tment fo1· the fiscal year ending June 301 1894, etc.-Continued.

Title of appropriation.

Balances
July 1, 1893.

Apfrc;>priatedl Repayments
Ju y 1, 1893, July 1, 1893,
to .'tune 30,
to .'.tune 30,

- - - - - - - l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - -----,---1
PUBLIC

1894.

I

0

I

Payments
Carried to
Balance
July 1, 1~93, surplus fund June 30, 1894.
to June 30, June 30, 1894.

Aggregate
available.

1894.

1894.

,_ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ ,_ _ __

WORKS-continued .

~

,,,

Ha1·bors and .Rivers-Continued.

t_rj

Improving-Continued.
Puget Sound, Wash .......... .

~;i~:bl~1k~~~~-g~::~~::::::::::::.·:: .·:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::

Survey for deep water harbor, Gulf of Mexico -..... : .. . -.... - -- - . -... Operating and care of canals and. other woi:ks of nav1gat10n_ .. - -.... _..
Removin•,. sunken vessels or craft obstructing or endangerrng nav1-

0

>"tj

56,917.26
227.
Ef~~f:a:iio~s,'~u~~~y~,"a~d c~-~t~g~~c·i~~-~f ;·i~e~·s· ~;d ·ba{·bo~~-::::: :r ·. °i58,-227.-08. /- - - - - -+- - - - ---l- -158.
--08
-l- - - - - !- - - - -l- -101,309.82
---927,032.91
Total harbors and rivers ............... ~ .... .
19, 494, ~ti:~~ I:::::::: ::::::I.~~·-~~~~~~~~~~
Repayments in excess of payments ........... .

Actual expenditures

47,360.93

. , . • • • • . . . . • • • • • I . . • • • • . . • • • • • • •I

r:n
0
~

t_rj

~
~
0

'"':l

~

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS.

r:1

Signal Service.

Total Signal Service ........................... . ................. I

8

trl

trj
t,.j

19, 494 1 037. 49

NoTE.-Tho War Department issued requisitions against the indefinite appropriation "operating and care of cnnals and other works
of navigation" for $680,616.40, and for "removing sunken vessels or
craft obstl"uctin~ or endangering na-vi~ation" $66,991.06, amounting
to $737,507.46. 'lhe indefimto warrant No. 15, fosued by the Treasury
Department ,Tune 30, 1894, to cover this expense, only 3iIJpropriated
$039,689.15, thus leaving a debit balance in public works (rivers and
harbors) on the books of this Department of $88,163.94, the neces~ity ~avin~. been ?aused by th<: action_~f the Treasury Department
111 w1thholamg this amount of requis1t10ns beyond tho end of the
fiscal year 1894.

Road to the signal statioll on Pikes Peak, Colo.
Military telegraph liues ....... ........................ ...... ........ . .
Military telegraph line from Fort Ringgold, Tex., to Fort McIntosh,
Tex
·

~

>-3

680,392.16

46,697.61

0

$1,096.02

$6,003.98
24,000.00
5,000.00

$8,000.00
2-1, 000. 00
5, 000.00
766. 96
592,891.54

10,000.00
236. 29

10, 236, 29 j

10

17, 000. 00

I............... I

·-~~i:.gg

1· ·

·······iii: 33 ·1· · · · · · i2i9: na ·

17,000.00

15,000.00 .............. ,

·21, 236. 29

15, 016. 33

219. 96

10,000.00
2,000.00
12, 000. 00

National cemeteries.
99,873.34
102,452.52
60,846.67
(i3, 585. 83
11,636.56
30, 089. 77
1,910.00
13,680.00
2,000.00 ............... , ...•.
52, 311. 08
22, 519. 09
1, 500. 00
1, 000. 00

· N ational cemeteries . ............ .. ...... ... _. _.................... . .. .
Pay of superintendents of national cemeteries .......... ·············.
Repairing roads to national cemeteries ....... . ........... --. - - - · -.... .
Road to t11e national cemetery, presidio of San Francisco, Cal - . - .... .
Road to national cemetery at Hampton, Va ............. - · ······ - ···· Headstones for graves of soldiers
Burial of indigent soldiers ..... .

265, 619. 20

Total national cemeteries ......... .

197, 785. 66

134.14
949. 50

2, ,!45. 04
1,789.66
18,453.21
11,770. 00
2,000.00
29,791.99
500. 00

1, 083. 641

66, 749. 90

~

trJ

~~k: ~i

-I

Total artificial limbs and appliances

~~t +~ I... -~: ._ ~~~: ~~ ·1· . - . - - - - - - . - ..

82,838.17

70k:
2, 028. 40

59g:
1, 565. 87

708,525.94

597,736.381

28. 40

434. 13

27,517.26

83,272.30

=

OiviZ surveys.
34,310.00
27,842.90
2,112.71

Battle lines and sites for tablets at Antietam
Survey of Northern and Northwestern lakes ...... - ·······
Survey of road from Aqueduct bridge to Mount Vernon ..
Total civil surveys ...................... - ..• -• · • · • · • • • · · • ·······I======!====
.

8,000.00
26,888.17

---······------ -------------·

64,265.61

34,888.17

623,491.77
5,000.00
1,500.00
90,702.17
262,099.61
9,289.44
575,000.00
2, 543, 878. 89
2, 689, 433. 96
11, 792_29
18, 766.01
5,666.64
18. 07

416, <US. 01
5, 000.00
1,500. 00
74,253.97
252,495.78
t• 592. 83
562,361.75
2, 236, 258. 65
127,710.09

Miscellaneo1is .

.Arming and equipping the militia .........••• , ............... ~.......
223,491. 77
.Artillery school, Fortress Monroe, Va ... ..... ... . ....... - . -- - •. ···· - - ···· .. - - . -· - - ·
Infantry and cavalry school1,.__Fort Leavenworth Kam; ........... -- - - - --....... --· · · ·
Support of military prison, .1rnrt Leavenworth, Kans.................
14,462.17
Publication of officia,l r ecords, war of tho rebellion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
87, 099. 61
Expenses of military convicts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
O, 289. 44
State or Territorial homes for disabled volunteer soldiers and sailors ................ .
Support of National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers . . . . . . . . . . .
165, 315. 00
Su-pport of Soldiers' llome........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 498, 153. 92
Military stores for Montana militia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11, 792. 29
Expenses of California debris commission, etc.. . . ............. . ......
18,766.01
Arms and quartermaster's stores for State of Wyo,ning..... ... .. . . . . .
5,666.64
Army and Ravy Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark ........................ . .... .. ........

400,000.00
5,000.00
1,500.00
76,240.00
175,000.00
3,000.00
575,000.00
2, 378, 563. 89
191,280.04

1

Tot!1l miscellaneous ...•..............
Repayments in excess of payments ..••.....••.
Actual expenditures ...•..

·······-······
876. 52
876. 52

26,310.00
78. 21
2,112.71
28,500.92
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Statement of appropriations imder direction of the War Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894, etc.-Continued.

I

.A.ggregate
available.

Payments
Carried to j
.July 1, 1893, surplus funcl
Balance
to .June 30, .June 30, 1894. ,.June 30, 1894.

$5,689.75

$5,689.75

$5,689.75

224. 25

224. 25

224. 25

5,914.00

5,914.00

.Appropriated Repayments
.July 1, 1893, .J uiy 1, 1893,
to June 30,
to .June 30,

Balances
.July 1, 1893.

Title of appropriation.

1894.

1894.

1894.

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS-Continued.

~
t_zj

War claims, of States.
Examination of claims ot States and Territories under act.June ~7, 1882.
Reimbursiucr State and citizens of California, for expenses m sup·
pressing :i\'rocloc Indian hostilities ..... .

5,914.00

Total war claims of States

War claims o.f -volunteers.

~

8
0

1-zj

··I

349. 532. 20
1; 366. 27
37,597.45
616,347.44

Bounty to V?lunteers, thei~ widows a~1d leg~ ~eirs .••••••...•••.•..
98, S22. 19_
Bountv to F1fteenth and Sixteenth Missouri Cavalry Volunteers ...•. ...... , ....... :
2,597.45
Ilount}· under act of .July 28, 1866............ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pay of' two and three year volunteers.................................
181,089.56
Services and supplies of Montana volunteers in the Nez .Perce
Indian war..........................................................
657. 00
Three months' pay proper ........................................................... .
Horses and other property lost in the military service.................
1,265.96
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel States and to sol·
diers on furlough....................................................
18,525.83
Extra pay to officers and men who served in the Mexican war ...................... .
Capture of .Jefforson Davis............................................
1,503.38
Totalwarclaimsofvolunteers..................................

304,461.37 1

657. 00
975. 00
1,265.96
48,554.83
636. 00
1,503.38
,w,v,7oLV

i- ·············1

i,wu,7uv,uu

m: i~ /....!~: ~~~~:~. ---·----------

147,197.74

$19r
15,636.64
180,082.06

2,276.09
8,353.30

19,684.72
427,912.08

.................... .....................
975. 00 ........................

657. 00

---------·-···· ----------····
9,666.63
636. 00

...............

-------------1,265.96
38,888.20

·-······------ --···--·----·1,503.88
--------------- -------------A/\7
!l9
0 32.13
l!l
'
7v,,uv~,.,., I
iv,v,
I 637,109.08
'lQ~

Monuments or tablets at Gettysburg ................. .. ............... .
Statue to memory of La Fayette and compatriots ..................... .
Monument at Washington's beadquarters, Newburg, N. Y .......... .
Pedestal for statue ofGen. Philip H. Sheridan . . . . .
Gen.John A. Logan .................. .............. .
Gen. Winfield Scott Hancock ........... . ... .
Gen . William. T Sherman .... .

13,286.60
103. 53
64. 76
50,000.00
50,000.00

38,286.60
103. 53
64, 76

r--·-_______ .
I·........... .. .............. .

... 000. 00 ....... ________

5o, ooo. oo

212,454. 89

I

25, ooo. oo

. _........... .
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8
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Erection of monuments.

Total erection of monuments .•••....•••.

>-,;
0

29, OH, 04

9,272.56
103. 53
64. 76

50,000.00
50,000.00
49,000.00
50,000.00

2,000.79
2,000.00

50,000.00
47,999.21
47,000.00
50,000.00

237, 454. 89

33,014.83

204,440.06

---

~

~

Relief acts.

Claims of officers and men of the .Army for destrnction of private
property ............................. ~ . . . . ................ -................... .
Claims of loyal citizens for supplies furni;h·~d ·during th~ rebellion...
6,939.00
Claims for quartermaster's stores and commissary supplies, act July
1,446.41

1,515.04
6,039.00
1,446.41

.. ................. .
6 939 00
1:371:41

Awards for qua:-termaster's stores and commissary supplies taken by
130. 00
army in Tennessee ................................................ .
Stor<Js and supplies taken by the .Army (Bowman .Act), act March 3, 1891 ...•...........
Relief of destitute citizens, Territory of Oklahoma ........ . .... - - . . . . .
· 44,800.00
.A. wards to certain citizens of Jefferson County Ky .... ···· · ···· · ·····
Relief of Capt. John W. Pullman......
'

130. 00

130. 00

23,763.68
44,800.00
6,523.50
1,396.31

4, 1864 .......................................................... . ... .

Total relief acts ...••...••... ___ .........•.•••. _....••..•........

~
t_zj

53,240.41

86,513.94

53,315.41

~

8

0

RECAPITULATION.
S~~ries, contin_gent expenses, and postage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$58, 243. 59
w1ht!"ry establishment, Army and Military .Academy................. 3, 753, 462. 86
~bhc works .......................................................... 39, J27, 559. 94
Miscellaneous objects ... _............................................. 3, 755, 173. 80

$2, 123, 15!- 00
2-1, 667, 70~.
4, 134, 05 .
5, 535, 412. 38

Total · · · · · ·. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46, 694, 440. 19
Repayments in excess of payments .............. .

36, 460, 325. 40

.Actual expenditures ...... .

>-tl
0

t~

f,zj

I

$2.
,._ "16
28, '"·
421, ,,,_
168. "26' $2.
23, ooo
665,••
156.

$620. 59

I 43, 262, 234. 13

18. 07
1-----1

25, 372, 176. 55

I 1, *"·
17
168, ,,._
386. 77
5, 498.

n

5, 001, 700. 30
195, 163. l 6
-- 1-.-_----M!:s.
--- oo \ e.>, J.'-''-'• ,.v,., ,m I 56, 039, 648. 00 I 1, 387, 922. 21
M

9, 290, 604. 25
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• ••••••••••••• • 1

638. 66

56, 039, 009. 34

8

$161, 908. 43
3, 587, 625. 35
17, 972, 723. 41
4, 093, 740. 79
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25, 815, 997. 98
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REPORT
OF THE

MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, October 1, 1894.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report o{ the operations of the Army during the past year, including the reports of the
several department commanders and of their chief staff officers; of
the commanding officers of the Artillery School at Fort Monroe; of the
Infantry and Cavalry School at Fort Leavenworth, and those of the
Adjutant-General and Inspector-General of the Army. The annual
report of the commanding officer of the Cavalry and Light Artillery
School at Fort Riley, Kans., will be submitted after the close of the
season of practical instruction at that place.
During a large part of the year the Army bas been employed in the
suppression of domestic violence, which took the form, in many cases,
of forcible resistance to the execution of the laws of the United States,
seizure or destruction of property under the care of United States
officers, and open defiance of the national authority. The details of
all the operations of the troops, already generally familiar to the public,
are described in the accompanying reports of the department commanders, and hence need not be repeated here.
These disorders, at :first local in their character, spread at length to
about one-half in number and two-thirds in area, of all the States and
Territories, excluding Alaska. So widespread and formidable an insurrection called for the :\dgorous action dictated by the President. It
became necessary to confer upon the commanding generals of six
departments, viz, the Missouri, Dakota, Platte, Colorado, California,
and the Columbia, full authority in executing the orders of the President, to employ the entire military force under their command, according
to their own best judgment and the instructions they h ad received from
Headquarters of the Army, to protect public property and enforce
·
obedience to the laws of the United States.
At the city of Chicago resistance to lawful authority assumed such
formidable proportions that it was necessary to concentrate at that
place nearly all the forces that could be made available from all parts
of the country, while, on the Pacific Coast, the Navy Department
placed at the disposal of the Departme11t Commander the n aval and
marine forces at the Mare Island Navy-Yard, a11d those forces rendered
valuable services. These responsible du.ties, thus d evolved upon the
department commanders, were performed by them and the troops
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under h ir command in the most satisfactory manner. The insurrecti n wa pr mptly uppressed aud the authority of the Government
rywhere nf re d, and this without any unnecessary sacrifice of
lifi iu • ny a e .
. Su~h , . r ult would have been impossible, except for the judicious
di tnbut10n of troop ~ already existing, under the command of general
ffi e1 f edu ation, experience, tried fidelity to the national interests,
an pr found re pect for civil authority · and ·the laws of the land.
The p ple of the United States may well be proud of their little Army,
so thorOlwhly devoted to the public interests.
The numerou d mands for the services of United States troops in
tion with domestic disorders disclosed some lack of accurate
con
knowl dge respecting the circumstances and conditions under which
the military forces of the United States may be lawfully employed and
the manner in which the troops may lawfully act in the suppression of
such disorders.
The circumstances under which the national forces may be employed
were materially modified by the act of Congress, approved June 18,
1878, commonly called "the posse comitatus act," and no exact definition of the duties -of the troops as modified by this act had ev~r
been published. So, also, for the first time at least in many years, it
has become ~ecessary to employ the national forces against a lawless
mob forcibly resisting the execution of the laws of the United States,
former cases of like employment of United States troops having been
under the general provisions of the Constitution and laws for the supl)ressiou of insurrection in a State, under a call made_ hy_ the State
authorities upon the President, as provided in the Co:1st1tuti~n.
But by the use of the telegraph the necessary mstruct10ns were
speedily communicated to all concerned, so that no material departure
was actually made in any case from the strict requirements o~ the law,
and as speedily as practicable carefully prepared instruct10n~ were
issued for the government of the Army, both in respect ·to the circumstances under which and the purposes fo.r which the troops m:=tY be
employed, and the manner in .which they should act in the execut10~ of
lawful orders for the suppression of forcible resistance to the execution
of the laws of the United States, or in the protection of property
belonging to or under the care of the United States, The prompt and
vigorous action of the troops in all cases and the great forb~ar~nc_e
manifested by them when subjected to all sorts of instt.lts and md1gmties, designed to provoke retaliation, were worthy of the very highest
commendation. They illustrate iu the most striking manner the g~eat
value to a government of a well-disciplined force at all times s~bJect
to the orders of that government for the enforcement of the faithful
execution of its laws. ·
It would seem unnecessary to point out the fact that any force like
the militia_of ~ State, or the police of a city~ acting primarily un~er
another authority, though highly efficient in their appropriate servi_ce,
can n~t be ;111ade a reliable instrument for the prompt and effective
- , execution of the laws of the Uniteµ States. Manifestly, every gove~n1meut should have an adequate force of its own for the execution of its
own laws, no less than the judicial and executive officers necessary for
the same purpose.
The. country is_ now for the first time squarelyconfronted with _the
necessity_ of mak~ng adequate provision, not only for defense agam~t
a~1y l)OSSi?le foreign aggression, but also for defense against domestic
,violence m the form of forcible resistance to the laws of the United
i
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States. It therefore becomes more than ever necessary to calmly and
dispassionately consider the adequacy of means to that end. A just
estimate of these means requires consideration of the vast extent of
the United States territory and the great amount of property, widely
dispersed throughout this territory, either belonging to the United
States or in such condition as to be under the protection of the National
Government. When these facts are duly considered it becomes manifest that the -present strength of the Army is not adequate to the perfo;rmance of the service which may at any time be required. It is true
that in the recent emergency, by the most prompt and vigorous action
and the concentration of troops from various parts of the country, the
duty requi.red was promptly and effectively performed. But the military resources were taxed nearly to the extreme limit for this purpose,
and in the event of such extension of disorders, as was for some time
threatened and made to appear more than probable, it was found by
careful estimate that the resources of the Government would prove
ina(lequate to give the necessary protection in all parts of the country;
so that vast injury would have resulted to the public interests throughout a large part of the United States before the resources of the Goverrnnent could have been so augmented as to have suppressed the
insurrection.
-.
It is certainly manifest that the present condition of the country,
with a population of nearly seventy millions, under the danger of disorder now known to exist, can not be met by the same force that was
deemed adequate twenty-five years ago, when the population of the
country was less than half its present amount, 'and domestic violence
was not apprehended. One man to 14 square miles of territory, or
one man to twenty-eight hundred of population, is surely a very small
guard to protect property and prevent violation of law, leaving out of
consideration the force necessary to guard the extended seacoast
against sudden attack by a foreign enemy. It is also worthy of remark
that-more than once in the last summer an infuriated mob in a single
city was twice as formidable in numbers and capable of doing vastly
greater injury to life and property than the most formidable combina.
tion of Indian warriors that ever confronted the Army in this country.
In other words, the Army bas recently been required to deal with an
enemy far more numerous and dangerous to the country than any savage enemy ·which it has heretofore been called upon to meet.
It seems clear that the effective strength of the Army should now be
considerably increased. Yet, this can be done at a very small comparative increase in cost. The present regimental organizations need not
b~ largely increased. Two 'additional regiments of artillery for the
necessary sea ceast defense; two additional regiments of cavalry to
patrol the long lines of railroad under Government protect.ion, and the
present twenty-five regiments of infantry, converted into three battalion organizations, would, it is believed, be a just, conservative estimate of what is now actually needed. For this the existing number of
commissioned officers is nearly sufficient. But a -considerable permanent iucrease in the -enlisted strength of the Army should be made,
and a still furtheI' increase authorized to be made by the President
when, in his judgment, an emergency requiring it may reasonably be
foreseen. Such disorders as those which have afflicted the country
during the last year do not come sudcleuly or unexpectedly. Intelligent observation-fully justified the prediction of such troubles a y~ar
before they appeared. Coincident with the first indication of commg
disorder was ·a diminution of industrial employment, by which large
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number of honest and faithful laborers were deprived of their accustomed work, and _hence sought enlistment iu the Army. These m~n
could not be received because of the limit fixed by law "!,lpon the enlisted
' trength of the Army. These applicants for enlistment during the first
eight or twelve months were not the kind of men who participate in
the operatiou of a lawless mob. They were simply honest laborers
wl10 could no longer obtain employment in civil life and hence sought
it in the Army. If authority had existed by which the President could
have received a few thousand of these men into the ranks, they would
have become well disciplined, reliable soldiers by the time the · troops
were called out to suppress mob violence. After the restoration of
peace and prosperity has given assurance that the Army will not probably be employed in the suppression of domestic violence for several
years, the ranks may well, in the discretion of the President, be
reduced, to save expense.
It is not a good military system in which the Executive has ~o
authority whatever to increase the effective strength of the Army m
time of need, but must await the slow process of legis1ation for that
purpose. The organization being fixed by law, with maximum and
minimum limits of strength, the Executive should · he authori~ed t?
vary the enlisted strength between those limits according to his estimate of the necessities of the country. The cost of the suggested
mcrease in the strength of the Army would be utterly in~igni~caut
as compared with the damage which might have been done m a srngle
day in one city, if the military force assembled at that poiut had
proved madequate.
·Wise forethought, m apparent anticipation of such conditions as
those which have confronted the Government during the last year;
dictated several years ago the establishment, under authori_ty of
Congress, of large military posts near the great business aud ra1lw~y
centers of the country . . Several of these large posts are now m
condition to be occupied by troops, while others are in process of construction, and a few others are still demanded, for which it is presumed
Congress will in due time· make the necessary appropriations.
As a consequence of the execut10n of this policy, small frontier posts,
formerly necessary in connection with the spread of civilization_ ?~er
the vast western territory and the suppression of Indian hostilities
/ therein, now no longer necessary for such purposes, have ·been abandoned. A few others ruay doubtless be abandoned in the near future,
but the larger posts in the vicinity of the great Indian reservations
must doubtless be maintained for many ·years.
The present streugth of the Army is not quite adequate to supply
ap1)~opriat~ garrisons for all the posts now <1ccupied or ready f~r occupation, while the new posts which must undoubtedly be authorized by
Uongress m _the near future, especially along the seaboard where perrn~nent fortifications are contemplated, will be entirely without 8'.~propnate garrisons, unless the Army is suitably increased. But 1f ~be
very moderate 'increase in the effective strength of the Army wh10h
has been recommended be authorized and the military posts heretofore
recom~e?ded b~ constructed, the Army will be, so far as can. now
he ant1mpated, m a fauly effective condition to enforce the faithful
execution of the laws of the United States-. This view of the mihtary
11ecess1ties of the country must, it would seem be manifest to ev'ery
intelligent citizen.
'
' But, iu r~spect to tl1e military necessities which m~y possibly arise
out of conflict with foreign }Jowers, it has for many years seemed impos-
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sible to impress upon the people of the.~ nited States in g~n~ral th~
views entertained by all thoughtful military· students. This impossibility. appears to have resulted very largely from the nati::>nal s~lfesteem which- grew out of the results of the great domestic conflict
. through which the country passed in the period from 1861 to 1865.
The condition of tlle public mind since that time bas been that of confident invincibility against any possible foreign attack. However
humiliating it may be to this confident self.esteem, it is nevertheless a
simple duty to point to the great military lesson which is now being
taught to the entire world.
,
The most populous and one of the most wealthy of all the nations
of the earth is subjected to extreme humiliation and disgrace, to result
possibly in the overthrow of a dynasty, at the hands_of a little nation
of one-tenth its population and about one-tenth its territorial area.
And why is this, It is not because that great people are lacking in
talent, or general education, or military courage, but because they have
failed to develop their military strength and resources. In disciplined
troops, in arms and equipments of all kinds, in efficient ships of war
and in general military preparation and education they are far behind
the enterprising little military nation that is now teaching them and
the world this tremendous lesson.
The relation of the United States to the great military powers of
Europe now exhibits a far greater disparity in respect to preparation
for war than that which has existed between China and Japan. · Will
the people of the United States and their representatives have the
modesty to appreciate and the wisdom to profit by this lesson 1
The Atlantic Ocean is, under modern conditions, little more serious
an obstacle to the navies and transports of Europe than are the Japan
and Yellow seas to those of Japan. Whence comes our feeling of
security f Are the other nations of the earth so much more in love
with us and our im;titutious than are our own people that we can
_a lways rely upon the friendship and good will of foreigners, .while
many thousands of our own citizens must be controlled by the strong
military arm f A.re our statesmen so far more skilled in statecraft and
diplomacy than others that we can rely upon their ability to always
secure by such means the interests and honor of the United State8 in
competition with the often conflicting interests of other countries f Or.
are the people of this country ready to see the national honor sacri~
ficed when need be to secure material interests or avoid conflict of
arms 1 What guarantee of peace with honor has the history of the
W<?rld ever assured except preparation for war, and now that modern
smence has so radically changed the conditions of military and naval
success, how much more impossible has securityforpeace consistent with
honor become, except through thorough preparations-for war! This modern feelin€$ of security among apparently a large majority of the people
of .tbe.Umted States, which appears to have adsen out of the domestic·
~onflict in which the country was engaged from 1861 to 1865, and the
immense military strength developed in that conflict, was to a large
extent justified for a certain period of time. Both 'the military strength
developed during and continuing to exist for some years after the civil
war:, and the moral influence produced thereby upon the military
nat10ns of the world, justified for a time a feeling of confidence which
seem~d to render .unnecessary preparations for war. As a consequence
of this the ancient pohcy of the United States, which ha-d. been followed from the foundation of the Government to the year 1861, of
thorough preparation· in the way of seacoast fortifications and an
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-,~.w y was a]most entirely abandoned for many years. It has
sin
e ed difficult, if not impossible, to revive that wise national
poli y.
A brief reference to the character of the great civil conflict in this
cou try
ms important in this connection. The circumstances and
results of that conflict did not in fact justify any long continuance
of the npreme self-esteem and feelmg of invincibility indulged in by
the people of this country. The great civil war was a contest of superior mun b rs and resources against an adversary inferior in both, and
little better prepared at the commencement of the contest. The result
was reached after a long, desperate, and exhaustmg· struggle, charact~rized for the most part during the first half of its term by military fail- ure , or imperfect successes, due entirely to lack of previous preparat~on. The result of that contest in a military sense was undoubt~dly
the ultimate development of practical military strength in the umted
country, superior to that of any other nation at that time, and perhaps
superior to any national military strength that had before existed. But
the armies of 1865 exist no longer. The veteran soldiers North and
South,East and West, are no longer physically able to bear arms. Up?n
the sudden outbreak of a great war the country, though now happily
united, would be in little better condition than either the North or the
Southfound itself in 1861. The combined strength of the entire country,
though now double in numbers of men and in military resources, woul?,be no match whatever for the trained army of either North or South ~sit
existed in 1864. In other words, the military strength of ~ither sect10n,
when developed by experience and training, became 11:r_i~easu~ably
greater than that of the entire country without such trarnmg, either
then or now. This is the true measure of the present military s.rength
of this country; -and this while other nations have greatly increased
· their effective strength in the last thirty years.
.
.
The time has, therefore, fully come when the people of t~e Umted
States should dismiss the over-confidence born of past experience and
look the future squarely in the face. The more especially is this the
fact in respect to the extended seacoasts of the country and the broad
oceans where the interests of · the United States must be defended and
protected, if this country is to continue to be a first-class n~tion.
Armies, even though well disciplined, well instructed -and perfectly
~armed, can not defend the seacoast against modern ships of war.
Suitable fortifications with effective high-power armament a_re the
· only possible means of such defense, while the finest navy which the
able officer~ of that department have ever proposed will be abnndantlyemployed in rendering rndispensable service in all parts of the maritime world. Hence, 110 time should be lost in prosecuting a system of
fortifications and armament heretofore illaugurated, until all the great
seaports of the country are placed in a 8atisfactory condition for effe?t1ve defense against any possible attack. The most liberal appropriations for this purpose wilfbe the wisest economy.
Every year heretofore, in proportion to-my official responsibilities, I
, have endeavm:ed to pomt out what I believed. to be the military necessities of t~e-country in these respects. Now in this, the last annual
report wh1ch I e~pect to be called upon to write, I deem it my duty to
make~ last and more emphatic presentation to my fellow-citizens a~d
to their Goyernmen~ ot what I consider requisite to place their military cstabh_shment m _all respects on a footing commensurate with the
mterests, d1gmty, and. honor of a great nation.
Continental isolation is no longer any secunty against formidable
attack. Great population and wealth are only the crua.e materials
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from which military strength may be created. No nation, however
populous and wealthy, can ~ope to maintain itself among the great
nations of the earth, unless its military strength is made by development to bear a reasonable proportion to that maintained by the other
great nations.
The conflicting interests and jealousies of other nations may at times
prevent any of them from eugaging in active hostilities against this
country, but at other times similar interests and jealousies are as
likely to unite them against us. Are the United States willing to
occupy this humble place of dependence upon the interests and jealousies of other nations, Or will they assume and maintain their great
place among the nations of the earth-mistress of their own policy
and arbiter of their own destiny,
DIS.CIPLINE A.ND iNS'rRUCTION.

The discipline of tlie Army has been thoroughly tested and found to
~e entirely satisfactory in the extraordinary service which it has been
called upon to perform. Military instruction has been somewhat interrupted by _this extraordinary service, but the autumn months and the
winter months in southern latitudes will be occupied ,i n such instruction. So that the yea:r; will not pass without the full enjoyment of
practical exercises prescribed by regulations and general orders.
SM.A.LL A.RMS A.ND FIELD ARTILLERY.

Satisfactory -progress is being made in the supply of the newly
adopted magazine rifle for the infantry and of the new breech-loading rifle :field guns for the field artillery. I beg leave to again suggest that the supply of these modern arms be increased so that not
only may an the regular troops and organized militia be fully armed
with them, but that there may be an adequate reserve for any additional force that may be suddenly called into service.
FORTIFICATION A.ND ARMAMENT.

Steady progress is being made in the manufacture of high power
guns and mortars and in the construction of emplacements for them
for the most important seacoast defenses in the country. The invention and construction of suitable carriages for such guns have been
a serious obstacle in all parts of the world, but the problem involved
m this matter is approaching satisfactory solution in this country,
which is, it is believed, in advance in that regard of any other country m the world. It is hoped that the necessary appropriations for
this work will be made, so that it may be steadily and rapidly prosecuted un ti1 all the great seaports of the country are placed in a secµre
condition against any possible foreign attack.
BARRACKS A.ND QUARTERS.

Considerable progress has heretofore been made in the con struc~ion
of quarters and barracks for the troops at the most important stat10ns
m the country, but 1t still remains to construct such accommodations
for those sea port stations, especially along the South Atlantic an?Gulf ports and on Puget Sound, where there are now very small garnsons or none at all, and where modern fortifications and armament
mnst necessarily be placed to protect important cities and their commerce from destruction by any 1oreign foe.
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ARMY REORGANIZATION.

.

, nization of tbe infantry of the Army into three battalion
. l n urged by military men, still remains under th~ conr b n f on gre .
o al o the necessary increase of the artillery
r Yi f' r the acoast defense. Some increase of the cavalry of ·
\..r_n~ . i b Ii v d al "O to be necessary, or at least hig?-lY desiralJl_e.
nnh ia f the ountry can not be relied upon to furmsh cavalry 10
r; n y n more tban :fi.el<l. artillery. Hence, the proportion of
arm in the R gular Army should be greater than that required
,r
rvi e. Rec ut experience has demonstrated the absolute
.
i y f a on id_erable cavalry force for service in the vast terr~tor1 tra r ed by railroads, designed largely for Government ~ervice,
tran portation of mails, troops, and military and naval supplies, 3'.nd
hence entitled to the protection of the United States, without which
vrotection their service may at any time be completely paralyz~d. I
beg l ave to suggest that this is a favorable time for the dispass10n~t~
con ideration of this subject, with a view to such increase in the military stablishment and such improvement of organization a~ w~ll ma~e
the Anny thoroughly effective tor the purposes for which it is mamtained.

·11u ~1t

~

MILI'rARY EDUCATION.

The constantly increasing interest in military education is manifested
by an increased demand upon the Army for officers for duty atcoHeges,
universities, and other institutions of ]earning throughout the count~y.
Another gratifying feature is the awakened interest in. the pohcy
recommended many years ago, by which such military education ~hall be
extended to the public schools, so that a very large nmnb~r _of y~ung
men, who may not aspire perhaps at the start to commiss10ns m. a
volunteer army, will be well qualified for the positions of n~ncomnn~sioued officers, and hence, for t,he molding of a volunteer force mto a rehab le army ·in the shortest possible time. It is believed that 1;10 ?etter
employment can be given to the officers of the Regular Army m t1m~ of
peace than in this wide dissemination of elementary military edu~at10n,
and if any justification bethought necessary for some incre~se rn t~e
aggregate number of commissioned officers, it is fully supplied by this
demand for such important services .
. In the regular establishment military education still continl;les to ~e
highly satisfactory. The established institutions at West Pornt, Willets Point, Fort Monroe, Fort Leavenworth, and Fort Riley, are giving
to the Army a corps of officers superior in education on the avera.g~ to
t~at of any other army in the world, while the Military Service Institution and the general lyceum system recently established throughout
the Army are aiding largely in this important work of the higher education of the officers of the Army, and also of those of the na~ioual
guards of the several States, and of citizens generally who are mterested in military science.
INDJ AN SOLDIERS.

:rhe enlistme1;1t of Indians in the Army has satisfactorily accomphshed the mam purpose had in view iii its adoption, namely, to
d~monstrate the J?rese~t and prospective value for military purposes
of the s~ver~l Indian tribes, as well as in the minor objects had to ~ome
exteut m vi~w. The re·ult has been that some of the organizations
ha,v_e been d1sban~ed an~ the men discharged upon the expiration of
the1r term of service, while some others will probably follow the same
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course. In other cases the Indian has proved to be a thoroughly reliable, well-disciplined, and efficient soldier, and it is not difficult to
estimate the proportion of the tribes to which such soldiers belong who
would be reliable in the Government service in time of war, or dangerous to the Government if s,eriously disaffected. It will not be necessary
to pursue this experimental trial much further, but will simply be a
question of policy to determine how many of the reliable Indian soldiers
shall be retained in service, and for what length of time.
TERM OF ENLISTMENT OF TROOPS.

The recent modification of the law in respect to the term of enlistment and in respect to the continuance in service of soldiers who
have proved themselves valuable to the Army; will undoubtedly lead
to beneficial results. In such trials of fidelity, subordination, and
obedience under the most trying circumstances as those to which
recent events show the Army of the United States at any time Hable
to be subjected, a considerable percentage of old soldiers who know
nothing superior to military fidelity and duty can not be overestimated. All men possessed of such qualities should be retained in
service as long as they are physically qualified, and provided as now
with honorable retirement when no longer able to serve in the ranks.
THE RECRUITING SERVICE.

Changes recently introduced by the War Department in the conduct of the recruiting service will, it is believed, be beneficial to that
service, and also productive of economy. It will in addition give to
the Department three considerable garrisons of old soldiers in the
heart of the country, ready for any service that may be required of
them, in place of considerable bodies of recruits not yet qualified for
delicate service. During several years the character of the recruits
received into the Army has been gradually elevated, and this process
has now been made far more easy and certain through recent legislation. None but thoroughly reliable men in all respects need be
received into so small an Army as that of the United States in time of
peace.
The several staff departments of the Army, no less than the line,
deserve high commendation for the faithful and efficient manner in
which they have discharged all their duties appertaining- to the health
and comfort, to the subsistence, equipment, and transportation of the
troops. I take pleasure in acknowledging my indebtedness to the
chiefs of all those departments for the cordial manner in which they
have assisted me in the discharge of every duty.
The officers of my immediate staff have performed their several
duties with ability, zeal, and perfect fidelity.
To the President and to the Secretary of War, I beg leave to tender
my thanks for the kind and generous confidence which they have
uniformly manifested, by which in great measure has been established
a more satisfactory relation between the military administration and
the command of the Army than has perhaps existed at any former
period in the history of the country.
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, ,
J. M. SCHOFIELD,
Major- General Commanding.
Hon. DANIEL S. LAMONT,
Secretary of War.
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MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.
REPORT OF THE ADJUTANT-~NERAL.
HE.A.DQU.A.R'.I.'ERS OF THE ARMY,
.ADJUT .A.NT-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,
W--cishington, September 28, 1894.
SIR: Pursuant to your instructions, I have the honor to submit the
annual returns of the .Army:
A.-Showing the actual strength of the .Army June 30, 1894.
B.-Showing position and distribution of the troops, by departments,
taken from the latest returns on :file in the Adjutant-General's Office.
C.-Geographical depa,rtments and posts, with distribution of troops,
post-offices, telegraph stations, and nearest railroad stations and boat
landings.
"'
D.-Statement &howing gain and loss in the enlisted strength of the
Army during the :fiscal year ended June 30, 1894.
; The number of enlisted men iu service June 30, 1894, receiving
increased pay under the act of Congress of August 4, 1854, was as follows:
Fivo years' continuous service ($2 per month)- ..••.... _. _.. - - ..... - ...... - -.. 3, 664
Ten years' continuous service ($3 per month) .. __ .. __ . _ .... - - - - - . . . .. .. . . . . . . 1, 993
Fifteen years' continuous service ($4 l)Cr month) ... ____ ...................... 1, 065
Twenty years' continuous serrice ($5 per month) . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
673
Twenty-five years' continuous service ($6 per month).......... . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
236
Thirty years' continuous service ($7 per month)..............................
4
Thirty-five years' continuous service ($8 per month) .... _....................
2
Forty years' continuous service ($9 per month) ...... _. _.... ~................
1
Total ............................................. . . _... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 7, 638

The number of those who will become entitled to increased pay under
the act of Congress of May 15, 1872, during the :fiscal year ending June
30, 1896, is:
Reenlisted pay_ .. ____ .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • .
One dollar per month for third year of service..............................
Two dollars per month for fourth year of service.... . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • . . .
Three dollars per month for fifth year of service.............................

525 ,
5,220
5, 281
4,282

Total ....•••••....•.•.••....•••.. __ . _......•••...•.. _. . . • • • • . • . . . • . . . 15, 308
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e terms will expire during the
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0 men, t h e actu a l average fighting strength
t ve years h as been 20,488. Deducting
ore available for service at any time durc
out 5,000 l ess than the nominal enlisted
T h e 5,000 are m ade up of the engine~r and
n
I t quart erm aster-sergeants, post commissary.
- rg (; nt , ho pital st ewar ds, the detachments ~t
mt th
ilitary P ri on gu ard, et c., most necessary to avoid
· m n fr 1:11 t e lin of b attle to p erfor m their duties, _but not
.
vv,....,_..,,a,ti e force. P a ucity in the number of our soldiers has
' 1 ,
l o-r t outl ay in tran sportation to concentrate from remote
i nt t r op to act in an emergency at a single point. Moved
yon, thi s 11 body has been distinguished for the amount
an
h r t r f its good work. In r ecent events in the performance
of it uty t-0 re t re order and preserve the veace, subjected by lawless
p eople to in ulting words and d eeds well calculated to invite bloodshed,
it h a s displayed a behavior possibie only to highly disciplined men
under cool and judicious commanders.
It i earnestly recommended that the enlisted strength of the Army
be increa ed to 30,000 men, so as to give a maximum of 25,000 _as the
regimental fi ghting force. This maximum is only about t wo-thuds of
the minimum organization prescribed by the Revised St atutes for cavalry, artillery, and infantry regiments, yet it will enable the Q:overnment to reorganize its artillery into seven regiments for coast defe?-se
and field artillery, and its infantry into three battalion regiments, without interfering with the ~trength of the cavalry.
THE INDIAN SOLDIER,

No means was neglected to insure the success, if it were possible,
of the plan set forth in General Orders, No. 28, Headquarters of the
Army,. ~arch 9, 1891, for the recruitment of eight troops of cavalry
and nmeteen companies of Indian infantry. Recruiting officers w~re
selected from among those officers of the Army having large an~ varied
knowledge of the Indian character and habits. The tribal rights of
the e1;1listed Indians were zealously guarded, and, by permission of the
lntenor Department, cooks, tailors, carpenters, blacksmiths, etc., were
sought among the members of the Indian schooJs at Carlisle, Hampton, and elsewhere. The result obtained after prolonged trial has not
been encouraging.
The number of Indians in the line of the Army wa8 417, June 30,
1891 ; 780, June 30, 1892; 771 June 30 1893· and June 30, 1894, was
but ~4 Y, o"?1Y six troops of c~va1ry an'd fou~ companies of infantry
remam1ng m existence at that date.
Lack of knowledge of the English language restlessness and discdontent _un~er absolutely new conditions of lifJ and h abits marriage,
hemorahzation. when st. a t·1oned near Indian reservations, 'are among
t e causes which h ave mterfered to prevent the Indian from becoming
a valuable American soldier.
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As the object for which these enlistments were authorized has been
fully accomplished, I am of opinion that further attempts to incorporate
Indians as a part of the Army will neither benefit them nor the service.
DESER'.1.'IONS.

The total number of desertions during the past :fiscal year is 1,073, a
decrease of 609 in the number reported from the preceding year. While
the desertions from the several recruiting depots and rendezvous reached
14 per cent of the average strength of those stations, the average rate
throughout the Army is less than 4.5 per cent. It is hoped that recent
legislative action governing enlistments will further lower the record
of desertions.
The majority of desertions appear to have occurred among men of
less than one year's service. During the :fiscal year ended June 30,
1892, the ratio of men deserting during the first year of their service
was 73.10 per cent of the whole number of desertions; in the following year it was 71.14; and in the year ended June 30, 1894, it was 68.12.
For the first two years of service it was 87 .65 in 1892, 90.97 in 1893,
aud. 89.28 in 1894.
The following amounts have been collected from enlisted men for
clothing overdrawn, and this very la~gely in the first year of service:
1888-89
1889-90
1890-91
1891-92
1892-93
1893-94

__ - - .. __ .. _. _.. _~ ____ .. ___ . ____ .. ___ .. _____ $122, 693. 84
_- - _ . ____ . ____ . ______________ .. _______ . ____ 98, 418. 30
__ - _ . _. ______ . _. __ . ___ . ___ ... ____ . __ ...• _..
62, 737. 18
_.... _.. __ ... _. _. _... _________ . _. ____ . __ • _.
74, 766. 25
... _ . __ ... _... ___ .. _____ ... __ . ____ . ____ ____ 70, 632. 09
.. ___ .... __ ...... _____ . ______ - - _- - . - . - - - - - 68, 813. 79

While, undoubtedly, disenchantment, homesickness, entanglement,
and causes peculiar to individual cases have led many men to abandon
the military service at an early period of tlrnir engagement, it is believed
that these stoppages and the detention of $4 of the monthly pay of
young soldiers during the :first year of enlistment have incited to the
desertion which has occurred in the early part of their terms of service.
This detention of $4 per month from the pay of the young soldier is
likely, when he finds himself short of pocket money, to lead him into the
temptation of realizing cash by sale, at ruinous djscount, of clothing
drawn or overdrawn upon his allowance.
That the stoppage of these large sums for clothing from the pay of
enlisted men does not result from an insufficient allowance is clearly
shown by the record that during the same period, as heretofore cited, the
Government has paid to soldiers for clothing undrawn:
1888-89
1889-90
1890-91
1891-92
1892-93
1893-94

. ____ .. ____ .. __ ••••.•••••..•••••.••........ $277, 693. 84
. . . . . . . . • • • . . • . • • . . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . 269, 359. 96
. _. • . . • . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • . . . • • • . • • . . . . • 345, 151. 01
. . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • . . . • • . • . . • • • . . • 350, 061. 68
....•...•••...•••..••••..••••• ·• . . . • • • • . • • • • 266, 249. 09
....•..•.......•..••••••.••••........... _. . 132, 981. 41

The fact that recruits will hereafter be promptly forwarded to their
regiments, and that the least possible amount of clothing will be issued
to them till they shall have come under the care of their own captains
and lieutenants, will tend, it is believed, to reduce the heavy charges on
account of clothing heretofore issued to them at depot and, later, .upon
joining their regiments.
·
In my report to the honorable Secretary of War I shall recommend
that the law requiring the detention of $4 per month from the pay of
the soldier during the first year of his enlistment be repealed.
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THE JVIILITA.RY PRISON.

The annual report of the commandant of the military prison and the
reports of _the other officers on duty,1 submitted herewith, show in
detail the management of the affairs of that institution during the
past year and indicate that tlJc duties of these officers have been performed iri a satisfactory manner.
The number of prisoners in confinement June 30, 1893, was 458; the
number received during the year, 47G, and the number discharged, etc.,
417; leaving 517 in confinement on June ·30, 1894, an increase of 59.
The greatest number in confinement at any one time during the year
was 626 on March 31, 1894.
The regular appropriation for the year ended June 30, 1894, was
$76,240, and the deficiency act appropriated $7,234, making in all
$83,474, of which $79,480.78 was expended. This amount includes the
expenditure of $1,150 for donatiqns of $5 each to 230 prisoners released
from confinement at Alcatraz Island, California, and other military
posts, leaving the actual expenditures made at the prison $78,339.78,
an increase of $7,240.82 over the expenditure for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1893. · This is accounted for by the increased number of prisoners confined during the past _year, the average number per month
having been 553 against 408 for the preceding year.
The prison furnished 189 suits of civilian clothing for prisoners
released from confinement at divers military posts.
The prison fund, made up from various earnings from the labor of
the prisoners and _the sale of miscellaneous material, amounted to
$1,239.54, and this was turned into the United States Treasury on Juue
30, 1894.
The system of cellular confinement, authorized by the Secretary of
War, is now complete, with 488 ordinary cells, 1 cell for each prirnner,
excep~ the sick, and 18 stone and 10 iron punishment cells.
The yield of the prison farm, of which 177 acres were cultivated, pr~vided an ample supply of all kinds of vegetables. Some of the prinmpal products were 4,850 bushels of potatoes, 65,000 heads of cabbage,
3,700 bushels of corn, besides large quantities of onions, tomatoes, beans,
etc.
The various industries were carried on in a satisfactory manner, but
the limited amount of labor required for the Quartermaster's Depart- .
ment taxed the commandant to find proper employment for the prisoners. He therefore commenced an extensive system of sewerage for
the prison and put up a brick plant, which .he reports will prove useful to the Government and give necessary employment.
The report indicates an existing necessity for supplying increased
means for useful industrial training. The principal articles manufactured for the Quartermaster's Department during the year were 300
pairs of boots, 22,773 pairs of shoes, 33 sets of harness, and 26,000 corn
brooms; wash boilers, stovepipe, and various ~,rticles of tin and iron ware
for kitchen purposes. There were 1,813 cords of wood and 55,000 feet
oflumber cut by the prisoners.
The total number of days of skilled labor performed by them was
53,034, and the number of days of unskilled labor 118,188. Of these,
26,712 days of skilled and 37,044 days of unskilled labor were perform ed for the Quartermaster's Department, amounting in value to
$26,321.40.
1

Omitted.
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The report of the prison surgeon shows an unusual amount of sickness and a larger death rate than heretofore-seven prisoners and one
member of the guard having died during the year. Some of the cases
are ascribed to the water supply from the Missouri River and defective
sewerage. Efforts to secure a good supply of pure water by boring
wells and to establish improved sewerage have been inaugurated aud
are in progress.
Every attention has been given to the moral and religious welfare of
the prisoners and to the night school. This school has been very successful, with an attendance of 250 scholars five nights of each week.
MILITARY CONVICTS.

Section 1361 of the Revised Statutes provides that convicts confined in the military prisons shall be liable to trial anJ punishmentunder the rules and articles of war-for offenses committed by them
during the term of their imprisonment.
The rigid methods of prison discipline, to which alone such offenders
are amenable, can not well be so effectually applied as at such places.
Convicts retained at military posts to serve their sentence, or pending
their removal to the military prison, take advantage of their immunity
from trial to corrupt and demoralize garrison prisoners with whom
they are necessarily brought into daily contact.
To remedy this at present unavoidable but deplorable evil, I have
the honor to recommend that the proviHions of the above-quoted section of the Revised Statutes be extended to include all military convicts, both at the posts where they are temporarily held and while en
route changing station. ·
POST LYCEUMS.

The reports from department commanders indicate very clearly an
honest and conscientious attempt on the part of all officers concerned
to carry .out the spirit of General Orders, No. 80, of 1891, establishing
post lyceums. There appears substantial agreement of department,
regimental, and post commanders in the belief that much benefit is
derived from this yearly course of in struction. The unanimity of cer-tain recommendations made by these officers indicates the necessity for
a revision of the original order.
The following suggestions in accordance with the recommendations
mentioned are submitted:
First. That the classes be composed of officers of like . grade only.
Th at when this is found impracticable, from a limited number at a station, captains be excused from recitations, while essays b'e compulsory
upon all officers below the grade of major.
_
Second. That the latitude heretofore allowed in the selection of subjects for the essays be so curtailed as to concentrate the discussions
upon matters of military and professional interest. It is recommended
that department commanders prepare, at the proper time, theoretical
problems in minor tactics and strategy, questions involving the application of the principles of milita.ry and international law and other
matters of like nature, and select campaigns from .American wars for
consideration and discussion during the lyceum season, at every post
within their commands, and that, at the close of the lycmim period, the
best and second best essay and discussion on all or any of the subjects
enumerated above be forwarded for examination and publication by
the War Department.
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POS'.I.' EXCHANGES.

The post exchange is at 011ce the soldiers' club and the soldiers' cooperative store. A period of :five years has elapsed since the inauguration of the exchange (formerly canteen) system as a substitute for the
post trader. On February 1, J 889, there were 88 post traders holding
the licenses of the War Department. There are now but 2, viz, at Fort
Du Chesne and Fort Washakie. By the act of January 28, 1893,
the appointment of traders is prohibited. There are now 87 post
exchanges.
The enlisted men of the Army have spent during the last :five years
in t~ese establishments a sum exceeding $5,000,000, and of -th~s a~out
$800,000 has been returned to them in dividends to the orgamzat10ns
to which they belong. This money, with the exception of $50,000 to
$75,000 expended for gymnastic appliances, on reading room, books,
etc., has been used in the improvement of table fare. Each exchange
owns its own :fixtures and has on hand a stock of merchandise, some
cash, and good bills receivable. The value of the assets over liabilities
on December 31, 1893, was about $175,000. This, with the am_ount of
the dividends paid, gives a sum of nearly $1,000,000 to approximately
represent the financial benefits of the system up to date.
In no instance was any money advanced by the Government to
establish these exchanges.
FINANCIAL OPERATIONS.

Although the order establishing the canteen (exchange) was prom~lgated on February 1, 1889, fully six months expired before any considerable number of these establishments were fairly in operation. At
the end of the year 1889 53 canteens had been established. By the ~nd
of the year 1890 75 canteens had been established. The total receipts
for that year were $984,109.07 and the expenses $787,437.46. During
the year 1891 10 more canteens were established, :rp.aking the total
number 85. The receipts for that year were $1,194,060.36 an~ the
expenses $921,620.82. During 1892 8 new canteens were estabJ1shed.
The total receipts for that year were $1,383,310.57, and for 1893
$1,461,062.82.

·

The total expenditure for merchandise for the year 1890 was $684,610.97; for 1891, $810,926.80; for 1892, $926,969.27; for 1893, $912,947.40.
The operating expenses for the year 1890 were $69,718.81; for 1891,
$92,24G.42; for 1892, $108,968.04; for 1893, $129,974.43. The amount
expended on account of fixtures in 1889 was $6,818.92; in 1890, $33,107.63; in 1891, $17,447.60; in 1892, $18,595.95; in 1893, $19,316.66; a
total amount of very nearly $100,000.
The percentage of operating expenses has been about the same
for each year since its establishment, to wit: For the year 1890, 9 per
cent; for 1891, 10 per cent; for 1892, 10 per cent, and for 1893, 12½ per
cent. The mcrease in 1893 was occasioned by the substitution at many
posts of civilians for enlisted attendants. 'rhe net profit in the year
~889 amounted to $6,704.13; in 1890, $132,520.02; in 1891, $201,883.29;
m 1892, $225,656.32, and in 1893, $226,290.04. The percentage of profits
has varied but very little during the past five years. It was 16 per
cent during the year 1890, 17 per cent in 1891, 16.5 per cent in 1892, and
15.8 per cent in 1898.
Of the 85 post commanders who reported December 31, 1893, on the
JJJJJJ POSt exchange, 76 unhesitatingly pronounce it of benefit to discipline,
'.'' '. '.' 7 express no opiuion, and 2 only oppose the institution.
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POST SCHOOLS.

The present system was established in years past for the improvemeut of the large number of meu then in the ranks found lacking in
rudimentary education. Faithfully carried out with the means at hand
under the supervision of the assistant adjutant-general of each of the
several military departments its success, as a whole, has been fairly .
good, notwithstanding inherent defects and imperative needs repeatedly
pointed out but never remedied.
The intelligence of the soldier to-day and the effect of recent legislation governing future enlistments in the Army, will undoubtedly
cause the existing defective system to give place to the purely pro-.
fessional school, which shall provide a course of systematic instruction
in such military subjects of general and special nature as shall be of
practical advantage to the enlisted man in his career as a soldier;
It is recommended that compulsory attendance at post schools be no
longer required.
LAUNDRIES.

The improved clothing issued to the soldier involves increased expenditure on his part for washing white blouses, trousers, linen collars,
sheets, and pillowcases, and this is especially the case in southern
latitudes. As the troops are required to keep the authorized duck
clothing, as well as bed furniture, in neat and clean condition, it is but
justice to them that the charges against their pay on this account be
reduced to the minimum, and with this end in view the establishment
of post laundries, under proper management, at all permanent posts,
is earnestly recommended.
As company laundresses are no longer authorized, the Government
should afford all possible facilities, at the least expense to the soldier,
for presentiug a clean and soldierly appearance at all times.
CHANGE OF UNIFORM.

The officers of the line are not satisfied with the present blouse.
When a change of uniform shall come to be considered, it is suggested
that the same pattern of coat be made to serve for both dress and
undress purposes; that with shoulder straps it be undress and with
shoulder knots full dress. A coat that is used for dress purposes only,
becomes faded and threadbare while yet serviceable, and when so is
shabby upon parade. With a :first best and a second best coat of one
pattern, the :first best is naturally displayed upon ceremonies, and both
officers and men come upon parade without liability to criticism for the
unsightliness of their uniforms. Then one coat for both dress and
undress would obviate the necessity of carrying two, as at present,
when on detached service for short periods with limited transportation.
Respectfully submitted.
GEO. D. RUGGLES,
Adjutant-General.
Maj. Gen. JOHN M. SCHOFIELD,
Commanding the Army.
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REPORT OF 'l'HE SECRETARY OF WAR.
B.-Position ancl distribution of troops, by departments, ta
GARRISONS.

POSTS.

SITUATIONS.

COMM.A.ND ING
OFFICER.

Regiments.

Department of the
East.
Headquarters ........ Governors Island, Maj. Gen. 0. 0. Howard . .
New York.
Fort Preble, Mo . . . . . Portland .......... . Capt. R. M. Rogers, 2d
.A.rt.
Fort .A.dams, R. I .... Near Newport ..... . Col. R. Loder, 2d .A.rt .....
Fort Warren, Mass .. Boston Harbor ..... . Maj. W. Sinclair, 2d .A.rt .
Fort Trumbull, Uonn. New London ....... . Capt. J. H. Calef, 2d .A.rt ..
Fort Col um bus,N. Y . Governors Island .. . Maj. W. L. Haskin, 1st

. . Department 1 3 2 1 1
staff.
1 2d .A.rt .................•
4 2dand4th.A.rt ........•.•

~

2 2d .A.rt ....... .

~

.A.rt.

i~t±~L:::::: :: :: ::i:: :: _

Fort Hamilton, N. Y. New York Harbor .. Col. L . L. Langdon, 1st 4 1st .A.rt ... ........... ... 1
.A.rt.
Fort Wood, N. Y..... Bcdloes Island ..... . Capt. .A.. M. Wetherill, 1 6th Inf ....... ....... ...
6th Inf.
Fort Wadsworth, N. New York Harbor .. Maj. J. Egan, 1st .A.rt .... 3 1st .A.rt . . .............. ,,

Y.

Fort Schuyler, N. Y . Throggs Neck ..... . Maj. C. .A.. Woodruff, 2d
.A.rt.
Madi son Barracks, Sacketts Harbor ... . Col. C. G. Bartlett, !lth
Inf.
N.Y.
Platts burg Barracks, Plattsburg ......... . Lieut. Col. W . J. Lyster,
N.Y.
21st Inf.
Fort Niagara, N. Y .. Youngstown ...•.... Col. H . Jewett, 21st Inf...
Fort Onta.rio, N. Y .·..
Capt. J. Regan, 9th Inf...
M!\j, .J. W. Powell, jr.,
Fort Porter, N. Y ....
21st Inf.
Washington B a r. Washington ....... . Col. H. W. Closson, 4th
racks.D. C.
.A.~
Fort Myer, Ya . ...... Near Washington, Lieut. Col. G. V. Henry,
D.C.
7th Ca,.
Fort McHenry, Md . . Baltimore ...•....... Maj. G. B. Rodney, 4th
.A.rt.
Fort Monroe, Ya .. .... .•....•.............. Lieut. Col. R. T. Frank,
2d .A.rt.
Newport Barracks, Newport ........... . Maj. W. M. Wherry, 6th
Ky.
Inf.
Fort Thomas, Ky .. .. Near Newport ..... . Col. M. A. Cochran, 6th
Inf.
Fort McPherson, Ga. A.tlanta ......•..•... Col. L. L. Liringstou, 3d
.A.rt.
Jackson Barracks, New Orleans ....... . Lieut. Col. W. L. Kellogg,
La.
5th Inf.
Mount Vernon Bar- Mount Vernon ...... Capt . H . K. Bailey, 5th
racks, .A.la.
Inf.
Fort Barranca,i, Fla. Pensacola ...•...... Capt. James Chester, 3d
.A.rt.
St. Francis Barracks, St. Augustine ...... . Col. N. W. Osborne, 5th
Fla.
Inf.
Key '\Vest Barracks, ..................... . Capt. J. R. Myrick, 3d
Fl::i.
.A.rt.

2 2d .A.rt ................. .

7 !lth Inf ................ .
3 21st Inf ...............••

3 21st Inf. ...... . . .. ..••
1 !lth Inf.. ..... . ... .
2 21st Inf. ......... . ..
j
5 3clanc14th.A.rt .
. ... "!

g~ff:fi :::::::::::::

1 ••••

I

4 1st, 7t.h, 8th, ...... ...•
and 9th Cav.
3 4th .A.rt ............ .... .
8 1st, 2d, 311, 4th, .... . ....•
and 5th .Art.
1 6thlnf................••
6 6thinf................. .
4 3d Art ................ .

2 5thinf................. .
3 5th and 12th . .......••
Inf.
2 3d .A.rt ................ .
2 5th Inf.... . ............ .
1,

2 3d .A.rt ..... ..... . ...••••

-----

-

Total, Department of the East ........... . .............. . . .. .. . . 79 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 31 2. l 1

====
1

D epartment of the
.JJ!issouri.

1

H eadquarters ....... . Chicago ............ Maj.Gen.N . .A..Milcs . . ... . D!~:df_tment
Fort Sheridan, Ill. .. . Highwood . . . . . . . . . . C0l. R. E. .A. Crofton,
15th Inf.

l!ll 3<1,7th6th,
and
Cav., 1st
.Art., and
15th Inf.

1

.
3 l

·-

l 1

.... -. -. ••
1
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l\fAJOR-G ENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.
from the latest returns on file ·i n the .Adjutant-General's Office, 1894.
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PRESENT.

G 1
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:1 '::
61 177
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3
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4
15
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269 - - 1 ___ 6
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24

4381...

3

3
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1
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1271-·.
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1
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185
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1 -- -- -- -- -- --

3 __ .• -- -- 1--

1

4

7

2

2
1

5

7

324

20

3441·· _

5

9

7

251

13

264 -- ..... _--

1

13

1 -- -- -- -- -- --

2 _. _ _. . . . .

6

179

10

189 - . . . • . .

3

2

2

7 . _.. __ . . . 24

462

38

500 - - - - ...

2

12

1
1 ______ 111 ___

1 -- .... -- _
5 __ _
1 11

53

2 .. __ . . 1 _. 1

1

6

1

352
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1

4

117

10
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6
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1

1
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4
8
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J4

25

333
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14

14

264

278

6

14

181

195

15

41

474

515

5

4

21
3
5

4

571

13

6

19

22

277

209

10

8

114

122

:: :::

::

1

380

61

6

410

1 :

:

•

:

4

13

5

18
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145

117 _. _ ___ _ __-I 2

7

2

9
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118

126
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4
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4 1

8
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6

5
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221 6
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10
6
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3

2 1
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3
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AG GREGA.TE •
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2 14 1 65
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
B.-Position and distribution of troops, by departments, takenfr
GARRISONS.

POSTS.

SITUATIONS.

COMMANDING
OFFICER.

Regiments.

Department of the
Misso1tri-Cont'd.
Fort ,Wayne, Mich ... Detroit ............ . Col. S. Snyder, 19th Inf.. 4 19th Inf................ .
Fort Brady, Mich.... Sault Ste. Marie ... . Lieut. Col. C. A. Wikoff, 3 19th Inf ................ .
19th Inf.
FortMackinac,Mich. Michilimackinac Maj. C. E. Bennett, 19th 1 19th Inf ............... ..
Inf.
Island.
Col. E. F. Townsend, 12 2d, 6th, 8th,
Fort Leavenworth,
12th Inf.
Kans.
and 10th
Cav.,
and
5th, 7th,
10th, 12th,
and
13th,
14th Inf.
li'o:rt Riley, Kans .... .Junction City . .. . . . Col. .J. W. Forsyth, 7th 7 7th Cav. and
Cav.
2d and 4th
Art.
FortReno,Okla ..... Near Cheyenne Lieut. Col. G. A. Puring- 5
1 Sd1ft1:' inrd
ton, 3d Cav.
Agency.
Fort Sill, Okla....... 65 miles north of Col. A. T. Smith, 13th Inf. 5 3d and 7th
Henrietta, Tex.
Cav. and
13th Inf.
Fort Supply, Okla.... 16 miles from Wood- Lieut. Col. D. Parker, 4 3d Cav. and . . .. 1..... .
13th Inf.
I
13th Inf.
ward.
Total Department of the Missouri. ........................... .. 60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3, 1 1 1

====

Department of Dakota.
Headquarters . . . . . . . St. Paul, Minn ..... . Brig. Gen. Wesley Merritt.
Fort Snellin~, Minn. Near St. Paul. ..... . Col. E. C. Mason, 3d Inf.
lfort Sully, S. Dak ... 25 miles from Pierre. Maj . .J. H. Gageby, 12th
Inf.
·F ort Meade, S. Dak.. Near Sturgis ...... . Col. C. H. Carlton, 8th
Cav.
"'i'ort Yates, N. Dak .. 60 miles from Bis- Lieut. Col. R. Comba,
12th Inf.
marck.
Fort P embina, N. Near Pembina ..... . Capt. C. W. Miner, 22d
Dak.
Inf.
Fort Buford, N. Dak ...................... . Maj. L. Wheaton, 20th
Inf.
Fort Keogh, Mont ... Near Miles City .... Col. P. T. Swaine, 22d
Inf.
Fort Custer, Mont... 32 miles from Custer Station.

Lieut. Col. D. Perry,10th
Cav.

Fort Assinniboine, Near .Assinniboine.. Col. W. H. Penrose, 20th
Inf.
Mont.
Fort Missoula, Mont. Missoula ........... . Col. A. S. Burt, ~5th Inf ..
Camp Merritt, Mont. Near Lame Deer ... . Capt . .J. McA. Vvebster,
22cl Inf.
Fort Yellowstone, Yellowstone Park... Capt. G. S . .Anderson,6th
Wyo.
Cav.

Department 1 2/ 1 ....
staff.
9 3d Inf ................. .
3 12thinf..........
... .

l.

1
7 3cl and 8th .........
.
Cav.
I
5 8th Cav. ancl ......... .
12th Inf.
22d Inf ........ . ...

l .. .

10th Cav. and ......... ·
20th and
25th Inf
8 8th and 10th
Cav. and
22d Inf.
7 1st and 10th .... ··r· ..
f5f1tinf n d I
10 10th Cav. and ......... .
20th Inf.
4 25th Inf ...... . ......... .
1 22c1Inf ................ ..
2 6th Cav -.. - · · · · · · · · · · · ··

Total Department of Dakota ... - - · · - ··· · · · · · · - - - · -· · · - · ·· · · · - - · ~ · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · ·
1

·1-::!::::-::!,;,; ··
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MAJOR-GENERAL COMM ANDING THE ARMY.
the latest returns on file in the .Adjutant-General's Office, 1894-Continued.
PRESENT.

2 ..

.'.I::

-- .. -- 1..

1

15

512

30

312

542

1 ....

AGGREGATE.

1

3

67

5

72

35

579

614

2 .. .. .

1 .. 1 ..

·1 5 ...

1

4

297

15•

8

14 10

24
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33G

2

1 1. .

2

5 ...

1

6
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19

318 ...

----

2

8

20 10
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'I "'
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239 . ..

---- ...
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.. ··1··
~J~

1~·1!
3 1

7 ...
21

I

.. . .

ABSENT.

1 .. 1. ..

4 1 . . 5 6 ,; 11 59

-- -- --

..

..

6 1213, 586 259 3,845

1

1

9 49

7

3

-----

179 60 2391 319 3, 7654, 08j

===
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2 ..
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15 ...
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520 1
187 ...

----

... ...
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5
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9

......
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382 ...

3

.. ...

4
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26'i ...

----

...

--

1. .. ... ...

2
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1 ....

4 ... ... ...

5

299

1
1

--

..

7 -. -

2,...

1 15
... ...
4
1

5 ...

.. . .. .. 1

···r

---

3
1

1 1 ..
1 . . ·..

2 .. .. .. 1 1..

1

7

.

I

;:·1J

.. .. ...

4 ... ...

...

5 ...

6 ...

.. 1 1 1

1
.

1

I 15 .....
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9
3

29 , 38
12 12

511
187

15
549
199

30 11

41

32

391

423

24

6

30

19

278

297

11 ...

11

66

69

12

..... ... . ..
311 ... ...... 1 5

18

811

329

451

22

473 ... .. .....

4 12

42 16

58

38

493

531

81 384

19

403 ...

1

4

8

9 13

22

32

393

425

3 13

51 17

68

41

581

622

6

8 7
10 ...

15
10

23
3

254
59

'77
62

4 ...

4

7

120

127

1

6

58 --·

12

6

181

81
2 .. -- --

-- ..

1

1

8 ...

1

9

530

24

554 . ..

1

. ..

6
2

246
49

16
3

262 . ..
52 ...

----

2 ... ... . ..

4

116

123

19 3 ~ ~ 6 5 as so 2 6- 6 77 3, 414

193 3, 607

3 ..

-- --

1 1.. ...

1. . ....... 1..

-- -- ... -- -- -- -- .. -i..
3 1

4

...
...

-- -- -- -- .. ·--

.5 1 1
1. .. ...

1

1

---- ... . ..

. .. ---- . .. ...
1

3 20 64

230 88 318: 2813, 644 a, 925
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REPORT OP THE SECRETARY O:P W .AR. ·
B.-Position and distribution of troops, by departrnents, taken

Ji

GARRISONS.

,;,

SITUATIONS.

POSTS.

COMMANDING
OFFICER.

cD

-~
i:i.

s

Regiments.

0

,...

<:)

0
I-<

cD
.0

~

~

Department of
Platte.

the

Headquarters. __ .. __ . Omaha, Nebr- -- _-_ - . Brig. Gen. J. R. Brooke .... Department
staff.
Fort Omaha, Nebr... Near Omaha. _____ . . Col. J. C. Bates, 2d Inf - - - !) 2d and 21st
Inf.
FortNiobrara,Nebr. NearValentine ___ __ Maj.F.E.Lacey,Sthinf. 4 6th Cav. and
8th Inf.
Fort Robinson, Nebr . . __ ... ___ ....... ______ Col. J. Biddle, 9th Cav .. . 8 9th Cav. and
8th Inf.
Fort McKinney, 33 miles from Clear- Col. J. J. Van Horn, 8th 5 Gth Cav. and
Wyo.
mont.
.
Inf.
8th Inf.
Fort D. A. Russell, Near Cheyenne. ___ . Col. J. S. Poland, 17th 8 17th Inf .. _- - . . .. -- · - ..•.
Inf.
Wyo.
Fort\Vashakio, Wyo. Near Shoshone Maj . .A.Kramer,6th Cav. 2 Gth Cav. and .. .. -- ...•
Agency.
8th Inf.
Camp Pilot Butte, Rock Springs- . .. - - . 2d 1,ieut. J. R. M. Taylor,
7th Inf. -- _- _-- . - -- . - ••••
7th Inf.
Wyo.
Tot::.!, Department of the Platte - . - -- - - - · ---- - - ---- -- ·-- --- -· - -· ~ · --- - - - - - · ------

l~2i.:.: ··

Department of the
Colorado.
Headquarters. __ . ___ . Denver, Colo. - - .. - - . Brig. Gen. E. McD. McCook.
Fort Logan, Colo_._. Near Denver. - --- --· Col. H. C. Merriam, 7th
Inf.
FortDnChesne, U tab. Near Uintah Agency Maj. J. F. Randlett, 9th
Cav.
Fort Douglas, Utah .. Near Salt Lake City. Lieut. Col. E. M. Coates,
16th Inf.
Fort Marcy, N. Mex. Santa Fe ............ Col. E. P. Pearson, 10th
Inf.
Fort Wingate, N. Near Wmgate ...... Col. G. G. Huntt, 2d Cav.
Mex.
FortStanton,N. Mex. !J miles from Lincoln. Maj . .A. H. Bainbridge,
10th Inf.
Fort Bayard, N. Mex. N car Halls ..... ... - . Col. Z. R. Bliss, 2Hh Inf..
Fort Bowie, Ariz .. - . . 13 miles from Bowie
Station.
Fort Grant, Ariz ..... 27 miles from Willcox.
FortHuachuca, Ariz. NearBuacbucaStat1on.
Fort Apache, Ariz ... 90 miles from HolLrook.
San Carlos, Ariz .. __ . 102 miles from Willcox
Whipple Barracks, Prescott. - ..... - . . . .
.Ariz.

(l

Department 1 2 1 1 ..
staff'.
7thinf ____ _-- · . . .. -- ..••

2 0th Cav . . .... . . . .......•

8 16thinf.. .. _. .. . .... ·- ·2 10thinf___ ____ .. -- . ..• -7 2d Cav. and .... -- ....
10th Inf.
2 lOthlnf.. ....... . . -- -· ..

1st Cav-. and .. __ .....•
21th Inf.
Maj. 'l'. McGregor, 2d 2 2d Cav--- - ···· ......... .
Cav.
Col. A. K. Arnold, 1st
1st Cav.----·· .... . ....•
Cav.
Lieut.Col. D. D.Van Val- 6 2d Cav. and ........ .
zah, 24th Inf.
24th Inf.
1st Cav. and ......... .
Maj. H. Carroll, 1st Cav ..
11th Inf.
Capt. A. L. Myer, 11th 3 1st Cav. and ........ -Inf.
11th Inf.
Col. J. D. DeRussy, 11th 4 llthinf.. ............. -·
Inf.

Total, Department of the Colorado .......... ............ - ... -· -,~. --·-·. - . -------

n,,.,,,.,,,, of Tua, . 1

;-

_!j~
-

I
1

7-

~ } :

Hea<lq uarters. - -· · - · · San .Antonio, Tex ... Brig. Gen. Frank Whar· .. Department 1 2 1 1..
ton.
staff.
Fort Sam Houston, San Antomo........ Col. J. F. Wade, 5th Cav .. 015th an cl 7th -- -· -'lex.
Cav .,3d Art.,
5th and 18th
Int.
1

··1··
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MA.JOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE _ARMY.
the latest returns on file in the .Adjutant-General's Office, 1S94-Continued.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY 01!~ WAR.
B.-Position and distribution of troops, by departments, takenjront
GARRISONS.

POSTS.

SITUATIONS.

COMMANDING
OFFICER.

PRESENT.

Regiments.

- - - - - - - - -e--- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - -1-1-- - - - - 7 - - - - Department of
Texas-Continued.
Fort Brow11, Tex . . . . Brownsville . . . . . . . . Maj. H. Wagner, 5th Cav. 2 5th Cav ........... ..... .
Fort Rhiggold, Tex . . Rio Grande City.... M~~v~- S. .B. Keyes, 3d 3 5th Cav. and ......... .
23d Inf.
Fort McIntosh, Tex . . Laredo .............. Capt. G. A. Goodale, 23d 3 5th Cav. and ...... ... .
Inf.
23d Inf.
Fort Clark, Tex...... Brackettville....... Col. J. J. Coppinger 23d 8 5th Cav. and ......... .
Inf.
23dlnf.
Fort Hancock, Tex .. Hancock............ Ci;;_ H. Jackson, 7th 1 7th Cav . ........... .... .
Fort Bliss, Tex . . . . . . El Paso............. Capt. W.H. McLaughlin,
18th Inf.
Camp Eagle Pass, Eagle Pass ~......... Capt. W. S. Edgerly, 7th
Tex.
Cav.

4 18th Inf .... -... · ...... · ·
1 7th Cav ................ .

I

Total, Department of Texas ....................•.......•....... 31 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 1 1 -.
==
========
Department of Ca,lif ornia,.
Headq aarters. . . . . . . . San Francisco, Cal . . Brig. Gen. T . H. Ruger. . . . . D:r:ff~ men t

1 1 1 ·· 1

Fort Mason, Cal...... San Francisco . . . . . . Capt. G. W. Crabb, 5th
Art.
Presidio, Cal......... San Francisco . . . . . . Col. W. M. Graham, 5th
Art.
Alcatraz Island, Cal . San Francisco Har- Lt. Col. F. L. Guenther,
bor.
5th Art.
•
Angel Island, Cal. . . . San Francisco Har- Col. W. R. Shafter, 1st
bor.
Inf.
BeniciaBarracks,Cal. Benicia ............ . Lt. Col. J. S. Casey, 1st
Inf.
S~afiego Barracks, San Diego . . . . . . . . . . L\or{~\nf.· R. Kellogg,

1 5th Art ....... · .... -- · ·

Sequoia National ...................... 1st Lt. A. T. Dean, 4th
Park, Cal.
Cav.
Yl?::t\~affational ..................... . CaJ:;~· H. G. Gale, 4th

14th Ca, ....... -· ....... .

Total, Departm~nt of California ................................
Department of the
Oolitmbia.
Headquarters ...... . . Vancouver Bar.
racks, Wash.
Fort Canby, Wash ... Mouth of Columbia
River.
Fort Walla Walla, Walla Walla ....... .
Wash.
Fort Spokane, Wash. Near Spokane Falls.
F~as£.ownsend,

8 4th Cav. and -· ...... · 5th Art.
2 5th Art ....... · · . - .. -. · ·
5 1st Inf ........ -· ..... - · ·
3 1st Inf ..... . ... · .... -. ··
1 10th Inf....... · - ....... ·

1 4th Cav ................ .

~ .............. - .

212l ~ l

Brig.Gen.E.S.Otis ........ Departm e nt 1 1 1 ... .
staff.
Capt. S. A. Day, 5th Art .. 2 5th Art ............... ··

Col. C. E. Compton, 4th
Cav.
Maj. G. S. Carpenter, 4th
Inf.
Port Townsend ..... C3:fu}. J. Murphy, 14th

3 4th Cav ........ - ...... -·
3 4th Inf ......... · ...... · 1 14th Inf. ............... .

FortSherman,Idaho. Creurd'Alene ....... Col.R.H.Hall,4thinf ... 5 4th Cav. and .. ....... .

a

B oi
e Barracks,
Idaho.

Boise City . . . . . . . . . . Maj. M . Cooney, 4th Cav . 2 4ttt1b~;1{
th Inf. and · · · · · · · · · ·
4
Vancouver Barracks, Vancou,er.......... Col. T. M. Anderson, 14th 7 4th Oav. and ........ -·
Wash.
Inf.
14th Inf.
__ _

_J

Total, Departinj nt of the Columbia ............................. 23 .. . .........

····I1 ij 11.
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MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.
the latest rt}t·u rns on file in the .Adjurtant-G ene1·al' s Office, 1894-Continued.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C.-Military commands ancl posts, with post-offices, telegraph stations, and nearest raiiroacl sta.t-ions or boat landings.

ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES.
Headquarters, vVashington, D. C., Maj. Gen. JOHN M. SCHOFIELD, commanding.
DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST.
1-ifaj. Gen. OLIVER 0. HOWARD, commanding. Headquarters, Governors Island , New
York Harbor.
Geo-grnpl1ical lim.its. -Th

New England States, States of New York, New Jersey,
".Pennsylvania, Delawa ·e, Marylandr- Virginia, West Virginia) North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Ohio, and the Di~trict of Columbia.
DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.
Maj. Gen. NELSON A. MILES, commanding.

Headquarters, Chicago, Ill.

Geographical limits.-States of Michigan, ·wisconsin, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Kan-

sas, and Arkansas, Indian and Oklahoma Territories.
DEPARTMENT 01<, TEXAS_.
Brig. Gen.

:E'RANK

WHEATON, commanding. Headquarters, San Antonio, Tex.
Geagraphical lir,iits.-State of Texas.
DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.

Brig. Gen. THOMAS H. RUGER, commanding. Headquarters, San Francisco, Cal.
Geographical limits.-States of California a~d Nevada.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.
Brig. Gen. ·WESLEY MERRITT, commanding. Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn.
Geogmphic~l Umits.-States of Minnesota, South Dakota ( excepting so much as ·lies
south of th·e forty-fourth parallel), North Dakota, and Montana, and the post of
- Fort Yellowstone, Wyo.
DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.
Brig .. Gen, JonN R. BROOKE, commanding.

Headquarters, Omaha, Nebr.

Geographical Zimits.-States of Iowa, Nebraska, ancl Wyoming (excepting the post of

Fort Yellowstone, Wyo.), so much of Idaho as lies east of a line formed by the
extension of the western boundary of Utah to the northeastern boundary of Idaho,
and so lll.uch of South Dakota as lies south of the forty-fourth parallel.
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO.
Brig. Gen . ALEXANDER McD. McCOOK, commanding.

Headq_uarters, Denver, Colo.

Geographical limits.-State of Colorado and the Territories of Utah, Arizona, and

New Mexico.
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.
Brig. Gen . ELWELL S. Ons, commanding. Headqu_a rters, Vancou,er Barracks,
Wash.
Geographical lirnits.-States of Orogon, Washington, nnd Idaho, and Alaskr, Terri··

tory, excepting so much of Idaho as is embraced in the Department of the Platte.

MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.
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POSTS.
[Those not :garrisoned are indicated thus* -1

Adams, Fort, R. I. (Dept. East).-P. 0., R.R. and tel. stn. Newport, R. _~.; boat
from Newport, dist. 3 m.
Alcatraz Island, Ca1,. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. same; tel. and R.R. stn. Sau Francisco,
Cal., dist. 4 m. ; Govt. steamer daily ( except Sunday) to post.
Angel Island, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. Sau Francisco,
Cal., dist. 7 m.; Govt. steamer d aily (except Sunday) to post.
·
Apache, Fort, Ariz. (Dept. ·Colo.). -P. 0. and tel. stn. same; buckboard daily from
Holbro.ok, on A. and P.R. R., dist. 90 m.
Anny andNavy General Hospital, .Ark.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Hot Springs, Ark.
Assinniboine, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. same; tel. and R.R. stn. (G. N. R.)
Assinniboine, Mont., dist. 1¾ miles.
Barrancas, Fort, Flct. (Dept. East).-P. 0. ·warrington, Fla.; tel. stn. Pensacola
Navy-Yard, Fla.;~ R. stn. at post.
Bayccrd, Fort, N. Mex. (Dept. Colo).-P. 0. ancl tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. (S. C. and N.
R. R.) Halls, dist. 3 m.
Be11icicc Ba1·rac7cs, Cal. (Dept. Cal).-P. 0., tel. stn., R. R. stn, and boat lauding
Benicia, Cal., dist. 1 m.
Bliss, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. El Paso, Tex., dist. 6 m.
Boise Bm·racks, Idaho (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Boise City, Idaho.
".Bowie, Fort, Ariz. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily buckboard (except
Sunuays) from Bowie Station, Ariz., on S. P.R. R., dist.13 m.
Brculy, Fort, Mich. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,
dist. lm.
Brown, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (R. G. R.R.) Brownsville,
Tex.
Buford, Fort, N. Dak. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (G. N. R.R.) same.
Canby, Fort, Wash. (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. and tel. stn. at :post; daily steamer
from Portbn<l., Oreg., to Astoria, dist. 98m., and thence by steam tug daily (except
Sunday) to post, dist. 14 m.
_
*Carroll, Fort, Md.-(P. 0. aud fol. stn. Baltimore, Md., dist. 6-½ m. by water from
Ljght st. wharf.
·
"Caswell, Fort: N. C.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Southport, N. C., dist. 2 m.; steamer daily
from Wilmington to Southport, dist. 22 m.
Clark, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0. Brackettville, Tex.; t el. stn. Fort Clark, via
Spofford Junction, Tex.; daily stage from Spofford Junction, on S. P. R. R., dist.
9

ID.

-

"Clarks Point, Mass., fort at.-P. 0. -and tel. stn. New Bedford, Mass., dist. 4 rn.
·*Clinch, Fort, Fla.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Fernandina, Fla., dist. 3 m.
.
Colitmbus Barracks, Ohio (Dept. East).-P. 0. and -R. R. stn. Columbus, Ohio; tel.
_
s-tn. at post.
Columbus, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0. ancl tel. stn. Governors Island, N. Y. City; •
Govt. steamer to post.
"Constitution, Fort, N. H.-P. 0. New Castle, N. H.; tel. l:l!nd R. R. stn. Portsmouth,
N. H.; stage or steamer from Portsmouth, dist. 3 m.
Custer, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage from Custer
Station, on N. P.R. R., dist. 32 m.
D . .A . Russell, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Pla'tte).-P. 0., t el. and R.R. stn. (U. P., D. and G.)
Fort Russell, Wyo.
Davids Island, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., same; tel. stn. New Roche1le, N. Y.; horsecar and boat froJn New Rochelle, dist. 3 m.
* Delaware, Fort, Del.-P. 0. ancl tel. stn. Delaware City, Del.; daily steamer from
Philadelphia to Delaware City, dist. 2 m. from post.
'
Douglas, Fort, Utah (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Salt Lake City, Utah,
dist. 3 m.; city railway to post.
Du Chesne, Fort, Utah (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. (R. G. W.
R. R.) Prices Station, dist. 94 n:_1. ; sta.ge line to post.
"Dutch Islccnd, R. I., fort on.-P. 0. Jamestown, R. I.; tel. stn. Newport, R. I.;
steam ferry from Newport to Jamestown, dist. 4 m., and private boat thence to
post, dist. 1 m.
Eagle Pass, Camp (subpost of Fort Clark, Tex.) (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0., te1. and R.R.
stn. Eagle Pass, Tex.
Ethan Allen., Fort, Vt. (Dept. Eas-t).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Burlington, Vt.
*Finns Point, N. J., batte1·y at.-P. 0., R.R. and tel. stn. Salem, N. J., dist. 6 m.
"Foote, Fort, Md.-:-P .. 0. New Glatz, Md.; tel. stn. Alexandria, Va.; steamer from
Washington, D. C., dist. 9 m.
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*Gaines, F01·t, A.la.--P. O., tel. and R. R. stn. Mobile, Ala.; boat from Mobile, dist.
30m.
.
.
*Gorges, Fort, Me.-P. 0., R.R. and tel. stn. Portland, Me., dist. 1½ m.
Gra11t, Fort, Ariz. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage (except Sunday) from Willcox, on S . P.R. R., dist. 27 m.
*Griswold, Port, Conn.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Groton, Conn.; R. R. stn. New London;
ferry from New London, dist. 1 m.
Harnilto11, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; city railroatl from
Brooklyn, dist. 6 m.
Hrrncock, Fo1·t, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0., tel. and R. · R. stn. Fort Hancock Station
(on G., H. and S. A. R.R., and Tex. Pac. R.R.), dist. 1¾ m.
"Ha1·rison, E'01·t, Mont . (Dept. Dak.).-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. Helena, Mont.
H11aclmca, Port, Ariz. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily buckboard from
Hua.chuca Siding on N. Mex. and A. R.R., dist. 7 m . .
*Inclependence, Fort, Mass. -P, 0. andtel.stn. Boston,Mass.; Govt.tugfromBoston,
dist. 3 m.
*Jackson Barracks, La.. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and R. R. stn. New Orleans, La., dist. 6
m.; street cars from New Orleans pass the post; tel. stn. Slaughter House, St.
Bernard Parish, La.
*Jackson, Fort, La.-P. 0. and R. R. stn. Buras, La., dist. 5 m.; tel. stn. Quarantine,
La.
Jejfe1·son Bctrraclcs, Mo. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. same.
*Jefferson, Fort, Pla. -P. 0. and tel. stn. Key West, Fla.; boat from Key West, dist .
. 71 m.
"Johnston, Port, N. C.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Southport, N. C.; steamer daily from Wilmington, N. C.,dist. 26 m .
.Keogh, Fo1·t, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. (N. P.R. R.) same.
Key West Barracks, Fla. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. stn. and boat ldg. Key West, Fla.
* Knox, Fort, Me.-P. 0. Prospect Ferry, Me.; tel. and R. R. stn. Bucksport, Me.;
ferry from Bucksport, dist. ¾ m.
*Lafayette, Po1·t, N. Y. H.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Fort Hamilton, N. Y.; city railroad from
Brooklyn, dist. 6 m.
Leai.,enworth, Fort, Kans. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. same.
' LemHmworth Military Prison, Kans.-P. O., tel. and R. R. stn. Fort Leavenworth,
Kans.
*Livingston, Fort, La.-P. 0. Grand Isle, La.; tel. stn. New Orleans, La.; steamer
weekly from New Orleans, dist:9fi m.
Logan, Fort, Colo. (10 miles south of Denver) (Dept. Colo. ).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn.
(D. and R. G. and U. P.R. R.) same.
* Mackinac,. Fort, lJt[ich. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0. and. tel. stn. Mackinac Island, Mich.; boat
from Mackinaw City, dist. llm., and from St. Ignace, Mich., dist. 5 m.; steamboats
from lake ports arrive hourly from June 1 to October 1. During winter by crossing ice, or by row or sail boat from St. Ignace, Mich.
"Macon, Fort, N. C.-P. 0. Beaufort, N. C.; tel. and R.R. stn. Morehead City, N. C.,
dist. 2 m.
Madison Barracks, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. O., tel. and R. R. stn. Sacketts Harbor,
N. Y.

* Marcy, Fort, N. Mex. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Sante Fe, N. Mex.
* Marion, Fort, Fla . (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. St. Augustine, Fla.
Mason, Fo1·t, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. Station A, S:111 Francisco, Cal.; R.R. stn. San
Francisco, Cal., dist. 3 m.; street cars½ m. from post; tel. stn. at post.
* McClary, Fort, M·e .-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Kittery Point, Me.
McHenry, Fort, Mel. (Dept. East).-P. O., tel. and R. R. stu. Baltimore, Md.
McIntosh, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. Laredo, Tex.
*McKinney, F01·t, Wyo. (Dept. Platte).-P. O. and tel. stn. same; daily stage fro!Il
Cle::i,rmont, Wyo., on Bnrlmgton and Missouri River R.R., dist. 33 m.
McPherson, Port, Ga. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Atlanta, Ga., dist. 4 m.
Meade, Fo1·t, S. Dak. (Dept. Dak.).-P. O. same; tel. and R.R. stn. (F. E. and M. V.)
Sturgis City, dist. 3 m.
Me1-riU, Camp (subpost of Fort Keogh, Mont.)., (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. Lame Deer,
Mont.; tel. and R.R. stn. (N. P.R. R.) Rosebud, Mont.
*Mifflin, Fort, Pa.-(P. 0., Paschallville stn., Philadelphia, Pa.; R.R. and tel. stn.
Philadelphia, Pa ., dist. 5 m.
Missoula, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. O. same; tel. and R.R. stn. (N. P.) Missoula,
Mont., dist. 4 m.
·
Mo!1roe, Fort, VCf,, (Dept. East) .-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; steamers daily from ~alt1more, Washmgton, Norfolk, and New York, and railroad (C. and 0.) from Richmond, Va.
* Montgomery, Fort, N. Y.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Rouses Point, N. Y. dist. 1½ m.
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*Morgan, Fort, Ala.-P. 0. Herndon 1 Ala.; tel: stn. at post; steamer from Mobile,
dist. 30 m.
*Moult'f"ie, Fort, S. C.-P. 0. Moultrieville, S. C.; tel. and R. R. stn. Charleston, S.
C., dist. 5 m.
* Mount Vernon Ban·acks, Ala. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Mount Vernon, Ala.
M11e1·, Fort, Va.. (Dept. Eai:-t).-P. 0. and R. R. stn. W:;i.shington, D. C.; telephone
to post.
*Newport Barracks, Ky. (Dept . East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Newport, Ky.
Niagara, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. O. and tel. stn. Youngstown, N. Y.; R.R. stn.
Lewiston, N. Y., dist. 7 m.
Niobrara,, Fort, Nebr. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. and t el. stn. same; R. R. stn. (F. E. and
M. V.) Valentine, Nebr., dist. 4t m.
·
*Oglethorpe Fol't, Ga.-P. 0, tel. ancl R. R. stn. Savannah, Ga., dist. 3 m.
Ornaha, Fort, ll'ebr. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. and R. R. stu. (F. E. and M. V.) same;
tel. (telephone to post) stn., Omaha, Nebr.
*Ontario, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Oswego, N. Y.
Pembina, Fort, N. Dak. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0., R.R. and tel. stn. Pembina, N. Dak.
dist. 2 m.
*.Phamix, Fort, Mass.-P. 0., R.R. and tel. stn. Fairhaven, Mass. .
*Pickens, F01·t, Fla.-P. 0. Warrington, :Fla.; tel. stn. Pensacola Navy-Yard; R.R.
, stn. at :Fort Barrancas, Fla., dist. 1 m.
Pilot Butte, Camp (subpost of :Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.), (Dept. Platte).-P. 0 ., tel.
and R.R. stn. (U. P.) Rock SpTings, Wyo.
_
P1attsburg Barracks, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R:R. stn. Plattsburg, N. Y.
*Popham, Fort, Me.-P. 0. Popham Btach, Me.; t el. and R.R. stn. Bath, Me., dist. 12
m. by water, 15 m. by htnd.
Porter, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Buffalo, N. Y.
Preble, Fort, Me. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Portland, Me., dist. 1¾ m.
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. (Dept. Cal).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. San
Francisco, Cal., dist. 4t m.; city railway to post.
*Pulaski, Fort, Ga.-P. 0., R.R. and tel. stn. Savannah, Ga., dist.14 m.
Reno, Fort, Okla. T. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. same.
R iley, Fort, Kans. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0. , tel. and R.R. stn. same.
Ringgold, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0. Rio Grande City, Tex.; tel. stn. at post; stage
from Pena, on T. M. R.R., dist. 72¼ m., and from San Miguel, Mex., on Mex. N. R.
R., dist. 23 m.
Robinson, Fort, Nebr. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (F. E. and M. V.) same.
Sarn Hoiiston, Fort, 1'ex. (Dept. 'l'ex.).-P. O., t el. and R.R. stn. Sau Antonio, Tex.
San Carlo? (subpost of Fort Grant), Ariz. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same ;
daily stage (except Sunday) from Bowie, on S. P.R. R. (via Fort Thomas), dist.
102 m., and triweekly from Willcox, via Forts Grant to Thomas, thence by regular stage from Thomas .to post, dist. io6 m.
·
San Die_qo Barracks, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (C. S.) and boat ldg.
San Diego, C~l.
*Scammel, Fort, Me.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Portland, Me., dist. 2 m.
Schuyler, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. West Chester, N. Y., ,
dist. 3½ m.
*Sewall, Fort, Mass.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Marblehead, Mass., dist.1½ m.
Sheridan, Fort, Ill. (Dept. Mo.).-P. O., R.R. and tel. stn. same.
Sherman, Fort, Idaho (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. Sherman, Idaho; tel. and R.R. stn.
Creur d'Alene, Idaho (on branch N. P.R. R.), dist.¾ m.
*Ship Islcind, Miss ., fort at.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (L. and N.) Biloxi, Miss ., dist.
15 m.; special boa,t to J)OSt.
Sill, Fort, Okla. T. (Dept. Mo. ).-P. 0., and tel. stu . same; stage daily from Rush
Springs. Ind. T., on C., R. I. and P.R. R., dist. 29 m.
Snelling, Fort, Minn. (Dept. Dak. ).-P.O., tel. and R. R stn. same; electric st, R.R.
to St. Paul, Minn.
Spokane, Fort, Wash. (Dept. Columbia) .-P. 0. and tel. stn. Mi.les, Wash.; daily stage
(except Sunday) from Davenport, on N. P.R. R., dist. 25 m.
Stanton, Fort, N. Mex. (Dept. Colo .) .-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; buckboard daily from
San Antonio, N . Mex., on A., T. and S. J<'. R.R., dist. 130 m.
*Stevens, Fort, Ureg .-P. 0. and tel. stn. (Govt. tel. to post) Astoria, Oreg.; steamer
daily from R.R. stn. Portland, Oreg., to Astoria, dist. 98 m.
St. Francis Barracks, Fla. (Dept. East).-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. St. Augustine, Fla.
*St. Philip, Fort, La.-P. O. Neptune, La.; tel. stn. Old Quarantine stn., La.; steamer
daily from New Orleans, dist. 73 m.
*Sully, Port, S. Dale. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. (C. and N. W.)
Pierre, S. Dak., dist. 23 m.
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*Sumter, Fort, S. C.-P. 0. Monltrieville, S. C.; tel. and R. R. stu. Charleston, S. C.,
dist. 5 m.
*Supply, Fort, Okla. T. (Dept. Mo.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. Woodward,
Okla. T., on A., 'I.'. and S. F. R.R., clist.15 m.; tlaily stage to post.
*Tay1o'I', Fort, Pla.-P. 0., tel. stn. and boat ldg. Key West, Fla.
Thomas, Fm·t, Ky. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. ancl R.R. stn. Newport, Ky., dist. 3 m.
Toivnsencl, Fort, Wash . (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Port Townsend, Wash.,
dist. 3 m.
Trumbull, Fort, Conn. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. New London, Conn.,
dist.1 m.
.
Vancouver Barracks, Wash. (Dept. Columbia).-P. O. ancl boat ldg.Vancouver, Wa~h.;
tel. stn. at post; R.R. stn. at Portland, Oreg.; boat from Portland, Oreg. , daily,
dist. 18 m., and by ferry ancl city railroad, dist. 6 m.
Wac1sworth Fort, N . Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0. Ro-sebank, Staten Island, N. Y.; tel.-stn.
Q.nnrantine, Clifton, Staten Island, N. Y.
·
Walla Wa,lla, Fort, Wash. (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0., tel. arnl R. R.. st.n. (0. R. and
N . Co., and vV. and C. R.R. R.) Wu.Ha Walla, Wash., dist. 1 m.
Warren, Fm·t, Mass . (Dept. East).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Boston, Mass.; steamer from
Boston, di.st. 7 m.
Washakie, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage from
Rawlins, Wyo., on U. P. R. R., dist. 147 m.
,
Washington Ba1·racks, D. C. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. andR. R. stn. Washington,~. C.
* Washington, Fort, Md.-P. 0. same; tel. stn. Alexandria, Va.; stmbt. from Washrngton, D. C., dist. 13 m.
Wayne Fort, Mich. (Deiwt. Mo.).-P. 0. ancl tel. stn. Detroit, Mich.; city railway
from Detroit, dist. 4 m.
West Point, N. Y. (U.S. Mil. Acoo.).-P. 0. tel. and R.R. stn. same.
·
Whipple Barracks~ .Ariz. (Dept. Colo.).-P. O. and tel. stn. Whipple; R.R. stn. (P.
and A. C.) Prescott, Ariz.
.
Willets Point, N. Y. (U. S. Engineer Sehool).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R. stn.
Whitestone, N. Y., dist. 2½ m. (See En~ineer Depot.)
* Winfield Scott, Fo1·t, Cal. (Dept. Cal. ).-P. O. and tel. stn. Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.; R. R. stn. San Francisco, Cal.
Wingate, Fort,N. Mex. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and_tel. stn.same; R.R. stn. (A. nnd
P.) Wingate, dist. 3 m.
*Winthrop, Fort, Mass.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Boston, Mass; steamboat from Boston,
dist. 2 m.
Wood, Fort (subpost of Port Columbus), N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. O., tel. and R. R.
stn. New York City.
Yates, Fort, N. Dale. (Dept. Da1i:.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. Bismarck,
on N. P. R. R., dist. 60 m.
Yellowstone, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. Mammoth Hot Springs, Wyo.; tel. stn.
June 1 to October 1, Mammoth Hot Springs; October 1 to May 31, Cinnabar, Mont.;
R.R. stn. Cinnabar, Mont., via Livingston, on N. P. R. R., dist. 8 m.
ARMORIES; ARSENALS, AND DEPOTS.
AR::.\-IORIES, ARSE.NALS, AXD ORDNAXCE DEPOTS •

.Arlegheny Arsenal, Pa.-P. 0., tel. and R. R.,stn. Pittsburg, Pa.; Lt. Col. F. H. Parker,
comclg.
A-ugustci Arsenal, Ga. -P. 0., tel. ancl R.R. stn. Augusta, Ga., dist. 3 m.; electric R.R.
from Augusta to Arsenal; Maj. J. G. Butler, comdg.
Benicia .Arsenal, Gal.-P. 0., tel., R.R. stn. and boat landing Benicia, Cal., dist.1 m.;
Lieut. Col. L. S. Babbitt, comdg.
Colurnbia .Arsenal, Tenn.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Columbia, 'l'enn.; Maj. J.E. Greer,
comdg.
Fort Monroe Arsenal, Va.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Fort Monroe, Va.; stmbts. daily from
N~w York, Baltimore, Washington, and Norfolk, and railroad (C. and 0.) from
Richmond, Va.; Lie.it. Col. W. -A. M:irye, comclg.
.
Frankforcl.Arsenal, Pa.-P. 0. (Station]!') and tel. stn. (telephone to post) Philadelplna,
Pa.; Lieut. Col . .J.P. :Farley, comug.
Indicinapolis .Arsenal, Ind.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Indianapolis, Ind.; Maj. A. L.
Varney, comdg.
Kenneb ec Arsenal, Me.-P . 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Angusta, Me.; Maj. J. R. McGinness,
comdg.
New York Arsenal, N . Y.-P. 0. and. tel. stn . GoYernors I sland, New York City; Govt.
steamer to post; Maj. I<..,. H. Phipps, comdg.
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Rock Island.Arsenal, lll.-P. 0. uml tel. st-i1. Rockisl 4nd, Ill.; special conveyance from
R.R. stns. a,ml boa,t ldgs. in Rock Island, Ill., ancl Davenport, Iowa, dist. 2 m.; Col.
A. R. Buffington, comdg.
St. Loiiis PowclP.1· Depot, Mo.-P. 0., tel. a.ml R.R. stn. Jefferson Barracks, Mo.; Maj. J.
A. Kress, comclg.
Sandy Hoolc Proi;ing G1·oiincl, N. J.-P. 0. box 1449, New York City; tel. stn. Sandy
• Hook, N. J.; Govt. bteamer daily from New York City, dist. 20 m.; Capt. Frank
Heath, comdg.
San Antonio .A1·senal, Tex.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. San.Antonio, Tex.; Maj. C. E. Dutton, comdg.
Springfielcl .A1·mory, Mass.-P. 0., tel. and R. R stn. Springfield, Mass.; Col. A. Mordecai, comdg.
U.S. Powder De1JOt, N. J.-P. 0., tel. (telephone .to post) and R.R. stn. Dover, N. J.,
dist. 4t m.; Col. J.M. Whittemore, com·dg.
Watertown Arse·nal, Mass.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. ,vatertown, Mass.; Maj. J. W.
Reilly, comdg.
Watervliet Arsenal, N. Y.-P. 0. and tel. stn. (telephone to post) West Troy, N. Y.; R.
R. stn. Troy, N. Y., dist. lm.; electric street carstoAlba.ny, N. Y.; Maj. Isa,ac Arnold,
jr., comdg.
RECRUITING RENDEZVOUS.

Columbus Barracks, Ohio.-P. 0. and R.R. stn. (;olumbus, Ohio.; tel. stn. at post,
Davids Island, N. Y.-P. 0. same; tel. stn. New Rochelle, N. Y.; horse-car aucl boat
from New Rochelle, dist. 3 m.
Jefferson BarrcicJcs, Mo.-P. 0., tel. aucl R.R. stn. same.
Fort Shericlan, I7l.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. sa,me.
ENGINEER DEPOT.

Willets Point, N. Y.-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. 'Whitestone, Queens County,
N. Y., ui:st, 2½ m.; Lt. Col. W.R. King, comdg.

HEADQUARTERS OF REGIMENTS.

I

CAVALRY.

6. Fort Myer, Va.
7. Fort Riley, Kans.
8. Fort Meade, S. Dak.

1. Fort Grant, Ariz.
2. Fort Wingate, N. Mex.
3. Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
4. Fort Walla Walla, Wash.
5. J?ort Sam Houston, Tex.

9. Fort Robinson, Nebr~
10. Fort Custer, Mont.
ARTILLERY.

1. Fort Hamilton, N. Y.
2. Fort Adams, R. I.

I

3. St. Francis Barracks, Fla.

4. Washington Barracks, D. C.
5. Presidio of San ·Francisco, Cal.

INFANTRY.

1, Angel Island, Cal.
2. Fort Omaha, Nebr.
3. Fort Snelling, Minn.
4. :Fort Sherman, Idaho.
5. Fort McPherson, Ga.
6. l!'ort Thomas, Ky.
7. Fort Logan, Colo.
·8. Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.
9. Madison Barracks, N. Y.
10. Fort Reno, Okla. T.
11. Whipple B,arracks, Ariz.
12. Fort Niobrara, Nebr.
13. Fort Niagara, N. Y.
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., October 1, 1S94.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.

24.
25.

Vancouver Barracks, '\Vnsh.
Fort Sheridan, Ill.
Fort Douglas, Utah.
Columbus Barracks, Ohio.
Fort Bliss, Tex.
Fort Wayne, Mich.
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y.
Fort Keogh, Mont.
Fort Clark, Tex.
Fort Bayanl, N. Mex.
Fort Missoula, Mont.
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latement showing gain anll loss in the enlisted strength of the Arrny during the
fiscal year ended Jitnl! 30, 1894.
GAIN,

Enlisted .............. __ ... _.... ___ .. ____ . ___ .. ______ . _____ .. ___ .. ____ . _... 6, 068
R enlisted ............. _____ . _.. ____________________________ _ . ____ .. _. . . . . . 2, 079
From desertion ........ __ .... __ ... __ . _.. _........ _. ____ . _ . __ __ ..... _. . . . . . .
660
Total ......... __ .. ____ ..... _.. ___ . _ . _. _. _ . ____ .. ____ .. __ . _.. _. _.. . . . .

8, 807

LOSS.

2,701
482
600
253
For fraudulent enlistment ........................................ ........ 159
By favor ............. __ . __ . _.. ____ ... ___ .. __ ... ___ . _. _.................... .
85
As veterans .................................................. ...... -.. - - - - ·
6
For minority .................................................... ...... ... .
Under General Orders: No. 80, of 1890 .............................. . -··· ---- 1,278
By sentence of-general courts-martial. ......................... .. - - ... - - - - · 1,089
354
For other causes ....................................................... ····
6
By promotion ................................................. ... - - - - . . - - - ·
1
Died of wounds ................................................. ... - - . - -- - ·
179
114
~~~fr~& -~~~e-~s_e: _~t~-:::: ~ ._:::::::::::: ~:::::::::: ~: ~::::: ~: : : : : : : : : : : ~::::: 1,073
Deserted ............. ~ ................ _................... . ..... . - -... - - - Total ... ___ . ________________ .. ____ .. __________ . ___ _____ . __ . _. __ .. __ .. 8, 380

E xpiration of service ............. ·................... . ........ ....... -.. -..

~;rl!~~t~~!~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::

-

===

Enlisted strength June 30, 1893 .. ____ . _____ . ____ .. __ . __ . _ . _. ___ . _. . . . . . . . . . 25, 361
· Gain ... ___ .. ___ .. ____ .. ____________ . __ .. __ . ________ . ____ . _... ____ . __. ___ . . 8, 807
Loss .. - - - . . - - . - - . - - - . - . - - - - - . - .... - . - . - - - . - - - - .. - - - ... - . - - - . - -.... - -.. - - - - .

34,168
8, 380

Enlisted strength June 30, 18'94 ............ ____ .............. ....... . 25,788
NoTE.-There were in the Army (included in the strength) on June 30, 1894-

[~~I{io~;?~::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
General service clerks and messengers ... _..... ___ . ______ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

· Total .. _. __ . ___ . _... _ .. _________ .. _. __________ . ______ ... _. _.. . . . . . . . .

991

Indians belonging to the line of the Army ______ ._.: .. _..... __ .... ..... .....
Indian s scouts .... __ .. ______ . __ . _ . __ . __ . _. ____ .. _____ . _ .. _. ____ . __ . __ .. . . . .

547
130

~l

164
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WAR DEP .ARTMENT,
INSPECTOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, IJ. 0., September 20, 1894.
Sm: I have the honor ~o submit the following report of matters pertaining to this department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894:
MILITARY POSTS.

During the year 91 posts, garrisoned by 375 companies, and 11
ungarrisoned posts in charge of ordnance sergeants, have been inspected.
There were 1,135 officers and 21,119 enlisted men present at these
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in l)ections a.ud 598 officers and 1,370 enlisted men absent. Of the
ab ent officers 126 were on leave, 375 on detached service, and 97
ab ent for causes not stated. Of the absent enlisted men GlO were on
furlougb, 61 without leave, 410 on detached service, and 280 absentfor
a number of causes not stated. The large number of absent of-ficers
possibly affects to some extent the efficiency of tho organizations to
which they belong, and bas prevented, in some cases, the annual
routine practice marches. The general condition of all garrisoned
l)0 ts is reported good. The condition of tho un garrisoned. posts remains
as reported last year, and many important points on our seacoast are
practically defenseless. In this connection your attention is specially
invited to the condition and 1wesent uRe of F01:t Jefferson as a quarai~tme station . :Nineteen years have elapsed since tbis important fortification was abandoned to its fate and it has passed from one stage of
abuse aml neglect to another, until to-day it serves no better purp~s~
than 3, national pesthouse. That this d.isposition of a va.luable military and naval base is to be regretted can hardly be quest10ned, and
no time should be lost in removing every obstacle to its proper occupation, whether a garrison be ordered to it or not.
.
Fort Bidwell, Camp Poplar River, and Fort Sidney have been
abandoned.
It is a long time since a more complete inspection of posts and garr_isons has been made within a fiscal year; that it has been done !10w, is
another indication of the industry and zeal of the officers, whether
permanent or temporary, who have performed these duties with a full
consciousness of their importance and with such efficiency as may ~ell
make the past year a model. The inspectors have, themselves, well
established reputations as post commanders. Never before, perhaps,
were drill and discipline better, nor administration more efficient and
satisfactory, nor the comforts and contentment of military life great~r ~
througliout every grade. Recent events have served to show the skill
and expedition with which bodies of troops of all arms can be mov~d,
their perfect reliability from wherever taken, the facility with which
they ca,n be handled, the satisfactory quality both of the individuals
and the organizations, the sagacity and readiness of their officers, and
their own admirable conduct m crises approaching a national emergency. The close and painstaking scmtiny, by the general inspect~rs,
of all that concerns the service has given them the gratifying a~su~ance that the army in its appointments and lines of activity 1s m
~dm_irnhle condition; and from year to year it has seemed no more than
Justice to publicly affirm a state of affairs due to its own thorough,
intelligent, and conscientious work. Our fellow--citizens may apprecia~e
the worth of the army better to-day than it did a year ago or than it
may a year hence, when some may smile again at its .usefulness as a
thrng of the past; but to the patriotic soldier its most marked weakness to-day appears to be that there is too httle of it. Can we expect
more,
During the past fiscal year there was no change in the personnel of
the permanent officers of the corps.
The work of each inspectmg officer may possibly be succinctly md1cate~ ?Ya summary like this, ancl the statement presented in more
detail m the appendix.
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Disbursements.

Office-rs.

.Department or station.

Number.

Posts.

.A.mount in volved.

- - - - - - - - - - - j - -- - -- - - - - - 1 - - - ___ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ - - - -·

Col. R. P. Hughes .......... East ...... ·-···· .... .....•..
155
$15, 030, 081. 43
19
20
Cant-. H.J. Nowlan ............. do ..................... .
76
3, 408, 3J9. 23
7
1
Co1.E.M:Heyl. ........ ... Missouri ...... . ........... .
7, 090, 873. 12
74
G
7
Capt. J.M. Lee . .... . .......... do ..................... .
6!
5 , 816, 85J. 79
3
6
Lieut. Col. G. H. Burton. .. ·washington, D. C ......... .
63
10, 687,606.69
1
4
Lieut. Col. H . W. Lawton .. Los Angeles, Cal .......... .
1, 370, 137. 09 . -- . --- .
8
l
Maj. J.P. San ger . ..... : . .. Washington, D. C ......... .
3, 838, 661. 99 .........
35
1
Maj. P. D. Vroom .......... Texas ..... ·........... . .... .
5, 860, 706. 91
93
D
3
Lieut. Col. ,T. F. Kent. .... . Dakota .........•..... .... . .
3, 732, 899. 75
12
42
2
Lieut. Col. Evan Miles ..... California ................ . .
2, 709, 761. 92
87
6
2
Lieut. Col. J.M. Bacon.... . Columbia ... ....~.......... .
~. 454-, 025. 57
7
71
1
Maj. J.M. Hamilton ....... Platte ...................... , 105
3, 367, 415. 18
7
2
Maj . ..A.. R. Chaffee .. ....... Co1orado . . ......... . ...... .
2, 999, 902. 84
13 --··- -·- -·
55
- - - - -\- - - - - - -\- - · - --Total ...... . ...... .. . ............................ .
168,367,366.51
928
50
1)0

I

1

,;,

I

~

0

-~
Officers.
0

bJ)

Col. R. P. Hughes .........
Capt. H.J. Nowlan . ......
Col. E. M. Heyl ...........
Capt. J.M. Lee ....... ... ..
Lieut. Col G . H . Burton ..
Lieut. Col. H. W. Lawton ..
Maj. J.P. Sanger ..........
Maj. P . D. Vroom ..........
Lieut. Col. J. F. Kent ..... .
Lieut. Col. Evan Miles .. . ..
Lieut. Col. J.M. Bacon .... .
Maj.J.M. Ham1lton .......
Maj. A.. It Chaffee .... ·- ...
,

-

........-~
-~

·a

A

z

ti

c:!

0

9
2
G
2
2
2
1

51.

s-~
.:st
AO

]~

Average
Number
Cost of
COB·
Miles of
property
persons
traveled. inspected. insp ec\,eu. demned
per
soldier.

0

~

-- -1 -----4
-- ----

0"'

0

0

~

2
2
9

....
0

p,.

rn
--·

G
3
4
1
5

)8
9
--- --)2
7
-----3
1
2 ...........
3 ·----· .........
4
1 ·--- -1
4
4
1 ··-· · · ----- 1 . .......
1
4

Total.. .........•.... 82
1
2

~A

:§

cJ)

0

'.p

----

.A"'
.., A .

cl

0

15
8
7
13
8

'+-<

1

~

'o

.9

bJ)

s0
0

rri

~

~0

.2s0

~ 1281

8

--8,842
1 31\) 110,206
14,557
206
18,775
J
i 11, G86

}

1G4

{

2

1 9,623

125
62
102
85
119
74

7,940
10,024
9,301
2 3, 85fi
4,194
6,515
8,042

1,256

123, 5GO

5,890
2,335
4-, 039
1, 869
783

------- 851
---2,768
3,572
1,794
1, 413
2,780
3,590
31,603

$26, G52. 31
13,896. 46
Gl, 'i80. 18
17, G25. 51
0, 783. 96
36, 62l. 38
8,431.46
()9, 527.14
()6, 981. 79
12, 9~6. 0-!
21,998.71
40, 8'!7. 98
89,309.02
476,391. 94 1

$G. 77
11.19
21 05
39. 52

-------- ---·-·- -·
--------37.44
20. 00
0. 62
)6. 21
15. 09
2G. 22

21.18

This includes transfers and repelJ,ted inspections of the same funds .
Including changing station.

In a few instances the character of tho recruits
received at posts has been reported unsatisfactory.
The discontinuance of the recruiting depots and the
change fa tho term of service may be expected to remove many causes
of complaint and discontent. The term of enlistment having been
reduced to three years, section 2 of the act of Congress providing for
the furlough and discharge of certain soldiers ceases to have effect, and
the fluctuations and possibly the restlessness which that act is saul to
have provoked among the enlisted men will be followed by greater
contentment. I venture to suggest that there is no further necessity
for retarning the pay of soldiers as directed in the act approved June
16, 1890, and that the repeal of that act would result in benefit to the
army.
The discipline of tho army has been reported gen
era11y as very good. Taking, for example, the Dep~rtDiscipline.
ments of Texas and l\fissoun as fairly representative,
78 per cent of the enhsteu. .men of the first named au<l. 84 per cent of
Enlisted Men.
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the last named are reported as never having been in confinement.
That a misunderstanding of the orders and decisions of t he War Department in certain eases has led to some relaxation of discipline with injurious effect may be possible, but in general the tone of t he men is good
alld they have given unquestioned obedience to author ity. The recent
labor troubles, and especially the riots in Chicago, have been full of
incidents illustrating the courage, intelligence, and d iscipline of the
army, calling forth many expressions of praise and gracious appreciationfrom the press and from all law-abiding people. It is a pleasure to
note that the conduct of the Fifteenth Infantry, which was actively
eugaged throughout these trying scenes, is said by t he inspector to
have been excellent. Such a report is as gratifying as it is well merited.
The general regulations of the army, p aragraphs ~18
Instruct ion.
and 219, contemplate annual orders from army and
department headquarters prescribing the p ractical and
theoretical instruction to be given during the year. An examination of
the :files discloses the fact that these orders were issued from the headquarters of but two dep_a rtments. As a result, the instruction of t~e
troops· has not been uniform, except in routine garrison duties, and m
some departments has gone but little beyond such duties. The great
need of the army is not theoretical instruction nor routine duties, but the
frequent and thorough application of · principles, gathered from all
sources, in the solution of tactical and other military problems. 'fo be
sure, this has been done at some posts during the past year, and at
Forts Riley and Leavenworth the instruction has been ample, and the
experience of the strike has been instructive and has demonstrated
how every opportunity had been improved to the utmost, but in a
majority of cases it has been. confined to short practice marches and
guard duty, and even this instruction has been totally neglected by a
number of the garrisons much beyond their immediate limits .. The
mobilization of masses is essential to the highest military instruction.
It must be confessed that many obstacles are in the way of proper
instruction even in infantry drill, resulting from a defective orgamzation, the restricted area of many military reservations, and the lack of
tlle frequent aggregation of a considerable force; but if th ese difficulties can not be wholly removed, then let them be obviated as far as
practicable. By requiring every post commander to report at th~ com:
rnencement of the season just wha.t kind of practical instruction he
1n·oposes to give, beyond the drill, and by testing the r esult at the
annual inspection, a way would no doubt be opened to a better state ?f
facts and feeling than now exists in regard to this subj ect. In this
connection it affords me pleasure to report that the acting inspectorgeneral of the Department of Colorado, Major Chaffee, assisted by
Lieut. 0. B. ~aker, A. D. 0., in compliance with a suggestion sent from
this office in April last, has prepared a problem in minor tactics for
each post in the d epartment; these, if permissible, will be tested at the
~orthcominginspection. And others have been practically and profitably
illustrated elsewhere, and the tendency of military instruction both at
t~e se!vice schools and posts has been more and more strongly in this
duecti?n. Such exercises are no longer novelties, their principles and
necessity are well understood and are becoming more universally and
fairly appreciated.
The lyceums continue a prominent feature of theoretical instruction,
and, when well conducted, give good results. But it has been suggested that the essays prepared would be more improving were the
subjects selected of a simpler character and confined more to current
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events and live topics and to what the writers know from experience.
Too much time need not be spent in compilations on ~, strategy," "the
command of armies," and like subjects; these can be left to the J ominis
and Von Moltkes, unless we are willing to deny that they require years
rather than months of study and the highest genius for their application. Attention has been drawn to the fact that the establishment of
the lyceum has practically ended the instruction of officers prescribed
in paragraph 217, army regulations, and that this has not added to
their efficiency.
The practical and theoretical instruction of the artiller,t has progressed along the lines established in general orders from the headquarters of the army, but not to the extent contemplated. The danger
lies in an excess of theory and too much reliance on auxiliaries which,
in the smoke and excitement of battle, may prove worthless allies.'
Therefore, while teaching scientific gunnery we should not forget that
at the most critical moment the gunner may be thrown upon his own
resources.
Attention has been directed to the lack of sufficient drill in the estimation of distances, in vessel tracking, and in firing at moving objects.
The latter, it would seem, i.s one of the most important branches of target practice, notwithstanding the assertion that the battle ship of the
future will be compelled to anchor in order to deliver an effective fire,
which seems rather a prophecy than a practically established fact .
.As an auxiliary in estimating distances the pocket range finder has
proved useful, and should be issued to all batteries of artillery, mounted
and foot.
In closing this subject it is suggested that in order to perfect the
instruction of the foot batterie£ occupying our permanent forts, they
should be required to simulate, annually, the conditions of a battle hoth
by day and night, for which every preparation should be made to the
minutest detail. This might well be done during the season of target
practice.
This branch of instruction has received very careful
Signaling.
attention at some posts and not so much at others.
Where conscientiously give:q the results have been all
that could be desired. The remark has occasionally been made
that the instruction is of no practical use. No greater mistake could
be made, as the Chicago riots have fu1ly demonstrated. Referring
to this subject Captain Lee, actiug inspector-general Department of
Missouri, whose intelligent, arduous, and soldierly labors in connection
with the movement of troops and other matters during_ the strike
deserve more than a passing mention, reports that "on Friday, July
13, four signal stations were established by Capt. James A1leu, chief
signal officer, insuring communication between troops in case of severance of telegraph and telephone lines. The non-commissioned officers
of the Signal Corps are experts, but it is very evident that the Corps
should have a full proportion of expert privates as wen, say 75 to 100,
and not expect to get men from companies for quick and critical work
like this." Froni this it may be inferred that Captain Allen had some
difficulty in :finding among the troops sufficiently instructed signal men
promptly at hand and accustomed to working together; which is not to
be wondered at and may happen again if our officers fail to see the
practical use of rapid communication, under any and an circumstan~es.
It is suggested in this connection that were instruction in sign ah . g
limited to those men of a company who manifest aptitude for the d~1ll
rather than extended to all, irrespective of their intelligence or skill,
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the requirements of the service and of paragraph 1761, army regulation , would be more fully attained than they now are.
The instruction given this- important branch of the
Hospital Corps and service has continued throuo-hout the year and in some
Streich r :Bearers. .
.
o
, .
mstances with results approaching perfection. How
exceedingly gratifying this great improvement is may be inferred from
a comparison with the reports of a few years ago. The company of the
hospital corps at Fort Riley has had under instruction 100 men, 53 of
whom have been transferred for duty to other stations. At date of
inspectwn· the company was partially armed with carbines, revolvers,
and knives, and, as reported, was devoting three-quarters of an hour
daily to carbine drill.
Aum1tting without question the very great necessity to an army of
a hospital corps, it is not easy to understand why its members should
be-instructed in the military use of any such weapon, or in w~a~ w_ay
such instTuction prepares a recruit for the duties of dressing rnJntics
or nursing the sick. On the other hand, there is a manifest impropriety
in giving arms of any description to a soldier of the Red Cross, whose
duties do not demand it and whose neutrality in time of war renders
it wholly unnecessary.
·
.
Another view of this subject is presented by the facts. If it ?e
found necessary to the proficiency of the· medical department that its
membeTs be trained as combatants, then a return to the old sys!,em,
under which those who now compo~e the hospital corps were recrmted,
would probably sub.serve the best interests of that department. Oi~1y
soldiers who had proved their aptitude and efficiency for the ~uties
were transferred as a rule, and having been already instructed m _the
use of arms, there was no encroachment on their time or that of I?~d1cal
officers for that purpose, and no temptation to turn from the l~g1tunate
duties of the medical department to those which are wisely mtrusted
to other hands.
·
Inexperienced teachers, unwilling pupils, a:1d i~reg?-Post Schoo1s.
larity in attendance, with occasional defici~ncies 111
schoolrooms and supplies, appear to be the mam obstacles to improvement. NQ.w, that the enlistment of persons unable to
read, write, and speak tbe English language has been forbidden by
special enactment, much of the opposition of the enlisted m~n to
school attendance, as well as the necessity for such attendance, will 1~0
doubt disappear, and the schools may be expected to improve. In this
connection I beg to renew my recommendation of previous years, that
first and second class certificates, according to proficiency, be granted
to soldiers who complete the branches of a common-school education,
and that a small increase be made in the pay of those who receive
certificates of the first class. This would no doubt be an incentive to
the men, and bring about a much needed uniformity in the post-school
system.
~
These remain about as reported last year, and I venIndianSoldiers.
ture to renew the suggestion that the companies be
conceµ.trated and formed into battalions or regiments.
Should this experiment fail the employment of Indian soldiers, except
as scouts, or under very favorable circumstances may be considered a
failure.
'
Post and company messes still continue, with a large
Messing.
l)ercentage of the officers in favor of the company sys.
tern, thoughitisgenerally admitted that the general mess
msures less waste and greater uniformity throughout a command, and the
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messing is far better now than when the company me~s prevailed alone;
still this is apt to be attributed to other causes. Under former difficulties
it was no slight task upon the first sergeant or captaiu to feed the company, and sometimes there was failure or only partial success in it; and
at others the more military duties were allowed to yield somewhat to
this pressing necessity, for the reputation of the company seemed sometimes affected by, though not dependent upon, its food. The post mess
was not started as an amusement, but for a purpose whi_ch §eemed to
be needed then, though it may have been partially or wholly solved
otherwise since. The best disciplined, best drilled, and best fighting
organizatiouswerenot necessarily the worstor the bestfed. During the
recent labor troubles it was said that companies from posts having had
post messes for some time did not always have a sufficiency of field
outfit for messing, the non-commissioned officers were 11nfamiliar with
the proper management of the rations, and there was a lack of company
funds. If the post mess system is to be generally established, it is
indispensable that every company have a fair amount· of field service
annually, to insure the adequate and serviceable condition of the nwss
outfit, and to give the entire personnel of the company some experience
in caring for and cookii;ig the rations in the manner necessary in actfre
campaigning.
T.he post magazines have generally been found i11
0nlnanco Stores. good order and the ordnance sergeants trustworthy,
but not in all cases as familiar with their duties as
desirable, as the recent explosion at Fort Pulaski and the storage of
loaded shells and fixed ammunition in some of the magazines would
indicate. The magazines at some posts are dangerously near other
buildings and should be moved.
No complaints have been received as to the character of ordnance
stores, except in the case of the unfortunate accident at Chicago.
New hospitals are reported necessary at Forts BarHospi~i;~~ Medical rancas, Hamilton, Wadsworth, and McHenry, Washington Barracks and .Angel Island; repairs are neces.
sary on twenty others. All are reported as in good or excellent police,
and the medical stores and supplies of good quality. The :cecessary,
steps are being taken to supply the needs at some or all of the posts.
The water supply of five posts is reported as insuf.
water Supply. ficient, and at four posts the quality is bad. The conditions, generally, as reported a year ago continue to
exist, with a tendency toward improvement as funds become available.
The fire apparatus supplied the posts has been found
.
.
Protoci~e~gamat generally in serviceable condition, but the variation in
the number of fire drills and in the necessary precautions continue, and a general system of instruction is very much needed.
The bathing facilities of many posts have been reported
Bathing Facilities. inadequate, although the existing deficiencies are not
as great as a year ago. A sufficient number of bath
tubs and water-closets should be considered indispensable to every permanent post in the country. Other comforts may be dispensed with if
necessity requires 1t, but not the appliances upon which good health so
much depends.
The drainage and sewerage systems of the posts
Drainage and
remain very much as reported last year. In the couSewerage.
struction of new posts the subject has receivecl its
full share of attention, but more should be done for such of the old
posts as ~re not to be al>andoned in the near future. It is again sug-

.
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ge tel that all of the large posts be provided with crematories for the
di po al of refuse.
The troops are generally reported as having comTarget Practice.
pleted the prescribed course of instruction except in
estimating distances and in firing at moving targets.
I beg to renew the recommendation that whenever practicabie "t.he
skirmi h firing of the infantry and cavalry and all the practice of the
field artillery at unknown distances be made during annual practice
marches and at objects representing the objects of a battlefield."
.
.
With but one exception the police of all the posts
Pohc:atfo!. amhas been pronounced from good to excellent. The sanitary state of three posts is considered bad, due to
causes beyond the control of the garrisons.
THE SUPPLY DEP AR'.l'MEN'l'S.
,

The supplies of all departments have been generally of excellent
quality and sufficient iu quantity.
.
.A.. few complaints have been made of the campaign
QuartermaS t er's De- Shoes Which have been reported Of inferior quality
partment.
,
·
-and -workmanship; of the infantry dres~ coatsz which
lose color on the shoulders and skirts from the pressure of the nfle and
bayonet; of the musical instruments provided by one of the firms.
The recommendation is again made that, owing to the annoying delays
occasionally at.tending the supply of necessary tableware, post quartermasters be directed to keep on hand a sufficient quantity to meet emergencies. Men in garrison are reported as using their tins for m_on~hs
while waiting for renewal of the crockery. A cover for pillows similar
to the mattress cover has been recommended. Owing to the prevalence
of high winds and the consequent waste, it has been suggested that
only baled hay be issued to Forts Reno, Sill, and Riley.
.
Owing to a lack of funds the necessary alterations, repairs, an<l. _p_amting of the public buildings have not been made in all cases. Additional
barracks and ·quarters are needed at Forts Riley and Wayne. Ste_am
laundries should be provided at all considerable posts and the clothmg
of our soldiers washed at the lowest rates. Nothing conduces more to
goo~ morals, good health, good discipline, and the generalcontentmentof
soldiers in garrison than personal cleanliness and neatness of dress.
These virtues are generally as highly rated in most c< ,mpanies as t~ey
should be, and the lack of the necessary bathing facil i1ies and the prices
charged for laundry work are severely felt wherever exceptionally great.
As leggings are not only a part of the authorized uniform, but are
worn by foot troops on all occasions of field duty, and not infrequently
by ~ounted troops, it has been recommended that trousers adapted to
their use be issued in lieu of those ordinarily worn to such commands
as prefer them. Wrapping and tying the trousers about the ankle and
placing the leggings over them is a clumsy arrangement at best, and
comparatively heating and uncomfortable during continued and trying
• mar~hes. By substituting breeches coming well below the knee, oi: by
makmg the trousers so that they will fit close to the leg and button Just
above the ankle, for campaigning the legging could be worn as intended
an~ the comfort of the soldier increased. The change in the term of
enlistment from _five to three years will render necessary a change in
the annual clothmg allowance. When this change is made it is recom·
mended t~at the al~owance of gauntlets of mounted troops, especia,lly
for batteries of artillery, be mcreased to two pairs each year.
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During the · year there have been no serious complain ts of the quality of subsistence stores, and the
manner of conducting the sales appears to have been
fairly in accord with the regulations. The subject of army rations for
thP- field has received unusual attention abroad and many experiments
have been made with foods to determine their nutrition and the effect
of heat ::1nd. cold in preserving them. It is recommended that soup
tablets be added to the travel ration. They are nutritious, palatable,
and most conveniently carried. Complaint has been made of lack of
soap. The question of the proper preparation of the ration, both in
field _and garrison, is growing in interest since its adequacy. has been
attained; and the weight and disposal of the soldier's kit and campaign
articles is attracting closer attention. The attention of the national
guard is being drawn to such subjects; and it is evident how much the
mobility and efficiency of an army depends upon their proper solution.
A military force without mobility is robbed of some of its finest qualities.
In this connection I venture to renew my suggestion
Remount Depots. of previous years that steps be taken to provide better
· horses for the mounted service. The system under
which horses are snpp1ied has received a fair tri'al and has been more
than once questioned if not condemned. While the standard of the
men forming the cavalry and light artillery of the army has been very
much raised, comparatively nothing has been done to improve the
quality and selection of the horses. Various suggestions have been made,
but the only practical system, it is believed, is to establish remount depots,
whether regimen tally, Jike . the recruiting system, or otherwise. The
l10rses should be well bred and might be two or three years of age when
sent to depot, where they should be as carefully instructed as our recruits
are, and might well conform to the adopted color. It is not every team or
troop that prefers to appear piebald, and soldiers are benefited by uniformity. Apart from the danger to life and limb and the injuries to which
our cavalry soldiers are annually exposed by being forced to handle
vicious and untrained animals, sometimes not even halter broken, there
is no economy fo the purchases of either such horses or those stiffened
by draft work and unfitted for the charge or for crossing rough couutry
and overcoming obstacles under the saddle at the risk of the rider's
neck. There is probably not a regiment of cavalry in the army to-day
which has not at sometime had one or more horses eating their heads
off and rendering no adequate return to the government. The inspection reports of unserviceable horses thus far received show that during
the year 588 cavalry horses have been condemned for various other
causes. The hard times and modification of prevailing fashions and
habits, electricity and traction for street cars, and other substitutions
of mechanism for horse power, have combined to make the prices of
good acceptable horses noticeably lower, and it seems a specially good
time for a successful effort to supply the mounted service with exactly
suitable animals at reasonable cost. Where the best horses are to be
found in tbis country is well known, and also -where knowledge as to
their training has received the highest results, especially for work under
the saddle. The post for cavalry in New England will soon be occupied,
and one in the South is recommended.
Subs1st:iiitDepart-

ORG..A.NIZ..A.TION ..A.ND DRILL REGULATIONS.

While these two subjects have been very prominently before the army
during the past year, they do not appear to have been bro~ght .into
accord. All bills introduced into Congress for the ameliorat10n of t~e
artillery and infantry expired or remain in committee, and the drill
WAR 94-VOL I - - 7
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regulations remain practically as they were. To the cavalry this is
not probably a serious matter, as, excepting the two skeleton troops of
each regiment, the organization is complete, and the ·drill regulations
of this a.rm ha\'"e been generally approved by cavalry officers. Some
slight modifications appear to be necessary, and these will, no doubt, be
made at an early day. -whether it would not be wise to revive the
twelve troops of each regiment, substituting white men for Indians
wherever they exist, is a question which, in view of its serious import,
may well be considered, and minimizing the recruiting depots and
sending; the mounted recruits to the cavalry post at }fort Riley, as
suggested in the la.w, may render this more feasible.
. The organization of the infantry and their drill regulations are by no
means in harmony. In anticipation, no doubt, of early and favor~ble
action by Congress on the organization, the present drill regulations
were compiled. They are based on the theory of three battalions and
large companies. They have now had nearly two years of trial, and
for some purposes, even of war, are believed by some to be ill adapte_d to
the present organization, if not to the characteristics, of ou~ soldiers.
On one point, however, there may be fair unanimity. E1ther t~e
organization should be changed to suit the drill regulations, or vice
versa. One or the other should be paramount, and everything made to
conform to it.
· As Jor the artillery, every recent cffo"rt to benefit it by legisb~ive
enactment has failed. Its wants are-too well known to need repeatrng.
'..rbe-"hump" spoken of in the navy with dread,-deserves now, a_s it lrns
- for .years, equaLconsideration for the artillery. Only the devotion and
admirable quality of its officers sav:.e it from decadence or complete
rum. All things that it can do for itself and the country it has d~ne
ad~irably. Let us indulge the hope that to the satisfaction which
co:mes from the conscientious performance of duty may be added tho_se
other rewards which are indispensable to the esprit de corps and chscipline of every army.. Its day to receive the fairest attention must
surely dawn.
THE I,ULIT.A.RY PRISON.

Tho annual inspection -of the Military Prison was made June 18
by . Col. R. M. Heyl, inspector-general. There were 8 officers, 120
enlisted men, 20 civilian employees, and 523 prisoners present. The fiscal affairs o:t the prison, its public property, and its general man~.gement
h~ve been strictly in accordance with the laws and regulations. _A
h1gb state of discipline is maintained by Captain Pope, the snpermtendent. Tho efficiency of the prison has not been affected appar~ntly
by the reduction by law in tbe number of inspections formerly reqmrcd,
as recommended in the communication of June 24, 1890, from this o~c?·
The large percentage of recaptures is commendable and another indication of the general efficiency energy and strict discipline which
prevails at this institution. 1f desert~rs were retaken with equa1
certainty that crime, which seems to have greatly diminished this year,
would be fairly minimized.
THE SPECI.A.L SERVICE SCHOOLS .

. This school was inspected by Col. R P. Hughes,
~nspect?r-gen~ral, in April, simultaneouslY: with the
mspect10n of the post, and bot.h inspections were
covered by one report.

Thesfh;~f~ry
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Attention is invited to the recommendation of the inspector that
additional quarters be provided for the accommodation of the student
officers who, since the occupation of . Carroll Hall as a barracks, have
been obliged to reoccupy the casemates. He suggests, as a means of
obviating this difficulty, the temporary transfer and use of the
ordnance yard. One captain and. sixteen lieutenants were reported
absent on detached service, which seems to reduce the _commissioned
strength below the manifest needs of the school.
This school was inspected by Col. E. M. Heyl, inspecThe Infantry and Cal- tor-P-eneral in the month of June.
It is the opinion
,aly School, Fort f '"
'
d
f
.
L~a,enwortli, Kan. 0 the Cornman ant O the School and the 111Spector- ,
tor-that for needful purposes of instructions a battery
of field artillery should be added to the garrison. Now that the practical instruction in minor tactics may be said to have been thoroughly
established, and problems are solved requiring the employment of the
three arms, the presence of a :field battery would no doubt prove very
beneficial.
The inspector further recommends that one of the quartermaster storehous.es be :fitted up for the use of the school, and a double brick building erected on the site of tbe former building destroyed by fire last
winter; that Thomas and McPherson Ha11sbe replaced by double brick
buildings for additional quarters; that the annual appropriation for
the school be increased to $5,000 in place of $1,500; that the number
of student officers be increased and a class -graduated annually; that
ho:I;'ses be supplied for the practical fieldwork of the officers; that two
assistant instructors and a permanent clerk be addetl to the school, as
well as a much larger printing press.
TheCa-airy amJ Light
This. school was inspeoted in :iy.ta~ch by Col. E: M.
Artiller,v School, Heyl, mspector-general.
The prmmpal needs of the
Fort Tiiley, Kans.
school a:i:e a larger annual appropriation, not less
than $3,000; a discontinuance of details for detached service, which
have caused. serious interruptions to the course of instruction; hotwater pipes for the riding hall; a careful topographical survey of the
res~rvation; sufficient fencing weapons, plastrons, etc.; forty additional horses for the instruction of the batteries in the duties of horse
artillery; a large increase in the allowance of ammunition for artillery
farget practice; three additional sets of officers' quarters for the
artillery subpost.
All these schools were carefully inspected. It might be well if
the instruction at our several institutions could be so coordinated that
student officers could beneficially attend more than one without wasting
time duplicating studies. Those military studies and exercises which
are generally considered necessary in all armies as a preparation for
general staff work should be carefully developed and required at one
of them, and the practical exercises with the three arms united should
be possible.
MILEAGE,

Attention is again invited to the subject of mileage as presented in
my last annual report. The experience of another year has pressed the
necessity of the relief suggested in the matter of payment of advance
mileage, or some method by which an officer will not be obliged to
advance from his own or hiis friends~ private resources the means to
carry on the public service. ]'or many years prior to the decision of
t~e comptroller of March 11, 1886, advance mileage was paid to officers
without loss to the government. Can not this practice be again restored
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by yroper legislation, or a partial relief be given by regulation! Legislat1_ n s ems to have imposed every proper restriction that can be
de u d and reduced the amount of the appropriations considerably.
Within the limits now clearly defined it is doubtless well to show the
sam consideration to those who are compelled to travel under authorized orders upon public duty as is shown to trusted citizens by the firms
which employ them, especially if this consideration costs nothing; and
it is submitted that sleeping cars and transfers · are but simple justice
under easily expressed limitations, and there seems no need of perpetuating any injustice and make obeying proper orders an unnecessary
hardship which has driven more than one deservin g officer into debt.
The question is understood to be under consideration whether the
refundment of such an advance is liable to the income tax.
INSPECTION OF UNSERVHJE.ABLE PROPERTY.

Under the recent regulations prescribed by the Secretary of W a1: and
having your approval, all inspections of unserviceable property, with a
view to its sale or destruction, are to be made by inspectors-~eneral,
.acting inspect.ors-general, or by officers specially designated m each
case·, who shall not be in any way connected with the staff department,
corp_s, or particular organization to which the property pertains. These
r~gµ,!~tions secure expert as well as disinterested judgment, and ~re
1~1!-tire-ly in accordance with the law; and any careful compari~on wit~
fc;;,,rmer years will indicate how much more regularly this extensive b~s.1,p;ess is now being conducted, and what a considerable economy this
,carefulness is affecting now than formerly prevailed .
.',. DuriI!g the year ending June 30, 1894, there were received 2,392
-jnv,~,ntory and inspection reports, covering all kinds and classes of public property for which army officers are responsible. Of this number
-2,()12, or 84 per cent of the entire number, were acted on by the.officers
of this department, and 16 per cent by officers specially detailed for
that duty. This averages eight or ten each working day. As a coro~lary to this duty, and aiding its perfect performance, it is the habit
at some department headquarters to have the reports of the boards of
survey referred to the local inspector-general's office. It would be well
if this pra,ctice was followed at all. But it can hardly be expected to
become universal at once, and it may find some opposition, as it can
only improve inspections which may seem a subsidiary matter.
The difficulty referred to in my last report of obtaining the cost,
invoice1 or current price of articles presented for inspection has .been
overcome to some extent and the request of some inspectorR for mformation concerning the proceeds resulting from the sales they recommend has been under consideration; but the lists are not yet completed. Last year on 83 per cent of the reports the cost prices were
rep?rted as against 70 per cent for the year before. With a little mo~e
~ss1stan~e from the responsible officers and supply departments this
mfor~ation can be_ so presented that any extravagance can be l?cated
suffici~ntly approximately for practical purposes or remedial action. If
t~iere 1s any opposition to giving the responsible inspector the informat1on he deems useful as a guide to his judgment and in the public interests, may not such opposition be overcome~
A summary of the inventory and inspe~tion reports for the fiscal
ye~r shows t?,at 2,150,779 articles, including units of measure and
w_eight, were mspeeted, and of this number the cost of 1,680,775 was
given and amounts to $590,320.29, or about 35.1 cents per article.
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.Applying this rule to the 470,004 articles of which the cost was not
stated, the cost of these articles would be $164,971.40, and the total
cost of all the articles presented for inspection would be $755,291.69,
which seems sufficient to deserve all the careful supervision being
extended to it; and evidently this, like all habitual inspections, must
be aµp1ied fairly alike to all to obtain the best results.
Of the whole number of articles inspected 1,968,023 were condemned,
representing, on the basis of the cost price of 1,514,249 articles at 33i
cents, $662,474.75, and 182,756 articles, or about one-twelfth of the
entire number, were retained in service. The ai:ticles retained
(extending the calculation to all, on the basis of the 166,526 articles
of which the cost prices we:r_:e given) cost, at 0.4721 cents each, an
aggregate of $88,278.30, or about 12 per cent retained for further service. This summary does not include any public property pertaining
to the river and harbor improvements, for which officers of the Engineer Corps are responsible; but only such as have the certificates of
two officers upon their personal examination prior to the final disposition of such permanent property as has been entered upon the returns.
The whole number of public animals presented for the action of the
inspector was 997 as against 1,339 presented the previom, year. Of this
number 588 belonged to the cavalry, 82 to the artillery, and 327 to the
transportation service of the Quartermaster's Department, and about
10 per cent of the whole number was retained in service. The estimated value of the 898 condemned was $125,445.89, an·average of $139.69
per animal, and the value of the 99 retained about $13,535.58. It may
·b e noted that the figures in this simplest branch of inspection duty
exceed the pay of the entire Corps; and though a careful scrutiny of
details like this may be tedious, it has been found both economical and
beneficial in every branch of jnspections, and gives the only precise
insight yet obtained concerning this subject.
It may be easily understood that some opposition ..to inspections may
exist occasionally here and there, even to simple and explicitly authorized inspections of property for condemnation under the act of March
3, 1825, and any antagonism to the free exercise of their legitimate
functions by our regularly commissioned inspectors, or t?,e fullest information reaching them habitually and promptly concernmg tlle matters
it is their function to inspect, of course, militates against the proper
performance and efficacy of a duty that deserves to be recognized as
important, if not absolutely essential; and damage is more apt to be
done when this opposition is not open and direct, but occult. Whether
inspectors shall inspect, and how and what and when they shall inspect,
would seem to be the simplest questions, definitely decided long ago,
and only needing to be fairly and fearlessly conducted and sustained
everywhere in the manner so well established and well known to everybody; and the organization of the Inspector-General's Department is
simply to insure this fair, complete, and thorough general inspection of
the entire military establishment-frequently for money matters a11d in
no haphazard way or perfunctory spirit about any regular or special
matter. .And it is sincerely hoped that the entire mHitary establishment has this year been almost as completely inspected as ever before,
and will continue to l.>e inspected as desired by superior authority, whom
it is our earnest effort and desire to satisfy.
Respectfully submitted. '
J. C. BRECKINRIDGE,
Inspector- General.
The
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REPORT OF MAJ. GEN. 0. O. HOWARD.
HEADQUARTERS DEP A.R'l'MEN'l' OF THE EA.ST,

Governors Island,, New York, August 31, 1894.
Sm: I have the honor to submit my annual report.
By the last return, of date July 31, 1894, there are 26 garrisoned
posts and 38 posts not garrisoned.
In this command we have 4 troops of cavalry, 41 foot batteries of
3:rtiller:y, 3 light batteries of artillery, ancl 38 companies of_ infan~ry
(mclndrng 7 skeleton companies) , in all present a,nd absent, mcludi~1g
the-, medical corps and all detachments, an aggregate of 413 commissiouell officers and 4,935 enlisted men. 'Of these 257 officers and 4,280
enlisted men are present for duty with their commands. There are 9
officers from my command detailed as instructors at schools aud colleges within the geographical limits of the department.
Ungarrisoned posts are, as a general rule, in charge of an or~lnance
sergJmnt. The commanding officer, Fort Hamilton, is responsible for
Fort La,fayette, and the commanding officer, St. Francis Barracks, for
F _o rt. Marion, these forts being without troops.
, Further particulars ·in regard to the posts and troops will be found
in-the roster appended hereto.
This · year the ordinary course of instruction has been s011'.ewh8;tinterru1)ted, directly and indirectly, by the troubles centerin_g m Clncago. r.rhe insurrection extended to some degree into Indiana? but
the ,gove;mor of that State was so prompt in his action that it ob"'.'rnted
the necessity of my sending any force in that direction. One regiment
fr;om this department, the Ninth Infantry, under instructions from
Washington, went to the vicinity of Ohicago and assisted the troops
gathered there for thirteen days, when it was relieved from that clu~y
and returned. to its stations at Madison Barracks and Fort Ontar101
-N. Y, The officers and men of this regiment receive commendation for
the promptitude of their movement and their uniform good conduct
en route ancl during their tour of irksome duty in Chicago. Other
troops were held in readiness to move to Illinois or elsewhere on short
~otic_c had the insurrection so enlarged as to require it. At one t~me,
Judgmg by the daily reports, I feared that there would be obstruct10!1s
to commerce, ~o transportation of supplies, and hindrances of the ma1ls
a~ s~vera~ poi1;1ts, for example, at Toledo, Cleveland, Columbus, ~ud
Cmcmnati, Oh10; Buffalo, Albany, and the vicinity of New York City,
and at some more southern stations, like Birmingham, Ala., and New
Orleans,La. My apprehensions were, however,not realized; but should
such d~fficulties a.rise again, and simultaneousiy in cities far apart, tlrn
necess1t1 for regular troops and more of them than this department no_w
affords 1s apparent. Just now the National Guard in several States m
the departl?-en~ is well organized and responds promptly to every ~all
of duty; still, 1f more than one State is involved in any event growmg
out of anarch~, the E:Kecutive will always require his own troops. They
w1ll be essential to h1s execution of the laws and maintenance of order.
Of course governors of States could. cooperate bnt they might disagree,
or 1?e r luctant in meeting sudden emergency. I strongly recommend
an rncrease of the Army to at least double the size of our present force.
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It will, in my ju<lgment, be like an adequate police, the _best possible
method Q.f preserving the peace until many vexatious questions which
are now troubling our country are put at rest by a solution satisfactory
to the people of the nation.
The engineer and ordnance work along the Atlantic coast is not
diTedly uncler my charge, and what progress has been made will doubtless be reported through the Chiefs of Engineers and Ordnance. I
feel, however, that already our coast defeuses are in fairly good condition, and that in conjunction with our ever increasing naval armarneut
there would be little fear from outside aggression.
TROOPS.
ARTILLERY.

The inspector of artillery shows in his report some progress in obtaining new guns. Already we have an 8-iuch breech-loading rifle ·and 12inch breech-loading mortar added to the armament of .Fort Monroe.
This ''is the first step in the direction of supplying our forts with the
new armament, a,ncl it is hoped that the good work thus begun may ue
continued." In addition to these breech-loading guns the following
have been added to the armament of the posts: ~rwo 15-inch gnns, Fort
Barrancas; three 8-inch rifles and one 15-inch gun, Key West Barracks,
Fla., and one 10-inch S. C. mortar, Fort Warren, Mass. The inspector
of artillery renews his recommendation of last year, "that each artiliery
post be supplied with two 3.2-inch B. L. field guns, or 5-inch siege· gmrs,
for instruction purposes, and practice where it is practicable to have
it." In this I strongly concur. Nothing is more essential than tl)at
artiUerymen should b..e thoroughly instructed in the use of their new
arms.
Great diligence has been shown in artillery practice with i:mcli guns
as tlle artillerymen have had, and reports from the different artillery
regiments have been full and satisfactory. It will add greatly to the
efficiency of the artillery of the .Army when the breech-loading guns now
under construction, or soon to be constructed, shall have been sent to
the different forts and garrisons where they can be used. There seems
t&. be a growing interest in artillery exercises. Target practice is certainly essential to any reasonable skill i11, the handling and firing of
heavy guns.
The inspector-general of the department has some very pointed suggestions which he makes for increasing the skill and efficiency of tlle
artillerymen. Some of these I desire to emphasize; he says: '' There
certainly should be much more attention devoted to the training of
batteries in those J:Yx.ercises most nearly simulating the incidents
natural to that service when in actual contact with a worthy antagonist.
They (the gunners) are not habitually taught to measure distance
and time. Our (:field) batteries go on practice marches and the
horses are thus taught draft, and the men are taught the routin~
of camp life, but they are not instructed efficiently in appreciating the
values to be _given to gait, time, and distance;" and he urges more
instruction along these particular lines. He also recommends that
practice in :firing at moving targets be held with field guns. This
might be done with great advantage, and I concur in the recommendation. Applications have been made for authority to hold practice at
moving targets at certain posts, and the requests liave been approved.
Such practice should be in excess of that at known distances, and
should not interfere with the system of classification at present in use,
wh!ch gives good results.
-
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INFANTRY.

The drill and instruction of the infantry serving in the department
is satisfactory with the exception of extended order. In this respect it
is reported as not proficient. The inspector does not think it can be
made 11ro:fi.cieut "until either the means is given us to pay for possible
damages to private property, that would authorize garrisons to drill
across country not owned by the Government, or until the troops can
be assembled for such drill at some place where the reservation is large
enough to enable the drill in extended order to be had." Our reservations _are too small for this drill, and do not afford opportunities for th~
exercises as they should be conducted. There is need of the reorgamzation of theinfantry, which should, as recommended so many times,
be givei;i.. the three battalions, and thus conform to the artillery a_nd
cavalry. This is necessary, particularly in an army like ours, wlnch
may need to be expanded at any time. There are bills now before
Congress which, if passed, would measurably-perfect this organization.
The skeletonized companies should, in my judgment, be again filled.
There is need for wore troops, and any mcrease in our force sh?uld
include the reorganization of these companies.
CAVALRY.

'rhe four troop~ of cavalry serving in the department have been
thoroughly drilled, and are in a very high state of efficiency.
INDIANS.

There have been in the department for part of the year two companies
of I!}di_a ns-I of the Ninth Infantry, and I of the Twelfth Infantry; th~
- former has been disbanded by discharge and the members sen~ baclr
· to Arizona, where they were enlisted. Company I, Twelfth Infantr_y,
still remains. It was -recruited in great part from the Apache prisoners of war. It 1s presumed that this company will be disband~d
when the War Department acts under the law making an appropriation f~r moving the prisoners of war now at Mount Vernon Barracks.
There are at Mount Vernon Barracks 305 Indian prisoners of war.
Most of these prisoners are ~omen and children. Progress has be~n
~ade during the year in teaching cleanliness and proper modes of hvrng. The children have attended the schools maintained for them and
have made satisfactory progr(?SS. I strongly recommend, in view of
the Indian soldiers going out of the service, that these priso!l~r~ be
turned over to the Interior Department to be taken care of and civihzed.
DISCIPLINE AND COURTS-MARTIAL.

The discipline of the command is fair. The number of trials by
general court-martial have increased 49 ovel' the last year; the number
of trials before garrison and summary courts have decreased 5; the
number of cases tried has therefore exceeded last year's record by 44.
A._ lar~e prol?orti~n of the cases tried by general courts have been for
v10)at1ons of Artrnles of War which cover minor offenses. When the
charges_ are accoml?anie~ by records of previous trials and convic~ions,
these trials almost mvariably result in the discharge from the service of
the offender, _and, as the inspector of the department says: "The_numb_er_ of men discharged by general court-martial indicates that rncorng1ble subjects are no longer tolerated in the ranks." In view of the
fact that, as reported by the inspector, the number so discharged about
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equals the number lost to the service by purchase, and taking into
consideration the great expense attending the convening of general
courts -martial and the bringing of this class of offenders to justice, I
am of the opinion that it would be in the interest of economy and in
110 way interfere with justice if such cases could be tried before garrison courts and the culprits discharged upon sentence, after approval
by the department commander. An examination of the records shows
that a large proportion of the offenses against discipline arise from
intemperance.
RECRUI'.1.'ING.

The discontinuance of the large recruiting depots at Davids Island,
New York, and Columbus, Ohio, and the plan of sending the recruits
to their companies more rapidly than has been done in the past will
result in promoting the efficiency of the men. There seems to be no
difficulty in obtaining all the men we need, and of a good class. If to the
inducements now held out to men to serve with the colors we should add
a classification of the men, as suggested by the department inspector,
so that upon reaching a standard of proficiency they would receive a
reward, I believe there would be an incentive to distinct effort, and a
steady improvement in discipline and intelligence. Attention is invited
to the remarks of the department inspector on this subject.
POST SCHOOLS A.ND LIBRARIES.

The Fort Monroe School, where an officer is- in direct charge, gives
excellent results. But generally the post school, as at present conducted, is not a success. As the officers are compelled to s·t udy and
recite, the same rule m~ght with advantage be extended to the men.
The designating of particular men for instruction seems to be offensive to
them. A.ny plan that would place the schools under the direct personal
charge of officers, who would be held strictly responsible for the methods
of instruction, would, it is believed, improve the schools.
There are-few books in the post libraries, which are, as a rule, in
poor condition. There is no way at present ofreplenishing the libraries.
· A portion of the proceeds from the post exchange might with advantage
be devoted to this purpose.
POST EXCHANGES.

The post exchanges seem to be conducted in accordance with orders
and regulations. I be1ieve the increase of cases of courts-martial is
largely due to these exchanges. I form this opinion from the cases that
have come before me, and believe the drinking habit is increased by
the encouragement given them. As I, myself, am regarded as extreme,
the words of the department inspector are at least certainly suggestive:
From tbe amount of beer consumed in them (the exchanges) it is to be feared that
we shall have many rheumatic a nd gouty soldiers in the course of time, provided
the restriction on length of service is taken off. As matters stand in this inspection, the general practice seems to be to turn the net profits of the exchanges into
the messes of the men. This is a bad education for men whose profession is supposed to be one of self-sacrifice and denial. On previous occasions I have advocated
turning over a part-say 40 per cent-of the profits to the post treasur er to be
expended in maintaining a post library for the men. It is granted that the ~en:s
stomac hs mnst r eceive careful attention within certain limits but I thrnk that limit
has been passe<l, and that that member is now being favored' at the expense of his
bead.
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The allowing of the men to purchase from the exchange on credit is
also open to criticism.
POS'.I.' LYCEUMS.

of

From a.n examination
the abstract of the work accomplished in
tbc post lyceums, hereto annexed, this year's course of lectures has
evidently been broad and comprehensive. .Some -of the post comnrn,11dcrs aro not in favor of the scope allowed in the selection of
subjects. Many are not in favor of requiring field officers to lecture,
as this places them on a pa,r with junior officers and opens the way
to criticism, which, they allege, is not in the interest of discipline. I
belieye it ,vould be better to have only voluntary lectures from field
officers, and to have the subjects assigned by. the regimental comnrnnders. Some means should be found of increasing the supplj- of
standard military works at posts to enable officers to prepare these
lectures.
POSTS.

For a list of buildings erected or contracted for at the 'different
posts, I refer to the report of the chief quartermaster of the department, hereto appended.
An aJ:>propriation should be made to complete the post of Madiso_n
Barra-cks, N. Y., according to the new plan. A new guardbonse 1s
much needed there. At Fort Monroe, Va., a modern hospital and a,
new gymnasium are needed. The sewerage system at this post is still
bad, and the water supply insufficient. The commanding officer suggests .an artesian well as a remedy for tho latter. At Washington Barmcks, D. C., the guardhouse is inadequate, and the stench from a
neighboring factory is complained of. The question as to the removal
of this factory is already before the District Commissioners. At Fo~·t
McHenry, Md., a part of the cemetery has been washed away. It 1s
recommended that the bodies be removed to a national cemetery. At
Fort Thomas, Ky., an appropriation for the purchase of shade trees is
recommended. The question of an electric plant for lighting the post
is again brought up by the commanding officer, who states that it will
be in the interest of economy. It is surely better for lighting. More
quarters for officers are reported as needed at that J:>OSt. At Fort
Columbus, Governors Island, New York, there is urgent need of a
suitable set of quarters for the post commander. This officer now
occupies quarters belonging to the department staff. He should have
his own quarters, and not be liable to disturbance with each change.
A _g ymnasium and amusement room is urgently needed, and I repeat
my recommendation of· last year, that one be built.
NATIONAL GUARD.

The troops of this command have maintained their pleasant relations
with t?,e National Guard during the year. The reports published
regardrng the marches and encampments of the combined forces are
most f?'vorable and flattering to the officers and men o±: our Army.
Durrng th~ year First Lieut. Adam Slaker, .First Artillery, was
selected by his post commander to deliver a series of lectures on the
new infantry drill regulations before the members of the National
Guard of New Jersey. This selection was made at the sohcitation of
the adj.utant of the F~urth New Jersey Regiment. The skill and care
~hown m the preparat10n of these lectures and the high praise Lieuten-
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ant Slaker received would seem to point out a field in which the acquirements and expe_!.'ience of our officers might with advantage be made
useful.
By SJ}ecial invitation I was present at a review and drill by one brigade
of the National GuaTd of New Jersey, in presence of its· division commander. All arms of the service were participants. A company of the
Seventh New Jersey National Guard gave an excellent exhibition in
the 1wesence of all the troops of a variety of exercises in extended order.
The entire performance at Sea Girt, N. J., gave great credit to tbe diligence and proficiency of the officers and men of the National Guard.
So much progress with so little time allotted is remarkable.
It would be of great advantage to have the National Guardsmen
near forts, have more instruction in the seacoast defenses wherever
possible. This can be done with little or no expense to the Government.
·
STAFF DEP .A.RTMENTS.
QUARTER:\1ASTER'S DEPARTMENT.

The work of this branch of the service has been economically and
efficiently conducted throughout the department.
SUBSISTENCE DEPARnIENT.

There bas been such general satisfaction, both to officers and men,
in all ·that has come from this department that little need be said.
The watchful care of the officers on duty and the instructions given
to enable the cooks and bakers to properly prepare the food for the
men according to the latest methods have resulted in improvement.
The modernizing of the bake ovens is in the same direction.
:MEDICAL AND IIOSPITAL CORPS.

The medical director gives full statistics as to the health of the command in his report hereto appended. He speaks in high terms of the
efficiency of the Hospital Corps, but suggests increased instruction in
certain classes of duties, as follows;
At the few posts visited by me during the year this drill has been thorough. 'fhe
instruction, however (the most important part of which is on other subjects than
drill), to members of the Hmipital Corps ancl litter bearers, has not been in all cases
such as is clesimble, uncl in one instance proved to have been much neglected.

I inYite attention to his remarks about the water supply of Fort
Adams, R. L, Governors Island, New York, Fort Hamilton, N. Y., and
Forts Monroe and Myer, Va. The necessity for speedily perfecting the
water supply cari not be too much emphasized.
The supply of ice for the Southern posts, especially enough for the
preservation of meats and perishable articles of food, ought to be abundantly provided for.
PAY DEPARTMENT.

The work of the pay department has been entirely satisfactory dur-ing the year.
SIGNAL SERVICE.

Instruction seems to have been given systematically in this branch,
and the Acting Chief Signal Officer reports that at a majority of the posts
there are officers and n~en wl10 ca,u send and receive at least fifteen
words per minute.
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CONCLUSION,

With one or two exceptions, I have visited the several posts within
the limits of the department, and in every instance bad a favorable
impression of the efficiency and good conduct of both officers and
enlisted men. Post_ commanders have uniformly exhibited diligence
and ompleteness in the performance of their duties.
There have been but few changes in the staff at headqnart_ers.
.
In a few days Col. and Bvt. Brig. Gen. Charles H. Tompkms, assistant quartermaster-general, will go upon the retired list. His long 3:nd
faithful service, which has extended through the war of the reb~ll~on
and mauy Indian campaigns, is already on record. His unreimtt~ng
diligence and well-matured advice during the last six years in which
we have served together is gratefully recalled.
.
.A.gain, as last year, I record my unqualified approbation of each officer of the general and personal staff.
.
Before the time for another report I shall close the period of my active
service. My connection with the .A.rmy from 1850, when I became a
cadet, till the present time, when I have reached the age of compulsory
retirement, affords me pleasure in the retrospect. No service, howeve_r,
has been more agreeable to me, personally, than that of th~ last. six
years jn connection with this department. And the satisfaction arises
in the ,m~in from the uniform loyalty, energy, and efficiency shown by
the _p~rsonnel of my command, by those immediately aroun~ me, ~nd
not less by those at remoter posts and garrisons. .A.s I_wrote m el?smg
~y .re-port last year, so I urge again upon all the motive of efficiency
and attainment rather than the hope of high rank, which, in our small
Army, is &eldom achie-ved.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
,, '~·-'
OLIVER 0. HOWARD,
. .
Major-General, Commanding Department of the East.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL UNrrED STA.TES .A.RMY,
Washington, D. C.

REPORT OF MAJ. GEN. NELSON A. MILES.
HE.A.DQUARTERS· DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.

Chicago, Ill., September 4, 1894.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of affairs in my
department since my last, dated August 25, 1893:
.
There have been no changes of troops in the department durmg the
yea.r.
~sin previous years, the troops in the Indian and Oklahoma Territoneshave beenoccupiedduri;ng much of their time in removingtresp~ssers f~om tbe_public lands, in preserving order in the newly-settl~d !~g_10n,
and rn keeping the peace between hostile factions of the semi civ1hzed
Indian tribes: ln add~tion to removing and expelling intruders i~ the
Choctaw Nat10.n, and from the Osage and Kaw Indian reservations,
the troops stationed at _Forts Reno, Sill, and Supply were called ~:m for
th~ purpose of prote?trng the CTnited States mails, guarding railroad
bridges, and supportmg the United States marshal in making arrests.
All of these difficult duties haye been performed in a manner which
shows good judgment and diRcretion on the part of the offic~rs, and a
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good state of discipline and faithful service on the part of the troops,
and it is believed that but for their prompt intervention much bloodshed would have resulted. The troops having quickly and efficiently
accomplished the arduous duties assigned to them, have been withdrawn from the field and returned to their respective stations.
The following troops were concentrated in Chicago, Ill., by the orders
of the President of the United States, to execute t.he orders and processes~of the United States court to prevent the obstruction of the
U uited States mails, and generally to enforce the faithful execution of
the Jaws of the United States.
From Fort Brady, Mich., Companies B and F Nineteenth Infantry,
left that post July 5, and arrived in Chicago the followiug day.
From Fort Leavenworth, Kans., Companies A, Fifth; H, Seventh;
F, Tenth; E, Twelfth; and F, Thirteenth Infantry, left that post July
5, and a.rrived in Chicago the following day.
From Fort Riley, Kans., Maj. L. T. Morris with Troops C, E, F, and
G, Third Cavalry; Maj. W. F. Randolph with Light Batteries A and
F, Second, and F, Fourth Artillery; Lieutenant Maxfield with detachment of signal corps, and Assistant Surgeon Quinton with detach
ment of hospital corps. These troops left Fort Riley on July 8, a,nd
arrived in Chicago on the 10th.
From Fort Sheridan, Ill., the Fifteenth Infantry, Troops B and K,
Seventh Cavalry, and Light Battery E, First Artillery, with Surgeon
Girard and detachment of hospital corps. This command arrived in
Chicago at 11 p. m., July 3, 1894.
From Madison Barracks, N. Y., the Ninth Infantry, which arrived
in Chicago July 9, 1894.
From Fort Niobrara, Nebr., Col. D.S. Gordon, with Troops A, E, G,
and H, Sixth Cavalry, arrived in Chicago July 10, 1894.
The conduct of the troops in restoring order and confidence where
mob violence and a reign of terror existed in all(l near the city of
Chicago was marked by great forbearance, fortitude, and excellent
disci ine, and their presence and action here very greatly contributed
to the maintenance of civil law, and, in my opinion, saved this country
from a serious rebellion when one had been publicly declared to exist
by one most responsible for its existence.
The troops remained in the city fifteen days, and having accomplished
tlle object for which they were brought together, and ·carried out to the
full extent the orders of the President and the Major-General Commanding the Army, they were, with the exception of the Ninth Infantry,
which returned to the Department of the East, withdrawn to Fort
Sheridan, and during the month of ..A.ugm:1t moved to camps A.braham
Lincoln and Orrington Lunt, Evanston, and during that time engaged
in .field maneuvers, which were both interesting and highly beneficial
to the service.
In the maneuvers simulating the action of troops in battle embracing the three arms of the service, as well as the Signal and Medical
corps, all exhibited marked efficiency and good knowledge of their profession; their deportment and ski11 were highly creditable to the service,
and entirely satisfactory to the department commander. ·
The troops have all been returned to their proper stations except
Troops C, E, F, and G, Third, and Troops .A, E, G, and H, Sixth
Cavalry, which have taken station, for the present, at li1 ort Sheridan.
The inspection reports show that good administration is preserved at
the different posts in the <lepartmeut, and that the garrisons are
efficient and well disciplined.
0
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Accompanying this 1·eport are the reports 1 of the staff officers at these
headquarters; also a tabulated statement 1 of the work done by post
lyceum in the department, ·establisbed . in compliance with General
Order , No. 80, series of 18Dl, Adjutant-General's Office.
Very respectfully, your 09edient serva11t,
NELSON A. MILES,
JJfajor- General, Commanding.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL UNI1'ED STATES ARMY,
lVashington, D. 0.

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. THOMAS H. RUGER.
• HEADQUARTERS DEP ARTMEN'.r OF CALIFORNIA,

San Francisco, Gal., Au.gust 25, 1894.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of ~per_ations
by the troops, of occurrences and of the conditiou of affairs m the
Depa;1;tment of California since the annual report of August 25, 1893.
Pmsuant to the requirements of General Orders, No. 6D, Headquarters
- of the .Army, August 22, 1893, the post of Fort Bidwell was abandoned
on October 21 last, and the garrison-Troop C, Fourth Cava~rr-was
transferre<l to the Presidio of San :Francisco for station, arrivrng on
October 30.
.
·
- Light· Batteries D and F, Fifth Artillery, left the Presidio of San
Francisco on September 5 last on a practice march and for the ann~al
practice firing, and rejoined ait the Presidio on October 4 last,. havmg
ma,rnhecl 291 miles; The instrilction had by the batteries in :firrng was
cond,ucted in accordance with a scheme submitted by the inspe~tor of
artillery, Maj; John I. Rodgers, First Arti1lery, and with decidedly .
beneficial results. A special report of this practice has been heretofore
submitted.
Pursuant to instructions of the 1\Iajor-General Commanding the
Army, dated-March 22 last, Troop C, Fourth Caval!y-Oa~t. George
H. G. Gale, commanding-left on May 17 a camp of mstruct10n of the
squadron of the Fourth Cavalry before established near Gilroy, Cal.,
for the Yosemite National Park, for the purpose of protecting the same
from trespass under instructions received from the Interior Department.,
and arrived at the park on May 25; and Troop B, Fourth Cavalry,
left the camp of instruction on June 6, last, for the performance of
similar duty in the Sequoia and General Grant National parks, and
arrived there on the 15th of that month. These troops have since continued in effective performance of the duties specified.
In accordance with instructions of March 30 last from the Headquarters of the A!my, Batteries B and M, Fifth Artillery, left on_June
8 last the Pres1d10 of San Francisco and Fort Mason, respectively,
fo! Fort ~anby, Department of the Columbia, and Batteries A and O,
F1fth Artillery, arrived at the Presidio of San Francisco and at .Alcatraz
Island, respectively, from Fort Canby, on June 15.
Battery I, Fifth Artillery, was transferred for station from Alcatraz
I land to Fort Mason, on June 8 last.
Tl~e ~quadron of the Fourth Cavalry at the Presidio of San Francisco,
con 1strng of Troops B, C, I, and K left that 11ost on April 6 last, under
1
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command of Lieut. Col. Samuel H. M. Young, Fourth Cavalry, for a
course of instruction in field exercises, a,nd established a camp near
Gilroy, Cal., distant 95 miles from the post. Troop O was detached
from the command on May 17 and Troop -B on June 6, for service in
tbe Yosemite and Sequoia,- National parks. The remaining troops
rejoined at' the Presidio of San Francisco on July 8 last. The instruc.tion given at the camp and on the march was comprehensive in character
and thorough in practical application.
Tho service of most importance performed during the year by the
troops serving in tho department, was that recently rendered under
orders received requiring prevention ofobstruction to the United States
mails, interference with interstate commerce, and the enforcement of
the mandates and warrants of the United States courts.
Ou the evening of July 1 last, orders were received conveying the
direction of the President that a sufficient force be sent at once to Los
Angeles, Cal., with instructions to enforce the mandates and warrants
of the Unite(l States courts and prevent obstruction of the United
States mails.
Col. William R. Shafter, First Infantry, was accordingly, on July 2,
directec.l to proceed with five co1:1panies, B, C, D, F, and H, of his regiment at Angel Island, and one, G, from Benicia Barracks, to Los
Angeles, Cal., and carry out the instructions received. The command
arrived at Los Angeles on July 4.
The general condition of affairs at Los Angeles relative to the .duty
required. of the command was as follows:
Total suspension in the transportation of the United States rnailst
on all lines of railway passing through or departing from Los Angeles,
had occurred in consequence of the so-called railroad strike. Tl.le
intimidation exerted by the strikers over those disposed to work, and
the disregard shown to the mandates of the United States courts, rendered resumption of the operation of the rail ways at that point for the
transmission of the mails and for purposes of interstate commerce
practically impossible, except by the interposition of a, military force.
The result of the presence of the troops was, that the mail-train
service was soon resumed on all main lines-first to the East and later
on that to San Francisco. The trains were guarded by detachments of
troop~ from the 7th until the 15th of July, when they were discontinued.
With tq.e exception of the overturning by strikers, on July 10, of some
cars on a railroad crossing to interrupt the running of trains, no overt
act was committed during this time, but there is sufficient evidence for
belief that the strikers would have resorted, in the absence of a military force, to any degree of violence thought necessary to prevent the
operation ·of the railroads centering at that point, except upon terms
dictated by themselves. In this connection attention is invited to the
reports of Coloucl Shafter, attached hereto and marked Exhibits 11
and 2. 1
The general condition in southern California. having apparently
become as usual, the command was withdrawn on the 16th instant.
On July 7 instructions were received conveying the order of the
President, directing that the military force under my command be
employed to remove obstructions to the mails and prevent interruption
to interstate commerce over the Central Pacific Railroad, and to give
such protection as to insure to the Government the use of such railroad
for postal, military, or other governmental purpo.scs. By telegram of
1
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the same date from the Headquarters of the Army, I was informed that
instructions of identical import had bee11 given to Brigadier-General
Brooke, commandiug the Department of the Platte, the object being
to maintain uninterrupted communication over the Union and Central
Pacific roads from Omaha to San Francisco, and also I was advised to
consult with the govrrnor of California, or his military representative,
respecting such cooperation as might be practicable between the troops
under my command and the State forces.
The condition of affairs at this time relative to the operation of the
Central Pacific Railroad ·was substantially as follows: The railroad
company had been virtually displaced in possession of the railroad
throughout its length from Ogden to Sacramento~ and of the lines in
extension to San Francisco, by the so-called strikers-members of th~
association known as the American Railway Union-and a like condition obtained as to all railroads under the control of the Southern
Pacific Railway Company and centering at Sacramento and Oakland.
I determined to first begin action at Sacramento in execution of tl!e
instructions received, as that was the point where the strikers were m
greatest force and had assumed the most belligerent attitude. Also
it is the western terminus proper of the Central Pacific Railro~d, to
which road my instructions in part especially applied, and the pomt of
its junction with the general Southern Pacific system. It was presumabl~-also, as was proven to be the fact, that suppression of lawlessn~ss
at that principal point would have a marked effect for the restorat10n
of order elsewhere and especially at Oakland,. the point -n ext in importa-nce relative to disturbance in the operation of the railroads conveying the United States mails.
· There were in the employ of the railroad company at Sacrame~to on
June29last, when the strike had become operative, nearly 2,500men m the
shops-as trainmen, firemen, switchmen, foremen, yardmen, wat?h.men,
and trackmen. Of these over 2,100 joined the strikers either w1llmgly
or·from intimidation, the greater part-over 1,700-being emJ?loyees at
the shops. In addition to these, some 500 active strikers jomed from
places on the lines of the railroads converging there, making the total
number of those at Sacramento at the date of the receipt of instructions
actively engaged as strikers so-called, about 3,000. The greater p~rt
of these had arms, guns or pistols. From the best information ob"tamable, several hundred, not l~ss than 300, were armed with rifles Qr guns
of s_ome kind. A large party, many armed with rifles, came from Duns, mmr and other places on the line of the railway to Portland, by means
of a train of which possession was taken by them . . Armea parties came
also.from Stockton and Lathrop, Cal., and from the line of the Central
Pae1fic to the eastward.
~n July 4 a force of the State troops of California, composed of two
reg1ments and part of another, were assembled at Sacramento upon
request made for assistance by the United States marshal under the
proyisions of a statute of the State for the purpose of affording such
as~1stance as might be necessary to resumption of the operation of the
railroad for the carriage of the mails and for the purposes of interstate
commerce. For reasons and owing to facts which it is not within the
purpose. of this report to state, the object was not accomplished.
Owmg to t_he comparatively small force at my disposal-the First
Infantry bemg at the time at Los Angeles and still required there-I
suggested by telegraph on July 8 that the available force of marines
at the Mare Island avy-Yard be placed subject to my orders. By the
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order of the President, a battalion of three companies of marines was
made available.
On July lOt....I directed Col. William. M .. Graham., Fifth Artillery, commanding the .l:'residio of San Francisco, to proceed with the_four foot
batteries at the post, A, H, K, and L, Fifth Artillery, the squadron of
cavalry, TroopslandK,Fourth Cavalry, Lieut. Col. Samuel B. M. Young,
Fourth Cavalry, com.man ding; Battery E, Fifth Artillery, from Alcatraz Island; Company· E, First Infantry, from Benicia Barracks, and
the Battalion of the Marine Corps, Maj. Percival C. Pope, commanding (the latter two organizations having been directed to join en
route), to Sacramento for execution of the order of the President, the
:first object to be attainment of control at Sacramento and afterwards
the opening of the Central Pacific Railroad to the eastward to meet a
force that would come from Ogden westward on the railroad on like
duty. Lieut. Col. Francis L. Guenther, Fifth Artillery, commanding at
Alcatraz Island, was directed to report to Colonel Graham for duty with
the command, a.nd Maj. Benjamin F. Pope for duty as chief medical
officer.
The comm.and, which consisted of 26 officers and 516 men, arrived at
Sacramento by boat on the morning of J\1ly 11, and without serious
trouble took possession of the railroad station, yards, shops, etc., clearing them of what strikers were present, without necessity for firing or
action other than advancing companies with bayonets at the charge
and the cavalry troops with sabers drawn.
In this connection attention is requested to the report of Col. William M. Graham, Fifth Artillery, and the accompanying reports of
Lieut. Col. ]~rancis L. Guenther, Fifth Artillery, Lieut. Col. Samuel
B. M. Young, Fourth Cavalry, and Maj. Percival C. Pope, United
States Marine Corps, which are attached to the report of Colonel Graham, marked Exhibit 3. 1
On July 13, as soon after the arrival of the troops as the railroad
company provided a train, a force was dispatched under command of
Lieutenant Colonel Guenther, Fifth .Artillery, to open the Central
Pacific Railroad to the eastward and to a junction with a force proceeding westward from Ogden under instructions from Brig. Gen.
,John R. Brooke, commanding the Department of the Platte.
Colonel Guenther with part of his command reached Truckee, near
the eastern boundary of California, on the 14th of July, having placed
whilst en route, portions of his force at points suitable to further the
objects of protectiou to trains and, for the time being, of important
parts of the railway construction. The force actmg uuder the instructions of General Brooke and under the immediate command of Colonel
Poland, had meantime been extenued westward and reached to include
Reno, Nev., on July 15. Under. protection of the troops, which for a
time, a.s deemed necessary, provided guards for trains, full operation of
the railroad was resumed, the first through mail train from Ogden to
San Francisco after the interruption caused by the strike reaching the
latter place on July 16. The force acting under instructions from General Brooke was wholly withdrawn, with my assent, from the line of
the railroad in this department on .August 17. The battalion of marines
was returned to Mare Island in part on .August 11, and the remainder
on August 20.
·
On the 11th of July, the day of the arrival of the command at Sacramento, a train was made up under protection of the troops and started
1
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for San Francisco, guarded by a detachment from Battery L, Fiith
Artillery, under immediate command of Lieut. Delamere Skerrett. The
train was derailed about 2 miles from Sacramento in consequence of
injury done to tl.te track, and three soldiers, Privates James Byrne,
Peter Clark, and George W. Lubber<1en, were killed outright, and one,
Private Wesley C. Dougan, mortally wounded; also, the engineer of the
train was killed. There is no doubt the murder of the four soldiers and
the engineer was the act of strikers who left Sacmmento before the
train was started. and also little doubt that it was known beforehand
to a considerable number of other strikers that the track had been
tampered with for the purpose of derailing the train. The pl~ce
selected for throwing the train from the track was at a trestle crossmg
water, and approached by a narrow causeway. That loss of life wou}d
o.ccur in case the train were thrown from the track was almost inevitable. Proceedings are in progress in the civil courts against several
men charged with murder in causing death by the wrecking of the
train.
On July 13, whilst BatteryL, Fifth Artillery, was protecting railroad
employees in making up trains, some strikers approached, commenced
offensive talk to the troops, and growing bolder as others joined, began
throwing missiles at the soldiers, one being struck. The soldiers were
.somewhat scattered or separated into small parties, owing to the
encumbered condition of the railroad tracks and yards. In accordance
with instructions received by the soldiers to fire shots in case of attack,
some shots were fired with the result that one man of the party of
strikers was killed and one wounded. No further molestation of the
troops by the strikers requiring mention occurred thereafter.
The troops sent to Los Angeles and to Sacramento practically COJ?l·
prised the effective force of this depar-tment, and in view of the _still
unsettled state in Oakland, the possibility not seemingly to be disregarded th.at attempts then being made to involve the general trades
and other unions with the American Railway Union would be succes_sfnl and increase the malcontents by large numbers of idle man, and m
view es-pecially in such case that San Francisco, where large amounts
of public moneys are kept,, might become Reriously involved, I made
request to Captain Howison, commanding the Mare Island Navy-Yard,
on July 11, to place at my disposal a force of sailors and marines from
the ships at the navy-yard, which he had received instructions to do
upon my--a-pplication. .Accordingly, on July 12 Lieut. Commander
W. H. Reeder, United States Navy, reported with a command of 30
officers and 340 sailors and marines, drawn from the U. S. steamers
Charleston, Monterey, and Thet·is and the ship Inclependence. The force
was _armed and organized as infantry with a gun detachment and two
gatlrng guns attached. This command, thoroughly efficient for any
d~ty tba~ occasion might require, was placed at the terminus of the
railroad rn O~klancl! commonly designated as the Oakland Mole, and
was charged 1mmechately with giving such protection as might be necessary to prevent interference with track and tra,ins at the mole, and
also, in case of necessity, to go to the assistance of the State troops in
Oakland to quell riots against the operation of the railroads in Oakland, in the vicinity of the mole. The presence at hand of this naval
force ':as very beneficial in repressive effect upon the disorderly ele~nen t m Oak!and, and, upon occasion arismg, was available for duty
m San Frane1sco. The na-val force was in part relieved on July 24, an<l
the remainder on July 27, la t, and returned to the navy-yard.
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.Attention is requested in this connection to the report by Lieut.
.
Oommanaer Reeder, attached and marked Exhibit 5. 1
The action taken by the State forces of California in concert with
tb.e troops of my command, or dependent upon the_action taken by the
troops, was briefly as follows:
The First and Third regiments of. infantry, National Guard, acted
in concert with the troops and under the orders of Colonel Graham at
Sacramento from July 12 to July 26, when they were relieved by the
Eighth Regiment, National Guard, California, which performed duty
until July 30, when it was relieved. Two companies of the First Regiment of the State National Guard performed duty in guarding trains
on the line of the railroad in conjunction with the troops and under
the immediate command of Lieutenant Colonel Guenther, from ,July 18
to July 24, when they were withdrawn.
The presence of the naval force under command of Lieutenant Commander Reeder at hand for service in Oakland or San Francisco, ready
in case of emergency for service in San Francisco, was ,take_n advantage of by the St:ate authorities to transfer a regiment and some
companies in addition of the National Gm1,rd from San Francisco to
Oakland. The disturbance there wr~s quelled by the State troops and
the local civil authorities. Colonel Graham reports that the State force
rendered efficient service in conjunction with his command, in reference
to which attention is invited to his report, marked Exhibit 3,1 attached
hereto.
I desire to testify to the essential service rendered by the naval forces
placed at my disposal-the battalion of the Ma.r ine Corps acting under
command of Colonel Grab am at Sacramento, and the force of sailors and
marines under command of Lieutenant Commander Reeder assigned
for duty in the harbor of San Francisco. These additions from the
Navy to the effective force of this department were of essential assistance at the time, especially in permitting action with more confidence
as to favorable results than would otherwise have been the case.
To Colonel Shafter and the officers and soldiers of his command,
much credit is due for preventing, by firm and judicious action, most
serious disorders at Los Angeles and other places in southern California. The condition had become snch that the United States courts
could not enforce their mandates, and the strikers were ready and
intended to commit whatever violence might be necessary to prevent
resumption of the operation of the railroads in southern California for
any purpose, except upon terms of their dictation. .
The services rendered by Colonel Graham and the officers and soldiers of the command at Sacramento and on the line of railway to the
East, were most important and done with efficiency correspondingly fit.
At Sacramento, tbe phase of the trouble upon arrival of the command had far passed the limits implied by the word stdke. The acts,
manner of procedure and intent, as evidenced by acts of those engaged,
were distinctly insurrectionary. In this counection attention is invited
to Exhibit 4 1 attached, also to Exhibit 2. 1 Except for the action of the
troops the disorder would have been prolonged, and in all probability
would not have been ended witliout serious bloodslied and after
destruction of much property.
Notwithstanding the fact that for several weeks past active opnosition to the operation of the railroad by its officials bas seemed to have
1
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di appeared, yet the presence of a large number of idle, discontented
men at Sacramento and other points, and the numerous attempts that
have been made to derail trains have indicated the necessity for great
cautio~ in wholly'withdrawing the force from that part of the line of
the railroad from Sacramento to Truckee, Cal. This part embraces the
very valuable railroad structures in the Sierra Nevada mountains, comparatively isolated and difficult of protection by ordinary mean~Uwing to the national importance of maintaining uninterrupted m3:1l
communication and traffic over this line, I have'folt it essential to retain
the t roops on this part of the line of the railroad longer than appears
to have been necessary in other places where used during the recent
troubles. It is intended to withdraw the remainder of Colonel Graham's force at or near the end of the present month.
The instruction in general in the department during the ye~r has
been satisfactory under the conditions existing. All the troops rn the
-department, with the exception possibly of three companies, will have
bad field serviye and practice instruction absent from their posts before
the close of the year.
A statement 1 presenting the methods and indicating results of the
instruction .bad at the lyceums of the several posts, is attached hereto
marked Exhibit ,A.1
The condition in respect to discipline has been good. For the ye_a r
en din& June 30, 1894, there was a marked decrease in. the pe~ ceu t of
desertions over that of each of the three years precedmg, as 1s shown
in Exhibit G to Document A. 1
The report of target practice in small arms firing, not attached
hereto, will be forwarded at the close of the practice season.
.
The heavy artillery practice of the batteries of the Fifth Artillery
at the Presidjo of San Prancisco, Alcatraz Island, and Fort Mason, bas
been good in view of the limited allowance of ammunition allowable
the present year for practice.
.
.
The annual firing practice of Light Batteries D and F, Fifth Ar~1llery, bas not yet been had, but it is my intention that the batteries
shall make a march for instruction in September or October, when the
practice will be bad.
For particulars relating to administration in the several staff departments and recommendations by their chiefs, on duty at these headquarters, attention is requested to their reports.
I am sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
THOS. H. RUGER,
Brigadier- General, Oom,1nanding.

.
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REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. WESLEY MERRITT.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA,

St. Paul, ]Vlinn., .August 25, 1894.
SIR: I have the honor to submit a report of military affairs in this
Department from July 1, 1893, to August 25, 1894, inclusive.
The following is the record of events for the time above-mentioned:
Jiily 4, 1893.-Companies A, B, D, E, G, and H, Third Infantry,
Capt. C. Hobart, commanding, left Fort Snelling, en route to Camp
Lakeview, near Lake City, Minn., for encampment with the National
Guard, State of Minnesota. Arrived there July 8. Distance marched,
70 miles. · The command left camp for Fort Snelling July 28, arriving at Hastings, Minn., July 31, 1893. Distance marched, 43 miles.
July 24, 1893.-Company B, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. W. Conway, commanding, left Fort Keogh and proceeded to Camp Merritt,
Mont., to relieve Company D, Twenty-fifth Infantry, from duty at that
camp. Arrived July 29. Distance marched, 96 miles._
July 30, 1893.-Company D, Twenty-fifth Infantry, First Lieut. J.P.
O'Neil, commanding, left Camp Merritt, en route to its l)roper station,
station, Fort Custer, Mont. Arrived at West Tullocks Fork July 31,
and at Fort Custer August 1. Distance marched, 60 miles .
.August 1, 1893.-Headquarters and companies A, B, D, E, G, and H,
Third Infantry, Col. E. C. Mason, commanding, left Hastings, Minn.,
en route to station, Fort Snelling, Minn. Arrived there August 2.
Distance marched, 25 miles .
.August 12, 1893.-Jnrst Lieut. Leighton Finley, with 32 enlisted men
of the Tenth Cavalry, left Fort Custer, Mont., in charge of 32 horses
to be used fa connection with the cavalry competitions at Fort Keogh,
Mont. Arrived there August 16. Left Fort Keogh August 20 and
returned to station, Fort Custer,'~t\.ugust 25. Distance marcbed, .270
miles.
September 1, 1893.-Oompanies F, G, and H, Twenty-fifth Infantry,
Maj. Chambers McKibbin, commanding, left Fort Missoula, Mont., on
practice march through the Bitter Root Valley. Returned to post
September 14. Distance marched, 98 miles.
September 18 , 1893.-Cornpanies B, O, and E, Twenty-fifth Infantry,
Capt. R. H. R. Loughborough, commanding, left Fort Buford, N. Dak.,
on a practice march. Returned to post September 27. Distance
marched, 92 miles.
September 19, 1893.-Companies B, E, G, and H, Twentieth Infantry,
Capt. W. S. McOaskey, commanding, left Fort Assinniboine, Mont., for
camp of instruction on Beaver Creek, Montana. Returned to post September 30. Distance marched, about 90 miles.
September 2U, 1893.-Companies A and D, Twenty-fifth Infantry,
Capt. 0. J. Sweet, commanding, left Fort Ouster, Mont., on a practice
march. Returned to post September 30. Distance marched, 90 miles.
September 20, 1893.-The band and companies A, C, and H, Twentysecond Infantry, and troop L, Eighth Cavalry, Maj. E. H. Liscum,
Twenty-second Infantry, commanding, left Fort Keogh on a practice
march. Returned September 30. Distance marched, 24 miles.
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September .21, 1 93.-Companies B and D, Twelfth Infantry, Maj.
tT. H. Gag by, commanding, left Fort Sully, S. Dak., on a practice
marcll. l{eturned September 28. Distance marched, 40 miles.
Septernbe'r .21, 1893.-Troops C and F, Tenth Cavalry, Maj. J. M.
Kelley, commanding, left Fort ARsinniboine for camp of instruction on
Beaver Creek, Montana. Heturned to post September 24. Distance
marelled, 36 miles.
October .2, 189J.-The post of Camp Poplar River, Mont., was abandoned in compliance with General Orders 55, current series, H~adquarters of the Army. Maj. L. Wheaton, with Company C, Twent~eth
Infantry, proceeded by rail to Fort Buford, N. Dak. Distance, 65 miles.
Company I, Twentieth Infantry, Capt. H. A. Greene, commanding, proce_eded by rail to Fort Assinniboine, Mont., for station. Distance, 231
miles.
October 6, 1893.-Troop D, Sixth Cavalry, Capt. G. S. Scott, commanding, left camp on Lower Geyser Basin and marched to Fort Yellowstone, vVyo. Distance, 40 miles .
.October 7, 1893.-Headquarters and Troops A, B, C, E, I, and K,
Eighth Cavalry, Col. C. H. Carlton, commanding, left Fort Mead~ on
practice march. Returned October 10. Distance marched, 43 miles.
October 9, 1893.-Companies D, F, and G, Twenty-secom~ Infantry,
and Troop A, Tenth Cavalry, left Fort Keogh for practice marcb.
Returned October 19. Distance marched, 13 miles.
October 12, 1893.-Headquarters and Troops B, E, G, and K, Tenth
Cavalry, and' Troop L, First Cavalry, Lieut. Col. D. Perry, commanding, left Fort Custer for practice march. Returned October 21. Distance marched. 126 miles.
October 16, 1893.-'.rroops D and H, Tenth Cavalry, Maj. T. J. Wint,
commanding, left Fort Buford for practice march. Returned October
25. Distance marched, 116 miles.
Nove1nber 10, 1893.-Company F, Twenty-fifth Infantry, Capt. George
.Andrews, commanding, left Fort Missoula and engaged in an unsuccessful attempt to fi.IJ.d and -relieve a party of hunters, known as the
Carlin party, who were snowbound in the Clearwater country, Idaho Returned to post November 24. Distance marched, about 90 miles.
November 13, 1893.-Company F, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. _M.
Hooton, commanding, left Fort Keogh and proceeded to Camp Merritt,
Mont., for a tour of duty at that substation. Arrived there November
17. · Distance marched, 90 miles.
Novernber 19, 1893.-Upon being relieved by company F, company B,
Twenty-second Infantry, under command of Capt. William Conway,
left Camp Merritt, en route to proper station, arriving at Fort Keogh,
Mont., November 23. Distance marched, no miles.
November 29, 1893.-Company C, Third Infantry, Second Lieut. H. M.
~eeve, commanding, left Chicago, Ill., en route to Fort Snelling, Minn.,
1ts proper station, arriving November 30. Distance, 417 miles.
December 26, 1893.-Company F, Third Infantry, First Lieut. C. G.
Dw?er, co~11;1anding, left Chicago, ll1., aud returned to its proper
st~t10n, arr1vrng at Fort Snelling, Minn ., December 27. Distance, 417
miles.
1Iarch2, 1894.-Company G, T\\enty-second Infantry, Capt. J. G. Ballance, commanding, left Fort Keogh Mont. en route to Camp Merritt
for temporary duty. Arrived :March!). Distance marcbed, no miles.
, ]Iarch 10, 1894,7-Upon ~eing ~-elievecl by company G, cornpanY: F,
Twenty-second In ...antry, First Lieut. William l\f. Swaine, comrnandrng,
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left Camp Merritt for proper station, and arrived at Fort Keogh March
14. Distance marched, 90 miles.
April 25, 1894.-Companies A, B, C, D, F, and H, Twenty-second
Infantry, Lieut. Col. J. H. Page, commanding, left Fort Keogh and
proceeded to Forsyth, Mont., to intercept and arrest a contingent of
Coxey's army, known as the "Hogan party," who had unlawfully seized
a Northern Pacific Railroad train at Butte City,_Mont., and resisted
arrest by deputy United States marshals at Billings, Mont. The arrest
was effected about midnight, and the 331 men comprising the party put
under guard.
April 25, 1894.-Troops B, E, G, and K, Tenth Cavalry, Lieut. Col.
D. Perry, commanding, left l!'ort Custer at 8 p. m. for Custer Station
to cooperate with Colonel Page's command in the arrest of the Hogan
contingent of Commonwealers. Arrived about 2 a. m., on the 26th,
and returned to Fort Custer April 27. Distance marched, 70 miles.
April 29, 1894.-Uompanies A, C, and H, Twenty-second Infantry,
Maj. E. H . Liscnm, commanding, left Forsyth en route to Helena,
Mont., in charge of the prisoners captured at the former point. Distance. traveled, 34.0 miles. Lieutenant-Colonel Page, with companies B,
D, and F, Tweuty-second Infantry, returned to Fort Keogh the same
day. Distance, 43 miles.
_ April 29, 1894.-Companies A, B, D, and G, Third Infautry, Maj. J.
H. Patterson, commanding, left Fort Snelling and proceeded by rail to
Grand Forks, N. Dak., to assist the United States marshal of the district of North Dakota in executing the process of the United States
court. Arrived there on the 30th instant. Distance traveled, 3176
miles.
llfay 3, 1894.-Oompanies A, B, D, and G, Third Infantry, Maj. J. H.
Patterson, commanding, left Grand Forks, N. Dak., en route to proper
station, arriving at Fort Snelling May 4. Distance, 326, miles.
Mcty 4, 18E·4 .-Company B, Twenty-fifth Infantry, Capt. R. H. R.
Loughborough, commanding, left Fort Buford and proceeded by rail
to Fort Missoula, to take station. Arrived May 6. Distance, 649
miles.
JJfay 14, 1894.-Troops A and C, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. J. B. Hickey,
commanding, left Fort Meade, en route to Fort Yates. Arrived at
latter post May 26. Distance marched, 210 miles.
JJfoy 14, 1894.-Troops F and G, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. E. A. Ellis,,
commanding, left Fort Yates to take station at Fort Meade, where
they arrived May 26. Distance marched, 210 miles.
May 24, 1894.-Company G, Twenty-fifth Infantry, Capt. D. B. Wilson, commanding, left Fort Missoula and proceeded by rail to Arlee,
Mont., to assist United States marshal in controlling a number of commonwealers who had been arrested by the civil authorities at that
point. Distance traveled, 27 miles.
JJ!Iay 30, 1894.-Troop D, Sixth Cavalry, Capt. G. S. Scott, commanding, left Fort Yellowstone, and on the following day, l\fay 31, established a permanent camp at Lower Geyser Basin, Wyoming. Distance
marched, 38 miles.
June 5, 1894.-Company G, Twenty-fifth Infantry, Capt. D. B. Wilson, commanding, left Arlee, Mont., en route to station and arrived at
Fort Missoufa the same day. Distance traveled, 27 miles.
June 19, 1894.-Headquarters band, and companies A, B, C, D, E,
F, G, and H, Third Infantry, left Fort Snelling- en route to Lake City,
Minn., for encampment witll the National Guard of Minnesota. Arrived
at Camp Lakeview June 24. Distance marched, o9 miles.
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J1.ily 7 1894.-Companies A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H, Third Infan~ry,
Col. E.
Mason, commanding, left Camp Lakeview, near Lake City,
Minn., en route to station, Fort Snelling, Minn., arriving there same
day. Distance, 69 miles.
July 7, 1894.-Companies E and H, Third Infantry, Captain Hobart,
commanding, were detached from Colonel Mason's command at St.
Paul and embarked on the west-bound Northern Pacific Railroad pas eng r train, leaving St. Paul at 5.45 p. m. en route to eastern bound '
ary of Montana as train guard. Arrived at Fort Keogh at 2 p. m. July
9. Distance traveled by rail, 746 miles.
J iily 7, 1894.-Troop I, Sixth Cavalry, under First Lieut. J. ~· Nanc.e,
left Fort YellowRtone for Bozeman Tunnel, on Northern Pacific Railroad, arriving there in the evening of the 8th.
;
July 7, 1894.-Troops A and C, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. J.B. Hickey,
commanding, left Fort Yates and marched to Mandan, N. Dak., to protect the bridge over Missouri River and other railroad property at that
point. Arrived July 9. Distance marched about 60 miles.
.
J1.ily 7, 1894.-Troops D and H, Tenth Cavalry, Maj. T. J. W~nt,
commanding, left Fort Buford, N. Dak., and proceeded to Glendive,
Mont., where they -arrived on the 10th. Distance marched, about 80
miles. This command looked after railroad property as far west as
Cedar Creek Bridge.
July 7, 1894.-Troop L, Eighth Cavalry (Casey's Scouts), under Second Lieut. F. C. Marshall, Eighth Cavalry, left Fort Keogh. to guari
the bridge across Rosebud River near Forsyth, Mont. Distance, 3
miles.
July 7, 1894.-Troop A, · Tenth Cavalry, Second Lieut. R. L. ~ivermore, Eighth Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Keogh to guar~ bridg~s
over Powder River a,nd O'Fallon Creek, on the Northern Pacific Rail-.
road. Distanee, about 67 mi1es.
July 7, 1894.-Troops B and G, Tenth Cavalry, under _command of
Capt. William Davjs, jr., left Fort Custer to protect the Big Horn Tunnel about 1 mile east of Ouster Station. Distance, 36 miles.
Jiily 7, 1R94.-Troop K, Tenth Cavalry, Capt. R. D. Read, jr.,_ commanding, left Fort Custer en route to Billings, Mont., to protect railroad
property at that point. Distance marched, 85 miles.
July 7, 1894.-Companies A and D, Twenty-fifth Infantry, Qapt. J_. C.
Ord, commanding, left Fort Ouster and proceeded to Custe~ ~tat10n,
~ont., arriving on th following day; thence, unde~ telegraphic mstructions from these headquarters of the 9th instant, this command t~o~ the
west-bound train on the Northern Pacific Railroad and went to Livrngston, Mont. Distance marched, 260 miles.
Jiily B, ~894.-0ompany F, Twenty-fifth Infantry, Capt. Geo.Andre:ws,
cornmand1~g, left Fort Missoula and proceeded to a point about 12 miles
west of Missoula to guard railroad trestles.
,:July 8, 1894.-0ompanies Band H, Twenty-fifth Infantry, lef:t. Fort
M1sso~a and proceeded to the yards of the Northern Pacific Railroad
near Missoula, to guard railroad property there.
July 9, 1894.-Companies B and D Twenty-second Infantry, Capt.
B. 0. Lockwood, commanding, left Fo~t Keogh on west-bound train of
the Northern Pacific Railroad. At Ouster Station found a command
con isting of companie. A and D, Twenty-fifth Infantry, under Capt.
J · C. Ord, and the combined commands ·then proceeded to Billings,
Mont., where they arrived at 10 p. m., same date.
Jilly 10, 1 94.-Compn.nies B and D, Twenty-second Infantry, and A
and D, Twenty-fifth Infantry, Capt. B. U. Lockwood, commanding,
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left Billings as guard to two Northern Pacific trains, one west-bound
passenger train having been tied up at that point for thirteen days.
Arrived at Livingston in the evening of the same day. Some force
bad to be displayed at this point to keep a crowd assembled there from
interfering with railroad employees. Leaving the two companies of the
Twenty-fifth Infantry at Livingston, companies Band D, of the Twentysecond Infantry, left for Logan, Mont., in charge of the two trains,
remaining there over night. ·on the following day the command left
Logan and proceeded to Helena, Mont., arriving at noon. After a few
hours' delay at that point proceeded to Garrison, Mont., where it
remained over night, and proceeded next day on west-bound Northern
Pacific train to Hellgate, where a bridge had been burned. Exchanged
trains there with Missoula command under Capt. 0. L. Hodges and
returned to station, Fort Keogh, July 15, 1894.
July 10, 1894.-Small detachments of Major McKibbin's command of
the Twenty-fifth Infantry were sent to Jocko and Bonner bridges and
to Rattlesnake, Mont.
July 12, 1894.-Capt. 0. L. Hodges, with detachment of the Twenty-fifth Infantry, took the east-bound train on the Northern Pacific Railroad and proceeded to Gold Creek, where a bridge had been ,burned,
reached there the same evening.
July 12, 1894.-.A.fter arrival of companies A and D, Twenty-fifth
Infantry, at Livingston, on July 10, a detachment consisting of 1 noncommissioned officer and 6 privates was placed in the vicinity of the
railroad bridge over Big Boulder River, about 40 miles east of Livingston. The bridge about 1 or 2 miles east of the town was also guarded
by a small detachment from the same command.
July 13, 1894.-0ompany F, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. Mot.t,
Hooton, commanding, left Fort Keogh as guard to Northern Pacific
train, leaving that post at 7 p. m. Of this Qommand Lieut. T. M.
Moody and 15 men went into permanent camp at Logan, Mont. The
balance of the company arrived at Fort Missoula July 18, and returned
to Fort Keogh the same day on east-bound train.
July 15, 1894.--Company B, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. J. J.
Crittenden, commanding, left Fort Keogh as guard on west-bound
Northern Pacific train, proceeding to Clinton, Mont., where detachment
was relieved by guard from Fort Missoula. Returned to Fort Keogh
July 19, 1894.
July 15, 1894.-Seeond Lieut. H. L. Mccorkle, with a small detachment of the Twenty-fifth Infantry, left Fort Missoula and · proceeded
to Arlee, Mont., as train guard, returning on the east-bound train
same day.
July 16', 1894.-Maj. 0. McKibbin and Capt. R.H. R. Loughborough,
with about one-half the enlisted strength of Company B, Twenty-fifth
Infantry, were withdrawn from railroad yards at Missoula and returned
to Fort Missoula.
July 17, 1894.-Captain Hodges, commanding a battalion of the
Twenty-fifth Infantry in railway yards near :Missoula, reported the
burnhlg of a trestle 3 miles west, and the explosion of a dynamite
cartridge under an engine about 3 miles east of town.
July 17, 1894.-A train guard, consisting of First Lieut. F. B. Jones,
ail.jutant Twenty-second Infantry, and 12 men of Company D, same
regiment, left Fort Keogh and proceeded as far as Drummond, Mont.,
on the west-bound train, where they met a detachment of the command
from Fort Missoula. ReturJ!ed to Fort Keogh July 20._
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Jitly 18, 1 94 .-.A. detachment of companies D and F, Twenty-second
Infantry, under First Lieut. R. N. G-etty, R. Q. M., left Fort Keogh
and proceeded to Elliston, Mont., where he exchanged trains with
d tachment of the Twenty-fifth Infantry from Fort Missoula, and
returned to post, arriving July 20.
J ·uly 1 , 1894.-First Lieut. C. A. Devol, with small detachm_ent,
took east-bound train at Missoula, as guard to Helena, where he arrived
about noon. Ret urned to Missoula on west-bound train the same
eveuino-.
0
J1.tly 18, 1 94.-The First Battalion, Twentieth Infantry, consistinf
of companies B 7 D, E, and H, Col. W. H. Penrose, commanding, left
Fort As inniboine for Helena, arriving same day.
. .
Jiily 19, 1894.-The Second Battalion, Twentieth Infantry, consistmg
of companies A, F and G, Capt. J.B. Rodman, commanding, left Fort
Assinniboine for Helena, arriving same day.
Jilly 19, 1894.-First Lieut. J. 0. Green, with small detachment of
the Twenty-fifth Infantry, left Missoula as train guard to east-bound
passenger. Met west-bound train at Elliston and exchanged guard~.
July 19, 1894.-Capt. F. W. Roe, with 15 men of Company C, Third .
Infantry, left Fort Keogh on west-bound train as guard, and proceeded
to Blossburg, Mont., where he exchanged with detachment from Fort
1\11-ssoula. Returned to Fort Keogh July 21.
J1.ily 20, 1894.-Company II, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. H .. H.
Ketchum, commanding, left Helena and proceeded by rail to Marysville,
Mont. , arriving same day.
July 21, 1894.-Detachment of Company C, Third Infantry, under
command of First Lieut. Omar Bundy, Third Infantry, left Fort_ Keogh
as guard on train No. 1, tQ Bonita, Mont., 26 miles east of Missoula,
where it was met by detachment of the Twenty-fifth Infantry. Returned
to Fort Keogh July 23.
.
Jnly 23, 1894.-0ompanies A, B, D, E, F, G, and H, Twentieth Infantry, CoLW. H. Penrose, commanding, left Helena for Butte, where they
arrived same date. Distance, 102 miles.
Jiily 23, 1894.-First Lieut. George J. Godfrey with a detachment of
14 men, Twenty-second Infantry, left Fort Keogh en route to Helena,
as train guard, where they exchanged with detachment of the Twenty:fifth,.,Infantry from Fort Missoula. Returned to post July 25.
July 24, 1894.-0apt. J. J. Crittenden, with 14 enlisted men of ~he
Tw~nty-second Infantry, left Fort Keogh as escort to N orthe~n Pacific
tram. At Blossburg, Mont., the detachment exchanged with t_roops
from Fort Missoula, and returned to Fort Keogh in the mormng of
the 26th.
,
July 25,1894.-A detachment of T"enty-second Infantry, under Lieut.
T. ~- Moo?-y, left Fort Keogh as train guard to west-bound N~rtheru
Pacific tram. Exchanged trains with detachment from Fort Missoula
at Gold Creek and returned to Fort Keogh July 27.
Jiily 25, 1894.-qompanies B, E, and H, Twentieth Infantry, Col_onel
Penrose, commD,ntlmg, left camp at Butte and proceeded by rail to
Helena, Mont., arriving there the same day. Distance, 102 miles.
J_iil1; 26, 18?4,-Companies A, C, and H, Twenty-second Infantry,
MaJ._ E. H. Liscmn, comrna11ding, left Helena and returned to proper
station, Fort Keogh, same day. Di tance, 383 miles.
Jill~ 2.9, 18p4.-Com11any C, Third Infantry, Capt. F. vV. Roe, com~amlrng, left F~rt Keogh on west-bound traiu to guard the Bozeman
.nmnel near ~Imr, ifout. Arrived. ame date.
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July 29, 1894.-Troop I, Sixth Cavalry, First . Lieut. J. T. Nance,
commanding, left camp in vicinity of Bozeman Tunnel and returned to
Fort Yellowstone, arriving in the morning of July 31. Distance
marched, 78 miles.
Jitly 29, 1894.-Thirty-six men of Company F, under Oapt. George
Andrews, and 20 men of Company G, Twenty-fifth Infantry, under
Lieut. H. L. Kinnison, were withdrawn from duty in connection with
the guarding of trestlework in tbe vicinity of Missoula, and returned
to Fort Missoula..
•
Jitly 30, 189-i .-Oompany B, Twentieth Infantry, Capt. William S.
l\foUaskey, commanding, left Helena fqi· Fort Assinniboine, Mont.,
arrivi ng tbere same day. Distance traveled, 209 miles.
A ugitst 2, 1894.-0ompany E, Third Infantry, Capt. M. 0. vVilkinson,
commnuding, left Dickinson, N. Dak., and proceeded by rail to Fort
Keogb, arriving same day. Distance traveled, 187 miles.
Ai1gust 3, 1894.-A detachment of 14: iuen of Company A, Twentysecond Infantry, Second Lieut. H. G. Hambright, commanding, left
Fort Keogh to guard railroad bridge at Powder River, Montana,.
Detachment withdrawn and returned to post August G. Distance, 40
miles.
August 3, 1894.-0olonel Penrose, commanding battalion of Twentieth
Infantry at Helena, reported an attempt made to burn a cement house
on west side of Mullen Tunnel, containing a large quantity of giant
powder, and tbat soldiers at the risk of their lives r'3move<l the powder
and put out tbe fire.
- August 3, 1894.-Company H, Third Infantry, Capt. Charles Hobart,
commanding, left Livingston for Fort Keogh on east-bound Northern
Pacific passenger train as guard. Arrived at Fort Keogh same day.
Distance traveled, 260 miles.
Aitgust 4, 1894.-Troop A, Tenth Cavalry, Capt. C. L. Cooper, commanding, was relieved from duty guarding raHroad bridge at Powder
_River and returned to Fort Keogh same day. Distance, 40 miles.
August 4, 1894.-A detachment of 15 mei,, Twenty-fifth Infantry,
Second Lieut. 0. G. French, commanding, left Livingston for Muir,
Mont., for duty as guard to railroad property. Distance travele_d, 12
miles.
A-ugust 4, 1894.-0ompany c, Third Infantry, Capt. F. W. Roe, commanding, was relieved from duty as guard to railroad property at Muir,
and proceeded by rail to Fort Keogh, arriving same day. Distance
traveled, 272 miles.
August 8, 1894.-Troops D an<l H, Tenth Cavalry, Maj. T. J. Wint,
commanding, broke camp at Glendive, Mont., and started on a practice
march back to their station, Fort Buford, N. Dak., arriving there
.Augus t 12. Distance marcbed, 80 miles.
August 9, 1894.-Troops Band G, Tenth C~1Valry, Capt. William Davis,
jr., commanding, broke camp at Ouster Station, Mont., and started on
a practice march, going in a westerly direction by way of Conway,
Pompeys Pillar, Huntley, Billings, and Prior Creek, thence in a northeasterly direction by way of Spring Creek back to Fort Ouster; arriving
at post on August 16. Distance marched, 106 miles.
Augitst 10, 1894.-Troops A and 0, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. James B.
Hickey, commanding, broke cam1> at Mandau, N. Dak., and started on a
practice march back to their statiou. Camped at Cannon Ball in evening of same day, and, resuming march early next morning, reached
Fort Yates in. aftemoou of that day. Distauce mar.cbe<l, GO miles..
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. A1igitst 12, 1894.-Companies C, E, and H, Third Infantry, Capt.
M. 0. Wilkinson, commanding, left Fort Keogh, en route to station,
}"'ort Snelling; arrived August 13. Distance traveled, 746 miles. .
Aitgust14, 1894.-First Lieut. J.P. O'Neil, Twenty-fifth Infantry, with
a detachment of 10 men of Company D, Twenty-fifth Infant{y, left
Living ton, Mont., as guard on freight train from that point to Cokedale, on Northern Pacific Railroad, and return.
Aiigust 14, 1894.-Second Lieut, H. L. Kinnison, Twenty-fifth Infautr , with detachment of 17 men of Company G, Twenty-fifth Inf~ntry,
left Fort Missoula to guard the trestles ou Northern Pacific Railroad
at Marent and O'Keefe, relieving the guard under Second Li~ut. V · A.
Caldwell, which returned to Fort Missoula on August 15. Lieutenant
Kinnison and his detachment returned to Fort Missoula on August 18.
August 18, 1894.-Troop K, Tenth Cavalry, Capt. R. D. Read, ~r.,
commanding, broke camp at Billings, Mont., and started on a p_ractice
march back to Fort Ouster, arriving there August 20. Distance
marched, 85 miles .
.August 18, 1894.-Companies D, E, and H, Twentieth Infantry, Col~nel Penrose, commandi11g, broke camp at Helena and returned by _rail
to Fort Assinniboine, arriving same day. Distance traveled, 209 miles.
August 19, 1894.- Oompanies A, F, and G, Twentieth Infantry, 03:pt.
J ohn B. Rodman, commandiug, were relieved from duty guardi~g
railroad property at Butte, Mont., and returned by rail to Fort Assmniboine, arriving same date. Distance traveled, 311 miles.
August 19, 1894.- A detachment of9 men of the Twenty-fi~t~ Infantry,
Second Lieut. Samuel Burkhardt, jr., commanding, left Livrngston_ as
guard on freight train from that point to Cokedale, on Northern Pacrfic
Railroad, and. return .
.A'l!:_gust.20, 1894.-Capt. 0. J. Sweet, commanding battalion ofTwent!fifth Infantry, at Livingston, Mont., reported that be withdr~w guard
over the Northern Pacific Railroad shops and yards at that pomt on the
17th instant, after consultation with the railroad officials, ~nd that an
attempt was made the same night to burn the shops by settrng fir~ to a
newly-painted caboose in the carpenter shop. The fire was qmckly
discovered and extinguished, however, before any damage wa,s done,
and the guard over the property was replaced.
Augi1,st '25, 1894.-Oompanies A and D, Twenty-fifth Infantry, O~pt,
0. J . Sweet, commanding, in camp at Livingston, Mont., are now ~he
on\y troops on duty under the instructions to open the Northern Pacific
Railroad for traffic, and to protect its property. (These troops are nuder
orders to break camp on September 1, and return to their station, Fort
Custer, Mont.)
As is intimated in the foregoing data, covering the movement. of
troops, there have been during the 1ast summer in the northern portion
- of my department two remarkable outbreaks which it ha,s been necessary to control by the use of the Army. One' in April, the organiza~ion
and movement of the so-called army of Commonwealers, or Coxey1t~s,
the other the strike commencing in June on the Northern Pacific Railroad, precipitated in sympathy with the 'strike at Pullman, Ill.
The first, of th~se developed to the greatest extent in the farther
no!thwestern portion of this department, iu the State of Montana,
bemg a~gmented ~nd aggravated by cau es like to those which made
the strike occurrrng sub equently of considerable proportions, and
ID?r~ or les dif?.cult to control. The e causes are, a large floating,
mmmg, and at tim . une~n1)loy~d, population, which, l>eing more or le~s
free from the restramt t law, 1 alway. r ady to join any movement m
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which idleness, viciousness, and'lawlessness are found. Another cause
is Pun affected sympathy extended to the lawless by both high and low
in office, who depend on the suffrage of the less law-abiding for their
positions. rhis principle of dependence is apparent among all classes
of tbe community. The merchant, the_grocer, the tradesman, and all
who live by the patronage of others, are constrained to openly express
sympathy with the violent, and in many cases with the lawless, because
of the principle of boycotting, which has been reduced to a science in
this newly and meagerly populated State. While many in these communities, of the classes of which I speak, privately condemn lawless
conduct, fear that their means of procuring a livelihood will -be taken
from them by the boycott, places them, so far as their public expressions
of opinion go, among the worst element.
It is not wonderful, under these circumstances, that lawlessness was
in the ascendant in Montana during both of the abnorrµal outbreaks
referred to.
During the Coxeyite troubles the undersigned was absent on leave
and the management of affairs devolved on Colonel Swaine, Twenty, second Infantry, who was in command of the departm ent, by direction of
the President. It is perhaps only necessary to add to the reports made at
the time, and the data contained in the foregoing record, that although
resistance was made to the civil authorities, in no instance did the people included in this outbreak resist the military when it appeared on
the scene of disturbance. The --troops were used with complete discretion by the officers in command, and the law was enforced without
violence.
It was on the 26th of June that the sympathetic s trike with the
Pullman strikers was declared. Every wheel on the Northern Pacific
Railroad was stopped in its course. Freight tratns and p asse11ger
trains were halted where this order found them, and with untold inconvenience to the trav eling public and great losses to the commercial, all
t ra ffic on the road west of Fargo was disco11tinued. This contiuued
till the 7th of July, when by military intervention the railroad was
open at first to a fitful service, and later kept in regular operation under
military protection.
It is difficult to conceive a worse state of affairs than existe<l on this
road. There was no maH communication with any point west of Fargo.
The posts situated on this road could hold no communication with
department headquarters save by t elegraph. If the blockade had been
_continued, communities living and troops stationed at difterent points
on the road were in danger of starvation resulting from the stoppage
of the movement of supply trains.
Un~ler these conditions I represented the fac t s to Headquarters of
the Army, and on the 6t h of July received orders directing the use of
'the military force of this department ,~ to remove obstruG,tions to the
mails and to execute any orders of the United States court for the protect10n of property in the hands of receivers appointed by such court,
and for preventing in terruption of interstate commerce and to give such
protection to said railroad as will prevent any unlawful and forcible
obstruction to the regular and orderly operation of said road for postal,
military, naval, and all other Government service."
As a preliminary t o the execution of this order, I recalled the Thfrd
Infantry, t.hen on duty at Lake City, Minn., in the camp of the National
Guard. This was necessary, as this regiment, of all the troops servmg
in the department, was the ouly force at hand which could be moved
by rail.
.
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In the meantime the road was threatened with destruction at its more
vulnerable points. Throughout Montana there are many extensive
bri lges, and in places long tunnels, the destruction of ,vhich would
bave paralyzed the road for months. To prevent this destruction by
the trikers and their lawless associates, I ordered Major Liscum,
?-1wen ty- econd Infantry, who haclremained at Helena since.the Coxey1te. troubles, to detach enough of his force to guard the tunnels aud
brid ges to tbe west of Helena. .As a further means of protectio_n of
tbe ioad, a squadron of the Eighth Oavalry, under Captain Hickey,
was onlered to march from Fort Yates to Mandan, in North D~1ik_ota,
to protect the bridge over the Missouri River and to guard f~om rnJ~ry
other important property in that vicinity. At the same time, l\faJor
Wint, with a squadron of the Tenth Cavalry, marched from Fort
Buford to Glendive, Mont., and made disposit,ions to protect the road
by patrolling as far west as Cedar Creek Bridge.
_.
Also two troops of cavalry, under Lieutenants MarsbaU and Liyermore, marched from Fort Keogh, one east as far as the Powder Rrver
and one west as far as the Rosebud, stationing guards where most
needed. .A force of infantry was in addition detached from Fort Keogh
to protect the Tongue River Bridge. To protect the Big Horn Tunnel
and Bridge two troops of cavalry, under Captain Davis, from Fort
Ouster, were marched across the country, while a third troop, under
Captain Read, from the same post, made its way across country to take
station at Billings, a center of the malcontents .
.As a further precaution the two companies of the Twent_y-fifth
Infantry, stationed at Fort Ouster; were marched to Custer Station, to
be available for any service after the trains commenced running. They
were soon found to be necessary at Livingston, which proved to be the
worst nest of lawlessness on the entire line.
For the rest a troop of the Sixth Cavalry at Fort Yell wstoue constituted my remaining movable force to guard the railroad property.
This made a rapid march across country to the Bozeman Tunnel, and
,made dispositions for the protection of that important work and
destructible structures east and west.
It is especially gratifying to note that all these movements, which
involved, in many instances, considerable marching under the_ least
pleasant conditions, were performed promptly and in the most cred1ta?le
man:1er. The dispatch with which the troops moved, without bem_g
caut10ned to that effect, the celerity with which they reached their
several destinations, and the clearness with which orders were_ nuder. stood and reports were made reflect credit on the soldierly instrncts of
the re~ponsible officers at the posts and in the field.
While th~se dispositions were being made by the troops the first
throLlgh tram on the Northern Pacific Railroad, which started from
St .. Paul on the 7th of July, with a guard of two companies of the
Thud Infantry under Captain Hobart was making its way toward
the Pacific. It required _nearly forty-si; hours for this train to rc3:ch
Fort Keogh, at which pomt the guard was relieved by two comuames
of the Twenty-second_ Infantry under Captain Lockwood, wh1c-ri proceeded as a guard until the east-bound train from the Pacific was met,
being guar<led by troops from Fort Missoula which in turn had
r ~h v~d a &7lard of troops from the Department ~f the Columbia. By
ducct10n ot Gen~ral Schofield, commanding the Army I had previously
cone ponded with Geueral Otis and with 1nm bad' concerted measure. of united action.
'
Up to the 0th f July 1 ha l used only the troops along the line of
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the Northern Pacific Railroad, except the cavalry which marched
across country as heretofore specified. On July 9 it became necessary,
in. consequence of the threatening condition of affairs, to move part of
the garrison at Fort Assinniboine to Helena. A telegram was dispatched to Colonel Penrose to move by rail four companies of his command to Helena. This dispatch was in cipher, as I had already been
notified _that telegraph and railroad employees on the Great N orthem
were in sympathy with the strikers and would oppose or at least refof:'.e
to work in_the movement of troops.
This anticipation was confirmed when the chief quartermaster, in
obedience to instructions, called upon the Great Northern road to fnrnish transportation for the troops from AssiI,m iboine, as is evid011ced
by the following from Colonel Clough, the vice-president of the road:
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY LINE,

St. Paul, Minn., July 10, 18D4.
GENERAL: Referring to your request for facilities to transport troops over the lines
of this compa,ny between Assinniboine and Helena, I need not say that tho fnll
resources of this company are at all times and without reserve subject to the command of the Government for the movement of its forces and property. We wisb,
however, to inform you of the precise extent and condition of these resources, that
you mn.y judge for yourself what the exigencies require. We have.the road and an
abundance of eqi.1ipment to do the work desired. The only force of enginemen and
trainmen in the region where the order must be executed are those in tp.e employment of this company. Practically every one of these men are members of the
American Railway Union. We have been reliably informed_that the governing
boclies of that organization haye either decided to issue or have actually issuecl
instructions to its men to decline to handle trains carrying troops during the existence of the present strike. We much fear that any order of this kind would receive
immed iate and unqualified obedience. Should this be the case, there would not be
:wail able any other crews to take their places, and the trains could not be moved with
men now on the ground. It seems, therefore, unwise to attempt tho execution of
the movement until perfectly reliable train crews shall have been secured. Wedo not
know where to, :find such in Montana. I think they will have to go from here unless
the Government can itself furnish them. Can it do so f A special would ha.Ye to be
sent out from Pacific Junction, or Great Falls, to assemble the required cars, which
are quite scattered. The starting of such a train would be so unusual an 6ccurrcn cc
in that region that its purpose and destination would most probably be at one~
inferred, and a refusal to handle it might be immediately expected.
This condition of things .is startling; but it exists, and all measures for the purpose
in hand must be devised in view of it.
Very respectfully, yours,
w. P. CLOUGH, Vice-President.
Brig. Gen. ·WESLEY MERRITT,
Cornmcincling Depcirtnient of Dakota.

A further confirmation of the inability of the Government to move
troops by the ordinary means of conveyance was furnished in the following communications and notice:
GREAT NORTJIERN RAIL,.Y.4Y Lnrn,
St. Paul, Minn., July 12, 1894.
GENERAL : Confirming my sfotements in my recent .Jetter to yon and !UY conversation with you, I beg to herewith inclo~c for your information a copy of tho notice
bulletined by the American Railway Umon upon points on our lines in Montana.
Yours: respectfully,
W. P. CLOUGH, Vice-President.
Brig. Gen. Wl~SLEY MERRITT, u. s. A.,
Cornrnanding Department of Dakota, City.
[Copy.]

GnEAT FALLS, 11th .
.All Conductors, Brakemen, Engineers, and Firemen:
_
.At regular meeting of Local Union, No. 89, .A. R. U., beld this 11th cla.y of .Jnly, it
was oril.ere<.l that all employees of the Great Northern, between Havre and Butte,
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quit W?rk the momen~ an attempt is made by the company to move troops b_etwf;en
any p mts on other hues for the purpose of operating roads, employees of which
are now out on strike, or protecting scabs. Should you be called upon to han~le
c~rs containing soldiers or implements of war, refuse to do so, advise us, and we will
tie up the road. Acknowledge receipt of post copies.
.
J. R. CHENVERT, President.
E. L. WHITE, Sec1·etary.

Fortunately, the emergency for the troops ordered to Helena did not
transpire, though I had learned by communicating with Colonel Penro at Fort Assiuniboine that in the Twentieth Infantry at that po~t
there were at least thr~e reliable train crews which could be used 1n
cases of emergency, and I had concluded to seize the transportation and
use our own crews to run it if necessary.
About this time Mr. James J. Hill, president of the Great Norther~
who was out on his road on the Pacific Slope, telegraphed me that hIS
--road was at the disposal of the Government to move troops or for any
other purpose. Mr. Hill shortly afterwards returned to St. ~aul, a~d
on his 1·eturn trip communicated with the leaders of the Amencan Railway U11ion, giving them to understand the utter folly on their part of
attempting resistance to a legitimate order. His influence, and the
fact that the strike was losing its energy farther east, and had to all
intents been futile on the Northern Pacific road, brougbta change among
theemp1oyees of the Great Northern, so that on July 17, when an order
was issued for the movement of troops over a branch of the Great
Northern to Helena and Butte, there was no difficulty in effecting the
movement. ,
Colonel Penrose moved his command to Helena and thence to Butte.
It was currently believed that there would be considerable violence in
Butte upon an attempt being made to open traffic on the Northern
Pacific branch from Logan, Mont., and the Union Pacific from the
soutb. In consequence of this opinion General Brooke, of the Department of the Platte, after correspondence with me, sent a force und~r
Colonel Bates from Oma.ha at the same time that the troops from this
Department entered Butte. The presence of this considerable double
force prevented any outbreak at Butte, if, indeed, there had been the
danger there which was generally represented to be imminent ~y those
who knew best the character of its large mining alien populat10n.
A~ minute as thi~ report may appear there are many details of. the
service which have not been entered into. In every case where engmes
or trains made their appearance without military guards, the new
?rews were surrounded by mobs and intimidated, abused, and in _some
rnstances roughly haudled. At Livingston, a .town at the junct10n of
the Yellowstone Park branch of tbe Nortllern Pacific Railroad, a strong
fo~ce of troops was constantly kept on duty nor bas it been considered
wise to ~educe this f?r~e up to the present date.
At this town of L1vmgston there seems to have assembied all the
worst ele11:1e:~.ts of. a truculent floating population, which hesitate_d at
the commiss1~n of no outrage save through fear of a competent force
11rese_nt to resist them. They used dynamite on the dwelling of a hard
workrng and trusted member of the railroad force; they surro~~ded
and beat the employees who for a moment were left without mihtary
rirotection; and they "?-rged around and vitnperated against the troops,
o~c~r , and men, callrng them all the vifo names that a frontier and
rnrnmg to":11 vocabu1ary furnisbe . In all these couditions the troops
b~bav d w1t:ti the fo~bearance and leniency which had been impre sed
011 them by m _ructl?n· oft rep ate l and for their good conduct under
Eiueh xa peratmg circumstances have received commendations from
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representative citizens from all over the country, who had the misfortune to be traveling through Montana in these troublous times.
I have no doubt that if ample measures had not been taken in time
to prevent it, a great destruction of railroad property, even to the
effacement of the road for a considerable length of time, would have
been w1.·ought by the lawless element, whose character has been hinted
at in the foregoing. ·
As it was not found necessary, after about the middle of July, to
continue the guards on the trains east of Fort Keogh, Colonel Swaine,
commanding that post, was on July 16 placed in charge of the railwayguard service west as far as Missoula, and Colonel Burt, commanding
Fort Missoula, was given charge of that west of Missoula. These
officers report in the most emphatic terms on the good conduct of the
men and officers under them. Colonel Burt in his report says:
I wjsb to say that in all my military experience I have never seen detached service
performed so soberly and faithfully and under such trying circumstances as that
performed by the officers and men of this command during the late strike.

He adds thut not a case of improper conduct on the part of the men
was brought to his notice, or that of the officers under him, during the
most exasl_)erating conditions that characterized the conduct of those
with whom his command had to deal.
- All along the li11e the troops were subjected to insult in word and
deed that was well calculated to bring about violence, had not the
greatest forbearance and patience been exercised by the troops.
My thanks a.re especially due Colonels Swaine and Burt for their
excellent management of the theaters of operat10ns confided to their
care, and I consider it my duty to commend, with them, the conduct
of the troops throughout the t,r ouble.
At present the situation is great,ly changed for the better. Hundreds of lawless characters both east and west of Heleua have, it
appears, left the country. The guards on moving trains have been
omitted and the guard duty on property has been reduceu. I have
been desirous of discontinuing this, not agreeable duty, for the troops,
but the railroad authorities are reluctant to have t.he military guards
withdrawn, anticipating malicious mischief against their men and
equipments whenever it can be exercised without danger of detection.
As a reasonably continued watchfulness will assure permanent safety,
I conclude that it is better to defer to the wishes of the railroad authorities, and maintain the guards for a time.
Siuce the foregoing was written the troops along the line ot the
Northern Pacific Railroad have been relieved and have joined their
stations, with the exception of two companies of the Tweuty-:fifth Infantry at Livingston. These will return to their station, Fort Custer, on
September 1, should nothing now unforeseen prevent.
In connection with the topographical sketches of the country in the
vicinity of posts and generally throughout the department, referred to
in the report of the acting engineer officer, it occurred to me that it
would be well to make photographs of the posts in the department, as
a means of conveying to interested parties who can not visit them an
idea of the posts themselves and of the country near them. Lieutenant
Hale, -aide-de-camp, and acting engineer officer, was charged with making the photographs, and deserves great credit for the excellent manner
in which he has handled the work. It was necessary for Lieutenant
Hale to first master enough of the art of photogr.aphy to make an~
develop pictures. This he did with instruments obtained from the E~g1neer Office in Washington, making bis trial pictures and developmg
WAR 94-VOL I--9
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them at these headquarters. Then he visited the posts in the early
spring and made the pictures before the foliage had sufficiently put forth
to interfere with the view. After this, by authority of the Secretary of
War, the photogravures found in this report were produced. While the
pictures of the posts had to be taken at a distance to cover the entire
view, which reduces the number of details and the size of the pictures
very much, yet I think that coupled with the descriptions, also prepared
by Lieutenant Hale, they will convey a fair deai of each locality to
anyone familiar with the surroundings, from a personal inspection-of any
frontier l)OSt.
In the management of the lyceums, I have found it convenient and
effective to have an officer of my staff in general charge. Lieutenant
Sturgis, aide-de-camp, has, in addition to his other duties, had personal
supervision of this matter, and has expended much time and valuab~e
experience in perfecting the service. The report 1 on this su~jec_t 1s
appended with that of other staff officers. 1 Special attention is 1~v1ted
to the recommendations made by Lieutenant Sturgis as to classes m the
lyceums. They are heartily concurred in.
.
.
The reports 1 of staff officers of their several departments are prmted
herewith. They contain a full account of the transactions of the supply
departments, and are commended to the attention of proper autbonty.
In connection with the labor troubles which have lately occurred attention is especially ca1led to the necessity of a system of tactics for
maneuver of machine guns. Drills in the use of these weapons ha':e
not been obligatory, because there is no known system of tactics fo~ their
use. I unite in the recommendation that a proper system of tactics be
provided, so that drill@ may be ordered-.
During the year the fo1lowing changes have taken place in the department sta.ff: Lieut. Col. Merritt Barber, assistant-adjutant general, was
relieved on October 15, 1893, by Maj. Theo. Schwan, and be in tu!·n was
relieved on December 1, 1893, by Lieut. Col. M. V. Sheridan, as adJutantgeneral of the department. Later (July 17, 1894), Lieut. Col. J. Ford
Kent, inspector-general of the department, was relieved from duty at
these headquarters, and Maj. Schwan, of the adjutant-general's department, was detailed in his place. Maj. Wirt Davis, Fifth United States
Cavalry, who bas performed the duties of inspector of small-arms practice in this department for the past three years, was relieved from duty
by. orders from the War Department, and Capt. William Gerl~ch,
Thud Infantry, chief ordnance officer of the department, was detailed
by me for the position.
T~ Colonel ~arber, Colonel Kent, and Major Davis, w1?-o _have served
?~ntmnously m ~he department during my command of 1t m the capacities _a~ove 1:11ent1oned, my especial thanks are due for a mo~t thorough
adm1mstration of the affairs of each department over which each of
these officers h~d control. The department staff as now organized is
thoroughly efficient and eminently satisfactory to me.
Respectfully,
W. MERRITT,
Brigadier- General, Oomm,anding Department.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.
1

Omitted.
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REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. JOHN R. BROOKE.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE,

Omaha, Nebr., Au.gust 27, 1894.
Sm: In compliance with your letter, dated July 24th, I have the
honor to submit this my annual report:
'l'he number of troops in the department bas been diminished since
my last annual report by a transfer .of three oompanies of the Twentyfirst Infantry to the Department of the East, and the discharge from
the service of Company I, Second Infantry, and Company I, Eighth
Infantry (Indians), in accordance with law and at their own request.
Changes of stations of troops are as follows: May 23, Troop F, Ninth
Cavalry, from Fort Robinson, Nebr., to Fort Duchesne, Utah, Department of the Colorado. May 24, Company I, Twenty-first Infantry, from
Fort Sidney, Nebr.~ to Fort Omaha, Nebr. June 1, Companies D, F,
and G, Twenty-first Infantry, from Fort Sidney, Nebr., to Plattsburg
Barracks, N. Y., Department of the East. June 8, Troop H, Ninth
Cavalry, to Fort Robinson, Nebr., from Fort Duchesne, Utah. July 8,
Troops A, E, G, and H, Sixth Cavalry, from Fort Niobrara, Nebr., to
temporary duty at Fort Sheridan, Ill., Department of the Missouri.
Practice marches last autumn were successful at all posts where they
were .held. At Fort Niobrara they were dispensed with on account of
there being too few officers to conduct them with success.
During May and a part of June the operation of the Uuion Pacific
Railroad, now under control of the United States courts, was interrupted by the action of certain irresponsible bodies calling themselves
''industrial armies," and dming the months of July and August the
transcontinental roads and branches were seriously interfered with by
strikers. ·In both cases the United States troops were successfully used
to restore order and open the roads to traffic. This will form the subject of a special report.
·
The Indians throughout the department have been quiet and peaceable..
· Instruction in military signaling has been held in compliance with
Army Regnlations, and classes at each post have been pronounced _proficient.
Rifle, carbine, and pistol practice has been interrupted somewhat this
year· owing to the disturbances on the railroads, but is being completed,
and the reports, together with that of the annual competitions, will
form the subject of a special report.
The post exchange has added another year to its successful experience, but I will have some suggestions to make later regarding its
future conduct, which can not be so well treated of in this report.
I ·wish to renew my recommendation of last year, that the authority
of company and other comuianders should be further · augmented by
authority of law so that minor disciplinary measures might be legally
put in their bands.
.
·
The inspection of posts in this department is now in progress and
reports will be forwarded in due season.
The instruction in military duty and schools for the enlisted men has
progressed satisfactorily at all posts.
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Attention is invited to the accompanying synopsis 1 of the reports as
to the officers' lyceum which was continued throughout the prescribed
season duriug the past year.
.
I would invite attention to the accompanying reports 1. of the staff
officers of these headquarters, in which the details of the operations
during the year are portrayed.
I wish to acknowledge the zeal and ability display~d by the officers
attached to these headquarters, which demand and receive an expression of my appreciation.
·
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JORN R. BROOKE,
Brigadier- General, Commanding.
The ADJUTANT-GENER.AL UNITED ST.A.TES ARMY,
Washington, D. C.

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. A. M'D. M'COOK.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLOR.ADO,

Denver, Colo., September 1, 1894.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the Depart?1ent
of the Colorado for the year 1893-94. This department was established
by direction of the President, in General Orders No. 54, Headquarters_of
the Army,Adjutant-General's Office, Washington,Julyl, 1893, tocousist
of the State of Colorado and the Territories of Utah, Arizona, and New
Mexico, with headquarters at Denver, Colo. It has an area o~ 424,495
square miles, including 33,863 square miles of Indian reservations, and
contains a population of 822,026 whites and 40, 78-i Indians. T~ere are
13 military posts in the department, Fort Apache, Fort Bowie, Fort
Grant, Fort Hauchuca, San Carlos, and Whipple Barracks, in Arizona;
Fort Bayard, Fort Marcy, Fort Stanton, and Fort Wingate, in Ne_w
Mexico; Fort DuOhesne and Fort Douglas in Utah, and Fort Logan m
Colorado.
The condition of affairs existing in the State of Colorado, from the
arrival of the headquarters of the department in Denver, July 14, 1893,
to the present time, "displays the wisdom of the authorities in the War
Department in having moved headquarters from Los Angeles, Cal., to
this place. On the afternoon of March 15, 1894, serious disorder w~s
threatened by the assembling under arms of the local State troops m
the _vicinity of the city hall, to be employed by order of the govemor
agamst the sheriff of the county, the city police force, and several hundred deputy sheriffs, who had taken possession of the city hall 3:nd
provided themselves with arms, ammunition and dynamite, in resistance to an effort made by the governor to seat two newly appointed
members of the fire and police board of the city of Denver. Whether
or not su?h a?- emergency existed as to warrant the governor, ~nder
the constitution and laws of the State in calling out the Nat10nal
Guard; wbethe~ military force was resdrted to by him simply for the
purpos_e of oustmg the old board and seating the new, or whe~her the
exec:ut1ve power was not entirely exhausted in the act of appomt_ment,
leavmg to the courts the duty of seating the new appointees, I did not
feel called upon to consider.
1
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It became apparent to me, on the afternoon of March 15, from personal observation of the bitter hostility of the contending factions,
from the assembling of the troops by the governor, the preparation of
arms and dynamite by the opposing parties, and from the grave apprehension frequently expressed to me by representative professional and
business men, that a collision was imminent at the city hall, and that
the first shot would be the signal for a bloody riot to begin. These
apprehensions were heightened by the recent experience of the city in
the Arata affaiT, the details of which may be here referred to. A few
days after my arrival in Denver, in July last, a resident of the city by
the name of Arata was arrested and confined fo the county jail upon the
charge of murder. A few hours later an immense mob, numbering some
te» thousand of the worst elements then present in the city, assembled
about the jail, overpowered and intimidated the officers~ battered down
the doors with sledge hammers and crowbars, and dragged theprisor:er
into_the street. He was hurried to a tree nea,r by, his clothes being
nearly torn off him by the infuriated mob, and hanged. As soon as
the body was drawn above the heads of the crowd, it was riddled with
bullets. The lifeless body was then taken down, the rope still about
the neck, and dragged by the rabble through the principal streets with
every mark of indignity and outrage. The fury of the mob having finally
spent itself, the body was a,ga.in han_ged to a telephone pole on one of the
most conspicuous places in the city. Throughout the whole affair the
police seemed to be paralyzed and entirely unable to cope with the mob,
and the city was filled with the most serious alarm.
The following day the presidents of three national banks that are
United States depositories called upon me to report that they had
information, which they deemed reliable, that the following night an
attempt would be made to break into and loot their banks. I notified
these gentlemen that I would inform myself if such conditions existed
and would be ready to protect the United States property in the city
of Denver, including the money, amounting to about $350,000, deposited by the Government in these banks.
The troops at Fort Logan wel'e held in readiness and transportation
prepared to bring them to the city in the performance of this duty, if
found necessary. When, therefore, the difficulty between the governor
and the police board arose and was brought to a crisfa by the governor's
order calling out the National Guard, it was very apparent, from the
extreme tension of public feeling, that a single shot would have precipitated an attack on the governor's person and a repetition of scenes
even more disgraceful than the Arata tragedy. In view of this state
of feeling, the experience of the city in the Arata affair and the unfortunate industrial depression and distress which prevailed during the
past winter, coupled with the fact that the entire police force of the
city was withdrawn from its legitimate duty and assembled around
about the city hall, I felt satisfied that an open rupture would be followed by the looting and burning of the business portion of the city,
in which are located the United States mint, the Federal building, and
the several depositories of Government funds.
After the National Guard had taken position in front of the city hall,
where a throng of several thousand people, including the most ~bandoned ancl reckless element of the populace, had congregated, committees
of citizens from the Chamber of Commerce passed to and fro between
the sheriff's party and the governor, striving to secure a suspension
of hostilities and to gain time for cooler counsels to prevail;. but b~th
sides were inflexible, and the governor's order was given that 1f the city
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hall did not surrender in thirty minutes the troops were to open with
infautry and n.rtillery fire. It was at this critical juncture that, at about
5.20 p. m., I received the following letter from the governor of Colorado,
Davis H. Waite:
STATE OF COLORADO, Ex~cUTIVE CHA:MBER,

Denrer, March 15, 5.20 p. rn.

I h::we called out the militia, in Denver (Nationa,l Guard) t.o enforce th~ laws of
the Sta.te. I fin cl an organized opposition by the city polico and detective force
and the sh eriff ' s office. I ca,n enforce th(;) laws, but not without great bloodshe~.
I call upon you, as governor of the State, to assist me in preserving order aud 1n
preventing bloodshecl.
DAVIS H. "WAITE,
Governor of Colorado.
General McCOOK, Vnited States Ar1ny.

Perceiving tbat the property of the United States here located was now
in serious jeopardy, the mint and Federal building being but a few blocks
from the city hall, and that troops could not reach the city in time to
render effective aid after a riot or a fire had once begun, I sent the
following telegraphic order to the commanding officer, Fort Logan;
DENVER, COLO, March 15, 1894.
Tlio department commander directs that you report here with five companies of
your command, with 100 rouu.ds of ammunition per man and rations for twenty-fo"?-r
hours. Special train will lea,ve a,t once for your post. Upon arrival here report m
person to department commander at headquarters. Hold troops at depot.
THOMAS WARD,

The

Co.:-.nIANDIXG OFFICER,

Fort Logan, Colo.

Assistant Adjutant-General.
•

The following reply was also sent to Governor Waite:
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO,

Den'ver, Colo., March 15, 1894.
In pursuance of your clemanc1, this moment. received, I have ordered tp.e troops
from Fort Logan to come at once to the. city, for the sole purpose of preserv1?~ l?eac~.
I act in the matter under paragraph 585, Army Regulations. I consider a cr1s1s imminent, a,nd insurrection and riot against the executive authority of the. Stat~ of
Colorado. The troops, upon arrival, will be directed to act with great discretion,
and I will see that the la.ws of the land are not violated. I would recommencl that
an order issue that the National Guard be returned to their armory.
·
A. McD. McC001c,
Brigadier-General, Commanding.
DAVIS H. WAITE,
Governor of Coloraa<>, Dem·er, Colo.

The following is the answer received from the governor:
STATE OI!' COLORADO, EXECUTIVE MANSION,

Denver, Colo., March 15, 1894.
Yours by your aiu-de-camp received. I respectfully decline to ordertheNation,al
Guarcl, n~:nv endeavoring to enforce the laws of the State, to their armory, but will
con.fer w1th you or Colonel Merriam, whom shall bo in command when tho troops
arnvc.
Respectfully,
DAVIS H. "WAITE, Governor.
Genera,l McCOOK.

At 7.30 p. m., accompanied by my aid-ue-camp, First Lieut. C. B.
Baker, S_eventh Infantry, I called upon Governor Waite at his quarters.
I found m front of the house a detachment of the National Guard.
Being_ admit~ed to the presence of the governor, I at once proceeded t-0
explam to h1m what authority I bad under tl1e law for the use of the
United States troops, what I could do and what I could not do. He
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asked me to assist him in taking possession of the city hall. I told
·him I could not do so. He then asked me if I could not hold my troops
in reserve for the National Guard to fall back upon in case they were
repulsed. I replied that United States troops could not; be used for
such a purpose. During the conversation the governor stated that he
had. received several letters that day tbrel:!,tening his life, and that he
feared assassination, and, to prevent it, he had placed a detail from the
National Guard in front of bis quarters, where they would remain during the night. I took leave of the governor with the understanding
that he would call at my headquarters at 8.30 the following day. I
then returned to my office to await the arrival of Colonel Merriam,
Seventh Infantry, who had been ordered to report to me in person.
He arrived with five companies of the Seventh Infantry at the railroad
-depot at 8.30 p. m., and was directed to bold his troops there ~ubject
to my orders.
As soon as it became known that the.. troops from Fort Logan had
been ordered to the city the effect of such action was immediate and
salutary. The crowds of people about the city hall dispersed, and in
a few moments later the National Guard returned to their armory, and
peace and quiet were restored to the city.
The following morning, March 16, at 8.30 o'clock, I repaired to my
headquarters and found the governor there together with Colonel Merriam, who had reported for further orders. I carefully explained to
Governor Waite that under the law United States troops could be used
only for the protection of Government property and for the preservation of peace, provided a crisis was imminent. He then remarked that
he did not ask fer the troops for any such purpose, and made a request
of me to withdraw the troops. I asked the governor to please put that
request in writing, and in a few moments thereafter I received the following communication from him:
STATE OI,' COLORADO, EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

Denver, Ma1·ch 16, 1894.
Yesterday, about 5 p. ID., on informal notice that you had announced that you
would put seven companies of United States troops in Denver at my call, I inferred
that your object was to assist the State in the enforcement of the laws. As you
w er e present in Denver and knew that the city companies of the National Guard had
been called out by mo as commander in chief~ and were at the time on duty in tlie
streets near the city hall, I therefore requested that you move the United States
troops to the city, and I was careful to specify in my letter that the object of the
call for the United States troops was that they might assist the State troops in the
execution of the laws and in preventing bloodshed. In conversation with you this
morning, at your office, I :find that, in your opinion, you have no such right. I
therefore, most respectfully withd-r aw my request for the United States troops.
DA VIS H. wAITE,
Governor of Colorado.
A. McD . McCOOK,
Brigadier-General, Unitecl States Army,
Department of the Coloraclo.

Attention is respectfully called to Governor Waite's communication
of March 15, in which he requested that the troops at Fort Logan be
brought to the city of Denver, and in which he uses the following
language: "I call upon you, as governor of the State, to assist mo in
preserving order and preventing bloodshed." The expression "tlle
execution of the laws" nowhere appe:trs in that communication and it
is difficult to understand why the governor of the State of Colorado
should send the communication of March 16, in which he distinc~Jy
states that tlle object of the call for troops was that they ~ight "assist
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the State troops in the execution of the laws." Furthermore, in this
letter of March 16 Governor Waite refers to an "informal notice"
received by him that I would put seven companies of United States
troops in Denver at his call. In this connection it is perhaps needless
to say that Governor Waite received no such notice from me or from
any person authorized to speak for me.
The day following their arrival the troops were more comfortably
quartered in a building in the city. The difficulty between the governor and the police board ha-ving been removed from the streets to the
supreme court of the State, and, in my opinion, there being no further
need for the presence of the troops in the city, on Sunday, March 18,
they were returned to their station at Fort Logan. Throughout their
stay here the conduct of officers and men was exemplary, and I am
confirmed in my belief that but for their timely arrival the Government would have suffered serious loss.
On the evening of March 15, committees from the Board of 'r rade and
the Chamber of Commerce arid many other citizens interested in the
preservation of order called upon me at my headquarters to express
their thanks for the prompt action taken in bringing the troops to Denver. They stated that it gave security to life and property, and rest_ored
the confidence of the people, and, in order to give expression to the situation of affairs in Denver on March 16, a copy of the following telegram
was furnished for my information:
Hon. Henry M. Teller and Hon. Edward O. Wolcott, United States Senators; Hon. Lafe
Pence, Hon. John C. Bell, House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.
The situation here is this: Messrs. Orr and Martin had been for months members
of the fire and police board of this city. The governor assumed to re~ove th~m.
They alleged the removal was unlawful. Threats of forcible dispossession _havmg
been made by the governor, they applied to the district court arnl an iujunct1~n was
awarded against the governor and others to restrain any forcible dispossesSion. of
these gentlemen from their offices. The court., on full argument, refused to ruo~ify
the injunction. The governor, in defiance of the express mandate of the injunc_t10n,
on yesterday assembled a regiment of militia, a battery of artillery, and the sign~l
corps, surrounded the city hall and expressly ordered fire to be opened upo~ the said
city hall unless possession was delivered to the new appointees. By the mtervention of wiser counsels, what he contemplated was prevented, and the presence of
United States forces, which are understood to have been called for by the governor
himself, has restored peace. So long as these troops remain here there will be no
further _disturbance. If rem~ved, we anticipate a renewal of the tumult ?f yest~1:d_ay, and probably a bloody riot, as the governor has ordered all the orgamzed_m11It1a of the State to Denver. We solicit your influence with the Administrat~on to
keep the troops here, with orders to assist the sheriff in maintaining peace unti~ t~e
matter can be adjusted in the courts. In the event of such a riotous state of affairs; it
!s a~ost 1nevitable that government property will be destroyed. Immediate act10n
1s highly important.
W. N. Byers, D. H. Moffat, W. S. Cheesman, F. P. Ernest, J. A. Cooper,
George Tritch, Charles M. Clinton, R. W. Woodbury, Samuel L_es~m,
J. S. Appel, Alfred Butters, E. Monash, John D. McGilvray, .~Ilham
G. Evans, Scott J. Anthony, J. J. Joslin, Donald Fletcher, Wilham K.
Burchinell, Charles B. Kountze.
INSURRECTION OF R.A.ILRO.A.D EMPLOYEES .

.A.~ 12.30 ]). m., on July 1, 1894, the following communicatio1;1 w_as
rece1 ved from Joseph .A.. Israel, United States marshal for the district

of Colorado :

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
OFFICE OF UNITED STA.TES MARSHAL, DISTRICT OF COLORAD O,

Denver, Colo ., July 1, 1894.
SIR: The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad and the Union Pacific Denver
and Gulf ~ailroad iu this district are in the bands of receivers of the circ~it court
of the Umte~ 'tates for Colorad~. Trinidad, Colo., is common point for both of these
roads, of which the Pullman stnkers now hold full possession.
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Yesterday 52 deputy marshals were sent to protect railroad property at that point
and insure movement of trains. Strikers have captured and disarmed all of deputy
marshals and now hold them as prisoners. The strikers number about 300, and are
asking the coal miners in the neighborhood to aid them.
All trains on both roads are held by the strikers at Trinidad. They have torn up
and d estroyed the order s of the court posted at that point. I am of the opinion that
I can not retake the place and restore railway property to the receivers without
Federal troops, and I ask for such troops at once.
I have just sent a telegram to the Attorney-General, embodying all the foregoing
facts, with such request for troops, which the district judge of the United States 1
court, Judge Hallett, signed.
·
JOSEPH A. ISRAEL,
United States Marshal.
Gen. A. McD. McCOOK,
Brigadier-General, United .States Army.

Upon receipt of the above, the following telegraphic order was sent
to the commanding officer, Fort Logan:
The department commander directs that you have five companies in readiness to
move on Trinidad by rail.
THOMAS WARD,

A ssistant .A dfutant-General.
COMMANDING OFFICFm,

Fort Logan, Colo .

.At 11.30 p. m. of the same day the following dispatch was received
from the War Department, dated Washington, D. C., July 1:
By direction of the President, you will send at once a sufficient force from Fort
Logan to Trinidad, with orders to enforce mandates of United States courts, protect
proper t y in the hands of receivers of United States courts, and prevent obstruction
to the use of said property and the transmission of United. States mails.
.
J. M. SCHOFIELD,
Major- General, Cornman ding.
General McCOOK,
Commanding Department of the Colorado, Denve1·, Colo.

At 5 a. m., July 2, 5 companies, Seventh United States Infantry,
under command of Maj. Charles 0. Hood, left Fort Logan by rail. Upon
the train were loyal expert telegraphers and linemen for the repair of
the telegraph lines that had been cut between Pueblo and El Moro,
Colo. .At 10 a. m. the train reached Pueblo, where Major Hood found
that all trains, mail, passenger, and freight, were delayed and not permitted to move by the insurgents. At 3.20 p. m. he reached the point
wh~re the wires of all lines were cut and partially destroyed. After
repairing the lines, the command reached Trinidad at 5.10 p. m. The
arrival of the troops was a complete surprise to the malcontents. The
depots, grounds, and yards of the railroads in the hands of receivers
of the United States courts were cleared of the mob, and the troops
went into camp in close proximity to this property. .Everything
remained quiet until about midnight, July 2, w,hen an incendiary fire
was discovered in a lumber yard near the depot, started with the evident intention of burning the depot and tbe train belonging to the
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad that had brought the troops from
Fort Logan; also, a large number of cars belonging to the Union Pacific,
Denver aud Gulf R a ilroad, which were side-tracked at that point.
Lieut. James A. Goodin, Seventh Infantry, in command of Company
0 of that regiment, being in t ~e vicinity, rushed to the fire with his
command, but was unable to quench it for lack of water. He then
turned his attention to the saving of the depot and troop train, and,
after performing this duty, with the aid of the company he pushed out
of danger a large number of cars belonging to the Union Pa-cific, Denver and Gulf Railroad, thereby saving property to the value of $20,000.
Six cars loaded with merchandise were burned.
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About 12 m., July 4, under the protection of tlie troops, United
St, te deputy marshals arrested 48 ringleaders of the insurrectioni~ts,
:Vho lu~cl assembled ~ith others in a large meeting in their hallt makmg
mcend1ary speeches. The prisoners were placed upon a tram under
guard of Lieut. George S. Young, Seventh Infantry, and 25 enlistecl
men and 12 United States deputy marshals, and brought to Denver,
where they were placed in the county jail. In addition to the above, 12
of the in urrectionists were arrested at Pueblo and confined in the jail
at Denver. It is believed that these prompt arrests bad a most salutary
effect upon the lawless element at Trinidad, Pueblo, and t1?-e south_ern
and central portions of the State of Colorado. The Umon Pacific,
Denver and Gulf commenced regularly operating their road on July
11, and havffcontinued to do so without interruption. The Santa Fe
Railroad began moving trains from La Junta July 6. Both roads w_e re
open before these dates, but crews to operate trains could not be
obtained.
Trinidad is situated near the southern foothills of the Raton rang0.
of mountains, which lie between it and the town of Raton, in Oo~fax
County, N. Mex. At the summit of these mountains there 1~ :1
tunnel over one-half mile long. As all communication between Tmudad and Raton, a distance of 33 miles, had been interrupted, and ~no':ing that several trains were delayed by violence at the latter pomt, it
was eviuent tl:rat the quickest and most efficacious way to open communication through there was to bring troops from Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
the nearest military station south of the Raton Mountains.
Colonel Pearson, Tenth Infantry, reached Raton at 6.30 p. m., July
4, with two companies- of his regiment from Fort Marcy. _He was
delayed en route by the engineer and :fireman deserting his tram at Las
Vegas. Affairs at Trinidad having quieted down enabled me to order
_Major Hood to send one company of his command to guard the Raton
tunnel. - Threats had been made that this portion of the road was to
be destroyed by dynamite.
·
On reaching Raton, Colonel Pearson cleared the railroad depot,
yards, and property, of all the turbulent elements, and since then there
have been no hostile demonstrations at that point. The troops were
sent to Raton upon telegraphic orders from the l\fajor-Ge?~ral Com·
manding the Army, directing that, after the trouble _at Tr1mdad b_ad
been settled, troops be dispatched to Raton to perform the same _d uties
there, and upon information contained in the following telegram,
received July 2:
.

RATON, N. MEX., July 2, 1894.
Two hl!nured United States troops are needed here at once to protect United
States mail trains and persons running them. Please send them, if possible, at once.
HALL, Unitecl States Marshal.
General McCOOK, Denvel', Colo.

Being cut off from r·ailroad communication with the troops in the
southern portion of the department and those at Fort Douglas, Utah,
and t~ere being a crisis in the railroad troubles at Pueblo, I asked
authority from the War Department to send two companies of the
Se~enteenth Infantry, on duty at Fort D. A. Russell, to Pueblo.. Th~y
arrived most opportunely on tbe night of July 3 and remamed m
camp .th~re until August 4, when they were return~d to their station.
Behevin~ that Denver would soon be another point of disturbance,
I deemed it neces ary to bring six companies of the Twenty-fourth
Infantry, under Ool. Z._ R. Bliss, from Forts Bayard and Huachuca,
one company to be stationed at Raton, one at the Raton tunnel, and the
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other four fo relieve the companies of the Seventh Infantry at Trinidad,
in order that I could restore to Fort Logan its garrison, to be heJd in
hand to put down any turbulence caused by lawless men in and about
Denver, and to protect th~ property of the Union Pacific, Union Pacific
and Gulf, and the Santa Fe Railroads which center at this point.
One company was accordingly stationed at Raton, to assist the command of Colonel Pearson in their duties there, one relieved Captain
Jackson's company of the Seventh Infantry at the Raton tunnel, and
the four remaining companies relieved Major Hood's command at Trinidad. The five companies of the Seventh Infantry then returned to
Fort Logan. These movements took place on July 11.
On July 5 the following telegram was received:
RATON, N. MEX., July 5, 1894.
There is a large number of strikers at Las Vegas, who are determined not to
allow trains to pass. P1ease order troops to that point.
E. L. HALL, V:nited States Marsl1al.
General MGCOOK, Denver, Colo.

Las Vegas being a division point and a place of importance, I ordered
one company of infantry and 50 dismounted cavalrymen from Fort
Wingate to proceed at once to Las Vegas with the necessary instructions in the case. They arrived there at 4 p. m., July 7. To further
carry out the spirit of the instructions of the Major-General Commanding the Army, a detachment was sent to Los Cerrillos, N. Mex.,
where striking miners were indulging their lawlessness by firing into
trains passing that point. On the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad,
United States Marshal Meade, of Arizona, reported to me that it was
impossible to execute the mandates of the 1Jnited States court for the
district of .Arizoua by the usual methods, and called upon me to furnish troops at Winslow, Williams, and Peach Springs on the above
n;ientioned railroad. These points are division stations, at all of which
were large numbers of insurgents who had left'the service of the railroad and were threatening the men who were hired to take their places.
They had burned bridges, removed fish plates from the rails, and
obstructed the road by rolling large bowlders upon the track. Three
companies of the Eleventh Infantry, from Whipple Barracks, were dispatched at once, one to take statioll at Winslow, one at Williams, and
one at Peach Springs. These troops were returned to their station
August 3.
On July 7 a telegraphic order from the Headquarters of tl.J.e .Army
directed me to send troops to Grand Junction, Colo. The order was
executed at once. Two companies of the Sixteenth Infantry reached
Grand Junction at 6 p. m., July 9, immediately taking possession of
al1 railroad property in that vicinity in the hands of a receiver of the
United States courts. On July 9, Oaptain Brush's company of the seventeenth Infantry was ordered to open the Denver and Rio Grande
Railroad, on which all mail trains were blocked at Salida, and to proceed as far we.st as Grand Junction. Captain Brush reached the latter
point on July 10, and returned to Colorado Springs via the Midland
road, a part of the Santa Fe system. Violence had been offered to the
passage of coal trains at New Castle, and portions of the track had
been blown up near Glenwood Springs. The company then returned
to Pueblo. On July 10, it having been reported that striking miners
were interfering with the traffic of coal trains on the Midland Railroad
at New Castle, I directed one company from Grand Junction to proceed to_ New Castle, near where the mines are located, and where a
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large railroad bridge crosses the Grand River. Since the arrival of
the troops there, peace and quiet have prevailed.
In the performance of the various duties imposed upon the troops of
the department during the strike, there has been no insulting or disre pectful language used toward them by the insurgents, so far as
reported to these headquarter's. As soon as the troops can be withdrawn with safety from Trinidad, Raton, Las Vegas, and New Castle,
they will be returned to their respective stations; but, owing to the
large number of men discharged from the Santa Fe system, I do not
thiu k that it will be prudent to relieve the troops from this duty for
some time to come.
INDIAN DEPREDATIONS.

On January 31, 1894, two Indians, a woman and a man, were seen
lurking around Emerson's ranch, near Monument, Ariz. Mr. Emerson was absent at the time, and a neighbor, Mr. Clark, who owns a
ranche near by, saw these Indians approaching a herd of E1:1erson's horses. grazing on the mountain side. Clark :fired at the Indians
and they disappeared over the ridge. Early in the evening they
appeared again, and Clark, seeing their forms outlined against the
darkness, :fired two shots at them, wounding the squa,w through _b?th
legs just above the knee: At the time of :firing, the buck was dr1v111g
a horse in front of him up the hill. He returned Clark's :fire and t~en
disappeared. The affair having been reported to the com~andm~
officers at Fort Grant and San Oarlos, troops were sent out to rnvest1gate it. Lieutenant Furlong, First Cavalry, reached the ground February 3, and was conducted by Mr. Clark to where the squaw· was S?ot.
This is the only depredation that has been traced to tbe Apaches smce
my last official report. Roundups and counts were made of all the
Indians on the San Carlos Reservation, and none were found ab_s~nt.
It is supposed that these Indians belong to a party of Apaches hvmg
off the reservation on the San Carlos and Gila rivers.
On the night of March 17, 1894, William Smith, a st,orekeeper living·
near Defiance station, on the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad in New ¥exico, was murdered and his body brutally mutilated by Navajo Indians.
On the 25th Lieutenant Plummer, the agent of the Navajoes, was
/notified that Pinto, a head man of the tribe in that vicinity, ?-ad
arrested the murderers and wanted him to come an<l. take them mto
custody. On notification by Lieutenant Plummer that Pinto's life bad
been threatened, a detachment of troops from Fort Wingate was sent
at once to Pinto's ranch to protect him and to save the prisoners from
lynching on their arrival in Gallup. The Indians were bound over to
await the action of the grand jury, and sent to Albuquerque, where
they were placed in jail.
On Ju~e 16, 1894, troops A and D, ~econd Cavalry, under command
?f Captam McClernand, of that regiment left Fort Wingate for Amer1ca"!1 Valley, Arizona, to arrest certain 'Navajo Indians who, it was
claimed, h:i,d been annoying settlers by killing and stealing cattle.
These Indians were ~o be designated by their agent, Lieutenant Plummer, who accompamed the command. Ten prisoners were captured
and broug~t to _Fort Wingate, where they were placed in the gu3:r~house _u?-til their cases could be properly investigated by the e1v1l
authoritie . The result of their trial by civil process has not been
reporte<l. to these headquarter .
Maj. James F. Randlett, Ninth Cavalry agent at the Uintah and
Ouray agencies, White Rocks, Utah, rep~rts that great annoyance
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results from people who have settled on the strip of land cut from the
reservation and established whisky shops thereon. They Bell and trade
whisky to the Indians, and carry on their illicit business to such an
extent as to cause him great anxiety. He seems to receive no assistance from the civil authorities in suppressing the traffic. In all other
respects peace has been maintained at these ag,mcies.
There are no reports of depredations by the Mescalero Apaches near
Fort Stanton, N. Mex., or from the Jicarilla Apaches near Tierra
Amarilla. So far as the Indian affairs are concerned, in contrast with
the .troubles of past years, the condition of thing.s in the department
may be regarded as entirely satisfactory.
INDIAN TROOPS.

There is one Indian troop remaining in service in the departmentTroop L, Second Cavalry, recruited from the Navajoes. Under instructions from the Secretary of War and Major-General Commanding the
ATmy, Companies I, Sixteenth· Infantry, and I, Eleventh Infantry
(Indian), will be ske1etonized u11on the discharge of the enlisted men at
the expiration of their furloughs. Company I, Ninth Infantry (Indian),
arrived at Fort ·Grant, Ariz., on July 10, 1894, from Fort McPherson,
Ga., and were discharged byinstruction of the Secretary of War. They
were furnished a military escort to San Carlos, their place of enlistment.
MILI'rARY POSTS.

I would respectfully report that the post of Fort Bowie, Ariz., has
ceased to be of military importance in this department, and I would
recommend that steps be taken to abandon it and to transfer the two
troops of tbe Second Cavalry, stationed there, to Fort Logan, Colo.
If there be any objection to the movement on account of the expense
of railroad transportation, I would recommend that the two troops be
permitted to march the 716 miles from their post to Fort Logan. The
march could be made in forty days, forage being placed en route at the
railway stations, and the heavy baggage transported by rail.
If the two companies of the Seventh Infantry now serving outside
the department can not be ordered for duty at Fort Logan-a measure
which I earnestly recommend-I would respectfully suggest that the
post at Fort Stanton, N. Mex., be broken up and that thB two companies of the Tenth Infantry on duty there be sent to Fort Logan for
station. Fort Stanton, in my opinion, has outlived its usefulness, and
can be abandoned without detriment to the settlers in that vicinity.
There is now sufficient population in Lincoln County, N. Mex., to take
care of themselves. The post is over 100 miles from the railroad and
is an expensive one to maintain. Moreover, I deem it absolutely necessary that the garrison of Fort Logan be increased by two troops of
cavalry and two companies of infantry, on account of the condition of
unrest now existing in the State of Colorado. Judging the future by
what has occurred in the past and what exists to-day, and considering
the late insurrection of railroad employees, I deem this addition to
the garrison at Fort Logan a great necessity. There are quarters for
officers and men, and stables for two troops of cavalry at Fort Logan,
and there have bee.n recently completed two fine sets of barracks for
two companies of infantry, which can be occupied without additional
expense to the Government. I would recommend that the other posts
in the department remain as they are and that no changes be made in
their garrisons.
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POST EXCHANGE.

The post exchanges, conducted as they are now, are growing in
-improved administration and usefulness to the troops at the different
posts.
THE LYCEUMS.

The lyceums have been conducted fo accordance with the provisions~
of General Orders, No. 80, Adjutant-General's Office, series 1891, at all
posts in the department except San Carlos, which has been excepted
from the-requirements owing to the transitory nature of its _garrison,
the troops of this garrison being changed once each year.
.
Essays on timely and interesting topics were written and sub1mttcLl
to the department commander by all line officers. the field officers acting as instructors. The preparation and reading of essays by the latter was left optional, and none were submitted by them except in -t he
case of Col. Z. R. Bliss, Twenty-fourth Infantry, commanding Fort
Bayard, N. Mex.
The period during which the lyceums were in session extended fr?m
October 1 to March 31, as directed by General Orders, No. 33, series
1891, from these headquarters.
The followi11g are the subjects taken up and the posts at which they
were entered upon: Manual of Guard Duty, Forts .Apache, Logan, and
Stanton; Fire Discipline (Batchelor), Forts Apache, Huachuca, Logan,
and Marcy; Security and Information (Wagner), Forts Apache, ~ayarcl,
DuOhesne, Grant, Huachuca, Logan, Marcy, Stanton, and Wmgate;
Military Law, Forts Apache,-Logan, Marcy, and Stanton; Drill Re~ulations, Forts Bayard, Douglas, Duchesne, Marcy, Stanton, and Wmgate; General Orders, No. 100, Adjutant-General's Office, 1863, For~s
Bayard and Huachuca; General Orders, No. 80, Adjutant-Genera~ s
Office, 1891, Fort Douglas; Field Engineering, Forts Bayard, ~owie,
and Grant; Minor Tactics, Forts Bowie, Douglas, Logan, and Whipple;
Cavalry, Forts Douglas and Grant; Hipology, Fort DuChesne; Field
Equipments, Fort Douglas; Troops in Campaign, Forts Dou:iglas, ~uachuca, Logan, and Marcy; Target Practice, Fort Douglas; Explos1ves1
Fort Douglas; Horse and Stables, Fort Grant.
RE:.\IARKS AND UECO~I:\'.IENDATIOXS MADE UY SUPI<;RINTE.i~DlsNTS OF LYCEU:l\'IS.

Maj. Henry Carroll, First Cavalry, Fort Apache, Ariz.: The officers have shown a
commendable interest in the lyceum, and I believe it has been a snccess. The consii8'"?-t changing_ of ?ffi.cers a~ this post renders it difficult to keep up classes.
Col. ~- R. Bliss, rwenty-fourth Infantry, Fort Bayard, N. Mex.: Renews recommQ~dat1ons of last year, viz: That the. writing of essays by field officers should be
opt10nal. Those who like to write and have anything to impart will be glad _to read
~s~ays_. To those who neither like to write nor have anything valuable to 1_mpart,
it 1s ~~agreeable and productive of no good. Their habits are pretty well formed,
and it 1s hard and perhaps unwise to attempt to change them.
_Col._E; P. Pearson, Tenth Infantry, 1!,ort Marcy, N. Mex.: Ras no reason to_ change
his 0 :I?mion of the lyceum as expressed in report of last year, viz, that it 1s a success, masmuch as it induces officers to read ancl study npo'n the profession of arms.
C_ol. G. G. Huntt, Second Cavalry, Fort Wingate, N. Mex.: The lyceum. has very
noticeably proven of benefit to all concerned.
Col. M. M. Blunt, Sixteenth Infantry J<,ort Douo-las Utah: I think the lyceum
has _been conducted with improvement t~ the officer~. '
·
.
, Lieut. Col. J?. D. Van Valzah, Twenty-fourth Infantry, Fort Huachuca, Ar~z.:
Commendable mterest was displayed in the course of study an l in the preparation
of es~ars, and each subject was discussed, by all officers present after its readin$·
1laJ. fho~as McGregor, Seconcl Cavalry, Fort Bowie, Ariz.: The lessons recited
w re fully d1scu!>sed? with profit to all concerned.
a· pt. E. D. D1mm1ck, inth Cavalry, Fort Duchesne, Utah: All uue interest was
isp ayed by the members, ::mcl the progress was excellent.
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DISCIPLINE._

, Discipline throughout; the department has been good. But one commissioned officer has been brought to trial by court-martiaJ. during the
past year.
T A.RGET PRACTICE.

The trouble upon the railroads has interferred with the target season,
aud reports can not be made upon that subject until the target practice
is completed.
DESERTIONS.

The report 1 of the judge-advocate of the department shows a slight
falling off in de~ertions during the year, the total number being 94 or
2.69 per cent of -the average enlisted strength of the command. The
evidence adduced before courts-martial and the reports of boards of
survey_indicate that this_ grave crime is often committed without
reflection, or upon the most frivolous pretexts, and with little or no
appreciation of its enormity. rrhe annual exodus of several hundred
men from our honorable service by this disgraceful method, and the
comparatively feeble efforts of the civil authorities to apprehend aud
return them to military custody for trial, suggest a perverted, if not,
indeed, unpa.triotic sentiment upon this grave question among the people from among whom our Army is recruited. ' This low popular estimate of military crimes, coupled with the humane sentiment of the
age, has induced a continuous and progressive relaxation during the
last century in the severity with which the crime of desertion bas been
punished until, indeed, it may now be believed that the deterrent
punitory effect bas practically disappeared. This suggests the importance of enhancing the dignity of the enlistment contract and of providing additional inducements to continuous,b.onorable service by such
legislation as will secure, to every soldier of ten or twelve years' faithful
service, pre.ferment in all appointments in the Government civil service.
Such a guarantee would draw to the ranks a desirable class of men,
secure excellent material for the noncommissioned personnel and tend
to restore to the crime of desertion the odium which it so justly deserves.
This system has been adopted in several European countries, and apparently with marked success.
MILITARY CONVICTS.

I would also invite attention in this connection to the recommendation of the judge-advocate with reference to extending the pTOvisious
of section 1361, Revised Statutes, to convicts serving at posts. These
men take advantage of their immunity from trial to corrupt and demoralize garrison prisoners with whom they are necessarily brought into
daily contact. All infractions of discipline should be visited with
even-handed justice, regardless of the particular status of the offender.
DRILL A.ND INSTRUCTION.

Drill and instruction have been faithfully carried out throughout the
department. The concentration of the cavalry serviug in Arizona and
New Mexico at Fort Grant, m November last, forming there a reg!m~nta-1 camp of instruction, was very instructive to ail participating m it.
1
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EDUC.A.TI ON.
The education of the enlisted men has been faithfully carried out at
all the military posts.
During the past year the department staff have performed their
duties efficiently and to my entire satisfaction. My personal staff have
attended to their duty with industry and intelligence.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
:
A. McD. MoCooK,
Brigad:ier-General, Oommand-ing.
The A.DJL[TA.NT-GENER.A.L OF 'l'HE ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. FRANK WHEATON.

HEADQUAR'l'ERS DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS,
San Antonio, Tex., August 24, 1894.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit for the information of the
Major-General Commanding the Army the following annual report of
military operations and affairs in the Department of Texas.
I am glad to be able to state that since the date of my last annual
report, few attempted violations of our neutrality laws have been
brought to my notice 1 and our Rio Grande border, so frequen~ly and
for so many years the scene of turbulence an<l. disorder, has durmg the
past twelve months been unusually quiet, and the troops have rarely
been ordered from their posts to prevent violations of law upon our
Mexican border.
I must renew former recommendations for the establishment of permanent and larger posts on our Mexican boundary frontier.
I believe the presence of a regular force there will always be a
necessity, and that troops occupying such remote stations should be
appro11riately quartered.
The -regiment of cavalry ordered from this department in 1888 has
never been replaced and in the sudden emergency that arose in December, 1892, at San Y gnacio, was greatly needed.
.
There should be a mounted force of two troops at Fort Bhs~; Fort
McIntosh should be appropriately located and enlarged to a garrison of
four troops of cavalry and one or more companies of infantry; and for
t~e adequate guarding of the lower Rio Grande, the Fort Brown garrison should be materially increased.
A.tor near Eagle Pass, opposite Porfirio Diaz, Mexico, where many
hundred thousands of American capital are invested, there should be
an adequate garrison of at least one company of infantry and two troops
of cavalry.
The necessity of a mounted force at Fort Bliss was demonstrated in
N_ovember last, w~en, to investigate promptly reports that armed bandits were threatenrng to cross the Rio Grande into Mexico near San
El~zario, I was com1 elled to move infantry in wagons, at night, to the
pornt reported as menaced.
It is an error to suppose that our Rio Grande border can be properly
guarde~ by locating troops elsewhere, and hurrying them to a threatened pomt when an emergency arises; the troops should be ou the
border, actually on the spot, where possibly their presence may prevent
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u:prismgs being attempted; an adequate reserved force should of
course be maintained at Forts Sam Houston and Clark .
.01i August 30, 1893, Major Keyes, commanding Fort Ringgold,
reported the sheriff of Hidalgo County had informed him that just
below Havana, about 30 miles from the post, a party of armed men
under a custom-house official, from Reynosa, Mexico, had crossed from
Mexico and seized a flock of about 3,000 sheep belonging to a man
named Thomas Salinas, a citizen of Texas, on the ground that the
sheep were graziug on a piece of land claimed by parties on both Rides
of the Rio Grande. Troops were sent to the spot from Fort Ringgold,
and the matter was satisfactorily settled by the commanding officer
without collision.
The discipline of the troops serving in this department, as observed
by myself and reported by the inspector-general of the department, is
very satisfactory; military training, as prescribed by orders and regulations, has been systematjcally conducted; in consequence of which
the various organizations of the command have maintained, during
the year, a high standard of efficiency. Perceptible evidence of the fine
appearance of the troops, at several posts, was presented to the Secretary of War during his visit to Texas in the early part of April last.
In this connection it affords me great satisfaction to state that the
excellent condition of the personnel observed by the Secretary at the
posts inspected prevails uniformly throughout the department.
No commissioned officer bas been arrested or brought to trial during
the year, and infractions of discipline among noncommissioned officers
and privates have been relatively few and mainly for minor offenses.
The percentage of trials by general courts-martial is less than during
t he previous year, and many such trials were of men serving elsewhere
and arrested within the limits of this department for offenses committed in other commands.
We are enlisting a much more intelligent and satisfactory class of
recruits than ever before, and it is encouraging to observe the excellent
material for soldiers our regimental recruiting officers have secured.
Self-respecting young men of character are learning that they may now
find in the ranks 01 our Army a congenial class of perfectly reputable
and intelligent associates, and now that the period of enlistment has
been reduced to three years, this will undoubtedly become a still more
marked characteristic of the military service.
The abrogation of the law under whicl1 General Orders No. 30, current
series, Adjutant-General's Office, was issued, will certainly benefit the
service in many ways and secure to us the valued services of experienced
noncommissioned officers, a matter of such vital importance to troop,
battery, and company commanders; the law prohibiting tbe reenlistment of a soldier of ten years' service was a severe blow to army
efficiency.
Something more can very readily be done by Congress to ~levate and
improve tbe condition of the soldier, without cost to the nation, and
give him an additional incentive for the prompt and faithful performance of his duties. All noncommissioned officers can not earn the rank
of commissioned officer, nor can all privates be promoted to the warrant
grade, but a reward to au honorably discharged soldier of" a civil service certificate" after six or more years' service, insuring to him preference in certain grades of Government employment, would certainly
~enefit the 1mblic service generally, and at once greatly stimulate ~nd
Improve the military arm. Such a law would speedily dispel the f~elmg
of discontent and unrest that necessarily exists more or less m all
WAR 94-VOL 1--10
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armies in time of peace, by securing to the faithful soldier a passport to
preferment in civil-service employment, and where a discharged soldier
finds no vacancy obtainable in Government employ, State, municipal,
and large busin-ess establishments would certainly desire to secure the
services of such trained men upon whose character and efficiency they
could confidently rely.
·
On the 16th instant I presented to the ten successful contestants,
after the department rifle competition recently concluded at Fort Clark,
Tex., the handsome gold, silver, and bronze medals awarded by the
War Department. I was impressed with the great beauty and value
of these souvenirs, and with their size and weight. In lieu of the present costly gold medal would it not be desirable to furnish one of less
weight, and with the sum thus saved present to the gold-medal wi1;1ner a handsomely finished service rifle, with perhaps a telescopic
attachment that could for very long ranges be readily adjusted, the
rifle to be mounted in silver, suitably engraved with the owner's name,
and to become the private property of the winner.
.
I take pleasure in inviting the .Adjutant-Genera.l's attent10n to the
accompanying remarks of _the cle1mrtment inspector of small-.a~·ms
practice concerning the use, at the recent department rifle compet1t10~,
of the portable :field-telephone equipment designed by Maj. C. E. Kilbourne, when a captain of the Signal Corps, and Uapt. R. E. Thompson,
Sigl).al Corps. I am convinced by nersonal observation that tbi~ no"."el
use of such a telephone is of infinite importance, demonstrati~~ its
practical usefulness in the field for target as well as for other military
purposes. If this ingenious portable telephone ca~ be S? advantageously employed, on long or short rifle ranges, its e_ffic~ency for
speedy communication with advancing lines of battle, skirmishers, or
even storming columns seems fully demonstrated.
In compliance with-the request of the State authorities, I, on the 16th
of June, 1894, directed the commanding officer at Fort Sam Houston
to send to .Austin, Tex.; a, battalion of four companies of infan~ry, a
squadron of two tr9ops of cavalry, Light Battery F, Th~rd .Artillery,
and the Regimental Band, Fifth Cavalry, to encamp with the State
troops from July 9 to 18, the period of their encampment. _
.
Subsequently, in view of the railroad-strike troubles, and the ~ossible 1.1se for troops from Fort Sam Houston in connection therewrt~, I
I~tained the infantry companies at their station. The other orgamzations, Troop .A, Fifth Cavalry (.Augur's); Troop H, Fifth Cavalry
(Schuyler's), under Maj. Francis Moore, Fifth Cavalry, squadron com~ ma"?-der, a~d Light Battery F, Third .Artillery, Capt. J._ B. Burbank.!
T~ird .Artillery, commanding, marched to .Austin, a distance of So
~rnles, and_upon the conclusion of the encampment returned by marchmg to their station.
_The Fifth Cavalry Band, under the command of the adjutant,. First
Lieut. W. E . .Almy, proceeded to .Austin and returned by rail without
cost to the United States.
GYMNASIUMS.

I re1;1ew my recommendations of previous years on the subject of the
estabhshment of post gymna imns.
LYCEUMS .

.As re9-uirecl bf General Order N"o. 80, .Adjutant-General's Office, 1mn,
I u~rn1t herewith a. stat ment of work accomplished during the past
year m the lyceums of the variou post in tl11s de1mrtmeut. 'fhe papers
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read an<l. the progress made give evidence of interest in the work, and
of creditable professional study and· research on the part of officers
generally.
POST EXCHANGES.

-

~

Post exchanges continue to accomplish admirably the purposes for
wllich they were established, and doubts as to their being on the whole
of substantial benefit to the service sliould no longer exist.
LAUNDRIES.

In my opinion, the establishment of steam laundries at permanent
posts in this department, and their operations as far as practicable at
Government expense, is almost a necessity. Enlisted men are now
required to use many more articles of clothing requiring frequent washing than formerly, such as white trousers and blouses, linen collars,
bed sheets, pillowcases, etc. The extra laundry expense involved
falls upon the enlisted men, although no corresponding increase of pay
or allowance is made. In this climate the wearing during many
months of the year of the authorized duck clothing is imperative; thetroops are required, of course, to keep this clothing clean and neat, and
a considerable increase in the monthly laundry bill results. Injustice
to the soldier, this expenditure should be reduced to the minimum.
Possibly by some additions to the plant of post sawmills, and the utilization as far as practicable of the labor of the troops, no great expense
would be involved.
Attention is invited to the accompanying detailed reports 1 of the
department staff, whose duties have been most satisfactorily performed. They are .as follows: Maj. Arthur MacArthur, jr., assistant
adjutant-general; Maj. Peter D. Vroom, inspector-general; Capt. Francis J. Kernan, acting judge-advocate; Maj. Gilbert C. Smith, chief quartermaster; Maj. John F. Weston, chief commissary of subsii;tence;
Col. Francis L. Town, medical director; Col. Charles M. Terrell, chief
paymaster; First Lieut. Henry L. Ripley, Third Cavalry, acting engineer officer; Maj. Clarence E. Dutton, chief ordnance officer; Capt.
Riel.lard E. Thompson, chief signal officer.
The report of First Lieut. John S. Mallory, Second Infantry, aid-decamp, inspector of small-arms practice, will be forwarded in due time.
I desire to express my high appreciation of the services of my aidsde-camp, First Lieut. John S. Mallory, Second Infantry, and Second
Lieut. George T. Langhorne, Third Cavalry, who have performed with
zeal and industry the duties assigned them.
1 am, General, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
FRANK WHEATON,

Brigadier- General, Commanding,
The

ADJU'.l'ANT-GENER.A.L UNITED ST.A.TES ARMY,

Washington, D. 0.
1
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REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. ELWELL S. OTIS.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT O'F THE COL UMBI.A.,

Vancouver Barracks, Wash., August 15, 1894.
SIR: The last annual report of the affairs of this military department
embraced the year ending July 31, 1893. The reports of staff officers
which accompanied it and which were attached as exhibits thereto,
closed with the year ending June 30, except as they concerned i~ part
the personnel of the command, when the limit of the period reviewed
extended to the first-mentioned date.
The present report which I have the honor to submit, while it reci~es
the movements of troops and briefly alludes to the circumstances which
necessitated and controlled them from July 31 oflast year to the present time, confines remarks upon other departmental matters to the
transactions of the fiscal year ending with the 30th of June last. Upon
that date all the attached reports of the department staff officers
conclude.
The last report was .rendered by Brigadier-General Carlin, who continued to exercise command of the department until N overnbe.r 24, whe~,
upon retirement, the commanding general of the Depart~ent of California was directed to administer its affairs, and did so until January 3,
when I assumed control under proper assignment. Since then I ~ave
inspected the posts of the department, visited its most important pomts,
and traversed its main lines of communication.
CHANGES IN POST GARRISONS.

During the year the following changes of organizations comprising
or belonging to permanent garrisons have been made: In accordance
with instructions from the Headquarters of the Army dated August 18,
the station of B and E companies of the Fourth Infantry was changed
from Fort Spokane to Fort Sherman. These companies reached the
last-named post September 27. Under instructions from the same
source of March 15, companies D and H, Fourth Infantry, left Fort
Sherman April 10 and arrived at Fort Spokane, to which they had been
permanently assigned, on April 17. These movements were effected by
marching and through the use of post transportation.
.
On March 30 directions were given for the interchange of batteries
A 3:nd C, Fift:11 Artillery, at Fort Canby, with two batteries of the same
re~1ment stationed in the Department of California-movement to be
eff~cted about June 1. In compliance therewith batteries B an~ M
arrived at Fort Can by on June 10 from the Presidio of San Francisco,
and Fort Mason, respectively and batteries A and C departed-the
~rst for the Presidio and the s~cond for Alcatraz Island-on the followmg day.
VA.LUE OF PRESENT STATIONS OF TROOPS.

The withdrawal last fall of two of the three companies which compo, ed the For:t Spokane ga,r ri on looked to the complete abandonment
of that post m the near future since it was considered to be inconveniently situated, difficult to re~ch in certain seasons of the year, expen-
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sive to maintain, and that it served no practical purpose in the region
of country in which it was located. Fort Sherman, the headquarters
of the regiment to which the Fort Spokane troops belonged, was deemed
to be the proper point to which they should be drawn, and there it was
believed that they could be comfortably quartered if comparatively inexpensive barracks could be constructed soon. Still, this disposition was
viewed as of a temporary nature, since neither .Fort Sherman nor Fort
Spokane were properly located to meet all the conditions which a regimental post should possess, as both were removed from important lines ....
of travel and centers of population. Estimates for the necessary barracks were submitted but failed to receive the requisite approval. The
increase in the Fort Sherman garrison overcrowded the buildings of
the post, especially those occupied by the enlisted men, causing much
discomfort and annoyance, and in order to give required relief, a request
was made early in the spring to withdraw part of the troops and regarrison Fort Spokane as formerly, which was favorably considered.
A careful computation of the cost of supplying the last-11amed post
shows that it is not as great as that of supplying most of the others of
the department, though greater than that attending Fort Sherman.
The frequent calls of the last few months for the employment of troops
to assist in maintaining law along the principal railway lines of the
Northwest indicate that, with proper telegraphic communication maintained, the troops at Spokane are almost as quickly available for service
as those stationed at Sherman. The city of Spokane, though much
nearer the latter, must be drawn on for railway transportation whenever required by the garrison of either post, and the time consumed in
an overland march of twenty-five miles might be regarded as the difference of the periods of availability of one over the other. Fort Sherman, however, is neater the turbulent mining section of Idaho, where
the use of troops has been frequently demanded and to which they al'e
often sent, and on this account it has the most desirable location. But
neither satisfy conditions which should determine permanence, and since
the experience of last spring at the last-named post with the overflowing waters of the Creur d'Alene Lake, by which it was submerged and
its destruction threatened, the claim that it could or should be permanently maintained can not be reasonably supported. The experieuce of
the last few months also demonstrates the wisdom of uniting the garrisons of these two posts at some more convenient point than either of
those which they now occupy, in order to obtain quicker response to
the demand for active service, and to be able to place in the :field the
largest numerical force possible. The strength of this military department is small and it has been lately taxed to its full capacity to respond
fully to all the calls which have been made upon it. Had the garrisons
of these two posts been united at a single station, the force available
for de,tached duty would have been greater by at least one-eighth.
Viewing that entire scope of country to ascertain what locality best
meets all the important ref{nirements for which a post of our small
Army under present Government conditions should possess, it is found
that none offers the advantages of the city of Spokane. The mam railway center of the extreme Northwest, it throws out its lines of speedy
transportation in every direction. They reach the international boundary line to the north, extend to the east and west unrler an antago°:istic
managements which offer competing accomodations for travel, pier?e
southern vVashington and northern Oregon, connecting with other railway systems, and penetrate the mming sections of Idaho by two r?ute_s.
In matter of time required to reach the different places of population m
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that region of country, the city of Spokane is nearer than any other point
available for the permanent station of troops. It possesses, also, the
adrnntages of excellent climate, healthy location, with abundant good
water, and the construction there of a large military post and its subsequent maintenance would be attended with a less expenditure of
money than one at any other point in the Northwest. Troops quartered there would have under observation the great stretch of northern
country from the Cascade range of mountains to the State of Montana
and south to the Oregon line, and could be expeditiously placed whereever therein their lawful employment might be demanded. They woulcl
also be most conveniently quartered should it become necessary to t~mporarily detach from them any portion for service in a distant locality.
Since 1866 the Govemment has done very little looking to the protection of the Puget Sound and adjacent United States territory contaiDed within the State of Washington against possible foreign attack,
and there within the last few years population has greatly increased, and
important coast cities, now conducting a considerable inte~nati.onal c.ommerce, have been constructed. No one doubts that the time 1s rapidly
approaching when an extensive ocean trade will be carried on between
these cities and the Asiatic and some of the European seaports, and a
wise precaution must suggest that measures should be taken as so?n
as practicable to supply these growing communities with the rn_aterrnl
for land defense. Thus far the full limit of Government assistance
extended in -that direction has consisted in the selection, by expert
army officers, of various points as sites for defensive fortifications., which.
in most instances the President ·h as declared shall be reserved for such
purposes, and of maintaining one or more compa11ies of troops primarily
sent there to prevent Indian depredations. During the ten yea.rs ending with 1866, thirty-three of these sites, lying alo·ng the Strait of Juan
de Fuca, the waters of Puget Sound, and Bellingham Bay have been
declared military reservations, and ten_since that time. Some of the
executive orders of declaration have been revoked, a few of tbe_re_servations have been given up and many of those still in part. ex1st1~g,
having been affected by individual claims at date of declaration whwll
have since been perfected, have been much reduced in so far as extent
of Government title therein is concerned.
Recent improvements in ordnance, with its greatly extend~d ra_nge ~f
fire, have rendered many of these sites of no further practical uuportance for military uses and should be abandoned. The United ~tates
Fortification Board so found, after an inspection of the bounda_!ies of
Pu~et Sound, made a few weeks ago to determine the best pomts at
which to construct defensive works, and it reported but very few of the
many sites still formally retained ·by the Government as suitable. It
recommended eleven prominent points as naturally adapted to such
purposes-some of which have never been covered by declaration and
are owned by _individuals: corporations, or Indians, or belong to. t~e
State of Washmgton. Should its recommendations be approved, it_ 1.s
urged that al~ locations in the Puget Sound country now held as military reservat10ns and which the Fortification Board has virtually found
not required for defensive works be turned over to the Interior Department for dispo ition, and tbat such as it has reported to be neede~
tberefor be placed under military control, and ,by proper acquisition if
~ece s~ry. By the e means the way will be opened for the constn~ction of the Gover~ment defenses which are generaUy conceded to oe
deman ed _an~ which undoubtedly will be undertaken as soon as general financial 1mropvement admits of tbe requisite appropriations.
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.AR regards protection given to the inhabitants of that section through
garrisoned 11osts, it bas been in the nature of police, and of benefit only
in seasons of Indian hostilities. Fort Townsend, established originally
in 1859, still remains and is garrisoned by a single company of infantry.
The only advantage to be derived from its retention consists in the fa.ct
that it furnishes shelter for troops, for as far as the possibility of employing its small garrison is concerned in the performance of duty for which
the Army is maintained, it might almost as well not exist. It is true
a detachment was drawn from it for service at Tacoma in the recent
railway disturbances, but that was because of the necessity to concentrate as large a military force as possible to successfully execute the
instructions of the War Department. It is only under such pressing
exigencies that "the Townsend garrison would be summoned from its
secure retreat.
In some locality of the northern section of this State beyond the
Cascade Mountains, where now dwell 100,000 people, part of whom
are restless, demonstrative, and oftentimes turbulent upon fancied
l)rovocation, and a population, too, which is destined to be greatly
augmented within a brief period of time, ouc moderately large garrison should be established and permanently maintained. The vicinity
of Seattle offers the most favorable conditions for location, as that is
the center of a small territory in which the future use of troops will be
demanded, and the place at which exhibitions of lawlessness beyond
the power of the State to control have so frequently manifested themselves; A short distance beyond the city, extending into the waters
of the sound, l\Iagnolia Bluff, one of the most important points selected
by the Fortification Board for defensive works, would appear to be
the proper site for the post of an infantry garrison, to be succeeded,
as it doubtless would be after a few years, by an artillery command.
There the Fort Townsend garrison should be stationed and be materia1ly increased. A force there of only a single infantry battalion, if no
more troops were available, would be of great service. With efficient
garrisons at the cities of Spokane and Seattle, and with the present
Vancouver Barracks' strength kept intact, all localities within this
military department, with the exception of southern Oregon and Idaho,
could be quickly reached by effective bodies of troops, and as permanently placed, would be in position to observe the northern international boundary line. Southern Idaho and a good portion of southern
Oregon would be in easy communication with Boise Barracks, in respect
to which the long-mooted objection to its indefinite continuance as a
military station has been met by a recent abundant supply of water
ShonJd not some such use of the Fort Townsend garrison be made1
I would then respectfully recommend its removal to this point and the
abandonment of the post.
Fort Canby, at the mouth of the Columbia River, is increasing in
importance. The long jetty projected from Fort Stevens, against which
sand, drfft, and sediment gradually accumulate, will extend the south
bank of the river by constant accretion toward the ocean and leave the
1ast-named fort a considerable distance inland. The river channel has
been straightened and its outlet carri~d farther out to sea, which will
bring enteringvessels more completely under Fort Canby's guns. These,
with the assistance of those which it is contemplated to place, in the
distant future, possibly, at Stevens and on the military reservation of
Scarboro Head will effectually command the river entrance and connecting harbor, and no other land defenses on the river banks are
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n _ed~d. The Tbree Tree Point military reservation, containing 640 acres
o~ mnncumbered land, could with propriety be turned over to the Interior Depa,rtment for disposition.
FIELD SERVICE OF TROOPS.

Early in April there commenced to congregate in the city of Portland from various points on the coast an assemblage of men styling
it If "The lndustrial Army," whose avowed 1mrpose was to journey to
Washington, D. O., to seek legislation at the seat of Government in the
interest of unemployed labor, which it claimed to represent. It develop eel rapidly until it num berecl in its organization more than 500, and
its demonstrations created the impression that it would endeavor to
compel tbe railway lines of the country to transport it East free of co_st,
or would forcibly seize the rolling stock of the roads and proceed with
t over the lines at its pleasure.
Toward the latter part of the month, demonstrations bt:came so
threatening against the Union Pacific Railroad, which was bemg managed by receivers under the control of the United States court as to
become apparent that the court would not be able, with the civil force
at its command, to execute its orders with regard to it, eithe~ in t~e
matter of operating it or in protecting its properties. While _t1?-1s
orga.n ization was being developed there sprung up in the s1!1-alle~ cities
along tpe railway lines like combinations with similar proclaimed mtent,
and at Tacoma and Seattle an army was gathering which a little later
numbered within its ranks, if report is correct, some 1,200 or 1,500 m~n.
All interstate r/3,ilway lines within this department, with the except10n
of the Great Northern, were under the jurisdiction and control of the
United States courts, and it was the duty of the United St'.1tes Government to protect them from forcible seizure and destruct10n. The
perceived ·condition of affairs made it manifest that the courts would
not be able to execute its mandates through the civil power alone, and
that troops must sooner or later be called upon to furnish assistance.
In that belief and to secure immediate response from the troops whe!1
their aid should be legally summoned, instructions were given on April
25 to the commanding officers of Forts Walla Walla, Sherman, and
Spokane to hold their commands in readiness for immediate detached
duty on can, properly supplied for field service, and the Vancouver
Barracks garrison was held for prompt movement to the east or no:th
as necessity might indicate. About that date the Portland orgamzation had l)roceeded on foot a few miles along the Union Pacific Railway
track, when it made threats to seize and make use of a train unless the
railway au~h?rities would agree to furnish it with free transportation.
The_ authorities not acceding to the demands, it seized, on April 28, an
engm~ of a west-_bound passenger train, attached it to a number of ?ox
cars m that neighborh6od, and thus equipped it moved rapidly
eastward.
'
'
Within an hour after intelligence of this proceeding had reached
these headquarters, directions were received through the Headquarters
of the Army to a sist the United States marshal for Oregon with the
:!'orce n~cessary to execute the process of the United States court~ and
immediately ord~rs were di patched to the commanding officer of Fort
Walla Walla to mtercept the stolen train of which the marshal informed
me Y telegraph that be wa in pursuit. The troops moved with com~endabl~ promptne.,, and within six hours after the order had been
given seized the train 100 miles west of their point of departure,
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captured the entire organization, and delivered , it to the marshal,
who shortly thereafter arrived. At his request the troops assisted
bim to escort the prisoners to the city of Portland, which it reached
· the following morning, and they continued to furnish the necessary
assistance until the evening of the 30th, at which time they were
informed by the marshal that the civil authorities did not longer
require their a.id, when they were returned to their station.'
The seizure of the Union Pacific Railway property by the Portland
industrial army organization was in violation of the special mandates
of the United States,court.. issued a short time previous to the commission of the offense, and the members of that organization had beeu
duly informed of them. Their act was in opeu defiance of the authority
of the court and of the warnings of its executive officers. who were in
their midst at the time the act was committed.
'
The manifestation of the dangerous spirit of lawlessness which this
premeditated violation of law indicated was viewed with apprehension
by the better classes of citizens . . It was not believed that this spirit
, was confined to the Portland combination; but that it likewise actuated
the large organizations at Tacoma, Seattle, and Spokane; and the fact
that a portion of the populace who had not sought membership therein
encouraged their demonstrations tended to increase the excitement. It
was, thereforn, considered prudent to so prepare and station troops that
they would be in readiness for prompt action when summoned, as it was
evident from existing indications that they would be, if the authority
of the United States court was to be sustained. With that end in
view the comma.nding officer of Fort Sherman was directed, on April
29, to proceed with his entire infantry force to the city of Spokane and
there encamp on the line of the Northern Pacific Railway. The bulk
of the Vancouver Barracks garrison was made ready for detached
service and river transportation was secured and held at the post for
its immediate departure for the cities on the Sound, and the Walla
Walla and Boise Barrack~ troops were prepared to move with celerity
to any point where their assistance should be required.
The force encamped at Spokane, and the belief entertained by the
industrial organizations that it was empowered to aid the civil authorities to resist any unlawful interference with the property of the Northern
Pacific road, prevented at the outset tbe seizure of trains there and to
the westward, and the Seattle and Tacoma organizations commenced
their meditated long journey on foot. Spokane was announced as tbe
first objective and thither they propose to proceed, traveling in detachments. Progress by such means through a rugged, sparsely inhabited
country by any assemblage of men lacking money and provisions
would naturally tend to discouragement, and if the majority of those
fadividuals, as in this in~tance, were alone deterred from committing
unlawful acts which would aid them in the prosecution of their enterprise, by the fear of suffering punishment through the courts, it must
necessarily result in demoralization. In Ellensburg, east of the Cascade Mountains, and at oth er points on the line of the Northern Pacific
road, tbe demoralized detachments endeavored to accelerate their
journey by boarding east-bound trains and taking possession of railway
property. This culminated in conflicts between them and deputy
marshals, who arrested some two hundred and returned them to Seattle
for 1>reseutation to the United States court. The conflicts along the
lme of railroad and the arrests made intensified the excitement, aud
lawlessness increased until the civil officers were powerless to execute
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the injm:~c~ions of the court or to give protection to railway officials ·and
com mum ties.
Many detachments had reached Spokane, and there not only interference with railroad property but mob violence was feared; while at
Seattle the return of many of the industrials as prisoners had create~
mob demonstrations which aroused grave apprehensions. Under
the e circumstances the United States district judge for the State of
vVa hington requested, on May 12, the assistance of troops to enforce
the orders of the United States court, and directions from the War
Department "ere received to furnish the required aid. The Vancouver
Barracks force moved at once, reaching Seattle early in the afternoon
of the following day. Proper instructions were communicated to the
Sherman force at the city of Spokane to execute the orders of ~he
GoYernment, and all available troops at Fort Spokane were hurried
fonrnrd to the line of the North~rn Pacific road. The presence of the
troops arrested violence and restored confidence, although no very
marked active interference on their part was demanded.
·
Three days thereafter instructions were received through the Head- •
quarters of the Army, announcing tlrn inability of the United States
marshal of Idaho to execute the process of the United States ?ourt
i~sued for the protection of railway properties in that State, and direct~
ing that such military force be used to enforce the court'~ orders as
might be necessary.
.
.
A considerable number of the formerly arrested Portland mdustnals,
after having been discharged by the United States district court for
Oregon on the last day of April, had managed to enter southe~·n Idaho,
and in connection with tramps collected on the line of travel agam sought
to interfere with the management of the Union Pacific road. They
finally succeeded in gaiuing possession of a train near Pocatello and
hastily departed eastward. The infantry company at Boise Barracks
followed in pursuit, but the train with its occupants, about two hundred
in number;was arreRted at Green River by troops of the Department of
the Platte. That company and a company of infantry from the Pla~te
troops assisted the marshal for Idaho to take the criminals to BoISe
City, where they were held by the Boise Barracks garrison, assist_ed by
a troop of cavalry from Fort Walla Walla, which bad been prev10usly
placed on the Union Paci:fic road at N a,mpa to await disposition by the
court.
In the meantime the industrial detachments which had congregated
at the city of Spokane began to pass around the troops encamped there,
announcing Helena as their secon<l. objective. They threatened the
- main line of"the Northern Pacific road through Idaho, also its bran ch
through the Ureur <l.' Alene mining region. The troops at Spokane were
thereupon relieved by a force sent from ,Valla Walla and moved eastwaTd, ;part as far as the eastern limit of that State. Subsequently
those m western Idaho, strengthened by a company of infantry from
Seattle, were sent to the Creur d'Alene mines at Wallace. The last of
the V~ncouver Barracks infantry companies was dispatched to Umatilla
Jun~t10n to prevent the wandering detachments of industrials from
P~ smg southward from the Northern to the Union Pacific Railroad
with stolen property. Even m face of all the precautions and dete~rent , ome of the c constantly moving detachments, pursuing t~err
eastward route on foot alono- the Northern Pacific road passed mto
M?ntana, and supp<? ing that they were then beyond army interference,
seiz d an l av1m~1mat <l tlic fir t train of caTs which they met. T~ey
wer how ver, ell lodg d 1 cfore proceeding far, as quick communicat10n
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with Montana's marshal and a request for assistance enabled the troops
to pursue and recover the stolen train .
. The vigorous action taken by the United States courts to arrest and
punish the violators of law, and the promptness and intelligence with
which the troops executed their instructions, soon disintegrated and
scattered tlre fragments of· these so-called industrial armies. - Of the
3,000 or 4,000 men who composed them, the small proportion which
passed beyond department lines could do but little ·mischief, lost their
importance, and escaped from observation. In enforcing their orders
the troops met ,v-ith only faint resistance. They perfonued their duties
effectually and brought about desired results very quickly, so that by
the 25th of May their return to their permanent stations commenced,
and was completed by the end of the month, except as to ·the force at
Boise City, which still retained possession of the prisoners held there
for trial by· the court. The cavalry portion of the latter was returned
to its ·permanent station at Walla Walla on June 12, and the iufantry:
company, together with one which had been sent to Boise Barracks
from Vancouver, assisted to escort the majority of those prisoners to an
improvised prison on the western limit of Idaho, near Huntington (to
which they had been sentenced to serve periods of confinement), and
remained there, furnishing protection to the deputy marshals in charge
in the execution of their duties and preventing the prisoners ·from
effecting escape-the first until July 5, and the second until July 16,
when the former returned to its station at Boise, and the latter was
dispatched to the city of Spokane for temporary duty in connection
with the railroad strike, it having been -relieved by the cavalry troop
at Boise, which remained at the-prison until July 19, when all prisoners
had been formally released.
The recen t railway labor difficulties began to manifest themselves in
this military department during the-latter part of June. Early jn July '
the Northern Pacific road was completely paralyzed, and the United
States courts under which its receivers had been operating the system
fouud it impossible, with the civil force at their command, to remove
the obstructions which strikers and their sympathizers had imposed.
Interstate commerce and all mail service were forcibly obstructed and
entirely suspended. On July 7 instructions were received, through the
Headquarters of the .Army, directing that the troops be employed to
assist the civil authorities to execute the orders of the United States
courts, issued for the Bafety of the property of said road, and also to
give it such protection as would enable its officers to operate it for the
postal, military, and all other Government services.
Immediately all available troops at "Vancouver B.arracks, Forts
Walla Walla, Sherman, and Spokane, were directed to depart on the
directed service-those at Vancouver Barracks to Tacoma; t~ose at
vValla Walla tq Pasco, the railroad crossing of the Columbia River;
those at Fort Sherman to the city of Spokane, and those at Fort
Spokane to Davenport. .All, with the exception of those from Fort
Spokane, reached their destination early the next day, and the latter
reported at Davenport, after a march of 25 miles over a rough road, on
the afternoon of that day, and from thence were directed to proceed to
Sprague. Orders were also issued to the commanding officer of Boise
Barracks to hold his troops in readiness for detached service on call;
to Fort Oanby to so hold one of the two batteries at that point, ancl to
Fort Townsend to _place 30. men of the company composing that garrison in readiness to proceed to Tacoma.
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The Boise garrison, which was reserved for service on the Union
Pacific road. where couditions appeared threatening, was not summoned
for detaehed duty, as the employees of that road remained quiet. On
July 8 the Canby Battery and the Fort Townsend detachment were forwarded to Tacoma to report to the commanding officer of the Vancouver
Barracks troops, and on July 10 the cavalry troop stationed at this point
reported there for duty, mounted. '.l~he commanding officers of Vancouver Barracks and of Forts Sherman, Spokane, and Townsend
accompanied their troops, and as rapidly as quiet was restored ~t ~be
more populous locations the troops were distributed along the marn hne
of raill'oad at the more important rail way points, such as Tacoma,
Ellensburg, Pasco, Sprague, Spokane, and Hope, from which trains were
dispatched and escorts furnished. The mounted cavalry were employed
to guard the important bridges and the valuable railway shops near
ancl east of Taco:ma, and the Canby Battery was sent to eastern l.~aho
to furnish the additional assistance needed · in that section. Neither
forcible resistance nor open hostile demonstrations were encountered by
the troops. A few rifle shots passed in their proximity while they were
passing to take positions on the line and a few bridges were destroyed,
but these manifestations of wicked intent soon ceased. Within a short
time the railroad was repaired and was being operated to its full capacity. A gradual withdrawal of troops from this main line of the Northern
Pacific commenced on July 23, and all had reached tbeir permanent
stations by the end of that month.
..
During the progress of these labor difficulties a condition of . affairs
developed in the Coeur d' Alene mining region, through which an
important branch of the Northern Pacific road runs, which the authorities of the State of Idaho declared themselves unable to control, and a
request for United States troops was made. It was claimed that the
inhabitants of that section were terrorized by striking miners and
former railway · laborers and that law could not be admmistered or
safety of life insured. Thereupon the Vi,7 ar Department, on July 9,
directed that a company of infantry be placed at Wardner, Id~ho? the~e
to remain in camp until the receipt of subsequent orders rel~evmg it.
An infantry company of the Fort Sherman garrison was withdrawn
from the main line of the Northern Pacific road and stationed at Wardner as directed. The citizens were found to be peacefully 1mrs11:ing
their vocations and the mine in that neighborhood to be in operation.
~1:te company quietly remained there until·July 28, when havrng been
Jorned by another Fort Sherman company withdrawn from _Spokane,
and by the Fort Sherman cavalry troop, dismounted, the umted force
was moved on to Wallace, the heart of that mining region, for the p11:rpose ?f render~ng assistance to put the Northern Pacific b~a?ch of railway m operation from Wallace to Missoula. It was anticipated tbat
the execution of this duty would be attended with some difficulty, ~ut
none was ~ne;ountered. The railway trains were pushed through w1_thout molest~t1on, aud soon the mines at Wallace and Burke were berng
successfully worked. 'rhe troops still remain at Wallace awaiting
re_sult of application made a few days since requesting permission to
withdraw them from that section of country as their longer presence
there is not believed to be necessary.
'
I have thus briefly sketched the uses made of the troops of this
department in a i ting to re tore order to protect property under the
control of the United State Governm~nt to remove the obstructions
whic~ de troyed its mail s .rvice and fettered interstate commercial
relat10ns, from the latter part of April to the present time. During the
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entire period some portion of the department force has been engaged
in the performance of such duties, and on two occasions, covering the
space of a month, about all of its available strength was so employed.
The duties were oftentimes disagreeable and severe, still they were
promptly and efficiently executed, uncomplainingly and indeed cheerfully. No law was transgressed, no undue exhibition of authority was
attempted. No complaint from any source has been preferred against
officer or enlisted ma,n. Good conduct and honest effort characterized
the actions of all. The zeal and efficiency displayed indicates the morale
of the troops.
During thP, fall of last year a hunting party composed of' citizens
entered the Clearwater River country of central Idaho. In November
it was reported that the party was still in that section and that, if it
had not lost its bearings, would be unable to extricate itself' because
of the great quantity of snow which ha<l. fallen there. With a view to
its relief the department commander sent into that country small
detachments from Forts Sherman and Walla Walla under charge of
Lieutenants Elliott and Overton, of the Fourth Cavalry, and upon his
request a detachment was sent to the southwest from Missoula, consisting of Captain Andrews and Lieutenant Caldwell, of the Twentyfifth, and Lieutenant Martin, of the Fourteenth Infantry, with a number
of enlisted men, furnished with civilian guio.es.
The Sherman and Walla Walla detachments traveled by rail to Kendrick, Idaho, from thence dropped down onto the Lolo trail and proceeded in an easterly direction. That from Missoula passed through
the Bitter Root Mountains at the Lolo Pass and penetrated the country
almost to the North Fork of the Clearwater. All detachments suffered
great hardship, as the depth of snow in that section at that season of
the year wari unprecedented. The detachment in charge of Lieutenant
Elliott _w as successful in rescuing the bunting party, which it found
about 60 miles southeast of Weippe, a point on the Lolo trail a
short distance east of the Nez Perce Indian Reservation. The experience of these detachments showed that very little is known of the
topography of that section of country, and that even the limited knowledge already acquired is of slight practical importance. In order to
obtain more correct information of the main topographical features of
that section, instructions were issued on July 24, also July 27, directing
First Lieutenant Leyden, Fourth Infantry, and First Lieutenant Elliott,
Fourth Cavalry, with small mounted detachments and pack trains, to
enter and explore it; to determine the sources and directions of important streams, the configuration ana character of country, and the practicable routes of travel, if any exist, and to report the result of their
explorations to these headquarters. Lieutenant Leyden's detachment
is now engaged in reconnoitering the country between the Mullan and
Lolo trails, and that of Lieutenant Elliot the country lying south of
the last-named trail. They will be absent engaged in this work until
about October 1, and much valuable information is expected to be
gained from their efforts.
AU organizations which could be spared from the garrisons of Forts
Spokane, Sherman, and Walla Walla, and from Vancouver and Boise
Barracks, engaged in practice marches and :field exercises ~a~t f~ll.
About two-thirds of all of the troops of the department participated,
and those from the :first three of the above-named stations were concentrated in camp of instruction near the city of -Spokane. The
average length of march for the company organizations of ~he Vancouver Barracks garrison was 70 miles, which, together with its exer-
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cises en route, occupied one week. The Boise cavalry was in the field
twenty-five da,ys, and marched 260 miles. That of Wa11a Walla was
ou~ the _same length of time, and marched 34.0 miles; but one-third of
this 11er1od was spent in camp of instruction with the Forts Spokane
and Sherman garrisons. The troops of the latter were absent from
their permanent stations in camp and on the march two weeks, and
marched about 80 miles. No extra expenditures attended these movements, either in the matter of transportation or supplies, which were
drawn from the posts. Any extended exercises of'this character for
the present year are not in contemplation, because of the · amount of
acth'e field duty already given the troops since April, and because
such detached service has thrown the post instruction, which was prescribed last spring, and the annual target practice far in arrear.
DISCIPLINE, EFFICIENCY, AND INSTRUCTION OF TROOPS.

I consider the discipline of the troops of the department i~ quite
satisfactory condition, judging as I do from personal observat1?n, the
reports of staff officers, and the services lately rendered. Their previous good standing has been maintained and the numerical stre~gt~1.
of organizations has been kept near the maximum at the least lumt
of e:s:pense. The enlisted strength June 30, 1893, was 1,376, a~1d at the
end of last fiscal year, 1,4.32. Since then enlistments and assignments
of recruits have completely filled the troops and companies. The
number of discharges given for all causes was 371; the loss by de~th was
12, by retirement n, and by desertion, 56. The gain received durmg the
year, through enlistments and reenlistments within the department,
and recruits from the general recruiting depots, was 464, and from
desertion, 34. Of the gain through enlistments and reenlistments only
about 40 per cent came through the general recruiting depo~s. The
Fourteenth Infantry has been almost entirely supplied by reenhstments
and by regimental enlistments in the city of' Portland.
The small percentage of desertions for the past year-much less than
that of any previous like period-is doubtless due both to the greater
cont entment of enlisted men and to the fact that civil employment has
of late offered fewer inducements to enter it than formerly. The lat~er
conclusion is supported by the results of the six months endiug with
J une, in which time desertions were only about 1 per cent of _the
strength of the command, and were equaled by receipts from desert10n.
The~e have been very few serious offenses committed except that of
desert10n , a11d general courts-martial have been few. Oases brought
before summary courts, however, have been about the same in num~er
as those of most previous years, the strength of the_ command considered, and 10 per cent greater than for 1893. The mcreasecl number
over last year may be attributed to the increased percentage sho~n by
one or two posts, where slight derelictions of duty have been pumshcd
through court-martial appliances rather than through other disciplinary
meas~res. _There is a constant growing tendency among officers to
submit all rnst.ances of slight breaches of discipline, and also all ncg~ects of every- nature, to the investigation of summary courts, whereas
m former years brief periods of confinement or the withholding of
accu t?med privilege , were resorted to; and the extent of such lawfully
pr?cla1mcd summary I?roceedings is better proof of the development of
this tendency than cv1d nee of the discipline of the garrison.
The action of Congress in rescinding the law barring enlistments
1
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after ten years' service gives satisfaction, and will retain in the Army a
valuable portion of our enlisted strength. A great -many men serve
ten years before they reach the age of thirty, and are then in full
physical vigor, and although they may not have attained the position
of noncommissioned officer, are well disciplined, reliable, efficient
soldiers, and most useful mem b,.ffS of company organizations. The
privilege of future enlistment, '.'Jh 1mld they desire to exercise it, made
dependent on past faithful service, is an incentive to good conduct;
and the assurance that the means of livelihood is open to them,
although they have shut themselves out by enlistment in early manhood from civil advantages which might have offered, is a source of
contentment. The ratio of desertions, of sickness, and of other losses
in available strength is slight among this class of enlisted men, and
although many of them will pass on to retirement, it will_, I think, be
found by careful calculation that the expenditure attending their service and subsequent retired pay offers a more economical means of
maintaining the Army than through the single short enlistment,
attended by its much greater ratio of desertions, discharges, and transportation expenses. Could Congress go still further, and promise
employment in the civil service to those who shall have served faithfully as soldiers for say :fifteen years or twenty years, and who manifest
requisite capacity and correct impulses, a great additional incentive
for good conduct and honest effort would inspire the rank and file of
our regiments.
Orders directing the character and scope of practical instruction in
drill regulations and other military exercises to be given the troops of
the department from April to October, inclusive, were issued on March
31. The many interruptions to the systematic prosecution of the course
fJrescribed, caused by the demands of field service and the late consequent date when the annual target practice will be finished, will render
its full completion, as_intended, impossible. However, a fair degree of
pro:fi.ciency,in these matters is manifested by the troops. A great aid
in this _practical acquisition could be derived from commodious drill
halls, however cheap and inartistic their construction. In this section
of country, the almost continuous rains and snows make out-of-door
drills in certain months of the year impracticable, and it is difficult to
give the troops that physical exercise which even health demands.
Drill halls and gymnasiums at every post would be considered a necessity, if that physical training and that healthy daily occupation which
is essential to produce efficient and well disciplined soldiers were rightly
GOnsidered. Such accommodations and appliances would not be attended
by a heavy expense and are more essential than extravagant quarters,
barracks, and storehouses. A true economy might suggest that some
of the money appropriated for barracks and quarters could be diverted
to such uses.
The theoretical instruction pursued during the year and the work
accomplished in lyceums and schools is shown in the appended reports
prepared by the Assistant Adjutant-General. That of post lyceums
has produced beneficial results and has been of a character which
should continue to occupy the attention of officers. Such labors, if
properly conducted, keep fresh in their minds a knowledge of their
accustomed duties, broadens their p_erceptions of military science, and
furnishes healthy intellectual occupation. The training derived fr<?m
the preparation of essays on professional subjects must greatly assist
the mental development of our officers in the desired direction.
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The affairs of these departments have been economically administered during the past year, and probably with a less expenditure of
m~ney th~n any previous year for a long period, if the ex~essive a~ount
p_a1d out m the purchase of cavalry horses is not taken mto cons1dera- .
t1on. The total yearly expenditure is less by one-half than that for a
number of years preceding 1890, but only a little more than $20,000
was expended in 189! for the repair and construction of buildings.
The cost of regular supplies for the past year was about the same as
that of each of the four preceding years. Those supplies and the subsistence which will be purchased in the department during the present
fiscal year will not involve so great an outlay, as contracts have been
awarded at decreased rates.
INDIANS.

Fo! the first time in the history of this military depart1?1ent ther~ is
nothrng to report on this subject. This class of population, d~ellu~g
within department limits, numbering about 16,000, and havrng !n
possession 11,000 square miles of territory, have not created anr disturbance nor been the cause of any hostility which called for the mtervention of the Army. So far as known they are peaceably ~nclined.
The tendency of legislation to abridge their reservations and give them
lands in severalty continues, and, under recent decisions of the courts,
the wardship which Government has heretofore exercised over t~ose
whose who have individually accepted holdings in land is disappearmg.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

E.

s. OTIS,

Brigadier- General, Commanding.

The

.ADJUTANT-GENERAL UNI'l'ED STATES ARMY,

Washington, D. O.

REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES CAVALRY AND LIGHT
ARTILLERY SCHOOL.
FORT RILF.Y, KANS., December 20, 1893.
Sm: Pursuant to the requirements of General Orders No. 17, Adjuta11~-General's Office, series of 1892, I have the honor to make the follow~ng. report of the progress and wants of this school for the year
begmnmg January 10 and ending December 20, 18D3.
.
The progress of instruction in the two subschools is fully treated m
the reports (hereto appended) of their directors and need not be
~nlarge~ up_on by me. Being personally eognizant of the character _of
mstruct10n m the cavalry subschool I can add that it has been ad1mrably syst~~atized and thoroughly c~nducted by Lieut. Col. L. H . GarpP,nter, Fifth Cavalry, its direetor in accordance with the scheme set
forth in detail in his report.
'
The :progress made by both squadrons has been entirely satisfactory,
but ~m ~ccount of a lack of time, due to its late arrival, and detat·hed
service m the Cherokee Strip, the instruction had by the TlJird Cavalry
~quadron could not cover the entire schedule or follow it systemat1eally. For the sai:ie rea on it could not this season take :part with the
re t of the ca alry m all of the field exercises conducted in the cavalry
subschool. Tbe e exerci. e were carefully planned by Colonel Carpen-
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ter, and the degree of proficiency attained in their execution was
exceedingly gratifying.
·
Combined operations began with brigade drills, and it was found
that the two arms had been so well instructed separately that few of
these were necessary. A brigade was simulated by two squadrons "of
cavalry and one battery of light artillery, and this organization was
found to answer very well for purposes of iustruction, the only serious
inconvenience being a shortage of officers.
COMBINED MANEUVERS.

Prior to the beginning of any :field exercises, a scheme covering the
same and rules and principles for the government of umpires and troops
i:p. their execution (both hereto appended) were prepared and approved
by the school staff. The general plan of conducting them is embodied
in the following extract from a memorandum submitted, discussed, and
adopted by the staff on August 12:
(1) Since the object of field exercises and combined maneuvers at this school
is to "train the artillery and cavalry in all that pertains to their field duties in t.ime
of war," the methods of conducting this instruction should be such as to assume conditions and require action which would assimilate as nearly as practicable to those
existing and that occurring during a state of actual war.
·
(2) With this object 'in view it is suggested that the method outlined by the
following general ideas be adopted in carrying out such exercises here.
(3) In all maneuvers calling for the operation of opposing forces they should. l,e
required (for purposes of identification and convenience) to dress, the one in white
helmets or forage caps and blue uniform, the other in brown canvas fatigue clothing
and campaign hats. The troppS' wearing said clothing should be designated in all
orders, reports, correspondence, etc., as "Blue" and "Brown," respectively.
(4) It may possibly be sometimes found convenient and liable to facilitate the
preparation of orders if the command be divided, one part being designated and
required to uniformly dress as a "Blue" while the other is required to assume tbe.
clothing of and continue a "Brown" force, during certain exercises. The maneuvers
sho11ld, in such a case, be so planned as to require each force to operate an approximately equal number of times under practically the same conditions; for instance,
when it becomes desirable or necessary to repeat a maneuver the ·positions and
instructions might be reversed, the one being assigned the relative position and duty
previously occupied and performed by the other.
(:5) If necessary, in order to sustain the realistic quality of certain maneuvers,
forces of appropriate strength should be assumed to be camped in convenient localities, and all instructions issued should be in harmony with said assumptions. They
should sep forth the assumed conditions necessary to the maneuver in hand as if they
really existed, and should give such other information as would be desirable and
practicable in actual hostilities.
.
(6) In all combined maneuvers the instructions must be issued by order of the
cormp,andant of the school, but instead of being headed "U. S. Cavalry and Light
Artillery School, Fort, Riley, Kans.," they should bear a caption consistent with the
assumptions made; i.e., "Headquarters Brown or Blue Division, Brigade, Regiment,"
etc., in camp at "So and So." 1'bey should be signed by the secretary of the
school, under a :fictitious title consistent with the general assumption.of the occasion;
i. e., "Acting Assistant Adjutant-General, Blue Division, Brown Btiga,de," etc., or
"Adjutant Such and Such, Brown or Blue Regiment."
· (7) All these instructions should be marked, in the upper left-band corner of the
paper, "Course of instruction, U. S. Cavalry and Light Artillery School," together
with the serial number of the exercise or maneuver. All reports, correspondence,
etc., should have a caption, and be signed with titles, in harmony with the instructions for the exercise, and be likewise marked in the upper left-hand corner in a
similar manner.
(8) Full and complete reports, sketches, itineraries, etc., should be promptly rendered concerning and after each day's work.
(9) In order to give time for the preparation of these reports, etc., it is thought
there should not be undertaken, to start with, more than three maneuvers per week.
(10) If found practicable, descriptive memorandums covering, generally, the
exercise to be undertaken on any particular day should be prepared and printed for
general distribution, to each force concerned, in advance of execution, so that all
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(includiurr onli t d men) may have somo idea of what is to be attempted. Suoh ·
m m r?-ndum mirrht include a few cautionary general principles pertinent to the _
ox cut1on of the maneuvor described.
(11) nccecdiug ev ry mn,neuver similar memorandums or reports should also be
l>nnt cl and distributed, calling attention to violations of principles, observed durmo- ~ cu ion, and making expla.nations as to how the dispositions and conduc~ of
a~y ompou n.t of tho force engaged might have been improved. Tho ~reparnt10n
of th s later . m mor::mdums would be expected of nmpires, to be designated for
ea h ruan uv r prior to its execution. It goes without saying that the succ~ssful
11 rformanc of this forportant and delicate duty would call for a high order of profes ional cultivation, observation, judgment, discretion, ancl tact.
(12) The facilities o:fferecl by the hospital and signal corps should, whenever
prncticn.ble, l> o utilized as au:rj.liaries.
(13) Conventional rules for the government of all concerned shoul~ be adopt~d
after oxperienco has indicated what ma,y be desirable in this connection. Certam
salient general principles should also be enunciated which could--not, _g~nerally
speaking, l>e violated, in a time of actual hostilities under present cond1t1ons a?d
armament, without great risk of extermination or undue loss. Such rules and prmciples would serve as a guide for umpires in their decisions and remarks.
.
.
(14) It has been customary in various places to h ave umpires render their _decisions upon the field, but, until more experience is ,had and a greater number of officers shall be available for duty as umpires, this methocl does not seem best adapted
to our conditions.

All exercises were carried out in accordance with these principles,
but, on account of not having an adequate printing plant, it was fo~md
impracticable_ to print memorandums as Sl!-ggested in 10 or umpir~'s
reports as referred to in 11. Written reports, however, were submit- ted by umpires, and these were kept in a place convenient for examination by all officers interested.
. .
.
There.were also exhibited the other reports, maps, itm~ranes, etc.,
submitted in connection with each exercise. The rendermg of these
reports is considered one of the most important auxiliaries for secur·
ing instruction in an indirect manner. They were all of au excelle_nt
character, displaying great interest in the work and a keen appreciation of the merits and defects of actions had ·and observed.
It is to be regretted that these papers are too voluminous to be published in this reportw
.
.
As anticipated in 14, the few officers available for duty as umpires,
and the limited experience possessed, rendered it undesirable to have
decisions made al ways on the field.
It is hoped that the temporary services of a sufficient number of
officers to thus perform this duty may annually be allowed us; yet
even then, where each exercise is participated in by a numerous force,
"'.'ith a large percentage of artillery, many difficulties, affec~ing a soluti~n of t~e -problem of satisfactorily umpiring field exercises, would
still r~mam unmet and demand adjustment.
·
~s m_ a<;,tual fighting results are invariably brought about by_ arms,
so m mimic warfare should decisions of umpires, as far as practi?a.ble,
represent and replace those results. In exercise,s here these decisions
involve a consideration of the relative situation performance and
str~ngth ~f opposing forces, aggregating eight tro'ops and three batten~s, which _are frequently, iu the course of an exercise, located from
a mile to a mile and a half apart.
Whenever conditions arise or action is bad which in real warfare
would probably produce a certain result theoretically all further action
should halt at once u:ntil a deci ion, ~ppropriate to' the situation, can
be ma~e by an umpire. For instance should Troop A-bent upon
assaulti_ng the a1.)paren~1y unprotected flank of Troop B-1,mwittingly
expo e its~lf, while movrn~ to the attack, to a shrapnel broadside from
Battery O, or a destructive fire from Troop D immediately should

'
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action cease all over the field, until an umpire bas assessed the-damage
done to A. Otherwise (unconscious of any loss) it hurls itself upon
and claims the annihilation of B, which has properly depended upon
C and D as sufficient protection for its exposed flank.
This suspension of action is very well in theory, but impossible in
practice. The noise of guns and carbines, combined with high wind,
renders it impossible; by means of any signal yet devised, to suddenly
and simultaneously stop action over the entire field of operations of
such a force.
Even if it were possible, the amount .o f time consumed in conveying
information of the decision, and orders based· thereon, to those components affected would be so great as to render such frequent and
lengthy suspenstons of very doubtful advantage.
The presence of an umpire with each troop and battery might, upon
slight consideration, appear to promise a removal of the difficulties of
satisfactorily rendering decisions on the field, but som~, not easily
overcome, would still remain. When there are so many tempting targets all about, and so much excitement exists, it is hard to tell from
long ranges just what a battery is firing at. Consequently Troop A
(with its umpire)-a mile away-may remain unconscious of destruction by the long range fire of Battery C; it may immediately thereafter
execute a really praiseworthy and meritorious maneuver, and be considered the victor by all umpires in that vicinity, when in the knowledge of the umpire with Battery C it had already been demoralized
before its supposed success was attained, and should possibly have been
ruled out or assessed a damage before tlrn chance to execute its brilliant feat had arisen.
Whilst it is undeniable that occasions may frequently arise where
organizations, or parts thereof, should clearly be decfared hors <l.e combat for gToss violations of tactical principles; and whilst it might
sometimes be practicable to designate the side entitled to the balance
of advantages gained in isolated combats, I very much doubt if it will
ever be practicable, by decisions on the :field (or otherwise for that matter), to demonstrate to the satisfaction of any force that it.s opponent
has gained a victory.
Nor,. indeed, is this necessary for purposes of instruction, since an
umpire has done well who observes and points out all violations of
principles, and gives good tactical reasons for his decisions. With sometimes imperfect personal knowledge, and in the face of so many conflicting circumstances and interests, it is difficult to determine wisely
even after mature reflection. How, then, could exact and summary
justice on the field be expected of umpires surrounded by confusion
and excitement and sometimes by rival claimants f Besides an this,
ruling organizations off the field, unless observed. and understood by
all, would not have as much effect, in the way of instruction, as commenting upon their violations of tactical principles in a printed report
which is widely circulated. And again, even though organizations still
continue on the field, after suffering disaster or defeat, it by no means
necessarily follows that harm is thereby done to the cause of instruction. As long as they remain active opportunities to learn may still
arise; ruled off, all chance to practice theory is gone.
The most important object of maneuvers is, of course, to afford a
variety of situatiom; wherein troops can have opportunities for practicing tactical principles already learned in theory, and not to test the
relative skill of individual commanders, or to do exact justice to the
achievements of-forces under their command.
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I am therefore of the opinion that the system of umpiring best
adapted to the situation at this school is one combining tbe features of
o~al decisions on the field (in unmistakable C3;Ses only) with a well-cons~dered written report of a chief umpire, based upon his own observation and upon reports submitted to him by assistant umpires, one of
whom should accompany each organization. These umpires s~ould
carry watches running together, and note all significant proceedmgs,
with time of beginning, duration, etc. Such observations would often
prove of valu~ in untangling knotty disputes of advantage and disadvantage between opposing forces. The chief umpire's report should
be printed for general distribution. It is no more reasonable to expect
that decisions thus arrived at should ever be entirely in harmony with
the views of both sides, than to expect the opposing forces o~ a real
battle to take the same view of its merits; yet for purposes of rnstruction it is confidently believed that a system will finally be evolved along
these lines which will meet the wants of the situation, as well as practicable, and be reasonably satisfactory as to salient prmciples and
main essentials.
I have been unable, after much investigation, to find any sy~tem or
example of umpiring, practiced either at home or abroad, which has
been entirely satisfactory to the participants in field exercises.
The schools of instruction for the hospital and signal corps, previously established here, are still admirably conducted. The ~en
thereof were afforded as many opportunities for practice as poss:bl~,
and their presence and services contributed much to the reahstrn
features of the exercises.
REMARKS .A.ND REC~MMEND.A.TIONS.

It i.s believed that great benefit would result both to the service and
to the individuals selected, if, during the months of October and
November, a number of suitable officers could be annually ordered here
to act as assistant umpires at field exercises. It is urgently recom. mended that this suggestion be given a trial next fall.
Material interference with instruction has again resulted from detached
service of both officers and men. During the theoretical course of last
winter several officers were detailed by name .and ordered away on
court-martial duty, where they remained nearly a month. Two of them
were_instructors, and work in their departments had to be suspended.
It seems reasonable to suppose that there might have been found
elsewhere other officers available for that duty.
The Third Cavalry squadron arrived in the middle of the school
year: Three of its troops, having been continuously in the field on the
M~x1can fro1;1tier, had little or no opportunity for instruction in t~e new
drill regu~at10ns, ~nd needed, for this purpose, all the time obta1?-able.
But_ notw1thstandmg the squadron had ,iust been on that duty, it was
agam detached for field service in the Cherokee Strip.
If unusual_ results in the way of mstruction were not exp~cted of
troops at this post; I would have nothing to say on this subJect, but
they should surely not be thus detached when there are others availabl~ which do not con titute part of a school of mstruction, and of
which special wo~k is neither required nor expected.
. . .
I_ have 1:11any t1mes remarked, and now repeat again, that 1f it_ is
de ued th1"' chool hall ever be well established detached service
mu t pra?tically cea e. It ought never to occur s~ve in exceptional
emergencies and when absolutely necessary. If officers and troops
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must be detached, the commandant should at least select, them, in order
thatthose may go whose services can best ·be spared. There is instruction of some kind assigned to every day of the school year. If officers _
and men are absent for a period, the part belonging thereto must generally go by default and not be given. · No system deserving the name
can .possibly be maintained under such circumstances.
· If the necessary officers' quarters and stables were constructed,
another squadron would be desirable, and would very materially contribute to greater success in the prosecution and perfection of combined
maneuvers.
·
When on the field the disproportion of cavalry to artillery is very
marked, and planning of exercises which approximate to real conditions
is thereby r~ndered difficult. This disproportion is due no more to the
small number of troops than to the small size of the troops themselves.
In considerations which are affected by the actual number of men
available for drills it should always be borne in mind. that, under
present· conditions, seldom as many as 60 per cent of the men of an
organization can be had for drill at any one time. With a troop aggregating 60 enlisted men a · captain is exceptionally fortunate who can
turn out 36 for drill, a thing so unusual that it becomes a subject of
remark whenever it happens here, where all possible efforts are made
to have every man at drill. Out of a cavalry command averaging, as
this does, about 440 men, it is perfectly safe to say there will never be
more than 240 _available for field exercises. When these appear with
12 guns (the complement of three light batteries) the disproportion is
very apparent. As a partial corrective of this disproportion I can not
too strongly recommend the adoption, as soon as practicable, of the
suggestion made by the Major-General Commanding the Army on April
2, 1892, viz:
/
That in order to make this training for field service (at United States Cavalry and
Light Artillery School) as complete as possible, both arms be kept on a war footing in regard to armament, supplies, administration, and organiziat,ion.

Pursuant to instructions, I had the honor of submitting in June, 1891,
a proposed scheme of organization for this school, in which I recommended that the cavalry command be composed of twelve troops of
cavalry, not more than two to be taken from any one regiment; but the
War Department order, based on said scheme, prescribed that it should
consistof one regiment of cavalry, as nearly as practicable. Supposing
there was some reason for this wide departure from my recommendation, and being convinced the regimental organization would not serve
the best interP-sts of the institution, in my annual report of last year I
suggested a compromise between the two plans (the one recommended
and that adopted), viz, that the cavalry command consist of three squadrons from ·different regiments which suggestion was approved. Though
that plan has some advantages, and notwithstanding it has been tried
only one year, I nevertheless, now feel justified in returning to my
original recommendation. The objectionable features it was feared
might exist in the squadron plan have already become apparent. The
two most urgent needs atpresentarethat troops shallhavethe authorized
complement of officers and contain a war strength of enlisted men.
Under present conditions in the Army to keep three officers on duty
with each of four troops of one regiment is uext to an impossibility. It
could hardly be expected, out of one regimenta1 allowance alone, that
four troops be maintained at a war strength. Since the total allowance
of enlisted men for the cavalry arm is a fixed number and can not be
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increased, the twelve troops of the school could be placed on a war .
footing only by a proportionate reduction of the allowance of all regi~ents. But s~ven of them, under the present system, would he deriv.
u~g no benefit m return.
l recently addressed a communication to the Adjut-a~t-Gene:ral
requesting that the troops in this school be maintained at an average
of seventy men each, and in reply was informed that this could not be
done without injustice to other regiments. This conclusion, in which I
concur, makes it all the more appropriate that a plan be adopted under
which, wit hout injustice, these troops can be put on a basis commensurate with the importance of the work expected. I therefore have ~he
honor to urgently recommend that, as the squadrons now here fimsh
their tours of duty, the organization of the cavalry command be changed
to accord with my original recommendation, viz: That it consist of twelve
troops, all regiments being represented. My reasons are as follows:
(1) Troops serving here could then be maintained at a war stren~t~
without injustice to any regiment, since all would continuously participate in the benefits of the school.
.
(2) Each regimental commander would be enabled to offer the det~1l
as a reward to that captain of his regiment who had displayed the most
interest in and succeeded best ·with the instruction, discipline, and efficiency of his troop. Selection would then be an honor and would be
worked for, thereby promoting efficiency.
(3) He could more easily spare sufficient officers to kee1;> three on
duty with each troop of his regiment here, and, being fewer m number,
he would be able to select only the most suitable who have a natural
taste for the work. This is a matter of no small importance.
{4) All ·regiments would sooner derive some benefit than under the
present organization.
·
(5) The War Department would probably find it easier to annually
arrange f2r the detail of one troop each from four regiments ~ban fo_ur
tro-o ps from one regiment. Probably fewer emergencies and ~ifficu~t1es
would interfere with the ordering them here at a, regular specified time.
The period of instruction should, however, remaiu three years (four
troops being relieved each year, as now), instead of being for two, as
suggested in my original scheme.
,.
There are many recommendations in my report of last year which
have not as yet received attention . . I would respectfully renew them
no~, especially those relating to a topographical survey of the reservation and to an allowance of a general service clerk for permanent
duty at the school.
The scheme of instruction, as approved, will be found hereto
appended. The division of time so far as it affects instruction of the
cavalry command is as follows:
J_a1?-uary 10 to April 30: School of soldier, of the trooper, equitation,
t~aun1;1g hotses, packing, guard duty, drills preliminary to target_prac-tice, s1gnalmg, elementary instruction in practical veterinary smence,
and horseshoeing. Also schools of the squad and troop in extended
order, dismounted.
May 1 to August 15: Estimating distances target practice, camping
and troop drill.
'
. August 15 to September 15: Squadron drill and signaling includmg :field te~egr_aphy, wnstruction, and operation of line.
.
Instruction m stable management occurs daily; trumpet practice,
the same (Saturdays and Sundays excepted); bearer drill and instruc-
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tion in first aid to injured, weekly. All the rest of the instruction
mentioned in the schedule is given between October 1 and December 20.
The reports 1 of the directors of the subschools will be found appended
hereto. Attention is respectfully invited to the recommendations contained therein, which are concurred in by me.
Since ·the submission of my last report the following changes have
occurred in the staff of the post commander:
'
First Lieut. Frank R. Keefer, assistant surgeon, IT. S. A., left 11ost
January 16, 1893.
First Lieut. Merritte ,V. Ireland, assistant surgeon, U. S. A., left
post April 22, 1893.
First Lieut.James M. Kennedy, assistant surgeon; U. S. A., arrived
at post May 31, 1893.
First Lieut. Madison M. Brewer, assistant surgeon, U.S. A., arrived
at post June 3, 1893.
In conclusion I desire to again testify to the close attention to duties
ancl to the cheerful and valuable assistance rendered by all officers
concerned with the duty of instruction. More loyal support than that
accorded me could not be expected or desired.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
_
_

JAMES

W,

FORSYTH,

Colonel Seventh Gctvalry, Commanding.
The

ADJUTANT-GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY.

REPORT OF THE COMMANDANT OF THE UNITED STATES
INFANTRY AND CAVALRY SCHOOL.
UNITED STATES I NFANTRY AND C AVALRY SCHOOL,

Fort Leavenworth, Kans., August 1, 1894.
I have the honor to submit this my report of tho operations and wants of the United States Infantry and Cavalry School for
the first school year commencing September 1, 1893, and ending May
31, 1894.
The student class comprised the following-named officers: Second
Lieuts. Eobert C. Williams, First Cavalry; James J. Hornb-rook, Second
Cavalry; John P. Ryan, Third Cavalry; Edward D. Anderson, Fourth
Cavalry; Louis 0. Scherer, Fifth Cavalry; James G. Harbord, Fifth
. Cavalry; Ervin L. Phil1ips, Sixth Cavalry; John O'Shea, Seventh Cavalry. First Lieut.John 0. Waterman, Eighth Cavalry. Second Lieuts.
Joseph T. Crabbs, Eighth Cavalry; Mathew A. Batson, Ninth Cavalry;
Winthrop S. Wood, 'l'enth Cavalry; Samuel D. Rockenuacb, Tenth Cavalry; Dwight E. Holley, First Infantry. First Lieut. Charles H. Muir,
Second Infantry. Second Lieuts. William H. Morford, Third Infantry;
John S. Switzer, Fourth Infantry; John C. Castner, Fourth Infantry;
William Brooke, Fourth Infantry; Edward Sigerfoos, Fifth Infantry;
William H.Simons, Sixth Infantry; William Wallace, Seventh Infantry.
First Lieut. John A. Perry, Eighth Infantry. Second Lieuts. Frank
Owen, Eighth Infantry; Edmund Wittenmyer, Ninth Infantry; Arthur
W. Yates,Ninth Infantry; MattR.Peterson~ Tenth Infantry; Edward A.
Shuttleworth, Eleventh Infantry; Earl 0. Carnahan, Twelfth Infantry;
Peter 0. Harris, Thirteenth Infantry; Frederick W. Fuger, Thirteenth
GENERAL:
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Infantry; Charles R. Krauthoff, Fourteenth Infantry; Henry tl Hunt,
Fifteenth Infantry. First Lieut.Walter A. Thurston, Sixteenth Infantry.
Second Lieuts. Benjamin F. Hardaway, Sevent,e enthlnfa.ntry; Percival
G.Lowe,Eighteenthlnfantry; Jasper E.Brady,jr.,Nineteenthlnfantry;
John Howard, Nineteenth Infantry; Wilson Chase, Twentieth Infantry;
Munroe McFarland, Twenty-first Infantry; Ralph H. Van Deman, ·
Tweuty-first Infantry; Rob_ert L. Hamilton, Twenty-second Infantry;
Albert C. Dalton, Twenty-second Infantry; James E. Normoyle, Twentythird Infantry. First Lieut. William Black, Twenty-fourth Infantry.
Second Lieuts. John R. Seyburn, Twenty-fourth Infantry; John S •
.Murdock, Twenty-fifth Infantry.
.
Of the foregoing, the following-named officers reported at the dates
opposite their respective names for preliminary instruction in mathematics.
·
Second Lieuts. William Brooke, Fourth Infantry, March 1, 1~93;
M.A. Batson, Ninth Cavalry, March 1, 1893; William Cl.lase, Twentieth
Infantry, March 1, 1893; Henry J. Hunt, Fifteenth Infantry, March 4,
1893; Earl C. Carnahan, Twelfth Infantry, March 5, 1893; Jasper E_.
Brady, jr'., Nineteenth Infantry, March 13, 1893; Charles R. Krauthoff,
Fourteenth Infantry, March 14, 1893; William Wallace, Seventh
Infantry, March 15, 1893; John O'Shea, Seventh Cavalry, March 17,
1893; John Howard, Nineteenth Infantry, March 24, 1893; John_S.
Murdock, Twenty-fifth Infantry, March 25, 1893; W. H. Morford, Third
Infantry, March 27, 1893; Percival G. Lowe, Eighteenth Infantry,
April 5,-1893./
. Lieut, Henry 0. Le Comte, Swiss army, reported for duty ~~ school
January 1, 1894, to take a six months, course, as per letter of rnstruc. tion from the Adjutant-General United States Army, under date of
December 19, 1893. Was relieved from duty May 31, 1894, and
furnished a certificate of proficiency in subjects pursued during that
-part of the course.
The following-named officers were relieved from duty at the school
from time to time during the year and for various causes:
(1) Second Lieut. Joseph T. Crabbs, Eighth Cavalry, per paragraph
10, Special Orders 186, Headquarters of the Army, Adjutant-Genera.l's
Office, August 15, 1893; relieved before commencement of school year,
and did not join the class.
(2) First Lieut. Walter A. Thurston, Sixteenth Infantry, pe~ paragra-ph 20, Special <Jrders 210, Headquarters of the .Army, AdJutantGeneral's Office, September 20, 1893; at bis own request.
(3) First Lieut. Dwight E. Holley, Fourth Infantry, per paragraph
3, Special Orders 33, Headquarters of the Army, Adjutant-General's
Offi.~e, February 8, 1894; detailed as professor of military science and
tactics at Mount Tamalpais Military Academy, San Rafael, Cal.
(4) S_econd Lieut. William Brooke, Fourth Infantry, per paragraph
3,. Special Orders 49, Adjutant-General's Office, February 27, 1894; at
his own request.
The student cla s as a body reported September 1, 1893, and
entered upon the course of study prescribed September 15 numbering at that time 46 members.
'
'
The ubjects pur, ned by the members of the class from September 15
to Decemb r ~1, 1 93, were as follows: Department of military art,
Y'1 agner Ser,vice of i e~urity and Information; department of engi!leerrng, Johnson
urveyrng; department of law Davis' International
La_w; d partm nt of military hygiene Lecture~ on Early .Aid to the

¼ur~.
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During this time there was also much practical work accomplished
in tlle departments of military art and engineering, which is fully set
forth in the reports of the heads of those departments.
During the month of January, 1894, _the semiannual examination of
the student class in the foregoing studies took place.
The examination of the following-named officers was declared by the
school staff unsatisfactory in the subjects set opposite their names,
respectively: Second ' Lieut. John Howard, N1neteenth Infantry, military art and engineering; Second Lieut. William Brooke, Fourth
Infantry, engineering-; Second Li'eut. W. H. Morford, Third Infantry,
military art and engineering.
.
These officers were reexamined twenty days thereafter, in accordance
with paragraph 48 of the school regulations, and having pasRed a satisfactory examination were declared proficient.
From January to May 31, 1894, the course of study consisted of the
following subjects, together with much practical work in road sketchiug, i·econnoissance, rna1)ping, etc.: Department of military art, Wag11er'·s Organization and Tactics, and Home's Precis of Modern Tactics;
<.lepa1-tment of engineering, Richard's Military Topography; department of law, Cooley's Constitutional Law; department of cavalry,
Dwyer's Seats and Saddles, and Cavalry Drill Regulations; department
of infantry, Infantry Drill Regulations.
The annual examination of the student class in the foregoing subjects
took place in June. The examination of the following-named officers
was declared unsatisfactory by the school staff in the subjects set opposite their names, respectively: First Lieut. Frank Owen, Fourteenth
Infantry, military art and engineering; Second Lieut. John Howard,
Nineteenth Infantry, military art; Second Lieut. W. H. Morford, Third
Infantry, military art, engineering, and constitutional law.
These officers were again examined twenty days thereafter, a11d the
following-named officers were by the school staff declared deficient:
First Lieut. Frank Owen, Fourteenth Infantry, in engineering; Second
Lieut. W. H. Morford, Third Infantry, in military art, engineering, and
constitutional law.
In accordance with paragraph 48, school regulations~ a special report
of the school staff in these cases has been submitted for the action of
tbe Major-General Commanding the Army.
In the case of the first-named officer, I am satisfied that with steady
application he could master the course without much difficulty. In the
second case, I believe it to be exceedingly doubtful if the officer named
could graduate at all.
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY .A.RT.

This department during the past year has been in charge of Capt.
A. L. Wagner, ~ixth Infantry, who succeeded Lieut. Col. Jacob Kline,
Ninth Infantry, when the latter officer was relieved from duty at the
school. Captain Wagner has brought untiring zeal to the accomplishment of the work in his department and with the help of his able
assistant instructors ba~ been remarkably successful in the instruction
of the class. The works of which he is the author, viz, Service bf
Security and Information and Organization and Tactics, have been
used as the text-books of the course, supplemented by a small portion
of Home's Precis of Modern Tactics. This book will be dropped as
soon as Captain Wagner's work is entirely completed.
For a detailed account of the work done in this department I
respectfully refer to the report of Captain Wagner herewith.
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DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING .

. The department of engineering during the past year, as in the PFe·
v10u one, has been under the charge of Capt. W. D. Beach, Thi!:d
Cavalry. Progress therein has been eminently satisfactory. Instructor
and nssistants have been untiring in their zealous efforts to improve
this part of the course of study. The new text-book upon field engineering, arranged for the use of the United States Infantry and Cavalry School and for the Army, by the instructor and assistants of the
department of engineering, is completed. It bas been approved by
the school staff, and it is hoped will meet with the approval of the War
Department. It is intended to have it printeu in time for use by the
present student class.
.
I respectfully-call the attention of the War Department to the great
need of additional instruments for this department. The studeut class
is steadily becoming_ larger and more instruments are required to carry
on the instructions thoroughly. They are also very expensive, and the
small sum appropriated to carry on the school ($1,500 per year) should
not be encroached upon for this purpose. If it be impracticable to have
this amount increased as recommended elsewhere in this report, I would
respectfully ask that a special appropriation of sixteen hundred dollars
($1,GOO) be made for t,he purchase of the instruments require~.
.
Reference is made to the report 1 of Captain Beach herewith, which
details more fully the work of his department and its requirements.
DEPA.RT:i\'lEN'l' OF INFANTRY.

The d~partment of infantry has during the past year been under ~he
supervision of J\faj.-J~ T. Haskell, Twenty-fourth Infantry, he havrng
succeeded Lieut. Col. Jacob Kline, Ninth Infantry, as instructor. A
few days before the 1st of June last Major Haskell was ordered. to the
Indian Territory with three companies of infantry to repress disturbances. This was unfortunate, as it took the head of the d~par~ment
from his duties as instructor iu the school just as the exammat10n of
the student class was about to begin.
.
.
The examination of this department was, therefore, conducted nnder
the supervision of the senior assistant instructor, Capt.John F. St:etc~i,
Tenth Infantry, whose report will be found herewith. Instruct10?- m
this de11artment has consisted of recitations in the Drill Regulat1011s
and 11ractica1 exercises with the troops.
DEPARTMEN'l' OF CAVALRY.

Thi~ ~epartment bas continued under the charge of Mad. C. C. C.
Carr, Eighth Cavalry, and has been carried on with great efficiency by
him aml his able assistants.
The instruction consisted of recitations in Drill Regulations, Dwyer's
Seats_ and Saddles, and practical exercises with the troops.
l\faJor Carr's report 1 in detail wm be found herewith, and is respectfu11y referred to.
DEPA.RT:i\ffiNT OF LAW.

The in truction in this department under the supervision of Capt.
J. 1\1_. J. anno, ~eventh Infantry, has' been very complete, comprising
Davis s International Law aml Cooley' Constitutional Law. Oonsiuer1
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able difficulty has been experienced in keeping instructors in this as
well as in other departments, owing to the fact that they are generally
taken from officers belonging to the troops or companies of the garrison, and are constantly liable to be detached and ordered away for
other dtity. This subject will be more fully discussed in -another part
of this report. Captain Sanno's report 1 of the work in his department
will be found herewith, and is respectfully referred to for details.
DEP .A.RTMENT OF MILITARY HYGIENE.

Maj. Calvin DeWitt, surgeon, United States Army, has been in
charge of this department since the departure of Maj. John Brooke,
surgeon, United States Army, now retired.
The course of instruction during the past year has been limited to
lectures on the subject of "Early aid to the injured." The principal
part of the course of military hygiene takes place during the second
year.
REn-I.A.RKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

I take l}leasure in calling the attention of the War Department to
the repori; of First Lieut. W. S. Scott, First Cavalry, t,he secretary of
the school, which shows the great amount of work constantly in progress in his office. The position of secretary of the school has become
of extreme importance, requiring great intelligence and unremitting
labor. At no time has the place been filled moie thoroughly and more
to the satisfaction of all the officers connected with the school than by
the present incumbent. The assistant to the secretary, Sergt. Philip
F. Hoffman, Company H, Fourteenth Infantry, also merits commenda-·
tion for efficiency and zeal. It is hoped that by the passage of the bill
now before Congress the position held by Sergeant Hoffman may
become permanent.
Great embarrassment in conducting the work of the school is occasioned by the loss of instructors and assistant instructors when in an
emergency the companies and troops comprh;ing tbe garrison are called
out on detacl1ed service.
A number of the instructors and assistants in the departments of
Jaw, infantry, and cavalry belong to these organizations, and should
ithey go with them the course of study in the school is seriously broken
en upon. Should tbey remain to attend io their school duties their
ompanies and troops are short the number of officers necessary for
efficiency.
I know that it has been impracticable to detail as many officers for
such duty as was really needed, because of limited quarters, but that
difficulty has now been partially remedied by the erection of new buildings, and it may be further mitigated by the detail of a few officers for
duty in the department of law, who shall also be required to instruct
in the departments of infantry or cavalry.
The departments of engineering and military art are not so much
affected, as the instructors and assistants in those departments are as
a rule detailed by orders from Washington.
'
To illustrate the necessity of the above I will state that within a few
weeks three companies of infantry were ordered away from this post to
the Indian Territory on detached service of indefinite duration, which
took away the head of the depa:.ctrnent of infantry (there being already
one vacancy in the department), and this but three days before the
annual examination of the student class, thus crippling a very impor1
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tant department at a time when the presence of every instructor was
needed.
The examination, however, was proceeded with, but was not completed (there being three officers to be reexamined) when five more
companies were ordered to Chicago. This carried off the head of the
department of law, as well as an assistant instructor therein, leaving
bnt oue assistant instructor in that department to complete the work.
Tllis 1s liable to occur at any time, and it can readily be seen how
crippled the instruction of the student class might become in a sudden
emergency.
In view of the above I would respectfully recommend and request
that in addition to those already detailed, there be sent here, by order
of the War Department, one first lieutenant of infantry and two first
lieutenants of cavalry, to be assigned to duty as assistant instructors
in the departments of infantry, cavalry, military art, or engineering, as
the necessity of the case may require. By this means but few officers
would be required from the garrison, and should the troops or companies be ordered away suddenly, the school work might still be continued by doubling duties, there being left for duty at least two in each
department.
I believe the time is approaching when the usefulness of the Infantry
and Cavalry School should be further increased by grad uating a class
of officers every year. The time required to complete the course of
study remaining as now, two years, there would be about seventy
officers in the two classes at any one time.
By sending thirty-five or forty officers to their regiments yearly from
this school, having been thoroughly instructed in its course of study
and its practical work, they would very soon make their influence felt
throughout the service and would result in great benefit to the Arwy
at large. It would probably enable every young officer of cavalry and
infantry in due1time to avail himself of the advantages of the schoo~.
To carry out thoroughly this idea would require little else than additional quarters for the increased number of students. A building but
little larger than the one erected last year, now called Schofield Hall,
would be sufficient for the class, while the quarters now contemplated,
when built, will probably suffice for the few additional instructors that
might be required.
.
It is not impossible that the representatives of the National Guard
whose business pursuits would permit, or new graduates of colleges
having military instruction, selected by the exeet1ti ves of the States,
might be authorized to take the course of instruction under such
restrictions as should be. deemed proper, they bearing their own
expenses.
The remodelling of the quartermaster's storehouse contiguous to
Sherman Hall for academic purposes is greatly desired. It is by far
the most convenient arrangement yet suggested. It has been proposed
by the Quartermaster-General to build an addition to Sherman Hall
exte!1di1:lg to the rear from the center. While I would prefer the former,
yet 1t_w11l undoub~e~ly do for the present, and it is hoped that in tbe
n~ar fu_ture the bmldmg originally desired may be obtained. The school
will w1tbout doubt continue to be enlarged and the building will
become essential to it efficiency.
La t winter a double set of officers' quarters took fire and before the
flame could be extingui ·bed were so badly burned that the buildi°:g
~! pull ~ ~own. A.. d uble set of kick shoald be erected on this
B.11,e, and i t 1s ·trongly recommended that tbis be done at an early day.
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I would again call attention to the buildings known as Thomas and
McPherson halls. They have long since been condemned and shou]d
be replaced.
I have the honor to renew my recommendation of last year that
measuresbe·taken to increase the annual appropriation for tb.e Infantry
and Cavalry School from $1,500 to $5,000. It becomes more and more
evident every year that the amount allowed heretofore is entirely inadequate to meet the absolute needs of the school. Its scope is widening
every year, the student class is steadily_increasirig in number, more
facilities are required by the various departments, and the library
should be largely increased. Much printing is necessary for the current business of the school, many compilations and translations, as
well as original work, pass through the school press, all of which must
be paid from the a1;wropriation. One thousand :five hundred dollars is
too small a sum to cover the expense of an institution of such incre.asing value to the military service.
It is also hoped that an appropriation may be secured to build barracks and stables for a battery of artillery and that a battery or, better
still, two batteries of light artillery be ma,de a part of the garrison.
The three arms of the service being thus sufficiently represented,
thorough inst.ruction of the student class as well as of the officers of
the garrison in maneuvers of the three arms· combined can easily be
obtained.
In all the work of the school during the past year I have had the
hearty cooperation of every officer connected therewith, and whatever
s~ccess has been attained has been largely due to their unceasing
efforts, which I here gladly recognize.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. F. TOWNSE'ND,
Colonel Twelfth Infantry, Oomma,ndant.
Tbe .ADJUTANT-GENERAL, UNITED S'.I.'.A.TES .ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF THE COMMANDANT OF THE UNITED STATES
ARTILLERY SCHOOL.
UNITED ST.A.TES AR'.l'ILLERY SCHOOL,

Fort Monroe, Va., August 25, 1894.
SIR: I have the honor to submit; for the information of the MajorGeneral Commanding the .Army, my annual report of the United States
Artillery School. The report covers the second or last year of the
prescribed course of instruction, embracing the subjects of steam and
mechanism, electricity and mines, chemistry and explosives, military
science, ballistic machines, and practical military exercises. During
the fall and spring months the forenoons were given to lecture-room
and laboratory instruction, and afternoons to practical artillery exercises; during the winter months, both forenoons and afternoons were
given to lecture-room and laboratory instruction. The months of July
and August were devoted to artillery :firing practice.
STE.AM ..A.ND MECHANISM.

Instruction in mechanism included the geometry of machi11;er:y, the
elements of mechanism, the principles involved in the transm1ss1on of
power, and problems in mechanieal design.
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. In team the course embraced the nature, nomenclature, and descri~ t10n of the steam engine, the indicator, indicator practice, the determ1nat~on of horsepower, principles and equations of thermodynamics and
theff application, prominent types of modern engines, fuels and combu tio1:1-, the steam boiler, theory, type fixtures, etc., and the soluti~n of
numerical problems. The department is equipped with boilers, engmes,
aJld types of various machines; also a collection of carefully constructed
models of machines and their parts, and an extensive assortment of
plates. The instruction was made as practical as possible, every stu ·
dent having the opportunity to operate boilers, engines, and other
machines.
This instruction is of great value to an artilleryman, not only in giving him facility in reading machine drawings, and enabling him to appreciate the nature and features of ,apparatus and machines with which he
has to deal daily, but the complicated nature of modern guns and
carriages, and the application of steam and electricity to the means
and methods of harbor defense, have made a knowledge of these subjects indispensable to him.
E'LECTRICITY .AND MINES.

The. equipment of this department is -improved from year to _year as
the limited appropriations of the school will permit, and the rnstruction of each succeeding class is consequently fuller a~d _mor~ com1:lete
than tha-t of the preceding one. But our appropriation 1s ~ntirely
inadeqtiate to providing some of the most costly machines, which a~e
deemed essential to satisfaGtory instruction. The importance of th~s
~epartment is scarcely second to that of any o~her in the school, and it
1s earnestly hoped that the few prominent wants that are beyon~ the
ability of the school appropriation to meet may be otherwise pr~)V1ded.
In ad~itiout<;> the~general subject of electricity, special attention was
giveI'-. during the course to the practical management of artille_ry ~lectrical appliances, the ~quipment and .operation of mines, the prmc1ples
of the dynamo, the electric motor, etc.
CHEMISTRY .AND EXPLO,SIVES,

This course assumes that student officers are already familia: wi~h
e!e~ent'.1ry chemistry, and instruction on that part of the sub1ect :s
hm1ted to such lectures and analytical work as are necessary to familiaTi_ze th~m with laboratory apparatus and methods, preparatory to the
~am obJ_ect of the course, to wit, thorough instruction in manufacturrng, testmg and in the manipulation of explosives. Explosives ?f eve~y
class were made, tested, or analyzed by each officer, stress berng l aid
0:1 those adapted to military purposes and the service tests. Inst~uction was also given in densimetry and in the application of explosives
to military demolitions.
. The laboratory of this department of the school is thoroughly organ~zecl and very fully equippeu for its special work. In addition to ins_tr?-ct~ng th~ st1;1dent clas , the department aims to do its share of origmal
~nvestigat10n and research in this comparntivelv new field of study, and
1~ ~he developmen~ of a military explosive that shall meet all the con~1t~ons of the service. Results thus far obtained arc exceedingly grat1fyrng, and encourage the belief that a, satisfactory solution of th3
problem will soon be reached.
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MILITARY SCIENCE.

Military science or the art of war was studied under the usual heads
of organization, logistics, minor tactics, strategy, and battle tactics;
the authoTized text-books oh these subjects being largely supplemented
by notes compiled by the instructor from current military literature, of
which the exchanges of the Journal of the United States Artillery
afforded an ample resource, embracing as they do the military magazines and periodicals of nearly every country. He was thus able, in bis
treatment of the subject, to place bHore the class with appropriate
ex_planations such changes in the application of principles as improved
methods and the changing conditions of war have made necessary.
Want of good and recent maps caused some foc9nvenience, but steps
have been tak8n. to Empply this deficiency. While not'an essential part of a curriculum of an artillery course, a knowledge of these subjects is
indispensable to every military officer, and a clear and comprehensive
idea of them can not well be acquired withq~t the aid of an experienced
instructor and the advantages of a well equipped school.
B.A.LLIS'.rIC MA.CHINES.

Instruction in the theory of ballistic machines and. practice in the use
of them was given in the afternoons of November. _ The Boulange chronograph, the instrument now universally employed for taking muzzle
velocities, was used for this instruction, and the Springfield rirle, loaded
with a service cartridge, was used to break the screen circuits. In
addition to the Springfield. rifle a few shots were fl.reel each day with
a .30-caliber barrel with a crusher gauge attached, li.sing a smokeless powder manufactured by Lieut. Willoughby Wal)r:e, instructor in
explosives. In this way each student officer became familar with tli e use
and manipulation of the machines and apparatus, and the computations
involved in taking velocities.
During the month of June eX]_Jerimental firing was done with the
8-inch 0. R., for the purpose of obtaining data, for ballistic deductions.
These experiments were of the greatest possible practical value in
showing the causes of' error in using the gun, and the special care
necessary to eliminate the~. To the knowledge thus gained, more tlrnn
to any other cause, is due the greatly improved results of target l)racticc
with this gun.
.
ENLISTED MEN'S DIVISION.

The division for noncommissioned officers continues to be a valuable
feature of the school. The course embraces all subjects within the .
sphere of a noncommissioned. officer's duties, and requires two years
for its completion. .All arc required to take as much of the course as
· can be profitably -taken. by them; those completing it being given -a
certificate signed by the staff, those taking a part of it only a certificate
signed by the instructor showing in what subjects they are proficient.
The average attendance during the year was 60, of whom 6 completed
the course, 25 completed the first year, and otllers were in various stages
of progress. While noncommissioned officers are instructed as fully
~s .p racticable in the theories and principles involved, their instruction
1s made thoroughly practical, thus greatly enhancing their value ancl
efficiency.
PR.ACTIC.AL MILITARY EXERCISES.

Besides considerable necessary work in moving guns arnl carriages
from the wharf and depot to their emplacements, and mounting thel!-1,
practical artillery instruction for the year embraced all exercises m
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mechanical maneuvers prescribed in the programme of the school not
complE:t~d the previous year, the service of the several classes of guns
cornpnsrng the armament of the post, including field and machine guns,
t~rget practice with the 15-inch S. B., 8-inch C.R., 8-inch and 10-inch
siege mortars, machine guns, and small arms. Artillery target firing,
especially witli the 8-inch C. R., was much hetter tha,n heretofore; due
cllietly to a betttr knowledge of the gun. Experience shows that this
gun, if properly used, is accurate up to 4,000 yards at least, anct well
suited to target practice. All parts of the carriage and platform, therefore, should be made as reliable as possible. The large amount of firing
done here for some years past by this and neighboring garrisons has,
by natural wear and tear, considerably impaired the conditi<;rn of some
of the carriages and platforms. The pintles of the thr~e 15-incb _gun
platforms at the end of the water battery, the pintle transom of carnage
No. 1, and the right chassis rail of carriage No. 2 are all bent and other
wise damaged, a.nd should be replaced before another year's firing.
rrbe four 8-inch C.R. are mounted on wooden platforms laid in the sand
and liave been in use for many years. Although repaired from time
to time by the labor of the post, they are now in bad condition and
should be replaced, two of them at least by concrete and masonry p~atforms, if practicable. The carriages of these guns are also defe?tive.
The front guides of the top carriages are frequently broken oft, due
chiefly to the unnecessary space between the guide and the flang': of
the chassis rail, thus permitting the carriage to jump, and th~ gmde,
striking the flange with a blow, is soon broken off. By mak~ng the
flange fit with the least possible vertical play and strengthemng the
bolts, this defect would be remedied.
The post is not thoroughly equipped for ballistic work; the field ~pparatus, s~ch as screens, frames, etc., should be renewed for contmued
work in this direction. A more accurate weighing scales than are at
present provided should also be furnished for weighing large charges
of powder.
·
,
· :Vrom·the foregoing it is seen that practical artillery instruction at the
school is, and has been, limited to drills in the service of the sev~ral
classes of guns at the post; to mounting, dismounting, and transportmg
heavy gmp~.~i9-.(l .c arriages, and to target firing with individual guns, all
of ~n oq~glete·£yy~, and although not entirely useless, they fi~l a very
subordinate place·,i.n a new armament. We have recently rece1~ed, too
late for use by.the present class, one 8-inch B. L. R. and one 12-rnch B.
L. M., and I cax(not urge too strongly the necessity of provid_ing the
sc~10ol at an ~ar1y day with modern guns of every class, and with electric _s~a~ch hghts, approved range and position finders, and all ot~.er
auxih~mes pertaining to the defense 'Jf a modern coast fortress. Whi~e
~h~re 1s much valuable experience to be gained by the use of any gun, it
1s 11;11-portant that the artillery should be familiar with the use of our
entire arm~ment, and especially with the most important part of it. So
many details have been introduced into the defense of a coast fortress
t~at the most_complete and perfect organization and training a.re essential to a~ efficient command and control of its various parts, in order to
acc?D:1-Phsh the common purpose. To develop such an organization ~nd
~rammg_should be the <?bject, in part at least, of the drills and practical
m , truction at the Artillery School. Without a knowledge of all the
mean to be employe~ and a familiarity with the u e of them such a
system can n_ot be devi e(~ nor training bad in working it. I hope, therefore, that thi post, garri oned by eight batteries, and to which seven
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other batteries come for their annual target practice, may be provided
at an early day with all classes of guns and other accessories to a modern defense.
LIBRARY.

Additions to the library during the year have been limited to such
recent military works as have been purchased from the school appropriation. It is a very valuable colle.c tion of military books, now numbering upwards·of 10,500 volumes, and should be housed in a more
commodious and fireproof building. The most jmportant accession to
the library is found in the exchanges of the Journal of the United
States Artillery, numbering more than a hundred, and including the
principal military magazines and periodicals of every country. These
are ir_1 valuable to the school, and from a material point of view far
exceed the slight draft that the Journal makes upon its resources.
BINDERY AND PRINTING PRESS.

The bindery and printing press are indispensable adjuncts to the
school, contributing in no small measure to the necessities and efficiency of every department. The character of the work done by them
compares favorably with that of the best establishments ; the nature
and amount were about the same as that of the previous year.
DISCIPLINE.

The discipline of the command is excellent. Desertions are so rare
that they may be said to have practically ceased, and for several years
past the command has been kept constantly at or near its maximum
strength, by enlistments made at the post of the best class of recruits.
A good gymnasium is much needed, both as a means of physical training, and a place where men can find recreation and amusement. For
a large garrison the space is exceedingly contracted. Roads and walks
are few, and no practicable open country is found except at considerable distance from the post. There would seem to be a propriety in
expending some of the money saved in the recruitment of the garrison
in providing for the improvement and comfort of the men.
SA.NIT.A.RY CONDITIONS.

Although the sanitary condition of the post is not considered good,
the health of the command has been excelJent. Frequent rainfalls have
made the water supply abundant and of good quality, but as the supply comes from shallow wells, it is believed that great economy will
have to be observed in the use of it during periods of drought. It is
the opinion of competent judges that an artesian well bored to a depth
of between 1,300 and 1,500 feet would afford a constant supply of good
water.
A sufficient appropriation for the construction of a complete ·system
of sewerage having now been made, this source of danger to the health
of the post will soon be removed.
QUARTERS, ETC.

A new administration building has recently been completed to replace
the old and decaying structure which has so long been used for this
purpose. The new bmlding provides convenient and comfortable facilW AR 94-VOL. I--12
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ities for t.he administrative duties of the post and school. Two new
s~ts of officers' 9-uarters are now in process of construction, but at least
s~x mo!e sets will be necessary to provide quarters for all officers outR1de•of casemates.
.
GENER.AL REMARKS.

The school is in a healthful condition of progress and development
Energy and activity characterize all departments, and the student finds.
here the means and facilities for profitable study and the assistance ot
competent instructors. With few exceptions these advantages are
much appreciated and elicit the best efforts of student officers. In the
few exceptional cases, failure rarely results from want of abilit;y, but
from a,'lack of professional interest ancl other qualities, without which an
officer is not likely to be of much value to the service. In such a case
I believe the better plan would be to relieve the officer from the school
and send him back to his regiment, and when he goes before a board
for examination for promotion let his record go with him.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ROYAL T. FRANK,
Lieutenant-Colonel, Second .Artillery, Com,mandant.
The ADJU'l'ANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. O.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF

THE AD<lUTA~T-GENERAL.
W .A.R DEPARTMENT,
ADJUT.A.N'l1-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, September .'28~ 1894.
SIR: I have the honor to submit my annual report for the year
ended September 1, 1894.
.A.DJUT .A.NT-GENER.A.L'S DEPARTMENT.

By reason of the discontinuance of the geographical military divisions of the Army and of the reorganization of this office, two officers
of the Adjutant-General's Department have been rendered supernumerary, and under section 1130 of the Revised Statutes Lieut. Col.
Volkmar and Maj. Schwan have been assigned to duty as acting inspectors-general. The strength of the department will be reduced in 1896
by two retirements on account of age, at which date the number will
meet the requirements of the service, as by a provision of the act of
.August 6, 1894, the number of officers in the .Adjutant-General's
Department is reduced from 17 to 15. I desire to bear testimony to the
uniform efficiency and marked ability with which, without exception,
the officers of the department and the officers of the line on duty in
the Division of Military Information in this office have discharged their _
important and delicate duties.
THE DIVISION OF MILITARY INFORMATION.

Since the date of the last annual report from this office the personnel of the Military Information Division has remained unchanged, and
much work has been accomplished by the various sections on the lines
indicated.
The index cards of the military progress section have grown from
4,000 to nearly 30,000, and the contemplated publication of annual or
semiannual reports of military progress for the information of the line
of the Army is about to be inaugurated by the issue of Notes on
Organization, .Armament, and Military Progress, now in press. The
book when it appears will be No. 4 of the information series. No. 1, on
the Hawaiian Islands, mentioned in the last annual report, was followed duriug the year by No. 2, Organization of the German Army, and
No. 3, The Organized Militia of the United States.
181
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T e last-mentioned work presents in concise form a summary of the
onditi n and efficiency for service of the organized militia, prepare~
from special reports covering the encampment season of 1893.
At the request of the respective State authorities, officers of the
Army were detailed for duty with the militia of thirty-three States
<.lurin~ ~he encampmell:t season of this year, and their rep?rts wi~l_e?able
th Military Informat10n Division to issue The Orgamzed Militia for
1 94 at an early date.
All reports, so far received, of the inspections for 1894 indicate th~t
the progress of the citizen soldiery of the Union is steadily upward m
the direction of efficiency for active service.
.
.
The total number of officers of the Army detailed for service with the
militia of the States during the year is as follows: 40 on temporary
duty attending encampments; 27 on regular duty at State headquarters; total, 67 officers.
.
This number exceeds that of any previous year, and.as all th~ details
are made at the request of the respective State authorities, the mcrease
in the number asked for indicates the value to the State troops of the
services of officers of the regular Army.
In addition to the detail of officers, detachments of U.S. troops and
in some cases entire organizations were encamped with . the . State
troops when it was at all practicable to comply with requests fo~ S\1ch
service; and it is a ple~sure to report that the relations existing
between the Army and National Guard of the States evinces a de~r~e
of mutual interest and cordiality never heretofore attained. This 18
indicated in many ways-by expressions of thanks from governors of
S~ates. for services render~d; in the favorable mention of the U. S. ~rfficers in State reports; and by the fact that last year, for the first time
in the history of the War Department, the adjutant-general of every
State and Territory rendered an annual report to the Adjutant-General
of the Army of the strength of their respective forces.
.
In addition to the work above indicated, the military-progress sect10u
has undertaken to supply officers preparing essays for. ~he lyceum
course with statistics and information relating to foreign military org~nizations and kindred subjects, and has prepared with m~ch pai~stakmg
and laborious research voluminous reports and memoranda, which have
been sent out in response to the inquiries received.
.
A map of the seat 'of war in the East has also been prepared by thrn
division, and will soon be issued to the Army.
. The military attaches in foreign countries have been increased durrng t?-e rear by the assignment of a military representative to_ the
le~at1on m Me~ico, a?-d very recently by the appointment o~ Lte~t.
¥-1chael_J. O'Bnen, Fifth Infantry, as military attache at Tokio, with
rnstr?-ction~ t<? observe and report upon the course of the war in Korea.
· It 1s grat1fymg t_o report that Congress has appropriated the _Sl!TI?- of
$3,?40 !or the contmgent expenses of the Military Information D1visi~m.
This will ena!l~e the division to keep abreast of the times in procun:ig
the latest m1htary publications and other material necessary for its
work.
I _desire to emphasize the absolute necessity and the exact justice of
urgrng upon_ Congres, to n.ppropriate more liberally for the State
tro~p. · Their file rs ancl men go down into their pockets to s~rve
th e~r State . and the country, and they sacrifice, besides their time,
th . IT r reatw~, an<;1 often their employment and means of support, in
domg · ?· Th ir f~ithful and devoted service in restoring order and
pr · rvi?g_ a
m rou lou times merits generous recognition in
appr pnati n by th General Government.
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THE MILITARY ACADEMY.

As it is desirable that the valuable plant at the Military Academy
be utilized to its full capacity, it is recommended that a moderate
increase in the number of cadets be authorized. It happens that a considerable length of time occurs between the dismissal of any cadet for
ueficiency or misconduct and the earliest date at which his successor
can be appointed and entered. This period averages six months or
more. To compensate for this loss of material, it is recommended that
the present law be amended ·by giving to the President of the UnitBd
States ten appointments at large each year, instead of the number now
allowed, and that two at large from each State be nominated by the
Senators representing such State in Congress.
- The library has entirely outgrown the space heretofore allowed to it,
and should be r-econstructed and made fireproof. The band should
be increased, as recommended by the superintendent of the Military
Academy. It is recommended that the master of the sword have the
rank, pay, and emoluments of a first lieutenant of infantry, and that
the adjutant receive the -pay of a captain, mounted.
The discipline at the Academy is excellent, and the institution is in
a flourishing condition.
MILITARY COLLEGES.

The tabulated statement, submitted herewith, is compiled from the
reports of the officers on duty as professors . of tactics and milit:uy
science at the _95 universities and colleges named. It shows that of a
total average attendance of 20,688 male students capable of military
duty, 12,569 were required by the collegiate authorities to enroll themselves as military students; that the total number that received military instruction during the last quarter of the scholastic year was
~3,070, and that 530 students attended artillery drills and 11,720
infantry driJls. The aptitude of the students for military instruction
and the interest manifested therein by them is generally satisfactory,
and it is noted that the interest taken bv the several faculties in the
military course is steadily increasing.
~
Disparity exists in the average number of pupils at these institutions
receiving the benefit of military instruction, as shown by the following
statement:
Schools instructing more than 600 students __ . _... _..... _... __ ... _- - . - - - - - - - __ . .
Schools instructing between 500 and 600 students_ .. _____ .. ____ . _________ - ____ ..
Schools instructing between 400 and 500 students __ . ___ . ____ .. _____ . ____ ._______
Schools instructing between 300 and 400 students _______________________________
Schools instructing between 200 and 300 students ______________________________ .
Schools instructing between 100 and 200 students._._. ____ . ________ . __________ ..
Schools instructing between 75 and 100 students. ______________________________ .
Schools instrncting between 50 and 75 students ________________ : _______________ .
Schools instructing-less than 50 students. _____ ·... __ . __ ._. ___ .. __________ . _____ .

1
1
1
2
11
44
16
11
8

Thus there are 19 officers detailed at institutions where less than 75
students are instructed; .and at 8 of these schools the military professor
devotes hi-s time to the instruction of less than 50 students. It seems
unadvisable to continue details at smaU institutions.
_
To secure the largest benefit obtainable under the assignment of
officers of the Army as professors of tactics and military science at
colleges mid universities, I am of opinion that the law shou~d be
amended to require not only that institutions shall have capacity to
educate.at the same.time not less than 150 m~le .students, but that the~e
shall be actually present that number for inskuction, to receive a detail.
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From the table, submitted herewith, of the 46 high schools having
the largest attendance, it will be seen that 20 of them have between
200 and 300 p_upils; 11 have between 300 and 400; 9 have between 400
and 500; and at 6 of them the number of pupils ranges from 600 to
over 800.
The high schools of Washington, D. C., a city of 230,000 inhabitants,
furnish annually a battalion of about 400 cadets which receives military
instruction from an officer of the National Guard of the rnstrict of
Columbia. This instruction is far-reaching, as the cadets belong to
families of all classes. During the latter portion of the past sch?C?l
year an officer of the Army stationed at Fort Omaha, Nebr., gave military instruction, voluntarily, to the students of the high schools of
Omaha, a city of 140,000 inhabitants, and secured a V?luntary enr?llment of more than 200. . These youths were organized mto a ba~tal10n
of four companies before the schools closed. Without the incentives of
either arms, equipments, or uniforms, as these had not yet been obtained,
the interest aroused was such as to secure an average attendance of
180 pupils.
·
The greater number of students instructed is a benefit to the community, and it is besides a benefit to the instructor, and consequently
to the Government, for it familiarizes him with the handling o[ a lar_ger
body of men-a battalion .generally-than he would find at his station,
and fits him for regimental command in case of emergency.
RECRUITING SERVICE.

By General Orders, No. 33, August 16, 1894, from this office, important changes were inaugurated in the methods of conducting the general recruiting service.
.
.
It had been the c·u stom for several years to collect recrmts euhsted
at the general recruiting stations in the large cities at what were
known as general recruiting· depots, located at Davids Island, New
York Harbor; Columbus Barracks, Ohio, and Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
Recruits for the mounted service were sent to the latter depot and
those for the foot ~rvice to the two former depots, and all newly
enlisted men of the general service were retained at some one of t~ese
depots for three months, for the purpose of instruction, before assignment to companies and regiments.
The result of this depot system was to keep constantly from 1,200
to 1,500 men out of the ranks of the regiments undergoing preparatory
instruction .
. While the necessity under former conditions for thus assembling
~n~ instr_ucting recruits destined for the frontier posts is not que~t~one~,
it 1s believed that under existing conditions regimental trammg 1s
preferable to depot instruction.
For the p~st four years the special regimental recruiting service,
through which men are enli ted for immediate service in regiments,
has supplied a fai~ portion of recruits, and during the past fisc~l _year
the men from thi ource, together with those enlisted at military
pos.t , compri ed rather more than one-half of the whole number of
enlt tment .
Th~ prin~ipal change. effected by the general orders cited are: (1)
the d~ contmuan~e ~ the three recruiting depots as such; (2) the forwardmg of recr~nt du ct from general recruiting stations to regiment
whenever practicable; (3) the collection at four large garrisoned posts,
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or early distribution to regiments, of recruits who are in excess of the
requirements of the garrisons near the general recruiting stations.
These posts are the three formerly styled depots and Fort Sheridan.
Under the new order the depots become rendezvous and the rendezvous
stations.
It is the purpose of the department to retain recruits at the rendezvous only long enough for medical inspection and setting up drill, and
by prompt assignments to regiments to keep the strength of the recruit
detachment at each one so as not to exceed that of a company of
infantry.
As a further step toward placing the recruit in his company as
early as possible aner enlistment, the special regimental recruiting
service will be extended as rapidly as circumstances warrant.
Ten or more regiments and the Light Artillery Battalion are now
nearly or quite self-sustaining and make few if any calls upon the
general recruiting service to replenish their ranks. Until the uumber
of such regiments is considerably increased, or more of the garrisons
from the remote West brought into populous districts, it will not probab1y be advisable to reduce the general recruiting stations below the
present number of thirty.
The new method of conducting the recruiting service may be regarded
as in some measure tentative and subject to such modification and
improvement as experience may demonstrate to be for the mterest of
the service.
By this reorganization there will be a large saving to the public
treasury in the item of transportation. The existing appropriation for
expenses of recruiting contemplates the payment therefrom of transportation of recruits from the point of enlistment at general recruiting
stations to the sevel'al rendezvous. Such payments will hereafter be
made by the Quartermaster's Department and the estimate for recrmting funds for the next fiscal year is reduced accordingly.
The number of general recruiting stations to be maintained from
time to time is a matter to be determined by experience. With the
revival of business throughout the country a marked falling off m the
number of applicants at recruiting stations is to ,be expected. Again,
the ultimate . _effect upon enlistments of the recent legislation (3!ct
approved August 1, 1894) making the term of enlistment three years
instead of five years and requiring that first enlistments shall be confined to persons who are citizens of the United Htates or who have
made legal declaration of intention to become citizens thereof and who
can speak, read, and write the English language can not be accurately
foreseen. Naturally, the reduction of the term will tend to stimulate
enlistments! and the other provisions will operate to reduce the number who are eligible for enlistment. Probably it will be safe for tbe
present to conclude that the results will about offset ea.eh other.
In October, 1893, there were in operation 36 general recruiting stations. No new stations have been opened since, and 6 stations b.ave
been closed from time to time during the year, as it became apparent
that they could be dispensed with in the interest of the service.
,
The general recruiting stations now in operation are located as fol- ,
lows:
Boston and
Three in Chicago, 111., 2 in New York City, and 1 each
Springfield, Mass., New Haven, Conn., Albany and Buffalo, N. Y.,
Newark, N. J., Philadelphia, Harrisburg, a11d Pittsburg, Pa., Cincinnati and O!Aveland, Ohio, Indianapolis and Evansville, Ind., Detroit.

in

1
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Mich., Milwaukee, Wis., St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., San F~ancisco, Cal., Seattle, Wash., St. Louis, Mo., Louisville, Ky., Nashville,
Tenn., Lynchburg, Va., Baltimore, Md., and Washington, D. C.
INDIAN ENLISTMENT S.

The whole number of Indian soldiers enlisted up to June 30, 1894,
was 1,009; of these 46 were enlisted during the fiscal year ending that
date.
During the past year 5 Indian companies have been ~liscont~nued
through discharges and other casualties. There are now m serv~ce 10
I1Hliau compantes, namely, 6 troops of cavalry and 4 compames of
_infantry.
GENERAL RESULTS.

The effect of the great business depression was felt ~s early_ a,s
August, 1893, in the -greatly increased number of men makmg apph_cation to enter the Army, and the opportunity thus afforded for sec!-lr:ng
exceptionally desirable recruits was taken advantage of by r~strictu!_g
enlistments to the best class of applicants, careful selection bemg made
from the large numbers offering.
.
Notwithstanding this precaution, it became necess~r;v durm~ the fall
and winter of 1893 to refuse all applications for ongmal enll~tment,
and at other times to confine enlistments for the cavalry, white and
colored, and for the colored in fan.try, to former soldiers.
.
The recruits enlisted during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894,
besides meeting all current losses, added about 500 men to the stren~t~
of the Army. The total number of enlistments in the Army during
that year (excluding those not embraced -in the legal limit of 25,000
men7 was 7,817, clasi:,ified as follows:
th e genera
.
1 recnn·t·1ng service.
.
x or
- - - ......... - ... - - - . · · · · · · - · · · · · · - ·. · · · · · · · 31 824
l04
For the special regimental recruiting service. - - - .... - - .... - - .. · · · - · · · ··· · · · · · 1' 877
For the departmental recruiting service (at military posts) .. - - .. -· - - · · · - - · · ·
Por the ba.tt:xlion of engineers (at military posts)._ .. ....... - ...... - · · · -· · - -- 149

"L"'

5,954

l?or regiments, detacbments, etc. (at military posts). ____ ... ___-..... - ..... - · · 1,863

Total ____________ ·----·---· .......... ····-· .... ···-·················-· 7,817

Of the 7,81 i accepted recruits 4,926 were native born and 2,891 of
foreign birth; 7,352 were white, 4H) colored, and 46 Indians . .
Reports from regimental commanders set forth the fac~ that of t~ose
whose terms of service will 0xpire during the coming year two.thirdS
bavc declared their intention to re-enlist.
.
Reports show that the recruiting officers making the 5,954 ~nhst·
ments emb~aced in the first four items of the foregoing list !eJected
27,531 a:pphc~nts (82 per cent of the whole number seeking enhstm~nt)
as deficient m some. of ~he: necessary qualitications, either physical,
mental, or moral, which, m 1t elf, indicates that such officers as a rllle
ha~e taken all proper precautions to prevent the enlistment of ~en
untitled from any cause for the duties of a soldier. Notwithstandmg
the pre ·ent h_igh standard of qualifications aud the careful applic~tion
of the :most rigo~ous te. t , both as to physical and moral qualificat10ns,
~ot a ~ew unde, 1rable men have ucceeded in entering the service.. It
U: b heved, however that the number of these is smaller than durrng
any recent Y ar, and tlrnt th provisions of the new law excluding from
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original ·e nlistments aliens and persons who can not speak, read, and
write the English language will have the effect of still further reducing
the number of this class of men who gain admission to the Army. ·
A.RMY REGULATIONS.

Since the Regulations for the Army of 1880 were published numerous
amendments have been promulgated as the result of new legislation or
the necessities of the service. What the Army needs is not a revision
of the code-which would evidence inevitably the individuality of the
reviser and be subject to objections-but simply the preparation of a
new edition of the Regulations as already amended in the orders of the
Secretary of War as issued from General Headquarters.
A board of officers-composed of Lieut. Col. Henry C. Corbin, Maj.
Arthur MacArthur, who w3:s relieved October 15, 1893, by Maj. John
0. Gilmore, and Maj. J obn C. Babcock, officers of the Adjutant-General's
Department on duty in this office-was convened in May oflast year to
consider this important subject.
'fhe boa,r d, in its report, submitted the following recommen<lations:
1. A.11 regulations of 1889, unamended at date . of publication, to be preserved in
their purity and incorporated in the new book. By time and association these paragraphs have acquired a certain fixed meaning and are presumably well understood.
'To modify or change them without some specific reason is simply to invite tho possibility of misunderstanding. They should be inflexibly adhered to 1 even to the extent
of preserving inaccura.te punctuation and faulty diction. If ia any instance, pe.:id-ing the compilation, occasion arises out of some actual necessity
the modification
or change of a paragraph, the amendment should be accomplished in the usual way,
and the result announced in general orders. Amendment under tho guise of revision should not be permitted under any circumstances.
2. All amended regulations announce~ in general orders since the publication of
the original text in 1889 to be substituted for the paragraphs amended, the latter
to be eliminated. The inflexible rules prescribed for original regulations to obtain
in respect of amendments.
3. The laws, general orders, and decisions touching the permanent administration
of the Army to be arranged, paragraphed, and inserted. The necessary authority
to this end involves a considerable discretion; it can, however, be limited to the
minimum by requiring rigid adhesion to original texts wherev·e r it is possible.

for

These recommendations, fully concurred in by the Major-General
Commanding the Army, were approved by the honorable Secretary of
War June 29, 1893, and thereupon First ~ieut. ~ohn T. French, jr.,
Fourth Artillery, an officer peculiarly qualified for the work, was
assigned to duty with the board . .The work in i.ts several stages of
progress bas received the critical examination of the board and myself,
and those portions pertaining to the staff departments, the scrutiny of
the chiefs of such departments, and has then been submitted to the
·Mador-General Commanding. His final action may be expected at an
early day, aud thereupon the fair copy of the manuscript will be completed and an index prepared, and the whole submitted to the Secretary of War.
•
PAY OF ENLISTED MEN OF THE LINE.

The recent legislation limiting enlistment in the Army to persons
who are American citizens will undoubtedly result in :filling the ranks
with young men of ability and good character, who, selecting the profession -of arms as their future career, will willingly embrace its onerous duties and responsibilities.
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The efficiency of the line of the Army depends upon its personnel,
,ml the fact needs only to be stated that the greater part, at least, of
~he ~est material of which an army is composed should be in the fig·ht~ng hne. . Under the present law tlte first sergeant is underpaid. He
1s a most unportant noncommissioned officer. Without him the best
efforts of the captain would fall far short of success. So the corporal
receives less pay than the private on extra duty, and the sergeant-major
than a first sergeant, who is inferior to him in rank. The pay table of
enlisted men of the line requires readiustment, and recommendation
for legislation in this matter will be 8ubmitted hereafter.
RETAINED PAY.

The first section of the act of J·une 16, 1890, provides for the retention of $4 per month of the monthly pay of each enlisted man of t~e
· Army during the first year of his service, payable to him only at his
discharge from the Army, unless forfeited by misconduct involving dishonorable discharge_.
As indicated by the title of the law, this provision was intende~ to
prevent desertion, and to some extent protect the Governmen t ag~mst
loss resulting from the discharge, within a year, of men found unfit for
service by reason of physical or moral defects successfully concealed
by them at their enlistment. Its further provision that the sums so
retained shall be treated as deposits and shall bear interest _from t~eend of the· first year of the soldier's enlistment was, theoretically_, m _
the interest of the men. The practical working of the law has failed
to work the beneficial results anticipated.
.
In reply to a call from this office on an the regiments of the lme for
an expression of t,he views of both regimental and company commanders on this subject, a very large majority express the opinion_ that t_he
.,retention of $4 of the soldier's pay during the first year of bis serv~ce
leads to much dissatisfaction, and in many cases to positive har<ls~ip.
The recruit, as a rule, needs more ready money than the old sol_dier.
Till he learns the economies of the veteran, be i8,. in compa:r~son,
extravagant and wasteful. And besides, upon entermg the ~:nhtary
career he must have a complete equipment of military clothmg. If
his allowance be overdrawn, as it is likely to be, his pay is. stopped at
the pay table. As a result, the man is disappointed and d1scourag:ed.
Often impressed with the belief that the Government has been gmlty
of b:each of contract, he feels himself justified in abandoning the
serv1ce.
The good of the Army demands, in my opinion, the immediate repeal
of a law which works bad results oftener than good ones.
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL FOR THE INS.A.NE.

Th~ following is a list of the persons committed to the Government_
Hospital for the Insane, under the order of the honorable Secretary of
War, from September 1, 1893, to September 1, 1894:

g:.~:~: ~1 ;~: u: t !~Y~ hm
·;~ti~~- .......................................... ~::::

i

Enlisted men of the .
d) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
22
Enl~sted men of th
. •.Army··;~ ·i·: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1
L ate volunteer soldiers .. __ y ( t re<l) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1
Military convicts . ___ ... __ :: ~ ~::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : ~ ~:: ~ ~:: ~ ~:::: ~::::::::::::: 2
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THE ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE.

The legal organization of the clerical force of this office remained
unchanged until July 1, 1894, at which date, in anticipation of contemplated legislative action, it was reduced to its llresent proportions, viz:
1 chief clerk, 12 clerks of class 4, ~4 clerks of class 3, 13 clerks of
class 2, 58 clerks of class 1, and 7 clerks of class $1,000.
On the same date the branches and divisions of the office, under the
orders of the War Department, dated May 15, 1894, were consolidated
into four divisions, designated as follows: Mail and Record, Correspondence and Examining, Miscellaneous, Military Information; and,
for the greater convenience and dispatch of business, new quarters
were assigned to the greater part of the clerical force.
The reports on calls to the Pension Office, the Auditors of the Treasury, and the several bureaus of the War Department, on pension and
kindred claims, is exhibited in the following table, and it is noted with
mncll satisfaction that, notwithstanding the disturbing elements of
change of location of the office, necessary shifting of voluminous records,
files, etc., no call remained unanswered September 1, 1894:
Bureaus.

On hand
Reports
On hand
September Ca~ls r efurSeptember
1, 1893.
ceived. nished.
1, 189!.

Commissioner of Pensions .......................................... .
Secon d Auditor ..................................................... .
Third Auditor ...... . ... ..... ....................................... .
Fourth Auditor ..... .. . .................. . .......................... .
Second Comptroller .......... . ...................... , ......... . .... . .
General Land Of:hce ............... . ................................. .
Quartermaster-General ............................................. .

9,065
3,730
49
8
26

!~~~t!f?t:•:•:::::·:·::::••:::::::::::::::::: ::·· · · · ·

13

13

344

344
211
728

Total ...................•......................................

18
12

211
728
14, 204 1

9,065
3,730
49
8
26

18 ..... ·······
12

14,204

Prior to the transfer of the Confederate Archives Division, the special
work of its subdivision had been completed. This subdivision had
been organized for the preparation-under the requirement of the act
of May 13, 1892-of a "general card index of the books, muster-rolls,
orders, and other papers preserved in the Confederate Archives Office,"
and prosecuted its labor with uniform zeal and industry highly creditable to all engaged. The index of the Confederate muster-rolls alone
consists of 1,563,000 cards contained in 852 file boxes.
The order prescribing the card record system, to be applied to all
the records of any bureau, contained a minute description of the manner of making a correct and complete record from the time an official
communication is received up to and including final disposition. The
illustration of its working was limited to the several entries heretofore
made in the "letters received" and "letters sent" books, but afforded
no guide for the correct record on cards of the statistical information
necessary in many cases to be furnished on call to the Major-General
Commanding or the Secretary of War, or for the proper determination
of a question-as, for instance, the actual enlisted strength of the Army
on a given day; number, names, and stations of officers on recruiting
service; details at colleges; applicants for staff appointments; number
of Congressional districts unrepresented at the Military Academy, etc.,
all incident to and absolutely necessary for the proper conduct of an
administrative office.
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With great industry and good judgment on the part of the principal
clerks suitable forms for statistical cards were devised, the change of
location and the moving of large masses of records effected, and the
new system put in successful operation without any appreciable delay
of business and to my entire satisfaction.
In closing this report, I take sincere pleasure in recording my appre-.
ciatiou of the general intelligence, zeal, and efficiency of the clerks of
this office. Their loyal service, cheerfully rendered, without regar~ to
official hours, during the. reorganization of the office and at all times
when required, justly entitles them to great commendation.
Respectfully submitted.
,
GEO. D. RUGGLES,
.Adjutant-General.
Hon. DANIEL s. LAMONT,
Secretary of War.
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176
2li
576
187

141
225
106
120
295
191

135
225
101
122
161
96
202
187

510
675
280

420
380
50

174
242
183

141 ......
285 . .. . . .
183 . . .. . .

113

t:_:rj

l-0

t:tJ
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587 ...•..
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Students.

'l:Jo:s

177 .•....
200 . . . . . .

None.
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Pnrclue University , Lafayette, Ind ...................... l

23

Aptitude of
students.

'C

Cornell College, Mount Vernon, Iowa...................
Iowa State University, Iowa City.......................

Iowa W esleyan University, Mount :Pleasant............
188
1
State Agr~cult?ral Colleg.e, Ma,n hattan, Kans. ..........
222' .•.•••
Bak~r Umversity. Baldwm,_ Knns....... .... .. ..... .. . . .
350 . .. . . .
.Ao-ncultural and Mechamcal College of Kentucky,
179
18
'tex:ino-to~.
.
.
Cen?"~l Unr:ers1ty of:tren~ucky, Rich1µo_nd . .... . . ......
1oz
18
Lomsiana State Umvers1ty and .Agricultural and
150
6
Mechanical College, Baton Rouge.
Maine State College of .Agriculture ancl'the Mechanical
114 . . . . . .
.Arts, <;>rono.
.
St. Johns College, .ADDapolis, Md......................
127
20
Ma1·yland Agricultural College, College Park, Prince
96
14
George County.
:Massachusetts .Agricultural College, Amherst..........
141 . . . . . .
Massachusettl' Institute of Technology, Boston . . . . . . . . 1, 157 . . . . . .
Groton School, Groton, Mass...................... ... ...
54
53
Michigan Military Academy, Orchard Lake.............
118
4
Michigan Agricultural ColIAi~, Lansi"ug.... .. .... ... . ..
189 .... ..
Hillsdale Coll~~e, Hillsda!~ Mich...................... .
342 . . .. . .
University of ro.innesota, ro.iuneapolis....... .... .... .... 1,726 . . . . . .
Agricultural and Mecl1anical College of the State of'
19(),
1
Mississippi,
Oktibbeha
University
oftbe
State ofCounty.
Missouri, Columbia..........
500
10
Washington University, St. Louis, Mo..... ....... .....
360
315
170
110
St. Louis University, St. Louis, :Mo.....................
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professors of rnilitary _science and tactics, etc.-Continued.

.Average ... . Fair ............ .Aboutsameasinother
departments.
Very good .. Very good ... ....
Excellent... Very
tory. ~tisfac.
Very good·. Very goo~ .. · .. ·
Good ........ En~ouragmg ....
.... do ....... Fair ............
..•. do .. _.••.. Good ............
.
..•. do · ...·... Much improved.
..•. do ... - . . . Good............

V~ry good.. .
Highly
satisfactory.
.
Very good.
More than heretofore.
Go~rl..
Satisfactory.
.
.
Very much improved.
Fair.

I

Very good . . Very good ...... Very good.
.
.
.
Very fair ... Satisfactory .... Satisfactory.
Good ........ Considerable ... ·1 Very favorable.

. . . • . . 130 Excellent... Excellent . . . . . . .
. . . . . . 193 Very good . . Slight . . . . . . . . . .
......
90 ·Good ....... Fair ............
39
96 Great . ...... Great .. .........
...... . 125 Good ....... Good ...........
. . .. . .
81 Excellent... Excellent .......
. . . . . . 190 Good . . . . . . . Good . . . . . . . . . . .
24
191 .... do .. . ........ do . . . . . . . . . . .

Excellent.
Slight.
Reasonable .
Great.
Good.
Satisfactory.
Fairly good.
Good.

86 .... do ........ - .. <lo...........
Do.
114 .... do ......... - .do ..... - . -- - Do. .
166 .Above aver· Keen .... . ...... Very satisfactory.
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Missouri Military Academy, Mexico, }.{o ............•..
Marmaduke Military Academy, Sweet Springs, Mo .... ·

71
66

8
28

79
94

University of Nebraska, Lincoln ................... .
Doane College Crete, Nebr .... ... ......... ..... ........ .
~ State University of Nevada, Reno ...........•..........
p:,,- Rutgers College, New Brunswick, N. J ... ............ .
pj Seton Hall College, South Orange, N. J ................. .
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. 'y .....•

000
56
174
203
97
1,650

5

46

605
56
220
203
124
1,650

120
1,255

St. John's College, Fordham, N. y .................... .
St. John's Military School, Manlius, N. y ............ ··

181
70

50
7

231
77

166
70

De La ~alle ~I?stitute, New York City, N. Y ...... ··· · ··
Pe_eksk1ll ;Military A:cademy, Peekskill, N. Y .. · · · · · · · · ·
Clmton Liberal Institute, Fort Plain, N. Y ....... ······
C?llege_of St.Francis Xavier, N ew York City,N. Y ... .
Riverview Academy, Poughkeepsie, N. Y ............. ··

160
120
159
300
125

74
4
30
552
41

234
124
189
852
166

....., Binl?jham School,_ Asheville;.. N. C ..........• · · · · · ·: : : : : : :
~ Davis School, Wmston, N. u ..................... .
University of North Dakota, Grand Forks ........... ···
Ohio State University, Columbus .......... ··
Ohio Normal University, Ada ............. - ···· ··· ······
Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware ......... ···········

74
104
42
525
1,141
630

5

Mount tJnion•College, Alliance, Ohio .........•. ·········
State Agricultural College, Corvallis, Oreg ... · · · · · · · · · · ·
The Pennsylvania State Colle~, State College ....... ···
Allegheny Collez:e, Meadville, .t'a ............. -. · · · · · · · ·
Pennsylvania Military College, Chester .. . ........ ······
Grove City College, Grove City, Pa ................ ······

115
97
231
192
100
240

~
I

cl~
~

10
75 ,
I

590
56
75

79
76

l

(*)
r
50
75
133
120
410

79
76

20
8

' 249
56
74

36

50
63

Satisfactory. Good ........... .
Very good . . Very satisfac·
tory.
Good . . . . . . . Very good .... · ·
Excellent ... Very great ..... ·

1~~ . :ii;~i1i~~;;:::

Good.
Very great.
Good.
Do.
Satis factory.
.Favorable and growing.
Very satisfactory.
Equal to that in other
departments.
Quite marked.
Friendly.
Excellent.
Good.
Very great.

61
96
31
150
197
148

Very good.
Fair.
Do.
Good.
Very encouraging.
Fair.

2::9
48

m1·--i1·
131

112 ..•. do - . . . . . . Satisfactory . ...
376 Excellent... Good and grow·

1~~

.'!.~~l~ ::::::: .~~a~ :::::::::::

216
77

2~* 1···22·

149
70

ing.
Good ....... Fair ....... . ... .
Very good.,. ·very good ..... .

150
122
81
250
160

150
122
81
169
160

217 · ··•·•
122
17
81
169
160

79
125
42
525
1,184
630

79
116
38
525
587
345

79
118
36
246

90
116
36
246

3

115
97
242
192
106
243

Girard College, Philadelphia, Pa.·.•••••..••.............
Brown University, Providence, R. I ................... .
South Carolina Military Academy, Charleston ..•........
Clemso1,1 .Agricultural College, ClemRon Colle~e, S. C ... .
Agricultural College of South Dakota, Brookmgs ...... .
University of South Dakota, Vermillion ............... .
Universitv of Knoxville, Tenn ............. .
Memphis 'Institute, Memphis, Tenn ..

124 1,442
580
135
531
163 ,
4
86
280
30
20

Cumberland University, Lebanon, Tenn ............... .
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, College
Station.

201
235

1

* All except seniors.

27

HI
43

11
6

13

195

177

w177

110
98
184
132
100
230

93
98
174
105
100
125

123
104
174
81
103
127

1,566
580
135
531
167
86
280
50

583
570
135
531
101
77
233
25

583
234
135
531
31
43
115
41

629
241
135
540
92
54
122
41

214
235·

208
235

None.

84
237

(f)

227

t Not given.

20
19
20

32
13

9

18

Good.
Very satisfactory.

203 1 Good ..... ! . Good ...... ... . .
119 Very good .. Satisfactory ... .

71

9.3
92
146
61
07
113

Good . ..... . Excellent ...... .
Good .......... .
Almost enthusi·
astic.
Good ... .... Good
Fair ........ Fair.
Good ........... do . ......... .
.... do ......• Good .......... .
Excellent... Very great .... .
. . . . do . . . . . . . Fair and increas. ing.
Very good .. Fair ........... .
Good ...... . Good ..••.......
.... do ...... . Great ..........•
Average ... . Very fair ...... .
Decided ... . Well sustained.
Good ...... . Favorable (of a
majority).

574 Excellent .. .
200 Good ...... .
121 Excellent .. ,
397 Good ...... .
75 Fair ....... .
38 .... do ...... .
101 Good ...... .
32 Small ....•..

Excellent ...... .
Fair ........... .
High···········
Good .......... .
Great .......... .
Not satisfactory
Good .......... .
Slight ..••.•.••.

··I

551 Very good
Very good ..... .
204 Good ....... Excellent ...... .

t Optional.

Strong.
Good.
Groat.
Good.
Satisfactory.
So indifferent as to
make discipline impos'sible. ·
Good . .
Fair'.
Satisfactory.
Good.
Satisfactory.
Considerable.
Good.
1
The principal is seemingly much inter·
ested; the other instructors have no
voice in the matter.
Very good.
Average fair.
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75

475

Austin College, Sherman, Tox ...••.......•....•. - .. -...

119

3

122

State University of Wisconsin, Madison .... ............

1,100

University of Wyoming, Laramie .......................
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Bnylor University, Waco, Tex ..........................

146
108
165
52
141
216

(1)

225
105

:z;

H

122

I

140
!JO
155
52
88
202

!JJ
61
155 ·

175
50
120
102
185

175
50
ll5
38
167

175
48

.........

1,100
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.........
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!)4
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140
55
89
19\l
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.......... 157
•
lll
20
40
17
78
6
172
38
8
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-----·-·-------·
17

800

197

197

.......

20

31

31
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Good . ...... Good ancl incr easin~Excellent ... Very sat1s fa c.
tory.
Good ..•.... Encouraging ...
Fair ........ Good ...........
Good ....... .... do ...........
Excellent ... Excellent .......
Fair ........ Fair ....... . .. ..
Excellent ... Excellent .......

Considerable ...
Satisfactory ....
Very goocl .... ..
Good ......... ..
Poor, but increasing.
179 ...• do .... ... Fair aml in-

110 Good .......
43 .... do .......
90 .... do .......
36 Fair ........
60 Excellent ...
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65
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Unfrersity of Utah, Salt Lake City .....................
.Agricultural College of Utah, Logan ..... . ........... . .
Uni,ersity of Vermont, Burlington .....................
Norwicll Umversity, Northfield, Vt .....................
Yermont Academy, Saxtons River ... ... ..... ...........
Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College, Blacks·
bur~.
Virginia Military Institute, LexiuYiton .... . -.......... Danville Military Institute, Danv· e, Va . . .. ........ ...
Unin,rsity of ·wasbington Seattle ........ .... .........
Washington Agricultural College, Pullman .............
·west Virginia bniversity, Morgantown ..... ........ ....
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ADJUTANT-GENERAL.
Number of pupils.
High schools.

Prepar·
In second· ing for

Prepar·
ing for

Total.

g~~~e. c1~~;1~:l
course.

s~i~~t~fic
course.
- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - California:
Los An geles .............................................. .
Oakland .................................................. .
San Francisco ..................................... , ...... .
Colorado:
Den,er .......... • .......... ...... .........................
Connecticut:
Hartford ................................................. .
New Haven ........................................ ....... .
District of Columbia:
Washington ........................................ :-..... .
Illinois:

8k!~!i~

~~~\hc{\~~\~:i): :::::: :::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::: ::
Kansas:
Topeka ................................................... .
Kentucky:
.
•
Louisville ...... ........ . .............. . .. ................ .
Louisiana:
New Orleans ...................................•..........
Maine:
.
Portland... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '
Massachusetts:
Boston (Latin school} ..................................... .
Cam~~lf:~~h~~i: ::: : : : :: : : :::::::: :: : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: :
Fall River .................... .. ............. ....... .... .. .
Lowell .......................... :: ........................ .
Lynn ... .. ................................................ .
Newton ... ........................................•........
Salem .......................... ............... ........ ...... .
Somerville ............. ......... .......................... .

~~~~f~~~d. : : : : : : : : : :~: ·.::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·.: : : : : : : : : : : : :

Michigan:
A.nu Arbor ............................................... .
Minnesota:
Minneapoli:; (central) . . ... .. .............................. .
St. Paul .................................................. .
Missouri:
Kansas City ....... ..... ..... ..••............. .............
St. Louis (Central)_ ...................•....................
Nebraska:
01naha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. .
New.Jersey:
Newark ...... . ............................................ .
New York:
•

176
320
340
303
356
298

8
13

118
19

78

65

--------·- ----- ----------------------116
11!
36

18

415

208
291

15
40

25

248
331

152
319
250

239

87

---------- ------------------- ----------

188

39

491
223
123
178
234
166
232
159
190
187
333

----- ----- ··----

344
2!)1
202

123
44
30
34
78
30

5
22

1fi

17
4
32
12
14
7

50

250

73

--------- . . ----- . - ..

---------45 . ---------·
120

303
377

40
35

80
37

232

18
50

tti~r~.:.~ ~:::::: ~:~::::::::::::::::~::::: ::::::::::::::::

348
451
390
172
167
296

80
46
6
6
140

56
49
50

g~~l~~!il.<~~~~.~~~~!. :::::::::: :::::: :: :::::::::::: :: :::

262
406
537
275

30
49

351

10
29

10

Cleveland ................................................. .
Columbus ...........·............... . ...................... .
Pennsylvania:
·
Philadelphia (Central) .................................... .

I~~afn~~: .·::::.: .- .·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
.
Rhode Island:
-

Providence ............................................... .
Wisconsin:
Milwaukee ....... ~ ....................................... .
),

356
525

361

369

Elmira ................................. ····················
Ithaca .............•........................ 1'•. •·• • • • • •••• • •
Rochester ........... ....... ............................. .. .
Ohio:

302
352
--S40

701
B38
166
323
272

250
232
491
245
246
222
281
204
342
201
277
209
333

G-14
291
367
423
412
287
419

22
80

·--------- --------····--·---- ---------··-------- .............

370
611
436
234
222
486
202
806
537
275
701
348
205
444

121

... .. ... ...

319

--------··

272

,.
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REPORT
OF THE

INSPECTOR ·-GENERAL OF THE ARMY.
W.A.R DE"PA.RTMENT,
lNSP.ECT0R-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., October 1, 1894.
Sm: The single -general inspection of the entire military establishment, and the several inspections of .money accounts, and all the special
inspectio-ns made by officers on duty in this department, have been
reported upon in detail from time to time to the responsible authorities
with all the completeness that could be attained. The clearly defined ·
criticisms of inspectors are usually acquiesced in, and, as a rule, adequate remedial meast1res have followed as far as within the power of the
local authorities to apply them; and while the same information may
reach you from the sources more directly responsible, the gratification
may also be permitted to the inspectors to state that the professional
instruction, harmony, military ardor, and discipline of our Army to-day,
within the limits of its numbers and lack of organized reserves, is probably up to the best of any civilized nation in the world. It is unquestionably better fed, barracked, and clothed than at any other period of
its existence, and as thoroughly contented as a just administration can
insure or we can reasonably expect of men under effective, rigid, and
reliable military discipline and instruction .
.MILITARY COLLEGES.

At the close of the fiscal year 1894 there were 98 educational institutions having officers of the Army detailed as professors of military
science and tactics, against 85 at the close of' the previous year. Details
were withdrawn during the year from 8 colleges and added to 21 others,
and the officers were changed at 28 other colleges, so that of the 98
on duty exactly one-half began their work at the beginning or during
the school year. Of the 21 new colleges, several had no military
department before the arrival of the military professor, and others were
not well organized. In spite of these changes, and other unfavorable
conditions, the school year just closed has been the most successful in
the history of these details, not only in the military enrollment, but also
in the interest manifested, tbe enthusiasm. created, and the results
accomplished; and it is submitted that every encouragement and support should be extended to a system which has worked so well and is
improving so rapidly, and every proper effort be made to develop it, and
199

200
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D:O better opportuni.ty can be expected for many years to come to estab"
hsh the proper principles for creditable military instruction, and obtain
the best possible results for the students and the institutions, as well
as adequate and creditable work for the professors of military science
and tactics, than now .
.After the scholastie year had begun, the act of
Details of Officers. November 3; 1893, increased the number of officers of
the .Army that may be detailed to colleges from 75 to
100, and provided that when retired officers are so detailed they shall
receive the full pay of their rank, the colleges in either case receiving
the benefit of issues of ordnance and ordnance stores. So the line is
depleted by more than enough officers for thirty companies and t~e ·
country should, and generally does, receive its fair quid pro quo for its
outlay.
Eighty-seven lieutenants and eleven captains are
The Military Pro- detailed.
Perhaps the number
of captains
can be
fossors.
_
,
.
mcreased without detriment to the servrne, as many
more are now available than formerly on account of skeleton companies. These commands are usually larger than companies, and with
less assistance in conducting them, and demand more tact, persist~nce,
and discretion to make the most of them. The extra bar and higher
rank have their effect on the students, and the maturer though~s and
wider experience of our captains m·ake them particularly useful m the
universities of highest grade where theoretical instruction in the art
and science of war is the predominating feature of the military department. These duties are of great and growing importance, welld~serving every proper recognition; and a captain's bar is no indication of
decreasing efficiency, ·but the contrary.
Sixty-five military professors are infantry officers, 21 cavalry, and 12
artillery. The officers, as a rule, are members of the facult~ in fu~l
standing, and with few exceptions are heartily supported m their
work by the college authorities. Many of them act most acceptably
as instructors or professors of other branches than their own; t~e
tJ:ioroughness of their methods and mental training being a benefit m
any course of study. They seem to have performed their duties in _a
thoroughly painstaking manner, and at most of the institutions the~r
qualifications and abilities are highly spoken of by the college P!esiclents, who also express a generous appreciation of the benefits derived
from the careful and soldierly annual inspections by officers whose
regular business is inspection duty.
The institutions that are cooperating with the GovCharacter of Institu· ins
· t ructmg
·
· th e a,...,t
tions.
ernmen t 1n
our young c1·t·izens m
.
and science of soldiering are of the most varied character, ~an gmg through all the various grades from commercial schools
educatrng only for °?usiness to universities empowered to confer_ all
degrees, and mcludmg preparatory schools military academies, smentific _institutions, industrial schools and co'lleges, etc. The utility of
d~t~1Is at some of the twelve colleges _where the enrollment i_n the
nnhtary department falls short of 75 men may possibly be questioned.
. The statistics here presented relate to 96 colleges, an
Enrollment tud nts. mcrease from 84 considered in last year's report.
The
reports show a total enrollment of 33,437 male student. ,
.
a gam of more than 5 000 over the number reported last year. Of this
numb r 16 9 er
nrolled in the military departments, slightly
re han 5 P r c nt of the total number and only 68 men le than
t e aggregate authorized trength of our 30 infantry and artillery regi.L
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ments. Last year the military enrollment was but 15,010, but that
number was nearly 53 per cent ·of the ma1e students in attendance.
The tenor of the reports show clearly that this falling off in percentage
t>f military studen1 scan not be attributed to lack of interest manifested,
but rather to the stringency in the times and the sudden increase of
new institutions, which have hardly become fully aroused to the situation and adjusted their milita,r y department to their personnel and
curriculum. The average number of students over 15 years of age in
the military departments of these 96 colleges was 12,706. Though
barely half of the matriculates at these institutions are receiving the
full benefits of the military instruct.ion, sti11, when young men capable
of bearing arms are constantly under competent military instructors,
and 20,000 more are at the same time more or less influenced by this
instruction, it is clear that the United States, by en grafting military
instruction on the curriculum of the leading educational institutions
throughout the country, have inaugurated and are successfully pushing a wise and remarkable system of military education, which deserves
the utmost development and all the attention now being given to it by
the War Department. Of course, the instruction must be as excellent
as the system, and ·no more so.
·
There has been a marked improvement this year; and
The Military Course. many of the colleges recognize the importance of the
military department and allow the same credit for
theoretical or practical military instruction as for other educational
work. The variations in the theoretical work may seem too broad to
be entered upon in an annual report, extending as they do from the
study of the highest questions of strategy or logistics at some institutions, to mere recitations in the drill book as the entire theoretical course
at others. But perhaps a few illustrations may be submitted concerning
the practical course which necessarily is within narrower limits.
Five colleges, located in large cities, have no drill
Facilities for Practical grounds whatever and the practical instruction is necWork.
essarily limited to' drilis in close order in armories or
drill halls. Others are cramped for room. .And in colleges located in
the country, where there are ample facilities for problems in minor tactics, target practice, extended order movements, etc., the provisions for
ir:door work during inclement weather are occasionally not adequate.
The officers, however, readily adapt themselves to the existing conditions and accomplish all that can be expected of them with their limited time and facilities. If students are excluded from the officer's
control except for a few hours in a single year or two; all can understand that perhaps not very much of permanent value may be driven
home to stay, especially if the whole course is rather condescendingly
treated as a matter suited only to the lower classes. .Any correct idea
of true military discipline may seem especially difficult to acquire under
such circumstances. ..About half of the colleges have target ranges
and some have facilities for gallery practice. The progress andimprovement·in such instruction has been gratifying, and the laggards are very
few and seem awakening to the better requirements, and in the meantime are consciously on the defensive. So most of the objectionable
features are gradually correcting themselves without excessive friction .
.Among the student organizations there are found 1
Milita:tlo~:,gauiza- regiment of two 4-company battalions; 2 regiments of
two 3-company battalions each; 3 battalions of 6 companies; 2 battalions of 5 companies; 30 battalions of 4 companies; 14
battalions of 3 companies; 29 battalions of 2 companies; 24 bands; 11
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drum and bu~le corps; 19 separate companies; 16 artillery detach:
ment , and 5 signal squads. In addition, at many of the colleges there
are ~rtillery and signal detachments and some cavalry, whose members
are mcluded also in the infantry organizations.
The combined organizations could make a formidable, remarkably
~nte)ligent, an~ fairly instructed army, and if mustered in~o service
m time of national or local danger would constitute a most impor~3:nt
auxiliary to the regular and militia forces. The discipline and mobih~y
o~ such commands, to which every aspiration of patriotism and _hope 1s
g_i ven, may deserve further development where not regarded ~s. i:11;pract1cable. Does not such a recapitulation indicate new possibil~ties of
safe-guarding our nation, and the part these young .Americans will play
in the coming day of national stress and danger ,
.
At one-third of the colleges there have been no drills
Drills.
except in infantry. With the limited time allo-wecl at
most of them, it would be folly to attempt any ex~ended
instruction in cavalry, artillery, or signaling; but even the slightest
acquaintance with such matters is very instructive and of the greatest
assistance in the emergencies of war. It is like the possibility of further extended acquaintance after a mere introduction. Yet several
colleges have well-drilled signal and artillery detachments'., and at .more
than one military college more than 200 cavalry drills have been
given. Saber exercises have been held at fifteen colleges, and at one,
where :fifteen hotus a week are devoted to practical instru?tio~, there
have been ten·mounted artillery drills. Many of the orgarnzat10D;s are
well drilled) in extended order. .A liberal supply of blank cartri~ges
should be issued to colleges having facilities for this important drill.
·
Forty-one colleges have had small-arms target pracTarget Practice.
tice, in which 3,244 students have participated. Over
116,000 shots have been :fired. There h~s been no
target practice with artillery reported, though, of course, it would .be
interesting and instructive, and perhaps may be possible, at least with
sub-calibers, after the navy manner, in some localities.
.
Exercises in the field, consisting of practice marche_s,
Field Exercises.
camping, and the practical solution. of problems lil
.
minor tactics, have formed an important feature of the
~nstruction this ye.ar at many institutions. Such exercises are of great
mterest and of much practical value to the students. .At one college
the military professor took the cadets on a practice march of ten days'
duration. It is reported to have clone the cadets a great deal of ~oo~.
Th~ photographs of the camps and :fieldwork of several of these_ ~nstitut10ns are certainly interesting illustrations of the excellent military
instruction and the manly character of the students.
·
At several colleges the students have been allowed an encampment
this year, usually at their own expense although in some cases the
colleges have paid the bills. Tentage has frequently been furnished
by the State; Pennsylvania being particularly liberal in this respect.
':}:wo col~eges ~?m. that State encamped together for a week, en~aged
m practical military w~rk; and one of the military professors r~port
th at more ~a ac_C?mphshecl during that one week in the most 1m~ortant practical m1h~ar~ work than in a whole year at college.
everal ?llege orgamzahon have encamped with State troop . One
ia~~ah u of ~ud nt a tended the State encampment and inter tate
t~1 s an dr~mamed five day·, performing the ustrnl camp dutie . Only
0 e ca
wer t k n wh paid their own expen e . This encamp-
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ment served to awaken enthusiasm, as shown by the fact that about
sixty of the best drilled cadets have voluntarily formed a special company and are drilling three hours a week in addition to the regular
drills. The vi~its and encampment of several corps of cadets lo the
World's Fair at Chicago should not escape mention.
A special feature of military training was introduced at one of the
colleges, with highly beneficial results, by devoting one day in ea.ch
month exclusively to military exercises, enabling matters to receive
attentton which require more than an hour or so to get under proper
headway. The corps is marched or transported to suitable ground for
maneuvers, and the entire day can be devoted to practical field work
and problems in minor tactics. Although perhaps not equal in value
to a regular encampment, this method of instruction is nevertheless
effective and inexpensive.
Problems in minor tactics have been given at a large number of
colleges having facilities for their practical solution, and at others
they have been solved theoretic~lly on maps. The problems included
the attack and defense of positions, outposts, patrols, advance and rear
guards, train g\lard, grand guards, repulsing a night attack, guarding
a road, forcing a bridge, reconnoissance of a position, passing a defile,
-preventing the building of a pontoon bridge, crossing a river in transports, etc. Such problems are of great practical value and should be
encouraged in every way; for instance, by a more liberal supply of blank
~mrmw~ ·
.
Guard mountings, dress parades, reviews, and inspeccercmonies.
tions are frequently held at many of the collegc_s.
Usually where there is a battalion organization the
national flag is carried at battalion drill and ceremonies, and occasionally the State battalion colors.
At twenty-eight college~ some of the cadets have
Uniforms.
not yet procured uniforms, and although this applies
particularly to the colleges recently added, still many
of the older institutions are seriously puzzled about this question.
Even the simplest uniform is important for military instruction, like
the weapons and accouterments; and every Roldierly requirement can
and should be adequately met.
The cadets look upon the inspect10n as the military
Inspections.
event of the year. It increases their interest; helps the
esprit de corps; causes better care of Government prop. erty ; is of material assistance to the military professor; and is highly
pleasing to the college authorities. It is reported that the annual
inspection is almost vital, and is certainly essential to efficiency. Practically without exception the military professors speak in strong terms
of the beneficial effect of these inspections on all concerned, and the
college presidents vie with the professors in their expression of hearty
approval.
WEST POINT MILITARY ACADEMY.

The annual inspection of the Military Academy at West Point was
made August 8 by Col. R. P. Hughes, inspector-general, who speaks
in high terms of the excellent management of this institution. Its
records show that the battalion of cadets is 56 short of the number
authorized by law, which is due to the failure of Representatives to
make the usual recommendations for appointment. Some of the Congressional clistricts have had no representative at West Point for sev-
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ral years. In the State of Illinois the record shows that nine of the
'i_ n~y-two authorized appointments have not been filled. The ·Ninth
~ricp of Tennessee appears to have had no representative at West
l omt for over five years. When we consider the large expense of
maintaining the necessaf'y instructors and garrison of this school, it is
mo t important that the Corps of Cadets should be kept as nearly com-·
plete as po sible.
The inspector invites attention to the usual special details. Among·
the recommendations made by the last inspector of this institution, to
·w hich you have already given your attention, are an increase of the
11 umber of horses furnished for instruction; the removal of many old
l>uildings now on the reservation, as a matter of economy and good
sanitation; the removal of many of the fences as a needless expense;
and the establishment of a crematory for burning the post offal.
In the essential matter of instruction it seems evident that there
should be some co-ordination between the whole military school system,
so as to avoid waste work and offer. the highest and most complete
instruction any military student may be capable of.. The service schools
are under the command of the Major-General Commanding, and are
covered in the report to him.

\1

MANEUVERS.

Officers charged with the theoretical instruction of cadets at milit~ry
or other institutions of learning have occasionally stated that durmg
a short perio_d of encampment the cadets learned lessons of greater
practical value than they acquire in a year's instruction within c?llege
grounds. Remarks of such character, based upon actual experience,
can not be gainsaid. Troops may be brought to an admirable st~te of
perfection in marching and drilling; but if they lack the expe~1~nce
and mobility that can only be had in camp under warlike c?n~1t1~ns
they may be far from ready to meet the foe effectively. The d1stmct1ve
quality of soldiers is their ability to act efficiently in masses under all
circumstances, according to the will of one man. Individu~nr ~he
unsoldierlymay be superior, but collectively the power of rigid d1sc1plme
..
is recognized.
·
. It is gratifying to note, therefore, that encampments are rece1vrng
mcreasing consideration and attendance among our national forces.
But this is not sufficient. The raison e'etre of the soldier and the
.c\r~y as a whole must not be lost sight of; and it may, within definite
hm1ts, be as essential for lower grade officers to understand. a~d ~e
able to perform the duties assigned those of higher grade as it 1s for
officers of high rank to be familiar with every duty of those under
them, whether applied to the conditions of peace or war.
So~e S~~tes have already inaugurated consolidated encam~ments
of th~1r m1htary force · with beneficial results. It is only a step further
to brmg the troops of several States into one camp and it is earnestly
~ecommended that this be done. With the presen.'t rate of shrinkage
m the ranks of our veteran officers who are able to handle large bodie
?f troop , there will soon be no one left pos essed of experience ga.ined
m the l~tewar. Our ~tanding Army is too scattered to permit the concentrat10n of a corps mto one camp without great expen e, but.never
t O mu h o t be able to attend in limited numbers a con ohdated
n ampment of v ral State . Money could not be expended for a
bet r aud wi r ilitary purpose.

INSPECTOR-GENERA~ .
.A.RMY DISBURSEMENTS.

A summary of the reports of the inspections of .t he accounts of ,disbursing officers of the Army during the :fiscal year shows as follows:
Balance taken up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4, 006, 495. 08
Receipts from Treasury . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $48, 103, 316. 44
Receipts from sales and other sources.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 839, 021. 03
- - - - - - 49,942,337.47
Transfers from other officers ......................................... 11, 718, 886. 19
Total to be accounted for ...................................... 65, 667, 718. 74
Disbursements ....................................... $49, 842, 941. 71
Deposited to credit Treasurer of the United States . . . .
970,777.34
Transfers to other officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .

50,813,719.05
10, 7,60, 575. 00
- - - - - - 61,574,294.05

Balance to be accounted for.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 093, 424. 69
Distributed as follows:
United States Treasury . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . $2,881,336.58
United States depositories........................
1,163,965.22
Cash on hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48, 122. 89
4,093,424.69

This summary as compared with that of last year, shows a net
increase of $2,612,193.61 in the amount of disbursements inspected,
arising thus:
Increased disbursements:
Judge Advocate-General's Department .............•......•......
Medical Department ........................................... .
Engineers Department ......................................... .
Ordnance Department ......................................... .
Recruiting officers ............................................. .
National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers ...•....••........

$16.62
369,573.58
2,203,260.69
716,950.23
10,749.42
889,850.86
4, 189, 901. 40

Decreased disbursements:
Adjutant-General's Department......................
$744. 33
Quartermaster's Department ......................... 456,380.52
Subsistence Department .............................. 200, 291. 92
Pay Department . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 844, 179. 20
Miscellaneous........................................ 76, 111.82
1, 577, 707. 79

2, 612, 193. 61 ·

From the above analysis it appears that the disbursements on account
of the regular military establishment were about $1,500,000 less than
the previous year. The in<}rease in the amount expended by the Medical Department arises from the periodic payment on account of arti:fi.cial
limbs, under Revised Statutes 4787 and 4791. · The number of claims
which fell due during the fiscal year 1894 were largely increased by the
law of March 3, 1891, which changed the term of payment from :five to
three years.
The increase in the disbursements of the Engineer Department is
traced to the appropriation for the improvement of rivers and harbors,
and that of the Ordnance Department to those providing for the armament of fortifications.
The disbursements reported on account of the National Home for
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers and of recruiting officers, appear for the
:first time in these reports.
,
While the amount of disbursements reported bas increased over
$2,500,000, the total amount involved or required to carry on these
transactions exhibits an increase of not quite $700,000. This shows
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that tho care exercised in the management of funds noted in last year's
report bas not abated.
.
The relation between the entire amount involved and tbe disburseme11ts, transfers, deposits in the gene.ral treasury, and balances retained
during the two fiscal years may be stated thtts: ·
1893.

1894.

,.

Disbursements .... , .................................... _____ ...... .• - ···- --·····- -· ·····

~=r:111~:~iti~i~~~~;~~~~~: : :::::::: : :_: ::::: :~:~: : :_: : : : :::~:=::::::~:: :~~:

0.760
.163
. 015

0. 727

.191
.025
. 057

.062

It is noted that the percentage of the amount of funds transferre_d
hetween officers has been reduced during the last year, and yet it
would seem that the amount transferred during the last fiscal y~ar
($11,718,886.19) mi_ght still be considerably reduced this year w:th
advantage to the service in economy of clerical labor and shortern~g
the period between the issue of the funds from the Treasurer and its
.actual use by the final disburser.
Were it not for the l&,r ge balances held by the disbursing officers of the
National Home (33 per-cent of the amount involved in their accounts)
tbe balances of 1894 would show an improvement over those of 1893._
. The per cent of final balances to the average of total monthly disbursements has shown a gradual reduction since 1891, when the per
cent was 186; in 1892, it was 99 per cent; in 1893, it was reduced t'.o 94,
and in the last fiscal year, excluding the transactions of the National
- Home, it waS: still further reduced to 89 per cent.
.
That this margin of funds in the bands of disbursing officer_s 1s y~t
capable of further reduction, without detriment to the service, will
3:ppear from the following table showing the percentage of final balanc~s
to the average of total monthly disbursements, for four ii.seal years, in
each of the principal disbur~ing .departments:
Department.

1891. 18;2. 1893. 11894.

- - - - - - - - = - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - --1 - - - - 1 - - - 104
124
53
99
102
4.8

82
105
120
39
186
90

75
115
135
73
83
66

The et;t·orts of the dBpartments, as shown by the above table, to carry
out the mstructions contained in the circular letter from the Treasury
Department, of July 25, 1892, and Army Regulations, 676, can doubtless
be .made equally successful by all if desired. The amount disbursed by
the d~partments showing the lowest averages was over two and onehalt times as large as that disbursed by the others.
Economy in the use of the public funds as well as in the disburem_ent, d~serves every attention. The mor~ promptly and direct the
di ~ursmg offi~er can receive funds from the 'l'reasury the less opp _rtumty there W1ll be for any portion to lie idle, and the less expense will
be att_ ndant u on the handling of the funds. The Treasury DepartIl:1 nt is he only dep t needed for the distribution of funds in P ace
a'?~ can _do i~ directly through the regular channels without a lot
u _sidiary mvo1 e~ and receipt being made out by middlemen.
The tatem nt submitted by in pectors show that in one department

:re
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dudng the fiscal year, ov-er 48 per cent of the amount received from the
Treasury passed. through the hands of other offic'ers before it reached
the disbursing officer., and in that department the ratio of the balance
in the ,bands ·of office.rs to the amount disbursed exceeds that of any
other, which seems to create -a lot of unnecessary .clerical work, and
allow a lot of money to be idle in transit.
Under General Orders, No. 91, of 1893, and General Orders, No. 4, of
1894, the acting commissaries of subsist~mce-at the posts named therein
are authorized to keep public funds on l;tand as contemplated by .Army
Regulations, 680~ Possibly authority could be granted in the same
manner to the acting aissistant quartermasters a-t the same posts to
keep such amounts on hand as may be necessary, and thus come within
the requirements of the regulations.. Necessity has no law, but it can
be legally recognized rather than encourage irregularities!
Tlie total number of inspections made, including statements submitted under .Army Regulations, 967½, and verified by the inspector, was
as follows:
Officers.

Inspections.

233 General staff officers' :wcounts. _. ·- .... _. _·- __ ...• _....• -~ .... ~ _...... _.
219 Post staff officers' accounts . .......•...•... ····-· .•..... • ... ····-·......
37 Other line officers' accounts ______ ·-···· .......... ····-· ..•......... ···-.
1 Retired officers' accounts (Soldiers'Rome) ...... -····· ______ ····-· ···-·4 Volunteer Soldiers' Home accounts ........ ·-······ ·· ··-·· ...... -····-·-··
494
Average number of inspections for each staff officer . . . _... _. . . . . . . . . . . . .
A verago number of inspections for eacll post officer_. __ ._. __ ...... __ .. . . .

604
811
48
1
4
1,468
2. 6
3. 7

It a.p pears from the following statement that 851 inspections (including 270 accounts of post officers), involving $61,771,531.22, were made
by tho officers of this department, and 479 inspections (including the
accounts of 27 staff officers), involving $2,617,326.55, were made by
other offic~rs; or a total, including the accounts verified under .Army
Regulations, 967-2", of 1,468 inspections, involving $65,667,718.74. It
may be noted that the great bulk of these inspections are made by the
officers on duty in this department in the several inspection districts,
and the great majority of these inspections are effected by officers on
the s_pot, and -therefore without any cost in mileage.

Department.

Offioora
inspected.

I

By oflicers of
1:nspector-General's Department .

Total.

Inspeclions.

.Amount
involved. No.

Under Army
l{egulation s,

By other
officers.

Amormt.

No.

067½,

Amount. No.

.Amount.

I

.Adjutant-General . _

.rudge-A d v o cat e -

General - . -. - -- . - - .
Quartermaster-General:
Staff-··-·-···-- Post_·- --- -- _.• __
Subsistence:
Staff······ ·--·-Post···· ·····--·
Medical .• - -· --· ____ .
PaY- - ------··· ····-·

~~In~!~~~:::::::::::
Recruitin~ -------···
National Rome Dis.
Vol. , oldiers ______
Miscellaneous- .. _. __

$115. co

30

$2,815.77

28

$2,673.40

1

$27. 37

23

585. 16

22

577. 61

1

7.55

53
106

149 12, 462, 651. 03 131 11, 873, 834. 34 11
390 1,354,447. 61 130
459,306.63 213

318,581.56
763,794.43

24

66 2,111,917.06 59 2, 030, 586. 30
3
421 1, 055, 858. 65 140
376, 915. 69 239
919,727.44 16
18
775,414.14
8519, 835,504.66 76,18, 943, 875. b8
9
155 20, 681, 570. 61 152,20, 495, 310. 89
72 4, 947, 752. 76 69 4, 529, 834. 07
1
12,837. 43
35
5
1, 52~. 31
l

-l58, 256.37
421 62, 851. 34
~
21 144, 313. EO
891, 719. 08 . - - . - - - - - .• - - • - -

13
8

113
8
30
63
32
30
4
10

-494
Total.·-·· - ·--·

4 1, 336, 949. 57

20

945,010.99

.. -.- ..... -I

---·s: 408:
38,
622. 17

1, 4G8i65, 667, 718. 74 851 61, 77], 531. 22 4.70 2, 617,326.55
I

270,235.13
131,346.55

7
47

23,074.39
616 091. 62

4 1, 3.36, 0-19. 57 ... _ ........ ----19
1H4, 728. 79 . ... ------------

- -- - -,

1

. - .. ----------··

;
29
]

1

m: ~i~: li
10, 691. ~5

--·-··2s2>zo

--..-~
138 1, 278, 860. 97
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The_effort to have these inquiries embrace all the money appropriated
and disbursed, as Te·quired by law, has never come nearer to absolute
succes , and has produced the results that are usually anticipated from
th_orough inspections. There may still be phases of the matter that
might deserve closer scrutiny if the force of the department was not
so limited.
NATIONAL HOME FOR DIS.A.BLED VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS.

It is hoped that nothing but good and the kindliest feelings may
result from the closest relation between these old soldiers and the War
Department.
.
·
In compliance with the provisions of the act of March 3, 1~9?, "that
the Secretary of War shall hereafter exercise the same superv1s10n ?ver
all receipts and disbursements on account of the volunteer soldiers'
homes as he is required by law to apply to the accounts of disbursing
officers of the Army," orders were issued by you directing Lieut. Col. H.
W. Lawton, inspector-general, to proceed to these homes and make the
inspection contemplated. Under these orders the branch home located
at Togus, Me., was inspected October 26, 1893; at Hampton, Va., 0?t0 ber 30, 1893; at Dayton, Ohio, November 9, 1893, and at Santa Momca,
Cal., November 23, 1893. Owing to the condition of Colone_l Lawton's
health at this time, be was obliged to discontinue the inspection for that
fiscal year. On .the branch homes inspected Colonel Lawton made the
following report:
,
DENVER, COLO., December 7, 1893.
Srn: In compliance with your suggestion that I shall submit for use _of subcommittee on appropriations suggestion show savings can be effected at National Rom!
for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, I have the honor to state as follows: In so ~ar 118 d
have inspected these homes, viz, the Togus, Me., Hampton, Va., Dayton, Ohio, a,n
Santa Monica, Cal., it is my opinion that no further appropriation need be made for
any additional ol'iginal construction. The plant is at present amply adequate ~or
present necessities or for any apparent increase of inmates. Sufficient appropri~tion under the head of construction for the necessary repairs is therefore all that 19
required, with the following exceptions:
· .
At the Togus Branch a rock crusher might well be supplied, and an estimate for
an electric lighting plant might be considered, as I was informed by the i~veri~r
that on the reservation was a water power sufficient for the purpose of _dnymg_ ~
dynamos, and as I believe there is paid annually about $7,000 for electric hghtmg,
such a plant might be found economical.
At the Southern Branch the completion of the work now in progress.
. .
At the Central Branch the completion of the gas holder now under construction,
and
At the Pacific Branch Santa Monica there should be constructed one double set
of officers' quarters, the' mess hall shodld be extended, a kitchen and bakery sboul1
be constructed, a substantial means of lighting provided, and a Holly system 0
water supply established.
.
Beyond thes~, so far as I was able to observe, nothing beyond repairs need m t~e
future be considered. In case of an increase of inmates temporary barracks will
~uffi_ce .. The hospital estimates should be liberally appropriated for, and in fa?t th e
1 1;1-stitutions must soon become large hospitals.
I recommend the absolute d1Bcont1~uance of any appropriation under theheadof "farm." The money thus expendecl
will purchase mor~ than is produced, and if it is found convenient or necessary to
C_??,duct a farm let it be done under the direction of local officers from the post fu nd ,
tn:s fund defrayin the expenses ancl receiving the benefit of all profit.
fhe pay rolls shoul<l ~ arefully scrutinized and the force largely cut down. A
great d U:l of_ work, p~rt1?ularly the clerical, is duplicated and cumber ome. Much
work which 18 ~ow l,)aHl for, such as funeral escorts, :firing parties, etc., should be a
matt. r _of detail without compensation, and labor hould be made compu~ ory .
Ad;11 1 • ion houl~ ~e more restri ·t cl. :r one should be admitted unles phys1 ca.Uy
unc ble to earn a livmg or ~ub ist upon their pension, and examinations hould frequently be mad a:nd ~ble_ mrna es discharged. Discharge and furlough hould be
encouraged. Th 10 titu 10n seem too asy to g t into and too hard tog t out of.
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All appropriations, except for hospital, should be limited in the -act, as, for
instance, "for the purchase of fuel for the Central Branch, not to exceed,n etc.; '' for
1,000 feet lt-inch pine timber for repair of mess hall, not to exceed.," etc.
Pensions to inmates should be absolutely forfeited to the United States during
their occupancy of the Home. Any having dependent relatives entitled to pension
should receive such proportion as would be dne them in case of death of pensioner.
The general mana,gement and honesty of administration is beyond criticism. The
officers generally were efficient, active, energetic, and devoted, and I believe many
of them would be glad to see reform introduced.

H . W.

LAWTON,

Lieutenant-Colonel, Inspector-Gene1•al.
INSPECTOR-GENERAL UNITED STATES ARMY.

The disbursements and accounts were also inspected, and wb,ile the
methods in use were not so clear and concise as those prescribed for
the Army, they showed an honest and definite intention to faithfully
account for the trust impm:ed. _Possibly a less cumbersome system,
<'Oupled with a less divided responsibility, would result in greater
economy of expenditures.
From the recent legislation in the act of August 18, 1894, relating to
the general management of funds appropriated for _these homes, it
would appear that Congress bad taken a deep interest therein. This
legislation may be summarized as follows:
The transfer of the" posthumous fund" to the '' general fund."
To confine the disbursement of the appropriations for the several
branches (with certain exceptions) to the treasurers thereof, and that
the excepted articles be shipped directly to the Home.
To limit the disbursements to the specific objects for which the
appropriation was made.
_
To consolidate in one appropriation the several appropriations for
clothing for the several branches.
To prohibit the use of the appropriations for construction and repairs
for the construction of any new building.
The enumeration of the salaries of the officers and employees of the
Board of Managers, the amounts that may be disbursed for traveling
expenses, clerk hire, outdoor relief and incidental expenses.
To provide for a general treasurer, who shall not be a member of the
Board of Managers, and who shall give bend to the United States to
account for all public money and property which he may receive, a.nd
that the branch treasurers shall bond to the general treasurer.
To authorize the use of "penalty envelopes" for official correspondence.
To authoriz~ credits from sales of property to be disbursed.
To classify the officers and employees and fix a rate of pay for each
class, and permitting no employee to be borne upon more than one roll.
To allow mileage, at 7 cents per mile, in lieu of traveling expenses,
to officers of the Home not members of the Board of Managers.
No compensation to be paid to members of the Board of Managers
for service, except the president and secretary.
An annual inspection of the Home, its records, disbursements, management, discipline and condition, by an officer of the Inspector-General's
Department, who shall submit a report to be transmitted to Congress.
As these provisions were adopted after a full conference between the
Board of Managers and the Appropriation Committees, it is believed
that, they generally meet with the approval of the Board. It is pleasing to note that Gen. J. C. Black, representing the Board before the
Appropriation Committee, said there was no objection to the Secretary
of War causing a thorough inspection, and that enactment ought to be
adonted.
WAR 94-VOL I--14
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~lie consolidation of the several appropriations for clothing will sin~ phfy the accounts, and is in line with previous requests of the pres1den t of the Board of Managers.
The use of the penalty envelope should result in a material saving to
the Government and gTeat convenience to the conduct of the correspondence of the Homes, and some relief from keeping this lot of petty
accounts, while official envelopes are to be used only for what the absolute necessities of the service warrant.
The provision that the general treasurer shall not be a member of
the Board of Managers seems, on general principles, to be a very
proper one, as a disbursing· officer should have no voice in the approval
or authentication of his own accounts.
.
The requirement that the general treasurer should bond to the United
States emphasizes the position taken by Congress siuce tbe act ?f
March 3, 1875, that the funds appropriated for the support of. this
Home are public funds.
·
The supervision of these receipts and disbursements, as already clearly
established by law, has been conducted in excellent accord between the
Treasury and War Departments, and all that it seemed wis~ to attempt
has been accomplished with fair success. and this beneficial and considerate l_egislation, it is believed, effects still greater imp,..ovements,
promptness, and security where needed among the satisfactory metho~s
~lre~dy. referred to, and often demonstrated during the many years this
rnstitut10n has served its purpose so well.
The act of March 3, 1891, provides that the accounts of th~ H 0 mt:,
"as also all receipts by said Home from whatever source, shall, m a~di- tion to the Slf pervision now provided for, be reported to anc~ supervised
by the Sectetary of War." But only a portion of the receipts held_by
~he fiscal officer.s of the Home seem to be reported under the reqrurem~nts .of that act.
· ·
·
. rbe accounts of the acting treasurer of the Home for the first, second,
and third quarters of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894, have been
'e xamined in this office, and sent to the Second Auditor of the Tre~sury
.for his action, and in each case the acting treasurer was furmshed
_w ith 3: copy 9f the exceptions taken. The accounts of the acting trea~p.rer for the quarter ending June 30, 1894, were not received ~ere until
Se:ptember 19, and it is not possib~e at this date, therefore, to gwe a complete statement of the receipts and disbursements of the treasurers for
the en tire fiscal year.
The appropriation account may be stated as follows:

g~

~ance in Treasury Jnly 1, 1893 ........................ __ .. . . . . . . . . . . $335, ~OiR 01~nt of a.::ppropriations .... _.. _..... _... _...... _... _......... ... ... 2, 953, 06 ·
U ecerveu. by transfe1· settlement ................ _... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 498. 86
nexpcnded ba.lances deposited ...... __ .. _............... .... ........
100,003. 46
R . tf oJal to be accounted for __ .. _. . ........... _.... __ ..... __ .. __ .. 3, 391, 971, 22
p e~1 e T to disbursing officers ........... _............. $2,897,243.89
Ca1 01h . reasury settlements.... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 927. 33
ove:re mto surplus fond ....... __ .......... _..........
309,834.67
_
_ _ _ _ _ 3, 211, OOo. 89
U d ~blanfelel in '.freasnry June 30, 189-i .. - .......................... .
n er e o ow~ng_ appropriations:
urpo~ of atioual Home for Di!sa.blecl Volunteer
,, 01<11 r. 1 93 . . . .
$110, 724. 00

tat~ or Territorial i-i~~~ -f~1: di· ~i.,i~~l ;~iili ·;~ "a-~ci
mlors, 1 3 .. _. _. . . . . . . . . . .
Support of _·ation l Home fo~- · · i· ;bl~~l ,· ~i~~t~- ~
, oldiers,18 1. ....... ............... _... _...

l'J. 63

.,,,

·

180,965. 33

25

57, 603. 08
180,965.33
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The disbursement account, as shown by the accounts and vouchers
-received to include the quarter ending March 31, 1894, shows as follows:
Balance in hands of disbursing officers July 1, 1893 .....•. __ .......... $119,239.24
Remitted from Treasury to June 30, 1894 ............................. 2,897,243.89
Received from other sources to March 31, 1894 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50, 480. 48

-

Total to be accounted for .............................. ___ . __ .. 3;066, 963. 61
Disbursements to March 31, 1894:
_
Support of National Homo for Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers ...................................... _... $1, 840, 085. 26
State or Territorial Homes .............. _ . . . . . . . . . .
304, 962~ 40
- - - - - 2,145,047.66
Balance due March 31, 1894 ....... : .........................-... .
Remitted from Treasury, not taken up to March 31, 1894.
$614,480.33
Balance in hands of disbursing officers March 31, 1894...
307, 43!'>. 62

921,915.95
921,915.95

The adoption since last report of new forms and methods has
improved the system of accounts and brought them nearer to the prescribed rules governing the rendition of public accounts. The larger
part of tbe exceptions now reported is on account of informalities that
may be corrected by the :fi.ling of required contracts, bills, an.cl other
eviuence of like character to sustain the vouchers. The law requiring
the keeping of balances on deposit is more generally observed, and also
that requiring the application of the funds solely to the object for which
they were appropriated. A more prompt settlement of these accouuts
could be made if it were possible fOT the general treasur~r to render bis
accounts monthly, as now required by law of the branch treasurers, who
make over 86 per cent of the disbursements on account of the Home
and whose vouchers and accounts are hardly less, but rather more, complicated and voluminous .
.As the president of the Board of Managers is no longer the dis·bursin~· officer of the Home, it might expedite the accounts if so much
of the Treasury regulation as required that vouchers relating to an
other fonds than those of the Branch Home be approved, before payment, by the Board of Managers, be amended so as to direct that such
vouchers be approved by the President, in the same manner as Branch
Home funds are approved by the governor. This would avoid the delay
consequent upon holding the general treasurer's vouchers until a meeting of the Board could be called to act on such vouchers. The amount
now on the Treasury's books is understood to have been brought from
$7,229,243.29 to $2,977,323.97 since the assignment of these matters to
this Bureau.
RENEW .A.L OF FORMER RECOMMEND.A.TIO NS.

Some progress seems to have been made in this direcand its desirability. needs no argument·, nor. does
1t affect the age to which well-trained and desirable
veterans can be retained as the backbone of the regular establishment. This is a queBtion at the beginning of army service, and a great
-benefit has been done the service by General Orders No. 87 of 1891,
reducing the age for original enlistments from 35 to 30, and General
Orders No. 38 of 1890, permitting the purchase of horses for the mounted
service at 4 years of age. The marked irregularity in the size and
color of company horses bas been greatly improved.
The want of veterinary hospitals at our larger cavveterinary Hospital. alry posts has been greatly felt. Horses are subject
to as many diseases and accidents than men, and proper
Yonnger
better tion
Men andan<l
Horses.
•
,
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f~cilities for their treatment should be afforded. It will prolong tb,eir
hfe of u_sefulness, and materially reduce the large number of unserviceable ammals that annually find their way to the auctioneer.
This instruction, though highly developed in our
Target Practice. Army-perhaps at the cost of almost too much time in
.
.
comparison with other important branches-is still '
lackrng 1~ one or more particulars, such as practice at movable tar- 1
gets, or simulating the situation and strained requirements of battle. I
Occasional' hot food on lollg trips has been recomTrave1 Ration_.
mended, as well as sleeping (tourists) cars. It pr_omotes contentment and increases endurance, and will
reli_eve the men from a great deal of the discomforts of travel. I~ thi~,
as m many other matters, there have been great improvements smce it
was first mentioned, and universal and complete relief is anticipated
and already practically assured .
. 'I'he smallest sum now accepted by the Pay DepartEncourage Deposits. ment is still too high for the average private, and a
reduction from the present amount to $1 has been suggested. A reduction will doubtless tend to an increase in the number
of depositors and to greater thriftiness and the qualities which accompany thrift.
·
· Schools of any kind are perhaps better than none at
Post Schools.
all, and those we possess have done much good; some,
like Fort Monroe, doing great good: but post schools
have not in all cases been as satisfactory as was hoped. To awaken
in~erest, insure tlniformity, and improve the system, it is necessarr t_hat
~mtable text-books for our military schools and a proper recogmtwn,
surpei~vision, and curriculum be officially adopted. The text-books and
c~rriculum can readily be prepared by a board of officers; and certificates showing the instruction received could be given to those who
are proved to be proficient, and so exempt them from further ~ttendance :wherever the soldier may go; and it would be well to have more
defimte and regufar supervision assigned to an officer at each depa:rtment headquarters. No civilized army, probably, has a less effecyive
school system for enlisted men than ours; though we should certamly
be able and willing to do as much in this line as any other country doe~.
The recent legal requirement that recruits must now have the ord1•
nary information of a child of thirteen years of age may in a few years
m3:ke the special effort now needed less necessary, or open a mor_e beneficia~ field of instruction in matters more directly relating to the hfe of. a
sokher, whether this instruction be given by the teacher or officer lil
charge.
·
Barracks should be bright, cheerful, and invit~ng,
Barrack Lights.
and this can not be so long as the amount of h~ht
depends on something other than the rooms to be lit.
1

INSPECTIONS UNDER P.A.R.A.GRA.PH

955,

.ARMY REGUL.A.TIONS,

The_ maiin depots, consisting of the quartermaster,
commissary, medical and recruiting depots have been
h
in pecte~ during thJ past year, the results of which
ih ow th '.1t they are effi.~tently and creditably administered, and _th~t
quality of th_ recruit. and upplies is satisfactory. Up to withm
a_ not remote period th e e. tabli bments have been considered an ce ~Y, a~ they W?uld robably be again in case of war. They, like the
my it elf, exi t for emergencies which must be adequately met, or
Depots of

upply.
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the lives of men and the success of our Army may be jeopardized.
But in periods of inactivity there is an opinion that the fewer the number of depots which could readily furnish subsistence and stores to our
Army in all its branches the less the expense, and yet with an equal
degree of integrity and efficiency.
The needs of an army of 25,000 or 30,000 men, or five times those
numbers, are no~ too difficult to foresee and provide for; and more than
this during these transition periods is apt to lead to waste. During
ordinary seasons supplies of various kinds are called for on timely and
specific requisitions for definite periods of time. This enables intern gent
purchase aud prompt shipment to destination, without recourse to
storage, which becomes comparatively unnecessary and expensive.
Whether there is an excess of civil employees beyond the just and
economical needs of proper administration will probably receive some
special consideration uuder the recent law; and perhaps, in the same
connection, the long-felt want of artisans at posts, which can not be had
on account of shortage of money to pay them, may be entitled to
renewed attention, and hereafter, in all appropriat.ion bills, the specific
amount of labor allowed at each depot can be stated specifically, and
similar allotments be made for posts in the Army, based upon their
garrison, location, and needs.
The reports of inspection of these establishments
A.rmoriesandArsenals. ShOW generally their condition to be satisfactory in
the administration of affairs and the business methods.
With two or three exceptions, the force of enlisted men is kept at the
maximum allowance. The service detachments are, as a rule, comfortably and conveniently quartered, and are reported competent and efficient. Some of these establishments are maintained for deposit and
distributing purposes and small repairs, and others for the manufacture
of cann0n, small arms, and projectiles of the most improve<l. pattern,
which require expert technical knowledge of superior order. Improvements in the way of additional modern machinery for manufacturing
purposes have been secured during the year. In this connection the
foJlowing extract from the report of inspection of the Springfield
Armory, Mass., is given.
The installation of the new machines for the manufacture of the new small-caliber, high-velocity rifle was in process at the date of my last annual inspection.
The work has been accomplished, and-the machines for daily nse are now in place in
the new shops and are arranged with great care, having in view the greatest economy of tirue and force.
'fhe raw steel i.s received at the water shops, and all the forging, boring, rifling,
etc., are done there. It is very pleasing to note that in manufacturing the few hundred rifles of the new caliber now on hand, the machines have been so corrected
and improved that the loss through workmanship is now so trifling as to be
unworthy of consideration, and can be omitted from future calculations of the output.

The force of civilians employed at this branch of work ranges from
225 at Watervliet to 415 at Springfield. The bulk of these employees
are competent artisans; tbe men, of whom special qualifications are
required, being kept within a reasonable number. The salaries range
from 72 cents to $7 per day. At Watervliet the average pay per
month per man is $62.22. It is noted with gratification that the employment of so large a force of men is conducted on business principles;
competency and efficiency being essential qualifications required of
applicants, and dischargP-s being made only for well-defined cause.
The police and sanitary condition of arsenals generally were reported
to be from good to excellent. ·
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Scattered through the several arsenals there is a large quantity of old
war :material-obsolete and unserviceable articles, without value to the
serv1~e-tlrn,t should be sold, if possible, while it is yet marketable.
Continued storage is only an incumbrance, while the value of the material deteriorates, which must be sold or disposed of at some time, and
therefore the sooner the better.
At Watertown A.rs~nal the hospital is an ancient farmhouse n?t
adapted to the purposes to which it is being applied. At Indianapolis
a portion of the barrack is used as a hospital.
It is found economical, and the inspections are fieNational Cemeteries. quent enough to subserve all practical purposes, to connect these with the ·other inspections that must be made
in the vicinity.
The general condition of the roads, walks, shrubbery, and grounds
seems to have improved within the last year. The superintendents are
reported as giving their best efforts toward making the grounds as
attractive and as tidy as possible. The lodges are habitually repor~ed
in good condition, except at Mobile and Vicksburg, the latter b~mg
reported as damp and unhealthy. A few are reported in need of mrnor
repairs, such as painting and whitewashing.
THE POS'.r COMMANDERS' ANNUAL INSPE.CTION REPORT .

_ These reports originated under General Sherman , at the instance of
General ::Marcy. Their discontinuance under the provision of General
Orders No. 16, Headquarters of the Army, 1894, after an existence of
nearly fifteen y8ars, relieves our post commanders ofanarduo~sdutywell
performed. Much credit is due them for many of the benefimal changes
and improvements inaugurated in the Army dm'ing the past deca<l.~.
These reports gave them an admirable opportunity to present their
ideas and views simultaneously on proposed or pending measures, an~
the cons~nsus of opinion of men most familiar with the needs of their
comman<i~ could not fail to have a most salutary effect.
IS 'l'HE ARMY INSPECTED TO DEA'l'H'

This department has not contended _for frequent so much as for thorough and complete inspections, equally and fairly applied, or excluc~ed
alike from all. To be acceptable at all, or to all, this general inspect~on
must be so conducted as to be complete and thorough; and the assistance of all is solicited to make it so. The retrenchments which the
current Army a1)propriation bill places upon the expenditures for mileage on account of inspections, except when specially ordered by the
Secretary of War or made by Army or department commanders, or by
the Inspector-General's Department, is perhaps in line with ~ c~y for
reform . . As long as inspections are wholly in the interest of d1sc1plme
and efficiency and militate against irregularities, there will always be
some who oppose inspections, and others who court them, and still otb er
who 1~1.ay prefer to apply rather than endure tbem. Those who, in the
con cIOus~ess of h~vin_g done their full duty and having done it well
do not obJect to bemg mspected but favor and desire it a.re always the
most numer<:m and the best i~ every army. The in;pection ervice
eem: · uffi.cu~ntlr i!Dportant not to be burdened with any odium or
bla1:1 fo~ w~ic~ it 1 not respon ibl , and to be intrusted with all the
du tic wit~ll?- it proper function; and surely no officer of this departm n. !~a vi: it d a~~y ?- po ~ o frequently in one year as to raise any
u 1n 1 11 f xc · 1ve m .. pec 10n by the In pection Department.

INSPEGTOR-GENERAL.
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It is a pleasure at every proper opportunity to express my appreciation of the work of all who are on duty in this Department, wherever
stationed. To-those permanent~y on this -duty my appreciation must
be well known. ·
About one-third of the officers upon duty in this department quit us
and assumed their other legitimate functions during the current yea,r.
How highly the labors of the inspection corps and its individual officers are appreciated by the superior officers of the .Army or the service
generally may be best said by and perhaps better known to others; but
what has been accomplished during ~hese past years of most creditable
duty, zealously, loyally, and effectively performed by the officers so
<letaHed, deserves mention, and more than passing attention. In a succinct annual report an adequate statement can hardly be expected covering these several years when the thoroughness is as noticeable as the
extent of their work.
Lieutenant-Colonel Kent, of the infantry, and Lieutenant-Colonel
Bacon and Major Chaffee and Captain Nowlan, of the cavalry, have done
their fu11 share of all that haR been done during.their time, whether at staff
or line work, as far as it fell to their lot. The perfect general inspection
of the entire military estaiblishment was probably never more nearly
accomplished than during their tour. It is not by such officers that
the Army can be said to be "inspected to death." They, at least, are
an integral part of it. And, indeed, the Army itself has never failed
when called upon to show that it is fully alive and alert to every duty,
and has always displayed a perfect exemplification of itB discipline,
instruction, and worth, as plainly this year as always heretofore.
Respectfully submitted.
J.C. BRECKINRIDGE,
Inspector- General.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,
JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Hon.

DANIEL

s.

Wcishington, D. O., September 29, 1894.
LAMONT,

Secretary of War:
Sm: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the JudgeA.dvoc:1te-General's Department for the year ending August 31, 1894.
Commissioned officers triecl by general court-martial:
Records reported upon and submitted to the Secretary of War for action
of the President . ____ ....... _. _.... _........ _.. __ .... _..... _____ .. . . . .
4
Records received, revised, and recorded, not requiring the action of the
President (acquitted, 1; convicted, 1) ............. _. _..... __ .... _. _- . .
2
Catlets of the U.S. Military Academy tried by general court-martial:
Records reported upon and submitted to tho Secretary of War ...... - . - . .
7
Enlisted men tried by general court-martial ( convicted, 2,054; acquitted,
119) . _....... _. _... _. __ ........ _..... __ .... __ .... _.... ___ .. _...• __ . _ ...... 2, 173
Military convicts tried by general court-martial ( con ·'i"icted) . ___ .. _. ____ . . . .
3
Total trials by general court-martial ...... _.... ..... ___ ... _.... _. - .... 2,189
Trials by general court-martial:
Year ending August 31, 1893 -----· - .......... ----·· .. ______ --- -· ·· --·· .... 2,198
Year ending August 31, 1894 _.... ___ ......... _... _..... _. _••........ - . . . 2, 189
Decrease . _.... _....... . .. _.... _............. _..... _. _...... - -.... - - - - - .

9

-Cases apparently brought before general court-martial with a view to discharge on proof of five or more prior convictions:
Year ending August 31, 1893_ .... -··· -··· .... __________ .... .... .... .... ..
_Year ending August 31, 1894 .......... - ...................... _.. ... . . . . . .

356
355

Decrease .......................... -................................ _.

1

Decrease of trials this year as compared with last, leaving out trials "TT"ith a
view to discharge on proof of prior convictions . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .

8

Number of convictions of different offonces by general court-martial
during the year ending August 31, 1894:
Sixteenth Article of War:
Selling ammunition ..... ____ ..............................................
Seventeenth Article of War:
Los~ng clothing .......... _....... .. .... _. .......... _... _.... _.... . . . . . . .. .
Losmg Government property ........................... _... __ . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Sell~ng clothing...... . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . .
Sellmg Government property .................................... - . - - · · · · ·
219
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Tw on tie th Article of vVar:
l isr spect to commanding officer ......... - . - - - - .. - - - -- - - · - · - · · · · · - - - -· · · · ·
Twe nty-first Article of War:
Att mpting to strike superior officer---·-----------·-------------·---·····
Di.so b eying superior officer ... _...•....... - - - - - - . -- - - - -- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Twenty-fourth Article of War:
.
Disobeying non-commissioned officer quelling a fray - .. - . -- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Tbirtv-fir t Article of War:
L""y ing. out of quarters . __ ...... ___ ..... __ ...... - ... - - ........ - - - - - · · - - -- · · · · - · · TL irty- econd Article of War:
Ab ence without leave ... __ .. _........... - - - .. . ..... -- - - - · · · · · · · · · · - - · · · · ·
Thirty-third Article of War:
l! ailnre to attend drill, roll call, etc ........... - .•·. - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Tl:irty-eighth Article of War:
......
Drunkenness on duty .........•••............. -----·--··-···········
Thil'-t,y-ninth Article of War:

~~~~t~~ ~~s;~~t

18
2

72
1
3

396
162
148

~::: ~::::: ·.::: ~:: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·_:::::::::

58
45

Fortiet? ~rticle of War:
.. _.... 36
Qu1tt1ng guard ____ ...................... -·-···-----···-········-·"Forty-seventh Article of War:
518
Desertion .......................... - ... - -... - - - - - · - · - · · · - · · -· - · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Sixtieth Article of War :
4
Embezzlement ............•..•................ ··-········· -- ······ ···· --··
1

~~~~i~y-::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Larceny ................ - - . - .. - - -- - - - - - - · · · · - · - · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Selling· Government property ........•. - - - - .. - - - - - - - · · - · · · -· · -· · - · · · · · · · · ·
Sixty-first Article of War:
bu plication of pay vouchers . - . - . - - - - · - - - · · - - - · - · · · · · · · · · · · · ·····ti -~·a;;;, ·
Other offences charged as" Conduct unbecoming an officer and a gen e
·
Si xty-second Article of War:
.
d A ticle of
Absence without leave, not chargeable under the Th1rty-secon
r
War ................................ --·-··------··-·-···-----·-·--·······
AllowinO' prisoner to escape ...... -----·----····--·· - --·- -··· ·----- ···· ····
Assault~- ....... - . - - - - - - - - . - - .. -- -- - - - - · · - - · · -· · · - · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Assault and battery ...... ----·-------------···· -·- -----· ···· ······ ······
Assault with dangerous or deadly weapon .. - - - - - - - - - - · · · · - · · - - · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Assault with intent to kill ............ --·-, ... --------·----···············

2

10
6

1
6

42
9
34
44
34
19

1

t;!~~~f\~~!~t~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3~
~~~~1it~g ;· ~~i~~~-c~-:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::: ~::: ~~
Disobeying commissioned officer . - - - -- - - ... - - - - - · · - - · · -· - · · - · · · · · · · · · ·
127
Disobeying non-commissioned officer ... - - .... - .. - - - - - - · - · · - · -· - · · · · · · · · ·: ·. 4

i~l~i~:f·~:~;o~:~~~~;::\\iii:::::~~i~::::::::::~\!:~:::~:::~~:~:~:: 1~
Drunkenness, etc., causing arrest, etc., by civil authorities ...... ············
Embezzlement ... _... _ ...... _......... -... - . -... - - - · · · · - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Escap~ng from gt~a.rd or a1;est .................. --·· ---· ----·- ···· ···:::::
Escapmg fr?m rmhtary prison .............. -- . - . - - · - - · · · · · - · -· · · · · · · ___ ..

7
9
2
5

Fraudulent enlistment ....... _..... __ ............... - - - · - · · · · - · · -· · · · · · · · ·
Indecent exposure of person .... ____ .................... ······--·····-····
Insubordinate conduct towards non-commissioned officer ... - - - -· - · -· · · · · · ·

3
95
g9

·t~l}ftt~~;:;\~~\\\\\~\:\:\:;;:\:::\:::::::~~\\\\liiil\~::::l:::~::::~:~

j

it~~t,r~'.~~:: :_: ::::::_: : ::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :: :: : :::::: :!
lliu_"' lo ing or wasting Government property ....... - - . - - - - · · · · - · · · · · · · ·

~

l!~~~r, fo~g~d-~:r;:(1· ~~"ii c"~~ci~;ct·t~ ti;e· p~~j~~li ~~. ~f g~~d -0~-(i~r~ ;~·ci ~ili~ 529
tary lisciplinc" (not included under previous heads) _........... - · · · · · · ·
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The following table shows the desertions classified according to the
limit of punishment pres~ribed in the executive order of the President,
published in General Orders, No. 21, Headquarters of the Army, 1891:
Limit of
confine·
ment.

Num.
ber.
Surrendered:
Within 30 days after desertion ................................................. .
Within 30 days and prior conviction considered ............................... .
After 30 days and within 90 days after desertion . . .......... .. ..... ........ .... .
After 90 days and having not more than 3 months' prior service ............... .
After 90 days and having more than 3 months' prior service ................... .
After ~O days, having more than 3 months' prior service, and prior conviction
considered .................................... . .............................. .
Apprehended:
In service less than 3 months at time of desertion ............................. .
In service 3 months or more, but less than 6 months ......... . ........ ... . ... .. .
In service 3 months or more, but less than 6 mo ths, and prior conviction con·
sidered ....................................................................... .
In service Omonths or more ............................. . ............ . ........ .
In service 6 months or more and prior conviction considered . ................. .

Month.~.

32

3

2

15
6
10
18

36
12
95
2

30

58
78

12
18

1

30
30
42

196
6

Total number of c1esertions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
518
Average limit of confinement............................................... . . . . . . . .

20. 25+

Trials for desertion:

i!!~ :~ii~i ±~i~:i it mt:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·_::::::::::::::::::::::·.·_:::::::::::·_ m
Decrease . ................................................................................... .

The number of trials by inferior courts-martial, the number resulting
in acquittal, and the number of different men tried in · the different
departments are shown by the following table:
Department of -

Trials.
Differ.
---,----,----1Acquit· ent

~;~t :::;:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - -California•...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Columbia... ........... ............. ...... ........ .... .......
East .. ...................................................... ,.
Dakota............. ......... ................ ................
Missouri . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Platte.................. .. ....... ...... ... ...... .. ........ ...
Texas............. .......... .... ... ............ ... . .........
At posts not in any of the above departments........ ...... .
Total.............. .............. .............. ..... ...

28
38
9
65
40
34
46
29
*34
*323

Total:

tals.

t~!d.

- - - - - - - -- - - 852
2,064
916
3,364
1,957
1,729
1,048
889

925
3,429
1,997
1,978
1,775
1,077
923

25
52
33
129
93
69
51
26
22

582
1,177
516
l, 920
1,344
1,192
1,023
606
692

14,763

15,080

500

9,052

l , 944

880
2, 102

* Including 19 trials of prisoners confined in the L eavenworth military prison.

The number of trials by inferior courts.martial for the year ending
August 31, 1893, was 14,988, as against 15,086 for the year covered by
this report, showing an increase of 98 cases.
Attention is invited to the accompanying reports of the judge.advocates of departments.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
G. NORMAN LIEBER,
Acting Judge-A. dvocate- General.
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REPORT OF -LIEUT. COL. THOMAS F. BARR, DEPUTY JUDGE-ADVOCATE.GENERAL,
JUDGE-ADVOCATE DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST,
JUD GE-ADVOCATE'S OFFICE,

Gove1·nors Island, New York, September 7, 189-1.
Srn: In obedience to the provisions of paragraph 984, Army Regulations, as
amended by Genera.l Orders, No.19, Headqua,rters of the Army, March_16, 1892, I h~ve
th e honor_ to submit the following report of the business of this office for the period
commencrn~ ~eptember 1, 1893, and ending August 31, 1894: .
No comm1ss1oned officer was brought .to trial during tha t penod.
Enlisted 1?en tried by general courts-martial:
·
Convicted····-· ____ ·-·····--··--····· .... . ............ ...........•........ 473
Acquitted ... ·······-··················--············· ·· ·····--············ 32
Tot:11 trials by general courts-martial .... --·· ...-..... ··--·· .............. 505
Trials by general courts-martial:
•
Year end!ng August 31, 1893 .... : .. ···--· ··-··- ........ --···· -·-· ---· ·-···Year endmg August 31, 1894 .................................... - ··· · .. · · · ·

M~,.,

Increase o,er last year ....... ~....... _................................. ·

29

Cases avparently brought before general courts-martial with a view to discharge
ou })roof o:t: fi.:e or more previous convictions:
.. _
109
Year encl~ng A_u ~ust 31, 18j)3 ···.··· ............ - -·· -··· ···· ···· ···· ···· · .. 110
Year endmg August 31 1 1894 ................. ............ - - - . - · -· · · · · ·· ·· __
Increase over lasty~ar __ ... _·_............·.............. :: ........... - . -·

1

Trials for fraudulent enlistment alone:
Year ending August sr, 1893 .... : ......•...... - ...... ···· ···· ······ ···· ····
Year ending August 31, 1894 .................................... · ·· · · · · ·· · ·

8

'Decrease .................................. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

1

7

Increase of trials this year as compared with last, l eaving out trials wit~ a view
to discharge on proof of prior convictions and trials for fraudulent enlistment. 2 9
Number of convictions of different offences taken from the records oftria,ls by genetal courts-martial in the department during the year ending August 31. 1894:
Seventeenth article of war:
Losing or selling clothing ........ _..... __ . - ........ - - . - ....... · · · · · · · - · · · · 30
·
Losing or selling Government property ........... . _..... _...... - - . · · · · · · · · 17
Twentieth article of war:
6
Disrespect to commanding officer ....... _ .... _... - __ . -- ... -- .... · · · · --- · •· ·
Twenty-first article of war:
·
. Disobeying su:perior officer .. _.. _. _...... _..................... · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Thrrty-second article-of war:
83
Thir1~~~~~1 '::~~fc1~t0 }e~:r·:·-- ·· · · · · ·· ·- - · · · · ·· ·- · · · · --· · · · - - · ·-- -·· · · - - · · ··· ·
Failure to attend drill roll calls etc ... _...... _... - ...... - - ... · - · · · -· · · · · · 35
Thirty-eighth· article of w'ar:
'
33
ThiJ;~~~~h~~st1c1!
a·;:··· · · - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .....
13
7
F
1
Fort~~~!;~~;f~~fc'1~· ~ ·.;~~-_- · · · · · - · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · - - - · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
156
SixtPe~~e~;\~~1-; ~f -~.;;_; :· · · · -_·_ · · · · · · -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
•rau<.lulent cfajm
2
1
1

g;~

OJ~1p;\:1~ii~~~ ~ ~ ::~~ :::~ :::::::::::::::::~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::

;:~~~~1i~~::;~~yi~/:: ::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::: : :::

Sixt:~\1

Ab ence ~Yi hont lcav ·, not charrreaule uutler tho thirtv.secol)(l article of

172~g ~~~p;n·: ·; :c· ·ip. ·;,~iis· ~f· :i~tl~;~g ·.·.·.·.·: .·.·.·.-.·.·.·_-_~... ·.-.·.·.·.·. ·.-.·.·. ·_-.-.·.·_-.
A ault ·a-~ci-b~i- -;;. ~:::: :::: ·· · · -· · · · · · · · · · · -· · · · · --· · · --· · -· · -· · · ---· -· · ·
. -... - -- . - - -.... -..... -- .... --. -- -. -..........

-

3

1
1
2
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Sixty-second article of war-Continued.
Breach of arrest ............•...•.............. __ . _........ _... _. _....... .
Disobeying commissioned officer ................................... _...... .
Disobeying non-commissioned officer ..................................... .
Disobeying sentinel. ................................................... _..
Disrespect to superior officer ................................ : . ........... .
Disrespect to sentinel ............................................ .. ....... .
Drunkenness .......................................................... __ .
Drunkenness, etc., causing arrest, etc., by civil ::rntli.ority . .- . ;·.· ........... .
:Falso statement ·~ ....................... _............................ __ . _
Fraudulent enlistment ..............................-.... : . ............... .
Insubordinate conduct toward non-commissioned officer .................. .
Larceny ....................................................... __ ....... ·..

~:~1:~; ~~ -~~~=- ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~::::: ~ ~ ::::::~: ~::: ~:: ~:: ::~,::~: :::::::~::: ::::~:::

3

1
4

1
3
2

15
1
2
14

2
16

G
2

1

Resisting arrest ................................................. -. ....... .
Disorders, etc., charged as "conduct to tho prejudice of good order and
military discipline," not included under previous heads . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . 195 The following table shows the desertions classified according to the limit of punishment prescribed in the executive order of the Presiclent, 1mblishecl in General
Orders No. 21, Headquarters of the Army, series 1891:
Ljmit of
confine·
mcnt.

Number.
Surremlered:
Within 30 days after desertion ................................................. .
After 30 days, and within 90 days aftor desertion ............................. .
After 90 days, and ha-ving not more than 3 months' prior service .............. .
After 90 days. and having more than 3 months' prior service .................. .
..Apprehended:
.
In service less than 3 months at time of desertion ............................. .
In service 3 months or more, bat less than Omonths ...... . .................. ..
In service O months or more ................................................... .
A,cra~~tli~itcl?ce:i1n~:3!~t~~~.: : ·.·. ::::::::: :: ·. ·_-. :::: :: .:: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : :

Months.
8
8

3
G

24

10
18

18
27
67

12
18
30

4

:,~~1~~::

Trial s for desertion:
Yeare:nding Augnst 31, 1893 .... ...... .......................... . .............................. 1:12
Year ending August 31, 1894 ......... ... .. ...................... . ............................. 150
Increase over last year .... .'......................................... '. .. .. ...... .. ........... 24

The number of trials by inferior courts-martial, the number resulting in acquittnJ,
and the number of different men tried a,t the different posts in tnis department, me
.shov.n by tho following table:
·
Trials.
Garrison.

Differ·
ent
men
tried.

Sum·
mary.

- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 -- - -1- - - - - - ---- ----

Fort A.dams, R. I............................................
1
Fort Barrancas, Fla ................................................ .
Fort Columbus, New York Harbor .................... :.....
1
Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor..........................
5
,Jackson Barracks, La .............................................. .

~:~i:~~s1~r~:~~:~:;. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

g

Ii~i ~r:~b: v~·: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~
Mount Vernon Barracks, A.la ....................................... .
:i~i ~~::~{lc;n~i~·:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: lg

,~~!if~~:-1;~::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::: :~:

Fort Porter, N. Y ................................................... .
Platts burg Barracks, N. Y ......................................... .
Fort Preble, Me .................................................... .
St. :Francis Barracks, Fla ....... ·- .................................. .
Fort Schuyler, New York Harbor .............. . .................. .
Fort Truro bull, Conn ............ ... ...... .. ........ : . .............. .

j~~t ~ ~i:: ~~;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1

:4

Fort Wadsworth, New York Harbor........................
FortWood,NewYork H arbor ..................................... .
Washington Barracks, D. C . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
7

138
65
120
242
76
49
181
219
234
119
120
355
41
85
87
41
56
23
159
79
26
311

mo

175
15
212

139
65
127
247
76
57
184
222
236
119
123
370
41
86
87
41
56
23
159
79
26
319
134
179
15
219

85
35
56
129
45
43
127
122
141
69
73
199
22
46
84
30
42
]9
70
39
19
168
69
'J7
13
128

3
2

2
4
1
5
5
9
24

3
7
14
11
1
2
3
1
1

..... i, ·
3
3

. -... ii"

Total. .. . .................
.. .... .. ~ .................... -653,364 -:;--' 429 1l~
., •~ ,·

i~
I
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Tho numb~r of trials by inferior conrts for the period ending August 31, 1893, was
3,215, as ag~mst 3,429 for the year covered by this report, showing an increase of
214 ca es th1 year as compared with the corresponding period last year.
.
The lnir~e number of cases of desertion brought to trial in thi8 departmen~ du~mg
the ear sn.oulil not be taken as indicatino- an increase of crime in that direction.
Th largo rew~rd· offered for the apprehen~ion of deserters, and _surrenders induced
by the depression of business, caused a,n unusual accession of prisoners.
f th number brought to trial, 60 were of cases originating in other depar~ments.
The actual decrease in the number of desertions within the department durmg the
year was 107, the :fig~res standing 306 and 199.
.
The_ lar 0 ·e _number of cases determined by summary courts is l~rgely to. be attributed, 1n my Judgment, to two causes: One the desire to get out of the service through
disho~o.rable. discharge; and the other, the fact that recourse is had to s~ch co1;1~ts
for trivial offences, for which other means of discipline would be sufficient. l~e
fact is that in the prescribed code of penalties the punishment of'' dish?norabl~ discharge" when considered as a maximum, attaches to the penalty too little weight.
Such a degradation to a soldier should not it is thought, counterbalance a small
forfeiture or limited period of confinement. '
Very respectfully,
THOMAS F. BARR,
Lieutenant-Colonel and Deputy J ,udge-11.dvocate General, Judge-Advocate.
The ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. C.

REPORT OF MAJ. EDWARD HUNTER, JUDGE-ADVOCATE U.S. ARMY, JUDGE~ADVOCATE
DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.

. HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA,
OFFICE OF JUDGE-ADVOCATE,
San Francis co, Cal., September 6, 1894.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the business of th!.s office
from September 1, 1893; to and inclusive of August 31, current year:
GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL.
Num~er of charges forwarded for t_!ial by general courts-martial received and
revised _. _. __ .. ____ .. ___ .... - - .. - . - .. - ...... - .. - -- - - - - -- · · - - - - -- - - - - - - · · · · · · 171
Number of trials by general courts-martial, embracing 150 different men, ~s
agains~ 155 trials by general courts-martial, embracing 145 different men, m
158
Af;~ft\~\!~ -~~~~:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 13
The offences for which these men were tried are classified as follows:
Seventeenth article of war:
Losing clothing ________ . __ ... ____ . _..... __ ..... - - . -. - - - . - . - -- - -· - - - - · · · - · · 1
Losing Government property_._ .. __ ... __ ... _ .... - - - - -. - - - - - -- - - -- · - - - · · · · · 2
Selling clothing. _____ .... __ . ___ . __ .. __ ..... _.... - - - .. - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - · · · · 1
1
Selling Government property . _.. _ .. _.... _....... _..... - . - . - - . -· · · · · · - · · · ·
Twentieth article of war:
1
Disrespect to commanding officer . ______ . _____ . ____ ......... - - . - -- - -- - · - - -·
T wenty-first article of war:
4
Thir~~~~~:J~~~:~~f:iif ;:.~6 r. - .. - - -- -. -- -. - - -- -- -- -- - - - - -- -- - - - - . - - - - . - - ... 15
Absence without leave_.____
- - -- - ·
Thirty-third article of war·
·----- ··---- ·----- ·----- ---- -----· ---Failure to attend roll c·alls
-- - 2
Thirty-ei{hth article of war: · · · · - - · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -· - - · - - - - - 11
Thi~;~n1l1;1t~:~1c1!

~f;;'a;;··· ···--· ··---- ·----- ·----- ·----- --·· ------ ---- ----

4

Forti~tt~~fiJ~8;r"~~;; ·----- ---- -- · --- · - - -- - -- - -- - ---- - - - --· -- · - - - ---- · --- - - uitting guard _________ _
6
Forty- ' nth article of war· · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - - - - - - - - e·e ion _______________-___
* 41
--- ....... ·--- ---------------· ......... ----···----··
• In ·lude 20 d

rter. fron1 organizations in other military d partments.
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Sixtieth article of war:
Stealing Government property . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Sixty-second article of war:
Abusive language to sentinel..............................................
1
Allowing prisoner to get liquor............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Allowing prisoner to escape........................................ . . . . . . .
4
Assisting prisoner to escape . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Assault and battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6,
Attempting to condone a felony . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Disobeying commissioned officer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Disobeying non-commissioned officer.................................. . . . .
5
Drunkenness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Embezzlement ............................................ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
False swearing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1_
False statement_ ......... _. ___ . ....... _...... _........ . .. _: . __ .. _........ _........... _...................... _..
2
Fighting.................................................................
3
Forgery..................................................................
1
Fraudulent enlistment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
Insubordinate conduct toward non-commissioned officer...... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Introducing liquor into guardhouse .............._...................... ~. .
1
Larceny..................................................................
2
Neglect of duty.......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
Perjury...................................................................
l
Using profane language ................................... _.... . . . . . . . . . . .
1

Summary of punishrnents imvosed by geneml courts-rnartial.
Amount of forfeitures (in some cases with confinement) ..................... $1, 593"
Amount of pay detained, to be paid on final statements ...............·......
$36
Dishonorably discharged, with forfeiture of pay and allowances . . . . . . . . . . . .
21
Dishonorably discha.rged, with forfeiture of pay and allowances and confinement....................................................................
51
Of the foregoing number of men shown a& dishonorably discharged 21 were.Jipon
the basis of previous convictions.
INFERIOR COURTS-MARTIAL.

Number of trials by inferior courts-martial (852 by summary courts and 28 by
garrison courts), embracing 582 different men, as against 883 trials by inferior
courts in preceding year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Acquittals ....•........................................... ::-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The offences for which these men were tried are classified as follows:
Th1rty-second article of war:
Absence without leave ................................................... .
Thirty-third article of war:
Failure to attend drill, stables, parades, roll calls ............ . ......... .. . .

880
25

339

156

Thiri7r:!{~~1:i::;i~: ~~~~~ ~ ________________ . _____________________________ __ __ 41
Sixty-second article of war:
Abusive, threatening, or obscene language ............................... . 30
Abusing animal .......................................................... .
1
Assault ................................................................. .
4
Disobeying commissioned officer ..................................... : ... .
1
D~sobeying non-co~missioned officer ...................................._.. 37
D1::!respect to superior officer ............................................. .
2
Disrespect to non-commissioned officer .................................... .
4
Drunkenness .............................• -............................. . 130
False statement .......................................................... .
1
Fighting and other disturb ances ......................................... . 33
Garn bling ....... ; ........................................................ .
3
Introducing liquor into camp ............................................. .
3
Neglect of duty ......................... - ............................... - - 45
Disorders, etc., charged as '' conduct to the prejudice of good order and
military discipline " (not included under previous heads)........ . . . . . • . . 50
WAR 94- VOL I--15
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f the for going trials by summn.ry ::tncl garrison courts-martia!I

Men.

395
230
150

:195

Tri cl once .......................................... ········ ············-·· ···········
Trierl twic ............................................................. .. ......... ·. ·
Tried three times ........ ...... ..... ............... ..................... .. . .......... ·
Tried four times ... ·- ...............................•,.·-· - ..... . ........ -- · · ···· · ···,· ·
Tri d fiyo times ............................................. . ....... - - ... · · - · · · · ·· ··· · ·
Tried six: times ............................................. - · - ··· -· · .. · · .. • · · ·
Trieu even tin1es ............................................... .. - ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Total ............... -· .................. .... . .............. -·-· --~- ........ --- ..

Trials.

115
50
11

44
35

7
2

12
14

2

--582 1-

880

Siimmary ·o f punishments imposed by inferio1· courts-rnartial.
Amount of forfeitures .. _.... ____ .... ___ .. ____ .•.. __ ..•....•.
$3,442, 6 2
Amount of pay detained, to be paid on final statements .... -·-···--··-···
Number of days' confinement ..............•. -----·-···----·············

$li~7'ig

The total cases triecl by couTts-martial are distrib11tecl among organizniti~ns as
follows:

.

Inferior trials.
General. 1 - - - - - , - - - Garrison. Summary·

Regiments, corps, etc.

2
2~ .......

i2

· ·•·••·••· ·

io

205

2

1 - -. - . - .... - - -. --·· ...
1
1
1
65

-·

30

1
1
2

...... i ...........28

4
4

2
1
1
1
158

· - - -'· - - -852
-

A comparison with preceding year is submitted as follows:
1892-1893.

.
Average enlisted
strength of the department .... -- ....... - - - . -· · · · · · · · · · ·· · · 1 28'3
T~tal num~er of trials (excluding deserters from other departments), erobrac1ng 663 c11fferent. men ...................................... ·. - - - · · · · · · · · · · · 1' 020
1893-1884.

Average enlisted strength of the department ................... _............ · 1,324
T~t:11 num~er of trials (excluding c1eserte:::.-s from others departments), om brae1 01
A;;fid~fii~:e~;n!~f?;· -~iiit~r;; ·p;i~;~~;~ ·f;; ·;~~i~;i~;- ~r°
·~~d , o
ot~er oftic1al com~umcations relating thereto ............... - . · ·; · · · · ·: · · · ·
lOO
Official reports received and acted on, inquiries answered, and opimons given.
Very respectfully, your ol)edi nt servant,

~~~te-~~~;

EDWARD HUNTER,

The

A.cTu-G JUDGE-ADVOCATE- 'E~"ERAL,

Judge-Advocate, U.
Am,rY,
Washington, D. C.
. ''.

· A 1•71 iy.
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REPORT OF MAJ. S. W. GROESBECK, JUDGE-ADVOCATE, U. S. ARMY, JUDGE-ADVOCATE
DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI,
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE,

Chicago, Ill., Septembe,· 12, 1894.

Sm: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the business of this· office
for the year ending August 31, 1894.
GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL.

·Enlisted men tried ......................... __ ........ __ ............· ......•...... 336
Nnmber of acquittals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . 13
Number of discharges on citation of previous convictions ... _. _.•. ~ -- - . ___ . . . . . 50
Numbel' of conrictions of diffe1·ent o.ffences.

Seventeenth article o.f war:
..
6
Losing clothing .................................... ····-· ........ -....... .
Losing Government property .......... ............... ___ ... •... __ ......... . 11
Selling clothing ............... ·........•............... __ . _ ....... __ .... __ .
2
1
Spoiling equipments ..................................................... .
Twentieth article of war:
.
Disrespect to commanding officer __.........•.•.....•..........•...........
1
Twenty-first article of war:
Attempting to strike superior officer .................................. __ ..
1
8
Disobeying superior officer ........ -··· ........................ ···-·· ..... .
Thirty-secoml article of war:
Absence without leave .... ··-·--·· .............. ···-·· ··P·· ........ ___ __ _ 72
Thirty-third article of war:
F ailure to atLend drill, roll call, etc ....... _....... __ .. _. _......•......•..',. 32
0

Thiri~~:~fr~!~:s1~t~~ed~;t~~:- .... _ ................ ____ .... --·-··---··· __ .... _ 11
Thirty-ninth article of war:

t1~:;\~i ~~s ~~~t: ::::::=: : : : ~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

Fortieth article of war:
Quitting guard .......................................................... .
Forty-seventh article of war:
Desertion .................................................... - - ... - . - - - -- .
Sixtieth article of war:
·
Larceny ........ __ ................................................... -·-·.
Sixty-second article of war:
·
Absence without leave, not chargeable under the thirty-second article of
war .......... _...................................................... - .. .
Allowing prisoner to escape ...................................... . ... - - - -.
Assault ................................... - ... - - - - .. - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - · - Assault and battery ................................................... - .. .
Assault with weapon ................................................ ---- ..
Assault with intent to kill ............................................... .
Breaking arrest .................................... _..................... .
Committing a nuisance .......... ______ ................ ________________ ... .
Disobeying commissioned officer ......................................... .
Disobeying non-commissioned officer ..................... __ ._ ............ .
Disorderly conduct .......................... ·............. _.............. .
Drunkenness ............................................................. .
Drunkenness and clisorclerly conduct ...... __________ .............. ____ ... .
Drunkenness, etc., causing arrest, etc., by civil authorities._ ............... .

i:t:: :~;::~~!t

-t-~ ~ffi~~~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: :: : : : : :: : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

4

5

10
112

1
4

1
5

1
6

2
3
3
6
19

9 .
13
13
5
1
5

Forgery ......... __ ............................. ___________ . __________ ... .
Fraudulent enlistment ........ ---·- -· - •....... ---- .................. - . -·- Insubordinate conduct toward non-commisi:-:ionecl officer_. _____ .......... - Larceny ............ _........................... _... __ .. ___ . __ . __ ....... - -

12

ii~Jfi~:~:it: ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~:: :-::::~:: ~ ~:: : ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~ :~ ~ ~~ ~

16

=

3
4
8

1
2

Disorders, etc., charged ns "condu~t to tho prejudice," etc., not includecl
under previous heads __ .................. _____________ . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . 41
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. The following table shows the desertions, classified according to the limit of punhment for the offence prescribed in General Orders No. 21 Headquarters of the
Army, 1891 :
'
1

Limit of

I

- - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ! N u m b e r . punishment.

Months.

Surrendered:
Wfithin 30 days after desertion . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A ter 30 days, and within 90 days aft er desertion ..... _...... _.. . ..........
A f ter 90 days, and having more than 3 months' prior service..............
A pprehended:
·
In service l ess than 3 months at time of desertion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In service 3 months or more, but less than 6 months......................

35
17

t:

In service 6 months or more, and prior convictions considered.... .. .......

3

:g42 ·

7
6
10

: c~;~mtd::::::::::::: ~~~~ ~~~~ t~~~ .~~t~~~ ~~~t~~ ~~t~~~~~~: 3~
Total number of d esei·tions ....................... . ..... .. . ........ ......

3
6
18

--ll2I-····· ·······

Trials and convictions of desertion-

I::! :;11;1 lii~:! H: !lit::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::iH

The limitation by law to $10 for the apprehension and delivery of deserters will
restore _the old immunity from apprehension and punishment, and it is very :probable will lead to an increase in desertion with a decrease in the number of men
apprehended and trj.ed for that offense. If the $60 reward had been permitted to
stand, it is very probable that trials for desertion would soon have begun to decrease
because of a marked decrease in the number of men deserting. As it is, the l_aw
once more favors and encourages criminality and in the end the expenses resultmg
fro1n,,desertion will increase.
'
Sentimentalism affects more and more the nature of the laws of the several States
and of the nation regarding criminals, and, as a consequence, crime throughout the
lanµ, ~f the weight of expert testimony can be accepted, increases faster than the
rahlo '?f increase in the population. A three-year enlistment will do little to check
desertion, for the excellent reason that it, of itself, does not increase the sense of
moral obligation. In the past by far the largest percentage of des_ertions occu~red
in:, the first year of enlistment, and this fact will doubtless contmue to marnfest
it~elf.
INFERIOR COURTS.

The number of trials by inferior courtA-martial, the number of acquittals, and the
number of different men tried, are shown in the following table:

il~~~~::i ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1: 9:
Total ... __ ............... _. _... _.. _. __ . _... __ ..... _... .. ..... _. . ...... 1, 978
Acquittals ................ --··..............................................
69
Different men tried _....... _................................... _.......... _. 1, 192
The follow_ing ~able gives the average enlisted strength and number of trials by
general and 1nfer10r courts for the past four years :

Year.

i1803ik·····················
...................... : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ..... ... .
1894::::::::::::::::::·········
·· ·········-···········-···
······· ·······················
·· ·····-·· ··

Avera e
. t gl
en 118 e,
streng th .
3,004
3,393
3,308
3,602

Trials by
general
courts·
martial.
225
1!22
290
336

.
I Per cent
~rial~ by of trials
mfenor by infe·
courts·
urts
martial. n=~~al. ·

1,958
2,653
2,140

1,978

65.1

78.19
64.69

58. 33

to~~e i~,e d~~:erel~:h percentag of trials by inferior courts this year i believed
rvi.
.
l,
at th.e troop have bad more than the usual amountofactnal
11roatl. ~trikes.
tr 0 ; a~-~ca~io~ e 1
It is a well-established fa t that when
nature, offence d cm
r a e. operation for in trnction , or on active service of any

d

tie ld
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_DESERTIONS.

The number of desertions, the probable cause therefor, and the posts from which
the desertions occurred are shown in the following tables:
Number of desertions and the probable cause therefor as found by boards of survey.
Year of enlistment.
Probable cause.
1st.

2d.

I

3d.

-------------------'-----·I-- -- -

Cause unlf"nown.. ... .. .. ... . ...... ...... ................ ......
38
General dissatisfaction ................................. ·.......
16
To avoid trial and punishment . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
Worthless character. ..... . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .
4
Restless disposition ................ ,. .........................
4
Persuaded by others . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .
4
lna~ility _to su_b~it to discipline...............................
3
Rovrng d1spos1t10n..... .... . .. . ... .. ...... ... . . ...............
3
Drunkenness and effects thereof..............................
2
Inaptitude for the servic!) ..................................... ·
2
Fear of horses. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .
2
Enlisted in the winter with intent to desert in the spring.....
1
Incurred dislike of the men of the company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Homesickness...... .......... .......... .......................
1

-

4th.

5th.

- - --

Total.
-

15 ................. .
4
1 ........... .
9
2 ........... .
2 . .. .. . . . . . . . .. ... .
1
1 ...... . ... ..

1 .......... ..
1

1 . • .·...........

1 ................. .
. . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . .
1
...................... ..
...................... ..
.......... .. .......... ..
1 ................. .
....................... .

i::~~~t~l1~~~~;gh:::::::::::::::::::::·.:::::: :::·_:::::::::::: .... i ... . ?. :::::: :::::: ::::::
Married a loose woman and went to Canada.......... . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .
1 ................. .
Sus-pecteu of being a deserter from another regiment . . . . . . . ..
1 ...................... ..
Infatuation for a woman .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. .
1 .. . ...... ... ........... .
Sus-pected oftbeft..................... ............. ..... ......
1 .......... .. .......... ..
Total.......................... ..........................

94

36

-

55
21
21

6
6
5

5
4
3 .

2
2

l

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

137

6 ......

The average enlisted strength and the number of desertions from posts are given
in the following table:
Posts.
Fort Mackinac, Mich ............................................. ..
F9rt Supply, Okla ................................................. .

Ji;; Jfif.Yokff_i~~ ::: :::::: ::::: :::::: ::: ::: :::::: :: :::::: :::::::::
Fort Leavenworth, Kans ......................................... ..

Fort Sheridan , Ill ................................................. .
Fort Reno, Okla ... .......................... ..... ................ ..

Strength. D~sertions. Per cent.
62

229
253

ws

4
5

1. 7

W

1. 9

696
646
316
706
175

23
22
15
40
18

~2
3. 3
3.4
4. 'i
5. 6
10. 2

3,391

137

4.4

Ji;; ::~6!;.~I'ct::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::: ------,------,----Total . ...... ................................................. .

The number of desertions for the year emling June 30, 1893, was 183, and the percentage of loss for the department for the same period was 5.5 per cent, showing a
decrease of 1.01 per cent in favor of the same period this year.
Respectfully submitted.
S. W. GROESBECK,
Judge-Advocate, U. S. Army.
The ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY,
.
Washington, D. C.

REPORT OF CAPT. CHARLES M'CLURE, ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF
THE COLUMBIA.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA,
JUD(3-E-ADVOCATE'S OFFICE,
Vancouve1· Barracks, Wash., September 19, 1894.
Srn: Pursuant to the pro.visions of paragraph 984, Army Regulations, as amended
by General Orders, No. 19, Adjutant-General's Office, series of 1892 I have the honor
to submit the ~ollowmg r~port fo_r the year ending August 31, 189l
The appendices ~erew1th, w~1ch are made 3: part of this report, are as follows.
General courts-martial, A.; rnfenor courts-martial, B; desertions, C.
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GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL.

Th numb r of trials by o-eneral courts-martial has been 83, as against 98 last
e:1r ancl 94 tho preceding ye~r.
lNFERlOR COURTS-MARTIAL.

Tho number of trials by inferior courts-martial has been 925, as against 748 laSb
year· and 72 the previous year-eleven months.
Th nm~ber of tri als by summary court, when compared ~ith the average ~umber
of _troop m the department, 1,405, does appear large, but 1t should not excite Surpr1 e.
.
Attention. is invited to the following table, 11articularly with re~erence to ~he
~um1?er of men released without trial since the summary court went mto_operation
m this department and during the one year, 1889-'90, immediately precedmg:
Number
Number of
of men
trials.
1- - - - - -1 Total. released
without
Gani- Sumtrial.
son.
mary.
- - - - - - - - - - 1-- - - - - - - - - -

I

Year.

m~=:~i ::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::==:::::::::::::::=:::=:::: =:

1892--'93 ••.•.....••.... _... __ .. _. __ . ___ . _.....•. __ •.•....•......... 1893-'94 .......... _..................... _..............••....•......

797
114
42
14
!)

1,184
830
734
916

797
1,298
872
748
925

428

1!5
70
53
58

It is thus seen that tho increase · in the number of trials by the summ:1ry _cour~,
1
whe:1 compared with the number formerly had by garrison ~ourts-m_artrnl, is _?~ manly clue to the decrease in the number released without trial. Th1s decreaoem
th_e number released without trial and tho corresponding increase in_the _number of
trials must have been intended~audshonl<ihave been foreseen, as the rnev_itable c?nsequence of reclucing-as was done by the summary court act-the authorized period
of confinement awaiting trial from eight days to twenty-four hours.
~ny system of disciplinary punishments would, of course, reduce the number of
. ~n~ls by .the summary court; but, in view of this court's simple and summary mode
l;>f procedure, it is not believed that- any other disciplinary punishments than those
'involved in admonitions, deprivations of privileges, and extra tours of company,
tro~p, or battery fatigue duty· are desirable in our service.
.
_Circular No. 13, Adjutant-General's Office, 1891, in speci:fi.cally statmg tha~ officers
of ~be Army "a enot obliged to bring cases before the summary court whi~h. th ey
bel_ieve ought to be disposed of with an au.monition or the withholding of privileges
.o r 11~.dulgences/' has created a doubt in the minds of most officers as to ~he th er
~he im:riosi~ion of ext_ra tours of fatigue cluty as a form of disciplinary punishment
1s not 1mph_e~ly forbidden by the circular referred to.
.
In my opimon there can be no legal objection to permitting company, troop, or
01
?attery com~anders, in their <iiscretion anu acting under the direction and cont!
of com'?-1andmg _officers, to require enlisted men guilty of m.ino! offenses, for whi_ch
only slight pnmshments are authorized to elect between a trial by court-martial
and a./pecified number of extra tours or' company, troop, or battery fatigue duty.
_In_' 1~w, howev:er, of the language of the circular just quoted, sucb a meth~d of
du.;ci~lmary pumsbment, to become generally effective, shoul<l. first be officially
sanctioned by the War Department.
PREVIOUS CO~VICTIONS.

Idbeg l~ave to renew my recommendations implied in the following conclusions
un ler i~11~ead, a set f~rth in former reports:
.
{ )
. t courts-martial shoulu have power to discharge from the service men
;ict~ ~rsis et~tl~ defy the requirements of discipline as videnced by previol?- co1:s h 1 ' )t O • eter thos who would enter upon a. iino of bad con<luct to 1m·oke
a1ch!rinl~b~~ ~aid_ hourt shoul~ hav-o power to add, in all case , somo confinement
~,, .
<? 1s norable d1scharO'o .
(2 )
· t·ions should
n
to nvi\
ch. rgo..r 1v
unleprevious
at
not sustain a sentence of dishonora.bl di s1 b _one Y n ral court-martial is included.
(3) In v
triai
.
ere ionary 1In.ishm :, gl nera co!irt-marti:il, aft r n, finding of guilty, wh r. n. _dishad within a pre cribed a~1 h onz cl evidence, if any, of a.11 previou conviction
penor1 houl b required to be submitted to tho court to

f
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.aid it in 1,letermining upon its sentence. Where the limit of punishment is Buch th.a.t
it should not be increased by reason of previous convictions, they should be considered in determining whether that limit should be imposed.
In-this connection attention is invited to -the delays -which Tetmlt from an enforcement of paragraph 5, General Orders No. 12, Adj_µtant.:General'.s Office, current series,
in the matter of evidence of previous convictions by summai:y court, in cases where
there have been changes of statiou.
.
. It is believecl the transcript furnished the company commander could properly be
viewed as an order promulgating the trial to the extent that such commander could
make a true copy of it for use as evidence of the previous conviction.
DESERTIO~S •

. The number of desertions this year has been 47, us against 122 last year, showin_g
the large decrease of 75.
The records of this office show the number of desertions each year since 1884-'85.
It is belieYed the number this year is less than ever before in the history of the department.
Attention is invited to Appendix C for a detailed statementoftheresults of investigations made by boards of survey appointed to inquire into the causes of the
desertions during the year.
It is noted that, as usual, the great majority of the deserters were in the first or
second yea.r of the first enlistment, and also, as usual, a majority were native born.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
,
CHARLES McCLURE,

The

ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL,

Captain and Acting Judge-Advocate.
U. S. ARMY.
Washin.gton, D. C.
,!.i.

APPENDIX

A.

GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL.

Number of general court-martial records received, revised, recorcled, and forwarcl~il

to tho Acting Judge-Advocate-General during the year ending August 31, 1894J 83

cases of enlisted men.

Convictions ........ ---··· ______ --------····---·-·--·--······-·····-·· ____ ·-·--· 81
Acquittals ....... ·----· ...................... ____ ···-·· ____ ...... ··---· ........ 2
Total ..... _.... _.... _............ _. _. ____ .. ____ . ____ .. __ .......... _ . . • . . . 83
Comparison of total number with that of two previous years:
CaseB tried 1891-'92 "· .... ---· ........... ·········-·----- ............ : _____ ···--· 94
Cases tried 1892-'93 ___ . ____ .... _. _. '" .... _.... _......... __ .... _. _ ....... _ ..... _ 98
Cases tried 1893-'94 -----· .... -··· ____ ........................ ____ .... ···--· .... 83
Decrease from last year ...... __ ....... _........ _..... _. _. _. _..... __ ... __ _ 15
"'.Ele.Yon months.

Men.

~~~~ t~1~;:::::: :::: :: :::: :: :::: :: :::::: ::::::: :::: :: ::: :::::: ::: :: :::::::::-:::: :: :~
Total .. _. __ ... _.. _..... _..... _.. -. ~ .......... _____ ...... _... ______ .•..••.. : ••. _

69
7

Cases.
69

14

--76 -83

•
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Distribiition of cases tried by general 001.w ts among the different military posts of the
depm·tment.
Cases Ofm en
tried belonging to
at
post.
post.

Post.

Ofmen
belongi~tt!i
posts.

Ofmen Men of
belongpost
i~t!i tried at
other
depart- posts.
ments.

- - - - - - - - - - -- - -

-Boise barracks .
Fort Canby ..... ::::::::
Fort Sherman .. .... .. _..
Fort S-pokano ...........
Fort Townsend ...... _..
Vancouver barracks ....
Fort w ·aua Walla .......
Total and average.

3

3

3

43
5

18
3

20
2

83

50

25

--

I

4
1
10
10
28
2
3
2
2
---·······
4
4
19
1
5
8
5
--25_1_ _75
8

----- =---·· ----------

26

32

... .
-----------

Total
Per
num- Average
bcr of strength Per cent
last
cent.
of
men of
year.
post garrison.
tried.

........ .................

--------- ·

117
114
372
112
63
429
198
1,405

8. 8

8. 2
.9

7. 5
1.8
6. 3
4.44. 0

5.5
12.9
5.9
11. 2

3. 4

-5. 3

4. 7

6.2

Number of convictions of different offenses tried by general courts in the department during the year ending August 31, 1894:
Sixteenth article of war:
Selling ammunition .. ---· ................ --·-·· ...... ······-···············
Seventeenth article of war:
Losing clothing ......................... - - - . · · · · - · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Losing Government property ....•.......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Selling clothino- ............................ ······ ········ ··-- -·············
Selling Govern~ent property ........ -··--· ............ ···· ······ ···· ······
Twentieth article of war:
Dis respect to commanding officer ............ - .. - . - · · · · · -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Twenty-first article of war:
·
Disobeying superior officer ............... - .. - .. - - · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Thirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave ...................... -······························
Thirty-third article of war:
_·~. Failure to attend drill, roll calls, etc ............ -- · · -· · · -· .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Thirty-eighth article of war:
___ . __ . ___ .. _.
Drunkenness on duty ......................... ·· · ···· ·· · · ·· -·
Thirty-ninth article of war:

~~~~;~~f

1
1
1
3

1
2
3
17

7
10

1

=:-::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ==:: ·.::: ·_::: =::::

~~s;~~t·.: =
1
Forty-seventh article of war:
21
Desertion .... _.............. - - - ........ · · · · - - · · · · · · · · - · - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Sixtieth article of war:
3
Selling Government property .... . .................. · · - · - · · · · · · · -- · · · · · · · · · ·
Sixty-second article of war:
1
Allowing prisoner out of sight ................ · · · · · · · · -- · - · - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1
Assault ...... ____ .......................... --·---·-·-·---·-················ 1
Assault, causing arrest, etc., by civil authorities ........ -···············--·- 1
Assault with a deadly weapon ............ ----------·······-··············· 3
Breach of arrest ..... _ .... _... _... _......... - - .. - . · · · - · - · · · · · - · - · · · · · · · · · · · 1
Burglary .................................... --··--·········--·----····--- · 2
Buying and selling beer over bar of post exchange for own profit -· · · - · --- - · 1
Committing a nuisance ...•.................. ... - --· - --- · -·· - ·· ·· ···· ···· ·· 2
Disrespect to superior officer._ .... _........... - ... - . - - -- · - · · · · - · · - · · · · · · · · · 14:
Drunkenness ........................................... ········- -···· ·---·· 1
. D1:13:1kenness, etc., causing_arrest, etc., by civil authorities .... ---······ ·- ··· 1
Fa~~ng to account for receipts for sales at post exchange. - - - -. - · - · · · · - - · · · · 2
Failing to ret~ from mounted pass at proper time ..... - · - - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · 5

..~~1~~~~~~~:::::::::: :::::~::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~:::: :::::::::::~:::::

r~~~:~e~t

•

Prisoner refusing to work
__ .......... - . - - -·
Pri: on r using hreatening·l~~g;;~g~.t~ ~~;;ti~-ei::~~:::~:: ____ .____ ...... --·r enting forged pap r ..... ________________ ............ ............ --···· ·
Refusing to obey or'1 er f non.commission d offi er . - - - - -- - -- · - · · · · · · · · · · · ·
R i tin , arr
__ . _ ....... _.... ____ . _.... _. _... _. __ ........ - . - - - - - · · · - - - ·
_ll~n tore on er dit ct post ex han(J"e without n,nthority - ... -- - - - · · - · - .: ·
.,1t_ting down o~ pot .......................................... ---··· · ·····
~m~ hr at mng aucl nbusive language to non·commis ioned officer. - - - - : ·:
1 or
r_, . t :, c?ar' d_a.i "conduct to the prejudi e of goocl order ancl mill·
tary di. ciplme (not mcluded under previous heads) . ......... - . · - · - · -· - ·

,

3
2

1
~
7

2
2

6
lO
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Comparison of number of cases tried for dese'l'tion with that of previoiis year.

Number of convictions of desertion ............................................ 21
Convicted of "absence without leave" charge "desertion"-- ·- --- .... :· ..... .-.:-:-: - 1
Number of cases tried for desertion 1893-'94 .......... -...........•.............. 22
Number of cases tried for desertion 1892-'93 .................................... 32
Decrease from last year ............................................. _. . . . 10
Number of men dishonorably discharged .......................................
Same, last year --- .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number of men dishonorably discharged for minor offenses on account of previous
convictions.................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
Same, last year ....... _. ___ . _....... ~ .............. _. _. __ ........... _.... __ ... .Number of trials in which evidence of previous convictions was introduced .....
Same, last year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number of noncommissioned officers reduced to the ranks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

46
43

8
9
27
21
2

Table exhibiting the organization to which the enlisted men tried by general com·ts,belong.
Organization.

Band.

.A..

- -- - - - - - - - - - 1 - - -1--

B.

-

C. D.

-

E.

F. G.

H.

I.

K.

L. M. Total.

- - - - - - - - ---

Fourt,h Cavalry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 3 3
5 ............... .
First .A.rtHlery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . __ . . _. . . . • . 1 . . . . . . . . . .. .

15
1

l~\?i~:?try ·······)••: :: •::; ;: ; :i: ,: : ; J ••; •••••• :: :••

1
1
25

E~ffiijfJ~t••::•• :• : : : :': : • • i: : : • • >• • :• :•: :•

1
1
1

Fourteenth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 3 2 2 4
2 ................... .
Fffteenthlnfantry ........................... . , .......... . .............. 1 ........... .

Total number of men tried ................................... _. _..... __ . __ . ... _ ... .
APPENDIX

8

~

2

76

B.

INFERIOR COURTS-MARTIAL.

Garrison courts-martial.

Number of cases tried by garrison courts-martial during the year ending August
31, 1894 ...... ·····- ·····- ...... ------ ·-·· .. ....•.......... --·· ··-· ....•.. ....
Number of men tried and convicted _. _. _...... __ .... _.... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9

9

Surnmary com·ts.
Number of cases tried by summary courts during the year ending August 31,
1894 ..................•.............•.•.......... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number of men tried....................................................

916
507

Convictions ................ .. .............................. __ ..........
Acquittals .................................. ______ .... ____ ..............

883
33

Total ........................................... _.. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

916

Sentences remitted ................. _...... _..... _.__ ~ ...... __ -_... _.... _..
7
Sentences mitigated .............. ________ ............ -~ ----·- ......... .
12
Sentence set aside for want of jurjsdiction .. _.. __ ..... __ __. __________ -__ ..
1
Non-commissioned officers .reduced to the ranks by sentence of inferior
court . . . . . ........... _. . . . . . . . . . . . ..... __ .. _.. __ .... ______ . ___ ____ __..
12
Forfeitures imposed and executed ................. _... _... ____ . .. _.. ___ _ $2,300.00
Number of days' confinement at hard labor ............ ____________ ..... .
3,703½
12
Number of days' solitary confinement on bread-and-water diet .......... __
Number of days confined to limits of camp __ .. _. ___ . __ . ____ . ___ ... ____ .. .
20
2
No be reprimanded by troop commander ...... ___ ......... _____ .~ _.... __ _
1
To he deprived of pass privileges for ten days .. ___ . _____ ... ___ .......... .
$720.50
Amount of pay detained, to be paid on final statements ____ .. _.......... .

2
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tl'ibulion of a es tried by inferior coiirts, with numbe1· confined and r-e1ea-sed u,i,thout
t?·ial, at the posts in the department.
Confined
Cases tried.
Stre<rl1;th 1- - - . . , . . . . - - - - I Men . ·per ci:nt re~!ecl
Sum- Garri- tried. men tried. without
garrison. mary.
son.
trial.

Post.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _

- - - -

- - - -

- - -

-

-

* T_wo cases of m_en not belonging to department not included.
·
..
1
t S1xte('ln i:nen tried, both at Forts Sherman and Spokane, consequent upon change of stat1on. 'Tot.a
number of d1fferent men belonging to department tried by inferior courts, 514.
NOTE.-The following cases tried in the field during the year are included in th e
several commands to which the men triecl belong, viz: Boise barracks, 2; Fort Sherman, 17; Fort Sl!okaue, 1; Vancouver barracks, 18_; Fort Walla, vValla, 1.
J?~stribution of cases ana men tried by inferio1· cou,rts among the different organizations
_serving in the .:.epartment.

...
O.rganiza tion.

Trials.

Band.

.A .

B.

- - - - - - - - - - -!- - - - - - - - - Fo{u:th Cavalry ....... {

Cases..

14

Men . • .

6

'!ifth 4'rtillery ..... : .. ~

~::~::
:~::::::
Cases. .

~~

3

21

Men . . .

6

21

F _t>urth·finfantry ...... {
Fourteenth Infantry .. {
Hospital Corps ...... ··

l

Total. .. . ..... .. . {

~:~~

:: 1:

C . . D. \ E.

-

-

5-:1: .. .. ·... . _ 33
26 . _ . . • . .. 15

~~

F.

G. H. I. K . L. :M. Total.

------ -

------

33

41

30

62 - - - · · .... · · · · · • · ·

22

25

23

34 -- -

i~i£2

3
3

ii32 ::::
:::: :::: :::: :::: ::: :::: ::::- i~i55
40 3J 51 47 5! · · · -- · · · · · ·
~i21 i~15 if
~~ ~! ~~ .:~. ::: :::::::: .. .. 1227
12 lG 11 18 ..... -- - . · · · · · ·
i~
~

43

;~:\\/ \\ \/F( (\{'.\(;;;1:;.

N~TE,-:--Troops, batteries, and companies showing no trials in above table arc not
servmg m ~he department. Batteries A and C, Fifth Artillery, left tbe department,
an_d Battanes B and M, Fifth Artillery, entered the department June 10, 1894.
Numbe1' of times tried b!J inferior cou1·ts.
Men.

Cases.

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - Trl.ed once.

~~:1 ~~: ii~es ·.·_·_·_ :~~ :~:: :: :: : :: : : : : :: :: :::::: :: : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : ::: : ::
~:~1 r:: :::: -··-------::::::·_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::

Tried six times ......................
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ..__· ·,.. ·___________
· · · · · · · · · · ................................................
· · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.
Total ...................................... ____ ... _____ .. ___ ..... _.... _... _.. _.
~umber of_snml'}lary conn cases, J 03-'0-L ......

295
114
52
33
18
4

295
228
156
132
90

2-!

--;io---;;
. ···-··

11:tl~1~::rr~_ff)~?~~~-~~~~- :~~~: :::::::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::::: ::: :::::: :: ::::::::::::---

............................................................................................. .
In r ·aw from la t year ......... .. ............................................................................................

()16

9

9274

li7
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Classification of offenses triecl ,by i11Jerfor courts.

Lying out of quarters (laid under article 31)....... ... . .• . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . .
4
Absence without l eave (laid un<ler article 32) . ...•................... : . .......•......•_....... . ... 282
Absence from drill, roll calls, etc. (laid under article 33) .... .. ................................... / 355
Drunkenness on duty (laid under article 38)....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
67
Disorders charged as" conduct to the preJudico of goocl order ancl military discipline" (laid
under article 62) . .. ....•...••.....•.•.............•........................... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 337

Total number of offenses ................. ............... ... ........ ... ................... .. . 1, 045

APPEXDIX

C.

DESERTIQXS.

~umber of desertions during the year ending August 31, 1894. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47
Number reported last year .... =....•..•...•..•••..••..•••.•••...••••.....••••• 122

75

Decrease... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Cau sr-s, etc., of desert-ions, ascertained imae1· the provisions of pa1·ag1·aph 117, Army Regulations, cincl compa1·i8on, ivith same data fo1· tlwee preceding years.
Character as set forth
in reports of boarus of

sur,ey,

Causes of desertion-Opinions given
in reports of boards of survey.

Nativ.
ity.

Year.
,ti
0
0

C!)

- - -- - - - - - - - - - l - - 1 - - -

1893-'94 ................... .
1892-'93 .........•••........
1891-'92 .•..... ... ..........
1890-'91 ....... ............ .

2

-

--- -

10

5

2

76

24

8

3
6

27
51

11

9

1
4
5

22

13

5

27

N nm ber tried
by courts.
martial, ancl
number of trials.

-- -

25
69
16
38

Length of service.

---- -- -- - - - -

3

1

2

32

4

4

23
14
18

!)

1
1

1 ........ 79

:l

2

4 ........ 89

5

15
43
16

1

6 ...... •. 57

49

Months in which d esertions occurred,

Year.

1893-'9-!
1892-'93
189 1-'02
1890-'91

...... 2 13
-· ... . 1 17
...... ... 5
...... 4 18

11
21
17
34

22
83
33
54

21
71

32
41

15
37
5
33

3
5
7
20

2
1
5
6
2
1
3 ---- 8
1 .... 11

3 3
7 6
2 5
9 12

5

2

~

4

6
6

5 3 1
9 11 12

1
4
3
1

4
1 5 5 8 3
6 14 18 25 17 7 ...
9 4 8 8 5 . ..
5 3 1(i 10 17 . ..

1
2
1

Distribution of cases of desertion among the different milita1·y posts of the department.
Post.

Boise Barracks .................................... : ................

~~~t ~:~~~~:::::::: :;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.- .- :::::::::

Fort Spokane.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Townsend.............................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vancouver Barracks .. ................ ......... ... ,......... . ......
Fort Walla Walla.. ...... .......... .. .. . ........................ ...

Average K
b
f
~en~th of c1:S:rt!~n°s. Per cent.
garnson.
117

~~~

112
03
429
198

3

2. 6

g

i:1. :8

2
4
12
11

6. 3
2. 8
5. 6

Total and average ... ...... ... . ........... .................. .. l---1-,-4-05-l- - - - 4 7 -i----::3~.3
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Distribiition of cases of desertion among different organizations serving in the depa1·tment.

Organi zations.

Band.

A.

B.

C. D.

E.

------------1--- - -- -Fourth CaYalry............. . . . . . . . . 2 (*)
]fifth Artillery..............
(*)
. . •. 2
Fonrth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3

(*)

7
1

....
4
(*) (*)

2 ....

F.

-

2

I

G. . H. M.

2
(*)

Average
str cngth Per
Total. of organi· cent.
zation.

. - - - - - - - - --9 . ••.

19

(*) • . . .

9

1 . . •. . . . . . . . .
4 .... (*) . . .•

7
12

(*)

Fonrteeut,~1 ~nfantry........ . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
2
2 ....
iionc?mm1ss1oned staff ...... ...................................... ..

.... ...... ..

355
111
4.56
423
17

5.4
8.;
l.

2. 8

..... .

····1···· .... ····!···· .... ····1···· ~-~~ ~

oop1tal Corps ........ .: .... .:...=_······ ....
Total and average ............................. ···· \····

1

····l···· ....1

4.7

1,4.05

1 3.3

*Not serving in the department.

REPORT OF CAPT. E. H. CROWDER, ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF
THE PLATTE.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE,
JUDGE-ADVOCATE'S OFFICE,

.

Omaha, Nebr., August 31, 1894.
Srn: _Under the requirements of Army Regulations, 984, ·a s a.mended bf General
Orders, No. 19, Adjutant-General's Office 1892 I have the honor to submit the following,report. of the business of thi8 offi~e for'the period commencing September 1,
.
1893, and endmg August 31, 1894.
During tl;e period named 299 sets of charges have been receive1, o~ which number
248 were ·tried by general courts-martial; 2 recommended for trial m ot~er departments; 1 returned for trial by garrison court-martial; 17 returned for .trial by S?md
mary· cburt; 6 restored to duty without trial; 4 discharged before trial; 1 ret~re
before· trial ( commissioned officer); 4 withdrawn; 13 awaiting trial, and 3 pendmg.
: Th~· cases tried include:

t;-7}1*;:r~~~~~~~~~~:-: : :_:: : : :: :::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::

2~

-~.. - , TOtal - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - .... - - _. . - - - .... - . - - - - - - . . - - .. - - .... - .. - .................... - ...... - 248

The number of convictions of different offenses, during the period named, is as
follows:
Seventeenth article of war:
Losing clothing ................. __ ....................................... · · 1
Losing Government property ... _.............................. · · · · · · · · · · · ·
~ell~ng c~othing ......................................... - . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1
ellmg.._U-overnment property .............................. · · -· · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Twentieth article of war:
Disres-pect to commanding officer ... __ ........................ · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1
Twenty-first article of war:
13
Thir~;~~~ii~a\:~~f:ii: ~~:~r
51
Thirt;~i~~~ :;;t1!~}e:,:~·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
. Ftail~rr~ to attend drill,"roll cans, etc ....................................... 17
Thir y-e11t_Lith article of war:
27
11
Tbi~~n~~ a~t1c1!
<\uitt~ng post ............... _.................. _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
7
Fortie!~p~~Hc1!

!

..... ···········································.

it1~;; ···················································

~t3!"a~·:·'···· ·············· ············ ···· ···· ·················
Fort/;;;~~f ~~f1. ~r° ~; ~; ~ ................................................. . 9
De rtion... .. . .. .
34
Six ti th article of war~·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
.

Emb zzlem •nt ......... .

1

Fnl e statc•m nts to ,, pnrtmrnt -~n·~~;~·fi~; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·. ~:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

1
1

1xty-fir t articl
f ·wnr:
··· ···· ···· ···· ···· ··· ··· ······ ···· ···· ···· ···· ····
Dnph ·ation of pay YOl1<.:hrrs ..
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Sixty-secon<l. article of war:
··
·
Absence.without leave not chargeable under the thirty-second article of war.. 8
Allowing prisoner to escape.... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Assault ......... ................... ...... ............. '.:'.................... 7
Assault and battery ...............................-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Assault with dangerous or deadly weapon.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Assault with intent to kill..... ................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Breach of arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Burglary .... .... .. ...... .... .... .. .... ... ... .. . ... .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... ... 1
Committing a nuisance .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Disobeying commissioned officer............ ................................. 2
Disobeying non-commissioned officer ....................................... 19
Disobeying sentinel..... ......... .......................................... 1
Disrnspect to superior officer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Drunkenness ....................... ... ..... ................ ~ ............... 21
Embezzlement ............... _; ____ ........................................ 3
~~cap_ing from guard or arrest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
I! 1ght1ng ................ -- ................................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Forgery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Fraudulent enlistment....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Indecent exposure of person ................ _...... ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Insubordinate conduct toward non-commissioned officer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
Larceny . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Neglect of. duty ..................... _................................. .'.... 6
Resisting arrest ...................................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Selling, losing, or wasting Government property .................... _.. _ . . . . 1
Uttering forged paper ..................................... __ ...... ___ . . . . . 1
Disorders, etc., charged as "conduct prejudicial to good order and military
discipline" (not inclnded under previous heads) .................... _.. _.. 43
The cases tried are apportioned among the different organi;rntions as follows:
Second Infantry.................... 47 Twenty-first Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Third Infantry.....................
2 Twenty-third Infantry . . . . . . . . . . .. .
1
Seve nth Infantry..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 Twenty-fifth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Eighth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 Sixth Cavalry...................... 43
Tenth Infantry . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . ... ..
1 Ninth Cavalry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
Fourth Cavalry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 Hospital Corps.....................
7
Eighth Cavalry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Total ........................ 248
Fourteenth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 1
Seventeenth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
These records of trials have all been examined in this office, the decisions and orders
of the department commander indorsed thereon, promulgated in orders, and forwarded to the office of the Judge-Advocate-General.
INFERIOR COURTS.

During the period named 1,775 records of trials by inferior courts, garrison and
summary, have been received,revised, and filed in this office, of which 1,729were-by
summary ana 46 by garrison court.
These trials include violations of the following Articles of War:
Sixteenth article of war:
Losing ammunition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . .
1
Seventeenth article of war:
Selling clothing ·........................................ : .. : . ·....... : .... ,
1
Losing clothing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Twenty-first article of war:
Disobeying superior officer................................................
3
Thirty-first article of war:
•
Lying out of quarters......................................................
6
Thirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 434
Thirty-third article of war:
Failure to attend drill, roll calls, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 590
Thirty-eighth article of war:
Drunkenness on duty other than guard.................................... 85
Sixty-second article of war:
Abse1;1ce without leave not chargeable under the thirty-second article of w:1r - 80

fBreach
~;~~fl_ ~-o_r~~- ~ ~ ~ ·_ ~ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ~ -_ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ~ ·_~ ~: ~: : ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4i
of arrest ......................................................... - - - 9
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Sixty-scconcl article of war-Continued

gy!~~;r:i;t1r:;,:~>:-:-: :-:-: :-:-:-: -:-:-: ::-:-: : : :-::::-:-: :-:-:::::::::::::

Disobeying non-commissioned officer .................................. ··· •
Disobeying post orders ... _..................................... - . - -. · · · · · ·
Disorderly conduct near post . _................. .. ............... -. · - - -· · Di respect to 1mperior officer ...................... .. ........... - . - - · -· · - · Disrespect to sentinel. ............ _..... _...................... -.. · - -· · · ·:
Drunk.enness .................................... .... ................ --···
Drunkenness, etc., causing arrest by civil authorities .... ...... -- . - - - -· · · · ·
Drunkenness and disorderly comluct in post exchange or quarters - -. - -- - · · ·
False statement to officer or non-commissionecl officer .......... -- - - - · - - · · · ·
Gambling ...... _.. __ ................... .................... .... - ... - -· ··· ·
Insubordinate conduct toward non-commissioned officer ........ -- - - - - · · · · · ·

13 3

35
98

12
17

35
1
115
4

115

32

1
97
9

-~~~fe~~cir~!\}~~~ -i~ ~-o_s_t_::: :: : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : ~ :: ::~::: :: ::
Neg_le~t of duty (sentinel) .................... ............... . --------~·-··
Res1st1ng arrest ................... -. ..................... - - - -- -- · · - · · · · · · ·
Disorders, etc., charged as "conduct to the prejudice of good order aud miHtary discipline" (not included under previous heads) ......... -.... -· · · · · ·

61
29
16
89

These cas.e s are apportioned among the different organizations as follows:
Sixth Cavalry._ ..· ...... _.... _. _..
285 Twenty-first Infantry. -- - . - - -- · · · · 150
16
Ninth Cavalry ......... __ .. _.. .. .
330 Hospital Corps ..... - -·-· ·· - · ··· · 4
Second Infantry..................
287 Indian Scouts ........ -·-·········
Seventh Infantry ..... .-.:......... · 25
Total._. _.. . .'. _. _.......... ~ 1, 775
Eighth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
318
Seventeenth infantry ........... _ 3GO
The number of different men tried by inferior courts during the year is 1,023, and
the number of acquittals 51.
.
Tlie sentences in three cases were set aside as illegal; in four cases the procee~mgs
were set aside for want of jurisdiction; and in seven cases the sentences were disapproved by the post commander.
SUl\1:\fARY COURTS.

One thousand seven hundred and twenty-nine records of trials hy summary court
· have been received, revised, and :filed in this office.
The followiQg table exhibits tho number of such cases trieu by summary court at
tpe _several posts in the department:
Fort McKinney, Wyo .•..........•
Fort Niobrara., Nebr ..........-... .
Fort Omaha, Nebr ... __ .... __ .... .
Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo .......... .
Fort Robinson,Nenr ............. .

Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo...... ......
Fort Sidney, Nebr...... ..........
Fort Washakie 7 Wyo ......... -···

273
235
314
26
331

344
1~~

Total ................ _. . . . . 1, 729

In twenty-five cases brought before summary courts, the accused objected to trial
thereby arnl r~q_nested trial by court-martial.
.
. Tb~ following ta,ble exhibits the number of trials by the different courts-martial
m this department, as compareu with the record of last year:
General
courtmartial.

Y ear.

Garrison
courtmartial.

Summary
court.

•
1892--'93 .•.......•.••..••....
1893-'!)4 ....... ·····• ......•.

307
248

43
46

1,730
1,729

Per cent of trials to ~,erage
enlisted strength.

~J IGanfa•u 1Sum""':¥63.5

G<n"'"'·

I renew 1;llY recommendations of previous year s as to the revival of the O'arr_ison
court-mar ial and a to advi ability of an increase in the punishments prescnbed
for the offens s of cl sertion and drunkenness on duty.
ery re pectfully,
E. H. CROWDER,
Captain and, Acting Jtidg e-Advocate, U. S . .Anny.
The J D E- DV C TE- E."EltAI, l . . . An:uv,
Washington, D. C.
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ACTING JUDGR-ADVOCATE-GENERAL . .

REPORT OF CAPT. F. J. KERNAN, ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS,
. "J UDGE-ADVOCATE'S 0Fl!'ICE,

San Antonio, Tex., Se_pteniber 10, 1894.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of the business of this office
for the year emling August 31, 1894.
There were no commissioned officers tried.
The following table shows the number of general, garrison, and summary courtsmartial cases tried at the several posts in the department, with the percentage of
trials:
Number and percentage of trials.
A.-erage
enlisted
Percent·
Total
strength
ageof Garrison Summ,ry inferior
Gen·
of gao;i· cralcase,s general
cases
cases
cases
son.
tried.
cases
tried.
tried.
tried.
tried.

I

Posts.

---- ----

New Fort Bliss .............
Old Fort Blisfl ...............
Fort Brown .................
Fort Clark ................ . .
Camp Eagle Pass .. .........
Fort Hancock ...............
Fort McIntosh ........... ··~
Fort Ringgold ........... ...
Fort Sam Houston ..........
Total. .................
Convictions .................
.Acquittals ..................

244
118
117
311
56
59
194
207
626

2-!
8
4
31

.,.

9. 84
6. 78
3.42
9. 97

. -- - . -- --- - .. ..... ·- -- - -

·········1·········
7
lo
62

---------·
... -- -.. - - .

103
57
102
178
84
13
108
116
287

...................
4

..................

3. 61
5
7. 73 ...............
9. 90
15

---------1,932
~

1
4

:; I :::':~

29 22
7

1,048
1,029
19

Percent.
ages of
inferior
cases.

---42. 62
. 51. 69
87.18
58. 52
150. 00
22. 03
58. 25
56. 04
48. 24

lOJ

61
102
182
84
13
113
116
302

°'' \

1,
55. 75
1,051 ...........
26 .....•.. ..

..,

Thero were 606 different cnlistecl mon tried by inferior courts-martial.
'I'hc different offenses tried by general courts-martial were as fol1ows:
Article of war
violated.

Nature of oiI'enso.

Cases
tried.
2

iii~UJJ~t~}i;gr+ii+ii/+:Et++t :Jlfil'l:It
f±~::!f.
~i~1¥{1H::+Ht++++++>
;
~
~f
·!1t)?
~~~~~~:~~~~~~:: : ::: :: :~ : :: ::::::: ·:: ::::::::: :::::::::::.~!~Jt;~~-~-~~:: : :

3
8
5

8

Disobeying noncommissioned officer quelling a fray....... . . . ... ..... .... Twenty.fourth ...

1
2
30
11·
13

~tit;::!:~a.·::::

:X_~~~u~1i~%~tr1~~:e·::::::: :: : : :: : ~::::: ::: : : : :: : : : : : : : : : ::: :~:::: :: : : :
Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc .............. ................ .. ........ Thirty-third ..... .

.Assault. nd battery .......................................................... <lo ... •.........

.Assault with weapon ......................................................... do
Breach of arresi! .............................................................. do
Committing a nuisance ................................ __ ...................... do
Conduct to the prejudice of ~ood order and military clisciplino ............... do

. . . . .. . . . . . . .
.... ... ..... .
............ .
. . .......... .

Rt:i~:~t~f ~~:~1!~~:to~~c1im.~~~::
:::::::: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: ::::~~: :::::: :::: ::
1
.
E~;~tis~
~
:i~ ::: ::::::::::
Drunkenness, etc., causing arrest by civil authorities ..................... , .. do ............ .
0
.~~~~~---·.·:: :: : : :: : : : : : : : _-::: _-_-_-::::: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : ::

i!e!;t:::1!:l!e:~;:~~~~~;:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: :~~ :::::::: :::::
Indecent exposure of person ........................................ .. .. ...... . do
InsuborJinate conrluct toward commissionecl officer ........ . .... . ............ do
Insubordinate conduct toward non.commissioned officer ..................... . do
Larcei::y .............................. . ....................................... do

............... .
...... . ..... .
............ .
....... .. ... .

tfi!iitif~~f:it:: :::::::: :: :::: :: :::::::: ::: ::::::: ::::: :·:::::::: :: ::::::: ::::~~ ::::::: ::: :::

6
4
5

4.0
1

4:

,

4
1

3
6
2

16
3

12
2

15
1
5
3
3
1
2
17
9
4
7
2
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The total of cases tried is distributell among organizations ·as follows:
Inferior trials.
General. 1- -- - - - - - - Garrison. · Summary.

Regiment or corps.

8

2 ·••·••·•••••

1 .......... 5.......... 422
50
2
107
18
1 ........ - ... - - .. - . - ..... .....
...
....
.......
-- ...
1
1 ··········ii· ··········si

--

7

1
1
6

1
3

27
30
1

---·------··

.................. ..

············ ······ ····40
•••••••••••• 1 ••••••••••••

.......... 5. ······ ···2ii
11

191

:::: :: :::: :: ........... i
17 _

Total ...........................•••..........................

1,048

152

The following table affords comparisons as to average enlisted_ strength of the
dep'."'rtm~nt and number and percentage of trials for the period stated:
.,

Year.

...
1893 1... 4' ·.'.••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••
1894 :-.. ................•.......••.....
.

Trials by courts.martial.

Average
enlistecl
strength .

General.

1,806
1, 932

161
152

Inferior.
934
1,077

Percentage of trials.
General.
- 8. 91
7. 87

Inferior.
51. 72
55. 75

Very respectfully,

F. J. KERNAN,
Captain and Acting Judge-Advocate, U. S. Arrny.
The JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. C.

REPORT ·oF CAPT. A. C. SHARPE, ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE DEPARTMENT OF THE
COLORADO.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO,
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE,
Denver, Colo., .August 31, 1894.
Srn_: In compliance with paragraph 984, Army Regulations, I have the ~onor ~o
submit the following report of the business of this office for the year endmg thi8
date:
COURTS-MARTIAL.

Officers.
Fi:st Lieut. Richard R. Steedman, Sixteenth Infantry, tried for "c~nduct nnbe;;
C01;Utng an offi.~er and_ a _gentleman, in violation of the sixty-first art1cl~. of wa~.
T_r 13'.l res_nlt _d m _conv1ct1on of" conduct prejudicial to good order and m11itary di.s-

?1Plm , m violat1on of the sixty-secon d article of war." His case was promulgated
m general court-martial orders, No. 33, series 1893, these headquarters.
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Enlisted men.
There were 252 enlisted men tried by general courts-martial during this period
from the different organizations serving in this department and including deserters
from organizations not in the department, as follows:
Hospital Corps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "l Eleventh Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
First Cavalry .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 Sixteenth Infantry ............. , . . . 34
Second Cavalry .. ..... ... ..... ..... 50 'l'wenty-fourth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
Ninth Cavalry (two troops) . . . . . . . .
4 From other organizations .......... _ 15
Seventh Infantry (six companies) . . 23
Total.._ ................... _.. 252
Tenth Infantry (six companies) . . . . 40
The number of enlisted men tried by general courts-martial at the different post-s
in the department is shown by the following schedule:
Fort Apache . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 Fort Marcy ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
Fort Bayard ...._.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 San Carlos __ ............ _......... .
Fort Bowie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 Fort Stanton.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Fort Douglas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 Whipple Barracks.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Fort Du Chesne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 Fort Wingate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
Fort Grant ........................ 23
Fort Huachuca .............. ______ 30
Total ......................... 252
:F ort Logan _............ , . . . . . . . . . . 26
The following schedule exhibits the nature of the offenses for which enlisted men
were tried by general courts-martial.
Seventeenth article of war:
Losing clothing ... _... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4:
Losing Government property............................................... 4:
Selling clothing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Twentieth article of war:
Disrespect to commanding officer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Twenty-first article of war:
Attempting to strike superior officer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Disobeying superior officer ................................................. 13
Thirty-first article of war:
Lying out of quarters . ... . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Thirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave ..................................................... 39
Thirty-third article of war:
Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
Thirt~~~~{~;!:s:t~c~ed~\;.~~ ~ . ____ . __ .. _. _______ .... __ .. ______ . ___________ . __ ..
Thirty-ninth article of war:
Quitting post .... -----· ....................................................
Sleeping on post ...........................................................
Fortieth article of war:
Quitting guard .......................... ···-···-····......................
Forty-seventh article of war:
l)esertion .......................................................... - . . . . . . .
Sixtieth article of war:
Selling Government property .............. ·--- ...................... ··-···
Sixty-second article of war:
Allowh1g prisoner to escape ...... --···· ...••..................... ______ ....
Assault .................................... ------ .......... ______ ..........
Assault and battery ........................ -.... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Assault with dangerous or deadly weapon .... _.................... _.... . . . .
Assault with intent to kill---······-·· ...... ···--· .........................
Breach of arrest ... _............ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Committing nuisance .................................. . ___ ......... .. .....
Disobeying a commissioned officer ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disobeying a non-commissioned officer ..... _................ _....... _... . . . .

22
11
12

1

43
1
1
5
16
!J

13
5
4
1

15

~t:;~:1~;~;~iitt~g
::::::::::~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::: :::::::::::: i
Disrespect to superior officer ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Drnnkenlless ......................................... _.. __ .. _............ 21
Drunkenness, causing arrest by civil authorities ....... _.. _.. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Embezzlement ............................................... _.... . . . . . . . . . 1
Escaping from guard or arrest ........................................... - - 2
WAR 94-VOL l--16
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ixt - econd article of war-Continuecl.

Ith1{;¥.:?~~ti~~~t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : ::::::: ::::::: !
Indecent exposure of per~on...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• • . .. . • 1 ·
Insul>ordiriate conduct toward non-commissioned officer .... ---·-· ...... ·-··· 11
Larceny . _••.•• __ •. _. ·.. __ .•. _•• : .... ___ ...... . _.......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 22
1

::;f~1!;fa~~J~-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::: t

S~lling, losing, or wasting Governmentproperty .. ____ ...... ---~-- ···· ··-;-:· 1
Disorders, etc., charged as"' conduct to the prejudice of goocl order and llllh- ,.,.
tary discipline" (not included under previous heads) .......... -· · ·• · · · ·· · 12
Of tho whole numb_er of trials by general courts-martial, 19 resulted i~ acquitt~l.
Forty-one men were dishonorably discharo-ed
tbrou o-h citation of previous couvic-_
0
tions, under paragraph III, General Orders, No. 21, ;eries 1891, Adjutant-G_eneral's
Office.
Inferior courts.
Number of trials byPosts.

Garrison
courts.

Summary
courts.

Fort.Apache .............. '" ....• : .. ." ......• ·- ......•.................

J~~i i~ti.~~::::::: :: :::: :::::: :::::::: :: ::: ::: ::: :: ::::: :: :::: :: :::::
i~~t
t~ak":;~~:::: ::::::: :: ::::::: :: ::: :::::::::: :: :::::::::: :::: :::
Fort Grant ..................................................... .. ... .
Fort Huachuca ...................................................... .

im fr:!t;t ::::::::::::::::::::::~:::: ::: ~ :::::::::::::: ::: ::::::~::
San Carlos ...... . ... ~ ................................................ .

I~t,~fn!:I~~~:~:::: :: ::::::::: ~:: :::: ::: ::::::: :: :::: ::::::: :::::::
Total ........................................... -···············

7
57
Hi
292
36
220
1
51
1
163
5
264
2
289
2
114
74 ·-····-·····
18 . ..............
175
305

.......... i.

.......... 4.

2, 064 1

38

Total.

6!
307
'36
227
52
164
269
291
116
74
18.
175
309
2,102

-- in 25 cases objection was made to trial by summary court.
.
.
n
The following schedule exhibits the nature of the offenses for which enlisted me
';ere tried by inferior courts :
Violation of theViolation of theSeventeenth article of war......
7
Thirty-third article of war · · · · · 5
Twor. ty-first article of war . . . . .
6
Thirty-eighth article of war···· 3
Thirty-first article of war . . . . . . 30
Fortieth article of wa.r · · · · · · · · · 814
Thirty-second article of war .... 531
Sixty-second article of war · · · · ·
Nl~mber of acqu~ttals by sum!11a,ry courts ................................... ···· 5
Number of acquittals by garrison courts ........................... ·············_

tj

g

Total ... _................................................................ 52
Number of different men tried ............................................... 1,177
Average enlist~d strength . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3) \~
Per cent of enlisted men tried by inferior courts ...... _.............. · · · ·.· · · ·
DESERTIO:N'S.

Thero have been 89 desertions from the different organizations ser,ing in th is
department during the past year, as follows:
0 pitf I rps ...... ············ ....
1 First Cavalrv ·....................... 13
1~
,/:t~
~ntry · · · · · · · - - · ·. . . . . . . . . 32 S~cond Cavalry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
e
nan ry ...................... 9 Nmth Cavalry ............ ··········
E _letve:n th 1nffantry · · - · ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 Twentieth Infantry ( deserter from)-· 1
SIX e nt11 1n an try . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
Tw nty-fonrth Infantry ........ ~:: ~: 2
Total ............... _...... .. . 9
v rage nli. t d tr nrrth ........ _....... _............. ..... _............... 3, 4Per nt of d rti n ------ ---------- ···--------- ......................................... . .
2. 5

f

it
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REMARKS.

The percentage of trials both by general and inferior courts remains a1:>out the
same as that of last year,'notwithstanding an increase of nearly one thousand in the
average enlisted ·strength of the ·command over that oI the old.Department of Arizona.
This unchanging ratio is also generally maint;:i,ine~ in the various posts and regiments, indicating the same conditions from year to year, producing like results.
Reports of boards of survey have been received in all cases of desertion, the uniform testimony of which shows that company messes .are generally well managed,
that the treatment of men is fair ana justJ and that no cause, except the immorality
or inherent defects of character of the man himself, can be discovered for this crime.
The facts thus ascertained and certified from every garrison indicate that, with tho
class of men now brought into· the ranks by our present method.of recruiting, desertion and other serious offenses have about reached a minim'um, and may now bo
attributed in a great measure to the anteced.e nt history of the recruit, the demoral. izing environment of garrisons, and other like conditions b.eyond the reach of military
control. It is believed that no further extension of privilege or added s-everity of
punishment can be relied upon to materially affect the results attained. It seems,
however, that minor offenses, such as brief absence without leave, _neglect of duty,
etc., might with advantage be visited with more serious penalties; a trifling forfeiture of pay or a singl day or two of confinement being lightly regarded and appar® ~ ~~~~

-

A very noticeable falling off in trials was remarked during the recent period of
active duty incident to the railway strikes-a circumstance suggesting the value of
more diverse occupation, men burdened with too much leisure readily drifting into
vicious excesses.
As observed last year, a very large proportion of offenses committed by soldiers
are tho result of excessive drink. The absolute c~ontrol of the exchange being in the
hands of the post commander, it must be assumed that where the bounds of modera tion are exceeded the liquor is obtained outside the garrison, in saloons and other
resorts which usually cluster about and infest the environs of every military post.
Attention is invited to the valuable suggestions in the accompanying remarks of
troop and company commanders relating to the administration of discipline.
I would also respectfully renew my recommendation!'! of last year relating to
amendments of the seventy-fifth, eighty-third, eighty-sixth, and ninety-fourth
a rticles of war, and a,lso desire to repeat the suggestion that provision be made by
Jaw for placing every honorably discharged soldier of ten or twelve years' service
:first in line for appointmeu-~in the Government civil service. The reward for apprehending, keeping, and trnnsporting deserters being now reduced to a nominal sum
emphasizes tho importance of renewed efforts to i;ecure and hold good. men in the
ranks.
.
'
In view of frequent serious outbreaks of military convicts serving sentence at
posts, it is lJelieved that the ;provisions of section 1361, Revised Statutes, should be
extended to include all conv10ts wherever confined or while en route to the prison.
If the doubtful constitutionality of this section renders-such leg-islation inadvisable, provision should be made for the trial and punishment of sucn offenders by the
U. S. courts.
The recent military trial and acquittal of two soldiers at Fort Douglas on a cliarge
of manslaughter, and their subsequent indictment in tho local civil court for murder
in the second degree, the latter case resulting in their dischar~e on special plea of
autre fois acquit, presents an important question as to the jurii;d1ction of courts-martial. The caution with which military tribunals w ere first created, and every subsequent step in their evolution, clearly indicates that it was never contemplated that
they would ever be permitted, in time of peace at least, to take cognizance of
offenses against the criminal justice of the country. And yet this decision of the
learned chief justice of Utah, sustained by dicta in other cases, and the present practice of courts-martial under the ninety-seventh article of war, show that the civil
o.r criminal aspect of the alleged act is considered and punished by a court-martial
no less than the miliiiary. If the military court is to remain what it was certainly
designed to be, simply a, court of honor-an instrumentality for the maintenance of
discipline-it should not be permitted in time of peace to inquire into or consider
the civil qualifications of a soldier's conduct, and the application of the sixty-second
and ninety-seventh articles cf war should be limited accordingly. It seems decidedly rnappropriate that purely military offenses, with which alone the military
courts have to do in time of peace, should be punishable by confinement in a penitentiary.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. C. SHARPE,
Captain, U. S. Arrny, Acting Jiidge-Advocate.
The JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GE.NERAL, U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. C.
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APPENDIX.

apt. J. T. Kirkman, Tenth Infantry: "I would recommend that the summaxy
onrt l> n,uthorized to inflict a sentence to hard labor without confinement."
apt._ W. V. Richards, Sixteenth Infantry: "I recommend that whe1:1 _a man has
b n tnecl and convicted ten times durino- his enlistment before a military court
thn.t he bo recommended for discharge, giving date of offense, sentence_, and ~eneral
haracter. By the statute of limitation many men slip through their onllstm~nt
tllat nre useless to the serdce. I also recommend that when a man has been tried
aucl onvicted by the civil authorities for a misdemeanor of a scandalous nature he
sbn.11 be similarly recommended for discharge."
.
'apt. Colon Augur, Second Cavalry: "Trials by summary court prove very satisfactory in regard to discipline."
·
Capt. F. W. Mansfield, Eleventh Infantry: "Except iu exceptional cases, t_oo
D?,UCh work without compensation, too much restraint, and at so~e posts 1;1° socrnl
hfo, are all causes for most summary court trials. Summary court 1s a g!eat improvement over general court-martial. Proceedings of general court-martial should be
reduced to same form of procedure as summary courts."
.
.
Capt. D. C. Pearson, Second Cavalry: "I concur in the wisdom of the mception
and continuance of the summary court."
.
Capt. P. U. Robinson, Second Cavalry: . " In my opinion the punishments imposed
by summary courts are not severe enough."
C_a:Qt, E. J. McClernand, Second Cavalry: "The summary court system has proved
satisfactory."
. .
Capt. J. A. Buchanan, Eleventh Infantry: '' It will be ol)served that the maJonty
of trials were for violations of the thirty-second and thirty-third articl~s of war.
As a rule, these delinquencies were due to drink. I have noticed that enllst.ed_men
ar~ less given to excesses when tb.ey receive their pay monthly than when the~ are
paHl every two months. I believe payments should be made weekly through company commanders . The credit system at the post exchange should be extended to
one-half or more of a man's J)av instead of one-fifth. The exch:mge cl.leeks a.re as
goocl as moriey to the man, a,na' ~a-n draw more or less at a time, as they lik~. Iu my
co11;1,pany the credit system obtains, and.the men, with scarcely an exceptw_n, draf
on it to the }tuthor ized limit. I would retain no pay except in the :first enhstmen ,
ancl then only one-half of what is now retained."
Capt. G. Le R. Brown, E l eventh Infantry: "Present system of di~ciplinarj· co~,rts
appears to work very satisfactory. Most of the offenses are of a m1ld chara~ter.
Capt. L. C. Allen, Sixteenth Infantry: "I consider summary court pumshment
.very satisfactory."
·
Capt. W. L. l!'inley, Ninth Cavalry: "Punishments for minor offenses enti!ely
inado9.uate . Men have no fear of them. Length of confinement authorized
esp ectally should be increased fourfold."
.
Capt. William Paulding, Tenth Infantry: "It is suggested that the code of pnmshmen~ be changecl so as to double all :fines for trifling offenses, a~ a severe sentenc3
for first offense often makes a soldier hesitate before committmg same a secon
time."
C_apt. Paul Shillo ck, assistant surgeon: "The trials by summary cou~t proved
satisfactory to b0th the commanclino- officer of tho detachment of the hospital corp~
all:d to the meu brought before the s;mmary court, on account of the promptness 0
tnal arnl just pnnishment."
C,apt. F. vV. Sibley, Second Cavalry: "The summary court syst e1 11 has proved
satisfactory ."
First Lieut. 9. R. Tyler, adjutant, Sixteenth Infantry: "I consi~er ~hat th6
summary court is_ much superior to other inferior conrts, and also beh_eve_ it w~ul d
be b ett<:r for t?,e rnterests of the service if general courts-martial, in their discretion,
cou~u. g 1ve a _different sentence than that allowed by law in the case of persons who
h~~ bee~ tried by other courts more than five times within two years."
~;;st :r.,ieut. C. B. Hopyin, econd Cavalry: "In my opinion the summary court
8 Y . mis _greatly supcnor to tho one formerly in vocrue."
F~r st Lieut. L. M. Brett, adjutant, Second Calvary: "The workings of the nmmaiy onrt are Ratisfactory "
Fi.rS t Li ut. I· W. Littell, adjutant Tenth Infantry· "I am in favor of the 5ummary co~r~, and the working of the s~me has beeu v~ry s;tisfa tory so far a my
commnnH
' ' fatigue n.s a pnms
· ht '. 1' 1s one erna(l · I won1cl respectfully' recommend e_·tra
~u~ 1~~:~.~f confinem nt ancl stoppage of pay, in tho discretion of tho summary
Pirst Lieut ·. ·. L : ... 1·11
1 . .-, adjutant, First
court
avalry: "Tho off ct of tho summary
pn . 111 P 011
ctp~me 1 b liev d to be xcellen . I think the maximum li mit of
1
0
0
sh;~1 1 0 0 ~~. \
·ttnt_er ~ thirty-!!econcl and thirty-third articl of war
trial of any kind~ · th 1 11 dton : 8 ·all (l t th fact that ther have been but two
m
e J n , 1' u t Cavalry, i;iuce ctober 1, 1 90."
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Second Lieut. R. B. Wallace, Second Cavalry: "I would consider that discipline
would be improved if troop commanders were authorized to impose certain light
punishments upon men of their troop in cases not serious enough to require trial by
inferior court, but yet require some punishment."
Capt. A. C. Markley, Twenty-fourth Infantry: "I believe that the system works
well."
Capt. W. H. W. James, Twenty-fourth Infantry: "I think the present system of
trials, by which justice is administered, works very well, and would not recommend
any change."
First Lieut. Charles Dodge, jr., Twenty-fourtp. Infantry: "No suggestions to offer,
as I think the present system of inferior courts-martial excellent."
Second Lieut. C. E. Tayman, Twenty-fourth Infantry: "Soldiers ordered for trial
by summary court frequently prefer trial by garrison court, for the reason that the
latter court r equires copies of proceedings or orders showing previous convictions;
whereas summary courts do not. It is believed that in many cases, for instance,
all trials for absence under thirty-second and thirty-third articles of war, if punishmen ts were more severe there would be fewer of such offenses; and that the frequency of such offenses is caused by the light punishments awarded to the :first."
Second Lieut. W. P. Jackson: Twenty-fourth Infantry: ''A good institution."
Capt. J.M. Thompson, Twenty-fourth Infantry: "The :five previous trial and conviction law is the discipline of the Army."
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. C. SHARPE,
Capta·in, U. S. A1·my, .Acting Judge-.Aif,i,ocate.

REPORT OF CAPT. EDWIN F. GLENN, ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF
DAKOTA.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA,
·
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE,

St. Paul,, Minn . , September 1, 1894.
Srn : Under the requirements of paragraph 984, Army Regulations, as amended by
Genera] Orders, No. 19, Adjutant-General's Office, 1892, I have thehonor to submit
the followin g report, based upon the records of this office for the twelve months
ending this date.
During the year one commissioned officer was tried at Fort Missoula, Mont., was
convicted in part of the offenses charged, and sentenced to be dismissed:
In this time 295 trials of enlisted men were had by general court-martial, making
in all 296 trials, resulting in 18 acquittals and 278 convictions. The trials included
456 separate offenses.
These were alleged as follows:
Seventeenth article of war:
Losiug clothing ........... _................. ____ ............ _.. . . . . . . . . . .
3
Losing Government property ... _........ __ ... ____ ............. . . . . . . . . .. . . 13
Seiling clothing ............... _........... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
T wentjeth article of war:
Di srespect to commanding officer .. _................. _............... : . . . . .
1
Twenty-first article of war:
Disobeying superior officer ... _............................................
9
Thirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
Thirty-third article of war:
Pailure to attend drill, roll call, etc ............................... _....... 33
Thirty-eighth article of war:
Drunkenness on duty .............................................. _.......
9
'l'hirty-nmth article of war:
'
Quitting post...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
Sleeping on post ............. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Fortieth article of war:
·
Quitting gua.rd ................................................. _.. . . . . . . .
2
Forty-seventh article of war:
Desertion............................ ....... ....................... . . . . . . . 56
Sixtieth article of war:
Embezzlernent .................................... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
J<"orgery ......................................................... . .... -·..
1
Selling Government property ............ .............................. - -· - 1
Larceny . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
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Sixty-second article of war:
Absence without leave, not chargeable under ihe thirty-second article of
war .. __ • __ . ____ • __ . _ ..___ . .:-___ . ___ . _. ______ . __. ____ . _____ .... ____ ...... ___ 18
Allowing prisoners to escape .... ___ ... ___ . ______ .. _. _... _..•. __ . . • . . . . . . . . 2

±:::~it ·;~d·b;tt~;y~ ~:::: :: :: :::::·_:::::: :: ::::::::::::: :::: ::::: ::: :: ::::

~

Assault with dangerous or deadly weapon .... ___ _. ______ .... -···----~·....
Assault with intent to kill .... ____ .......... .• .. ··-·-· ............ ____ '"..

2
3

~

~it;!ftifn\~!Ji;:~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::::::: :::::::::::: ::::

Disobeying commissioned officer ...... _... _. _......................•-... - .. - 8
Disobeying non-commissioned officer ............ _... _......... _... . . . . . . . . 32
Disrespect to superior officer .. _.. _.............................. "" ..... - -- 7
Drunkenness .... _.. ____ . _.. . _. ___ ... __ ... __ ..... _...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
Dr~mkenness, etc., causing arrest by civil authority ....................... · 2
Embezzlement .... _. ______ ···--·······-··--· .... ···--· .. ··-·-·-····.:----·· ~
False swearing--·····--······-·· ·- -·· ____ .... ·-·· .......... -----· .... - ····

~~i~~~\~~t ~~ii~t~~~ts·:::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::: 14~
Insubordinate conduct toward non-commissioned officer ............ - -- --· ·
Larceny .. __ ... _...... _............ _........ _....... _. .......... , __ ..• _...

7
2

~:fl:i1!~~~~~!t:::::::::::::
:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: !
Disorclers, etc., charged as conduct to the prejudice of good order and military discipline (not included under previous heads) ... - ...... - . -- - - · · · · · · ~
Total ...... _. _..... ___ ...... _..... _............. ... ..... __ .... _......... 456
The number of trials by garrison courts-martial and the number of trials by summary courts. is as :follows :

9

Garrison courts-martiai . - .. - ...... - .... - .. - . - . - - - -- · · - · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 ~~
Summary courts··--·· .......................................... ············_:__
Total inferior court,s . _................... _.. _...................... - . . 1, 997
In submitting the above I beg to state that I have not been in charge of this ofi?.ce
fo~ a sufficient length of time to make any special recommendations iu connection
with this report fm:ther than is contained in my report to the departlll:en~ commander, inclosed herewith. The submission of five or more previous convictions to
the courts has, in my opinion, worked very satisfactorily. In a few in~tanccs P0st
commanders have recomp:iended, notwithstanding these previous convictions, that
the character of the accused was such as to make it for the best interest of tho
s~rvice to hn.ve them tried by summary court.. In every instance these rccommendat1ons. hn.ve been complied with by this office.
It is believed that, if post commanders who are familin.r with the charact~r of the
men against whom five or more previous convictions are to be submitted will rna~e
s~ch recommendations, nothing but desirable results will follow in the subm1s·
s1on ~hereof to the general courts-martial. It certainly affords n, desirable aotl
practical method for riddmg the service of worthless characters.
Very respectfully,
EDWIN F. GLENN,
Captain and Acting Judge- Advocate.
The A..cn~G J DGE-AnvocATE-GENERAL U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. C.
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THE QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
QUARTERMASTER-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. O., September 26, 1894.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the Quartermaster's Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894:
By acts of Congress approved l<.,ebruary 27 and March 3, 1893, there
was appropriated for the service of the Quartermaster's Department for the fiscal year 1893-'94 the sum of .... _........ _..... _ ... _ $8, 031, 880. 00
During the fiscal year there was deposited to the credit of said appropriations amounts received from sales to officers, etc., the sum of...
464,615.25
Making a total of .... __ .... _ .. _.. _................... _. _ .. ___ . 8, 496, 495. 25
Of this amount there was remitted to disbursing
officers ................. _........... _..... __ .... __ .. $7, 286, 984. 22
There was paid out on account of settlements made at
Treasury of claims and accounts._ ..... __ . _. . . . . . . . . .
16, 294. 43
- - - - - - 7,303,278.65
Leaving a balance available for payment of outstanding obligations
incurred, or fulfillment of contracts properly entered into within the
fiscal year .. __ .....• _... _............... _........ ____ . __ . . . . . . . . . . 1, 193. 216. 60
On the 1st of July, 1893, there was on hand from regular appropria ·
tions for the service of the Quartermaster's Department, pertaining
to the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, the sum of._._.. . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 221, 161. 77
.A.nd from appropriations pertaining to previous fiscal years, including those for specific and indefi.ni te purposes, the sum of .. __ .. . . . . . 1, 670, 132. 49
Making a total balance on hand from all appropriations July 1,
1893, of ................... _. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 891, 294. 26
For specific purposes there was appropriated during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 18!14 ....................... _........ _... . . . . . . . . . . .
453, 523. 50
During the year there was deposited and transferred to credit of the
appropriation other than those for 1893-'94 (shown above) the sum
of ................... .... ____ ............ _................... _.. _.
386, 527. 89
Making a total of .......... _.... - - ... __ ................. _ . . . . . 3, 731, 345. 65
Of said amount there was remitted to disbursing officers
the sum of ............... _ .......................... $1, 821, 387. 93
There was paid out on account of Treasury settlements
and transferred the sum of ..................... _. _..
268, 785. 36
There was carried to the surplus fund the sum of . _.. _.
466, 884. 79
2,557,058.08
Leaving a balance of. ..... _................. ·..... ____ ...... _._

1,174,287.57
249
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DUTIES OF THE QUA~TltR,M.A.STER'S DEPARTMENT,

. Un~er existing laws; the ,Quartermaster's Department~ mid~~ the
direction of the Secretary of War, provides the Army with m~htary
stores and supplies requisite for its use, such as clothing and eqmpage,
tents, band instruments, tableware and mess furniture, equipments for
post bakeries, fuel, forage, stationery, lumber, straw for bedding for
men and animals, all materials for camp, and for shelter for troops and
stores, furniture for barracks, such as bunks, benches, chairs, tables,
lockers, heating and cooking stoves for use in public barracks and
quarters, tools for mechanics and laborers in the. Quartermaster's
Department, furniture, text-books, papers, and equipment for post
schools, reading matter for post libraries, wagons, ambulances, carts,
sa?,clles, harness, water supply, sewerage, plumbing, illuminating supplies, and heating, for all military posts and buildings.
.
The department is also charged with the duty of transportm~, by
land and wat~r, troops, munitions of war, equipments, and all art1~les
of military supplies from the place of purchase to the several armies,
garrisons, posts, and recruiting places.
Under act of Congress amending section 1661, Revised Statut~s, for
arming ancl equipping the mili~ia, this department supplies quartermasJier's stores, clothing, and equipage to the militia of the several _St3'.tes
and Territories, and transports the same to said States and Tern~ories.
It also furnishes· transportation for ordnance and ordnance stores ISs~ed
by the United States to the militia of the several States and Terr1tori€s. · It also transports the property for other Executive Departments
on. requisitions, p-ayments therefor being made by the respective departments to the carriers upon accounts forwarded through the Quartermaster-General's Office for that purpose.
·
This department prepares the 11ecess_a ry plans and constructs all
bu.ildings at military posts, such as barracks, quarters, storeh?~ses,
hospitals, etc., builds wharves, constructs and repairs roads f~r military
purposes,·builds all necessary military bridges, provides, by blre or purchase, grounds for military encampments and buildings; contracts for
~11 norses for cavalry, artillery, and for the Indian scouts, and f?r such
mfantry and members of the hospital corps in the :field campaigns as
m~y be required to ·b e mounted; pays for all incidental expenses of the
military service ·whicb. are not provided by other corps.
. .
The care and maintenance of national cemeteries is an add1t10nal
duty of this department. It also provides suitable headstones to mark
the g!aves ?fall soldiers, sailors, or marines who served during ~he late
war, mcludmg those who have been buried in private cemeteries and
other burial places.
Section 1139, Revised Statutes, makes it the duty of the Quarterma~ter-General, under the direction of the Secretary of War, to prescnbe_and e1:1force a system of accountability for all quart~rma~ter's
supplie furmshed the Army, its officers, sea.men, and marines.
CLOTIIING .A.ND EQUIP .A.GE SUPPLIES.

The sum of 1,200 000 wa aprropriated for clothing and equipage
for the pa t fiscal year.
Th re wa pla?ed t the credit of aid appropriation during the fiscal
r:r th e SU~ f
101.L on ac ount of i ues to the militia and
_ um ~ · 1 2,f} 1.41 from ales to officer., etc., making a total of
1 1
t.J 3 •
,,

.,J

'

....
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Of this amount- there was_paid out·du1'ing the fiscal year the sum of
$1,251,458.68, leaving a balance on hand June 30, 1894, of $269,623.85,
whfoh will be required to meet outstanding obligations.
The issues to the militia of the several States and TerritorieR during
the fiscal year amounted to the sum of $200,057.36.
The following issues were made during the fiscal year, which, with
the sales cr.eclited to miscellaneous receipts, repres~nt a total loss to
the clothing appropriation: ,
For Indian -prisoners of war, Mount Vernon ·barr~teks, Ala.. . . . • . . . . . . . . • .
To the militia of the District of Columbia ...... __ .' .............. . .: . . . . .
Sales of condemned and obsolete clothing and equipage, etc., proceeds,
less cost of sale ($221.30) credited to miscellaneous receipj;s. =. --~ .•••.•
.

$5, 225. 30
2,529.81
.
31,005.78

.

,

Total.~ ... . _,. ....••.. ...-.•..••.......••..•........... __ .•..•.....••• 38, 760. 89
IlOOTS.

During the last 'fiscal year several samples of boots differing fo pattern, weight, and quality, from the present standard were procured l>y
this department for examination. A selection was made of the sample
deemed most suitable for the cavalry service, and 100 pairs, conforming
to such sample, were manufactured and sent out 'for· triai to various
posts. From reports received these boots have given general satisfaction. The new pattern wi11 be adopted as soon as the stock on hand is
exhausted.
The new shoes issued to the enlisted men of the Army are c9mposed
of heavy calfskin leather, weighing from 55 to 60 pounds to the dozen
skins.
The side linings are of calfskin, and in addition thereto the vamps
are lined throughout with canvas duck. These shoes w:ere first issued
to the Army during the last fiscal year and have proved most satisfactory. Thus far their distribution has been limited to such sizes and
widths as can not be supplied from the stock of wax-upper campaign
shoes remaining on hand.
LEGGINGS FOR MOUNTED TROOPS.

The leggings of extra length provided by this department for use of
cavalry troops continue to be supplied and to give general satisfaction.
RUBBER CAPES.

A number of rubber capes, intended as a substitute for the rubber
ponchos and blankets heretofore supplied to the enlisted men of the
Army, were procured during the last .fiscal year. Fifty of these capes
were sent to the various posts for trial. From reports thus far received
opinions differ somewbat as to the merit of t,h e capes.
ALUMINIUM EQUIPMENTS,

The subject of substituting helmet and cap ornaments and batt_ons
made of aluminium, in lieu of brass, has been under considerat10n.
No conclusion has yet been reached, but the matter of reducing the
weight of such articles, if consistent with their durability, is of sufficient importance to warrant continued inves gation.
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TRANSPORT .A.TION.

During the fiscal year the Quartermaster's Department furnished
trans~ortation for 383,664 persons, 3,708 animals, and 89,855 tons of
materrn,1.
'.rhe sum of $73,360.27, exclusive of deductions on account of landgrant and bond-aided railroads, was expended during the year for the
principal movements of t,roops in changing stations.
The sum of $12,571.79 was expended for the transportation of troops
in connectio with summer encampments, practice marches, ~tc., and
$25,740.52 for the transportation of enlisted men to engage m target
practice and rifle competition.
,
.
During the fiscal year there was transported over the bond-aided
Pacific railroads, their branches, and leased lines 5,790 persons, 1,175
animals, and 15, 794 tons of freight.
Eight steamboats owned by the Quartermaster's Department h~ve
-beeu kept in service during the fiscal year at a cost, including reJ?airs,
of $82,296.47, and the sum of $5,439.77 was expended for the hire of
vessels temporarily required.
.
The sum of $111,037.36 was expended for roads, walks, gradmg, a nd
bridges; $7,057.~0 for wharves; and $92,398.19 for water, sew.erage,
plumbing, etc.
REG UL.AR SUPPLIES.

The average cost of cavalry horses was $99.19 per head, and of artillery horses $122.66 per head. This department purchased 957 cavalry
an,d 79 artillery horses at a total cost of $104,623.71, and 36 . team
hors_e§ and 281 mules at a total cost of $40,800.
.
.
The sum of $168,606.15 was expended for heating. and lighti?g;
$106,873.07 for illuminating supplies; $3,285.04 for vetermary supphesj
$'-7,,249.58 for wagons, carts, etc.; $61,347.69 for stoves, rang~s, an
e~tra parts; $19,001.08 for horse and mule shoes, horseshoe nails, an~
shoeing tools; $5,194.21 for post bakeries, schools, and gardens; an
$11,726.39 for table~are and kitchen utensils.
BARR.A.OKS .A.ND QUARTERS.

The act of Congress approved February 27, 1893, appropriated the
~um of $700,000 for barracks and quarters. This sum was ·expended
in the construction of officers' quarters, barracks, storehouses, stables,
etc., for t~e r_epair and alteration of buildings and for rent, et?· .
~ttenhon is again called to the insufficiency of the appropriati?n for
tlns branch of the service. Over one-half of the total appropnat10n
for b_arracks and quarters has been expended during the year for the
repair and alteration of buildings and for rent. The buildings at many
of the posts were origina]ly provided t.o meet a temporary emergency.
They are J?OOrly constructed and entirely inadequate for modern use.
They reqmr_e co? tant repair and the expenditure of large sums every
year to_ marntam them in a fairly habitable condition. This annual
expen~iture for th repair and alteration of these old structures reduce
m~te~ially the um that would otherwi e be available from thi appropna ~?n for th erection ?f new buildings. Increased appropriatio_n
for thi branch of the rvice will be in the interest of economy and i
earne ly r co ~ ,nd d i order that a larger sum may be available
fi r the con tr ti n f m able building for the accommodation of the
tr
t r pla the old ructure re£ rred to.
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There was expended from the appropriations made for the purpose
the sum of $49,767.34 for construction and repair of hospitals at military posts; the sum of $6,955.76 for the construction and 1°epair of hospital stewards' 'quarters, and the sum of $8,000 for shooting galleries
and expenses incident thereto.
MILITARY POSTS.

There was appropriated by act of Congress, approved March 3, 1893,
the sum of $350,000 "for the construction of buildings at and the
~nlargement of such military posts as in the judgment of the Secretary
of Warmaybenecessary," and with the balance of $120,397.30remaining
on hand from prior appropriations, together with the sum of $100,492
saved from previous allotments, etc., an aggregate of $570,889.30 was
available during the fiscal year for the purpose above _stated.
Of this sum the following apportionment was made:
Fort Ethau Allen, Vt ........ ..... .................... ........ .'... . . . . . .
Madison barracks, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Plattsburg barracks. N. Y ................................. ~............
Fort Thomas, Ky ... '............••....................... ~-........ . . . . .
Fort Sheridan, Ill ........................................... __ . . . . . . . . .
New l)OSt near Little Rock, Ark. ( attorneys' fees) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Wayne, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Crook, Nebr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Logan, Colo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Col nm bus barracks, Ohio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jefferson barracks, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·wmets Point, N. Y .....................................................
Miscellaneous expenditures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Balance on hand June 30, 1894 ..•............................•..........

$51, 808.04
34, 200. 10
42. 205. 66
46, 670: 10
2, 066. 00
200. 00
55, 029. 84
63, 845. 56
50, 975. 00
34, 035. 81
32, 718. 00
23, 266. 93
22,716.00
184.15
110,968.11

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 570, 889. 30

Some of the buildings authorized at the posts above named have been
completed, and the others are either in course of erection or under contract.
FORT HARRISON, MONT.

The following buildings have been contracted for at this post, in
addition to the water supply and sewer systems, and a branch railroad:
One double ba,rrack (brick) ........................................... . $30,588.00
Three double sets of officers' quarters (brick) .......................... . 32,502.00
Guarclbouse (brick) ................................................... .
5,575.90
One double set noncommissioned staff officers' quarters (brick) ........ .
2,740.00
Quartermaster's stable (brick) ...............................•..........
4,610.00
Bakery (brick) ........... ..... .............................. __ .• _•. __ ..
1,498.00
Scale house (wood) ................................................... .
440.00
Quartermasters' and subsistence storehouse (brick) .. .................. .
6,533.00
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

84, 486. 90

For plumbing, beating and gas piping in the above buildings an
expenditure of $13,964.71 bas been authorized.
MILIT A.RY POST NEAR LITTLE ROCK, ARK,

The work of construction at this post as provided for by acts of Congress, approved .April 23 and .August 5, 1892, bas not yet commenced,
but pla1:1s ?f the post, wate~-supply and sewer systems, and the necessary bmldmgs therefor are rn course ot preparation. .
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RESERV A.TION OF THE PRESIDIO, .S.A.N .FR.A.NCISCO, CAL;

Out of tho balance of $4,491.16 Temaining on hand at the begin~ing··
of the :fiscal year from the appropriation for this reservation, provided
by act of Congress approved August 5, 1892, the sum of $1,738:90.'Yas
expended during the year for purchasing, planting, and cultivatmg
trees, repairing fences, etc.
Tile trees generally are in a satisfactory condition.
DRILL HALLS.

. During the last fiscal year this department bas completed ~he infantry drill hall at Fort Sheridan, Ill., which has proved very satis~actory.
Iu the winter months the .hall was occupied daily for mountmg _the
guard, and was in constant use for musters, inspections, company dri~ls,
gallery practice, and gymnasium. Each hour of the day w3:s des~gnated for certain organizations to perform various official duties, with
very satisfactory results. ·
-·
.
Similar drill halls should be erected at all large posts as funds will ·
permit.
. RESERV .A.TIO NS.

The following reservation has been transferred to the Interior Department for disposition under the act approved July 5, 1884:

s:

Fort Rand~ll,
·Dak., 92,160. acres.
. h
The post at Camp Poplar River, Montana,, has been abandoned and the s_ame, wit
the buildings, has .been turned over to the Interior .Department for Indian school
purposes.
.
The site of old Fort Bliss Cemetery, Texas, has been transferred to. t_he city hof
El Paso for park and other public use in accordance with the prov1s1ons oft e
act of Congress approved March 3, 1893.'
.
. .
__
Under the act approved March 3, 1891, a site for a military post, contammg lt>o. 30
acre~, has been purchased at Eagle Pass, Tex. ( old Fort Duncan), at a cost
$20,000.

1

N.A.TION.A.L CEn-lETERIES.

There are 83 national cemeteries with 73 superintendents. During
the :fiscal year 7,637 white marble headstones were provided to !11ark
the gr~ves of Union soldiers, sailors, ~nd rna.rines buried in national,
pos~, c1ty, al).d village cemeteries.
. .
The necessary repairs have been made to the lodges, outbmldmg·s,
gat_es, inclosing walls, walks, water supply, etc., at the various cemeteries, and at all of them the grounds have been kept in good order ..
A contract has been made for the construction of a stone supermtendent's lodge and a cistern at the Custer Battlefield National Cemetery, and the work commenced.
Tbe outbuildings contracted for during the prece~ing fiscal y~ar _to
be erected _at the Fort Leavenworth, Kans., Soldiers' Home, District
of 9olumbia, Culpeper and Yorktown Va. and Grafton W. Va.,
nat~onal cemeteries, and the receiving v~ult at the .Arlingtod,Virginia,
nat10nal cell:1-et ry, have been completed.
~ n w brick stable has been erected at the Jefferson barracks, Mo.,
national em t ry t replace a imilar structure destroyed by fire,
Dece ber 1 , 1 93.
t Th .' um f 3,6 ?·21 was expended in ncce . aryrepa.irs to roadways
0 n ti nal em terie ,
n tructed by special authority of Congre- ·

QU-ARTERMASTER·-GENERAL~.

The road way from Mound City National Cemetery to Mound J unction, a distance of 14,469 feet, authorized by act of Congress approved
March 3., 1891, has -been·completed at a total cost of $9,974.10 .
.APPROACHES TO ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA., N.A_TION.A.L CEMETERY AND
PA.RIC.

The necessity for improved approaches to the Arlington National
Cemetery and Park, as referred to in my last annual report, is again
earnestly urged upon Congress, and an appropriation therefor recommended. Estimates made by engineers of this Department for the
construction of good macadamized road~, of a substantial and durable
character, fix. the cost at $50,000.·
.
The present intolerable condition of the approaches to this historical
spot, which forms a part of one of the most beautiful parks in the
coul).try, and where so many of the nation's heroes are buried, should
be remedied at the earliest practicable date, so as to render it more
accessible to the -people of the city of Washington, and to the thousands of visitors to the national capital from all parts of the country.
In this connection I also renew my recommendation of last year, that
an appropriation be made by Congress for the construction of a bridge
over the I'otomac, at or about the terminus of New York avenue, near
Observatory Hill, which, if constructed, will not only furnish a short
and direct route to the cemetery and park, but also be a means of
direct and rapid communication between the capital and the important
military post of Fort Myer, Va., which adjoins the cemetery on the
north. The value from a military point of view of a bridge at this
place is apparent.
ANTIETAM 13.A.TTLEFIELD.

In carrying out the provisions of the acts of Congress approved
August 30, 1890, August 5, 1892, and March 3, 1893, the work of surveying, locating, and preserving the lines of battle of the Army of the
Potomac and of the Army of Northern Virginia at Antietam, Md., has
been confined chiefly to fixing accurately the positions of the several
brigades of the two armies on the night of September 16 and 17, 1862,
just prior to the commencement of the battle, and preparing the last of
a series of three maps which will show tbe extreme advance of the
Union .Army on September 17. A vast amount of correspondence
has been carried on with a view to securing reliable information before
the maps are finally completed. No idea of the work done is to be
obtained by an inspection of the battlefield, and but little more will be
visible until the land (upon which permanent markers of storre will
be placed) is acquired by the Hovernment and the avenues are laid out.
Eight hundred acres will have to be acquired by the Government,
and after deducting the amount of money on hand the sum of $50,000
will be necessary to finish the work.
When the positions of the several brigades of the two armies and th0ir
batteries-a total of 232-are located correctly, and are designated by
temporary markers,- the work will be largely completed. The temporary markers will then be replaced by permanent tablets or monuments. The Ordnance Department has furnished the board with condemned cannon sufficient to mark the position of the batteries of each
army. These cannon are now at Sharpsburg, and will be placed in position when the land where the batteries fought is acquired by the Government.
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GET'.l.'YSBURG BATTLEFIELD.

The purchase of land for sites for monuments to indicate the positions
occupied by commands of the regular .Army at tbe battle of Gettysburg, and for approach roads thereto, as provided by acts approved
l\'Iarcb 3, _1887, October 2, 1888, and March 2, 1889, has been completed.
Each site has been marked with an iron tablet inscribed with the
n_ame of the command and the date of its engagement, a~d at each
site has been placed a cannon mounted on an iron gun carriage.
HALL OF RECORDS .

.Attention is again called to the crowded condition of the rooms used
for storing papers arid records in the War Department, and the recommendation that a suitable fireproof building be erected in some convenient locality, to contain the records of all the Executive Departments, is again renewed.
T~e act (public, No. 44) approved March 29, 1894, "to regul~te the
makmg of property returns by officers of the Government," providedThat instead of forwarding to the accounting officers of the Treasury Department
returns of publfo property in trusted to the possession of officers or agents, the Quartermaster-General, the Commissary-General of Subsistence, the Surgeon-General,
the Chief of'Engineers, the Chief of Ordnance, the Chief Signal Officer,. the P~ymaster-G~nera,l ,o f the Navy, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, or other ~ike_chrnf officers _m any Department, by, through, or under whom stores, supphe~, and other
public property are received for distribution, or whose duty it is to. receive or e~amrne returns of such property, shall certify to the proper accountrng office~ of the
Treasury Department, for debiting on the proper account, any charge agarn_st any
officer or agent intrusted with public property, arising from any loss, accrurng by
his fault, to the Government as to the property so intrusted to him.

Under the operation of this law some means will have to be prov_ided for the storage in the War Department of the future accumulat10n of records and accounts wbieh were formerly turned over to the
accounting officers of the Treasury. The storage space in the W~r
Department is utterly inadequate for the purpose. .As pertinent to this
subject, the following letter from the Third .Auditor to tbe Secretary of
the Treasury is quoted:
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE 'fHIRD AUDITOR,

Washington, D. C., July 18, 1894.
I inclose herein copy of act (Public No. 44) entitled "An act to regulate the making o! property returns by officers of the Government," approved March ~9, 1894..
As it was evidently the intention of Congress by this act to relieve this office Ill
t~e future of any care of property returns belonging to the offices of the Quarte~~a~tcr-General, Commissary-General, and Chief of Engineers, and of a~l r~spons1b1hty therefor, I think it right that all such returns now on the files of this o~ce
shonlll be removed, so that the files mav be relieved in some degree of the congestion
whic~ such returns help to produce. ·
. Be~ides a very large number of claims and accounts there are received annually
1 1:1- th1s o~ce nearly four million pension vouchers, and' it has become almost i_mposs1ble to dispose of them. All shelf room is filled to its utmost capacity, and it baa
11 ecome necessary to d_eposit accounts upon the floors, where they can not be properly
attenrled to, and are hkely to be 1lestroyed by mice, or otherwise injured.
/ th erefore respectfull.v request that yon ask the Secretary of ·war to withdraw
PJPeryy accounts pertaining to the above-named offices and now on the files oftbl.8
0
b ce, m order that some room may be made for the papers which leaitimately belong
ere.
•
b
·
thlf~~~1 shall be cl~n , the files room r maining will still be entirely inadequate to
t·
·t < s of tJ:1~ o~c , and I consequently further ask you to take under considera.ion ! Sn ' S ·itie. 111 tliat re 'P ct, and that further room for 1mcb purposes ma.y be
pr v11l cl at an ar1y date.
e 'P c fully your ,

aµ

AM'L BLACKWELL,

Hon. Jon .·

. 'ARLI LE
cretary of the TreaiJUry.

.Auditor.

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
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Shpuld Congress authorize tbe construction of a hall of records, the
question of its location is one of great importance, as the building should
be situated near the Executive Departments. A site on Seventeenth
street, south .·o f the new Corcoran Art Gallery, or south of Pennsylvania
avenue on Fifteenth street, would be a most, appropriate location for
the new building, as it -would be in close proximity to six of the eight
large Executive Departments. It is hoped that favorable action in this
matter will be taken by Congress at an early date.
-

t

SUBSTITUTION OF PRESS COPIES FOR DUPLICATE RETURNS.

During the past fiscal year a considerable saving in time and clerical
labor bas been effected by directing all officers of the Quartermaster's
Department rendering money accounts and property returns to make
but one written copy of papers relating to such accounts, substituting
a press copy for the duplicate retained by the officer.
A further saving of work has also been effected by substituting for
tbe record letters sent and index, kept by officers of the Quartermaster's Department, a letterpress book, in which all correspondence
will be copied and indexed.
CONSOLIDATED MESSES.

In addition to the consolidated messes mentioned in mv last annual
report, this system has been established at the followingL posts during
the past fiscal year: Fort Bliss, Tex.; Madison Barracks, N. Y. 0 Fort
Sam Houston, Tex.; Fort Leavenworth, Kans.; and Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y. Time and experience are fast demonstrating the wisdom
of the change.
REDUCTION IN '.l'HE CLERICAL FORCE.

Under the provisions of the act of Congress approved July 31, 1894,
making appropriation for the legislative, executive, and judicial expenses of the Government, for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1894,
this office suffered a reduction of 12 in the clerical force, as follows: 2
clerks of class .4, 2 clerks of class 3, 4 clerks of class 2, 4 clerks of class
$1,000.
This loss of clerical assistance has greatly retarded the work of the
office, and experience has shown that the business with which this office
is charged can not be efficiently conducted without additional clerical
help. With a view to providing the necessary assistance, I have
included in the estimates for the next :fiscal year the following additional clerks: 3 clerks of class 2, 3 clerks of class 1, 2 clerks of class
$1,000.
With this additional force it is believed that the work of the office
can be efficiently performed.
It is gratifying to testify to the faithful and efficient services rendered by the officers and employes of this department, and to acknowledge their valuable assistance.
Attention is invited to the accompanying reports of the officers on
duty in this office.
Respectfully,
R. N. BATCHELDER,

Quartermaster-General, U. S. Army.
Hon.

DANIEL

S.

LAMONT,

Se9retary of War.
WAR 94.-VOL I--17
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List nf papers accompanying the annual report of the Q·uarterrnaster-General for the fiscal
year ending _Jnne 30, 1894.
1. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, deputy quartermaster-general, 'IT· S. Afl!lY, ·
uf tho operat10ns of the finance, jns.pectfon, money, and property accounts, clothmg .
returns, and clothing supply branches, Quartermaster-General's Office, for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1894.
A.. Statement showing articles of clothino- and equipage and material on hand at
tho jssuing depots of the Quartermaster's D~partment, June 30, 1893, the quantities
1rnrchased, manufactured, received from posts and depots, taken up, sold, transferred to general depots, expended, issued to the rA.rmy and the m_ilitia, and the quan- titics remaining in depots June 30, 1894.
·
2. Report of Maj. D. D. ·wheeler, quartermaster, U. S. Army, of the operations of
the transportation and regular supplies branches, Quartermaster-General's Office,
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894..
3. Report of Capt. W. S . .Patten, assistant quartermaster, U.S. Army, of tho operations of the miscellaneous claims, cemeterial, and mail and records branches, Quartermaster-General's Office, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894.
.
A. Statement of disbursement of appropriation, national cemeteries, clunng the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1894.
4. Report of Capt. C. P. Miller, assistant quartermaster, U. S. Army, of the operations of tho barracks and quarters branch) Quartermaster-General's Office, for the
:fiseal. year ending June 3-0, 1894.
.
A. Statement showing property rented by the Quartermaster's Deparmen:t dunng
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894.
5. Report of Capt. O. F. Long, assistant quartermaster, U.S. Army, of the operations of tho reservation branch, Quartermaster-General's Office, for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1894~
.
A. Statement of e4penclitures authorized for water, sewerage, and p~umbmg,
chargeable to .appropria,tion ''Army transportation," for the fiscal year endmg June
30, 1894:
B. Statement of expenditures authorized for lighting, heating, etc., chargeable to
appropriation "Regular 1:mpplies," for the fiscal year ending June 30, 18~4.
C. Statement showing military reservations turned over to the Interior Departmentor otherwise di1:1pose-cl-of from 1858 to June 30, 1894.
.
.
D. Statement giving alphabetical list of military reservations, showmg location,
size, how occupied, accommoaations for officers and men, etc., on June 30, 1894.

W.A..R DEPARTMENT,
QUAR'l'ERM.A.STER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

·- - - - Washington, D. O., Augu-s t 15, 1894.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit a report of the oper3:tions of
the finance, inspection, money, and property accounts, clothing and
~quipage returns, and clothing supply branches for the fiscal year endmg June 30,-1894.
FINANCE .

. Th~s b~anch has charge of matters relating to the procurement and
distribution of _funds, the compilation and preparation for Congress of
the annual estimates of funds for the service of the Quartermaster's
Department, and for funds required for the Quartermaster-Gener~l's
office; the examination of estimates of funds received from disbursmg
officers, and th~ issue of requisitions in favor of such disbur ~ng
officers; the action upon settlements made at the Treasury of claim
and accounts pertaining to the Quartermaster's Department; the
abstra?ting of weekly and monthly statements of funds for comparison with the Trea ·ury records, and the conducting of the nece sary
co_rr spondence and the keeping of the prescribed records onnected
with the foregoing.

Financial statement fo1· fiscal yea,· ending Jime 30, 1894.
[.From the balqnco books -µpon which, l\11 debits and credits are record ed.]
Appropriated .
Balance in
Treasury
undrawn
.July 1, 1893.

Appropriations.

Placed to
credit of
a:ppropriat1ons c1uring the
Dato of ;i.ct . yea.r, being the
proceeds
of sales to

.A.mount.

------7---j---J---I

o1!t~~s,

Plac~d t?
credit o_f
appropnat1ons by
Treasury
transfer
warrants.

.

1871 andprioryea1·s, trans-

Total to
be accounted
for.

1

-----r

Requisi·
Amounts
tions
charged
issued on against
. settleappFoRemitted to ments priations
disbursing made at by '.l'reasofficers.
Treas.ury urytransof claims fer war.
allfl acrants.
counts. .

-

-----

Balance in
.A.mounts '.rreasury
carried to undrawn
Total ac:
Juno 30,
surplus
counted for.
1894, and
fund, act
.June 20, available for
outstanding
1874.
obligations.
_ _ _ _ ___ .
j

>

1

1

~

f er account.

Transportation of officers
and their baggage .... _.

........... .

Transportation of the
Army and its supplies_ -1

$19. 101.- •••••.•••••

$10.10 1_

1

1889-'90.

$2, 997. 211". - . - - - - - - - ·

-i-

$19.10, •••...•.•.• - ·

1

$21 911. 21,.: .•.... _. I.

2,998. 21!-

1.00

-1~1 ........ -·

==r=

1890-'91.

_. I
-~-11~·;,·~--~·;·;,,;--~·;·-~·;,·1·I;··;,,;·;;·;··;,,;·~-~-·===·ti·=·=··=·=·=··=·=·-,1===4=0=2=.7_71- .......... ~·I·..... ..........................
I
I

C~1}s~~~~1l~s -~~~-~~~~~.bl=~4~0!2~.7~7+-1-~·::::,·;·_·;,·;··;,,;·;·~1891 and prior years.

I

¥:Jl~~t!t~~t~e:s~s·::: ::: :::::::::::: ::::::.- ::::::I:

2,261.411.
344. 82 _
11.88 ---·--·····

Ba~racks and qu::irtePs- - - - -. -- -. -. -. -·- Tran,portaTion

411- .......... --1·· ....... ·1· .... -.. -.
344. 82 _•• _. • • • • • • • • . • _- - • - - - . . - - - - - - - - .,,

of _tho

y and it, ouppliea. ·

760. 67 ....• · · · · · ·

·

·· · · •

·

·

• ·

·

769. 67

•·

t:::: : ······ •
• I .... •,."~ • .. • •, ........ • • .. • ...

: • :: • :

I

:

1

.

$19. 10

a::
p:,'(f.l

·2, 998. 21

402. 77

l~--~--

=

402. 77

~~!: ~~I: --.. --...--.

769.
67
111. 21

~

$87. 00

11.88

11.88 ---··-··----. -- ·- -· · ·--- -- - -,---·-

;~~~~;t1:~~::~~.• •:: : •: ::-:: : • • • • : : : :•:··: , : : : • :: : : ~~ ~
A

2,

'.!, 261.

ID
C1

2,261.41
344. 82
11.88

b3
~
ch
t_zj
~
t_zj

~

769. 67

I

111. ~l

24

:::·:·:::: . 8, .., : : : [ : : ~ - - 3 , 499: 23
~

~

~
~

]!'foa11uitil statement for fiscal year ending·June 30, 1894-Continued.

0
Appropriated.

Approprintiou8.

:Snlance in
Trensm·y
undrawn
July 1, 1893.

.Amount.

I

IPlaced
to
credit of

appropriations during t,he
year, beDate of act. ing the
proceeds
of sales to
officers,
etc .

Placed to
credit of
appropriations by
Treasury
transfer
warrants.

Total to
be accounted
for.

Requisi- Amounts
tions
charged
issued on against
approRemitted to settledisbursing ments priations
made
at
by
Treasofficers.
Treasury ury transof claims fer warand acrants.
counts.

Balance in
Amounts Treasury
carried to undrawn
surplus
June 30,
Total acfund, act
1894, and
counted for.
June 20, available for
1874.
outstanding
obligations.

I

~

t_zj

'1:1

0

~

1891

~

rrnd prior years,
tran.~tr account.

0

:Res;-nlnr supplies ...... .. .
JncHfontal expenses ..... .
Trnnsportn tion of the
.Army n11d its supplies . .
National cemeteries . ..... .
Total

$246, 051

1. 00

2,056. 76, •• - .. - - _. .. - .

$1,096. 44,. _•••••••••
268, 41 .. - . _____ •, I _,, • ,

__ ., ___ ,

$1,096.44
514. 46

16. 82
428. 04
1. (10 . - - .. ·- . . -

444. 86
1. 00

263. 87f 1,792.89

2,056.76

Total

~

tzj

00

tzj

0
pj

1891-'92.

Regular supplies ........ .
Incidentnl expenses .... . .
Horses for cavalry and
nrtillery ............... .
Barracks and quarters .. .
Transportation of the
Army nnd its supplies ..
Clothing, camp and garrison equipage .......... .
Construction and repair
of hospitals ......... .. .
National cemeteries ..... .
Pay of superintendents of
national cemeteries ... ..
Shootini:i; gallleries and
ranges ............ ..... .
Quarters for hospital
stewards

l,:j

8

872. 57, . .. ·-·· - - ..
485. 61
13.47,---··----- ·

237,555.35
87,582.15

$3,119.04
5,985. 82

tzj

945:-821. - - ... - - - -1$233, 490. 49
222. 36 . - •. - •• __ . 31, 373. 97,. - . - - ... - ... _

44, 759. 90 . . _____ _ . . __ . . _ . . . ____ . . . . _ . ____ . 44, 759. 90,. ___ .•.. . __ . _
6, 936. 70 1... __. _. ____ . 1 1, 691. 86 1.. _.. __ .. _1 5, 244. 84
189,259.08
33,511.68

14, 633. 34I 57, 560. 63I.... _____ - 1 117, 065. 11,. _. _. _. .... _.
5,000.00

1. 131. - - - . - - • _-1

1, 504. 361. - . - - .. - - - - . · 1· .. . . - - - - · 1· - - • - - . .. ·1
301. 35
. 25
166. 96 .. _... _. . .
949. so

552. 693. 6'i

. _.... _______ .... _.. _. _.. _... _.. .

~

P>
pj

44,759.90
6,936.70
189, 259. 08

~

0

~

28, 510. 55,. - - . - .. - - - - ..

33,511.68

::a

1, 504. 36
134. 14 ....... _.... .

1,504.36
301.35

~

949. so\. ____ ... __ . _.

949. 50

206. 031. ·· ·-- ·-·--- .

206. 03

127. 57 . - . - . •. - - - - ..

127. 57

28, 738. 45I 60, 588. 76I. _..... __ . 463, 366. 461 .... _.... __ . - I
J

237,555.35
37,582.15

552, 693. 67

>

18~-'93.

l

Regular supplies ...... _.. 343, 882. 58'
23, 950. 181............ .
Incidental expenses ---...
Horses for cavalry and
artillery ............. _..
12,254.97
:Barracks and quarters ... .
82, 825.99
Transportation of the
Army and its supplies ..
Clothing, camp and ganison equipage .. - .. - . . . . . . 224,420.09
Construction and repair
of hospitals.-- ........ _............. ,..... . . ..... .
National cemeteries . __ ...
2,151.17
Pay of superinteridents of
national cemeteries ... _
756. 33, ...••.. - - ....
Shooting galleries and
ranges ........... __ .. __ .
1.47,...•...••••••
Quarters for hospital
stewards

74,692. 05, .•..• •.
12,075.01 ... _..•....

418,575.53
36,025.19

112, 479. 691 4, 361. 98 .... - 172. 66 . _.... : : : : I •• - • • 12, 296. 47

3,407.80
22, 603. 341 _.•..•.....

15,662.77
105,429.33

10!:

44,819.13 ....

574,567.59

50,333.20

274,753.29

772. 69
2,202.021 ........•..

772. 69
4,353.19

22.00

~gg: gg ····icis." sci ::: : : : : : : :I:::::::::::

268,406.62
228. 29

301,733.86
23, 556.06

418,575.53
36,025.19

14,072.27
417. 31

15,662.77
105,429.33

190,466.37

574,567.5

609. 05 ,... _.. ___ .

5,737.62

274,753.29

~t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

538. 90
•551. 48

772. 69
4. 353.19

335, 021. 46 49, 079. 76 ..... _. __ .

5. 50

3, 68:: :: . __ __~~--

778. 33

1: : : : : : : : : : :

::: ::1 ::::::::: I ,.:::: ·-;.;;;:;; -···;;_;;i::::::::: F=j

t=====l=====t:===·=-=
· ·=·=··i" 211, 72~ . . . . . . . . . . . 1,432,889.58

Total

• • • • •

770. 33

778. 33

!:)

330. 63

330. 63

d

1,641.04

,-··_··_·_··_·_··

~

>-3

7,;7e75J 1, 432, 889. 58
~ ·=v=v=~·=·v=·=·
=·-,,__. ~

~

o;<H!

839, 741. 96 ~

>

482. 921 . ~ - - -

trj

~

>

1893-'94.

·1······ ····

Regular supplies ....... _.
2,525, ooo. 001 Feb. 27, 1893 1 129, 142. 651···· .. _... ·J 2,654,142.651 2, 352,730.931. - · -- - 0·• 8·5
1 • . •. •. - - - . - . I - - • • • • . - • • •
Incidental expenses _... __
650 1 000. 00 • • • .dO • • •....
1, 302. 15 . . . . . . . . . . .
651, 302. 15
633, 787. 30
Horses for cavalry and
artillery . __ ... ...... _.. _
130, 000. 00, .... do ...... .
130,211.90
211. 90
:Barracks and quarters ..... _..... ___ ..
700,000.00 .... do ... _.. .
700, 764.24
764. 24, ......•.. - Transportation of the
Army and its supplies .. .
2, 600, 000, 001. • • •c10 · • •••• - 1 11 I 664. 481.......... · 12, 611, 664. 4812 1 089 1 324. 62116, 283, 58,. """ "" ~ - ""
Clothing, camp and garrison equipage .. _... _.... ,..
1, 200, 000. 00 .... do .. _.... 321, 082. 53 ..•.... _... 1, 521, 082. 53 1, 251, 458. 68 . - - - - - · · • · · - - · · - · · - ·
Construction and repair
50. 311. 04
50, 000. 001. _.. do ....... ,
311. 04
I:::: : :: : : :
N
100,000.00
100, 000. 00 Mar. 3, 1893 .. _. _. .. ... , ...... ..•..
Pay of superintendents of
national cemeteries ... ..
60, 860. 67 . - - • • - - • - • I - - - • - • • • - •
61,880.00
61, 880. 00 .... do . -..... I • . • - • - - • • • • I , • • • • • • • • • •
Shooting galleries and
8, 050, 00 ...... • • · •I•• - • • • • • - •
8,050.00
ranges ........ -... - - .. - ... - .. - - - .. - .
8,000.001 Feb. 27, 1893
50. 00,. ··-· ..... .
Quarters for hospital
7,086.26
7,074.93
.......
1
stewards-······-·--------··-·-··--·
7,000.00 .... do···-···
86. 26,.-. --- _. -- .

1. _.. _._.... .

~~i: ~!~:~~I::::::::: :1::: :::::: :, ___ ... ____ _
~i: ~i~: !! ::::::::::

~fi~~!f~:!:'~t~;ie·s· ::::::

Total ..... ... - -- - - - .. ·-· ........ 8,031,880. oo

......... .... .

301,411.72 2, 654, 142. 65
651,302.15
17,504.00

U1

i-3

trj
~

130,211. 90
700, 764-. 24

Q

506,056.28 2, 611, 664. 48

ztrj

26,273.20
69,516.51

269,623.85 1, 521, 082. 53
6. 82
1,793.56

50,311.04
100,000.00

1,019.33

61,880.00

I

trj
~

>
r4

8,050.00 •

--r--.... ·r--......·1,193,216.60 8,496,495.i
11. 331

7,086.26

"I

1, on. 82

8,496,495.25 7,286,984.22 ~ ; .•. - . - - _............ :

Oertified claims.
Transportation of the
Army and its supplies, .

1,011. 82,..•. • _...... .

... ··.... ..1. ..........I

1, on. .,[_ ...........

-1----··· .. J........ ·1----....... [

1,011.

t-..:>

-~

>--6

l-..:l

Financial statement fo1· fiscal year ehding ,June 30, 1894-Continuod.
'

'

Placed to
credit of
appropria·
tions dur·
ing the
year, be·
.A.mount. I Date of act. ing the
proceeds
of sales to
officers,
etc.

Requisi. /
tions
.A.mounts
issued on charged
settle.
against
Remitted to men ts
appro·
disbursing made at priat ions
of;Iicers.
Treasury by Treas·
of claims u~y trans·
and ac. fer war·
counts.
rants.

Appropriated .

A1l1n·o1>dn:.io11s.

Balance in
Treasury
undrawn
July 1, 1893.

~
~

Placed to
credit of
appropria·
tions by
Treasury
transfer
warrants.

Total to
bo ac.
counted
for.

Balance in
Amounts Treasury
undrawn
carried to
' June 30,
Total ac.
surplus
1894, and
counted for.
fuD(l, act
Jun e 20, available for
•
outstanding
1874.
obligations.

I

p:1

M

l-0

0

pj

t-:3
I11deji11itfJ or special.

0

A wart111 to c.:irtain citizens
of J t'fferson County, Ky ·1 · .......... · 1

n~~~~b~,

N~e:. ..~~~~~~ ............ .

l3nttlo Jines nntl sites for
tnblots at .A.utiot-mn . . . .
Bnriul ot' indigent soldiers
Ilcaclstones for graves of
Rolcliors............ . ....

$19,310.00
27, 311. 08

15, 000. 001 Mar. 3, 1893
1,500.00: ... do .......
25, 000.001.... do • · ·• • · · 1· · · · · ·

·I· .............

M~l!~1'
.1'J ef~s.t~ .~~~:.. ~~~~.
Military post, .A.tlanta,Ga.

- · · · ·, · · · · · · · · · · ·

$10. 12, .•.........
22,391.74 .... . . . ... .

26,310. OQ
500. 00

34,310.00
1,500.00

52,311.08

21,901.25

29,791.99

52,311.08

i~I· ··5os: 54a.' sol·· i; sio.' iiol....!~~~~~I::::::::::: 1··· io4,' isa: 43

10.12
098, 993. 29

13,339, 51

13,339.51

13,339.51
71,733.54
82!). 31

829, 31 ..•.....•. , - _-_• • • • • · • • · ·, • · · • • · I • · · · ·

·1--·· ... ···1--·· ..... ·1···· ...... .

o ••

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

T •

• •

20, 000. 00
100, o~o. oo
30, 000. 00

80, 000. 00\ Mar. 3, 1893

· · • .• · • • •

25,000.00 .... ,..... . ..........

13,286.60

10,500.00 .......•..........•.

M
t-3

>-

~

>-<
0

829. 31

1--:rj

15,000. 00

15,000. 00

?J

·1· ........... .

174,850.00

1·........ ·1· ... . ..... .

00, 000. 00

~

~

20, 000. 00 .... . ................... . . . , . . . . ......•.•.. .
12, 000. 00\.. .' ...... ·

0

15,004.80
75,000.00

• '•' "

174,850.001 ..... . ... · 1· ·.- , ..... ·_·1--. . . .....•

tr:l
Ul
trj

15,004.86
75,000.00

0

174, 850. 0.0\

t-3

tI1

71, 733.54

71,733. 54, ......•... , .......... , .. , ... - ... .

15,000.00 ................. .. ... - ......... .

N. Y .................... I 174,850.00

500. 00

$f: ~~~:~~I:::::·:::: :1: ::: ::::::'· ··········

15,004.861
75, 000, 00 ............
... , ... • .•

Military post, Fort Snell.
ing, Minn ............. .
Military post, Plattsburg,

f500. 00
34,310.00
1,500.00

098, 9~i:

l'rj

$6, 52;:l. 50

• ••• • •

500. OOI Mar. 17, 1893

M~~~:~~t ~.~~~·. -~~~~~~~ .........................
l\filitnry posts... ....... .. 326,601.55
350,000.00 Mar. 3, 1893
Military post near New.
P,Ort, 'ky., buildings....
13, S39. 51 ........... ..
Military post, at Fort
Omaha, Nebr...........
71,733. 54 1. . . . . . . . . . . . .
YJl,it~y post, Fort Bliss,
Iex ................... .

Military post at Eagle
1•ass, Tex., site ....... .
li.tilitary post, Ilolonn,
Mont .................. .
Militn.ry storehouse,
Oma.ha, N obr ........... I
Monuments or ta.blots at
Gettysburg ........ . ... .

$6, 523, 50 I • • • •

$6, 523. 501 Mar. 3, 1893

........... .

20,000. 00

88,000.00

100,000.00

35, 000.00

60, ooo. 00

1

2,780.60

>-

I

13, 286. 60 ;'

Offloers' quarters, mili·
tary post at Columbus,
Ohio ................... .

I

:1.~:::: :: ::::::~1:::::::::: ::::: :: .·····

Purohnso of lmildings nt
1
. military posts ......... .
9, :::::: ::::::: ::: : :
Purchase of land for tar·
get rauge.s, Fort Mc·
Pherson, Ga ........... .
16,500. 00,..•.•••.••.. · 1· ••.••....••. • \ • .•.•...••.
Purchase of Fort Brown
reservation ............. , 160, 000. 00
...................... , ................... 1 . . . .
Reconstructing bridge,

I

Niobrn,ra, Nebr .................... .

7,000. OOj May 7, 1894

3,680.00

10, 000. OOj :Mar. 3, 1893

Road to the national oem.
etery presidio of San
Francisco, Cal ......... .
Road to the national oem·
etery at Hampton, Va ...
Repairing roads to na.
tional cemeteries . . . . . . .
Water supply, Fort D. A.

1,,_

8, 000. OOI Mar. 3, 1893

9, ::::

::1:::::: :::::::I...... -.. -I-...... ,..I. ......... -

160 000. 00\ ... • • • • •a•••. J. • • • • • • • • • I • • • • .

rn, 680. oo

1, 910. 001.....•.. , . I • • • • • • • •

2, 000. 00, .•... • .
1• • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • •

30, 089. 77

9,977.481

9,917.48

16, 500. 001

16,500. 00

160, 000. 00

160, 000. 00

7, ooo. 00

7, ooo. 00

• • • • " I • • • " • • •" • • •

1

2,000. 00,.........•...
22, 089. 77

411.90

471. 90,.... , ..... ,.. ·...... · · ·

13,680.00

11,770.00

•• 1 • • • • • • ••

••••"I"<•••• •••·

2,000.00

I

2,000.00

1 · • • • • • • • •• I • • • • • • •

11, 636. 56 · • • • •'' • • · · • •" • • • •' '

I •• • • ••• • • • •

Rua;~~~::~~;~::::: ~~ . .:;.-;;;: ~ : :::: ::::::1;;, ;;;:~;1:::::::::::1~~1-·;;;,-;;;:;;1··;,-;;; ~1-....;;:;;1:::::::::::1

18,453.21

30,089.77

2,958.15

2,958.15

63¾ 028

2311, 595,869.11

Ar-my transportation,

·\

Total

I

I

96.391 139,8G9.01

865. 19
5~, 671. 61
63, 830. 98
16,537.62

•• • • • • • • • • • . .
865. 191.. ~ ............. .... ·1·... . . . . . . . . .
••••••••.• . , . fi8, 671. 61 ............................ , • • • . •
..... , • . • . . . . 63, 830. 98 . • . .- ..•..••.•••........ , . . . • . • . . .
.••........... 16,537.62 ······ ·••· ·.········:· ••••'.·.··~····

139,905.40 .. , .•••...•.. 139,905. 401-·· ·· ·· · ·· ...........

1....... ... ...

8155. 19
~s. 671. 61 ,
63, 830. 98
16,537.62
139:_9~~

711,333. 18j 139,810.01 12,227,840. DO 9,108,372.15 283, !!76. 781 1,803, 01 460,884. 7912,367, 504.1712, 227,840.90

. has
NoTE.-Therecords
of this office
$75
been paid on settlement
madesh
atfut hTat of the amopnt appropriated for
e

II

q

~

~

i
~

~

Pacific ?"Oads.

865. 19
58, 575. 22
63, 830. 98
16,537.62

I:)

~

6
~

/

t_,rj

~

r

blaims for quartermaster stores and commissaTy supplies," act of March 3, 1887, the sum of

reasury durmg this fiscal year .

~
~

~

The records of this office show the following amounts remitted from regular and from indefinite or special appropriations:

Departments, etc.

,I:\!)

Ci:i
~

.
Remitted from regular appropriations.

Regular
supplies.

I

I

Horses Barracks T_ranSJ?Orta-1 Clothing,
Incidental! for caval·
and
tion of the camp. and
expenses. ry_ and
quarters. _Army a~d
gai:nson
artillery.
its supplies. equipage.

I

Pay of
•
superin·
Quarters
Construe. National teodents Shooting
galleries
for
tion and
cerue. of nation·
hospital
ancl
repair of
teries. al ceme· ranges. stewards.
ho1Witals.
teries.

Total.
pO
t,,j

------------,

t f tho Enst
the .Miss~~~i:::: ~ ~ ~
Depart nwut of Texns..............
Department ot: tho l'ltitte..........
Dt•pnrtmcnt 0 ~ D11 ~?ta : . . . . . . . . . . .
Dl•pnrtmont ot California......... .
Depnrtruout o~ the Columbia ......
Deptu·tment ol the Colorado. ......
Depot at New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Depot at Philndelphi11,.............
Depot at Washington, D. C........
Depot at .Jeffersonville.............
Depot at St. Louis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Depot at San Francisco.-...........
Columbus barracks, Ohio..........
.Jetrerson barracks, Mo.. . . . . . . .. . . .
West Point", N. Y . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .
Wil~ets Point, New York Harbor..
Dav:1ds Island, New ~rk Harbor..
D

t

l)~~!~t::t gr

~

l---l---1---1

$2-18 526. 39
266: 397.15
150, ?53. 69
239, 3?3. 65
422, ~38. 32
94,601.46
!38, 045. 38
360,742.27
64, 034. 26
21,165.98
26,848. 62
105, 112.40
12,408. 51
15,762.05
20,109.02
29, 345. 361
'.!4, 248. 35
848. 79
2, 15-!. 761

$77 608. 61 • . . . • . . • . . $91, 251. 37
68; 599. 38 $9,345.75 94,619.51
36,429. 78 17, 86~. 47 53,306.11
51,612.19
8,136.27 58,334.64
57,446.00 10,511.91 49,619.97
27,809. 61
1,820.00 25,510.67
27,030. 7~
7, 54!, 80 20,308.14
49,240. 2o
120. 00 52,252.27
29, 062. 00
2, 515. 20
3, 944. 41
25,029.39... . .......
3,065. 08
29,094.92..... . ... ..
4,906.94
37,688. 04...........
234. 50
16, 355. 02 46, 075. 30
2, 843. 56
19,323.25 . . . . . . . . . . . 13,664.32
7,359.74.... ..... ..
6,095.25
7, 905. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 356. 17
10,500.00. .. . .• . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
2,030.00 . . . . . . . . . . .
3,441. 75
4, 503. 00 . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 000. 00

$204, 793. 63
$361. 80 $28, 463. 31 . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . .
$918. 59
$869. 94 $652, 793. 64
173,976.93
58. 40
3,371. ?O
$15. 00 . . . . . . . . . . 1,624.82
698. 26 618, 707.10
129, 7~1. 69
41. 00
2, 4g8. 38 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
839. 33
60. 00 391,091.45
148, 1.>0. 67
234. 81
l, 6~9. 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
736. 89 . 50. 00 508,218.62
221,212.44
l, 105. 00
1,776.02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
382. 29 2,051. 75 76'!, 043. 70
91,423.30
132. 00
1,048.68 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,447.78
13. 00 243,806. 50
60,971.58
39. 00
989. 65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
68~. 97 . . . . . . . . . . 255. 619. 27
287,871.40
31. 00
3,574. 59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 1,343.93
977. 08 756,157.79
174, 022. 95
10. 70 . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 334. 56
$900. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275. 824. 08
53,103.79
958,385.58 . . . .. . . . . . . 2,674.09 2,280. 00 ............•.... .. . 1,065,703.91
51,250.54 ......... - ... ........... 52,007.46 20,440.00..... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 184,548.48
99,083.40
139,927.93. . ......... 5,548.43 3,840.00 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 391,434.70
121, 879. 40
5, 808. 72 . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 480. 92 11, 075. 67 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 225, 927. 10
35,596.28
136,930.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
748. 76
720. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 222,744.91
29,349.82.. ... . . . . •. . .
396. 00..... .. . . . . . •. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .
24. 90
63,334.73
19, 258. 83
112. 00
2, 006. 011...·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 2, 255. 00
72 238. 37
4,824.45
8. 00 ..•........
69. 40..... ... . .
39; 650. 2tJ
3,361.05
10. 00
300. 00........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9,991.59
16, 591. 66 . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75. 00
28, 324. 42

I.......... .. ........

;~~gy~f£l\ J~~ i:m:ntU\jrn ii:~:~)tm:>ttintt<ttY\t ~:rn
li!l~lri~R\,\\ \;\;'.; ·~:ItI~[\;\\\\I;: ;~t:::\i~~t)'.\ \\\}\.'.Mf\ \l\\;\\\\}\ l\\})!1:;
m:~~
Fort l,IoP~erson, Ga...............

1, 50-!. 26

3, 670. 00 . . . . . . . . . . .

300. 00

1,938. 25\... ........

362. 001

320. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26, 277. 22 21, 605. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

53; 676. 48

\l \ ii\\\;\:\~ \\\'.

~ort Ifarri11on, ~font . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

t~.ri1~1:tiJ.~·I;.\~~:::::::::::::::::

170. 30
1

iJi

i~ni1:::·.::::::: ...... ~~-.~~

19,006.23 . ................ . .... .
2

·1·.................. · 1· ......... ......... · 1

~tii ::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ~::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

21,476. 78

0

pj

i.-3
0

1-zj
~

lJ:1
t,,j

U1

trj

0
pj
trj
~

>
pj
t-<
0

1-zj

~

>

~

t:ii~l~r:::::1~¾K:~: : :~::::: mJz IHL:::: : :::::::::::::
1

Fra?kford !l'rsenal, Pa . . -..................... - -.

~::~:ri~:s!;8:i_~i}/~~::::::::::

Rock Islancl arsen'11, Ill............
Watertown arsenal, Mass..........
Watervliet arsenal, N. Y.. ........
Benicia arsenal, Cal................
Total

1,~!ug
635. 34
1,

2,138.15
2,682.30
1,574.34

10. 00 - .. - .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

HJ~]:::::::::::::]:::::::::::I:.:::::::: :j:: :~ ~~~~ ~~, ~~~~~~~~~~I~~~~~~)!

999. 96 _.. __ .. _... _.... - - -· - - - - · · · · ·::::: : : : .......................... .

5:Ji ::::::::::: ::::::::::: ........
96.00 ····-········ -·····
157. 87 ...... - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I 231. 75
65. 77 -... -. ·'- ............. _
370. 85 ..................... _
139. 55 ..................... _

'399" 11
828. 35 ·
534: 00:. _. _.. _.....
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INSPEC'l'ION.

The work of this branch is largely of a miscellaneous character. It
takes cognizance of all matters relating to the personnel of the officers
of the Quartermaster's Department, their assignment to stations, etc~,
and also as to clerks and others employed in the office of the Quartermaster-General and in the Quartermaster's Department at large; prepares the biennial and annual reports, monthly returns of officers of
the Quartermaster's Department,. the monthly and semimonthly J)ay
rolls of the employes in this office, and. acts on all ~atters pertaining
to post quartermaster sergeants and to the detachment of Army service
men, Quartermaster's Department, at West Point, ·N. Y.
The 80 post quartermaster sergeants and the 117 men composing the
·detachment of Army service men, Quartermaster's Department, are
reported to have generally performed satisfactory service during the
:past fiscal year. As to the latter organization Capt. W. H. Miller,.
assistant quartermaster, commanding officer, reports as follows:
1

1

Number of men in detachment July 1, 1893 ..................................... 113
Number of men transferred or discharged during fiscal year ending Juno 30, 1894. 30
83
Number of men enlisted and transferred to detachment during fiscal year ending
June 30, 1894:............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
Number of vacancies iu detachment June 30, 1894... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

116
1

Total ............................................... _...... _.. . . . . . . . . . . 117

During the past fiscal year 88,655 books, pamphlets, orders, circulars,
and other printed matter were distributed through this branch for the
official use and information of officers of the Quartermaster's Department.
The officers of the Quartermaster's Department, regular establishment, are as follows: 1 Quartermaster-General, 4 assistant quartermasters-general, 8 deputy quartermasters-general, 14 quartermasters~ 30
assistant quartermasters, 1 military storekeeper; total, 58.
MONEY .A.ND PROPERTY ACCOUNTS.

The duties of this branch consist of the administrative examination
of the money accounts rendered by officers serving in the Quartermaster's Department before their transmission to the accounting officers
of the Treasury for final action, and also the examination of returns
of quartermaster's stores rendered by the same officers.
Under the act of Congress approved March 29, 1894, it was provided
that instead of forwarding to the accounting officers of the Treasury
Department the returns of quartermaster's stores rendered by the officers of the Quartermaster's Department, the Quartermaster-General~hall certify to the proper accounting officer of t.h e Treasury Department, for de~itrng on the proper account; any charge against any officer * * * intrustecl with
public property, arising from any loss, accruing by his fault to the Government as
to the property so intrusted to bim.
'
That said certificate shall set forth the condition of such officer's ·Jf * * property returns; that it includes all charges made up to its date and not prev:iousl:y- certified; that he has had a reasonable opportunity to be heard and has not been reheved
of responsibility; the effect of such certificate, when received shall be the s ame as
if the facts therein set forth had been ascertained by the accdunting officers of the
Treasur_y Department in accounting.
·
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This branch also takes action on certificates of deposits of funds pertaining to the appropriations for the Quartermaster's Department
received from sales to officers and soldiers, sales at auction, _and ot~er
sources, and upon boards of survey and inventory and mspect10n
reports of quartermaster's stores no longer fit for issue or use.
The following statement exhibits the number of money accounts and
returns of quartermaster's stores received and disposed of during the
fiscal year:
Money accounts on hand July 1, 1893 ..•• _.. _••... _. _........... .......... - .. 1,334
Received lluring · the year. _.... _... _.. _.. ____ .. _. _.. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 364
Total .... .· _-. _........... _..... ____ .. _. _... __ . _.... __ .. ............... - 4, 69~
Examined and sent to the Auditor . _....... ___ ........................... -- - 4, 61
Remaining on hand July 1, 1894 ....... _.. _....................... - .. - .

=1

81

Returns of quartermaster's stores on hand July 1, 1894 .............. - - - -· - -- , 8~~
Received during the year ................................ - . - - - - - -· · -- · · · · · · · · ~
Total .......................... _...................... ... ..... - - 5, 406
Examined and sent to the Auditor to April 30, 1894 ................ .- . -. 2, 682
Examined and temporarily filed in Qua,rtermaster-General's Office from
May 1 to June 30, 1894 .... """" .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ..
792
Total .. _.............. _.... __ ._ .............. _..................... - . - 3,474
Remaining on hand urn,xamined July 1, 1894 ........... _......... - - -· · 1,932
CLOTHING AND EQUIPAGE RETURNS.

In this branch returns of clothing and equipage are examined and
the necessary correspondence relative thereto conducted.
.
The following statement shows the amount of work a,ccomphshed
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894:
Returns on hand June 30, 1893 ....................................... - - . 807
Returns not heretofore included ..... _................. ..... ........ - - - . 675

1,482
Returns received during :fiscal year ... _..... __ .......................... - - - - 3, 650

Total .. : ....... : .................................... - - - - - · - - - - · · · · · · ·
Returns exammed durmg fiscal year 1894 ................ -··· -··· --·· ·· · ··· ·

~' ~~
'

Returns on hand .June 30, 1894 .. _••...................... . .......... - .

1, 083

Letters written ....... : ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, ~~~
Tra~sfe~s and sales verified .................................... - . - -. - -- - · · · 26,
523
Aud1~or s settlements registered .................... -· -- -- -- - · - · · · · · · · · · · ·· ·
Replies to remarks examined .................................... - -· -· ·· ·· ··
, 315

i'

Prior to the passage of the act of Congress of March 29, 1894, returns
of clothing and equipage were forwarded to the Second Auditor of ~he
'l'reasury for settlement, but are now filed in this office in conformity
with the provisions of said law beginning with those of fourth quarter
fiscal year 1894.
'
CLOTHING AND EQUIP AGE SUPPLIES.

. In this bra~ch all matters relating to the purchase manufacture and
ue of clothm~ an_d uipage to the Army, and to' the militia of the
State and Terr1t rie , receive attention.

1
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Receipts and expenditures.

The appropriation for clothing and equipage for the last fiscal year
was .............................................................. $1,200,000.00
There were placed to the credit of said appropriation, during the fiscal
year, the following amounts, viz:
From reimbursements on account of issues to the militia of the States
and Territories under the provisions of section 1661, Revised Statutes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
188, 101.12
From collections by pay department on account of clothing overdrawn
and purchases of discharges by soldiers under section 4, act of Congress approved June 16, 1890; from sales to officers and surveying
expeditions authorized by law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
132,981.41
Total. ............................... ; .............. _.. . . . . . . . 1, 521, 082. 53
The remittances to officers of the Quartermaster's Department at the
general depots and to the Fort Leavenworth military prison and elsewhere, for the purchase and manufacture of clothing and equipage
and other incidental expenses connected therewith, amounted to.. . 1, 251,458.68
Leaving a balance of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
269, 623. 85
in the Treasury of the United States on the 30t,h of June l ast, nearly all of which,
together with remaining credits from collections by the Pay Department, and the sum
of $11,899 .17, due on account of issues to the militia, will be needed to pay obligations
under contracts entered into prior to the expiration of the last fiscal year.

The amounts remitted to officers on account of clothing and equipage
were distributed as follows:
Depot at Philadelphia, Pa ......................................... .
Depot at Jeffersonville, Ind ........................... ~ .. ~ ......... .
Depot at St. Louis, Mo .......................·...................... .
Depot at San Francisco, Cal ....................................... .
Military prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kans ......................... .
To various departments and posts .......................... _. __ .... .

$958,385.58
139,927.93
5,808.72
136,930.25
8,262.49
2,143.71

Total ..... .. ......... .............................. _. _.... __ ..

1,251,458.68

PURCHASES.

There were purchased at the general depots and at the Fort Leaven, worth military prison, during the last fiscal year, the following principal articles of clothing and equipage, viz:
Helmets, untrimmed ............
Helmets, cork ..................
Campaign hats.................
Foragecaps ....................
Fur caps.......................
Fur gauntlets, pairs . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Leggings, pairs..... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Undershirts, all kinds ..........
Muslin shirts. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Drawers, knit, wool, pairs . . . . . .
Wool stockings, pairs ..........
Cotton stockings, pairs.... . . . . .
Berlin gloves, pairs ............
Woolen mittens, pairs . . . . . . . . . .
Leather gauntlets, pairs........
Boots, pairs...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shoes, calfskin, pairs . . . . . . . . . . .
Shoes, barrack, pairs . . . . . . . . . . .
.A.retie overshoes, pairs...... . . . .
Blankets, wool... ... . . . . . . . . . . .
Mattresses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pillows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pillowcases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iron bedsteads, with woven.wire
bunk bottoms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barrack chairs.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brooms, corn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Woven-wire bunk bottoms......

13,473
10,134
28,948
53,288
11,039
14, 500
39, 483
107, 782
35, 539
15, 003
l~0, 437
138, 508
155,549
3, 000
17,999
1, 213
49, 014
42, 306
5, 999
37, 753
3, 000
4, 000
29, 062

1, 000
5, 799
4, 500
4,770

Mosquito bars ................. .
4,281
Axes .......................... . 2,300
Shovels ....................... .
2,500
Scrnbbingbrusbes ............ . 13,000
Cloth, dark blue,.A.rmy standard,
yards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 124
Cloth, dark blue, finer quality,
yards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 966
Kersey, sky blue, .A.rmy standard;
yards .....................•.. 140, 950
Kersey, sky blue, finer quality,
yards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8, 566
Blouse flannel, Army standard,
yards ........................ 104, 548
Blouse flannel, .finer quality,
yards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 211
Shirting flannel, yards . . . . . . . . . 31, 273
Blouse-lining flannel, yards . . . . 109, 848
Canton flannel, yards . . . . . . . . . . 184, 065
Cotton duck, yards .... __ ••..... 181, 391
C~tton duck, for fatigue clothmg, yards ................... . 51,026
2,093
Lea;ther, counter, pounds ...... .
Leather, sole, pounds ......... . 84,003
8,250
Leather, welt, ponnds ......... .
Leather, wax upper, square feet. 30,005
Leather, calfskin, pounds ...... . 33,752
300
Capes, rubber ... _.. _... ___ .... -
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MANUF AO1'URES .A..T GENERAL DEPOTS.

T~e manufactures of clothing and equipage at the gener~l depots
durmg the last fiscal year from materials purchased by this depart ,
ment were as follows:
Depots.
Articles.

Philaclel- Jefferson- San Franphia.
ville.
cisco.

Dross coats, all kinds ......................•.......•...••........ .. ...
Overcoats, kersey, made and unmade ..... .......... .. .. ....... : ..... .
Blouses, made and unmade ..•........................................
Coats, canvas fati ue •.•. ~ .... : ..•.....•• --~-- •............... .•.........
Trousers, kersey, oot, made and unmade ....... .............. ........ .
Trousers, kersey, mounted, made and unmade ....................... .

1

5~~:ii~~·-~~~~-a-~
~~~~~~~ ~::: ::: :::~:: ::~~: :: :::~:::: :: :::::: :: :::::::
Stable frocks ..................................•......................
~~;8~r~~~~--~:~-~ ~-~~~~~-:::

::::::: ::::.::~:::::: :.:::::::::: : ::::::: ::

Tents, conical wall ..............................•.................•.....

:r.:t:: ~~jf~~~~ :: :: :: ::: ::::: :.::: :.::: :: :: :::: :.~::.::: :::~::::: :: :: ::~::
Tents., sh-elter ... •.. .. __ __ . __ ·- · ~--· .• ,•..•. .. •.•........•.•..•. .. .••..... -- ·

TRANSACTIONS WITJI

1,173
1l 967
922
9: 908
6,766
20,000 ·
26,678
3,073
2,500
1,608
7,460
fil,, 006
2,882
12,485
3,525
6,000
2,677
1,023
1,141
l!i
1,620
4,763
6,000
6,216
8,489
42,123
15,034
272
74 ........ ·- . --........ ·- .. -·
725 ............... ··-··-r······
1, 30!) .............................

THE FORT LEAVENWORTH .MILITARY PRISON

The following are the articles of clothing and equipage tha~ ~ere
manufactured for this department at the Fort Leavenworth ID1litary
~rison during the last fiscal year, and cost of s.ame, viz:
Articles·. ·
Boots, machine-sewed, pairs ....•.
Campaign shoes, machine-sewed,
pairs ...........................
Calfskin shoes, hand-sewed, pairs.
Corn brooms ............ , .. ,.-· ....

Number.

Ma-teria;l.

300 ·

$858. 38

2,694
20,079
26,000

4,187.64
il2, 000. 30
3,357.17

Prison
labor.
$'.l2. 25
535. 25
5, 521..57
6!9. 75

Civilian Royalty.
labor.

T1>tal.

$34. 67

$925. 30

63. 82
82L51

4,861.13
38,378.59
4,006, 92

-·········

$74. 42
35, 21

.............

Clothing fr;r prisoners at Alcatraz
Island.

er.:::.~~:::::::::::::::::::
Total: ......................

. . .:~I
10

3. r,1 '
482.4.8
385. 26
33.15
41, 307.:42

1. 00
212. 50
35. 00
10. 00
6,997.32

............. .............

-·-------·
·---·-···· .......
----

--------··
--------·· ---------920. 00

109. 63

4.. O!
694. 98
420. 26
4.3.15
49,334.37

?:Iierewere so1d during the :fiscal year attheFortLeavenworth military
prison scrap leather and condemned tools for which the sum of $17.58.
was real~zcd. T~e amount was placed on 'the books of the Tren,snry to
the credit of "Miscellaneous receipts."
..
T~ere were turned over by this department to the prison authorities,
for issue to the convicts and use at the prison the following articles as
a partia~ offset for the labor performed for the' Quartermaster's Department, V1z:
Clothing ancl equipage.
;~ ¥air~ ca,:rpaign shoes, at $1.85 ....... _..... __ ........ _...
$488. 40
, 1 ~airs ~aks~-scrhewe hoes, at $1. 79. _.. __ .......... _. . . . .
9, 33 . 43
316 pa.us a.1LS m · es, at $1.98
69i::; 68
1,260 corn lJroom , at 17 cents · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
~..,. 20
214
131 overcoat , light Rhad , at $i0.3(i · · · · · · · · · · · · '"· · · · · · · · · · ·
1·
100 wool blankets, at
......... : ·. ~:: ·.::: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: ·.::: ~ ~:: l,
:
- - - - $12,431.87

:i

5g
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Othe1· sto1·es.
4 single sets harness, ambulance, whee}, at $16.50 ........... .
3 singl~ sets_h _arness, express, at $22. 70 ...............•......
2 single sets harness, ambulance, l ead, at $14..50 .•.•...•......
15 ambulance collars, at $1.59 ............................... .
1 letters-receivecl book .•.......................... ··-·-·,---1 index book ... . ·----- ..................................... .
1 set tags (alphal>et) .......... ··-·····-· --·····- ·-·· ..... .. . .

$66.00
68.10
29.00
23.85
8.80
1. 63
. 50
$197.88

Total •..........................••.•..•..•........• __ ...•••..... _ 12, 629._75

The money value of the prison labor performed for the Quartermaster's Department during the fiscal year is reported to have been
$26,321.53.
ISSUES TO THE MILI'l'I.A..

The value of clothing~ equipage, and supplies issued to the militia
under the act of July 1, 1887, amending section 1661, Revised Statutes,
and for which tlie ap-propriations of the Quartermaster's Department
have been or will ultimately be reimbursed, was as follows:
Cl~1!fng
equipage.

States and Territories.
Alabama............................ . ............ ............. ...
Arizona..... . .......................................... ......... .
Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

California ... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Colorarlo . ·~ ...................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .• .
Connecticut................................... ..... ..............
District of Columbia.............................................
:Florida. ........... , . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$5,832.08
2, 2ll 56
4, 096. 16
2, 123. 93
8, 124. 79
5, 136. 47
3,746.73
759. 81

Regular
supplies.

Army

transpor·
tation. ,

$51..ilO .•••.•......

fil;:t~::: :~ :: ::: :::::: :::::::::~:::::::::: ::::::: ::: ::::: :: ::: :: ~:3, ~~!:
~~
259. 61

Inrliana .................................................. . , . . . . . .
Iowa .......... - ..... - - .... - ... -.... -: . - ...•....•. - -·........ .. .• . .
Kansas .. . . .. .... .. . . ... ....... .. ...... ... . . . . ... .. . .. . . . . .......
Kentucky............................................... .... .....
Maine............................................................

7, 808. 82
7,171.80
6,521.88
332. 25

~r:t::i :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1g: m: ~~

;e;1r?.i::~:~:::::::::::::~: ~: ~:::::::::::: :::::::::~ :~ :::::: J~it ir
Montana . . . . . .• . . . . . . .• . . .•• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .• . . . .. . . .

1,680.37
11,713.95

Nebraska........................... . ............................

~:: ii!!Tlo·:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
New York....................................... .......... ......
North Carolina...................................................
North Dakota....................... .. ...........................
Ohio ............... . ...................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~: m: ~~

........•...
$4. 4.'.!
1. 35 . .......... .

2,006.90
8, 093. 06
3,059.74
J 0, 143. 42

ib~d!Yi!bl~3
:::::: :::: :: :::::::::: :::::::::~:: ::::::::::~::::::: 5,399.15
I: ~b~: ~i
South Carolina ................................... - . ........ ......
South Dakota . ................................................ .. .

3,266.05
8,487.65
0, 241. 64
5, 525. 67

Tennessee.......................................................
Texas .................. -- ..................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Utah.............................................................

~EfL:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Wyoming........................................................

iii:~
3,018.77

,- - - - l - - - -1- - - -4. 42

Total.............. . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 200, 000. 29

52. 65

The following issues have also been made during the last fiscal year
to the commanding general District of Columbia militia under the act
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of Congress approved March 1, 1889, for the value of which the Quartermaster's Department will not be reimbursed, viz:
.
Clothing and equipage .................................................. $1,813.06
Forage and straw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
716. 75
l'otal ............................. _.............................. . 2,529.81
ISSUES TO INDIAN PRISONERS OF WAR.

The value of the articles of clothing, equipage, and materials issued
to Indian prisoners of war and their families, who are kept under surveillance at Mount Vernon barracks, .A.la., amounted to the total sam
of $5,225.30. Of this amount $694.65 is on account of supplies from the
Army and $4,530.65 on account of goods specially purchased for the
purpose.
SA.LES OF CONDEMNED AND OBSOLETE

CLOTHING AND EQUIP .A.GE.

There were sold during the last fiscal year at the general depots of
the Quartermaster's Department and at the Fort Leavenworth military
prison, condemned and obsolete articles of clothing, equipage, and
materials, realizing a total of $31,005.78. The expenses connected with
the sales were $221.30. The net proceeds of said sales were covered
into the Treasury and credited to "miscellaneous receipts," as required
by law.
COLLECTIONS BY PAY DEPARTMENT.

The;e were collected by the Pay Department, to be credited to the
appropriation for clothing and equipage for the last :fiscal year, on
account of clothing overdrawn by the enlisted men, $66,813.79, and on
account of purchases of discharges by soldiers under section 4, act of
Congress approved June 16, 1890, $39,579.88.
SA.LES TO UNITED S1'ATES SOLDIERS' HOME.

The following sales of clothing and equipage were made to the
~nited States Soldiers' Home, near Washington, D. 0., for use of _the
mmates of said home, during the :fiscal year, at the regulation prices
for cash, viz :
/
1893.
Sept. 2. 700 mattress covers, at $0. 41.... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$287. 00

Obsolete trouse1·s.

0

t

17

133 pa~rs foot, heavy, old sizes, at $2 .... _................... - - 597 pa~rs mounted, heavy, old sizes, at $2.50 .................. .
7o l)a1rs mounted, heavy, new sizes, at $3.43 .................. .

N~.;. 15·.

i ~~:~c~!~,·-~-o~~ted···.......................................
····· ·········· ·······················..··

Total ...... _.......... _ ..... _________ .... _... _................... .

266. 00
1,492.50
240. 10
9. 2-!

12. 20
2,307. 04

SA.LES TO GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

r\

in T
g\
w r:fi 0 1d to the irector of the U. S. Geological Survey dnr. a.· · ·a1 year i r u. e of urveying expedition 5 ho pital tent
and fbe , 2 t P le, , 17 wall tents and 10 file , 12 sets of pole , 1 com-
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plete common tent, 2 sets hospital and 10 sets wall tent pins, and 34
iron tent pins, at a tota,l value of $518. 77, for which the appropriation
for clothing and equipage has been reimbursed.
BOOTS.

During the last fiscal year various samples of boots, differing in
pattern, weight, and quality from the present standard, were procured
by this Department for examination.
A selection was made of the sample deemed most suitable for the
cavalry service, and 100 pairs, conforming to such sample, were manufactured and sent out for trial to various posts. The vamps of these
boots were made of calfskin, of the same weight as that used for the
shoes, and were side-lined.
It would seem from reports received that the boots sent out for trial
have given general satisfaction. Further act.ion will be taken when
the supply of the present pattern on hand is exhausted.
SHOES.

The issue of the calfskin shoes was commenced during the last fiscal
year. Thus far it has been necessary, iu the interest of economy, to
limit the issue to such sizes and widths as can not be supplied from the
stock of wax upper campaign shoes on hand; it being the endeavor of
this office to exhaust the available supply of the latter kind at posts
and depots before furnishing the others.
RUBBER CAPES .

.A. number of rubber capes intended as a substitute for the rubber
ponchos and blankets heretofore supplied to the enlisted men of the
.Army were procured during the last :fiscal year. Fifty of the capes
were sent out for trial to various posts and reports called for as to their
adaptability. From the reports thus far received it would seem that
opinions differ somewhat as to the merit of the capes.
ALUMINIUM EQUIPMENTS.

The subject of substituting helmet and cap ornaments and buttons
made of aluminium in lieu of brass has had consideration. No conclusion has yet been reached, but the matter of reducing the weight of
such articles, if consistent with their durability, is of sufficient importance to warrant continued investigation.
CONCLUSION.

For further and detailed information regarding the articles of ck,thing, equipage, and materials on hand at the general depots of the Quartermaster's Department on the 30th of June, 1893, and the quantities
purchased, manufactured, received from depots and posts, taken up,
li\old, transferred to general depots, expended, issued to the Army and
the militia during the last fiscal year, and the quantities remaining
available on the 30th of June, 1894, I beg to refer to the consolidated
statement accompanying this report.
Very respectfully,
M. I. .LUDING'l'ON,
Deputy Quartermaster-General, U. S. Army.
The QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL, U . S. ARMY.
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A.-Stntcment showing articles of clothing a1~d equipage a7id material on hand at the issuing depots of the Quartermaster's Depar_trnent June 30, 1893, the
qunntitics purchased, nannfactured,. 1·.ecei~ccl f1·01n posts ancl depots, talcen up, sold, transferred to general depots, expended, issued to the .Army and
1
the militia, and the quantities remaining m depots Jww 30, 1894.
I

I

.Articles.

On lrnnd
June 30,
1893.

Pur·
chase<l.

,---·

.Al ..uillottcs nntl shoulderknots .. sets..
mnukots, ,~·00101\......................

'~

I . I

,from
,

··j· ···· ···j

1,021 /······ · ·
11,668
37,753 . .......

moit:~1~.

,

5
12,701
G, 162
8,783

,

59
35G
879
224
60
43

55
3,145
383

J3ooifSem'd
1:nsS·SOrewecl. ....•••.•.... pairs..
............•.•........ do....

9,163 . ........ ·1· ...... · 1· .... -._ .. ·1
129
14,090
1,213
400
1,730
· 1,461 ..•.....
Ilrnss:mls....... ... .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. .
112 . . . . . . . . . . 1. 831 .. . . .. . . . .
20
65
)npes, rubber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300 ............................
'n1>s :
580
2
7,060
Cnn,ns
!) I · · · · • • • · • ·
26,032
]forage.
53,288
745
4
38,814
Fur ........ .......... .
5,891
36
11,039 , ....... .
8, 177

I........

iff~~ijJL/\)\:::)::::)

cannon....................

·: ~! : : : : : :::::: :::):::: · · ·S-1::2?
G, 130

2, 000 . . . . . . . .

900

29

204

~~;~~w;~~ ~.~~1·0·8·:: :: :::::: ::: ::: :::

Chevron;i:
;oltllaco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coat~l~th .............................. \

~~~~!;~~~~-::::::: ·.::::::::::::

........
4,100
1,030
25
. . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
345
. . . .. . . .
8, ouo
4, 313
169
. . . .. . . . ... .. . . . . .
44 ....... .
. . . .. . . .
9,000
3,368
281

½: ~~; :: : :: : :: : : : : : :: : : : ...... ~~~ - ...... i4i ....... ~.
G, 062
8,414

1: it~

2

2, 4761
17,601

168
8,000

lJt~ ....~·. ~~~. \

290 ....... .

I

1. 096 ........

1894.

1

30
1,438

172
10,890

259
25,223

826
37,310

1
142

10,156
1,116
170
96
903

11,916
14,381
693
3,983

28,933
23,914
863
4,079
908

30,474
U,842
1,304
166

...............

1

9,227
5,241
1,496
52

65
13,653
532
248

4 /· •••.... , l, 323

2~: g~i I.. ..... ~~. ,.:~·- ~~~. 2~: ~~~

1,363
61,038
12,105

6,288
57,345
13,038

32,892
153
191
983 . . . .. 21
408
. . . .... .• . •. . . . ······ ..
100
16 .....................•......
2,485
32
514 •••.• ••• •••·••••••
143
3 •••••••.
9,263
7
900 ... . . . . . . .
881
2,048
467
80
628
64
38,888
G
G, 696
5,000 1· ....•... ·113, 742
3,254
26,129
4,109 . . . . ......
67t
736
1,353
7D .••••••••.
·
.:>
150, 242
136
8, 000 . . . . . . . . . . 16, 158 12,916
3,844
146
267
180,290
243
13,265 14,766
9,000
125
1,956
8
150
.1
343
2, 27G
100

365
508
4-8
146
3,836
80
64
25,444
8,028
816
37,210
413
37,274
283
448

32,527
475
2,437
368
5,427
387
564
13,444
18,101
!:i37
113,032
3,431
143,016
1,673
1,828

2,585
9,788

3,564
22,703

5,658
11,753

7,642 \
4, !)01

13,736
5,383

22,890
6,931

1,085
62,533

51
94

5
12,801

. 5!), 407
30,756
2,167
4,245
908

685
405

6,175
7,870

- -- . -- .. - .

-------· ---· ------ .................
5

9, '292
18,894
2,028
300

9,216
65

7,651
118,383
25,143

36
557
14

9,222
34,456

51G
...... ..
441 1··.......

,

,

,

0

---------- ----------

10 , ..•..•..

.... :'.'.:~., ....... ~~ ... ... 35.

3,422
· 1,452
51

3G, 626

12,314

555 \
1,403

168
8,000

i~ \....~·.~~~.

356
11 I 3,511
2,003 \ ....... .
469 ....... .

tf::,.

Remain.
ingon
hand
June 30,

Total
issued.

1· ........ ·1· ........ ·1

!!!~'
l!ddk!~::C.~::: ::: :::: :: ::: 18,
:::767
:::: ::::14,:: 935
:::: :. :. :. :. :. :. ::. . ::: :5,:: 000
:::: ::::::::::
t~~ .
rifles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186 ....... .

sabers.....................
10,974
10,000
Geno,n, crosses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,008
Letters ............... , . . . . . . . . . . . . 137, 460
300
½-res..............................
3,800 .. . . . . . . . .
Numbers.......................... 157,641
10,000

I

___ __ __ ____ ,___ ,____ ___ ,____ ,____ ___ ,___ ____ ____

,

32,880
.Arm)· stnndru·d ........... · ·
16, 341
15,4-7!)
l 'mnn tlo, .Army stnnda:rd..........
G, 270
1, 3q3
:Mnu(I fino qunlity.... .............
754
3,732
Unm:~do, ftuo quil.lity..............
87
908
JUonso trimmings ......................................... .

Cap omnments:

I

Trans-to I Expend· Issued Issued
ferred
general
ed or
to the to the
depots. I dropped. militia. Army.

I

Total
Sold.
Mann· Received
gen· /Received
from
Gamed. received.
fac.
oral do·
posts.
·
tured.
pots.

I:,!)

-.:t

~

M

~

0

~

h-:3
0

t-zj

f-3

P:l

M
Ul

M

0

~

M

~
~
~

0

t-zj

~

>
p

Uniform dress-

Musioian, made ............... .
u11made .......... .. .
N oncommissionecl o ill cc rs',
made ....................... .
Noncommissioned officers',
unmade ..................... .
PriYates', made ............... .
unmade . ........... .
Coat facings ..................... sets ..
collar devices, hospital corps .... .
Collars, linen ......................... .
Drawers:
Canton flannel. ............. pairs ..
Knit wool ................... do ... .
Frocks, stable ...... .... .............. .
Gauntlets:

i~!t1;~~·::: :: :: :::: ::::-:::::~Ji~~::
Gloves, Berlin .•.. :. : ............ do ... .

Hats~
Campaign .................... . ... .
co-rds and tassels for ... .
Helmets:
Cork...............................
Untrimmed........................
Cords and bands for ....... -~. .....
Eagles for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ea1$le devices for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hair plumes for ............. , . . . . .
Numbers for.......................
Plume sockets for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Scrolls and rings for ............. ~.
Side butto11s for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 7G5 , ......•..•

Mu!~~~i~~~-:··.::.:·-_:_:·:·~~~:_:_:_:_:_:_~;::::
Neckties...............................
Overalls:
Engineers' .................. pairs..
Mounted .... .... .. .......... do....
Overcoats:
Buffalo .............. - . - -...... - . . .
Canvas (blanket.lined).............
Kersey, ma.de . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
unmade....................
Ca-pe linings .......... .. - • -. . . . . . • .

36

35 , .••••• - · · ·
74
35 , .. - ...• ·
1, !)49
... 1.............. 1--····· . .................

260
1,689
1................. 1--········
305
62
62

132

19

J ............................... , • • • • • • • •

266

70

I • •• •••••••

2,592
7, 97G
17G
194, G64
36,898
10,612
8,574

4, 85!)
!JG

8-19
25, 002

31

2

G,470· ,··········

I::::::::

2,287

79
285

li34

878

416

2
67,188

1, 545
28
747

15, 003 , .

!), 520
8,024
172,483

120
59
703

27,565
2G, 087

28, !)48

23,027

215
458

17,596
10,134 , .•...•..
15,206
6, 595 ...
12, 23!)
8,500 .....••.
5, 208
7, 366
131,335
G, 897
14, 495
37, 357
16,402
8,000

:~~~:~. ::::::::

8, 455
16, 953

ii;

m

7, 35G

593
17,554

•

1, 928
3, 95~
14. 188
1,368
750

702
52
19

~~:-: l ·I· ..~~;:~:.,......243 .,...... · .

14,500
17,999
155,549

5,035
G, 200
l, 023
5,500
150
1,125
7,000
1,900
4,000
7,915
3,100

600

1· .. ·····1·. ········

3,000
350 .. .. .. •...•.......
30,000 . • • .. . . .
200

2,068
9

14
3

3
22
160
133
25
123
46
21

1:n.:~~~~

5,-iiiio ·i··--··-iii -

8, o~i I : : : : : : : : 1· - - 39, 483 . . . . . . • .
16, 500
406

236
121
127
63
141
171
1,120
72

228

620
778
23
48

25
107
6

10 1 393
437
541

2 1 599
250

25
15
G8'.l
431
37

81
14,003
3 752
10: 78G
20G
287,620
143,190
25,615
13, 2el

l(j

77

i~~ I-... ~~~~:·I

21

2,050

8
442

!), 520
8,024
172,477

33,004
35,003
7,767
26,462
5,632
8,687
139,578
8,915
18, !H6
62,904
17,730
45
21,572
73,170

201
G9
265
45
230
88
150
39

1, 95J
B, !l77
27,863
2,486
1,344

98,441
16,614
5,026

44,749
9,001
8,225

11,149
' 262110, llG
8, 870 175, 968

20,678
18,846
357,437

9,379
15,258
158,527

~~~

45,207
930

34,557
25,629

[?::.1
~

5,082
6,040
1,348
5,269
B17
1,325
7,193
1,187
2,650
11,342
4,144

21,581
21,438
4,980
1,442
3,570
5,990
12-1, 386
5,639
11,018
41, 6913
9,352

P>

5 307
13: 709

11,423
13, 5()5
2,787
12, 020
2,062
2,688
15,192
3,276
6,898
21,211
8,378
45
11. 543
41,185

962
1,681
179
5,138

1,570
2,348
184
5,368

7, 20-1
12, 625
405
32,236

4,- 2si ·

593
20, 5()9

96
642
8,936
!)!)4
1,328

1,858
3,335
18,927
1,492
lG

40, 000

8

53
142

~~~

2, 3581 .•... ··· 155, 96!)
8, 254 . . • . . . . . 8, 352
2,705
250

261

79, 76-1
26, 559

24,

7,341
2,730
8,425
141
140, 20!)

5~r I· ...~~~ -

114

1, 393

104

14, !)73
589
37,604

81
7,262
1,022
2,361
65
147,411

4

3,431
260
507
461 ......... .. ..... _.
65 .
14.4 79,818
()7, 188

30,057
34,104
515,964

8,774
11

· ·2:iil4 ·1· · ·· i; iliio ·1·· · ·s; 4s2·· · · · · · · · ·

...... ,..... ·s·,::::::: ::·

•••••••••• l •••••••••• I ••••••••

367

646

5,917
8,022
185,161

~f:~:. ~~~:ro;.::: ::::::::::::::::: ....~'.~~~

Top bases for............ . . . . . . . . . .
Leggins, canvas ................ pairs..
Mittens:

113

8

28
33

1
2
18

.. -~~·-~~:.I::::::::: :I..~·.~~~
5,035
6,250
1,023
5,500
75
1,125
7,000
1,900
4, coo
8,430
3,100

_J

1,105
1,206
150
1,206
1,440 , .•.....
150
849
150
240
l, 411
1,101

. ....................... ..1•---------1-------5,000 J· ........ ·J 1,209
27
150

16, 500 . . . . • • . . . • 10, 820

·.-.. -

I·..... ~~~·I
~ -1: :::::1::
4 .. ········ ....... ...

66*
21

200

!)

•..•• •••

18,

45

I·-····s·I···· i; 600 -1:::::::: ~: 1··-·i10 ·1··2: 458 ·

1· · · ·

7

5

106
33
750

17
551

201
2, 602 I·... ". . . . .
785
250
14() .. ······

721

381
5,443
562
578

10,029
31,985

!:)

q

P>

~

8

~

m
8

[?::.1

~r
I

0

[?::.1

z[?::.1
~

rP>

t-!)

-::t
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A.-Statement showing articles of clothing and equipage and material on hand at the issuing depots of the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
I

I

.Artiolos.

On hand / Pur.Tune 39, chased .

I

Received Received I .
1· Total
Manu-1from gen- from Gamed. r eceived.
eral deposts.
factured.
pots.

Transferred to Expend- I ssued Issued
general . ed or
t~ ~h:e to the
depots . dropped. militia. Army.

Sold.

T t 1
iss~:d
·

1893.
, -, - - - - ,- - - , - - -- l- - -- , -- - , -- - - l - - - 1 -- - -1 - - - - / - - - / - - - 1 - - - -

Ovoroonts-Continued.
Rubber-------------· ······ -- -- ·-· ·
O,or~hoes, n.roti0------ .. --· - - - .pairs . .
Fond1os, rubber - . --...................

--·----------9,191
----' ---------·
5,999

Shi\tJ~nnol, dark blue, made .... ...... .
unmade._ ......

47,939 ............ 16,941
38
274
35,539 ............. .
4,098
37,728 . .. .......
1,000

1\[uslin .•• .. .. . •..... . · .. · · · · - · · · · · ·

Shirt studs, bone .......................
'-boos:
.Barr11ck .................. . . pairs ..
.Brass-screwed ......... ...... do ....
Calfskin, band·sewed ....... -do ... .

~faff~~·.~~~~::::::::::: :i~: :: :

220

5,700

2,993

42,306 ..........
15,235
14,192 ............ . .. - ......
49,014 20,079
39, 758
2:3,109 ----- ---- · 2,694
1,819 ·· ··· ··--- -------441 -------·-· -- ------

12,800
30

·-·------16,127

·-- 56,706
-- ----·
886

--·-------

Post ...... ..... ........... -- -do ... .
---- --- -·Stockings:
104,200
138,508
Cotton ....... -.... .•......... do ... . 186,309
59,000
120,437 --···--·
Woolen-._ ... ......•... . ... .. do_ ...
77,079
8,600
37,043
Suspenders .............. _.. .... . do ....
---·---·
Trousers:
7,750
9,758 ····------ 12,202
Canvas fatir1e .............. do_ ...
16,327
18,957 ---··· ·- -- 35,431
Foot, made, rmy standard .. do_ ...
unm:ide, Army standard,
18,029
12,059
pairs .... - ......... - .. -.....
3,940
1,063 ----···--· 1,125 --········
made, fine quali~ _... . pairs_.
unmade, :fine qu, ity . __ do __ ..
13
404 ---------- 3,881
Hospital corps made ___ ...... do ....
522 ·--------· 1,059 ---------·
5
......
.
......
739
unmade ..... -do ....
102
Moi::nted, mad~, Army standard,
3,520
7,210
pMrS- ................ __
14,392 ---------unm~de, .Army standard,
7,844
pairs . ..... . ...... ___ .. _
5,314 --- ·-----· 7,000
268 ...............
765 --·- ----- made, fine quality. pairs ..
unm~de, fine quality,
9
889
156 - ... - .. -- . ...

---- --- ·

-- --- -----

----------

~::~"a;:~~~;;~: .:.:.: .: : ::~if~::

Trousers stri~es:
Corporal& ................ _.. do ... _

½ttJ:>k~~.~~:~~.: :: ::: ::::::::1~: :::

380 ................
3,222 ......... ....

248
19

853 ------- 276 ...............
25 ·------ 1,076 ............
3
35
2
56:l
53 ··· · ·--·
831 ----- -- 48 -------25 ........

10,275

---------250

4
21,139
3,234

. --.. 83 ·

73,706
14,756
165,610
26,520
1,867
466

16, 127
22
5,300
9,245
57,130
23
220
978
362 . ...... .....
437 . .... ..... ..

·------..........

429,514
257,008
45,931

240
810

-·------

39,950
73,024

36
980

1,499

386
10 ...... . ..
49 ---·-···
39 ..... . ......
20 --------

201

732

3, 689

1,079
575
6 .....••.

---·--- -

5," 700 - ----------

12,800
70
78, 533
1 .. - .. ·-. - .
588
30
66
39,692
39,804 ........... .................

497
492
288

.........

1· . - .

104,200
59,000
8,600
7,750
16,325

21,812
1,039

1,676
384

I

2

45,184
255
2,753
16,476

19,869
33
45 ---····· 23,960
3
250 15, 239

36,018
14,597
81,158
16,690
362
441

37,688
159
84,452
9,830
l, 505
25

80,918
8,348

271,227
139,983
17,013

158,287
127,025
28,918

84
8,307

11,176
19,775

20,825
45,387

19,125
'.l7,637

1,015
161
96

13,309
1,254
3,767
724
716

25,092
1,415
3,925
726
732

9,523
783
422
894
134

--------- - ---- ··· · ..........
4 .... .. ·-

2,016

1,779

----------

..... . .. ..

....... . .. 164, 561

---- ----·· ----·-··
-- ---- ---- --- -- ·--

·------------- 628

4,306

9,670

19,873

5,400

129
..............

35
63

6, 099 ·
188

12,047
251

9,765
788

785
71
9,271

880
169
9,510

240
211
4,617

10,642
1,164
729

23,607
1, 166
894

4,989
207

9

84 .............
---------- --··· · ··
GO
· -· ·- --- -·

179

204 -------2
2
6 ..... ··-

28,596
1,373
1,174

732
10,374 ..... ... . ....
2 ·· ·· ··· ··- ............
2
150 ······-···

1,859
13

0
..,.
.,..,
,-:]

0
~

~

trj
Ul
t,j

0

~

t~

~

P>

!;rj

,<

0

~

~

ti,.

--------- -

---------..... ...... .

~

r,:j

hj

ITj

········

1, 120
380
14, ~27

612

4
9,783
254

3,060

-------- ---------!JS

.............
11,356
2,980

1894.

1----

33,349
333
36,939
23,328

··· · ····

66

5,578
2,342

Remaining on
hand
.rune 30,

20,379
10
36,843
23,328

---------- ...... 100
......
322
---·------ ----------------- ---·--·...........
----- ----·
19

97
10,500
171
34,615
2,198 ------- - -·-·····-- ----·----37
25
4,347 ---·····
1,620
2 ··· ·-····· --- ------·
15
866
1 . ·-·····-·
29,543

...... .. .....
546

I 92 ·-·-· - · - ··

450
65
65

--------····------ -----·-2,499
7,794 ...... .......

2,086 ····------ 16,031
10 ···-······ 1,359
686
232 .............

4
1
2

~

0)

280

~

l

Hergeants' .... ... ... . ... ... .. do . .. .
1, 396 I ... ... _
.. .
Trousers trimmings . . ...... .. ... sets .. . .. . .... . .......... .
Undershirts:
Cotton, white ......... . ....... . ... .
5,886
73, 003
34. 779
78, 222
Wool,knit
2,300
4, 228
Axes ........... . ...................... .
Ax helves ...... . ............... '. ..... .
5,500
10,004
slings .................. .. ........ .
1,003

~:is~~c~!~~~:::
........ .
sheets .... . ..................... .. .

Bedsteads, ·w ith woven.wire bunk bot.
toms ................... .
:Books:
Company, letters received ........ .
index .. .
sent ............. .
index ... . ... .
order ................... .
Post council of administration ... .
letters received ...... . ....... .
index ....... .
sent .................. .
index ........... .
order ........................ .
Regimental letters received ...... . .
index ..
sent ........... .
index ..... .
order ................. .
:Brooms, corn . . ........................ .

~~~!~:~: ~~~~~~~~.::::::::::::: :·::::::

Bunks:
Iron ............•..................
Card holders for ...... ....... ..... .
Woven.wire bottoms for .....•..•..
Chairs, barrack
Colors:
Belts and slings ............•..••...
Camp ............................. .
Cords and tassels .•....
National. ............•.............
Regimental . .... .
Staffs ............................. .
Color and guidon cases ............... .
Drums ............................... .
Drum caaes ........ .. . · · · · · · · · · · ;.· · · · · ·
cords .......................... .
heads, batter ................... .
snare . ..........'........ .
knee rests ......... .

9,490
1, 430

5,800

21,000
2,300
2,500
70

s: is9 •1••••i; i

2,704 • • • • • • • • • • I • •
1,688
1,420 ·•••··· ...
19,000
40, 841 •.•.•..••. ,........
1,237
196
211
188
192
314
217
87
107
145
156
327
49
50
55
61
70
3,344
5,204
43

1,000
200
200
200
200
200
100
100
100
100
100
100
50
50
50
50
50
4,500
13,000

403

26,000

30
34
91
109
130
10
70
68
59
42
15
10
10
15
15
15
25,000
8,100

362 , ....... .

44
987
6
5
66
131
154
394
28
2
3
4
3
2

28
12
26
11

·-----175
25

2
4

2
3

2
3
7
1 ········
10
10
1
1

.............
2

-------·5
1

5

180
50

188
108

5

2,159
4,545 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 770 . . . . • • • .
688
203
5,799 . • • • • • .

. . . .1
28
··········1········1······3,~. 500
····1 . ... . •125
657
5
164
..•.••. ·

68
39

1
7

4
71
4
]56
104
,5
464
1,710
10

250, .•..

1 • •••• •.••.

16

... ,....... 55·1 ...'••... ~.,······i·

.......~;·I:::::::: :::: :: ~it:::::::: : :::ii:

······.. .. ........ ...... ··1······. ...
150 . • •. . . ..
30
4 ··········

3:g 1::::::: :1· ······ '/525·
394 . . . .• • • .

11

1 ...•....
4
7

29
25

8

87

17, 048
1,430

25G
27

78,933
1H5, 016
8,846
18,035
1,080
7,194
3,437
60,235

17
133
7
101

2,693
430
452
485
507
646
327
257
277
314
299
462
111
110
127
127
140
59,212
26,462
48

5, !)85 ---------- 1. 428
--------- - ---------- 1, 403
. --------- . ------- .
--------5,781 ......... .
21,000

50,308
32,460
2,453
159
6,802
189
9
3
---------·
1 ······· . .
4 ........ 2,476
840
46
.
673
------2
. 16,y89
2,301
2,501

50

400
30
34
91
109

·· ··iso·1 ..........
10

3
38
15
6

70
68
59
42
15
10
10
15
15
15
24,216
8,100
·••··•·•··

--·------3
1
1
1

----------

--------------·----8

-- -.---------··----·
2
---------·

----------1
237
38
6

---------- ................

36
1,500
53
3,114
192
6 •••·······

71

4 •·•••••••·
55
1 ......• ...

1

2
3

· ... i2i . . .. i9; 000

2,821
6,073
8,747
6,019
345

G, 617

--······

10

-------·--

---------·1
----------

1
20 -------- . .. ...........
..............
9
1
175
2 ---------2
15
30 .............
23
337
4
119
5 ···••• ....
35
1 ·····•····
25 ---------211
858
75 --------.l.1,693
2, 291
10 ............ --------·· ------- ---

--------

14,286
1,430

2,762

50, 1125
59,374
4,922
9,596
13
3,366
673
35,812

28,608
75,642
3,924
8,439
1,067
3,828
2,764
24,423

25

325

800

1,893

80
80
81
82
81
1
6
6
4
4
4
7
11
8
7
12

64
69
120
98
194
12
83
77
47
50
33
12
11
17
14
16
28,886
11,557
14

177
184
293
289
406
23
159
151
110
99
52
29
34
40
36
47
53,377
19,710
26

253
268
i92
218
240
804
98
126
204
200
410
82
76
87
91
93
5,835
6,752
22

1,054
1,733
2,391
5,795

1,090
3,286
5,927
801

1,731
2,787
2,820
218

2
69

16
130
1
14
5
4B

55
215

-------., _______

220

..........
10

5

--------9 -----···4
2
11

---- --43
42

-------·
10
3

3
32
11
45
16
13
810
217

s,

15
l,ll

67
14
· 556
1,988

-------- ----·-·· ·---------

~

d

~
8,
ttj

pj

~

~

[fl

>-3
ttj

pj
'

I

Q

trj

ztzj

pj

,II>

r

6

4
127
196
52
21
302
303
10

N)

-l
-l

A.-Slalcmcnt showing articles of olotliing and•equipage and material on hand at the issui-ng depots of the Qna1·terrnaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
I

I

Articles.

On hand
June 30,
1893.

I chased.
Pur·

fr:~~·:::::::.::::.:::_:::::iiT!f:

stick carriages .......... -.. -... .
Fifo~ .....
Fl1ws:

'hnrrison ......................... .
lioSJlitnl iiolcl .•...........•........

Post .... -~~~~~~:::::::············
Storm nnd recruiting
Flng hnlJinrcls:
Gn.rrisou and post ................ .
8torm nncl recruiting ............. .
~{~~~~~~inrtl devices
.Ambulance ....................... .
Artillery ancl cavalry ............. .
lnclinn scouts ..................... .
Gnidon staffs .................•........
Hatchets ......
Hatchet helves
Kettles,~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::
Litters, hnnd •..•...

Mattresses ............................ .
00\'0rS for

Mess pans ..... .
Mosquito bars . ..... ........ .......... .
head nets
Pickaxes ...... .
helves

Pillows ..~~~.~~::::::::::::::::::::::::
Pillow cases .......................... .
sacks
Pots, iron ............. .
Shovels ............. .
hnnclles ....................... .
Spades ............ ...... ....... ....... .
hol~os ...... .

I

Received Received j .
j Total.
M~nu· 1from gen· from
Gmncd. recciveu.
facd·
oral de·
posts.
ture ·
pots.

Sold.

-,-,~1-···--··:J
.
.
.
~.
·
········ ·: 1::: :: :::1::::::::: r· .... T

,
Drum roils ...................... sets. -, -240
760
2,685
3,459
2,441
1,893

I

24 .••.........

10

49

4

59
35
3
238
464

50
20
3
250
500

411
2,064
· 1,168

2

23
3

1
25

27
50

2

~~ 1::::::::1::::::::::

14
24
3

' 14
10
13

19
476

3

0

451
2,132
1,168

40
300
14

, 27
50

3
9

2G
307

16
3

183
2
25
10

3

1

• - ••• - - - r - .. - ... - •••• ·

68
102
30
119
64
549

1,351

32
18
3
217
357

81
40
14:
299
635
296
1,753
452

16
11

75

2
16

2:

2

27

700

2

155
379
716

20
54

33
67

19
20

36
2, 228

1
10,000

•

13
4

41

4

... _ _.... ~'. ......... '. _

Sb

37
28
12,288
5
900
4
59
1, 260
12,038
:~~
~~~
2, 9~:
986
4,067
5
600
28
311
596
46
46 - -- -- 775 - :: ~::::::: I 2~ 2, 2~6
7,539
23,446
7] 7
4, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 007
47, 226
20 . . . . . . . . . .
35
360
463
]3, 906
152
5, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 287
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . 1, (154
1,639
11
100 . . . . . . . . . .
10
S02
4,992
400
1
10
1, 567
5,372
17
207 . .•. . . . . . ... . . . . . . .......... . . . .. . ..
22
4,620 ... . ......... -. ... . 4,529
12 605
92
20,500 ...... ·............ 26,026
63'. 340
282 . . . . . . . . . .
U . . . .. ••.
36
2,946
42 .
911 ........ .... .. . ... ...... .. . . . .. .. ...
102
2,300 . . . . . . . . . .
7
], 974
8,222
53
12,361
29

i;

207
670
2,704
3 341
386

68
34
19
52
8
33

2

0

.. .. .. .. .... .. . . . .

8
7

1894.
I

25
38

1. . . • • • . -~-

3

48
37
37

Remaining on
hand
.June 30,

Total
issued.

-

14
10
1
139
26]

1
25

i 1::::::::

I

1

12
39

52
87

-

43

10

113
58
17
516
992

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I· ···~·.: ~·I ;1 I· ···~~: -

t!:~ 1::::::::1····~·.~~~-

-1

4
1
1
4

18

87
11,304
8,820
944
-~
3,419 ; ; / ~ ~~;; 1
43 •••••••••• \. ••••••.•• •·•••••• ••• .•••• ••
2,477
1, 7'/5
287
3,000 1·...... .
8,152
10,519 ....... .
4,500
~66
47,140
60
3,681
537
53
138
4,582
200 . . . . . . . .
100
94
520
505 . ..... ..
3,947
400
106
11
3,818
164
4,000 \· ······· \
4,620
13,436
342
29, 062 ...... .... ~~·. ~~~ _
2,679
80
4
!)09
2,300
3,393
4
2,500 \•••••••·
53
200 , ........ , ......... .
12,078
73
29

~

3

275
772
2,734
H, 460
2,450
1,900

I

Trans-to r Expend·/ Issued Issued
fened
general
cd or
to tho to the
depots. dropped. militia. .Army.

~

-:J
00

3

6

5, 6~
1, 540

4, l~g
11, 224
878
10, 439
1, 560
923
1, 9,8
17
9,171
46,618
327
42
4,383

·_: :~~~: :::::::::f:::::~:: ::::::~: : : ~~~: : : ~~~~~:

7. 287
. 947
2,527
16
3,413
12,222
46,348
3,467
79
4,069
3,304
100
3,434
16 722
610
860
3, 83!)

2:

51
11,305

29

t,j
trj
~

0

t,j

t-3
0

~

t-3

~

t_,,:j

m

trj

0
t,j

M

~Kl
0

1-::j

~

Spade slings .•....
Standards ...... : ... .
Stencils:
.Alphabets .......... . .. .. ......... .
Boxes complete .............. . ... . .
Company marking stamps ..... ... .
Numbers .......... .
Stencil plates ..... .
Tents:
Common .....•..•••...•............
Conical wall ..... ................. .
Hospital ............ .
Shelter hal vos
Sibley
\Vn.11 .. ••••..••.••••••••••••.••.•••.

Tent chains . ...................... .. .. .
flies, hospital ... ....... .......... .
wall ... .................... .
pins, iron, large . .. .. ............ .
small .. ............... .
wooden, all kinds
poles, common rid go ... ... . .... . .
upright ......... .
conical, wall, and Sibley .. .
hospital ridge . ............ .
upright ......... .
shelter halves ............. .
wall ridge ................ .
upright ............. .
Tent pole sockets ..................... .
rings ... ................... .
Sibley ........ .
slips (metal)
stoves ............. .
stove.pipe joints . ............... .
straps .. .. ....................... .
tripods ... , .. .
Trumpets . ......... ...... .... ......... .
cords and tassels for (also for

c~~t~e·s·).:::::::::::::
:::::::
moutn pieces
Whistles .......... . .................. .
Buttons, all kinds . .. .. ...... number ..
Cloth:
Blanket lining . ... .. ....... yards ..
Dark b lue£, army stanclaru .. do .. . .
Dark blue£, fine quality .... . do ... .

it~t~! :::::::::: :: ::::::::::~l~:: ::
Doe skin, sky bluo .............. no ... .
Drilling ................. . . . .. ... <lo .••.

20
:

i- ·· ··--·ir:::: :r:::::: ··

"I

'l - - 1

83
150
16
6
38
31
1 ...•..... .

........
··••·· ..
·••··· ..
...•

3,163
485

20
40
1
31

1

272
74
1,309

108

10 ,...... . .

,!

ui::::::::
506
47

28
3

277
37
n
13
17,614
4,000
105
386
194
840
494
298
1,035
2,470 .• • ••..••. ,........
66 ··••·· · ·• ·
12
4,802
132 ..•.. .. ...........
180,591
282
1,400
3,631
7, 4!l9
37
1
473
13,240
45
4
935
1,435
98
300 ·••··••· •······
369
198 . •.. ....
6
49
38
438
396 . .• . . . . .
10
89
76
12,294
5,000 ..•.............•
312
187
I, 246
14
23
600 ·•··••··
2
4
2,519
18
3
1,200 . ·······
5
324 • - - - • • - • • ·1 • • • • : • ~ - ; • • • • • • • • • • I • .. • • • ' " · · · ·
rl
6,876
66
13,256
43,300
1,283
1: : : : : : : :
27
3,093
8
689 ....... .• . , ..•..•.. ,.. ........
57
5
868
109
1· . . . . .
4
1,173
12

······2ool ...

;;1·1-----:;r : ::;r

-1

.. i96; 010 ·_1:: ::: : ::

1::: :: ::

.... i; 225 ·

r·-~:~JI::::::iii:1: :: :::::

850.i::::: :::

214

620.

.. ······
... ..... ....75..
2, 121··1·. ......
. . . . . . ·1······
.
223
2,966 . . . . . . . .
2,350
4,335 . . . . . . . .
225
1, 040 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
101
3, 0-H

···o5."oio······ ·· ··

1,000
3, 309
41 ...... . .
............. . .. .
. . . . . . . . . . 2, 075
......... . ....... .
.. ·•.•..••• 32, 6.J.5

____

3,698
9)5
410
23,414
19.J;
2,111
703
420
2,503
2,548
4,934
381, 974
8, 010
14,224
1, 833
() 6 1)

1,009
17,793
1,885
3,744
329
5,884
66

56,564
1, 399
5,945
754
982
2,659

7,093
25,442
11, 39U
7,698
ll,000
91 5
165,035

10
1

10

57 .

8
41

28
172

2 ·••·•··••· .•......

4
5

. 6

• • I • • • • • • • • • • I • • • •

• • • •

• • I • • • • • •

• •

..... ............... [•····· ···· •······· ..

!g.

73
3)2
23
100
1

1,666
500 . . . . . . . .
550
9
3
2, 728
1,502 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . .
400
3
32 I 1, 937
157 · · · · · ·.... . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . .
10
5
172
1,817 ····· ........ . ............ . ... ··· ·· · · ····· ...
l, 817
570,661
798, 480 . . . . . . . . 269, 918
5, 346 20, 355 1, 664, 763
6, 0()3
19,711
6, 03!)
3,138
7, 8!-15
414
7,877

• • ., ,. • •

1 · ... . ..

34.

1· . . . .

31 ................. .
,• • • • · • • • • • l • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • " • ..

39
1
23
2

10
23

1···· .. ....

1 . .. . •. . . . .
257
108
198
37 . . . . . . . . . .
87
4, 000
.
2 ... . .. ..
8

2 ···•·• ••••

9

40
339
119
2
288
2

10
GO
198
198
111

550
400

1
1

118
64

I 948, 444

12

268, 212
223
1, 750

26
7,046
992
3,395
2,284

3,361
544
248
16,729
181
984
402
173
946
2,183
4,"291
245,847

1,208
986
121
617
12," 719 ] I 229, 723

1,520
951
51
1,200
435,040

31
8,890
5,852
3,757
2,816
695
155,794

7,062
'16,552
5,544
3,941
8,184
220
9,241

I

6

12
2,278
56
1,277
58
30
365
499
162
2
603
3

1, 1221

499

8g~ .. ~·- ~'.~.
5g~ 1· ····-ioi· · ·isZ: 72s·1:::::437: ::,.· · ··40:i2 ·

381
112

225

3,on

45

140
17
64

337
371
162
6,085
13
1,127
301
241
1,55"/
365
643
136,127
581
1,070
268
185
421
874
837
1,684
12
278
12
28,214
72
2,627
266
240
1,531

.••...•• ·••·•···

::::::::c:::::::i-·····2121:::::::
·-····:: ········8· ···2s: 828 · ····iiio ·

204
3

I

40
64
15
2, 681

212 . •• .• • ..

1
5 ······ ....
..
1,290 ... . • . • . . .
10 . ........ ... ... ·..•.
12 .......•. · •••• •• . . . .
434
620
1

36
1

1

444
197
21
151
41
8
47
15
803
247
36
456
249
12
38
66
499
12
132 ...•............ . .
1, 839
282
10 53, 064 80,932
158
7
1
48
377
215
26
4
71
754
55
15 ......•.•. · .. - .. · .· - .
198
12
13
6 ····••. ...
154
78
20
10 . . . . . . . . . .
313
872
•• ••·••· ••••••·••·
2 ••••••..
72
17
2 .• • • • - •• - .
746
143
3 ••·•••• •• . 1,464
74
12
45-i

1

ii:1,565
i~~

475
588
16,919
1,.048
2,060
317
5,606
54
28,350
1,827

3,m
742
l, 128

.0

q

>

~

t-:3

trj '
~

~
11>-

if,).

t-:3

tzj
~
I

Q

tzj

!Z
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~
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A. -Statem,nt ,h..,ing articles of clothing and equipage and matmial on hand at the issuing depots of the Quartm-master' s Department, etc. -Continued.

Articles.

On hand
.June 30,
1893.

I . I

I

:rteceived R eceived
Total
Manu· 1from gen· from
Gamed. received.
fac.
eral de·
posts.
tured.
pot,s.

Pur·
chased.

I

I

ferred
Trans·to 1 Expend· Issued Issu-:id
general
ed or
to the to the
depots. dropped. militia. Army.

Sold.

- - - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 -1--1---1---1--1- - -·- - 1 - --,---·--·
Duok:

yards
· · ·:::.·.·.·. ~·:::::::::.·. . clo .. ::
"~~~~o, · ·(ltmce .............. do... .

~ro~~

8

Flaunol blouso:

D~~ ~~~~'. ~~!;,~1:cfs~~

Durk blne, fine quality,
ynrc1s ... .... .... . .. .
Lining. dnrk blue.yds.
Canton .................. do ... .
Shirting nnd cape lining .do ... .
Jt•tmR, corset .................... do ... .
:Korst\,:
Dnrk blue ................. .. do ... .
Gray ........................ do ... .
Sky blue, nrmy standard~ ... do ... .
fine quality . . ...... do ... .
Lnoc, gold ....................... do ... .
Lcntber:
Calf. ..................... pounds..
Counter ..................... do....

050
17; 208
210
71, 379
45, 377
4,397
16,699
11,378
70,080
45,131

na

953
27,292
3,263
2,710
19,165
7, 140

··1······ ....

1-----1---

31,862
10,966
2,156
48,212

40,829
10,995
2,156
118,565

......... .... ~:;~~ ....... ~~~. ~uii

• • • • • • • • • • I • "' • • • •

1·.........

33,752 .... ....
2, 093 . . . . . . . .

30, 005
8,250
55,725
58,410
23, 081

--·---:75.

• •I• • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • •

8,946 .•. . .• . . . . 3,682
12, 010 .....•...•........

i{~ii~\i;: : : : : ~~~~~~{{~;: U~! :::~~~~~~: :::::::: :::~~~~~~: :::::::::: ::::::::
12, 123
849
52,501
42,86-i
40, 419

hand

.June 30,
1894.

1···· ·· .. ,
161 65,743
. . . . . . •.
309
123, 523
. •. .. . . . •. . .. . . .
48, 941
100,261
2,003
6,428

2

Waxed upper ..... ... square feet..
Welt ....... ........ .... .. pounds..
Muslin, unbleached ............ yards..
Pndding .......................... do ...
Silesia ......................... . .. do.. .

Total
issued.

.. . .. .. ... 17, 161 1103, 068 , ..... · · ·1 · ··· .. ... . ,
65. 727
61 026 1·· ····
181: 259 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,398
376,034 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123,314
132 . . . • . . . . . . • . • • . . . . 1. . • . . . . . . . 1 10, 000
81, 511
26 . . . • . . . . . .
48, 915
91,544
170
116
164,251
81 I 13,976
269
104, 548
8,898
300
307
15,141
501·
32
10,211
95,691
4,757
38
150, 856
9, 999
316 1 13, 994
109,848
165, 429
4,385
194
215,217
184,065
48,534
949
594
131,424
31,273
31,459
94
67,858
18,999
17
2,667
275 , .... .. ... . 1,051
1-. - . ,._ ,.,
9
953
. . .. 141,485
824
184,492
16,000
250
140, 950 1 · . . . . . . ·
124
8,907
21
12,779
227
499
8,566 . ···•···
224
2,398
10
3j 210
500

. . .. . . .
.....•..
........
. .... ...
. . . .. . . .

28, 621
7,196
20,065
17,833
9, 255

Band instruments and parts thereof.

...........•......
........ .. ....... .
\·... .. .. . . 5,690
.......... 13,988
. • . • . . • . . . 31, 882

65,545
21,243
2,156
172,019
80
70,749
16,295
133,981
133,095
104,637

21
29

8,946
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70,064

· · · · · : : : 1· · ·

48
446
81
128

212
..............

·-------- -----437

1,552
334
3,760
2,245
1,808

---- -- -· ----- --421
7,076
511
943
.... .. ....... .. .

5, 062
87,097
84,478
72, 096

37,325
252,511
32,570
63,990

11,269
100,820
173,768
52,322
33,798

3,872
50,036
41,449
79,102
34,060

2, 455

212
944
34,686
2,273
802

9

149,806
10,506
2,408

2s: iizo · ···21: i13 · :: : :: ::: :::: :: ::1· · · 55: 793 ·
7, 1!)6
20,065
17,833
9, 256

0

Remain·
ing on

........ ...... ..
12, 306
.. . • . . . .
9931108, 601
. . . .. . . . . •. . . . . . 102,319
. . • •. . . .
45
81, 525

24,716
10,248
53,_454
80
14,956
3,989
25,380
30,776
23,112

\

·1·.........

Altos ••.•...~~~~~~.~~~·.... .. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . .

2 . .. ... . . .........

6 ........ ..........

1 .. . .. . . .

g;;i;7~: : :::::::::::::::::~~ii:

4 ... .... . . .........

1

Baritones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Bassos, Eb.......................................

1 {1 :: :: ::: ::

C

:'. :

·1·........ ........

1

3 .... .. ....•. : ... •

1

6 ........ ...... . ... ... . ...... ........

:s

8

1 .......... ..........

1

3

3

5

5

6

(! : :: :: : :: : : :: ::: i li

8
1

li ___

_J

~~:~~:::::::::·.:::::::::::::::::::: ........~- ........~. :::::::: ::::::::::\........~. :::::::: ........~. :::::::: ::::~::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ......~ .........~ ..........~

Drums:

'

p:j
trj

"'O

0

p:j

1-3
0

~

1-3

P:1
trj

Ul
trj

0
p:j
trj

1-3
ll>l;d

-<

0

tzj

~

~

Flutes ................................ .
Piccolos .............................. .
Triangles ............................ . .
Trombones
,

4
2

2 1·· ······ 1··········1···
6

! 1········6-i:::::::r:::::::r····

6
8

1

2

., .. ---····· l··-···••••I········

2
11

2
7
2

4
1

2
7

7

4

26
1
22
61
11
145
4,714
2,692
1,851

88
1
22
61

6

7

PARTS.

;i1~~:i

!:;!!!!ii!ii.:i:::iii ::::;;i:1 ·-·:;;;1·i i Ilii!i:iI'. i!: ii!i ii:::::!::;:

89
2
27
70
11
147
20,187
4,494
8,654
4

5

m1::::::::
......... ----•··-··-----1--------

4

1
5
9

11

145
5,582
2,801
1,851
4

2

14,555
1,698
2,808

,D

d

>
~

1-:3
t_zj

pj

ts:

>

U'J

1-:3

~

~
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~
>

r
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
REPORT OF MAJ, D. D. WHEELER, QUARTEmUSTER, U. S. ARJIY.

W .A.R DEP .A.R'.I.'J\IBNT,
Qu.A.RTERM.A.STER-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. O., August 15, 1894.
I have the honor to submit herewith the following report
of the operations of the transportation and regular supplies branches
of the office during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894:
GENERAL:

TRANSPORTATION BR.A.NCH,

Through this branch the Quartermaster-General supervises and
controls tbe transportation service of the Army, by rail, water, wagon,
and stage; frames regulation.; and issues instructions to govern same;
settles transportation and telegraph accounts which for any r~asons,
legal or technical, can not be paid by disbursing quartermasters, mcluding the voluminous accounts of the bond-aided Pacific railroads; prepares estimates of funds to provide the Army with transportation, and
superintends their economical expenditure. ·
The expenditures from transportation appropriation for the :fiscal
year ending June 30, 1894, so far as shown by accounts received to July
1, 1894, of disbursing quartermasters (see report of accounts branch),
· accounts of the bonded Pacific railroads, service over their non bonded
lines, and other transportation accounts settled through the transpor-tation branch, was $1,939,411.07.
The following statement shows that during the fiscal year 1894
transportation was furnished for 383,664 persons, 3,708 animals, and
89,855 tons of material.
Railroad.
Passengers:
Officers ........•..........
Men ......................

1,053
21,649

Water.

Wagon.

.................
135

10
1,106

I

21,893
335,311

23,055
360,609

2,507

135

1,110 1

357,204

383, (i6-i

- -22,702

Animals:
Horses ...................
Mules .. . ............ .....

2,467
976

154 ................
41 -------·----

Total ...... : ............

3,443

195

------------

13,234,807
927,236

2,610,391
1,389,606
5,378,329
73,689
154,792
4,953, 407

16,208,257
32,559,935
4,740,246
1,171,770
204,693
18,866,015

78,473,488

14,560,214

73,750,916

~et~~l~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~-- ~-. ~~~:::

Si~al Service ............
46!), ~28
Miscellaneous ----------- - 12,558,849
Total

···················

TotaL

sels.

99
2,408

Total ...................

Stores, pounds:
Subsistence ........... _.. 23,426,434
Quarterroaater ......... ___ 27,856,834

I ment
Governves-

Stage.

1

I

---

69 .

2, 691
1,017

6!)

3, 708

---------- ----------··
11

-

2,672, 318
2,827,446
2,447,563
44,018
60
4, !)07, 988

44, !)18, 198
6-i, 648, 889
25, 802, 188
2, 216, 912
828,873
41,295,295

26, 344 1 12, 899, 393

17!>, 710, 355

708
15,068
1,243
199

-----·--9,036
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
MOVEMENTS OF TROOPS.

The principal movements of troops during the year, with cost of
same, exclusive of deductions on accQunt of land-grant and boml·aided
railroads, have been as follows:
Movements.

Troops.

Cost.

3tl Art1llery.... . Six batteries changing station in Department of the East ............. .
5tb .Artillery ... . Two troops interchanging stations between Devartments of California
and the Columbia.
3d Ca,alry ..... . One Lroop changing station in Department of the Missouri. ........... .
4th Cavalry ... -. Three troops changing station in Department of California ...... , ..... .
5th Cavalry .... . Headqnarters and band and two troops changing station fa D epartment
of Texas.
7th Cavalry .... . Three troops changing station in Department of' T exas ............... .
9th Cavalry .... . Two troops interchanging Rtations between Departments of the !'latte
and Colorado.
5th Infantry ... . Four companies changing station in Department of'the East ... . ....... .
9th Infantry ... . Three companies changing station in Department of the East·. . ....... .
J:?o ......... . O~tic~fo3:a:1o~Indian_) from Department of the East to Department of

$7,405.11
2,041.16

11th Infantry .. . Four companies changing station in Department of the Colorado ..... .
13th Infantry .. . One company changing station in Departme nt of the Missouri. ._ ...... .
.18th Infantry .. . Headquarters and banil and eight companies changing station in D e .
partment of Texas.
20th Infantry .. . Two companies changing station in Department of Dakota ........... .
21st Infantry .. . One company from Department of the Platte to Department of the East.
23d Infantry ... . Headquarters and band and eight companies changing station in De.
partment of Texas.
25th Infantry .. . One company changing station in Department of Dakota ......... . ..... .
Headquartel"s Changing station from Los-Angeles, Cal., to Denver, Colo ............. .
Department
of the Colorado.
Various ....... . Two batteries Thircl Artillery and one company Ninth Infantry
chan ged from Fort Barrancas, Fla., to Fort McPherson, Ga.. on
account of proximjty of yellow fever.
Do ......... . Eight troops Third Cavalry and four companies Thirteenth Infantry
transported between various points in Department of the Missouri to
protect settlers . .
Do ......... . Transportation of detachment of companies A, Tenth Infantry, E,
rwelfth Infantry, H, Fourteenth Infantry, from Fort Leavenworth,
Kans., to various points in Indian Territory.
Do ......... . .:'rfemorial Day, May 30, Battery E, First Artillery, and Fifteenth Infan.
try, from Fort Sheridan to Chicago, Ill.. ancl return .
Do ......... . .Memorfa.J. Day, bancl and two batteries, Third Artillery, from Fort Mo.
Pherson to Marietta, Ga., and return.
Do ......... . Memorial Day, troops from N ew York Harbor to New York City and
Brooklyn, and return.
Do ..... .... . Columbian Exposition, officers and cadets from West Point, N. Y., to
Chicaio, Ill., and return.
Do ......... . Columbian Exposition, two companies Third Infantry from Fort Snelling, Minn., to Chicago, Ill., and return.
Do ......... . Movementa of Seventeenth Infantry in Department of the Platte on
account of Commonweal army.
-

1,705.38
152. 30
G, 8-18. 36

Total amount expended in the principal movements of troops during the year.

1, 209.12
1,170.85
130.19
3, 030. 91
2,769.78
3,295.53
8li2. 60
2,482.58

878. OG
4, 88-1. 26
3,838.02
r

2, 334_:is
3, ~2(). 72

1, 2!)4. 03

5,050.42
2,178.50
3.U.0'3
102. 05

63.15
10,826. s:;
1,810.08

2,735.20
73, 360. 27

SUMMER ENCAMPMENTS .AND RIFLE COMPETI'l'ION.

From reports received it is shown that there was expended during
the fiscal year 1894 in transportation of troops in connection with summer encampments, practice marches, field maneuvers, and instructions,
the sum of $12,571.79; also for the transportation of enlisted men to
engage in target practice and rifle competition, $25,740.52.
Where expended.

Summer
camps.

Ride competition.

B:!m:m H:!: Wit:A~~~~:: :::::: ::::::: :: :::::: :: :::::::::::::: :::::: :: ~:: ... t~~~~ ;~. $t !~: !i
Department of Texas.........................................................

~:~!~::~t ~1

Raokctfo~~a:~:: :::::: :: : ::: : : : ::::::::: :: : : : ::::: :: : :::::: :: :: :
Department of California ..... ............ ....... . . .......... . ... .. ...... ... · 1
Department of the Columbia.................................................
Total .................................. -............ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

76. 00

4

m: ~t

*~

1,314.14

:: i~!:

'
1, 282. f!O • • • • • • • • • • •
2, 689. 50
1,377. 20

-~----1-----

12, 571. 79

25, 740. 52
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BOND-AIDED

PACIFIC

RAILROADS, THEIR
BRANCHES.

LEASED

LINES

AND

Five thousand seven hundred and ninety persons, 1,175 animals, and
31,588,968 pounds of freight were transported for the department oyer
the bond-aided Pacific railroads, their branches, and leased lines durrng
the year.
The service performed by each road is shown in the following table:
Company.
Union Pacific . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1

~~n~1ti1~!n~~£!i~~;~~~~t~~~\ ;;;:s: :?;;t~:? :~~~:

Persons
transported.
31 562

l,

t~i

Animals '
Freight
transtransported.
ported.
672

4

~~

13, 140, 910

1
~:

~~u~g

Total. ................................................... _i--5-,-79-0-l---1,-1-75-J--3--1,-=-58:::8:-:,9::::::68

Fifteen hundred and forty-nine accounts of these railroads, aggregating $295,851.41, were received at this office during the year for settlement through the Treasury, as required by law. Of this amount
$133,210.89 inured to the Union Pacific, $161,489.61 to the Cen~!al
Pacific, (branches and leased lines), operated by the Southern Pacific
Company, and, $1, 150.!;)1 to the Sioux City and Pacific Railroad.
Of these accounts 539, aggregating $73,483.12, were for transportation performed for other departments of the Government under law of
July 5, _1884, and of this amount $35,715.17 was for service over the
Union Pacific, $37,765.88 over the Central Pacific (branches and leased
lines), operated by the Southern Pacific Company, and $2.07 o"£:er the
Sioux City and Pacific Railroad.
The following is a statement of the analysis of the accounts of these
companies for the year, showing amounts for troops and stores and for
bonded and non bonded service, respectively:

Company.

Amount
Estiof acmated Portions
counts re- amount
Propor- Portion
inuring Portion
ceived in
inuring tion subsi- unsubsiof acQuarter- couuts
for
dized.
dized.
for
stores.
masterr en- troops.
General's not
dered.
Office.

Total
amount.

Union Pacific ............ $133, 210. 89 $28,690.81 $41, 984. 10 $119, 917. 60 $149, 150. 33 $12,751.37 $161, 901. 70
Southern Pacific Company, o~erating Central Pacific R.R._ ...... 161,489.61 77, 1 .18 30,009.51 208,593.28 94, 073.18 144,529.61 238, 602.79
1, 581. 05
96. 97
Sioux City and Pacific ...
1,484.08
1,150.91
1,124.66
430.14
456. 39
Total. .............. 295, 851. 41106, 234. 13 72, 450. 001 329, 635. 54 244,707.59 157,377.95 402, 085.54
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

VESSELS IN SERVICE OF THE QUARTERM.A.STER:S DEPARTMENT.

This department has kept in se£vice at points where constant use is
required 8 steamboats which it owns. The cost of maintaintng these,
including repairs, for the year 1894 was $82,296.4:7, as follows:
Name.

Class.

Tonnage.

Whenpurchased or
built.

Cost or
estimated
value.

, .,

General Meigs ................•.............. Propeller ........ .
Ordnance ........................................ do ............ .

-tr::it:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .~~;~/~~~~~:::::

Monroe ...............,. ... . ... . .................. do ............ .
Resolute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Steam tug ..... . . .
General McDowell..... ............ ...... .... Propeller ....... . .

Name.

By whom employed.

175
!J7
60. 31
32. 36
37. 68
62. 36
70. 30
160

Where employed.

May 11, 1892
Sept. 1, 1883
Oct. 15, 1878
Oct. 8, 1874
F eb. 1, 1875
Nov. 30, 1875
NOV. 14, 1879
Nov. 17, 1886

$64,486.43
27,870.80
13,865.56
7,200.00
7,800.00
15,200.00
17,947.46
56,150.00

Paid for Paid for
Total
repairs. e~~~~~e~. expenses.

General Meigs .... . Depot quartermaster New York Harbor ........ $1,488.26 $12,938. 87 $1<1, 427.13
Ordnance .............. do ..................... do . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .
764. 84
7,585.85
8,300.69
Atlantic ............ Post quartermaster. Governors Island, New
4.80 11,772.68 11,777.48
York Harbor.
Thayer ... .............. do ..................... do . .... ... .... ....... 1,110.41
555. 79
1,666.20
Hamilton .............. do ............... DaYids Island, New York
112. 39
4,525.61
4,638.00
Harbor.

}tis~l~t;::::::
:: ::: ::::i~ ::: ::::::::: ::: ~~~to!~:!!'s ~.·.~::::::::: 816. 51
General McDowell . Chief quartermaster San Francisco Harbor . . . . i: i;~: ~g

3,506.05
9, 241. 77
22,621.69

4,322.56
10,415.57
26,748.84

Total......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,598.16

72,698.31

82,296.47

STATEMENT OF CHARTERED VESSELS.

The following is a list of vessels temporarily used at times during
the year by charter and hire, showing cost of such service to have been
$5,439.77.
Name.

Class.

Tonnage.

Willie C .........•.. Steam tug............
16. 03
E. B. Lane . .. ............ do ..... _....... .. Unknown.
Wesley .A.. Gove ... ...... do . _. . . . . . . . . . . . .
70. 68
.A.nna ...........•........ do .. . . . . . . ... . . . . Unknown.
Princess Ida . . . . . . . Sloop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
Ben Hur ............. .... do ............... Unknown.
Unknown .......... Unknown............ . Unknown.
Rescue ............. Steam tug . . . . . . . . . . . .
172. 23
Undine ............ Naphtha launch ................... .
Where and by whom
employed.

Period of service.
.July 1, 1893, to .June 30, 1894.
.July 1, 1893, to .A.ug. 31, 1893.
.A.ug. 30. 1893, to Sept. 13, 1893.
.June 1 to 30, 1894.
.July, 1893 , to .June 30, 1894.
Feb. 2, 1894.
Nov. 15 to 18, 1893.
:!~~·e;~r!tSept. _13, 1893.

'

Rate.

Earnings.

Remarks.

$300 per month .

$3,600.00

E. B. Lane ......... Post quartermaster, Fort $2.50 per hour ..
Monl'oe, Va.
Wesley .A.. Gove ... Post quartermaster, Boston. $13. 75 per trip ..

153. 77

Between P ensacola
and Forts Barran.
cas and Pickens.
Placing targets.

Anna ... ........... Post quartermaster, Fort $3 per trip ......
Monroe.
Princess Ida_ ...... Fort .A.dams, R. I. ... - ..... . $5 per day ..•...

82. 50
104. 00

Ben Hur ........... Fort Preble, Me ............ $6 per job- ......

6. 00

Name.

Willie C ........... Post quartermaster, Fort
Barrancas, Fla.

Unknown ......... Post ~uartermaster, Fort
Preb e, Me.

412. 50

$4 per day ......

11.00

Rescue ............ Chief quartermaster, San $60 per day .....
Francisco,
Undine ............ San Diego, Cal . ......... -.. $5 per trip ......

1,020.00

Total ........

··-------····---···----- ---··- ------------------

50. 00
5,439.77

Replace Resolute,
being repaired.
Replace Resolute.
R8£lace Monroe, unergoing r epairs.
Portland to Fort
Gories.
Inves i~ating dama"'e
y storm at
.Anastasia Island.
While :McDowell
was being repaired
Carrying officers to
man of war in bar·
bor.
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TELEGRAPHING ON ARMY BUSINESS.

On ~ugust 5, 1893, the Postmaster-General announced in department circular a new sche<lule of rates for official Government telegrams
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894. It was pnblishe_d to theArmy,
General Orders, No. 72, Adjutant-General's Office, 1893.
·
This ended the c.ontroversy between the Western Union Telegraph
C~mpany and the Government, which bad existed during the three _
pr10r fiscal years, as to rates for public telegrams, and the consequent
protest under which the company accepted payment.
The new schedule of rates has proved satisfactory to the telegraph
company, which has transmitted Army telegrams during the year and
presented accounts for the service at the rates fixed, which have been
promptly paid.
ACCOUNTS .A.ND CL.A.IMS FOR TR.A.NSPORTA'.l.'ION.

The records show that 3,424 accounts and claims, ~,mo~ting to
$394,950.54, were received and examined for settlement m this branch
during the year.
Of these, 461, amounting to $57,807.80, were chargeable to the_ appropriation for army transportation for the several years in which the
services were performed; 1,549, amountipg to $295,85~.41, were. for
transportation over the bond-aided Pacific railroads, their leased Imes
and branches; _1,102, amounting to $35,096.92, exclusive of539 accounts
of the bond-aided Pacific railroads, amounting to $73,483.12, were for
transportation for other departments and payable by the several
de_gartments interested; and 312, amounting to $6,194.41, were for the
transmission of telegrams on official military business, chargeable to the
appropriation for incidental expenses.
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Tliis branch has charge of all matters relating to the procurement
and distribution 'of supplies, including means of transportation, stoves
and heating apparatus, and repair and maintenance of same, for heat~ng barracks and quarters; of ranges, stoves, and appa.ratus for cook.mg; of fuel and lights for enlisted men, guards, hospitals, storehouses,
and offices, and for sales to officers; of equipment of bakehouses to
carry o~ post bakeries; of the necessary furniture, text-books, pape:,
and eqmp_ments for the post schools; for the tableware and mess furmt~re for kitchens and mess halls for enlisted men; of forage and becldmg for the public animals of the Quartermaster's Department, and
for the authorized number of officers' horses· of straw for soldiers' bedding; of s~ationery and blank books for th~ Quartermaster's Department, certificates for discharged soldiers blank forms for the Payma ter's and Quartermaster's Departments' and of the necessary corrcspon\lence connected with the work of this branch.
~his branch has also charge of matters relating to all contracts to
wlnch the Quartermaster's Department is a party.
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QU ARTERMASTER-Gli~NERA.L.
Cavalry and artillery horses pm·ohased (by departm ent
For what department, depot,
or post.
Department of Dakota _______ .
D epartment of the East _. _. _..
Department of California._ - ...
Department of the Missouri._.
Department of Texas._ ... __- ..
Department of the Platte .. -- . Department of the Colorado ...
Department of the Columbia ..
West Point._ ............ ..... ..
J effer son barracks .. _..........
Total .... _......... _.....

Cavalry.
122

Artil- Total cost. Average
lery.
cost.

.............

27
183

27
12
30

rm

10

26

103
244

-----·-

63 ..............
13 ------6 ------957 1

79

01·

post).

Where purchased.

$9, G74. 91
6,099.00
4, 587.70
23,583.70

:$79. 30 I n department.
.
115.07 St. Louis :1nd New York.
117. 63 In department.
110.72. St. Louis, Chicago, and Fort

18,260.00
8, 600.50 .
24,303.70

101. 44
83. 50
99. 60

· 7,469. 00
1,417. 00
628. 20

118.55
109. 00
104. 70

104, 623.71

100.'99

Riley.
In department.
Do.
St. Louis and sou th ern Califor
nia.
In d epartmont.
St. Louis, Mo.
Do.

±!:~!t: ~~!t ~i ~~Iii~/h~;::~:::::::::::: :::: :: ::: :::::: :::: :::: :: ::: :::::::: :: ::: :: ::::::: :: m: ~:
Mule and t eam horses purchased.
Horses.
For whoct department, depot, or post.

Mules.

Num- Total cost. Average Num- ' Total cost . .A.verngo
b er.
cost.
ber.
cost.

Department of Dakota ........... _.......
2
$400. 00
$200. 00
39
Department of the East ...... - . . . . . . . . . . .
13
2,289.00 • 176. 07
13
D epartmentoftbeMissourL-··--··--·--· ....... ·--··- · ···· · ··-···--· ·
52
Department of Texas . .. .. ·-·-·· · ··-····· ·-· ·- ·--·····--· ·· · · · - · · ··-···
50
D epartment of the Platte .... _....... ·-...
2
260. 00
130. 00
50
Departm ent of the Colorado . .. ·- ............ . ...... . .. _..... . . . . . .. . . .
50
DepartmentoftheColumbia ... . ......... -·· · ·· · ·-·· ·· ······ ---·-·--··
18
'\VestPoint .. -·---························
5
600.00
120.00 ·· ·· ··Columbus barracks -··· -·-·· ···-·-· - ······
4
599.00
149.75
4
Willets Point. ·- · -··········· · ···········1
185.00 ·-··--···· -··-·-Washingtondepot.---·-· ······ · ··-··· ··- ·
7
1,855.00
265.00
1
PhiladelpbiadepoL,-·--·················
2
290. 00
145.00 ·-- ·--St.Louis depot .. _..... _.......... -····- - · ···· ·- - ··---·-·- · ····- · · ---- 2
St. Louis clothing depot_ ... . .... _.. ... _. _....... .. - .. _. _. _____ __. ... _. _
2
Total. __ .. -. - . - .. _. - _...... _- .... _..

36

6, 478. 00

$4, 759. 00
1, 800. 50
G,176.00
U,250.00
• 5,937. 50
5,937. 50
2,137.50
·-··-···--··
5i5.00
-····-- ··-·175.00
····-· --· --·
274.00
300. 00

179. 94 12 8 1

$122. 02
138. 50
11 8. 77
125. 00
118. 75
118. 75
118.75
··-·· ----143.75
-· -·-·---·
····-·---·
···· -----·
137.00
150. 00

34, 322. 00

122. 14
/

The following is a statement of tbe sales of public animals in the
different departments and at general and other depots during the fiscal
year, as reported to this office, showing the number of each class and
the total amount realized:
Cavalry and artillery horses.

Draft horses .

Mules.

Where sold.
Number.

Amount.

Department of Dakota . - -.. . - .. - . -. . . . . . . .
98
$1, 729. 00
Department of the E ast -- .... ... . -- . - . - . . .
13
373. 00
Department of California_ ......... - . . . . . . .
28
428. 50
Department of the Missouri_...... ....... .
160
3, 4G9. 85
Department of Texas - . _.... - ... - . - . .... - 73
2, 039. 85
Department of tho Platte--·· -· -· -· ·· ·-···
4.1
580.00
Departtmen ~ o~ tthhe ~oiorabd? . ..... - . . - ... - .
1!~
3,
~~
e vO um 1a _ - _ • • - • _ - . ___ •
•
D epar men o
Columbus barracks.- -··· ··· ·-···-·····- ---= · ··-· · " ··-·---··--Washington depot . ... _.... -···········-·-19
G72.00
~fto~~n!;gte~.o_t_::: : : : ::::::: ::::: :::::: ··-- -i .. . -... ii'oo·
WestPoint .. ... ·-··- - - ···· · ·-- ·····-·····--·····-·····-······
Jefferson barracks.· --···- · ····· -·--·-·-·-·
5
83.00

Number.

Amount.

1
$51. JO
7
146. 40
1
1. 00
...• _.. . . . . . . . • . • . .
_.. _..... _... __ . .. _
.. . .... ·-···--·····

~r~· .-....__ .. _...._.. .

Total .. _.......... . ....... . .. . _..... .

614

13, 43G. 20

_ ••••.••••••

3

9

Num ·
ber.
42
5
1
98
50
,.22

87
24

Amount.
$772. 55
129. 50
10. 00
2, 684. 37
1, 181. 20
2,008. 17

2,

m: i~

23.25
2
24.00
369.00 ······- ······- ---··

·--·-~· . _-·· -~~·.~~ . .... ·4- ······ i5i 00
1
16.00 . ...• .. ······---··-······ ·········- -· --··· ·· ··-· ·-- --071.45

435

9,728.69
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The following is a summary of the 1mmber of animals purchased, sold,
died, etc., during the fiscal year and remaining on hand at its close, as
indicated by reports received at this office :

I

Cavalry
and
Team :Mules.
artillery horses.
horses.

-------------------------1-----------3
2
~~r~t~~e~u.1:. ~'. ~~:~.:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : t g~i ~~ ' ~g~
Total to be accounted for .•.•..••.•........•..•.•........•...........

~ --329

Sold .................................••............••.................... · · · Died ............................•........•..••..•........•.................
•

Total sold and died ...............•••................•........•.......

On hand .July 1, 1894 ...........•.. ... ...... .................................

~~t = ~

4,

262

½it

-™-32 ~
=

6,929 -

297

4 026
,

WAGONS, CARTS, ETC.

During the :fi~cal year ended June 30, 1894, there were purchased:
Kind.

Num·
ber.

Cost. ,

Bobsleds ..................... .
Buckboards .................. .
Carts:
Coal. ..................... .

3
3

$70. 00
340. 00

1

~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::

35

28. 00
1,259.65
25. 00
1,842.00
150. 00
5,250.00
26. 00
139. 00

Hand ............ ·-·······
Hose ..................... .

Coafb~!~~~s::::::::::::::::::
Sleighs ...........•............

1
138
2

25
2
2

Kind.

Num·
ber.

Cost.

Trutosdk and ladder . . . . . . . . .
Hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wafns:
·

1

$300. OO

1

Spring ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

22
4

w~1:e1.1:>~;;~;;s·::::::::: ·:

256

10. 50
365.00
552.
4,719.00
1, 288. 76
337. oo
547. 68

~-

17, 249. 5.3

R~~e!~. :::::::::::: :::::
trinkling ....... · · · · · · · ·

Total. .................•

2

4
1

00

ILLUMINATING SUPPLIES.

During the fiscal year 1,500 lamps (pendent and bracket), 617 lanterns (assorted), 5 lamp posts, 402 street lamps, 20 lamps (assort~d), autl
the necessary chimneys, wicks, and tbe various parts reqmred for
expenditure and repairs were purchased at general depots a~ a co~t of
$12,975.09. Six hundred and sixty.eight thousand and s1xty·e~ght
gallons of mineral oil were purchased at a cost of $82,633.98. Thirtytwo thousand four hundred arid eighty.eight gallons of ga~oline were
purchased at a cost of $3,885.13. Expenditure for gas and m~tch:es,
$7 ,40~.87. The aggregate expenditure on account of said illummatmg
supp hes was $106,873.07.
The money received from sales of illuminating , upplies to officer
reverts to the appropriation for regular supplies.
VETERINARY SUPPLIES.
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. CONTR.A.CTS.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894, 1,384 contracts were
received, examined, and filed in this office. Seven hundred and sixtynine were for 79,179 cords of wood, 220,709,864 pounds of coal, 15,880
bushels of charcoal, 8,947,500 pounds of corn, 29,408,048 pounds of oats,
5,217,000 pounds of barley, 3,919,400 pounds of bran, 65,978,706 pounds
of hay, 7,422,100 pounds of straw, 20,000 pounds of middlings, 40,000
pounds of shorts; 3 for indefinite quantities of fuel, forage, and straw; 51
for transportation; 15for water: and water supply; 16for printing; 120for
leases; 17 for services; 11 for shoeing public animals; 64 for buildings·;
153 for clothing and equipage; 10 for packing boxes; 1 for illuminating
gas; 1 for lumber for miscellaneous purposes; 3 for telephones; 4 for
sewerage; 1 for wells; 29 for heating apparatus; 1 for building material; 30 for plumbing, etc.; 4 for repairs to buildings; 1 for barrels; 17
for horses; 5 for tableware; 1 for lockers; 12 for gas piping, etc.; 7 for
mineral oil; 9 for road ways and sidewalks; 1 for lamps; 2 for mules; 3
for stoves, ranges, and parts; 2 for carts, etc.; 1 for flagstaff; 1 for wire
fence; 4 for rubber hose; 1 for wagon parts; 1 for paulins; 2 for wagon
covers; 1 for gas machine; 1 for gasoline machine; 1 for boundary monuments; 1 for branch railroad; 1 for constructing bake ovens; 1 for
bulkhead; 1 for blue prints; 1 for fire escapes, aud 3 for headstones.
Stoves and ranges, and extra parts therefor, were purchased at general
depots during the fiscal year to extent of $61,347.69, as follows:
Num- Total cost.
ber.

Kind.
Cooking stoves....................................................................
Heating stoves....................................................................
Laundry stoves . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

54
796
27

~~::~; ~<i°h~at~~~·.·.· .·.· .-: _._._. _._._._._._._._._._._. _._. _._. .-:: :.-:.-: ::::::::.-: ::::::: :::::: :: : :::

2~~

Cost of repairs of stoves, etc . ........... . .... :. .......... .. ....... .. .......... .... . . . . . . .

$1,487.87
10,225.91
217. 50

1::29,690.16
m: ~g

- - ·'- - - -

Total ............................................................................... ,

61,347.69

Horse and mule shoes, horseshoe nails, and shoeing tools were purchased during the year as follows:
Pounds.

Total cost.

291, 373
69, 793

fif:f{~1::ts_-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::...~;'. ~~~.

$10,045.77
2,626.93
5,425.93
534. 31
368.14

Total .......... . ................................................................... .

19,001.08

Articles.
Horseshoes.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:\i ule shoes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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The following described articles of tin and sheet.iron ware were,
under authority of the Secretary of War, mam1factured at the Fort
Leavenworth Military Prison during :fiscal year ending June 30, 1894:
Furniture for stm:es a:nd ranges.
Num.
ber.

Material.

Civilian
labor.

Prison
labor.

856
326
922
343
6
36

$791. 52
120. 00
1,003.14
401. 64
8. 35
12.55

$161.10
52. 77
226. 59
87. 04
1.10
4. 51

$106. 93
40. 75
183. 97
67. 86
1.00
4.13

$1,059.55
213. 52
1,413.70
556. 5-!
10. 45
21.19

:: :: ::::::::~::::: ~:: :: : 810
~~~
[:!!th:L~~~~!;;~~t~a.·:
~~t;~s (army range) . . . . . . . . ... . . . ... . . . . . . . .

304. 32

~: !6

:U~
65. 78

m: gg

Articles.
Boilers :
vVash (army range) •.. • .................... . •

~~::re(~~~~.~~~~e}.::::: ::::::::::::::::::::I

Round ... • .. •..... ...........................

6:ffe~ :::: :::::~: ~: :~::: :::::::·:::::.:: :: :: :::

B.ake pans:

2it ~~

105. 15

Total cost.

475. 25

~:*

1

:l! ini :ti~ :Hi

Poli;lf~~.~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::-:=::::::

~~;~~vers(armyrange)................. . .......

42

2.15

.84

.43

36

14. 49

3.85

3.19

Dip::;isc~'. ~~-~ ~.t~·~·:
Stovepipe (joints), common........................ F, 116
Stovepipe (e,bows), common..................... 3,052
~t-vep)pe (¥~e~ jtnts), common .... ., ..... _. ....
590
Stovep~pe ~ fi°m
common .. - ....•. •. ..... - . .
9~~

1,810. 96
242. 62
83. 43

Dish········· · ···················-·······-·· '

~=: ~:: ::: :: :::: ::: :: ::::: ::: ~~~

t),

~l~Yi!i?:l~:~~~:: : :.:: ~: : :~: .:~: ~~:: ~:

~ti~

at i~

~

Total. .•............................... : ......... .

1Ui
gi

i~

2,

115. 2~
91. 9

~j~

9. 43
2

68. 00

98. 18
15_38
5i. 86
1

10: 40
2

u~ Uii U~ t~
·I·........... ..........
7 ,364.49
2

73

~~: ~~

119_.
153

3.42

~u:
m: g

=~

HARNESS.

Under authority of the Secretary of War, harness was manufactured
at Fort Leavenworth military prison for the Quartermaster's Depart.
ment during :fiscal year ending June 30, 1894, as follow s, viz:
Num·
ber.

Articles.

1

Single sets harness :

±:~~1:~~::
:h~~i::::~::::::::::::::::::::: 2i
Wagon, wheel........... ....... .............
:Buckboard (special)................... . .....
., xtra parts for harness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coronas
.........................................

4
2 1

E

20

M t . 1
a ena ·

tu~

56. 69
58. 90
1, 773. 17
112. 00

Civilian
labor.

r:i~~~

Total cost.

$78. 0-!

m. 2-1

t~ui
i~:gg
14. 41 I
8. 35
5. 00
473. 58
26. 5-l

~-~

5. 00
279. 51
20. 00

2,

f;6:· 06~

Total. .. ... ... . ...... .. .... ................ ·· ····· ·!······················!··· ··· · · · · ~ ~

The following are the payments ma<l.e byquarterma ters for purcha
for- the Ar_my at general depots for u e thereat and for ship~e~t ~l

wher~ ~urrng the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1894, from appropriatiou
pertarnmg to tbat period:
.- -

Reg lar

Depots.
T

I

'

Pbilad1:lpbia .......... ::················, , '• I ,
-" ew 1 ork · · · · · · · · · · · ·
."t. Loni!!

I

$63 293 91
$
3
!,G 4.88
1 , 070. 87
857. 66
,T lli·r ,m~·iil~········ ·· ·········· ········ 11,334.17
3,731.60
·anl:"rantigr·o············· ··· ······ ····· 9!!,!ll-l.93 1 17,430.05
- ............ · · · · · · · · · · · • · · 19, 118. 41
4, 206. 12

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ..

'.fotal . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· .....

Barracks

Incidental
and
expense::_ quart ra .

1
_sup~

·I 211,732.20 I :JP, 320. 31 I

1
c<2
29
•P, *·
426. 2
14 .30
217.46
7, 070. 60

.A.rmy

tran por·
tation.

Total.

---- 935
$?0
- , 68?-·'"7
14, 264. 50
32,714.29
44,654.90
19, 615. 67

8, 2 ·1. 4, ,-1-3-1,-9-32-.-13-,~

'
' 33 11 9.
-i7,?--· ~
16~, 2!•·
50, 0, ·

$88
r
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Purchases have been made in the departments and at general depots
f(!r post bakeries, schools, and gardens, as follows:
Bakeries ... ·.................................. : ........•................... $526.19
Schools .......................... ____ . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 4, 668. 02
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . • • • . . . . . 5, 194. 21

- Total cost of all tableware and kitchen utensils purchased, Pbiladel·
phia depot, $11,726.39.
,
MESS TABLES, STOOLS, COMP.A.NY FIELD DESKS, AND ROPE MATS.
_ There were manufactured during the :fiscal year ended June 30, 1894-,
at Fort Leavenworth Military Prison, viz:
·
Number.

Material.

Prison
labor.

Total
cost.

234
5,421
21

$1,260.74
1,603.37

2

21.36
12. 98

$147. 50
132. 25
33. 00
4. 50
37. 00

$1, 408. 24
1, 735. 62
152. 83
25. 86

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3, 372. 53

.Articles.
Mess aud kitchen tables ......................•..............
Mess stools ............................... ---- .... -.••..••...
Company field desks ...............•.........................
Dish cars (without running gear) ........................... .
Rope mats ....................................•........ - .... -

Very respectfully,
The

59

11!}. 83

49. 98

D. D. WHEELER,
Major and Quarter1naster, U.S. .Army.

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., August 15, '1894.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit a report of the operations of
tbe mail and record division, the records, :files, and miscellaneous
claims branch, the claims branch, and the cemeterial branch, also the
conducting of fuel tests, for the year ending June 30, 1894.
MAIL AND RECORD DIVISION.

This division was established N ove_m ber 15, 18D0, for the purpose of
bringing into one division all matters pertaining to the keeping of the
records, the briefing, entering, and indexing of all communications
received in the office of the Quartermaster-General, as well as the .
writing and mailing of all letters and indorsements to bo sent out.
This work was formerly divided among the various branches of the
office. To accomplish the consolidation of the records a modification
of the card system was adopted.
The following is the number of communications received and number
of letters and indorsements sent out during the year ending June 30,
1894:
Original cases... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 716
Recei,ecl-backs ............................................................ 25,896
Letters and indorsements mailed ........................................... 43, 011
RECORDS, FILES, AND MISCELLANEOUS CL.A.IMS TIRANCII.
MiscellanP.ous clairns and accounts.

At tho beginnin'g of the fiscal year thero were on hand awaiting action 9
miscellaneous claims, amounting to .............. _.. _. _... ____ .. ___ . . . . $3, 840. 00
And 4 accounts, amounting to ............... _...... _.. __ ... __ ..... ___ ...
90. 96
Thero were received during the year 16 claims, amounting to_. __ ........ 39, 688. 78
Auel 224 accounts, amounting to ........................ ___ .... _____ ..... 14, 787. 01
Total, 405 claims and accouut , amounting to._ .... __ ... ____ . _..... 58, 406. 75
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Upon these final action was taken during the year as follows:
12 cl~ims aJ?prove<l. for payment, amounting to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$895. 96
2 cla1m_s referred to other departments, amounting to ... ......... : . . . . . . .
916. 37
104 claim~ referred to the Treasury Department for action, a~ountmg to.~ 18,926.90
Upon which reduction was made of .......... _.. _... __ ... ............. .. 5,331.00
And 47 ·claims were disallowed, amounting to. ____ . ___ ..•................ 14,629.55
176 account,s were approved for payment of ..... __ ....................... 7,982.34
Being a reduction of ... _.... __ .. ___ .... _._ ... _____ ........ _.............
230. 49
26 were referred to other departments to which they pertained, amounting to .. __ ..... .. _____ . ____ ____ . __ .. ________ . __ ...... _... ___ ..... _..... 5,421.43
And 19 were disallowed, amounting to .. _............ _..... .............. ~ 7 . 00

Total claims and accounts finally acted upon, 386, amounti:µg to.... 54,791.04

===

There were on hand awaiting action at the close of the fiscal ye· ,r :
12 claims, amounting to ... _.... ___ .. ____ ........ _ ... _.......... ......... 2, ~~~: ~~
And 7 accounts, amounting to ................................ - - - - · · · · · - ·

----

Total, 19 claims and accounts, amounting to ...................... -.

3, 615. 71

:Final action was also taken upon 12 claims amounting, as presented, to $1,894.14,
which pertained to p_rior years.
'
NEWSP A.PERS AND PERIODICALS,

One hundred and thirteen military post libraries were supplied with
newspapers and periodicals during the :fiscal year at a cost of $3,639.60.
These posts were garrisoned by 394 companies and detach_ments of
troops. The selections were for 197 daily, 622 weekly and semi-weekly,
and 219 monthly publications.
PRINTING AND BINDING.

During the year 432 requisitions for printing and binding ~ere issued
on the Public Printer, of which number 213 were for work m the War
Department branch printing office.
. The cost for printing and binding during the year, as shown by the
bills and estimates thus far received, is $9,988.88.
CLAIMS BRANCH.
CLAIMS UNDER THE ACT OF JULY

4, 1864.

On July 1, 1893, there were on hand not :finallyacte<l. upon 98 claims,
amounting to $121,018.37; 1 of these, amounting to $350 was sent to
the Treasury for settlement for $300 leaving on hand at the close of
the ye~r 97 claims, amounting to $120,668.37.
J?urmg the year 12 claims, amounting, as presented, to $38,023.44,
which ha,d previously been investigated and disallowed by the Quarte~master-General for want of proof as to loyalty of the claimants or evidence t~at the stores were actually taken and used by the Army,_ were
tr~nsm1tt~d t_o the Court of Claims or to the Department of Justice as
eVIdence m similar claims referred to that court by Congress.
CEMETERIAL BRANCH.

At the commence~ent of the year there were 83 national cemeterie
and n cbang · having occurred, the number remainf:t the ame.
lntermen to .June 30, I !H:
Known .......... _... __ .
1 2 632
rnknown ........ .. _. __ . ~ ~:::: ~ ~:::: ~ ~:::: : : : : ~ ~:::: ~ ~:::: ~ ~:::: ~::::: 149 32
T

-

al . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332, 5~
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At the commencement of the year there were 73 superintendents in
service. During the year 2 others have been appointed, 2 resigned, and
1 has been discharged, leavhlg 72 in service at the close of the year.
Removals of remains of officers and enlisted men have been made
from abandoned post cemeteries and other places to post or national
cemeteries, as follows: From the old post cemetery, Fort Brady, Mich.,
to Riverside Cemetery, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. From old Fort Bliss,
Tex., to the post cemetery established at the n~w post; from Tunnelton, W. Va., to the Grafton (W. Va.) National Cemetery; from the
Crater farm, near Petersburg, Va., to the Poplar Grove (Va.) National
Cemetery; from Malvern Hill battlefield, Virginia, to the Glendale
(Va.) National Cemetery'; and from the Citizens' Cemetery, Gettysburg,
Pa., to the National Cemetery at that place.
Headstones.-During the year 7,637 white marble headstones to mark
the graves of Union soldiers, sailors, and marines buried in national,
post, city, and village cemeteries have been provided from the appropriations for that purpose.
Lodges and outbuildings.-A contract has been made for the construction of a superintendent's lodge (of stone) and a cistern at the Custer
Battlefield (Mont.) National Cemetery, and the work commenced June
25, 1894. The outbuildings contracted for during the preceding year,
to be erected in the national cemeteries at Fort Leavenworth, Kans.;
Soldiers' Home, District of Columbia; Culpeper and Yorktown, Va.,
and Grafton, W. Va.; and the receiving vault in the Arlington (Va.)
National Cemetery, have been completed; and a new brick stable
erected in the Jefferson Barracks (Mo.) National Cemetery, to replace
a similar structure accidentally destroyed by fire December 13, 1893.
Rostrums.-Permanent rostrums, contracted for during the previous
fiscal year, have been erected in the Annapolis (Md.), Yorktown (Va.),
Fort Donelson (Tenn.), and Fayetteville (Ark.) National cemeteries.
Flagstajfs.-During the year an iron flagstaff (Nelson patent), 75 feet
in length, has been erected in the Richmond (Va.) National Cemetery,
and similar staffs ordered for the Camp Butler (IIl.) and Fort Smith
(Ark.) National cemeteries. Wooden :flagstaffs have been erected in
Baton Rouge (La.) and Danville (Ky.) National cemeteries, and the
lower mast of the staff' at the Salisbury (N. 0.) cemetery renewed.
Memorial Day, May 30.-Was duly observed at nearly all the National
cemeteries, and the graves decorated as usual.
At the Arlington (Va.) National Cemetery the gates on t,h e eastern
front have been repainted, and necessary repairs ma<le to the mansion,
outbuildings, water supply, and drainage. The grounds, walks, and
drives have been kept in good condition. A contract has been made
for the construction of an asphalt driveway connecting with the granolithic pavement heretofore constructed around the mansion, and extending toward the western entrance.
At the Cave Hill (Ky.) National Cemetery the purchase of the
additional land situated between burial sections B and C, authorized
during the previous fiscal year, has been completed.
At the Custer Battlefield (Mont.) National Cemetery an inexpensive
frame structure containh1g two rooms was erected as a temporary residence for the ~uperintendent. A contract has since been made for the
erection of a permanent lodge (of stone).
At the Finns Point (N. J.) National Cemetery about 100 cubic yards
of stone riprap were placed at the southwest corner of the inclosing wall,
to protect the f0undation at that point from damage by high water.
At the Gettysburg (Pa.) National Cemetery the four gun monuments~
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were remounted on iron carriages, and the water supply increased by
connection with the city water system.
At the Mobile (.A.la.) National Cemetery repairs have been made to
the lodge, and the water supply improved by the construction. of a
dri-veu wen 90 feet in depth.
At the Nashville (Tenn.) National Cemetery repairs have been made
to the lodge, outbuildings, and water supply, and the drives and walks
kept in good order.
·
At the San Francisco (Cal.) National Cemetery the lodge and flagstaff have been painted, the grounds kept in good order, and the pump
connected with the water supply repaired. Headstones have been
erected to mark the graves of the officers and enlisted men removed to
' that cemetery from abandoned military posts in Arizona and elewhere.
A~ the -Yicksburg (Miss.) National Cemetery the sot~tbeast corner of
the rnclosrng wall has been rebuilt and the wall repomted where.necessary, tlie lodge and outbuildings repaired, and the grmrnds, drives,
water supply, and. drainage kept in good order.
At the other national cemeteries necessary repairs have been made
and the grounds properly cared for.
Indigent soldiers.-Under the acts of Congress (deficiency and sun
dry civil, approved March 3, 1893) making appropriations_ '' for
expense~ of burying in the Arlington National Cemete~y or m. the
ce~neteries of the District of Columbia indigent ex-Umon _sol~iers,
sailors, and .marines of the late civil war who die in the D1str1ct of
Columbia," accounts have been paid <luring the fiscal year for the
burial of 36 such persons at a total cost of $1_,351.
Roadways.-The roadway from the Mound City National Ce~etery to
Mounds _Junction, on the Illinois Central Railroad, in.Pulaski County,
l~l.! a chstance of 14,469 feet, authorized by act of Congress (sundry
civil) approved March 3 1891 bas been completed at a total cost of
$9,,974.10, includin g $4,139.92 ~xpended during the previous year.
r~c work of draining and repairing the road to the Hampton CY~-)
National Cemetery, authorized by acts of Congress (sundry civil)
approved March 2, 1889 and August 30 1890 is awaiting action on the
part of_tbe board of supe'rvisors of Elizab~th City County, Va., in accordance _wi~h.the provisions of an act of the general assembly of the State
of V~rgm1a, _approved Febmary 21, 1894, authorizing said board to
acq_mre the rig~t of way, by purchase or condemnation, and convey tho
.•
same to the U mted States free of charge.
a DMe~ t~e act (sund~y. civil) approved Ma_rch 3, 1893, ~akrng an
~~ropna~10n for'' repairmg roadways to national cemeteries," n~cesry r ~airs have been made to the roadways leading to the nat10nal
c m t ries at .Alexandria, Va., .Antietam, M<l., Corinth, Miss., Cul1 P .r tVa., Fayetteville, Ark., Florence, S. C., Fredericksburg, Va.,
~~m a,
a., Mou~d City, Ill., Newbern, N. C., Port Hudson, lja,
1
m ni Va., Sprmgfield, Mo., Staunton, Va., and Vicksburg, Mi ~...
r
.
11 ~~' d ~? nd cl during the year, $3,636.21.
uu<.l r,roin ,.v. Y to_ the Vicksburg (Miss.) National Cemetery 1 now
i. . ·p ·t cf
ive repairs under a contract dated May 21 1894. I t
·.
a the, ork will be completed on or before September 3
lo; wment!I o;· t bl t 8
.
m mur nt a
at Gettysbu,rg.-The purchase of land for it ·
];
nn .
m rk the po ition oecupi d by command f t ll
h ·r.
a }>r ,:i\ he
ttle of Getty burg and for approa h ro, d
ll , r Ji .... 1 n
th a ·t of larch 3, 1 7, October 2 1
an
1 1
• ·h i ii· i
> n ompl t d.
b · u m tkecl with au iron tablet in cribed wi h the
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name of· the command and the date of their engagement, and at each
site bas been placed a cannon mounted on an iron gun carriage.
The work of constructing the approaches to these sites is ~now in
progress and will soon be completed.
A statement showing the expenditures on account of the national
cemeteries during the year is .submitted herewith.
(See Statement A.)
CONDUCTING OF FUEL . TESTS.

In the supply of fuel to the Army the standard unit of allowance is
the cord of standard oak wood.
Coal is the fuel most generally supplied, and in order to fix the
amount that may be issued to troops or sold to an officer, in lieu of a
cord of oak wood, it is essential that the value as fuel of the particular
coal issued or sold be known. To establish the value of the various
coals is equally necessary in order that in making contracts for the sup·ply of coal award in every instance may be made to the1owest responsible bidder for the best and most suitable article, as required by law.
These fuel tests have been conducted during the past year under the
immediate supervision of the Quartermaster-General's Office. ·
The coals tested during the year, with the number of pounds of eac.h
required to equal 1 cord of standard oak wood, are as ·follows:
Where mined.

Name.

Sheridan (Grinnell mine) ... . Sheridan, Wyo., on Big Goose Creek ................ ,.......
Linton nut (mine No. 2) .... .
0
cJo~e~~11:~~~~~S:·.~~.~:: ::: :::: :::::: :: ::::: ::: ::::::~::
Sand Coulee.·-·_ ... ---···-· ..
Chinook (Black Diamond About 15 miles east of Fort .A..ssinniboine, Mont............
mine).
Weir City (run of mine) ..... Weir City, Cherokee County, Kans ........................ .

t!~i

iY:~~~-i~!.
~~~~~!::::::: :: ::: -ii~~~dil~ ·c~{·b~;; c~~;;ti,. wy~:::::: :: :::::::::: :::::::::·::: ::
Gallup . ... .... ............... Near Gallup Stat10n, .A.. nnd P.R. R., N. Mex .............. .

Lad1l (third vein)............ Ladd, Bureau County, Ill ...................... - ........... .
Branch ...................... Near West Bellville, St, Clair County, Ill ................... .
Mount Olive ................. Mount Olive, Madison County, ill .. ........... ... .......... .
Castle Gate.................. Castle Gate, Emery County, Utah ....•.......... . ... ... .....
Westminster Brymbo ....... North Wales ............................................... .
Seattle (Newca1::1tle mine) .... King County, Wash .... . ..................... . . .... ........ .
Franklin . .. ..... ....... . .......... do ...................................•....•.............
Nanaimo (shaft No. 1) ....... Vancouver Island, British Columbia ....................... .
White-ash steam (Black Dia- Near Green River, King County, Wa!lh .. ......•............
mond mine, veinNo.14-).
Diamond House (Black Dia· ...... do ..................................................... .
mond mine, vein No. 2).
Pleasant Valley ........ . , ... Schofield, Emery County, Utah .. .................. ......... .
Huntington (run of mine)... Sebastian County, Ark .................. . . .. ............... .
Huntington (lump) ................ do ..................................................... .
W.allsend (New Castlomine). Newcastle, New Sout,h Wales ............................... .
ScotchSplint(liamiltonmine) Near Glasgow, Scotland .... .. ................ .............. .
New Wellington (Northfieltl Departure Jfay, Vancouver Island, British Columbia ....... .
mine).
Com ox..... ... .. .......... ... Union District, British Columbia ....... .. .............. .... .
Wellington-Dnnsmuir ....... Departure Bay, Vancouver Island, British Colnmbia ....... .
Frontenac (run of mine)..... Frontenac, Kans ........................................... .
1

r,~1~!!n<~~~ ~F1J!~~j :: :: :: :: : ·T~i~f~ iii::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::

I~1k~~~u.~~)-::: :::::::::::: ·R~~k~~i~.- C~l"o°:: :::::: :: ::::::: ::::::::::: ::::.: ::::: :: ::::::

Box Elder (Cowan mine) ... . .A.bout 8 miles west from Fort .A.ssinniboine; Mont ........ .
Lander...................... .A.bout 8 miles oast from Lanc1er, Fremont County, Wyo .. .

i~lt~~:::::: :.·::: ::::: ::::::: i:~I~~·. ~~Tu~~· c~~~·ty,-i'i~:::: :::: :: ::::: ::::::::::: ::::::
Coal Valley .................. Coal Valley, near Days Gap, Walker County, .A.la .......... .

I Rating.
Pounds.
3,454

m

~:
3,360
2,165
1,988

2,594
2,652

2,660
2,852
2,641
2,639
2,487
3,582
3,667

2,548
3,267
[), 143
2,822
1,765
1,739

2,593
3,024
2,893
2,222

2,620
1,880
1, 866
2,227
2,190
2, ?.29
3, ]81
2,862
2,219
2, ]88
2,167

Very respectfully,
WM. S. P A'.l'TEN,
Captain and Ass-istant Quartennaster, U. S. Army.

The

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
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A.-Statement of dubursements of appropriation for national cemeteries d·uring the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894.

c..o

O')

Namo of cemewy.

.A.loxnndr~n, Ln. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Alexnndrin, Vn, ...... ···· · · ······ ···· · ·
.Andl'rson,·illo, Ga ..••.••••• • • •. ·•·····
.Auunpolis, M<l . ·· ··· ······ ···· · · ··· ···
.A.11 ~iotnru, ~!d .... • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Arlmgton, \ n ...... · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
B11lls lUntf, Vn. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . . .
Bnrrn.nons, Fln,....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bnton Rouge, Ln . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tools,
stores, and Improve·
ment of
Employ es. miscella·
grounds.
neous ex·
penditures.

$~i~:o 75gg

59 ·
96 50
4 20· oo
· oo
8, 2oo.
25. 00
278. 00
360. 00

$24. 81
11.06
26. 40
23. 93
24. 74
349. !)4

Inclosures.
Construe·
tion.

Repair.

Gates.

Purchase
of land.

Lodgesconstrue·
tion and
repair.

IOuthouses
(sheds,
stables,
etc.).

Trees,
plants, etc.

I Drainage.

$5. 00

pj

49. 75
23. 41
66. 74
21. 00
9,928.98

t_:rj
1-tj

0

pj

""3

136. 00
33. 03
6. 50 , ........... .

0

~;~rrJ:rr.t:~:::::::::::::::::::: . . . flg" ... ··.~:: :i·

'zj

55

}rowns'rille, Tex......................
420. 00
128. 00
Comp Butler, Ill........ ... .......... ..
308. 25
58. 95
Camp Nelson, Ky..... . ................
276. 00
25. 91
Cave Rill, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40. 00
5. 47
Chalmette, La . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
861. 50
22. 85
Chattanooga, Tenn....................
2,008.37
38. 45
Cit:•, Point, Va....................... ..
276. 93
32.19
Cold Harbor, Va....................... . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. 86
Corinth, Miss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 020. 00
58. 20
Crown Hill, Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 37
Culpeper, Va..........................
175. 00
4. 80
Custer Battlefield, Mont .................................................. .
Cypress Hills, N. Y . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .
879. 87
17. 99
10. 00
Ky..........................
75. 00
. 37
35. 70
Danville, Va...........................
120. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . .
20. 70
Fayetteville, Ark . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
220. 00
77. 04
51. 41
Finns Point, N . .J...................... . . . . . . . . . . . .
129. 45
211. 83 , ........................ , ........................ , .......... . .

Danville,

~~~len~~~~~n>:re~;;: :: :::::: :: :::::::
~~~:rn~~~1~~:~it::::: ::::::: :: :: :::

~tt ig

it gg

2

Fort Leavenworth, Kans..............
500. 00
Fort McPherson, Nebr................
200. 00
Fort Scott, Kaus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
240. 00
Fort Smith, Ark . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .
299.
Fred~ricksburg, Va ................. :.
575.00
Gettys bur , Pa........................
524. 00
GlomlnleJa. .......................... • •• .. • . • • . . •
Grafton, w. Va................... .. ... 1.
190. 00

991

~8: ~g ...... ii: 50. ::: :::::: :: : -...... i: 50. ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::::: :::\
8
t g~ ~t3. n80 ::::::
::::::
i:2. ~g65 ::::::
:::::: :::::: ::::::\·.... i5ii:s5-i- --· .. ·s:sol::::: ::::: :1······ ··s: 00
11. 80
.••.... .. . . .
.... ................... .
32. 00
74. 05
98. 751
9. 41
12. 40
14. 71.i
9. 15

4. 00 . .. . . . .. . . . .
51. 00

31. 00
80. 00
41. 00
53. 00

3. 50 ... ............. . ...... .

""3
:::t1

t_:rj
lf).

t_:rj

a

pj
t_:rj

8

>
><

pj

0

'zj

~

>
rd

Hampton, Va..........................
Jefferson Barracks, Mo................
Jeffe1son City, Mo . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .
Keokuk, Iowa,.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Knoxville, Tenn.......................
Lebanon, Ky..........................
Lexington, Ky ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Little ~ock, Ark . .....................
Loudon Park, Md.......... . ..........
Marietta, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Memphis, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mexico City, Mex. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MillSprings,Ky ......................
Mobile, .Ala... .. ......................
Mound City, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nashville, 'l'enn...... .. . . . . . . .. . ... . . .
Natchez, Miss . ........................

:::bfr~~w.J~~.:::
:: :::::: :::::::: ::
Philadelphia, Pa......................
Poplar Grove, Va.....................
Port Hudson, La......................
Quincy, Ill...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Raleigh, N. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Richmond, Va.........................

15.00
14.83

41. 50
567. 50
19. 52
45. 70
1,106.62
144. 32
99. 75
6. 55
70. 50
9. 95
173. 25
19. 3!)
87. 00
21. 78
45. 00
. 35
450. 00
53. 02
114. 95
230. 62
44.16
58. 25
960. 00
34. 91
11. 50
1, 050. 84
35. 61
13. 80
336. 00
51. 20
23. 00
139.00
17.82
150.75
88. 00 ....................... .
450. 00
7.65
1, 700.41
78. 75
470. 50
28. 76
11.32
24. 93
12.49
3. 00
224. 35
14. 50
695. 00
86. 04
109. 25
223. 81
22. 50
28. 65
262. 50
25. 00
188. 50
4. 50
43. 00
413. 00
27. 50
123. 35

.0

~

i~b: gg

:~:b;~;~~• w.::::::::::•::::::::::::: •••••220: cici .. •••••2i 60 • .....

~
t;i:j
~

~

>

u:i
~

~~~-.~~.I·••••• • • • • ••I•••••• • • • • • •

tr:1

San .Antonio, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
95. 00
5. 70 •
45. 00
San Francisco, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
499. 87 ........................ , ........... .
Seven Pines, Va....................... . . . . . . . . . . . .
13. 96
59. 00
Shiloh, Tenn..........................
447. 33
36. 25
9. 25
Soldiers' Home,D.C...................
960.00
57.68
92.75
Springfield, Mo........................
236. 87
45. 00
31. 25

~t!:lt!~i~~·.~~~:: ::::: :::::::: ::: :::

Stone's River, Tenn.............. . ....
Vicksburg, Miss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wilmington, N. C......................
Winchester, Va.......................
Woodlawn,N.Y . ......................
Yorktown, Va.........................
Soldiers' lots..........................
Miscellaneous ........... .

~
I

16. 00

it ~g ······ ii:25

2,792.95 1 12,822.42 1

t;i:j

zt;i:j
~

475.15
18. 30
2, 603. 16
33. 15 , ........... .
112. 30
18. 91
225. 00
2. 36
100.00
3.94
103. 00
50. 68
222. 20 ........... .

Total. ................... ........ 1 37, 646.34 1

0

~ -

78.56

917. 88

330. 50

--- - - 00
-1
3.-005.

5, 851. 52

-37
-•- - -\·
I-15,-136.
868.15

981. 90

N)

<:-0
~

~
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A.-Siaiement of disbursements of app1·opriation for national cemeteries during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894-Continued.

00
Barrack Flagstaffs
nncl oftico nncl monufurniture
ments.
and stoves.

Nnmo of cometcry.

Interments.

·water
i;;upJ)ly,

Fuel.

.·

\l~~nmlt_!n, I!n..

................ .. ...

. ... 1

~3.70 ... ....... - .. ··· ·;·- --· 1······- · ·· -·
$10.50
$v0.00 ····-·-·· · ·2 _50

~g~Eif1i;/'.: :);:; ;:;; :II - rn

\.•J'

t

I

y

30.00

Jii : a;:: ::::
16.50

Flarrs

to ancl ll alIRepairs
harness.
I Hards.
0

Lawn
mowers.

446. 1.J

I

I

$30.10
$81.'iG
$2.00
$6.00
$2.00 ·-·····-··,··········
68.20 -· -·· - --·· ·--· - -·-· · -· -----·--·· ....•...... . ·-········ ···--··· ~·

:: :: · iir : '.'.':'.\_ .'1gg ---··irn ::: ::::::: ::: :: :::::::::::

460.00

gi\!~~!~t~;:::::::::::::::::::: ·······Hr :::::::i:;i: :::::~-:~~: ::::::::::::

437.26

410. 4G 1·····--···

,4.25 ···-'·-····· ··· ······· ····-···--

~U~ ... ~;~:.~~ .....~~~~~. :._ ... ~~~~~- ::.:~:::::::: :::::::::: ::~~::::::

Corinth.Miss . .... _..... -- · -·········-··-·········
27.10 ·--· ····· ·
G.oo
45. 33
227.21
:n.oo
1.20 .-, ....... , . . ,.,., .......... ·.•..
Crown Hill,Ind ··········- ....................... ···-·· ··--·· ................ ··· - ··. ···- .... - .. ··-··· .... ·-···· .......... ·-··· · . _- ·· ······· ....... .. . ·-········

l!'ortSmitll,.A.rk ···················-·· ·-···-······

.75

2·1. !Jl ··· · ···-····

32. 96 ······ ···- ····-- ··· · ····- -· ···-· ·· · ·--·· -·-- ·--'· ·· ·- · ... , ..... .

&r:!iit:;?:f:~~::~::::::::::::::::: H~ 1~:_g~ :::.:::::~: H~ !U& ::::~~~~~: ::::tt ······tgr ::::~::::::: ~~~:~~~:~: :~:::::~::
4

Grntt.on,,Y.Vn.........................
llnmpton,Va...........................

4.!lO
2.50

Total.

· J - - - - - 1 - - - - -1-~~- - - l · ---1----1---1

,.

.
TransporShoemg j tation,
animals. . tolls, etc.

Forago.

4.45
u.co
G.00 ·········-

G. 00
'i6.00

25. 98 .. .. ...... ·········- ····-··-···· · ····-·-···· ---··'··-· ·-···--··7G.88 ····-···-· ····---·-- ·
68.50 •···· ------· -········· ......... .

$429. 27
639. 01
963. 56
1,437.31
574. 82
29,051.17
25. 00
527.17
599. 65
140. 55
854. 05
247. 69
726. 50
577. 79
729. 87
3,122.58
1,182.94
2,632.97
730.34
GO. 6!
], 559. 50
. 37
1,314.40
457. 10
1,203.02
211. 47
297. 20
1,466.84
498.13
238. 80
1,074.10
450. 25
299. 75
l; 649.16
680. 94
464. 87
603. 67
823. 34
1,159.85
166. 'i'G
1,312. !JS
878. 40

~
t::_j

1-'d
0
~

8

~
8

l:I1
t::_j

<fl
t::_j

0

~
t,:j

1-:3

~
~

1-<j

0

1-tj

~

;i..-

~

f:l~i~ft7YI\iU +/D \\lf ?)I:! +511: _ JI! :/Vi /YI :?f; : >(FYI\ >Yi '·;Jj
Little

'nook, Ark......................

l. 50 . . . . . . . . . . . .

154. 50

3. 50

45. 52

92. 02

11. 00

53. 42
58.30

171. 23
08.75

11. 75
4.50

2. 50

5. 00 ............. , . . . . . .

1, 378. 11

5. 81 .... . ........... , ........... , . . .
16.00
4.00 ....•..... ........•.

2,474.16
680.87

il!1!!HHU\C;?}I: : :rn Al:::)} ~~ ::1:~:;;;::;;~;::>t::::::}t+C:\U\ J:m:11
Nashville, Tenn.......................
1. 10
6. 00
104. 90
0. 00
Natchez.Miss .... ................................. ........... .......... ............

1

~:;b!;~~i:·J~~::::::::::::::::::::: ······10:00· ······aii:50· ....~~~~~. :::::::::::: ...... ~~~~~. ·· ·ioi:ii;. ···--8.-75. :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
2
1
~~~i~c~eai
:i:/~~·::::::::::::::::::::
Ub ::::::::::::
~~:i~ ·······.i:25·
~!:gi iM:~g
~:gg ...... ~~~~~. :::::::::::: :·::;:::::: ::::::::::
Port Huclson, La . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10. 00
1. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . .
35. 00
125. 62 .... . .............................................. , . .
Quincy, Ill .................................................................................................•.....•.......... .'......... , ... .............. , ... ,..
l{aleigh,N.C......................... ............ ............ ......... . ............
fl8.15 ..................................... , ......... ,...... ..........
Richmond, Ya........................
13.20
200. 00
5.00 ........ ....
53.04
92.56
8.75 .......... ·......... ......... ................
Rockislaucl, Ill ......................... .. ............. . ..... ..................... .......... .. .. •........... .......... . , ................................... ,...

~~1~~~~!; ~~~:::::~:::::::::::::: .......~-.~~.

San Francisco, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Se ,·en Pines, Ya................... .. .

1. 75
2. 50

~~fA1~:lH~·~::ii ·a:::::::::::::::::: ··· ····2: so·

!t{!{ii~¾~\

0

~g~1:1:?.r::-::::: : : : :

mJ~ ~;:i,,-

·m:n

552. 92
25.00
288.91
1,040.05
120.00

ug .... iiao·
····--io:oo· ...... ~:-.~~ .. ... ~~~~~ ...... ~~~~ ........ ~-.~~ ........ ~·.:~. :::::::::: :::::::::: mJg
10. 00 •
30. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . .
132. 04 . .......................................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
748. 66

10

5. 00 . . . . . . . . . .

4. 00

2~Jg ::: ::::::: ······so: oo·

6!. 00 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

~~: ~g

153. 46

... :~~~ ~~ ...... ~: ~~ ....... -~-. :~. :::: :: ::: ::: :::~:::::: ::~ :: ::::: 3, igug

t;~: :::::::::: :::::: :~: : ·····.::::~.: ::::::::: :::::::::: :: :: :::::: :::: : :~: : ::::: : :: '.'.'.: : ::: :!~Ji
.}!! ::;/:,, JJ : !):::: .JJ /?t /? :: :ri:: :::::::) :\::: I\:::: '·UiJl

1
~: ::::::::::::~:::: :: ::: ::: :;:~~: :::: ::
Stone'sl{iver,Tenn................... ............ ............
~

1

ll.25 ............

47.70

80.53

3.20

2.16 ............ .. .. , .......... ,. ....

~

-~

~

m
~

t?;1
~
I

Q

t?;1

zt_rj
~

;:i,,-

.t'"\

m: gg
~; ;;r..;~;; ::: :: :: ::: :: ,:: :::::

lo1d1t!~~;ni~~ :::: :: :~:::: ::::::::::: : ....... ~:~~. :::::: :::: :: .... ~~: ~~. :: :.'.: :: ::::: ...... ~~~ ~~. :::::::~:: :::: :: :: :: ...... .~: ~'.. :: ::: ::::: :: :::::: :: :: ::::::::::

""'"~::.~·"' :: : : :::::::::: . ;;; ;; ;,;~ ;; ;: ;;; ;; I ;;; ;; ·;, ;;; ;; ;: ;;;: ~ .;;; ;,

791.04

~

t?;1

2
'

The balanco of the appropriation ($100,000) is in the hanils of officers of the Quartermaster's Department, aml is required for the payment of outstaniling indebteilness.
N)

w

~
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
REPORT OF CAPT. C. P. MILLER, ASSISTANT QUARTERDl.!STER, U, S. ARMY,

WAR DEPARTMENT,

QuARTERMASTER-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,
Washington, D. O., .August 13, 1894.
_GENER.AL: I herewith respectfully submit my report of the. operat10ns of the barracks and quarters branch of this office durmg the
past fiscal year.
Urn1er the ?-eacl of "Barr~cks and quarters," Congress provided by the

net makmg appropriations for the support of the Army, a,pproved
Febrnary 27, 1893 .. .............. .......... __ . __ .. _.................. $700,000.00
Anthorized for construction and repairs ...... .... ......... $576,634.73
Authorized for rent and labor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108, 316. 87

- - - - 684, 951. 60

----

Balance, June 30, 1894 ......... _... _.••... _.. . . ... ....... .. . . . . . .

15,048. 40

NEW CONSTRUCTION.

There has been authorized during the year from the appropri~tion
for barracks and quarters, for the erection of public buildings at drfferentmilitary posts, consisting of barracks, officers' quarters, storehouses,
stables, etc., the sum of $343,555.11.
For the construction and repair of hospitals at military posts already
established and occupied there have also been authorized from the
appropriation for that purpose expenditures amounting to $49,767.34,
and for the construction and repair of hospital stewards' quarters _at
military posts already established and occupied, from the appropriation ~, for construction of quarters for hospital stewards," $6,955.76.
REP.A.IRS.

There have been authorized for repairs, alterations, and impr~vements to public buildings, and for the purchase of building materials
and tools at various posts, expenditures amounting to $233,079.62.
The different military J.epartments and depots to which this money .
has been distributed are shown in the annexed statement.
Recapitulation of the expenditures authorized for construction, repai?'s, etc., frorn the appropriation for barracks arid quarters, 1893- '94 .
Construc-

D ep artment or depot, etc.

Repairs .

Total.

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - 1 - -tion.
_ _ ,_____ ,_____
Department of t h e East ............ _
Departm nt of the Mi
·
·· ·· · ···· · · ··· ·· · ··· · ··
D epartment of the
Department of D akota
. .. .... .. .... .. .... .. ... . . . . . . .

pi!~f:~~ ····················-----------

~!t~:e~: ~: ?i;:~i: ~: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::
Department of the Col~ ab? · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . .

tlltf~iii1\~u.L(:i .

J?

,pl

83 257 33
,
·
61, 373. 63
33, 261. 07

$51. 005. 77
33,158.91
16,617.48
39,574.12
17,007.24
30,345.10
16,353.02
9,505.34
4,757.84
5,000.00
2,840. 75
4,201.52
232. 36
1,234. 22
731. 90
203. 75
310. 30

3i'. ~~: ~i

9, 485. 47

:I;\\I\• iiiiII! '.;;;I!!\!!.

Tc,tal ...........•..........•.

$234 263. 10
94,532.54
49,878.55
46,816.09
48,485.87
39, 30. 57
1 9 6, 40
12,612.97
7, 947.
5,000.00
11,366. ;5
4, 201.5'.!
232. 36
I

1,Wi.~
203. 75
310.30

--576,634.73
-_- ·_· _· ·_· ·_· _· ·_· ·_·_· ·_:__~343, 555. 11 _ 233~79._6_2- - -1

3:01
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The following list shows the different _buildings which have' been
authorized to be constructed at the various posts, the expenditures
ther~for being included in the foregoing statements under the head of
construction:
Post.

Department of theEast.

Designation.

.Amount
authorized.

Material.

I
I

Fort Barrancas ........ 1 Coal house ............................ _... . .. Brick and wood .. .
3 sets noncommissioned staff officers' quar. Wood ........... ..
I
ters.
Fort Columbus ... . .... 1 double set officers' quarters ................ Brick ............ .
Fort Ethan .Allen ...... 2 cavalry stables ........... _..................... do .... _....... .
1 2 double sets officers' quarters ................... do ............ .
4 sets bachelor officers' quarters ................. do ........... ..

$773. 00
4,107.82

I
1

fu~;~{ii~~:: : : :::::::::::::~:::::::::::: :~i~~::::: ::::::

Key West barrack~ ....
Ma~ison barracks . . . . . Coal house, addition to mess hall............ Stone ........ _... .
Coal house at Henderson Bay ............... Wood ........... ..

J~~t ~~~r~~~~::::::::: .fci!1~f~t::ii~:gin~lf~g:::::::::::::::::::::
.~-~~~:::::::::::::
Observing stations and bombyroofs (artillery Wood ........... ..
Mount Vernon bar.
racks.
Fort Niagara ........ ..
lfort Ontario .......... .
Plattsburg barracks .. .

13, 650.00
24,600.00
27,453. 00
12,386.00
4,230.00
2,300.00
1,295.85
1,500.00
1,172.73
1,315.00
10,833.00
111.28

practice).
1 double set officers' quarters .................... do ........... ..
Bath·room for Indian teachers' quarters, etc ..... do ............ .

Coal shed ........................................ do ............ .
.Addition to barracks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stone ............ .
2 double sets officers' quarters ............... Brick ............ .
8 sets bachelor officers' quarters ................. do ........... ..
St. Francis barracks _.. Renewal of second story of barracks .. .. .. .. Uoquina and wood.
Fort Schuyler ...... __ .
1

f:!i~~efn a'.;~i~~~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: t~~rl:::::::::::::

Fort Thomas ........ .. 4 sets bachelor officers' quarters ............. Brick ........... ..
Corral. ................ ...................... Wood ........... ..
Fort Wads worth ..... . .Addition to wagon shed ......................... do ........... ..
Washington barracks. 1 double set noncommissioned staff offi.

6,800.00
385. 63
1,625.00
496. 00
26,787.00
20,349.00
1,893.15
3,500.00
39. 87
9, 377. 00
126. 00
185. 00

G~::~i;t~~~~~::::::::::: .: :::::::::::::::::: ~J~~l::::::: ::_- ::

3,466.00
2,500. 00

Total ...................................................... .

183,257.33

2 double sets officers' quarters ............... Brick ........... ..

Stable for horses of commanding officer...... Wood ............ .
Addition to barracks N o. 25 ...................... do ............ .
3 double sets officers' quarters .............. Brick ........... ..
Coal she(l. ................................... Wood ............ .
Coal shed ........................................ do ........... ..

24,384.00
216. 36
1,432.39
32,196.00
869. 88
2,275.00

Total.......................................................

61,373.113

Department of the Mis·
souri.
Fort Leavenworth .....
Fort Mackinac . . . . . . . .
:F'ort Reno. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Fort Riley.............
Fort Supply .......... .
Fort Wayne . ....... _..

Department of the
Platte.
Fort D. A. Russell ..... .Administration building....................
Teamsters' quarters ........................
Porch additions to 6 sets noncommissioned
staff officers' quarters.
Fort McKinney. . _. _.. Two frame cavalry stables ................. .
Fort Niobrara ........ . .Administration building ...... ....... ..... . .
.Addition to quarters No. J, building No. 11 .
Fort Robinson ........ .
Fort Washakie ....... .

l:i[-!~tt~u<ling.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

.Brick ............ .
'\Vood .......... ..
.... do ............ .

6,610.00
420.4.0
252. 37

. .. do ........... ..
Stone and wood ..
,Vood .......... ..
Brick ........... ..
Stone .......... ..

6,250.00
7,740.00
120. 30
495. 00
11, :.m.oo

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.Department of Dakota.

33, 261. 07

= =

41 . 03
Fort Assinniboine ..... Coalshed .................................... "\Vood ........... ..
022 32
Rebuilding§ortion of granary No. 34 ....... Brick ............ 207.
43
Fort Custer ......... ..
1, 5 6. 37
~
Fort Keogh .......... ..
205.
16
Storeroom addition to 11ame ...................... do ........... -;JO!J.24
Addition to 11arracks No. 70 ..................... clo ........... ..
150. 00
Camp Merritt ......... . .Addition to officers' quarters .. , ................ do ..... -- -- -- -l, 600. 20
Fort Missoula . _.. .... . Doubles t officers' quarters .................... do ....... -----1,275.03
Fort Yellowstone ..... . Hay sb cl ...•....•...•...•.•..................... do. -. -· · · ··· · · ·
,J00.19
Sovon fo l sheds for ofilcers' quarten1 au<l .... clo .... · -- ---- -barracks.
_ __

1:ci£.~fo!\~ b~~-acks .. -~-- io::::::: ·. ·.: ~::::: .~-~ft::::::::::::

7, 2ll. 7

Total ................................... ···················· = -

-
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Post.

A.mount

MateriaL

Designation.

authorized.

Department of Texas.
Woodn,ndiron....
$147 - 50
484 · 00
Brick.: ........ · · ·
Wood .......... . ·2,907.50
27. 800. 00
Fort Sum Houston ..... Eight sets bachelor officers' quarters ...... . . Brick ........... ·..
Snn Antonio . .......... Coal shed ............... , ................... . Wood ............. _ _1_39_.6_3
31,478.63
Total. ...... . .. : ................. · .. ···· · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · ·

i~~t~~~tosh·:::
:: :·:: ~!I~t~J. ::::: :: :·.::::::::::::: :::::::: :: :::
Fort Ringgold......... Cavalry stable .......... ............... ..... .

1==cc.--

Department of the Colo·
rado .

imii~;r:~~ ~: ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ .:.:~g~1i: ~~~~:: ~: : : :::: : ::::: : .:::::::.:: ·.;::1t::::: ::::::: 3,iii~
~~t: ii

41
Reconstruction of guardhouse ......... ....... ··do · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
2.17
San Carlos ............. Bath house .................................. .Adobe············
Whipple barracks ..... Water closet for troops ..................... Wood ............. _ _ 8__
9,485.47
Total. ...... ....... ......... ..... • ...... ····················=--

-

Department ()f the Co·
liimbia.
Fort Canby ........... . Base.line houses on targ·e t range at Sand
Island.
Vancou,er barracks •..
Fort Walla Walla .....

35. 38

Woou. · · · · · · · · · · · ·

400. 00

·lo:r~~es:e.~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::~~ ::::::::::::: ~~
2,633.38
Total. .................................. ····················==

Department of Cali·
fornia.
134. 63
2 500. 00
.Alcatraz Island ....... . Closet for enlisted men ................... ··· Wood.············
Benicia barracks ..... . One single set officers' quarters ............ · ···.do · · · · ~. · · · · · · · · '473_ 00
Addition to subsistence storehouse .......... ... do····· ~······· _ _ _

Total. ........................ .........~ ................ · · · ·

,~

3

Lnaependent posts, etc.
Columbus barracks.... Fire escapes on main building . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Iron · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Workshop building ......................... Brick.············

Jefferson barracks..... t1:r~:h~;:t.~~·~.~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::: : : : :~~ : : : : : ::::::::

690. 00
2,500.00

~0.00
5,193.00
3, 333.00
-8,526.00

=--

Total. ...................................... ·· · ···· · ····· · · ·

11, 716.00

Authorizations have also been made from the appropriati?n~ for regu·
lar supplies and Army transportation, for construction of bmldmgs, etc.,
pertaining to these appropriations, as follows:
.A]Jpropriation f01· regula1· supplies.
Post.

D csigna.Uon.

:Material.

-

moun t
antb orized.
$1, 850. 00
3, O '. 00

A pprop1·iation for Anny transportation.
J>o t.

I Material.

-

A.monn t
:iu thorizeJ .

u:i.~

2,5. 50
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MILITARY POSTS.

For the construction of buildings at, and the enlargement of, such military posts as, in the judgment of the Secretary of War, may be necessary, Congress, in making appropriations for sundry civil expenses
of the Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894., provided. $350,000. OQ
- The following amounts from prior appropriations for military posts
also became available for expenditure within the fiscal year 1893-'94:
Bal~ce reporte<l. June 30, 1893 ......................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120, 397. 30
Savings accruing after June 30, 1893, from alllotmentsrnade iu 1892-'93
to the following posts:
Fort McKinney... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 776. 80

;~ii nggJk:::: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: _- ~ ~ ~ _·:: ~ _- ~ _- ~ _- ~ _- ~ _- _-:: _- ~ ~ _- _- ~ _-:: ~ ~ _- _- ~ ~::

i: ~~

1, 8f

.Fort Ethan Allen (amount made chargeable to barracks and
quaTters 1893)................. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17,839.76

38,492.00

Balance of allotment made on December 3, 1891, for construction at Fort
Wayne, not begun till tliis fiscal year ............. ·.................. .

62,000.00

Total to be accounted for..........................................

570,889.30

The above sum has been apportioned as follows:
.A.mount
allotted. ·

Designation.

Post.

Fort Ethan Allen ........... . Double barrack, two double sets noncommissioned Rmff $51,808.04
officers' quarters, fuel storehouse, shop building, quar·
termaster's stable, blacksmith shop, extra work on new
buildings, advertising, printing, etc.
.
Madison barracks .......... . Double barrack, two double sets noncommissioned staff . 34,200.10
· officers' quarters, ancl rortra work on new builaings.
Plattsburg barracks ........ . Barracks for four companies .................. $43,387.00
Less amount charged to special appro_propria·
tion for post................................. 2,799.1 6

.

Adel_ co~t of extra wor:k on new buildings and
prrntmg ..... .. .. ............ :.. ... .. . . . . . . . .

40,587.84
1, 017.82

Fort Thomas ................ , Two double sets officers' quarters, double banack, extrn
masonry, and additional windows for new barrack, and
printing.
.
FortSheridan .............. .. 1 Extra work on new buildings and salary of architect ..... .
New post near Little Rock, Attorney's fee .. ........... . ................ ···············

A~

.

42,205.00
46,670.10
2,006.00
200. 00
55,029.84
63,845.56

Fort Wayno ................. Two double barracks and advertising for same ... ... ..... .
Fort Crook .. __ .............. Hospital, hospital steward's quarters, two do?-h~e sets 01-fi •.
cers' quarters, three double sets nonco~:ni:1ss10ned s~aff
officers' quarters, extra work onncwbmldmgs, salanes,
and advertising.
Fort Logan ..•.......... __ ... Double barrack and two double sets officers' q uartcrs . - .. .
Presidio of San Francisco . . . Double barrack and miscellaneous expenses .............. .
Columbus 1,arracks .......... Mess hall and extrnwork on new buildings ............... .
.Jefferson barracks ........... Douulo barrack and advertising ... .. .............. ·· ··· · · ·
Willets Point ................ Double barrack ........................ ............ . ·······
Miscellaneous expenditures .............................. .
Balance, .June 30, 1804 .... ....•..........•.••.•... - . - .••...

GO, 975. 00
34,035.81
32, 'TIS. 00
23,206.03
22,716.00
184.15
110,908.11

Total ....................................... ·········

570,889.30

The character and cost of the building authorized during_ th~ year
at the different military posts and chargeable to the amount rndrnatecl
in the preceding table are as tat d below.
. .
The expense of plumbino-, heating, and ga piping in ~he_ bmldi_ng ,
unle- s otherwise shown, js chargeable to oth r approprrnt10n of th
Quart rmaster's Depattment.
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FORT ETHAN ALLEN, VT.

The following-named a·d ditional buildings bave been contracted for
and completed at this post:
One double cavalry barrack (brick), No.16 ......•.•.................... $32,000.00
Two double sets of noncommissioned staff officers' quarters (brick), Nos.
·
38 and 39 __ .. ___ ... __ . _____ . _________ . ________ .. ____ ................ _ 7, 000.:
One fuel storehouse (wood), No.30.- ...................................• 2,200.
One shop building (brick), No .. 37 .................................. -··· 3, ~:· 00
One quartermaster's stable (brick), No. 31 ................ .......... ···· 5, · 00
One blacksmith shop (brick), No. 36 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .• . .• .•. . .. . .... .... 1, 870· 00
Total _. _.. __ . __ .. ____ .. __ .... _______ . _______ ....... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . 51, 470. 00
Plumbing in barracks No.16 ____ . ____ ........•• -··· ···-·· ......•... ····
Plumbing in noncommissioned staff officers' quarters, Nos. 38 and 39 -···

2,708.00
1,225.00

'rotal . - . - - ... .......... - ........... - -... - ....... - ... -...... -.... .

3,933.00

Heating in barracks No. 16. ___ , ...... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... .. ....

3,864.47

Gas piping in barracks No. 16 . _. ... _. _. _. _. ____ .............. ...... _...
121 52
Gas piping in noncommissioned staff officers' quarters, Nos. 38 and 39. ---___97_.2_1
Total . - .... - ....... - . - ... - - . - . - ............. - ............ -. . . . . . .

218. 73

MADISON UARRACKS, N. Y.

At this post there have been contracted for during the yearOne double barrack (brick), No. 34- .................. ____ ...... ____ .... $26,700.00
T';8, ~f,u7~1~ _s_~t~

-~~~~-o-~~~~s_i~~~~ _s_t~~ _o_~_c_e~~~ ~~~~~~~ !~~:~~}: -~~~~ ~~~
_<J_

6, 800 . 00

--Total ____ . ___ .. _______ .. __ . _... ___ . _..... ____ . _____ .. _. _.. _.. ___ . 33, 500. 00

Plumbing in barracks No. 34 .. ____ . -··· ________ .......... ---··· -··· ····
Plumbing in two double sets noncommissioned staff officers' quarters, Nos.
69 to 72 .............................................. - ... -·· · · ··· ····

3,100.00

Total ............. _........................ _...... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . .

5, 4:00. 00

Heating in barracks No. 34..... .... ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... .. ....

3, 7 ~

Gas piping in barracks No. 34 .............. __ .... .... .... .... .... .. ....
Gas piping in two double sets noncommissioned staff officers' quarters,
Nos. 69 to 72 ................ _.. _.. _____________ . ____ .. _. ____ . . . . . . . . .

150.00

•

2,300.00

150. 00

---Total ............... _....... __ .. _.. _... _. _... ____ ... __ . . . . . . . . . . .
300. 00
PLATTSBURG BARRACKS, N. Y.

There is now being built at this post under contract made during this
:fiscal yearOne four-company barrack (brick),

os. 5 to 8. _.... _. __ ... _ ............ $43,387.00

f this amoun~ $2,799.16 has been charged to the 1:1pecial appropriation
for construction of the post
lumbing in the barrack
·
Heating in th barrack __ -----· ......... ·--- ........ ·----- ------ ·----- ............. .
a piping in th sam _.. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

T tal ............. .

5,771.00
9,286.00
220.00
15,277.00
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FORT THOMAS, KY,

Work at this post is being continued by the construction ofTwo double sets of officers' quarters (brick), Nos. 50 to 52 ............... $20,540.00
One double barrack (brick), Nos. 48 and 49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 300. 00
Extra masonry in barracks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 626. 50
Total ..... , ........... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

46, 466. 50

Plum bing in two double sets officers' quarters, Nos. 50 to 52 ............•
Plumbing in one double barrack, Nos. 48 and 49 ....................... .
Heating in twp double sets officers' quarters ........................... .
Heating in one double barrack ....... _................................ .
Gas piping in two double sets officers' quarters ........................ .
Gas piping in double barracks ........... __ ............................ .
Gas fixtures for two double set officers' quarters and one barrack ....... .
Gas machines for same ................................................ .

1,860.00
1,783.00
2,720.00
4,687.00
64.00
152.00
5-15.00
1,000.00

Total ... _ . _...................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 811. 00
FORT WAYNE, MICH.

In 1891 an allotment was made by the Secretary of War for construe.
tion of additional huildings at this post, but work thereon was not commenced until this year, when the following were contracted for and are
now being erected:
Two double barracks (brick), Nos. 1 and 2 ...... ·:···· .................. $55,000.00
Plumbing in the barracks........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Heating in the barracks .................... __ ..........................
Gas piping in the barracks.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total._ •• __ . ____ .... _........................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3, 782. 00
6,415.00
200. 00

---10, 397. 00

FORT CROOK, NEBR.

During the year the construction of the following buildings has been
authorized at this post and contracts therefor entered into, with the
exception of the hospital steward's quarters:
Hospital (brick and stone) .................... - ... - . - ... -... - - - · · · · · · · · $20,775.00
110.00
Extra work on sa1ne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. - ..... - ... - . - . - · - · · · · · · · · · - - ·
1,500.00
Hospital steward's quarters ................................. ········-··
Two double sets officers' quarters (brick and stone), Nos. 1 and 2 ....... . 29,778.99
296.00
Extra work on same .................................. ·················
Three double sets noncommissioned staff office1·s' quarters (brick and
9,521.01
stone), Nos. 21 to 23 ................................ · · - · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · ·
Total ................................................ · · · · · · · · · - - ·

61,981.00

Plumbing in hospital .............................. -··· .... ············
PlumbinO' in two double sets officers' quarters, Nos. 1 aucl 2 ........ -... .
Plumbing in three double sets noncommissioned staff officers' quarters,
Nos. 21, 22, and 23 .................................. ·•·· ···· ······ ····

1,275.84
2,048.62
1,351.38

Total .... _.............................. - .... ·· · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · ·· · ·

4,675.84

Heating in hospital ................... _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Heating in two double sets officers' quarters Nos.1 and 2........ .. . . . . . .

3, 9 6. ,.16
2, ti90. OO

Total ............................................................

6,676.46

111.10

Gas piping in hospital .................. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
160. 00
Gas piping in two double sets officers' qnarters, No . 1 .an<~ 2 · · · • · · · • • • • •
Gas piping in three double sets noncommissiou •d stall officers' <J uarters,
l(l:,. oo
Nos. 21, 22, 23 .......................... ·····························-, !!. 70

Total .............................. - ... · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
W.A.R94-VOL I--20
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FORT LOGAN, COLO,

This post is being enlarged by the erection ofOm, double barrack (brick), Nos. 40 and 41.. ______ . __ . __________ . ______ $30,875.00
Two double sets officers' quarters (brick), Nos. 22 to 25. __ _.• • • . • . . . • • . • . 20, 100. 00
Tot:11 . ____ • __________ . ____________ . _________ . __________ . ___ . ___ . _ 50, 975. 00

====

Plumbing in barracks Nos. 40 ::md 41. .. _______ . ____ . ______ _______ . .. .. .. 3, 14.9. 00
Plumbing in officers' quarters Nos. 22 to 25 ..•... ______________ .... _______1_,_66_8_.oo_
Total ____ ....... __ .... _ .. __ .. ____ . _____ .•. __ ..... ... ... _ .. _.......

4., 817. 00

======
Heating in barracks Nos. 40 and 41 ... ____ ..... _. _••..... . ___ . _..... .. : . 4,385.00
Heating in officers' quarters Nos. 22 to 25 ... _. _. _.. ___ .. __ ...... _.......• _1_,2_9_7_.o_o

5, 682. 00

Total . _.... _............. _..... _.......-_.. ____ .. _... _. _. . . . . . • . . . .
COLUMBUS BARRACKS, 01-IIO,

There is in course of erection at this stationConsolidated mess hall and administration building (brick) ...... - -- --- · $32, ~~~:

irf~}lUi~~~(~~:~:.:i)):~:;:~!:~;:::~:

gg

!!):; ;;:::;;!):~: !!~

~: i~ ~

Total . - - - .. ·.......... - - ....... - - ......... -..... - - -........ - -. - - - .

40, 734. 00

JEFFERSON BARRACKS, MO,

--During the year there has b6eh constructed at this postOno <lo_uul~ barrack building (brick), No. 44 .................. -----· .... $2f;~~~:~

ii~~ ;7;~:~r:~.:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::

4, 296. 00

Total ... - ... : ..... . - ... - . -..... -.. - . - ......... - ... -... - . - ... - . . . .

29, 355. 00

1
1
~\~

WILLETS POINT, NEW YORK.

There is being constructed at this post under contract entered into
during this fiscal year- Ono d~nbl? barrack (brick), No. 110 .. _....................... - - - - - - · - · · $Z~,

i~t gg

rl:~~1;Zn ~a8!:~" :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

2; 425: 00

Total_. _... _......... _...................... -... - - - - · -- - - · - · · · · · ·

27,372.00

1

FORT IIARRISOX, l\IOXT.
+

The following buildings have been contracted for at this post, in
addition to the water supply and sewer systems, and a branch railroad
th~ co 't of the buildings proper being charged to the $100,000 appropriated by the act of Congress approved lVIay 12, 1892:
OThno <10_~1.ble barrack (brick) .. __ . ____ .. ____ .. __________ . _.. ___ . _. _...... $30, 588. oo
ree u ou ble sets officers' quarter (bri· ck)
_.. _. 32, 502. 00
Guardhouse (l)rick ........ __.
···· ···· ······ ······ ···· ·
_.
5 575. 90
One double set noJcommis ion ·st;ff-~ffi~c~~; 2' 740. 00
B urter0Ja .toi:;s stable (brick) ... __ .. ___ .. __ . _ . _____ . _____ . ____ . __ .... _ 4 610. 00
, aa'i rhou ~(wo.a"ci · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · l, 49 · <>g
oart rma tr an) s~i.,"i"t~~~~--- ........ ····.·:··· ............ ---··· ....
6
storcbouso (bnck) ......... ............ ,
·

·a

4,;~~t~;~ "(b;i~k).::::::: __

§;g-&,

Total ........................ ___ ................................ .

---
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Plumbing in barracks.·- .........•..... ............ .. .•. _..•. .. .•...,..... .
Plumbing in officers' quarters .................~........................ .
Plumbing in guardhouse .......... __ ..... -·· ...... -~- .. ______ . ___ .-~. __ .
Plumbing in nonc0mmissioned staff officers' quarters_ .................. .
Plumbing in quartermaster's stable ............•......•...•..•....... ·-

$2,538.35
2,476.65
458.26
381. 00
230.00

Total ..................................... . --·· ................ ··

6,084.26

He·a ting in ·barracks ........................•.. .. .•..................... :
He.a1;ing in officers' quarters ........................................ ·- ..
Heating in g;uardhouse ............................. .. ........ ·-·· ....... .

3,634.00
3,279.00
37!.00

Total ______ ....................•. ·-· ·· -·-· . .. .. ··---····-·····-·····

7,287.00

Gas _piping in barracks ..... __ ...........• __ ..••..•........ .. ..••..•.....
Gas piping in officers' quarters.·-··· .... ·-·-·········-···· ............ .
Gas piping in guardhouse .........................•...•..•.............
Total .................................................... _.. .. ... .

267.15
286. 26 .
40.04
593. 45

MILITARY POST NEAR LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

Work of construction has not yet commenced at this post under the
l::!,cts of Congress approved April 23 and August 5, 1892, but plans of
the post water supply and sewer systems and the necessary buildings
therefor are in course of preparation.
PRESIDIO OF SA....~ FRANCISCO,- CAL,

-

During the year the following work at this post and on the reservation connected therewith has been authorized:
·
One ·double barrack (brick and stone) ..... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $33, 900. 00
Plumbing in same ....................·......... .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . ... .. . . . 2,275.00
Gas piping in same . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
175. 00
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

36, 350. 00

The cost of construction of the building proper is chargeable to the
appropriation for military posts.
TREES, SHRUBBERY, AND TREE CULTURE.

Cultivation of young trees has been continued during the year, and
the trees generally are in a satisfactory condition. Considerable labor
has been necessary to keep the younger trees from being choked by
lupine, and to remove weeds, grass, and thistles.
During February and March, 1894, there were set out, from nursery
stock raised on reservation, 11,540 eucalyptus and 8,890 cypress trees,
to replace trees of previous plantings that had died. The work was
done by day's labor at a cost of $303.67. Indications are that nearly
all of these trees will live, great care having been exercised in their
removal from the nursery and planting, and frequent rains having fallen
since.
Under authority of telegram from this office of February 23 last,
award was made for furnishing trees and planting them on the and
spit in the southwest corner of the reservation, at $70 per thou and.
The trees were duly planted, and under the terms of the agreero~nt t~e
contractor guarantees the growth of 13,000 of them until next wmt r
rains commence.
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FENCES, GATEWAYS, AND ROADS.

During the year repairs have been made from time to time as needed
to fences inclosing young trees, the work being done by day's l~bor.
Weeds and grass have been removed from roads and walks, and thistles
cut when occasion required.
.
In the winter of 1892-'93 Lombard street at its intersection with
Pierce street was badly washed out by rains. Lombard street having
been macadamized between the Presidio and Van Ness avenue by the
Government, on the pledge of the city authorities that tbe street woul~
be kept in good order, the attention of the board of supervisors of this
city and county was called to the damaged and dangerolls cond~tion of
the street_. 'rhe board, by resolution dated January 25, 1893, d1recte_d
the snperrntendent of streets to compel the property owners to repair
tl1e damage, but the orders have never been carried out, although the
attention of the board has since been called three times to the matter
and replies received that the street superintendent bad been direct_ed
to have the repairs done in accordance with the resolution. Last WIJ?,-ter's rains further increased the damage, and that part of the_ street is
uow almost entirely gone, of which fact the board of supervisors has
been notified.
W A'l'ER SUPPLY.

An expenditure of $75 was authorized for necessary repairs to pump
in connection with water supply of the cemetery, including its c~nv~rsion from a 5 to a 4 inch pump, and the work was satisfactorily
performed. ·
; Expenditures during the year from the appropriation of $10,000 provided in act of August 5, 1892, have been as follows:
For labor in culti-vating, planting, and watering trees, repairing fences,
pi:eparing nursery, etc . ~ _. __ . _____ .. ___ .. _........ _.... _... _.......... $1, llu.
15 ·
Purchase of seeds foT -nursery . ___ . __ .. _. __ . __ .......... _.......... - . - -- R~pairing pump of water supply_ .......... __ ... ___ .. ____ .... _....... .- . .
75. 00
Fust payment of W. H. ·Greene, for furnishing, planting, and guaranteemg
.growth of trees on sand spit ..... __ .. _. _.... _. _. _.......... .... _... _..
455. 00
Pay of draftsman preparing plans for improvements ........ _.... _. . . . . . .
75. 00
Purchase of blue-print paper for plans_._. ____ .. _. _. __ .. __ .... _. . . . . . . . . .
8. 45

~g

Total expenditures _.. _... ___ .................. _........ _..... _.. . 1, 738. 90
E_x penclitures previously reported ....... __ .. __ . _........ _.......... _.. . . 5, 580. 44
Balance on h and J un_e 30, 1894 ................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· 66
~oial funds receivbd from the appropriation._ . . _.... __ ... _..... _... . . . . .
a ance not drawn from Treasury_ .............. _........ _.... _.. . . . . . . .

7, 320. 00
2, 680. 00

---

Amount of appropriation __ ...... _..... _.... _... _. _ . _____ . _. _. _. . . . 10, 000. 00

. From ~ppropriation for .Army transportation there has been author~
ize~ d;umg the .Y~ar $256 for cleaning ditches and repairing flume that
d_rarns th_e Presidio ma.rsh. Of tlliH sum there has been expended from
time to ti~e for ncces 'ary labor and material $251.34.
d ~u t bority was given on September 14 1803 for extension of the
ramage !lume seaward at a cost of 700, ;nd a~ard wa made and the
work atl f. ctorily performed at a cost of $690 appropriation "Army
tran portat10n."
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Expenditures authorized fo1· roads, walks, grnding, bridges, wharves, etc., chargeable to
the app1·opriat·ion for Army transportation.
Roads,
walks,grad. Wharves.
ing,
bridges,etc.

Post.

Misccl·
laneous.

---·---·-··· ------·---

·-- •---·---·

-----------·

.............

------ ----

------------

Plattsburgbarracks,N. Y ........................................

.........................
13,252.23 ............
500.00

·········--· ---· · ·····
------······ --- ------114. 25

26. 65

---------·

... .........

165. 06 ...... .. ..

. ........... . ----·-····

.. ........... · ·········
75.00 ..........

---------98J. 00
---------............... ---------................. ---------············
1, 632. 00
.............

............
809. 50
............
...... ......
...... ......

162.00
759. 80
32.43
120. 00
2.00
........... .

------ --------------··· .......... .
---···------ ......... .
............
4. 50
------------ .......... .
................. ---------·

.......................
..................... ............ .
............... .......... .

................... ...... ........ .

.... .... . ....... . ... ........ ..
.......... . ...... ............. ..
577, 28 . - -- - - - -- - - - · · - · · · · · -·

Fort Snelling Ordnance Depot ... _.................. . .... _. ___ ............. _..........

iitltfi:\{

1

:i i I!;!:iii!.!!•,•., i!i
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\i'.i'.\iill\liiiiijjij\Iii::1 11::::

....... i5o·

•

! !!!!•

11··

1,

::::::::::

!•!•

Presidio of San Francisco, Cal ................. __ ............. ....... ......................

9, 865. 00 · - · · · · · · - · · · · · .. · · · · · · ·

!•...·: :~: ~- •;:: ::;;;: .

Hot Springs Army and Navy Hospital, .Ark .......... .. ..... ······.:..:..:..:~:..:.:.:~ - Total . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . 111, 037. :36
7, o57. ,O
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-''For shelter, shooting · galleries, ranges, repairs, and expenses in?i·
dent thereto,''- Congress provided $8,000 in the act making appropriations for the support of the Army, February 27, 1893. This sum has
been apportioned as· follows:
Amount.

Character of work.

D e]_)artment or station.

Department of the East . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . Repairs, flour, etc ....... · .... ··· .... ··
Department of the Missouri. ........... . ........... ...... do ........... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · ·
Department of the r1atte ................................. do......... .... .... ...............
- Department of Dakota .................................. . .. do ......... .... · · · .. · · · · · · · ·•· .. ·

' ~:~:~~::~~ ii 6ih:ibi~::: :~:::: :: ::::·:::::::::::: ::::::~~ :::::::::::: :::::::::: :: ::::: ::

~i~t_i:

1

736 _89

382 29
_13
570

686. 97

~:~::::~: ~f %~\~i;d~~:::::::::::::: ::: ::::~::::: ::::: :~~::: ::: :::: :::::: ::: ::: ::::::::: t~::i~

Ila il~\\$f~::::I:::::::::::::::::::::::::: If~\:f4f~[; ~:'.: : : : : ::: ~:tn~
Fort McIntosh, Tex ................................
"Bellevue, Nebr ................................... : ..
Wes~ Point, N. Y...................................
Madison b'.'-rracks, N. Y ............................

Construction of range................
Paints for use on range. .. .............
Repairs to rifle range ... .... ··· .. ·····
Fittingup range......................

2

69 40
·~
102 5
30

.r:S~~~~. ,~~~· so: ·iso4:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: __

:oo

2~

TotaJ ........ .. ..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8, ooo. 00

HOSPITALS.

, I:n, the act making appropriations for the support of the Army for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1894, Congress appropriated $50,000 for
construction and repairs of hospitals at military posts already established and eccupied, including the extra.duty pay of enlisted men
employed on the same. This fund has been disbursed by officers of the
Quartermaster's Department on estimates approved by the Surgeon·
/ General of the Army, as follows:
Department and p~st.

Amount.

rt;:;~~t~b~~~~k~:::::::::::::::::::
Madison l3arracks ... . ..... .

im ~~!~?~~::::~:::::::::::::::::
ks ............. .
Mount V flrnon barrar

tfafq;~t;~;: \• • • • : •~ • • •:
Plattsburg barracks .. . :········· · ····

~~~ }?~~~fe: :: :::: :: :::· :::: ::::::::::
St. l!'rancis barracks . .. : : : .. · ..
Fort Schuyler ............ ::::::::::::
:}:hom~\i· ................... ·- ..

$154-. 00
40. 00
2,208.48
592. 63
331. 00
52. 90
105.14
151. 27
111.50
211. 00
250. 03
31. 68
47. 00
217. 25
560. 29
13. 69
300. 00
224. 80

678. 79

~ort
F~rl W~~"~rth::::::::: ...... .
t~1;~~tsn..... .. ....... .......... . ........

474. 64
253. 03
250. 00
421. 75
20,253.88
345. 60

Total .......................... .

28, 2 0. 35

barracks . .. . :::::: :::::: :

.A.mount.

D epartment and post.

Department of the Mfrsouri .

Department of the East.
F ·~rt Adams ......................... :
Fort Barrancas ...................... .
Fort Columbus ................ . ..... .
Fort Hamilton .......... : ............ .

I

$4l0. 50
218. 55
68. 80
112. 00
400. 00
2,639.23
349. 16
1,500.00

Fort Brady .......... .......... ..... .
Fort Leavenworth .......... ...... . -·
Fort Mackinac ............... ...... ··
Fort Reno : ................... -. -· · · ·

~~~t ?~]P~iid;~· :: :::::: :: :::::::::::::

Fort Sill . ...... .................... · ·
Fort Supply ........................ .
Total . .................. .... ... .

5,698.24

!====-

Department of the Platte.
Fort D . .A.. Russell ......... · · ...... · ·

l~~t
:i~~:~::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Robinson.......................

ill:~
153. 25

3~~:~

i~j ~!~~ri;i·~::::::::::::::::::::::, .~ - -3_54_.23_
Total...........................

1,545.85

Department of Dakota.
Fort Buford ........................ .
Fort Custer ......................... .

~~~~P:JYs~~r~}; :::::::::::::::::::::::

392. 24

126. Oi

17.4
15. 75
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Department and post.

.Amount.

Department ·of Dakota-Continued.
Fort Pembina ............... __ .. ·- .•..

im 1~1lt~:::::::::::~::·:::::: :~:
Total .................. ........ .

Department and post.

.Amount.

Department of California-Cont'd.
$46. 34
480. 60
267. 67
274. 48
1, 6?0. 63

Fort Bill well ...........•.........•.•.
Fort Mason ......................... .
Presidio of San Francisco. _ __ . · - .
San Diego barracks ................. .

$6.40
100. 00
287. 49
9.50

Total ........... ... . ...... ..... .

983. ~1

Department of Texas.

Department of the Colorado.

Fort Brown........ . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
FoTt Clark .................. ··-··.....
Camp Eagle Pass ......•...... __ ·-....
Fort.Hancock.........................
Fort McIntosh . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fort Bayaril
EF.oror·tt DDouuCgleas;n:e:.:.·._·..:.:_:_:_:_:.~:.:_:~_:_:.:_~_:_: __· -.·

14. 60
450. 00
141. 21
72. 66
299. 99
460. 75
,_ _9_9_1._5_3_"
Tota1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
2, 430. 74
l=====fl

j~~t f~~i[~~;t~~::: :~::::::: ::::::::
Department of the Oolitmbia.

Boise barrack., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Sherman.........................

j~~~ ~~~:~~d:::::::: :~:::::::::::::

31. 50
225. 00

'236. 88
810. 40
101. 93
Fort Grant ....................... -· ..
680. 00
Fort Huachuca····- ..... ___ ........ .
419. 93
283. 69
]fort Logan ......................... .
98. 50
36. 95
Fort Stanton ....................... .
4475'.10
39. 60
Whipple barrack., .................. .
361. 65
J!'ort ·wingate ....................... .
1 - -- .Total ....... .. ~ ........ . .
3,544.63
:h

.

..

.

li!tc~;1i~1::::::::::::::::::::::~:::

it~~

Independent p11sts, etc.
Columbus 11arrac1,s ................. .
.Army and Navy General Hospital. ..
,_ _ _ __, , Jefferson barracks .... ..... ........ .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l, 004. 21 ·wrnets Point ....................... .

Vancouver barracks..................
Fort ·walla ·w.alla.. ... . • . .• • . . . • . . . • • . .

322. 34
396. 07

Department of California.
.Alcatraz laJand ...................... .
.A..ngel Island· ..... ...... ........ ..... .

Total .......................... .
Balance June 30, 1894 ............... .
403. 02
177.10

Grand total. ................... .

396. 00
1,958.05
2,006.01
299.12
4,659.18
232. 66

I====
50,000.00

HOSPI'.l'AL STEWARDS' QUARTERS .

In the army appropriation act for the :fiscal year ending June 30,
1894, Congress also appropriated $7,000 for construction of quarters for
hospital stewards at military posts already established and occupied,
including the extra-duty pay of enlisted men employed on the same.
This sum has been apportioned to the posts named below:
.Post.
Fort .Au.ams ......................... .
Fort Barrancas ...................... .
Fort Columbus ...................... .
Jackson barracks .................... .

j~~t

:~::~:lo~ ::::::::::::::::::::::

Mount Vernon barracks ............. .

i~~: ~t~i~~:::::: :: :::::::: ::: ::::::

Fort Porter ... ...•...... .. ............
Fort Preble .......................... .
Fort Schuyler .......••...............
Washington barracks ............... .

j~~ ~~!~Y-::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::::
i~;t :Ale~::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

Post .

.Amount.
$29. 00
40. 00
83. 50
4.03. 50
9. 00
22. 00
63. 83
17.13
49. 00
17. 25
48. 23
45. 00
4.0.15
22. 00
375. 00
75. 00
14.0.00

.Amount.

Fort Robinson ...................... .
Fort Bayard ........................ .
Fort Grant ......................... .
San Carlos .......................... .
Fort DnChcsne ..................... .
Fort Sully .......................... .
Fort Yates .......................... .
]'ort Yellowstone ................... .
Fort Hancoclc ....................... .
Presidio of San Francisco ........... .
Columbus barracks ................. .
Davids faland ................. ...• ..
J e:fferson barracks .................. .
Balance June 30, 1804 ..•...•.........

$50. 00
67.41
88. 6.5
792. 81
28.13
66. 30
12. 52
1, 97l. 85
30. 25
12. 75
24. 90
75. 00
2,255.00
44. 24

Total ......................... .

7,000.00

BOX LOCKERS.

During the year contracts for the manufacture and painting of 1,800
box lockers from material on hand at the J e:ffersonville depot, purcba. ed
at a cost of $2,000 in the preceding year, have been made, amountmg
to $674.20; the cost of each locker manufactured being about $1.4 2"·
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IRON FLAGSTAFFS.

C~ntract for the manufacture of 6 iron flagstaffs, after 1)1ans and
specifications prepared in this office, has been entered into by the d_epot
quartermaster at St. Louis, Mo., for issue to military posts as required,
at a cost of $566.66 each. These flagstaffs are 100 feet in height.
BRIDGES.

By act of Congress approved May 7, 1894, an appropriation of $7,000
was made for reconstruction of a substantial wooden or iron Government bridge across the Niobrara River near the village of Niobrara,
Nebr., destroyed by floods.
Plans of this bridge are being prepared by the chief quartermaster,
Department of the Platte, and the work will be done under contract.
Losses by fire.
Post.

Building.

Fort Adams, R. I ........... . Officers' quarters, No. 11.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Barrancas, Fla ......... . Noncommissioned staff o;fficers' quar·
ters, No. 27.
Fort Monroe, Va ............ . Officers' quarters, No. 70 ................ .
Fort Niagara, N. Y ... ·~ .... . Building, No. 23, used for shops, etc .... .
Coal shed ............................... .
Fort Brady, Mich............ Mess ball, etc., No. 12 ................... .
Fort Leaveuworth, Kans ..... Double set officers' quarters, No.12 ..... .
Officers' quarters, No.19, C ............. .
Fort Reno, Okla ............ . Band barracks, No. 22 .................. .
Post exchange, No. 65 ................... .
Fort Riley, Kans ........... . Post exchange, No. 116 ................. .
Officers' 1i1arters, No.11 ................ .
2
Fort Supply, Okla .......... .
Fort Omaba,.Nebr .......... .
Post exchange, No. 36 ................... .
Fort Keogh, Mont ........... . Sawinill, No.32 ....... .. ................ .
Fort Snel1ing, Minn ......... . Old corral, No. 2, F ...................... .

!;~~r~i~. k·~.-46::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Bayard, N. Mex ........ .
Fort Logan, Colo ............ .
Fort Stanton, N. Mex . ...... .
Fort Wingate, N. Mex ...... .
Columbus barracks, Ohio ... .
J e:fferson barracks, Mo ...... .

Hay house and granary, N o.11, F ....... .
Two stables, Nos. 29 and 30 ............. .
Guardhouse ....................... ..... .
Officers' quarters, No.10 ......... ..... .. .
Mechanics' quarters, No. 28~ ........•....
Ice house .............................. ..
Adjutant's offic__t No. 39 ... .............. .
Laundry, etc., .r-io. 28 ................... .
Blacksmith shop, No. 27 ........ .. ...... .
Three small buildings used as noncom·
missioned officers' quarters
Post quartermaster sergeant's quart{>rs,

Remarks.
Cost of repairs, about $945. ·
Destroyed.
Cost of repairs, $150. 57.
About half destroyed.
Building of no value de·
stroyed.
·
Floor charred under ra_ng_e.
Badly dama~ed; buildmg
since demollshed.
Dining room slightly dam·
aged.
Destroy ed.

Do.

Cost of repairs, about $351.
Cost of repairs, $187.72.
Roof, etc., damaged.
Very slightly damaged.
D amaged about $300.
~t~s~~o~~ils left standing;
loss about $2,000.
Destr~i~·
D estl'Oyed, except walls.
Very slightly damaged.
Do.
Destroyed.
Slightly damaged.
Destr~i.d·
Do.
Exterior scorched.

H~;i~~l: ............................... . Cost of repairs, about $<15~.
Quartermaster and subsistence store· Badly damaged; south Wlllg
destroyed.
house and offices, No. 9.

A statement i herewith submitted, marked A, of property rented by
the Quart rmaster's Department during the fiscal year and tbe amount
of rent paid therefor.
Very respectfully,
C. P. MILLER,
Captain and Assistant Qua,rtermaster, U. S. A.rrn,y.
Th
U.A.RTER liSTER-GENER.A.L, U.S. ARMY,
Washington 1 D. 0.
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QUAR'l'ERMASTER-GENERAL.

A.-Statement showing property rented by the Quarte1·rnaster's Department during the.Ji cal
yea1· ending June 30, 1894, and total amount JJaid, as shown by 1·eports of offio r of t}
depa1·tment.
DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST.

Post or station.

Number of
rooms .

Purpose for which used.

Baltimore, Md . . . . . . . . . . Building ... .. Office, quartermaster and subsistence 5 $50. 00}
departments.
i 83. 33
5
90. 00
.Boston, Mass . . .. . . . . . . .
8 Offices and storerooms, quartermaster
and subsistence departments.
62.
50
Office
of
depot
quartermaster
.
...
..
....
.
3
Buffalo, N. Y ....... .. .. .
60. 00}
New Orleans, La ........ . 5 months . .4 Office and stor erooms, quartermaster
and
subsistence
departments.
7 months .. 6
25. 00
1 Office, inspector of ordnance .... .... ... .
Providence, R. I ....... .
25. 00
2 Office of paymaster .................... .
Atlanta, Ga ............ .
25. 00
2 Office of quartermaster ................ .
8. 00
1 Ordnance-sergeants quarters .......... .
Southport, N. C ........ .
15. 00
1 Office, constructing quartermaster, MadSacketts Harbor, N. Y ..
ison barracks.
7. 00
Building ..... Stable and shed for public animals and
wagon.
3 Offices, constructing quartermaster,Fort
35. 00
Cincinnati, Ohio ....... .
Thomas, Ky.
Newport, Ky ... •... .............. ..... Stableaccommodationsforpublichorses.
10. 00
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt...
2 Office, constructing quartermaster ..... .
7. 50
Burlington, Vt..........
1 .. .... do .......•.••................ . ......
12. 50
Building..... Stable for public animals .•.....•.•.....
12. 00

$79!l.
1, 0 0.1h)
750. 00

.,.oo I

Total ............................ .. .... .... .. ....................................... .

GO. 00
300. 00
3 . 00
300. 00
.00
180. 00

Si. 00
420. 00
120. 00
67. 50
150. 00
96. 00
5,603.48

DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.

29

Chicago, Ill .............

Offioos, b eadq=rtor, depru.-tm,nt .....

·j

16

7
1
Kansas City, Mo ........
Leavenworth, Kans . ....
Antlers, Ind. T .........
Fort Wayne, Mich ..... .

2
1

1

···············

Fort Riley, Kans ........

1

Fort Sheridan, Ill .......

4
1

Little Rock, Ark ........

1
Building .....

Detroit, Mich ... ........ .... do ........

I

•

150. 00

1, 800. 00

12. 00

108. 00

12. 00

782. 80

12. 00

Quarters for enlisted men Engineer
12. 00
Corps.
'
Quarters for enlis_ted men, hospital cor~s.
12. 00
Quarters for enlisted men First Artil12. 00
lery .
.
'
Office for subsistence department
50. 00
Office_ for pay department ........ :::::::
25. 00
Hospital accommodations ...
5. 00
Carup ground fortroops en ro~tet~·;ifl~camps and ret_u.rn, 2 trips,$125 and$80. ·-··-----Quarters for enlisted men Seventh Cav··-····--alry.
'
Office, constructing quartermaster
20. 00
Quart~rs for enlisted men of ge~~~;,i· . ......... .
service.
Office .. ........ .. . .
4. 00
Two st_alls for publi~ · ~~i~~i~ ·;~ii--·
i· · · ·
1 c es,
5. 00
and forage.
,
Office a1;d d:r--aftiLg rooms, and for storao.
oo
age of _Umted States property for const~uctmg
quartermaster , I!'o:rt W ayne,
Mich.

Total ............. ................... ·········-- ------ --------------·--------·
~-

"!1$13 969 ••
m: ~i 5, 880, oo

$1,328.
1,000, 00

Building ..... Office, subsistencedepot, and storehouse
for subsistence and quartermaster's
de~art.ments.
.... do ... ..... Stab e for animals, quartermaster's department.
2 Quarters for enlisted men, quartermaater's department.
12 Quarters for enlisted men, ordnance
department.
6 Q~~~~s for enlisted men, signal depart-

--·-------

426. 40
828. 00

414. 80
50.40

600. 00
300. 00
17. 50
205. 00
3. 00

240. 00
8. 25
22.65
8. 00

38. 00

25,702.98
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A.-Statement showin!} p1·opedy ·1·ented by the Quarter1naster's Depa1·t11ien{during the.fiscal
yea1· e1id,i ng June 30, 1894, and total amount paid, as shown by reports of officers of :the
department-Continued.

.

1.-:'"':,

.

DEP A.RTMENT OF THE PLATTE.
Number of
rooms.

Post or station.

.

Omaha,Nebr -· ···· .....

Office for department headquarters .. {
Quarters for commissary sergeant ......
Offices and storeroom, quartermaster's
agent.

41
1
2

Ogden, Utah ............
Total . _...........

Purpose for which used.

I

Monthly ToW
rate of amount
rent. - for year.
$666. 67} $8,226.67
780. 00
100. 40
12. 00
384. 00
32. 00

----

. ..............
····--····-····- ----------------·- .. -----·---------- --- ----

8,711.07

DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.
Helena, MonL. ·-.......
_

.

2 Offices, quartermaster's department. ...
5 .... _. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 Stable, quartermaster's department . . . .

$45. 00
50. oo
10. 00

Grounds. . . . . Camp for U. S. troops ............. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Lake City···- ········ ··::::~~:: ::::::

:::::j~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::
Lodgings for enlisted men .. . ......... · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Total .............................................. · ···· ······· ········· • ··

$

517 22
·
320. 00
120. OO

~~: gg

~~·~i

1 ·

~~2.83

DEPARTMENT OF TEX.AS.
San Antonio, Tex ...... .

-Office for paymaster ....... · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Quarters for commissary sergeant ..... .
2 Quarters, 2 principal musicians.........
2 Quarters for post and regimental quar·
termaster sergeants.
1 Quarters for commissary sergeant ..... .
1 Quarters, chief musician ............. ···
1 Quarters, sergeant major . ....... -. · · · · · ·
1 Quarters, ordnance sergeant .......... · ·
1 Quarters, 1 signal sergeam . ......... - · · ·
1 ...... do .. .... .......................... .
1 .. . ... do ............ ...... . . ........ . .. .
Fort Bliss (old post)....
18 Quarters, for officers, enlisted men and
.
store.houses.
Eagle P ass, Tex ........ Grounds .... _ Camp for 1 troop of ca,alry . . ... - .. . ... ·
Edmburg, Tex.......... Buildina ancl Quarters ancl storeroom for a detach ·
1
1

Santa Maria, Tex .......... ~d~~.
Pena, T ex .·- .... _.. ....
Laredo, Tex...... . .....

I

$87. 50
144. 00
144. 00

12. 00

138, 00
138. 00
138. 00
138. 00
144. oo
82. 80
82. 00
1,025.00

1

12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
175. 00
75. OO
15. 00

~: ...1 ...Office
~:d~·for..............................
··· ······8.··OO··
quartermaster agent ........ ··
1
1
1

Quarters, chief musician . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
Quarters, ,eterinary surgeon. . . . . . . . . . .
Quarters, signal ser geant .... _..........

1
2

Telegraph office ............ ..... - .. -.. · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Office and clraftino- rooms, constructing
30. 00
quartermaster, New Fort Bliss.
7. 50
Stab l e. constructing quartermaster,
New Fort Eliss.

½ : : : : : : ~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

Carrizo, Tex ........... .
San Ygnacio, Tex ...... .
Havana R::..n ch, Tex ... .
El Paso, T ex ........... .

t gg
~!: gg

$3

7. 50
12. 00
12. 00

rn: ~~

144. 00

507. 50
180. 00
150. 00
96.00
85. 50
136. 80
60. 00
75. 20
69. 20
10. 50
285. 00
71. 25

Total . .......... ..................... ..................................... . . ,~~
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4.-Statement showing property re~ted by the QuartermasterJs Department, etc.-Cont'd.
DEP.A.RTMENT OF CALIFORNIA..

Post or station.

Number of
rooms.

Monthly
Total
rate of
amount
rent.
for year.

Purpose for which nsed.

San Francisco .......... 1 floor . .. .. . . Offices for department headquarters • ...
Stabling for public animal_s, otc ....... .
1 Quarters, signal sergeant ....... .. . . ... .
1 ... . .. do ........... . ............... .. ... .
Los Angeles ....... : . .. .
1 Office, purchasing commissary subsist·
ence.
1 Office, inspector.general...... . . . . . . . . . .
1 Office, signal officer... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 Quarters, sergeant signal corps .........
S_an Diego . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Building.. ... Post hospital...... . ............ ... .. .. .
15 Officers' quarters.......................
13 .•.... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12 ...... do.. ............ . ....... .. .........
11 .. .... do····· ············ ···· ·· -·· ·· ···~··
4 ...••. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 ...... do. ... ...... ..... . ..... . ...........
3 •..•.. do.. ............. .. ................
2 ...... do . .... . . .. ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total ....................... . ......... .. .... .. ...... . . . . .. ... ... . ......... .

$750. 00
47. 00
12. 00
12. 00
30. 00

$9, 000. 00
564. 00
144. 00
84. 00
330. 00

30. 00
10. 00
12. 00
75. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12.00
12. 00

210". 00
60. 00
72. 00
900. 00
1, 2o0. 00
468. 00
144. 00
132.00
22.40
19. 20
2.40
13. 60

I

:~~=1~

425. 60

DEP .A.RTMENT OF TIIE COLOR.A.DO .
$21]. 07
5. 00
144. 00
144. 00
1. 00
7,333.26
250. 00

1 Offices for paymasters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$25. CO
.A.lbuquerq"!le, N. Mex. ..
Benson, .A.nz...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lodgings for 10 recruits ....... ....... ..... ...... .
Carthage, N. Mex.......
1 Quarters for signal sergeant ... ... ... . ..
12. 00

g~~!l~,
i~~~;;:::::::: .............46~. ·L~dg1igs·t·~~·2
~~·~;~its·::::::::::::::::: ...666.
-~~·. G6~~.
Denver, Colo............
Headquarters Department of Colorado.
Offices, quartermaster and subsistence
125. 00
departments.
Stabling public animals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 50
Building temporarily occupied by 5 com·
COO. 00
panies Seventh Infantry.
50. 00
Building..... Stable, quartermaster department ..... .
24. 00
2 Quarters, signal sergeant . ............. .
12. 00
Hol
ok, Ariz . ....... .
1 ...... do ....... ... .. .. ........ . . .. .. . ... .
635. 00
Los Angeles, Cal. .. ... .
49 Headquarters Department of Colorado ..
30. 00
Building..... Stable, quartermaster department ..... .
15. 00
1 Storeroom, quartermaster department ..
35. 00
2 Office, paymaster . ..................... .
12. 00
1 Quarters, commissary sergeant ... ..... .
20. 00
Fort Marcy, N . Mex ...
2 Offices, paymasters ....... .. ... .. .... .. .
9. 00
1 Quarters, chief musician ... ........... .
10.
00
1 Quarters, principal musician .......... .
7. 00~
1 ...... do .......... ... ......... -·········{
12. 005
10. 00
1 Quarters, commissary sergeant ........ .
11. 00
1 Quarters, sergeant major ...... ..........
9. 00
1 Quai·ters, regimental quartermaster ser·
geant
1 Lodgings for recruits...... . ............
4. 00
Prince, Utah ...... .... .
Building ..... Quartermaster warehouse........... ...
20. 00
Sa.It Lake City, Utah...
1 Offices, paymaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30. 00
TayJors Ranch, Utah . . .
1 Quarters, signal sergeant. ..... .........
10. 00
Wiitcox:, Ariz ... ...... .. .. ............. Lodgings for recruits .... ........................ .
1 Quarters, signal sergeant...............
12. 00
1 ...... do..... .. ...... ...... ......... .... .
10. 00
5

Total ................ .. ....................................................

~

7. 50
G0.00
551 . 05
213. 20
144. 00
()77. 33
30. 00
15. 00
87. 50
18. 00
240. 00
108. 00
120. 00
92. 07
120. 00
132. 00
108. 00

1

48. 00
240. 00
90.00
120. 00
7. 50
138. 00
10. 00

ll, 46G. 08

DEP A.RTME~T OJt' THE COL M.BI.A..
Portla.n<l, Oreg. .... . ...

Office!', chief paymaster an<l depot quar$77. 00
termaster.
Storeroom .............................. ·
15. OO
Walla Walla., Wash....
1 Office, paymaster........................
30. OO
1:"ort pokane, Wash .................. Lodgings for enlii;tecl men ....... - ... · · · · ··· ·· · · · ·
1

:::::jg::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

$02-i. OO
15. oo
_
360 00

37 50

41 : r,o

1:!o:.;~anb~:~~s; · :::::: :::: :: : ::
2. 00
Wash.
- 1 6 00
Total ..................................................................... · · · · · · · · · ·J • "
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. A.- Staternent showing 1n·operty rented by the Quartm·rnaster's Department, etc.-Cont'd.
GENERAL DEPOTS OF THE QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT.
Post or station.
- - - --

Monthly

Number of
rooms.

- - - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 -- --

Xew York depot. - ... _..

1
---- ----

Quarters for hospital steward ......... :.
Building .... _ Stable and carriage house for public
animals, etc.
1

Total .......................................................................
Philadelphia depot......

Total
amount
for year.

of
r ent.
I rate
- - - - - - - -- - - - -

Purpose for which used.

14

1

$14. 00
ll 2. 50

$104. 73
1,350.00

:~=1,514.73

--!

Offices, storerooms, etc .... _...........
Office, attending surgeon ... . ......... { j

179.17 ·

2,150.04

it ii}

192. OO

Total ............................ ·······································-··'= ~

2,342.04

i-

~~~::

Washington depot...... Ground...... Stables, etc ....... _............. : .......
150: 00
1,
... do ..••..... Offices, storerooms, etc., for 8Ubs1stence j'
8. 33½
department.
00. 00
3
... do .............. :-do................................
25.00
25:3.00
1 Quarters for hospital steward . . . . . . . . . .
21. 00
3 QuarterB, 3 signal sergeants- ... ·. .. .....
36. 00
432. 00
1 Quarters, hospital steward..............
12. 00
94. 00
1 Quarters, private hospital corps.. ..... .
12. 00
:~:
1 Quarters, hospital steward . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 00
Officeformilitaryattache, Paris, France. .... .. .. ..
165. 00
Office for military a-t tache, Berlin. Ger·
360. 00
many.
403. 20
Office for military attache, St. Peters·
burg, Russia.
144.
01)
Office for military attache, London,
England.
225. 00
1
Office for military attache, Rome, Italy . ••••• • •
72. 00
Office for military attache, Vienna, . -.. -... - ·
Austria.
70.49
Office for military attache, Madrid, -. --- -- --. ·
Spain.
------

:g .

···1

Total ·--~- ................................................................. _........
St._~ouis depot.... .....

Offices and st,oreroom quartermaster's
department.
3 Offices subsistence department ........ - .
Building..... Stable quartermaster's department . . . . .
.... do ........ Storehouse and office medical depart·
ment.
9

216. 67

4, 59~~
216 · 67

JOO. 00
30. 00
166. 67

20%, O
24 · OO
2,000.04

1

o

Total .............· .. . ~. ·.......•............................ --... - .................. - · I 2, 656. 71
San Francisco depot.... Building..... Offices and storerooms medical, subsis·
tence, antl quartermaster's depart·
ments.
Quartermaster's storerooms-............
Stomge for turpentine and oils, per gal·
Jon, $0. 00¼; per barrel, $0.15.
Storage room for.medical supplies......
Quarters for eommisary sergeant . ... . . _

8il3. 33

9, !HJO. 96

125. 00

1, 500. 00
946. 01

35. 00
12. 00

70. 0.0
34. BO

Total ... ... . ... ... ............ .. ... ...... _..... _. _. _. _... _................. ~ . - ~
RECAPITULATION.
Department, etc.

lllllltll;l:

l1!1;ii li'.~;

!ii!I!I Ii!iii i ;;;;;l\\t~tii !~

Wash in rton cl pot : : : : : : : : : ·.:::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. · · .. · ·..

.A.mount.

lilI
;;

:t

69

si'nLF~!~~Jc~\iep·~t:::::::::..............
............. ...................
................... ......,...•••..••.•
............__..........
........... ...... _12_2,, s_s_
'56. 71
o._7_7
Total ........................... . ....... __ ........ __ . ............. __ .. __ . __ . .. ........

06, 12 . -

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
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WAR DEP ARTMEN'l',
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFIOE,

Washington, D. C., J1,1;ly 21, 1894.
I have the honor to submit a report of the operations-of
the reservation branch of this office for the fiscal year ending June
GENERAL:

30, 1894.

The sale of land at Pittsburg, Pa., authorized by act of May 21,
The depot quartermaster, Washington, D. C., advertised it for sale at public auction, but
no satisfactory offer being made, the land was withdrawn.
A site for a military post has been purchased at Eagle Pass, Tex.
(old Fort Duncan), under the provisions of the act of March 3, 1891.
The title papers were submitted to the Attorney-General, who rendered
favorable opinion thereon, December 11, 1893. The site embraces
155.34 acres. Jurisdiction was ceded by State acts of 1849 and 1871,
and also by governor's deed of March 31, 1894.
J ~mrnry 24, 1894, tbe $20,000 specifically appropriated by Congress
for the purchase was paid by the department chief quartermaster to
the clerk of the circuit court of the western district of Texas under
an a.mended decree of that court.
The appropriation of $16,500 by act of June 27, 1890 (General Order
69 of l 890), for purchase of land for target ranges at Fort McPherson,
Ga., still remains unexpended, suitable ground not having been acquired
in the vicinity of the post.
Under terms of act approved July 8, 1886 (General Order 52 of 1886),
the grounds comprising Old Fort Brady, Mich., authorized to be sold,
have been duly platted, appraised, etc., and under public adn}rtisement the 31 buildings and 3 lots of old fencing located thereon were
sold at au~tion October 25, 1893, under the direction of Oap-t. George
S. Boyt, assistant quartermaster, for the sum of $2,072.50. Since October 24, 1893, 17 lots have been sold at public and private sale (at not
less than appraised value), the total amount realized being $18,920.95,
and the proceeds (subject to deduction of cost attending sales) have
beep deposited in the Treasury. The unsold lots are in charge of the
post quartermaster, Fort Brady, Mich., to whom application for purchase is made.
Under act approved March 1, 1890, the military reservation of Old
Fort ·B liss, Tex., was platted, appraised, and advertised to be sold
March 5, 1894, but the sale was postponed pending action upon certain
bills then before Congress.
Under the act approved July 28, 1892 (General Order 56, 1892, Adjutant-General's Office), the Secretary of War, December 30, 1893, granted
a lease for five years, and revocable at any time, to the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, of a portion of the Governm~nt
property at Pittsburg, Pa. Payments are made quarterly to the actmg
assistant quartermaster at Allegheny Arsenal at the rate _of $DO~ per
year and the money deposited in the Treasury to the cred_1t of nuscellaneous receipts. Under conditions of lease, tLe premises may be
vacated on sixty days' notice from either party, and restored by Jes ee
to same condition as when received-ordinary wear and tear excepte~.
The post of Old Fort Union, N. Mex., having been abandoned m
1891, the site not belonging to the United States, and the ol<l adobe
buildings possessing no value, the Secretary of War directed the tr7 11 fer of the re ervation and buildings to the .own~r' of the land.. In ~\e
they declmed to receive 1t after due notrfi~at10~, the prem1~ B~tl r
ordered to be entirely abandoned. The heirs of the late B. ·
1890 (Public 125), has not been accomplished.
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havi~&" large interests therein, and representing the other owners, the
adm1mstrators were duly communicated with at Lowell, Mass., but
failin_g to appear in person or by representative to receive the samPi at
the designated time, April 1,1894, the premises were totallyabamloned
~y the Government.
The general orders affecting military reservations published during
tbe fiscal vear are as follows:
Generaf Order 55, 1893, authorizing withdrawal of garriso~ fyom
Camp Poplar River, Mont.; and abandonment of post. Bmldrngs
turned over intact to Interior Department for Indian school purpo~es.
General Order 58, 1893, announcing boundaries of the followrng
reservations: Fort Marion, Fla.; St. .Francis barracks, Fla.; Fort McRee, Fla.; Fort Clinch, Fla.
.
General Order 68, 1893, announcing boundaries of the reservation OJl
Anastasia Island, Fla.
General Order 69, 1893, authorizing withdrawal of garrison from Fort
Bidwell, Cal., and abandonment of post.
General Order 84, 1893, announcing transfer of the Fort Randa11, S.
D.ak., reservation to the Interior D-epartment.
..
G~neral Order 11, 1894, publishing the President's proclamation of
April 6, 1894, transferring to the city of El Paso, under act of March
3, 1893, the site of the old Fort Bliss cemetery, Texas, for park and other
public uses.
The Secretary of War's orders of .May 15, 1894, direct the transfer to
the Judge-Advocate-General's office of. A. All original deeds and papers pertaining to the titl~, or any lease, grant,
hcenso, or easement of, upon, or over any military reservat10n and aJl other lauds
owned by the United States under the jurisdiction of the War Departm~n~.
B. Re.cord books of deeds, opinions of Attorney-General and of the sohc1tor of th0
War Department in the office of the Secretary of War.
.
C. All papers pertaining to the sale of military r eservations or public lands under
the jurisdiction of the War Department.

The transfer of these papers, etc., has been made.
Cession of jurisdiction has been obtained during the year as follows:
'Fort Barrancas, Fla., governor's deed, September 4, 1893.
Fort Clinch, Fla., governor's deed, September 4, 1893.
Fort Marion, Fla., governor's deed, September 4, 1893.
St. F~ancis barracks, Fla., governor's deed, September 4, 1893.
Two 1sl~nds in Mantanzas River, Florida, governor's deed, September 4, 1893.
4;nastas1a Island, Florida, governor's deed, September 4, 1893.
Eagle Pass, Tex., goTernor's deed, March 31, 1 94.

Custodians are employed and paid by this department for the care of
:the reservations ofPer month.

Old Fort Bliss, Tex., A.G. Mallory __ -·· _______________ -- -- -- -- ---- -·- ·-· ---- $~-~
Fort Sidney, ebr., ·W illiam Stuht. _____________________ ---- ---- ---- --·- ---·

At Monterey, Cal., Francis Doud has been custodian for everal years
without pay.
Statements A, B, C, and D are appeucled.
Very respectfully,
0 C.A.R F. LONG,
Captain and Assistant Quarterniaster, U. 1. Army.

The

U.A.RTER:M.A.STER-GENER.A.L,

U.

RMY.
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A,.---&p.enclitures_authorized for 1·epairs w water, sewerage, ancl plurnbing sy_stems, chargeable to the appropriation for _.Arrny transportation for 1893-'94.
·
Station.

Station.

Amount.

Department of the 'East.

Amount.

Department rj Texas.

.A.dams,.Fort, R. I.............. ......
Ba,rr.ancas, Fort, Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Constitution, Fort, N. H . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Ethan · Allen, Fort, V-t ......... ·- . . . . .
:F:oote, J!'ort, Md......................
Governors Island, New York Harbor .
Haruiltoh, l!'ort, New York Harbor.. ..
Jacll:son barracks, La............ ....
Ke_y West barracks, Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Madison barracks, N. Y ........ _... . .
McHenry, Fort, Md ....... ·-.... .....

~r~!,°F~rY,~~·: :~ ::::::: :::: ::::::

McPherson, Fort, Ga................ .
Mt. Vernon barracks, Ala ..... ·-.....
Nfagara, Fort, N. Y.... .. .. . .. . ... . . .
Newport b arracks, Ky...............
Ontario,.Fort,N. Y .. . ...... .. ·- . .. . ..
Porter, Fort, N. Y ............. ·- .. . . .
Plattsburg barracks,N.Y ·-·· ··· ·····
P.re.ble, Fort, Me ........... . .. ... . .. _.
Schuyler, Fort, New York Harbor... .
St. Francis barracks, Fla.............
Trumbull, Fort. Conn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~=:: ;~;t ~!~~:::::::: ::::::::::
Wadsworth, :F ort, New York Harbor.
Washington, Fort, Md .... . ·.. ·...... ·..
Washington barracks, D. C. .. . .... ..
Wood, Fort, N. Y. Harbor............

$900. 70
1, 049. 27
1l. 30
10,310.10
109.10
2, 971. 25
785. 00
514. 45
129. 15
12, 682. 06
2, 009.15

~; 464.15
m: ~~

5, 744. 18
4,001.36
48. 70
230. 94
341. 30
12,347.91
381. 07
2,992.48
566. 67
984. 83

~: 412.
~~~: ~~
40

Bliss, ·Fort Tex ...... ·- ····--··-·-- ··-·Brown, Fort, Tex ... .. ....... . ...... .
Clark, Fort, Tex ......... ·····- ..... .
Eagle Pass, Tex._ ... ·- .............. .
Hancock, Fort, Tex ................. .
McIntosh, Fort, Tex ........... ·- ... .
Ring8"_old, Fort, Tex ............ ·- ... .
Sam .tl.ouston, ]l'ort, Tex ............ • . /
San Antonio, T ex.··- ..........•.....

Department of Dakota.
.A.ssinniboine, ]'ort, .Mont.·- ......• ._
Buford, Fort,)'[. Dak.................
Custer, Fort, Mont ....... ·-· -.........
Harrison, Fort, Mont.................
Keog:h, Fort, Mont...................
Meaati, ]'ort, S. Dak .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Missoula, ]'ort, Mont................
Pembina, l!'ort, N. Dak ......... - . . . . .
Snellillg, Fort, Minn . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
St. Paul, Minn ...... .. . ·-··-·····-·-·
Sully, Fort, S. Dak .. ... . . ..... ... ·- ..
Yates, Fort, N. Dak . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Yellowstono, Fort, Wyo.............. ,

720. 88
51,098.34
1, 373.06
10, 345, 27
712. 40
2, 651. 71
1, 710. 00
89,87
936. 49
59!!. 53
747. 85

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

76, 213. ~6

1,416.52
1,114. 86

Supply, ]'ort, Ind. T ................ .
Wayne, Fort, M ich ........ . .. .... ... .
Total ........................ ··

25,133.86

fli~~li1!Et: •: •: ::•••: : :·

~~~~;·, ~~~t ~tM~~·:::::::::::::::::

San Carlos, .Ariz . .... - ........... · · · ·
Stanton, Fort, N. Mex .......... ..... .
Whipple barracks, Ariz ............ .
Wingate, Fort, N . Mex .............. .
Total ......................... .

Departrnent of the Columbia.
Boiso barracks. Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Canby, Fort, Wash ..................
Sherman, Fort, Idaho.... .......... ..
Spokane,] ort, Wash ..... ...... . .....
Townsend, Fort, Wash......... . .....
Vancouver barracks, Wash... ... . ...
Walla Walla, 11_7 ash. .................

D epartment of the Platte.

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2,409.27

2, 728. 59

_____

42. 00

21. 65
2,701.21
7,413.00
2,435.79
1, B63. ti8
895. 34
(i, 122. 94

Department of California.

671. 5'!,
14,599. 60

Total··················-·······

D epartment of the Colorado.
1
11
- - - - -·
A_pache, Fort, Ariz . ...... . ..... ······
1=''
9 Bowie,
-T otal · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1_ _9_2,_3_9s_._
Fort, Ari 7, • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• • • • • •
Bayard, Fort, N. Mex ...... ....... .. .
Department of the Missouri.
Douglas, Fort, Utah ................ .
Du Chesne, Fort, Utah ...... ...... .. .
Brady, Fort, Mich ................... .
485. 23
Gran t, Fort, Ariz .......... ..... .... .
Leavenworth, Fort,, Kans . ..... ..... .
3,692.02
Huachuca,
Fort, Ariz ............. . . .
Mackinac, Fort, Mich .. ... . ..... .... .

Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo ....... . ..... .
Crook, Fort, Nebr ...... . ...... .. ... .
D. A. Russell, Fort, Wyo ... ......... .
McKinney, Fort, "\Vyo .... ... ... .. ... .
Niobrara. Fort, Nebr .......... . ..... .
Omaha, Nebr ........................ .
Robinson, Fort, Nebr ............... .
Sidney, Fort, Nebr .. . ..... . ......... .
Washakie, ]'ort, Wyo .... ........... ,

$1,218.60
1,096.69
262. 25
20. 00
449. 55
3,956.71
940. 25
5,984.01

90. 00
1,920.54
J, 879. 81
332. 53
9,839. 53
881. 60
], 043.18
181. 08
893. 04

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

17, 061. 31

=~

Alcatraz Island, Cal.................
Angellsland, Cal.......... . .........
Benicia barracks, Cal................
Mason, ]fort, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.......
San Diego barracks, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . .

241. 02
2, 972 25
2,344.35
186. 83
22, 115. 18
54.. 11

Total ............... . :... ......

27,913. 74

I

1-nclependent posts.
Columbus barracks, Ohio........ ....
Davids Island, New.York Harbor...
.Tetfersonville Depot, Ind .... . .......
.refferson barracks, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New York Depot....................
Philad~lphia Depot,.Pa. ... . . . . ......
St. Loms Depot, Mo .... .... .. ······ ··
West Point, N. Y ................... .
Willets Point, N. Y.............. ... .

.997- 0.0 .
150.10
468. 69
765. 70
59. 50
1, 319.42
785. 24
11,1 24.10
289. 64
1, 087. 66
580. 06
708. 55
472. 22

1- - - - 18, 813. 88
,----799. 90
209.10
576. 87
1,385.67
201. 30
1,655.32
805. 06

,----5, 633. 28

4,518.29

1, 0]3. 51
70. 50

0, 980. 01
]5. 00
549. 07

if: ~g

3
1

3,161.61

Total ..........................

~suo.ss

.A.ggr gate ............... · ·· · ·

2!JJ, 577. 00
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B.-Expenclitiircs aiitho1"ized for l-ighting, heating, etc., chargeable to the appropriation
for regular supplies fo1· 1893-'94.
Station.

•

Station.

Amount.

.A.mount.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - 11- - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - -

Adams, :E'ort, R. L ............ ..... .
Bliss, Fort, Tex .. ...... ..... ..... .. . .
Brady, Fort, Mich .................. .
Columbus barracks, Ohio . ..... ..... .
Columbus, Fort, New York Harbor ..
Crook, Fort, Nebr .................. .
Custer, Fort, Mont, .... ............. .
D. A. Russell, "\Vyo ................ .
Davids Island, New York Harbor .. .
Ethan Allen, Fort, Vt .............. .
Eagle Pass, Tex . .................... .
Hamilton, Fort, New Y011k: Harbor ..
Harrison, :Fort, Mont ........... ... . .
Hot Springs, Ark .................. .
Jeffersonville Depot, Ind ........... .
J" eff:erson barracks, Mo ............. .
Keogh, Fort, Mont ................. .
Key West barracks, Fla ............ .
Leavenworth, Fort, Kans ...... ... . .
Logan, Fort, Colo .................. .
Mad_ison barracks, N. Y .. : . ........ .
McIntosh, Fort, Tex ............... .
McPherson, Fort, Ga ............... .
Monroe, ll'ort, Va ................... .
Mt. Vernon barracks, A.la .......... .
Niagara, Fort, N. Y ................ .
Niobrara, Fort, Nebr ............... .
Omaha, Fort, Nebr ................. .

~~!~fe~F!~t\i:~·-~:::::
:::::::::::::
Plattsburg barracks, N. Y ......... .

Porter, Fort, N. Y ................. .

$114. 36
494. 00
702. 50
10,456.70
1,679.00
7,059.16
151. 43
2,555.00
402. 61
14,352.67
806. 70
635. 30
9,000.00
5. DO

133.15
8,793.52
421. 70
3. 85
1,465.37
8,227.40
12,369.42
100. 00
93. 57
1,317.68
101. 25
1,462.93
1,952.00
61. 58
18. 75
11.60
33, 33'.!. 57
24. 05

Philadelphia, Depot, ~a ... ·; -- · · · · · ·
Presidio of San Francisco, val. -.. --Reno, Fort, Okla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Riley, Fort, Kan~ .... -· · · · · · · · · · · ·· ·
Ringgold, Fort, 'Iex .......... ---· · · ·
Robinson, Fort, Nebr .............. -.
Schuyler, Fort, New York Harbor ..
Sheridan Fort, 111. . .. .. ..... ...... ..
Sam Hou'ston, Fort, 'Iex ......... - . .
San .Ant,onio, T ex . --- - · ······ ····· · ··
San Carlos Ariz. --- -· -· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Snelling, Fort, Minn - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Sill, Fort, Okla - .. -· ··· ·· · ··· ·· ···· ··
Stanton, Fort, N. Mex -.. -· · · · · · · · · · · ·
Sully Fort, S. Dak - - · --· · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Supviy, Fort, Ind. T ... - -- · · · · · · · · · ·
St. Francis barracks, Fla. -· · · · · · · · · ·
St. Panl, Minn . - · -- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

~t;;i~!~}~it; "ji ~: :: : ·.::: :: :::: :: :::

Trumbull, Fort, bonn - - - . - - · · · · · · · · ·
Vancouver barracks, Wash ...... - - ··
Washington barracks, D. C . . . . . . . . .
Wadsworth, Fort, New York Harbor ........................ -·······
Walla Walla, Fort, Wash . ... -. -- --·
Wayne, ForL, Mich -················
Willets Point, N - Y · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Yates Fort N. Dak ............. - --·

i

$284·_ 00
309
2,500.00
4, ~~n~

2. 75
340. 62

7,199.88
326. 00

m:i~. 78
74

12. 00
358.00
226 _00
50
1 75

:t

66 _60
19. 50

15,017.47

2
•

~it ~i

4, 769. 40

~~~::

i·~~~-:

' 62: 35

1

~otal

•••••••••••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • •

l(IB,606.15
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C.-List of military resel'vations turned over by the War Departrnent to the Interior
Department, or otherwise disposed of by the War Department, from 1858 to June 30,.
1894, with elate of relinquishment. authority therejor: etc.
Name of post.

Date of relin.
q uishruent.

Authority for relin·
qnishment.

Remarks.

Act Feb. 24, 1871 ..... . Portion east of the Red River of
the North. G. 0. 19, A.G. 0.,
1871.
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 14, 1880 Act June 10, 1880 .... . Reservation abolished. G. 0. 55,
A.G. 0., 1880.
Do ................................... .ActJulyl5,1882 ..... . Reservation abolished. G. 0. 85,
.A.G. 0., 1882.
Abraham Lincoln, Fort, N. Oct. 15, 1891 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . 15,040 acres, also Sibleys Island,
Dak.
containing 13,696 at·,res. G. O.
84, A.G. 0., 1891.
.Arbuckle, Fort, Ind. T . . ..... July 9, 1870 Indian treaty of .Apr.
28, 1856.
Assinniboine, Fort, Mont .... Oct. 22, 1891 .Act July 5, 1884 ...... . Ra;v reservation, coal reserva.t10n, and part of post reservation. Area not stated. G. 0.
85, A. G. 0., 1891.
Atkinson, Fort, Iowa....... . ............ . Act June 7, 1860 ..... . 12 Stats., 28.
Austin, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Act Mar. 5, 1888 ...... . .Arsenal block. For educational
purposes only. G. 0. 30, .A.G.
0., 1888.
Baton Ronge barracks, La ... .Aug. 22, 1884 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . 44.17 acres. G. 0. 102, .A. G. O.,
1884.
Do ................................... Act June 12, 1886 .... . By Secretary Interior to State
University. G. 0. 55, .A.-G. 0.,
1886.
Bennett, Fort, S. Dak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Order of Secretary of On Indian reservation. No formal reservation.
· War of Oct. 3, 1891,
G.O.79,.A.G.O., 1891.
Benton, Fort, Mont .......... Jan. 5, 1883 Act .Aug. 4, 1882 ..... . G. O. 110, A.G. 0., 1882.
Bidwell, Fort, Ual. ........... Feb. 13, 1885 .Act July 5, 1884 ...... . Portion, 123.26 acres. G. 0. 16,
.A. G. 0., 1885.
Do ..................... Nov.19,1890 ...... do .............. . Remainder, 3.090 acres. G. 0.
135, .A.G. 0 ., 18!10.
Bois Bl::mc Island ............ July 22, 1884 ...... do .............. . 9,199.43 acres. G. O. 80, A.G. 0.,
1884.
W oocl and sawmill reservation.
Boise, Fort, Idaho ............ Sept.19, 1874
Not formally reserved.
Do . . ................... Apr. 19, 1884 Act Feb.14,1853. Sec. Hay reservation in excess of 6-tO
acres.
9, 10 Stat., 159.
Bragg, Fort, Cal ............ . .............. Act July 27, 1868 ..... . On Mendocino Indian Reserva.
tion. G. 0. 74, A. G. 0., 1878.
Brady, Fort, Mich ........... Jan. 21, 1878 .Act Mar. I, 1869 ...... . Not to exceed 1 acre to Baptist
Missionary Society. G. O. 25,
.A. G. O., J869.
Do ................................... Act Mar. 3, 1875 ...... . Grants 1.26 acres for school purposes. G. 0. 41, .A. G. 0., 1875.
Bridger, Fort, Wyo .......... Mar. 25, 1871 .Act Feb. 24, 1871 ..... . Portion 4!:16 square miles. G. 0.
JO, .A.G. 0., 1871.
Do ..................... Feb. 15, 1872 ...... do .............. . Modifies G. 0.19, .A.G. O., 1871.
Do ..................... July 22, 1884 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . Coal reservation, 99.17 acres. G.
O. 80, A.G. 0., 1884.
Do ..................... Oct. 14, 1890 ...... do .............. . 10,240 acres. G. O. 123, .A.G. O.,
1890.
Brooke, Fort, Fla ............ Jan. 4, 1883 .Act .Aug.18, 1856 .... . 148.11 acres. 11 Stat., p. 87.
Buford, Fort, N. Dak ......... July 30, 1891 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . Portion. Areanotstated. G. O.
68, A.. G. 0., 1891.
Butler, l!'ort, N. Mex ......... July 22, 1884 ....•. do .............. . 76, 800 acres. G. O. 80, .A. G. O.,
1884.
Cady, Camp, Cal ................. do ............. do .............. . 1,562 acres. G. O. 80, A. G. 0.,
1884.
Cameron, Fort, Utah. . . . . . . . . July 2, 1885 ...... uo .............. . 23,378 acres. War Dept.circular,
July 0, 1885.
Cantonment, Ind. T .......... Sept. 7, ]882 Act July 31, 1882. - ... . B'or. Indian schools.
Carlin (near), Nev .......... : Mar. 20, 1888 Act July 5, 1884. --.. - . 920 acr s . War D ept. circular
26 8 8
cres. For Indian
Carlisle barracks, Pa . . . . . . . . Dec. 22, 1879 Order of Secretary of .A~~_Ti
Achoo! purpos s until required
War, .Aug. 22, 1879.
for military purposes.
Cascades, Fort., Wash ........ Feb. 2, 1867 .... ......... ... ...... - - Private claim.
Churchill, Fort, Tev ......... June 15, 1871 ....................... . No formal r servation.
. u.lsz
Collins, Fort, Dak ............ ,fuly 16, 1872 Act May 15, 1872 ..... . G. 0. 35, A.G. 0., 1872.
•
Colville, Fort, Wash ......... Feb. 26, 1887 A t July 5, 1884 ..... . 1, 070 acres. War D pt. circ
Mar 1, 1887.
G.
o.
ao,A.
G
.
.
,
1
6
·
Covington, Fort, Md ........ Jan. -, 1869 .Act June 25, 1868 .... .
Cceur d'Alene, Fort, Idaho ... Apr. 27, 1886 .Act July 5, 188-L ..... - Wint r J>ll8turng , 64.0Mnr_: ,·
War Dept. circular,
a., '
1886.
Abercrombie, Fort, Dak ...... Mar. 25, 1871

al !
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C.-List of rnilita1·y reservat-ions tunied ove1' by the War Departrncnt to th e Into-ior
Department, etc.-Continued.
Name ot" post.

Datoofrelinquisllment.

Authority for relinquishment_

Remarks .

Craig, Fort, N. Mex ....... __ Mar. 3, 1885

Act Jnly 5, 1884- ... _.. 2*,895 acres. G. 0. 21, A.G. 0.,
1885 .
Crawford, Fort, Iowa.. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Act July], 1864 . ..... .
Crawford, :Fort, Colo ........ Ju1y 22, 1884 Act July 5, 188J._..... . Por t ion. G. 0 . 80, A.G. 0 ., 188t.
Do .. .... • ............. . uec. 30, 1890 ____ ._do····--·-----·-- Remainder, 5,472 acres . G. O.
148, A . G. 0., 1890.
Crn.wforcl, Fort, Wis __.. - ... _.. ___ . _. --· __ . Act Mar. 3, 1862 .. _. _. _
Crittencl e:i.;, Fort, Utah ._ - - _- July 22, 188J Act July 5, 1884. __ .. _. !J4,550 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
1884 .
Crittenden, Camp,Ariz_ ..... ·---do·- ·--- - ·- --- -do·-·----··-··- .. 3,278.08 acreB. G.0. 80,A.G.O.,
8
A~i !~stores to public domain.
Crook, Fort, Cal. ..... . .......... ..
Act Feb_,_15, 1881-_, _- G. O. 25, A. G.-o. , 1881.
• t J u l Y "•
~ 1884 · • - · · - - 23 0401.",ncres. G. 0. 85, A. G. o.,
Cumllll.n 0"'s, F or t , N . M" ex. - . . 0 c t . 20 , 1891 ..tl.C
189
Dakota, Fort, Dak ··-······· ··········- -· · Act July 14, 1870_ ..... 9
Dallel:l, Fort, Oreg ........... Mar. 28, 1877 Act Mar. 3, 1877. __ . _.. G . 0. 24t 1877.
Date Creek, Camp, Oreg ..... Dec. 7, 1874 Act June 22, 1874 .. .. . G. O. 88, A.G. 0., 1874.
Dodge, Fort, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . Jan. 12, 1885 Act July 5, 1884 .... . . _ 12,000 acres. G. O. G, A. G. O.,
Douglas, Fort, Utah ..... - · . . .............. Act May Hi, 1874 ..... -

N

~is/~

excoetl 20 acres for a pub·
liccemetery. G. O. 47 , A.G. o.,

Act Jan. 21, 1885 (23 p;;fi~n (151.81 n,cres) privi:te
claim. G. 0. 35, A. G. 0., 18~o.
Stat., 284).
Drmn barracks, Cal ....... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Act Feb. 25, 1873 . ... . . To be recom·eyed to Banmng
and Wilson.
.
.
t MT t
J l 26 1886 • t J 1 5 1884
32116.10 acreJ. War Dept . cir·
Ell is,
l!Or -, on -········ ·-- uy '
=C
uy,
·-··--·
~ular,July29,]886.
Elliott, Fort, Tex ............ Oct. 14, 18!JO .. .... do ............... 2,1i~ ~cres. G. O. 123, A.G. O.,
0
F ayette, Fort, Pa .......... .. . ...... _...... Act May 21, 18!JO ...... P u,~i~~
G. O. SO, .A.G. O.,
5
Fetterman, Fort, Wyo ....... July 22, 1884 Act July 5, 1884 . ... .. . 45
1884..
t
Fred Steele, Fort, Wyo._. .... Aug. 9, 188G .... :.do ... "" .......... 2\~i::29~V~~8j):!tf~~~'r11c!r~2
lar Aug. 12, 1886.
Galveston, Tex .......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Act July 15, 1870...... Lands c1011ate<l to city. G. O. lOO,
A.G. 0 ., 1870.
Gaston Fort Cal
Feb 11 1892 Act July 31, 13c2 (22 451.5 acres. No general 0rd er.
'
'
······ ······
·
'
S
8
°
Letter of Secretary of War of
tat ., 1 1).
Feb. J 1, 1892. See G. O. 14, A.
1
G
- r!;~· National cemetery
G o
Gibson, Fort, Ind. T ... . .... . Feb. 7, 1891 Act July 5, 188!....... 5 , 541· Oa.'c
excepted . G. O. 15, A. · ·,
18
G ooclwin,
Camp, Ariz ....... July 22,1881 ...... <lo ............. -. 5, 76o!Jla._cres . G. O. 80, A . G. O.,
1834
Grant (old), Camp, Ariz ..... . ... do .... . . _ ... _.. <lo........ . ...... 2,031.70 acres. G. O. 80, A. G. O.,
1884.
bl'
Green, For t, R . L .... . . .. .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . Act Feb. 23, 1887. .. . . . To city of Newport as a pu ic
park. G. 0. 25, A.G. O., 1887.
Gratiot, Fort, Mich .......... Nov. 9, 1880 Act July 20, 1868 ..... . Portion. G . O. 60, A . G. O., 1868.
Do ... - .. ................ . .......... .. Act Mar. 18, 1870. 20.9 acres. G. O. 49, A. G. 0 ·,
1870.
AmendsactJuly 20,
Do
1868.
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Act Mar. 3, 1873 ...... . Cemetery grounds. G. O. 45, A.
Do . . . ... ............. - - Apr. 17, 1885

=

l';;~~~;~·

Do..................... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . Act June 16, 1880 .... .

R~~~a:~~-

G. O. 55, A. G. O.,

Act July 5, 1884 ..... .. 10~!~~es. G. o. rn, A.G. o., J8!JO.
A t J 1 31 188?
For Indian schools.
A~tJ~hi884~:::::: 10,!JOO.!J3ncres. \Var Department
circular, Oct. 28, 1 6.
Hamer, Fort, Fla............ Feb. 26, 1876 A t .A
18 18-G
Hancock barracks },(e
c
ug. , 0 • • • • • • Salo authorized.
Harker, Fort, Ka~3 ... :::::: "j-~·1y···1-2··1·8·8·0· Act Mar.14, 1872 ..... . G. 0. 55, A.G. 0., 1880.
,
ActJune15,1880 .... .
H rt fJ' F t N
a au , or , .r cbr ......... July 22, 1884 Act July 5, 188!. ..... . 3,251.41 acres. G. O. 80, A.G. O.,

Greenwood Island, Miss .. ... Dec. 26, 1890
Hall, Fort, Idaho .... - . .
A
2G 1883
Halleck, Fort, Nev ...•. --·· : of{ 11;1886

Haya, Fort, Kans . . .......... May 13, 1886 Act June 11, 188J .... . pJ:ti~n, not to oxc d 165 acr
G. O. 53, .A.G. 0 .. 1 84.
Do .................... . -"-o, . 2,188!> .ActJuly5,188-L-··-·· R emainder, 7,600 acr s. G. O. ,
A.G.0.,18 9.
'Tioskjns_, 1"ort, Or g ......... F ·b. 16, 1891
No formal r sen·ation.
G
Rot prmgij, .irk ...... ...... Aug.27,1890
All of sa_uaro or blo k 9!.
· ·

·.A.~t·j~iy.5,°issi:::::::

Ho

t~l,·t1t

too, Fort T x .. . ..................... A tJunc?:l,1"71 ... .. ni~'at~cl
·nh·crsity for
e<lurational purpo c G. · •
A.G. 0 ., 1 74.
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C . -List of 1nilUary rcsen:atfons tu.r-necl over by the War Departrncnt to the Interior
Departrnent, ·ctc.-Continued.
Name of post.

Date of re1in.
quishment.

Authority for relin·
quishment.

Remarks.

±~t ~1i; !; \ii

Portion.
Remainder.
No formal reser,ation.
Do.
5,210.38 acres. G. O. 80, A.G. 0.,
1884.
Jesup, For t, La . ... .. . . ... ... Mar. 25, 1871 Act :feb. 24, 1871. .... . G. 0. 19, A.G. 0., 1871.
Jones, Fort, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 27, 1870
No formal reservation.
Jupiter, Fort, Fla . .. .. . ...... Mar. Hi, 1880 Act Aug:. 18, 1856 (11 0, 088.38 acres.
Except light.
house lot.
Stat., 87).
_
Kearney, Fort _(old), Iowa ................ . Act Apr. 15, 1874 . . ... .
Kearney, Fort, Nebr . . .... ... Dec. 2, 1876 Act July 21, 187G . ... . G. 0. 111, .A.. G. 0., 187G.
Keogh, .Fort, Mont .... . .. . ............... . Act J nly 30, 1890 Portion east of Tongue Rfrcr.
(Public, 218).
Key Biscaine, Fla . .. ... . . .. . Jnly !l, J 870 Act Aug.18, 185G .... .
Klamath, Fort, Oreg . . . . . . . . May 4, 188G Act July 5, 1884 . ... . . 3,3%.GS acres. War Department
circular, May 0, 188G.
Lane, Fort, Oreg .. . .. . ...... Mar. 2:i, 1871 Act Feb. 2-J., 1871. . ... . G. 0 . JD, .A.. G. 0., 1871.
La.pwr1,i, Fort, Idaho . ... .... . Juno 5, 1882 Act July 31, 1882 . . .. . . Post reserve for Indian schools.
Do .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 7, 1884 Act Feb. 14, 185J (10 Hay reservation in excess of UiO
acres.
Stat., 159; .
Laramie, Fort, Wyo . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .A.ct Aug. 14, 1870 .... . Tiestores a portion to public clo·
main. G. 0. 90, .A.G. 0., 1876.
Do .. . .. . .. . .. .. . ... . . . . Juno 0, J 890 Act July 5, ]884 . . ... . G. O. 60, .A.. G. 0., 1890.
Larned, Fort, .Kans . . . . ...... ~far. 26, 1883 Act Aug. 4, ]882 ..... . G. O. 110, A . G. O., 1882.
Leavenworth, Fort, Kans .... Dec. 23, 1868 Act July 2, 1868 . . . . . . Sale of 20 acres in southeast cor·
n cr to L ea,enworth Coal Co .
. Do. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A.ct Feb. 0, 1871. ..... . Sale of 128.82 to Kansas Agricul.
tural and Mechanical Associa·
tion. G. 0.14, A.G. 0., 1871.
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A.ct Mar. 2, 188'.J . .... . Lease of 9.75 acres to Lea,en·
worth Water Co. while lands
are u sed as a militar;y site. G .
O. 39, A.G. 0., 1889.•
Lewis, Fort, Colo . ........... Nov. 12, 1891 Act July 31, 1882 (22 30,336 acres. G. 0. 89, A . G. 0.,
1891.
Stat., 181).
Little Rock Barracks, Ark . . Oct. 14, 1890 .A.ct July 5, 1884 ..... . 36.01 acres. G. 0. 122, A . G. 0.,
1890.
Logan,' ]'ort, Mont ....... ·.· .. Juno 4, 1881 A.ct May 8, 1880 ..... . Sale at auction. G. 0. 38, A. G.
0., 1880.
Louisiana, State of*......... Sept. 23, 1886 Act July 5, 1880 . .. .. . 6,170.70 acres. W ar Department
circular, Sept. 28, 1886.
Lowell, J!'ort, Ariz . . ......... Mar. 5, 1891 .A.ct July 5, 1884 ..... . Area not stated. G. O. 24, .A.. G.
0., 1891.
Lyon, _Fort (old), Colo .. . .... July 22,1884 ...... do .............. . 38,000 acres. G. 0. 80, .A.. G. 0.,
1881.
Lyon, Fort, Colo ....... . ..... Dec. 2, 1880 .....-. tlo ............. . . 5,874 acres. G. 0. 9, A. G. 0.,
1890.
McDermit, Fort, Nev . . ...... Dec. 1, 1886 ...... do .............. . Hay reservation, 6,400 acres.
"\Var Department circular, Dec.
3, 1886.
Do ..................... July 2*, 1889 ...... do .............. . Post reserve, 3,074.40 acres. G.
O. 67, A.G. 0., 1889.
.M.cGarry, Camp, Nev .. . ..... Mar. 25, 1871 Act Feb. 24, 1871. . . .. . G. 0 . 19, A.G. 0., 1871.
Post,
lmiltlings, etc., for Indian
McDowell, Fort, Ariz . .. .... Oct. 1, 1890 .A.ct July 31, 1882 (22
school purposes until required
Stat., 181).
for military purposes. G. O.
115, A.G. 0., 1890.
lJo ....... ·-············ Mar. 2,1891 Act July 5, 1884 ..... . Containing25,628acres. G. 0. 22,
A.G. 0., 1891.
McHenry, l!'ort, Md......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A.ct Juno 1(), 1878 . .. . . Sito for a dry: dock to J3altimore
Dry Dock Co. G. O. 4~, .A.. G.
(J., 1878.
McKinney, Fort, Wyo ....... Jan. 16, 1889 .A.ct July 5, 1884.: ... . Portion, estimated, 6,10 acres. G.
0., 5, A.G. 0., 1889.
.
McPherson, Fort, N'br ...... Jan. 5, 1887 ...... do ..... ......... . 10,500 acres . All exc pt national
cemetery tract. ·war Depart·
ruont circular, Jan.10, 1887.
McRae, Fort, N.Mcx ........ July 22,1884 ...... do .............. . 2,560 acres. G. O. 80, .A. G. Q,
8
i~n to 1\,frssrs. Wcn<kll, Van
Mackinac, Fort, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Act far. 1, 1870 ..... .
Allon &J3aiky. G. . 10, A. G,
3
Howan1o
o· :: ::::
Ilualpai, Fort, Ariz ...... . .. . Apr. 22, 1874 ................. .. . . .. .
Humboldt, Fort, Cal. . . . .. ... Apr. 6,1870 .......... . ............ .
Independence, Camp, Cal. ... July 22, 1884 Act July 5, 1884 ...... .

.~~~~~?i~: :: ::::::: ::::::: :'.:::::

r11~

Maginnis, Fort, Mont........ Aug. 14, 1890 Act July 5, 188,! ..... . 31 ~soW~crcs.

isoo.

. o. 91, A. G. o.,

L~:f:iud:~:

* Ten reservations on the Gulf coast, as follows: Ono nrar tho ast rn mouth of _JJn,,nu
one near western mouth of nayou Lafourche; ouc ou lla;vou l'lat; 011011car w st Nu cnh 11 , f Quat
inada Bay; one near tho pasa at tl1 0 rastcrn end of C:nmcl 'l'erro 1 land; 011 11car tho mon 1 >
I3ayou Pass; one nt Ba tian Bay ; three near Bastian lJay.

t\
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C.-List of military 1·eservations tnrned 01,er by the War Departrnent to the Interior
Departrnent, eto.-Continued.
Name of post.

Date of.relinquishment.

Authority for relinquishment.

Remarks.

Mason,Fort (Point San.Jose), .............. .A.ct .July 1, 1870. ..•. .. Portion to the city and county of
-Cal.
San Francisco, Cal. G. O. Bi,
A.G. 0., 1870.
l\Iis»ouri River, island in,Mo . .July 22, 1884 .A.ct .July 5, 1884 ...... . G. O. 80, A.G. 0., 1884.
Mojave, Fort, Ariz ...... ..... Sept. 29, 1890 .A.ct .July 31, 1882 (22 14 697 acres . Indian school purposes until required for miliStat., 181).
tary occupation. G. 0.111, .A..
G. 0., 1890.
Mount Vernon Barracks,.A.la. Mar. 2, 1893 L etter of Secretary of All that portion south of Cedar
w·ar of Mar. 2, 1893.
Creek.
Oglethorpe Barracks, Ga .... . .A.pr. 7, 1884 .A.ct .A.pr. 7, 1882....... G. 0. 46, A.G. O., 1882.
1892
Oklahoma, Okla ............. . Oct. 4, 1892 .A.ct .July 5, 1884.. .. . . . 160 acres. G. 0. 69, .A.. Gj\1- 0 ·
Pagosa Springs (old }'ort .July 22, 1884 ...... do ............... ~21,838.08 acres. G. O. 80, · · ·,
1884.
L ewis , Colo.).
Pikes Peak, Colo ............. .Jan. 16, 1889 ...... do ............ .. . 8,192 acres . G. O. No. 5 of 1889.
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y ................. Act .June 8, 1872 ..... . 25 acres to tlle New York and
Canada R.R. Co. G. O. 66, A.
Do
G. 0., 1872.
O 70
· ·· · · · · · · · · · - · - - -· - ................ .A.ct .June 30, 1879 .... . 2 acres, etc., toR. R. Co. G. · ,
1879
.A.72
·
Ga.cOre.'
s
.
G
..
O.
107,
A.G.
O.,
P oint Roberts, Wash ........ Sept. 23, 1890 .A.ct .July 5, 1884 ...... . 1 4
I 1890.
,
Presidio of San Francisco, . ............ . .A.ct May 9, 1876 ...... . Portion to city of San Francisco.
G. o. 44, .A.. G. o., 1876.
Cal.
Randall, Fort, Dak ......................... Act May 18, 1874 ..... . Portion. G. 0. 4'7, A.G. O. , 1874.
Portion
(24,503.53 acres north of
Do ..................... .July 22, 1884 .Act .July 5, 1884 ...... .
Missouri River) not already
transferred under act of :May
18, 1874. G. O. 80, .A.. G. O., 1884.
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Act Oct. 1, 1890 (Pub- Portion open to settlers.
lic, 343).
Fort Randall . . ............... Oct. 20, 1893 Act .July 5, 1884 ...... . Remainder, 92,160 acres, G. O. 84,
1893.
O. 55, A.G. O., 1880.
Ransom, Fort, N. Dak ........ .July 14, 1880 .A.ct .June 10, 1880 .... . G.
Reading, Fort, Cal ............... '....... . . . Act Feb. 15, 1881 ..... . Restored to public domain. G.
0. 25, A . G. 0., 1881.
O. 88, .A.G. O., 1874.
R~ynolds, Fort, Colo ......... .July 18, 1874 .A.ct .June 19, 1874 .... . G.
Rice, Fort, S. Dak ............ .July 22, 1884 Act ,Tuly 5, 1884 ...... . Estimated at 102,400 acres. G. O.
80, A.G. 0., 1884.
G. O. 87, .A. G. O., 1870 .
G
1
Reduces area, etc . G-. O. 29, .A.. ·

ii~t;;, 1r·o!ti~!~~- ==::::::: :::::::::::::: fo1~Julle;~l!Zf~~
·· ~t:"
M ar. 2, 1867.

7
Ripley, Fort, Minn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Act Feb. 28, 1873 ..... . Piti~!~ · G. O. 28, A.G. O., 1873.
Restored
to public domain. G. O.
Do ..................... .July 2, 1880 Act Apr. 1, 1880 ...... .
22, A.G. 0., 1880.
G O
5,131.47
acres.
G. O. 80, .A.. · ·
Rush Lake Valley, Utah ..... .July 22, 1884 .Act .July 5, 1884 ...... .
1884.
G. O. 19, A. G. O., 1871.
. al
~tb_lne, For:t, La ............. Mar. 25, 1871 Act Feb. 24, 1871 ..... . 0.1619
and 0.12786 acre. Hospit
. ugustme, Fla........... Oct. 15, 1883 Act .A.ug. 18, 1856 (11
lol aucl blacksmith's shop lot.
Do
M
StaTt., 88).
....... .. . . . .. .......
ar. 18, 1886 .A.ct .,uly 5, 1884 ...... . Old P,owder-house lot, or governor s garden lot, 10.29 acres.
Do ..................... Nov. 18, 1886 ...... do .............. . Dra.1Joon 1.Jarracks lot, 1.15 acres.
War Department circular, Nov·
~t. Marks, Fla ............... Oct. 27, 1892 Act .July 5, 188L ..... . 5/2~}!:~- G. O. 74, .A.. G. O., 1892.
anders, Fort, Wyo.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Act .June 9, 1874 ..... . Reduces area. G. O. 60, .A.. G. O.,
1
Do . . - - -................ Aug. 22, 1884 Act .July 5, 1884 ...... . 19 fli°acres. G. O. 102, .A.. G. O.,
1884.
Serl~;~k, Fort, Colo. and July 22, 1884 . ..... do . ............. . 40,9ti0 acres. G. O. 80, 1884,
Selden, Fort, N. Mex ......... .A.pr. 91 1890 .A.ct July 31, 1882 (22 G. O. 44, A.G. O., 1890.
, tat., 181).
G o
D 0 - · · • •• • • - - - • - - - •••••• Mar. 30, 1892 Act July 5, 1884 ....... •9,613.7381 acres . G. 26,A. · ·•
1892.
~twarrl, Fort, Dak ...... __ _
.A.ct .Juno 10, 188C . . . . . G. O. 55, .A.. G. 0., 1880.
· aw, Fort, Mont ......... .
.A.ct .July 3J, 1882 (22 29,843 acres . G. O. 30, .A.. G. 0 ·•
tat., 181).
1892.
G o
Sheridan, Camp, -ebr ...... .
.A.ct July 5, 1884.. .. . . . 18,225 acres. G. O. 80, A. · ·1
1884.
Smitl1, Fort, Ark ........ .
G. 0.19, A.G. O., 1871.
iss ton, .Fort, Dak ....... :::
81,920 acr s. War Dopartmen
circular, May 1, l 9.
inn ........ .
rt May 7, 1870 ....... Recluc <1 to 1,531.21 acr s. G. ·
66, . G. O. , 1870.
,July
fay
•o formal r sorvntion .
J ·due ·s r ~errn.tion. G. • 35,
.Aug.
A.G. . ,1872.
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C.-List of rnilif,ary reservations tiwned over by the War Department to the Interior
Department, etc.-Continued.
Name of post.

Date of relinquishment.

Authority for relinquishment.

Remarks.

Steilacoom, Fort, Wash ................ .... ActApr.15,1874 ..... . Donates portion to Washington
for use of insane asylum. G.
O. 32, A.G. 0., 1874.
Do .............•....... July 22, 1884 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . 289 acres. G. O. 80, .A.. G. 0., 1884.
Ste,enson, Fort, Dak ....... . Apr. HJ, 1883 Act July 31, 1882 ..... . For Indian schools.
Sullfran, Fort, Me ........... July 2~, 1884 .A.ct·,Tuly 5, 1884 ...... . 12.5 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0., 1884.
Sumner, Fort, N. Mex ....... Mar. 25, 1871 Act Feb. 24, 1871 ..... . Except 11ational cemetery. G. 0.
HJ, A.G. 0., 1871.
Sulphur Creek, Wyo ......... July 22, 1884 Act July 5, 1881. ..... . Coal reservation. G. O. 80, A. G.
o., 1884.
Thornburg, Fort, Utah ........... do .......... ... do .............. . 21,851 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
181i4.
Thomas, Fort, Ariz. . . . . . . . . . Dec. 2, 1892 ...... clo .............. . 10,487 acres. G. 0. 81, A... G. 0.,
1892.
T~tl~'.ii!.orks, Owyhee, Camp July 22, 1884 ~ ..... do ... ........... . 4,800 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
1884.
Totten, Fort, Dak .......... .. Oct. 1, 1890 Act July 31, 1882 {22 Post, buildings, etc., for Indian
school purposes until required
Stat., 181).
for military purposes. G. 0.
lli;, A.G. 0., 1890.
Uncompahgre, Cantonment, July 22, 1884 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . Portion J,000 acres. G. O. 80, A.
on Colorado.
G. 0., 1884.
Verde, Fort, Ariz ... ......... .... do ............. do .............. . Garden tract, 3,000 acres. G. O.
80, .A.. G. 0., 1884.
Do ..................... Oct. 14, 1890 ...... do .............. . 9,293.79 acres. G. 0. 123, A. G.
o., 1890.
Wallace, Fort, Kans. . . . . . . . . July 22, 1884 ...... do .............. . 8,926.09 acres. G. 0. 80, A.G. 0.,
1884.
Walla Walla, Fort, Wash .... Oct. 26, 1875 .A.ct Apr. 29, 1872 ..... . Portion of hay reserve. G. O. 35,
A.G. O., 1872.
Do ......................... do . . . . . . . Act June 8, 1872 ..... . Timber reserve. G. 0. 66, A. G.
0., 1872.
Remainder of hay reserve.
Portion of post reservation.
Wallen, Camp, Ariz ...... ... . Apr. 22, 1874 ....................... . No formal reservation.
Do.
Wash it a, :Fort, Ind. T. . . . . . . July 1, 1870 ....................... .
Waterford, Pa ............................. .A.ct Mar. 4, 1868 ...... .
Wayne, Fort, Ark ........... Mar. 26, 1871 Act Fell. 24, 1871 ..... . G. 0.19, .A.. G. O., 1871.
Whipple barracks, Ariz ..... Oct. 21, 1875 .A.ct June 22, 1874 ..... . Portion. G. 0. 88, .A.G. 0., 1874.
Do ..................... July 22, 1884 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . Timber reserve, 720 acres . G. 0.
80, A. G. O., 1384.
White River, Camp, on Colo- .... do ............. do .............. . 40,960 acres. G . 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
rar1o.
1884.
Wilkins, Fort, Mich ............. do ............. do ............... . 1.48.35 acres. G. O. 80, A. G. 0.,
1884.
W~llo:v Grove, Camp, Ariz ... Apr. 22, 1874 ....................... . No formal reservation.
W1lmmgton Depot, Cal ..• ................ . Act Feb. 25, 1873 ..... . To be reconveyed to Banning and
Wilson. G. 0. 45, A.G. 0., 1875.
Yuma, Fort, Ariz .. . ......... Dec. 7, 1874 Act June 22, 1874 ...•.. Portion. G. 0. 88, A.G. 0., 1874.
Yuma, Fort, Ariz. and Cal. .. Jan. fl, 1884 ....................... . Indian school 1mrposes.
Do...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 22, 188.i Act July 5, 1884 ...... . Inoperative. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
1884.
Zarah, Fort, Kans .......... .. Mar. 25, 1871 .A.ct Feb. 24, 1871 ..... . G. 0.19, A.G. 0., 1871.

~~:::::: :: :: :::::::: ::: -~~Xo ~: ~~~?. ::: :::~~ :::::::: ::: ::::

D.-Military reservations, showing locatfon, size, how occupied, etc., on June 30, 1894.
A.clams, Fort, R. I.-Latitude, 41° 28'; longitude, 71° 22'. On Brentons Point, 3
miles fro_m Newport, which is the post-office, railroad and telegraph sta~io~, 3:nd
from which the post is reached by boat or road. Contains 138i- acres. Junsd1ct10n
ceded to United States. Accommodations for 16 officers in cottages and 7 in casemates, 1 light battery, and 3 batteries of artillery. Water supplyfromNewportCity
waterworks. Sewer system.
.
A lcatraz Islancl, OaZ.-Latitude, 3.7° 49'; longitude, 122° 27'. In San Francisco
Bay, 4 miles northeast from city. Post-office at post. Raih·oad and telegraph station, San Francisco. Government stea.mer to post claily, except Sunday. Reservation, the whole island, about 12 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United • t~t 8 •
Accommodations for 10 officers and 2 companies artillery . Salt water pumped Jroni
the bay by steam power. Fresh water brought from San Francisco on steamer :we
stored in cisterns. Sewer syl:ltem.
.
11
Angel Islarid, Oal.-Latitude, 370 48'; longitude, 122° 28'. In .an Franci ro
7 miles northeast from the city. Post-office ancl telegraph sta_t1011 at P~st ; 1ml~vroad station, San Francisco. Government steamer to p_ost. d~ily,
nit :d
Reservation, the entire island, abont 640 acres. Junsd1ct10n cec ec

C.J~
fc!pto' ~
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~tates . AccomD?-oc1ations for 13 officers, 5 companies. infantry, and ban_d. '\~ater
l:HlJll)ly from sprrngs conducted by gravity to 4 reservoirs of total capacity 230,000
ga1lons, t3:teuce distributed to all parts of post. Sewer system.
.
Anastasia Island, FZa.-Latitude 290 52' 1· Jono-itude 81° 16' · a.bout 1½ nules from
St. Augustine; Reservation of about 700 acre~ clecl~red by ExecutiYc, 4-ugust 21,
1893 (G. 0. 68 of 1893, A . G. 0.). Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Measures
faken to secure additional 40 acres fo1· site for buildings. .
.
_Apache, Port, .Ariz.-Latitude, 33° 47'; longitude, 109° 57'. On White Mountam
R1ver, Apache County, 339 miles from Prescott and 90 miles from Holbrook, on
At~antic and Pacific Railroad . Post-office and tele'grapb station at post. Buckb~ard
<l.a1ly except Sunday, from Holbrook. Reservation, 7,421 acres. Accommodations
for l:J2 <?fficers, 5 troops cavalry, and 2 companies infantry. Water supply- brought
throu~n an aceq_uia by gravity from 3 miles up 'White River, then pumped mto reservoir (1:S0,000 gallons). No sewer system.
Assinniboine, Fort, Mont.-Latitude 48° 30' · lono-itude, 109° 45' . On Beaver Creek,
1½ miles from 1:,tation of same name o~ Great'Northern Railroad, 209 miles from H~lena,._aml 966 miles from St. Paul. Post-office and telegraph station at post. Railroad station, Assinniboiue, Mont. Reservatiqn, a,bout 70J,O00 acres, recluc__ed by G.
0. 85 of 1891. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accommodations for 3o officers)
4 ·troops cavalry, and 6 companies infantry. Water supply from ~eaver Creek,
forced by steam power into distributing tank of 601 000 gallons cn.pac1ty. No sewer
system ; natural drainage.
Barrancas, Fort, .FZa.-La,titude, 30° 19 1 ; longitude 1 87° 16'. On nor~h siue of P ensacola, Har~or, 9 miles southwest of Pensacola, 1 mile from Fort P~ckens. P~S t office, vVarrmgton, Fla.; telegraph station, Pensacola navy-yard; railroad station
at .Pensacola; special boat to post; electric railroad from Pensacola to _p ost. Reservation contains about 2,500 acres, the boundaries of which were modifie~ by G. O.
18, A. G. 0., 1892. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accommodations for 11
officers and 2 batteries of artillery. Wa,ter supply pumped from wells into tank of
35,250 gallons capacity and distributed by gravity. Sewer system . .
.
_ _Bayard, Fo1·_t, N. Mex.-Latitude, ,32° 48'; longitude, 108° 9'; 9 miles from Silyer
City, on Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. Post-office a,ncl telegrl:l'ph statrnn
atpost. Railroaclstatio,n, Silver City,N. Mex. Reservation 1 13 sq~arc.m1lesand5 2~
acres. Accommodations for 20 officers, 4 troops ca,valry, 3 compames rnfantry, ~n
ban.cl. Water supply pumped from springs to reservoir of 50 1 000 gallons capacity,
thence distributed by gravity. Sewer system.
-!3enioia bcirraclcs, Oal.-Latitude, 38° 2'; longitude 1 122° 7'. Post-office, t_elegrapb,
r ailroad station, and boat landino- Benicia· distant 1 mile. Rcservatiou, 98. 78
acres. Jurisdiction ceded to Unit~d States. 'Accommodations for 9 officers a,nd 3
companies infantry. Water supply from Benicia, Water Company an~ well at poS t ·
Sewer svstem.
!3liss (old); Fort, Tex.-Latitude, 310 44 1 ; longitude 1 106° 29'. On Rio Gr_~de, ~½
Inlles above El Paso, on Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe and Southern Pacific ~ailroads. Post-office, telegraph and railroad station1 El Paso, Tex. Rcservatw~,
134.85 acr:,es. Accommodations for 7 officers; 2 barracks. ·water supply from El
Paso city waterworks. Sewer system. Under a,ct of March 1, 1890 (G. O. 25, 1890),
the buildings ancl grounds were advertised to be sold March 5, 1894; but tho sale
was postponed. Troops withdrawn May 31, 1~94. Custodian in charge.
.
Bliss (new), .Fort, Tex.-Latitude, 310 48' · longitude, 106° 25'. On Kansas City)
0st
El Paso and Mexican Railroad, about 5 mil~s northeast of the city of El Paso. P office, telegraph and railroad station El Paso Tex. Reservation, 1,265.7 acres.
Title acquired under act of March 1 1890. Juri~diction cedetl to the United States.
Accommodations for 14 officers and 4 companies infantry. Complete water system i
supply from artesian wells. Sewer system.
!3oise· ban·acks, Idaho.-Latitude 430 32' · lono-itude 116° 10'. On Boise Rh-er, 2
miles from Boise City, 36 miles fro-:U Idaho 'city~:1lld 511 miles from Vancouver 1:>arracks~ vVash. _Po~t-?ffico, telegraph and railroad sta,tion, Boiso G_ity. R! orvation
640 a res. Junsd1ction ceded to tho United States. Accommodations for I officer .1
troop cavalry) 1 compa1;1y infantry. Water supply from springs, then ce to r eservoir
of 54,~00 ~allous ~apa~nt~, and distributed by gravity. Sewer syst m.
.
Bowie, ~ort, A~·iz.-Lat1tudo, 32u 10'; longitndo, 10U 0 22'. In Apache Pass 12 mi_l e
from Bo"rn S_tation, on Southern Pacific Railroa<1. Post-offi e and telerrrn,ph tatio n
P 0st ~ily wago~ from Bowie Station. Reservation, 36 square mile_' (23, O
ere ). Accommodations for 8 ofiicers 1 2 troops cavalry and 1 ompany mfantry.
{Vater Snpply from Bear Sprinrrs pump etl by steam ·pow~r to reservoir of 3,-100 galons _c, p::i.c1ty, and dis~ribnte<l
gravity. · ewe~ ystem.
. .
fB 7_arly (old) Fort, Itch.-Latitn<le 460 30' · lono-itude 1° 20' 'Within the Iinu
0 dcit: . °f Saul St · . Iari
on right'lrn.nk of' t 1arys' iv r Po t-om · t lMTaph
an r· 1. 1roall s ation ·a ult •· · .Jaric.' float lancls
· ' at· post in · summer. I
2a.1.
r,a t·ion,
1
"I' aci
· , n<l<-r act of July 8, 1 6 <G. . 32 of 18 G), all fhe building and, 11or ion
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of tho lots have been sold. Remaining lots in charge of post quartermaster, new
Fort Brady.
Bracly (new), Fort, Mfoh,-:-Latitu<l.e, 46° 30'; lougitu<le, 84° 20'. ·west of aml
adjoins the city of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., on Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic
~atlroad. Post~offico, telegraph :::,ll(l railroad station, Sault Ste. Marie. Reservat10;11, a.bout 75 acres. Title acquired under provisions of act of July 8, 1886. No
special cession of J;~risdiction unless embraced in general provisions of State act of
March 21, 1874. · Accorumoclations for 12 officer"l and 4 companies infantry. ·water ·
supply from Sault Ste. Marie waterworks. Sewer system.
Brown, Fo1·t, Tex.-Latitude, 25° 53'; longitude, 97° 21' . On tho Rio Grande,
adjoining city,of Brownsville. Post-office, telegraph and railroad station, Br ownsville. Reservation, 358½ acres, owned by private parties. Occupied and used liy
· tho United States since l\farch, 1846, without payment of rent or taxes. Appropriation for purchase n.t $160,000. Payment suspended by n.uthority of resolution of
Congress. Suit pending in Court of Claims to compel payment. Accommodations
fo! 20 office-rs, 2 troops cavalry, 2 companies infantry. Water supply pumped from
Rio Grande into distrilmting tanks of total capacity of 52,000 gallons. No sewer
system. Open drains.
·
Bufo1·cl, Fort, N. Dak.-Latitude, 47° 59'; longitude, 103° 58'. On Missouri River,
2 miles lielow mouth of Yellowstone, on line of Great Northern Railroad, 660 miles
from St. Paul. Post-office, telegraph and railroad station at post. Reservation,
about 506,042 acres. Reduced by G. (J. 68 of 1891 and area not slated. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accommodations for 18 officers, 2 troops cavalry, 4
comp:1nies infantry, and band. vVater supply pumped from the Missouri River into
au elentted tank of 50,000 gallons capacity, thence distributed to post. Part ial
sewer system.
Canby Fort, Wash.-Latitude, 46° 17'; longitude, 124° 3'. Near mouth of Columuia
Rfrer, on north bank, 14 miles from Astoria, 7 miles from Fort Stevens, Oreg., 112
miles from Portland, Oreg., and 118 miles from Vancouver barracks, Wash. Poatoffice and telegraph station.at post; daily steamer from Portland. to Astoria, 98 miles,
thence by steam tug to post, 14 miles. Reservation, 588.2 acres . .Jurisdiction ceded
to United States. Accommodations for 7 officers and 2 batteries of artillery. Water
supply pumpecl to reservoir of 47,000 gallons capacity from dams in ravine.s 1 thence
distributed by gravity. Sewer system.
Carroll, Fo1·t1 Md.-Latitude, 39° 15'; longitude, 76° 3f>'. Post-office and telegraph
station, Baltimore; distant 6½ miles from Light street wharf. Reservation, 4 acres.
Jurisdiction cedecl to United States. Not garrisoned. In charge of Engineer
Department.
Caswell, 1/ort, N . 0.-Latitude, 34° ; longitude, 78° 1'. Oak Island, North Carolma,
2 miles from Southport and 22 miles from Wilmington. Post-office ancl telegraph
station, Southport1 N. C. Steamer daily from 'Wilmington to Sonthport: . Reservation1 about 2,325 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Not garrisoned. In
charge of ordnance sergeant.
(!l<;-r!c, Fort, lcx.-Latitude, 29° 17'; longitude, 109° 25'. On Las Mon~s. Cree~,
adJomrng Brackettville, 10 miles from Spofford Junct10n, on So?-the.rn Paciitc Railroad, and 143 miles from San Antonio. Post-office, Brackettville, Tex.; telegr~ph
station, Fort Clark, via Spofford Junction; daily stage from Spofford Jcnct~on.
Reservation, 31963.2 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accommo<lat10ns
for 35 offic~rs, 8 troops cavalry, and 5 companies infantry .. vVater sup:ply _from Las
~oras. Sprmgs pumped into tanks of 37,580 gallons' capacity, thence distributed by
non Jnpes. No sewer system.
.
Clarks Point, Mass.-Latitude, 41° 35'; longitude, 90° 54'. Three m~les from New
Bedford, which is the post-office and telegraph station. Reservation, 60 acres.
Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Clinch, Fort, .FZa.-Latitude, 30° 41'; longitude, 81° 28'. On Amelia. Island, F!orida, 3 mHes from Fernandina, which is the post-office, tele&raph1 and rnilroad s_tat1on.
Reservation, 419.44 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to Unitect States. Not garnsoned.
In charge of ordnance sergant.
Columbus barracks Ohio.-Latitudo 39° 57'; lono-itudo, 82° 59'. Post-oillcc and
railroad station, Coiumbus, Ohio; tol~graph statio~ at post. Reservation, 77 acres
3 roods 8 perches. .Jnri.sdiction ceded to United States. Recruiting depot. A 001~modations for 19 officers, 8 companies infantry, and 100 recruits. ·water 511 PI> 1J'
Columl us Citv waterworks.
c"°or system.
,
Gov
Colurnbus, Ji'o1·t, New York Jiarbor.-Latitudo 40:, 42'; longitude, 74,0 9 ·y 0
1y·
ernors Islanc1, at junction of North ancl East riYers, 2 miles from Tew 0~[ ,:i/,H.~
Post-of1ice and telegrnph stntil)J1, GoYernors Island, N. Y. Gov~nm. ~t s ',·uri •
from ·cw York City, pier No. 3, East RiYcr. Contnins about 6.J.r acifl~~ci: ·ind
diction rc<1c<1 io United States. Fort CoJuml>ns will n.ccommoc1:it~ lOof fl.J i~:~ t)
3 battcric1:1 of artillery. Governors Islaucl (bcac1qnartcrs D partmcnt
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bas nccommocbtions fol' 18 officers. Water snpply from Brooklyn City water-works.
Sewer sy:stem .
Constitution, Fort, N . H.--La,titude 4.30 4' · lono-itnde 70° 49'. On Great Island,
New ll:111q,shire, 3 miles from Portsmo~1th. P~st-office N~w Castle N. H. Telegraph
ttiH.1 r.lilroa<l. st:Ltion, Portsmouth. Stao·e or steamer fr~m Portsmo~th. Reservation,
3½ acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Not garrisoned. In charge of
nrt1nnnce sergeant.
.
Crook, For!, ..N~ebr.-Latitude, 41° 20'; longitude, 960. On the Uuion Paci.fie Ra~l1·oad, lLbout o miles southwest of the city of Omaha. Post-office, telegraph, and railron<~ s~at~on, Omaha. Reservation, 545.67 acr.es, acquired under ac_t of July 23, 1888.
Juns<l.tction ceded to United States. The reservation has been mclosed, and the
p_ost, including water and sewer system, is in course of construction. Not yet garrisoned.
Cu~tcr, ?ort, Mont.-Lati~ude, 450 44'; longitude, 107° 31'. On the_ Big Horn River,
32 miles from Custer Station, on Northern Pacific Railroad, 13 miles from Custer
battlefield, 838 miles from St. Paul 92 miles from Sheridan, Wyo. Post-office
and telegraph station at post. Daily 'stao-o and mail from Custer St,ation. Reservatio1;1, 36 square miles. Custer battlefie:W, 1 8 quare mile. Jurisdiction _ceded to
Um~ed States. Accommodations for 24 officers; 7 troops cavalry, 1 company mfantry,
au<l. band. Water pumped fl:om Little Big Horn River by steam p_o-w:er to elevated
tan)t of 20,000 g;allons capacity, thence distributed by a system of pipes. Natural
·dramage. Partrnl sewer system.
.
.
D. A . Russell, F01·t, _Wyo.-Latitude, 410 8'; longitude, 104° 50:. On -q-rnon P~m:fic,
Denver and Gulf Ra1lroad, 3 miles west of Cheyenne, on Umon Pacific Railroad
Post-offi?e, tele,..graph, and railroad station (Cheyenne and North~rn) a~ post. Post
res~rvation, 4,o12 acres. Hay reservation, 2,540.64 acres. Jur1sdict1_?n ceded _to
pmted States. Accommodations for 34 officers, -1 troops c_a valry, o compamca
11;1-fantry, :111c1 band. Water supply system is received from Crow Creek by pe~colat10n. through the gravel strata into five wells· it is pumped into two reservoirs of
total <-:apacity of about 200,000 ga11ons, thenc~ distributed t? post. Sew~r system.
Dav-ids Island-, New York Harb01·.-Latitude, 400 53'; longitude, 73° 48. At the
southwestern extremity of Lono- Island Sound 2 miles from New Rochelle, WeS tchester County, N. Y., and 22 miles from New York City. Post-office at post: Telegraph station, New Roclle1le, N. Y. Horse cars aud boat to post. Reservatwn! ~he
entire it:;]and, about 86½ acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Recrm~mg
depot. Accommodations for ' 13 officers, 6 companies infantry. Water supply from
New Rochelle waterworks. Sewer system.
Davis, Fort, Tex.-Latitude, 30° 36'; longitude, 1030 36'. In a pass of th~. Apache
Mountains, 22 miles from Marfa, on the Southern Pacific Railroad._ ~os~-oftice, telegraph, and railroad station, Marfa. Reservation, 300 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to
United States. Not garrisoned.
Delaware, Fo1·t, Del.-Latitude, 39° 35'; longitude, 76° 34'. On Pe3: Patch Island,
Delaware, lt miles from Delaware City and 42 miles from Philadelphia. _Post-office
and telegraph station, Delaware City. Daily steamer from Phi13:delphia to Dela.·
ware City. Reservation, about 90 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to Umted States. Not
garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
.
pel Rio, Camp, Tex.-Latitude, 29° 22'; longitude, 100° 46'. Ou t1?-e ~o~thern Pacific
Ra~lroad, 1 mile from station. Reservation, 407.93 acres. J~nsdict10n ceded t_o
Umtecl States. Accommodations for 4 officers and 40 men (estimated). Not garrisoned. Reservation retained by War Department.
Douglas, Fo?·t, Utah .-Latitude, 40° 46'; longitude, 111° 56'. Four mile~ east of
and ov~rlooki~g ~alt Lake City. Post-office, t elegraph, and railr~ad stat10n, ~alt
Lake City, which 1s on Utah Central and Rio Grando Western railroads, 37 miles
from O~den on Union Pacific Railroad. Electric cars from Salt Lake City to P? st i
al o,trams ou Salt Lake and l?ort Doucrlas Railroad. Reservation, 4 square miles,
less 151 acres surrendered by act of Co~gress and 20 acres set apart for a cemetery;
eularg~cl by act ofM~ch 3, 1887, and by G. o. 39, of 1890, to 8,74.8.19 acre, Ac~ommoda_ti0?s for 27 o~cers, 10 companies infantry, and band. ~a,t~r snpply piped
b-y grnvity to reservou of 700,000 gallons capacity at post and distnbnted through
pipes.
ewer system.
Diw_hesne, F_ort,
tah.-La~i tude, 400 16'; longitude, 109° 52'. On right . bank of
the mtah River, al>0ut 8 miles above its confluence with the Duchesne 1ver, au d
1
0
0 ~ the ! ad between Ouray (ahout 20 miles distant) and White Rock
(about 15
m~les dista"!lt)., Post reached by wagon and stage from Price Station, di tauce 5
miles on Rw !and ·we.-tern Railroad. Frei11ht sent by thi route. Po t-office and
t_ 1 _graph sta~~on a P~ t. Reservation provisional, 6 squal'e mil s, within the
lrnnts of the 1:Jmt~h ~nclum R s•rvatio11. Accorumoc1ations for 19 offi · r, 2 troops
c~v lry, 1 comp. ~1 s 1nfa!1tt·,r. \ 'at r rmpp] iecl hy wa.t r wa.gon. ' o sewer ystem.
G · · 7 , of 18!J2, directs w1thclra wal of garrj on ancl abandonment of post.
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Dutch Island, R. I.-Latitude, 41° 30'; longitude, 71° 24'. Five miles from Newport.
Post-office, Jamestown, R. I.; telegraph station, hewport. Steam ferry from Newport to Jamestown, 4 miles, thence private boat to post, 1 mile. Reservation, 75
acres. J uriscliction ceded to United States. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance
sergeant.
Eagle Pass, Tex.-An outpost of Fort Clark. Latitntle, 28° 42'; longitude, 1000
30'. In Maverick County; part of old Fort Duncan. • Reservation, 155.34 acres.
Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station at
post. Accommodations for 8 officers an<l 1 troop cavalry. ·water purchased for
domestic purposes as emergency demands. Measures taken for sinking a well, etc.
No sewer system.
El Paso, Tex.-Two blocks, Nos. 7 and 8, in city proper, each 260 feet square, covered Ly deed dated December 10, 1874. Title confirmed by Department of Justice. ,
Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Heretofore used for cemeterial purposes.
April 6, 1894, these lots were transferred to the city of El Paso for park and other
public uses under executive order. ( See G. 0. 11 of 1894.)
Ethan Allen, Fort, Vt.-Latitude, 44° 30'; longitude, 73° 10'. Situated partly ~.,].
Colchester and part1y in Essex townships, Chittenden County, 2 miles from Essex
.Juuction aud 6 miles from Burlington. Railroad station at post. Reservation,
600 a,cres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accommodations for 12 officers and
4 troops cavalry. Water is obtained from tvrn drive wells, forced by Pohle air-lift
:pump into cistern of about 2,400 gallons capacity in pump house, thence pumped
mto standpipe of 50,000 gallons capacity, and distributed throughout post by 6-inch
main. Sewer system.
Finns Point, N. J.-Latitude, ~9° '-32'; longitude, 75° 45'. On Delaware River, 6
miles from Salem, N. J., which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station.
Reservation, 104.35 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Not garrisoned. In
charge of Engineer Department.
·
Foote, Fort, Md.-Latitude, 38° 48'; longitude, 77° 41'. On Potomac River, 9 miles
froJn Washington. Post-office at post. Telegraph station, Alexandria, Va. Steamboats from Washington, D. C. Reservation, about 66½ acres. Jurisdiction ceded to
United States. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Gaines, F01·t, A.Za.-Latitude, 30° 15'; longitude, 88° 4'. On Dauphin Island, Ala.,
30 miles from Mobile by boat, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation, about 983.9 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Not
garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Goose Island, Wash.-Latitude, 48° 31'; longitude, 122° 58'. In the Strait of San
Juan de Fuca.
Georges, Fort Me.-Latitucle, 43° 39'; longitude, 70° 13'. On Hog Island, Po~tland
Harbor, Me., 2 miles from Portland, which is the post-office, telegr~ph, and railroad
station. Reservation about H acres. Jurisdiction ceded to the Umted States. Not
garrisoned. In charge of ordiance sergeant.
.
Grant, Fort, Ariz.-Latitude, 32° 37' ; longitude, 109° 54'. Twenty-seven _miles
from Wilcox, on the Southern Pacific Railroad. Post office and telegraph statwn at
post. Daily stage (except Sunday) from Wilcox. Reservation, 42,341 acres.
Accomodations for 17 officers, 6 troops cavalry, 1 company infantry. Water supply
piped from reservoir of 75,000 gallons capacity, fed by streams. Sewer ~ystem. .
Griswold, Fort, Conn.-Latitude, 41 ° 22'; longitude, 81 ° 8'. Groton Heights, 1 nnle
from New London. Post-office, Groton, Conn. Telegraph and railroad stat~on! N_ew
London. Ferry from New London to post. Reservation, 14 acres. Junsd1ct1on
ceded to United States. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Hamilton, Fort, N. Y.-Latitude, 40° 37' ; longitude, 74° 1'. On Long Island, 5¼
miles south of New York City, commanding the Narrows. Post-office and telegraph
station at post. City railroad from Brooklyn, distant 7 miles. Reservation, 153 acres.
Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accommodations for 19 officers in cottages and
2 in casemates; 4 batteries of artilley. Water supply from Brooklyn waterworks.
Sewer system.
.
Hancock, Fort, Tex.-Latitude, 31° 20'; longitude, 105° 55'. Situated ?n the Rio
Grande, 54 miles southeast of El Paso a,nd 1¾ miles from Hancock Station, ~n the
Southern and Texas Pacific Railroad. Post-office at post. Telegra~h ancl r::u lroad
station, Fort Hancock Station, distance 11 miles from post. Re ervat1on, 469.2 acres.
Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accommodations for 4 officers and 1 tr
cavalry. Water pumped from well near the Rio Grande into settli1;1g tanks of 37, .
gallon capacity and distributed by iron pipes. Tile drains leadmg to cesspools,
no othersewerage.
·1
Harrison Fort Mont -Latitude 46° 33' · longitude 111° 58'. , ituat <l 6 m,
'
'
·
'
'
'
t·
1
O
10
acr
from the city of Helena, in Lewis and Clarke County. Rescrva 1~n,. , . c dc,i
acquired by douation, under act of Congress of May 12_, 1892.. Junsdictwr{ sew r
to T nited States. Buil<lincrs for a two-company post, rnclndrng wa.t r lUH
systems_. in course of construction. Not garrisoneu.
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Huachuca, Fo1·t, .Ariz.--Latitnde, 310 33' 1· lon o-itu<le 11001w. In CocniseCounty,
7 miles from Huaclrnca siding, on the New Mexi~o and' Arizona, Railroad. Post-office
a;11cl telegraph sta~ion at post. Daily buckboard from Huachuca siding. Re£erva~10n, 70 sq_uare miles. Accommodati011s for 20 officers, 5 troops caYalry, 1_ company
rn~a,ntrr, vVate! supply piped from springs 3 miles distant to distrilmtmg reservoirs cf about 200,000 gallons capacity. Sewer system.
Indepe11 dence, Fort, .11Jass'.-Latitude 420 21' · longitude 71°. On Castle Island,
Bos~on Harbor, 3 miles from Boston, which is tho post-offide, telegrap?, ~n~ railroad
stat10?. Government tug fr.om Boston. Reservation, 12 acres. Jnnsd1ct1on ceded
t? Umtecl States. Not garrisoned . In charge of ordnance sergeant. Accommodations for 1 ficlu. and G company officers in co1tarres
outside fort, and for 80 men, 2
0
batteries, in casemates.
Jackson ban·acks, La.-Latitu<le 290 57' · l ono-itude 90° . On the east ·uank of the
M~ssissi_ppi R~ver, 6 miles below ~ity of New Orlenn~, which is the post-01:fice and
ra1lroaLl station. Telegrnph station, Slaughter House, St. BernarJ Par_ish1 ~a.
Str~et ca,rs from New Orleans pass post. Reservation, 87.87 acres. J1msd1ction
behevecl to be ceded to United States. A0commodn.tions for 11 officers and 2 c?mp_anies in~::mtry. ·water :pumped from Mississippi River. Snrface drainage by bncklmed drams.
Jackson,· Fm·t, La.-Latitucle, 29° 21'; longitude, 89° 26'; 73_ miles from New
O~le::ms. P?st-office, Neptune, La. Telegraph station, Quaran~rn~, ~a. Steamer
tnweekly tram New Orleans. Reservation, 740.97 acres. Junsd1ct1on cedecl to
United States. Not garrisoned. In charge of orclnanco sergeant .
.
Jefferson bart·acks, Mo.-Latitnde, 380 28'; longitnde , rn::i 17'. In South St. Loll~s,
on the Mississippi River, 10 miles from St. Louis. Post-office, telegraph, and railr? ad stat~on at post. Reservation, 1,379.06 acres, with 118.15 acres in ad".~~·se posscsSlOJ.l by different parties.
Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Rcc-rmtmg- depot.
Accommodations for 22 officers, 8 companies infantry and band. ·water from St.
Louis water works. Sewer system.
.
Jefferson, Fort, FZct.-Latitude, 240 38'; longitude, 82° 52'; on Garden Key, ~ne
of the Tortugas group, being the most southwestern _part of the so-called .Flonda
reefs: 71 miles from Key W"est, which is the post-office and telegraph station, :--1-nd
500 miles southeast of Fort Barrancas. Boat from Key West to post. R_eservation,
5 acres. Jurisdiction believed to be ceded to United States. Not garrisoned. In
charge of ordnance sergeant. Two substantial three-story brick buildings; oue for
officers' q_uarters, 63 rooms; tho other for soldiers, 50 rooms.
. .
Johnsto11-, fi'ort, ]'{. O.-Latitude, 340; longitude, 78° 5'. 22 miles from W~lm!n gton.
Post-office and telegraph station, Southport, N. C. Steamer daily from Wilmingto~.
Reservation, 43,560 square feet. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Not garrisoned. One 13et of officers' q_uarters used as signal office. No barrncks. .
Jejfei·sonville, Ind.-(General depot, qua,rtermaster's clepartment).-Latitu~e,.38°
16'; longitude, 86°. Located within the limits of the city, 2 miles from Lomsville,
Ky., 4 miles from New Albany, Ind. Post-office and telegrnph station, Jefferson·
ville. Reservation, 1 n- acres.
.
JF_.eogh, Fort, Mont.-Latitucle, 46° 23'; longitude, 105° 57'. On Northern Pacific
Railron;d~ 747 miles from St. Paul; 2 miles from Miles City. Pos~-offico, t~le~a-ph,
and railroa~ station at _post. Reservation, about 90 square m1les. Junscliction
ceded to Umted States. Accommodations for 27 officers, 2 troops cav*lry, 7 compa.ni~s infantry, and band. Water pumped from 2 wells on bank of the Yellowstone
River and distributed by direct pressure. Partial sewer system.
Key Wes_t barracks, Fla.-Latitnde, 240 33'; longitude, 81° 48'. Post-office,. tc~eg!aphstat10n, an_d st,eamer bnding, Key West. Reserva,tion, 22.79 acres .. Jnnsdi_ctwn ceded to Uruted tates. Accommodations for 7 officers and 2 batteries of artillery. Water supply from cisterns.
Knox, Fort, 11fe.-Latitude 440 34' · loncitnde 68048'. Three-fourths of a mile from
~ucksport by ferry. Post-office, Pr'ospe~t Fer~·y, 1\-fe. Telegraph and railroad s!ation,. Ducksport. Reservation, 150 acres. Juriscliction ceclecl to United States. • ot
garrisoned. In charp;e of ordnance sergeant. No quarters for men or ofilc<:rs.
Lafayette, Fort, N . Y. Harbo,·.-Latitndc, 4.00 37'; lon~itude, 74.0 2'; 6 nnles from
Brook~y~. Post-office and telerrraph station at post. City railroad from Br~oklyn.
Rlnesen ation~ about 2 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United , tates. Not garnsoned.
charrre of post commander Fort Hamilton
. Y.
Le_ai:enwortli, F<>rt, J{ans.-Latitude 39.) 21' ·'lonn·itude
94° 55'. On fissouri Ri,er,
0
3 mile
from
e
th
·
'
'
'
•
t p
avenwor
City. Post-omce tele!!Taph
antl railroad
s t a t·10n a
0 8 \ ~3~ rvation, about 5,960 acres. til~her r~ ervation, across the ri,er in
r 1. 011 ~. 0 9 .37 a~re. . Jurisdiction cc<l.ecl to nited , tates; lrnt a to timber
es !va_ 10n, no
.·sion . Ac ommodations for 101 officers 4 troop. ciwalr , 6 omP:i111:5 rnfantry arnl 1 lighthattery. ·water supph' Fort eavenworth \Yater omp n • , ower s:.v tcm.
·'
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Leavenworth Military Pl'iso11, Kans.--Latitude, 39° 21'; longitude, 94° 55'. On the
Fort Leavenworth Military Reservation. Post-office, telegraph and railroad station, Fort Leavenworth.
Little Rock, Ark. (new post).-Latitu<l.e, 34° 43'; longitude, 92° 10'. Site of 1,100
a_cres, more or lesA_, has been acquired under authority of act of April 23, 1892, and
~1tle a pp.coved by the Attorney-General. Situated on a bluff 305 feet high, overlookmg the Yalley of the Arkansas River, about 3½ miles above the city of Little Rock.
Jur~s~lic~ion ceded to Unitecl States. Plans for post now being prnpared.
Lii:inqston, Fort, La.-Latitude, 29° 15'; longitude, 90°. On Grand Terre Island.
Post-office, Grand Isle, La. Telegraph and railroad station, New Orleans. Steamer
weekly from New Orleans; distant 95 miles. Reservation, 610 acres. Jurisdiction
?ede<l. to United States. . Not garrisoned. Transferred to Quartermaster's Department
m-1888, and now in charge of light-house keeper.
Logan, Fort, Colo. - Latitncle, ~9° 40'; longitude, 105° 1'. On Be~r Creek, 10 miles
from Denver. Post-office, telegraph ancl railroad station (Denver ancl Rio Grande) at
Jl_ost. Reservation, 6±0 acres. Jurisdiction ceded tq United States. Accommodations for 28 officers, 2 troops cavalry, and 8 companies infantry. ·water supply
pnrnped from two artesian wells to reservoir of 10,000 gallons capacity and distributed through pi110s. Sewer system.
Mackinac, Fort; ffBch.-Latitude, 45° 51'; longitude, 81° 41'. On Mackinac Island,
in the Straits of Mackinac, overlooking the village of Mackinn.c. Post-office and
telegraph station, Mackinac Island, Mich. Bm1t from Mackinac City (11 mile~)
and from St. Ignace (5 miles). Steamers from Chicago, Detroit, and other lake
P?rts dai]y. Military reservation proper, 103.41 acres. No special cession of jurisdiction. Cession, perhaps, embraced in general provisions of State act of March 24,
1874. National park, under immediate control of military authorities, 821 acres.
Accommodations for 7 officers and 1 company infantry. Water pumped from springs
to reservoir of 16,000 gallons capacity, thence distributed. Sewer system.
Macornb, Fort, La.-Latitndc, 30° 5'; longitude, 89° 51'. One and one-half miles
from Chef Menteur. Post-office, Lee, La. Telegraph station, Chef Mentenr, La.
Reservation, 1,364.71 acres. Jurisdiction belie,ed to _b e ceded to United States.
Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant. Measures being taken to lease
reservation.
·
Macon, Fort, N. C.-Latitu<l.e, 308 41'; longitude, 76° 40'. T.vo miles from Beaufort and Morehead City. Post-office, Beaufort, N. C. Telegraph and railroad
st::i,tion, Morehead City. Reservation, 1½ square miles. Jurisdiction ceded to United
States. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant. Four sets of officers'
quarters and 2 sets of noncommissioned officers' quarters, all in bad condition.
Madison barmclcs, N. Y.-Latitude 43° 57'; longitude, 76° 15'. On south shore
of Black River Bay, about 10 miles from Lake Ontario, adjoining town of Sackets
Harbor, which is the post-office, telegraph and railroad station. Reservation, 3-!¼
acres. Iu addition to which about 52 acres have been acquirecl nuder provision of
act of March 2, 1889. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accommodations for
26 officers, 8 companies infantry, and band. ,vater pumped from Henderson Bay to
a standpipe of 52,000 gallons capacity, on '.reservation; pipe distribution; sewer
system. NoT.u:.-United States also owns small lot of about ¼ acre near corner of
;Main and Hill streets, Sackets Harbor.
Marcy, Fort, N. Mex.-Latitucle, 35° 41'; _longitude, 105° 57'. On branch of Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. Situated in the city of Santa Fe, which is the
post-office, telegraph and railroad station. Reservation, about 17½ acres. Accommodations for 9 officers and 2 companies infantry. Water supplied by Sa!l.ta Fe
Water Company. Partial sewer system.
Marion, Fort, Fla.-Latitude, 29° 53'; longitude, 81° 17'. Situated in the city of
St. Augustine, Fla., which is the post-office, telegraph and railroad station. Reservation, about 22¼ acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Not garrisoned. In
charge of post commander St. Francis barracks.
Mason, Fort, Cal.-Latitude, 37° 1'; Jongitude, .122° 20' . At Point ~an Jose or
Black Point, on San Francisco Ilay, within the city limits of San Franc1s00,. Postofficc, Station A, San Francisco. Telegraph station at post. Railroad station_, ~n
Francisco; distance, 3 miles. Cable cars to post. Reservation, 55 1 acres. Jnnsdiction ceded to United States. Accommodations for 1 department commander, 5 officers, and 1 battery of artillery. Water supply from the Spring-Valley Water Company Sewer system.
_
11fcClary, Fo1·t, Me.-Latitudc, 43° 5'; longitude, 70° 45' . On Kitt r.Y. Porn,~, M~-,
3½ miles from Portsmouth, N. H. Post-office, telegraph and railroad station, KtftcJ_Y
Point, Me. Reservation, 15 a cres. Jurisdiction ceded to United tatcs. • 'ot garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
P< int
McHenry, Fort, Mcl.-Latitucle, 3!) 0 ]5' ; Jougitndc 76° 35' . On '\Vl1_ctsion<· i_ '
in the ·ity of Baltimore whi ch i~ the post-office, tel graph :uHl ratlrc~n<\ t (Hlll,
Reservation, 34-½ acres. Electric ca.rs to post. J nri sd iction <· dc<l to nit < /ta t •
1
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Accommodations for 10 officers and 3 batteries of artillery. Water supply from Baltimore City waterworks. Sewer system.
_JJ,Icintosh, Fort,_.Tex.-Latitude, 27° 30' ; longitude, 990 29'. In Webb Cou~ty, on the
~10 Grande, 1 ~1lo from Laredo, which is the post-office, telegraph and railroad station. Reservat10n, about 208 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accom1~1odations ft)r 12 officers, 2 troops cavalry, and 1 company infantry. Water pumved
from ,vel.l o~ bank of Rio Gran d e to 2 elevated tanks of 30,000,gallons total capacity,
tLcncc_,d1stnbnted through })ipes. Surface drainage .
.1.licfi.i11n ~!J, Fort, Wyo.-Latitnde, 440 23'; longitude, 106° 46'. On Cle_ar Fork of
Powder River, at bnse of Big Horn Mountains 148 miles from Doug]as City, on Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Railroad.' One hnndred and sixty miles from
Cnstcr Station, Mont., on Northern Pacific Railroad, and 32 miles from Clearmont,
ou Chicago, Burlin_gton a,nd Quincy Railroad. Daily stage from ~a~h .. Post-office
an<.~ telegraph stat10u at post. Reservation, 39 square miles. Junschct10n ceded.to
pmted States. Accommodations for 20 officers, 4 troops cavalry, and 2 comyames
mfantry. vVater ])Umped from Clear Fork of Powder River into a tank of 29,000
gallons capacity, thence distributed. Surface drainage.
McPherson, Fort, Ga.-Latitude 330 48' · longitude 84° 31'. Situated south of
and 4 miles from the center of the' citv of .Atlnnta Ga.; which is the post-office, t.elegraph and railroad station. Reservation, 236.41 a~res. Jurisdiction ceded to Uluted
8tates. Accommodations for 30 officers 8 batteries of artille'rv, and band. Water
supply pumped from 2 ponfiowing arte;ian wells to elevated tanks of 45,000 gallons
total capacity, thence distributed. Sewer system.
2
jl[ea~e, Fort, S. _Dak.-Latitude, 440 25'; long itude, 103° ~8'. In M~ade CountJ,'.,,
miles from Sturgis, on the Fremont Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Railroad, and ·~ 7
miles from St. Paul. Post-office at' post. Telegraph and railroad station, St~rgisf
S. Dak. Post reservation, about 12-½ square miles. Wood and timber reservation. 0
10
27,293 acre~. Jurisdict~on ceded to United States. Small add!tion. to ..,reserva~
purchased m 188B for mcreasing water supply. Accommodat10ns for ~3 o~cei s,.18
troops cavalry, 2 companies infantry and band. Water supply ;ro111 springs
pun:ipecl into a reservoir of 94,000 g~llons ca,pacity, thence clistri'buted. Surface
dramage.
Mifflin, Fort, Pa.-Latitudo, 39° 53'; longitude, 75° 13'. On Mud Island, Dell:1'ware
River, 5 miles from Philadelphia, which is the post-office, telegr~ph and railroadt
station. Reservation, about 317 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to Umted States. No
garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
.
-_Missoiila, Fort, Mont.-Latitude, 460 50'; longitude, 114° 50'. On Bitter Root
River, 1 mile from Bitter Root, on the Missouri and Bitter Root Valley branch: of
the Northern Pacific Railroad, 4 miles from Missoula, Mont., on the Northern ~acifid
Railroad, and 1,254 miles from St. Paul. Post-office at post; telegraph and railroa t
(Northern Pacific) statiou, Missoula. Reservation, 640 acres, and 560 acre~, no
reserved, held by military occupancy. Post not on reservation. W?o~ and timber
reserrn, 1,677.41 acres, 6 miles southeast of post. No cession of jurisdict10n._ AcRcomt
· mod.ations for 13 officers and 4 companies infantry. Water pumped from B·tter 00
River and ~istributed,through pipes by direct pressure or from a tank of 27,000 gallons capacity. Surface drainage.
.
Monroe, Fort, Va.-Latitude, 37°; longitude, 760 18'. Situated at Old Pomt Comf~nt, comma,nding the entrance to Hampton Roads. Post-office and telegraph st a~
t1~11 at post. Steamers dail.v from Baltimore, Washington, Norfolk, and New Yo~k,
rail~o a~l ~Chesapeake and Ohio) from Richmond. Reservation, about 2~7 ac!es.
Junsd1ctrnn ceded to United States. Cession does not include tbe 15 acres Ill Elizab_eth City County 3:cquired February 12, 1841, for a pumpi1:3g statio~. Accommodations for 39 offic~rs in cottages and 14 in casemates, 8 l>attenes of artillery, and bautl.
Wa,ter pumped f~om a system of driven wells located near post. Sewer system. constructed b y engmeers considered defective. Act of March 2, 1889, approprrnted
$25,000 for new sewer system but no action has been taken so far as kno-..vn.
lJ:Iontgornery, li'or~, N. Y.-Latitude, 450; longitude, 73° 20'. Situated ?n Rouse's
f'.omt, N. Y., 19~ m1lcs from Albany, N. Y. Post-offiee, telegraph ancl ra1l~on.~l .tatrnn, Rouse ~omt, N. Y., lt mile from post. Reservation, 600 acres. Jun diction
ce<led.to n;t~d StatC4'3. ~ot garrisoned. In chaTge of ordnance serCTeant..
.
.Mo? gan, Jt 01 t, .AZa:-Latttud , 30° 14'; longitude, 88° . 'itnated on :Mobile Point,
0
30 mil s from Moln.le. Post-office, Ilerndon, .A.la. Telegraph station at the P. t.
t am r ~rom i?hile.
eservation, 322.42 acres. Jurisdiction cedecl to nited
tate · . ot, garruione<l. In charg of ordnance serg<>ant.
•
~lloultrz e, Foi·t, S. C'.-Latitncle, 32° 45'; longitude, 79° 51'. On. ullivan I lancl, 0
mil .s fr m harleston. .J'ost-offic ' Monltrievil1 ' •' . C. Telegraph and railroad
ta~ion, barl 8 on
· ·
To re ervation · 4 acres held
JnrisdiC'tion
ded to
nit;~.' t~t · · .·ot garri onecl. Incharge~fo;clnanr s ;ge,nt.
11 ~11 ,tt, Camp, : (out. -:-A nhst:ition of Fort K ogh, Mont., 60 mile. from O ebucl
on ortbern Pa.c1hc Railroad; 776 imle from t. PauJ
·tage leav 8 tati n thr e
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times a week for Tongue River Agency. Camp is 60 miles from Fort Custer and 90
miles from Fort Keogh. Accommoda,tions for 2 offieers; 1 barrack. Spring water.
No sewer system.
Mount Vemon bcirracks, Ala.-Latitude, 31° 12 1 ; longitude, 88° 2 1 • In town of
Mount Vernon, 30 miles north of Mobile. Post-office, telegraph and railroad station, Mount Vernon, Ala., t mile from post. Reservation, a!Jout 1,600 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accommodations for 11 officers and 2 companies
infantry. Water supply raised by steam pump from reservoir of 35,000 gallons
capacity fed Ly springs and thence distributed. Sewer system . .
.Myc1·, Fort, Va.-Latitude, 38° 5W; longitnde, 77° 31 • On Arlington Heights, 4miles from the Capi(ol builc1ing, Washington, D. C., ·which is the post-office and
railroad station. Telephone to post from city. Post reservation, 186 acres (a portion of the Arlington estate, the area of which is 1,073.4 acres). Jurisdiction ceded
to United States. Accommodations for 14 officers and 4 troops cavaJry. Sewer system. Water rnisecl by steam from wells and Potomac River into 4 tanks of total
capacity 70,000 gallons, thence distributed.
New Yorlc City, N. Y.-General depot, quartermaster department. Latitude, 40~
42 1 ; longitude, 73° 59'. Located in '' Army building," owned by United States, corner Whitehall and Pearl streets. Post-office and telegraph station, New York City.
Reservation, 8,000 square feet.
N ewport barracks, Ky.-Latitude, 39° 5'; longitude, 84° 29'. On south b?,nk of
the Ohio River, at the junction of the Licking River, in the city of Newport. Post-office, telegraph, and raiJroad station, Newport. Reservation, a.bout 6-acres. Juris- diction ceded to United States. Accommodations for 5 ofticers and 2 companies
infantry. Congress h as authorized transfer to city for park purposes. Water supply from Newport city waterworks. Sewer system.
Niagara, Fort, N. Y.-Latitu<le, 43c 18 1 ; longitude, 79c 81 • On the Niagara River,
at its junction with Lake Ontario, 14 miles below Niagara Palls, 7 miles from Lewiston, N. Y., which is the railroad station. Post-office and telegraph station, Youngstown, N. Y. Reservation, 288} acres. Jurisdiction cedecl to United States. Accommodations fo:r 13 officers and 4 companies of infantry. Water pumped from the NiagaraRiver into tank of 30,000 gallo1rn capacity, thence distributed. Sewer system.
Niobrara, Fort, Nebr.-Latitude, 42° 53 1 ; longitucle, 100° 46'. ,On the ·NiobraraRiver, 4 miles from Valentin e, on the Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Railroad. Post-office at post. Telegraph a.nd railroad station, Valentine, Nebr. Reservation, 54 square miles, 452 acres.
Jurisdiction ceded to United St~tes.
Accommodations for 25 officers, 6 troops cavalry, and 3 companies infantry. Water
from springs is pumped into tanks of 35,000 gallons total capacity and distributed
by gravity. Sewer system.
Oglethorpe, F01·t, Ga.-Latitude, 32° 21 ; longitude, 80° 341 • On west bank of the
Savannah,River, 3 miles below the city of Savannah, which is the post-office, telegraph and railroad station. Reservation, 200 feet on the Savannah River, running
back 345 feet. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Not garrisoned. In charge of
ordnance sergeant.
.
Omctha, F01·t, Nebr.-Latitude, 41° 20 1 ; longitude, 96° . On Fremont, Elkhorn and
Missouri Valley Railroad, 4 miles from. Webster Str_eet depot, within the limits of
city of Omaha. Post-office an<l. t elephone at post. Railroad station, Omaha. Reservation (old), 82.50 acres. Accommodations for 25 officers and 11 companies
infantry. Water from American Waterworks Company. Partial sewer system. Act
of July 23, 1888, authorized sale of Fort Omaha and purchase of :t, 11ew site of not
less than 320 nor more than 640 acres. (General Orders, No. 60, of 1888.) (See Fort
Crook.)
Omaha Depot, .Nebr.-Latitude, 41° 20'; longitude, 96° . In Omaha City. Reservation, 5 acres.
Ontcwio, Fort, N. Y.-Latitude, 43° 27 1 ; ]ongitucle, 76° 30 1 • On Oswego River, at
its junction with Lake Ontario, adjoining the city of Oswego, which is t~e _p~stoffice, telegraph and railroad sta.tion. Reservation about 76 acres. Jnr_1sdrnt10n
ceded to United States. Accommodations for 4 officers and 1 company rnfantry.
Water supply from Oswego waterworks. Sewer system.
.
Pernbina, F01·t, N. Dalc.-Latitude, 48° 57 1 ; longitude, 97° 12 1 • On Red R1 ver_ .of
th~ North, 2 miles from P embina, on the Winnipeg branch of t~ie Northez:n Pamfic
Railroad, 416 miles from St. Paul. Post-office, telegraph and railroad station, Pembina. Reservation about 1,920 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United tates. Acco m modatiom1 for 7 officers and 2 companies infantry. Water pumped to tank of 30, 000
gallons capacity, thence distributed. Surface (lrainage.
.
Phcenix, Fort, Mass.-Latitmle 410 38 1 ; longitude, 70° 55. At Fort J?ornt, Mass.
Post-office, telegraph and railroad station, PairhaYe11, Mass. R servatiofn, ~arr;~
Juri sdiction not ceded to United States. Not garrisoned. In charge o or nan
sergeant.
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Pi~kcns! Fort,.., Fla .-Latitnde, 30° 19'; longitude, 87° 17'. On Santa R?sa Island,
Post-office, "\Vaniugton, Fla. Telegra.ph stat10n, Pensacola, navy-yard. Rai1rond stat.ion, Pensacola. Reservation, all of Santa Rosa Isl:1nrl
(unsurveyec1). Jnrist1iction cedeu to United.States. Not garrisoned. _Iu charge of
ordnance sergeant.
P:ike, !}'ort, La.-Latitude, 30° 11'; longitude, s90 38' . On Petites Coquille Tslan<l,
7 miles from Lake Catherine Station on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad. Postoffice a~ t~rn 11ost. Telegrnph,statio~, Millers Bayou, La. · Reservation, all the publi_c
laud ,nUnn 1,200 yardi:; of the post. Juris<l.iction ceded to Unite.cl Sta,tes. Not p:amsoned. In custody of Quartermaster's Department (General Orders, No.119, of 189~).
Pittsburg, Pa.-Latitnde, 40° 32'; longitude, 800 5'. Reservation part of old s1to
o~ Fort Fayette. Front over 100 feet on Penn street, running back to the Allcgheuy
R1v~r. ~rhe sale authorized by act of May 21, 1890, (Public No. 125.) not yet effected.
P.ilot_.1:>ntte, Camp, TT~'lJO.-Latitude, 41 o 12'; longitude, 111°. _Post-office, telegraph
and r::u]road station, Rock Springs Wyo., on Union Pacific Railro:111. No reserrntion. Jurisdicticm cedecl to United States. Accommodations for 6 officers ancl 2 com-pa1:ici:; infantry. Buildings belong to, and are kept in repair by, the Union P_acific
Ra1lroac1 Company. Water furnished by Green River ·water Company and paul for
by the Union Pacific Railroad Company.
_Plattsburg barracks, N . Y.-Latitude, 440 41'; longitude, 73° 25'; On west _shore
of I--:ake Champlain, at the town of Plattsburg. Post-office, tele~r::t~h _and ra1lrond
stat10n, Plattsburg, N. Y. Reservation, about 173 acres . Junsdict10n ceded to
UniteJ States. In addition to which 506.35 acres have been acquired under tho P:O·
visions of act of February 7, 1891. Accommodations for 26 officers nnd 8 compamcs
infantry. "\Vater from Plattsburg waterworks. Sewer system.
.
. .
;t'opliam, Fort, Me.-Latitude, 43° 50'; longitude, 69° 55'. On Hunmwe11 P01~1t, 12
miles by water and 15 by land from Bath. Post-office, Popham Beach, Me. Telegraph and railroacl station, Bath. Reservation, 2½ acres. Jurisdiction ceded io
Umted States . .NQt garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant ..
Porte1·, Fort, N. Y.-Latitude, 42° 53'; louo-itude, 78° 52'. On right ba1~k of tbe
Niagara River, within the limits of the city of Buffalo, which is the post-office, telegraph and railroad station. Reservation about 28½ acres. Jurisdiction cec1c\l to
United States. Accommodations for 9 officers and 2 companies infantry. ,vater from
Buffalo city waterworks. Sewer system.
Preble, Fo1·t, Me.-Latitucle, 43° 3'; longitude, 70° 14'. On east side of .fortland
Harbor at Spring Point, 2 miles from city of Portland. which is the post-office, telcgr:aph and railroad station. Reservation, about 24, acres. Jurisdiction celled to
United States. Accommodations for 5 officers and 1 battery of artillery. Water
from Sebago Water Company. Sewer system.
Presiclio of San Francisco, GaZ.-Latitude, 370 47'; longitude, 122° 26'. IJ: thenort~western suburbs of San :Francisco. Post-office and telegraph station at post. R_ailroad station, San Francisco, 5 miles from post. City rnilway to post. Reservation,
1,479.94 acree. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accommodations for 39 officer ,
4 troops ca'Valry, 1 light battery, 4 batteries of artillery and band. Water from t? 0
SJ!i::ing Valley Water Company, pumped by steam power and windmills, to reservoirs
of _553,500 gallons total capacity. Efforts are now being made to secure "ater by
dr1Ye11 wells, etc ., near Mountain Lake. Se~er system.
;t'ulaski, Fort, Ga.-Latitu~e, 32° 2'; longitude, 80° 34'. 0~1 Cockspu! Island,_14
m1l~s from Savannah, which 1s the post-office, telegraph and railroad stati?n. Reservation not surveyed. Jurisdiction cecled to United States. Not garns<ined. In
charge of ordnance sergeant.
,Jled Ban_lc, N. J.-Latitucle, 400 25'; longitude, 7,1° 1'. On cast shoro of Dela':aro
River, 8 miles below Philadelphia. Reserve 100 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to Umtcd
States.
'
_Reno,_F01·i, OkZa_.-Latitude, 35c 35'; longitude, 98° 1'. On Torth Fork of Can ad1:1._n RlYer, 32 nules from Oklahoma Station, on Atchison, Topeka ancl Santa. Fe
Rat~roatl. P?st-officc and telegraph sfation at post. Daily stage from El Reno,
~kl<t. • on Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad, 5!1- miles from post. ReserYntion, 9, 1G3 acres and woo<l reserve of 9 square miles. Accommodations for 18 offic~r ·
41 ~001? 8 cavalry, 3 companies infantry. ·water pumped from North~ or½ of 'ana li_a_n
ivcr 1.nto woodeu tanks of 6-1,000 gallons total capacity, thence d1stnl>ut d. J ue
wai { 1 1g~!1 rally muddy and alkaline. For domestic purposes water is hauled from
a tc O · - ~ 1111~ • T st well· are now b •inosnuk with vi w of securing wat r by
0
Y ~mot dnvcn wells.
cw r Rystem.
lilcy,
Fo,:t,
Krrns.-Latitud<•
30°
111. • lono-ituc1e 960 47'
om Jnnc'
·
'
,,
,..,
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' c
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· ;Ringgold, Fort, Tex.-Latitude, 26° 23'; longitude, 98°, 47'. On Rio Grande, 23
miles from Sau Miguel, on Mexican National Railroad. Post-office, Rio Grande City,
Tex.. Telegraph station at the post. Stage from Brow1isville, 117 miles; from Pena,
76 miles, on Texas Miclland Railroad, and from San Miguel, Mexico. Reservation,
350 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accommodations for 11 officers, 2
tr~ops cavalry, 2 companies infantry. Water pumped from Rio Grande to 4 reser·voll's; total capacity, 64,000 gallons; thence distributec! through pipes. Sewer
system.
Robinson, Fort, Nebr.-Latitude. 42° 40'; longitude, 103° 28'. On ·white River, on
line of Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Railroad, 3 miles from Crawford, on
Burlington and Missouri River Railroad. Post-office, telegraph and railroad station
at the post. Post reserve, 20 square miles. Wood and timber reserve, 16 square
miles. Jurisµiction ceded ~o United States. Accommodations for 37 officers, 6
troops cavalry, and 5 companies infantry. Water pumped from springs to an elevated tank of 95,000 gallons capacity, thence distributed. Sewer system.
St ..Ji'rancis barracks, Fla.-Latitude, 29° 53'; longitude, 81 ° 17'. Southeast of and
adjoining St. Augustine, Fla., on Matanzas River. Post-office, telegraph and railroad station, St. Augustine. Reservation proper, about 5½ acres. Powder-house
lot, about 11 acres. In addition to which two islands in the Matanzas River were
reserved by Executive authority of May 31, 1892, containing 1.96 and 0.04 acres
respectively, and about 700 acres on Anast?.sia Island, by Executive authority of
May 4, 1893. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accommodations for 9 officers,
2 companies infantry, and band. Water raised from an artesian well by hydraulic
ram; 5 cisterns also in use. Sewer system.
St. Louis arsenal, Mo.-Latitude, 38° 30'; longitude, 90° 15'. In the city of St.
Louis, on the Missouri River. Reservation, 31.8 acres. St. Louis clothing depot.
Water supply from city waterworks. ·
St. PhiUp, Fort, La.-Latitude, 29° 25'; longitude, 89° 30'. Post-office, Neptune,
La.; telegraph station, Quarantine, La. Steamer triweekly from New Orleans, 73
mile~, and from Bohemia, on New Orleans and Gulf Railroad, distance, 25 miles.
Reservation, 640 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Not garrisoned. In
charge of ordnance sergeant.
Sam Houston, Fort, Tex.-Latitude, 29° 27'; longitude, 98° 28'. In Bexar County,
2 miles north of San Antonio, which is the post-office, telegraph and railroad sta_tions.
Reservation, 469.23 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accommodations for
34 officers, 3 troops cavalry, 8 companies infantry, 1 light battery. Headquarte~s
Department of Texas has accommodations for 15 officers. Water supply, San Anto1110
Water Company. Drainage by means of a system of vitrified pipes.
San Carlos, Ariz.-Latitnde, 33° 10'; longitude, 110° 25'. On Gila River, wit~in
limits of White Mountain Indian Reservation, 105 miles from Bowie and 106 miles
from Wilcox, on the Southern Pacific Railroad. Post-office and telegraph station at
post. Daily stage, except Sunday, from Bowfe via Forts Grant and Thomas. Temporary accommodations for 12 officers, 2 troops cavalry, and 1 company infant:Y·
Water pumped from well near Sau Carlos River into 2 tanks of 19,000 gallons capacity
each, distributed. Natural drainage.
.
San Diego barracks, OaZ.-Latitude, 32° 43'; longitude, 117° 9'. In city o±: San
Diego, Cal. Post-office, telegraph, railroad station, nind boat landing, San Diego.
Reservation, 2 blocks, 200 by 300 each, and wharf lot1 75 by 1,000. Jurisdiction
ceded to United States. Accommodations for 1 company infantry. Water from Sau
Diego Water Company. Sewer system connected with city sewers.
Sandy Hook, Fort at, N . •T.-Latitude, 40° 25'; longitude, 74° 1'. Post-office, N_ew
York City; distance, 22 miles. Telegraph, railroad st::ttion, and steamboat_ b~d~ng
at Sandy Hook; distance, 2 miles. Reservation, abont 1,366 acres. Junsd1ct10u
ceded to United States. Water obtained from wells. Not garrisoned. In charge of
orduauce sergeant.
.
San Juan Island, Wash.-Latitnde1 48° 37'; longitude, 123° . In Archipelago do
Haro, between tho mainland of the State of Washington and Vancouver Island.
Reservation, about 64.0 acres. Jurisdiction not ceded to United States.
San Pedro, Oal.-Latitude, 33° 40'; longitude, 118° 40' . In San Pedro Bay. Reserva,tion, 44.25 acres, more or less.
~carnrnel, Fo1't, Me.-Latitude, 43° 39'; longitude, 79° 13'. ~n Portlan_d Harbor, 2
miles from Portlanc1, which is the post-office, telegraph, ::tncl railroad station. Rcs~rvation, 11 acres. · Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Not garrisoned. In c-h:nge
of ordnance sergeant.
T
•
Schuyler, Fo1·t, N. Y.-Latitudo, 40° 49'; longitude, 73° 48'. On Throg ~ cl~. 3
miles from West Chester, and 17 miles from New York City. Post-o~ce, t_ ~11 -:7' _
andrai.lroadstation, West Chester1 N. Y. Reservation, 52 acres. Cess1on_ofJ 11 r • \ :111
tion, none or doubtful. State act of 1farch 31, 1815, apparcr,itly authonr1 ~;· ,t of
to be made by commissioner's deed1 but no recor<l of deed IS fon?,cl. f,
~{lie r
May 7, 1880, cedes as to w ater-covered lands only. Accommoclatwn
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and 2 batteries artillery. Wn.ter supply from New York and West Chester Water
Company. Sewer system.
&~1uylki.ll a.r senal, I'a..-General depot Qurterrnaster Department. Latitude, 40°;
longitude, 75° . Within limits of the city of Philadelphia which is the post-office and
telegraph station. Reservation, 8-½ acres.
· '
• Sequoia Natfonal Park, Cal. (Camp at Mineral King). -Post-office~ Three Rivers,
CaL. Telegraph station, Vjsalia, Cal. Private conveyance to camp from Exeter
Stnt10n, 48 miles, on Southern Pacific Railroad. Present garrison, 1 troop _cavalry.
S ewall, Fort, Mass.-Latitude 42° 30' · lono-itude 70° 33'. Situated lt miles from
Marblehead, which is the post-~ffice, t~legraph, an'd railroad station. Reservation,
small tract and in litigation. Not garrisoned. In charge of town of Marblehead,
. .
1\ifaes., _by authority of act of Congress, (Public, No. 19 of 1890).
Shm·_idan, Fort, 1ll.-Latitude, 42° 14'; longitude, 89° 30' .. At town of Highwood,
on Clncago and Northwestern railroad, 24 miles north of Chicago. Post-office, telegraph and railroad station at post. Reservation, 632-½ acres. Jurisdiction ceded to
United States. Accommodations for 49 officers 2 light batteries, 2 troops cavalq,
ancl 8 companies infantry. Water supply pnmp~d from Lake Michigan into reservoir
of 100,000 gallons capacity, thence distributed. Sewer system.
Sherman, ..Fort, Idaho.-Latitude, 470 42'; longitude, 116c 38'. Four hund~edand
fourteen mlles from Vancouver barracks, Wash. On Cceur d'Alene Lake, at its o~tl et, Spokane River, one-half mile from the Ccenr d'Alene branch of Northern Pacific
Railroad: Post-office, Sherman; telegrnph and railroad station, Cceur d'Alene, Id~ho.
Reservation, 688.65 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. AccommodatIODB
for 18 officers, 1 troop cavalry, 4 companies infantry, and band. Wa~er pumped
from Spokane River into a tank of 23,500 gallons capacity, thence distributed. No
sewer system.
.
Ship Island, Fort at, Miss.-Latitude, 300 20'; longitude, 89° 7'. Situated 15 miles
from Biloxi, which is on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad. Post~office,. te~~
g~·a ~h and railroad_ station, Biloxi, Miss. Special boat to post. No cession of J uri~
dict10n. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Sidney, Fort, Nebr.-Latitude 410 9' · lon()'itude 1020 58'. On Lodge Pole Creek,
adjoining the town of Sidney,' Cheye~ne County, on the Union Paci~c Railroad.
Post-office, telegraph and railroad station, Sidney, Nebr. Postreservat1?n, 1 square
mile. Timber reservation, 5 square miles. Jurisdiction ceded to Umted States!
Accommoda·tion for 15 officers; 5 barracks. Water pumped from a well to a tank 0
40,000 gallons capacity, thence distributed. Surface drainage. Post abandoned.
In charge of custodian.
Sill, Fort;, Okla.-Latitude, 34° 40'; longitude, 980 23'. On Medicine Bluff Creek,
65 miles from Henrietta, Tex. 1 on Denver and Fort Worth Railroad. Post-office au d
telegraph station at post. Daily stage, except Sunday, from Rush Springs, ~nd. T.,
the Chrnago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad, distant 28 miles. On Indian l~n ,
36 square miles reserved. In addition to which General Order 43, 1892, sets aside a
wood reserve of 26,880 acres. Accommodations for 20 officers, 8 companies cav~~y,
and band. Water raised by steam pump from a reservoir fed by springs on Medicme
Bluff Creek and distributed from 3 tanks of total capacit:v of 52,000 gallons by a
system of pipes. Sewer system.
•
.
.
Snelling, Fort, Minn.-Latitude, 44o 53'; lono-itude, 93° 11'. At junction ot Mumesota and Mississippi rivers, on Chicago, Milwaifkee and St. Paul Railroad, 7 miles from
St. Paul, and 8 miles from Minneapolis by the courso of the river. Post-o~ce, ~le-graph and r_ailroad station at the post. Reservation, 1,531.21 acres. _Jur;1sdiction
ceded to Umted States. Accommodations for 36 officers and 8 comparues mfantry.
Water pumped from a spring by steam pump and distributedfromreservoirof50,000
gallons capacity. Sewer system.
SJJOlcane, Fort, Wash.-Latitude, 470 50'; longitude, 118° 18'; ~58 mile~ fr?m V~nco_uver barracks .. On the Spokane River, three-fourths of a mile from i ts _Junction
with the Columbia, near Miles, Wash., 25 miles from Davenport and 50 ~:mles f?:om
S~ragne, o~ Northern Pacific Railroad. Post-office and telegraph station, Mil~,
~ a~h. Daily stage,. except unday, from Davenport. Reservation, 640 acres. Junsdiction ce?-ecl ~o United States. Accommodations for 19 officers, 1 troop cavalry! au d
5 compames mfantry. Water pumped from pokane River into a re~ervorr of
150~000 gallons cap~cit;y, ex ept that for drinking purposes, which js supplied from 3
sprmg to a re erv01r of 61,600 gallons capacity thence distributed. 'ew r yste_m.
Sta~ton, Fort, 1!· .J.fex.-L~titude, 33o 30'; lon ~itude, 105° 32'.
n Ri? Bonito Lincoln ~mnty, 8 mi_les from Lmcoln, 100 miles from Carthage, and 10 1mle from an
t,ntonio, on Atch~son, 'lop k:i. an<l antaFe Railroad. Po t-office an<l telegraph ta-a.t Pr° t.
aily starre from Ca.rthage. R servation, 16 S(JUar milrR. Accomrnoa ion or l3 offic r: 3 troop cavalry 2 companies infantry. "\Y, ter pnroped fr ro
1\ a hon ~OO fee from l io Bonito and distributed from 2 r servoirs of 40,000 gallons
o a · pa 1 Y . Partials w r system.
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Stevens, Fort, Oreg.-Latitude, 46° 31'; longitude, 125° 11 • Ou Point Adams, Columbia River, 7miles from Astoria and 105 from Portland. Post-office, telegraph station,
Astoria, Oreg., telephone to post. Steamer da,ily from ra.ilroad station, Portland to
Astoria, thence by steam tug daily, except Sunday, to post. Reservation, 640 acres.
No cession of jurisdiction. Not garrisoned. Transferred to Engineer Department
and ju charge of ordnance sergeant. J<.,onr sets officers' quarters and 1 barrack.
Sully, Fo1·t, S. Dalc.-Latitude, 44° 20'; longitude, 100° 10'. On Missouri River, 23½
m~les from Pierre, on the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railroad, 415
· miles from St. Paul an<l. 781 miles from Chicago. Post-office and telegraph station
at the post. Railroatl station, Pierre. Daily stage, except Sunday, to post. Reservation, about 27,000 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accommodations
for 13 officers and 4 companies infantry. Water pumped from a drive-well gallery,
1 ~ile from the Missouri River, to a tank of 35,000 gallons capacity and thence distributed. Surface drainage.
Sum.te1·, Fort, S. C.-Latitude, 32° 45'; longitude, 79° 51'. In Charleston Harbor,
5 miles from Charleston. Post-office, Moultrieville, S. C. Telegraph and railroad
station, Charleston. Reservation, about 125 :'tcres. Jurisdiction ceded to United
States. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Supply, Fort, Ind. T.-Latitude, 36° 30'; longitude, 99° 30'; 15 miles from Woodward, on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. Post-office and telegraph
station at post. Railroad station, Woodward. Daily stage to post. Post reservation, 36 square miles; wood and water reservation, 27 square miles, all on Indian
lands. Accommodations for 17 officers, 3 troops cavalry, and 4 companies infantry.
Water from springs on Water Cress Canyon, about 2¼ miles north of post, piped to
a 1·eservoir of 80,000 gallons capacity; thence distributed. Sewer system.
- Taylo1.·, Fort, Pla.-Latitnde, 24° 33'; longitude, 8F' 49'. Near Whitehead Point,
1 mile from Key West, which is the post-office, telegraph station, and boat landing.
Reservation, 62.89 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Not garrisoned. In
charge of ordnance sergeant.
.
Thomas, Fort, Ky.-Latitude, 39u 5'; longitude, 84° 29'; 3 miles from Newport, on
highlands over:looking the Ohio River, 4 miles from Cincinnati. Post-office, telegraph
and railroad station, Newport. Reservation, 111 acres 2 roods 39 poles. Rifle range,
169 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accommodations for 29 officers, 8
compa,nies infantry, and band. Water supplied by Covington city waterworks.
Sewer system.
Townsend, F01·t, Wash.-Latitude, 48° 7; longitude, 122° 44\ At the entrance t,o
Puget Sound, 3 miles from Port Townsend, 66 miles from Seattle, 93 from Tacoma,
130 from Olympia, and 226 from Vancouver barracks. Post-office and telegraph station, Port Townsend. Reservation, 615.1 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States.
Accommodations for 5 officers and 1 company infantry. Water pumpecl from springs
by steam power to a tank of 30,000 gallons capacity; gravity distribution. Natural
drainage.
Trumbull, Fort, Conn.-Latitude, 41 ° 21'; longitude, 72° 6'. On right bank of the
Thames River, 1 mile below city of New London, which is the post-office, telegraph
and railroad station. Reservation, 13½ acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States.
Accommodations for 4 officers in cottages and .4 in casemates, 1 battery of artillery. Water supply from New London city waterworks. Sewer system.
Union, Fort, N. Mex.-Latitude, 35° 54'; longitude, 105° 91 • In Moro County, 9
miles from Watrous, on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. Reservation
and buildings totally abandoned by the United States April 1, 1894, gronnd not
belonging to the Government and buildings having no value.
Vancouver barracks, Wash.-Latitude, 45° 40'; longitude, 125° 32'. On north ba!lk
of the Columbia River. Daily boat from Portland, distance 18 miles, or by fernes
and electric line, distance 6 miles. Telegraph station at post. Post-office and steamboat landing at Vancouver. Reservation, 640 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United
States. Accomodations for 26 officers, 1 troop cavalry, 8 companies infantry and
band. Accommodations for 12 officeri! at department headquarters. Waterp1_1mped
from an artesian well to a reservoir of 528,000 gallons capacity, thence distributed
by gravity. Sewer system.
Wadsworth, Fort, N. Y. Harbor.-Latitude: 40° 37'; longitude, 74° 31• On Staten
Island, commandmg the Narrows, entrance to New York Harbor. Post-office, Rosobank, Staten Island, N. Y. Telegraph stabion, quarantine, Clifton, Statei:i I~la~cl.
Railroad station, St. George, N. Y. Reservation, about 100 acre . ~ur1sd1cti?n
ceded to United States. Accommodations for 15 officers and 3 batteries of artillery. Water supply from Crystal Water Company. Sewer system.
.
Walla Walla, Fort, Wash.-Latitude, 46° 61 ; lon gitude, 118° 24'; 2~5 mN<'Rl fr,0 1[1
Vancouver barracks and 1 mile from Walla Walla, on Northern Pac1hc_ at ~0
Post-office, telegraph and railroad station, Walla Walla, '\Va h .. ReserYai~on
re
613 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United tate . Accommoch_it1ons
d ~:ound
2 troops cavalry, and 4 companies infantry. Water from springs on a.
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l¼. miles from pos~, couducted to ::i, Tcservoir of 7,000 gallons capacity, thence distnbut_ed by ~ravity, there being anotheT reservoir n,t ·the post of 85,000 gallons
capacity for tire protcct,ion. Sewer system.
_
.
Warreu, Fo1·t, Mass.-Latitude, 42° 19' • lon<Titude 70° 59'. On Georges lshl,nd, m
Boston Harbor, 7 miles from Boston. 'Post:'offico 'and teleo-raph station, Boston.
Daily _steamer. Reservation, the whole island, about 18 acr~s. Juris~iction ceded
to Urntell States. Accommodations for 3 officers in cottao·es 8 officers m cascmates,
and~ Lat~eries artillery . Water supply from 10 cistenfs a'ncl 4 wells, also by con1rnc\10n w!th Boston nrn,ins . Sewer system.
.
,
. Pl aah~a}_c1e, !J'ort, . W)Jo.-LatitUtle, 420 59'; longitude, 108° 5!'. ~n Litt}-e Wu~d
River, ii2 m1l~s from Casper ancl 14'.7 miles from Rawlin~s, on Umo,n Pacrfi.c ~ailroad. Post-office aml tclcgra;1)h station at tho post. Daily stage from Rawlm~s.
Bnckl.Joard wagon twice a week from Casper. Reservat ion, 1,405 acres, on lucha.n
lands. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Accommodations for 9 officers, 1 _troop
cavalry, 2 companies infantry. Water pnmpell to tank of 10,000 gallons c:1-pacit.Y by
steam power from south fork of Little Wind River and distributed by iron pipes.
N-o sewer system.
'
!J7ashington bar!·acks, -?J· O.-Latitude, 3,so 53'; longitude, 77° 3'. On _Greenleaf
Pornt, Potoma-c River, District of Columbia. Post-office, telegraph, and r ailroad ~tation, ,vashington,D. C. He:Servation, about 69 acres. Jurisclictio~ cecled_to Umte,i
States. Accommodations for 24 officers 1 li<Tht battery, 4 batteries artillery, and
band. Water from . Washington city ~ater~orks, owned by the United States.
Sewer system .
.
.
Tflashington, JJ'ort, Mcl.-Latitude 380 43' · longitude 77° 6'. On Potomac Rive~, 13
miles from Washington, D.. C·. Po'st-office' at l)Ost. Telegraph and railroad statio_n,
Alexandria, Va. Steamboat from w·ashino·ton. Reservation, about 50 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Not garri:oucd. Iu charge of an ordnanc~ se~gea.nt
4
_Wayne, Fort, Mich. -Latitude, 42° 23'; longitude, 82° 58'. On Detroi~ River?
m1_les from city hall in Detroit, which is the post-office and telegraph sta~10n. City
r aihvay to post. Reservation, about 63 acres. Jurisdiction ceded to Umted States.
Accommodations for 15 officers, 4 compan.ies iufantry, ::mcl b:md. Water from
Detroit city waterworks . Sewer system.
West Po_int, N . Y:-Latitude, 41° 23'; longitude, 74° 41' . On west ban~ ?f the
Hu<:~son River, 51 miles above New York City. Post-office, teleg~ap?, ~nd rail~~d
station west shore at the post. Reservation, 2,330 acres. .Junsd1ct10n cede t~
United States. Unite(l States Military Academy. .Accommodations for 50 offic~r~,
5 barracks. Water piped from springs by gravity and distributed from resenorr
throug h iron pipes. Sewer system. ~
Whipple barracks, Ariz.-Latitude, 34o 33'; longitude, 112° 27' . On~- F., P. ant
P. R. R. One mile from Prescott, .Ariz. Post-office and railroad station ~t })OS •
Teleg1·aph station, Prescott. Reservation, about 1,730 acres. Accommodat10ns for
20 officers, 1 troop cavalry, and 4 companies infantry. Water pumped from awe1:1°0
G!n.nite Creek to a reservoir of 80,000 gallons capn.city; thence distributed by iron
pipes . Sewer system.
.
.
TVille ts Point, N. Y.-Latitude, 4.0° 47'; lODgitutl e, 73° 47'. On East River, 2½Illlles
from 'Whitestone, Queens County, 17 miles from New York City. Post-?ffice and
telegraph station at post. Railroad station, 'Whitestone, N. Y. Reservat1011, about
136.35 acres . Jurisdiction ceded to United States. Euginecr station. Accommo~ar
t~ns: 11 sets officers' quarters, 12 bachelors, 3 companies . Water from Flushing
v11hlge 'Waterworks. Sewer system .
Wiu.[ielil Scott, Fott, OaZ.-Latitucle, 37° 49'; longitude, 122°. 4~'. Golden Gate,. San
Fr~uc1sco, Ca~. Post-office and telegraph station, the Pres1d10 of San _Francisco.
Ra1lroatl stat10n, Sau Francisco. On tho Presidio reservation. Not garrisoned.
Wingate, Fort, N. Mex.-Latitude 350 29' · lon,,.itude 10so 32'. Situated at Bc:tr
Sp_ring, 3 mi~os from Wingate, on the Atla~tic ~nd P~ci:fi.c Rn,ilroad, whic~ is the
railroad ~tat10n. Post-office and te]e<Traph station at tho post. Reservation 13
square m1l~s .. Accommodations for 22 ~ffi.cers a.nd 8 troops cavalry. Water pumped
from n. spnng rnto 2 rescnToirs of 223 000 0"'allons total ear a.city· distributed. Se, er
,
Aystern.
'
T-Vinthrop, Fort, ..ilfass.-Latitude 420 21' · lono-itude 700 1'. On Governors I land
Bo ~on Harbor, 2 miles from Bosto'n, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad
stn~wn .. • tcamboat to :po t. Reserva,tion, about 60 acres. Jurisdiction ceded 0
mtecl • t,at_ s. _Not garr~soned . In charge of ordnance serg ant.
. T
Troorl, Foi t, · . .-Latitude) ,10° 41'; longitude, 74° 11'. On Beclloe I land, in~
York IIarb?r, 3 m 1l s froffi: Tew York City, which is tlI po t-ofilce, railroad, and te~
fll'ph tatlO?, , } 8 l'Ya 10D 7 about 12 aCl'CS, Juri diction (: decl to
nit d I tat '
c mmodations for 4 fficcr:i ancl 1 company of infantry. \ ater upply ist rn ·
ew r sy. t m.
Yatrs,,_Fort, ~ Dak.-Latitu<le, ·16° 11' · Jon,,.itncl 1000 31 ' · 0 mile from l i marck
hi 11. i on the. ~Torth rn l'a,:ific l ailroacl) ancl ,115 miles fr~m, t. Paul.
o t~o co
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and telegraph station at post. Daily sfage, except Sunday, from Bismarck; river
crossed hy ferry. Reservation, 1 square mile, on Indian lands. Jurisdiction ceded
~o United Btates. Accommodations for 19 officers, 2 troops carnlry, 4 companies
infantry, and 3 Indian companies. Water pumped by steam power from 6 driven
wells to tank of 30,000 gallons capacity, thence distributed. Surface drainage.
Yellowstone, Fort, Wyo.-Latitude, 44° 58'; longitude, 102° 39'. On Beaver Creek,
8 miles from Cinnabar, on Yellowstone Park line of Northern Pacific Railroad, 1,058
miles from St. Paul. During winter, trnius ruli on this branch line Saturdays only.
Post-office aml telegraph station, Mammoth Hot Springs, ·wyo. Old reservation,
25_ square miles; new, 22.5 acres set aside by the Secretary of tho Interior for use of
military authorities. Additional tract of about 5.5 acres set aside for hospital site
by Secretary of Interior May 11, 1893. Exclusive jurisdiction in United States
reserved by Congress. Accommodations for 4 officers and 1 troop cavalry at new
post; 2 officers and 1 troop cavalry at old post. Water supply from Clematis Springs,
dammed up to supply post through water-supply system. Partial sewer system.
Ye1·ba Buenct Island, CaZ.-Latitude, 37° 49'; longitude, 122° 27' . Two aml onehalf miles northeast of San Francisco, Cal. Reservation, the whole island, about
120 acres. - Jurisdiction ceded to United States. General Order 59, of 1892, transferred reservation to the Engineer Department, for use nnll occupation as a torpedo
station for the Pacific coast.
Yosemite National Park, Camp in, Cal.-Post-office and telegraph station, Wawona,,
Cal.; railroad station, Raymond, via Barencla station, on Southern Pacific Railroad,
d_istance 40 miles; triweekly stage to camp . Present garrison, 1 troop of cavalry
(m camp).
List of papers accompanying the annual repol't of the Quartermaster-General for tlre
fiscal year e1uling ,Titne 30, 1894 .
1. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, Deputy Quartermaster-General, U. S.
Army, of the operations of the finance, inspection, money and property accounts,
clothing returns and clothing supply, branches, Quartermaster-General's Office, for
the fiscal year ending Juno 30, 1894.
A.-Statement showing articles of clothing and equipa,ge and material on hand at
the issuing depots of the Quartermaster's Department, June 30, 1893, tlle qnantities
purchased, manufactured, received from posts and depots, taken up, sold, transferred to general d epots, expended, issued to the Army and the militia, and the
quantities remaining in depots June 30, 1894.
2. Report of Maj. D. D. Wheeler, quartermaster, U. S. Army, of the operations of
the transportation and regular supplies branches, Quartermaster-General's Office,
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894.
3. Report of Capt. W. S. Patten, assistant quartermaster, U. S. Army, of the operations of the miscellaneous claims, cemeterial, and mail and records branches, Quartermaster-General's Office, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894.
.
A.-Statement of disbursement of appropriation "N::i,tional cemeteries" during the
fiscal :rear ending June 30, 1894.
4. Report of Capt. C. P. Miller, assistant quartermaster, U.S. Army, of the operations of the barracks and quarters branch, Quartermaster-General's Office, for the
1iscal year ending June 30, 1894.
.
A.-Statemeut showin(l' property rented by the Quartermaster's Department during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894.
5. Report of Capt. 0. F. Long, assistant quartermaster, U. S. Army, of the operations of the reservation branch, Quartermaster-Genernl's Office, for tho fiscal year
ending Jnne 30, 1894.
.
A.-Statement of expenditures authorized for water, sewerage, and p~urnbmg,
chargeable to appropriation "Army transportation," for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1894.
B.-Statement of expemlitures a,uthorized for lighting, beating, etc., chargeal>lo
to appropriation "Regula,r supplies," for tho fiscal year end ing June 30, ~894.
C.-Statement showing military reservations tnrnecl over to tho Intenor Department or otherwise disposed of from 1858 to Juno 30, 1 94 .
.
D.-Statement givin(l' alphabetical list of military resernttions, sliowing location,
size, how occupied, a,ciommodations for officers ancl men, etc ., on Juno 30, 1 94.
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COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE.
WAR DEP ARTMEN'l',
OFFICE COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE,

Washington, D. O., September 25, 1894.
Sm : I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of the Subsistence Department for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1894:
RESOURCES AND EXPENDITURES.

The following statement exhibits the aggregate fiscal resources and
expenditures of the department for the year mentioned, and the balances at the close of the fiscal year:
RESOURCES.

Amounts in the Treasury to the credit of appropriation.11
of tho Subsistence Department on June 30, 1893, as
follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1892 .. _. __ .... _......... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1893 ....... ______ ....... .
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough:
Certified claims, acts March 2, 1889, and April 4,
1890 . _. _..... _. . . . ___ .. ____ . . . __. . . . . . . . . - . Certified claims, 1893, act August 5, 1892 .... . . .

$140,056.30
18.29

2,046.08
16,470.75
$158,600.42

Amounts to credit of officers of the Subsistence Depart. ment and of officers doing duty in the Subsistence
Department with the Treasurer, assistant treasurers,
and designatotl depositaries, and in their personal possession on June 30, 1893, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1893 ............... _.... .
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough:
Certified claims, 1893, act August 5, 1892 ...... .

90,987.83
670.62
91,658.45

Amounts refunded to the Treasury near closo of fiscal
year 1893, since carried to the credit of the appropriations, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1893 ........... ·----· ... .

3,517.20
343
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Amounts appropriated for the Subsistence Department
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1894, act of February 27,
1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . $1, 700, 000. 00
·commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough:
Certified claims, 1894, act of March 3, 1893 . . . .
30,000.00
- - - - - $1,730,000.00
Amounts collected from various sources and refunded
to the appropriations of the Subsistence Department
on the books of the Treasury during the :fiscal year
1894, as follows :
122.76
Subsistence of the Army, 1891, and prior years .....
Subsistence of the Army, 1891, and prior years, trans1,246.61
fer account .................. . ............ ..... 3,016.63
Subsistence of the Army, 1892 .................... 34.71
Subsistence of the Army, 1892, transfer account ...•
11,173.52
Subsistence of the Army, 1893 ................ ... . .
9.32
Subsistence of the Army, 1893, transfer account ... .
4,641.40
Subsistence of the Army, 1894 ............ . ....... .
Amount placed on books of Treasury, by war indefinite_ appropriation warrant-commutation of
rations to prisoners of war in rebel States and
soldiers on furlough :
20.25
Certified claims, act of August 30, 1890 ....... .
29.00
Certified claims, act of March 3, 1891 ......•.•.

20,294.20

Amounts received by officers of the Subsistence Department, and by officers doing duty in the SubsiRtence
Department, from sales of subsistence stores to the
following purchasers during the fiscal year 18941 and
taken up for immediate disbursement under the following appropriations:
.
Subsistence of the Army, 1893: Sales to enlisted men.
Subsistence of the Army, 1894: Sales to officers,
$290,906.35; to enlisted men, companies, detachments, and hospitals, $425,867.01; to post
exchanges, $36,890.25; to civilian employes, $12,713.92; to Leavenworth Military Prison, $3,732.53;
to Quartermaster's Department, $1,649.89; to
Indian agents and employes, $1,729.37; to naval
officers, $439.90; of surplus and condemned stores
and property, at auction, $2,096.49; to Princeton
College, $20.47; of boxes, barrels, etc., $95.91; of
garden seeds, $223.32; total .................... .

2,750.58

776,365.41
779,115.99

Amounts t&ken up by officers doing duty in the Subsist. ence Department on account of reclamations for stores
lost, damaged, etc., and in correction of errors in their
accounts, etc., during the fiscal year 1894:
Subsit;tence of the Army, 1893 ..........•...•......
SubsiRtence of the Army, 1894 ....•..••••...••• .. ..

126.01
780.21
906. 22

Amounts charged against officers still in service on account of funds and stores alleged to have been lost by
theft, etc., f~r which relief can only be obtained in the
Cou1·t of Claims un<ler sections 1059 and 1062 Revised
Statutes, or from Congre s, as follows:
'
~u ~s!st nee of the Army, 1880 ................. .. . .
u s~stence of th Army, 1886 .................... .
Su 1)s~st nee of the Army, 1889 .................... .
u 1JS1sten e of the Army, 1891. ................... .

75.92
2,455.82
82.37
41.16
2,655.'%1

Total re our es ......................................................................

2,786,747.75
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EXPENDITURES.

Amounts expAnded on the books of tbe Treasury from
the appropriations of the Subsiste.qce Department during the :fiscal year 1894-, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1891 and prior years, transfer account ................ ... .................. .
Subsistence of the Army, 1892 .................... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1893 ............... ___ .. .
Subsistence of the Army, 1894 .... __ . ______ ....... .
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough:
Certified claims, 18!)1, act August 30, 1890 ..... .
Certified claims, 1892, act March 3, 1891 ...... .
Certified claims, 1893, act August 5, 1892 ..... .
Certified claims, 1894, act March 3, 1893 ... _.. .

$78.99
555.75
3,307.70
95.70
20.25
29.00
36.50
103.75
$4,227.64

Amount disbursed by officers of the Subsistence Department and officers doing duty in the Subsistence
Department during the :fiscal year 1894, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1893 ...•.. ______ .... ____ .
70,128.08
Subsistence of the Army, 1894. _. _. _. __ .... __ ... _.. 2,399,502.58
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough:
668.00
Certified claims, 1893, act August 5, 1892 ...... .
8,555.26
Certified claims; 1894, act March 3, 1893 ....... .
2,478,853.92
Amounts dropped by officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department in correction of errors in their
accounts during the fiscal year 1894:
Subsistence of the Army, 1893 .................... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1894 ........... ______ .. ..

58.64
79.54
138. 18

Amounts transferred on books of Treasury, act March 3,
1875 (18 Sta,t. L., 418):
Sn bsistence of the Army, 1891 and prior years, transfer acconnt .................................... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1892, transfer account ... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1893, tra,nsfer account ... .

1,167.62
34.71
9.32
1,211.65

Amounts carried to the surplus fund on June 30, 1894:
Sn bsistence of the Army, 1891 and prior years .... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1892 .................... .

122.76
142,517.18
142)639.94

Amount of charges against officers removed by Sl3cond
Auditor's settlements, viz:
Subsistence of the Army, 1889, settlement of March
19, 1894 .... ··-· ·----· .................... ------.
Subsistence of the Army, 1891, settlement of June
11, 1894 .................... - . - ....... - ......... .

58.33
4:1.16
99.49

Total expendHures ....... __ ... __ ........ __ .......... _. .. .. . . . .
BALANCES,

Amounts in the Treasury to the credit oi appropriations
of the Subsistence Department on June 30, 1894, as
follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1893 .................... .
Sub istence of the Army, 1894 ... ___ .............. .
Commutation of rations to pri!wners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough:
Certified claims, acts March 2, 1889, and April
4, 1890 .. _.... _............................. .
Certified claims, 1893, act Angnst 5, l, 92 ... _..
Certified claims, 1894, act March 3, 1893 ...... .

31,273.01
995.03

2,046.08
16,145.87
20,396.25

2,627,170.82
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Amounts to credit of officers of the Subsistence Department and of officers doing duty in the Suusistence
Department, with the Treasurer, assistant treasurer,
&.nd _tlcsi gnated clepositaries, and in their personal pos
sess10n, on June 30, 1894, as follows:
Subsistence of tlle Army, 1894. ../................. .
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on fnrlough:
Certified claims, 1894, act l\farch 3, 1893 ....... .

$76,896.77

944.74
$77,841.51

Amounts refnnclecl to tho Treasury near close of fiscal
year 1894, but not carried to tllo credit of tlie ap1)ropriations by June 30, 1894, as follows:
Subsistence orthe Army, 1893 .................... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1891 ..... ................ .

3,806.00
4,217.40
8,023.40

Auonnts charged against officers still in sen-ice on
-account of funds and stores allegecl to have been lost
by theft, etc., and for which relief can only be obtain eel in the Court of Claims under sections 1059 and
1062, Revised Statutes, or from Congress, as follows:
· Subsistence of the Army, 1880 ............. ....... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1886 .... .•... ....... .....
Subsistence of the Army, 1889 ... ........ ......... .

75.92
2,455.82
24.04

Total balances ...................... ................. -....... .

2,555.78
159,576.93

SUPPLIES.

The Subsistence Department is charged with the duty of pur~h_asing_
and issuing to the Army such supplies as enter into the cornpos1ti?n ot
the ration, and of procuring and keeping for sale to officers and enlisted
men such articles as may from time to time be designated by the
inspectors-general of the Army. These supplies are purchased as ne~r
the points of consumption as practicable, regard being had to then·
quality and prices as compared with those of stores at more remote
points and to the cost of transportation from place of purchase ~o place
of issue or sale. The greater portions of the supplies have durrng tbo
past year been procured as usual in the large markets of the couut~y,
such as New York, Chicago, San Francisco, St. Paul, Omaha, St. Loms,
Kansas City, New Orleans, etc.; but fresh meat, and, to a great extent,
flour auu fresh vegetables, have been obtained from dealers aud producers at or near the points of issue.
ADVERTISEMENTS A.ND CONTRACTS.

During the fis?al year ending June 30, 1894, 150 newspaper ad".erti ement~ and G22 circulars and posters invitil1g propo als for subs1 'tencc
supplies w re re1)0rted to this office. There were also reported 617 contract. of variou · kinds for fresh meats fre h ve<Yetables, complete
.
' Army. 0
ra t 1011
and other snpp1i required for the
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ISSUES TO INDIAN~.

·f he following statement shows the value of subsistence stores issued
to Indians during the year chargeable to the Iudian Bureau of the
Interior Department, the amounts reimbursed by that Bureau, and the
amounts still due, viz:
Tc whom issues

made.

Valne. of
issues.

Balance

Ucimburscdno from
mcnt l>y
Indian
Inrlim1
Ellreau..
Bnreau .

.Enlisted Indian s nrnl their families:

I~i~E t: ~!~~i1:c~~-1~l;;;::::::::: :: :::::::::::: ::: ::: :::::::

$890. 14
3,868. 29

$8'.)0.14
3,847.07

Desg~;t~aGio!·-J-~:rietli~di~~~~~~.t.? . :·. :: ::::·. ·.: ·.:·.: ·. :·.::: :: :::

244. 93
103. 95
49. 38
141. 83

237. 08
103. 95
49. 38
14 l. SJ

Famili es of enlisted Indians:
Company I, Seeornl In tan try ....... _.. _......•..•.. ..... ..• ..
Compauy I, Sixteenth Infantry . . ...... ..................... .

$:?O. 3:l
7. 85

The items of $ 18u.67 and $1,105.45, for like issues in previous fi ~cal
year, which were disallowed by the accounting officers of the Tre~snry
as not a proper charge against the Indian Bureau, have since be-en
allo-wed and the amounts transferred to the credit of the appropria:tion subsistence of the .Army, 1893.
The following issues were made to Indians for which no cirnrg-e was
made against the Indian Bureau, viz:
To whom issues were made.

Value cf
issues.

Chiricalnm Indian prisoners at Mount Vernon barracks, .A.la . ...........•................
Indian prisoners at various posts .. ......... ........... . ................................. .
Inclinn,i visiting military posts under Army Regulations 1395 and 1306 •.....•.•..•.....•.
Destitute Indians ........................ ... ..................•. : ................... . .... .

$1!, 055. 37

Total ........................... ..... ............................................... .

15,150.37

12. 73
1,062.04
10. 33

MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES .A.ND EXPENDITURES.

Issues to the value of $93.83 were made to teachers of Indians at
Mount Vernon barracks, .Ala. These issues have been paid for from
the appropriation contingencies of the .Army.
Destitute citizens were supplied with subsistence at several posts
duri11g the year, upon orders of the commanding officers. These issues
amouut~cl to 829 incomplete rations.
For liquid coffee there was expencled $3,881.70, being a decrease of
$2,402.84 from the expenditure of previous year for same purpo~e; for
extra-duty service, $22,169.90, an increase of· $88.85; for advertising,
$6,753.89, a decrease of $3,121.65 ; for cooked rations, $82,413.19, a
deci-ease of $11,688.53; for the construction of new and repair of old
ovens, $7,399.49, au increase of $762.20.
LOSSES OF STORES A.ND PROPERTY.

The value of the stores lost by accident, by wastage in transportation, while in store, etc., during the year, for whfoh no one was held
accountable, was $ 7,938.58, of which $2,669.39 was due to the £re at
Jeffer on barracks, Mo., .AprH 25, 18D4-. The subsistence property
destroyed at same fire was valned at $8G.57.
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. ~upplies lost in transportation during the year, for which respousib1hty was fixed, amounted to $1,178.83, of which $379.08 has been

collected.

·
SALE OF CONDEMNED .A.ND SURPLUS STORES.
Subsistence stores.
Condemned.
$7, 434. 15
426. 50

Los s . .. .................. . ................... . ..... . .. . ... -

Surplus.

Total.

$1, 621. 01
] I 398, 80

$9, 055. 16
1, 825, 30

--7,00775--222-:zi--1,mso

a decrease from previous year in the value of stores condemned of
$2,695.28.
Of subsistence property, the amount r ealized from such as was con·
demned was $195.59, and from such as was surplus $75.60.
COMMISSARY SERGEANTS.

The number of commissary sergeants in ser vice at the co!Ilmeuce·
ment of t,h e fiscal year was 106. During t he year 3 new app?mtments
were made, 1 died, and 4 were retired. The number in servrne at the
close of the year was 104.
SALES ON CREDIT 'l'O ENLISTED MEN.

In a letter from this office to the Adjutant-General of the Army,
da~e~ September 5, 1894, relative to the losses occurring to t_he approprrnt10ns of the Subsistence Department on account of credit sales of
subsistence stores, it was said:
Sales on credit to enlisted men, within the limits of the unencumbered :pay due
them respectively, were made oblig atory on the Subsist ence Dep ar~m~nt m J uly,
1890, by General Order, No. 73, of that year. The follo wing table e:x:h1b1ts th e 3:ggre~
gate amounts of sal es made to enlisted men, companies, d etachmen ts, and h osp itals
during a period of four y ears previous to the issu ance of Gener al Order, No. 73, 1890,
,~h~u all sales were maue for cash only, an d al so the aggregat e a mount of sales
1nm1larly made for four years after the promulgati on of t hat order, wh en sal es were
made on credit as well as for cash.

ot

Sales to enlisted men, comp anies, detachments, and hospitals.
For cash and on credit.

For cash only.

>: \\: 1il:lii i

Elli\!EH:lL\\)\\

Total · · · · · · . .... . . .... .. ... . . . . 1, 727,377.53

\ Fiscal
Fiscal
:Fiscal
F iscal

I

year
y ear
year
year

1891. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1892....... . . . . .. ..... . .
1893 . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
1894...... ........ . .....

$453, 361. 2-1
454, 421.79
437, 747. 9
425, 867.01

----

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 771, 398. 02

Th.i ~able shows that during the year s 1891 an cl 1892, when the new syst m of
<h_t 8 le; wa popular, larg sales wer e made hy the Subsist nee Department, but
,hat 10 1 9.3 ancl 18 1 the nov lty hacl worn off and the sal s had m~terially decreased .

?

11

• It ho~11cl b . tatecl th· t, in r porting sales t l10se to ho pitals wer , a
a m tter
~th onv mcncc, m clnclell in tho · mad to •nlistecl men companie and deta •hment ·
e am mit w re mall h w v r, and woulu n ot mat~rially affe~t the result .
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The following is a statement of the amounts of crt'dit sales made to enlisted men
in the fiscal years 1891, 1892, 1893, and 1894,· with the amounts which have been coll~cted o_n account of such sales under Army Regulation 1414 of the present Hegulat1ons, v iz:
Fiscal year.
1891
1892
1893
1894

.Amount of
credit sales.

_- - - __ ... . _. ·- _·- ·- ·- .................•..................
..................... ···•·· ···- ............... -· ........ .
....... . . ... .... ... .. ·-· · · ·····•··· · ......•..............
... ... ···-·· ... ......... ·····- ·-·········· .... .......... .

$13,207.14
21,426.59
26,617.88
33,890.60

Total .... _..... _........ . .... .. _.......... - .......... .

95,142. 21

.Amount
collected.

I

.Amount
uncollected.

$13,056.78
21,254.54
24,828.05
29,727.57

$150. 36
172. 05
1,789.83
4, I63. 03

88,866.94

6,275.27

'l'his table shows that the losses to the appropriations of the Subsistence Department during the first two years were comparatively small; but that in 1893 arnl1894
they assnmecl greater proportions. Although the loss in 1894, as shown, was very
great, the amount reported, it is expected, will be reduced by collections to be made
at the July and August payments of the troops, but noli to an extent to diminish the
losses of the year l.Jelow those of the previous year. 'l'hese losses are thus shown to
be increasing from year to year. They arise from desertion of enlisted men, and
from lack of final settlement in the Auditor's office of pay accounts of deceased
soldiers, and from other causes unknown to this office, it having no means of determining whether charges for sale of suhsistence stores on credit are duly entered and
carried forward on muster and pay rolls, as r equired by Army Regulation 1414, or
not. The system prescribed by Revised Statutes 1144 and 1300, and by Army Regulations 1414, involves accountability in both the Subsistence and Pay departments,
and necessitates the makin_g out and handling of many pap_ers iu parting with the
etores to the enlisted men, in accounting for the stores so parted with, in charging
them against the men on the muster and pay rolls, in making the collections by paymasters, jn transferring such collections to subsistence officers, or the transferring of
such sums, on the settlement of the paymaster's accounts, from the appropriations
of the Pay Departm ent to those of the Subsistence Department. The system, it will
be seen, is not only cumbersome, but the clerical labor involved in the two departments concerned r enders the system of furnishing subsistence stores to enlisted men
on credit an exceedingly expensive one, independent of the losses by btLd debts
hereinabove explained. Collections made after the close of a fiscal year (tor sales
made, for instance, in June and July of the expired year) are always lost to tho Subsistence Department, as upon settlement they are carried to the appropriation of the
expired year.
There is also a question of the moral effect upon the enlistea men in being permitted to spend their pay in a way not to feel the loss of it until pay day has arrived.
But, looking to the interests of the United States only, it would seem that the Government is paying too much for the facilities which are being afforded to the enlisted
meu for parting with their pay. At all events, as payments are now made to troops
with regularity, it would seem to be no hardship to require enlisted men to pay cash
for their purchases, the same as they were required to do previous to July, 1890.

In concurring in the recommendations of this office upon the foregoing subject, the acting Paymaster-General said:
The sale of s ubsistence stores on credit to enlisted men at military posts is productive of much paper work in both Pay and Subsistence departments, and results
in loss of several thousand dollars to the Government every year. There is no
necessity for these credit sales . The ration issued to the troops is ample and of the
best quality. The post exchange provides any articles of food at cost price, and the
proximity of most military posts to towns and villages, where luxuries can be
obtained, if desired, renders it entirely unnecessary that public supplies should be
sold on credit. The cost of such supplies is charged on the muster rolls against the
soldier, and by reason of desertion and other causes, in many cases is never collected. When troops are in the field, away from their regular base of supply, there
could be no objection to purchase from the Subsistence Department of such stores
as might be necessary; but there is no such contingency at present existing, and
none will probably soon exist.
When the soldier can go in debt to the post exchange for a certain amount, purchase subsistence stores on cret.lit, and owe his company tailor and laundress, he has
nothing left of his pay at tile encl of the month.
.
To be n.llowecl to purchase snhsistence stores on crerlit is to cnconrage cont 111~1al
indebtedness, loss of money to the Government: and loss of self-respect to the soldier.
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If he ':·ishcs to purch:ise supp1ics from ·t:he Govcrnmc11t let"11im pay forthem_at t~o
-time of -purchase. Iu other wCl'l·u::i, put him on the came footing as officers rn tlns
re£pect.

It has been supposed tliat section 1144, Revised Statutes, snpple·
me1.1ted by section 1300, confers a, right upon enlisted men to make all
the1r 1mrchases on credit,, if they so elect. The expcrieuce of the past
few years shows that tliis construction is a, mischievous one, whateyer
-vimYS may be held as to the efficacv of the stat11te for conferring the
right. Also section 1144 referred to seems to give to each inspecto.r·
general of the Army authority to ,, clesignate" articles to be kept for
.sale, .where_as, in point of practice, the recommendations of these several rnspectors-general are submitted to the Secretary of War, and the
lattex decides as to what shall be so kept.
\Vith the view of settling all questions as to the scope of the law,
(nnd incidentally of reducing the expenses of selling subsisteuc~ stores
on credit, by simplifying the pa-per accountability in the Subsistence
and -Pay departments),it is recommended that sections 1290 aml 1300
of tb.e Revised Statutes be repealed, and that section 1144 be amended
to read as follows:
SEC. 1144. The officers of the Subsistence Department shall procure and k~ep for
snlc to officers n,nd enlist.eel men, at cost price, for cash, such articles of s11bs1st~uce
.sto.res as may, from time to time, be clesio-natecl
by the Secretary of War: l'rondecl,
0
That sales of such stores on crndit mav be made to officers and enlisted men who
haYe not been regufarly paid, or who are in the field where it is impractica~le to
procure funds, the amounts due-therefor to be charged. on the pay accou.nts of officers n,nd on the muster ancl pn,y rolls of enlisted men next after tho date of purchase.,
ancl deducted from the payments made upon .such pay accounts or JD.nster anu pay
rolls by tho Pay Department.
CORR'ESPONDENCE AND EXAMINING DIVISION.

(Formerly accounts and returns <liYision.)
Accounts
current.

Returns of
Retur!lsof subsist·
sul.JsiS t ·
euce prop·
encostorea.
ert,r.

I

'.l'otal.

1---------0
nhanc1Juue30, 1893 •. _ ....... ·-·-· ·····················
Recei,eu uuriJ1g the fiscal year 1894 .. .. ............... .
Total ........... .. .... . .. ............... ..........
"Examineu uuring tho year ..•.........................•.
0n ha,nu Juno 30, 1894 ....... -- · --

367
2, 086

271
1, 5G2

38
015

076

4,2ti:I

--·-------i
1,833 - --·-ii-~1
·-1:m
2, 4531
1,746
2,316

1- - - - - - - - ·1- - - - 87
····-··········
31
137 1

'.!'.!i

Tbe examination of the accounts curreut involved tllc ,erification of
40,918 vouchers; t.he returns of subsistence stores, 30,845 voucher, , aucl
the returns of subsistence prop rty, 1,383 vouchers.
T!ier~ were 4,5171etters aucl 1,892 indorsem en ts written, and 52 paper.
The account aud rcturu '
copied m connection with the examination
were r uderell by 377 officers.
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CLAIMS DIVISION.

Claims for
Claims f?r .
·commutation co~rnu~at10n
of rations
of_ rat10ns
while held whilcon·fuTT·o-fal.
as prisoner lo~gh; a nd ·
of war.

·:;;~l~i~;:

On hand Jnne 30, 1893 . . -: . ....... _.... .. ..... ,. ... .. ............. .
Receh:eu. -cluring the fiscal year ...................•............

38
210

49
626

81

836

1 - - - - - -1- - - - - - 1 -

Total. .............. ...... ___.......... ...... ........... . ..
Disposed of during the year........................... .......... ,

248,

675
653

923
893

8

2~

3.0

____240_

On hand .June 30, 1894 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

- ln addition to the foregoing, 14 old disallowed claims of the abm·e
character were reopened and disposed of.
The number of communications sent out during th_e year was 3 7905.
DUTIES AND S'.I.'ATIONS OF OFFICERS OF THE SUBSISTENCE DEPARTMENT.

A roster of the officers of the Subsistence Department on June 30,
1894, -showing their stations and duties on that date, is hereto appended.
Very respectfully,
JORN P. HA.WKINS,
Commissary- General of Subsistenc~.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.

Roster of the Sitbsistence Department, U. S. Army, Jii1Je 30, 1894.
Name, rank, and brevet
rank.

Duty and station.

Assigned
to present
station.

COlll.'1:ISSARY-GEXEilAL OF
SUBSISTENCE.

Brigadie,·-general .
.John r. Hawkins (brevet Commissary-General of Subsistence, Washington, D. C.
major-general, Mar.13,1865).
On leave.

Dec. 29, 1892

ASSISTANT COl\11\fISSAilIES-GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE.

Colonels.
Michael R. Morgan (brevet Assistant to tho Commissary-General of Subsistence, Sept. 6, 1802
briga<lier-general, April o,
·wasbington, D. C. In charge of office.
1865).
Thomas C. Sullinm . . . . . . . . . Purchasing C. S. at Chicago, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Feb. lG, 1802

Lieutenant-colonels .
.Tobn W. Barriger (bre,et CbicfC.S.,Dcpartmentofth..iEast,NewYork,N.Y .... .Jan. 26,1803
brigadier-general, Mar. 13,
1865).
TbomasWilson,(brevetbrig- Purchasing C. S. at New York City, N. Y ...... . ........ Feb. 29, 1802
adier-general, Mar.13, 1865.
WilliamH. l~oll .............. Chief C. S., Department of California, San Francisco, Mar. 26, 1804
Cal.
COl\1:UJSSARIES OF SUBSIST·
ENCE.

Majors.
,Jeremiah H. Gilman, (bre,·et
lieutenant-colonel Dec. 31,
1862).

Chief C. S., Department of the Missouri, Chicago, Ill ... Aug. 29, 1892
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Roster of the S1ibsistence Depa1·tment, U. S. Army, June 30, 1894-Coutinned.

Name, rank, and brevet
rank.

Duty and station.

· Assigned
to present
station.

COMMISSAUIES OF SUBSIS1'·

ENCE-continued.
Majors-Continued.
1894

Samuel T. Cushing.......... Assistant to the Commissary.General of Subsistence, May 3,
Washington, D. C.
11 1888
William A. Elderkin ....... . Purchasin o- C. S. at Los Angeles, Cal. - - -- -· · · · · · · ·· · ··· Oct. 31• 1889
Charles B. Penrose, (brevet .Purchasing C. S. at Baltimore, Md ............ ······ .... .A.ug. '
lieutenant-colonel, Nov. 11,
1867).
Jan. 1, 1890
William H. :N"ash ........... . Chief C. S., Department of the Colump ia,an~ purchasing
C. S., Vancouver Barracks, State of Washmgton.
.A.pr. 1, 1894
Charles P. Eagan ........... . Purch asing C. S. at San Francjsco, Cal. - - .... · ·: · · · · · · · · July 5, 1893
John F. Weston ............ . Chief C. S., Department of Texas, and purchasrng C. S.
at San Antonio, Texas.
.A.pr. 10, 1894
Charles A. Woodruff . ...... . Assistant to the Commissary-General of Subsistence,
Washington, D. C.
Captains.

John J. Clague ............. . Chief C.S., Department of Dakota, and purchasing C. S.
at St. Paul, Minn.
Wells Willard .............. . PostC. S.,FortMonroe, Va ...... ..................... ..
Henry G. Sharpe ........... . Purchasing C. S. at St. Louis, Mo ..... - ... · · · · · · .. · ·: · ..
Frank E. Nye .............. . Chief C. S., Department of the Platte, and purchasrng
C. S. at Omaha, Nebr.
Douglas M. Scott ........... . Purchasing C. S. at Washington, D. C ....... -····· ······
Purchasing
C. S. at Denver, Colo ....... - -- . - · .. · · .. · · · · ·
William L. Alexander ...... .
Purchasing C. S. at Boston, Mass ..... - .. - ... - · · · · · · · · · · ·
Purchasing C. S. at New Orleans, La ..... - ·· · · - ·· · · · · ···
Edward E. Dravo .... ....... . Chief C. S., Department of the Colorado, Denver, Colo.·
.A.biel L. Smith ............. . Purchasmg C. 8. at Kal!sas City, Mo .. - ... - · .- · · · · · · · · · · ·
Tasker H. Bliss ... .. ........ . On detached duty as aid·de·camJ! to the Maaor·General
Commanding the .A.rmy, Wasbrngton, D. C.
James M. Allison . .......... . Purchasing C. S. at Cincinnati, Ohio ......• -- -- · · · · · · · · · ·

~:t!ro~~~~s:\ti;:::::::::

Feb. 8, 1892
July 17, 1893
Jan. 21, 1893
.A.pr. 25, 1894
July 21, 1893
Mar. 26, 1894
July 20, 1893
May 31,1802
.A.ug. 13, 1893
June 30, 1893
Dec. 23, 1892

Sept. 19, 1893
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Washington,]). 0., Bepteniber 20, 1894..
I have the bonor to submit llerewith a, statement of disbursements made during the fiscal year ended J u.ne 30, 1894:, from the appropriation made by act of Congress approved February 27, 1893, for the
support of the Medical Department of the Army and the balance on
hand at the close of said fiscal year, viz:
SIR:

Medical aml Hospital Department, 1894:
Appropriate-cl by act a.pprovecl Fe brnary 27, 1893. __ . __ .... _. . . . . . . . $185, 500. 00
Refunded during the year ______ .... ____ .... -····· ____ .............
52.26
Total to be accounted for ........ ____ .... ··-··· ............ . 185, 552. 26
Disbursed during the year:
1'..,or medical :1ncl hospital supplies ................. . $46,670.44
For pay of employes .... ·-·--- .............. ______ _ 33,877.39
For expenses of supply depots ..... __ .... _......... .
163.47
For medical a,ttenclance and medicines ............. - 14,019.91
2,186.17
For washing :1t post hospitals ..................... .
32.40
For advertising ....... __ .......... _............... .
101. 85
For miscellaneous expenses .................. __ ... .
448.
10
For material for experimental cooking ... _......... .

97,499.73
Balanco to bo accounted for July 1, 1894- ... -....... -...... - .
Balance iu U. S. Treasury ..... _.... _... _............... 49,357.97
In hands of disbursing officers:
New York ______ .. ____ ............... ___ ... -·· .. ___ _ 20,847.87
St. Louis ........... _ .............. ..... _ ...... _.. . 12,852.33
3,632.18
San Francisco .... ···-·· ........ ...... -····- .... --··
1,349.39
Washjngton ......................... ··-··· ....... .
12.79
Army and Navy General Hospital. ... - ............. .

88,052.53 .

88,052.53

Of tlle balance remaining on lrnnd July 1 ~L considerable portion has
already been or will be expended in payment for supplies contracted
for and for other obligations incurred prior to July 1, 1894. But after
payiyg these obligations a balance of about $5,000 will remain, which
will revert to t.he Treasury. I trust that this saving from' the appropriation made by Congress will be taken as evidence of economical
administration, and of my desire to keep the expenditures for the
Medical Department of tlie Army within as reasonable limits as practicable without impairing the efficiency of the services rendererl by it.
The approximate value of the medical and hospital s11pplie actual1y
issued during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1894, was $120,000.
355
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I. also respectfully submit a statement showing the expenditures
durmg the last fiscal year from the appropriations for the Medical
Department for prior fiscal years, and the balances on hand June 30,

1894:

Medical and Hospital Department, 1893:
Balance on hand July 1, 1893 ....................................... $65,680.37
Refunded during the year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
389. 04
Toj;al to be accounted for ....................... ............. . 66,069.41
Disbursed during the year:
For medical and hospital supplies ................ .. . $62,332.55
100.00
For pay of employ es .............. _................ .
2.02
For expenses of supply depots ...................... .
997.55
For medical attendance and medicines .............. .
223.82
J<..,or washing for post hospitals ..................... .
3.00
For miscellaneous expenses ........................ - 63,658.94
Balance on hand June 30, 1894.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2,410.47

In addition to the sum of $997 .55 expended for medical attendance
and medicines, there were also approved at this office and forwarded to
the Paymaster-General of the Army vouchers for such services amounting to $1,929.44 for payment from the appropriation made by act
approved July 16, 1892, viz: "For pay for medical services at .post_s
where there are no medical officers." The amount disbursed for med1ca.f services rendered by civilian physicians during the fiscal year 189?,
reported in my last annual report, was $16,537.40. Adding to this
amount the two sums above reported as expended for medic~l at_tendance during the fiscal year 1893, viz, $997.55 and $1,929.44, 1t will be
seen that the grand total paid so far for medical attendance rendered
by civilian physicians during the said fis~al year 1893 amounts to
$19,464.39; and it is estimated that accounts for such services amounting to $250 will still be presented for payment.
Medical and :8:ospi tal Department, 1892 :
Balance on hand July 1, 1893 ...........•...................... - - - . · $6,683.55
Disbursed during -the year....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6,586. 06
Carried to the surplus fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
97. 49
6,683.55
Contingencies, headquarters military d epartments, 1894:
Appropriated by act approved February 27, 1893Allotment for the Medical Department ................... - - .. - - Disbursed during the year ............................. - - · · · · · ·
Balance on hand June 30, 1894 ............ ...... ...... -- - .. ···

400. 00
273. 59
126. 41

====

Library of the Surgeon-GeneraYs Office, 1893:
Balance on hand July 1, 1893 ...........................•... - - . - ··· ·
Disbursed during the year ................ ........ .......... -.. - ····
Library of t~e urgeon-General's Office, 1894:
tJ?propnated _by act approvecl J<'ebl'uary 27, 1893 ................... .
u,bursed durmg the year .................................. - - . - - · · ·
Balanc on hand Jnu 30, 1 94 .............. .... ............ . - - - - Army 1 lical 1u eum, 1 93:
B?,ltn · onla.1:1-d July 1, 1 93 .. _. _____ .. __ .. ________ ... ___ . _....... .
1s nr e
urmg the y ar ......................................... .

Bahm

n hanrl J1rn 30, 1 94 _.. _, ________ . ____ . _ . _..... ___ __ .. _.

13. 21
13.21

====
7,000.00
6 6 . 77
131.23

====
1 39 . 03

1 371. 0
27. 23
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Army Medical Musenm, 1894:
. Appropriated by act of Congress approved February 27, 1893 ....... .
. Disbursed during the year ......................................... .

$5,000.00
4,194.30

.Balance on hand June 30, 1894 .......•............................

805.70

Army and Navy General Hospital, for improvement and
grounds:
Under act of Cbngress approved August 11, 1892Balance on hand July 1, 1893 ....•.................•............
Disbursed during the year ..................................... .

4,039.49
3,043.05

====
maintenance of

Balance on hand June 30, 1894 ........................•.......

996.44
=====

Artificial limbs, 1891 :
Balance on hand July 1, 1893 ........•••...••••..................••.
Carried to surplus fund ............. ........... .....•.. ......•.....

495.09
495.09

Artificial limbs, 1892:
Balance on hand July 1, 1893... ... . . . ... .... ...... .•. ... . . . . . . . . . . .
Error in statement of balance on hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

26,773.20
1, 086. 85

Total to be accounted for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disbursed during the year......... .... ........ ... ... ....
$500. 40
Transferred to surplus fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26, 993. 77

27,860.05
27,494.17

Balance on hand July 1, 1894 .................................... .

365.88

Artificial limbs, 1893:
Balance on hand July 1, 1893... ... . . . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . . . . . ... . .....
Refunded during the year to cover lost checks . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

39,238.47
150. 00

Total to be accounted for ................................. •....... .
Djsbursed during the year ............... · .· .................... _.. .

39,388.47
4,823.55

Balance on hand June 30, 1894 ................................... .

34,564.92

Artificial limbs, 1894:
Appropriated by act of Congress approYed March 3, 1893 ........... 645,000.00
Disbursed during the year ......................................... 586,391.44
Balance on hand June 30, 1894 .......................... __ ...... .

58,608.56

Appliances for r1isabled soldiers, 1892:
Balance on hand July 1, 1893 .............................•.........
Carried to surplus fund .................................... _______ _

28.40
28.40

Appliances for disabled soldiers, 1893:
Ba-lance on hand July 1, 1893 ................... ........ _•. _ ... ___ __
Disbursed during the year ............................... __ ._ .. ____ .

245.17
191. 59

Balance on band Jnne 30, 1894 ......................... _..... __ . _

53.58

Appliances for disabled soldiers, 1894:
Appropriated by act of Congress approved March 3, 1893 .. ______ . __
Disbursed during the year .............................. _.. _. ___ .. __

2,000.00
1,086.42

Balance on hand June 30, 1894 ................................... .

913.58

Expended h1 fnrnishing trusl:!CS for <l.isabled soldiers m1der the Revised
Statutes, sections 1176 to 1178, and act of March 3, 1879. . . . .
7, 416. 79
For support and medical treatment of destitute patients in th~· ~ity ~fWa hmgton, D . C.:
Appropriated bv act approved March 3, 1893 .............. __ .... ___ 19, 000. 00
Dieburl:le<l. during the year. - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19,000. oo
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The following table shows the additions made to the library during
the ii.seal year :

Description.

On hand
0,

J~~t/

.Added
during
fiscal
year.

Toi.al
Jlllle30,
1894.

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - -

~fl{~\~~t?:::t/\+:+HE<I+ :im -::m
TotaL ......... ·- ····-· - .•...... ··-··- ...... ···-·- ·-···· ..........

1io, G53

Medical theses ......................................................... · 53 960
Medical pamphlets ..................................................... * us'. 507
Total.. . . ·- ......... _......... _...................................

im

~ 1 1 4 , 567
2, 258 9,053

56,218

127,560

172,40711~\183,778

_,, Of _the total number of single :pamphlets on haml June 30, 1894, there were bound during the year
·
·

2,802, m 343 volumes.

There were presented to the library during the year 1,225 books and
10,258 pamphlets and journals.
-Volume xv of the Index Catalogue, including from'' Univer~idad"
to "W," forming a volume of 842 pages, has been completed and 1s now
in the printer's hands. The edition will be distributed, as soon as bo~nd,
to those institutions and persons who have received the. prev10us
volumes. The preparation of the manuscript of Volume XVI 1s already
well advanced.
ARMY MEDICAL MUSEillL

The total number of specimens received during the fiscal year was
1,363. The number of old microscopic specimens discarded as worthless
w3:s ~,357. The total number of specimens in the mt:seum JU?~ 30,
1894, 1s 32,269. The following statement shows tlle details of addit10ns,
transfers, etc., in the different sections:
Pathological section:
In museum June 30, 1893 ...... _................ __ .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 513
Transferre<l to provisional pathologicn,l section <luring the year ......... ___:
Discarde<l during the year ................................. - .... · · · · · · ·

10,512
2
10,510

146

Received during the year .................................. __ .. . . . . . . . .

In·museum Jnne30, 1894 ....... _.... ................ : ........ . ···-··· 10,656

=

Anatomical section :
u:r;ef~u~fnn:

ife

0

tl?~ y1:~~ .....
·. - - .............. -.................... - . . .
···-··. ···-·· ................................. .

3'

m

In museum June 30, 1 91. ... ·-·· ·----· .. .......... ...................

3 569

In mu. cum Jun 30, 1 '91 ............................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1. 717
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Mieroseopical section :
In.museum June 30, 1893 . . .. .... . ... .......• .. · - ···· ····-· ...•........--.. 12,770
Discarded. as worthless .....•. ·-· -- .. ·- .... - · .... ·-................ . . ..... 1,357
.Added during the y ear •. . . .. . ·-. ··· - .•.... · -- . . · - ·.. . • . .• .. . . . .• . .......
620
.- 1nmuseum,June30, 1894. .. . . ·- ···· ·· ·-· · ···· · ......... .. ............ 12,0.3-3
Mtseellaneous section:
ill.museum J une 30, 1893 . .... . --,· ·· - ··········· ····- ··- - . • . • . . ...•.. • . •
Received during t he year ...... ... . .. .. . . .. . ............. . ..... ····· -·· ·
.

l,°6.J0
254

'

In museum June 30, 1894... . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . •

1, 894

Provisional pathological section:
In museum Jnne 30, 1893. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . ... . . ....
Transfer ed from pathological section d uri ng the year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Received durin g t he year ..... . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. ... ·- - ...... . ........ _. .....

1,413
1
179

In m useum .June 30, 189-L ..• ...... . . • · ·· ···· ·· ···-· · ·· · - ·-- ·---···· . :. ..

1,.59_3

Provisional ::m tomical section :
In museum J une 30, 1893 ..... . .. ..... . ..... ···· - · .. __: . .• .. . ...... . .....
Recei v'ed d uring the year ..... . . . : . . . . . .......... • ..•.........•.. , . . . . .

760
47

In mu seum June 30, 1894........... ... . • . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .

807

RECAPITULA TIO:N' .

Total n u mber of specimens in museum June 30, 1883 . . .. • .............. . _. . . 32,265
Discarded d uring t h e year . . ............ ... . ........... . ........ ·: . . . . . . . . . 1, '359
Tot al r eceived. during the year....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

30, 906
1, 363

Total nu mber in the museum June 30, 1894 ... .. .. .. . ........ .. ..... . . .. . .. .. 32,269

The A rmy Medical Museum has been visited d uring t he year by
50 675 persons.
·
· The following aro some of the more interesting specimens added t o
the museum collection during the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1894 :
An ·an enceph alou s human fcetus. Presented by Dr. L . L . Friedri ch , Wash ington, D. C.
An anencep halous human fcetus with spina bifida and bifi d u vul a . Presented by Dr .
W . S. L eech, Morrist0wn, Tenn.
A cycl ocephalus h uman fcetus. Presentea by Dr. W . J . Dillenl>acb, Washington~
D . C.
The head of a cyclocephalous fce tal calf. Presented by Mr. Devlin, Fort Assin nibo inc,
Mont., t h r ough Capt. C. E. Woodruff, assistant surgeon, U. S. Army.
·
Tlie skull and brain of a cycloce_phalus frotal colt. Presented by Dr. C. B. Robi nson,
v . s., Washington, D. C.
A monstrous l amb, showing partial du.plication of t he thorax ancl an additional fore lim b . P resented by the U. S. Natioral Museum, Washington, D. C.
A Jiuman fcetus, showing meningocele. Presented by Lieut. F . T . Meriwet !J er,
assistant surgeon, U. S. Army .
.A series of three casts showing cleft ralatc. Presented by Dr. P. W . Moriarty,
Harvard University, dental department, Boston, Mass.
'I'he internal geni tal organs of a woman aged 31 years, who died thirty-three days
after coitus from rupture of tubal pregnancy. Presented by Dr. vV. C. , Voodward, Washington, D. C.
Four specimens of ruy cetoma 01· fungous foot of India. Presented by Lieut . Col.
Wellington Gray, brigade surgeon, Bengal army, professor of surgery (}rant
Medical College, Bombay, India.
The skull of a Chinese woman, showing excessive thickness of l.,one, osteitis doformans Received in exchange from Mr. Gustav Goldman, meui cal student, Bnl timore, Mu.
The skull of a boy, ag cl 7 years, showing marked asymmetrical clevelopmen t of two
-sides. Presented b y Dr. S.S. Adams, ·wasbington, D . C.
Calvarium .of a man, showing t ertiary syphili s. Presented by Ca1>t. W. L. Kneedler,
assistant surgeon, U. S. Army.
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A pelvis showing exostoses of the aceta bulum, ancl kidney showing hemorrhagic clot.
Fr_om a sol~ier who was shot in the leg August 16, 1864; amputation in lower
third of thigh August 17, 1864; reamputation at hip joint May 15, 1870; death
twenty-nine years and five months after mjury. Presented by Lieut. Col. W. H.
Forwo~d, deputy ~urgeon-g,meral, U.S. Army.
The upper Jaw and a~Jacent bones of a horse, showing a large sarcoma. Presented
by_Dr. C. B. Robrnson, v. s., Washington, D. C.
A specimen of cancer of the pharynx and msophagus, with msophago-tracheal :fist~la;
.from a colored woman, aged 50 years. Presented by Dr. E. F. King, Washmgton, D. C.
A large calculus from Steno's duct of a horse. Presented by Dr. C. B. Robinson, v. s.,
Washington, D. C.
Specimens of tuberculosis of lungs, bronchial glands, ileum and mesenteric gla~ds;
from a female infant, 4 months old. Presented by Dr. S. S. Adams, Washmgtou. D. C.
A heart weighin~ 33 ounces, showing hypertrophy, dilatation, and valvular disease;
from a soldier. Presented by Lieut. Col. W. H. Forwood, deputy surgeon·
general, U.S. Army.
- A heart showing aortic valve in two segments and immovable from cal_careous
dep?sits; from a white man, aged 33 years, who bad been attending actively to
busmess (mining engineer) up to the time of his death. Presented by Dr. W. C.
Woodward, Washington, D. C.
.
A heart which shows a gumma involving the interventricular septum; from a colored man, aged 33 years. Presented by Dr. W. C. Woodward, Washington, D. C.
A stomach, showing perforating sarcomatous ulcer; from a woman, aged 37 years.
.
Presented by Capt. W. C. Gorgas, assistant surgeon, U.S. Army.
Portions of stomach and duodenum of a horse which died of rupture of the former.
A large number of larvre of the botfly were found attached to the stomach and
duodenum. Presented by Dr. C. B. Robinson, v. s ., Washington,~- C.
T:be lower end of ileum and a portion of ascending colon, showing m the latter a
cic.a trix following shot perforation. Post-mortem thirty-two years aft~r the
receipt of the injury. From a soldier. Presented by Dr. W. T. Councilman,
Boston, Mass.
A liver and a plaster cast of the same, colored after nature, showing cancer nodules.
The liver weighed 29¼ pounds. From a negro, aged 54 years. Liver presell:ted
by Dr. F. ,1. Shadd, Washington, D. C. Cast prepared at the Army Meuica1
Museum.
Specimen of dilatation of the bile ducts and gall bladder with cancer of t~e pancreas; from a man, aged 58 years. Operation by Dr. E. l!.,, King, con~ectmgthe
gall bladder and small intestine by fistula. Presented by Dr. E. F. Kmg, Washington, D. C. SP,ecimens of shot perforation of liver and fracture of vertebra. Patient lived one
month. Presented by Capt. G. E. Bushnell, assistant surgeon, U.S. Army.
Specimen of primary cancer of the gall bladder; from a soldier, aged 64 years. Presented by Lieut. Col. W. H. Forwood, deputy surgeon-general, U.S. Army.
A gallstone weighing 185 grains; founcl in an old cemetery. Presented uy Dr. A.
McWilliams, Washington, D. C.
A spleen from a colored girl, aged 18 years, showing tuberculosis. Presented by Dr.
yr. C. Woodward, Washington, D. C.
Spee1mens of tubercu~osis of spleen and greater omentum; from an ox. Presented
by Dr. D. E. Buckmgham, v. s ., Washington, D. C.
The spleen a~d liver of a mule, showing angiomatous tumors . • Presented by Dr.
9· B. Robmson, v. s., Washington, D. C.
.
A kidney conve1·ted into a sarcomatons mass weighing 58 ounces; from a white
~ an, aged 65 years. Presenteu by Dr. C. V. Boarman, Washington, D. C.
Specimen ?f cancer of left kidney with angio-sarcoma around right kidney; from
a soldrnr, aged 26 years. Left testicle had been removed for cancer. Presented
1?Y Maj. A.. A.. Woodhull, surgeon, U. S . .Army.
Specimen of tuberculosis of the kidney; from a uegro woman, aged 25 years. Pre_Reoted by . r. D. S. Lamb, ·w ashington, D. C.
.
.
A kteln Y showmg pyo-hydron phrosis; succes fol riephrectomy; from a white girl,
_aged 16 Y ~rs. Pre ented by Dr. I. . , 'tone, Washington, D. C.
A kidney show mg pyo-hyclronephro is· removed by operation· from a man, aged
63 Y ars. Pre en~ecl by J. Tab r J~hnson, Wa bington, . C.
Th ~ea,l of th »ems of a horse 10 years old showing epithelioma. Recovery
. a te1· ampntat10~. Pr~s •nted by Dr. c. B. Robinson, v. ., Wasbinuton, D. C.
Fi bromatou tumor mvolvmg the distal end of penis of a horse H , years ~d. Recov_ry after ~mpu ation. Pre. nted by Dr. C. B. Robinson, v . . , \Vashington, D. C.
0 f fihro-ad uoma of te ticl ; from a soldier, a"'ed 34
P
ear . The patient
. t r td ' ft r th r moval of the testicle Presented by Lieut. Charle Lynch,
a sis an surgeon, U. '. Army.
·

;mi~ .
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Specime_n 01 :fibroma of ovary; from a white woman, aged 67 years; specimen
removed by laparotomy. Presented by Dr. J. Taber Johnson, Washington, D. C.
Specimen of myo-fibroma of the uterus, weighing nearly 14 pounds; from a colored
woman, aged 32 years. The patient recovered after excision of the tumor.
Presented by Dr. I. S. Stone, Washingto-n, D. C.
Specimen showing myoma of uterus, dermoid cyst of ovary aud pyosalpinx; from a
white woman, a,ged 51 years. Presented by Dr. J _Taber Johnson, Washington,
D.C.
A series of thirty models showing forms of diseases of the skin and subcutaneous
tissue. Prepared by J . Buretta, Paris, France. Purchased.
A model showing the central nervous system. Made by Rudolph Jung, Heidelberg,
Germany. Purchased.
The brain of a Tonto Indian. Presented. by Maj. W. Matthews, surgeon, U.S. Army.
A series of four corrosion injections of the arteries of the upper and lower extremities of infa,nts at term. Prepared by Dr. E. R. Hodge, anatomist, Army Medical
Museum.
A model of the human larynx, enlarged. Presented by Dr. H. Kronecker, Berne,
Switzerland.
A series of four wax models showing the development of the labyrinth and acoustico-facia.l region of the human embryo. Prepared by l<'. Ziegler, Freibnrg in
Baden, Germany. Purchased.
A series of six wax models showing the development of the human teeth. Prepared
by F. Ziegler, Freiburg in Baden, Germany. Purchased.
Mode1s of dissections of the head and neck, arm and hand, and leg and foot of an
adult, showing the muscles, arteries, veins, and nerves. Prepared by Emile
Deyrolle, Paris, France. Purchased.
A series of eight wax models of brains of different animals. Prep_ared by Emile
Deyrolle, Paris, France. Purchased.
Seventy sets of longitudinal sections of bones from man and the lower animals. Prepared by Dr. E. R. Hodge, anatomist, Army Medical Museum.
A series of bullets showing deformations by impact with ground and hard substances. Presented by Capt. C. E. Woodruff, assistant surgeon U. S. Army.
A set of Dr. H. A. Kelly's uretera.l instrnments, with calibrator and extra catheter.
Made and presented by I!'. Arnold & Sons, Baltimore, Md.
Four hundred and seventy-six slides of sections of human embryos, containing 3,256
sections. Prepared by Dr. W. M. Gray, microscopist, Army Medical Museum.
ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.

During the fiscal year there were furnished under the laws relating to
artificial limbs 343 artificial legs, 4 arms, 2 feet, ·and 2 apparatus; a.nd
the commuted value of an artificial leg was paid in 2,997 cases of amputation, of an artificial arm in 3,184 cases, and of an artificial foot in 72
cases. Commutation was paid also in 3,496 cases in which the use of a.
limb was lost. The money expended consisted of $586,391.44 from the
a11propriation for the year, $4,823.55 from the appropriation for 1893,
and $500.40 from that of 1892, a total of $591,715.39.
There are at the present time 16,750 approved cases of loss of limb
or loss of use of limb on the rolls, 3,395 cases of loss of ar-m, 3,603
cases of loss of leg, 99 of loss of foot, and 9,653 of loss of use of limb.
These cases come up for payment every three years. Their commutation value amounts to $927,575, but as about 500 cases elect to be furnished with limbs in kind, this sum has to be increased by about $20,000
for the transportation of these maimed soldiers from their homes to
the place of manufacture and return. The expense of transportation,
which is paid by the Quartermaster's Department, and is refunded to
that department out of the appropriation for artificiallimbs, is an uncertain amount, depending chiefly on the distance traveled. From some
calculations made in this office it is found to average about $40 per
ca e. The sum of about $050,000 would therefore be required every
three years to meet the requirements of existing legislation in the cases
now on the rolls.
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The expenditures from this sum are, however, not equably distributed
over the three years, as may be seen from the following statement of
the present c011dition of the rolls:
Cases due during the years ending June 30-

Cases.
Arms, artificial, at $50 each .............
Legs, artificial, at $75 each .. __ .. __ . __ ..
F eet., artificial, at $50 each ...... ........
Loss of use of lim l> , commutation, $50 ...
.d.JIIl 1ml

total. .................... .

3,188
3,340
74
3,498
10,100

1896.

1895.

189J.

'

Value.

Cases.

--- --- ------

--

70
101
12
2,306

$3. 50
7,57";J
60 0
115, 300

Value.

Cases.

250,500
""·
,oo I ·
3,700

)62
l37
13

$6,850
12,150
650
192,450

4,161

212,100

~~-3~~:..
I
588,500

Value.

-- - 126,-97·5
2, 48()

Total cases, 16,750; -value, $927,575.
.
The commutation value of the cases matured during the year endmg
:lune 30, 1894, amounted to $588,500 ; and as only 351 of the ~ases
mvolved transportation to obtain limbs in kind, the total expenditure
from the appropriation of this year will probably not exceed $604,000;
of which sum $591,715.59 bas, as stated above, alr~ady been exJ?encled.
T.h e commutation value of the cases which become due durmg the
fiscal year 1895 is $212,100, which will be increased to $213,000 by the
expense .of transportation. It must be remembered that the men who
are eutitled to benefit under the laws relating to artificial limbs are
dropping from the list by death at the rate of about 1.6 JJer cent
annually. This calculation of the present mortality is based upon
statistics which were summarized on page 10 of the Report of the Surge-on-General, 1892. When the cases falling due in 1895 come to_ be
paid about 4.8 per cent ot the sum above estimated will not be reqmred
on. account or deaths during the three years since these cases ~ere last
pa~cl. The sum of $203,000 will probably cover the expenditures ~f
t~:n~ year, but as only $ 194,000 has been appropriated in the sundry civil
bill for tbe year, cases to th~ amount of $9,000 maturing towa~d ~he
end of the year will ltave to lie over for settlement until the begmurng
of the fiscal yea-r 1896.
It will be seen from the above tabulation tbat there arc in the file
boxes of this office 2,489 cases which mature in the year ending Juno
30, _1896, calling for an expenditure of $126,975, or including transpor·
tat1on to have limbs fitted, $127,500. Deducting 4.8 per cent for death
reduces this estimate to, in round figures, $121,000, and $9,000 added
foT tbo c~ses left unsettled from the previous year makes the sum need·
ful for tlie yea~ ending June 30, 1896, $130,000.
In these estimates no allowance has been made for new ca e \ as o1
late very few of these have been added to the rolls.
TR SSES AND APPLIANCE .

f

The n_umber of trus es i u cl durilicr tbe year wa 986; the number
ur ·1 al applianc , 133.
b
ENERAL

no 'PIT
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treated /this · year. Of these, 0 were on the active list of the Army, 1
retired, 1 recommended for retirement, 2 ou the Navy active list, and 2
retired. Of the_ active Army officers 4 recovered their health and 5
were improved but not :fit for duty when they left the hospital upon a
continuance of sick leave. Of the active Navy officers 1 recovered, but
the other did not improve and lrns since been retired. The average
residence of the 5 who recovered was 94 days.
From all sources this year 101 enlisted men were admitted, again.st
84 the year before; and of the whole 82 were soldiers formally received
from other commands, against 75 the previous year. At the beginning
of the year there were 21 soldiers in hospital and at its close 16 ~ there
were therefore 87 completed cases, against 60 in the :fiscal year 1893. Of
these completed cases 1 died, 19 were discharged for disability, 1 by purchase, 3 by order (witl10ut honor), 2 were transferred to other stations
still ill, 2, who were on furlough, resumed their status improved, and
59, or nearly GS per cent of the whole, were returnd to duty, against 58
per cent during the previous year. Of 48 completed c'ases of rheumatism 29, or '30 per ceut, went to duty, the proportion being the same as
last year, when the numbers were 40 cases and 25 to duty. Of 19 discharg·ed for disability the ability of 10, or 52 per cent, to support themselves by manual labor was reckoned at one-half or more. The subsequent histories of 40 cases in ihe calendar year 1893 retutned to duty
at other sh:Ltions show that six months after leaving hospital, 36, or
more than 73 per cent, remained well. The proportion the year before
was 78 per cent. The average residence in l10spital of the completed
cases was 109 days; those returned to duty were preseut 7'J, and those
discharged for disability 152 days. The latter figures last year were
105 arnr104, respectively.
It still remains true tbat the fall capacity of the hospital is not
utilized, and medical directors are advised to recommend more transfern of appropriate cases. Among those returned to duty this year
were several men whose discharge for disability had been recommended
by post surgeons. Occasional cases not adapted to the place appear
to have been sent there. Pulmonary cases do not do well. The commanding officer recommends that no rnan be sent who does not have a
"good" military character. rapprove of this.
·
Besides the usual aHowance of $600 for minor repairs to the hospi bl,
there was an allowance of $1,309.02 for more important work. Tllis
money has been expendedinrepaintingthe exterior brickwork, extending the steam heating, lowering the bath-house ceilings to economize
heat, and repairing wear and tear. From a special appropriation made
year before last for the improvement of the grounds, $3,043.0.3 was
expended in boundary walls, fences and gates, and other masonry, in
the care of plauts, and in the change of site of the stable and wagon
shed. There remains unexpended $996.44, which is being used in
introducing new hot-water pipes and other similar improvements.
'.rbe commanding officer renews his recommendations for the introduction of electric light, and that cottage quarters be built on the
grounds for the junior medical officer and the quartermaster, who are
now required to live in the town of Hot Springs. I concur iu these
recomme!ld ation s.
PROVIDENCE

no

'PITAL .

Under the provisions of tho act of Angu t 3, 1893, making ~pproprfation of $19,000 "for the support and medical treatment of n~netytive medical a11d surgical patients wl10 arc destitute in tbc ·1ty of
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Washington, under a contract to be made with the Providence Hospital by the Surgeon-General of the .Army," a contract was duly entered·
11:1-to with t~e institution named, and has been fulfilled to my satisfaction and without com11laint on the part of the persons sent there ~or
trea.tment. Tile following is a statement of the amount of relief
afforded under the appropriation:
Number of patients in.hospital July 1, 1893 ____________________ ----~- ......
Kurnber of patients admitted during the year .. __ .... __ ....................

94
957

Tota,1 n_umber of patients treated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 1,051
Average number of patients admitted per month ....... _................ - -.
80
Nnmber remaining in hospital June 30, 1894 .. _.. _...... .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . ..
.106
Total i.J.umber·of days' treatment afforded. ____ .. _.... _........ ............. 37, 790
Average number of days' treatment per patient._ ................... -.. -.. ·
36
A....-erage number of patients treated per day __ .... _....... _......... - ...... ·
104
Longest term of .treatment (days)._........................................
36!
Shortest term of treatment (days) .... _.... _. __ .... _............. - . -- - -· - · · ·
Number of patients in hospital during tlle whole year ................ . - -- - ·
27

The patients included in the statement represent all classes of diseases, acute and chronic, except those of a contagious nature. 'fhe
patients shown as having remained in hospital during the whole year
are incurable, without home or friends.
MEDICAL OFFICERS.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894, the Medical Department
of the .Army lost 11 of its members, 1 by death, an assistan~ surgeongeneral with the rank of colonel, and 10 by retirement; 2 assistant s?-rgeons-genera,l with the rank of colonel; 2 deputy surgeons-gene:al with
the rank of lieutenant-colonel; 3 surgeons with the rank of maJor, and
3 assistant surgeons with the rank of captain.
Promotions were made during the year as follows: Two ~~puty surgeons-general with the rank of lieutenant-colonel, to be assistant surgeons-general with the rank of colonel; 4 surgeons with the rank of
major, to be deputy surgeons-genera.I with the rank of lieutenant-c?lonel;
7 assistant surgeons with the rank of captain, to be surgeons w~th the
rank of major, and 5 assistant surgeons with the rank of first heutenant, to be assistant surgeons with the rank of captain.
An_Army medical examining board was convened in Octobe~, and
remarned in session during the month for tbe examination of can~1d~tes
to fill the vacancies then existing. Thirty-seven candidates were 1m:ited
to appear before the board. One of these failed to appear, 1 declmed
exa~inatio~1, 1 -~ithdrew after partial examina~ion, 9_wer~ rejecte\l for
physical d1sab1hty, and 20 for professional d1squahficat10ns, while 5
w~re found qualified and were thereafter appointed assistant surgeous
with the rank of first lieutenant.
At the clo e of the year there were ten vacancies in the number of
appointme~1ts.t~en allowed by law, and a board hau been convenecl.t?
select the md1v1duals to fill these vacancies· but inasmuch as the Mihtary C o~~ittee _o f the Ilou e of Representative , in drafting the Ar~y
appropnati n_ 111 for the current year, seemed to regard a reduct10n
of the numencal trength of the Medical Corp as de irable, tlle_order
c n nm he b_oar_d wa at my request rescinded, and the cand1 lates
~ho h~d
n mv1t d t appear for examination were not,ifi u of the
n~defimt
ponem nt of the examinations. The bill wh n pa.,, ed
It' ct cl th, t th numb r of a .. i. tant urgeo11 be reduced to 110 :1 los
t h
f 15 Y ung ffic r in. tead of 35, as origina1ly I ropo
·
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In the report of the Committee on Military Affairs to accompany
H. R. 6373, the appropriation bill above mentioned, certain reasons were
given in support of the recommendation of the committee to reduce the
Medical_Department which appear to be founded on a misapi,rehension
of the facts. The report says: ''When this department was reorganized by law in 1869 there were 210 military posts and stations in the
country. This number has already been greatly reduced, so that there
are now but 120 military posts and stations, and a still further reductiou is proposed and will be effected within a few years.. It is evident
th:;i.,t if 193 officers in this denartment were sufficient when the number
of posts and stat ons was 2io, there can be as great a reduction as is
proposed in this bill when the number of posts and stations is reduced
to 120."
..
As a matter of fact there were 184 acting assistant surgeons in service in 1870, after the reorganization referred to, and these acting
assistant surgeons performed all the duties of junior medical officers.
They were made responsible for medical property and were ordered
wherever their services were required, in the field with troops, as assistants at large posts, and as post surgeons at small posts. As the number of posts was reduced and the exigencies of the service permitted,
their number was reduced as follows: In 1875 to 150, in 1880 to 111; in
1885 to 58, in 1890 to 48, fa 1892 to 22.
In the bill making appropriations for the support of the Army for
the year ending June 30, 1893, no appropriation was made for acting
assistant surgeons, and no contract has been made for 'Such service
since that date. .A.t present private physicians can be employed only
by the visit, and there is no provision of law by which they can be
placed in charge of the medical department at a military post. They
are therefore not available for taking charge of a post hospital and the
medical and hospital property necessary for the care of the sick and
wounded of a garrison, or for the discipline and drill of the hospital
corps detachment, for the sanitary superrision of the post, or for medical services to the families of officers and enlisted men.
On page 4 of the report of the committee it is stated that, ~, It may
be necessary in several instances to employ outside attendance of physicians for the smaller posts, but that can always be done and efficient
services secured at the cost of from one-fifth to one-fourth of the present average of salaries of the officers of the corps." As a matter of
fact, private physicians have been employed during the past year and
are now employed at all the arsenals of the country. The number of
men at these stations is comp~ratively small, and a saving is made by
paying for medical services by the visit. But it 1s a mistake to suppose that private physicians could be employed at garrisoned posts,
whether large or small, at the low estimn,te cited above. Indeed, I
question if there are more than half a dozen posts in the country where
satisfactory medical attendance could be provided at less cost than the
pay of an assistant surgeon of the Army, $133.33 per month. Moreover, a post medical officer has various and important duties to perform
in addition to caring for the sick. In fact, his presence as a member
of the garrison is more important than that of any other officer, for no
other officer can perform his duties, whereas any line officer present
can perform the duties of quartermaster, commissary of subsistence,
adjutant or commanding officer, of a company or garrison . The MajorGeneral Oomma,n ding, on page 12 of the committee's report, is cited as
saying: "At military posts it i , in my judgment, impracticable to
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sul)11ly the necessary service, including that in the hospitals, in any
other way than through the regular commissioned officer."
The report of the military committee further says: "In time of peace
thes~ men (enlisted men) should be, generally speaking, in sound ~eal~h,
})hysically and mentally." Great care is exercised in the cxammat10n
of recruits, and they are in sound health physically and mentally at the
date of enlistment; but, under the most favorable circumstances, a consid~r~ble number require the services of a physician after enli~tment.
This 1s shown by the fact that at the three recruiting depots, all m comparatively healthy locations, the average number on sick report every
day during the year ending December 31, 1893, wasAt Columbus Barracks, Ohio ................................................ 57.6~

±i ~:J~~!}~1 ~~~~--~~k~; M~.:-~::: ~: ~~: ~ ~ ~:: ~ --~::: :: :~ :~ ~ ~ :: ~ ~ :-::·:~:~: ~~ ::~~:: ~: ~!:ii
T11c average number at Fort Clark, Tex., garrisoned by 314 officers
and men, was 25.05; at Fort Myer, Va., garrisoned ·by 259, 16.21. It
may be observed also that these averages represent the number borne
on Bick report; probably an equal number at every post has to be examined and prescribed for although not taken up on sick reports.
Again, -an important part of the duty of a medical officer i1;1 a garrison is to decide whether enlisted men who report themselves sick, are
in reality unfit to perform their duties, or whether they feign sickne~s
for the purpose of avoiding these duties. A private physician ~alled m
by -the visit is not present at sick call to determine this quest10n, and
when it is left to the decision of a nonprofessional person, a _comp~ny
officer, or noncommissioned officer, for instance, the ma~ who fe1g!3-S sickness has a better chance of success, and the really sick man 1s often
com11elled to do duty because be is suspected of malingering.
It is, however, when troops are ordered out for active service that the
weakness of a Medical Department, consisting iu part of medic~l 1;11en
attending and paid by the visit, would be mainly felt. Th? prmcipal
reas·o n for supporting an army in time of peace is that an efficient organization may be maintained which will be ready for service in any e~ergency and serve as a nucleus for the larger army which will be required
in case of war. This applies to the l\fedical Department as well as to
the fighting force. The duty of our medical officers is not only to
attend the sick at their stations acting at the same time as health officers for their command, but to be prepared an<l. to prepare their hospital-c?rps detachments, for any emergen~y, and especi~Ily for :field
seTvrne. The call to service in the field is more common m our Army
than is generally supposed. During the year 1893 the number of men
constantly in the fiel<l. was 780, as reported by the 09 medical officers
who -were ont with the various detachments which constituted the average field strength. The largest number of medical officers out in one
month_ ~as 23, in September, with detachments aggregating 2,954 _men,
and givrng an ~verage strength for the month of 1,(W3 men. It IS.for
such field e~v1 e _that the need of the junior officers of the .uledical
De~~rtment 1 chiefly felt. In 1892, 76 medical officers were on :field
en:ic , the ave!age number of men thus s rving having been 1 010.
In 1. 1 , <3 m d1 al officers were out with various detachment of troo1 ·
avm~ an av 'rage tr ngth of 8 !) rn n an<l. in 1 00 143 medical offi1 an • verage strength of 1,210 1~en. If atten'dan c on the ick
c tr'
a
Ill ary 1> 0 t
'mad th gaurre of tllc . tren°th f the Iedical
~r m 11• 11 pr i.-ion of m dic-af' offi er can b mad for ro P· n
a n:
r 1 ' ul
· ·r ain po. t · be dcpriv cl of th ir m i ·al ofli er ·

./f
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During the recent troubles at Chicago, Ill., when 1,775 men were suddenly concentrated in that city, 3 medical officers on leave of absence
threw up the unexpired portion of their leaves and reported for duty
with tbe troops, and thus helped out the department in the emergency.
It must be remembered also that medical officers are as liable as -other
officers to break down under the exposures and accidents of :field service
or from other causes. During the past three years a little over 5 per
cent of them have . been constantly noneffective from sickness, or 10
offi-c-ers of the 192·allowed by law up to the time of the passage of the
current appropriation bill.
Again, these officers are as much entitled as other officers to leaves of
absence; but inasmuch as the Regulations of the Army prescribe that
leaves will not be granted "so that a post will be left without competent medical attendance," many of the officers of the Medical Corps have
to do, year after year, without leaves snch as are enjoyed by others.
During the past te:q years the leaves of ·absence granted to medical officers were equivalent to an average leave annually .o f a little less than
14 days for each. To enable the department to permit its officers to
have one month's leave annually, and at the same time provide competent medical attendance at posts, a strength of 8.3 per cent is needful
over and above that necessary to man the posts.
In view of these considerations I regard with regret the policy w11ich
has cut off 15 officers from the department.
I add· here the views and opinions of the Major-General Commanding
the ..Army and of the general officers commanding departments:
J.M. SCRO.FIELD, MA.TOR-GENERAL COMMANDING AHMY, March 15, 1894: It woulcl,
in my judgment, be seriously injurious to the military service to so reduce the
officers of the Medical Corps that there would no longer be the necessary number of
surgeons for permanent duty at the various military posts. Medical service may
doubtless be employed for officers sfationed in cities, and perhaps in some cases at
much less expense than the salaries of a. surgeon; yet when it is remembered that
the Army surgeons stationed in cities, besides attending officers there, perform the
very important duty of examining recruits, it is probable that the service rendered
is less expensive as well as far more efficient than that which could be hired by the
visit. At military posts it is, in my judgment, impracticable to employ the necessary service, including that iu the hospitals, in any other way than through the
regular commissioned officer.
·
So far at:11 am in.formed the experience of late years shows that the Medical Corps
of tbe Army is none too large for the necessities of the service.
Jf these views meet the concurrence of the Secretary of War, I respectfully suggest
that tlrny be communicated to the committees in Congress having this matter in
charge.
OLIVER 0. HOWARD, MAJOR-GENERAL, C0;\1MANDING DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST,
.April 4: In reply to your letter of the 19th ultimo, I have the honor to state tba,t
theTe are no medical officers on duty in my department whose services can be spared
without prejudice to its interests, unless, of course, other officers are sent in their
plac-c.s.
There are at present on the roster of this clepartment 37 meclical officers; of thc'se,
1 (the medical director) is on detached service in Europe, 1 (Maj. Cleary) is present, sick, 1 (Capt. Dall, temporarily attached) is absent on leave, 1 (Ma.j. Comeg_y:,)
is present, sick, on partial duty, and 33 are present for duty.
Of this number 3 (Capts. Crampton, Wood, and Sha.nnon) are assigned as attc1l(ling surgeons and examiners of recruits in Baltimore, Boston, and New York, ::m,l
the remaining 30 are distributed to the 26 cliffercn t posts throughout the department, as follows, viz: One post (\Vashington barracks), where there is a considerable detachment of the Hospital Corps being trained for service, has 3 medical omcer.s; 6 of tho largest posts have 2; 16 posts 1 (the post surgeon, Maj. Comegys, at
Fort ·wa.d.sworth being sick, is temporarily assisted by a civiban :pra.ctioner); ~ P? t
(Fort ·wood and Newport barracks) have none, the sick being cared for by 111od1cal
officers from neighboring stations; :md 1 post (Key West barracks) is und_cr tbe
professional ca.re of a, civilian practioner, fortunately of previous Army service.
It is desiraMe that a medical officer be assigned to duty at Key West barracks;
with this addition the number in the department will be barely snfficient to perform tho very exacting duties of the medical and sanitary service
•
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I am decidedly of the opinion that the services of a private physician, employed
by the visit, can not be substituted for those of a medical officer in any military
command without a very considerable sacrifice of the public interests; the duties of
a medical officer for the Army require close attention to a large field of special
work hardly at all in the line of civilian practice.
Civilian practitioners might be employed in the cities as attending surgeons and
examiners of recruits, but it is doubtful if such could be obtained who would fit
themselves for the latter duties, if only temporarily employed, and, as the charges
of competent civilians are high, it is believed that efficient service could not be had
from this source except at greater expense than the cost of the medical officer.
With troops, under the variecl conditions of service, a special class of physicians
trained in the service is indispensable; the duty of these is to understand, anticipate, and meet conditions wholly out of the line of civilian prac;tice; and without
them experience has shown that the troops must endure great additional suffor~ng
in actual service. Such a class is not to be found in civil life; it is not the cre3:t\on
of a day, but the result of careful training and experience, and becomes espemally
valuable to the Government largely through such experience, and the knowledge
gained in the performance of its duties in the public service.
.
The ne\:)essity for a medical department is recognized in all armies, and since its
necessity is admitted, it is without dispute important that its efficiency should be
m aintained at the highest possible l evel, that it may not be found, when the emergency arises, in a condition of collapse.
NELSON A. MILES, MAJOR-GENERAL, COMMANDING DEPARTMENT OF MISSOURI,
March 27, 1894: I have the honor to reply, in answer to questions contained in your
comm11nication of the 19th instant, as follows :
1. That none of the medical officers now on duty in my department can be spared
without prejudice to the best interests of the service.
2. That there are no additional medical officers required in this department.
3. I do not think it woulcl be advisable to depend upon private physicia~s at any
of ·the military posts in this department; in fact, I think it would be a mistake t.o
adopt such a system. The surgeon should be available at all times, not only_ to
attend to the sick and disabled while in garrison, but be entirely free to m?ve with
the command instantly to any part of the country, and go with the troops mto battle, where the services of experienced, well-trained surgeons are indispensable .to
the efficiency of the troops.
JORN R. B HOOKE, BRIGADIER-GENERAL, COMMANDING DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE,
Ma1·ch 27, 1894: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter ~f t_he 19~h
instant, in which, referring to the incorporation into tbe pending appropnat10u bill
of a provision for the gradual reduction of the number of assistant surg~on~ froi:n
;t.25 to 90, you request me to state certain facts relative to the medical service m thIS
department and pertinent to the question of the expediency of the proposed reduction. In reply, I beg to advise you as follows :
.
The number of medical officers on duty at the several posts in the department 1s
sufficient for the performance of the duties devolving upon them at the p~esed
time. It is not, however, more than sufficient, and none could be spared without
prejudice to the interests of the public service.
. .
The employment, by the visit, under Army Regulation 1637, of private phys1cia,ns
living near military posts requiring medical attendance, does not in the ~ong run
conduce to the advantage of the serv ice in my judgment. It has been tried at 2
of the smal1er posts in the department-Fort Sidney, Nebr., and Camp Pilot B~tte,
W yo. In neither case was the result satisfactory, except that it effected a shght
sa.ving in expense. The only available physician at the former pos t was reported
as _lac~ing the requisite qualifications for the work; anu although there was no
obJect10n_ on the score of incompetency to the civilian doctor, who, in the absence
of a medical officer, performed the•sanitary service at Pilot Butte from August_ 10,
1893, to March 9, 1894, the management of the hospital, the discipline of t~e hospital
corps detachment, and the care of the hospital property, was not what 1t ought to
ha.ve been and would have been had such an officer been on duty at the camp.
The above statement is bolieved to be a full answer to the specific questions propounded. I would acl~l, that as commander of various frontier posts for more than
twenty years of m_y life, I found the proper supply of medical attendance to ~e
amon~ the mo. tser~ous and troublesome problems with which I had to deal. There 18
1 s di~culty m this respect at this time; but even now, as department commander,
I find it not always an easy matter to secure the services of medical officers for
tr?OJlS when detached from their po ts for duty iu the field. It must be borne in
mrn<~ tha~ n_ot _onl ' the h alth of the individuals composing a military command, bnt
~l 0 _i~s ch ciplme as~ ho_dy depends in a large cl gree upon the medi cal officer who
is a:s 1 ~ned t lnty with it.
1mfficie1~t_knowledge of medicine and urg,· ry, t~?ngh
ess~n_h_al, do, no compl t the rc•<JnHnto professionnl e'l_nipm en t f the m1htary
ph)Slc~an. ro he thorou1rhly effici ·nt as such, ho mu t b conver ant with the

.
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ways and customs of the service, the peculiar charact~ristics of its perso?~ l,
d
the requirements of discipline ; and an acquaintance with these can be acqnu
nY
by actual service with troops for a period of years.
.
.
After a careful consideration of the subject I am fully co_nvmced t?at the f h
Department, as now constituted, is none too large, and that its reduction would l
the efficiency of the militarv service.
A. McD. McCooK, BRIGADIER-GENERAL, COMMANDING DEPA~TMENT OF COLO AD_ :
Your communication of March 19, 1894, relative to the provis_o of Army appr_ pi,,_ tion bill reducing the number of assistant surgeons as vacancies occur to 90, 1 th1
day received.
·
I have the honor to reply to your questions in order, as follows:
(a) "Whether any of the medical officers now on duty in y_our department au b
spared without prejudice to the interests of the service; and, 1f so, where the offi
whose services can be dispensed with are now stationed f"
In my opinion and to the best of my information no medical officer in t~i~ d partment can be spared without prejudice to the interests of the service. . This 1 on of
the largest military departments in the United States; the posts are widely scatt r d
over sparsely settled regions, and in many cases at a distance from railroads or town .
The garrisons generally are large, and the officers, troops, and families are ntir ly
dependent upon the post surgeon in sickness, epidemics, and accidents.
The constant calls for movements of troops in connection with Indian affairs,
troubles on the Mexican boundary, etc., make it necessary that at all the larg r
posts 2 medical officers should be stationed, that troops so moving may be accompanied by a medical officer, while the garrison remaining may not be deprived of
medical help.
(.b) "Whether any additional medical officers are required in your department;
and, if so, at what stations f"
.
In.my" opinion the larger posts, as Huachuca, Whipple barracks, Wingate, Grant
Bayard; Logan, Douglas, and Apache should have 2 medical officers assigned, as i;
the _case at present, and so far as I can see, no other medical officers are now needed 38
in the case of need 1 officer can be temporarily withdrawn from any of these p~sts
for temporary assignment in an emergency ; but I am of the opinion that the number
should not be further reduced, as great inconvenience may be ·experienced in cases
of illness an;10ng the medical officers, expeditions, or any emergency calling for medical assistance.
(c) "Whether the services of private physicians living in the vicinity of military
posts in your department who could be employed by the visit in case of sickness
under Army Regulation 1637, can be substituted for those of a medical officer of th;
!>,-rmy at ~ny post in yonr department w:ith~ut prejudice to the intnests of the servrne; and, 1f so, at what posts such substitution can be made, and what saving would
be .effected there by f"
. The ~nilitary posts of this dep ar~IIl:ent, with 3: ~ew exceptions, are at a distance
from villages or towns where P1:1Y~icians are. res1dmg, and even in cases where the
are near, I am strongly of the opm10n that neither by education nor qualifications a?
they suited to care for the sick at our i:nilitary posts, nor would their services b:
g~nera~ly acceptable ~o any of our garrisons. The constant presence of a m edical
officer 1s necessary with any body of troops, or at any military post. The care f'
the ho~p~tal and it~ supplies, the _ins_tructio1;1 =:i,nd discip~jne of the hospital corps, t~&
superv1~10n of s~mtary and hygiemc cond1t1ons, require the services of educ t d
and tramed medical officers.
a e
It has been necessary at times to secure the services of civilian physicians b 11t th
results have been such as to emphatically prove that their services ·can not b
b&
stitnted for the regular medical officers of the Army. Nor can these se . e sub r endered "by the visit" with economy. The rates per visit and milea rvrne~ &
and the daily necessities of an ordinary post would make such services ge are high,
sive and entirely unsatisfactory .
very expenThe entire medical service of this department is, in my opinion adm' · t
d .
judgment and :fidelity, and I deprecate any change or reductio~ thatis eri with
render the service l ess efficient than it now is.
i:nay end to
FRANK WHEATON, BRIGADIER-GENERAL, COMMANDING DEPARTMEN

1

zF.

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of March 9 1~ 9
TEx~s:
you stat e that the Military Committee of the House of Representat·'
h' i~ w~rnh
to r eport a proviso in the Army appropriation bill reducin the uur:ives 3:s ~cided
surgeon~, as :"acanc~es occur, to 90, the 1;1umber at present fllowed be~~r ~t;~sista1;1t.
connection with which proposed reduction yo.u propound the £
. g . ,, and m
tories, with a view to transmitting my answer thereto to the ho 11owi~f i nuerrogaof War for the information of Congress:
onora e 8 ecretary(a) "Whether any of the medical offi cers now on dut in our d
spared without prejudi ce to the interests of the service yand~f so ephart~~t c~n be '
whose services can be dispensed with are now stationed."
' w ere e O cers
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(b~ ''Whether any achlitional medical officers arc required in your department,
and 1f so, at what stations."
(c) '.'Whether the services of private physicians living in the Yicinity of military
posts m your department, who could be employed by the visit in case of sickness,
under Army Regulation 1637, can be substituted for those of a medical officer of
the ~rmy at _any post in your department without prejudice to the interests of ~he
service, and 1f so, at what posts such substitution can be made, n,ncl what savmg
would be effected thereby."
·
In 1·eply I respectfully submit the following:
_(a) None of the medical officers now on duty in this tlepartment can be spared
without mamfest prejudice to the interests of the service .
. (b) Additional medical officers are not required in the department at present; but
m the event of any disturbance on the Rio Grande, requiring troops to take the field,
as was recently the case, additional medical officers might be required, as they were
then.
(e) The substitution of private physicians for medical officers of th~ Arll:1y_iu_ this
department would pr·obably involve expense and certainly result m chmmished
efficiency. Their introduction into garrisoned posts is absolutely impracticable.
In all other departments of Army administration substitutes for the regular officers
ther~in may be found by drawing on the line of the Army, the officers of _which aro
qualified to some extent to perform any duty to which they may be assigned. In
t~e Medical Department, however, a variety of duties aside from att_en?ance on the
sick devolve upon a surgeon that can only be performed by a commi~sioned office~.
Therefore at least one officer of your department is indispensable m each garrisoned po~t of the Army, regardless of size.
.
.
Assumrng that the medical service jn other departments is on the same basis as 18
the Department of Texas, I should regard .any reduction of the Medical Corps as a
great misfortune to the Army.
- E. s. OTIS, BRIGADIER-GENERAL, COMMANDING DEPARTMENT OF THE CoLyMnIA:
To the questions submitted in your communication of the 19th instant, to which you
request answer, _! would respectfully reply as follows:
.
To the first question: "Whether any of tho medical officers now on du~y m yo~r
department can be spared without prejudice to the interests of the service, anil if
so, where the officers whose services can be dispensed with are stationed.''
.
I wo~ld answer: None can be spared. At the 7 posts of the department 9 medical
officers have station, 1 of whom is now absent on leave. This, when all are present
for duty, is 1 medical officer at the smaller posts and 2 at the large posts of Vancouver Barracks and Sherman . Owino· to the absence of 1 medical officer from Fort
Sherman, I am now a little e~barrasstd to secure the attendance of one with troops
·
.
.
soon to make a march from that post to Fort Spokane.
To the second question: "'Vb ether anv additional medical officers are reqmred 10
your department, and if so, at what stations."
I would answer: Yes; one at Fort Wallawalla to meet emergencies, on~ wh~se
services would be available for the :field without depriving a post of all medical a~d,
and who coulcl temporarily relieve a medical officer if detached, ill, or necessarily
absent for any reason, private or official.
. .
.
. 'I'.o ~he third question : '' Whether the services of pri va to physicians 11 vmg i_n. t~e
vicm1ty ~f military l)osts in your department, who could be em_ployed by the visit 10
case_ of s1ekness, under Army Regulation 1637, can be subs~1tuted
t~ose of a
~ed1cal officer of the Army at any post in your department without preJudice to the
mterests of the service, and if so, at what posts such substitution can be made,
and what saving could be offectccl thereby.' 1
•
I would ?ins-yer: No; not in any instance, ancl even if circumstances. peruntte~
such sn?stitut1on, the constant demand which would be made for professional medical service would not result fa any pecuniary saving to the Government.
P. T. SWAINE, COLO~'"EL TWE:N'TY-SECOND INFANTRY, CO::\1MANDING DEPAR'J'.ME~T
OF_ J:?AKOTA: In reply to your letter of the 19th instant, I woultl state that rn my
o~imon non~ o~ the medical officers now on duty in my department can be spared
wi:thout pr Jud1co to tho service. In fact, the number is a,lrea,dy inadequate, a I
thmk there_ B!loulcl be a medical officer at Fort Pembina, where now we have none,
an~ an adchbonal medical officer at Fort Custer.
mce Ju?e 30, 18921 no acting assistant sur(Teons h ave been mployed, an~ ~l t h
wor~ previously perform tl by them has siuce then devolved upon ho comnu. 1_one~
medical officers of tho Army, who, in spite of the fact that the number ?f mil1tan
po t lia~ 1, en r cdtt a, have u cu scarcely equal numerically to 1he reqmrements of
the rn e.
1 kno;v of n o -po where the s rvicc of private physician , mploy d b y ~h e vi_ it,
uffider p .nagr. plt 1 >37 . rmy
(Tnlations, can b snbstitn t cl for tho e of m e l ical
0
d. 1 • rs. of b A~n!y without pr ·jndice to the inter sts of th, cr,ic and t o tho
1sc1plm a u cfl1 ·1 nc.- of the Ho pital Corp

fo:
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Of the 11 posts in this department, Fort Pembina is the only one that has a
settlement in its immediate vicinity from which it is practicable to get medical
attendance. With reference to the other 10 posts and 1 camp, the vicinage of
the towns and settlements where there are physicians living varies fron1 about 3 to
35 miles.
Convinceu, as I am, of the correctness of these views, I can not but deplore any
legislation having for its object the reduction of the number of medical officers of
the Army at this time .
. THE .ARMY MEDIC.AL SCHOOL.

I take pleasure in reporting the successful establishment of the
Army Medical School authorized by General Orders No. 51, A.G. O.,
June 24, 1893. , The value of a special course of study for passed candidates for the military service is recognized by the medical departments of many European armies. The absolute necessity of special
training for the officers who are to be intrusted with the great responsibility of keeping the Army in its best sanitary condition was demonstrated in the British service during the progress of the Crimean ,var;
and their Army Medical School was a product of the experience so
dearly bought in that war. It has been in continuous and successful operation since 1857. The duty of an army medical officer is to
preserve the efficiency of11is command by guarding it against unsanitary _
influences and preventing disability from diseases that are known to
be preventable. To this end he examines every candidate for enlistment, rejecting those who have any imperfection of physique or taint
or weakness of constitution that would probably result in disability
under the ordinary exposures of active military service; and he exercises
a careful supervision over the health of the soldiers, that the sound
physique brought with them into service may not be injured needlessly.
To accomplish this in a satisfactory manner requires special training.
Any well-educated medical man may be placed in the wards of a hospital and intrusted professionally with the care of its sick; but this,
although of high importance, and particularly from the point of view
of the patient, is a minor duty compared with that of preventing or
suppressing the sickness that would otherwise fill the wards. The
medical graduate, equipped as a general practitioner, is not qualified
for such duty. Some of our medical officers have not only recognized
this defect in the qualifications of their juniors, bu~ have appreciated
how much better their own early work might have been had their
education been perfected as is that of the British medical officer at the
Army Medical School at Netley, England. I need hardly say, therefore, that the want of such a school in this country has been greatly
regretted, particularly by those who are conversant with the work of
the European schools. The absence of facilities-of teachers, lecture
rooms, laboratories a11d their equipment-has always presented an
obstacle to the realization of auy suggestion in this line. The expense
of building up such an establishment and meeting its current requirements seemed to throw the proposition out of consideration, in view of
the small number of young men that would be required annually to
undertake its course of study prior to filling the vacant places in the
Medical Department. And yet the very paucity of the number is, in
my opinion, a principal reason why the abilities of each individual
joining the corps should be trained sedulously in the lines of his future
work. It is on the efficiency of the members of the Medical Department of our small Army that the care of the sick and wounded of the
armies of the United States would chiefly devolve in tlie event of war.
Every expenditure, whether of effort or of money, for the improvement
of the Medical Corps is a sound investment, which will produce returns
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in_ an improved sanitary condition of our Army in time of peace, but
will be~r its best fruits, its golden harvest of good work in those times
of ~nxiety and danger when the services of an Army are needed for
active field operations.
~eing _fully convinced ofth~ accuracy of these views, it was with much
sat~sf~ct10n that I recognized the possibility of improvising a sc~ool
which, although adding nothing to the expenses of the Army Medical
Department, would afford all the advantages that could be derived
from one costing heavily_for its establishment and maintenance. The
building provided by Congress for the Library and Mu_seum gave t~e
nec~ssary lecture rooms, and the accumulation of material for bac~er10log1cal and chemical study in the Army Medical Museum furmshed
every thing essential for laboratory work, so that by utilizing these,
together with the abilities and experience of those medical officers
already on duty in this city who have been appointed members of the
faculty, I was enabled, with the approval of the Secretary of War, to
inaugurate this important work. The transfer of the Hospital Corps
company from Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo., to Washington barrac~s completed the equipment of the school by providing facilities for mstruction in drill, company administration, first aid, and battle-field management.
The report of Col. Alden, president of the faculty, which I subn:iit
b~low, gives the details of the course of study during the sessio~ ~egmmng November 1, 189~, and ending February 28, 1894. To this mteresting document and its appendices I desire to invite attention, as showing fully th~ sc<;>pf3 of the work of the school and demonstrating· its
importance and value.
I desire also to thank the members of the faculty for the earnestn~ss
with which they entered upon the work of the session and carried ot~t_its
de~a~ls, notwithstanding the large amount of additional labor. wmch
this imposed upon them . . Most of these gentlemen served_ ~uri?g the
war of the rebellion, holding positions of high responsib1hty m the
Medical Department, and are eminently qualified to hand down to_ the
younger generation the lessons of their earlier experiences as mochfied
by aner thought and matured study. Of course without their hearty
cooperation the school would have been one only in name. This cooperation, so zealously given, has been a source of gratification t? me
in manifesting the complete concurrence of these officers in my views,
not _only as to _the importance, but as to the practicability of the undertakmg. I umte with Col. Alden also in thanking the gentlemen who
kindly enriched the course by valuable lectures on special subjects.
The progress of the school has been watched with interest and
approval by the medical profession and particularly by the medical
'
officers of the National Guard.
In concluding thi.s subject I desire to invite the attention of the Secretar~ of_ War to the recommendation given by Col. Alden that the
~xammat~ons of student officers at the close of the ession be taken
mto con ideratio?- in determining relative rank. At pre ent the rank
of the e. ffic r~ 1 already fixed, by the examination for entrance, when
th e. e 10~ b gm , ~nd their work during its continuance can not alter
th .ir rela :i.ve tandmg. Thi take away an important stimulus to wend mg.
th r for c ncur in the recommendation of the pre ident of
th fa · ty hat th r lative rank of those commissioned on the same
d - e made I? nd nt n the re ult of the examination for appoint~h llt < 11 . b
f t~ xamination held by the fa ulty of the chool ~t
n f th
· · 1 n. I re ommend hat legislation authorizing this
chang b a k d £ r.
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ARMY MEDICAL
no L,
Washington, D. ., March G, 1 91.
To the SURGEON-GENERAL OF THE ARMY:
Srn: I have the honor, as president of the faculty~ to submit th f?llo in~ r
t,
required by General Orders 78, H~adquartors ?f the Arm, , AdJl~tant- n r 1. _
Office, September 22, 1893. Copies of orders relatmg to the school ar , f< r on n
ence of reference, hereto appended and marked A and B:
The course of instruction commenced on Wednesday, November 1, 1 9 , t ~ho
Army Medical Mnseum: ·washington, as required by the order referred to, and,. 1th
the faculty therein announced, namely:
.
Col. Charles H. Alden, assistant surgeon-general, U. S. Army , pre 1d nt f th
faculty and lecturer on the duties of medical officers.
Lieut. Col. William H. Forwood, deputy surgeon-general, U.S. Arm ~, J)ro£
military surgery.
. .
.
Maj. John S. Billings, surgeon, U. S. Army, professor of unh~a_ry hyg1 n ...
Maj. Charles Swart, surgeon, U. S. Army, professor of m1litar ' m diem
nd
director of the chemical laboratory.
. .
Capt. Walter Reed, assistant surgeon, U. S. Army, professor of chmcal and • nitary microscopy and director o1the pathological laboratory . .
Capt. Julian M. Cabell, assistant surgeon, U. S. Army, assistant
f
military snrgery and instructor in hospital corps drill.
The rooms assigned for the use of the school at the Army Medical Mus um pr · d
con;venient and suitable. They were used as lecture rooms, chemical and })athol
ical laboratories, school library, and faculty room. The basement was u db the
instructor in hospital corps drill for preliminary exercises.
The followiug courses of instruction have been given:
1. Duties of medical officers in war and peace-17 lectures and practical demonstrations.
·
2. ·Military surgery, the care of wounded in time of war, and hospital administration_.:_14 lectures.
3. Military hygiene-15 lectures.
4. Military medicine-8 lectures.
5. Chemistry, general and sanitary-laboratory instruction two hours daily.
6. Pathology and bacteriology-laboratory work three hours daily .
7. Hospital Corps drill and first aid to sick and wounded-practical instruction
from one to three hours weekly; instruction in riding one and one-half hours weekly.
Synopses of the lectures and of subjects taken up in the laboratory work, etc., are
appended and marked C, D, E, F, G, H, I.
In addition to the lectures given by the faculty officially connected with the s hool
the_ following auxiliary courses _h:1ve b een given. ~hey have proved highly int r~
estmg and a most valuable add1t10n to the regular mstruction of the school. The
tha?k~ of the faculty_ an~ students are due these gentlemen, who have kindly given
th01r time and labor m aid of our work.
On bacteriology, 9 lectures, by Gen. Sternberg.
On military l~w, 5 lectures, by Maj. G. B. Davis, Judge-Advocate, U.S. Armv.
On comparative anatomy, etc., 3 lectures, by Capt. J.C. Merrill, Medical Department, U.S. Army.
On meclic~l ju!ispru_dence, 4 lectur~s, hl Dr. Robert Fletcher, F. R. c. s., England.
On parasites m man, 2 lectures, with 3 laboratory demonstrations by Dr c Vv
Stiles, Department of Agriculture.
'
· · ·
A very interesting and impor~ant lecture was delivered in the course of milit
surgery "On recent advances m the surgery of the head " by Prof w W K
aryf
Jefferson College, Philauelphia.
'
· · · een, o
N ~nopses of the lectures in the auxiliary courses are appended, marked K, L, M,

1

1

The instruction in equitation was given at Fort Myer Va by L' t A W p
Ninth U. S. Cavalry, under _the direction of Lieut. cd1. G:'v H ieu · · · ei:ry,
post, and was valuable and important, as two members of th enry, comman~lmg
unused to riding. The thanks of the faculty are due Lieut Pe cla~s wtehre ~ntuely
attention bestowed on this work.
· erry .1or e time and
Tbe daily order of duties is appended and marked p
Nine medical officers have been in attendance at the b l
asssis~aD;t surgeons who were approved by the examinin!\ oo d. af follows: The 5
ast 9ctober and
comrn1ss1oned October 26, 1893, and 4 assistant surgeons"' f i°ar
these, Capt. and Assistant Surg. William Ste henson
onger. service: Among
months' leave from his post, Boise Barracks pldaho ·tOU . t~· Army, obtamed four
others, Capts. and Assistant Surgs. R. w. Johnson j
a ~n_d the school, and 3
stationed in Washington and vicinity who took ~~ .hL. Phillips, and G. L. Edie,
laboratory work, as their duties permitted.
c part of the course, chiefly

°
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The courses of instruction as planned have been fully carried out. No lecture
hour has been unfilled and no laboratory work omitted. No unauthorized or unexcused absence on the part of any student officer has been reported, -and ·the faculty
have been much gratified by the industry, attention to duty, and obedience to the
regulations for the school -shown by the pupils. No loss or injury to books and
apparatus beyond that incidental to their use or that which is usual has occurred.
Faculty meetings have been held on the first Mondays of each·month from October to March, inclusive, or as soon after each date as practicable, and at other times
as necessity required.
During the la.st week of the session the 5 newly appointed student officers were
~xamined, in writing chiefly, by the several professors, an.cl their relative proficiency
m each branch was found to be as follows:
Duties of medical officers.-1, Howard; 2, Porter; 3, W"ilson; 4, Quinton; 5, Bratton.
Military surgery-I, Wilson; 2, Porter; 3, Howard; 4, Quinton; 5, Bratton.
Military hygiene-1, Howard; 2, Porter; 3, Wilson; 4, Quinton; 5, Bratton.
Military medicine-I, Quinton; 2, Wilson; 3, Howard; 4, Porter; 5, Bratton.
Chemistry-I, Wilson; 2, Porter; 3, Howard; 4, Bratton; 5, Quinton.
Pathology:...._1, Quinton; 2, Wilson; 3, Howard; 4, Porter; 5, Bratton.
Bacteriology-I, Howard; 2, Quinton; 3, Wilson; 4, Porter; 5, Bratton.
Hospital corps drill and first aid-1, Howard and Quinton, being equal; 2, Porter;
3, Bratton; 4, Wilson.
,,,
The relative standing of the students, faking all the branches into account and
their marking on the basis of 100 maximum, are as follows:
1. Assistant Surgeon D. C. Howard, U. S. A .... _. ____ ..... .--: ......... -- -- --- -- - 83
2. Assistant Surgeon A. S. Porter, U. S. A._ ..................... , -........ · -· · · 82
3. Assistant Surgeon W. H. Wilson, U. S. A ............................ -. -- . - -· 81
4. Assistant Surgeon W.W. Quinton, U. S. A ............. _................. -- -- 74
5. Assistant Surgeon T. S. Bratton, U.S.A .. _................................. - 62
The closing exercises of tho session w ere held on ·wednesday, February 28, at 3 P·
m., and consisted of introductory remarks by the president of the faculty, an addr~ss
by Prof. ,villiam Osler, of Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md., and advice
to the class by Gen. Schofield, commanding the Army.
.
In concluding the work of the session, covering the four months em~rng February
28; the faculty find the plans they had prepared proved generally satisfactorf, and
wh~le.there are some minor changes which their experience has shown to be desuab~e
at another session, it is not deemed necessary to invite attention to them at this
time.
·
·
One point only, one of some importance, the facu]ty desire to present for consideration. Since the rank of the student officers is already fixed before ~hey e~ter the
school, and is not affected by their proficiency at the school, there 1s lackm_g the
stimulus of emulation necessary in all educational institutions. It is very d~su~ble
that tho future rank of those student ·officers who have entered the service JUSt
before the session of the school should be determined not by the examination for
entrance into the corps only, but by the combined results of that examination a.nd
their work at the school as determined by the final examination. It is recommended
that legislation looking to this change be asked for.
Very respectfully,
C.H . .A.LDEN,
.Assistant Surgeon-General, U. S. A., President of Faculty.

APPENDIX A.

GE •• ERAL ORDERS,

No.51.

l
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HEADQ ARTER OF TIIE AR1',1Y;
ADJUTANT-GENERAL' OFFICE,

Washington, June fU, 1893.
By dircc~ion of tho ecretary of War, upon the recommendation of the u~creonG ner:il of the Army, an Army medical school will be established in the city of
Wa ?~ngton for tho purpose_of in~tructing approved candidates for admi sion to the
M~ch al Corps of_ th Army m their duties as medical officers.
Tb ·our. o! m ·truction ,~ill be for four months, and wi11 be given annually at
t!ie Army ::\ledical Mu cum, m "'\ ashington City commencino- ou the 1st day of
ov mb r.
'
J: <?ur pr?f · · ors will h sel cte<l from among the scuior medical officers of the Army
talion ·~l rn or n ar th city of Washington, and as many a ociate prof
r a may
he req ir d to give I>ractical laboratory instruction iu the methods of anitary
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analyses, microscopical technique, clinical· microscopy, bacteriology, urine analysis, etc .
. The faculty of the A.rmy Medical School will consist of1. A. president of the faculty, who shall be responsible for the discipline of the
school, and who will deliver a course of lectures upon the duties of medical officers
in war and peace (including property responsibility, examination of recruits, certificates of disability, reports, rights and privileges, customs of service, etc.).
2. A professor of military surgery (including the care and transportation 0f
wounded).
·
- 3. A professor .of military hygiene (including practical instruction in the examination of air, water, food, and clothing, from a sanitary point of view).
4. A professor of clinical and sanitary microscopy (including bacteriology and
urinology).
By comm:md of Maj. Gen. Schofield:
R ..WILLIAMS,
Adjutant-Gt31ie1·al.
APPENDIX
GENERAL ORDEi{S,

No. 78.

l
5

B.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S O1!':FICE,

Washington, September 22, 1893.
By direction of the Secretary of War, upon the :recommendation of the SurgeonGeneral of the Army, the faculty of the Army Medical School, esta;blished by General Orders, No. 51, June 24, 1893, from this office, and regulations for the government
of the school, are announced as follows:
FACULTY O.F TIIE AID1Y MEDICAL SCHOOL.

Col. Charles H. Al<len, Assistant Surgeon-General, U.S. Army, president of the
faculty, and lecturer on the duties of medical officers.
·
Lieut. Col. William H. Forwood, Deputy Surgeon-General, U. S. Army, professor
of military surgery.
Maj. ·John S. Billings, surgeon, U. S. Army, professor of military hygiene.
Maj. Charles Smart, surgeon, U. S. Army, professor of military medicine and
director of the chemical bboratory.
Capt. Walter Reed, assistant surgeon, U. S. Army, professor of clinical and sanitary miscroscopy and director of the pathological laboratory.
Capt. Julian M. Cabell, assistant surgeon, U. S. Army, assistant to professor of
military surgery and instructor in hospital corps drill.
TIIE COURSE OF INSTRUCTION.

"The course of instruction will be for fonr months, and will be given annually at
the Army Medical Museum, in Washington City, commencing on the 1st day of
November.n It will in clude lectures on and practical instruction in1. The duties of medieal officers in war and peace.
2. Military surgery, the care of the wounded in time of wal') and hospital administration.
3. Military hygiene.
4. Military medicine.
5. Microscopy, sanitary and clinical; pathological histology, bacteriology, and
nrinology.
6. Hospital corps drill, au<l. first aid to wounded.
By p ermission of the Surgeon-General medical officers of the Army who dE:1sire to
avail themselves of the course of instruction, and who are stationed in or near the
city of Washington, or who have a leave of absence which enables them to attend
the course, may be admitted as pupils under the same regulations as apply to
recently "approved candidate::! for acl1mss1on to the Medical Corps of the Army."
EXAJ\11.XATIO:KS .

At tho termination of the course of instruction the '' approved candidates for
admission t the Medical Corps of tbe Army" will bo examined by the several
professors, and their relative proficiency in each branch will be reported by the
president of the faculty to the Secretary of ,var through the Surgeon-General of the
Army.
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REGULATIONS.

1. The president of the faculty will be responsible for the discipline oNhe school.

2. The junior professor will act as secretary and will be responsible for all property
pertaining to the school.
_
3. A faculty meeting will be held in the office of the secretary on the first Monday
of oach month from October to March, inclusive, and whenever called by the president of the f~culty or the Surgeon-General of the Army .
.
.
4. Resolutions adopted by the faculty relating to the course of mstruction, the
purchase of books and instruments, etc., will be submitted to the Surgeon-General of
the Army for his approval.
,
5. The president of the faculty will submit to the Surgeon-General of the_ ~my,
on or before the 1st day of April of each year, a detailed report of the condition of
the Army Medical School, including an account of the instruction given and the
proficiency of the several pupils as shown by an examination made by each professor
at the termination of his course.
6. The' hours of instruction will be from 9 to 12 a. m. and from 1 to 4 p. m., daily,
from November 1 to February 28, inclusive, with the exception of Saturdays, Sundays,
legal holidays, and the week commencing December 257. Pupils will be required to be present during the hours designated unless
specially excused by the president of the faculty or by orders from the War Departm~.
.
8. When necessarily absent on account of sickness or other emergency, pupils will,
as soon as practicable, send a written statement to the secretary of the faculty,
e4plaining the reason for such absence.
9. The laboratories and library of the Army Medical School will be open for the
use of pupils during the hours of instruction designated.
10. Pupils will be held strictlv accountable for all instruments and apr",ratus
issued to them for their personal· use during the course of instru?tion, and for any
loss or injury to books or apparatus belonging to the Army Medical School, when
such loss or injury is due to carelessness or neglect.
.
.
11. Pupils in the Army Medical School, during the hours of instruction, will we~r
the undress uniform · of the grade to which they belong, except when engaged m
laboratory work:, when a black cambric laboratory gown may be worn.
By command of Maj. Gen. Schofield:
R. WILLIAMS,
Adjutant-Geruwal.
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Duties of medical ojficers.-Army Medical School, session 1893-'94. By Col. C.H. ALDEN, Assistant Surgeon-General, U. S. Army.
Lecture 1.-Course practical, not historical nor comparative; military ~iscipline.
Position of the medical officer; command, rank, title. Duties: (1) To admit none but
effective men; (2) to keep them effective; (3) to relieve sick and woun~ed.
Lecture IL-Examination of recruits. How foreign armies are recrmted. U. S.
recruiting service. Regulations and requirements. Mode of examination. Personal
identification t:1ystem; outline-figure cards.
. .
L~cture UL-Sanitary duties of medical officers; importance; recent on~m. ~eg?la.t10n~, parn,graph 1642. Duties advisory; necessity of stuclyjng record ~f previ<;>uB
1nspec_t10ns. Two classes of defects; of construction permanent, of admm1stration
remechable. Plan of inspection.
Lecture IV.-Sanitary duties continued. Barracks and quarters; kitchen; g~a_rdhouse: post exchange; storehouses· cellar· bakehouse. Points especially reqmrmg
attention ju each. Drainage and se~erage; disposal of refuse; sinks; disinfectants.
Wat r supply. Cl?thing. H abit s. Cooking and rations. R_eports.
Le_ct1;1re V.-Med1_cal attendance. Regulations. Persons entitled to attendance, to
admission to ho p1tal and to medicines.
ick call how conducteu. Records and
reports.
'
L ctur VI._-Priva.t practice; r egulatio11s. Insane soldiers; diagno i of u ual
forms; how cl1Rposecl _of; nee s ary papers.
L tureyn.-' rt1fi~n.t sofd~sability ; regulations; methodofproced~. Prop r
cas 8. for <h cba_rge · pomt p crnlly to be regarded. P nsion Bureau, its '\'iiork and
r lahon to l\Iecl1cal D partm n .
L _ tn: 0 III.- ttif~ ·at for sick 1 av s. .Army and avy en oral Hospital, Hot
prmg ! ropc·r ca · for all(l mod of admi sion · tran f rs of nli t cl m non acnn_t ~th alth.
oldi •r 'Home \ a hington
'c · proper cases for and mode of
aclnn 10n.
'
' · ·'
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'Lecture IX. - P r operty responsibility. Medi~al, etc., natu;e, ne~ sit~! r ~1\~~~1.,:
requisitions, transfers, disposit.ion of unserviceable proper •Y·
< n
tatl:~t!~lt.~R~~;f;~~~~inistratioJ?-, Daily routine.. Construct iond ~:re r th r :
estimates; inspection of work. Hospital fund; source, proper expen i
from . Returns.
.
t·
th
arch· in
Lecture XL - Duties of medical officers on scoutmg par 1es; o~ ~ m
,
necessitv of readiness for emergenci es and field duty; orgaruzation of
mp
sanitary inspection thereof.
. .
·, · 1
Lecture XII.- Malingering, includ\ng concealn:e1;1-t, teignmg, a~d~artifi 1a . P
tion of disabilities . The principal diseases aud lllJUries the subJeut of m lm
and the mode of detection.
.
Lecture XIII.- The most common errors of refr~ction as they affect targ t pr. ti e
and other military duties. Diagnosis and correction by test l~nse ·
Lecture XIV .....:._Duties of medical officers in command of hospit~l corp d tachm . nt.
Assignment of duties; <l.iscipline; instruction; ei:nployment_ m ~ersonal en 1
returns and reports; official correspondence. Offi:crnl and social ~tiquett~.
N0TE.- In addit ion to the lectures proper, practical demonstratio~ and mstru
.
have been given in examination of recruits at rendezvous, ':'7"as1:irngto1;1, . . · 1n
sanitary inspec~ion of posts at Washington B_arracks, D. C.; rn diagno 1 of r fra tion errors and use of test lenses at, Army Medical_ School. The _student offi. r _b_ v
been required to prepare _enlistment papers, _outh1:e card~, certrficates of d1 ability,
certificates for sick leave. and reports of samtary mspect1ons.
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Military surgery.- Care and transportation of the wounded and hospital admini trntion, Army Medical School, ses:sion 1893-'94. By Lieut. Col. W. H. FORW D,
Deputy Surgeon-General, U.S. Army.
Lecture ! .-Introductory: Brief sketch of the history of Army medical aid; in
ancient times; in the middle ages. Early methods; flying ambulance of Baron
Larrey. Brancardiers; modern development and perfection of the system.
Lecture I L -Weapons of war: Evolution of modern firearms and its influen e
upon military \ urgery. The new small-caliber rifle and projectile; the new highpower explosives and smokeless powders; ballistic data; artillery weapons and
explosive missiles; side arms. Tables, charts, and specimens.
Lecture UL- Military surgery: General considerations; conditions of civil and
military- practice contrasted. Preparations for the field; lines of m edical aid; sanitation a.nd technique of field surgery.
Lecture IV.- Gunshot wounds; general character from a b allistic standpoint·
comparison of wounds made by the old missiles with those of the new small-calibe;
cupro-nickle steel-cased bullet. Experimental data; range, velocity, penetration
impact, hydraulic pressure, and zones of various effects. Tables, drawings, and
charts.
/
Lecture V .-Gunshot wounds continued: · Character ancl immediate effects of
wounds made by the new small-arm rifle on the living subject. Unreliable results
of ~xperiments on_ ~he cada-ver .. Experie_nce gaine?- _with the new bullet in riots,
accidents, and smcide. Expenence durmg the civil war in Chile. Illustrative
cases.
Lect1;1re VL-Gunshot inj1;1ries; produced by explosive projectiles or t .h ose used by
the artillery arm of the service.
,
. Explo~ive missiles of a l_ess weight th~u 400 grams prohibited in warfare b
mternational law; ~ffects of new powders m the propulsion and bursting of shells~
character and velocity of fragments; nature.. and gravity of injuries· shock
· '
treatment. Ballistic charts, speci1:11ens, and target illustration.
, '
' pam,
Lecture VIL-Infrequency of pnmary bleeding from gunshot wounds. blo d
sels more frequently woun<l.ed by the new bullet· 0o-eneral character cla'ss·fio
tyes1 ca 10n
· t·ion o.f th ese ,1nJun~s
· · · ; primar~
·
'
an d d ~s~np
and secondary
hemonhage ;, circumscribed
and diffuse aneuns~; chagnosis, prognosis, treatment. Statistical table d
·
and numerous specimens.
s, raw1ugs,
Ler:tu~e V~II.-Gnnshot injuries of the_bones: Primary lesions; classification and
?-escnpt101;1, illustrated ?Y numerous S;P~cimens from the museum; secondary results.
mflammat1on, suppuration, osteomyeht.is; general septicremia. thromb · .
· !
diagnosis, prognosis. Tables, charts, an(l specimens.
'
osis, pyremrn,
Lecture IX.-Treatment of gunshot fracture·· Conservat1·ve., <anti· s ep t·.ic OCC1usion
·
t 1:mporai:y suppoi: t , re~ova1 fr om th e fi eld, enlargement of wound, remo-,ral of for~
eign bodies, ligation of vessels, permanent dressing, immobilization. Nonconserva-
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th:-e; resection, aI?putation. Conditions requiring and-rules governing these oporations. Illustrative cases and statistical tables.
Lecture X.-By Dr. W.W. Keen: On the complications of chronic otitis media
and their surgical management, and on the diagnosis and treatment of cerebral and
cerebellar tumors in general, with drawings,. specimens, and illustra.tions.
NoTE.-This hour had been set apart in the regular course for gunshot wounds of
the head.
Lec~nre XI.-Guu5<hot wounds of the throat and chest: Injuries abou't the larynx;
necessity for trncheotomy; operation; superficial wounds of the chest walls; penetrating wounds, character with the new bullet; complications; hemorrhage, emphysema, pneumothorax,. fractures of ribs, clavicle and scapula, hernia of the lung, l~d_gment. of foreign l)odies, pleurisy, hydrothorax, empyema, pneumonia, pericarditis.
Tapp mg the pleural cavity; resection of ribs. Old cases of chest wounds and empyema presented for illustration.
Lecture XII.-Gunshot wounds of tho abdomen: Classification; regional anatomy;
gravity of penetrating wounds for different regions; wounds of different organs,
di:ffernntiation; complications; diagnosis; prognosis; influence of new bullet on;
comparative results of the operative and expectant plan of treatment, expectant
method; laparotomy, exploratory and formal; conditions, technique, after management. Illustrations, instruments, charts, drawings, and statistics.
Lecture XIII.-Antiseptic teehnique in military surgery and the care ?f tbe
wounded: Antiseptic management of gunshot wounds, principles involved, d~fficnlties to be overcome in the field; ad van tao-es over old methods; results accomplished;
technique of prominent military surge01fs. Common errors in operating and how to
avoid them. Importance of din.gnosis. Specimens and illustrations.
Lecture XIV.-At Soldiers' Home Hospital. Hospital adµiinistration: Gene!al
principles which underlie administrative duties. Personal knowledge of d~tails.
Thorough organization. Every man independent in his own 1,phere; b~t one 1mme<liate superior; the ruinous effects of idle time. Neatness, order, aJ?.d mdustry_ are
habits which men will acquire under proper inducement. Inspection of hospital,
practical illustrations, blanks, forms, and methods.
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Military hygiene.-Army Medical School, session 1893-'94.
surgeon U.S. Army.

By Maj. J

S. BILLINGS,

Lecture I.-TheArmy Medical Museum an<l. Library: Origin; d~vel_opment; present condition; comparison with other similar institutions; orgamzation; scope and
methods of work; needs and prospects.
.
Lecture II.-How to use the library. Medical bibliography. Methods of literary
research. The literature of military medicine and of hygiene.
LectureIII.-History of hygiene: Jewish; Greek; Roman; Salernum. Leprosy.
Bla-ekdeath. Smallpox and vaccination. Typhus and typhoid. Cholera. Southwood Smith. Chadwick. Health of towns commission. Farr. Simon. Local
government board. Imperial board of heal th of Germany. National Board of Health.
Massachusetts State board of health. Pasteur and Koch.
Lect?:re IV.-History of_ military hygiene: . Roman; 1'.,ifteent~ ~entury. Syphilis.
"\Yar of independence. Crimean war. Parkes. Barrack commission. War o_f se~ession. Franco-German war. Present relations of Army medical officers to san_itat,~on.
Lecture V.-The causes of disease. Classification. Methods of investigation.
Statistics, vital, medical, and sanitary, and methods of obtaining and compiling.
Death rates.
Lecture VI.-~el3:tious of age, se:s:, and rn.ce to morbidity au<l mortality. Sickness
and death rates m drfferent armies. Life tables.
Lecture VII.-t\..ir: Temperature· pressure· moisture· offensirn effluvia ; dusts;
ventilation; heating.
'
'
'
Lect~re VIII.-Water supply: Sources; impurities. Epidemics due to water supply._ Ex_ampl_es of. typhoid, dysentery, cholera.
torage of water. Distribution,
purification, filtra.t1ou, aeration· ice.
L ec~ure IX.- ewag ,di ·posal and sewerage. Irrigation. Intermittent:fil~ration.
C~ D?-ical treatm nt.. • . paratc systems of sewerage. Size ancl grade of pipe and
bnck sewer ·
en 1lat101~ of sewers. Dry system. Earth closets.
Tr~ ctur~ X.~ I_ou e d~amago and disposal_ ~f r efus e. _' ewer gas.es.
oil pipe ·
0 ,tila.tlo_?. of pipe aud traps.
Iumc1pal plumbmg regulat1on . Fixtures.
. ps.
arh ge. • r m a ti o1_1. ';l'hc cli po al of th cleacl.
lale ._nr
r,. -_H alnta t w_ns. ,'oil aucl s ites . Camps and J.)Osts . , oil drainage.
ari a.. Builclm ir m atoriaL. Light illld artifi cial illuminat ion.
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Lc-ctnre XII.-Barraeks ancl hospitals: Floor space and cubic space-; foundations,
and c-ellars; protection from dampness; plans of hospitals; methods of heating and
, ven:ti'lation.
·
Le~ture XIII.-Food and rations: Quantity; quality. Scurvy. Adulterations.
Cookmg.
. ,
"
.
LectureXlV.- Personalhygiene: Exercise; baths; clothing, etc. Hygiene of troops:
in the field.
LectuTe XV.-Sanitary jurisprudence: Municipal; State and National. Law of
nuisance. Notification of"disease. Quarantine. Relations of Armymedkal officersc
to S.tatc and National sanitary authorities.
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Militcryniedioine.-Army Medical School, session of 1893-'94. By Maj. Charles Smart,
s~rgeon, U.S. A_r;1ny.
Lecture !.-Nomenclature and classification of diseases. Rates of admission to,
sick report; of nonefficiency, discharge and death in times of peace, and influence
of various factors on these rates, as of rank, corps, a.ge, climate, season, topographical features, various local conditions, and personal equation of medical officers.
Lecture JI. Prevalence of particular diseases and classes of disease in times of
peace: Injuries; diseases of the digestive system; of the respiratory system; diarrheal, malarial, rheumatic; diseases of the nervous system; of the integ·uments;
venereal, dietetic, and specific febrile diseases; diseases of the eye and ear, and of
the circulation.
Lecture III. Diseases affecting scouting parties or expeditionary columns. Discomforts and dangers of the march, chafings, blisters, prickly heat, exhaustion, sunstroke. Diseases due to changes in the weather; to chill consequent on overheating; to exposure to miasma tic influences; to change of diet, and to defective dietary.
Lecture IV. The diseases affecting new levies in time of war. Smallpox; vacciuation and vaccine. Measles; course of disease and treatment in cases of affected individuals and affected regiments. Mumps. Regimental epidemics of typhoid fever.
Lecture V. Diseases prevalent in time of war. Diarrhea and dysentery; anatomical characteristics; causes treatment of epidemics; of individuals.
'
Lecture VI.-Malarial fevers; intermittents, remittents, adynamic remittents, pernicious cases, :rnd chronic cases; pathological anatomy; causation; prophylaxy and.
treatment.
Lecture VIL-Typhoid fever; history and preYalence. Mild and abortive cases;
so-called typical cases; severe cases; sequelre. Cases modified by malarial a1Hl
scorbutic taint. Difference between cases of civil and of camp typhoid fever.
Pathological anatomy; etiology; treatment.
Lecture VIII. Typhus fever; history; latest developments in military camps;
prevention; treatment. Cerebro-spinal fever; local outbreaks; symptoms; pathology; ·tr~atment.
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G.

DEPART::\IBXT, SURGEON-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, D. 0., Feb1·uary 10, 1894.

Col. C.R. ALDEN,
P1·esiclent of the ]!amilty, Ar-my Medical School:
S1n: I have tho honor to report as follows of the course and progress of the class
in sanitary chemistry duri.ng the first session of tho school, 1893-'94. Tho time allotted
to laboratory work was two hours da,ily, from 1 to 3 p. m., on five da:rs of every
week. 'rhe first two weeks of the course were devoted to analytical chemistry as
taught in our medical colleges in order to freshen tho knowledge of the students on
this subject and to familiarize them with chemical manipulation and laboratory
methods. Specialattention at this time was given to the detection of mineral poiso~s,
as arsenic in organic mixtures, wall papers, etc., antimony, mercury, lead, etc., m
nostrums, and the methods of separation taught were those that ·would be most ~seful for quantitative purposes. Four weeks were spent in <Juantitative work, durmg
whlch both graYimetric and volumetric methods were taught with especia,lreforence
to the solutiou of sanit:1ry questions; after ,vhich, special subjects were taken. up,
as the quantitative demonstration of the constituents of normal ancl abnormal urme;
the examination of air and the determination of ventilation bytbe chemicali:nethod;
tho study of water snpplics and tho derivation . f tho organic substances d1 solved
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in _the~; the ~xami~ation of articles of food as to quality and freedom fr_om adu~teration, 1ncludmg milk, butter, cheese, bread, flour, baking powders, wmes, spices,
etc., and a study of some of the more important alkaloids and ptomaines. I regret
that the time at command did not permit of perfect work under each of these headings, bnt I feel confident that each of the student officers has had that amount of
laboratory training tha,t will enable him to take up any one of the . subjects and
prosecute it to advantage.
I append_to this communication a synopsis of the course of eight lectures given by
me on the subject of military medicine.
·
· Respectfully,
CH. SMART,

Major and Surgeon, U.S. Arniy.

_APPENDIX
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WASHINGTON, D. c., Februa1·y 24, 1894.
H. ALDEN,
.Assistant ..§_urgeon-General, U. S. A1·my,
President .A1·my Medical School,
Washington, D. C.:
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of the wor.k done in the
pathological laboratory of the Army Medical School during the session 1893:'94.
In order to prepare the mem hers of the class for a proper study of bac~eri_a and
pathological histology, the first two weeks were occupied with the preparation of
the various media required for the culture of bacteria and with learning t~e methods of hardening and embedding of tissues and section cutting. This having been
satisfactorily accomplished, a systematic study of the pathogenic bacteria ~as und~rtaken in the bacteriological course, the class having been first made acquamted with
the necessary technique by the study of one nonpathogenic organism ..
Among the pathogenic organisms studied were the following: Bacillus ~nt~raci&, typhoid bacillus, bacillus coli communis, bacillus tuberculosis, bacillus diphthe- .
- rire;:'s't ~phylococcus pyogenes aureus, staphylococcus albus, streptococcus pyogen~s,
microc·o ccus pneumonire crouposre, and the spirillum of Asiatic cholera, together with
the other pathogenic spirilla. The last few days of the ses'3ion were devote(l_ to the
study of the tetanus bacillus, though this work 1·emained incomplete. ~ore un;Portarice was given to the study of the typhoid-bacillus, bacillus tuberculosis, b_a?illus
of ~liphtheria, diplococcus of pneumonia, the pyogenic bacteria, and the spinllum
of 4-siatic cholera than to the other organisms. Nearly four weeks were devoted to
a c_a reful and systematic study of the bacillus of diphtheria alone. .
.
.
Theinoculationof'animals with the bacillus anthracis, tubercle bacillus, diphtheria
baci1lus, themicrococcus of pneumonia, and the staphylococcus aureus was performed
during the session by the members of the class. Autopsies were carefully conducted,
and the method of recovering various organisms in pure culture was thoroughly
carried out. The tissues were hardened, embedded, and cut by the class, and_ the
sections of all organs stained so as to show the relations of the different orgamsms
to the tissues.
In the course on pathological histology more than two weeks were given to the
stud¥ of inflammation, as shown in the frog's mesentery, the inflamed ear of the
rabbit and cat the heartmuscleandkidney of the raboit inoculated withstaphylococcus aureus, and in granulation tissue from wounds. Under this h ead, also, the
study of the organization of the blood clot was pursued. It was considered absolutely essential that the members of the class should have a thorough and ~ell
grounded knowledge of inflammation prior to the study of other pathol_ogical
changes. Afte_rwards the various lesions occurring in the lung, liver, and kidney,
were systematica:lly studied. My original intention had been to add to t'!iese the
study _of the le ~ons of ~pleen and intestine, but it was seen that the time was
too b~ief to p~rmit of th1s. These were omitted in order to devote three weeks to
t1?-e mi~roscopic study of tbe urine. The last twenty days of the Ression were occupied with the stud)'. of tu~or , and a very complete series of benign and mal~gna1;1t
gro:V~hs wa examm. cl m1?roscopically. From time to time during the session, _m
a~dit~on ~o almost ~aily 't~izzeR, formal examinations were required; thu , a pecial
e~amma ion wa grv u to mfiarnmation to diseases of the lung of the liver, of the
k H1n ys, ancl tumor. .
'
'
~turi ngpth efmonth of F hrna.rv the c1a , was instruct cl in the tuclv of animal parURI ·s 1>Y
ro
'
\Y
'
·1
1·
•
· truct1on
•
· · • 1 e., o the Agriculturnl Department; thi in
wa
th' oroug·h an 1 ·'> f mu
·b value.

Col.

CHARLES
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While I do n?t think that there is any necessity for modification in the courso of
study pursued m the bacteriological laboratory, I believe that it woul<l enhance the
yalue of the course in pathological histology to devote more time t o tho microscopI?al study of the urine and tumors than has been possible during the pre ent sess1_on, ·and to add to these the careful microscopical study of the blood in health and
disease . . :rhis can be done during the coming session, together with a thoroutrh
study of mflammation and the principal lesions found in the lung, liver, spleen, kidney, stomach and intestine, omitting from the course the less impor tant cllangcs in
thes_e organs. It is also. hoped that some attention can be given dnrmg tho s cond
sess10n to the microscopical study of the lesions of the cord and nerves.
In conclusion, I may remark that although no member of the class has oxhibit d
ainy special enthusiam for the work pursued in this laboratory, all have acquitt d
themselves to my satisfaction.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WALTER Rmm,
Surgeon, U. S. Army, Professor of Clinical and Sanitary MicroscoJJy.
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If there will not be sufficient room in tho hospital for the whole class, ~o of
them at a time might be ordered here for a month's service. This would not interfere
with their ot~er studies. . In would give an opportunity for snort andfreq_uent drills,
however, which would make them more proficient.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JULIAN M. CA.BELL,
Captain and ..Assistant Surgeon, U. S . .Arniy.

APPENDIX

K.

Bacteriology .-Etiology and prevention of infectious diseases. Army Medical School,
session 1893-'94. By George M. Sternberg, Surgeon-General, U.S. Army.
Lee-turn !.-Morphology of bacteria; classification of bacteria; historica.1 .r~sumef
Lecture IL-General biological characters; reproduction; motions; c?nd1tions 0
growth; modifications of biological characters; products of vital a?ti ';1ty · . .
Lec~ure :rn.-Sa~rophytes: Bacteria in the air; in water; in the soil; m putri~yrn~
material; m the alimentary canal, and upon the surface of the body of healthy mdi,·iduals.
L~cture IV .-Pathogenic micrococci, including pus cocci and micrococcus of pneu. L on1a.
·
·
LectureV.-Pathogenic aerobic bacilli, including bacillus of tuberculosis, of anthrax, of diphtheria, of typhoid fever, of glanders, of influenza.
Lecture VI.-Pathogenic anaerobic bacilli, including bacillus of tetanus and of
malignant mdema.
Lecture VIL-Pathogenic spirilla, including spirillum of relapsing fever and of
A..siatic~cholera.
Lecture VIII.-In:fluence of physical agents on bacteria. Antiseptics and disinfectants . Practical measures of disinfection.
Lecture IX.-Acquired immunity.
Lec-ture X.-Etiology andprevention of yellow fever and of cholera.

L.
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Military Zaw.-Army Medical School, session of 1893-'94. By Maj. George B. Davis,
Judge-Advocate, U. S. Army.
Five lectures: Tuesdays in January, 1894.
SYNOPSIS .

Military discipline.
The origin, sources, and sanctions of military law.
Tho character and scope of the Articles of War.
Army Regulations, orders, etc.
The constitntion, composition, and procedure of military courts.
The rules of evidence.
Civil_and military offenses.
The fundamental principles of administration.

APPENDIX
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Ontlin_o of three Iectnr H_ on comparativo anatomy, etc ., delivered before the A~y
<~ical chool, W:t hmgton, D. C., iu December, 1 93, by Capt. J. C. ferrill,
A.ss1Staut urgeon, . ' . Army.
L~ctnr ~.-Th defini~ion of tho more important words used in comparative anat. ms and biolo""y · utlme of the th ory of evolution, with explanation of tho 1!:1-~re
importan wo! 1 a?d phrn; c-s usecl therein. Views of Lamarck, Darwin and'' 81 t:I?aon . . • [ _ntion of_ more 1mportant r ason for ace ptance of the th ory of eYolution, n.h 1 lln tr. ti~ns of practical h :-trings of these subj cts on medicine.
.
pec_1 l
r ;; ~rtr II.- u t li1_1 ~f ·laJ· ific~ttion of invertebrat s anfl v rt lm1t .
1
· on th0 t mcata ::mu their larval clevclopm nt. Human o teology, with
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especial r0ferenco to anomalies which represent what is normal in lower animals,
~uch as the double mahr bone and many others. Anatomy of horse, with diagrams
illustrating its descent from 3 to 4 toed ancestors. Its anatomy with especial reference to the more important diseases.
Lecture III.- On the poisonous insects, etc., and venomous reptiles of the United
States, the more important species being exhibited in alcohol or otherwise. The
mechan ism of the bite of venomous reptiles.

N.

APPENDIX

Medical jurisprudence. Army Medical School, session 1893-'94. By Robert Fletcher,
F. R. C. S., England.
Lecture I. - The rise and progress of medical jurisprudence. Dying declarationsi
how to be taken. Signs of death. The dead body. Putrefaction. Recognition .
. Lecture IL - Asphyxia, including drowning, hanging, strangulation, and suffocation .
Lecture III.-Cold and heat. Lightning stroke. Wounds and injuries of head,
chest, and localities generally. Gunshot wounds.
Lecture IV.-Personalidentity. The living, the dead body, mutilated parts, bones
and fragments of bones.
Survivorship. Malpractice. Railroad accidents a1.1d
claims.

0.

APPENDIX

Pa1·asites in man. By Dr. C. W. Stiles, Department of Agriculture.
and three laboratory demonstrations.

Two lectures

SYNOPSIS.

Lectures.-Parasitisrn. Mutualism. Commensa]ism. True parasitism. Pscndoparasitism and spurious parasitism.
Laboratory demonstrations.-Trichina spiralis and trichinosis. Examination of
meat. Diagnosis from sarcocystis miescheri. Examination of stools for adult parasites. Diagnosis of intestinal parasites by microscopic examinations of freces for
forms of the eggs.
·

APPE~DIX

P.

Army Medical School, Washington, D. C.

Session of 1893-'94.
ORDER OF DU'.l'IES.
DATLY, EXCEPT SATURDAYS, SUNDAYS, A ,D HOLIDAYS.

9 a. m. to 12 m.-Instruction in pathological laboratory
1 p. m. to 2: 50 p. m.-Instruction in chemical laboratory.
3 p. m. to 4 p. m.-Lectnres.
SATURDAYS.

9 a. m. to 10 a. m. ancl as specially ordered, at Hospital Corps school of ii:istruction, ·washington barracks.-Pmctical instruction in litter and ambulance drill and
first aid.
11 a. m. to 12 :30 p. m., Fort Myer, Va,.-Practical instruction in equitation .
The lectures will be delivered as follows:
Duties of Medical Officers.-·wedne. clays, except November 22, 1893.
Military Surgery, etc.-Thursdays throughout the conrso.
Military Hygiene.-Fridays, except February 23, 1 94.
Military Medicine.-Tuesdays, November 7 and 11, vV du sday, Tov ·mu r 22, 1 113,
and Mondays, January 8 and 29, February 5, 12, aud 19, 1894.
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AUXILIARY COURSES.

B~c_teriology.-Gen. Sternberg. Mondays, to include January 22, 1894.
Military Law.-Maj. G. B. Davis, Judge Advocate, D .S. A. Tuesdays in January,
1894 .

Compar~tive Anatomy, etc.-Capt. J. C. Merrill, Medical Department, U. S. A.
Tuesdays m December, 1893.
Medical Jurisprudence.-Dr. Robert Fletcher, F. R. C. S., England. Tuesdays in
Februa~y, 1894 ( except the 27th); also, Friday, February 23.
Parasites in Man.-Dr. C. W. Stiles, Department of Agriculture. Tuesdays, November 21 and 28, 1893.
INSPECTIONS BY MEDICAL DIRECTORS.

I desire here to place on record my appreciation of the value to the
Medical Departmept and to the service generally of the inspecti~ns made
by medical directors under the requirements of Army Regulat10~ 1662.
These visits to the military posts in their departments are of great 1m:portance to medical directors, for without the thorough knowledge acqmred
by personal observation and inquiry it would be impossible for these offic~rs to discharge their duties intelligently. It is an everyday occurrenee
for communications ,relating to suggested changes and improvements
to be referred to them for their views and action. Necessarily the value
of their: opinion in such cases depends on the accuracy of their k~owledge of the sanitary conditions involved. In like manner t~e ~at!sfactory performance of many of their duties depends on their rn~1mate
know ledge of .the character and professional qualifications of their subordinates, which can beobtainedonlybypersonalcontact. TheSurg~onGeneral;in making allotments for the construction and repair of hospi~als
and hospital stewards' quarters and in making assignments of med~cal
o~cers -and others, has frequently to be guided by the views of ~ed1cal
d1rect~rs . who owe their more intimate knowledge of the facts rn any
ca~e to the opportunities afforded by these inspections. There are_, m(?reover, many articles of drugs, surgical instruments and apphanc~s,
microscopes and microscopical accessories, and chemical and bacte_rwlogical apparatus which require expert knowledge for their inspection.
It is impossible for an officer who is not a medical man to act, appropriately on such articles. It is impossible, also, for a nonmedical
mspector to determine the professional qualifica-t ions of medical offi_cers,
or to appreciate the methods of treatment carried out in the hospitals,
or ~he progress of the hospital corps members in pharmaceutical and
other speeial work. Nor can the nonmedical inspector take the pl_ace
of the_ me~ical direct?r in advising the younger officers of ~be medical
cor~s 11:1 d1ffic~lt medical or surgical cases, or on mooted pomts of local
samtat10n which often involve large expenditures of money.
Col. Josel_)h R. Smith7 medical director, Department of the Eat,
remarks as follows on this subject:
. The. visits prescribed by Army Regulation 1662 are necessary to inform the medi cal director and ?-epartmen~ ~eadquarters and the Surgeon-General and War. epartmPn~ ?f th~ samtary con~it10n and needs of tl10 po t s, and on ucb subJects of
admimstration of the Medical Department as owing to their technical nature, are
~ot tl?-?roughly under tood by other than me~lical riien, as well as to give ~be med~cal du _ctor per onal knowledge of his subordinate and enable him to give them
m, truct1on _n c rtain snbJ ts when ne cled .
. ~b. , 11 c .·ity .0 f nch information is g n rally acknowlcdg d. In many armies of
~ 1~ 1hz ,l con~ l'H· there are fficer 0frank ancl xperi cnc called m cli al in pectors.
Tb eir ~ c ity ;'·a apparent in the . . Arm y <luring the war of th r 1J llion.
't ould_ no" l, 11 c s ,1ry w re it not that o,ving to th e p nliar rvice of the
• · ' ·u rm~ rn P lab , th work formerly perfor;ned by medical in pector can b and
I8 w
peuonn , y m di al ,Hr ctors.

1
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Careful study of the subject must lead to the conclusion tha; the visits of the
medical director, prescribed by Army Regulation 1662, are among the most important and necessary features of administration of the Medical Department of the
Army.
HOSPITAL CORPS.

The work of the Hospital Corps continues to demonstrate the wisdom
of establishing this branch of the service, not only by the better care of
the sick and wounded at our military posts, but by its efficiency in field
work during the recent riots. The number of Hospital Corps members
in service June 30, 1893, was: Hosp-ital stewards, 122; acting hospital
stewards, 79; privates, 589. The authorized quota consists of 146 hospital stewards, 95 acting hospital stewards, and 598 privates; but from
motives of economy a continuous effort was made to have the current
work of the corps performed with the smallest number consistent with
satisfactory results. The appropriation for the year for the support of
of the corps was $215,000. By carefully watcLing tbe numbers from
month to month, so that the cost for each period should not exceed its
proportion of the appropriation, the expense of the corps has been kept
within this limit.
The following changes in the personnel took place durillg the year:
Of 31 privates examined for the position of acting hospital steward 16
were found qualified and detailed, and 15 failed. Thirty-nine act[ng
hospital stewards applied for examination for the position of hospital
steward; of these 1 withdrew, 9 failed, and 29 were found qualified.
Nine of the successful candidates made over 90 per cent, and 1 as high
as 99.2 per cent. Owing to the smaller number of vacancies only 9 of
the approved candidates haw~ so far been promoted to the grade of hospital steward. The corps lost during the yearHospital
stewards.

Acting
hospital
stewards.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - 1- - ---j - - -

~I:~f!tirt~J!!~;;r~~?::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Discharge by sentence of general courts-martial...... . . . . . . . . . . . .

Privates.
·1 --

I -.-------~: -

2

2 ........... -

i~~i~~r_r_~~ :~. ~.~~ -~f: -~~1!:!.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .......... 2· ::::::::::::
Died.................................. . ...........................
3 ........... .
Deserted............................. . ............................ . . . . . . . .. . . .
1
Total ....................................................... .

39

18

-

!)3

10
67
18
28
2
3

12

233

Its gain wasBy enlistments andreenlistrnents ................................ ---- ·----· 120
'fransferred from the line ___ ..... __ .. ____ ....... -... - - - .. - - - ... - - - - .. - - - - . 144Rejoined from desertion _. _... _. _......... _.. ___ ................... - .... - .
7

These changes left the corps ,Tune 30, 1894, with 117 hospital stewards, 75 acting hosp1tal stewards, and 585 privates.
Of the enlistments and reenlistments in the corps there have beenC~v~l~ans, fi:st enlis~ment _.... __ .... ___ ...... - . -- .. - ........ - - - - - - - - - · · - - · - - --· 31
Civilians with previous service ...... . ..... -----· ...... ---·---·------·---······ 20
Reenlistments from the line into the Ho pital Corps . - - . - ........ - .. - -· · · - - - -· 9
Reenlist~ents within the corps the day following diseharge or within 30 days
following __ . _. __ __...... ____ . __ ....... - .. - . - ..... -. - - · - · - - - - · - -- · -· - · · · - - -· 60

Of the number above noted a di charged by order, 34 were di ·
charged u~der the provision of General O~de~ , No. 0 of ! DO. R~
the operat10ns of this act, and of that forb1ddmg the reenh tm nt 0
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men after ten years' service, the corps lost many valuable men and an
unusual number of assignments was made necessary to fill tbeirplaces.
~fforts have been made to recruit the corps as far as possible from civil
h~e to saye the transfer of men already enlisted into th~ line, and, as
will be seen from the above numerical statement, a c011siderable number of the men were so obtained. At posts situated at greatdistances
from the schools of instruction it is impossible, with due regard _to
economy of transpo1:tation, to supply men from the schools; vacancies
at these posts have therefore been filled chiefly by transfers from tbe
line.
The schools of instruetion established at Fort Riley, Fort D. A. Russell, and vVashington barracks have continued their highly valua?le
work, and although it has not been practicable, on account of necessity
for economy in tra.n sportation, to secure the instruction of the corps at
large at these schools to the extent that is desirable, they have be~n of
great and essenttal service. especially in the case of those enlisted
from civil life.
'
The training given at these schools covers all the duties which the
Hospital Corps Doncommissioned officer or private is liabl~ to be
called on to perform, vjz, nursing and first aid to the sick and
wounded; pharmacy and dispensary work; clerical work in the preparation of papers and reports; cooking, mess management, and_ su~h
field work as pitching of tents and cooking and caring for the sick m
the field. Instruction in riding and the care.of animals to such _of the
men as had no previous training of this kind has not been practicable,
as no animals could be obtained for this purpose. Seventy-four entered
the schools during the year and 69 were transferred after a course of
_instruction lasting about four months. As stated in my la~t annual
report, it is intended that the school shall be withdrawn entirely ~om
Fort D. A. Russell as soon as accommodations are ready at Washmgton barracks, the transfer to this latter voint l.Javing been commenced
last fall. With two schools of instruction, at Fort Riley in the "Yf est
and Washington barracks in the East, it is expected that the maximum
benefit from their work will be secured. It should be noted that the
schools are not only of great value as a means for the instruction and
impre>vement of the men in their legitimate work as nurses7 cooks,
stewards, etc., but that by the gathering together of men under mstructions at these points depots are formed from which assistance _can be
sent in case of emergency to any part of the country. D_urmg the
present year the schools at Forts Riley and D. A. Russell fnrrushed men
for service with the detachments sent out to protect the railroad
against the strikers.
It is ?elieved that the character of the personnel of the Hospital
Corp_s 1s undergoing improvement. Care is taken when a mem~er
apph~s for ree.nfo,tmcnt to examine into his record, of which a full h_1 tory 1 k_ept, and in no case, unless it is shown by previous se~v1cc
tl1at he 1 sober, reliable and efficient is his reenlistment authorized.
~he _following remarks concerning' the corps show the impre ion
wh~ch 1t ha ma~le on in ·pecting officers:
ol._ Hugh~ rnspector-general, Department of the East., in a report
of ~n n P ct:?n of 1 ort Hamilton, N. Y., under date of September 22,
1 9 , ay::
ome of the men now in this deta hmeut have gone
th r gh _ne f the , chools of instruction. The advantages f the
. 11 1 nll _he Y _ry apparent to any one who will take the trouble to
1 · P · tho rnd1 'Hlnal m mb r. of this detac]m1ent.'
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· Col. Page, rnedical director, Department of the East, in inspection
rep<;>rt September 1, 1893, states: "There seems to be a, growing inierest m the management of the Hospital Corps. Medical officers take
~Teat c~re in ~rilling and instructing the detachments, and their ·work
1s b~armg frmt."·
•
Lieut. Col. Bache, medical director, Department of the Platte, under
date of August 2, 1893, writes: "I am enabled by the inspection of
detacliments in this department to compare the efficiency and training
of the men instructed at this school with the products of ordinary_ transfer at the posts, and the superiority of such men is constantly demonstrated. This favorable estimate is supported by the reports of most
of the medical officers."
·
Some points of a minor character connected with the uniform and
equipment of the corps are under consideration. These will probably
be settled during the course of the present year if the observation and
experience of our medical officers suffice to determine the changes that
are desirable and proper for permanent adoption with a view to promote efficiency in active service.
.
~
· T:tie instruction of company bearers in stretcher drill and first aid
has been continued during the year at all the posts, but, as has before
been pointed out, under great difficulties owi:n g to the impossibility of
securing the regular attendance of the bearers and their frequent
change of personnel. It has been suggested, and the suggestion has
~een acted on at some posts experimentally, to instruct e.ach organizat10n at the post in turn in these duties, under the idea that it would be
.desirable that as many men of each company should be acquainted
with the stretcher drill and the principles of first aid as possible, so
that in case of action or emergency there would be a certainty of having qualified bearers on hand.
RECRUITING.

The number of applicants for enlistment and reenlistment during
the year was 20,332: White, 19,036; colored, 1,191; Indian, 105. Of
these, 8,813 or 43.34 per cent were accepted, including 43.12 per cent of
the whites, 44 per cent of the colored, and 77.14 of the Indians. Of
the number examined 52.0! per cent of the whites, 53.65 of the colored,
and 21.90 of the Indians were rejected; and 4.84 whites, 2.35 colo~ed,
and 0.95 Indian declined enlistment. In addition to these, 179 Indians
were examined for enlistment as scouts, all of w horn were accept~d.
Cciuses of r~ecUon.-Of the 20,332 men examined 10,568 were reJected
on primary examination and 278 on secondary examination at the
recruiting depots, a total of 10,846 or 53.34 per cent. A much smaller
number than usual was reject"cl on account of general unfitness a.nd
unclassified causes-4.34 per cent of tho total number examined, as
compared with 11 per cent .last year. Defective vision was a usual
the most prolific cause of rejection, being 11resent in 8 per cen_t of the
whole number examined. Rejection was due to fraudulent enhstmrnt,
bad or doubtful character, or to unsatisfactory references in ~.80 p~r
cent; to imperfect physique in 4.32; to deficient weight or be_1ght m
6.53; to minority in 2.62; to imperfect knowledge of the Engh ·h language in 1.58, and to illiteracy in only 0.21 per cent.
,
Physique of accepted recruits ancl reen?isted men.-.Age:
f ~ 1
accepted-white 8 208 colored 524, Indian 81-486 w re nnd 1 ,;.,
years of age, aver~ge 18.4 years; 4,300 were 20 to 24 y ar, ·, m~ 11:~1 rr
21.9; 2,205, 25 to 29 year, av rage 26.7; 820, 30 to ,A Y r, a, '

g
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31.8; 370, 35 to 39 years, average 36.9; 467, 40 to 49 years, average
43.7; and 66 over 50 years, average 5~.5-the average age of the whole
number being 25.9 years.
The average height of these men was 67.46 inches, the Indjan taller
than the ,vhite man and the latter taller than the negro; t,heir heights
being, respectively, 68.35, 67.47, and 67.14 inches.
The average weight was 144.42 pounds, the Indian the heaviest; the
respective weights, Indian, negro, and white, being 151.98, 148.25, and
144.10.
The chest measurement also was largest in the fodjan, expandi_ng
from 34.64 inches at expiration to 37 .58 at inspiration, as compared with
34.31 and 37.16 as the average measmements of the whites, and 34.09 and
36.68 of the colored man. The average measurements of all the races
were 34.30 and 37 .13 iucbes. Capacity and expansibility of the chest
increased with age from 33.25, the expiratory measurement, and 3£.04,
the inspiratory measurement of those under 20 years, to 35.33 and 38.05
of those over 50 years.
,
Of every hundred of these men 66.6 were native Americans (white,
59.75; colored, 5.93; Indian, 0.91), 9.54 were Irish, 9.21 German, 3.83
English, 2.14 Canadians, 1.58 Swedish, and 1.28 Danish.
IDENTIFICATION OF DESERTERS, E'l'C.

Since the outline figure card system bas been in efficient operation,
that is s~nce July, 1890, 366 men have been identified, J37 as d~serters,
121 as military convicts, and 108 as other cases of fraudulent ~nhstment.
Fewer identifications were made during the past year than many one
of the three preceding years-76 in 1891, 97 in 1892, 133 in 1893, and
only 60 during the past fiscal year. This diminution in the number of
identifications is not to be attributed to any defect of the system. It
is the natural consequence of its successful operation. When deserters,
and others of the kind sought to be identified by the outline figu~e c~rd
system, become aware that detection is sure to follow their examma~10n
for enlistment they will naturally avoid the recruiting office. The obJect
of the system is to keep the ranks free from these undesirable men, and
it is accomplished by excluding them even better than by weeding them
out.
In addition to the 366 cases mentioned there have been 142 identifications in the case of men not now in the service-d\3serters, 97; convicts,
18; others, 27.
The office has now accumulated the cards of a little over 9,000 men
whom it is desirable to keep out of the ranks· aud should any one of thes_e
men present him elf for enlistment under a'n a ·sumed name bis identification would follow as soon as his outline figure card was received.
:}IEDICAL DEPAR'.I.'MEN'l' OF 'l'IIE NATIOI AL GUARD .
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and litter drill, and the equipment of the field hospital was submitted
for their inspection. At the request of Col. Ford, medical director of
the guard, Capt. Gibson visited the camp uf the guard with a hospital
steward and ambulance and personally dnl1ed some of the compauy
bearers. · There were present 1 medical director, 1 brigade surgeon,
a11d 4 regimental assistant surgeons, all men of soldierly bearing and
high professional qualifications. They were 11ot supplied with medicines, instruments, or surgical appliances by tbe State; such articles of
this kind as they had with them were their own personal property.
Their camp hospital consisted of 4 hospital tents, 1 used as a dispem,ary,
tl10 others fitted up for patients. There was no ambulance with any of
the organizations and no hospital corps; but certain enlisted men had
been trained in litter-bearer duties, and these, if provided with ambulances, litters, and suvplies, would have been able to have rendered
efficient service in the field.
Although there Las been but little official communication between
the Medical Department of the Army and that of the National Guard
the fourth annu~l meeting of the Association of Military Surgeons of the
United States, held in Washington in May last, afforded au opportunity
for personal contact and iuterclia11ge of views between the members of
the various organizations. This association was organized by the surgeons of the National Guard for cooperation in making the medical .
department of the military forces of each State thoroughly fitted to
take its place in the field, either by itself or as a component of a national
medical department. This office looked favorably upon the organization of the association as a medium by which it might keep en rapport
with the medical corps of the State forces, and sent delegates to its
meetings to ascertain the views and practice of these medical officers.
The meeting in ·washington was attended by the Army medical offiers on duty in and near the city, and by several from neighboring posts
in the Department of the East. Several others, who were prevented
from being present by their duties or the distance of their stations,
sent valuable papers on professional subjects to be read by proxy.
Cols. Irwin and Alden, Lieut. Col. Forwood, Majs. Smart, Havard, and
Hoff, and Capts. La Garde, Powell, Pilcher, Ewing, and Cabell took an
active part in the proceedings. The Navy was represented actively
by Medical Directors Gihon and Olebourne, and Surgs. Wise and
Beyer. An interesting- and valuable address was made by Prof. Senn,.
of Chicago, the president of the association, on "abdominal surgery
on the battlefield," this subject being one in which his experience and
surgical acumen have benefited sufferiug humanity and reflected credit
on the profession of surgery in this country.
Among the many State officers who contributed materially to the
success of the meeting may be mentioned Surg. Gen. Read and Surg.
Egle, of Pennsylvania; Surg. Gen. Burrell, Medical Director Forster,
and Asssistant Surgs. Standish and Galloupe, Massachusetts; Surg.
Gen. Cook, of New HampHhire; ex-Surg. Gen. Woodward, of Michigan;
Medical Director Chaucellor, of Missouri; Medical Director Almy, of
Connecticut, and Asssistant Surg. Clark, of Iowa. The association was
pleased to elect me its presiding officer for the coming year, an honor
which I regarded and accepted as a recognition of my officia) position,
and which gratified me as demonstratilig the closeness and strength of
the bond uniting the Medical Department of the Army to that of t~e
military forces of the States. The next meeting of the association will
be held in Buffalo, N. Y.
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HEALTH OP THE ARMY.

The health of the Army has differed but little during the year from
that shown by the best of our Army medical records. The admission
r-atc per thousand of strength present was 1,289.04, practically the same
as the rate of the previous year, 1,270.42, a great improvement ?n the
average annual rate of the previous decade, 1,424.20, and only slightly
greater than the lowest rate, 1,247 (in 1887), ever furnished by our
troops. The number of sick daily was 40.15 per thousand of strength,
as compared with 39.60 during the preceding year. The number of
days lost by sickness was equal to 14.7 for each member of the~trength
of the Army, as compared with 14.5 days during the precedmg year
and with 15.8 d~ys for the average annual number of the previo_us cle?ade. The rate of discharge for disability reached its lowest pomt this
year, only 14.93 per thousand of strength, as contrasted with 18.35 ~uring the preceding year and with 28.82 during the years of the prev10us
decade. Th_e lowest rate recorded prior to that of the present year was
17.23 in 1891. This satisfactory result is certainly due to _the g_rcater
care taken in the selection of men for enlistment, for were it o-~vmg to
the retention' of disabled men the noneffective rate would give evidence
of the fact. The deaths from all causes equalled a rate of 6.91 per
thousand living, the lowest rate heretofore recorded having been 6.33
in 1889. Last year the rate was 6.44, and during the years of the previous decade 8.51. Excluding accidents and injuries the death rate
was 4.01, which is practically the same as that of the y~ar 188D, the
year of least mortality, when the death rate from disease was 3.95 per
thousand living.
·
The following tabulation shows the rates of the past year as contrasted with those of the previous year and with the average annual
rate of the decade immediately preceding:
I
.A.rrny.

Ratio 1ler thousand mean strengtlJ.

:Mean
strength. .A.<lrnissions.

Sick
ti.me for
Coneach
stantly
Discharges. noneffect- soldier.
r,e.
Disease. Injury. Total.
Deaths.

--- ----

-,United States, 1893 .. . _.....
United States, 1892 .........
United States, 1882-'91.. __ .

25,287
24,203
23,950

], 289. 04
270. 42
1,424. 20
]

I

4. 01
4. 36
5. 65

2.89
2. 08
2. 86

6. 91
6.44
8. 51

H . 03
18. 35
28. 82

40.15
39. 60
43.16

-

Days.
U.7
14.5
15.8
.

Injuries, as usual, take first place in the causation of the ~d?J-issions
to sick report, having caused 243.29 of the 1,289.04 admissions per
thousand of strength during the year. Specific febrile diseases take
second ~lace, with a rate of 171.19, mostly due to influenza; diseases of
the respiratory and the digestive system take third and fourth place
r~ pectively, with 141.0G and 113.77 cases perthousaml men; diar~heal
di_sea~·es stand fifth, with a rate of 98.47 and malarial affections sixth
with 93 .64.
'
Iujmie caused also 7.92 of the 40.15 constantly disabled iu every
t ou:and m _n. yen real di ea es, as in former year , take econd
pla ·e as, di ·ablrng cause, having kept 5.41 men unfit for duty out of
v~ ry thou. m~~- Third place was taken by specific febrile i ea e~
4 .u., th clncf _fact r b illg influenza au<l yphoid fever from the munber an dur ~1011, 1·e pectivel · of tlleir ca:e ·. Then follow in order of
romrn 'llC" 1 a e. of the re ·1nratory :-;y tem, 3.45; malarial di c, se ,
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2.45; diseases of the digestive system, 2.09, and of the locomotor system,
2.02, the last mostly cases of muscular rheumatism.
The absolute number of discharges for disability was 413. Seventyone of these 1Vere occasioned by accidents and injuries, including 21
cases of rupture; 53 by venereal diseases; 48 by insanity, epilepsy, and
other affections of the nervous system; 44 by pulmonary consumption; 3G by diseases of the locomotor system; 32 by heart disease, aud
24 by affections of the eyes.
Tl.le absolute number of deaths was 191. Eighty of these were deaths
from violence or accident, including 25 from gunshot wounds and 21 by
drowning. Pneumonia caused 18; pulmonary consumption, 17; typhoid
fever, 16; kidney disease, 11; alcoholism, 10; heart disease, G, and ery- ,
sipelas 5.
The mean strength of the Army during tbe year was, according to the
medical reports, 25,287 men: Whites, 22,429; negroes, 2,143, and Indians,
715. Both the admission rate and the rate of nonefficiency of the white
troops were larger than the corresponding rates of other races, but the
death rate of the negroes and the deatll and discharge rates of the
Indians were considerably higher than those of the white troops.
Tho Indians appear to have suffered more than the whites from
mumps, erysipelas, venereal diseases, conjunctivitis and other diseases of
the eye, consumption, pneumonia and gfandular swellings; less than the
whites from muscular rheumatism and hernia. The negroes suffered
more than the whites from mumps, erysipelas, muscular rheumatism,
and frostbite; less than the whites from venereal diseases .. The whites
suffered more thau the other races from malarial and diarrheal diseases and alcoholism. The high death rate of the Indian was due to
consumption and pneumonia, and his pigh rate of discharge to the effects
of these diseases and of syphilis.
HEALTH OF '.l'HE MILil'ARY DEP ARTMEN'rS.

The admission rates of the military departments varied from 1,578.77
per thousand of strength in the Department of Texas to 788. 71 in the
Department of the Columbia. The departmental rate of nonefficiency
had its maximum and minimum, 53.97 and 24.68, in these same departments. In the departments of the East and of the Missouri both of
these rates were higher than the average of the Army, while in all the
other departments they were lower than the average.
The death rate also had its maximum and minimum in Texas and the
Columbia, ranging from 11.54 to 9.79 per thousand living. It was
lower than the average of the Army only in the departments of the
Columbia., Colorado, and Missouri.
The rate of discharge for disability rangecl from 20.14 per thousand
of strength in the Department of California, to 8.63 in the Department
of the Platte. It was below the Army average only in the departments
of the Platte, the East, and the Columbia.
Last year, as during tliat which preceded it, the Department of Texas
had the worst and the Department of' the Oolumbia the best medical
record.
DEPART:IIENT Ol!' TIIF: RA.ST.

Tbis department, with a mean strength of 6,944 men, had an aclmission l'ate of 1,521.57, and 43.34: men constantly sick per thousand of
strength, with a, death rate and discharge rate, respectively, of 7.34: and
13.39. The l1igh admission rate was not due to an unusual pr~valence
of any particular diseases, but to an equable increase of all diseases.
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Of the posts in this department the two recruiting depots, Columbus
b_arracks, Ohio, and Davids Island, N. Y., had the largest admiss10n rates, 2,578.27 and 2,283.76, respectively. The former had also the
largest rate of constant sickness, 92.16 per thousand of strength, the
nonefficiency of the latter post having been relatively small, 48.44.
The large admission rat0 of Columbus barracks was due to vaccinations, venereal diseases, and an unusual prevalence of catarrhs, pharyngitis, measles, and mumps. More than one-fourth of the none:fficie~cy
was caused by venereal diseases. The redeeming feature in the srnk
report of this post is its. low admission rate for alcoholism, 6.39, as
compared with 33.97, the Army average. At. Davids Island the
increased admission rate was due to the vaccination of recruits and an
excessive prevalence of catarrhs· and bronchitis. The most objectionable feature of this depot is found in the defective construction of the
men's quarters, which are roomy, open and unceiled, very comfortable
in summer, but eold, drafty and uncomfortable in ·winter. Venereal
diseases among these recruits did not exceed the average, and alcoholism was less common than in the Army as a whole. The excess of
nonefficiency was due to the vaccinations.
Mount Vernon barracks, Ala., Fort Myer, Va., and Washi~gton
barracks, D. 0., had admission rates of over 2000, with none:fficrnncy
represented respectively by 48. 70, 62.57, and 54.27. The large rate of
tbP- :first-mentioned post was due to an increased prevalence of most of
the recorded diseases. At Fort Myer injuries and malarial dis.eases,
with a somewhat increased prevalence of venereal affections, constitu~ed
the excess of the admmissions; malarial diseases caused a const~n~ s1_ck
rate of 10.09, as compared with 2.45 in the Army generally, and mJuries
18.88, as compared with 7.92. At Washington barracks the excess
was occasioned by malarial and venereal diseases, the admission rate of
the former being 853.66, as compared with 93.64 in the Army, and that
of the latter 167.25, as compared with 73.08. At this post 13.?0 men
per thousand of strength were constantly sick with venereal chsea.ses,
and the autumnal epidemic of malarial fevers was such as to equal
11.80 men per thousand nonefficient throughout the year. Fort Barrancas, Fla., and Fort Porter, N. Y., had admission rates in excess ?f
1,800, and Fort Hamilton, N. Y., and St. Francis barracks, Fla., m
excess of 1,700; but as many of the cases were of short duration the
rates of nonefficiency were not as high as might have been expected
from the number of the admissions. The excess of admissions at Fort
Porter was due to catarrhs and alcoholism; at Fort Hamilton, to
mal~rial and diarrheal diseases and catarrhs; at St. Francis barrack ,
~o diarrheal and veuereal diseases, rheumatism, and diseases of the
mteguments, mostly boils and absces es; and at Fort Barrancas to
malarial, diar!heal, and venereal diseases, alcoholism, and injuries. At
the last-mentioned post catarrhs were infrequent.
Fo_ur of the po, ts in thi department presented excel1ent record :
Madi on arrack , N . Y., with an admission rate of 600 per thou and
of trengt1:1 and a non-efficient rate of 21.45, as compared with 1,289.04:
and 40.15 m the Army as a whole; Fort Niagara, N. Y., with 6H6.67
and 17.3 ; Fort Thoma., Ky., with 907.61 and 26.10, and Fort Columbu ,
N. Y., with 1,0 .0 and 38.89.
Mo, t of 1 po.-t' that have not been mentioned specially had higher
ra r.· hau th
rmy average. Fort Monroe, Va., for in tance, had
1 , .' · 1 an<l 6.42, < 11d 1 r M 'Pher on, Ga., 1, 91.41 and 54.17.
t
om ,
-:, ha an admi ', ion rate of 1,3DG.87 but the noneffici 11_ Y
a nly 2 · , the x · ' of admis ion were mainly atarrb , while
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the small nonefficiency is attributable to the freedom of the garrison
from venereal diseases. At Willets Point a similar excess of admissions is referable to alcoholism; but the medical record of this post
bas improved considerably during the past year:
DEPARTMENT Oli' THE l\IISSOUHI.

This departmeut, with a strength of 4,169 men, had an admission rate
of 1,376.59, a nonefficient rate of 41.17, a death rate of 6.48, and discharge rate of 16.07. These slightly tncreased rates were occasioned
by malarial and diarrheal diseases. The cavalry-recruiting depot at
Jefferson barracks, Mo., had the highest admission rate, 2,004.13, but
its noneffective rate, 50.59, was less than that of Fort Reno, Okla., 59.28,
with, an admission · rate of 1,734.04. Malarial fever, mumps, vaccination, diarrhea, and contusions aud spraius caused the high rate among
the recruits, who were relatively free from the e.ffects of dissipation.
At Fort Reno the excess of adn::issionR was due to ma.Jarfal and diarrheal diseases and injuries, with typhoid fever contributing materially
to nonefficiency. A.t Fort Supply the rates were 1,497.74 and 44.75,
due chiefly to diarrhea and bronchitis. Fort Leavenworth, Kans., and
Fort Sill, Okla., had rates above the average; those at the one occasioned by mumps and diarrhea, at the other by venereal diseases. At
Fort Riley, Kans., and Fort Sheridan, Ill., the number cons_tantly sick
was relatively less than in the Army as a whole, and at Forts Wayne
and Brady, Mich., the admission rate also was low.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.

In this department, with a strength of 3,505 men, the rates were as
follows: A.dmission,1,092.15; noneffective,35.09; death, 7.13; discharge,
16.83. The relative infrequency of malarial and diarrheal diseases,
venereal affections 1 and alcholism was the cause of these low rates of
admi::,sion and nonefficiency.
Forts Keogh, Mont., Yates, N. Dak., and Meade, S. Dak., are the only
posts in this department where the rates exceeded the average of the
Army, their admission and noneffective rates being for the first 1,633.99
and 52.11; for the second, 1,520.60 and 44.02, and for the tbfrd, 1,500
and 51.76. At Fort Keogh the infrequency of malarial fevers was offset and tbe high admission rate caused by tbe prevalence of influenza
and diarrhea. At Fort Yates the infrequency of venereal diseases and
malarial fevers was more than offset by a relative increase of injuries,
influenza, colic, and constipation. A.t Fort Meade only malarial diseases were infrequent, while influenza, diarrhea, and injuries summed
up the excess of disability.
Fort Custer, Mont., bad the unusually low rates of 333.33 and 13.17;
and but for some cases of influenza the rates of Fort Yellowstone,
Wyo., would have been equally low-as it was they were 520.00 and
20.77. Fort Sully, S. Dak., bad 725.15 and17.67; Fort Missoula, Mont.,
773.87 and 18.16; Fort Buford, N. Dak., 968.42 and 34.27; Fort Snelling,
Minn., 979.17 and 39.41, and Fort Assinniboine, Mont., 1,182.88 and
31.29.
DEPARTMENT 01" TITE PLATTE.

In this dep ·tment, with a strength of 2,665 men, the rates were:
Admission, 1,178.24; noneffective, 34.26; death, 8.26; discharge, 8.~3.
Malarial fevers and diarrheal diseases were relatively infrequent, while
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rheumatism, catarrhs, and alcoholism were somewllat more common
than in the Army as a whole .
. Thepost having the highest rates was Fort McKinney, Wyo.; admis, s10n, 1,601.~5;. noneffective, 54.36, caused by the excessive preval~nce
of rlieumat1sm, catarrh, boils and abscesses, rnjuries, and alcoholism,
1
and the duration of venereal cases; other diseases prevailed at th_e
Army rates excepting malarial affections, of which there were practLcally none. Not one of the other posts in the department bad the noneffective rate higher than the average, although Fort Niobrara, Nebr.,
and Fort Sidney, Wyo., had admission rates somewhat in excess, the
former 1,367.61, the latter 1361.81. Fort Omaha, Nebr., had the best
record; admission, 750.53; noneffective, 28.01; and Fort D. A. Russell
followed, with 1,091.10 and 34.84. In the rates of the former post are
mcluded those chronic cases sent from other posts in the department
for observation by the medical director prior to discharge.
DEPART~1ENT OF TEXAS.

In this department, with a strength of 1,733 men, the rates were:
Admission, 1,578.77; noneffective, 53.97; death, 11.54; discharge, 16.16.
The excess of disability was due to all causes · except in~ury, but
notably to malarial and diarrheal diseases and epidemics of mfluenza
and dengu~.
With the exception of the admission rate 9f Fort McIntosh,. the
rates of the posts in this department exceeded the averag~ of the
Army. Fort Bliss had the highest admission rate, 2,200, mamly due
to influenza and malarial fevers, and these were the cause of ~early
one-half of the nonefficiency of 46.89. Fort Clark followed, with an
admission rate of 2,165.60, and the highest rate of non efficiency~ 79. 70,
the excess in both rates resulting from malarial and diarrheal ~ISeases
and affections of the digestive system. The rates at Fort Rmggold
were ~early as high as at Fort Clark, but an epidemic of den~ue, 117
cases ma strength of 149 men, was the cause of the unusual sickness.
Fort Brown was similarly affected, 69 cases in a garrison of 83 men.
The rates at Fort Sam Houston were raisecl a little above the average
by influenza. Fort McIntosh had the smallest admission rate, 1,218.18,
but its nonefficiency was high, 65.62, on account of a number of cases
of typhoid fever.
DEPARTMENT 01" THE COLORADO.

Average strength, 3,458 men; admission rate, 1,190.57; noneffective,
36.29; death, 6.36; discharge, 15.33. The sickness in this department
was of the same general character as that of the Army, but with the
prcv:1lence of all diseases slightly diminished.
Of the. posts Fort Wingate, N. Mex., Fort Grant and Whipple ba:·
rack. , Ariz., had rates above the average. Admission, 1,564.10, 1,532.6;),
and ;,336.21, respectively, and noneffective 48.08, 50.65_, ~nd46.6_6 .. At
the first the exces: was cau ed by rheumatism, bronchitis, and m3ury;
at ~he second by malarial fevers and injuries and at the third by malaru l fevers and bro1~chiti . At Fort HuachJca, Ariz., and Fort Marcy,
· I x., the rates did not differ much from those of the Army; at the
th 1)22st.- they were smaller. Fort Stanton, N. l\fox., g e the be t record? .., '· 1 ~ud 1 .56; ort Bayard, N. l\lex., followed 1th 8.31.19 and
3 ·
an 1 ~ n Call? Ariz., with 97.14 and 32.86.
. . rt
a · , wlu ·lt two ear ago had unusually hca y rates of icknc ha now rat· · tLat ar co11si<.lerably below the aYerage of the
1
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Army. The medical director, in a report of an inspection of this post
recently made, speaks of its general sanitary condition as perhaps
superior to that of any post in the department. The whole occupied
area is thoroughly policed and kept in the nicest order. "The system
of preventive sanitation is carried out fully, and this post may now be
considered one of the very healthy posts of the department, showing
the wisdom and re~ult of careful sanitary attention. The commanding _
officer takes constant personal interest in this matter and cordially
seconds the medical staff in all matters pertaining to their department."
DEPARTo'.IENT OF CALIFOR:-.IA.

Average strength, 1,390 men; admission rate, ·975.54; noneffective,
34.51; death, 7.91; discharge, 20.14. Except venereal diseases all causes
of disability had in this department smaller rates than the average of
the Army. The post on Alcatraz Island had only 694.91 admissions and
18.37 noneffective per thousand of strength; Benicia barracks, 792.45
and 23.43; Angel Island, 826.09 and 40.04, and the Presidio of San Francisco 1,189.80 and 39.17.
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMIHA .

.Avera,ge strength, 1,382 men; admission, 788.71 per thousand; non_
effective, 24.68; death, -5, 79; discharge, 13. 75.
Fort Walla Walla, Wash., was the only post in this department which
had rates higher than those of the Army. Its admissions were 1,502.65;
nonefficiency, 57.29, chiefly due to venereal diseases and influenza. All
the other posts had exceedingly low rates, as Vancouve:r barracks,
Wash., with an average strength of 440 men, 518.18 admissions, and
15.06 nonefficiency; Fort Canby, Wash., 698.11 and 22.93; Fort Spokane, Wash., 659.57 and 27.22; Boise barracks, 798.17 and 16.97; and
Fort Sherman~ Idaho, 781.76 and 23.G3.
llEALTil 01<' INDIVIDUAL POSTS.

Omitting from consideration detachments, arsenals, and small posts,
the recruiting depots, Columbus barracks and Davids Island, in the
Department of the East, had the largest admission rates. The rates
of the former have st,lways been high, and are due to the location of the
depot within the limits of a city. Reference has been made to this in
previous reports from this office. During the past ye::tr one-third,
333.88 per thousand of the strength present, was affected with venereal.
diseases, and the disability caused by this was equal to 24.08 men per
thousand of strength constantly sick during the period devoted to perfecting the physique of the recruits and thf'ir education as soldiers. At
Davids Island the admission rate has been steadily increasing for the
past five years from causes that are not shown clearly in the reports.
Outside of the depots for recruits the military posts having admission rates in excess of 2,000 per thousand of strength are Forts Bliss
}lilld Clark, Te:x., Mount Vernon barracks, Ala., Fort Myer, Va.,
and Washington barracks, D. C. The occupation of the new post of
Fort Bliss will no doubt lessen the malarial rate hereafter in this
locality. The contamination of the spring-water supply by surface
inflow is believed to be the cause of the autumnal fevers at Fort Clark,
where the use of distilled water is expected to suppress their prevalence. The reports do not indicate why the rate at Mount Ver;1:10!1
barracks is so high, unless on the allowable assumption that the diss1-
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pation which gives la.rge rates for alcoholism and venereal diseases
increases the susceptibility to all other causes of disability. At Fort
Myer and Washington barracks the increased rates result from autumnal fevers; at other seasons these two posts have excellent records.
The no_ne:ffective per thousand of strength was greatest at Forts
Clark, Rrnggold, McIntosh, Myer, and Reno, due at Ringgold and
Mcin_tosh to dengue and typhoid fever, respectively, and at the others
ment1vned to the severity of the autumnal fevers.
Some of the minor posts, such as those at Sandy Hook, N. J., Eagle
Pass, Tex., and Poplar River, Mont., had large rates.
The posts having the best records for the year are Fort Custer, with
333.33 admissions and 13.17 noneffective per thousand of streng~h;
Vancouver barracks, with 518.18 and 15.06; Fort Yellowstone, with
520 and 20.77; Madison barracks, with 600 and 21.43, and Fort Niagara,
with 666.67 and 17 .38.
Continuing to omit the minor posts from consideration the death rate
was greatest, 33.90, at Alcatraz Island, and 28.25 at Mount Vernon barracks. At thP, one 4 deaths occurred, at the other, 5; but the largest
absolute number of deaths, 7, was reported from each of two posts,
Columbus barracks and Fort Custer. Four of those at the latter post
were caused by injury.
The rate of discharge for disability was greatest, 50 per thousand
men, at Fort Barrancas, where 6 men were discharged; but the largest
absolute number was 16 at each of two posts, Forts Leavenworth and
Meade.
THE PREY ALENCE OF SPECIAL DISEASES.
SPECIFIC FEBRILE AND ACUTE INFECTIOUS DISEASES.

-The statistics of these diseases, including erysipelas, tonsillitis, ~nd
cases reported as typhomalarial fever, for the past year do n?t drffer
materially from those for the year preceding it. The admissio~. ~a.te
was 171.H>, of which 81.15 was credited to influenza, 49.91 to ton~ilhtis,
and the remainder chiefly to mumps, measles, dengue, diphthe~rn, and
enteric fever, the whole giving a constant sickness of 4.50, of which 1.34
was occasioned by influenza and 1.19 by enteric fever. The death rate
was 1.01, of which .62 represents the fatal cases of the last-named
disease.
·
Oerebro-spinalfever.-Two cases, both white, were reported, one fatal
in its issue at Fort Riley, Kans.; the other favorable at Fort Porter, N. Y.
Oh-iclcen pox.-Twelve cases were reported among enlisted men, 9 at
Fort Monroe, Va., where smallpox was present during the year, 2 at
Jefferson barracks, Mo., and 1 at Fort Logan, Colo: _Several ?ases
occurred among children at Fort Yates, N. Dak., and 1t 1s not unlikely
that there may have been unrecorded cases among civilians at other
po ts.
Dengue.-A.n epidemic of this disea e prevailed at Forts Ringgold
and_ Brown, Tex. At the former post the epidemic was prolonged
?-unng th months of July, August, and September. The infection -wa
1m, orted from the adj ace t town of Rio Grande by the daughter of ~n
o~c _r on 11 r return from a vi it to a Mexican family; but it pread m
ln. m. t , n wa c~nfi11ed to the member of h r own family. The fir t
a ~ ap) ar on .-i ·k r port occurred in a Seminol Indian cout who
he cl .J 1 ·tr . c r 1 from · tu·i r duty along the river where the di ea e
a:_ e.·
_ly pr val nt; nt there wa n pr ad among the troop
ntil th
iri. on
· augm nted by a, quadron of cavalry from Okla-
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homa. These men became immediately affected, and it was not until
many of them had been taken sick that the fever began to appear among /
the men of the original command. One hundred and fifty-four cases
were reported in the garrison, numbering, including Indian· scouts, 178
men; and most of those whose names do not appear on sick report were
affected, but not so seriously as to render excuse from duty needful
under the circumstances. Most of the women and of the civilian
employes and all the older children were affected; children under 6
iears of age escaped attack. In some instances the fev.er was developed within a few days of the first exposure to infection; but in others
six or eight weeks intervened between the first exposure and the development of the disease. The attack was ushered in with malaise, vertigo, and headache lasting from a few hours to one or two days, when
an accession of fever was noted, the temperature rising to anywhere
from 100° to 105° F., and coincidently were developed the pains which
have caused the name breakbone fever to be applied to this affection;
but the muscular system as well as the bones and joints was involved
in the pains. An urticarious or papnlar eruption was·observed only in
a few exceptional cases. Nausea, hebetude, and insomnia uharacterized
the course of the disease, which ordinarily lasted from four to six days.
None of the antipyretics proved effectual in reducing the abnormal
temperature. Acetanilid, antipyrin, plle:nacetin, quinine, and salicin
were tried thoroughly. Evidently the disease was self-limited. The
routine treatment finally adopted was: (1) Control of the bowels by
calomel and bicarbonate of soda in constipation, or by camphor and
opium in diarrhea. (2) Rest in bed-tb_e most important -factor in the
treatment. Those admitted to hospital usually made a prompt recovery, while those treated in quarters, owing to lack of hospital accommodations, dragged along slowly, and in many instances had to be
admitted to hospital later. It was observed also that those who gave
up promptly and took to bed on the appearance of the fever made a
more rapid recovery than those who refused to succumb until forced to
do so by the advance of the disease. (3) Quinine in tonic doses, rather
as a placebo during the active stage, and with iron and strychnine as a
tonic during the convalescent period. (4) Morphine hypodermicallyor
chloral and potassium bromide by the mouth, to control insomnia.
Under this treatment patients made an entirely satisfactory recovery.
At Fort Brown the epidemic prevailed during the months of June,
July, and August, introduced from the city of Brownsville, where it •
probably existed during May. The only difference in the disease as
presented at tllis post was the frequent presence of a fleeting erythema.
tous eruption during the febrile period. Young children were exempted
from attack.
Diphtheria.-Twenty cases were reported, 16 at one post, Fort Yates,
N. Dak. At this point the disease appears to have effected a lodgment after its introduction last year among the children. Two outbreaks have occurred since then, the first in September, the second in
November. The primary case of the first group, in the person of a
soldier of Company A, Twelfth Infantry, was malignant, with thick
gangrenous patches, and fatal on the third day. The hospital corps
attendant who had charge of this case then became affected, and
immediately afterward the third case, also from Company A, Twelfth
Infantry, was developed. The company was sent into the field and its
barrack fumigated with sulphur, scrubbed, and dried. No other case
occurred at this time among the infantry soldiers, but an officer belong- .
ing to Company F, Eighth Cavalry, became affected. On November
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9.2 a case was taken from tbe infantry barrack room
.
and 10 other cases
were afterward reported. This barrack is an old .one-story low-ceiled
log house. The first case of the first outbreak was the only fatal one.
A malignant, fatal case occurred in n, child at West Point, N. Y.
Strict quarantine measures were adopted and continued for several
days after the termination of the case, when the beading, clothing,
rooms, and furnishings· of the family were. thoroughly disinfected. No
extension of the disease took place.
.
Entericfever.-One hundred and fifty-nine cases of this.fever occurred,
and 3 cases reported as typhomalarial; 16 of tbe former and 1 of the
latter died. FortMcintosh, Tex., reported18 cases; Whipple barracks,
Ariz., 16; Fort Reno, Okla., 14; Fort Monroe, Va., S; Fort Leav~nworth, Kans., 7; Jefferson barracks, Mo'., Fort Sill, Okla., Fort Robmson, Nebr., and Madison barracks,N. Y.,5 each; the remaining 79cases
distributed among 3!) posts.
·
..
Sporadic cases of .this fever at posts where the sanitary conditions
are good were no doubt imported; this is known to have been th~ case
in certain instances. In others the prevalence of the fever in adJacent
civil communities accounts for the presence of occasional case_s amo~g
the troops. It is only when several cases are developed m rapid
sequence at a post that local causes a.re assumed to_ be concerned. In
most of such instances, as at Forts Reno and McIntosh, Tex., the use
of impure river water is consi'derecl the probable cause. Th~ fever
occurs at a 'time when the impurity of the water is greatest, and is ass?ciated with low remittents. For many years past no case of e_nteric
fever has occurred at Fort Reno in the large part of the pop~latwn of
the p ost which drinks exclusively the water from Caddo Sprmgs. . .
During the year an epidemic occurred at the Fort Leaven worth military prison. Twenty-seven prisoners and one member of the gua~d
became affected. Iu July, 3 cases; in August, 10; in September, 9; !n
October, 5; and in November, 1. The mean daily strength of the prisoners was 526, of the guard 112. On the appearance of the _first 3 cases
the general water supply from the Missouri Rivei' was considered to be
the source of infection. No case of the disease had occurred at the post
of Fort Leavenworth since the previous February, although a numbe~ of
cases had appeared in the city of Leavenworth, the waterworks of which
supply both post and prison. But the almost simultaneous appearance
?f so many cases in August among different classes of prisoners workmg at various points and at different kinds of work, added to the fact
that !1? case had occurred at the post, indicated that so~e local c?'use_or
cond1t10~ other than the water supply existed at the prison to give n ~e
to _the epidemic. The length of time the affected prisoners had been m
-pnson excluded the possibility of infection prior to arrival. One man
a few days before his admission into tho hospital had unclergon~ fifteen
days confinement in the solitary cells on restricted diet. Infection from
man to man :wa excluded by the fact that the patients came from ~le~achme!1t · workrng at different points and quartered iu different bm~dmg ·
Pri oncrs, a a. rule, present themselves for treatment on the sllgh~e t
1•retext, ancl at this time e ·pecial care was taken to admit all to hospital
w~opr ,;ent d any symptoms of the disea e. This also negatives the~de
of 1 f ti n f~01~ each other. There was no overcrowding at the tune
and th e, ntil,~tion wa. con ·ideretl sati factory. There could en~ ~e, ·
0 ~{ r 8 · P ctmg the food a the pri oncrs had no mean of btarnrn
1
r th r ~mcook d articles of diet. The ewcrage , y. tern of the
11 ' isfa ·tory, ut after due con ideration of it, defe t it wa
th , t l cs Colll l not account for the typhoid outbreak. By
M
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a process of exclusion the ice supply fell under suspicion, apd investigation showed the likelihood of its contamination by sewage. The ice
for the post was obtained from a pond on the reservation, but that for
the prison was cut from a cove formed by the jutting out of a sand bar
into the river. An open sewer ran near the cove with natural drainage
toward it. Three or four weeks after the disuse of this ice the epidemic
subsided.
Prisoners generally drink excessive quantities of ice water, due in
some cases to the heat in the shops and the character of the labor on
which they are employed, causing free perspiration, and also, no doubt,
because frequent trips to the water bucket is a diversion and relief to
them. To this habit, and their tendency to overeat, which renders them
prone to gastro-intestinal disorders, the post surgeon referred the heavier
incidence of the disease on the prisoners than on the members of the
guard.
Injluenzct.-The outbreaks of influenza occurred in November and
December. Many posts were visited, particularly Forts Assinniboine
and Keogh, Mont.; .Forts Sam Houston and Bliss, Tex.; Fm;t Leavenworth, Kans.; Fort Sheridan, Ill.; Fort Niobrara, Nebr.; Fort Yates,
N. Dak.; Fort-Huachuca, Ariz.; Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.; Fort
Walla Walla, vVash.; Fort Momoe, Va., etc. At_:first a few cases were
developed which suggested a different type of pharyngeal or bronchial
affection than that due to ordinary exposures. Immediately afterwards
the number on sick report increased so suddenly and rapidly as to
leave no doubt of the epidemic character. The dise:1se usually manifested itself by chiUy sensations in the afternoon. Next morning frontal· headache and febrile action were developed with muscular pains
and cough. The evening witnessed all these symptoms intensified,
with the temperature at its higllest point, 101 to lOJ.. The muscular
pain and tenderness were greatest about the chest; cough, when present,
was insignificant in comparison with the severity of the chest pains.
Conjunctival and pharyngeal congestion was usual. On the morning
of the third day the temperature was nea,rly normal; in few cases did
it fail to reach this point in the evening. On the fourth day the patients
in most cases were wel1, or with merely a sense of lassitude or muscular
pain remaining. Grave complications or sequelre were uncommon.
Measles.-The largest number of cases of measles, 05, was reported
from .the recruiting depot at Columbus barracks; the other depots,
Jefferson barracks, Mo., and Davi<l.s Island, N. Y., had but 1 each .•
A.t Fort Monroe, Va., 61 men became affected. T.h e disease was present at 20 posts other than those just mentioned, but at none was there
such a prevalence as at the recruiting depot and Fort Monroe. The
whole number of cases at the 24 affected posts was 204. Measles
appeared among the children at several posts without spreading to the
men in barracks. At camp at Eagle Pass, Tex., the cases-4 in number-which occurred we.re in the family of the post surgeon. Generally
the disease was introduced from neighboring settlements, but in a few
instances, as at Fort Douglas, Utall, it was brought by a recruit from
Columbus barracks.
Mumps.-Two of the recruiting depots, Columbus and Jefferson barracks, reported 119 of the total of 337 cases reported from all tho posts.
The infection was proba,b ly spread from these depots.
Scarlet fever.-Only 3 cases of this fever were recorded-2 at Fort
Leavenworth, Kans., and 1 at Fort Pembina, N. Dak. Centers of
infection appeared among the children at Whipple barracks and Fort_s
Assinniboine, McHenry, and Monroe, but by proper medical supervi-
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·i nth
e in these instances was restricted to the house in which
tl~ in:C tion made its first appearance. As illustr,1iting the methods
f . , t m· , ons in such cases, the following by Lieut. G. M. Wells,
1 'taint nrgeon, Fort Grant, Ariz., is submitted:
• \'Ollib r 15 two cases of scarlet fever were discovered in the hotel at this
Tb
w~re _both in children, aged 2½ and 10 years, respectively, members of
lu~n.n' faunly that had been visiting in the East, and were on their way home
Lrn th y Lopped here.
Doth cases were mild, and in a few days were
r ill >.v ll to t~ ir horn~ some di tan ce from the post, although not enti~·ely well at
t_lH ~1111 •
ft 'r reachmg home a third child, which includes all the children of the
fa1111ly, n. tal en sick with the same disease but so far as I know it has not been
tr:rn mi tccl to <?ther families. Immediately 'upon the arrival of the family at the
l)O t I wn
ut for and made a, diao-nosis of scarlet fever. I then forbade any meml> r f th family to g o out of door; for any purpose whatever except the husband to
·o ~o. the 1>0 t h ospitn,l for such things as I wanted to use in the treat~ent, and gave
J>O 1t1v onl rs that no oue should o-o near their room which was m a detached
l>_nilding abo~1 t 20 feet from the maitl hotel building. Having taken this prec~ut1on, I went immediately to the p ost commander and laid the matt,er before him.
Th r l>ei~g no other place on the post for them to go, and having alrea~y infected
tlte room rn the hotel, it was decided to let them remain there. A circular was
i s ·uecl by the post commander settino· forth the facts and prohibiting all children
from going near the hotel. It also directed all pers~ns about. the ltotel to c?mply
s~rictly with the directions of the post surgeon in the matter. A jar of chloride of
lnne was taken t o the hotel and a l arge quantity of solution, 4 ounces to the_ gallon, was prepared. Sputum, urin e, and freces were collected in vessels co~tammg
tltis solution , and were required to stand six hours before being poured rnto the
privy vault. There was no vomiting after the cases came under my care. All cloth~s
that were worthless were burned at once, and those that were of value were left m
the room for disinfection. The meals for all members of the family were placed
n ear the door, and when the party carrying them was gone the husband would get
th em and take them inside where they were served. As soon as they wer~ through
eating all scraps were thrown into a vessel containing disinfecting solution, wI1; 1le
all the dishes and trays were thoroughly washed init and immediately placed o~tside
the room and were carried away by other parties. All this was kept up until the
famil y left, when I set about the work of disinfecting the room and contents. La~ge
tin vessels w ere procured, into which was poured the standard solution of chlon~e
of lime. All soft articles, except two felt mattresses and two pillows, were placed m
these receptacles, where they were left twenty-four hours. All the woodwork of
the room and every piece of furniture was thoroughly scrubbed with the standard
solution. This done, all the cracks were carefully stopped, dra;wers pulled half way
open and 10 pounds of sulphur burned in the room, which contained about 2,100
cubic feet of air space. At the end of twenty-four hours the smell of sulphur was
so strong that one could not breathe in the room. The door and windows were then
opened and everything carried into the open air. The soft fabrics were now taken
out of the solution and sent to the laundry. The furniture was left out t~o days
~nd nights and the door and windows left open during that time. Durm_g the
fumigation of the room and the airing of the furniture one mattress and two pillows
were suspended, while one mattress was left lying on a woven wire spring. At tl_ie
end of two days the room was thoroughly cleansed again and the furniture put m
p~ace. I do not think there is any danger of contagi0n from this room ~tall,_ as I
dHl my ~ork most thoroughly, and I b elieve the family, which is a very 11:tel~igent
one, earned out my instructions strictly. If other cases should develop_ it ~ill be
due ~o. the ~ilapidated ~ondition of the room, which is adobe, rendering 1t difficult
of d1smfect10n, and not to inefficiency of the methods of prevention that have been
employed in the e:ase; besides, the dryness of the atmosphere and the extreme_ heat
o~the sun, even m the month of November are potent factors in the destruction of
disease germs.
'

Smallpo~.-Three cases were reported, 1 each at Fort Monroe! Va.,
Fort _Hamilton, N. Y., and in the field· none fatal. No extens10n of
the d1s~a~e: from any of these cases was permitted.
Tonsil_l~tis,-Oases making a total of 1,262 were reported from nearly
every military post, the largest number from any one post being 58, 55,
au d 50 , respectivelr, from Jefferson barracks, Mo., Fort McPherson,
?~·, ~nd F~rt Snellmg, Minn. As was stated in my last annual report,
tt 18 T!'.npossible _to say what. proportion of these consisted merely of a
ocal mflammation of a portion of the digestive tract and what propor-
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tion was due to a specific cause entitling the cases to be regarded as
belonging to the class now under discussion; but remarks are so frequently appended to sanitary reports indicating the connection of the e
cases with defective drainage and sewerage, polluted soils, and neglect of
proper ventilation of dormitories, that it would seem advisable from the
standpoint of practical sanitation to regard them as more intimately
associated with the specific febrile and acute infectious diseases than
with tlie diseases of the digestive system.
Yellow fever.-The only recognized danger from this disease during
the past year threatened the garrison of Fort.Barrancas, Fla., through
the invasion of Pen sacola, Fla., where early in August two deaths werA
acknowledged by the board of health to have been occasioned by this
fever. The troops were orde.r ed to Fort McPherson, Ga., leaving Fort
B~rrancas August 12, and returning November 17, after the occurrence
of frost gave assurance of security against epidemic sickness.
DIARRHEAL DISEASES.

The admission rate for diarrheal affections was 98.47, or somewhat Jess
than that of the previous year, 110.84. Of the total rate as just stated,
94.99 was due to diarrhea, including cholera morbus, and only 3.48 to
dysentery. The average duration of each case of the former was 3.2
days; of the latter, 12.9 clays. On account of the short duration of the
cases the nonefficiency caused by them was relatively small, about 1
man (0.96) constantly sick out of every thousand. The absolute number
of clysenteric cases was 88, of wp.ich only 1 died. No case of diarrhea
proved fatal. The post having the highest rates for these diseases was
~ort Clark, Tex., with 455.42 admissions, and 5.16 constantly noneffective per thousand of strength.
MAL.ARI.AL DISEASES.

The rates for malarial diseases were increased during the past year to
93.64 admissions and 2.45 noneffectives per thousand of strength from
63.75 and 1.76 during the previous year. Of 2,368, the absolute num-

ber of cases, 1,622 were intermittents and 746 remittents and other
malarial diseases. The average duration of the intermittents was G.2
d_ays; of the remittents 15.9 days; of the others, mostly continued mal~rial fevers, 22.3 days. The whites suffered more than the negroes, their
respective admission rates being 94.87 and 47.60; but the only fatal
cases were among the latter, 2 cases of continued ·fever at Fort Bayard, N. Mex. The lar gest number of admissions, 853.66, was reported
from Washington barracks, D. 0., giving a constant sick rate of 11.80.
Most of this sickness occurred in the autumn months. The endemics
at this port have been attributed by all the medical officers who have
investigated the subject to the reclamation of the Potomac flats, work
on which is now in progress, and to the proximity of the James Creek
Canal. The highest rate of nonefficiency, 19.53, was reported from
Fort Clark, Tex., whei:e, although the admission rate was o~ly 334.39,
the preponderance of remittent and continued cases occasioned the
high rate of noneffi.ciency. It is hoped that an improved water suppl_r
will lessen the rates at this post hereafter. For several years past it
h ~s been remarked that the flooding of the spring ~y surface water
during heavy rains bas always been followed at an rnterval of a ~ew
days by the entry of a series of cases of remittent fever on the swk
report. Fort Myer, Va.; Jefferson barracks, Mo.; J?ort Bliss, Tex., and
W .AR 94-VOL
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, milton, N. Y ., also had hi~h rates for malarial fevers. Tbe post
ur ·e n at Fort Sill, Okla., Capt. W. Fitzhugh Carter, in one-of his sanit .. ry report , urges the use of distilled water from the ice machine a,erated
l?~ i g through a homemade filter. From his experience andobsert1 n at hi post he concludes that the germ of malarial disease is
n_
l from the soil by surface or subsoil water to the. streams,
J;'l~ • , and wells in the vicinity, and that therefore any water not
I rnlly treated with a view to sterilization is likely to be harmful.
' Th ro i ," he says, "almost conclusive evidence that the water of the
tT . m in t1?-is section of the country is a concentrated malarial poi~n,
an l at ertam seasons of the year will give rise to malarial fevers m_ ni
l~ro· percentage of those who drink it," and he looks to the use of distill d water for the same beneficial results that have already been
ainecl at Fort Brown, Tex. .At a post, Fort Niobrara, Nebr., from
which malarial fevers are seldom reported, there occurred in September
and October 26 cases, 17 intermittents and 9 remittents. There was no
recognizable local cause of malarial disease in the vicinity, and no case
of such disease among the citizens of the neighboring town of Valentine; but as on investigation the post surgeon found that many of tbe.
affected men were recruits recently from Jefferson barracks, an~ a.II of
them had suffered from malarial fever at some previous p_enod, ~e
regarded the unusual outbreak of sickness a.s recurrences of rnalarrnl
affections in susceptible persons under influences which failed to develop
disease in the garrison generally .
.At Fort Huachuca during the month of August a malarial outbreak
was occasioned by unusual meteorologic conditions. Forty cases of
remittent fever occurred during the month, and at its close new cases
were arising daily. The rainfall had been the greatest ever recorded!) inches. The ground became thoroughly saturated, a p~enomenaI
growth of vegetation of all kinds was developed, and mosqmtoes made
their appearance for the first time in the history of the post. Cellars
became flooded, but the evils arising from this were remedied ·as far as
possible by prompt attention.
7c

TEXAS FEVER.

Lieut. 0. C. McCullough, ·who has studied Texas fever from El Paso
to Brownsville, is inclined to view it as a subacute sunstro!rn, or a condition in -which there is a partial inhibition of the funct10ns of ~hat
part of the sympathetic nervous system which regulates the ammaI
beat. His report is as follows:
I ";ave seen in this region typical and atypical cases of the following v_arieties of
c~mtmued fevers: (1) typhoi1l fever; (2) malarial remitt@t fever; (3) ~1mple con~muecl fever, or febricula · (4) catarrhal fever or influenza; (5) dengue fever; a~d,
m addition, (6) Texas fev~r, which I believe to be distinct in etiology from all tne
others.
To take up the consideration of the above fevers seriatim:
1. Typhoid fever .-(A) In Texas fever there is, so far as I have been able too bserve,
no di~coverable connection with sources of typhoid infection. Contrary to th e
experience of Capt. William B. Davis, Medical Department, U. S .. Army, quoted
below, those case~ I have seen have not been in soldiers from any part1cnla! barracks
or mess,,uor confmed 1o those liviuO' to the leeward of any particular dram or 0 .ther
probal!l~ source of infection of thtt class. The complaint at the places and times
when it is prevalent affects men indiscrimina.tely livinO' in yarious partsoftl:e poS t ,
Thou~h I have he3:rd varying opinions from many officers on this complamt, _the
on~y ,literature ~;vallab1e to mo on the subject of Texas fever is a report by Capt.
~illiam ~- Davis, Me~ical Department, U. S. Army, in tho report of the Snrgeone~~~al of the Army for tho year ending June 30, 1893. Ho says:
1 th e summer of 1892, while post surgeon at Fort Clark, Tex., 30 or 40 ca~es
of
so-called Texas fever, a, hybritl in i:;ymptoms l>etween typhoid and malarial
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remittent fever, though not amenabl e to tho treatment of either, came under my
care. In every fostance the disease was found only among those men whose barracks
were to t_he l eeward of an open drain (abo ut 50 yards distant) ctncl who d·i d fatigue
duty in the broiling sun [the italicsaremine-C. C,..M.J. That this dmin was a potent
factor in producing the disease is conclusively established by the {act that t h ere
were from 10 to 15 laundresses' quarters on the windward side of the drain (occupied by marriecl soldiers and their families) and not a single case appeared among
them, nor did a,ny case appear in the officers' row, which is also to the leeward of
the clrain, but at such a distance that the J)Oison would necessarily be so diluted as
to be innocuous. * ,¥ *
· .
That the drinking water w as not to blame is, I think, proven by the fact that tho
same water used by the men in barracks was also used by the families of the officers
and of the married soldiers. * * · • Again I had a considerable practice in tho
adjacent town of Brackettville, and though their sole water supply was the same as
th.at used by the post, not a case of fever occurred."
At no post has it seemed possible th.at any cases were due to an infected water supply; in some posts, as at this one, no water being used for drinking purposes except _
?andcnsed water. The fact that Capt. Davis' cases appeared ln the barracks and not
m the married soldiers' or officers' quarters, I do not believe to be due to the drain,
but rather, as stated belo w, to the hot climate in conjunction with the " fatigu e
duty in the broiling sun," which latter was not done by the officers or their families,
the _families of married soldiers, nor probably to a great extent by the married
solchers themselves, these usually being in large proportion noncommissioned o:ffi?ers. If the suspected poisonous substance in the drain was not diluted by the air
m 50 yards conveyance, it seems likely it should have reached in some degre e t ho
officers' quarters farther to tho leeward. It is also probable the peculiar poison
would be more widely disseminated in the neighborhood and cause similar cases
elsewhere. Besides, the facts stated do not point to typhoM fover as the infection.
Cap-t. Davis states that he does not believe the disease to be typhoid. Osler says:
"Fil_th, bad sowers, or cesspools can not in themselves cause typhoid fever, but they
furrnsh the conditions suitable for the preservation of the bacillus and possibly for
its pro:pagation ." The large majority ,o f cases of typhoid fever is believed by most
authorities to be clue to infected dTinking water; in most cases of Texas fever, as
stated, the only drinking water is condensed. I have never been able to trace any"
c:a:ses to infected milk or to personal contact with. persons suffering from typhoid
fu~.
.
(B) The temperature course in many cases is very similar to that of typhoid fe,er.
I.h'.1vo often observed a step -like ascent for several days, a persistence near: the fastigmm for a few days, then a gradual decline. The morning temperature 1s generally somewhat lower than the eveninO' temperature, though in some cases the exacerbation takes place in the morning. fn convalescence the morning temperature is
usually subnormal. I have seen it as low as 95° F. In occasional cases there is more
marked remission, the curve more nearly approaching that of malarial remittent
fever. The temperature course is, however, the only point of similarity, to my mind,
betwe.e n Texas fever and typhoid .
(C) In regard to the pulse in typhoid fever, Osl er says "it is increased in rapidity in proportion to the height of the fever." In all the cases I have seen that
were known to be typhoid fever this has been true. Here is one of the most marked
and singular peculiarities of th e Texas fever: The pul8e never becomes accelerated
or weakened in proportion to the h eight of the fever; it is in nearly all cases slow and
s-t rong throughout a long attack of the fever, in some cases being subnormal. I have
seen a t emperature of 104° to 105° F. sustained for several days, with a pulse beat
n.ever above 70 to the minute. In convalescence tho frequency of the pulse is generally ccnsitlera bly below normal. The pulse remains strong throughout the co11rse of
the disease . Albuminoid degeneration of the heart muscle does not take place as in
typhoid.
(D) Osler says: "In any long series of cases of typhoid fever diarrhea wiJl be
found to be a prominent feature of the disease." I have never seen diarrhea in Texas
fever; on the contra.ry, the boivels are usually constipated, requiring enemata for
their evacuation. I have n ever observed the pea-soup appearing discharge in these
cases.
(E) 'rhere is never tymp anitis, or gurgling in right iliac fossa, or locali':ecl po~nts
of tenderness in the abdominal region; the cases are n ever complicated by mte~tmnl
hemorrhage or peritonitis, which it is well known occur in a cer~ain p_ro-portion of
cases in even mil<l epidemics of typhoid fever.. In fact, tbe only rnt~stmal. trouble
seems to be a liability to a reln.pse of the feyer from slight errors in c~iet ~urrng_ convalescence. On this point one physician informed mo be based. his diagn? 818 _of
typhoid fever; but it seems to mo in any protracted, continued fever errors lil diet
aTe liable to lend to recurrence.
·
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h (F ) In no <'a e pr senting tho peculia,r complexus of symptoms of the Texas fever
, v~ I
r
n the rose spots of typhoid fever, or in fact any eruption.
( ) ln T xa f'. V: r there is very little emaciation or prostration in lengthy cases,
. u rar to tb_e umvorsal falling away of typhoid patients; this even though the
1 " r 1. t qmte a long and is just as high as in an ordinary case of typhoid. In
fa t throno-hont the di ease there is a remarkab le sense of wellbeing, the patient
JW nbl r _having a fair appetite and wishing to read the newspapers when his temp mtnr . 1 104° or 105° F. There is no preliminary epistaxis in Texas fever. The
'_ t~·ph 1 :I.al tate ' is never developed-no sordes on teeth, cracked tongue, jactitation, etc.
( ll) '.rh o Currence of typical cases of typhoid fever in the same locality showi~g
n n _ o{ th peculiarities of the 'rexas fever is a point in the diagnosis worth cons1drat1 n .
. ( ) I_h~~e never s_een or heard of a fatal case of the genuine '.fexas feve~, so the
lllll).
1b1hty of gettmg at the morbid anatomy of the affection will necessarily render it study ancl final elucidation difficult. When the fact is considered that the
~rnly S~ mptom that resembles typhoid fever is in some cases the temper~ture cu:ve,
1t
m pretty well es tablished that whatever the nature of the disease m question,
it i not typho id fever.
'
. 2. fol a~·ial remittent fever.-(A) If the fact be allowed that the drain was at fa~lt
~n produ mg the cases of fever described in the above-quoted report of Capt: D~vis,
1t se ms to me the conditions mentioned would limit the possible poisonous prmcipl~s
to malaria, i. e., at least considering the present state of scientific kno_wle~ge m
re_garcl to zymotic poisons. It might of course be possible that there ex1~ts m the
R10 Grande region a t.pecial poisonous principle which produces a p~culrn~ fever,
but that it should be wholly confined within the limits of that climatic regIOJ?- and
~hould affect chiefly a particular class of people seems, to say the least, highly
~mprobable . Capt. D avis says: "There is no description of this _dis~ase ~o be fon nd
1n any work I have consulted and a n ew arrival if confronted with 1t, thrnks at fir st
he has typhoid to deal with, but the sense of wellbeing, the comparat_ively slow an_d
strong pulse, the absence of marked iliac tenderness, etc., make him change his
diagnosis to malarial fever (rernittent), but when quinine has been ord~re_d and the
temperature immediately and invarfably goes up one or two degrees, he ism a quandary."
.
.
This la.st is one of the most peculiar points in connection with this fever-th e thera.
peutic inefficiency of quinine. It fafls in not one case, but in everyone, a?d gener
::i,lly, as Capt. Davis says, runs up the temperature instead of decreasmg. it.
have in several cases tried quinine continuously and faithfully, but always with tfe
result stated. The fever is not 1·educed nor th e disease shortened by the use of an ~periodics; this point alone will serve to eliminate a possible malarial origin. It is
well known that in all climates and in all r aces quinine is entirely adequate to cont~ol malarial diseases _ Osler says in regard to malarial remittent fever: "The fe_ver
yields, as a rule, promptly to quinine, though here and theTe cases are met with,
rarely indeed in my experience, in whi ch they are refractory."
(B) The same author says: "The diagnosis of malarial remittent ~ever. may be
definitely made by the examination of the blood. Vandyke Carter, m h 1s monograph, alludes to the value of this method in the fevers of India. In many c3:ses here
w~ are at firRt unable to distinguif::;h between typhoid and continued malari_al fev~r
w~thout a blood examination. A more wide-spread use of this mean_s of diagno~is
w1l~ enable us to bring some order out of the confusion which exis~s m the_classificat10n _of the fevers of the South. At present the following febnl_e affect10;11s are
r~cogmzed by various physicians as occurring in the subtropical re&·10ns of this c~n~ment_: (a) Typhoid fever; (b) typhomalarial fever-a typho~d mod1_fied by malarial
~nfect10~ or the result of a combined infection; ( c) the malarial re1mttent fe_ver, a nd
(d) contmued thermic fever (Guiteras). In these various forms, all of which may
be characterized by a continued pyrexia with remissions or with chills and sweats
(for we must remember that chills and sweats in t yphoid fever are by no means rare),
t~ie blo?d examination will enable us to discover those which depend on the malarial poison. In this latitude we have not the opportunity of seeing man;v of t~e
protracted and severe cases, but I am inclined to think that future observation~ will
show t~at apa,rt from the thermic fever there are only two forms of these c_ont~n~ed
f~vers n1. the Sou~h, the on.e due to the typhoid and the other to the malar!al 1!1fection. The typh~nd fever ?f Philadelphia and Baltimore presents no essen~rnl difference fr?m the disease as 1t occurs in Montreal. Dock hai:; shown conclusively that
cases diagnosed i~ Texas as continued malarial fever were really true typhoi~."
. In my obser:vatrnn of the continued fevers of the 'fexas r egion I h ave paHl ~ar:cula! a~tent10n t? the microscopic examination of the blood. The plasmodmm
alariro many _of its forms has been undis coverable in all cases in the blood of
pa ients su:fferrng from the Texas fever, while the organism has been generally
7
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detected in typical malarial cases occuring synchronously and which succumb to
quinine.
(C) The temperature curve of Texas fever does not sbnw the marked remissions
that we expect and see in many cases of malarial remittent fever .
. (D) The fact that the pulse in Texas fever ioes not increase in rapidity and lose
m strength in proportion to the height of fever may be here mentioned.
(E) Them are no chills or sweats in the Texas fever.
(F) The occurrence of t ypical malarial cases in the same locality may be mentioned as an important point, in differentiating the two affections. The above points
seem to me to eliminate malarial remittent fever from any possible connection with
Texas fever.
3. Simple continued fever.-The much greater severity and longer duration of the
Texas fever will serve to distinguish it from febricula. Osler defines febricula as
''fever of slight duration." The longest limit set by him for it is seven days. He
say~ the most important point in the diagnosis of simple continued fever is "the
rap1ddisappearance of the pyrexia." Acute gastro-intestinal disturbance and herpes
on t~e lips are unknown in Texas fever. Again he says: "A form of low fever wHh
or without chills has been described as sometimes following exposure to foul odors
of sewer gas." He mentions this under the head of febricula. It is evident, however, that if such an affection should be definitely found to exist, it should be separ ~tely described as an independent disease. Moreover, "'a good deal of doubt exists
~n the minds of the profession about these cases of so-called sewer-gas poisoning. It
1s a notorious fact that workers in sewers are remarkably free from disease, and in
many cases which have been reported the illness may have been only a coincidence."
In this connection see the report of Capt. Davis, quoted above.
C_ases of febricula of various types are occasionally met with throughout the Texas
region, and are generally readily recognized.
4 and 5. Influenza and dengue.-The epidemic character of these diseases, the
c?'tarrhal and nervous symptoms of the former, its various sequelre, and the erupt10n; the characteristic r ecurrence and the violent muscular pains of the latter disease, of_ course, make confusion with them impossible. I have seen epidemics of both
these diseases along the Rio Grande. There remains to be described:
6. Texas fever.-The cases of this affection are all sufficiently alike to convince
the obs~r~er that it is a peculiar type of fever of some description, and, as stated
above, ~t 1s eno1;1gh different from all the ordinary varieties of fevers to justify the
condus10n that 1t should not be classed with them.
There are: as a rule, no prodromata in Texas fever; the patient claims to nave felt
~el! up to the time of the attack. Not often does he complain of a chill or: prehmmary chilly sensation. He comes to the hospital saying that "feyer' ' bas
attacked him s_ome hours previously, and complains of hea~ache, often <;f pa~ns_in
the back and limbs. Sleeplessness is often a feature of the disease, especially m its
early stages. Those above mentioned comprise all the nervous symptoms. In~ ver7
few cases I have seen a mild delirium at night, described by the nurse as "fhght1~ess." I have ne~er seen _symptoms of gastro-intestinal irritation_. Very rarely
mdeed bas the patient vomited even once durino- the course of the disease. I have
never seen diarrhea, and in nearly all cases thereis a distinct constipation. I~1 a ~ew
~ases the patients have complained of diffuse abdominal pain, and upon examrnat10n
m these cases there has been found a rigidity of the whole muscular wall of ~he
abdomen (especially the recti muscles) which is probably due to the accompanymg
constipa~ion. Enem~ta always prodt{ce a relief of this pain. A very pec~1liar
feature Is that mentioned above viz the remarkable slowness and strength of the
pulse combined with high tempe~atu~es. I have often seen the pulse normal with
a temperature of 104° or 105° J<,. Sometimes it is subnormal while the temperature
is comparatively high. Both temperature and pulse are often subnormal during
convalescence. The pulse respiration ratio is usually about the norm:11. The temperature ranges in height accordino- to the severity of the attack, in mild cases from
100° to 103° F.; in the se,erer ca~es from 103° to 105° F., or even t~ 106° P. The
fastigium is generally rapidly gained, is maintained for a greater or less period, and
the fever then terminates by lysis. In some cases, as mentioned above, th_e temperature curve resembles that of typhoid fever, but these cases show not on~ smgle other
feature of typhoid fever. The duration of the disease is from two to six w:eeks, the
average duration being, in my opinion, about three to four weeks. The:re 1s usually
a slight morning remission; rarely this may come in the evening. There 1s ,a<rem~rkable sense of well-being throughout the disease; this has been re:t?arkeu, I thmk,
by all observers. The patient continually asks to be allowed to s1t up, to have_ a
more liberal diet. etc. There is a very slight loss of weight and st~ength eve 1
protracted cases: I have thought, though I would not as yet. state ~t as at fie it
fact, that there is more of a tendency to contraction of the pup1l_than m mos e ri e
diseases. I have never seen any skin eruption with this complamt.

1·id
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Th al, Yo £!iy , I thiuk, a general picture of the symptom:1tology of Texas fever.
I luw n t <l te tcc1 any constant or at all marked enlargement of the spleen. I
h, Y ll. t
nor heard of a fatal case of this disease. I do not believe it would
rov i~ttal -c _pt iu a very weak organism or where antipyretics are injudiciously
11
t1. Th sold1ors (those most liable to be attacked) are a picked class, and, as a
rnl ' of r bnst c_onst_itutions. Th;,tt the prognosis is so good is a very fortunate cir1,1 m tan , bnt ~twill tend to make the definite settlement of the etiology of the
d1 n a Y ry <hfficult question.
Th di ao-nosis is not, I think, difficult as a rule if the case is watched sufficiently
1 ue; ,_ u<.~ ,Yell_. Of course, in all continued fev'er cases symptoms of malarial or
t pll H1 rnfoction should be anxiously looked for in regions where these diseases are
iabl t o ur.
·
Etiol gy.-My opinion as to the canse of Texas feyer may be gatheretl from what
I h:w written above. I think the fever due entirelv to the peculiar climatic con-·
dition f t~is region. To speak more aefinitely, the ugreat length of the hot s~ason
am1 th lt01ght and co1;1tinuance through a great part of the day of ~he m_a:s:1mum
t 1p ratnro, coupled with exposure to and work in the hot sun, especially m tho~e
who nro by reason of previous habitation in northern climates unacclimated to tlns
portio~ of tho country. Tho dryness of the atmosphere and comparatively small
elevation above the sea level I believe to be the factors in the establishment of the
p cnliar typo of the fever. Maj. Kimball, Medical Department, U. S. Army (Report
of the nrgeo~-General, U.S. Army, for the year ending June ?O, 1893), ~ays: "Tbat
~ho long·-contrn ned temperature of a southern Texas summer 1s largely 1~strm~.e.ntal
m tho pro luction of the fevers which so often prevail, I think, adm1~s of little
clou~t, and that exposure to the midday sun ought as much as possible to be
::w o1dcd."
Acconling to Capt. D:wis (see above quotation) the fever was found at Fort Clark
only among soldiers "who did fatio-ue duty in the broiling sun." Osler say~:
"Guiteras has called attention to a f~rm of fever occurring in the South ~mown m
Florida as 'Florida fever,' in the Carolinas as 'country fever,' ::md in trop1c3:l countries as 'fievrc in:flamrnatoire.' The cases last for a variable time and are mistaken
for rnafaria or typhoid, but he believes them to be entirely dist_inct _ _ncl d~e to
a prolonged action of the high temperature. He has called the cond1 ion a continued thermic fever."'
I believe Texas fever to be a form of Guiteras's "continued thermic fever," ::i.ud
I have of fate so diao-nosed the cases I have met with in the column for cause of
admission in t.tie Mo£.thly Report of Completed Cases. In my observ~tion tbe
disease has been limited to unacclimated soldiers who do considerable work m the sun
and those civilians who have similar histories and environment. I have never known
an officer to be affected with the disease, nor in a considerable practice have I seen
any cases oxcept in those exposed to the same conditions as the soldiers.
. .
In spite of the uniYersal scientific belief that most of such diseases are of bacterial
origin, I do not believe any germ or organism is responsible for the exi~tence o_f the
so-callecl "Texas fever." Capt. Davis, after stating his belief that the clramme~~10ned
above was at fault in producing those cases occurring at Fort Clark, says:." E mally
the conviction was forced upon me that the materies morbi was a ptomame generated in the intestinal tract, caused by a germ from without.' 1 _Wjth the utmost
respect for the opinion of one of the most distinguished surgeons m the_ Army, ~ am
compelled to say I do not believe the intestinal tract to be the fons ct ongo mall ~or
the portio invasionis in this affection. It seems to mo that any disease affectmg
primarily the intestinal tract would lead to conspicuous intestinal symptoms, e. g.,
cholera, typhoid fever, dysentery. At Fort·Hancock during a summer I spent th~re
as. post surgeon there was a good deal of genuine malarial remittent fever wh 1?h
a~ected only recruits lately reporting from J e:fferson barracks; the ~reat change m
climate se_emed to incubate the disease germs, e.g., Laveran orgamsms_. I do.not
recall havrng observed there any cases of what I afterwards learned to differentiate
as Texas fever .• The malarial cases occurring there had no peculiar feat11;r~s, and were
per:fectly controllable by quinine or War burg's tincture. I am of the opm1on that the
alt_itucle at Fort Hancock ( over 3,000 feet above sea level), coupled with the enormous.
daily range of temperature there, serves to counteract the at times excessive heat of
the sun for a short time ~n the middle of the day.
I m:1y as wel~ st~te bnefty ,h ere a theory which seems to me to account for the
pecuh~r ther~1c fev~r obscr~red in this and other tropical cou~tries. In the mo~e
temperate reg10ns of the_Umted States, where the humidity of the atmosphere 18
great, exposure to excessive heat is often followed by insofation or sunstrok~, or
w_hat may be called acute thermic fever-a continued form of fever resulting from
tigh temperatur_e not b~ing described there. On the other hand, in this regio11, where
?0 atmosphere 18 relatively dry sunstroke is practically unknown. I have myself
iihetl over twenty years :in r.rexas: and I clo not remember that 1 ever heard of (I know
ave never seen) a case of sunstroke occurring litre.
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I believe that the acute thermic fever is replaced here l>y the continued fonn which
atfacks preferably, as stated, those unacclimated.
I believe Texas fever to be clue to a paresis or_, moro strictly spealdng, a partial
inhibition of the functions of the sympath etic nervous system, due to e:s:ces i·rn " I f ear
and tear ' 7 of that apparatus, the locus minoris resistentim being the h eat mechani o .
Men exposeq, to and laborin g in the sun clay after clay in this dry climate haYo au
enormous amount of work thrown upon the sweat glands and the heat r adiating nncl
conducting functions of tho body; this is especially felt by those who suddenly institute such a regimen and who have not h ::ul their tissues educated up to the requireu
resisting point by heredity or acquired experience. In the north there i s l ess evaporation and radiation, and hence there occurs a sudden inhibition 1 a throwin g out of
balance of the thermotaxi c or heat regulating centers. In this dry region, whero tJrn
radiating and evaporating functions after excessive and unaccustomed use get gradually overworked and consequently weakened, the fever sets in l ess acutely . Tho
fever, according to this explanation, i s due to a l essened dissipation of h eat from tho
body rather than to increased metabolism of the tissues within the body . This
explains the slight loss of weight ancl strength during l ong attacks of the fever . In
fact all the constant symptoms seem explainable on the basis of a paresis of the sympathetic nervous system, the remarkably slow h eart being due to an inhibition of tho
sympathetic a ccelerator fibers supplied to the h eart (also probably to a slowiug
accompanying the lessened peripheral resistance from the accompanying paresis of
thc_vaso-motor fibers). The constipation may be clue to weakened function of the
cxc1tors of peristaltic movement and secretion- Meissner's and Auerbach 's plexuses;
the sleeplessness to lessened vf,so-constriction in the brain believed to accomp:1ny if
not cause the condition of sleep. Though probably more blood passes t.luough the
cutaneous vessels than n ormally, the heart perhaps not being slow enough t o countcrba~ance the effect of the lessened resistance, there is not a corresponding Joss of
hr>nt fl:om the surface owing to the suspensi on of action of th e sweat glands and the
t~:·owrng out of balance of the thermotaxic centers in the medulla. The preserv:1tion
_of 1ien rl1 norm~l_weight of tissues is, as stated b efore, duo to the fact that ~he patient
suftcrs from a failure to expend heat ancl not from an increased product10n of heat
tlne to consumption of the tissues or increased metabolism. The contraction of the
pupil, if found by future observation to be a constant feature of the dis ease, is clue
to an in~ibition of the dilator fibers of the iris and the consequent unopposed action
of the circular fibers supplied by the third cranial nerve or motor oculi.
.
· A fe:w words in conclusion as to the best plan of treatment may not be amiss.
The _d1se~rn is self-limited, and with careful nursing will wear itself out, the vis
med1catnx natun.e being all sufficient to control the majority of cases. On a
remoyaJ of the cause ( exposure to the sun) the balance of the h eat centers is gradually and permanently r egained.
As a method of prophylaxis I would recommend the avoidance, as far as pm;sible,
of a11 work during the middle hours of the clay in the heated season in this climate. An entirely symptomatic treatment has seemed to me to b e the best. Medication di_rectecl to the disinfection of the alimentary canal has 'in my experience
always yielded negative results. Liquid diet, preferably milk, and ca,reful nursing
are? I think, the essentials. I think it better to carefully a,void modern antipyret1cs; they have not seemed to me perfectly safe in the treatment of continued
fevers.
·
In this region I occasionally give theRe patients small doses of phenacetine to
relieYe headache when present. The best means of reducing hyperpyre:x.ia is the
application of cold water, according to the heirrht of the fever, using either simple
sponging of the surface of the body, the wet pack, or the cold bath . Thi~ reduces
the_ temperature, temporarily adding much tc, the comfort of the patient, and I
behove it serves to l essen the total duration of the disease. In rare cases tlic temperature seems to run up after the wet pack, but a second application has never in
my experience failed to reduce the fever . The application of cold certainly seems
to be the rational treatment of this fever, if my ideas as to its etiology nre correct. Enemata at intervals control the constipation and seem indirectly to relieve
all the symptoms. The sedative :1ction of opium occasionally administered at
night relieves the sleeplessness. I believe tho use of opium (morphine hypodermicall y is the b est method of administration) in the early stages of continued fevers
to be tonic and conservative, adding much to the ability of the patient to mthstancl the ravages of the disease. During convalescence tonics are indicated, such
as strychnine or small doses of quinine.
.
In conclusion, I desire to reiterate my purpose in preparing this necessanly very
incomplete paper, that it may perhaps serve to elicit the opinions of other~ who
haYe doubtl ess O'ffCn thouo·ht and con8icleration to the subject. and thus contribute
in a, small meas~ue to tht" car eful cluchlation" of the intricate a,nd interes~mg
question of feYers in the South. I fully r ealize that such an importa_nt aubJ°C}
should not be lightly or superficially dealt with; that it is a subJect for years 0
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tn~l ~nd the exa_minati_on of hundreds of thermographs, and hence feel much hesitat! 1:1 in f rwanlmg _this preliminary paper. I make no claim that the question is
d hm_t l_
tt~ed ; I s11;r1ply wish to state my opinion that Guiteras is correct in his
d npt10n of a :peculiar form of fever (first differentiated by him) in the extreme
outb a tern r g10ns of the United Sta.tes and I believe that the so-called "Texas
f,
r ' w~ll be found to b~ a varie~y ( essentially the same_, though varying possibly in
me of 1t featu r es) of his "contmued thermic fever."
VENEREAL DISEASES .

The admi sion rate for venereal diseases, 73.08, was a slight improvem nt ou that of the previous year, 76. 73 ; but the constant sickness
a 5.41, as compared with 5.33. Of the 73.08 admissions, 40.22 were
occa ·ion d by gonorrhea, 13.68 by syphilis, 11.90 by chancroids, and 7.28
by oth r diseases of this class. The average duration of the cases was
27 .0 days-43.2 for syphilis, 26.08 for chancroids, 24.3 for other ca.ses,
and 22.0 for gonorrhea. The relative prevalence was greatest among
the ludians, and much less among the negroes than among the wh~tes,
the l atter being a fact, seldom, if ever, noted before this yea~. Fiftythree men were discharged for disability on account of these d1seases44 whites, 5 Indians, and 4 negroes.
Columbus barracks, Ohio, had the highest admission rate, 333.~8,
much higher than that of the previous year, 292. 72, and a none_ffective
rate of 24.08, as compared with 18.54. The other depots for recruits c~mpare very favorably with Columbus barracks in this respect, Davids
lsland with 66.53 admissions and 2.78 noneffectives, and Jefferson barracks with 51.66 and 1.91. Forts Brown, Ringgold, and McIntosh,
Tex., and Jackson barracks, La., had each an admission rate of more
than 200, and Washington barracks, D. C., Fort Clark, Tex., St.
Francis barracks, Fla., Mount Vernon barracks, Ala., and Fort.Thomas,
Ky., had each more than double the average rate of the Army.
In discussing the prevalence of venereal diseases it is to be noted
that the statistics sometimes fail to include the whole of the cases.
Where duty is light soldiers affected with certain forms of disease
frequently seek treatment at the hands of some civilian physician t.o
prevent their condition from becoming known to the command. When
the garrison at Fort Douglas went into camp for ten days near ~he post
a decided increase of sickness w~s noted duriug the per10~, ~he
exposures and fatigues of camp life telling on the men and brrngm~
out defects and partial disabilities that would not have been mamfest in the ordinary course of garrison hfe. Included iu this ~ncre~se
of sickness were eight cases of venereal disease which were m existence prior to the field service, and which would probably not have been
reported to the post surgeon but for the changed conditions ~n.d more
active duties necessitated by camp life. Again, in speaking of the
prevalence of venereal diseases at Columbus barracks, the depot surgeon states his opinion that it is no uncommon occur1;ence for men so
dis~ased to treat themselves or get treatment outside without having
~heir names appear on sick report; and the post surgeon of Fort Brad,Y
is confident that not more than 25 per cent of the venereal cases at his
post came under his observation.
ALCOHOLISM.

The admission rate for alcoholism has been falling gradually during
the past few rears: In 1893, 33.97; in 1892, 37 .23; in 1891, 40.01; in
1890~ 40. 73; m 1889, 41.31, and as the average annual rate of the
previous decade, 50.50. Table xvu shows the prevalence of alcoholism
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at the various posts and its influence on the effective force of the garrisons during the past year. The large posts having the worst record
in this respect are Willets Point, N. Y., 170.27; Fort D. A. Russell,
Wyo., 84.74; Fort Logan, Colo., 64.06. West Point, N. Y., has the best
record, 2.61. The recruiting depots had low rates: Jefferson })arracks,
4.13; Columbus barracks, 6.39, and Davids Island, 21.53.
RHEUMATIC AFFECTIONS.

The admission rate for rheumatism continued to decline duriug the
past year, 65.8i per thousand of strength, as compared with 71.52 in
the previous year, 75.33 in 1891, 83.19 in 1890, and 96.97 as the average
annual rate of the previous decade. Of the 65.84 admissions of the
past year 4.86 consisted of cases of acute articular rheumatism, 12.22
of subacute and chronic cases, and 48.76 of muscular rheumatism. The
average duration of the :first was 39. 7 days; of the second, 33.8 days;
of the last, 11.3 days. The relative prevalence was considerably
greater among the colored men than among the whites and the Indians.
Of 26 discharges 22 were white, 3 colored, and 1 Indian. Omitting
minor posts from consideration the greatest prevalence of rheumatic
affections was found at St. Francis barracks, Fla.; Fort Wingate,
N. Mex.; Fort Missoula, Mont,; Davids Island~ N. Y.; Mount Vernon
barracks, Ala., and Fort McKinney, Wyo., showing as heretofore
pointed out in these reports that climate has less to do with the prevalence of rheumatism than other influences of·a less general character.
PULMONARY CONSUMPTION.

The admission rate for consumption during the past year was 2.85;
during 1892 it was 4.34, and during the decade previous to last year
3.28. The rate of the past two years has been increased by the service
of Indian troops. In 1892 the rate of admission among the aborigines
was 35.62, and last year 20.98, as compared with 3.27 and 2.32 among
the whites. A total of 72 cases was taken on sick report-52 whites,
5 colored, and 15 Indians. Out of this number and those carried forward from the previous year 17 died and 44 were discharged. -Of the ·
deaths 11 were white, 1 colored, and 5 Indian, and of the discharges
32 were white, 3 colored, and 9 Indian.
PNEUMONIA AND PLEURISY.

Pneumonia also was more prevalent and fatal among the .Indians
tpan among the whites. The absolute number of admissions was 1089.4 white, 6 negro, 8 Indian; and the deaths 18-16 white and 2 Indian.
The discharge of 2 white soldiers has also to be added to the disability
occasioned by this disease.
No death nor discharge was charged against pleurisy, although 52
cases were reported-whites 45, negroes 6, and Indian 1.
INJURIES.

The admission rate for injuries, 243.29, differs little from that of the
previous year, 254. 76, and less from.that of the previous d~cade, ?49.10.
About one-half of the cases were contusions and sprams, with an
average duration on sick report of 8.8 days. Gunshot wound~ occasioned only 3.32 of the 243.29 admissions. The total number ot th08
wounds was 84, with 25 deaths and 13 discharges. Drowmng
1
21 deaths, fractures 6 deaths and 12 discharges, and rupture
•
charges.
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nrin °· the year 22 cases of suicide were rer)orted: Officer 1 · enlisted
Tl11· 1~
· equal to a rate of 0.80 per thousand of strength,
' ~ as com1. r d w1~h 0. ::.i m 1892 and with 0.G9 as the average rate of the-years of
h Ir YI ns de ade. Six of tllese cases were in men under 30 years of
0
t,-reen 30 ancl 40 years, and 7 over 40 years. Resort was had
·un hot by J 6, to poison by 5, to drowning by 1. .Alcoholism was
r I> rt d •. the cause in 6 instances; fear of court-martial and despond~H·y ach .m ; love troubles, insanity~ and temporary mental aberra1 n each m 1, and undetermined in 7.
Th ' ta ti tics of suicide for the seven years, 1887-1893 inclusive, give a
t tal of.1 ,.1 ca es: Officer8, 7; enlisted men, 127. Infantry, 64; cavalry,
; art11lery, 15; ordnance, 5; engineers, 2; medical nnd hospital corps,
7 · < rn1 others, 13. Uuler 30 years of age, 51; between 30 and ~o, 56;
r 40, 27. Gun, hot, 97; pQison, 26; drowning, 4; throat-cu~trng, 3 t
and 1 each severing radial artery, suffocation, strangulation, and
cru hing by railroad train. In 37 the cause was undetermined. In
tho others the reported causes were as follows: Insanity, 10; tempor~ry
m utal aberration, fi; despondency, 12; nei·vous depression follomng
influe11za, 1; weakness of mind, 1; fear of court-martial, 5; charg~ .of
theft, 2; failure to obtain promotion, 1; fear of the results of syphihst
2; alcoholism, 42; tired of living, 1; love troubles, G; jealousy, 2;
domestic troubles, 3; homesickness, 1; distaste for service, 1; financial losses by gambling, 2.

1
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INFLUENCE OF SE.A.SON ON THE SICK RATE.

Notwithstanding the increased prevalence of malarial d~seases ~uring
the past year the autumnal endemics made no marked 1mpressi_on. on
the general curve of sickness. The average monthly rate of adm1ss10n
per thousand of strength was 107.42. In January and February t?,e
rate was a little below this average, but in March it rose to 125.51, its
highest point, falling gradually through April, May, and June t~ 92.26
in the last mentioned month. In July, August, and September it was
a few units higher than the average, but fell in October .to 95.01. In
November and December it reached, respectively, 113.17 and 114.61.
List of special rep01·ts recei'l:ecl jl'oni meclical officers during fhe calendar year 1893.
MEDICAL llEPORTS.
Name.

Report.

Jlank.

Arthur, W. H ....... _. Captainamlas;;t.surgeon ... Appendicitis.
Bradley, A. E .......... 1st lieut. and asst. sr,rgeon .. Epidemic of measles; thermograph accompany·
ing.

Bro::vn, P. R·····-··-·· Mnjorandsurgeon ..........
Gp. .E . . - · · · - . . Captain and asst. surgeon.. .
enumm, au1 ····-·· ...... do·········-·-··-····-·
Davi w B
:Ewe:· c · · · -· · · ·· · · · ·-··~.do .......... - ... _..... .
Gibso~ j- · p -· · · -· · · · · · MllJor and surgeon. . . . . . . . . .
Girard,' A·.
.do - ·-·- · ..... ........ -...... clo · ···-················
Girard .J n
' · ··-·····-······-.do···················-·
G
w c
org:.ts, · · · · - · · · - · · Captain and asst. surgeon_ ..
Ha-rrev p F
I ·1 ·' · ' ·- ········ Mnjorandsurrrcon
a:rid,
W · · · · · · · · · 1; t lic~1t. aml a.·st.
arvis, ·' · · · - · · - · · · · · Captarn and as~t. snrgoon...

Bcf1:i m1el~,

c: :::: :: ::::···-·

/ 0 Ju·

s~1~g~~~::

Pleuro.pneumonia, with thermograph nccom·
panying-.
.
Pneumonia presenting unusual features.
Chronic bursitis.
Thoracic aneurism.
Smallpox.
Cerebral abscess.
Scarlet fever.
Temporary aphasia.
.
Texas fever, with thermograph accompanyrng.
N arcolepsy.
Cerebral ~bscess; death and autopsy .
Pneumonia, empyema.
Typhoid fever .
Cirrhosis of liver; death and autopsy.
Perityphlitic abscess; death and an topsy·
Anenrism of aorta; death and autopsy
Perforating gastric ulcer..
.
Special report of acaimof obstetrics.
Mumps at Fort Apache.
no.
Malarial glycosuria, with thermograph accompanying.
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List of special repo?"ts received frorn, 1n.eclical 'officers, etc.-Continned.
MEDIC.AL REPORTS-Continued .
Name.

Rank.

Report.

Kean, J. R ............. Captain and asst. surg-eon .. . Sarcocele, left tm,ticle.
Kilbourne, H. S.. ..... . Major and surgeon ........ . Tex as fever (3) cases, with thermographs ac·
companying.
Lippincott, Henry ....... : ... do ................. ... . .Aci.i tc lobar pneumonia.
Gonorrheal ophthalmia. ·
Pneumonia.
Macauley, C. N. B... ... Captain and asst. surgeon .. Remittent fever; thermograph .
Remittent fever; thermograph.
Mc.Clellan, Ely......... Major and surgeon ........ . Pneumonia.
McElderry, Henry ........... do .................... .
Mnnday, l3en.iamin. ... Captain and asst. surgeon .. ~~rI~i~al:~~~\tti·~!t \Vftbr~f~~ph.
Pilcber,Jao.E ............... do ... .... . ............ . Typhoid fever; thermograph,
Special report on epidemic of dengue, :Fort
Ringgold.
Robinson,S.Q .•........ ...... do .... ......... ......•. Hystero.epifopsy.
Sta!k, A. N. .. . . . . . . . . . 1st lie~it. and asst. surgeon. Narcosis during parturition.
Swift, E. L. •..... .. . . . . Captam and asst. surgeon .. Diphth erb at Fort Yates.
Diphtberia at Fort Yates.
Influenza at Fort Yates.
Tesson, L. S .... .............. do .................... . .Acute phthisis; death and autopsy.
Tilton, H. R..... . . . . . . . Major and surgeon . ; ....••. Pneumonia; thermograph.
Puerperal con-.ulsions; death.
Cerebro.spinal meningitis; thermograph.
Epidemic influenza; thermograph.
Typhoid fever; thermograph.
Torney, G. H . . . . . . . . . . Captain and asst. surgeon .. Special report on epidemic of.dengue.
Turrill, H . S........... !fajor ~ncl surgeon ... . ..... . Opium poisoning; two cases.
Vickery, R. S ................ do ............... ..... . Varioloid.
Poisoning by morphine.
Waters, W.E .... ... ......... Jo .................... . .Acute pneumonia; empyema; death and au·
topsy.
Diffuse erysipelas.
Wells, G. M. .. ... . . . . . . Capt. and asst. surgeon ... . Scarlet fever at Fort Grant.
White, R: H . . . . . . . . . . . ~ajor and surgeon ........ . Typhojd fever and malarial feyer; 89 thermo.
graphs.
. .
.
Remittent fever; 47 thermographs.
Epidemic iufluenza; 23 thermographs.
Valvular disease of heart; death and autopsy.
Chronfo rheumatiRm .
;: oodruff, C. E . ........ Captain and asst. surgeon .. Special report on military food .
orthington, J.C ....... . .. . do .................. .. . Valvular disease of heart; pnenmonia; death
a,.nd autopsy; tllerruograph.

;i!Iii{I::::::: ::::J~ :::::::::::::::::::::

SURGIC.AL REPORTS .
Barrister; W. B.. . -·..... Captain and asst. surgeon .. Rupture of the Ii ver; run over by a wagon;
death and autopsy.
Brailey, .A. E .......... 1st lieut. and asst. surgeon .. Three unusual fractures.
Found drowned; autopsy.
Comegys, E. T'. .... .... Captain and asst. surgeon .. Gunshot wound of left chest; death an.cl au.
topsy.
D~Wi1t, Calvir. ........ Majorandsurgeon ......... . '.l'raumatic insanity.
Girard, .A. C ..... ... .. .... ... do ............ .. ...... . Contracted toes.
Gunshot wound of groin; death and autops.1·. ~
Hart.suff, .A . . ..... ... ... _.... do .................... . Enucleation of right eye.
Heyle, A . B....... .. . . . 1st lieut. and asst ..surgeon . ·wound of the heart; death at the end of three
days.
Kean, J. R............. Captain and asst. surgeon .. Stricture of the urethra.
IDeffer, C. F. . . . . . . . . . . 1st lieut. and asst. surgeon .. Ventricular hemorrhage and acute cer elnitis;
thrown from a horse.
Kilbourne, H. S. .. ..... Captain and asst. surgeon .. Laparoto!}.1y.
Lippincott, Henry..... Major and surgeon ........ . Fracture of clavicle.
Dislocation of ankle and fracture of fibula.
Contusion of left, elbow.
.Lynch, Chnrles........ 1st lieut. and asst. surgeon .. Tuberculosis of the testicle .
Mason,C.F ................. . do .................... . Removal of loose body from
kle joint.
Ro Linson, S. Q . . . . . . . . . Captain and asst. surgeon .. Gunshot wound of forehead and abdomen, not
Stark, A. N............ 1st lieut. and asst. surgeon .. nfs~·;ift~ifot· from drowning; Syl,cster's
method.
Fracture of cenical spine.
.
Gunshot wound, left lower leg; amputat10n.
Contusion from a fall.
Dislocation ofleft shoulder.
Death from freezing.
Tumor of mammary gland i~ ~ho male.
Gunshot wound of head; suicide.

Stiles, H. R .................. do .......... : ......... .
Symington, John...... Attending surgeon ........ .
Tilton, H. R ........... Major and surgeon ........ .
Walters, Fred G....... Hospital steward .......... .
Worthington, J. C . . . . . Captain and asst. surgeon ..
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SURGICAL OPERATIONS.

uring the year the Medical Department of the Army reported 254 .
urgi al operations, 84 of which were necessitated by injuries and 170
by di a e. The number, character, and results of these are shown in
the foll wing statement:
ntnre of operation.

Disease or injury.

Rcn,oval of" tnnaors ............................. .
Enn l ation ................. Sebaceous, 12; en·
cysted , 6; fatty,
5; fibroid, 4; epi·
thelioma, 1.
Opf'ning of abscesses ............................ .
lHci sion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cellulitis, 2; caries,
3; perityphlitic,
1; liver, 2; peri.
nephritic, 1; bur·
sal, 1; ischiorec·
tal, 1; subcutane·
ous, 6.
Operation!§ on the eye ........... ............... .
For euucleation ................................... .
For sarc01ua ......... .. .. ... ... ...... ............. .
For pterygium .............. ........ .............. .
For ectropion ....... ....................... ....... .
For danr:;ocystitis; slitting ........ . ............ .
of lachrymal duct.
For :f<laucoma, iridectomy . . . . .................... .
For ·oreign bodies ................................ .
Ope1.•ation s on thcear ........................... .
For foreign body .................................. .
Ope1·ation s on the nose ......................... .
For deviated nasal septum •.........................
Opc1.·ation s on the mouth ....... ........... ..... .
Removal of tor;sils.... ... . .. . Tonsillitis ......... .
Opea·ation s on the veins .... ..................... .
For varicocele . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... .
Ligation of femoral vein..... Pistol wound ... ... .
Operations ou the r espiratory organs ................. ..................... .
Paracentesis . ................ Pleurisy, 1; empy·
ema, 1.
Trac?,eotomy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Edema of glottis .. .
Fore1gn body ............................ ......... .
Ope1.•ations 011 the digest-

i~.~~·~: :: ::: ::: ::: ::::: :::::::::::::::::

1.v.Fo~1fi~fu~:
For fissure of anus ......... ....... ........ ....... .
For hemorrhoids ........... .. ...... . . ... ·.... .. .... .

Laparotomy. ... ... . . . . . . . . . . Obstruction
bowels.

of

;~;1~~~J;.~ilile he;~i;: :::::: .~~~.s~~~~: ::::::::::

Ope_i·atious on the lymphat1.c glancls ................. ........ ........ ... .. .
Removal of glands.......... Venereal, 6; tuber.
cular, 3; adenitis,

Total.

2S
28

01r~~~ti.ct~1"r·~ ~r·~~eiii~-;; :" ·· · · ···· ·· ······ ······ ····
Internal urethrotomy .... Gonorrhea ....... .. .
~~t1rt:'ll uretbrotomy .. .......... ....... .. ... .

.i~;:fii~~:::::::::::::: im~mr:: :::::

L1tho:apaxy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Calculus in bladder.
0 pe.rat1.011s on the "enera tll ve organs ... . ......... . .
For phymosis . ................ C~~g~~it~l; 6.;. t;~~:.
ma tic, 2; chancre,

nf~efs e~~~~~ ~.a:. ~~ ..
0

U'
17

28 • • . . . . Scalp, 3; face, 12; ear,
4; hip, 2; l eg, 2; neck,

17 ••••.. .A.bdomen,4; perineum,

3; ulna, 2; scapula, 1;
knee, 1; leg, 1; back,
1; thumb, 1; thigh, 1:
neck, 1 ; forearm, 1.

1.1
3

3

1

1

2

2

1
1

1
1

1

1

2

1

1

l

1

2
2

6
5
1

4

2
1
1

2

2
1
1

3
1
17

14

Sand burr in larynx.

•

3

Incision.
Incision, 4; ~irture, ~;
injected WJt carbohc
acid 2· clamp and
cautery, 2; sphinct.er
stretched, 1.

1
17

1

1

1
1

Ligature.

1

2

24

------

5

1
1

1
1

10

10

4

4

19
7

7 ..••••

1

1
5
2
3

1
2.1
14

H

3
4

4

1

.Aspiration ..... . .. .

Remarks.

2; hand, l; back, l;
breast, 1.

1.

Glancls curetted ........... . Venereal, 4 ........ .
Operations on thcu1·inary

~~~a.~· Died.

3

Castration.
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Remarks.
Nature of operation.
Disease or injury. Total. ~~~r· Died.
~ -- - -- - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - Operations on bones ....... .. .. ................. .
3
3 . . . . . . Cranium, 1; tibia and
3
Remova1 of portions ....... .. ]fracture, 2; exos.
:fibula, 1 ; metatar·
tosis, 1.
sus, 1.
Operations 011 joints ........... .. ............... .
41
38 ..... . Shoulder, 17 ; elbow, 8;
38
Reduction of dislocations .. . ... .............. ..... .
wrist, 3; clavicle, 3;
hip joint, 2; ankle, 2;
patella, 1; rib, 1 ; in·
step, 1.
Knee, 2; ankle, 1.
3
.
Removal of loose bodies ........... . .............. .
Operations on limbs ....... ..... .......... ...... .
32
Amputation for injury:
Primary.
Forearm ... : ............ . Injury ......... .... .
1
Primary, 17; second·
21
Fingers ................ . . Shot, 6; injury, 13;
21
ary, 4.
frostb ite, 2.
Primary.
1
Fracture ........... .
Primary.
i~~~~.:
1
Shot . .............. .
Secondary.
Feet ................. . .. . Frostbite ..... ..... .
2
2
Primary, 1; secondary,
5
5
Toes .................... . Injury, 4; frost4.
bite, 1.
Amputation for disease:
Secondary.
Thigh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Su:ppurative arthri·
tis kneejoint.
·
Operations on muscle s
an,l tcuclons.. .. .... .. .... .. ........... .. . . . . .....
3
T enotomy ............... . ... ...... .... .... ........
3
Ope1.•atio11son theskiu,ctc. ... . . . ....... .. . . . . . . .
2,Ingrown nails ......... :.. ........... .. .. ..........
17
17
Re~oval ?f nails . ........... . Injury, 4; disease, l.
5
5 ..... .
Skm graftmfc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U lcer, 1; contusion, 1
2
2 ...... 1
R emoval of oreign bodies... ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
3

::::::::::::::::::

······1

Aggregate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~.'i4 ............. .

Deaths among civilians and their causes are shown in the following
tabl~:
Adult I Adult Children. Total.
Disease.
males. females.
- - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - -- - ---1--- - - - - - - - - - - 18
1
12
12
6

20
l
16
15

13

26

1

7

2
1
1
32

Total from disease . .. .. .... .. . ..... .................. .. ... .

1
1

fr~t!t~:-~~~~~:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Total from all causes .. ........... . .... ................... .

nJ

34

9
2

12
9

1
4

5

115
7
7

84 1

129

745 1

M!l.RRI..A.GES .A.ND BIRTHS.

On the. reports are noted 36 marriages-6 of officers, 26 of enlisted
men, 4 0f civilian attaches.
The births· reported numbered 487-male, 252; female, .23? .. _One
hundred were chil<lren of officers; 328 of enlisted men; 59 of c1v11ians.
Eighteen Indian children, 11 males and 7 females, born at Mount Vernon barracks, Ala., are included in this total.
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SANITARY CONDITION OF MILITARY POSTS.
QU.A.R'.l'ERS.

b r mark made in my last annual report concerning the dilapil~t d
ndition of the quarters at a number of posts, as at Forts Keogh,
,u" t_ r, and Ye tes, Whipple barracks, an d San Carlos, continue to be
a l~h nible at the present time. At Whipple barracks.crumbling foun~la, 1 . , btoke~ ceilings, leaky roofs, with overcrowding and the cl?srn °· f t e ventilators in the ceiling to prevent down drafts, gave rise
~ many cases of catarrh, sore throat, and febrile malaise, and no do_ubt
m 1 .. sed the predisposition to the typhoid epidemic which prevailed
nt the post during· the year. The miserable accommodations at San
arlos were folly described in my last report. In February of the
}We ent ye~r the post surgeon in his sanitary report spoke_of the cry~ng_necess1ty for better quarters for the enlisted.men; and mMarchhe
mv).t.ed the attention of all concerned to the inconvenience and suffering which fall to the lot of the soldier who is compelled to live in the
ooden shacks of this post in which the temperature during the summer reaches an astonishing height. At Fort Grant the barracks are low
adobe buildings, entirely inadequate and unsuited for their :purpo~e,
,vith little or no space below the floors, badly ventilated and mtoler~Lly bot in summer. The old buildings at Camp Eagle Pass are m
exceedingly dilapidated condition. Four of them have been reported
by the post quartermaster as unsafe and not worth repairing .. ~he
post surgeon refers to the purchase of the site by Government_as givm_g
hope of improved quarters at this post, inasmuch as, accor~mg to his
statement, all recommendations heretofore rnadehave been disapproved
because the site was rented.
At all of these posts modern airy and comfortable buildings are
imperatively needed if they are to be continued in service.
.
Defective ventilation is referred to in connection with overcrowdmg
in the dormitories at Fort- D. A. Russell. Two small holes cut in the
ceiling of each b1iiiding permit the tainted air to escape into the ~arret,
but as -there is only one aperture, closely covered :with shutters, m eac_h
gable to ventilate the garret, the result is far from satisfactor;y-. Th~s
arrangement provides at best only for an imperfect exit of tamted air
and nothing for the entrance of fresh air. In each squad room 2
tubular flues should be constructed, extending from the ceiling· to above
the roof, and 2 fresh-air conduits, opening under the stoves, should
be placed beneath the floor. A similar ventilating flue should also ~e
const~ucted hi the room occupied by the officer of tlte guar~. This
roo~ 1s small, and frequent complaints have been made about its close
and ill-smelling air.
·
During the year overcrowding in the quarters of the enlisted men
was noted specially at the recruiting depots at Davids Island and Columbus barracks. At the former the floor space was at one time inadequate, although the height of the barracks gave a fair cubical allowance. ~he su_rface barely permitted a passage between the bed~, and
t~e expired au c,f one man was breathed by others before admixture
with the general atmosphere of the rooms. At the latt<.,r depot some
of t_be be<l.s ~ere so close as to nearly touch, and the large sick re~o:fis
durm~ the wmter months were attributed to this overcrowded cond1t10n
at time when the windows could not be left open for free ventilation.
vei:crowding in guardhouses was of more common occurrence· and
exception was t a k-en t o th e -building·in
<
several instances, as well ' as t o
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its excess of occupancy.

At Davids Island it was represented as antiquated, dilapidated, dismal; and infested with vermin, giving an average of 600 cubic feet to each prisoner, but ventilated only by narrow
shafts partially covered at the top, so that the cubic allowance was of
little value in the absence of a free air movement. Unfavorable reports
concerning the guardhouse came also from Forts Marcy and Sherman,
and the Presidio of San Francisco. At the first mentioned, the maxim~m occupancy of 10, in November, 1893, redu.c ed the air space of each
prisoner to 248 cubic feet; at the second, the average daily oceupancy
for January, 1894, corresponded with an allowance of 250 cubic feet
per man, but the maximum occupancy for the same month reduced the
air space to 230 feet. At the last-mentioned post bedbugs have settled
in the woodwork of the walls and ceilings so that it is difficult to effect _
their destruction. Although no overcrowding of the guardhouse was
r~ported from Fort Myer, efforts have been made to have the construction of a new one authorized, as the present building is an old one-story
frame structure, dirty and infested with vermin. Efforts have also
been made to have a new hospital built at this post, as the pre.s ent
structure is old, poorly arranged, insufficiently heated, and too small for
~he needs of the garrison. lt is probable that both of these desirable
Improvements will be authorized when the appropriations will admit
of the expenditure.
The condition of the officers' quarters at Forts Barrancas and Ringgold is denounced specially in sanitary reports. At the former post
they are- reported as old, ill-planned, and very .uncomfortable; money
spent in attempts at their repair is wasted. The second-story rooms
at the latter post_should be increased to full height, .-with a well ventilated air-space between the ceiling and the roof. The present height of
9 feet in the center, sloping to 4 feet at the sides, renders these rooms
intolerable in t _h e summer to those who are obliged to occupy them.
The condition of the post exchange meets with unfavoral;>le comment
at Forts Logan and Hamilton. This and the laundry are the only
buildings at Fort Logan that are not in excellent sanitary condition.
They are old and dilapidated, and were originally intended as temporary frame accommodatio1rn during the building of the post. The floor
of the exchange is rotten, uneven, and foll of cracks. An attempt is
made to keep it clean, but the attendants feel that no amount of work
will make it J9ok well. At Fort Hamilton exception is taken to the
location and condition of the quarters of the noncommissioned staff as
well as to the condition of the canteen building.
_
In my last report I gave some illustrations of the inadequacy of the
allowance of fuel at certain Northern posts during the winter months.
The past winter does not appear to have been so cold, at least fewer
references to the severity of the wPather are found in the sanitary
reports. Complaints of immfficiency of fuel both for officers and men
came, however, from Fort Brady, where it is claimed that the winter
allowance should be extended through May and the first half of June,
as fires are necessary in the barracks during this period. Othe~wise
the ·men will seek resorts where there is plenty of -warmth and hght,
and these resorts are not usually elevating in their influences.
DRAIN.A.GE AND SEWER.A.GE.

Draina 0 ·e is referred to in the sanitary reports of only a few posts.
A systembof tile drainage is needful at Angel Island to dispose of SUrface and subsoil water and to keep the subfloor spaces of barrr..cks and
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y. At Fort Grant a break in the :floor of an artificial lake
f the officers' quarters was speedily followed by a seepage of
the cellars of the men's barracks 200 yards distant and on a
1. Thi suggests the likelihood of a similar seepage from
in r ar of the officers' quarters with a fall of 1 in 20 from the
.
quarters. The post quartermaster was directed to prepa~e
tnn t_
r water-closets to replace the pits in question. A fau~t m
~h lrama ·e system at Fort Brady originated in the inadvertent smk~ · f tll a h pits in the barracks, hospit,al, and administration buildrng 1 w the lev 1 of the drains around tlie foundation walls. In the
I>!ing during the melting of the snow, and in summer after every heavy
1·< 1!1f~ll, water collects in these pits, and as cinders drop into them the
bmldmg' become filled with gas. A seepage through the walls of some
of th ellars was also developed. The removal of waste water at Fort
Sull is mainly effected by open ditches which are foul in summer and
so frozen in winter that the wastes havJ to be removed by tubs placed
in the wash rooms, the floors of which are constantly damp when the
tub are in use. One of the companies disposes of its waste water by
means of a :filtering cesspool in the subsoil gravel, which so far ~as
operated successfully. A ditch was dug from the wash room to a pomt
72 feet in rear, 4 feet deep at the wash room and 7 feet at the other end.
Here a pit 7 feet in diameter was sunk until it reached the gravel at a
depth of 13 feet. A wooden box, a cube of about 4 feet, was placed in
the gravel, the bottom and sides perforated with 1-inch aug~r holes.
This box was braced into position and the space between its sides a?-d
the earth partially filled with logs. The box was then ?al! filled 'Yith
selected gravel, as was the space at its sides. The pipe m th~ ditch
leading to the box is a 6-inch square wooden box, tin-lined on its bottom and sides and the joints soldered. The connection with the w~sh
room is made by a 2-inch iron pipe packed in a wooden box and hav~ng
a wire screen at the top and bottom to prevent, the passage of any~hmg
save fluids. The drain is below the frost line; the ditch and pit are
closely filled up save for a ventilator from the latter rising 10 feet above
the surface. At this post, Fort Sully, request was made for a dry-earth
system to replace the privy pits in rear of the officers' and laundress's
quarters. These pits are connected with the quarters by a covered
shed in which are built cupboards for provisions, ice chests, and other
~ttachments of the kitchen, and the pit odors are recognized not_ only
m the sheds but in the adjoining kitchen and quarters. The pits at
·Port DuChesne, fully described in my last report, hav~ be~n !eplaced
by dry-earth closets. Complaint was made of a cesspit st1ll muse ~t
Eagle Pass, and its closure and replacement by dry-earth boxes, as m
gen('ral use at the post, was requested. At Boise barra.cl~s, on the
othe: 1?-and, there has been a return to the privy pits. Th_e difficulty ~f
obtammg scavenger labor for operating the earth closets, mtroduced m ·
1892, caused the post commander to recommend a return to the old
system, which was done on the approval of the department commander.
Some correspondence took place during the year on the sewerage system of Fort Bayard, cert:::1iin defects of which were noted in my last
report. The post surgeon urged the construction of an improve1 syst~m, b11;t 01:1- account of the limited water supply and other cons1d~rat~ons his views we~e not sustained by the post commander. or_ medical
d~rector, who considered that in the absence of an approprrntwn sufficiell:t for th~ co:°struction of a system based OM. thoroughly scientific and
sam~ary prmmples the safest, surest, and most economical plan of protectmg the health of the ga.r risou was by a system of dry-earth closets
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for e~creta, and open drains, well made and cared for, to dispose of
liquid waste.
The post surgeon at Key West barracks ha~, on several occasions,
invited attention to remedi able fau lts in the disposal of excreta by the
.Pail system in use at this post. The system is objectionable as insufficient, without daily tendance, for the demands made upon i ; and even
w:ith the utmost care the floors become saturated and foul-smelling by
leakage and other causes. The system in use when this post was garrisoned in former years was a great improvement on the present method.
Then wooden troughs, lined with galvanized iron, were used. These,
which were as long as the buildings and as wide as the seats, were
mounted on wheels and emptied as often as necessary by attaching a
mule and drawing them into the sea, when, by an automatic arrangement, the trough was turned down and washed out. But superior to
this WO!].ld be a system of water carriage which could be constructed at
small cost. Salt-water tanks, filled by windmill power, would cost little
compared with the advantages to be derived; and in view of the equable
temperature the whole system of pipes might be laid on the surface.
The post surgeon at Jackson barracks recommended that the present
vaults, which are emptied once a month under contract by an excavating company, be disused and a new vault te constructed to be emptied
daily into the Mississippi by a steam pump. This propositiQn was
approved by me and referred to the Quartermaster-General of the
Army.
.
Full reports have been filed of the faults of the sewerage system of
Whipple barracks. The system consists of a 12-inch main, several
9-iI?,ch branches and 4-inch house drains, each of the last having just
outside of the houses a running trap with a vertical 4-inch pipe rising
a few feet above ground and connected with the drain on the house
side of the trap. This vertical pipe is intended for flushing purposes.
The faults of the system consist of the absence of any means for ventilating the sewers or soil pipes and the absence of traps on the house
fixtmes, the only guard between the sewers aud the houses being the
trap on the house drain.
The condition of the sewerage system at Fort Sill continues as
described briefly in my last report. During the present year the post ·
surgeon has -given an account in detail of its many defects, as he considered it his imperative duty to urge prompt and radical sanitary
improvements, as well in the conscientious discharge of his obligation
to those whose physical well-being is in trusted to his care, as to escape
the measure of blame that would otherwise attach to him in the event
of an epidemic outbreak as the result of the exceedingly insanitary condition of the post. By far the larger portion of the-sewage is discharged
into a depression in the ravine to the south and southwest of the post,
from which it is scarcely practicable to remove it by drainage. The
accumulation of sewage at this point has gone on for years until quite
a pool has been formed, about 100 yards in length and 15 yards in
average width, which in hot weather emits an intolerable odor.
Judging from the ground-surface lines, the grade of the sewers in some
parts of their course is sufficient, but in others it is evidently not s_o,
being less than 3 inches to the hundred feet, a grade much too _scant m
the absence of ample and frequent automatic :flushing. The ah_gnment
is imperfect both in the horizontal and the vertical plane, and m those
portions where the grade is least the depressions are so pronounce~! as
practically to form traps, and ju some localities to divide the seweffir rn~
dead sections. At the head of each branch sewer in rear of the O cers
W.A.R 94-VOL
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n_nrt r i. a galvanized iron pipe 4 inches in diameter and 10 feet in
1 ·ht, I resumably intended for ventilation.
No other means seem to
h, v b n provided for the admission or withdrawal of air. The branch
w r "?egin near the buildings with a running trap and a vent on the
h u ~ide. Over the vent is a wooden hopper into which the wastes
rr lll ~itche:q and baths are discharged. In some instances the hopper
1 omitt. d, the pipes entering the vent above the water seal.
lo kmg of sewers was specially reported from Fort Wadsworth and
i 1t Schuyler.
At the former post the sewer from the line of officers'
quart r and the hospital became clogged by the entrance of willowtre roots. The sickness on the officers' line has always been exces iv ly high; ·but there is no evidence that this was caused by sewer
air or by the blocking of the pipes. At the latter station the sewer of
the old fort, which had been disused for many years, was dug out and
I ut in working condition during the year.
In a special report on the plumbing at Fort Douglas, certain defects,
mainly leakages from misuse and neglect rather than the r~sult of
fa1:1-lty construction or inferior materials, were noted and remedied. In
tlns report special attention was invited to quarters vacant on account
of the absence on detached service of those holding them. The water
in the traps of these quarters had evaporated and the houses were
fil1ecl with sewer odors. As the quarters at this post are double, 1;1e~l_ect
of this kind in one set affects the sanitary condition of the adJommg
quarters. Similar conditions were referred to in the sanitary reports
from. Fort Logan.
The imperfect and dangerous character of the sewerage system of
Fort Monroe remains as stated in my last annual report.
The construction by the city of San Francisco of a sewer, called _t~e
Locust-street sewer, across a part of the reservation of the ~res1d10
has resulted in a nuisance, which has continued for the past eighteen
months. The sewage enters a little rivulet which flows over the so?-thern margin of the reservation into a marsh just below the post hospital,
where it spreads over the surface. This nuisance should be abated.

ll

WATER SUPPLIES.

The water wagon continues in use at For·t Du0hesne and Camp
Eagle Pass. The quality of the supply at the fort is _excellent as
draw·n from the Uintah river, but it is liable to be contamrnated before
us~. And similarly at Eagle Pass the strong winds that so_ often prevail fill the barrels with dust and dirt, and the water, even m tho~e of
them that are best protected, becomes coated with a scum of _ll~ht
particles, which does not conduce to pleasure in drinking. ~he p1prng
of water from the town supply is strongly urged by the medical officer
of the camp.
An insufficient supply was reported from a few of the posts. At
Fort_ Hami~ton, owing to the growth of settlements in its vicinity, ~be
service mam from the Brooklyn waterworks is now too small to gn~e
~he po~t an adequate supply. At Jefferson barracks the supply IS
msufficient, particularly when the control of fire and the various nee_ds
of a cavalry post are taken into consideration. Diarrhea and malarial
fevers have been attributed to the use of the water. The use or boiled
w_a~er has been ordered and the drinking of water from the taps prohibited. T~e post surgeon requested that this prohibition be repeated
th e recrmts once _a ?eek, and that its violation be considered ~s
cond uct to the preJud1ce of military discipline." At Fort .Apache it
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has ·occasionalJ y happened that the well water has proved insufficient.
At -such times water from the acequia, the former post · supply, has
been turned into the reservoir, and this has been followed invariably by .
the appearauce of diarrheal cases on the sick report. At Fort Assinniboine, during one week in August, the water supply from Beaver
Creek was scanty. At this period water from the creek and from a
spring in marshy ground on the creek bot.tom was delivered by water.
wagons. It is hoped that an artesian well, now in progress, will
afford an abundant supply of wholesome water. The supply of the
Presidio of San Francisco became at one time interrupted by a break
in the flume carrying the Lobos Creek water. Co1mection was made
around the obstruction by means of a 6-inch pipe. The water of certain
springs developed between the post and Fort Point was also turned
into the :.gost reservoir. ln several sanitary reports mention is made of
the possibility of danger to Lobos Creek by the overflow of a pond
which receives the outflow of the Lake-street sewer of San Francisco.
This pond is only about 180 yards from tbe creek, and the intervening
ground, although at present preventing overflow, does ·not prevent
s.eepage through the sand. A careful watch has been kept over the
quality of the creek water.
·
At some posts insufficiency of supply h2,s been remedied during the
year- at Fort ·warren by connecting with the water mai:qs of the Bos ton city supply through the medium of the supply for Gallups Island.
At Fort Grant, where scarcity heretofore has been remedied for the
time being by extending the line of piping farther up the canyon, a
.further extension of 2 miles has been made to a point where the water
js assumed to be permanent and in sufficient quantity for a liberal
supply. A reservoir and fountain on the parade ground in front of
the officers' quarters furnish water for grass and shade trees and demonstrate the sufficiency of the supply .
. Improvements have been made at several other posts._ From Madison barracks it is reported that the new supply from Henderson Bay
was completed in November last, and that there will be no danger in
future from contaminated water. Sewage contamination of the former
supply from Black River Bay was believed to have been the occasion of a serious outbreak of typhoid fever. Bear Spring, which formerly
gave an ample supply to Fort Bowie, but which for two or three years
back bas been drying up, has recommenced its flow. Since April last
the water supply at this post has ceased to occasion anxiety. The
effort to procure well water nit Mount Vernon barracks proved a failure.
A. new reservoir, well protected and ventilated, bas been built for the
spring water. The hydraulic ram has been replaced by a steam pumping engine, by which the water is raised to an iron tank of 36,000 gallons capacity on the summit of the bill occupied by the buildings of
the garrison. This' tank is elevated 50 feet from the ground and 150
above the level of the pumping station . . From this the water is conducted by 4-inch mains to the barrack rooms, kitchens, officers' and
noncommissioned staff quarters, and the men's water -closets and ba!h
rooms; also to the barracks of the Indian company and to hydr~nts ~n
the eamp of the Indian prisoners. Samples of the water exa~med m
the laboratory of this office were found to be of excellent quallty. At
Fort Niobrara a new tank, having a capacity of 60,000 gallons, has been
built. This -with some additional pjping, has permitte.d the men's
closets to b~ utilized. These were fo!·merly clo~ed on acc~rnnt of '~~ 1 ~
of .water. On several occasions durrng the rams of Apnl tlle f-J~ 11?-1
at Fort Clark ""as flooded with surface water. A wall has been m
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-~ . n the arroyo and spring for the protection of the latter. The
a ·1ht1 £ r providing distil1ed water have been increased, and it is
h P d th, t th use of this water for drinking purposes will lessen tbe
fl' · 1 ,n ~ of fever at this post during the coming autumnal season.
t~ t1011 of a water supply at Fort .Reno remains unsettled. The
·, u < t1 n f £ ver cases by the river supply is so well recognized that
h 1:1.rdrant_s around the post are placarded "Poison," to warn recruits
, n _rn xp rieuced persops from using this supply for drinking. Caddo
prrn°' wat r wa kept in tanks and barrels in the company quarters;
, n l_ when this supply faile<l on account of the increased needs of the
11 11_< 11 ' sch?ol the barrels were kept filled with distilled water from
h Jee ID.: chme. As the sale of ice decreased after September so thatth. rn_achine could not be run steadily enough to supply the post with
drmkm · water, the post surgeon reque.3ted an allowance of 30 cords
of w_ood per month and extra-duty pay for one man tg enable him to
ontmue the distillations. This was referred to the Quartermaster~e11eral_ o~ the Army, approving the suggestion, as under_ the con_dit10us ex1stmg at Fort Reno the condensed water from the ice machme
wa in a sanitary sense the most valuable part of the water supply of
th~ post. Meanwhile, work on the artesian well was abandoned and a
dn en well was sunk in the river bottom about 300 yards from ~he
stream. From this well 45. gallons per minute have been pumped with
no apparent dy:ninution of the supply. The water was reporte~ cool
and clear, but bard. On analysis it was found to be pure orgamcally,
but was pronounced too bard for potable use, containing 125 _parts of
mineral matter per 100,000 parts of water (73 grains per gallo~),
chiefly bicarbonates, sulphates, and chlorides of lime and magnesia; m
fact, a mineral water. The water question at Fort ,Stanton appears
now to have been solved by the sinking of a well about 285 f~et de~p.
In the report for June last it was stated that although the Rio Bomto
bad been quite dry for two weeks the supply of excellent water from
the well had been ample for all purposes.
The water supply of Fort Myer, briefly described in my las~ report,
has been improved during the year by the sinking of an artesian we~.
The sanitary report for June stated that no change had taken place m
the water question, but that the new well, which is claimed by the
contractor to fill all requirements as to quality and quantity of. water,
will in all probability be reported upon soon by an officer detailed by
the War Department for that purpose .
.- Suggestions were made by the medical officers of a few posts for the
~mprovement of their water supplies. The post surgeon at Fort She_r·
1dan urged the extension of the intake farther into the lake to avoid
blocking by slush ice in winter and turbidity during northeast storms.
During the past year several temporary stoppages were reported an~
the water was sometimes unfit for u se after severe storms. The conditiqn of. the water supply at Fort Meade remains unchanged. From the
hardness of the spring water I was formerly of the opinion that the
supply came from the high grounds on the north side of the creek, but
a personal inspection has led me to believe that the Rprings are fed by
filtration from the creek. Although the W9,ter is apparently untainted.
by the sewage of Sturgis, its hardness makes it undesirable for a_po st
SU:i,:>ply. ~ good soft water would be preferable; but from a sa~tary
pomt of view the question of a new water supply for this post is _not
an urgent one. At Fort Canby tbe water supply of the post consists
of surface drarnage collected behind darns in the ravines, the permanence of the upply durmg the summer berng assisted lJy two or three
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springs of-subsoil water . . From the dams the water is carried through
pip~s,. by gravity to a cistern at the engine house and from there it is
forced into a _reservoir of 50,000 gallons capacity at an elevation of 100
feet . in_rear of_the commandiug officer's quarters. This reservoir supplies the officers' quarters and an buildings north of and including the
post hospital. From two dams in rear of the barracks the water falls
by gravity, :filling two connected tanks of about 10,000 gallons total
capacity, any excess of supply being conducted to the cistern at the
engine house. From these two tanks all buildings south of the post
hospital are supplied, but as their elevation does not exceed 30 feet,
the pressure and flow of water from jets and faucets is low and unsatiEfactory. In rear of four sets of the officers' quarters aud of the old
~nd new hospitals are briclr cisterns, each of about 4,000 gallons capacity, which collect the roof water and retain it for drinking purposes.
This supply, though it may fail before the end of summer, is measurably pure and satisfactory as far as the officers are concerned. Three
sets of officers' quarters are without ci~terns. On the contrary, the
sup_pJy of water to the enlisted men is the surface drainage and subsoil
water before mentioned, which, though abundant during the rainy sca~on, is inferior in quality, and during the dry season has been deficient
m both quality and quantity. Plans and specifications were submitted
one year ago by the post quartermaster for the improvement of the
water supply at this post by the collection of rain water from the roofs
of a . number of the larger buildings at the post and its storage in one
- lar~e reservoir in rear of the quarters of the commanding officer--:--the
entire post to be supplied with water from the latter reservoir bv
gravity. Favorable action was not taken on this proposition.
FOOD AND COOKING.

Con_sidering the large number of posts from which reports are received
regularly covering the subjects of food and its cooking, the small number_ of references to deficiency or inferior quality of the articles of the
rat10n or to faults in their preparation demonstrates the amount of
care and attention given to these matters by the officers responsible.
From several posts, such as Forts Supply, Reno, and Sill, fresh beef
was reported at certain seasons as dry, lean, tough, and with an excessive proportion of bone. So long as beef contracts are awarded for so
long a period as a year, and at a price which prevents the contractor
from supplying any other beef than that from the neighboring ranges,
poor beef is to be expected with every failure of the local pastures.
The post surgeon at Fort Sill considers that a bid under 3¼ cents
per pound for the year means that the bidder intends to procure
his beef from the local ranges. As the pastures in the vicinity of
Fort Sill are usually excellent during the summer and autumn he
recommended that contracts be let to cover two periods, one from May
to December, the other for the remaining months of the year. For the
one_period the contracts could be made with a view to accepting the
range-fatted beeves, and the expectation of getting beef of satisfactory
qual_ity would be not unreasonable. For the other period th~ stipulation should be explicit for corn-fed beef or its equivalent m grade.
This suggestion was regarded favorably by the post commander.
The post surgeons at Fort Wadsworth and Key West barracks also
reported the fresh beef a,s of inferior quality. .At the one poS t th
cooks of the various organizations complained of it as berng tough an
havmg too much waste. .At the other the medical director character-
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iz~d ·t ns poor, tough, and foul smelling, the post surgeon explaining
t 1 by the statement that beef cattle are freq uently many days in
tran P?rtation from the place of purchase on the mainland and arrive
< t then· destination in a feverish state and unfit for food.· · He sugp.; ·t d that beef purchased in New York be forwarcled ,in refrigerators
by the Mallory Line of steamers, which touch at Key West once a week
en r u~e to Galveston, Tex. At Fort Thom8!s, also, the beef for: a
. hor~ tune was reported as being excessively tough and of a quality
.
mfer10r to that ordinarily furnished by the contractor.
The cooking of the meat as conducted at the last-mentioned post,
by team heat, was unfavorably criticised by the medical director.
. ~ r epor~ed the vegetables as well cooked, but the ~eat as insipid, the
Jmces berng extracted and tho tasteless fiber becomrng tougher by the
teaming, as in the method by the "Warren Cooker." Meat should be
subj ected to a high· temperature cady in the process of cooking, and
the steam range does not afford the requisite temperature. The
method of cooking the fresh-meat ration came under discussion at
West Point also. The post surgeon considered that the method of
baking failed to preserve the flavor and juices of the meat. The meats
were subjected to heat in deep, close vessels, giving cuts that were
either dry and overdone or greasy. He claimed that the _best results
were obtained by cooking in a pan in a hot oven and bastmg carefully
until done. According to the post quartermaster, this method of pan
roasting had been employed at the post until about two years ago,
when deep copper vessels, tin lined and closely covered, were pr~cured.
Since then the meats had been cooked in these vessels, with an
occasional change to the open-pan method for the sake of variety.
When treated in the close vessels the juices and flavor thrown off ai:e
retained in the vessel and condensed . on the meat so as to baste it
regularly. The cuts obtained by this manner of cooking he_ found to
be in no instance dry or burned, such a result being impossible, ~s a
moisture pervades the vessel during the whole -process of ~o~krng.
The degree to which the meats are cooked depends upon the llkrng of
t he cadets. To suit the taste of those who desire their meats well
done, some of the roasts are subjected to a dry heat after haying been
pot-roasted as stated. As a rule, the pot roasts arc preferred to the
pan roasts.
.
_ Post messes, as compared with company cooking, ar~ rc[err~d to .m
only ~:me report-=-from Fort McPherson-where, on the rnst1tut10n of a
post mess, the port surgeon gave it as his opinion that, with competent
cooks, this system is a great improvement on the old one of company
messing. Inspection of the food, cooking, police of the mess ball, etc.,
are made easier, and faults are more readily detected and corrected.
At Fort Columbus several cases of acute diarrhea among the
prisoners were referred by the post surgeon to fermented hash. The
outbreak occurred about the time that new potatoes were issued to t~e
command, and some persons attributed it to their use; but as the disease was confined to the prisoners, it is reasonable to suppose that the
cans~ was a local one.
At Fort_Thomas the bread was reported of inferior quality O?, several occasions, and at Forts Apache and Columbus and Washmgton
barr~cks a similar inferiority of the bread was referred to the poor
quality of the flour. At Fort Apache a civilian baker was imported
from Los Angeles, but he failed to get better bread than was furnished
by the post baker. The civilian certified that the post baker underst00d his business thoroughly, and had excellent yeast. The fault was
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therefor concluded to lie in the flour. At Fort Columbus an examination of some samples of flour was made, but the percentage of gluten
was not determined. At Washington barracks the bread, which was
tough, heavy, and ~ark-colored, became of good quality when a better
brand of flour was issued.
Complaint was made on two occasions of the California potatoes
issued at Fort Marcy. They were ·found to be pervaded with dark.colored spots. Colorado potatoes, subsequently issued, were of excellent
quality.
·
Coffee was tlle only other article of diet reported against, and this
only in two instances. At Fort Yellowstone several hundred pounds
of a low-grade article were received, and one issue was made therefrom;
but the acting commiss_a ry of subsistence, on recognizing the qualit.YJ
recalled the unused portion of the issue, and submitted the entire
quantity of the invoice, as well as another of similar quality, for the
action of a board of survey. At Fort Brady the samples complained
of contained 15.6 per cent of black, worm-eaten, and moldy .kernels.
Even when picked t)ver the coffee when prepared was so weak and
musty as to be unfit for use. It, also, was submitted to the action of
a board.
'
CLOTHING.

During the year many reports were received concerning the unsatisfactory character of the shoes issued to the troops. At Fort Marcy the
men wore these shoes only when on strictly military duty; they were
regarded as heavy, ill-fitting, and too stiff and hard in the uppers. At
Fort Supply the same criticism was made: If worn occasionally, chafing of the feet, and if worn constantly, corns on the toes and soles were
developed in consequence. The post surgeon at Fort Washakie had
m3:ny men undergoing treatment for cor))s, bunions, and ingrowing toe
nails due to the use of the issued shoes. Similar cases occurred at Fort
Barranc~s, where the post commander in an jndorsement stated that
the complaints of the men were very general and on the line taken by
the · post surgeon. At l?ort Keogh the shoes were characterized as
too heavy, stiff, and unyielding. The average weight of a pair is 3
pounds; they embarrass tbeir wearers in runnil'.lg, frequently excoriating
and blistering the feet, and in consequence the men avoided wearing
them whenever they could do so.
-·
·
Later in the year a new style of shoe was issued which is reported
as having given better satisJaction than -t hat formerly provided. The
post surgeon at Fort Supply states, however, that the canvas lining is
so large. as to permit of wrinkling, and that the wrinkles chafe the foot.
Unfavorable remarks came also from St. Francis barracks to the effect
- that many of the new calfskin shoes broke in the uppers before the sole
was (lppreciably worn, and that tho leather in some instances could be ·
easily torn with the fingers.
The military cadets during their summer encampment and when on
duty at the "\Vorld's Columbian Exposition suffered considerably from
blistered and chafed feet. The return of sick and wounded from July,
15 to August 31 shows 71 different cadets to have been a1mit~~d to
hospital or to have been excused from some part of their military
duties by reason of ill-fitting shoes. It is not clear, however, th3:t the
uniform shoe was wholly in fault in these instances. The cade~ u~nforn;,
shoe was recommended in 1888 by a board of officers ~onsistrng
Lieut. Col. H. S. Hawkins, commandant of cadets; M~J· Oharles ~
Alden, surgeon, and Lieut. E. D. Smith, Nineteenth Infantry, after
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reful and thorough investigation of the subject. The cadets
rule pr £ r close-fitting shoes, and it is possible that they may
.
1 ted them too short and too narrow. If so, the matter is one
ln h . an be remedied by the inspector of clothing, who passes on all
? 1 ued. Besides, the cadets wear uuuniform shoes generally of a
11 ·ht o-rade. These shoes are not permitted to be worn on guard, drill,
r ther military exercises, but they may have caused disability by
m · worn at other times.
•
~~ · ption was taken to the underclothing for summer wear a~ Key
t barracks and as far north as Davids Island. As condumve to
h. ~ 1th and comfort of the men, the attending- physician at the firstm nt10n d post renewed his earnest request, as given in my last annual
report, for "feather-weight" all wool undershirts and drawers. If
th
are not provided the men purchase for themselves cheap gauze
tuff which <lo not prevent rapid evaporation when perspir~n~, and
consequently tend to induce those diseases that arise from chillmg of
the surface. At Davids Island the coarse woolen shirt and cotton-flann 1 drawers in use indiscriminately, summer and winter, are mcompatible with a temperature of 80-95° F.
·
.
On the other hand, a;t Fort Brady and Madison barracks the ~ssue
of canton flannel drawers is regarded as altogether wrong, for wmter
wear especially. A man marching his tour of guard duty exp_osed to a
temperature of 30° below zero or what is worse, fa~ing a wmd fr?m
Lake Superior, needs all the protection that warm clothing can give
him.
·
·
The adoption of a white uniform for troops serving in warm latitudes
is regarded as having contributed to the health and comfort of t_he men.
The post surg~ons at Forts Sill and Barrancas speak strongly m favor
of this uniform during the heated months.
·
t

HABITS, CLEANLINESS, ATHLETIC EXERCISES, ETC. •

The reports of medical officers regarding the habits of the men are
generally favorable. At some posts where houses of bad repute~re
established in the vicinity, the sick report often becomes burdened with
the results of dissipation, particularly after pay day. The unfortunate
exposure of the recruits at Columbus barracks to harmful influences
of this kind has already on several occasions been pointed out: The
depot surgeon in his report for October remarked that venereal diseases
, continued to be the principal ailment of those on sick report. On the
morning on which he wrote he had 24 such cases in hospital, with only ~O
?a~es of all other diseases in hospital and in quarters combined. This
ism part due to the environment of the recruits. As an offset to reports
of tl1is kind there are others such as that from Fort Yellowstone, which
·~a;v_tbat a reading and deba'ting club has been organized, and that the
imti~l purchase of books has been made, there being no post library or
readm~ room. The statements of prevalence of venereal diseases and
~lcohohs~, on page 58~ supra, show that if any change bas taken place
m the habits of the men it has been rather of a desirable character than
otherwise.
The post exchange has seldom been menti<:med in the sanitary reports.
~t Fort Thoma_s the i~frequency of drunkenness was attributed to the
drfficulty expenenced m obtaining intoxicants anywher~ except at the
exchang~, for on the establishment of some drinking saloons near the
; 0st an mcreased prevalence of alcoholism was speedily manifested.
he post surgeon at Fort Brady reported against the location of the
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exchange at his post. He represented it as housed in one end of a
~uildi_ng intended for shops, it,~ appointments crude in the extreme, and
its brick walls unp]astered. As men are influenced to a great extent
by their surroundings, he considered that any improvement in the situation and appointments of the exchange would have a corresponding
beneficial effect on the habits of the men .
. S?me remarks were made in my last annual report concerning the
d1~s1pated and unclean habits of the Indian companies. I am gratified
this -year to be able to cite Col. Irwin's commendation of the company
st~tioned at Fort Sill: "Camp of Troop L, Seventh Cavalry, Indian,
~1th some 40 families, in admirable police. Never saw better, espemally when it is remembered that the command has been on this site
for more than two years."
Several references to inadequate facilities for bathing have been
noted, but none charging any command or part of a command with lack
f personal cleanliness. Inadequate provision is reported from Forts
Canby and Washakie, Key West and St. Francis ·barracks, and from
San 9arlos. Camp Eagle Pass, however, has the poorest equipment
of this kind. The bath house is a tent in an arroyo, and the water is
~~ated i?- an old can over an open fire out of doors. In spite of these
mfficulties the men bathe and are above the average in cleanliness.
!n my last report I referred to the very general caU made by medical
officers for the fitting up of rooms for athletic exercises. The benefit
accruing from systematic work in a gymnasium is acknowledged by all.
Capt.. Paul Clendennin makes a strong plea in behalf of a gymnas~um
at Fort Brady, and as many of his arguments are equally applical?le to
the general question, I submit his remarks:
I desire again to invite your attention to the necessity of a suitable gymnasium
a,nd_ amusement room at this post. The men are shut up from early in November
unt!l May, the severe weather and the heavy snowfalls preventing their clrilling or
takrng out-of-door exercise to any extent. It is needless for me to go into any
extended argument to show the self-evident fact that such a state of affairs must
be detrimental both physically and mentally. That such is the case is well shown
by a glance at the 1:eport of the medical director, showing this post at the head of
the department in alcoholism and well to the front in venereal, although I dare say
not 25 per cent of the latter ever comes under the observation of the surgeon .
. In the development of the young man from the raw recruit to the well set up soldier _physical training should go on pari passu with the drill. Of what utility ~s all a
sol~ier's knowledge of drill, provided he is unable to march f Or of what avail that
h~ is _a sharpshooter if his wind is so poor that he is all o~ a tremor wl_:i~n he comes
withm reach of the enemy from the exertion of reachmg that pQSition f Or of
what profit is his courage and skill if in charging he meets with obstacles he can not
surmount or ?-itches he can not cross, or if, having overco1?~ these diffi~ulties, he
reaches the time for the supreme effort in an exhausted condit10n f A soldier should
be an all-round athlete and be able to run, jump, climb, and even swim with his
arms and ammunition on his nerson. This can only be effected as the result of painstaking training. To be sure: the drHl itself is exercise, and has an excellent eff-ect
ou the men; and in the South where out-of-door drill is possible during most if not
all of the year, excellent results may be obtained; but in the North, where the men
are shut up indoors the greater part of the time, not much can be expected. After
a man's short . period of enlistment has terminated he should be returned to _the
community in a better condition physically than when he entered the s~rvice.
~ man 'Yho has been a soldier should retain during life the erect and elast_1c carnage of the well set up soldier. This carriage is attained in part by the settmg-up
drill, by pride in appearance, and a desire to look well, but chiefly by reg:ular
gymnastic exercise. Then, too, consideration should be had for the health of ~he
men and the good effect of :regul::tr exercise upon this as well as the p~eventwn
of di~ease by the increased robustness due to ex~rcise and c~nsequent mcreaset
physical development. Viewed from tho moral pomt a gymnasium and amusemend
room would be a great boon to the men, providing them with a place of r~rrt a~
recreation which, it is to be hoped, will prove more attractive than th~ eJ 1 r:5~\!
of the !3'djacent town. I have no doubt _that m_aJ?-y a spree of the meni~s w~i~ldo the
necess1ty of working off an excess of anuoal spirits. If, as I feel aure
'
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po t commander concurred folly in these views and reported to
th P t urgeon that plaus would be prep3,red for a suitable building
t b u ed a a gymnasium, practice gallery, drill hall, and post exchange.
APPENDED PAPE RS.

A1 pended are certain statistical tables which give in detail the data

on which the statements of this report are based. They are:
I. A numerical view of the effects of disease and injury on the Army
during the calendar year 1893, as compared with the corresponding
data of the year 1892 and of the decade ending December 31, 1891..
II. The relative sickness of the troops (white, colored, and Indian)
in tbe various military departments.
III. The military posts in each department, alphabetically arranged,
with mean strength, admissions for disease and injury; a~so7 deaths
and discharges, with ratios per thousand of strength for adm1ss10ns ~nd
noneffectiveness, the averages of daily sickness, and the meteorolog1cal
data for the year 1893.
IV. A general view of the results of disease- and injury at _each of
the various military stations, arranged in the order of thP-ir mean
strength.
V. Twenty posts having the highest rates of admission for the year;
the said r~tes compared with those of 1888-1892. inclusive.
VI. Twenty posts having the lowest rates of admission.
. VII. Tw-enty posts having the highest rates of noneffective_ness c~urmg the year; the said.rates compared with those of 1888-1892, mclus1ve.
VIII. Twenty posts having the lowest noneffective rates.
.
IX. Twenty posts having thP. highest admission rates for c.hsea~e,
excluding venereal diseases, vaccina, aDd alcoholism, together with
their ratios for deaths, discharges, and constant non effectiveness; also
the corresponding average rates of the Army.
.
X. Twenty posts having the highest noneffective rates for chsea~e,
excluding venereal diseases, vaccina, and alcoholism, together with
the avera.ge number sick daily, and average duration of each case;
also the corresponding averagP, rates of the Army.
X~. ~he military posts in each department, showing the rates of
~dm1s~10n, death, discharge, and noneffectiveness for disease, not
mcludmg venereal diseases, vaccina nor alcoholism.
XII. ~he monthly prevalence of 'disease among the white, colored,
and Indian troops of the Army.
.
XIII. The rates per thousand of strength of admission, death, cbscharge, and noneffectiveness of the Army and of the troops in the.
several departments for the year as compared with those of the decade
1882-'91.

'

XIV. ~d~issi.? n rates for specific febrile diseases.
~V. Distribut10n of specific febrile diseases at U. S. military posts
durmg the year.
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XVI. Twenty posts giving the largest admission rates for malarial
diseases, rheumatism, diarrheal and venereal diseases, respectively.
XVII. Twenty posts giving tbe highest noneffective rates for malarial diseases, rheumatism, diarrheal and venereal diseases, respectively.
XVIII. The prevalence of alcoholism at tbe various posts, and its
influence on the effective force of the garrisons.
XIX. Number of applicants for enlistment examined during the year,
with the number accepted, rejected on primary examination, and
declined; also ratios per thousand examined.
XX. Causes of rejection among 20,332 recruits examined, with corresponding rates per thousand of each race examined.
XXI. Nativity of accepted recruits.
XXII. .Average height, weight, and chest measurements of accepted
recruits.
Respectfully submitted.
GEO. M. STERNBERG,

Su.rr;eon- General.
Hon.

DANIEL

S. LAMON'.l',
Secretary of War.
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I.-A monerical view of the e_ffects of clisease and injury on the Army dnring the
calendar year 1893, as conipai·ecl with the corresponding data Jo,· 1892 and Jo1· the decade
1882--1891.

TABLE

United States Army.

White.

Kegro.

A,erage stren gth as shown by returns of the AdjutantGeneraL _......... ___________ .. ... _ * 24, 567
,, 2,360
as shown by ·reports of the Medical Department ___ . ___ ________ . .. _. t 22, 429
t 2,143
All admissions to sick report during the year __ . _... ___ 29, 488
2,385
treated in hospital . ______ 15, 800
1,452
treated in quarters _____ _. 13,048
860
treated in field __ . ________
640
73
Ratios of all admissions per l,000-of mean strength_ ._ _ 1,314.73
1,112.93
for the previous year_. __ .. __ . .
1, 273. 45
1,257.86
for the preceding decade__ ____
1,405.17
1,600.00
.A.dmissions for di~ease __ ... _____ ________________ . ______ 24, 145
1,825
851- (ll
ratios perl,OOOofmean strength_
1,076.51
for the previous
ycnr ______ ____ _ 1, 026. 78
OG6.11
for tho precedin g
1, 297. C!l
1
1,161.88
Admi~sions for injury _____ ___ _______ . __ ~
560
5,343
238. 22
261. 32
ratios per 1,000 of mean strength_
for
tho
previous
year __________ __
246. 68
291. 75
for the preceding
decade ___ ... _.. P02. 92
243. 29
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength of cases treated in
hospital ________ ._
677. 56
704. 45
of cases treated in
quarters ____ . __ . .
{i81. 74
401. 31
of cases treateil in
:field. __________ __ ,
34. OG
28. 53
Number constantly noneffective during the year ___ . __ _
68. 60
921. 65
ratios per 1,000 of mean
strength .. _. __ _. ... _
41. 09
32. 01
ratios for the previous
year -··------· ___ ___
39. 6:l
38. 55
ratios for the preceding decade ______ __ __
44. 26
43. 03
Number of days lost on accountofsickness dnringthe
year ____________ _______________ _ 336,401
25, 040
average for each man of the Army.
15. 0
11. 7
for the previous year _______ ____ ..
14.1
14. 5
for the preceding decade_ . ______ _.
16. 2
18. 5
Average numlJer of days each case was treated ___ _. _. _
10.
5
11.4
for the previous year __ _.
11. 2
11.4
] 3. 2
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for the preceding decade.
Average days treatment for patients discharged for disability ___ . __ __ __
88. 7
77. 6
N
who died _________ _
29. 7
26. 0
umber of discharges for disability _______ . ______ ___ . _
24
368
10.17
14. !JS
ratios per 1.000 of mean strength_
for the pre.-ious
year- ______ ___ _.
14. 5-!
18. 2G
for the preceding
decade ________ _
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28. S5
N um 11er of discharges for disease ____ . _______ . _________ _
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12. 37
ratios per 1,000 of mean strength._
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6
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~_c_~~~:::::::::
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font~ -l~~ecedi~{g.

Number of deaths from all causes . ____ _~~~~~~_::::::: ::
ratios per l,OUO of mean strength -__ . for the previous year_
for the preceding decN umber of deaths from disease-----~~~::::::::::::: ::: :
ratios per 1,000 of mean strength_ - . - for the previous year_
for t be preceding decade _______________ _
Number of deaths from injury. _________________ . __- - - - ratiosperl,000 of mean strength.---for the previous year_
for the preceding decade- - ----- ------ -- -·

4. 59

4. 82

Indian .

* 732

,·, 27,659

t 715

t 25,287

723
360
358
5
1,011.19
1,216.44
531
74.2. (l(l_
894. 52
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268. 53
321. !)2

696. 48

6. 9!)
25.12

28. 39
1,015.37

35.13

4.0.15
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39. GO
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!), 168
12. 8
14. 6
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28. 69
31. !)3
2ll
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28. co
l
1. 37
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2. 8(3
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26. 2
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14. !)3
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4. Gl

7
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(l. 00
7
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. 14. 7
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15. 8
11.4
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0. 5G
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5G4.16

9. 60
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1. 88
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14, 26(3

1, li5. 10

]8
7_ (33
5. 00

162

Total.

4

5. 46
8. Ol

* used ~n computrng tbe ratios of deaths and discharges for tdbe t1:bolelt~~bnrgcs.
t Used m computing all ratios for the Army except tlioso of ea 8 nn

191
G. 9J
G. 44

8. 51
111
4. 01
4. 3G

5. 65
80
2. 80
:!. 08
2. 86
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II.-The re l a t·~t'e sic 7,."1'.ess among the troops, white, negro, and Indian, in the·
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II.-The relati'Ve sickness arnong the troops, white, neg1·0, and Indian, in the
various military departments d·u ring the yea1· 1893-Continned.
Average
durat ion of
treatment
among
patients

Army, by departments.
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~E III.-~il~ta1·y posts in each depa1'tment, alphabetioally arranged, with mean
ti ength, aclm,isswns fol' disease and-injury, also deaths and discharges icith ratios per

thou and of strength for admissions and nonejfectiveness the avernges of daily sick~
ness and 111eteo1·ological data for 1893.
'
DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST.
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III.-Military posts in each department, alphabetically arranged, with mean
strength, adinission8 for disea8e and injury, etc.-Continued.
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38. 93
28. 20
'32. 71
50. 45
44. 75

1
1
6
3

5.16
1. 45
16. 72
22. 62
1. 83
20. 77
15. 64
9. 89

8
5
9

2
3

475 55. 3 . 99 .....:.2 39. 33
8!4 .....••..••......

2 8±4 . ._. . · . . ~!_·· · · _
7 30 33 3 9~ 22 33 51
4 1, 400l60. 2 1041 4 20. 40
51,300 54. 9 }03 -7 29. 72
528l47. 3 96-15 27. 33
2 746 ....... · /· ... 29. 79
4 1, 2oo 6 J. 4 105
5 24. 19
2 , 3001I58 • 0 111 -213.15

~~r·. .

i~;-~~ :~ m ig~:.~} ~:

g: ~~

10

Total. ............ 4,1694,5931,146 5,7391,376.59ll71.64

41.17

67 27 ····· /· ··· /··· · - - -

~!rct~: .~~~~·. ~~~~.:::::

1,

i ..

~ ~~ -10 34. 18

DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA ..
Assinniboine,Fort, Mont
Buford, Fort, N. Dak ....
Custer, Fort, Mon~ ......
Keogh, Fort, Mont ......
Meade, Fort, S. Dak .....
Missoula, Fort, Mont ...
Pembina, Fort, N. Dak ..
Poplar River, Camp,
Mont ....... .: .........
Saint Paul headquar·
ters, Minn ............
Snellinj;, Fort, Minn ....
Sully, ort, S. Dak ......
Yates, Fort, N. Dak .....
Yellowstone, Fort, vVyo.
Field ...... •. ........ .' ...
Total

....... . .........

514
285
363
459
412
199
59

4881 120
184
92
77
44
632 118
443 175
26
128
47
6

75

51

28

42
482
171
267
100
127

8
329
100
311
34
112

11
941

3,505 2,947

211

951
181
401

608 1,182.88 16. 0£!
276 968. 42 9. 77
121 333. 33 4. 78
750 1, 63:-J. 99 23. 91
618 1,500.00 21. 32
154 773. 87 3.fil
53 898. 31 1. 03
821,093.33

4. 84

. 66
9 214. 29
423 979.17 17. 03
124 725.15 3. 02
406 1,520.60 11. 75
52 520. 00 2. 08
152 1,196.85 3.10

ss1f 3,s2s 1,092.15 122. 99

31. 29
34. 27
13.17
52.11
51. 76
18.16
17. 41

i

·---

5 112,690
---2 21,899
3 73,238 45. 8 110 -4411.50
13 3 2,36541. 5 110 -4211. 18
16 l 3. 624 45. 9 105 -30 IS. 08
-27 22. 2ii
5 1
330 40.
' / 101 .. .. 1.....
........
1 ... , ·. 900

64. 48

l . .. 2, 030:........

15. 65
39. 41
17. 67
44. 02
20. 771

1
4
2
5
1

····/·····
I

1 ..... 4l. 3 98-26 25. 95
2 840 41. 3 98 -26 25. 95
2 1,678 45. 8 104 -32 24. 05
3 I, 670 40. 5 105 -31 16. 30
15.12
1 6,270

::r,; ,:

DEPARTMENT OF THE J>LA.TTE.
D. A. Russell, Fort, Wyo
McKinney, Fort, Wyo..
Niobrara, Fort. Nebr....
Omaha, Fort, Nebr......
Omah a l1eadquarters,

4721
276
457
469
36

N~

Pilo~.Butte, Camp. Wyo.
Robmson, Fort, Nebr...
Sidney. Fort, Nebr......
Washakie,Fort,Wyo ...
Field . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

411
350
513
279
24

105
92
112
73
I

54
36
10
505 1 489 HiO
199 21
56
l~O 140/ 48
o7
21
6

Total ............. 2, 66\2, 477I
1

515/1, 091. 10
4421, 601. 45
6251, 367. 61
352 750. 53
25 694. 41

16. 45
t5. 00
IS. 38
13. 14
. 59

1
1
"34. 84
3 4, 6, 205 45. 3 91 -41 9. 2
54. 36
2 3 4-, 291 145.1 100-34 8. 40
40. 22
1 5 2, 6001......... · · · · · · · ·
28. 01 13 41 960 48. 8 97 -16 26. 66
16. 44 . . . . . . . 960/48. 8 97 -16 26. 66
1

46 851. 85 1. 32
24. 45
1 ... 6,260 42. 7
619 1, 285.15 13. 61
26. 95
2 3 3, 764 1147. 4
271 1I, 361. 81 7. 49
37. 64
I 3 4-. 326 47. 0/
1881,175.00 5.15
32.17 ....... 5,46243.0
271 729. 73 ~ _4. 961.:....:..:..:.

G63!3, 14011, 178. 2-1 91. 32I

I

08-16 9. 31
102-21/ 10. 86
102-ll
97~~ ... ~ ..
__
1
34. 26I 23 2\ ·. ·-/- · · · / · · · · · · · ·1· · · · ·

_:_:J . :. .~/.:. . :. :. :.

=_

f g~

I
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IU.-.Jfilitary posts in each departnient, alphabetically arra11ged, with mean
strength, adm,issions fo1· disease and injnry, etc.-Continu.ed.
DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.
'+-<

Cases.

000
0

,...;-.d

=

t

A

a)

>~
~~

~

•

Tempera·
ture .

~

~

i

ai

~ . §~ ;s
~~ S~' Ao ~
~ ~ g~ p-, 8 ~ ~
-~ ~
fn
l ,. ;- gi ~o
ij

~

Name of station.

,,

:g

1
'S

it
~ ·
! -~ ~ 3 j s

~

~

§

ai

i

s :~

.

~ § ~

.g

; ]o ~ ~ 1 ~ i g ·s ·2 3
~A~~
.:q
~
o
P~<1i~~~
- - -- - - - - - - - - - -11 Bliss, Fort, Tex........
I~rown, Foet, Tex.......
Clark, :E'ort, Tex...... ..
Eagle Pas , Camp, Tex ..
Haucock, Fort, Tex . . . . .
McIntosh, Fort, Tex....
Ringgold , Fort, Tex . . . .
Sam Hou t,on, Fort, Tex.
San Anton io headq uar·
ters, T x.
:E'ield....................

Feet.

155
S3
314
56
53
165
149
501
34

301
40
144\ 12
603
77
1U5
18
70
25
162
39
251
38
559 122
6 .....

3412, 200. oo 7. 27
1561, 879. 52[ 5. 05
680 2,165.60 25. 05
123 2,196.431 3. 85
95 1, 792 451 3. 19
2011, 218: 18 10. 85
289 1,939. 60 11. 40
6811, 359. 28 23. 01
6 176. 46
. 46

46. 89
60. 90
79. 70
68. 74
60. 28
65. 62
76. 51
45. 03
13. 54

223

127

164

15. 32

Tot.al ............. 1,733\2,328

37

735. 43

3. 42

4.08j 2,7361,578.76 93.531

1
10
3
2
12

_:

53.97

0

In.

0

0

4'3, 700 63. 8 lO-! 1810. 88
11 47 . .. . ... · 27 14. 36
21,133 71.1 107 23 1 6. 45
. . . 80071. 4 109 22 7.1 3
... 2, 500:59. 8 110
31114. B6
3 806173. 4 105 24 8. 65
3 147 73. 7 112 , 2617. 51
3 779170.1 103 26,18. 24
2 781 70. 1 103 2618. 24

I

=.:_.:.:.:.:..:.:.:.:..:.:.:.:. ~

····!·····

28 20 ... -- 1··-- \····

DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO.
Apach e, Fort, Ariz .....
Bayard, Fort, N. M ex ..
Bowie, Fort, Ariz ......
D enver headquarters,
Colo.
Dourras, Fort, Utah ....
DuG esne, Fort, Utah ..
Grant, Fort, Ariz .......
Huachuca, Fort Ariz ..
Logan, Fort, Colo ......
Marg, Fort, N. Mex ...
San arlos, Ariz ........
Stanton, Fort, N. Mex ..
·Whipple barracks, Ariz.

~~1!~~~·-~~~~·. ~-..~~~:

1

230
336
110
12

207
64
238
48
79
44
6 .....

271 1,178.26 7. 36
286 851.19 10. 38
123 1,118. 18 4. 53
. 08
6 500. 00

544
120
291
292
359
165
1'75
107
232
351
134

546 100
91
36
342 104
3181 64
323
82
1551 49
117
40

646 1,187.50
127 1,058.33
4-!6 1,532.65
382 1,308.22
405 1, 128. 13
204 1, 2313. 36
897.14
757. 01
310 1, 336. 21
549 1, 564. 10
124: 925. 37

16

2ig 1 30
425! 124
811 43

l~il

Total ..... ...... .. 3,458 3,2731 844 4, 11

17. 27
3.45
14. 74
11.28
11.49
7.45
5. 75
1. 99
10. 82
17. 08
1. 82

1

I
I
3 1 5, ?00154. 5 98 12 15. 08
32. 00
30. 89
7 5 6, 750155. 7 99' 1315. 47
1
41. 14
5 ... 4, 781 62. 3 101! 2112. 72
96 - 2 8.48
7. 08 ....
50.9
35
31. 75
8 5 4, 920 50. 2 99:
28. 77
1 .. · 15, 000 .... ....... . j 9. 02
50. 65
8 ... ,4, 916 62. 5 104i 23 13. 85
38. 63
3 3;5, 100 61. 1 101 20 20.16
32. 01
3 3 5, 450 50. 9 96, -21 8. 48
45. 13
4 1 i7, 027,49. 4 89i 514. 94
32. 86 . . . . 1 2, 456,63. 4
18. 56
3 2 6, 152 .... .::\ .:~1~~--~~
46. 66
6 ... 5, 318 51.3 95 - 2 14.01
48. 68
2 ... 7, 0001....
13. 56 . . . . 1 .........

···!·····

4'11.

.. ..1. ... \-· ···

····!···· ··· ··

-- . =1~T~
125. 491 36. 291 531 22 . - .....
?· 190. 57 -------1

DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.
Alcatraz Island, Cal ....
Angel Island, Cal ......
Benicia barracks, Cal ..
Bid well, Fort, Cal ..... :
Mason, Fort, Cal .......
Presidio of San Fran.
cisco, Cal .............
~an Diego barracks, Cal.
San Francisco head.
quarters, Cal. .......
Field....... .... . ... ::
Total ..... ...

.....

......

118
299
212
47
62

63
224
119
54
34
/

19
23
49
32
12

82 694. 91 2.17
247 826. 09 11. 97
168 792. 45 4. 97
861,829.79 2. 08
46 741. 94 2. 88

18. 37
40. 04
23.43
44. 24
46.49

1 4 135 .....
7 3 150 -·-·
5 1 160 .....
1 .. - 4,860
80 ....
4 ...

---·

--··
......
-·-·
. ....

-····
·-··
..... ---··
...... ·····
..... ·····

490
66

420
81

163
8

583 1,189.80 19.19
891,348.48 3. 28

39.17
49. 73

8 3
2 ...

72 54. 3
6 60. 6

90
88

3617.91
3810. 29

44

52

2 ...•.
32
21

45. 45
2
531,019.23

. 26
1.17

5. 98 ---· ...
22.44 ...... ...

- - - - ·-- - - - - - ---- -- -

·· 11, 390 1,029

327 1,356

975. 54 47. 98

34.51

28 11

......

~~,=

. ... . 54. 3 90 3617. 91

---- --·· --···

----- ---·
-- ---

DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA
Boise barracks, Idaho ..
Canby, Fort, Wash ....
Sherman, Fort, Idaho
~okane, Fort, Wash . : :
ownsend, Fort, Wash.
Vancouver barracks
I Wash ............
'
Walla Walla, Fo;t-F~d~h ............... '..

········--·-······

109
106
307
141

16. 97
3 1 2, 765 148. 4 1061 0 13. 89
848. 7 82 16 75. 40
22. 93 · 1 1
23. 63
1 32,140 44. 3 98-23 37. 95
1. .. 1,400 45. 2 102 -29
27. 22
14. 85 ...... ... 135 47. 9 85 -3

64

62
54
176
58
39

440

195

33

228

6. 62

15. 06

7

2

189
26

225
10

59
16

284 1,502.65 10. 83
35 1,346. 15
. 33

57. 29
12. 85

6

1

24. 68

19

8

Total ............. 1, 382 828

25
20
64
35
10

87
74
240
93
49

-26211, 090

798.17
698.11
781. 76
659. 57
765. 62
518.18

1. 85
2. 43
7. 25
3. 84
. 95

788. 71 34.11

21:04

50,50. l

94

8 89. 03

865 50. 6 103 -15 23'. 07

:::::1::::
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RURGEON-GENERAL. TABLE

IV.-A general view of the results of disease and injury at each of the various
military stations, a1Tanged in the order of thei1' mean strength.
GROUP 1.--Twenty stations, garrisoned by 400 to 700 men each.

t~
0)

~s

:S

i-.,...

bl)

Name of station.

Ao~
...,

A

0)

0

~

·crjo b.O
WO A

A

•rloQ.)

0)

rCM rJl

s

"'

~
Fort L!laven worth, Kans ........
Fort Sheridan, Ill.. .............
Columbus barracks, Ohio ........
Fort Riley, Kans ................
Fort Douglas, Utah ..............
Fort .A.ssinniboine, Mont ...... . .
Davids Island, N. Y .............
Fort Robinson, Nebr ............
Fort Sam Houston, Tex .........
Presidio of San :Francisco, Cal . ..
J e:fferson barracks, Mo .. .... ....
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo ......•.
Fort Omaha, Nebr ........•......
Fort Monroe, Va .•.......... ....
Fort Keogh, Mont ... ... ..... ....
Fort Niobrara, Nebr .............
ii~tcouve~ liarra?ks, Wash ......
Snellmg, Mmn .............
l!'ort McPherson , Ga ............
Fort Meade, S. Dak ..•....•••....

-.13

<1

Constantly noneffective.
Ratios per
Daily 1,000 of mean
aYer- strength of-

age
in hos- Cases .A.11
pital. in hos- cases.
pital.

A,erage, 508.

Ratio per
Ratio per
1,000
1, 000
No. of mean No. of mean
strength .
strength.

---- --- --- --- -

----

---- -

18.14
15.12
47. 58
11. 22
11. 76
11. 15
13. 70
9. 20
16. 76
14. 16
24.18
12. 80
8. 49
15. 06
12. 65
13.18
5. 02
11.47
13.19
14. 93

2-t 45
2:3. 81
76. 01
19. 32
21. 61
21. 70
26. 82
18. 21
33. 45
28. 90
49. 85
27.12
18.10
32. 25
39. 49
28. 84
11. 41
26. 55
31. 48
36. 25

45. 47
32. 71
92.16
38. 93
31. 75
31. 29
48. 44
26. 95
45. 93
39.17
50. 59
34. 84
28. 01
46. 42
52.11
40. 22
15. 06
39. 41
54.17
31. 76

3
2
7
5
5
1
2
3
3
3
2
4
4
4
3
5
2
2
1
1

4. 04 16
3. 15
8
5
11. 18
8. 61
3
9.19
8
l. 95
5
3. 91 10
5. !)4
2
5. 99 12
6.12
8
4.13
3
8.47
3
8.53 13
8.57
6
6. 54 13
1
10. 94
7
4~55
4. 63
4
2. 39
4
2.43 16

Summary ...... . ...... ..... 10, 160- 1, 409. 65 299. 72

29. 50

45. 32

62 1

6.10 1147

742
635
626
581
544
514
511
505
501
490
484
472
469
467
459
457
440
432
419
412

1,432.61
1,281.89
2,578.27
1,358.00
1, 187. 50
1,182.88
2,283.76
1,285.15
l, 359. 28
1,189.80
2,004.13
1,091.10
750. 53
1,379.01
1,633.99
1,367. 61
518.18
979. 17
1,301.41
1,500. 00

- - - - ---- - - -

GROUP 2.-Eleven stations, garrisoned by 300 to 400 men each.
West Point, N. Y ...............
Willets Point, N. Y .............
Fort Thomas, Ky ...............
Fort Custer, Mont ..............
Fort Logan, Colo ................
Fort Wingate, N. Mex ..........
~ort_Bayard, N. Mex ............
ad1son barracks, N. Y .........
Fort Clark, Tex .....••..•.......
Fort Sill, Okla ..................
Fort Sherman, Idaho ..• , ........

383
370
368
363
359
351
336
325
314
310
307

l, 396. 87
1,337. 84
907. 61
333. 33
1, 1~8.13
1,564.10
851. 19
600. 00
2,165.60
1,358.06
781. 76

2. 94
8. 62
8.06
4. 32
8. 38
8. 94
7. 66
3. 67
15. 98
9.14
4.11

7. 67
23. 31
21. 90
11. 90
23. 34
25. 56
22. 78
11. 30
50. 88
29.48
13. 39

Summary ..•............... 3,786

1. 125. 46

81. 85

21. 6~

26. 00
34. 24
26.10
13.17
32. 01
48.68
30. 89
21. 43
79. 79
50. 45
23. 63

..l.ngel Island, Cal ...............
Fort Huachuca, Ariz .......... . .
Fort Grant, Ariz ........... ... . .
ashinjton barracks, D. C ......
Fort Bu ord, N. Dak .........•..
Fort Reno, Okla ..•..............
Fort McKinney, Wyo ...........
Fort Yates, N. Dak ..............
Fort .Adams, R. I. ...............
Fort Hamilton, N. Y ...•........
Fort ~er, Va ...............•..
Fort
a:yne, Mich ........•.....
Whipple barracks, .A.riz .........
Fort Apache, Ariz ... ...........
Fort Supply, Okla ......••.......
Fort Niagara, N. Y ..............
Benicia barracks, Cal ...•...... ..

2. 61
5. 41
10. 87
19. 28
8. 36

9.10
7.58
10. 61
14. 49
7. 63
14.03
11.15
5. 80
5. 57
4. 20
9.43
4.85
8. 95
5.52
7. 67
2. 56
2. 96

30. 45
25. 97
36. 46
50. 48
26. 76
49. 74
40. 41
21. 71
21. 50
16. 21
36. 41
19. 71
38. 57
23. 98
34. 70
11.67
13. 97

40. 04
38. 63
50. 65
54. 27
34. 27
59. 28
54. 36
44.02
39. 77
36. 68
62. 57
37. 99
46. 66
32. 00
44. 75
17. 38
23. 43

-I 1, 377AO 132. 08

29. 91

42. 80

Summary ................. 4, 416

826. 09
1,308.22
1,532.65
2,027. 87
968. 42
1,734.04
1,601.45
1,520.60
1,216.22
1,772.20
2,034.75
1,162.60
1,336.21
1,178.26
1,497.74
666. 67
792. 45

5
2
2
4
3

14. 88
6.15
6. 37
12. 90
9. 77

331

8. 72

3
3

·--1

3
3

2
7
3
10

5
1

Average, 260.

10. 03
10. 27

4. 35

3
9

1

4. 72

5

----

31,~

----2 ·····gj3"

23.41
10. 27
27.49
24. 39
7. 02
21. 28
7. 25
18. 73
7. 72
27. 03
30. 89
40. 65
25. 86
13. 04
40. 72

7
3
8
7
2
6
2
5
2
7
8
10

1

3

13. 59
8. 26
8. 36
5. 70
20. 83
9. 23
,ll.85
16.13
3. 26

-41 - -10.83

3
2
2
1

3

14. 47

5. 22

2

3. 48
7. 02
14.18
10.87
11. 24
11.58
7. 72
7. 72
4. 07

2
4

j

~-5.

...... ---------·

1------· - - - - - - - - - --34. 57

299
292
291
287
285
282
276
267
259
259
259
246
232
230
221
219
212

21. 56
12. 60
7. 99
5.16
14. 71
9. 73
19. 57
3. 96
23. 95
16. 33
6. 20
6. 36
27. 72
12. 85
28. 32
2.19
15. 91
9. 26
9. 55
38. 84

Average, 344.

l
2
4
7
3

GROUP 3.-Seventeen stations, garrisoned by 200 to 300 men each.

'Y

Discharges.

Deaths.

6

·······-··
23.58

~

00
I

--
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I .-..d. gene1·al view of the res~lts of disease ancl injury at each of the various
military stations, etc.-Continued.
0

P 4.-Thirty stations, garrisoned by 100 to 200 men each. .A.verago, 144.
Constantlv noneffectfre .

Discharges.

Deaths.

Ratios per
am

Daily
averao-e
in 1ospital.

of station

1,000 of mean

strength of- N
0
Cases .All
iu hos- cases.
pital.

Ratio per

I

·

1,000

of mean
strength.

Ratio per
No

1,000

· of mean
strength.

--------------1------ - - ----------------- Fort Mi soula, Mont _______ .....
199
Fort Sidney, Tebr ...............
199
Fort Columbus, . Y ...... .. .. __ 103
Fort Walla Walla, "\Vash _.. __ . _.
189
Mount Vernon barracks, .A.la . __ 177
FortWr.dsworth,N.Y-··--···-·
176
anCarlos,.A.riz-· ------·-·---·-175
Fort ully,S.Dak---··-···---·-·
171
FortBrac'i.y,Mich --·····-·-·····
170
Fort Marcy, N. Juex .. ____ .......
165
Fort McIntosh, Tex_ .... ___ .....
165
Fort Washakie, Wyo ...... ·-····
160
Fort Bliss, Tex. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
155
Fort McIIenr Mel..............
155
Fort Ringgolc , Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . .
149
Fort Spokane, Wash . . . . . . . . . . . .
141
Saint :Francis barracks, Fla.....
129
Fort Ba1Tancas, Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . .
120
Fort DuChesne, Utah . . . . . . . . . • .
120
.Alcatraz Island, Cal .......... _..
118
Leavenwor.th Prison, Kans...... ·118
Jackson barracks, La............
116
FortPorter,N.Y ................ 1113
113
FFortt WSchuylerM,N. Y.. . ........ . .
1 13
or
arren, ass. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fo~tBowie,.A.riz ... .. _..... .... .
110
]3 01se barracks, Idabo.......... ..
109
l!'ort Stanton, N. Mex . . . . . . . . . . .
107
FortCanby,Wash ···········-··
106
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo . _. . _. _..
100

18. lG
37. 64
38. 89
57. 29
4.8. 70
39. 04
32.86
17.G7
34.13
45.13
65. 62
32.17
4.6. 89
41. 38
76. 51
27. 22
46.13
44. 41
28. 77
18. 37
43. 74
42. 51
40.22

1
5. 03
. ·3-.. . .. ~~: ~'.

··i·

8. 19
17.65
18. 05

i~-~~
·
18. 56
22.93
20. 77

Summary ..... ___ ..... _. _. 4. 331- 1, 210~ 115. 56- 2G. 68

37. 99

1,

773. 87
3. OG
1, 361. 81
5. 08
1, 088. 08
5. 15
1,502.65
6. 22
2, 096. 04
4. 53
1,204.55
3.93
897.14
4.61
725.15
2.05
9i0.59
4.57
1,236.36
4. 44
1, 218. 18
9. 11
1,175.00
3.51
2, 200. 00
4. 70
1, 077. 42
4. 96
1, 939. 60
9. 38
659. 57
3. 05
1,767.44
4. 4 7
1, 883. 33
3. 69
1,058.33
2. 45
694. 91
1. 69
779. 66
3. 86
1,241. 38
4. 05
1,814.16
2. 56
1, 345.1 3
2. 24
3. 1 .1
1 , 212. 30
1,118.18
3.12
798. 17
1. 43
757. 01
. 88
698.1111.87
520. 00
1. 81

15. 36
2:;. 51
26. 68
32. 93
25. 58
22.32
26.36
10.37
26.90
26. 92
55. 20
21.94
30. 31
31. 99
62. 96
21. 61
34. 64
30. 78
20. 41
14. 30
32. 69
34. 91
22.67

1
5
1
~

1

1

6
7

2 ~31· 10
39· 55

t it

U! ::::c:::::::
_
2
5

~

~j~

i

25 · 13

~

5. 20
28. 25

_
11 70
·--· -----·- - -,
1
1
3
.. . ···· :si·
4 25 _
12_90
2
13
20
3
····
_
7_lJ75
1
8 3
1
·· ··
_
33 _90
~
16 _95
8_62
1
17 70
2

!t· ~~ -- 2·

~n~

·
i~-r~
·

5

11 70
29 _41
2!
18

it

··i· ·-···· 5_- 45

17 _70
9__17
18 _69
9 43
10 _00

2
2
1
1i1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
5
3
3
1
1

12. 90
l3. 42
7. 09
7. 75
50 . oo
8. 33
8. 47
8. 47
8. 62
8. 85
S.85
17. 70
45. 45
27.52
28. 0,1
9 43
10·00
~

T45 -10. 39 72 - -16· 62

GROUP 5.-Thirty-si:x: stations, garrisoned by 1 to 100 men each . .Average, 49 Fort Brown, Tex ............ . . - .
Camp Poplar River, Mont ..... - .
San Diego barracks, Cal. . . . . .. .
. Rock Island arsenal, Ill ...... - ..
Fort Townsend, vVash . _...... _.
Fort Trumbull, Conn ... ... _._ .. .
Fort Ontario, N. Y _........ _.. _.
Watervliet arsenal, N . Y ...... .
Fo1·t Mason, Cal. .............. - Fort Preble, Me. _... -· ......... .
Key West barracks, Fla .... . .. .
Fort Mackinac, Mich .... _.. __ . . .
Fort Pembina, N. Dak ..... _.... !lattsburg barracks, N. Y _.... .
andy Hook, N. J . .•.. .. ..... ...
Shicago headquarters, Ill. _. _.. .
iamp Eagle Pass, Tex _..... _.. .
F et1\~t barracks, Ky .. . ... ... .
or
ood, N . J _....... ·-·· ___ ..
Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo·-·······
Fort Ilancock, Tex ...... ... .... .
Fort Bidwell, Cal .......... . ... .
San Francisco headquarters Cal
Frankford arsenal Pa
'
·
Saint Paul headq~arte;; · ir"b:i;; ·
vVatertown arsenal, Mass ..... :
Omaha. headquarters, Nebr .... .
New York attending surgeon
N.Y·-··········-·
'
San Antonio headqua:;tcr·s-,-,r~~:
.A.ll~glleny arsenal, Pa._ ... _... _
Sprrngtield Armory, Mass._ .... .

83
75
66
65
64
64
63
63
63
62
Gl
GO
59
58
58
57
56
50
56
54
53
47
44
42
4.2
38
36

1,879. 52
1,093.38
1,348.48
1,184.62
765. 62
593. 75
1,190.48
1,063.49
741. 94
919. 35
1; 360. 66
583. 33
898. 31
1,103. '15
2,362.07
350. 88
2,196.43
1,589. 29
339. 2!)
851. 85
1,792.45
1,829.79
45. i5
1,571.43
2U. 29
736. 8,i
69!. 44

35
34
29
20

314. 28
176. 46
793.10
2, 03i. 4.8

4. 77
. 96
2.41
. 85
.48
. 78
1. 47
. 90
1.98
1.07
1.84
1. 02
. 57
1. 38

57. 47
12. 79
36. 5:.l
13.11
7. 58
12.16
23. 26
14. 26
31. 99
17. 28
30. 09
16. 90
0. 06
23. 71

1.77
. 68
. 05
1. 02
2.15
1. 25

31. 65
12.18
. 93
18. 92
40. 58
26. 58

. 33

8. 58

. 02
. 02
.04

. 4.8
. 85
1.32

60. 90

12 · 05 .. i ...... ii 33

!~: ~~ ::::::::::::::

2
30. 30
28. 20 .. .. ··· ·-· · · ..... · ·-·-·
14. 85 . - .. ···- · · · · · · · · - · ...

~u~

38. 62
46. 49
28.10
42. 62
2.1. 25
17. 41
28. 20
25. 98
15. 67

iut

._~ .... _~~-. ~~.

. _... - . - .... - .
. _... - . - . - . . . .

4

1
4

63."49
15. 87

ot52

:: : : :::: : : : :: : . -i ...... i6. 39
1
16. 67
··-· ······ ... · 1
16. gj
. - - ... .... . · · · 2
34.48
·- . . ·- · · ·-····
. - ...... - · · · · · · · · ·
2
35. 09 .... · · · · · · · · · ·

0 :::: :::::::::: :::: ::::::::::

u~ :::: ::::::::::

2

1

is:5~

!t ~~ :::::::::::::: ··i · ··· ··2i." 2s
5. 98 . ·-· ·-···· · ...
fn~ ........ 2i si. 1 ..... 23·81
15. 79 ...... - . ·-·· · ·
16.44 .... ···-·- ·-·· - · .. ······
6.18
13. 54
38. G4
35. 05

58. 82
34. 48
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·IV.·-.A general view of the 1·csults of disease and inju1·y at each of the various
rnilitary stat,ions, etc.-Continued.

GROUP 5.-Thirty-six stations, garrisoned .by 1 to 100 men each.
Constantly noneffective.

l'<J:l

~~

Name of station.

t

~a

~

-~g~

l'<'H

§

A O,.ci

0

·s

§
<l)

~

Au~usfa arsenal, Ga ....... . ....
Indianapolis arsenal, Ind .......
Columbia arsenal. TAnn .........
Kennebec arsenal, Me...........
Denver headquarters, Colo......

.

25
24
17
15
12

1-

Summary ................. l, 766

....,

0

Average, 49-Uontinued.

~h

'Cr-!<1.l

-<lj

Ratios per
Daily 1,000 of mean
strength
ofaverinaf~s- Cases
A ll
pital. inhos- cases.
pital.

Deaths.

Discharges.

Ratioper
R atio per
1,000
No. of1,000
mean No. of mean
strength.
strength.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - 720. 00
1,333.33
2,176.47
2,666.67
500. 00

----·- ------. 38 25. 39

l
15.45
44. 98
1
66. 08 ---52. 78 ....

1,103.06

28. 78

,: ::-1;;

----

. 25
. 33

10.19
13. 93

16. 30

40. 00
41. 67

----

. . ... - --- .. - ... -..

---- --------------- -- -- ---- ----······
--- ------- ---- .... . ........
5. 66

20

11. 32

GROUP 6.-Field.
D epartment of T exas .. .. .. . . . . .
Department of the Missouri .. ..
~ epartment of the Colorado . . ..

223
174
134
1

~epartment of the Platte . . . . . . .
D epartment of the Columbia....
epartment of the East........ .

37
2G

1G

Summary .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .

789

910. 01 .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 15. 64

5 ~34 .......... . .. .

!:f\aSprings, ~rk.. .............

41

560. 98 ...... . ....... ...... .

2 ...... ~ 17 ........ ..

TABLE

8. 97 ............ ..
5. 75 ............ ..
7. 46 ...... ....... .
1 81
~~
· - - - -- - · - - - - - ·
·
' 729: 73 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 4. 96 : : : : : : : : : ·:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
1,346.15 . ............. 12. 85 ........ ..... ....... . ..... ..
500. 00 .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 5. 65 ... ....... ... ... ........ .. ..

;i i' m·

n:~~~t~:::~i ~f. B!1frot;~i~:::::::

r::t~~-;~;~~~-~;~;::::::::

735. 43
15. 32
890. 80 .... ... ...... . 12. SO
925. 37 . .. .. . . . . . .. . . 13. 56

- ---·--- -----~U!

2
1
1
1

~~.-~~~- -~.-~~~:-~~- ~~~--~~- -~~--~~~ -~~--~~- 1~ -----~--~~~4:: ·--··;~--~~

V.-Tw enty posts having the highest admission rafos Jo1· the yea1· 1893 ; also their
admission rates for the years 1888 to 1892 , inclus'ive.
Admission r ates per J,000 of mc:tn
strength.

Ratios per 1,000 of mean
s trength.

Name of sta tion.
1892.

1801.

1890.

1880.

1888.

- - - - - - - ----1--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·· - - Columbus barracks, Ohio .
Sandy Hook, N . J ........ .
D avids Island, N. Y ...... .
Fort Bliss, Tex ..•.•••... :
Camp Ea_gl e Pass, T ex ... .
Fort Clark , Tex .......... .
Mount Vernon barracks,
Ala ...... ........ ..... ..
Fort Myer, Va ......... . ..
Washington barracks,
D.C .................. ..
Jefferson barracks, Mo ... .
Fort Ringgold, Tex ...... .
Fort Brown, Tex ......•..
Fort Barrancas, Fla ...... .
Fort Porter, N. Y .. ...... .
Fort Hancock, T ex ...... .
Fort Hamilton, N. Y .. ... .
Saint Francis barracks,
Fla ... . ................ .
Fort Reno, Okla ......... .
Fort K eogh , Mont ....... .
Fort McKinney, ·wyo .... .

62G 2, 578. 27 11. 18 7. 99 92. J 6 2, 059. 23 2, 209. 89 1,876.492, 318. 86 2, 075. 66
58'2, 362. 07 . . . . .
25. 981,884. 621,590.911, 812. 50 ... -... - . . - - - · · ·
511;2, 283. 76 3. 91 19. 57 48. 442,115. 32 1, 884. 821, 642. 86 1, 259. 07 1J, 533. 12
155 2, 200. 00 25. 81 6. 45 46. 89 s22. 43 1. 121. 27 975. 0111, 067. so 1, 513. 04
562,196.43 . . . . .
68. 742,113. 211,788.462, 053. 571,145.45 1 788. 46
31412, 165. 60 6. 37 31. 85 79. 791, 538. 94 1, 256. 721, 669. 4411' 855. 30'1, 438. 87
1

1

1

177!2, 096. 04 28. 25 39. 55 48. 10 1, 817. 681,291.931, 522. 5211, 344. 831,368.3420
259 2,034.75 7. 72 30. 89 62. 571, G18. 64 l, 063. 581,350.36 1, 186. 051, 391.
287,12, 027. 87 3. 48
484 2, 004. 13 4. 13
1491, 939_ 60 20. 13
83 1 879 52 12 05
120 1: 883: 33 s : 33
113 1, 814. 16 17. 70
531,792.45 . . .. .
2591, 772. 20 7. 72

1.

ig i:f t~

24. 39 54. 271,981.931, 774.191, 329. 411, 13~. 441,
G. 20 50. 59 875. 49 1, 068. 49 1, 000. 00 96ti. 1,
·
818 · 84
13. 42 76. 511, 716. 42 1, 366. 01 865. 551 562·
60. 90 576. 27 790. 32 1, 881. 48 3, 710· 34 3, 812· 50
50. 00 44. 411, 986. 67 2, 629. 63 1, 674. 4~/1,
8. 85 40. 22 1, 133. 33 1, 047. 17 1, 010. 53 l ()9/ 651 591 · 84
60.28 1, 860.001, 530. 611,183.67, , ;).
' 01· l4
27. 03 36. 682,354.962, 329. 321,626. 26i1' 552. 631 , 1 ·

~fg· gt I,~&· gg

1.

3gf m· gJ I· m: ;g

75
75 46.13 1,967. 48/3, 121. 502,015.
1291, 767. 44
282 1, 734.04 14. 18 21. 28 59. 281,917.722. 111. 021 • ~22· :5; •86 . 201: 133. 51
459 1, 633. 90 G. 54 2s. 32 52.111 , 264. 251,328. 40 6 32 5 7· 5; i 2s;. oo
276 1, 601. 45 10. Si 7. 25 54. 36 1, 318. 52,1, 277. 98 8 ·
· j '

lt·

4
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'!.-Twenty P?Bi_s having the lowest admission 1·ates for the yea1· 1893; also their
adm.isswn rates f 01· the yea1·s 1888 to 1892, 'inclusive.
.Admission rates per 1,000 of mean
strength.

Ratios per l, 000 of mean
strength.
~

0

m

~

f station.

ct.i
A

___________,__ _
F rt C n. t r, Mont. . . . . . . .
F rt Wood, N. J. . . . . . . . ..
Chieng beadq uarters, Ill.
an ouver barracks,
Wash...................
Fort Y llowston , Wyo...
Fort Mackinac, Mich . . . . .
Fort Trumbull, Con11 . . . . .
Madi on barracks, N. Y...
Fort Spokane, Wash.... ..
Fort Niagara, N. Y.... ....
.Alcatraz Island, Cal . . . . . .
Fort Canby, ·wash . ...... .
Fort Sully, S. Dak. .. .. ....
FortMason,Cal ..........
Fo1·t Omaha, Nebr . . . . . . . .
Fort Stanton, N. Mex... ..
Fort Townsend, Wash . . . .
FortMissoula,Mont......
Leavenworth Prison, Kans
Fort Sherman, Iclaho......

·i'§

A •

ct.i

h~
':+3:p!

<l)

bt

ct.i

~

1e

1891.

1892.

§0

H

1888.

1880.

]890.

_..,!§

o:l

..q

~

t;,

<l)

0
<q
Q
- - - -~- -~- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

"C

<l)

363
56
57

3B3. 33 19. 28 8. 26
339. 29 . . . . . . . . . . .
1
350. 88,35.
09 . . . . . .
j
440 · 518.18 4.55 15.91
100 520. 00 10. oo 10. oo
60 583. 33 . . . . . 16. 67
64 593. 75 15. 62 . . . . . .
325 600. 00 6.151 9. 23
141 659.57 ..... 7.09
219 666. 67 9. 13 . . . . . .
118 694. 91 33. 901 8. 47
106 698.11 9. 43 9. 43
171 725.15 11. 70, 11. 70
62 741.94 ..... 1 64.52
469 750. 53 8. 53 27. 72
107 757. 0118. 69 28. 04
64 765. 62 ..... 1......
1991773.87 5.03' 25.13
118 779. 66 16. 95\ 8. 47
307 781. 76 9. 77 3. 26

13. 17 1, 534. 18 1, 585. 56 1, 380. 66 1, 266. 861,245.33

* l. 61 685. 19 196. 43 ,500. oo 648. 65 684. 21
15. 67

I

192. 31

192. 31

275. 86

322. 03

I

324. 32

15.06 727.27 841.491,211.901,310.701,269.84
20. 77 1, 105. 261,033.901, 261. 541,655. 731,392.86
24. 25 1 736. 841,254.551, 606. 381,555.561, 325. 00
19. 521, 048. 39 769. 231,115.381, 333. 33 750. 00
21. 43 11, 108.10 1,528.481, 395.161, 395. 831,321.74
27.22 518. 52 696.771,260.001,447.491,489.:
17. 38 670. 21 808. 22 1, 131. 58 860. 22 58618. 37 1, 025. 64 1, 097. 35 1, 076. 091 694. 74 851. 06
22 931 2G2. 451,730.001, 126. 98 11, 607.14 -· ......
11: 6711: 414. 771,443.66 937. 5011, 040. 231, ~~-:
46.49 689.66 838.711,031.25 11,000.00
·
28. 011, 223. 601,234.45 672. 29 1, 084. 881, 465· 71
1
18. 561,250.00 1, 427. 481,661. 65,1,
217.11 567 - 9~
14. 85 640. 62 750. 00 827. 5911, 000. OO 1, 076· 9
18.16 603.17 983.871,285.71 867,651,026. 45
43. 74 843. 47 816. 51 939.131, 093. 22 752· 1~
23. 63 637. 93 879.001, 838. 241,308.941, 271· 1
1
1
The Army.......... 25, 287jl, 289. 04, 6. 91; L!. 93\ 40. 15 1, 270. 421,364.781, 384. 25 1, 315. 021, 270. 73
1

1

1

* Cases usually transferred to Fort Columbus for treatment.
TABLE

VII.-Twenty posts having the h-ighest nonejf_ective rates for the year 1893; also
their noneffective rates for the years 1888 to 1892, inclusive.
Constantly noneffective per 1,000
of mean strength. ·

Name of station

Columbus barracks, Ohio ..•.....
Fort Clark, Tex ................. .
Fort Ring~old, Tex ............. .
~amp Eag e Pass, Tex .......... .
ort McIntosh, Tex ............ .
~amp Poplar River, Mont ....... .
Fort Myer, Va .................. .
Fort Brown, Tex ............... .
Fort Hancock, Tex .............. .
Fort Reno, Okla ................. .
F 0 ;J_a{~ Walla, Wash .... . .. .
o1 . c mney, Wyo ........... .
W ashmgton barracks D C
~ort Mcl?berson, Ga: .. : .. :::::::
.Fort1eogb, Mont ............... .
or
eade, S. Dak ............. .
F ort Grant, Ariz ..... .
J efl'erson barracks Mo· · · · · · · · · · ·
Fort Sill, Okla ... ~ .. .. : : : : : · · · · · ·
San Diego barracks, Cal. ... : : : : : :

1

626
314
149
56
165
75 ,
259
83
53
282
189
276
287
419
459
412
291
484
310
66'

92.16
79. 79
76. 51
68. 74
65. 62
64.48
62. 57
60. 90
60. 28
59. 28
57. 29
54. 36
54. 27
54.17
52.11
51. 76
50. 65
50. 59
50.45
49. 73

57. 68
25.05
11.40
3.85
10.85
4.84
16. 21
5. 05
3.19
16. 72
10. 83
15. 00
15. 58
22. 69
23. 91
21. 32
14. 74
24.49

15. 64
3. 28

13. 05
13. 45
14. 40
11. 42
19. 66
21. 52
11. 22
11. 83
12. 27
12. 48
13. 91
12. 39
9. 77
14, 21
11. 64
12. 59
12. 06
9. 21
13. 56
13. 47

1892.

1891.

1890.

1889.

1888,

71. 98
60. 77
70. 14
76. 30
68. 91
26. 62
40. 55
36, 91
44. 65
67. 57
37. 54
45. 36
43. 22
58. 04
37. 46
44. 91
47. 61
32. 34
37. 26
78. 88

77. 13 77. 55 92. 74 81. 87
39. 61 65. 25 60. 05 51. 71
52. 05 26. 61 23. 34 35. 44
49. 21 59. 59 60. 17 38. 15
54. 97 25. 31 53. 75 62. 23
18. 85 33. 47 29. 05
~~
35. 98 37. 20 33. 47 '9". 4S
38. 18 65. 23 114. 44
l'
49. 65 44, 95 59. 68 42. 04
59. 47 56. 53 61. 55 46. 85
52. 82 47. 71 42. 78 45. 90
39. 46 30. 76 24. 63 36. 51
47. 61 51. 86 44. 21 48. 20
61.12 61.16 12. 80 - - -.· ·
40. 53 25. 66 34. 20 39 82
47. 04 35. 34 35. 73 35. 56
34. 91 32. 09 47. 45 50. 76
34. 62 38. 65 48. 65 79. 71
45. 67 47. 41 44. 93 44. 75
90. 15 122. 48 77. 07 53. 87

:t
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VIII.-:-Twenty posts having the lowest noneffective 1·ates f01· the yea1· 1893; alBo
their nonetfective rates f01· the years 1888 to 1892, inclttsive.

Name of station.

t

<1) O,.q

A8b.o
o A
A,...;-f

0

t

re:!

,.q
0

•

ol'O

<1).s
a,e<l
h<1)

<1)

p., e< _..,

~<l)rtl

1

ol"'
,c+"

I'<

<1)

<1)e<l

A AA

bf)

bf)~

A

~

§
<1)

~

Fort Custer, Mont ........... ....
Fort Townsend, Wash .......... .
Vancouver barracks, Wash ......
Ch~caio l1eadquarters, Ill . ... ....
B01se arracks, Idaho ............
Fort Niagara, N. Y ...............
Fort Pembina, N. Dak ............
Fort Sully, S. Dak ................
Fort Missoula, Mont ..............
.Alcatraz Island, Cal. .............
Fort Stanton, N. Mex ............
Fort Trumbull, Conn ............
Fort Yellowstone, W vo .. .... ....
Mailison barracks, N:Y ..........
Newport barracks, Ky ......... ..
Fort Canby, Wash ..... ... __ .....
Benicia barracks, Cal .... ... .. ...
Fort Sherman, Idaho .. .... .......
Fort, 'Mackinac, Mich. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo..........

16!§ .......

"3<1)<:il

_.., ~

§:0 s

I'<
<1)

I>-

<t1

13.17
14. 85
15. 06
15. 67
16. 97
17. 38
17. 41
17. 67
18. ]6
18. 37
18. 56
19. 52
20. 77
21. 43
22. 31
22. 93
23. 43
23. 63
24. 25
24. 45

4. 78
. 95
6. 62
. 89
1. 85
3. 81
1.03
3. 02
3. 61
2.17
1. 99
1. 25
2. 08
6. 96
1. 25
2. 43
4. 97
7. 25
1. 45
1.32

4076 1,015.37

I

rf)

~~
<1)e<l

1892.

1891.

189<'

1889.

1888.

~o

0
-- --- --- ---

363
64
440
57
109
219
59
171
199
118
107
64
100
325
56
106
212
307
60
54

The.Army ... ..... ....... ... , 25,287

<1)

ell

Constantly noneffective per 1,000
of mean strengt' •

14. 42
7. 08
10. 61
16. 30
7. 76
9. 51
7.08
8. 90
8. 56
9. 65
8. 95
12. 00
14. 58
13. 04
5.12
11. 99
10. 79
11. 03
15. 17
10. 48

51.14
13. 66
28.10
8. 72
22. 64
29. 37
13. 03
39. 99
20. 64
40. 35
43. 28
36. 93
23. 62
34.40
33. 70
54. 85
21. 24
25. 73
15. 48
31. 25

--- ---

---

59. 43
21. 92
33. 51
11.85
34. 48
17. 72
5. ·10
41. 00
20. 90
48.15
33. 63
22. 55
35. 20
32. 24
32. 75
47.15
24.1 4
25. 50
29. 44
23. 66

57. 91
]6. 77
39. 02
14. 22
33. 01
28. 74
15. 38
34. 74
28. 93
44. 43
67. 83
34.19
39. 41
30. 50
51. 92
35. 22
42. 03
44.15
26. 73
27. 01

49. 72
21. 92
45. 84
6.41
28. 83
34. 47
31. 37
46. 35
30. 00
23. 82
39.13
38. SJ
62. 56
43. 93
33. 25
34. 05
37.16
34. 75
21. 24
33. 57

42. 71

44. 12-, 41. 91

-11. 37 , 39. 60 1 42. 01

49. 58
27. 06
42.1 9
8. 64
53.1 l
24. 44
23. 1 6
28. 01
36. 70
41. 56
25. 05
20. 30
50. 25
36. 51
17. 60
a•w•••

65. 30
36. 27
25. 92
43. 27

IX.-Twenty posts having the highest admission rcttes for disease, exclitd'in,q venereal cliseases, vaccina, and alcoholisrn; also, their ratios for deaths, discharges, and constant nonejf'ectiveness, and the co1TeSJJonding ave1·age rates Joi· the Ar1ny, year 1893.

TABLE

Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength.
Mean
strength.

Name of station.

Sandy Hook N j

~i;~t\~:~:::::::::: :::::: : :~: :::::: :::: :

j~~:
Washington barracks, D. C. ... . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .
Camp Eagle Pass, 'l'ex _. _.............. _.........
Columbus barracks, Ohio . . _.... _.................
Mount Vernon barracks, Ala .... ........... ... _..

58
155
314
287
56
626
177
259
149
83
511
259
484
282
129
459
120
113
53
221

co-n-

Discharges.

stantly
noneffective.

1,982.77 .......... .... ......
l, 787.10
1
6. 38
1,729.29
3. 48
20. 91
1,662.01
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
..
.
.....
1,642.85
9. 58
3. 20
1,600.60
16.
95
28.
25
1,525.41
1,498.06
1,422.83
1,409.65
1,397.28
1,355.22
1,342.97
1,312.05
1, &IO. 08
_1
Z:
1
1, 20fl.1 6
2 8
l, 208. 34
1,185.84
1,150.94
1,135. 76
--~-:~-~~----t-·--_·_·:_-;_~_:!_-

'19, 42

.Admissions.

Deaths.

t i~

:z: ~:

34. 08
47. 86
47. 97
34. 34

fl~!litf~/HUYI/'.H
---::i:- ---~Ji trn
iifit.jj'.f1:\l::::::::I:::.:j::iiii i::·----f----+·-·_-_- 1JH
Saint Francis barracks, Fla ................. --- ··

Iii

The Army _... _. ........... _. ....... _.... _.

25,287

893. 66

3. 66

l~

g~Jg

10. 44

25. 19
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'£ABLI~ ~.-T1venty yosts having the highest noneffective rates for d-isease, exclucling 'i:ener al d!sease,'l, vaccina, and alcoholism; also the a1:erage number sick daily, the average
du1·ation of each case, and the c6rrespond,ing a.verage rates of the Army, year 1893.
Rat.ios
A,erago
per l ,OOO Average number
Mean
ofmean number ofcbys
t ' crth strength of sick each case
s ren,, · constantly daily.
was
DOD·
treat&d.
effecti,c.

Nam of station.

,____ - - - - ----

XI.-The rnilitm·y pvsts in each department, slwwinu the rates of ad·rni~sion, clcaill,
discharge, and constant noneffectii•eness for cz.isease, not including venereal cliseases, vaccina, no,· alcoholism, year 1893.

TABLE

DEPARTMENT OF THE EA.ST.
[Excluding venereal diseases, vaccina, alcoholism and injuries:]
Ratios per 1, 000 of mean strength.
Name o{ station.

Mean
strength.

Admis,
sions.

Deaths.

Con·
Dis·
stantly
charges. eff~gti.~e.

- - - - - - - - - - - ---------1----1-----,---- - .- - - -

!~ii!!i;:[t::t~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Springfield Armory, Mass ....................... .
Washmgton barracks, D. C ...................... .
Columbus barracks , Ohio ........................ .
Mount v ernon barracks, Ala .................... .
Fort Myer, Va .. . •... . .. . .........................
~rankforcl arsenal, Pa ........................... .
y .... . .... - .............. - -... .
S. t
' . Y ............................. .
Fa11l J'rancis barracks, Fla ...................... _

F~;1ta~lf~~' t

~htlifftrr~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

v; ································
i~~?J:l!tt~~i~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Schuyler N. y
· · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · ·

Fort Monr~e

!l¥£!\~~f;;;: : •· :· · :· · · · · ·

Fort Warren, Mass ...... __ . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

lI~!1i!}I:••••••••••••::••••·••• •·••·

15
58
17
20
287
626
177
259
42

511
259
129
120
113
383
467
56
176
419
113
58
63
370
61
29
113
110
193
63
250
155

2, GOO. 00
1, 982. 77
1,882.36
1,827.59
1, GG2. 01
9. 58
3. 20
1, GOO. 60
16. 95
28. 25
1,525.41
3.
86
27.
03
l, 498. 06
1,452.38
1,397.28
10. 31
1,355.22
7. 75
],310.08
8. 33
41. 67
1,208.34
8.
85
8.
85
1, ]85. 84
2. 61
1,078.34 . . . . . . . . . .
.........
.
4.
28
1,072. 79
1,017.88
!)14. 78
800. 20
8. 85
858. 3!)
17. 24
827. 59
825. 40
824. 32
10. 39
819. 69
34. 48
793.10
8. 85
8. 85
743. 36
8. 62
8. 62
732. 70
20.
73
704. 65
082. 54
7.
72
7.
72
()65. 88
12. 90
G. 45
645.10

.... -i 48 - .. -.20: !ii.

.. ' .. ii: bi - -... iii: 70.

.......... ·····1:iG-

52. 42
19. 42
59.47
29.SG

34. 08
47. !)7
34. 3!
34.44
22.83
25.30
21.--48
30. 60
28. 6!)
21. 66

17. 36
35. 97
13. 79
26. 88
29. 48
16. 62
22. 34
31. 71
l'8. 39
26. GS
38. G4
25. 50
22. 95
25. 49
11. 62
17. 09
20. 80
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
TABLE

X I.-The 1niUtary posts in each departrnent, showing the rates of admission, death,
discharge, .and constant nonejfectiveness fo1· disease, etc.-Continuecl.
DEP.A.RTMENT OF THE EAST-Continued.
[Excl uding venereal diseases, vaccina. alcoholism and injuries.]
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength.
Mean
strength.

Name of station.

.A.clmis.
sions.

Dis·
charges.

Deaths .

Con·
stantly
non·
effectiYe.

---- ---1
tir~up~;b~~~eM! ~. ~.~ : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Watertown arsenal, Mass ....................... .

i~!i~r[i!r~i!n: :~:::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::

Fort Niaf ara, N. Y . .. .· .. .. . ................... . _.
New Yor,: attending surgeon, N. Y ......... . ... .

J?:1~~.o_o_~·-~·-~ :::: : :: : :-~:: :: :: : :: : :: : : : : : : : : : : : :

25
62
38
368
325
64
219
35
56
16

40. 00
640. 00
612. 89 · --------- --- --- ---578. 94 ------- --- -------- -8.15
2. 72
573. 37
3. 07
446. 15
15.
62
406. 25
----- ----4. 57
397. 26
228. 57 -- --- ----- ·- - ---- - -160. 72 -- --- - -- -- ---------300. 50 --- --- ---- ---- -- -- ·-

-- --- --- --

15. 01
19. 78
12. 33
13. 83
15. 54
12. 67
12. 22
5. 09
.42
1. 89

DEP.A.RTME~T OF THE MISSOURI.
[Excluding , en erc:il diseases, vaccina, alcoholism antl injuries.]

i~!tR~~~okf~~~: ~
I~~~ ~uPcSki~~~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Leavenworth, Kans . . . ... . ............ . .... .
0
.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

Indianapolis arsenal , Ind ................... . ... .

j~~i ih~~'.1¾inI;~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Rock Island arsenal, Ill . . . . ............ . ..... . . '..
Fort Wayne, Mich . . .... . .. . ............... .. .•..
Leavenworth Prison, Kans . .................... . .

j~~i
~:~'.n~t~i~h:::::::::::: :: :::::::::::: :::
Chicago headquarters, Ill. ...................... .
Field .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . ....................... .. .

484
282
221
310
742
24
635
581
65
246
118
170
60
57
174

1,342.97
1,312.05
1,135.76
1,038.70
1,018.87
1,000. 00
935. 44
893,20
861. 50
808. 94
661. 03
658. 81
283. 33
210. 5-1
528. 73

2. 071

10. 0-!

14.18

9. 08
1. 34

27. 15
12. 90
10. 78

3. 41

5.16

.....
---·---- - .. . ........
6. 31
1 . 57

-- -------- --- ------·
4u. 65
4. 07
8. 47

8. 47
11. 77
16. 67

35. 09 ----- -·· ··
-----·-- -· -- -------·

32. 73
42. 79

so. 44
32. 04
27.41
33. 00
I9. 85
23. 07
15.43
24. 09
33. 07
17. 87
15. 61
7. 60
6. 70

DEPARTMENT OF D.A.KOT.A..
[Excluding Yen ereal diseases, vaccina, alcoholism and injuries.]

1m!irt&tt;~;:·•••••:•••••••••·•·•••••

tm t~~;trr:.~:\~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Camp Poplar River, Mont .................. .. ... .

J~;~ ~!11~as. t~f~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Yellowstone, iVyo ......................... .
Fort Custer, Mont . . .............. . ............. .
Saint Paul headquarters, Minn ................. . .
Field . . .... .. ... . .. . .. . ......... . ................ .

171

1,209.16
1,071. ]5
911.74
• 834. 63
762. 71
675. 03
633.16
613. 33
582. 45
543. 87

100
363
42
127

192. 85
190. 48
770. 53

450
267
412
514
59
432
199
75
285

:l3o. oo

2. 18
7. 49

1. 95

10. 90
11. 24
21. 85
7. 78
16. 95
5. 91
20.10
13. 33

3. 51
8. 26
23. 81

3. 51
11. 70
10. 00
2. 75
23. 81

32. 95
34. 08
30. 09
20.10
14. 81
23. 41
13. 96
41. 28
17. 89
13. 69
14. 55
7. 78
15. 52

13.14

DEP.A.RT.ME~T OF THE PL.A.TIE.
[Excluuing ,cnereal diseases, vaccina, alcoholism ancl injuries.]

~~~i ~~i:~~:,sir![~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::.
J~~~ flghl~~!,e*~i;;: ::::::: :: ::: :::::::: :: ::::::

1~~i
K~~il~\e~Jr\h~::::: :: :::::: :::::::::::::
Omaha headquarters, 'Nebr ...................... .
Camp Pilot llntte, Wyo ................ -.... - . · · ·
Fort Omaha, Nebr ............................ ····
Field ..... . .......... . ........................... .

276
457
199
505
160
472
36
54
469
37

1, 126. 81
l, 000. 00
959. 80
829. 71
7!l'l. 25
684. 83
666. 66
574. 07
520. 25
540. 51

3. 63
8. 75
15. 07
5. 94

3. 63
2. 19
1. 98

.... 'ii2· ·· ···ii2·
·····----- ------ ---·····4."26 .. ·--zi: 32 ·
---------- ...........

32. 76
20. 00
25. 63
16. 57
14. 64
20. 02
13. 62
18. 06
18. 41
3. 71
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TABLE XI.~T71e rnilita1·y posts in each departrnent, showing the rates of aclmission, death,

di oha1·ge, and constant noneffeotiveness for disease, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.
[Excluding venereal diseases, vaccina, alcoholism and injuries.]
Ratios per 1~000 of mean strength.
Name of station.

Mean
strength.

Admis·
sions.

Deaths.

Dis·
charges.

I sf'l~~tiy
non·

effective.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - -1-----1---- - - - - - - - For Bli

,Tex ................•.•.••.............

i~t1f~~i:!if~••••••:: : :••••:: : : ;: :

Fort Hancock, Tex .............................. .
l! ort Sam Houston, Tex .... _........ _._ ......... .
Fort McIntosh, Tex: .. _......................... _.
San Antonio headquarters, Tex .... .. .......... .
Field ........ .............................. ...... .

155
314
56
149
83
53
501
165
34
223

1, 787.10
1,729.29
1,642.85
1,422.83
1,409.65
1, 150. 04
996. 01
721. 22
176. 46
511. 22

12. 90
3.19

G. 38

--- ------- ---------6. 71
13.42

---------- ---------·
---------.... ii. 97.
5. 99

12.12
6. 06
58. 82 ----····· ·
............

----------

36. 56
60. 45
47. 86
J.6. 57
34. 39
20. 57
25. 89
34.47
13. 5!
8.96

DEPARTMENT OF THE COLOR.A.DO.
[Excluding venereal diseases, vaccina, alcoholism and injuries.]
Whip-#~ barracks, Ariz ......................... .

J~~:~ H~~gh~~tA~z~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Hi!~~t!{~h••::•::•::•:•::•:•:::::::::::

i ~,~t~lt;•::;::•:•:•::• :::• •

Denver headquarters, Colo ....................... .
Field ..........•..................................

232
351
292
291
544
165
230
120
359
336
110
175
107
12
134

1,107.77
1,045.59
1 041.10
l, 037. 80
867. 65
854. 55
839.13
741. 67
738.17
633. 92
627. 28
560. 01
542. 05
500. 00
567.16

17. 24
2. 85
10. 27
17.18
12. 87
24. 24
8. 70
8. 33
8. 36
11. 90
45. 45

3.42

·--··s:61·

·····s:si·
8. 92

··········

·---is: 69 ·

..... 7.-46. ............
··········

37. 71
29. 70
30.17
30.55
19.81
32.02
17.57
15.55
21. 55
20. 51
28.69
16.38
12.49
7.08
7.98

DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.
[Excluding venereal diseases, vaccina, alcoholism and injuries.]

Fort Bid well, Cal ............................. - - .
San Diego barracks, Cal ........................ .
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal ..... a •••••••••••••

47
66
490
299
· 118
62
212

S~n Francisco headquarters, Cal. ............... .
Field ................ ~ ........... . ............... .

44

i[?,~~~i:c:~::::::::::::::••::::::::::::

52

1,106.38
1,106.06
724. 49
581. 94
491. 54
451. 61
438. 69
45. 45
538. 46

21. 28
30. 30
10. 21
13. 38
8. 47

--···io,i·
10. 03
16. 95

·····4.-7i ····2ii:ss·
----·-···· ............

·········· ··········

27.69
39. 85
19. 93
25. 66
12.00
12. 95
14. 23

5. 98
9. 79

DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.
[Excluding venereal diseases, vaccina, alcoholism and injuries.]
FFortt WT alla Walla, Wash ....... _........ _..••••..
or
ownsend Wash
Boise barracks: Idaho:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Sherman, Idaho
Fort Canby, Wash .. :::::::::::···········--·····
Vancouver barracks, Wash
···· · · ···•·· ······

1~!1~~~~.~~~~~ .~~~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

189
64
109
307
106
440
141
26

31. 75
5. 29
994. 71
531. 25 ...........
522. 95
3. 26
475. 57
9. 43
9.43
424. 53
13.
64
4.
55
379. 55
7. 09
340. 42
..............
.............
730.77

····is:as·

35. 89
11. 43
11.03
13. 89
10. 99
9.52
11.96
5. 58
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TABLl:

XII . -The rnonthly prevalence of disease arnong the white, ne,qro, and Indian
troops of the Army during the vear 1893 .
Constantly noneffective.

.A.clmitted to sick report.
'

.Month.

,,:l
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Number.
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i
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( W. 22,203 669 1,721 2,390 30. 13 77. 52 107. 64
9,512 18,869 28,381 13. 82 27. 41, 41. 24
Jan __ . J N. 2,202, 65
138
203 29. 52 1 62. 67
92.19
843
1,181 ' 2,024 12. 35/ 17. 30 29. 65
L
790
19
30
49 24. 05 37. 97
62. 0~
155
458
613 6. 33 18. 70 , 25. 03
T. 25, 195 1 753 1, 889 2, 642 29. 89: 74. 97 104. 86 10,510 20,508 31, 018 13. 46 1 26. 25 39. 71
W. 22,469 1 590 1,820 2,410 26. 26 81. 00 107. 26
8, 204 18, 579 26,783 13. 041 2J. 53 42. 57
Feb
N - 2, 2121 66
170
236 29. 85 76. 89 106. 74
891
1, 4:Jt
2,323 14. 39 23. 12 37. 51
· · · r. 761 19 43 (i2I 24. 97 56. 50 s1. 47
203
5J7
710 9. 53 , 23. 79 33. 32"'
.
T. 25, 442 675 2, 033 2, 708 26. 53 79. 91 106. 44
9, 298 20, 518 29, 816 13. 05 28. 80 1 41. 85
w. 22, 591 613 2, ~'35 2, 848 27. 13 98. 93 126. 06 9, 102 21, 718 30, 820 13. 00 31. 011 44. 01
Mar
N - 2,145
51
207
258 23. 78 96. 50 120. 28
822
1,743
2, 565 12. 36 26. 21 38. 58
. . { I.
799
28
71
99 35. 04 88. 86 123. 90
411
741
1, 152 16. 59 29. 92 46. 51
T - 25, 535 692 2, 513 3, 205 27. 10 98. 41 125. 51 10, 335 24, 202 34, 537 13. 05 30. 57 43. 63
W - 22, 148 653 1, 779 2, 432 29. 48 80. 33 109. 81
9, 156 19, 998 29, 154 13. 78 30. 10 43. 88
.A.pr J N. 2, 126
47
123
170 22. 11 57. 85
79. 96
628
1,344
1,972 · 9. 85 21. 07 30. 92
I.
784
26
46
72 33. 16 58. 67
91. 83
328
605
933 13. 95 25. 72 39. 67
T - 25, 058 726 1, 94H 2, 674 28. 97 77. 73 106. 71 10, 112 21,947 32, 059 13. 45 29. 19 42. 64
w. 22, 182 100 1,569 2,269 31. 56 10. 73 102. 28 9,914 11,784 27,698 14. 42 25. 86 40. 28
May
N . 2, 109
60
121
181 28. 45 57. 37
85. 82
748
1, 344
2, 092 11. 44 20. 56 32. 00
. . { 1.
772
30
53
83 38. 86 68. 65 107. 51
493
601
1,094 20. 60 25. 11 45. 71
·
T - 25, 063 790 1,743 2,533 31. 52 69. 54 101. 06 11,155 19, 729 30,884 14:36 25. 39 39. 75
W. 21, 932 7G4 1, 369 2,073 32. 10 62. 42
94. 52
9,419 14,472 23,891 14. 31 22. 00 36. 31
June
N - 2, 186
56
115
171 25. 62 52. 61
78. 23
802
1, 126
1, 928 12. 23 17. 17 29. 40
. . { I.
735
14
35
49 19. 05 47. 62
66. 67
228
551
779 IO. 34 24. 99 35. 33
T. 24,853 774 1,519 2,293 31.14 61. 12 . 92. 26 10,449 16,149 26,598 14. 01 21. 66 35. 67
21,779 710 1. 733 2. 443 32. 60 79. 58 112. 18
9,960 17, 33~ 27,290 14. 75 25. 67 40. 42
July
N. 2, 147
63
120
183 29. 34 55. 89
85. 23
786
1, 213
1,999 11. 81 18. 22 30. 03
..
I.
706
32
28
60 45. 32 39. 66
84. 98
271
454
725 12. 38 20. 74 33. 13
· l T - 24,632 805 1,881 2, 686 32. 68 76. 361 109. 04 11,017 18,997 30, 014 14. 43 24. 88 39. 31
W. 22,168 663 1,855 2,518 29. 91 83. 68 113. 59
9,156 18,588 27, 7441 13. 32 27. 05 40. 37
.A.ucr
N. 2,131
74
h4
218 34.7::i 67.58' 102.30
760
1,104
1,864l ll.50 16.71 28.22
I.
707
24
33
57 33. 95 46 67i 80. 62
209
295
504 9. 54 13. 46 23. 00
T. 25, ouo 761 2, 032 2, 793' 30. 43 31: 26 1 111. 69 10, 125 19, 987 30, 112! 13. 06 25. 78 38. 84
W. 22, 2tiU 653 1,788 2,441 29. 33 80. 32 109. 65
9,166 17,892 27,058 13. 73 26. 79 40. 52
s t
N. 1, 994
60
136
196 30. 09 68. 20 1 98. 29
943
1, 225/ 2, 168 15. 76 20. 48 36. 24
ep · ·
I.
655
19
38
57 29. 01 58. 01
87. 02
254
416
670 12. 93 21.17 34. 10
T. 24, 909 732 1,962 2,694' 29. 39 78. 77 108. 15 10,363 19,533 29,896 13. 87 26.14 40. 00
W. 22,952 689 1,554 2,243 30. 02 67. 70
97. 72 10,494 17,867 28,361 14. 75 25.11 39. 86
O t
N . 2, 210
48
120
168 21. 72 54. 30
76. 02
816
1, 359
2, 175 11. 91 19. 84 31. 75
C • ..
l.
623
20
19
39 32. 10 30. 50
62. 60
300
415
715 15. 53 21. 49 37. 02
, T. 25, 785 757 1, 693 2, 450 · 29. 36 65. 66
95. 01 11,610 19,641 31,251 14. 52 24. 57 39. 10
W. 23, 256 649 2,077 2,726' 27. 91 8\l. 31 117. 22 10,115 18,554 28,669 14. 50 26. 59 41. 09
N
N. 2,115
49
117
166' 23.17 55. 32
78. 49
684
1,085
1,769 10. 78 17. 10 27. 88
ov . .
I.
614
19
30
49 ' 30. 94 48. 86
79. 81
386
223
609 20. 95 12.11 33. 06
> T. '25,985 717 2,224 2,941 27.59 85.58 113.17 11,185 19,862 31,047 14.35 25.48 39.83
W. 23, 213 634 2, 061 2, 695 27. 31 88. 78 116. 09
9, 926 20, 626 30, 552 13. 79 28. 66 42. 45
D
N. 2, 133
44
191
235 20. 63 89. 54 110. 17
691
1,470
2, 161 10. 45 22. 23 32. 68
ec. · ·
I.
629
15
32
47 23 . 85 50. 87
74. 72
338
326
664 17. 33 16. 72 34. 05
T. 25, 975 693 2, 284 2, 977 26. 68 87. 93 114. 61 10, 955 22,422 33, 377 13. 60 27. 84 41. 45
W. 22, 429 7, 927 21, 56129, 488 353. 43 961. 30 1, 314. 73 114, 124 '222, 277 336, 401 13. 94 27. 15 41. 09
Year { N. 2,143 683 1,702 2, 3851318. 71794. 211,112.93
9,414 15,626 25,040 12. 04 19. 97 32. 01
. . . ' I.
715 265
458
7231370. 63 640. 56 1, 011. 19
3, 576
5, 592
9, 168 13. 70 21. 43 35. 13
.
l T - 25, 28718, 875 23, 721 32, 596 350. 97 938. 07 1, 289. 04 127, 114 243, 495 370, 609 13. 77 26. 38 40. 15
1

I

j

1

1

f

.. l

. Iw _
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Ta1:3L1~ XII~.-Showing fo1· the Arrny the ratios, per 1,000 of mean strength, of adniis1011s to sick rcp01·t, deaths, discharges, and constan t noneffecti1:eness for the decade
1 ,., to 189l.
Troops.
an tr ngth (corrected fortune) .

Caus

White.
21,641.

1--- - --

-

Negro.

Total.

2, 27!l.

23,950.

4-----:-----,---I----;-------;-ai

of admission to sick report.

~

d

A

ai
<l)

r1i
>'l

t0

-~

~
~

A

rn

a)

'§

~

'.3,

a)

"i

~

ai

~

A

A

- - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - --- ---- --- --Ent ric. f ver (including typho.
malarial) ................ ... ..... .
Other specific contagious and in·
f ctious diseases (including ery.
sip ~as and tonsillitis/ . . . . . . . . . . .
Ma~ar1a1 fevers and resulting COll·
d1trons ..................... _.....
Diarrhea (including cholera mor·

7. 37

. 90

. 05

4. 04

1.12

7. O!

. 92

. 05

91. 78

. 26

. 03

125. 60

.10

!l-1. 01

. 02

128. 70

. 20

. lG

133. 50

.4.0

. 25
• 22

14

~~}}~iis~;i{~

:cii:s:e:~;~;::::::::::
fon~~thea and rosults .. _.... . . . . . .
1 sand results............ . . . .
Vt 1e~ venereal diseases . . . . . . . . . . . .

H Ji :i~ lfq~

~:
34. 56
31. 51
8. 31
2

elf

. 02

U~

. 27
3. 05
. 10

.12

:6~ .}~.
gs

34. 92 . . . . . . .
44. 57 . . . . . . 4. ~
9. 17
.L
1

:ig4 ~:ii :::::: ::::::

12:l. 05

14

6

Fra~tures (not gunshot) ... ....... .
Inmsell, lacerated, contused, and
slo1n;~~~l~~~~~~: ........... - . .
All other injuries (incl~cli~g":J.~~~~i;)

. 02
. 004:
.11

140.07
2. 50
7. 05
41. l3
4u~

.12
u~

;1'.0 tal for ?-isease .... • ........ l. lGLSS 5. 53
rot:!!. for mjuries ........... · 1 · 243. 29

Total for all causes ........ ·

f

.46
.14
. 74
. 27

2: ~~

.16

62. 1G

. 08

4n1 1: i~

24. 25 1, 2!)7. O!l
2. 86 4. 59
302. 92

405. 17 ~

. 04

159. 2!l
2.11
5. 26

17

s·· ~~35

02

22 05

.48
.12
. 48

Hl.95
2. 47
6. 88

1: :~
1. 67

4nt
42. 28

4. 82

3:
. 10
. 004
.0 2

~f ·· ~~
f 2·· 5563

-6.90 24. 0-l ·,l, 175~
2. 79

. 23

qi J~ ·i~
:;· .

o~itne~th~ti~·cii~~;;~~::: ::::::::::
.01
2:46
.01
Alcoholism .......... _..... _....... .
55. 46
. 22
. 30
3. 95
. 0-1
50. 50
·
Other clietic diseases .. _............
. 65
. 01
. 08
. 18
. 04
· 61
·
Rheumatism (including muscular).
93. 19
. 04 2. 61
133. 33 , . 04 2. 83
!l6. 97
· 4
Other constitutional diseases.......
!l. 08
• 14
. 50
11. 05
. 32 1. 04
9. 29
· 6
1
Developmental diseases .................................................... ·· · ····· ·· · ···· ··
Parasitic diseases ... _. .. _..... _. _..
3. 48 . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 36 . . . . . . . • . . . .
3. 27 · · · · · ·
Hearlache and neuralgia............
70. 35
. 3-1
104. 72
. 40
73. 58
Other diseases of the nervous sys·
. 52
11.41
• 36 2. 99
. 54 3. 77
9. 43
tem ............................. .
11. 62
21. 98
1.44'
1. 28
31. 89
20. 91
Diseases of the eye ............... .
8.
39
. 28
. 01
3. 73
8. 86
.84
Disea es of the ear- ............... .
64. 77
80. 01
• 04
63. 26
Catarrhs ancl common colds ....... .
. 07
71. 51
• 24
.08
. 43
Bronchitis ............ . ........... .
70. 82
77. 82
. 79
4. 55
. 20
. 69
Pneumonia .......... .. ............ .
4.17
.10
8. 07 1. 79
. 53
3.
28
. 80 2. 35
. 50 1.8-1
4. 34
Pulmonary phthi::iis. _............. .
3.16
. 02
3. 02
. 12
. 0-1
. 02
. 08
6. 01
2. 70
Pleuritis .................. - ....... .
Other diseases ·o f the respiratory
. 09
8. 04
. 28
. 20
. 08
12. 68
7. 55
. 45
system .... . ............... - ..... .
2. 80
.· 27
. 20 1.16
. 28 1. 37
3. 07
2. 77
Diseases of the heart and Yalves .. .
Other diseases of the circulatory
. 36
5. 20
. 52
. 52
system . .................. _.......
5:;12
. 3-1 1. 03
3.11
68. 05
. 20
88. 65
DyspepRia, colic, and constipation.
65. 82
. 23
Other diseaseR of the digestive sys·
tern (excluding tonsillitis and
. 55
59. 03
. 60
. 20
68.13
hernia) ............... _... . .. . . . .
58. 16
. 59
. 06
. 27
1. 77
. 52
. 24
1. 75
Disease~ of the kidneys ..... _......
1. 77
. 27
. 32
Other diseases of the genito.urinary
. O!
16. 75
1. 67
. 04 1. 26
21. 27
system (non,enereal) ........... .
16. 27
Di1:1eases of the locomotor system
. 01
5. !)2
. 08 1. 40
. 004 1. 28
6. 62
(excluding muscular rheumatism)
5.8G
Diseases of the integumentary sys·
. 01
88.14
. 28
tern ............................. .
. 01
65. 98
. 36
90. 40
. 04
13. !)5
. 56
. 08
All other diseases ................. .
17. 99
. 03 1. 01
13. f>l
. 02
1. !l3
. O!
·1:I.eat ~troke . . .. ....... . ........... .
. 02
. 53
2. 08
. 02
. 07
5.
82
. 32
. 0-1
Frostbite and general freezino· .... .
• 07
4. 00
23.12
. 07

g~~l~~~t~~~sa~~ ~~~~~~::: : : : :: : : : :

.15

24~~

128. 85 1, 600.00ID.69 28. 86 il, 424. 20

. 02
. 004
. ll

34·

···
·
3. 70
1.29
. 79
. 03
.41

.n

1. 89
. 08
.44
1. 3!

. 98
. 23
. 65
. 34
1. 30
1. 2!l
. 35
. 97
. 02
. 09
• 46
.14
. 71

g :~~6

1:
1. 29

1. 9

5. 65

2!.21

_:!'._ ~
8. 51 28. 82

TABLE

XIII.-Showing for tho Army tho rat-ios, per 1,000 of mean strength, of admiss'iontJ to sick 1·ep01·t, deaths, discharges, and constant nonejfectiveness,
fo1· the year 1893.
Troops.

White.

Negro.

Indian.

Mean strength (corrected for time).

22,429.

2, 14.3.

715.

i,

ui

r:1

Causes of admission to sick report,.

-~
'§

~
Enteric fever (including typhornalarial) ....
Other specific,contagious, and infectiO\lS dis'-eases (including erysipelas and tonsillitis).
Mala.rial fevers and resulting conditions ... .
Diarrhea, including cholera morbus ....... .
Dysentery ................................. .
Other rniasmatic diseases .................. .
Gonorrhea and results ..................... .
Svphilis ancl r esults ..................... .. . .
qthe1: venereal diseases ................... ..
, acc1na .................................... .
Other enthetic diseases ... ................. .
Alcoholism .................. . ... .......... .
Other 11ietic di!,eases ........ .... .... ..... .. .
Rheumatism (including muscular) ... _..... .
Or.her constitutional diseases .............. .
D e\·olopmental diseases
Parasitic diseases ..... .
Heaclac he ancl neuralgia ................... .
Other diseases of the nervous system . _... .

~t::!::: ~{ ik: ~~::::::: ::::: ::·::: :::::::::
Catarrhs ancl common colds
Bronchitis ........... .

ire;~~f~r~~~~i~~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::

O~hcr <liseases of the respiratory system . . .
Diseases of tho heart and valves ........... .
Ot~cr lli~eases _of the circulatory system . .. .
D~ spop~1a, colic,. and constipation ......... .
Othor ~hscases_of_ f;he tligestive system (Ax~lutling tonsillitis and hernia) .. _. . _.. _...
Diseases of tho kidnE>ys. ___ . ____ .... _.. ____ .

7. 04
165. 59
99. 87
101. 48
3. 8-!
. 09
41. 24
14. 04
19. 6ti
45. 48
1. 74
37. 23
. 67
G-!. 52
3. 88

Q

,, I ~
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0
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R_ l_e
• Gii
. 37 I

. 0-!

:~H--~~~• 33
1. 42
. 04

. 41 , ...... .
. 90
.12
. 41

. 16

. 54
2. 23

35. ]8
7. 36
15. 03
7. 94
G3. 62
69.0G
4. l!J

.2. 32
2.01
4. 28
5. 80
.G2
53. 73
Gt. G3

1. 60

. 04

. 08

I

.16
1. 01

.98
. G5
. 20
08
1. 30

.. 651
.
45
.u

.16
1.H

----

.16
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.fl
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..., Q
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Ao o

00
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A

~

R

0

i:i

1. 32

1.40

3. 39
2. 61
.89
.11
. 01
2. 50
1. 63
1.40
1. 25
. 08
. 41
. 09
3.19
. 20
. 03
. 06
. 74
.02
. 74
. 37
.5G
1. 35
. 48

172. 65
47.60
48.06
6. 07
.47
24. 73
7.47
lu.80
41. 07

. 74

.16
. 21
. 70
.16
. G3
1.51
. 27

.;
Q

bO
e<

ui

,~
~
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.42
. 85
.85
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. ... ..
.4~
......
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... . .. .
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§~
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.;., ·J)
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,,;
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~
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R
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-25,287.
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1. 66
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65.84
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2.10
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4. 2i
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3. 08
2. 37
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, 41
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. 26
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. 57
29. 37 . .. . . . .. . . . . .
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. 35
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. 25
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3.45
.20
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.01
. 3G
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. 06
. 90
40. 56 . . .. . . . . .. . . .
. 57
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11. 19 2. 7B .. . . . . .
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. 40
20. 98 6. 83 12. 30
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.14
1.40 ···--- .:.....
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s1ons an sprams ................. . ...
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d, lacer ated, contused, and punctured
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XIII.-Showing for the Army the ratios, per 1,000 of mean strength, of admissions to sick repo1't, death, discharges, etc.-Continueu.
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· SURGEON-GENERAL.

XIII.-Showing for each department and .for the Army the 1·atios, per 1,000 of
rnean strength, ·of ad,nissions to sick report, deaths, discharges, and constant nonefftotiveness for the year 1893.

TABLE

Names of departments ...•.....

Department of the
East.

Department of the
Missouri.

Department of Dakota.

Mean strength (corrected for
ti rue).

6,944.

4,169.

3,505.

•

~b.O

Causes of admission to sick
report.

en

~

Enteric fever (including ty
phomalarial) . ...... . .. .... .. .
O~he_r s_pecific. contagious ::.nd
mfect10us diseases (including ~rysi_pelas and tonsillitis).
Malar1~l. fevers and resulting
condit10ns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diarrhea, including cholera
D~~~bt~~y::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Other miasmatic diseases ..... .
Gonorrhea and results ........ .
Syphilis and results ... : ...... .
ithe~ venereal diseases·....... .

othi~n:ntheti~ di;~~~e;::::::::
0

Alcoholism ................... .
Other dietic diseases ......... .
Rheumatism (including muscular) ....................... .
Other constitutional diseases ..
~evelopmental diseases ...... .
arasitic diseases ............ .
Headache and neuralgia .. .... .
Other diseases of the nervom1
system ..................... .
Diseases of the eye ........... .
Diseases of the ear ............ .
~atarrhs and common colds ... .

~~§:.~;;,;;:\\::::::::.

Other diseases of the respiratory system .. .............. .
Diseasesof'theheartand valves.
Other diseases of the circula
tory system ................ .
Dp:ipepsia, colic, and constipa1on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other diseases of the digestive
system (excluding tonsillitis
and hernia) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the kidneys . . . . . . .
Oth~r diseases of the genitourmary system (nonvenereal) . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the locomotor system (excluding muscular
rheumatism) ................ .
Diseases of the integumentary
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163. 74 . 58 . . . .. 3. 93I

154. 24 . 72

141. 4-2 . . . . . . . .. 2. 90

160. 95 . . . . . . . . . 3. 54

102. 39 ........ .
2.45 ...... . . .
. 14 ........ .
51. 99 . . . . . 43
18. 43 . . . . 1. 58
29. 95.... .14
100. 67 ........ .
1.44 ........ .
45. 51 .14 .... .
. 29 ........ .

. 24 :l. 96

. 92 132. 16 . . . . . . . . . 1. 12
. 07
6. 96. ... . . . . . . 07
.04 ..................... .
2. 96
39. 82 . . . . . 72 2. 88
2. 12
12. 23 . . . . 1. 92 . 87
2. 14
16. 31 . . . . . . . . . 1. 13
3. 02
34. 54 . . .. . . . . . . 80
. 06
. 48.... . . . ..
. 07
. 53
26. 15 . . . . . . . . . . 27
. 01
. 72.. .. . . . .. . 02

. 57 . . . . . . . . .

4)

. 10

213. 70 . 57 . . . . . 3. 66
10. 84 . . . . . . . . .

. 26

nL::
··:291 :~:
. 291 . 29.. ... .15

1
2

~Jk:: ·ioo
U!
. . . . . . 40

6. 56....
31. 67....
. 29 .. . .
19. 97 . 86
1.14....

.....
. . .. .
.....
.... .

. 71
. 01
. 22
. 05

72. 44 . . .. . 58 2. 66
4. 75 . 14 . 43 . 38
. 43.... . 43 . O::l
2. 59.... . . . .. . 08
45. '.?2.... . 14 . 74

61.17 . . . . . 24 2.31
4. 30 . 24. .. . . . 30
. 96.... . 48 . 06
1.44 .... ..... .04.
30. 22.... . . . . . . 55

66. 76 . . . . . 57 2. 75
2. 85 . 29 . 29 . 76
..29.. . . . 29 . 01
.57 .... ..... .02
26. 82.... . . . . . . 34

7. 63 .14 . 58 1.05
14. 98 .•.. . 43 . 48
8. 50.... . 58 .41
112. 04 ........ . . 93
66. 39. . .. .14 1. 52
4. 461. 01 .14 . 66
2. 16 1. 01 1. 58 . 63
1. 30 ........ . .17

-7.68 .... .48 1.03
21. 59.... . 96 1. 24
8. 64 . . . . 1. 68 . 43
36. 94 .... ····· .29
66. 92. .. . . 24 1. 21
4. 80 . 7"2 ..... .46
2. 88 . 24 1. 44 . 60
2.88 ....... . . . 21

6. 85 . 29
15. 12 . . . .
4. 28. .. .

3.17 . . . . . 14
5. 18 . 14- 1. 73

.11
. 64

4. 32.... . 24
4. 80 . . .. 2.16

. 26
. 58

. 57 . 73
. 57 1. 19
. 86 .41
31. 38 . • • . . . • . • . 36
70. 47 ......... 1. 56
3. 99.... . 29 . 69
2. 00 . 29 1. 71 . 37
2. 00. .•. . . .. . .12
4. 28. ... . . . .. . 25
6. 85 .... .86 1.04

.57 ....

• 29

.03

40. 23 .. - . . . . . .

• 56

.43 ....

. 29

.08

. 72 . 24 .•...

.06

56. 88 . . . .

. 14

. 59

50. 37 . . . . . . . . .

. 54

80. 79 . 14
. 86 . 29

. 58 1. 73
. 29 . 08

45. 81 . . . . . . . . . 1. ~3
2. 88 . 48 . 48 . 26

10. 37 . . . .

. 29

13. 67 . . . .

. 96

. 87

8. 84 . . . . 1. 43

. 43

4.75 ....

. 86

5. 52 . . ..

. 72

. 35

5. 71 . . . . 1. 43

. 74

. 51
.26

55. 92 . 29 . 57 1. 38
3. 99 . 57 .. - - - . 29

Afri!t: ai~~;~e~-::::::::::::: ~UL
i4 Jt J~ ~!:!L:: ._._ ~~ U~ gUL:: ._._ ~~ UX
1. 58 . . . . . . . . . . 02
3. 60 . 24 . . . . . . 05
1. 71 .. - . . . . . . . 07

Heat stroke ................. _..
Frostbite and general freezing.
C(!ntusi<?ns and sprains ..... .'..
D 1slocat1ons . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fractures (not gunshot) . . . . . . .
Incised, lacerated, contused,
and punctured wounds ......
Shot wounds .............. __ ..
All other injuries (including
hernia) . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

2

1. 15
120. 96
2. 74
7. 49

. 14 . . . . . . 06
1. 92 . . . . . . . . . . 04
. ... .14 2. 89 158. 32 ......... 3. 72
. . .. . . . .. . 15 1
2. 64 .. . . . 24 . 32
. 29 . 29 1 06
6. 48 . 24 . 24 1. 45
1

·

I

52. 4-2 . . . . . . . . . 1. 27J
2. 02 . 29 . 14 . 14!

45. 57 . . . . . . . . . 1. 17

44. 93 2. 30

52. 05 2. 16 1. 92,1 1. 77

4. 32 . 48

. 48

,

69

12. 55 ..... - - - - · 47
121. 82 .. - - . - - - - 2. 74
1. 71 .... - - - - - · 09
8. 84 . 57 1. 14 1. 76
53.
92 . - · 371143
·
·

/

60
· 86
291 1..46
· /
28 1 81

47. 07 1. 71 2.
•
1
Total for disease ......... 1,288.454. 32 111. 05 36. 63 1, 101. 70 3.3013.19,31. 96
;·
Total for injuries........ 233. 29 3. 021 1. 44 0. 71 274. 89 3. 12 2. 88 9. 21
· _:__ _.__ _:__
7 13 16 83 35
Total for all causes ...... 1, 521. 74 7. 34 13. 39 43. 34 1, 376. 59 6. 48 16. 07;41. 1711,092.15 ·
·
· OIJ
. 86 J.:il ,

1

1
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XIII.-Showi11g for each department and for the Arrny the ratios, pe1· 1,000 oj
rncan s trength, of admiss'ions to sick repo1·t, clcaths, discharges, ancl constant non-

TADLB

effcctiveness, for the yea1· 1893.
Name of departments ....... .

Department of the
Platte.

Dcpartmentof Texas.

Department of the
Colorado.

Man str ngth ( corrected for
time).

2,6G5.

1,733.

3,458.

ai

i,

A

Causes of :ulmission to sick
r eport.

a:,

.s

t:.O

ri:,

ffl

'.;3

'§
"O

Enteric fornr (including typhO·
malarial) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other specitic, contagious, and
infoctious diseases (includ·
ing erysipelas and tonsillitis)
Malari'.11_ fevers and resulting
cond1t10ns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
1

D~~~t~~) ~i~.~ .~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~.
.•.

j~
;g ~

d

;;l

A

i=i 8g

0

~

8i

.cl

p-,ai

~-e
A"""

6. 00 1. 13 . . . .

. 86

ai

-~

i,

'.;3

'§
,;J

b.O
I-<
cl

d

;;l

i:i

--- -·

c:iO

~~

f:: <l:>
OA
QO

i:I

--

143. GS . . . . . . . . . G. 27

A

Q)

d

..d

;;l

10

Fr!_c t~;!~~~cit°g;~;h~ti:::::::
Incised, lacerated, contused
and punctured wounds .... : .
~twoun~s ... ~····:··········
~tl;er lllJ unes (mclucling
her ma) · · · · · · · · · · · · · -·. . . . . . .
Total for ~i'?ea~e . . . . . . . .
Total for IDJunes........

Vig
.... ··as
· ···· ·

·

u~1:::: ·i°si

A

<I>

- - --

8G. 46 · •· · · · · ··

·

g~

~~~~ "jg:::::··~·-·

t f~ ~~ :~I.. ·. ~

1·~~

c:i<J

~~

oA
i:i ooA

~l~i:;!ffs~~ti~·c11;~~;~;:::::: ..... ·.~~ :::: :::: .. ·.~~ .... ~~~\::: ::::: .. ·.~~f....
Gonorrhcaandresult.s .........
32.65 .•.. , .... 1.70
59.43 ....• 58 3.74
33.26, . ... ·
Syphilis and results...........
7. 50 .... 1.13 1. 34
27. 70 1.... 3. 46 2. 06
10. 99 1• • -- • 87
Other ,onereal diseases........
10. 51.... . . . . . 47
40. 971......... 3. 31
13. 30 ,. · · · · ····
Vaccina .......................
24.01 . . . . . . . . . 44
13.27 ... . . . . . . . 32
1u~ 1: : : : : : : : :
Other ,mthetic diseases . . . . . . . .
1. 50 . . . . . . . . . 03
8. G6 ... - .... · · 54
[
.Alcoholism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48. 41 . . . . . . . . . 60
24. 81 . 58 . . • . . . 29
32. 39 · 58 · · · · ·
Other dietic diseases. . . . . . . . . . .
1. fiO • • • . . • • . • 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 58 ... · · · · · ·
Rheumatism (includingmuscu·
72. 30 .... 2. 31
51. 36 . . . . . 58 2. 33
lar) ........._.................
80. 30 . . . . . 38 2. 95
2. 89.... . 29
3. 46 . . . • . . . . . . 07
Other constitutional diseases..
4. 50.... . . . . . 39
1.16.... ·. 58
1. 15.... . . . .. .11
De,elopmental disea,rns ........................... .
2. 89 ..... · •..
5. 77.. • . . . . . . . 09
Parasitic diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 13 . . . . . . . . . 01
34.
99 ........ .
45. 01.... . .... .58
Headache and neuralgia...... .
36. 77 . . . . . . . . . 58
Other diseases of the nerYous
6.
36 . 29 1. 16
5. 77.. . . . 58 . 67
7.13 • 38 . 38 . 59
system ..................... .
17.06 .... 1.73
13. 85 . . . . . 58 . 8!)
26. 64 .... 1. 50 1.14
Dtseases of the eye ........... .
6.
36 ..... · .. .
9. 01 ..... 38 . 26
8.66 .... ····· .12
Diseases of the ear ........... .
4B. 38 ........ .
9. 81 . .. ..... . . 07
77. 30 ....... . . 74
Catanhs and common colds .. .
86.18
........ .
fil. !)3 ........ . . 71
73. 92 ....... . 1. 27
Bronchitis .................... .
1
4.34 .... · ... .
2. 89 . 58 • • • • • .06
Pneumonia ................... .
6. 38,2. 25 ... . .47
4.
05
. 58 3. 18
1. 43
3. 38 . 75 1. 50 . 76
Pulmonary phthisis ...... .... .
3.18 ........ .
. 03
1.13 ..•. . .. . .08
Pleuritis ... .... .. .. ........... .
Other diseases of the respira·
8. 68 . .. . . . 29
1. 73 ........ . .15
. 41
tory system ................. .
Diseases of the heart and
4. 05 .... . 8\
. 71
7.501.15
1.15
5.25'.
....
75
.
45
valves-······················
Other diseases of the circula· ·
.w .... . 29
tory system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
. 58 . . . . . . . . . . 02
D{~pepsia, colic, andconstipa·
•
IOU • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .
46. lo . . . . . . . . . 59
92. 32.... . 58 J. 50
68. 83 · • · · · · · · ·
Other diseases of the digestive
system (excluding tonsillitis
.....
_1 .
56 0 29
and hernia)............ . . . . . .
67. 17 • • • . . • . . 1. 28
45. 59 . 58 1. 15 2. 19
Diseases of the kidneys........
1. 50 . 38.. .. . 24........ . . • . . . . . . . •. . .
1. 16 . 29 · · · · ·
Otht:r diseases of the genito·
. 29
°!-1rmarysystem(nonvenereal).
17. 26 ........ 1. 26
14. 43.... . 58 . 77
13. 01 .. · ·
Diseases of the locomotor sys·
tern (excluding muscular
6. 36 .... . 29
Ci. 35 .... . 58 . 29
~heumatism) ..... ........... .
6. 38 ..... 38 . 81
D1se:1ses of the integumen.
A tary s7stem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
68. 30 . . . . . . . . I. 51 113. 10.... . . . . . 2. 37
63. 62 .. · · · 29
Hll other diseases.............
20. 64.... . . . . . 74
75. 59 ... . . . . . . 2.17
3L 23.... · 29
F;::tbf~ik:nd · · g~~"a~'ai. f~~"a~: · · · · · · · · · · · · · . · · · . . . . .
5. 77 . • . . . . . . . . 05
. 29 .. ·. · · · · ·
mg . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 25.... . . . . . 34........ . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
. 29.... . 29
~n tusi~ns and sprains ....... : 124. 95 . . . . . . . . 2. 46 125. 22 . . . . . 58 3. 81 128. 68 .. · - · 29

(3.7/ ....... ,

p-,<V
~-~
A-+"

128. 39 .. · - · · ·· · 2· 21
77. 79 . GS··· .. 2· 93

I

185. sci......... 1. 63

. 50

~

bl)
I-<

7. 23 . 29 . . . . . 1. 38

252. 16' ......... 5. 54

34. 90 . . . . . . • . 1.13

,-::)

--- -

16. 73 2. 31 . . . . . 2. 58

50. 2s.... . . . .

oi

~

'§

1

144. 83 . 38 .... 2. 51

cti
a:,

·g1

A-+"

.::l

A

Q)

~

~0

1>,ai
~-~

ai

a:,

A

ti~

•
03
1. 24
:
16
33
· 7
·1
3. 38
.16
. 06
.06
.86

.40
. 73
. 23
.49
1. 27
.41
1. 38
.12
. 28
.43
. 24
•

63

1. 33
34

·
. 56

.62
1· 35
1. ~ 3
·
. 08
3-

i~

-~t !J~ ·_-29 ::::: :ss
·

63. 04 . 38 . 75 1 58
4.131.13 .75 :69

55. !)7 ......... 11. 64
4.622. 311.73 1.18

44. 651. 50 . 38 1. 36

38. 08 2. 31 1.15 1. 44
1

929. 46 5. 25 6. 38 26. 411, 348. 34 6. 9211 O. 39 .U. 86
248. 78j3" 00 2. 25 7. 85 235. 43 4. 62 5. 77 9.121
1

73
· 29 1. 72
· 29 ·
59
48. 87 · 87 1. 4:; 1
3
28
946. 50i3, 18
·
244. 07 3. 18 2. 60 7· 'J..,
54. 08 . · · 5. 212.02

12.72

!

1

Total for all causes ...... 1,178.24 8. 2518. 63 34. 261,578.77 11.54 16.16 53.9'(1, 190. 57/6.3615.33136.29
1
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SURGEON-GENERAL.

XIII.-Showing, for each department ancl for the Army the ratios, per 1,000 of
mean strength, of ad-missions to siclc report, deaths, cl'ischarges, and constant nonejfect-ive·ness, for the year 1893. •

TABLE

Names of departments ............ .

Department of California.

Mean strength (corrected for time).

1, 3GO.

Causes of admission to sick report.

.sA

Enteric fever (including typhoma·
la.rial) .................. , .. ...... .
Other specific contagious and infectious diseases (including erysipelas and ~onsillitis)...........
Malarial fevera and resulth1g con-

D!~:h~!· ·(ii:i;i~di~·g ·~ii"o·l~~a· ~~~:·

P-,<D

..., ....>

.-<

Q,)

01)

·s~

~
...,
ci:!

--:1

A

';:l

1, 382 ,
,;

u5

Q,)

Department of the Columbia.

~r~

;..
ci:!

ini
§§

..<:l

~

i:i

-- ---

UA

J.

-~
'§
e:;!

-1

ai

;..
ell

. 23

2.17

138. SJ . . . . • . . . . . . . • .

2. 8-!

128. 79

25.GO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91

20.20

?>~

~.e
A""'
d 0

A

;;;

~!§

d

A

i:i

os::l
uo
s::l

..<:l
.;.a
Q,)

------- -- ---

1.44 ....... .

2. 88

i,
Q,)
ctr

.;

A

Q,)

---. 30

. 72 ............ _

·····r······

2.16
.46

· bus}.............................
4~. 88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 3-!
36. 18 . • • . . • . . . • . • . .
• 2±
Dyse:::i.tery ......................... ......... ............................ 2•.• 8.9...·.·.·_· .· .· /.· .......- .· .· .· ..... ·.O·J·
Other miasma tic diseases..........
. 72 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 01
Gonorrhea and results.............
47. 48
. 72
3. 13
27. 49 ..... · 1· . . . . . . .
1. Gt
Syphilis and results . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
21. 58
2. 88
2. 82
4. 34 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 37
Other venereal di seases . . . . . . . . . ..
18. 70 . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
1. 27
10. 13 ........ : .. I ._ ..._._ -~.· .. _·
• 77
Vaccina............................
2. 88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 05
20. 26
. 46
Other enthetic diseases . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 44 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 19
1. 45 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 02
.Alcoholism........................
28. 06 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 27
27. 49 2.17 . . . . . . . .
. 17
Other diet.ic diseases_______________
. 72 ____ .. _. ______
. 14 .. ___ .. _........ ______ .. _______ _
Rheumatism (including muscular).
51. 80
1. 44
1. 92
31. 84 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 97
Other constitutional diseases . . . . . .
2. 88
. 72 . . . . . . . .
. 30
2. 89 . . . . . .
. 72
. 19

~:;:JrJ:£~~~1:i~~~~-e_s_ :::::: ::::: .... ·i" ss· ::: ::: .... ·. '.~ ..... :is· :::: :: :::: :::::: .... :?. ::::::::

Headache and n euralgia.. .........
20. 86
1. 44
. 88
Other diseases of tho nervous sys·
tern ....... _.. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5. 76
. 72
1. 21
Diseases of the eye .......... _. . . . .
11. 51
1. 44
. 40
Diseases of tho ear. ......... ......
7. 91
. 72
. 20
Catarrhs and common colds........
44. 60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 26
:Bronchitis .... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48. 92
L 44
1. 15
Pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 16
. 72 . . . . . . . .
. 09
Pulmonaryphthisis....... .. .. . . . . .
L 44
. 72
. 72
. 78
Pleuritis ... . ....... .. ....... . ..... ................ ......... ······ ··
Other diseases of tlrn respiratory
systen1 ....................... .. .
2.16
. 03
Diseases of the heart and v-ah-es .. .
7.19
. 72 ....... .
. 34
Other diseases of the circulatory
syste1n .................. . ...... .
2.16
. 78
.44
Dr,spepsia, colic, and constipation.
33.81
. 72
Osher diseases of' tho di~estive
system (excluding tonsillitis and
hernia) .......................... .
1. 02
37. 41
. 72
. 72
Diseases of the kidneys .... ...... .
. 92
2 16
Other diseases of the genito-uri·
nary system (non venereal) ..... .
1. 01
. 72
l!l. 42
Diseases of the locomotor sy,stem
(excluding muscular rheumatism) ... _....................... .
1,44
, 79
5. 76
Diseases of tho intcgumentary sys·
tern..............................
79.13 .... .. . . .. . . . .
1. 70

i!it~got!:~s.~~::::::::::::::::: .... ~ '.: ~~.
Frostbite and general freezing ....... _......
Contusions and sprains . . . . . . . . . . .
148. 91
Dislocations............. . . . .. . . . . .
. 72
Fractures (not gunshot).. . . . . . . . . .
5. OJ
Tncised, lacerated, contused, aml.

35. 97

• 26

7. 2±
5. 79
5. 06
27, 49
47, 75
2.17
4. 34
5, 7-J

. 71
. 23
.49
.18
. 87
.16
. 63
. 61

3. 62
3. 62

2.17
. 72
. 72

2. 89

. 72

l, 45
25. 33
54, 27

. 72
. 72

. 72

. 07
. 78

, 72

.15
.19

. 72

1. 36
. 08

. cs

. 12. 30
5. OG

1.45

. 35

46. 31

. 72

1. 45

: : : : : : /.... ·. '.~ .... . : ~~ ..... ~~: ~~. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .... ~-. ~~
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
. 72 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 02
... . . .
1. 44
.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
...•• _ . • • . • • • .

s!o1f1.;~~!s ~~~~.~~:::::::::::::: .... ~~:~~. ··:1i ········

.All other injuries (including her·
nia) ............................. .

15. 10 . . . .. . . . • ••• . .

2. lG

2.16

4. 61
. 02
. 45

96. 24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 45 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11. 58 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

J~

51. 37
1. 45

. 80

26. 77

. 72
. 72

. 72

2. 46
. 03
1. 72
1. 85
, 09

. 52

- - - -:- - - - + - - - - - -

Total for disease ............. 740. 29 5. 04116~ 55
27. 23
599.13 5. 06
Total for injuries ..... :......
2~5. 25 :::i, 88
a. GO 7. 28 189. 58 . 72
1
Total for all causes..........
975. 54 7.01/_2_0-,l-4-,.._3_4_..5--l 1--7-88-.-7-1_ _5_,_7_9

12, 30
1. 45

17. 99
6. 69

13~ 24. 68
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'l' BLE XIV .-The prevalence of specific febrUe and acute infectious diseases in the Army
of the United States as oornpared with the m·my of Great Br-itain.
United States.

Great
_Britain.

Disease.
1893.

1892. 1882-1891.

1891.

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - -- - - - - - - -

* Not enumerated separately.

TABLE

XV.-Distribution of specific febrile diseases, etc., at United States rnilitary posts du,ring the yea1· 1893.

,~

Specific febrile and acute infectious diseases, excluding influenza, erysipelas, and tonsillitis.
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~
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1
······ ...... ......
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u

~

1 , ..... .

fil
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XV.-Dist1·ibutfon of spec-ific feb1·ile diseases, eto., at United States military JJOsts cluring tlie yea1· 1893-Continued.
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XVI.-Twenty posts giving the highest admission rates fm-- rnalarial diseases,
1·liewrnatism, diurrheal and venereal diseases, respeotiiiely, duri.ng 1893.
I.-M.A.L.A.RI.A.L DISEASES.
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength.
Mean
strength. Admissions.

Name of station.

Constantly
noneffective.

Deaths.

- -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - 1 - - --1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - \Va hmgton barracks, D. C ...................... .

t!: it~:~i:~~(~~ :~~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::
1

Fort Hamilton, N. Y ............................. .
Mount V rnon barracks, .A.la ..................... .
ort Clark, Tex .................................. .

tia t~i~;±~;; iiii~ ~: •::•••••••: :::::•i••••
Fort Reno, Okla .................................. .
Whipple barracks, Ariz ......................... .
Fort Riley, Kans ................................. .
Fort Wadsworth, N. Y .......................... .

l!a il'{1f:tJ~(: :••i•:::•:::•:::: •::::::::

853. 66
640. 93
522. 73
447. 42
359. 07
344. 63
334. 39
206. 78
270. 5.3
266. 67
216. 50
216. 31
198. 28
191. 03
187. 50
169. 80

287
259
484
155
259
177
314
310
292
120
291
282
232
581
176
53
155

113
116

The.Army ................................. .

25,287

• ....•. ... ...... · .•.

.••...... - . - - ..... · .......... ··········
.......... - .. · - - - · · ·
. . ........ - ...
······· .•........••.
........•...• . .... · •
.......... - ....... -

167. 75 ........ -. - -- · · -· · · ·

160

.Jackson barracks, La ............................ .

.•.•••........... - ..
.............•. - - • · ·
.•••••.... ·· · · · •·•··
.....•....... - ..... .
............ . .. . ·• · ·
. ·•··•··· .. ······· ..
... ··•·•·· .... ··•·•·
............ ········

143. 75 ................... .
141. 59 . .... .. ............ .
129. 31 ........ - . - - ... · - · - -

11. 80
10.09
10.65

11.15
4.28
4.52
19.53
4.4.S
12.35

4. 79
7.M
6.4.0
5.50
4.30
4.47

10. 03
2.62
1.63
1. 31
3. 71

~~--:m-1~ =~

II.-RHEUM.A.TISM .
. [Muscular and articular.]
Sandy Hook, N .•J . ... .. . . . . . . . . .. ... ...... ... .. ...
Rock Island arsenal, Ill...........................
Saint Francis barracks, Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Plattsburg barracks, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • • . . . • .

58
65
129
58

1~~1 iift1si~1~. t:!!~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::

~~~

Mount Vernon barracks, .A.la......................

177

224.13
184. 62
162. 79
155.16

............. -5.-03°
m: ~~ ···········
····iii:os·

l~t~J:!i1ri{i:1?.~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Ji HUi
107. 34

1. 96

······ ......... iii2·

ril\\iit~;;:~:;ii!l!\ii:Ii:::;il ;; I 1liI

6. 06

•·•·•····· ..... il:86

The Army. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. 03
6.19
1.68
5. 72
5. 71
3. 62
3.89
5. 20
2.26
2. 99
1. 52
2. 80
6. 36
1. 79
4. 21
1. 37
2. 86
3. 68
3. 21
6. 27

------1- - - -1--------:w----3.17
25, 287

65. 84
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SURGEON-GENERAL.

XVI.--Twenty posts giving the highest admission rates fo1· malarial diseases,
rheurnatism, d'ia1·rheal and venm·eal diseases, respectively, during 1893-Continued.

TABLE

III.-DIARRHE.A.L DISEASES.
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength.
Mean
strength. .A.dmis·
sions.

Name of station.

Fort Clark, Tex ..... ... _........·..................

314

i~~iir;;;;!tT~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Saint Francis barracks, Fla ....... .. _. . _..... . ....

129

San Diego barracks, Cal ....... _... _.... _... _......

66

~~

D eaths.

Con ·
st::tntly

Dis·
charg;es
for dis·
ability.

nOn·

effective.

455. 42 . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

m: ~~ :::::::::: ::::::::::
203. 56 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1. 77

181. 81 . _. . ...... . . . . . . . . . .

1. 74

~~tl~

i: g~
iJ~

!I~ltittt///\\\C//H ~ i i~ /Ht '.'.HH
lii!i{!fiJ;:~+E/Ll/L\ m i ! !i EH ++
~i~\ ~~:1~roi:1~ ~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
0

Ji~Reno,Okl~............... ... . . .... ... ... .....

2~~ m: ~~ ::::::::::::::::::::
m
···················
~

---- -------

The Army, ... .......................... _....

25,287

5. 16

~: ~i

98. 47

. 04

t!~

rn

·1-- - - -

. 08

. 96

4. 79

24. 08
19.54
15. 78
17. 62
15. 71
14. 78
13. fiO
11.85
11. 38
15. 31
6. 91
7.89
11.37
9.10
8. 98
7. 78
8. 83
7. 94
10. 84
7.12

IV.- VENEREAL DISEASES.
Columbus barracks. Ohio . ..... .................. .

fi~l~i1.t~t

it:;;/::::i ;;::::\:

1{ i; i!

Wa,shington barracks, D. C ...................... .
Fort Clark, Tex ... . .................... .. ........ .
Saint Francis barracks, Fla ... _..... _... _... _... .
Camp Eagle Pass, Tex ........................... .
Mount Vernon barracks , .A.la ........ ...... . ...... .

IEH:t~!ll,it::: : ::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::
K ey West barracks, Fla ... . ..................... .

imii!:ii~;t:~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Walla W a1la, Wash ...... . ................. .
Fort Porter, N. Y ................................ .

The Army .............. _... _........ _..... .

626
83
149
165
116
63
287
3i4
129
56
177
368
299
53
61
246
155
120
189
113

333. 88
265. 05
234. 90
218.18
206. 88
190. 47
167. 25
165. 61
162. 79
160. 72
158. 20
146. 74
140. 47
132. 07
131.14
126. 02
122. 58
116. 66
116. 40
115. 04

---- ----- 6. 71
-- ------ ----------........ .. .
15. 87
3.48
12. 73

............. -----·---·
.. ..... ..... ...........
11. 30
2. 72
6. 69
.... .. ..... --·······-

---··----- --·-- ·-···

............

-·······--

8. 33
............ ..........
.......... ... . .............

- - - - ----- ---73. 08 ..... .......
25,287

-- - - - 1. 92

5. 41
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XVII.-T~venty posts giving the highest noneffective rates for rnalarial cliseases,
?'lieumatisrn, diar·rheal and vene1·eal diseases, respectively, diiring 1893.
!.-MAL.A.RIAL DISEASES. ,

Mean
strength.

Nam-::. of stn.tion.

314
292
287
155
484
259
53
291
56
62
282
232
626
120
177

MouutVernonbarracks,.A.la ...... . .......... ... . .......

i rn

j~~f ~Ytokl~~~~~--~:::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::

J~;~
fi~~nl~!~N. ·y·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
L
ea,ou worth Prison, Kans ....... _.• : ........ . . _. . ... _..

581
259
118

n!;b~if

Constantly
noneffect- A vcrage
number days each
sick
case was
daily.
treated.
strength.

ivif!~;'ioo

I

19. 53
12. 35 1
11. 80
11. 15
10. 65
10. O!)
10. 03
7. 54
6. 80
G. 67
6. 40
5. 50
5. 34
<i. 79
4.52
4 41
·

!:4. :~2.8
4. 13

The A r111y ......... _.... _. _.. ___ . _.. _....... .. ... . ,__2_5_,2_8_7_, __ - - -- 2.-4-5

I

o. 13
3. 61
3. 39
1. 73
5. 16
2. 61
. 53
2. 19
. 38
. 41
1. 81
1. 28
3. 34
. 58
.80
79

·

~~
·4

½:1. 1~

rG2~

21. 31
16. 68
5. 04
8. 53
7. 44
5. 75
21. 56
12. 71
23. 17
75. 50
10. 80
10. 13
22. 18
6. 56
4.79

ni

sts: !g
22

- -9.57

II.-RHEUM.A.TISM.

rlrI{:i;g~~~EH+<+++

lff

Plattsburg barracks, N. Y .. _. ........... . ............ .

The .Army ...... . ... . .. .. ........................ .

65
58
351
110
291
75
63
59
457
581
165
175
626
472
419
83

6. 66
6. 36
6. 27
6. 19
5. 72
5. 71
5. 68
5. 51
5.41
5. 26
5. 20
5. 01
4. 81
4.40
4. 38
4. 32
4.21
4.20
3. 89

1. 60
.41
. 33
, 31
2.20
2. 79
. 73
. 77
2. 71
1. 99
1. 76
. 32

52.86
36. 2u
23.94
25.17
12. 25
13.44
14.08
lB.00
25.43
29. 60
121. 00
16. 00
20.37
23.18
24. 09
23.33
23.52
16.13
18.37
11.80

25,287

3. 17

80. 04

17. 55

us ·
149
165
66

8. 97

1. 01 ·
. S9
1. 05
. 41
. 40
. 33
2. 01
• fi2
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SURGEON-GENERAL.

XVII.-Twenty p·osts, giving tl;e highest noneffective rates for ·m alarial diseases,
rheurnatisrn, diar1·heal and 1,•enereal diseases, respectively, du1·ing 1893-Continued.

TABLE

III.-DI.A.RRHEAL DISEASES.

Name of station.

The .Army........ ... ............. _... _.......... .

I .A.,era"'e
Constantly
Mean . nonefl'~ct- Averago 11umber°of
nm:nber days each
strength. n-~F:~r{~oo
SJ ~k
case Wil.S
daily.
treated.
strength.
314
53
56
48-!
58
177
282
259
120
432
459
113
59
467
129
66
l.18
]55
221
501

5. J 6
2. 69
2. 49
2. 46
2. 27
2. 26
2. 17
2. 04
1. 94
1. 91
1. -89
1. 82
1. 81
1. 77
1. 77
1. 74
1. 67
1.
1. 56
1. 50

25,287

. 96

631

I

1. 62
. 14
. 14
1. 19
. 13
. 40
. 61
. 53
. 23
. 82
. 87
. 21
. 11
. 82
• 23
.12
• 20
25
. 35
. 74

.

4. 13
3. 06
5. 10
4. 48
2. 53
5. 03
4. 55
3. 39
3. 86
7. 00
3. 28
3. 95
3. 25
3. 81
2. 44
3. 50
4. 80
3. 54
3. 23
3. 51

21. 24

3. 23

15. 77
1.22
1.-02
2. 91
2.35
1. 82
. 86
. 93
3. 87
3. 72
1. 47
3. 40
3. 50
2. 05
2. 80
4. 22
. 72
1. 61
. 48
.55

26. 33
74. 33
26. 91
29. 50
24.51
27. 71
34. 78
28. 33
29. 44
26.12
25. 52
29. 55
39. 94
34. 00
56. 72
32. 77
52. 20
36. 69
25.14
25. 00

IV. -VENERE.AL DISEASES.
6261
62
83
165
149

116
56
63
287
314
129
299
310
189
276
419
75
175
53
61

•

The Army ........... _... _. _.... _.... _. ......... _.

25, 287

24. 08
19. 71
19. 54
17. 62
15. 78
15. 71
15. 31
14. 78
13. 50
11.85
11. 38
11. 37
11. 29
10. 84
10.14
10. 07
9. 54
9.10
9.10
8. 98
5. 41

130. 70

--27. 00
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VIII.-Prevalence of alcoholism, at the~ varions p osts and its injf,u,ence on the
effective fo1·ce of the gm·risons /01· the year 1893.
Ratio per

Ratio p er

1,000 of mean

1,000 of mean

strength.

strength.

Namo of station.

~bl)
A

Q;)

~
A
al

ell

~

Fort Porter, N. Y .... .... . ...
Newport barracks, Ky .......
Willet s Point, N. Y . ·....... __
Koy \Vest barracks, Fla ... ...
J nck s on barrack:'!, La ....... .
Fort \V arren, Mass ....... ___ .
Fort Sidneb, Nebr .. . .........
San Diego arracks Cal. .... _
J!'ort D. A. lfossell, ·wyo . ....
Fort Brady, Mich .. . ...... . ...
Fort Barraucas, Fla ..........
Mount V ernon barracks, Ala.
Camp Eagle Pass, Tex .......
:Benicia barracks, Cal. ........
Sandy Hook, N. J .............
Fort McKinney, Wyo ..... ....
Fort McPherson, Ga ..........
Fort Logan, Colo ..... . .... ...
Saint Francis barracks, :Fla ..
Fort Brown, Tex .............
Columbia arsenal, T enn ......
Fort Wabne, Mich ... .... ....
Fort N10 rara, Nebr ..........
F ort Wingate, N. Mex .. .....
Fort Sherman, Idaho .........
Fort Yates, N. D ak . . . .. ......
Rock Island arsenal, Ill. .....
Washington barracks, D. C ..
Fort Schu~ler, N. Y . ...... . ..
FortHami ton, N. Y ..........
Indianapolis arsenal, Ind .....
Augusta ari:ienal, Ga .........
Fort McHeury, Md ...........
Fort Dou;tas, Utah ......... .
Fort Was akie, Wyo ....... ..
Fort Stanton, N. Mex . ....... .
Fort Walla Walla, Wash .....
Fort Niafiara, N. Y ...........
Fort Mc ntosh, Tex ..........
Fort Wood, N. J ..............
Fort R eno, Okla ..............
Fort Atache, Ariz ............
Whipp e barracks, Ariz ......
Fort Ma<1kinac, Mich ....... ..
Fort Assinuiboine, Mont .....
Fort Sheridan, Ill ............
Fort Preble, Me ... ......... ..
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ......
Fort Ontario, N. Y . ...........
Fort Columbus, N. Y .........

113
56
370
61
116
Jl3
199
66
472
170
120
177
56
212
58
276
419
359
129
83
17
246
457
351
307
267
65
287
113
259
24
25
155
544
160
107
189
219
165
56
282
230
232
60
514
635
62
501
63
193

- - - --

~

0

i,

~t

.sA
"§
,s:,

~~

<t1

0

r1l

--212. 39
178. 56
170. 27
1163. !l3
146. 54
106.19
100. 50
90. 91
84. 74
82. 35
75. 00
73. 45
71. 43
70. 75
68. 96
68. 84
66. 83
64. 06
62. 02
GO. 24
58. 82
56. 91
56. 89
54.13
48. 86
48. 69
46. ]5
45. 30
44. 25
42. 47
41. 67
40. 00
38. 71
38. 60
37. 50
37. 38
37. 04
36. 53
36. 36
35. 71
35. 46
34. 78
34. 48
33. 33
33. 07
d3. 07
32. 26
31. 94
, 31. 75
Rl. 09

Name of station.

j~
~

§

1

A

0

r1l

•j

A

'§

~

Fort Marcy, N. Mex .........
Fort Monroe, Va ........ .. ...
Fort Robinson, Nebr .. ......
New York attending sur·
geon, N. Y ........... ... . ..
Fort Ringgold, Tex ....... - -.
Watertown arsenal, Mass .. .
Fort Keogh, Mont. .. . - -.. -..
Fort Sill, Okla .. . ............
Fort Clark, Tex .............
Presidio of San J1'rancisco, Cal
Fort Grant, Ariz ........... .
Frankford arsenal, Pa .... ·...
Fort Myer, Va .. .......... . ..
Fort Snelling, Minn ..... . ...
Fort Thomas, K:J ............
DavidR Island, . Y . .... .. ..
Fort Bid well, Cal. ...........
Fort Spokaue, Wash .........
Fort Riley, Kans . ............
Fort Huachuca, .Ariz .... ....
Vancouverbarracks, Wash . .
Fort Leavenworth, Kans ....
Fort Meade, S. Dak ... . .....
Fort Adams, R. I. .. . ........
Fort Canby, Wasb ...........
M:adisou barracks, }[. Y .....
Boise barracks, Idaho .......
Fort Bowie, Ariz ............
Fort Suppla , Okla ........ · · ·
Fort Ba ar , N . Mex ..... . ..
Fort Su ly, S. Dak ...........
Plattsburg barracks, N. Y ...
San Carlos Ariz .............
Fort Pero bin a, N. Dak ......
.Angel Island, Cal ... .. ......
Fort Wadsworth, N. Y ......
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo ......
Alcatraz Island, Cal ... . .....
Leavenworth prison, Kans ..
Fort Omaha, Nebr ..... ... ...
Columbus barracks, Ohio . ...
Fort Missoula, Mont .... ... ..
Jefferson barracks, Mo ......
Fort Buford, N. Dak .........
West Point, N. Y .. . .........
Field ..... . ... ...............

i:l

0

al

~

d
ell

Q;)

0

1. 50
. 93
2. 07
1. 75
1. 51
. 75
. 99
. 66
1. 22
. 82
. 91
1. 52
. 34
• 75
.47
. 74
. 87
. 63
. 62
. 63
1. 61
. 72
. 76
. 54
. 29
• 26
.84
. 73
. 24
. 38
.11
. 22
. 34
. 30
. 43
• 33
.19
• 29
.28
.10
. 25
. 55
• 20
.46
. 25
. 30
. 27
.38
. 43
. 57

~bl)

~t

~~

~i

~ell

'O

-<tj

0

0

---

-

30. 30
29. 98
29. 70

. 55
. 39
. 33

35 28. 57
149 26. BJ
38 · 26. 32
459 26.14
310 25. 81
314 25. 48
490 24. 49
291 24. 05
42 23. 81
259 23.17
432 23.15
368 21. 74
511 21. 53
47 2).. 28
141 21. 28
581 20. 65
292 20. 55
440 20. 45
742 20. 21
412 19. 42
259 19. 30
]06 18. 87
325 18.46
109 18. 35
110 18.18
221 18.10
336 17. 86
171 17. 54
58 17. 24
175 17.14
59 16. 95
299 13. 38
176 11.36
100 10. 00
8.47
118
8.47
118
6. 40
469
6.39
626
5. 03
199
4.13
48.!
3. 51
285
2. 61
383
6. 34
789

. 23
. 85
.14
.45
.32
. 24
. 21
.19
.07
. 31
.39
.17
.15
.87
.0
.1
.26
.17
.19
.17
.14
. 08
. 23
.15
. 30
. 37

165
467
505

. 24
.11
. 09
.14
. 09
. 05
1. 20
.]4
.05
. 09
. 08
. 07
. 04
. 03
. 03
. 02

.14

- - --- - .-37

The A r my ... ........... 25,287 33. 97
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XIX.-Nurnbei· of applicants Jo>· enlistment examined during the yea1· 1893, with
the nn1nbei· acceptecl, rejected on p1·ima1·y exami nation , and declined, and ratios pm· thouscind.

TABLE

Ratio
per 1,000 Numwhite ex- ber.
amined .

Number.

Total.

Indian. *

Negro.

White.

Ratio
per 1,000
negroes
examined.

Number.

1,000.00
439. 97
536. 52
23. 51

105
81
23
1

Ratio
per 1,000
Indians
examin ed.

---- --- ---E x amined _. ....... . __ . .... 19,036
8,208
9,906
Declined ............ ... ....
922

1,000.00
431.18
520. 38
48. 43

t~r:tt!ir:::::::: :::::::::

1,191
52-1
639
28

1,000.00
771. 43
219. 05
9. 52

Ratio
per 1,000
examined.

Number.

- -- -

- - 20,332
8,813
10,568
!)51

1,000.00
433. 45
519. 77
46. 77

*Including only applica.nts for enlistment as soldiers for the regular term of tive years. In addition
to these, 179 Indian applicants for enlistment as SC'outs were examined, of whom all were accepted.
TABLE

XX.-Cans es of 1·ejection among 20,332 recruits examined diwing the yea1· 1893,
with corresponding ratios per 1,000 of each race- exainined.
·

Number examined. __ ........... .. .

N egro, 1,191.

White, 19,036.

Cause of' r ejection.

Miasmatic di seases ........ ....... .

2

~r:t~ti1s~~:::~~:::::::
::: :: ::::::
Constitutional diseases .... ... .... .

268

. Parasi t ic diseases ._._ ... ; ......... .
Diseases of the n ervous system .. .
Diseas es of the eye ............... .
Diseases of the ear .............. ..
Diseases of' the nose ..... _........ .
Diseases of the r espiratory organs.
D~seases of the circulatory organs .
Diseases o~ the digestive system ..
Diseases of the lymphatic system ..
Diseases of the genito. urinary sys·
tem·-··········· · ··········· ·· -· ·
Diseases of the locomotor system . .
Diseases of the integumentary

29
26
17
1,540

33

.g.ver weig;tt and obesity ... .. .. . . . .
nder weight .. .... _........ ...... .

ife~~~{ei
!J>u1hl~fl:t :::::::::::::::
Married or having d ependent rela-

4

.11

14. 81
8. 61
1. 73

26

1. 37

11

21!

21

1. 47
82. 00
6. 46
. 63
2. 47
26.27
27.47

38
475
521
2

25
2

1,561
123
12
46
500
523
2

.11

817
375

17

834

43. 81
20. 01

139
145

5

144

8

153

110

%~i!~ihti::::::::::::::::::::::

2
282

164

115
9

~{{€1~\\~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~; ~ ~ ~ ~

14

lli4

507
185
14
353
46
909
805
17

8
3
8

6

16

381

126
507
185

14
353

46
2

10
1

911
815
18
123

123
36
308

ti ves .. ..... .. ..... -- ......... ... .
Illiteracy .... - ...... ... . __....... ..
Imperfect knowledge of En glish ..
Discharged from previous servi ce
for disability or by order ..... _. .
D eserters from previous service
and ex.convicts ... _........ · ···-·
Fraudulent enlistment ........... _.
Character, bad or doubtful. ...... _.
R eferences, n one or unsatisfactory.
G eneral unfhness and undesirable.
No vacancies .. _........ .. . . . ... . . .
Unclassified . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

695 ....... .
143
105
4

109

Total ........................

9,906~

10,173

36
308
37

37
7

207

7. 56
8. 04
6. 62
26. 63
9. 72
. 74
18. 54
2.42
47. 86
42. 81
. 95

. 42
4. 99

213

11. 19
32. 41
36. 51
7. 51
5. 73

33. 59
3. 36
1. 68

1

. 84

61

51. 22

3

2 . 52

1

.84

25
l
17 ... . ... .

26
17

21.83
14. 2"'

35
27

35
28

29. 39
23. 51

4

15
4

4

3. 36

15

12. 59

4

37

3. 36
20.15
12. 59
1. 68
20. 99
2. 52
31. 07

61

51. 22

24
15

24
15

2

2
25
' 3
37

25
3

61
3

4

3. 36

19

19

15. 95
5.88

1. 94

8

617
695
143

3 ·••·•••·

4

2

1 ··· ···· ·

2

95

6

1

61

13

1

617

4 ·•••••··
2 ·-··-· ..

6. 46
1. 89
16. 18

95

40

40

7

7

13

1. 68
1
5
17

1

17
29
67
63
12

10. 92

· ·······
···· ····
... . - ...
······ ..

29

67
63
12

. 84
4. 20
14.27

. 24. 35

56. 26
52. 90
10. 08

534~,-639-8/647/543.24
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Numb r

L"'C . -Caw1es of 1·ejection among 20,332 1·ecrnits exa.inined diiring_ the year 1893,
with co1-respondfog ratios per 1,000 of each race examinecl-Contmued.
amine<l. ............ .... .

Indian, 105 .

.,...,..

~

t~

0

ii

~@

~~
0

A~

aue.e of rejection.

Total, 20,332.

Q;>

•

~ ~§ ] ~-~

]'c?S~:gA
P=1

,...;

-~J~
o.'"'

.s
0

CD

~

P=i

- - - - - - - - - - - - - '- -• I - - - - - - - - --

-

-- --- --- ------

Miasmatic diseases ................................. : ....... -... -· ·
Enthetio di ases.. ................
5 . . •.. . . .
5
47. G2
Diotic di ases ........... ......... ...................... - . - -· - · · - · ·
Constitutional diseases . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
1
2
19. 05
Pru:asitic diseases .... . ........... . ........... .. ........ - ... · · · · · · ·
D~seas softhenervoussystem . ... ······;,· ········ ······;,· ·· · ·
Diseases of the eye . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o . . . .. . . .
o
47 . 62
D iseases of the ear ............. . ...... . ... . .... .... .......... -.. - -·
Diseases of the nose .......................................... -.. -· ·
Dfaoases of the respiratory organs.
1 _...... .
1
9. 52
Diseases of the circulatory organs.
1 . . . .. . . .
1
!l. 52
Diseas s of the digestive system ......................... -. . - -· · · · ·
Disoa e of the lymphatic sy stem ... ..... ............·.... -.. · · · · · · ·

D\~:~~~ ~~-~~~-~~~~~~~l~~i-~~~:. ~:_s_-.

Diseases of the locomotor system..

1
2

2

O. 52

19. 05

D\~~~~~ ~~ _t~~
~:_s_-.
l
o. 53
1
~ erni3:. ·... -............................... i ....... i ....... 2... ii 05

_i~t~-~~~~~!~~_:r:

-Jfn<;;-~;n_J_~~~~s- ~ ~:::::::: ~: : : : : : : : : :

2 ........

2

19. 05

il~Jg,\tfi\~~~;{\/ :::/ +T ::<: <C

2
313
168
32
26
18
1,606
118
10
39
501
538
853
404
144
160
115
533
201
16
378
40
046
868
20

~11!~~~!::11!d

~{¥i¥~~ss:.FF ::::: --3-,
::H::::::
~,::::_!!!
-23

11
21

8
3

8
26

2

2

·
Imperte?t phrs!que ... ....... - . - · · ·
2 ······ ··
0· 52
Mental rnsufliciency...... ..... .. .. . . . . . . . .
1
1
Ma:rried or having dependent relaJ . . . ______ . ___ . __
142
t1ves ................. - - - -- - . · · · ·· · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ,
43
Illiteracy ......... .. ............. -. . -. -. · · · · · · - -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
321
Imperfect knowledge <;>f Englis~ ..................... · · · - · · · · · · · · ·
D1schargeu from previous service
39
for disability or by order .................. - - -- -- . · · - · - · · · · · · · · · ·
Deserters from previous service
8
and ex-convicts ................ - - --- -· - · · · · -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1
~~tdoei;1i~i: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · · · · 224 ·

Total ................ .. ......

14

247. 62 1 10, 568

2

.10

327
168
37
26
20
1,627
126
13
47
527
540

16. 08

2

8. 26
1.82
1. 28
1.43
80.02

6.20
.64
2.31
25. 92
26. 56
. 10

17
7

870

411

42. 79
20. 21

5

149
168
132
533
201
16
378
49
948
878
23

7. 33
8.26
6.49
26. 21
9.89
. 79
18.59
2.41
46.67
43.18
1.13

8

17

1
100
6

142

6.98

43
321

15. 79

39

1.92

9
100

. 44
4. 92

230

11 · 31

::::::~:_Rl
278

2.11

lO, 846

iji
533 · 44
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TABLE

XXL-Nativity of recruits accepted during the yea1· 1893, with ratios 1Je1· thousand accepted.
White.
Nativity.

Num.
ber.

Negro.

Indian.

Total.

Ratios
Ratios
Ratios
Num.
Ratios
per 1,000 Num. per 1 000 Nurn. per 1 000 ber
per 1,000
accepted. ber. accepted. ber. accepted.
· accepted.

-----------1--- - --- --- ---- --- ---- --- ---United States. .............

fWales..........
~011;~:\: ::.· .·:: ::...:::........
:::::::

Ireland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other British possessions..
France..... ........ ........

ii~N!~~i1.::::::::::: ::::::::

Denmark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~d!l::::::
::: ::: ::: :::::
Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Switzerland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Austria. . ...... ............
Bohemia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

fii!lF.-.::::::::::::::::::

Finland ................ . :..
Italy··.·.· .. -.......... : . . .
Other countries. .. .........
Totai . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5,266

3~~

8
841
189

13
22

1~

112

1i~

812
6-!
71
22
3~

f~
13

7
8,208

597. 53

523

59. 34

80

9. 08

5,869

G65. !l5

95. 43 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
21. 45 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
. 11
1. 48
1
. 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 50 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

841
190
14
22

.91
95. 43
21. 56
1. 59
2. 50

12. 71 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

112

7. 26 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. 06 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . ..
2. 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

64
71
22

92. 14
7. 26
8. 06
2. 50

10
13

t ~!
ug
1. 48

3t.91g~ .....•..
:::::::: :..........
::::::::: :........
::::::: .....
::::::. :....
::: 3~~8

u~ ::::::::I:::::::::: ::::::::I:::: ::::::

1~

1i:
~~ ::::: ::: :::: :::: :: :::: :::: ::: ::::::: 812
11~
92.14 . . . . . . . . . . . ..•.•.. . . . .. . . . . . • . . .. . . .

u~ :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::::

i:~g :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::::
1. 48 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 79 . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

931. 35

524 /

5!l. 4.6

81

o. rn

~~
7

3~: g~

u~

12. 71

it~~

. 79

8, 813 / 1, ooo. oo
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XXII.- Average height, weight, and chest measure of 8,813 recruits
Average height (in inches).

Whole number examined.

Age.
White.

Negro. Indian. Total. White.

Negro. Indian. Total.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ , _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

!! :::::::>::::::::::::::::::::

5
7
245
202

ii <:)::::<>:::::::

459

Under 20 {average, 18.4) ... .

---·· ···· .........
7
6

2
8
4

5
9
260
212

13

14

486

66. 20
66.18
67. 26
67. 64
67. 40

l=l=,=1i=i='===i=i=i-~=1=1--+-l~.=1,=1='-=1=i,=J=1

_

...........
66. 32
66. 21
66. 27

_ _1 _

66. 88
68.19
69.88

66. 20
66. 33
67. 26
67. 65

---ti8.67. 40
48

-ri: ~ 1!:§

n

2-! ···· ······ ····· ··········· ...... - ~1_ _ _
24_ _ _4_~~~~~~

_I_

20 to 24 (average, 21.9)..... .

4, 090

25
26
27
28
29

· · · · · · -- -- - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
· · · · · · - · · · · ·........ .. .....•....
· · · · · · · · - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . .
· · · · · · · · -- - ·....................
-- · · -- ·.................... .. . . .

483
553
441
347
278

25 t o 29 (average, 26.7) ••• . •.

2,102

RO
31
32
33
34

· · · · --· - -- -- . . . . . . . . . . •• •• . . . . . .
· · · · · · - . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
· · · -- · ·..•................. •. • . .
· · · · · · · ...... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• • . .
· •••• ·..........................

134
206
159
122
119

30 to 34 {average, 31.8) ......

740

35 ..•....•.....•....••...•••......
36 ..........................•.•••.
37 .........................•...•..
38 ................................
39 .••...•..••..••...•.....•••.•••.

59
83
68
67
51

7
4
17
4
7

35 to 39 (average, 36.9) ......

328

Average, 25.9 ..............

8,208

190

J

20
53
38
35
20

I

I

29 ~~-

67. 58

67. 27

68. 52

67. 57

4
5
4
5
9

507
611
483
387
307

67. 52
'67. 40
67. 52
67. 43
67. 37

67. 89
67. 21
67. 03
67. 34
67. 35

68. 31
66.10
67.19
69. 60
69. 33

67. 54

68. 3~ _ 67. 45

I

27

2,295

67. 45

67. 29

14 1
22
15
15
6

5
1
1
1

153
229
175
137
126

67. 53
67. 54
67. 38
67. 07
67. 20

67.
66. 85
66. 83
70. 50
67. 37
70. 00
67. 37 ~ ...... ·
65.17
70. 00

72

8

820

67. 37

66. 98

2
1

66
89
86
71
58

67. 00
67. 35
66. 87
67.49
·66. 64

67. 07
65. 75
66. 69
68. 00
66. 29

39

3

370

67.14

66. 72

524

81

8,813

67.47

67.14

166

l~

67.-37

67. 48
67. 45
67. 43

67. 47
67. 48
67. 40
67. 10
67.12

- -67.34
--- -68.09
65.13
70. 75

67. 01
67. 22
f:R 88
fl-7. 5?.
66. 78

---67.67. 09
00

---------- - 66.
-=88 ......... 67.11
67.13
467
40 to 49 {average, 43. 7) ..•...
40
427
67. 06 ..... ...... 67.36
67.38
66
50 and over (average, 52.5) ..
62
4
· - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 67.46
68.35
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accepted during the year 1893 (white, 8,208; negro, 524; Indian, 81).
.Average weight (in pounds).

Average chest measure (in inches) .
White.

White.

Negro.

Total.

Indian.

Negro. Indian. Total.

Expi- Inspi- Expi- Inspi- Expi- Inspi- Expi- Inspiration. ration. ration. ration. ration. ration. ration. ration.
- - - · - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - 129. 00
126. 00
186. 47
138. 93

...........
141. 71
181. 83

129. 0)
126. 56
136. 99
138. 95

30. 70
31. 39
33. 20
33.44

34.10
34. 32
35. 91
36. 31

187. 57

33. 25

36. 04

75
152. 42
148. 25
155. 80
154. 75

140. 48
138. 46
143. 90
145. 23
145. 43

157. 20
145. 25
52. 60
164. 89

145 . 60
146. 44
146. 24
147. 84
147. 30

128. 50
148. 88
150. 7j

..... .... . .. ........ ······-35. 32
34. 92

32. 50
33. 38
34. 50

35. 38
36. 88
37. 88

30. 70
31.64
33. 20
33.43

32. 62

35.13

33. 57

L33. 25

---

36. 95

33.62
33. 93
34.15
34. 36
34.39

36. 39
34.14
36. 71 . 33. 69
36. 95
34. 04
87.16
34. 07
37. 30
34. 56

36. 67
36. 22
36. 57
36. 68
37. 04

33. 31
34. 92
33. 88
34. 80
34. 38

35. 81
37. 73
36. 88
37. 65
36. 88

33. 64
33. 93
34.15
34. 35
34. 40

36. 39
36. 69
36. 94
37.14
37. 29

34. 51
34. 39
34.47
34. 60
34.52

37. 40
37. 30
37. 41
37. 50
37. 41

34.38
33. 90
34. 28
34. 01
34.08

36. 91
36.59
36. 99
rl6. 57
36. 80

34. 75
36. 50
34. 88
35.15
35. 67

37. 88
89. 00
37. 56
38. iO
38. 67

34. 51
34. 36
34.46
34.55
34. 53

37. 39
37. 25
37.38
37. 43
37. 41

34. 64
34. 79
34.80
34. 55
34. 98

37.58
37. 78
37. 75
37.43
37. 89

34. 66
34. 49
34.28
34.43
33. 71

37. 38
37.15
37. 00
36. 93
36. 21

35. 20
33. 00
33. 00

37. 90
36. 50
36. 50

34. 66
34. 75
34. 74
34. 54
34. 92

37. 57
37. 67
37. 69
37.38
37. 82

34. 52
35. 76
34. 69

37. 32
38. 59
37.34

34. 28
35.13
34. 21

36. 81
37. 63
36. 64

34.49

37. 24

-·······

34. 98

37. 99

34. 44

36. 95

33. 67

35. 08
35.39

37. 90
38.10

34. 31

37. 16

::: :::: (;::~: ::;;_:;;:, :::: :::

-187.
- 31- -137.15
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - 146. 50
140. 72
188. 04 -;,,:
145. 78
71
143. 79
145. 82
145. 06
147. 06
145. 34
145. 79
141. 63

145. 61

145. 41
146. 05
146. 15
147. 66
146. 58

148.95
149. 49
147. 42
148. 97
149. 35

I"'·

34.10
34. 56
35. 93
36. 30

32. 86
82. 33

36. 04

--- --- ------- ---- -----------150. 45 141. 86
34. 46
34.10
36. 90
36. 51
37. 22
34.10
36. 89
33. 97
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - 152. 00

- - - - - - - --146.
-26- -148.
83 156. 37
146. 56

--

- --

147. 31
148. 47
148.14
146. 80
151.13

159. 64 154. 20
15i.5o HiO. 00
149. 93 167. 00
151.13 .. .......
138. 33 16!. 00

146. 31
155. 22
146. 53

148. 71
160. 00
.156. 86

151. 03
150. 35

150. 78
151. 00
157.75 :::::::: 150.80

148. 67
148. 86
148. 41
147. 27
150. 63

--- --- --- --- --- --------35. 47
34. 48
37.39
36. 74
34.47
37. 36
34. 09
38.40
--- --- --- ------ --- ------

-- 36.
--·--00

...........

36. 00

39. 00

39.00
-148.
- 34.
- -151.
- - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - -·---- - - 89 156. 50 148. 73
34. 76
34. 75
34. 72
37. 63
37. 04
37. 69
37. 69
34.40
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - 149. 58
146. 86 ·--··--- 149. 29
34. 83
37. 79
36. 64 ........... -------- 34. 74
37. 67
33. 96
154. 30
158. 75 129. 00 153. 93
35. 01
32. 50
34. 98
38.47
38. 58
35. 63
37. 94
35. 00
16!. 00

.........

146. 99
155. 49

........... 147. 78

- - ---- - - - - -150.
- 77- -152.
03 140. 67
150. 82

144.10

-- - - - - - -

===--=-======= = = = =
,148. 25

151. 98

144. 42
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34. 21

36. 73

38. 54
-------· 35. 73 37.26
------- --------- -34.63
- - --36. 33

34.91

35. 00

37.86

37. 80
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WAR DEPARTMENT,
PAYMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D . C., September 29, 1 9ef..
Sm: ~or the fiscal year which ended June 30, 1894, I have tho honor

to submit the following as the annual report from this office:
July 1, 1893, officers of the Pay Department were charged with public
$022, 271. 26
fu_nds aggregating ________ .......... .. . . . ....... ............ - ... .
Durmg the :fiscal year 1894 t h ese officers received13,
01, 463. :35
From the U.S. Treasury .... ... .. ............ .... . ............ .
36 1, 83 . 76
From soldiers' deposits ........... ........................ . - ---275, r,12. !Jl
From Army paymaster s' collections ...................... -. - -- - '1'otal balances and receipts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

----15, 361, I. , 2

Accounted for as follows:
Expended on account of pay of Army.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13, :{3:1, li7G. 0:3
Expen<led on account of pay of Military Academy ........ :· .. .- .. - - 217 li7!J. r:8
Expended on account of contingencies, headquarters oi m1l1 tary
1,;2.:w
departments ............... ...... - ...... - - -- - - --· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
411, :37:1. !JI
Expended on accoun,t of pay of volunteers (Treasury certificatC'li) - -·
!IO, !l:i:i. !I I
Surplus funds d eposited to credit U.S. Treasnrer ... -·· --· -·· · · ·· ··
27ri ,7'2. !JI
Army paymasters' collections deposited to credit U. . Tr asnr r · · ·
J, O:IJ, 7~ . Iii
Balances charged officer s June 30, 1894 ........... -- -· - ··· · · · ·· ··· · ·
Total accounted for .... .................. - -····· ·· ···· ·· · · ·· ·
SOLDIERS' DEPO I'l'S.

Contrasting this exhibit with the corre ponding_ 11
it is observed that the item '' soldier 'depo, 1t1-1

PAY

FARM ·
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PAY OF VOL UNTEERS-TRE.A.SUR,Y CEitTIFIC.A.TES . .

nring the past year the expenditures on account of pay of volunr 'Yere $493,653.54 less than the corresponding expenditures the
pr cedmg year. This _marked decrease in demands of this character
iudi ·ates that claims for service in the volunteer army are being exllau ted .. Appeals are often received urging the speedy payment of
th e claims, whose adjustment has been so long delayed. Tlle Pay
epa.rtment can not hasten the adjustment of such claims; but when
the . ettlement has been effected in the Treasury Department, and the
certrficates specifying its distribution are received in this office, the
payments are promptly made.
·_

t

MILE.A.GE .

.At the close of the fiscal year June 30, 1893, it was believed the fund
available for mileage for that year would prove ample. When, however, the claims for travel chargeable to that fund had been more fully
presented, the fund was found to be insufficient. This situation has
been cured by a. deficiency appropriation recently made, and th~ mileage accounts for that year, as far- as submitted, have all been paid.
. _ _D~ring the past year the mileage demands have been kept _clearly
witlnn the amount appropriated. It is believed when all clalJllS (or
mileage properly chargeable to the fund appropriated for the past year's
service are settled, there will still remain an unexpended balance of_ that fund exceeding $5,000. This is true, although the sum appropriated
for mileage ~he past year was $20,000 less tha1:1 that for the preceding
year.
_The following statement exhibits in some detail tlre occasion for
·travel and the outlay incident to such service:
MUei,ge disbursements (1894 app1·opr'iation) from July lt 18:J3, to June 30, 1894.
Change of stations . ·. ~ _. ~: ......... ~ .. : .. . ......... _................ _... $46,001.83
1
~~~iii~~gt~~~; _:: ~::: :: ::::: :::~ :::: :~::: ~~:::: :::: ~::: ~::::: :::::~
Boards of examinatjon to examine officers.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8, 073. 40
Board of Or<'inance and Fortifications .... __ .. .. __ .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
846. 68
Ordnance Department: gun construction, foundry, steel, powder, ::md
3r290,
03
- proving ground inspection ..•............. -··· .....•.... --·· .... -·-··
7,688. 43
Inspection by officers of the Inspector-General's Department .... -----· ..
Insp~ction by other than officers of the Inspector-General's Department. - 6,572. 50
M°?~1cal 1?03:rds ::md inspection by medical officers ... _.... _...,_...... - -. : 3,072.31
522. 27
M.Il1tary prison .commission and inspection of Military PTison .... -- .... .
lns~r:iction and inspection of National Gnard ......... __ -· · •...... -·. - -- 2r257. 4.7
Ret1nng boards ancl officers retirncl and ordered home ........... - ... - .. - 1,952. 32
n.ymeut of troops ... _......................... . _...... _.... ... __ .. _.. . 16,907.89
397.01
freasurer. an_d professors, Milita1·y Academy, Military Academy duty ... .
~ourts-_martial (to and from) ....................... ... .......... -- - · · · · 10,946.92
543.89
B eturnm~ from conducting prisoners ancl insane men ................. - -

~

~

~

1!J~l: ~~

f

~~:!~~t~~~eJn·e·r-;_l;·~~~i ~i&:~ :: : : : : :: : :: :: : : :: : : : ::: : ~::::: :~:~:~::~
1 e teams........
"
.
lnstruct~ons of Sec;;t~~y 'o°i v,/;_;,·
d~fi~~d-by:
gn
business, duty not defined by orders .•.. _.... _•..... - - . - ..• -- ·
A~ Y dia_
ofrld's Columbian Exposition ... _..........•.•. _ ..•... ____ •. _.
en ng unerals of officers and other deceased officials ...... - .. -- - - · ·

lmbflw

J

d~ty-~~t.

~;d~~;::::::::: ~::

57.70
4,799.36
8,372.30
3,3io. 84
1,673. 47
2,675. 59
592.33

Toial ........ - - - .... - - ..... - - ..... - - . -. - ... -............ - - . - . - - - - 149, 693. 17

r th e year ending June 30 1895 the amount appropriated for
~ e~g~_ is a~am $~0,000 less tha~ was ~ppropriated for the past year.
e egislation which appropriates this fund directs that it shall he so
0
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apportioned" as to prevent a deficiency-therein." As the law permits
the expencliture of three-fifths of the fund in the first six months of
the fiscal year. it is easy to :;,ee that an emergency may arise in the fast
six months of 'the year which would make it embarrassing and difficult
to keap the mileage deriiands within the limits of the appropriation act.
RE T.A.INED PAY.

. The -system of withholding a portion of tbe soldier,.s lJay .until be is
discharged leads, oftentimes, to complicated computations, accompanied
as it is by many decisions and rulings affecting · its payment. It was
never applied to volunteer armies, and it is questionable if beneficial
results attach to its retention in the regular service.. The travel allowance provided for the soldier is ample to take him to his home when
disch3:rged, and the withholding of a portion of his pay for that purpose is not necessary.
· ·
Corporations employ men at a fixed rate per month,, and all civil
employes of the Government are retained on a like basis. The same
rule should hold jn the Army. Any system which makes the soldier
a dependent detracts from his manhood and efficiencyr Let him be
paid a fixed sum per month, without detention of any part of it, and
give him enough to make his place in the Army desirable. l\1any lllC-Il
are enlisted who are told that their pay is $13 per month. Upon assignment to companies they find that $4: out of this. is retain.eel for each
month of the first year. The clothing required for his duty at first is
generally. beyond his allowance for the first half year, and instead of
getting $13 for bis first month's service, he finds himself so much in
debt that two or three months must elapse before he receives anything.
He. oftentimes honestly regards this as a breach of contract on the part
of the Government, and therefore deserts. The-position of the soldier
should be made so honorable and respected that it would be sought for
by the best class of men. It is recommended that the system, which
.. is cumbersome, complicated, and entirely unnecessary and ohsole-tc asto use~ulness, be abolished.
ONE DISBURSING- DEPARTMENT FOR '.l'HE ..A.RMY.

It is believed to be in the interest of the public service that there.
should be but one common pay chest for the Army. .A.s there is a corps
of officers specially commissioned to pay the Army, why should it not
have. charge of all disbursements appropriated for the suppo1~t and
maintenance of the Army, under the orders and direction of the Secretary of War,
The appropriations for all branches of the service could be kept separately, and reports as to expenditures could be rendered promptly
and obtained more readily than they are under the present system,,
where the head of each bureau of the War Department bas to be called
upon for information of this character. The more compact and businesslike tho methods employed in the public service, the better are the
results, and it is obvious that a concentration of all disbu~seme~1ts
for the Army into one bureau would be a practical and busmesshke
way of performing that service. It is the practice obtaining in all commercial organizations where unity and simplification are necessarr ~o
secure the best results. It is urged that this system should prevail m
the disbursement of the various appropriations for the .Army.
Ii
All disbursements beino- under the direction of one department, t e
matter of adjustment of appropriations in case of collections and tranb-
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could be effected without the intervention of correspondence which
now cur ~etween the several departments. One system of accounts
"' nl prevail, which would naturally simplify the work and require
l
f rce to perform the same.
The officers of the Pay Department are bonded and trained in the
matter of fiscal transactions, while many of the disbursing officers of
tb 'everal bureaus are on disbursing duty temporarily, and bonds can
n t well be required of them. During the :fiscal year 1894, the disbursem ut
n account of the Military Establishment amounted to about
v , 00,000; one-half of this sum was disbursed by officers who were
11 t bonded.
The system of one control for all army disbursements obtaius i-.:1
ermany aud Austria.
EXAMINATION OF .A.CCOUNT.S.

Since July 1, 1894, by direction of the Secretary of War, paymasters'
accouuts have been transmitted to the Second Auditor within twenty
days after their receipt in this office. By section 12, act of July 31,
1894, this requirement became law. It has already become app~1:ent
that the period of twenty days is not sufficient to enable the crit1?al
examination of paymasters' accounts to be made in this office which
good service demands. This is especially true of those officers who a!e
serving at the most remote stations. If fault is found with accounts m
this office, it is only fair that the officer should be given time to correct
the fault while the accounts still remain in this office. A.s a consequence of the existing requirement, accounts are transmitted to t~e
~reasury Department with suspensions which would be r~moved if
time were allowed sufficient to receive the paymasters' replles to the
communications pointing out faults·. Many unnecessary charges are
thus entered upon the books of this office. Much correspo1~den~e
ensues which would be avoided if the account could be held m this
office ten days longer than is now allowed. It is believed that~he War
Department should retain within itself the sure means of knowmg that
its officers are efficient, intelligent, and accurate in the discharg_e of
the duties allotted to them. Such knowledge can not be fully attarned
without a critical and deliberate examination of the accounts rendered
by the disbursing officers. It is therefore recommended that Congr~ss
be asked to extend to at least thirty days the period during whi~h
ac?onnts rendered by officers of the Pay Department can be held m
this office for examination and verification.
CLERICAL FORCE.

By the last appropriation act for legislative, executive, and judicial
expenses, the clerical force of this office was reduced by three; but as,
under the new system of business directed by War Department order
of May 15, 1894, the labor of the office has in some instances, beeu
reduced, the -present force, by constant and close application, has been
enabled to disp~tch with satisfactory promptness the business of the
office,_ and I desire to express my appreciation of their uniform zeal and
devot10n to duty and conformity with the new business methods.
PERSONNEL.

~n the course of t~e past year Major Roche was retired, and ~ajor
Kilbourne was appomted a paymaster from captain in the Signal
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Corps. No other changes in the personnel of the officers of this Department have occurred since the <late of the last report.
The payments to the troops have been promptly and acceptably
effected, and without loss of public funds.
.
Attention is invited to the statements appended, which exllibit the
condition during the past year of the several appropriations in charge
of officers of the Pay Department; also the amounts disbursed and the
work accomplished by the individual officers of this Department.
While about 40 per cent of the disbursements by officers of the Pay
Department has been made by six officers stationed in this city and in
the Military Department of the East, and only 10 per cent of the disbursements has been made by five officers in the Department of the
Colorado, it would not be just to infer that the paymasters in the latter
Department have been favored. The military force at Fort Porter,
N. Y., and that at Fort Apache, Ariz., are practically of equal strength,
and the posts are nearly equally distant _from the station of the paymaster who pays at those points.
_
It is evident that the work of effecting payments is much greater at
posts which involve travel by ambulance or stage than at those reached
by railroad. .
During the past fiscal year the overland travel to effect the payments
in the Department of the Colorado was much larger than in any of the
other military departments.
·
Very respectfully,
WM. SMI'l'H,

The

Paymaster-General, U. ~- Army; .
SECRET.ARY OF WAR.
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tatement of the account of the Pay Department; U. S. Army, with the appropria-:
In account with the Treasuey.

..d..ppropriation

Balanco in
the Treas.
ury .July 1,
1893.

.A.mount of
appropria·
tion8 and
transfer
warran ts.

Re:pay·
ments in
settlement of
accounts.

Unex·
Pa:ymas.
pended bal· ter's' col·
ances de·
lections
posited.
deposited.

ay, ~o. ,. (?f the .A.rmy, 1894 ....................... $13, 256, 789. 781. . . . . . . . . . . . $154, 464. 97
$26. 53
Pay o:t Military Academy, 1894 . ...... . .. . .. . .. . . .
232,115.08 1• • • • • • • • • • • • . . . : •• • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • . . .
ontinn- ncies, heaclquartert1military
I
d partments, 1894................... . . . . . . .. . . . .
200. 00 ................. -- · · -· ·-- -- · .. · · -- · ·
Fay t -.~ftl..e rmy,1893 .... - ...... $692,842.45 .............. $36,026,35 44,.SJS..12
11. 8!
Pay of Military Academy, 1893........
23,801.58 .............. ...... · ........... · ··· · · .. · · · · · 3 ·
7· 97
Pay, t. ofthe.A.rmy,1892 .......... 507,314.16 .......... :...
7,140.36
834.21
Pay of Military Academy, 1892. .... .. .
30,604.60 ......................... - ... -· ....... - ---· ..... .
Pay, etc., of tho .A.rmy, 1891, and prior
602. 'l9 · 1, YO. 66.
1, 42-2, 35 .
years ....................... -· .......... ........ ............ ..
Pay of 2 and 3 years volwi.teers, 1871
283". 62
IUld prior years ................................................... , ....... · · · · · · · · · · ·
Bounty to volunteeers, their widows
17. 50
and1egalheirs,1871 and prior years ......................... ............ ······

E~~gl~~t;:1s~
~~:~ ~~~~~~! .~~~.. ... .. ..... .
Extra pay to officers and men who
served in the Mexican war . .............. .... . .
Thre.emon.ths· pay proper ..... -····-· .......... ..

1~ 366. 27 -· .. - --· ... ·..... -- -- ... · · · .. · .. · ---·
636. 00 . ............. · · -- · · .... ·... · .. · .. · · 97.5.00 ............................ · ........ .

Certified claims.
Pay, o~c., of the .A.rmy ......... :.......
Pay of 2 and 3 years volunteers . . . . . .
Pay of 2 and 3 years voh1nteers, 1890.
Pay of 2 and 3 years .v olunteers, 1891.
Pay-of 2 and 3. years volunteers,. 1892.
Pay of 2 ancl 3 years volunteers, 1893.
Pay of 2 and 3 years volunteers, 1894.

l. ::~:~:~:::~: .: .....

......................... ..
i 4:21
........................... · 29. 73 .... ....... . 1
228. 15 .. .,_........ · .. · · · · .... -- · · -- · · · · · .. ·
. .. . . . .. .. .. . .
8,069.68
6i" 56
.......... ....
20, 000. 00 · · · -.- · · · · · · ·
435, 000.0'0 -- ·. -----· -· , · ·-·~----- · · •· ..--. ··· •· ..
9o. oo
18, 822. 19 .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .... · · · · · · · · · ·

· "129.96
o, 723. 26
.. .. .. .. .. ..
... .. . .. .. . .
-·-:----- .... .
175, 3"66. 30
... .. . . .. . ..

.

·

•

-- •

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

-- •

-·

•

--

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

-- •

·

•

•

•

•

·

·

·

·

·

1

--

1

B~~tl~;~l Ti~\~~~~~~~·. ~~.~i·r· ~~~~~~.
Bounty to volunteers, their widows
and legal heirs, 1890...... . . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. ..
384. 29 ...... ......
Bounty to volunteers, their widows
235
1
B~~tle1~ ~:{;~,t~:;!,· tb·e·i~ ·~id~~~· · · · · · · · · · · · ·
' 72 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
and legal heirs, 1892. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .
4, 285. 24
Bounty to volunteers, their widows
and legal heirs, 1893 ......... _. . . . . .
80, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8, 000. 00

~~.~i:. ~~~~~~~ ....... ~ .. ...

· · -- · -- · · · · · -- -- -- · · .. · ·
.
·· · · · · : ·· · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · · ·
.... -- · · · · · · · · -- -- -- -- ..
2
....... · · · · ·
80. 1

B~itdtleJ~1 Ti~\~:t1iit
250, 000. 00 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · :
Bounty under act of .July 28, 1866....
2, 597. 45 ................... -- · · -- · -- -- -- · · · · ·
B~mntyunder act of July 28, 1866, 1892. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 2i6. 09 .... - ... · · · ·
Bounty under act of .July 28, 1866, 1893. ...... ...... . .. .. .........
7, 38i. 27 . ...... . ....
Bounty under act of .July 28, 1866, 1894. . .. . .. . .. .. .
35,000.00 ...... .... . . · · · · · -- .....

.......

so: oo

· · · · · · · ·· · · ·
.......... ..
· · · · · · · ·· · ..

Transfer accounts.
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1893 . .... - .. ,............ ____ ... - .. - - - -.......
Pay, etc., of the .A.rrny, 1891 an.cl prior
years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 569. 83
Signal Service, Pay, 1891 and prior
.44
--years .......................................... .
Pay of 2_and 3 years Yolunteers, 1871
and prior years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 580. 68

------ --- - - - · -- · -- -- · · · ·

............. -· · · · · · · · · ·

.................................. ..

-----1'·

- - - - ·1- - - - - - 1

Total .......................... . 1, 5jl7, 201. 95 14,216,110.97

20. 63
74. 5i

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
- - - -i--l-,·9::--::-:51-:--.=2i
94,607.34 200, 717_._00..2....----'
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P.A. YMASTER-GENER..AL.
tions ~-ztbject to its- control during the fiscq,l year encling J une 30, 1894 .
In account with the Treasury-Continued.

Balance in
the hands Total bal.
~a~aTi:a~ ofpayrnas· anccs Juno
t ers June
30, 1894.
ury June
30, 1894.

Amount drawn by
requisition.

Amount
coverecl
On Pay De- On Treas- into sui:partmentre- urysettle- plus fund.
quest.
ments.

I

Total.
·,

Total.

30, 1894.

1

$13, 411,281.28 $13,036,800.00 $32,257. 12 1-__-_-_.-.-_.-.-_--1_ $-1-3-.0-6-9,-0-57___
72_ _$-34_2_,2-2-3. 56 1 $919,562. 82 $1,261,786.38
232, li5. 08
225, 000. 00 _. __ .. _._. I. ..........
225, 000. 00
7, 115. 08
33, 065. 33.
4.0, 180. 41
200-. oo
200. oo __ .... __ ._ I_ . ___ _.. __ .
200. oo . ____ ..... __
47. 10
47. 70
773, 695. 76
!)0, 000. 00 9, 816. 96 . . . . . . . . . . .
09, 816. 96 673, 878. 80 1
6, 716. 95
680, 595. 75
23, 801. 58 ....... . .. . .. ....... _... I.. . __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23, 801. 58
1, 100. 66
24, 902. 24
515, 326. 70
1, 500. oo 1, 350. 94 $512, 475. 76
515, 326. 70 . ___ . _... __ _,
1, 710. 67
1, 710. G7
30, 604. 60 ...... _.. __ ...
9. 00 30, 595. 60
30, 604. 6C\ .. ........ ... ..................... .. .
1

3, 165. 80 ........ . _: .. , . . . . . . . . . .

3, 165. 80

3, 165. 80 .........................•.... . ......

283. 02 .... _.. _. . . . . . . ........ .

283. 62

283. 62 .... ..... ............ .............. - .

17. 50 .. ...... . __ .. _ ... _..... .

17.50

17.50 ..... ....... ···· ··-····· ···-······· · ·

1,366.27

1,366.27 ......•..........•...

1, 366. 27 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... - ..... .

636. 00
975. 00

516. 00
120. 00 .......... .
975. 00 . .. .....•.... .. ... - - .

636. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...•....... -...... -.. - . 975. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ·.... -.. -..... ·.... - ..

12!). 96 • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • . . . . . . . .
129. 96
1, 07!). 52
1, 209. 48
5, 737. 53
223. 62 ...... -·.. . . . . . • . . . . .
223. 62
5,513.91 . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 513. 91
29. 73
29. 73 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
29. 73 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... , . - ... ........ .. .•.

rnd!Ui ~: :: ::::~~~-: ~~:: : ::: :: ::::~,: ~~~·: ~~. _ ._ ~'- ~~~:.~~::ii~,:~ii_: ii ::: :::~;i_:i::i~~,:~ii: ;~

435, 000. 00

208, 000. 00

31. 69 . . . . . . . . . • .

208, 031. 69

18,912.19

704.. 57

90. 00 .. .. - . ... . .

794.57

384. 29
235. 72
4,285.24

384. 29 .. .... ............ '".
235. 72 .... _. . . • . -..... -: •..
1, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . • .

3, 285. 24

226, 968. 31

35, 432. 95

202, 401. 26

18,117.02 ........... .

18,117.62

384-. 29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... - . -. - - - . -- - - - - . - - ...
235. 72 .... •. . . . . . . . . ..... - . - - - . -. - - - ... -- - - .
4, 285. 24 .......... -· ... - .............. -..... .

2::: :::: :: l~:: :::: ::i::::: ~:::: ::::::::::: l~:: :::: :: ::: :::: ;: 2:: ::;: :: . 1:;: :::: :;
2, 687. 4.5

300. 00

90. 00 .. . ... _. . . .

390. OU

25,000.00. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

25,000.00

2,297.45 ........ - . - -

2, 297. 4.5

~: m: ~L::: :: ::~: :: :: :::::::: :: ...~·- ~'.~: ~~ .. .-... ~'. ~'.~·- ~~ ....i," iisi: 27 ....i,"ioo: io .... ·s:496: 37

35,000.00 .

20. 63 ····- . ..... ... ······ . •..
1, 644. 40 .... . .. • .... -:: .
. 44 ·····- .. · · -- ..

1,580. 68 .......... . . . .

20. 63

l,6~:1::: : ::
1, 580. 681... •... . ... .

10,000.00

7,966.09

17,966.09

20. 63 ...... . .............................•
1,644. 4.0 ..........•.......... - ..... - . · . · · · - · . 44 . .. . .. .. .. .. ... . . .. .. · •. -· · · · · · · · · · · ·
1,580.68 ................ , ........... ·. · · · · · · ·

16, 050, 588. 62 13, 801, 463. 3~ 46, 991. 831 560, 189. 92 14 1 4081 64_5. 10 11 041 1 943. 52'] I 031, 728. 6] 2, 673, 672, l3

I

Statement showing the ha.lance in, the hands of each disbursing officer of the Pay Departrnen.t, U. S. Arniy, on the 1st of J11ly, 1893; the amonnt remitted
to each frorn tlle U. S . Trea.nu·y, or t·1trnecl orer by othe1· a_gents during the fiscal year enclin g Ju'!l e. 30, _1894; tltc amounts accounted for
acco1111ts ancl
vouchers of expenditures, or by tmnsfer or replacernent ·m the Treasury, and the balance remaining in the hands of paymasters to be accounted for in
the next fis cal year.

uy

Paymas.
Balance in Remitted
Surplns ter'•s col.
from the
Jrnnds of
Received I Received Receiver! Total re·
fu nds de. lections
each p ay- Treasury in from other from 801. from pay. ceived
and posite.d de posited
paymas· diers' de· master's
the year
master on
to be ac.
in the
in the
ters.
posits.
C?llec.
June 30, ending June
t10ns.
counted for. T reasur y . Treasury.
30, ]894.
1893.

I

Rank and name.

I

Expendi·
tures .

Balance m
Transferred hands of
Total ac.
to other pay. each pay.
master on counted for.
masters.
June 30,
1894.

-..J

~

~

'"d

0

~

Oolonels and assistant pay·
masters.general.
Terrell, C. M . .•...• .... ......
Stan ton, T. H...... . . . . . . . . . .

>-3

I

I

$39, 018. 831 $760, 020. 001 $19, 630. 291$10, 691. 841 $7, 255. 9()1 $836, 616. 861..... . ... · $7, 255. 901 $448, 480. 101 $353, 172. 031
90, 458. 97 1, 214, 820. 00
6, 605. 42 11, 092. 00 8, 545. 29 1, 331, 521. 68 $20, 180. 09 8, 545. 29
326, 283. 99
883, 663. 21

$27, 708. 831 $836, 616. 86
92, 849. 10 1, 331, 521. 68

0

~

>-3

::c:
tzj

Lieutenant.colonels and dep.
uty p aymasters.general .
Glenn, George E ...... _..... .
Canby, J.P . . ·-··· · ··· ··- ····
Candee, George W .... __ .... .

51, 627. 4211, 150, 020. 00
18, 960. 92
386, 020. 00
22, 743. 78 1, 294, 020. 00

U1

16, 030. 461 20, 348. 68f 10,557.9811, 248,584,541
108. 48110, 557. 981 648,097.64
456,846.99
170. 10 6,100.73
347,757. 75
42,855. 48 2,909.86 6,100.73
99, 559. 21 14, 356. 75, 15, 876. 79 1, 446, 556. 53 • _.... . . . . 15, 876. 79 1, 034, 812. 62

526,312.531
63, 387. 17
266, 542. 33

63,507.91, 1,248,584.54
39,431.24
456,846. !)9
129, 324. 79 1, 446, 556. 53

~

tzj

>-3

.Majors and paymasters.
Carey,.A..B
52, 931. 101 3, 122, 020. 00
Coxe, F. M . ... _. .... _..... _..
24,920.87
337,020.00
Bates, A . E .. ....... . . ....... .
22. 534. l 5
5, 000. 00
16,449.94
567,020. 0()
Wilson, C.I. . .. .. ····-·······
38, 475. 1]
285, 000, 00
Eckels, W.H ······· · ·· ····-·
Roche,J.R.a, ·· ·····-········.
'£owar, A . S. ....... .......... . .. . . . . . . . . .
215,000, 00
Maynadier, W . M. __ ...... __ .
13, 975. 24
216, 000. 00
Arthur, William.............
13,806.04 ·-··· · ·-·····
K eefer, J . B .. ............ . ...
9, 334.63 ··-····-·-·-·
Wham ,J. W ····-·· ···-····· · ···-·· ··--··
45,000.00
Sniffen, C. C .............. , . . .
1,573.49 ··-. ·- ...•...
Baird, George W... . . . . . . . . . .
55, 232. 42
340, 000. 00
Robinson, George F .. ..•......
48, 507 . 05
230, 000, 00
Dod~e. F. S . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17,351.49
260, ooo. oo
Me1..aure 1 Charles . . . . . . . . . . . .
14, 243. 86
15, 000. 00
Witcher, J. S . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .
26, 618.66
232,000.00
Whipple, C. H . ..............
23, 781. 78 . . . ... ...... .
Comegys, W. II..............
3,369.72

tzj

0

62, 908. 23 14, 153. 94 9, 852. 75 3, 26.1, 866. 021
75. 27 9, 852. 75 1, 434, 834. 31 1, 754, 551. 23
62, 552. 46 3,261,866.02
8, 000. 00 t'i, 572. 50 4, 273. 50
379, 786. 87 . . . . . . . . .
4, 273. 50
309, 486. 45
49, 300. 00
16, 726. 92
379,786.87
463,345, 73 9,052. 75 5,924, 01
505,856.64 . ... _..... 5,924. 01
349,180.58
144,867.07
5,875.98
505, 856.64
M, 000. 00 5, 815. 00 5, 2!2, 71
638, 52!. 65 . . ___ . . . . . 5, 242. 91
371, 435. 91
261, 849. O::J ...... ...... .
638, 527.65
1
143, 10e. oo 14, 103. 06 9, 656. 88
490, 33.J. 05 . . . . . . . . . . 9, 656. 88
436, 443_ 64
5, 604. 35
38, 630. 18
490,335.05
10,000.00 .....•.... .. ~... . ...
10,000.001. - - ........... ... ............. - . .
10, 000.00 ...... ..... .
10,000.00
319, 853, 74 ....... __ . 8, 723. 20
270, 869. 48
18, 071. 95
22, 189, 11
82, 697. 54 13, 433. 00 8, 723. 20
319,853.74
261, 349, 03 8, 039: 00 6, 454. 98
505, 818. 25 . . . . . . . . . . 6, 454. 98
397, 177. 91
59, 000. 00
43, 185. 36
505,818.25
253,247.87 17,977.27 12,581.42
297, 612. 60, .......... 12,581.42
260,031.31
7,875.36
17,124.51
297,612.60
590, 419. 52 16, 111. 33 9, 733. 81
625, 599. 29 .. ___ ..... 9, 733. 81
539, 956. 62
65, 234. 96
10, 673. 90
625,599.29
525, 10
79, 860. 75 . . . . . . . . . .
525. 10
58, 226. 19 . _........ - . .
21, 109. 46
33, 000. 00 1, 335. 65
79,860.75
232,472.03 9,928.0(l 8,577.51
252.551.09 ···-······ 8,577.51
223,925.23
2,552.29
17,496.06
252, 551.09
169, 972.19 12,864. 37 13,332.12
591; 401.1.0 . . . . . . . . . . 13,332.12
473,945.69
86,528.89
17,594.40
591,401.10
37,104.29 8,237.50 10,288. 92
334, 137. 76 . • . . . • . . . . 10,288.92
273,429.64
28,000.00
22, 419-, 20
334,137.76
15,500. 00 8,630. 85 7,815.62
309,297.96 .... _..... 7,815.62
284,808.92
604. 50
16,068.92
309,297.96
290,138.13 24,611. 21 12,801.06
356,794. 26
210. 70 12, 801.06
319,725.40
9, 786, 24
14,481.56
356,794.26
298,243.39
21, 514. 72 10, 032. 75 8, 077. 26
298, 243. 39 . . . . • . . . . . 8,077. 26
207,934.40
39, 130. 88
42, 890. 15
751,644.96
700,232.2 18. 637. 53 8,993.39
751,644.96 . . . . • • . . . . 8,993.39
713,410.35
6,928.63
22,312: 59
497,136.16
462, 000. 00 15, 807. 00 16, 969. 44
497, 136. 16 .•.. _..... 15, lili9. 44
459, 901. 74
10, 270. 47
10, 994. 51

>
~·
~

0

~

~

>

~

Tucker, W}................
Mublenberb, J. 0 . . . .. . . . . . . .
Smith, George R ........... .'.
Baker, J. r... .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . .
Halforcl, E. W . , . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hamner, W. H...............
Kilbourne, C. E. b. . . . . . . . . . . .

56,896. ~6 1,301,020. ~o
94,173.96
741,483.35
100,035.21
764,000. 00
65,260.06
263, 000.00
.... .. .... .. .... .. .... . . .

.... . . .... . . ... . . . .... .. .
.... .. .... ..
58, 000. 00

129,019.39 9,576.03 If, 716. 1~ 1, 507, 228.14/ 55, 031. 35 10, 716. 16 1, 245, 26~. 21
254,843.16 3,656. 44 2,585. Oo 1,096,741. DG......... . 2,585.05
743,623.18
25,100.00 28,476.82 26, 6-!4. G3
944,256.66 . . . . . . . . . . 26,644.63
875,749.73
1, 706.20 23. 008. 4-!l 10,355.49
363,330.24 15,174.95 10,355.49
270,270.39
430, 028. 26 10, 283. 50 11, 236. 29
451,548. 05
5. 00 11, 236. 29
418, 334. 63
120, 700. 00 6, 311!. 5? 4, 153. 44
131, 172. 02 . . . . . . . . . . 4, 153. 44
113, 139. 23
118, 117. 44 6, 769. 00 2, 721. 48
185, 607. 92 . . . . . . . . . . 2, 721. 48 . 106, 336. 52

251, 249. 71 .... .. ....•. 1, 507, 228. 14
152, 219. 39 143, 282. 99 1, 096, 741. 9(i
20, 271. 27
21, 591. 03
944,256.66
20, 815. 73
46, 713. 68
363,330.24
2,500.00
19,472.1 3
451,548.05
78. 00
13, 801. 35
131,172.02
44, 829. 63
31, 720. 29
185, 60i. 92

1------1-----;----

TotA.l . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . .

!l22, 271. 2613, 801, 463. 355,145, 196. 85 361, 830. 76 275, 572. 91 20, 506, 335. 13 90, 955. 9J 275, 572. 9113, 962, 880. 82 5, l45, 196. 85/1, 031, 728. 61 /:W,'506, 335. 13
a,

Retired October 31, 1893.

b Appointed November 61 1893.
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Statement showing the 111.trnbe1· of pay trips made, numbe1· of days consumed in travel, posts paid, and arnount of flelrl and office disbursements made
by each disbursing officer of the Pay Department, U. S. Arm.y, clnring the fiscal year ending Jwne 30, 1894.

Rank and name.

I

Miles travel ed .
No. of/ Days No. of
pay
conposts
.
Other
trips. sumed. paid, .A.lambeu-1 Stage. Railroad.I Sleamer. conveync ·
ance.

---

Payments.

I

I

I

Total.

In field.

I

In office.

I

Mileage
paid to
a uiasp furs.

Total.

j,p,..
-l

00

Mi~eago
1>a1d to
paym~sters
clerks.

,- - - , - -- ,- - - , -- - -, - - - Colonels and assistant paymasters-general.

Terrell, C. M .. -- - - - - - - .. - . Stanton, T,H -- ·-·-·-·-·---Lie'lltenant-colonels and deputy paymasteJ"s-general.
Glenn, George E ------ --- - .
Cllllby, J.P.--------·-·····-·
Candee, George w_ .. ·--- ··Majors and paymasters.
Carey, .A.. B .... _. . . . . • .. . . .
Uoxe,F.M- .... ····-----····
Bates, .A.. E.................
Wilson, C. I................
Eckels, ·w. H. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .
Towar, .A..S .... _...........
Maynadier. W. M .. .. . . . .. .
Arthur, William.......... ..
Keefer, J. B .... _...... _. ___
Wham, J. W ........... _... _
Sniffen, C.C ................
Baird, Geor_ge W . . . . . . . . . . .
Robinson, ueorge l!'........
Dod~e, l!'. S. : __..... _.......
McClure, Charles.. .. ...... .
Witcher, J.S · -···-····· -··1V'hipple, C.H .... _·--·----·
Comegys, W. H. - - _-.. __ . - TL1cker, W,F ___________ ; .__
Muhlenberg, J.C. , .•. ,- ... -.
Smith, G.R--·-- -- -·-· --·--·
Baker,J.P_ ...... ,.-.......
Halford, E . W ........... _..
Rnmner,W.H., .•.••. -....
Kiibourno, C,E-,. .. , ...... ,

t;,j
12
8

27
48

5

59
22
121

27
23

156
87

294

1,412
7,971

1, 568
8,352

$90,107.48
159,272.66

13, OG7
4,382
17,009

180; 321. 70
66,160.24
235,545.10

467,775.94
281,597.51
799, .267, 43

5, 470 I
7,658
0, 348
2, 277
15, 536
6,637
2,801
11,680
7, 070
560
17,302
14, 660
13,539
14, 698
15,302
4,988
7,244
15, 072
4,274
l,4l4 '
11,222.
8,850
10, 915
4,101
5,123

159, 0£12. 20
158,291.74
228,759.77
91, 592. 92
184, 383. 52
148,549.62
156,564.87
172,951.84
275, 822. 04
19, 969. 76
189,802.10
222, 490. 53
l05, 879.15
181; 847. 24
268,660.46
128,253.29
220,Hl7.l!l
260, 743. 70
165,424: 83
49,759.23
389,594.16
177,404, 06
175, ,942. 42
98,212.09
64,314.51

1, 275, 742. 11
151,194.71
120,429.81
279,842.99
252,060.12
122,319. 86
240,613.04
87,079.47
264,134.58
38, 256.43
34, 123. 13
· 251,449.16
107,550.49
102,961.68
51,064.94
79,681.11
493,223. Hl
199,158.04
1, 079, 837. 44
693,863. 9(>,
486,155.57
92,866.33
242, 392- 21
14,927.14
42,022.01

$358, 372. 62
lq7, 011.33

$448, 480. 10
326, 283. 99

I $101.
29
524. 92

t_zj
1-cj

$96. 08
549. 76

,
12
12
27
44
8
15
18
6
12
11
22
8
12
11
11
30
16
12
12
13
10
3
25

11
15
7
G

Total __ , .. ___ ......... -420

G4
89
81
20
9-!
72
40
74
49
9
84
82
85
106
·91
62
45
83
29
14
102
~2
56
71
24

i~ I.. --196
~~~. I::::::::
60

· 12,703
4,382
16,347

124
Gl _.. .. . ..
44
66 ........
52
48 .. .. . . ..
35
250 .. • .. . ..
42 . _.. .... .. . .. .. .
25
1,158 -----·-55
279
328
30
851 .. .. . . ..
75
95 _.. _..,..
8
G ...... _.
G5
575
48
04
237 _. . _....
23
1,252 . . .. . . . .
43
326 .. . .. .. .
54
1,041 -----·-25
1,186
294
59
100 ________
37
500
278
87
170 ---·-·-11
28 , . .... -,.
44
557
30
30
1,G46 ,,,,,--,
28
225
520
29
1,483 ,.,.,..,
21
37 .. ,.,,,,

3, 048
3,310
G, 184
1, 929
12, 170
5,359
2, 124
10,835
G, 177
353
lG,079
13, 997
12, 287
14,372
14,144
3,505
0,623
14, 294
'720
258
l0,571
7,094
10, 166
1,206
5, 083

58

I

\l,901

1,212 ·

~980 l ,852

t;,j

8

406
2, 361 . _... _.. ..
4,282 ..........
116 .. _.......
98 . ____ .....
3, 204
96
....... ___
120
70 _....... __
...... _..... __ .... _.
798 .. _. _.. __ .
201 ..... _... _
---------- --···---·400
20
........... _........
_........ _ . ___ ... , ..
-·---·---ll7
---------- ...... ____
. 521 ---------. _... - . _... _____ . __ .
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Statement by app1·op1'iations of approved and sus11ended disbursements in paymasters' accounts d·u1·ing the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 189.J, showing also
·
balance of suspensions remaining Jitr1e 30, 1893, removed during tl1efi.<1cal year, and the balance remaining June 30, 1894.
Disbursements.

Title of appropriation.
Total.

.Approved.

Suspensions.
.Amount of
suspensions
Total sus- removed durpensions. ing ~seal year
emlmg J uue

.Amount of
suspensions
Suspended,lremaining 011
books Juno
30, 1893.

30, 1894.

A.mount of
suspensions
:i;emain.ing on
books J un.e
30, 1894.

Pay, etc., of the .Army, 1894 . .................................... ,....... $12, 486, 962. 88 $12, 481, 542. 98
$5,410. 00
$3,189.13
Pay of the Military .Academy, 1894.................. ..••................
191,726.77
191,310.12
416. 65 ·--- -- --·----416. 65
$5 :::: ::
$2: " ': 771
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1893.............................................
840,591.82
840,189.82
402. 00
$1,149.95
1,551. !)5
1, 210.01
341. 04
92. 6li
Pay of the Military Academy, 18\Jil... .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . • •• .. . . . .. .
25,952.81
25,860.48
8:l. 33
175.9!) ..............
175. 90
027. 34
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1892.............................................
5,539.15
5,537.15
2. 00
929. 34
440. 10
489. 15
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1891.................................. .. . . . .. . . .
144. 32
144. 32 ..... ; ............................................................ ..
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1891, and prior years .................... ,..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .
G, 938. 10
G, 938.19
561.. 17
6,377.02
.

·

I·

1

~
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~
>[fl
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t_:,,j
~
I

0
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zt_:,,j
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>~

B n Y to volunteers, widows and legal heirs, 1894.....................
Bounty under act of July 28, 1866.... .. . . . . . . .... ....... .. . . ....... .....
Bounty under act of July 28, ~866, 1892........ .. ........ .... ..... .......
B ounly under act of July 28, 1866, 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

p~~l:01~!l:o~~°Ir~:i%;~~~~~~~~~~~::: ::::::::: :: :::: :::: :: :: ::::::::
Total.···· .... - -· .... . ..................... ... .. '. ............... ...

148, 694. 47
300. 00
250. 00
4, 032. 76
17,
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· '300. 00
250. 00
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. WAR DEPARTMENT, SIGNAL OFFICE,
October 1, 1894.
To the Hon. DANIEL S. LAMONT,
Secretary of War:
Srn: I have the honor to make the following report on the Signal
Corps of the Army for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1894:
MILITARY TELEGRAPH LINES.
The pe~manent military telegraph lines operated by the Signal Coq1s, ·
a&·gregatrng nearly a thousand miles in length, remained under charge
of ~a~t. Charles E. Kilbourne, Signal Corps, until his promotion to
maJor rn the pay department, when these duties devolved upon Capt.
Ro9ert Craig, Signal Corps, whose tabular statement as to business
transactions of these lines is hereto annexed (A).
The lines have been maintained in an unprecedented state of efficiency
d~Ti~g the past year, owing very large1y to the intelligent and mirem1~t~ug energy of Capt. Richard E. Thompson, Signal Corps; Capt.
Wilham A. Glassford, Signal Corps; First Lieut. Frank Greene, Signal
Corps, and First Lieut. Frederick R. Day, Twentieth Infantry, acting
signal officer. The latter officer was relieved from duty during January, 1894.
The military importance of these lines is very great, as they enable
the commanding generals of the different departments to keep themselves promptly informed of the conditions and prospective disturbances on the great Indian reservations, and in connection with the
Mexican frontier, while it is evident that these lines are indispensable
for economical military operations in connection with Indian outbreaks
and frontier troubles. The past year has also shown their value as a
factor in moving instantly such portions of the Army as were needed
as coadjutors to the civil arm of the Government.
During the year the military line from Fort Bro'!n to J!ort Rin~gold,
Tex., was extended to :Fort McIntosh, such extens10n berng cons1~1er~d
by the commanding general, Departmen~ ?f Texas,. a~ absolutely mdi~pensable, owing to the unsettled cond1t10n of affairs along the R10
Grande, where complications of an international character appeared
possible.
.
This extension was completed November. 15, 1~93, but, o-wmg to
material differences of opinion between the rnspectrng officer and th0
4.83
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trac_tor as to the character of the work, was not fully accepted by
mted States until December 20 1893
Tt f llow the so-called" river road,'; except a few deviations therefrom
tih rt n the distance and save material. These deviations bave
. r v d . f doubtful utility, owing to the extremely rapid growth of
1~1terfi m1g _underbrusll. A te11dency to injure the lin_e by pistol prac1c nth m ulators and lariat practice on the poles has abated somewhat, through tlle judicious influence of the more intelligent citizens.
t may be added that the completion of this line insures communicati n with every important point between Laredo and Brownsvme. . e~ding the action of Congress, which latter resulted in the approprrnt10n of $17,000 for the construction of the desired line, the absolute
military necessity compelled the chief signal officer to erect a temporary
1~11~ of 70 miles in length in order to meet the emergent condition, thus
tidmg ove:r the season of military operation. The line was operated~or
~ontbs with marked success, yet, as was pointed out by the Chief
S1g11al Officer, such an expedient proved very costly. Not only was
tile Government put to the expense of collecting under difficu~ties and
concentrating on the Rio Grande all available telegraph material of the
Army, from Washington to Arizona and California, but, owing to the
long period which elapsed before the appropriation was available for t~e
permanent line, it resulted in the almost total destruction of the material
of which the flying line was constructed, due partly to its use and under
conditions for which it was not contemplated, and also t~ the ~awless
actions of unknown persons who interfered from time to time with the
operations of this line. In the material and transportation the total
expense of this 70 miles of flying line was not le.ss than $2,500..
.
Tile conditions under which the Army of the United Stat~s 1s mamtained necessarily render emergencies of this kind expensiv~, as the
policy of the Government restricts appropriations and expenditures to
such military objects as are indispensable and necessary at the m_ome?t.
While the permanent telegraph lines under the control of the Chief Signal Officer of the Army were primarily constructed for military purposes,
yet they secondarily subserve commercial interests. The extremely
low tariff charges for commercial telegrams range from 10 to 25 cents
for 10 words, so that the revenue is necessarily limited; nev:ertheless
the extended volume of such business insures a considerable mcome.
There have been turned in to the U. S. Treasury during the fis~al
year ending June 30, 1894, telegraph tolls amounting to $1,534.54, while
for the same period the additional sum of $4,260.02 was collected for
tolls on account of commercial telegraph companies and turned over to
the proper officials. The total number of messages transmitted ov:er
Gov:ernment wires, consisting of Government, State, and ?~her official
busmess, has been tabulated on lines under the supervis10n of the
chief signal officer, and aggregate 27,349, with a tariff value of $3,893.49.
The same proportion for other lines under post commanders makes the
aggregate tariff value of the 61,994 messages sent and received between
$15,000 and $16,000.

th

FLYING TELEGRAPH LINES.

~11 l~te :wars, and especially the one now waging between Japan and
Chma, md1cate that electrical connections are indispensable to the su?cess of any army operating on a base apart from the general telegraphic
system.
Appreciating t~is fact, the work of the Signal Corps for the pa t few
years has been given to experimental work in the equipment of its fly-
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ing t_elegraph lines, so that it may be ready for any possible emergency,
a11d the system is so arranged that it looks to performing temporary
telep_honic service, whether between headquarters of a regiment and
separate companies or an army and its different divisions, aud whether
such operations pertain to garrison, camp, or actual con:flict. _
SINGLE UNINSULATED WIRE TELEPHONY AND '.l'ELEGRAPHY.

I have muC'h pleasure in reporting that the experiments begun in
the office of the Chief Signal Officer a little more than a year ag·o have
been productive of most satisfactory results. That which a few years
a.go wais believed to be impossible has been demonstrated to be wholly
r>racticable and is, in fact, an established method of communication by
tlle Signal Corps. Telephony over a small uuinsulated wire lying on
the ground was, by its discoverer, Capt. Charallois, ~of the French
q,rmy, attributed to the peculiar properties of the wire used by him, saying: "The arrangement utilizes the peculiar properties of a special
conductor-t,he Martin bimetallic wire with steel core covered with
copper," and again, ," The characteristic of the Uharallois arrangements resides essentially in the use of this wire." A quantity of this
bimetallic wire, with the essent_ial apparatlils, was procured by this office
from abroad, and experiments made on the same line as those of
Charallois. After one trial of the Charallois telepbones they were
permanently replaced by the Crown telephones owned by the Signal
C?rp_s, with resulting sound many times louder than with the Charall01s rnstrnment. This was gratifying, but not unexpected, for there
has not yet been made a magneto telephone that as a whole excels the
Crown as a receiver and transmitter.
The original Charallois system could be used only for speech, and
the. problem of adapting it to the uses of the Signal Corps as a part
of its mea_ps of telegraphic communication as wen was confr~nte~L
A study of the bimetaIJic wire led to the conclusion that 1t did not
possess any special electrical qualities, and it was theoretically demonstrated that as good results should follow the use of a single wire of
the same diameter, and practical tests ·with pure copper, silicon bronze,
and other wires of the same size as the bimetallic gave as good results.
Im_portant ' experiments were made with the bimetallic wire, as
follows: A half mile of the wire No. 23 B. G., having a diameter of
.025 inch, was laid on wet earth and grass, and conversation was
carried on without the least difficulty, the tone of the voice and the
volume of sound both being very good. Several hundred. ya1:ds were
added and the wire wound around an iron support buried m_ d~mp
g:rou?d. The voice was easily distinguished, with little or no d1m~nut10n m the volume of sound. The wire was then wrapped abo°:t a P10?e
of brightly polished metal and buried in the damp earth directir Ill
front of the receiver. This even did not affect the volume or tone of t~e
sound received from the distant operator. With the~e "grounds". rn
the wire, the line itself, 20 feet in front of the receiver, was buri_ed
3 or 4 inches in the ground. Still the tone and yolume o_f the voice
were unaffected or if at all so slightly as to be mappremable to ~hthe
ear. Later a mile ~f the w'ire was laid on the damp grass a11 tl wi
·
· a lake
the same good results as before. Immersion of the. wire
m ' i
however completely cut off the conversation. An uon feed P P 1
auc
the lake 'and the wire itself were thoroughly scrape_d t 0 ca cleartim
8
bright surface and the wire then 'Yrappecl tig_htly · ~~ f_)-'
out.
around the pipe-this after a miie of the wire ba
een

tJ

v;::n
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T~rough ~his mile of wire lying on the ground and grass, and through
t~is.
mmgly perfect "ground" by· the water pipe, the voice came as
d1stmctly au<l. of as great a volume as ever. Again, after a night of
very hca:vy ram, a half mile of the wire was stamped into the ground,
o_crgy with water-in fact, practically buried in half a mile of mud' it_l10ut affecting the volume or distinctness of . sound, and words
whisperecl at one end of the line were heard at the other. In another
xperiment over 150 yards of silicon-bronze wire of the same size as
the bimetallic were laid on the wet grass and buried in six pl_aces
bet~een the two stations, but convePsation in low tones was entirely
:£ as1ble. Capt. Charles E. Kilbourne, Signal Corps, under whose
upervision the experiments had been conducted, having been_ promote<l. to major in the Pay Department, Capt. James Allen, Signal
Corps, continued these experiments with a view to developing- a practical system for the use of the Signal Oorps. To this time experiments
had been made with Crown telephones of the corps. Capt. Allen
changed to a Berthon-Ader instrument-a transmitter and telephone
receiver-with improved results. These instruments were introduced
into a circuit with a battery, induction coil, and telegraph key, and
communication by the_ Morse code attempted. The "back-stroke" of
the dia1)hragm, being much louder than the sound obtained when ~he
C?-rrent was sent through the magnet, seemed -for a time a fatal obJect10n to the u se of the instrument as part of a telegraph system. However, an ingenious and scientific solution of the problem was made by
Capt. Allen whereby the Morse code through the receiver is read a~
readily as ~n ordinary telegraph sounder. This accomplished~ ex1?~r1rnents with the naked wire were renewed to determine its ava1lab1hty
on the ground. Although the wire was buried 1n several places, the
new device was so successful and the sound so loud that the telephone
could not be held close to the ear without discomfort. The wire was
now cut and the two ends stuck in the ground, at first a ~ew inc_hes
apart and eventually at a distance of 45 feet apart, and, rncredible
though it seems, a message sent from one station was received at the
other. The sounds came very distinctly at shorter distances, and at
45 feet distinctly though faintly. At a greater distance than 45 _feet
the sounds were too faint to be read, while· at any less distance little
difficulty was experienced in reading a message. ..
The crude and unsatisfactory reel procured from abroad has been
perfected, so that under the most disadvantageous circumstan~es_the
wire can be recovered at the rate of a mile iu seven minutes. With the
French reel it requires twenty or more minutes.
POST PRACTICE LINES.

. All but five posts of the Army have been supplied with telegraph
rn~tru11:1ents and materials for practice telegraph lines. Constructed
prunar1l;v to stimulate interest in military signaling, which has_been
accomphshed, telegraph practice thereon has been most bene~cia~ t?
~~ny men in the line of the Army, who have secured positions m civil
hfe through a knowledge of telegraphy thus gained.
LINES ON TARGET RANGES.

It has been possible to furnish to every post asking for them during
t"!ie past year telephones and wire for the purpose of intercommumca.tion on target rauges. These lines have secured the safety of markers at
the ":t>ntts, as well as saved time in announcing the location of the shot.
In intervals of target practice the military administration of many of
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the largest posts has been greatly facilitated by the use of such telephones- of the Signal Corps.
A study of the wants of the artillery on target ranges has led to the
adoption of the sling psychrometer, the compensated aneroid barom~ter, and tJie automatie register for the anemometer. -The almost
rnstant dete:cmination of the velocity of the wind is made possible by
t~e latter instrument. At the close of the year a perfected and expensive sample register was in use, much more accurate and reliable than
any heretofore made.
MILITARY SIGN.A.LING.

· The Ch.i ef Signal Officer is pleased to report that in the Army during
the year the number of hours devoted to practice was about 50 per
~e~t ~n excess of the preceding year. This very gratifying fact is due
pr~c1pally to the cooperation of the commanding generals of 'the
yanous ~ilit:1ry departments, who have in many ways evidenced their
mterest m and ?,ppreciation of this branch of military science. Because
of opportunity, particular and special interest was taken therein by
~he commanding generals of the departments of the Missouri, Colorado,
and Texas.
The average number of hours given to military signaling in the
various departments varies from two in California to :five in Dakota,
while-for the whole Army there was an increase of one hour per man.
Nevertheless the total practice of from one-fourth to one half a day
per year is inadequate for any serious work.
·
Doubtless the continued and efficient action of the officers of the
Inspector-General's Department and others serving therewith has contributed to bringing this neglected military duty somewhere near the
requirements of Army regulations.
The acting signal officers at 36 military posts report that practical
use of signaling was made during the year, among the more important
of which are:
Fort Adams: Flag signaling between plotting stations dnring artillery target practice.
Fort Apache: Communication was had for four days between post
and Mount Thomas by scouting party sent in that direction.
Fort Barrancas: Flagging observed angles from the base ends to
firing station during artillery target practice.
.
Benicia Barracks: Volley :firing of Company A, First Infan~ry.
Fort Grant: Communication maintained between mountam camp
and post. Troop G First Cavalry, when on practice march signaled
from Mount Baldy i~to Fort Apache, distant about 35 miles, and message was then sent here by telegraph.
.
. Fort Hamilton: Placing targets for artillery practice.
Fort Keogh: On practice march.
.
.
Fort Logan: While on practice march commumcated mth post by
flag and heliograph.
·
.
.
.
.
Fort McHenry: During mortar practice the base-line stations worn
communicated with from the battery.
Fort Riley: Signal parties took part in the combined maneuv r of
the command.
· t·
Fort SulJy: During practice march, September, 1893, commumca 10 n
was kept open daily with the I?ost.
.
.,
.
Vancouver Barracks: Practical u_ e d~umg_pra?t~c. march : 1 u 0
Fort Wingate: By scouting parties m th1 v1c1mty pra ti a
was made of signaling.
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Fort Wood: Communication with Governors Island.
1
ort Yate : Practical use of flag and beliograpb while on practice
mar h.
Table B hows the amount of study and practice for each department, and the number of officers and enlisted men of each regiment of
~lie rmy reported proficient in the simpler phases of military signalrng. It will be noted that there are only 11 of the 40 regiments which
have the number of officers and men proficient as required by
llara 0 Taph 1761, Army Regulations. These regiments, in their order
f r lative proficiency, are as follows:
avalry: Eighth, Ninth, and Fifth regiments.
Infantry: Nineteenth, Twenty-third, First, Fifth, Ninth (these last
three of e,qual standing), Sixteenth, and Seventeenth regiments.
Artillery: Fifth regiment.
The following regiments, as shown by the reports, are very deficient
and are given in their order of deficiency:
Cavalry: Fourth and Seventh regiments.
•
I1;1-fantry: Twenty-second, Eighteenth, Seventh, Fifteenth, and Fourth
regmients.
That such deficiencies obtain, despite the increase in the amount <?f
practice during the last year, exemplifies the very great ~ifficulty,_ if
not. impracticability, of training the line of the Army to ~do its own signal mg. The Geronimo campaign in Arizona, the Wounded Knee.campaign in South Dakota, and the late service of the Army at Oh~cago
have in turn illustrated that in such emergencies the trained signal
men of the line, from intelligence and application necessarily select~d
soldiers, are . needed with their companies, and strenuously avoid
detachment in face of prospective com bat.
.
The demands for competent men in connection with electrical
appliances of the large posts recently constructed are greater th_a1;1 a
corps of fifty sergeants can supply, and in an emergency requmng
extended field service. it would be ·simply impossible to supply 3: sufficient number of trained men. Meanwhile, pending Oongress10nal
action to provide for present contingencies, it is recommended that the
Commanding General of the Army be directed to detail a company f?r
special training in signaling, telegraph construction, and balloon dnll
at such post as may be thought most advisable.
. .
.
T~e acting inspector-general, Department of t?-e ~issoun, m 1.s
official report speaks of the work of intercomrnumcat10n done at Chicago as showing that the non-commissioned officers of the Signal Corps
are experts, but adds that it should have a full proportion of exp~~t
privates, and not expect to get men from companies for quick and cntical work in a crisis.
It is significant that in the current accounts of the present Korean
w~.r it was mentioned incidentally that the day following the battle_ of
Pmg_Yang, the Japanese signal and telegraph corps ran into that ?1tY
a flymg t~legraph _line extending from Seoul, a distance of 70 miles.
The experiences of the Army of the United States last year showed
that several military departments had to be stripped of their s_ignal sergeants and t~legraph material to enable a similar length of hne to be
constructed m tbe valley of the Rio Grande.
. .Modern W8;rfare is waged under such conditions that a competent
signal corp_s 1s an absolute necessity, and while the Chief Signal Officer
does not wish to urge any extended increase in the corps yet he feels
he would be derelict in bi. duty did he not urge upon Oong~ess, through
th ~ honorable Secretary of War, the ,·xtreme importance of addrng 50
privates to the corps.
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In addition to t,he important experimental work elsewhere mentioned,
Capt. James .Allen, Signal Corps, has performed the duties of chief
signal officer, Department of the Missouri, at Chicago.
Through Capt . .Allen's efforts, efficient cooperation was extended to
the National Guard of Illinois, in its encampment at Terre Haute in
July, 1893, where Lieut. T. M. Defrees, Fifth Infantry, was assisted by
Sergeants Clarke and Capron, Signal Corps, in instructing the guard
in signaling.
While the special service in Chicago to which the .Army was lately
called by the civil power occurred only after the end of the :fiscal year,
yet it seems advisable to briefly refer to the part played by the Signal
Corps .
.As soon as trouble threatened, a Western Uniop_ telegraph office was
established at department headquarters. The troops were placed in
two principal camps on the Lake Front and at Brighton Park, where
Western Union telegraph offices were immediately established.
The telegraph facilities not being considered sufficient, long-distance
telephones of the Signal Corps were put in at headquarters and at the
camp on Lake Front.
Upon the arrival of the detachment of the Signal Corps (Lieut. Maxfield and 12 sergeants) from Port Ri1ey, stations were established to
connect ½he two principal camps independent of the Western Union
telegraph lines. To secure certain communication through the dense
smoke overhanging the city, two intermediate stations were put in.
Later, signal stations were established at Plaza Hotel, at the Stock
Yards, and at Englewood. The small number of signal sergeants available made it impossible to constantly operate these stations, but they
were used as points of observation as occasion demanded. .As t,hese
stations were on the roofs of buildings, it was not practicable to use
the torch for night signaling; therefore locomotive and street-railway
headlights were borrowed. When the two later-pattern lanterns were
received from Washington they were set up on the .Auditorium and
Lakota hotels, distant about 3 miles.
The first day the signal men were on duty continuously from 6 a. m.
until 10 p. m.; afterwards from 8 a. m. to 9 p. m. The remarkable efficiency of Capt. Allen's signal stations is shown by the fact that the
explosion of the artillery caisson, which occurred at Fortieth street and
Grand Boulevard, was noted and reported so promptly from the signal
station on Keith schoolhouse, Thirty-sixth and Dearborn streets, that
the information thus reached camp in advance of the telegraphic
repOI'ts. .A precon,certed code of rocket signals was arranged to give
warning of an;y unusual occurrence at night.
.
The station on .Auditorium tower was connected telegraphically and
telephonically over a single wire-duplexed by the method recently
devised by Capt. .Allen and adopted by the Signal Corps-with the
office of the department signal officer in the Auditorium building, where
a Western Union telegraph office and long distance telephone connected
with the general systems.
The above arran'gement rendered communication between tbe de~)artment commander and the troops of the two principa~ cal?lps ent1r~Jy
independent of all telegraphic and telephonic commumcat10n suppbed
by corporations, so that, even if all the wires in the city llad been cut,
orders for the movements of troops could llave been promptly communicated.
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lf. of troops ever before had such complete

facilities for trans-

t rnformation between the signal stations and the cooperating

Y tern a arranged by Capt. Allen. As an instance of the
ancl sure means of communication arranged for, a long and
nn rt, nt order to troops, at a point where there was no regular tele.T, I h 0ffic , was dictated by the adjutant-general of the ·department,
le1)hon~, to a stenographer in an emergency office, and transmitted
, er , n ?,Va1lable railroad wire to the commanding officers.
.
Th h ·tance between the extreme signal stations reached 9 mrles,
oth as outlooks ancl as means of communication this small sys,n
t m, _P rated by a dozen skilled sergeants of the Signal Corps~ satisfa t rily covered a,n area of 50 square miles.
·
.
11 told, there were 2 officers and 13 men of the Signal Corps m9hi ago, being one-fourth of the entire corps. With a yiew ?f securmg ommunication with the troops at the various railroad stat10ns and
accurate information of the movement of riotous bodies, the commandi~g general, Department of the Missouri, requested that addi~ional
Signal Corps sergeants and the military balloon be sent to Chicago.
As the improved conditions rendered further details unnecessary? no
I _ositivc orders were given. · Precautionary and prelirninary_invcs~ig:1t10n showed, however, that by stripping every post and stat10n within
thirty-six hours of Chicago the Signal Uorps could, in great emergen~y,
have sent but 12 additional men. In connection with prospective
change of station 4 additional sergeants were ordered to Chicago, and
Capt. Allen was advised by telegraph of the number and na~es of
enlisted men of the line then ju or near Chicago whose · primary
instruction in signaliI1g had commendeci-them to the Chief Signal Officer.
This information was drawn from a precautionary list, instituted by the
Chief Signal Officer, that shows the name of every officer and enllsted
man in the line of the Army whose service could be utilized by the
Signal Corps in similar emergency.
.
No details were asked for by Capt. Allen from the troops of the lme,
and all signal work was performed by men of the Signal Corps. As
Capt. Allen reports, it has been found, over and over aigain, that men
detailecl from the line are not only imperfectly instructed, but _are
reluctant to leave their commands when needed, and always detailed
under strong protest from their company commanders.
.
The efficiency and ability displayed by Capt. Allen in connec~10n
with these arrangements were such as to merit the strongest pos_si?le
commendation of the chief signal officer. The difficulty of orgaruzmg
the ~wo systems of communication, one independent, the other coope~ative, over a great and closely built city like Chicago, would at any
time b~ an intricate and trying task. On this occasion it was doubly
so, owrng to the disturbed social conditions and insufficient force and
the necessity of improvising part of the materials. That Capt. Allen
succes~fully coped with conditions akin to actual warfare thus s~d~enly imposed upon him, indicates sound judo-ment
and marked aumm0
istrative ability.
·
While the system was perfect a,n d sufficient for the emergency, more
extended troubles would have overtaxed its possibilities for lac~ of
~en. Troops were located at each railway depot, and if at any time
it had been nec~ssary to move the Signal Corps would have been calle_d
upon to transmit ~he necessary orders. With the means at hand thiS
would hav~ been impossible since Sio-nal Corps men were wanting to
~pen th0 si~ual stations w_hi~b, irom ; military standpoint, should hav_e
een e tabh hed at all prmcipal mil way depots. It is apparent that if
~m 1
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the Signal Corps is to be expected. to do similar extended work in .the
future it must have an ample number of men and adequate supply of
materials.
In the Army, as in civil life, modern developments _have produced
such conditions that no single officer· or enlisted man can learn the
entire technical duties of bis profession. It is an era of specialties, and
it is wasted energy to train men in such special duties as will not be
exacted of them in war times.
Capt. R. E. Thompson, since the close of the World's Columbian
Exposition at Chicago, has been on duty as chief signal officer, Department. of ·Texas, his duties including charge of the important military
telegraph lines in the valley of the Rio Grande. Among other practical
signal work by the line orthe Army, he reports that heliographic communication ,vas maintained regularly between Fort Sam Houston and
Camp Leon Springs, a distance of 18 miles, for three months.
. From July to November, 1893, Capt. W. A. Glassford, Signal Corps,
was engaged in supervising the construction by contract of the new .
military _telegraph line between Forts Ringgold and McIntosh, Tex.
In January, 1894, he reported to the commanding general, Department
of the Colorado, for duty as chief signal officer of that department, .
which duties he has since performed, together with the ~harge of extensive military telegraph lines in his own department-and elsewhere.
The necessity of a military telegraph line connecting Fort Logan
with department headquarters at Denver, Colo., has .been strongly
urged by Capt. Glassford, in which opinion the chief signal officer concurs, and ha-s submitted an estimate therefor.
~irst Lieut. Frank Greene, Signal Corps, lrns remained on duty as
chief signal officer, Department of California. He reports that practical use of signals has been made for vessel tracking, target practice.
etc., at t!t.e milita~·y posts at and near San Francisco. The field telegraph train has been equipped so as to be in readiness for instant useand the telegraph line from the department headquarters to Presidio
and _Fort Mason, which has been practically uninterrupted during the
year, has been rearranged in accordance with municipal regulations so
as to conform to street improvements.
Acknowledgments are due to Col. A. 0. M. Pennington, 4th Artillery, for the efficient performance of his duties as acting chief signal
officer, Department of the East.
CABLE CART.

The improved outpost cable cart purchased during the previous fiscal
year has been much used and is enthusiastically spoken of by officers
who have given it severe and practical test. Designed for use alone,
or hi connection with field train line, it very materially incre_ases the
efficiency of this corps in its telegraph department. A few mmor, and
those easily remedied, faults have developed fa actual service in ~he
Department of Texas. The question of reeling out and recovcrrng
wire and outpost cable by bicycle, with automatic devices, is under
consideration.
FIELD TRAIN.

The capacity of this method of intercommunic?ition has b~eu ru_any
times multiplied during the year by the adoption of a~ rngemous
method of duplexing whereby telephonic and telegraphic messages
may be sent simulta~ieously and without interference over the same

/
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lin · "\V~ile tbe earliest experiments in tllis direction were made abroad,
those wlnch_ resulted successfully in applying it to the flying line of
the U. S. s.1g~al Corps were conducted by Capt. James Allen, Signal
Corp .. This 1s an immense stride in advance,aud with the improYen:ients_m naked-wire telephony and telegraphy, and intercommunicatwn w1_th ballo?n, will, in any emergency, enable the Signal Corps to
prov its practical efficiency.
Th_e ~ections of field train located at Fort Grant, Fort Leavenworth,
res1d10 of San Francisco, Fort Riley, and Fort Sam Houston h~ve
been fully equipped with materials and instruments for the constructwn
?f' flying ~nes. The possible utility of these flying semipermanent l~n~s
1s so . obv10u~ that special attention has been given to them, and it_ 1s
c~rtam that m ~ny emergency they will, as heretofore, e-voke appremat10n from those m whose interests they may be operated.
The c~n~struction of the temporary telegraph line along the Hio,Gra~de
as a_ military necessity, proved the general :fitness of the flymg .hue
appliances, but the old pattern insulators developed two defects. First,
the wire often worked out of the insulator slot, which tended to break
the lances and "ground" the line. Second, the extreme heat of the
sun softened and deformed the insulator, permitting the line to s'Yay
badly and rendering it useless. These difficulties have been remedied.
The first by a simple mechanical device which absolutely prevents the
wire from leaving the insulator; the second has been obviated for the
future by rigid tests of the material of which the insulators are made.
They must stand, without deformation, a test of 2,000 pounds pressure
to the square inch at a temperature of 1500 F. Improved insulators to
the number of 5,200 have been purchased and distributed.
'.l'ELEPHONES.

The expiration of the patent on the magneto telephone ena?led this
office to purchase in open market, and so return to the Amencan Bell
Telephone Company all telephones on annual rental. There were t!uned
in 11 Eccard pattern~ 35 hand telephones, and 7 Blake tran~m1tt~rs.
Seven telephones on life rental, style No. 22, were also turned m, bemg
in very bad repair, and there were purchased, 46 hand telep_hones
(r ecei-vers), 10 combination sets of magneto telephones and transm1tte1:s,
10 Eaton magneto receivers, 2 Brown receivers, and 2 Brown ~ransm1tters. There were also procured on life rental from the Amerrnan Beµ
Telephone Company 10 head spiral telephones (receivers) for experimental use with the field telephone kit.
TELEPHONE EXCHANGE.

With a view of utilizing the most modern and highly developed syst em of speedy intercommunication, the chief signal officer has caused
t o be_e_rected at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., a telephonic exchange un~er
coud1t1_ons approximating those of actual field ser-vice. The entire
plant 1s so arranged that it can be taken up and removed from Fo!t
Leavenworth at any time, and can be put in operation in the field m
~uch manner that a division, brigade, or regimental commander can be
m c_onstant comrn~nication with the separate units of his comma?d·
While the telephonic plant used is necessarily the magneto form, o~ng
0
} ~~tents on _t~e car?on transmitters, yet the exchange will mater_i~lly
i acihtate admim 'trat10n at this large post and m addition will famiharlar,g number of tudeut officer~ there vresm1t '\\Ith modern
ze
met ods of telephomc and eleetri<·al intercommunication.

:be
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MILITARY BALLOON.

The military captive balloon fabricated under the supervision of Capt.
W. A. Glassford, Signal Corps, formed part of the Signal Corps exhibit
at the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago. The complete success attending its ma11y ascensions emphasizes the opinion heretofore
expressed that the balloon will be more fully and correctly appreciated
as a necessary military auxiliary when occasion next gives opportunity
to demo~strate that information invaluable to the general commanding
an army m the field, and in no other way attainable, may be quickly and
accurately gathered by this means.
Capt. R. E. Thompson, Sig11al Corps, who had charge of the balloon
at the Exposition, set forth in his report how perfectly worked the appliances for intercommunication between the balloon and the earth .
. This office has endeavored to keep advised as to practical advance
m the construction of dirigible balloons and aeroplanes, but nothing
has _dev~loped during the year that points to the speedy solution of air
n_av1gat10n. With the earnest study being given the subJect by scientists of great ability the near future should be productive of results
that will point the way to ultimate success.
.
,
The experiences of the past year prove that the utility of the captive
balloon is not confined to the open country, but on occasions it may be
of supreme importance in connection with operations in the great mties.
~he ~Teat modern city, with its solid blocks of compact buildings extendmg for many miles, presents unusual facilities for speedy and undis. turbed change of base on the part of bodies of lawless and riotous men
engaged in committing depredations and in destroying property. The
extreme difficulty of overcoming riotous bodies within the limits of a
large city was strikingly exemplified in Paris by the commune in~urrection, where for weeks an inferior body of iU-disciplined and poorly
equipped men successfully resisted the most determined efforts of a
superior force of regulars. Within the past year the troops of our own
Army, called upon to assist the civil authorities, found th emselves
marching miles of distance to repress riotous proceedings, while the body
of men sought for had accomplished its end and was already moving
undisturbed and unobserved to a110ther objective point. Under such
conditions the operation of a captive balloon provided with electric and
telephonic connection with the commanding general offer an unequaled
means of observing and instantly reporting the movements of the hostile rioters, who would thus be under the surveilJance of the commanding general, enabling him to act with promptness and effect.
.
During the year the balloon wagon, with automatic reel for paymg
out and recovering the cable by which the ascent and descent of the
balloon is regulated, was :finished and sent to Fort Riley7 the present
station of the balloon. However, in compliance with the wish of Gen. A.
McD. McCook, commanding the Departrn011t of t~e Uolora~lo, ~be balloon
will shortly be sent to Fort Log·an, Colo., at wlnch pos~ 1t ':ill be le~s
subjected to high wmds than at Fort Riley, and where it will be avulable for field practice with military maneuven,,_ as ?ontemplatec~ by the
commandmg general of that departmeut. Tlu will euable officer of
the line to become faID1har with the military u. e of the baJloon, a h_a
for years been the practice m foreign armies-notably o m An,,triaHuugary, France, Germany, and. Great Bntain.
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F~rst Liet~t. J. E. Maxfield, Signal Corps, has remained in charge of
the mstruct10n of enlisted men of the corps at Fort Riley, Kans. The
cour e of instruction is divided into theoretical and practical, the former occupying four months arnl the latter two months. The course
embraces electricity, telegraphy, telephony, military signaling, field
surveying, including map making and photography, and is designed to
make each man an expert signalist, a good telegraph operator, and
qualify him to make rough field sketches.
A visit was made to the school by the Chief Signal Officer in August,
1893, the first inspection for four years. The methods us_e d by ~ieut.
Maxfield in connection with bis· work of instruction fully confirmed
tbe previously expressed opinion that his varied duties in con~ection
with the work of instruction · and testing, an.d experiments bearmg on
the equipments of the Signal Corps, have been performed in a highly
meritorious manner. It was found, however, that the instruction work
of the small class was necessarily conducted in one of the large barracks which must be used for troops whenever Fort Riley is fully garrisoned. It is recommended that a small building be constructed for
use as class rooms and for experimental work.
The field-telegraph train at Fort Riley is insufficiently protected
from the weather, and a suitable shed for its protection and the storage
of reserve signal stores is needed and recommended .
.
Beneficial results have followed the intelligent and well-directed
efforts of the instructor of military signaling at the school at Fort
Leaven worth.
·
MILITARY CABLE LINES,

The usual vicissitudes of service and the natural deterioration of time
have practically destroyed the system of telegraphic lines and_ cab~es
connecting the fortifications of San Francisco Harbor. The Chief Signal Officer, in his previous annual reports, has called attention to ~he
great miliitary value of this system and the impracticability ofren_ewrn_g
it without a special appropria,tion. If the harbor of San ~rancisco 18
of sufficient importance to justify its defense being provided for by
extensive and costly fortificatio'ns, it is equally imperative that means
for electrical intercommunication should also be provided, so that, when
o?casion requires, the entire systeip. of defense c~n be _controlled and
chrected by one master hand. To this end a special estimate of $6,000
has been submitted for renewing the cable system, the minimum amount
with which any means of electrical communication can be restore~.
Similar systems of intercommunication should be established m the
harbors of New York and Bost'on, where,however, the commercial telegraph systems, certain to be interrupted in time of war, present much
greate~ convenience for present military administration.
I!3- his annual report for 1892 the Chief Signal Officer recommended th~
laymg of cables in New York Boston and San Francisco harbors. Esti~a~es were forwarded, but did not r~ceivc favorable action. It is now
mcidentally learned that a cable has been laid between Fort Wadsworth
~nd Fort Hamilton inNew York Harbor, but the Chief SigualOfficeris
~gnorant as to the appropriation used for this work or by whose authority such cable was laid. While the Chief Signal bfljcer is specifical_ly
charged by the act of October 1 1890 with "the construction, repair,
a~d operation of military telegr~ph li~es" he lias no wish to intertere
witli any plan that would give protection tb the metropolis of the Umted
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States by bringing closer together two of its military defenses. It is
none the less ohvious that the extension of such powers-to other bureaus
of the ,var Department, in contravention to the above law defining the
duties of the Chief Signal Officer, can not but be considered an unfortunate policy, which, unnoticed, might be construed as a precedent.
The cable once established, this office has been called -on for instru- ments and supplies for its operation, by which requisition was first disclosed to the Chief Signal Officer the remarkable fact that such a military telegrapn cable had been laid.
'
WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

The. Signal Corps exhibit at the -world's Columbian Exposition at the
end of the last fiscal year, which was on exhibition under charge of Capt.
R.-E. Tho}Ilpson, Signal Corps, has been packed and removed.
A tabulated list of the most important exhibits is attached hereto
(D).
The installment, management, and maintenance of the exhibit were
such as to reflect credit on the Army in general, and upon the officers
and men charged therewith.
·
While Capt. Thompson displayed the zeal and interest which is natur·ally expected from a selected officer of a corps, he also brought to his
work _such tact, discrimination, and judgment as made the exhibit t~e
magmficent success evinced by the enormous crowds that thronged 1t,
especially during the latter months of the Exposition. The five signal
sergeants in addition to their usual duties connected with the Exposition gave practical exhibitions in signaling, balloon and field telephony.
During October practical instruction was given to officers and men of
the Signal Corps by several hundred ascents of tne military captive
balloon, which was inflated by hydrogen gas compressed into stee! tubes
at 120 atmospheres. During these ascents satisfactory telephomc communication was maintained between the earth and the balloon observer.
In connection with the :flights of homing pigeons, the Signal Corps
cooperated with the other departments having it in charge:
The extreme interest shown in the live exhibits of the Signal Corps,
as. compared with dead exhibits (that is, exhibits in cases, etc.), ?eems
to mdicate, as suggested by Capt. Thompson, the most favorable Im~ of
operations for future military expositions. Undoubtedly the practical
side of an exhibit should be kept constantly in view, but the more
active the line of its operations the greater the satisfaction it affords.
The .Arctic exhibit illustrating tho return from the" Farthest Nort~"
excited such general interest that the board of ma~age;rs of t~e Midwinter Exposition in San Francisco, Cal., made apphcat10n for its loan,
which was grantJd by the Secretary of War. The exhibit was taken
and returned without expense to the United States, and the greater
part of it has been deposited in the National Museu~:n. .
.
The mar keel artistic success of the exhibit, especially m connec~10n
with the Arctic work of the Signal Corps, is largely due to the exertions
and ability of Mr . .Albert Operti.
SIGNAL EQUIPl\fENTS.

The equipment of field glasses, for years sadly deficient, ha ~~en
gradually increased, so that there is now 1 field glass for every 4 rne
officers, instead of 1 to every 15, as in 1887 ·
t d
. The field ·g·Jass for ordinary issue, a 6-lens, low-pow<? gla , e1 1
by_~t board Of experts from about 150 different patterns, 1S as g'OOC1a, g a
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. an be obtained for general use, but it .is necessarily a compromise.
1' m1practic..:able to obtain sharp definition, high power, good light,
a d ·t ml_ d fiel~l in any si11gle glass; consequently ~hese qualities ~ave
n cornbm cl with a regard to their importance m the order g1ve!1
c. o
. Tl~ere are on hand for special use some glasses of sharp d~:fimt10 and lngh power (i. e., seven times the capacity of the un~ss~sted
' ). l\lo t of the field glasses are in aluminum frames, as their llght11
11ables the observer to better use the gla.ss free hand. If these
fram prove durable tlley will ultimately replace the brass.
pou the recommendation of a board of officers of this corps, a
sh nld r belt for carrying the field glass of the Signal Corps has been
ad ptecl. The model has been approved by the Secretary of War and
rna le part of the .Army Regulations, so that the field-glass case can
now be worn without its detracting from the military appearance of
oflicer or enlisted man, while the comfort of the individual and the
safi ty of the glass are assured.
.
.
. Binoculars, including opera glasses, field glasses, etc., are hable
either from fall or other cause to become slightly twisted and sh~w two
objects instead of one. The confusion to the vision thus caused 1s very
annoying and renders the instrument almost useless. The dou~le
image is caused by a twist in the barrels at their junction with the middle branch, these two parts being spun into each other and not br_azed
in any way. The following instructions for adjusting de?entered_ bmoc-ulars were supplied to this office by Queen & Co., of Ph1ladelphrn:
'' To produce a single image with a t~isted field glass, grasp each
bar-rel firmly with the hands in t.be usual way, excepting that ~he
thumbs should not be used. Look through the instrument and br_rng
into focus any well-defined object which bas some horizontal lme.
Without moving the instrument look at an object some distance farther
off; the eye will then see in duplicate the object first observed, ona
higher than the other. If the right-hand object be the higher, slowly
twist the right-hand barrei in the direction of the motion of the bands
of a clock until the two objects unite and form one clear and welldefined object. If the left-hand object, as above described, should be the
higher, the process of adjusting is exactly the same, except tha~ the
left-hand barrel should be twisted in the direction of motion opposite to
that of the hands of a clock."
The corps has now 300 serviceable field and station heliographs, the
former carrying a mirror 4~ inches square and the station a mirror 8 inches
square. There were called in from the military posts 44 hehographs of
an obsolete pattern, which, upon recommendation of the InspectorGeneral of the Army, have been issued to officers detailed as professorH
of military science and t actics. Great interest has been taken at r-uch
colleges and the demands for instruments far exceed the limited supply.
SIGNAL L.A.N'.I.'E R N.

The procuring of a lantern for night signaling to replace the cum~erso~e a:nd undesirable torch, while apparently a simple problem, yet
m reality is a most difficult one. The complicated heliograph and telephone-telegraph instruments have been thouo-ht out improved, and
perf~cted, 'Ybile the lantern is still in an experimental' stage.
With a view of utilizing the experience of lamp manufar.turers, proposa~s were asked for the con tructiou of a suitable lautern. The
reqmrements were not considered particularly difficult to accomplish
and a bonu of $250 was offered for au acceptable sample lantern.
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Although these imritations were extensively distributed, not a bid was
submitted.
One of the largest manufactories of lantern8 generously made several
models at its own expense, but frankly admitted its inability to construct one meeting the requirements. In this contingency the Signal
C?rps has had recourse to its own officers. The promotion of Capt.
Kilbourne ended his investigations in this direction, and First Lieut.
~amuel Reber, Signal Corps, has been assigned the problem, with directions to push the work. He has already studied and determined the
scien~ifi.c elements of the problem, conducted laboratory experiments,
and made practical tests, so that his preliminary report gives ground
fo! the hope that the close of 1895 will find the Signal Corps equipped
with a lantern as efficient in its sphere as are the other appliances of
the corps for visual and acoustic signaling.
PERSONNEL OF THE CORPS.

The personnel of the officers of the Signal Corps has remained the
same during the year, with the exception of the promotion of Capt.
Charles E. Kilbourne, one of the most valued officers, to be major in the
Pay Department of the Army. The vacancy thus created was filled
from the line of the Army after a competitive examination, the successful candidate being :First Lieut. Samuel Reber, Ninth U.S. Cavalry.
. Maj. H. H. C. Dunwoody, who has performed no military duty with
~1s ~orps since his promotion thereto, has remained on detached servICe m charge of the forecast work of the Weather Bureau, the honorable
S~cretary of Agriculture stating that his services could not be spared
without detriment to the public service.
At the end of the year other officers were serving as follows:
Capt. Robert Craig, disbursing officer and assistant; Capts. James
Allen, R. E. Th6mpson, W. A. Glassford, and First Lieut. Frank ~reene,
chief signal officers of departments; Capt. George P. Scriven,. w1tll the
Bureau of Military Information; First Lieut. J. E. M~xfiel_d, m charge
of the school of instruction at Fort Riley, Kans., and First Lieut. Samuel
Reber, conducting important experimental work preparatory to as urning charge of the school of instruction at Fort Riley.
.
.
Ten sergeants reenlisted during the year, 1 sergeant retired, 1 d1ed,
and 1 was discharged. Two vacancies were fi]~ed by the trausfer of
meritorious noncommissioned officers from the lme of the Army, carefully selected from a large list of applicants, and the third vacaucy by
the enlistment of a former sergeant of the corps.
THE NATIONAL MILITIA.

Every opportunity has been improved to ?ultivate cordial r~lati ns
with the militia and national guard of the various State .. The rnt .r t
in signaling which developed several years ago in the national ~uard 0
the several States has proved to be permanent. Regue ts for mpm nt
are frequent., despite the negative answers neces an·1y. made· Iu~1. rma, t
tion is always gladly given, but unfortum_tte1y the Signal . ~~p
r
authorized under existing law to issue eqmpment t the imhtia..1tl 1 ti 1
half the States have asked for signal equipment
and
' ~1'ot nwn t
d
· t tltor1·r · 1
desire that the cost thereof ~h<?uld be charge ag.ai~ fi · ~ th' mili ti, .
of the permanent appropriation made by C~ngre, · ~r
111 nndf'r
Despite the inability of the i:nilitia ~o procure 1: 11 a\.tq~~ 11 ~nOJ'(~: .-irrnnl
the Rame regulations governrng the 1 ue 0 f 0th 1 ~~~ ' gyh n ·c -. nril
corps have been organized in several 8 tate , a ou
equipped at private expense.

!
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MILITARY COLLEGES.

Great interest in military signaling is taken by the students at many
colleges throughout the country. Thirty-six of these colleges, at which
o~cers of the regular Army have been detailed as professors of military
~crnnce _and tactics, have been supplied with small flags, codes, and
mstruct10ns relative to signaling. Twenty-two of these colleges have
been furnished a set of beliographs of a style now inadequate to cover
the ranges over which the Signal Corps can work with the modern
heliograph.
EX.Al\HNING DIVISION.

The work of the examining division is in a most satisfactory condition,
being entirely up to date. The recent legislation regarding property
acco,untability and money accounts has not materially affected the
methods of this office, which, by previous law, were similar to those now
ena_cted for the Army at large. The officers of the Army have rende~ed
th~ir returns of property and money accounts with unusual regularity
and commendable accuracy.
DISBURSING DIVISION.

The report of Uapt. Robert Craig, Signal Corps, as disbursing officer,
forms Table C, and contains such information regarding contra?t.s and
disbursements as is required by law and regulations. In addition to
his duties as assistant, and as disbursing officer, Capt. Craig has.had
charge of the general supply depot of the Signal Corps. Necessa.ri~y a
large amount of clerical work has devolved upon him. His own cleri_cal
labors have been supplemented by those of his storekeeper and assistants, who have been diverted from their special duties to an exte?-t
prejudicial to the interests of the public service. A clerk for the dis- bursing officer is greatly needed, and an ·e stimate for a cler~ o~ class 2
fo:r duty _with the disbursing officer has been submitted, and it is hoped
that Congress will give the much-needed relief.
.
111. this office fidelity, zeal, and application have characterized the
clerical force, who are inadequate in numbers only. The two clerks of
clas~ 1 do work of a character that should insure increased pay, especiallr as promotion is practically impossible.
WAR DEPARTMENT LIBRARY.

In obedience to the instructions of the Secretary of War, the Chief
S~gnal Officer assumed supervisory charge of the War Department
Library, March 31, 1894:.
.
T~e library is now being developed along professional lines and m
t~e mtere~t of the Army at large, the only just and proper vro_cedure,
smce the library has always been maintained from appropriations for
the support of the Army.
System3:tic and successful attempts are in progress looking. to t~e
accumu~ation 1 by exchange or gift, of military literature, especially m
conne.~t10n with American wars. Exclusive of the public documents
and <:3-overnment publications in general, there have been added to
t~ie library 1,728 books and pamphlets of which 1,528 were added
smce Mar~h 31. qr this number, 476 were acquired by purchase ~nd
1, 502 ~ece!ved as gifts, principally from various military and historical
orgamzations of the country. Au average of 55 volumes have been
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loaned daily for reading or consultation. In addition, there have beenextensive personal researches on the part of the library rorce for
official purposes. About 30,000 books, pamphlets, etc., consisting very
largely of Government publications and a large number of photographs, have been turned over to the library by the several burea-qs of
~he War Department. While far the greater portion of this material
1s worthless, its assortment, arrangement, and distribution have progressed extremely slow with the present limited force, especially as
the greater part of the works have to be scrutinized by the librarian or
myself to pass o~ their value or utility.
_- ·
The library was originally catalogued under the author system; but
re.cent additions have been rearranged under subjects. This method
WII! be extended to all the pr9fessional literature of the library; a
ted10us,vork, but one that in the end will be the most economical and
efficient.
The library force has been reduced 40 per cent, from five to three,
and can not be further reduced without detriment to the public service.
~ne clerk now serving by temporary detail should be permanently proVIded for in the coming estimates, as special aptitude, supplemented
by considerable length of service, is essential to efficient work in a
large library.
.
As authorized by the Secretary of War, arrangements have been
~ade for ~he extension of the benefits of the library to the officers servmg at posts, and while the plan has b~en in operation only since .the
close of the fiscal year, it is well to say that many officers servin_g at
remote posts have already availed themselves of this opportunity of
extending and supplementing their professional studies.
APPROPRIATIONS.

The cost of instruments and supplies sent in response_ t~ requi~itions
from the Army for signal stores was $16,914.18. Whe~ 1t 1s conSI_dered
that in the above is not included the cost of operation, material, or
instruments for .the operation of the permanent te_legr~ph lines under
the control of the Signal Corps, the economy exerc~se~ m the purchase
and issue of signal stores from the small approprrnt1011 for the corps
may be understood.
.
The reduction of current appropriations about 20 per ce?t makes it
evident that only by the utmost economy and care can the S1g:nal Corps
work of the Army be carried out. It is unfortunat~, at~ time when
not only the absolute necessity of a skilled body of s1gnahsts has been
demonstrated by the demands upon the corps at_Chicago, b_ut also the
insufficiency of the number of men aud amoun_t of materrnl f?r _any
extended operations, that Congress should reduce the approI?nations
ancl thus further restrict the operations of an absolutely es ential corps
jn future field service.
A. W. GREELY,

Brigadier-General and Chief S-igncil Officer, U.

. Army.
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SACTIONS OF THE U. S. MILITARY TELEGRAPH LINES FOR YEAR
ENDING JUNE 30, 1894.

Ca h 1·eceipts at each stat-ion on the U. S. 1nilita1·y telegmph Une8 d1wing the year ended
,Tune 30, 1894, on account of Government tolls.

Department of the Colorado:

$50.43
57.06
9.G6
91. 41
48.17
50.22
44.43
56.01
79.60
5.32
141. 89

Department of Texas:
Fort Bro,Yn, Tex .. _... __ . _.. ____ . _____ ..... _. __ . ____ . ___ .. - -- ---- ---Carrizo, Tex* .... ____ ............ ____________ ............ ------······

f~F:1!!£~!:}: ~::::::: ::\ :::::: :::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::: ::::

Department of Dakota:

276.31
28.23
78.68
339.21
8.45
71. 67
49.95
48.44

i~~~f~:YhPi~f:::::::: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::- - - Total _........... _... __ . _ .... _. ____ . ____ . ___ .. _.. _.. _.. _. __________ 1, 534. 54
* Operation six months.

Money value of free niessa,ges sent; also, the aggregate of business transacted on the 1nilitary telegraph lines at each station during the year.

Stations.

Total
Money
Number of Numberof Number of Number of number
free,
free
value of
commer- commercial
of
messages messages messages messages
free mescial mesreceived. handled.
sent.
sages sent. sages sent. received.

Department of the Uolorado:
Cart,hage, N. Mex .......
$27. 03
Fort Apache, Ariz . ......
641. 54
Fort Bowie, Ariz ........
77. 78
Fort Dncl1esne, Utah, ...
33. 4!)
Fort Grant, Ariz .. _.....
600. 78
Fort Stanton, N. Mex._.
78. 04
Holbrook, Ariz. ___ ......
108. 75
Price, Utah. _____ ._ ......
60. 31
San CarloR, Ariz .........
421. 73
. 50
~tors Ra1;1ch, Utah ... _
590. 45
Deparl~~!t
e:;.~;; · · · · · - Fort Brown, Tex ........
232. 25
Carrizo, Tex . ... _._ ......
29.14
~ort McIntosh, Tex .. _..
56. 31
403. 46
~i~\?Ungg_old; Tex .. ___ .
1
15. 20
Depai:tmeift1~i jja~~ta-: · · · · · ·
Bismarck, N. Dak. __ . ___ .
106.14
Fort Custer, Mont ...... _
104. 77
Fort Yates, N. Dak
122. 23
Department of the Platt~-- .. ·
!fort McKinney, Wyo.· ...
49. 06
Fort Washakie, W,ro ....
(*)
Departmeut of the Missouri:
Fort Reno, Okla ... __....
32. 53
Fort Sill, Okla ....... _... ...........
---Fort Supply, Okla .. _._ ...
(*)

489
527
110
850
404
475
245
647
540
50
828

469
386
117
512
451
497
331
990
472
20
788

]41
1,444
222
197
1,632
225
392
161
1,123
5
2,058

199
1,285
225
175
1,913
154
655
148
1,068
7
1,786

1,298
3, 642
674
1, 734
4,400
1,351
1,623
1,946
3, 203
82
5,460

1,605
170
418
1,648
53

1,764
125
521
1,588
55

937
72
273
1,381
76

1,118
66
459
1,280
62

5,424
433
1,671
5,879
246

752
640
918

918
483
752

484
65G
575

575
], 972
48i

2,729
2,360
2,729

!t1f

Total ........................

3,791.49

446
543
(*)

(*)

12,805

---

197
471

211
514

424
491

13,238

• No record.

(*)

(*)

(*)

130

141

651

880
(*)

(*)

- -12,920

1,802
(*)

1,271
2,019

(*)

(*)

14,429

51,966
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T!:ie following tabulation shows the number of officers and enlisted men in each
regiment who are proficient in signaling as defined by Army Regulation 1761:
Regiment.
Cavalry:
First ..••........
Second ..........
Third ............
Fourth ..........
Fifth ............
Sixth ............
Seventh .........
Eighth ......... .
Ninth ...........
Tenth ...........
Artillery:
First ....... ... ..
Second ..........
Third . ....... ....
Fourth ..........
Fifth ............
Infantry:
First ............
Second
Third .. ::::::::::
Fourth ..........

Officers. Enlisted
men.

7
9
3

I Total.

-,.I .,
67
............
22
51
33
25

76

--···---

41
61

25
61
44
31
86
52
67

11
13
11
8
18

55
30
58
42
99

66
43
69
50
117

16

33
30
19
20

49
38
27
24

10

11
6
12
11
6

8
8
4

74

Regiment.

Officers . Enlisted
men.

Total.

39
3,!
8
26
41
2-.l
22
32
20
24
23
33
31
8
51
43
28
.3
46
30
26

49
43
15
32
49
31
33
38
27
29
2-4
41
39
13
61
48
39
11
59
35
36

Infantry-Cont'd.
Fifth ...........
Sixth . ..........
Seventh ........
Eighth .........
Ninth ..........
Tenth ..........
Eleventh .......
Twelfth ........
Thirteenth ... ..
Fourteenth
Fifteenth .......
Sixteenth .......
Seventeenth ....
Eighteenth .. . . .
Nineteenth .....
Twentieth ......
Twenty.first . ...
Twenty.second.
Twen ty-thi rcl ..
Twentv-fourth .
Twenty.fifth ....

10

9
7
6
8
7
11
6
7
5
1
8
8
5
10

5
11
8

rn

5
10

Recapitulation.
Reported pro- 1
ficient.
/ Total.
Officers. E~!!:ed

Arm of service.

- - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - -/ - - - - - - - - -

Total. ..................... . ........................................ .

400
284

75
61
196

(il)4

332

1 378 1

475
345
890
1, 710

The number of hours given to instruction and practice in the different military
departments is as follows:

Dny.

Night.

Total.

Average
number of
hours
per man.*

- - - - - - c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Texas ....................... . ...................... . ..... . . .

2,111
2,257
5,443
13,415
18,396
8,335
5,804
3,168

3l
145
48
567
25-i
173
577
107

2,142
2,402
5,491
13,982
18,650
8,508
6,381
3,205

Tot.al ................................................. .

58,929

1,902

60, 831

g~iK~i~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Tiakota ................... . ... ...... ........................ .

~1::~~~i: :: ::::::::::: :: ::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::: :: :::::::::
Platte .......... . ........ . ... ...... ... . ..................... .

2
2.1
2.1
5
3. 6
3.1
3.4
2.1

I·.... _....

* A ssuming that 75 per cent of the aggregate of each regiment was available for instruction.
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ESTL\IATES .

As required by law, estimates for appropriations for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1?94, wore submitted to the Secretary of War on August 18, 1893. The estimates
f r s10-nal service of the Army, including the military telegraph lines, were reduced
froID: $22,090 to $21,500. Estimates for deficiencies have not beeJ,1 nc~essary. A
P cial st1mate of $960 for the construction of a military telegraph lme from El
Pa , T x., to new Fort Bliss, Tex., was submitted April 30, 1894.
In the estimates for cle1·ks there was submitted an item for one clerk of class 2,
with a iew to having the services of a clerk in the preparation of the money and
prop rty papers of the clisbursinO' officer but it was omitted by the Secretary of
War in the estimates submitted to Con()':ess. As a clerk is very much needed ~o
relieve me from clerical labor, and one 3'fficer has been relieved from duty at this
offico, and that I may devote some time to more important matters, I urgently
rocommend that an effort be made to secure an appropriation for such clerk.
*
*
;,.
*
*
.:,.
Thero have been filled requisitions for J!l'Operty from 21 telegraph stations an~ 93
Army posts to the number of 286. At the close of the year 4 requisitions remamed
unfilled, owing to time required in ren10ving office.
CONTRACTS AND LEASES.

No leases were made <luring the year. As required by act of Congress approved
April 21, 1808 (Stat. L., vol. 2, p. 435), I submit herewith a list of contracts made
during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1894:
Contracts.
With whom made.

Pl.nee.

/
For what purpose.

The E. S. Greeley& Co .................... New York City ...... . Iron telegraph poles.
Thompson C. Gill & Co................... Philadelphia, Pa ..... . Telegraph wire.
Western Electric Company ............... New York City ...... . Insulator plJ]gs.
Steel gas tubes.
Glass insulators.
The ED~-.~~·~~~~:.~~~:::::::::::::::::::: ::::
Royce &:. Marean .......................... Washington, D. C .... . Bluestone and zincs.
The E. S. Greeley & Co.................... New York City ...... . Field train supplies.
J. H. Bunnell & Co .............................. do .............. . Telegraph i~struments.
Royce & Marean ......................... . Washington, D. C ..••. Teleiraph wire.
F.P.Nash ...................................... do .............. . Insruator plugs.
Gethins Electrical Manufacturing Co... Boston, Mass ........ . Gethins batteries.
D. Ball.au±'. ... . ............................ Washington, D. C .... . Repairing heliographs.
Levy, Dre;yfus & Co ...................... New York City ...... '. Field glasses.
Homer P. Beach ............... . ................ do .............. . Stationery.
_Manhattan Supply Company ................... do ..... ... ...... . Clocks, etc.
The Frieclenwald Company............... Baltimore, Mel ....... . Stationery.
Chas. A. Muddiman ....................... \Vashington, D. C .... . Lamp chimneys, etc.
The E. S. Greeley & Co .................... New York City ...... . Stationery.
Do.
Dust brushes, etc.
Stationery.
Do.
Detre & Blackburn....................... Philadelphia, Pa ..... .
Do.
E. J. Brooks & Co ......................... Nflw York City ...... .
John Schultzbach ................ . ....... Washington, D. C .... . Repairing instrumen-ts.
Thompson C. Gill & Co ................... Philadelphia, Pa ..... . Practice kits.
G. B. Carpenter & Co ..................... Chicago, Ill .......... . Signal flags.
The E. S. Greeley & Co.-· ................. New York City ...... . Hard rubber insulators.
Do.
Man~attan Supply Company ................... do .............. .
H ornson, Plummer & Co................. Chicago, Ill. ......... . Sulphuric acid.
E umm~ston, Keeling & Co ... . .................. do ... . ... _.. _... . Wood cask.
; xlflsior Manufacturing Company....... St. Louis, Mo ........ . Iron :filings, etc.
Q~eiieteb: s:f:co~· ......d..... - .......... Ne~ York _City ...... . Anemometer register.
Do.
,
dcorate . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . Philadelphia, Pa ..... .
M ii
Fran ,:ftanSCpply ompany .............. NewYorkCity ...... . Wicking.
1
Fielcl
.
:r:r::h~~ra!
i \' ·00;~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Washington_,. D. C .... . Siliconglasses.
bronze mre.
The Ralston
Workpany .............. New :s:ork_ City ...... .
8
"',Vire
bobbins.
· • • ·• • • • • • • ••••••• San F!ancisco, Cal. .. .
John Schultzbach . .
:R c M B t
· · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · ...... Washrngton, D. C .... . Repairing instruments.
cst ·
=·
do .......... .. - ..
J.P. :#~fez'.~~.~~~ .. ~i_npany · · · · · · · · · · ..... Now: York City ...... . 6~~i~~iir:~r ·
The E. s. Greelc & c~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Baltimore, M_d ....... . Anemometer re~ister.
F.P.Nash .....
Ncw~orkCity .. .... . Telegraph switcn board.
W. B. Moses & s
· · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · -· -- . "',Vashmgton, D. C .. .. . Wire re0ls.
Sam P. Wreford ~~~: :· ····· ·· · · · · · ·- ·· · .. · ...... do;····· ...... .. · Linoleum.
- · · - - - - - - - - .. - . - - . . . . Laredo, Tex .......... . Constructing telegraph !Jne.

::i~:: ::: :::: ::::::

;ti~~;:5:~i:~~~:s::::::::::::::::::: :~~~l?~tt: :~: : :

sirFJ?n
·.

w

:Rf ''f

a· .. ·········-···-- ····-···...

!..... ····················
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SHIPMENTS AND RECEIPTS
There have been made to stations and militn.ry posts 3,635 shipments by mail and
70 (260 boxes) through the Quartermaster's Department. There have been received
from contractors 23!:I consignments, and from sfotions and military posts 103.
SALES OF CONDEMNED PROPERTY.

" 5, 1894, at Washington, telegraph and other instruments, tool::i and oth er
qn March·

.
articles, $39.

ACCOUNTS SETTLED.
The number of accounts settled during the year is:
Month.

Nuiu.
ber.
43
34
42
56
42

41

Month.

Num·
ber.

April. ................... ··---- - -- --- -- -MaY --·--- - -- · ---- -- · - - · ·-· · ·· · - · · · ··--- June·--·-----··-···-··-·-···········-····

34
49
34
69
40

Total ........................... -·.

530

rr:~11a? ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

46

ACCOUNTS UNSETTLED.
On Juno 30, 1894, there w ere in the office 34 unsettled accounts-6 for want of completion, 28 on account of time being taken up in moving office.
I:XSPECTION OF MONEY ACCOUNTS.
My money accounts were inspected and the balance .verified by Lieut. C~l. G. H.
Burton on October 17, 1893, and February 2, 1894, and by Maj. J.P. Sanger, inspectorgeneral, on June 23, 1894.
·

*

*

D.
LIST OF PRINCIPAL ARTICLES IN ARCTIC EXHIBIT OF SIGNAL CORPS AT ,von.LD'S
COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION AT CHICAGO, 1893.
Greely relics.

Admiralty Manual of Scientific Inquiry, fouml at Cape Sabino in Proteus wreck
cache .
. Ax, used by the Greely party for three years in a~~tic region. This was the
1mple~ent used ror digging the graves at Camp Clay. It was also indispensable in
preparmg material for the walls of winter quarters of 1883.
B?dy belt, worn by Lynn on the hazardous mission to Capo Isabella in 1883; _a lso
during the retreat, and at Camp Clay until his death.
Can opener, left at Cape Sabine by Sir George Nares in 1875.
.
Coat lined with skin of eider duck used by Lieut. Greely at Fort Conger, on the
retreat to. Cape Sabine, and at Camp Clay when rescued.
·· ..
Dog.skm gloves, used by Private Henry on the retreat from Fort Conger. Ong1nally owned by Dr. Pavy.
.
Flag, the Greely arctic. This flag was made by Mrs. A. W. Greely, and was mtrust~d
to Octave Pavy, M. D., and was carried by him to Greenland in a priva;te arctic
expedition in 1880. Dr. Pavy delivered it to Lieut. A. W. Greely at R1tenbenk,
Greenland, in July, 1881. The flao· was carried in May, 1882, by Lieut. Lockwood,
Twenty-third . Infantry, to latitutl"'e 830 24' N., longitude 40° 46' V'!·, and was there
unfurled by him at the nearest point to the North Pole ever attame?- by ma~. In
the summer of 1882 the flag was carried by Lieut. Greely int~ th~ int~nor _of Gnn~~ll
Land, and was unfurled by him, July 4, from the highest pornt m Grmi:iell La1:d, .
summit of Mount Chester A. Arthur, 4,500 feet above the sea. In 1883 it ,,as carrit
to tho shores of the })Olar ocean north of Grecnlancl by Lieut. Lockwood, thence sou ·

J
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' st across Grinnell Land to the western polar ocean where it was unfurled on the
sh re of Gree_ly Fiord, May 16. The flag was also displayed on the launch Lady
r ely on a tnp_ made during the summer of 1882 into Weyprecht Fiord to the h?ad
of Lady Franklm Sound, and down Kennedy Channel to Cape Craigcroft, and durmg
h r treat from Fort Conger to Cape Sabine in the autumn of 1883. The flag has
be n four years within the arctic circle.
Relics of_ the .,frctic expedition of Sir John Franklin, recovered by pai·ty under . Lieut.
Fredenck Schwatka, U. S. Army, and loaned by the National Museum, Washington,
D. 0.

Three spoons and. 1 fork, 3 scissors, 2 watch cases, 1 gimlet, needl~ and button,
~ottle, human hair and pieces of cloth pieces of "!:,rass tubing, copper sheathmg, fur suit, surgical instruments and photograph, writing case, barometer case,
s_word and scabbard, flint lock and shotgun, piece of mast, fragments of flagstaff,
file, part of boat, sledge runner.
Relics of Hall's first expedUion.

Bundle of auows, tape measure, opera-glass case, 2 tablets, iron chisel, pair of
gloves, writing tablet, 1 mahogany box, with pipe, paint brushes, paper-cutter,
and miscellaneous collection, autograph papers, canvas bag, lead line and reel,
dou?le-barrel gun, copper writing tablets, boat log, single-barrel gun, let~er from
Eskimo Joe, empty bottle, photograph Eskimo Hannah, photograph Eskimo Joe,
canvas drinking cup.

The above-enumerated relics of Hall were also loaned by the National
Museum, as were relics of the Jeanette, Grinnell, Perry, and Ross
expeditions. The .American Geographical Society, of New York, also
loaned reJics of the Hayes, Ross, and Grinnell expeditions, and the figurehead ·of the brig Advance, of Dr. Kane's expedition, was loaned by :1{ane
Lodge, of New York. Dr. T. H. Bailey, of New York, also loaned mteresting relics of the Franklin expedition.
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RECORD .AND PENSION OFFICE,
WAR DEPARTlVIENT,

October 1, 1894.

Sm: T~e history of this office for the past year is in the main a
repetition of its history of former years. As formerly, the current work
has been kept up to date and the clerical force not required for thls
purpose_ has been constantly employed upon the work of reproducing,
by the mdex-record card system, the military records relating to the
personnel of the volunteer armies.
As pre.dieted in the last annual report of the office, the current work
has considerably increased during the past year, especially in the number of pension cases received and disposed of, the number of these
cases received during the year ended June 30, 1894, being nearlythirtythree thousand in excess of those of the sar:ne class received during
the preceding year.
The total number of cases of all classes received an<l disposed of
during the fiscal year was as follows:
From the Pension Office ..... _........... ___ . .. ___ ........ _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 170, 30 l
From the Second Auditor's Office .. _..... _........ ___ . . .. __ ... ..... .. .. _... 20,327

~::~:;;~ ~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~: ~ ::~ ~:: :~ ~: t ~~i
All other cases, miscellaneous ... _........... . .......... ___ . .. _... _... _... .

22, 251

Total._ .. _.... _... _.. _....... __ ..... __ .... _..... _.......... _. _...... 219, 941
On lrnndJune 30, 1894 ............. ···--· ···-·· ···-·· .... ___ _______ ........ None.

_It is evident from these figures that the volume of work connected
with the service of tlie volunteer forces is not likely to be materially
diminished for some years to come, especially when it is considered
that an appreciable part of the present current business relates to
service rendered during the various Indian and other wars precedhlg
the war of the rebellion.
As remarked in the last annual report, the labor of the office has been considerably augmented by the act of July 27, 1892, giving a pensionable status to the survivors of the Indian wars and their--a.ependents,
and the work especially belonging to this Bureau has been still further
increased by the recent transfer to it from other bureaus of the Department, under the orders of the Secretary of War of May 15 last, of the
Confederate archives, the general returns of the Army relating wh?lIY
or in part to the volunteer forces, the rwords relating to the appomtment, commission, and personnel of the general and staff o~cers of the
volunteer forces, and of "all records, tiles, books, manuscr1pts, orders,
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r ~ur!ls, or correspondence in any Bureau that perfain exclusively or
pnnc1pally to the volunteer forces of any war or the officers and enlisted
me thereof." These records, it may be here remarked, have been
I>laced on file, and are being put in the best possible order for easy and
r ady reference, with a view to embracing them in the general indexr cord card system adopted for the records of the volunteer forces.
REMOVAL OF CHARGES OF DESERTION .

.A already stated in this report 3,731 desertion. cases have been
r ceived and adjudicated during the past year. These figures represent
the actual number of applications received for removal of the charge
of desertion under the provisions of the act of Congress approved
March 2, 1889, as modified and extended by the acts of March 2, ~891,
:1nd July 27, 1892, including renewals of applications previously filed.
But they do not embrace the large number of cases encountered in th~
preparation of military histories for the Commissioner of Pensions and
the accounting officers of the Treasury, in which the charge of desertion has been incidentally discovered. These cases have been considered under the law, and where clearly embraced by its provisions
the charge of desertion has been removed. Including this clas~ of
cases, the- whole number of cases adjudicated under the acts cited
during the last fiscal year reaches a total of more than nine thousand.
On the 1st of July last the act under which these cases have been
considered expired py statutory limitation. It had been thou~ht that
on the expiration of the time limit for filing applications for relief most
of the meritorious cases would have been adjudicated, but _m3:uy cases
are still being presented, both by direct application and mmd_enta11y
through calls from bureau officers of other Departments, which are
equally as meritorious as those in which the relief provided by the
statute has been extended. It is to be noted also that the cases now
arising involve, in numerous instances, the interests of wido_ws and
orphans who are ignorant of the existence of the charge of desertion, and
who, therefore, have not availed themselves of the benefits of the law.
Bills were introduced in both Houses of Congress during the last session, extending for two years the time for filing applications under the
act of March 2, 1889, and upon one of these a favorable report 'Yas
made by the Secretary of War to the Congressional committee hav1_ng
the bill in charge, but the object in view did not receive the sanction
of legislative enactment.
REMUS1'ER.

The time for filing claims under the act of 0ongress approve.d June
. 3, 1884, as amended by the act of February 3, 1887, and extended by
the acts of August 13, 1888, and February 9, 1893, will expire on the 3d
of Ju_ne next, unless further extended by legislative action. These acts
provide payment for services rendered as commissioned officers by persons who wer_e not recognized by their muster into service, as of the
~rades to w h1ch commissioned at and for the time the service was perforrn~d_. This legislation is ba~ed upon principles of equity and just~ce,
providmg ~ompensatfon only for service actually rendered in good fai~h,
and for whrnh the United States has received the benefit in a majority
0 t cases by active service in the field· and as the number of a,pplica~,ons for the focognition by this Dep~rtment requisite to secure pay-~nt under the la~ numbel'ed during the last fiscal year eleven hundreu more than durmg the pr~ceding year, iudicating that there are
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many deserving cases yet unadjudicated, it would seem that the time
for filing claims should, as a necessary act of justice, be still further
extended.
INDEX-RECORD CARD WORK.

The work of reproducing the individual military records of officers
and enlisted men by the index-record· card system has been somewhat
retarded by a reduction of the clerical force and the difficult character
of the records upon which this reduced force has been engaged, but
notw1thstanding- these drawbacks very satisfactory progress has been
m.ade. At the date of the last annual report there remained t0 be carded,
of the organization rolls of the military forces of the late war, a portion
of thos~ of the State of Illinois, and those of the Veteran Reserve Corps
and Umted States Volunteers, besides the post, detachment, and miscellaneous rolIH. At the close' of the fiscal yea.r ended June 30, 1894,
all of the volunteer organization rolls of the war of the rebellion had .
been carded, besides the hospital muster rolls, rolls of deserters arrested,
and numerous miscellaneous rolls, and work had been begun on the
c9mpany and regimental descriptive books. The carding of the latter
c1ass of records has now been completed, and work on the regimental
returns is in progress.
During the fiscal year 6,024,667 military cards and 2,727 medical
cards- were added to the former total of cards made and filed, increasing
the aggregate to 41,127,149 cards now on file and available for use in
the current work of the office.
.~he act of Congress approved July 27, 1892, providing "that the
m1htary records of the American revolution and of the war of 1812,''
then'' preserved in the Treasury and Interior Departments, be transferred to the War Departm~nt, to be preserved in the Record and ·
Pension Division [Office J of that Department, and that they shall be
- p~·~perly indexed and arranged for use," was supplemented by a prov1s10n of the sundry civil appropriation bill approved August 18, 1894,
" that all military records such as muster and pay rolls, orders, and
reports relating to the per~onnel or the operations of the armies of the
~evolntionary war and of the war of eighteen hundred and twelve now
many of the Executive Departments shall be transferred to the Sec, and prepared....1.or publ.
retary of War to be preserved, indexed,
. 1cat·10n_."
The transfer of records contemplated by the act of 189~ is now m
progress, the rolls of the miJitary forces of the Revolu~10nary 'Yar
heretofore filed in the office of the Commissioner of Penswns havu;1g
already been received at this office, and it is expected that tb~re ~ill
be little or no delay in the further transfers required by the leg1slat10n
referred to.
The work of reproducing these old records by the index-record card
system will be entered upon without unnecessary delay.
INDBX-RECORD CA.RD SYSTEM.

The method of reproducing, consolidating and ar!anging the jn~~
vidual records of officers aud enlisted men by the rndex-record car
system, and the application of the same _systeID; ~o the records.~; ~~e
curr.ent work of the office were described m detail m the annual 1 I 0
of this office for 1890 and' 1892.
.
. . .d I r orcl
While the advantages of this system as applied to rndivi ua . ·t
·
of military
service are too roam·t·es t , wh en f'u11Yu 11d r·itood
·
dtof01m. vitlJ
serious criticism, the utility of the substitution of record car s
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~ooks of letters received and letters sent usually kept in a public office
1s not so _apparent and bas not been so generally recognized. Five years
of c ~penence of this system in this office, where it was devised and first
put rnto practical operation, has, however, demonstrated that for the
p~up?ses of a record of current correspondence the card system is supenor m everr respect to the old system of book records, being much
more econom1eal of time and labor in the preparation of the record, and
the recor~ itself being very much more easy of access and reference for
the practical purposes for which a record is required.
ORGANIZATION AND CLERICAL FORCE,

In 1893 preparations were made for a reduction of the clerical force.
As early as ~pril of that year the policy was adopted of leaving unfiIJ-ed
sueh vacancies as should occur from the usual casualties of the service,
3-n d in his estimate, dated August 1 1893, of appropriations required
for the service of the fiscal year endi~g June 30, 1895, the Chief of t~e
Record and Pension Office stated bis belief that by reason of the sat1sf~ctory progress of the work of carding the military records a reduction of 300 clerks could be made without detriment to the public
interests.
This estimate was approved by the Secretary of War, and the apI?ropriation for the current fiscal year was made in conformity therewi~h,
varying only in the provision made for a few clerks transferred, with ·
records, from other bureaus. The clerical force now provided for by
law consists of 500 of all grades, being a net reduction of 292 clerks
and representing an annual savin·g of $334,200 in salaries alone.
By the policy adopted of leaving vacancies uufilled the personal hardship necessarily connected with so large a reduction of fo_rce was very
much. lessened, but 140 discharges being required to brrng the force
within the limit prescribed by the new appropriation.
.
.
It was at the time a matter of regret that, owing to a contmuat10n
of the old, appr~priationinto the new year and the somew~at_ prolong~d
uncertainty as to the date on which the regular appropriation for tne
new year would take effect, the surplus force was dropped from the
rolls without the usual leave of absence with pay, but it was thoug~t
humane to keep the clerks as long as there was legal authority for_their
payment., and Congress has now remedied any apparent hardship by
adding to their compensation (by act of August 18, 1894) payment of
tb.eir salaries for the number of days of leave of absence not used by
them up to the date of their discharge.
.
In connection with the general subject of the reduction of the clerical
force it is deemed proper to state that the selections for discharge were
based strictly upon the efficiency records of the clerks, a liberal allowance being made in the ratin o-s on account of honorable military or
naval se;rvice and long and faithful service in the Department .
. The ~tatut~ (sec. ~, act of August 15, 1876; 19 Statutes, p. 169) p_rovides that m makmg any reduction of force in any of the Executive
Departments the head of such Department shall reta.iu tliose persons
who may 1?~ equally qualified who have been honorably disc~arged
from t1?-e military or naval service of the United States." But m the
reductr,on of force made necessary by the recent appropria~ions a
much greater _preference than that required by the law was gwen to
per. ons of this cla~s. The duty of making- selections of those to be
recommended for <l.1scharge was, with the approval of the Secretary of
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War, confided to the efficiency board of the office, in an order of which
the following is a copy:
.
· :, ~:
.

"RECORD AND PENSION OFFICE,
"WAR DEPARTMENT,

'' Washington City, June 15, 1894.
"Wi~h 3: view to preparing for tho reduction which must be made in tho clerical
f?rce of this ?ffi.ce under the terms of the peuding legislative, executive, and judicial appropriat10n bill, the efficiency board of the office will carefully examine the
re~ords of w_prk, deportment, and attendance of all employees of the office-, and
will report as soo:q. as practicable the names of those who, in the opinion of the
board, should be discharged or reduced in grade so as to meet the requirements of
the pending bill.
"In order that no injustice may be done to anyone, the investigation will be
m'.'1-de as t_horougb and exhaustfre as possible in each case, and to this end the board
will be given fr~e access to any and all records of the office, and it is authorized · to
call upon clerks rn charge of divisions and sections for such information ns it m::ty
deem necessary.
"A record of honorable military service, or of long and faithful service in the
Dep_artment, should be given great weight in favor of any employee, and no person
h'.'1vrng su_ch 3: record should be recommended for discharge unless it is apparent that
his retent10n m office will work manifest injury to the publi,c servjce;
"F. C. AINSWORTH, . ·,
"Colonel, Dnited States Arrny, Chief, Recorcl and Pelsion office."

The board, composed of eight of the principal clerks, a majority of
whom are themselves old soldiers and may fairly be presumed to be in
~ympat~y with their fellow clerks and comrades, faithfully obeyed tbe
mstrnct1011s given, and in making up its discharge list added five points
to_ ~he final efficiency figme of every clerk with a record of honorable
military or naval service, thus giving clerks of this class a very great
adv':1'ntage in rating over other clerks having the same actual record of
efficiency but not having a n~cord of service in the.Army or Navy. The
result of this liberal allowance in their favor was to save from discharge
many old soldiers who would otherwise have fallen below the line to
which discharges had to be carried.
There is probably no bureau of the Government in which a greater
proportionate number of ex-soldiers is employed than in this, but a~ a
result of the method of selection adopted only 33 of tlrn 140 clerks discharged in order to reduce the clerical force to the limit allowed by law
were of this class.
Since the date of the last report a material change has taken place
in the organization of the office its former divisions having, in conformity with orders of the Secr~tary of War of ~ay 15 and ~une 21,
1894, been consolidated into seven, with designations and assignment
of duties and records as follows:
1. Mail and Record Division the duties of which include the receipt
and mailing of all communic~tions, the press-copying of letters . in
answer to the same the briefing of the official mail, and the preparat10n
and custody of the' record and index cards pertaining to the current
GOrres pon dence.
.
2. Correspondence and Examining Division, the bl;lsm~ of which
includes the drafting of correspondence and the_ e Tamma~1. n au 1~bmission to the chief of the office of all que twns requmug special
administrative action.
..
3. Regimental Records Division, having in harge tho 111111 l/ary rcc~rds
of officers and enlisted men of volunteer r ·im nt ' , n otl~ r mrnor
volunteer organizations and the preparation of r port . ~1 1 r fr m. 1 f
4 Archives Division havinO' charg of th gen rul m1J1tar:r or< ·.
'
o f' l
,. . , ml
tll 1>r p·trnt1
n
1
the •volu nteer armies, and
the con
ec ra t e arcuiv
'
of reports therefrom.
j.

0
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h, Medical Division, having charge of the medical and hospital rec'd aud the preparation of reports therefrom.
· Seve:°-teenth Street Branch, having charge of the records stored
he bmlding which it occupies, and of the work of repairing and
olJ.dating rolls, returns, books, and other records requiring such
tr atment.
7. Tenth Street Branch, having charge of the work of reproducing
aud preserving the records of the volunteer armies by the index-record
card ystem.
1-'h building on Tenth street known as the Ford's Theater building,
w hi ·h was wrecked in June 1893 with such disastrous results to some
?f tli . c.,terks employed therein, ha~ been fully restored, under the authority of Congress, in accordance with a plan recommended by a board of
ngineer. officers for the purpose of making the building entir~ly s~fe
and puttrng it in good sanitary condition. With its improved hghtmg
apparatus it is well adapted to clerical purposes. It was turned over
to this office in the latter part of July last by the engineer officer under
whose direction the repairs were made, and was reoccupied on the 28th
of that month.
With the exception of relieving the injured from the operatio~s of the
law restricting the amount of sick leave that may be granted with pa_y,
no provision has yet been made by Congress for the suffere~s by the disaster of last year, but the question of compensation is now m the hand~
of a joint commission of the two Houses, and it is hoped that as a result
of their deliberations full justice will be done these deserving people.
Very respectfully,
F. C. .A.INSWOR'l'H,
Colonel, United States Army, Chief, Record and Pension Office.
The SECRE'l'.A.RY OF W .A.R.
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W .A.R RECORDS OFFICE,
Washington, A. ugust 14, 1894 .
. Sm: The Board of Publication of the Official Reco{·ds of the Rebelhon begs leave to submit the following report of its operations during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894:
Eleven thousand copies of Volume XLI, Parts III and IV; XLII,
IV; XLII, Parts I, II, and III; XLIII, Parts I and I1; XLIV and
XLV, P~rts I and II, have been printed and distributed during the
year endrng June 30, 1894, these volumes bringing the work down to
the end of the year 1864, and to the opening of the final campajgu of
. the w~r. The volumes covering the operations of the Appomattox
campaign of 1865 are in type, and the manuscript of the volumes
necessary to complete Series I is ready for the printer. 11he fir t vol .
ume of Series II is in type, and is now being indexed. The remafoing
volumes of the series are well advanced toward completion
Ten parts of the Atlas, including Plates LXXXI to CXXX ( art.
17 to 27), have been engraved, printed, and distributed during tlie y~ar.
and work upon the nine remaining parts is well on towal'd ·ompl t1011,
Twenty-one volumes of the edition authorized by the a t of August
5, 1892, have been printed and delivered to the document roorn of
Congress for distribution in accordance with the t rm, of that act.
The examination of files and archives, and th work f ·. 1 'tiug
copying, and comparing material for the remaiuin~ volm~ of th :-i. veral series has been continued without interruptwn dunner th utm
:fiscal year.
The following notes of work accomplished in th , everal <l part_m ,nt ·
of publication will convey an idea of the variety an~l , n_t0m1t. f labor
required in connection with the preparation cud pulJh c t1011 f the ,'e ·
eral volumes: One hundred and tweuty-on thou ·aud tw hnncll'<'_d and fifty-two books have been received and 115 061 haY b < 11 ell. ·
tributed; 110,000 copies of Part, 17 to 27 f ll ' t!a, o ace· m]>,~11 .'r~
the Official Records of the R hellion hav b 11 r 1Y cl 1111,l 10.J ' ''
have been sold and distributed· 11,0 2 lrtt r ·, rds, tc·. hav_c: b ': 11
1~d ;ri
1 en
received, and 4 017 letters, card:, cir ·nJai-., t · ha
response to inq~iries · 120 000 lab l, · liav b c•11 pr par cl a]J(l :-·1 t· 11 '
'
' and v r1-6 (1 <l uung
.·
ti I(., , .'ar • J>nrrn• ., t 1
labels have been compared
same period 9 books have b n in<le,· ·cl whol1.v >l' m I!: rf, ( 1 '
cards having been used for thi.' purp .- ) ancl th g tu t·al 111 " ' 11t
•
.I!
work has been carried
iorwanl o m .-,11 ,l. 11 · ·t 11 t ·t• to wnrr• 11 ••
. type d urmg
.
the 'lll'l' II ..' l ml: l } • I J )
volume being put m
DEP .A.R'.l'MENT,
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fi lios o~ manuscript have been copied and compared;_ 31,518 pages of

proof, m galleys and page forms, have been exammed, and 46,580
heets of manuscript have been verified, corrected, and prepared for
publication.
In closing, it again gives the board great pleasure to recognize the
efficient assistance it has received from the officers engaged on the
work and from the employees connected with the different departments
of the office. Their labors have been zealous and untiring, and the
services rendered by them have been entirely satisfactory.
GEO. B. DAVIS,
Major and Judge Advocate, U.S. A.
LESLIE ' J. PERRY,

Civilian Expert.
J. W.

The

SECRET.A.RY OF

W .A.R.

KIRKLEY,

Civilian Expert.
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THE SOLDIERS' HOME,
OFFICE OF THE BO.A.RD OF O0MMlSSIONERS,

Washington, D. O., October 20, 1894.
, Sm: In compliance with the requirements of section 1 of the act of
C_ongress ap~roved March 3, 1883, prescribing regulations for the Sol-diers' ~ome m the District of Columbia, I have the honor to submit the
followmg report of the Board of Commissioners of the Soldiers' Home
for the y~ar ending September 30, 1894. ·
The gam and loss in the number of inmates during the year have
been as follows:
Regular.

Tr~~j_0 •

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - -- -- 1,007
73
201
256
93 ··••··· ...

1t~~i{oll~ September 30, 1893 ..•..••..••.....••••.•••••.••...•........
Readmit~:l~f:~;::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : ::: : : : ::: :: : : : : : : : : : : :: :: ::::::::::
Total ............................................................ .

Total.

- -1,080
457
93

- -1,301
- - - -329- - -1,630
-·
Hi4
258
62
81

'l'otal ............................................................. ·
1-

308

257

56/i

993

7't

1, 065

-=-=hc= =

Number on the roll September 30, 1894 . •• . . . . . • . . . . . . .•• .. ..••••. .•. •. .

-=I====

Of the total number of men (1,065) on the rolls _September 30, 1 0~,
668 were present at the Home; 323 on outdoor relief, 53 on furlongh,_.3
suspended, 16 in the Government Hospital for the In ane, 1 ab eut m
confinement, and 1 absent without leave.
The daily average number of inmates during the year was_ 731. La.
year the average was 751 and the preceding _year 7451 ,·how~ng a , 11 ~all
decrease, due in part to the discharge of 20 mrn~te ' .11?- ~·ec 1pt of l11 gh_
pensions ($24 per month and upward) who e ch a 11It1 w 1: · uot of
such a character as to make it necessary for them to
c· utrnn d at
the Home.
.
1
The total number of deaths reported was 02.
f the, 4G di •cl_ at. t!
Home 11 while on outdoor relief 3 iu th
vernm 11 Jlo:pitaJ for
the Iu'sane, 1 on furlough, and 1 w'bile n pen<l _d.
r1 r who
TemJ)orary relief was granted to d titut d1.·. harncl al 01 ' n<1•1 1 •
~,,
1
f
were not entitled to admission, to the exten t o
m ' •
ing for a few nights each to 293 men.
.,J

..,
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The following statement shows the condition of the permanent fund
and the amounts received and expended during-the year-:
·
PERMANENT FUND.

· ~alan e in the United States Treasury October 1, 1893 ............... $2,479,343.32
W~tt~nents for the current year ....................... _ $197,693.47
it rawn for current expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 103,000.00
94,693.47

Increase of receipts over expenditures .............................. -

-----

Balance in the United States Treasm:y Septemb.er 30, 1894 ... . . 2,574,036.79
ACCOUNT OF THE TREASURER OF THE HOME.

Remaining on hand September 30, 1893... ... . . . . . . .. . ... . .. . ... . •...
Received during the year:
From the permanent fund.......................................
Interest on the permanent fund .. . .•. .. . . . . . • . . .. . .. . .. . ... .. . . .
Effects of deceased inmates ...............•....•............... ·
Miscellaneous receipts ..•...••.••............. ~.................

$15,507.15

:I:~~

103,000.00
74,

6,512.63
-----

'.rota} . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disbursements:
Current expenses ...................•••............. $177,232.46
Permanent improvements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 12, 709. 21

200, 381. 82

Total ........•...............................•.•..............

189,941.67

----Balance on hand September 30, 1894...... ... . •.. . •.•... ... .. . .
10,440.15

The foregoing statement shows that the permanent fund has increased
by $94,693.47 during the year, and that the current expenditures were
$19,346.90 less than in the previous year.
.
The treasurer's account of funds received for the inmate pens10ners
shows that he had on hand September 30, 1893, $49,815.34; received
during the year, $95,234.09; paid to pensioners and legal heirs,. $98,~36.07
($3?201.~8 more than he received), leaving _on hand, deposited m the
Umted States Treasury, $46,613.36.
.
The number of pensioners who are resident _inmates of th~ Home 18
582; the number on outdoor relief 230 and 3 suspended, makmgatotal
of 815 beneficiaries in receipt of pensions, whose rates are as follows: ..
Two hundred and eighty-nine receive from $2 to $8 per month; ~Oo,
from $10 to $16; 88, from $17 to $20; 32, from $22 to $30, and 1 receives
$72 per month.
.
Taking 560 as the average number of pensioners who were resident
inmates, we :find that the average amount of pension money paid by the
treasurer t.o each during the year was $175.77 .
. In ~onnection with the foregoing statement, attention is invi~ed to the
bills mtroduced, both in the Senate and House of Representatives, during _the last session _of Congress, amending certain sec_ti?ns of the
~evu;;ed ·Statutes, relative to the Soldiers' Home, and prov1dmg that all
rnmates of the Home who receive pensions in excess of $6 per month
sha~l contribute such excess (in no case exceeding $8 per month) toward
their maintenance in the Home. The propriety and expediency of such
a measure was fully set forth in the Commissioners' last annual report,
a~d it is aga.in fully stated by the governor in his report, herewith submitted, as necessary for the good of the Home.
On the night of September 13 last three separate :fires occurred at
the Home. The :first destroyed a' shed' and 25 to11s of bay in rear of the
King Building; the second burned down the stables, 45 tons of hay, 2
horses, and an · ambulance, and a horse and buggy belonging to Dr.
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-Nichols, the assistant to the attending surgeon; the third destroyed a
stack of 15 tons of hay. 'l'he total loss is estimated at about $7,000.
The manner in which these :fires occurred, at three separate points and
within an hour of each other, leaves no doubt but that they were the
work of one or more incendiaries; and although the Commissioners of
the Home have authorized the payment of a reward of $500 for the
arrest and conviction of the person or persons guilty of the crime, the
guilty party has not yet been apprehended.
No new buildings have been constructed during the year, but irr the
comi~g year it has been suggested a hall should be built for holding
m~etmgs, concerts, plays, etc. The hall now used for these purposes,
bemg in the basement of the Sheridan Building, is not suitable, and a
commodious hall, specially erected for recreation purposes, is a very
much needed improvement.
The Home farm was cultivated, but the yield was not profitable this
rear,nwing to the drought in the early part of the summer; nevertheless,
its cultivation compensates the Home in furnishing fresh vegetables in
season for the inmates, arnl in affording useful employment to some of
the best class of men at the Home, who receive extra pay for their
labor.
. The a~tending surgeon reports that there were 395 patients treated
m hospital and 2,791 at sick call; that the sanitary condition of the
Home and grounds has been excellent, and that there has been no prevalent or epidemic ,disease among the inmates during the year.
The act of Congress approved January 16, 1891, requiring the treasurer to keep current funds on deposit in the U nhed States Treasury,
has be~n complied with, and all supplies for the. Home which could be
convemently purchased under contract were so obtained.
The library at the Home contains over 6,000 volumes. and 6 daily, 16
~eekly, and 6 pictorial papers and 16 magazines are pro'v ided-furnishmg ample reading matter for the inmates.
Regular meetings have been held by the Board of Commissioners for
t~e transaction of business pertaining to the Home, and monthly in spec:
t10ns_ were made as required by law.
·
Bng. Gen. Robert Williams, Adjutant-General of the Army, a member of the Board, was retired from active service November 5, 1893, and
wa~ succeeded by Brig. Gen. George D. Ruggles, who was appointed
AdJu_tant-General November 6, 1893.
.
.
Brig. Gen. John P. Hawkins. Commissary-General of Subs1stence,
one of the members of the Board, was retired from active service September 29, 1894, and was succeeded on October 8, 1894, by the appoint~ent of Brig. Gen. Michael R. Morgan, Commissary-General of Subsistence.
The object for which the Soldiers' Home was established-to proYide
a comfortable refuge for old and disabled soldiers who have served
honorably and faithfully for twenty years, and for men who have been
wounded or contracted disease in the service, rendering them unable
to earn a living by labor-has been steadily kept in view by the Commissioners and the officers on duty at the Home. And considering
that among such a large number of men in all classes of civil life the_re
are always many restless and ill-disposed characters, it is not surprising that there should be among the inmates (especially am<?ng the
younger men of short service) some who utterly fail to appreciate the
excellent provision made for their comfortable maintenance. But notwithstanding the occasional violations of discipline which occur, the
Home has afforded during the past year! a8 iu previous years, a com-
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fi rtab1e home to the greatest number of its inmates, who a~e well
. ·
b he ved arnl worthy of every consideration. _

The accompanying papers are reports by the governor, the attending
urgeo1~, and the treasurer of the Home; a statement of receipts and
e pend1tures; statements of the permanent fund and _of the mte~est
a count; statements of accounts of the pension money of mmate pens10nr and their rates of pension; the debit and credit accounts with the
far~n and garden, and report of members on outdoor relief-all of
W:b1ch are required to be published for distribution to the .Army, ~s
d1r cted by the section and act mentioned in the first paragr_aph ofth1s
report.
Very respectfully,
J. M. SCHOFIELD,
M~ajor-General, Ommnanding the Army,
. .
President Board of Commissioners.
The SECRET.A.RY OF WAR.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNOR OF THE SOLDIERS' HOME.
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE, UNITED STATES SOLDIERS' HOl\1E,

Washington, D. C., September 30, 1894.
I have the honor to submit my report for the year ending September 30, 1894.

°81

Permanent beneficiaries September 30, 1893 .•.•••...•....•••....... · · · . -. - · •· · 1,
Admitt_ecl durin~ the year .................................. - - · · - · · · · · · · · · .,. · 2
93
Readmitted durrng the year .................................•......... · · · · · ·. _ _
Total ............................................ ~. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 301
Dropped:
By withdrawal ............................................ ,. ......... 164
For absence without·leave... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . •.. . . .. . . . .. . ...
Dismissed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

2g

t~a!i~~~~- ~~~ -~~~-e-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::
Dled .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... ...... ... ... .... ...... ..... .... ..
From out'door relief .................................. - . · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

2

14

54
31
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Permanent beneficiaries September 30, 1894 ...•.......•......•. -··· ····
Temporary inmates:
Present September 30, 1893 .......•...••••...••..•............ - . • • . • . ~3
Admitted during the year ......................................... -- 2D6

993

Total temporary beneficiaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 329
Transferred to permanent rolls ..................... -· - · - · · · · · · · · · · · ·

1 ~~

Died ... ... . . .. .. ... . .. . . ... . .... .. . ... . .. . .. .. ...... ..... .... ... . ..

8

~r~~f:s~d-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ :::::~ ~ ::::::::::::::::~: :::

5

Total ........................................... - - - - - · · - - · · · · · · · · · 257
Remaining temporary inmates ... _... __ . _....... _..... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

72

Total beneficiaries_ . __ .. _. _.. ____ .. __ ..... _... ___ ....... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . l _,065
Of th ose, 668 are inmates of the Home, 323 receive outdoor relief, 16 are in insa~e
asylum, ~3 are on furlough, 3 are suspended 1 is absent in confinement, and 1 _is
absent with0 ut leave .. Decrease for the year of temporary inma~es, 1; decrease ID
th e number of nigular inmates for the year 24. The ag()'regate 1s 25 less than was
shorn on las~ re~ort. Of the 62 deaths repo1\ed, 1 died on°furlough, 3 died in insane
uf_, 3fh d_ied
Home hospital, 11 died on outdoor relief, 4 died n~ar the _Home,
H ie m . en quarters at the Home 4 committed suicide and one died outside t h e
ye~~,\ :ti~le on suspension. Daily a;erage number of in~ates present during th e

;scl'

m
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During the year_12,525 meals have been furmshed to destitute ex-yolunteer soldiers
and 293 have been provided with lodgings for a few nights each. Total number
applyi;11g for readmission during the year, 215; number raadmitted, 65; temporarily
rea~rmtted, 99; number r ejected, 51; total number applying for outdoor relief
dur!ng the year, 136; outdoor relief granted, 85; outdoor relief denied, 51. Number
of. mmate_s present having service in Mexico, 35; number of inmates on outdoor
!ehef havmg serYice in Mexico, 131; total, 166. Number of inmates having service
~n the war of the rebellion, 315; number of inmates on outdoor relief having service
m the war of the rebellion, 125. Total, 440.
The _a.ffairs of the Home during the past year have been satisfactory, excepting in
~ few rn_stances to be noted hereafter. The lodging, messing, and cleanliness of the
ms~1tut10n have been unexceptional, and the cost has been remarkably cheap. Daily
-rations, 18¾ cents; annual clothing, $17.62¾; annual per capita, $196.95; milk per
gallon, 16¾ cents. The food is of the very best and of a variety equal to the average hotel. The question is naturally asked, why this Home with a cheaper ration
and c1othing bill than the National Homes should show a higher per capita expense
than those institutions. It.is plainly in the greater expense of keeping up a large
tract of park, and the fact that the warming, bathing, the reading, the amusements,
the_religious services,music, and many other things that go to make up life at institutions of this kind will be much dearer when the expense is divided among 700
men than when divided among 2,500 or 5,000 men.
This Home .also pays the
expense of its insane.
1:he fari:n- has not done well this season, owing to drought and the hot weather
which set m early in June, by which very promising crops were wilted and destroyed.
The hay crop was goo<l and although potatoes were damaged, still a yield of 1,885
bushels amply paid for the expense of labor of cultivation. The son of t,be Soldiers'
Home reservation is poor, and, like all this district, can never be made veryprofitable
for farming, yet it gives employment to a better class of the inmates, and a.sit is not
a loss I recommend its continuance. I recommend the Tenewal of the dairy as soon
as practicable; milk is bought very cheaply by contract, but the amount paid yearly
(about $3,000) would pay for a herd of good cows and the extensive pasture of the
reservation now goes to waste. I would suggest the buying of a new herd of best
western cows in early spring.
T~e drives, the walks, and the ornamentation of the grounds of_ the Home have
received due attention and while the expense of this park adds decidedly to the cost
per capita of the Hom~, the cheerfulness and beauty of the surroundings justify the
outlay.
·
The very just and expedient bill submitted by the Board, and r~c.ommend~d by
the Honorable Secretary of War, asking for an act of Congress reqmrmg :pensi~ners
receiving more than $8 per month to pay a moderate allowance for their mai~tenance-from $2 per month up to $8 for pensioners receiving $16 and upward-failed
to pass Cono-ress althouo-h favorably reported by the Military Committee of the
House of Represe~tatives~ It is to be hoped that this bill will he passed during t~e
n~xt sess~on. The high pensioners in the Home organ~zecl a lo~by and opposed this
bill; tt:eu remonstrance was both untruthful and msubordmnte,. and ~be bold
impudence of these high pensioners shows that the disposal of pensions will be the
main feature in the future management of this Home.
,
In the State•Homes one-half of the expense comes from uhe taxes of the people.
This settles the question and every one of these Homes, 20 in number, collect a
maintenance fund from the inmates, securing this from vetera~s. of ~be_ war. _Yet
we h ave n early half our inmates many of them youn-g men, rece1vrng large pen_s 101?s
for short service on certificates ~f disability, and they claim ~he right to free hfo 1
this Home, and plenty of spending money besides. From this lat~er class come a
the disorder and insubordination-tbeincendiarism of the 1-lome. The twenty-y ar
men need no restraining discipline excepting when a weak demagogue sho';r np
among them. The young men of ~hort service as soon as admitted ~o the om3
apply for pensions. As soon as a pension is granted they apply for ::i,n rncrease, !1 11 _
with the facilities for beating the Government offered by the numeron!/~D~.~~~d
claim agents near at hand youno- men not thirty years old a nd who h ·t f life
only a few years in the Army, are living in this Home, where every uect ssili~lrutH
is furnished free, receiving a pension of $24 and $30 per ?JOnth,
Oe~t aho uJcl
have little or nothino- ailing them. 'I'hat such a person, with no emp oyrn '
become a loafer, anl'even a criminal, is not at ali unlikely.
wa crowdr.rl
During the past year, and especially in the winter mon~hs, t~e
,ar~ for Ii u1 11
thd on Ytl~t' onl of t!H• Tf111111
to the extent of befog untidy and unhealthy. Rooms
had 8 crowded into them. Anticipatin~ tp.e sam~ crowc e c~n
of p 11 ioum
the coming winter the Board of Comrn11:1s1oners direct d ~h
c Jr, JH of tlu·m
11
receiving $24 and' upward.
Forty-four inmates cam~ m \ rm ~fi,'.aJtr :itn1 nt,
receiving $30 per month. Fifteen of the 44 were founcl in.° 0 0 ,, 9 Th , 111 u, tll1
or they were old and infirm, and discharges we:re made of on Y·"' ·
T
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more successful of the pensioners, were ·extremely indignant at the sudden closing
of then- h~ppy paradise and indulged in threats of revenge.
The National Homes have limited their members to pensioners receiving not to
exceed $16 per month. The sam0"rnle would be most wholesome here, and would
~end t? che~k the ?us~ness of obtaining fraudulent pensions, whi_ch_goes on nnceasmgly m this rnstitut10n. The number of applications for adm1ss10n to the Home
during the year has been 215; of these 51 have been rejected. Many of those rejected
apphcants have no pensions, and their wants are much more pressing than thofle of
the seventeen-dollar pensioners now members of the Home. The number of ap_plicants for outdoor relief is 136; the number rejected is 51. This class of claimants upon
the Home are discharged soldiers of real merit, who live in their own homes, and
are deserving of help.
It is to be hoped that the improvement in the finances of the Home will justify
more favorable consideration for those deserving discharged soldiers. The number
of inmates who have served twenty years and upward is 328. The number who s~rve_d
in the Mexican waris 35. The number who served in the late war of therebelhon 1.s
315. This shows that this Home should have prompt legislation upon the a?surdity
of• a double compensation, viz, a life in the Home and additionally a pens!o? to a
class who have done little or nothing to entitle them to such extraordinary privileges.
A new and handsome fence is required on the south boundary of the Home, but
only 1,500 feet are necessary during the coming year. A good amusement hall ~or
c~mcerts, meetings, and plays, is very much needed, and I recommend an appropriation for that purpose at an early date.
Respectfully submitted.
D. S. STANLEY,
B1·igadier-Gene1·al, BretJet Major-General, Governor.
The BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS UNITED STATES SOLDIERS'' HOME,

REPORT OF THE 'ATTENDING SURGEON OF THE SOLDIERS' HOME,

UNITED STATES SOLDIERS' HOME,
OFFICE OF ATTENDING SURGEON,
Washington, D. C., September 30, 1894.
Srn: I have the honor to submit the following report of the medical department
of the Home for the past year, ending September 30, 1894:
1894.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - --1--Patients remaining in hospital from last report ..................... .
Patients admitted to hospital during the year ...................... Total treated in the hospital. .................... ........ ..... .
R eturned to the Home recovered, mostly acute cases................
Returned to the Home improved, mostly chronic cases..... . ....... .
Returned to the Home unimproved, incurable.......................
Sent to the United States Hospital for the Insane...................

85
310

1893.

1892.

86
316

88
391

Total .....•....................................................

75

379

-395-402~~
-146 =1~6
-198
v
84
102
127
43
16
18
3
5
5

~r:~~~t!~~~alh_~ -~~~~-i~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... 356...... 353...... sf
Dead when brought to hospital. ............................ - ... · - - - Remaining in hospital at present date...... . ...... .... ............. .

1891.

--- ------

78

85

86

1893.

1892.

194
120
6

~

1

3

88

-395-402 ~ - 454

Ages of patients admitted.
1804.

------------------------

~§ffHf~?HEE?:++>+:::+:::: ~

H

~

~g:

~i_

From 80 to 89 years : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
2
2
3
rrom iot~o 99 years ... ...... __ . ___ ... _. ____ .... _.... __ ....... _.... ____ . _. ___ . ____ ........... .
Age of the yldungest ............. . ......................... ... years..
22
22
23
8
A ~:r~ge
of
~~~tt~~lddoo ...
5811 "'15
22
36
Greatest number of atieuts at on···:········ .. · .. ·········· ··· ·..
·
88

:g~

;;ti~~ts

1891.

- - - - - - --- ---

.............................

fi:J"i;~~~::~a:!::::f:i~::1Et>::::::: :: : :::: :::: t,

i:.,I r."I

37
53
84
110
69
21
4
1
19
93
50.40
90
56
73, 04

SOLDIERS

1
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Diseases for which patients were adrni tted -to hospital.
Diseases.
Pa_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ,_ti_e_n_ts_._
.Abscess:
Alveolar ...................... . . . ... .
Gluteal ............................. .
Ocular .............................. .
Adenitis ......................... .. ..... .
.Alcoholism ............................. .
Amputations:
.A.rm (reamputation) ......... . .. . ... .
1

1
1

1
3
39

1
1
1
1

f!1!~\~~;~ :~

~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::
Aneurism of abdominal aorta .......... . .

2

±~&~~~~~~~~~~:::::::::
:·.:::::::::: :: :::
Balanitis ................... . ........... .

1
7

1

Bilious remittent fever ....... . ......... .
Bowels, inflammation of .... . ........... .
Brain clot .....................••.........
Bronchial catarrh:
.A.cute .... ~ ....•. : ...... . ........... .

2

1
1
3

1

Bro~c%1f;,c~j;{o.~i·c·::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : :
Bulbar paralysis, chronic ...... . ... . .... .
8!~~~:~~~is ........................... .

8

1
1

fi1:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
g~t~Ef::~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::

1
1
2

Caries of upper jaw ........ . ... . ........ .
Cerebral softening ...................... .

1
2
4

1
1

Consti])ation:
Acute .............. . ................ .

2
I
1

!il~~tt)jj/)}

2
4

1

D~abetes mellitus .......................•
Diarrhea, acute ...... . ........ . ......... .
Dislocation of humerus ................. .
~rowning .................•.............
ysentery, chronic .....•.............. . .
Ecthy ma ............................... .

~

t·a~iai ~:::::::: ::: ::::: :::::::

Ery~~~\~s,·
Esopha~us, stricture of................. .

!!!\1t~~~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Clavicle ................. .. ........... .
Fibula (Pott's) old .................. .
Frontal bone, old ................... .
Rib ................................. .
Wrist ....... . ........... ·............ .
Wrist, old ............ . ............. .
Furnncle ........... . ...................•
Gas tritis, chronic ....................... .
Gonor rhea . ... . ......... . ............... .
Hanging, suicide by .................... .
H eart disease .•..........................

~::tr~ifi~~·:::: :: ::: :: :: :::::: :: :::::::
H ernia .................................. .
Herpes zoster ........................... .
Hip .ioint :
Chronic inflammation of............ .
H y d~~~il~i~~.~:::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::: :::

s.

Pati nt .
1
2
11

rLiiffii!~~~-~i~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::

Influenza ...... . .. . ................ .. . .. .
Insanity .................. . .. . ... .. . .. .. .
Inte rmit t ent fever . ......... . .... . ...... .
Iritis ............ . .. . . : ..... · ··· · · · · · · · · ·
L ead poisonini , chronic . . ...... . . . . ... . .

'

3
3
3

I
1

t~~~~;ii~~h~~!i~~:: _.: _.:: _.:::::::: : ::::::

2

Lrunbago ..... . . . . . . . .. . ......... - ... ..•.
Malarial fever, continued ....••..... . ... .
M elancholia . . .. . ....................... .

5
l
I

I

~:rii~~{I

tdsi~i:~e::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : _-::
Morphinism .. ......... · · · · ·.··· .. . . . . .. . .
Muscular atrophy , progressiv e ......... .
Myelitis, chronic .. .. ........ . .......... .
1

l
2
l

1
1
1
7

::~:~JI~ lll~~~~ -~ifeet: ::: ::: :::: :: ::::
Nephritis, chronic ...................... .

:r:~\~:· ;!:~~l~g·::::::::::::::: .- .-:::::

l
l

z

Obesity .............. . .................. .
Ocular muscles, paralysis of •............
Ophthalmia-, chronic .................... .

I

2
l
2

gfl~~J~~~~~~~~:: : : : : : : : : : : :

2

Osteitis deform ans ...................... .
Palmar fascia, contraction of (Dupuy·
tren's) ............•••............. · · · · ·

1
1

~:~:~:r:,i~e~;~;~i :: :::::::::.-:::::::::: :::

a

l
1
I
1
1

Pharyngitis ....... . .........•...........
Pharyngo._laryngitis, apthous .......... .
Poor physique .......................... .
Pleurodynia ........................ · · · · ·
Pne umonia:
Chronic ............................. .

9

I
l
l
I
l

3

l
26

1

~~~h1tt!fc::::: :: ::::::: ::::::::: ::: ::

1

Rhus toxicodendron poisoning ......... .

2
2

~:~n~ed~bi1tW. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Shin, old injury to .. _. ................... .
Spinal cord, concussion of ...•.....•.....
Sprains:
Ankle ...........•...................
Deltoid muscle ............... - ..... .
Knee ............................... .
Knee, old ........................... .
Staphyloma ...................•..........
Syphilis:
Primary stage ........•..............
Secondary stage .................... .
Tertiary stage ....................... .
Tonsillitis .............................. .
Tonsillitis, follicular ........•....•..... Tuberculosis:
General. ........... -· ...... ··········
Pulmonary ...................•......
mcers of leg :
Chronic ............................. .

17
1
1

3
2
2

I
1

ing in pyemia after operation f~r stran-

E;il~;!e;..~~~~~~: _-:: :::: :: :::: :: :: ::_- _-: ::

Disea

Pro~rn~i~i.~ _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _-: _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _Pulmonary hemorrhage ................ .
Rectum, stricture of ............ - .. - . - .. ·
_ Renal catarrh ..............•.............
Rheumatism:
.
Acute ........................ ········
Chronic ............................. .

l~;fe~i:::::::::::::::::
:: :::::::::::::
Endocarditis, chronic ulcerative resultEpileptic insanity ....................•..
Epithelioma:
Hanu ............................... .

I1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4

1
1
1
4
2

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
2

3
5

1
25
4
6
2
2

1
1
1

~~i~~~~:: .- .- ::::::.:::::::::::::::::::

Urethm, stricture of .................. ···
Wou~ds: . .
Fmger, IDCisecl ... . ............ · · · · · ·
Head, laceratect and contused .. ······
Lip, lacerated ................ ········
Scalp and hands, lacerated .. · · · · · · · ·

a

7
1
1

1
1
2

1
1
1
1
1
27
2

1
1
2
1

a

1
1
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T~is _li t exhibits only the diseases complained of by the patients at the time of
a_dn11ss1on to the hospital, and does not include the numerous complications, operat1 11 , nor secondary affections arising during the course of treatment. The princi1)< ! troubles ara ?hronic rheumatism, heart disease, consumption, hernia, catarrh,
epil psr, dyspe~sia, and constipation. Many of the men are affected with two or
more of_ these diseases at the same time, and yet may be admitted to hospital for
some mrnor complaint not connected with either.
The 2,791 cases treated at sick call are not includeci in the above list of diseases.

Necrology.
Name.

_.Age.

Nativity.

Last served in
compa,n y and
regiment.

McCatfery, James .....
arey, Patrick . ........
Kline, John ............
Davis, Evan ...........
Dro1ot, Abraham P .....
Randall, Edward ......
Jones, George 1 ••••••••
TallJot, Thomas ...•...
DeYine, James .........
Bowcler, Jacob ........

64
54
77

Baker, Allen C ........
Fabry, Julius ..........
Brockmeyer, Fred'k 1 ..
Fi.tzgera1d, Pat'k H ...
Hartman, William 1_ •••
Martin, Henry .........
l!'itzpatrick, .James ....
O'Brien, Dennis .......
Go_ul_dnrnn, Le,~e¥yn P.
Femmger, Louis ......
Basquill, Patrick ......
Brown, Charles H . __ . __
Ballance, Joseph ......
.Anderson, Henry 1 •••••
Wilson, William .......
Davenport, Nathaniel .
Wallace, Samuel. ....•.
Martin. John C ........
Rowsell, George 1 ••••••
Schweigert, Joseph ....
Cherry, Luke ..........
Svenson, William ......
]'raucisco, William ....
Corn, Paul F ...........

54
67
65
43
72
41
51
57
29
66
55
73
44
55
50
63
90
56
62
70
89
48
47
37

1893.
D, l0t,h Inf ..
Oct. 1
.A., 1st Cav .... Oct . 3
.A.rt. detach ... Oct. 5
E, 13th Inf. ... Oct. 8
C, 3d .A.rt ..... Oct. 14
H, 25th Inf ... Nov. 11
C, 16th Inf.... Nov. 12
H, 5th Uav .... Dec. 3
G, 6th Cav .... Dec. 9
B, 7th Inf ...•. 1 Dec. 12
1894.
United States. I, 1st .Art ..•.. Jan. 1
Germany ..... K, 4th .A.rt .... Jan. 10
Denmark ..... F, 2cl .Art ..... Jan. 18
Ireland ....... .A, 17th Inf ... Jan. 25
Germany ..... H, 6th Inf .... Feb. 17
France ........ B, 2d Cav ..... Feb. 22
Ireland ....... Retired ....... Mar. 6
..... do ........ K, 9th Inf ... . Mar. 8
United States. E, 4th Cav .... Mar. 9
Germany ..... H, 6th Inf .... Mar. 18
Ireland ....... G, 18th Inf ... Mar. 19
C, 18th Inf.... .A.pr. 4
%::dnlt~i~;: F , 17th Inf.... .A.pr. 5
Ireland ....... . D , 7th Cav .... .Apr. 23
Finland ....... M, 2d Art .... .Apr. 29
England ...... D, 3d.Art ..... May 20
United States. F, 11th Inf... . June 3
..... do ........ E, 14th Inf.... June 19
England ...... G, 4th Inf ..... June 25
Germany .. . .. B, 5th Inf ..... June 27
England ...... H, 7th Inf .... July .9
Sweden ....... K,3dinf ...... July 10
United States. Hosp. Corps .. July 23
Germany• ...•. C, 3d Art ...... .Aug. 5

Wyatt, William C ..••.
Rosenuerg, John ......

66
77

United States. I, 1st Va.Vols. .Aug. 8
Germany ..... C, 14th Inf.... .A.ug. 9

Brown, George W ..•..
Foreman, .Alexander ...
J olmson, James ........
Mason, James .........

63
29
68
69

United States.
Sweden .......
Ireland .......
United States.

Jones, James ..........

66
65

80
70
52
27
71

Ireland .......
..... do ........
Germany .....
Ireland .......
United States.
..... do .........
England ......
..... do ........
Ireland .......
Switzerland ...

E,lOth Cav ...
.A, 10th Inf. ...
M,4th Cav ....
General service.
24 ..... do ........ C, 25th Inf ....
1

Cause of death.

Died.

.Abscess of liver.
.Alcoholism .
Heart disease.
Intlammation of brain.
Softening of brain.
Consumption.
Heart disease.
Cirrhosis of liver.
Brain clot.
Heart disease.

.A.ug. 20
Sept. 3
Sept.15
Sept.16

Chronic pneumonia.
Opium poisoning.
Suicide by hanging.
Heart disease.
Do.
Consumption.
Do.
Opium poisoning.
Consumption.
Drowned in lake.
Consumption.
Diabetes mellitus.
Inflammation of brain.
Opium poisoning .
Cancer of liver.
Inflammation of bowels.
Do.
Shot himself.
Drowned in lake.
Heart disease.
Old age and tuberculosis Consumption.
Do.
.
.
Pyremia from endocard1ac
ulcer.
Bright's-disease.
Old age and cancer of stomach.
.
Chronic pneumoma.
Consumption.
Diabetes mellitus.
Old age and Bright's disease.

Sept. 24

Consumption.

-

Dead when brought to hospital.

The daily average of inmates present at the Home was: For 1890, 698; for 1891, 718 i
for 1892, 745; for 1893, 751; for 1894, 734.

P1·oportion of deaths to 100 inrnates per annurn.
Year.
1894 ........ .
1893 ............ . ······

Per cent.
4. 77
4. 66

Year.
1892 .... . ............ .
1891 ................. .

Per cent.
5.10
5.15

Year.
1890 ................. .
]889 ······ ······ .... · ·

Per cent.
5. 30
5. 66
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Annual statement of expenses from treasi,rer's 1·ecords.
1894.

Average number of men, including attendants......
Subsistence........................................ .
Subsistence, inmates Gov.ernment Insane Asylum.
Cost of medicines................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Attendants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ice.............................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fuel . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • .
Gas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1893.

108

112. 42

$8, 3 7. 95
3,740.62
940. 27
6, 369. 36
524. 41
1, 646. 28
1,012. 00

$9,187.47
2,985.00
1, 303. 94
6,330. 62
350. 10
1, 384. 89
923. 13

2

~~~!:t~1;-~-: : : :::: : :: ::: : : : : : : :: : : ·_:::::::::: : : : :: : : : :

m: ~~
m: ~~

Total.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

25, 278. 30

Miscellaneous. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Cost per man per day ......................... cents..

4. 75
334. 96

7. 00
378. 51

~:~~~~!::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Forage for ambulan·c e horses.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Instruments_and appliances.........................

107. 60

1891.
102. 54

t=== ==!=== = ~1= = = ==1

t~?~fa:: :::::::-::::::: :::::: ::::: ::::: ::::::::::: !U~ iini

Trusses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coffins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1892.

273. 05
63. 73
36. 75

1,

m: ~i

201. 24
133. 81

4t:: !~
39. 71

26, 210. 28

$8,763.33
$9,711.03
4, 878.58
3,676.43
1, 187.19
824.16
6, 648.46
6,182.87
416. 78
378.19
1,126.43
1,466.07
1,039.50
728. 00
377.14
261. 69
76.13
70. 69
89.19
31. 99
4. 00 .................
334. 77
229. 75
421. 00 ...............
3,685.94
525. 75
196.19
262. 08
208. 40
71.10
18.12
49. 30
394. 43
527. 73
47. 85
60. 32

29,837.84

l====i:====i=====~
66. 10

63. 87

75. 97

25, 132.,70
67.15

Monthly statement of expenses of hospital, from Octobe1· 1, 1893, to September 30, 1894,
furnished by the treasu1·er.
Items.

Amount.

October, 1893.

!l~~~-~-~-~-~~~:: :-:-: -~:: : ::::::::::~::::
Pay, clinical assistants ............... .
Pay, ambulance clriver ................ .

i~~i~~1~~!y::;: : : :::!iiii::::::

Sheets, pillows, and slippers ........ ... .
52 blankets .......................... .
Blacking, lye, matches, etc ........... : .
1~bl:nare and linen.: ... ___ .... __ .... .
g ons kerosene 011 ..••••••.••.•••.
Knobs, hinges, screws, and brackets .. .
Grate bars for furnace ................ .
Freight, atomizer bulbs ............... .
Stationery and printing .............. .
~edical and hospital supplies ........ .
Sp~%{~~\~so~~-s-::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

Lumber for coffins .................... .
Pay roll, extra duty ................... .
Total ........................... .

Pay, clinical assistant ................ .
Pay, ambulance driver ................ .

i;iii~?J~;y:.::::: :::!•:::::::::::
Lumber for r epairs .......... . ........ .
Plumbing materials ................... .
Weather strips, hinges, etc ........... .
Stamp, stencils, boilers, etc ...... ..... .
Articles for police, etc ................ .
Printing and stationery ............... .
Repairs to elevator ................... .

Amount.

November, 1893-Continued. ,
$786. 75
86. 75
46. 00
100. 00
20. 00
23.18
16. 77
3. 00
931. 11
143. 50
169. 00
11. 06
34. 03
6. 24
1. 20
10. 96
4. 58
12. 47
259. 59
13. 00
4. 50
36. 00
398. 79
3,118.48

November, 1893.

!1~~~~~~~~~::: ~ ~::::::::::::::::::;::::

Items.

861.10
97. 75
29. 36
100. 00
20. 00
27. 28
16. 77
3. 00
162. 50
2. 40
1. 74
25.13
20. 35
9. 21
2. 50
64. 00

Claret and port ...................... ..
Spectacles ................ -. - -- · · - · - · · ·
Trusses ................ -.. - - - - -· · · · · · · ·
Lumber, etc., for coffins ....... --..... ..
Instruments ..................... - - -- ..
I'ay roll, extra duty ................ - · -·

$3. 90
§. 00
7. 00
87. 98
7. 75
408. 99

Total ........................... .

1,967. 71

December, 1893.

Subsistence. -. · · · · · · · · • · • • • · • · • '' · · · · · ·

fc!s. ::: :::::::: :::: ::::::::::: :::::: ::::
Pay clinical assistant ...... - .. -· · .. · -- ·
Pay: ambulancedriver ................. -·
Extra washing ---- -- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

I~~:i:h~~tn:~~::::::::::
::::::::::: :::
Stencils and envelope opener...........

m: ~i
25. 92
1°°_. 0°
20 00

~t ~~
3. oo
1. 10
3. 35
6. 20

Brushes, hinges, ~rg~nd chimneys .... Stationery and prmtmg ............ -- . Articles for police purposes .......... -·
Brass screws and washers .... -- ... · - - -·
Medical and hospital supplies..........
45. 25
3
Spectacles ...... --- .. - --- - -- · -· · · · · -- · · ·
·
Government Asylum for Insane.·······
~~~: 19
Pay roll, extra duty ......... - --- - - -- -- · _ __

8: ~g

~f

Total.. ................. . : . . . . . . . . . ·2, 562. 87

January, 1894.
Subsistence .... . ....... - . - ... · - · · · · · .. ·
Gas ........................ ············
Ice ........... ··························
Pay clinical assistant ....... ·. -- -- · -· · · ·
Pay' ambulance driver. ..... - -· -- · - · · · ·
Ex:t~a washing ... . - - - . - - - · -· · · · · · · · · · · ·1
Forage, hay, horseshoeing ... --· · --· · · ·
Grate for stove .... .. . --- - - · .. · · · · · · · · · ·
Tm and galvanized iron. --- · · · · · · · · · · ..
Plumbing materials .. -... --· · · · · · · · · · · ·
Articles for police ...... -.. -· · · · · · · .... ·

806. 45
160. 25
22. 80
100. 00
20. 00
21. 54'
25. 35
4. 50
6.10
JS. 92
9. 46
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Monthly statement of expenses of hospital, from October 1, 1893, etc.-Continued.
Items.

Amount.

January, 1894-Continued.
Medical books. . . ......... . ..........•.
Printing and stationery . .............. .
Crockery and utensils .•.......... . ...•.
Instruments ............•..............
Spectacles ..•....................•...•..
Coffin materials ................•.......
Pay roll, extra duty ..•..•........•..•..

Total. ..............•.............

$60. 30

13. 60
44. 22
]0. 61
12. 00
8. 40
407. 33
1,751.83

Febriiary, 1894.

Subsistence ..............••••.••... : •..
Gas . . . ................................ .
Ice ...................................• .
Pay, clinical assistant .. .... ...... ..... .
Pay, ambulance driver ................ .
Extra washing ..... .... .... ....•..... .
Horseshoeing, forage, and hay ...•.....
Furnace coal. ................. .. .. .... .
Articles for :J?Olice purposes ........... .
Paints and oils ......... . ............. .
Materials for making boilers . a ••••• •••
Plumbing materials .................. .
Medical and hospital supplies ........ .
Lumber and materials for coffins ..... .
Medical books ........................ .
Pay roll, extra duty ......... ....• ••... .

712. 02
143. 50
21. 40
100. 00
20. 00
20. 64
25. 35
631.23
6. 18
6. 90
3.15
5. 25
44. 53
70.06
8. 40
409. 00

Total ........................... .

2,227.61

March, 1894.
Subsistence............................
Gas···················•·················
Ice.······· ···· ··················· ······
Pay, clinical assistant..................
Pay, ambulance driver.................

764. 38
103. 50
·33_ 20
100. oo
20. oo

!~{;i::~1~:i~~::::::::::::::::::::::::
Argand shade and burner . . . . . . • . . . . . .
~~bs, 2 panes giass. ... . . . . . • . ........
er for repairs . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • .
Material for soup kettle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Articles for police purposes • . . . . . • . • . .
Walnut office table ... . . . . .. . .. ..•. .. . .
Stat~onery and printing................
Medical and hospital supplies .•.•.....
Instrument!.' ...... ... . .. . ... . . . .. . . . ..
redical books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tpectacles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . .
p rimmings for coffins. • . . . • . • • . • • . . . • . .
ay roll, extra duty....................

~t ~g~i

3
:
2. 45
9. 30
1. 40
8. 62
7. 00
14. 92
2. 40
27. 34
31. 75
12. 00
17. 04
409. 00

------·-··-------

665. 87
78. 00
32. 56
100. 00
20. 00
24.49
22. 35
3. 00
2. 70
20. 00
4.43
9. 00
1. 50
32.17
17. 87
7. 50
6.15
915. 63
409. 00

··················-···

2,372.22

Articl~s for p ~ops, mges, etc ...... .
Lumber for sb(!l ~purposes.···········
Medical books vmg and trays ........ .
TriTf!mings for ·ooffi .. · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · ..
Me<h ·al an<l hosrliW\u· ... ·: ... ....... .
pectacles
PI>lies .......•.
Stationery an,i °ii;int.- ·· · · · · ··· · · ·..... .
ov rnrucmt Asylumtg ..i ............ .
Pay roll, xtra duty ...or nsane ...... .

Total

Total .•...................... ··· ·
June, 1894.
Subsistence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gas ......................... ,..........
Ice....................................
Pay, clinical assistant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pay, ambulance driver............ .....
Extra washing ... ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

$668. 20
52.25
57. 08
100. 00
20. 00
20. 57
22.35
3. 00
17. 50
8. (J3
56. 27
4.68
5.60
475. 47
14.25

7. 50.
4. 50
409. 00
1,946.25

====-=

~~:!f!h~~1n!~:.:::::: :::::::::::::::::
Articles for police purposes · · · · · · · · · · ·

April, 1894.

i~~~i;ri~<+++:

May, 1894.
Subsistence: •............••..••. , •.....
Gas ................................... .
Ice .................... : .·············· ·
Pay, clinical assist!),nt.•.......... . ..... ·
Pay, ambulance driver ................ .
Extra washing ........................ .
Forage and-hay .................... · · · ·
Horseshoein o· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
500 feet weather strips ................ ·
Articles for police ............... ·······
2 G. I. hot water boilers ............. ···
52 gallons kerosene oil ............ · · · · ·
Fire brick, grate, freight ............ ···
Medical and hospital supplies ..... -·. ··
Printing and stationery ............ ··· Spectacles .......................... ····
Medical books ......................... ·
Pay roll, extra duty ................... .

105 feet hose ................. ··········

Total .••...............••••••..•. 1,619. 96
Subsistence
···············•·····•···•••
Gas
1c;y;~~~~:~l:~~~i~~~~i:::::: :: :: ....... .
Pay, ambulance drive;·················

Amount.

Items.

663. 04
39.50
57. 64
100. 00
20. 00

~k i~
3. 00
1t ig

· 96
3. 59
· 85

Wire cloth and hipges.................
Material for boilers....................
1 bracket, freight......................
Stationery and printing · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

!:~g

ft:t~~}~~. ~~ffi~;:: ·.-.·. ·.-.-. ·. ·.-.-. ·. ·. ·.-.-.-.-.-. ·.

1
36. 60
Medical and hospital s_upplies · · · · · · · · ·
~·
91 ·
Government Asylum for Insane.······
415
Pay roll, extra duty .............. · · · · · _ _
_
· 40
_

Total . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
July, 1894.

Subsistence ...... · . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • ·

rc!s::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Pay clinical assistant ....... · · · · · · · · · ·
Pay; ambulance driver .............. ···
Extra washing ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

i~~~~:h:fn~~:.:
::::::::::::::::::::::
Towels and bed· spreads . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5g

2, 338. 15

~t t~

6

71. 29
1

~i: ig
~~:

:t

3. oo
147. 50

~g: ~g

Coal .............. ·····················
Repairs to furnace ..... ················
13 · 06
Repairs to boilers ....... · · · - · · · · · · · · · ·
.Articles for police ................... ·.
8. 19
"
Articles of tableware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35. L
6
Repairs to ambulance .... · · · · · · · ·· · · · ·
·
3
· 35
Repairs invalid chairs ..... . ···········
Medicai and hospital supplies.······· ·
00
Medical books ... ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
6. oo
Spectacles - .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1 75
Stationery and printing · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
~3: 68
Trimmings for coffins -. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
40
41 8.
Pay roll, extra duty ........... · .. · · · · · _ _
_

i!:

Total............................

;1

1,676.53

August, 1894.

Subsistence ... ....... ... ···············
Gas ....... ........•............. ... ...
Ice ..... .... ................ ········•··
Pav clinical assistant ..... . -.. ·. · · · · · ·
Pay' ambulance driver .......... ······
Ext~a washing ..... ... .. · -· · · · · · · · · · · ·
Forage and hay .•.•••.. - . - · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

540. 53
37. 50
67. 64.
100. 00
20. 00
28. 13
22. 35
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Monthly statement of expenses of liospital, from October 1, 1893, etc. -Continued.
-----~-Ite_m_s_._ _ _ _ __ _.A._m_o_u_n_t_._ _ _ _ _ __
1

.August, 1894-Continued.
Horseshoeing ......................... .
t;tic_les for _Police purposes .......... .
pairs to sink ....................... .
Castors and desk lock ................ .
rekli:-nic3:l ~ools ...................... .
m or dmmg room .............. ... .
Coal .................................. .
Renovating hair matresses ........... .
Instruments .......................... .
Medical and hospital supplies ........ .
Lumber and trimmings for coffins .... .

~~~\~~\~i~~-s-:::: :::::::::::::::::::::

Pay roll, extra duty ................. ..
Total ..........................•.

.A.mount.

September, 1894-Continned.
$3. 00 Ice ............ -··· -- ·••····· ·· · ······· •
Pay clinical assistant ............... ..
10. 01
1. 65 Pay'. ambulance driver ................ .
2. 65 Extra washing ......... .... ......... ..
9.45
~~~:~=h~~fn~a·~.: ::: : :: :: : : :::::::: ::::
9. 75
Recovermg mattresses, etc ........... .
20.41
Molrling, oil, ind. ink ................ .
9. 30
R epairs, ambulance and chairs ....... .
10. 50
21.18 Materials, soup boiler ................. .
68.18 .Articles for police .................... .
5. 00 .Table, wire cloth ..................... ..
6. 00
Medical books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 419. 00
Medical and liospitalsupplies ...... .. .

Instruments .......................... .

l, 412. 23

September, 1894.

!~~~~~~~~~~-::::::: :: ::::::::::::::: :::

l

_ __
I_te_m
_s._ _ _ _ _ _ _

11

rt~r::rai r!dc~t!i~~~~:::::::::::::::

Government .Asylum for Insane ...... .
Pay roll, extra duty ................... .
528. 53
48. 75

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$54. 52

100.
20. 00
20. 58

43. 9,

I. 50
25. 48
11.4[
19. 56
I. 40
8.4l
1. 7t
1. 4,9
32.13
4. 8.5
9. 2.5
8. 40
924. 28
418. 2'

2, 284. 48

The sanitary condition of the Home and grounds has been excellent throughout;
the year. There has been no prevalent or epidemic disease among the inmatea.
The water supply and drainage are satisfactory. The few vegetables furnished to
the hospital from the farm have been of very inferior quality. The milk is obtained
f~om a point so far from the Home that it deteriorates very much in transit, especially ju warm weather. As stated in my last annual report, the milk received at
the hospital is p,:actically useless in the preparation of extra diet for the sick.
J?r. George H. Penrose, clinical assistant at this hospital since October 21, 1889,
resigned July 1, 1894, to go into private practice, aud Dr. J. Ben Nichols was
appointed in his place.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. H. FORWOOD,
Surgeon, United States .A1·rny, in Charge.
The GOVERNOR OJ<' THE HOME.
WAR 94-VOL I--34:

..thlnua l report of receipts and expendit1ires on accoimt of the United States Soldiers' Horne, District of Columbia, froni Octobm· 1 1893 to September
30, 1894,. by Bvt. Maj. Richard C. Parke1·, U.S. A., tJecretary and treasurer.
'
'

___________-__ ,

October.

I

Novem.
ber.

c.,i,:,

1894.

1893.

Receipts and expenditures.

01
0

Decem. IJanua.y.
ber.

Febru·
ary.

March.

April.

May.

July.

June.

August.

I Septem·
ber.

Total.

1 - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - 1- - -1 - - - i- - - 1 - - - 1 - - -1

~

RECEIPTS.

t_rj

From the United States Treasurer
upon resolutions of tbe Board of
Commissioners approved by Secretary of \Var_ . __ . _.................. . $8,000.001 $9,000. 001$18, 000. 00, .......... 1$5, 000. 001$18, 000. 00, ......... -1$10, 000. 001$20, 000. 001 ..........-, .•••••... ·1$15, 000. 001$103, 000. 00
From hterest on permanent fund .... . 18,823.29 .................... $18,734.07 .................... $18,325.80 .................... $18,813.93 .•••...... . ..• . . . . . . 74,697.09
From effects of deceased inmates sub·
130. 74
15. 53
51.31
$90. 28
99. 94
664. 95
L 50
53. 35
24. 21
34. 05
. 66
162. 93
.45
ject to demand of legal heirs ....... .
85. 38
404. 64
45. 60
350. 92
U5. 44 4, 906. 87
6, 512. 63
129. 79
45. 23
232. 44
42. 07
92. 68
41.57
From miscellaneous sources ......... .
Total ............................ I 26, 869. 181

-1----1
9, 204. 501 18, 232. 891 18, 800. 351 5, 100. 91118, 535. 38118, 508. 94110, 094. 181 20, 384. 97118, 910. 84

225. 72 20,006.81 184,874.67

~

0

~

8
0

~

8

P:1
t_rj

EXPENDITURES.
U2

Furniture for officers' quarters, and
expenses thereof ................... .
63. 29
96. 97
56. 01 ,.....•....
122. 75
1.13
Compensation of the governor, deputy
governor, treasurer, andclerk to the
Board of Commissioners ........... .
348. 74
348. 74
348. 74
348. 74
348. 74,
348. 74
Transportation furnished to di s .
cba.rged soldiers en route to the ·
Home .............................. .
46.40
60.001
109.281
17.501 · · ········1····· .. ·· · \
Fuel for the Home ................... . 4, 043. 67 .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . .. 2, 870. 79 .•........
Expenses of the hospital for medicines,
medical stores, spectacles, false
122. 99
teeth, materials for coffins, etc .. ~ ...
315. 77
115. 63
87. 33
48.25
91. 31
Expenses of the hospital for mess and
kitchen utensils and all running ex·
penses, including compensation to
inmates on duty and pay of civilian
employees ........................... I 2,624. 75\ 1,654. 83\ 1,379. 72\ 1,478.07 1,931.05 1,347.62
R efunded to claimants as heirs of de·
ceased soldiers ..................... · \
140. 11
~~~-.~~I
~~~-.~~
Refunded to heirs of deceased inmates . ......... .
Sub!:!h1tence iltores and ice, including
special diet and stimulants for the
sick ...... ............ . ............. . 3,303. 68\ 3,968. 42\ 3,771.001 3,747.151 3,658.811 3,406.
Clothing for inmates ....... ..... ..... .
Article~ fo1· the Home bakery, except 1,
Jlour, salt,, hops, and potatoes ...... .

1~t i~I ....

.....:~·. ~~I::~~:~::: :I. ...

1::-.::\ 2, o::: :: ....·;;: ~~ _.... ~~: ~~

1:·.:: ...

Bl\

t_rj

71. 25

3. 63

6.08

2. 73

5. 65

14.10

443. 59

348. 74

348. 74

348. 74

348. 74

348. 74

348. 74

4,184.88

85. _441
369. 92

30. 50

77. 221
69. 751-- ... - .. --1
139. 56
8G. 89 . . . . . . . . . .
40. 53 ......... .

635. 65
7,410.80

59.04

487. 47

57. 50

65. 23

110.86

45. 38

1,606.76

1,248.04

1,297.74

1,208.18

1, 409. 411

1, 172. 78

1,160.23

17,912. 42

126.19
9. 85

71. 80
ll0.45

!l: ~!I::::::::::I::::::::::

~9. 77
11.96

1,441.49
343. 73

0
l;d
t_rj

8

>~

1-<l
0

>zj

_.~~:~~I 4, 3::: ::

3,503.601 3,764. 5ll 3,631.631 3,185.511 3,012.291 3,166.991 42,120.40
46:: :: ..... ;~:

~~ ..... ~~: ~~ ..... ~~: ~~ ...... ~: ~~

14, :::: ::

~

367. 00

287. 00

266. 22, .••••••••.

22. 26

383. 34

'°'·"r
1,465. 811 1,846.751 1,220.741
127. 77

5. 30

177.14

189.18

202. 26

339. 64

155. 42

85. 01

138. 331

143. 74

149. 38

127. 06

100. 24

321. 97

130. 33

97.94

35.08

56. 09

145.18 ...•.•.•.• , .••••..•.•

1,804.05

1,322.041 1,241.091 1,321.261 2,008.581 1,479.471 1,921.981 1,654.181 1,417.191 1, 374. 791 18,273.88

. 80. 31

137. 23

1

24.88,. ····•·•••

99. 67

77. 26

366. 86

61. 05

77. 25

479. 37

123.19

197. 60

224.37

161. 66

201. 261

2, 436. 21

143. 95

147. 09

160. 59

124.46

130.19

124. 09

130. 80

1, 656. 91

211. 48

78.30

15.20

63. 75

17.15

107. 421

1,234.95

13'7.14

229. 52

119. 25

37. 151

1, 518. 42

w.
0

t:-1

t::,
>-1

65. 25
190. oo,
319.16

57. 53
190.00
330. 74

1, 690. 961 1, 692. 14

001

116.
190. 00
340. 76

1,656.561

456.00

326. 00

5,771.271

233.75

~6.25

361. 751

1~~: igl.. ··iiio: oo

346. 39

351. 54

m: gg1· ...ilio." 001 .... ilio." iio

350. 46

1,646.3111, 665. 22i 1,688.721

331. 58

339. 17

I
_1, 699.161 1,735.03

171. 50

172. 77

74.52
190. 00
178. 43

t_zj
~

629. 21
2,280.00
3,559.27

1,680.17

1,711.61

1,695.21

5, 944. 33

. 331. 00

276. 00

5, 943. 93

26, 404. 53

202. 50

l&!. 00

119. 75

146. 25

189. 50

2, 986. 75

910.001··········1··········1

924.281

3,740.62

2i. 00

100. 00

1,116.00\
99.ool..........
204.20
320.251
156.00 .......... .......... 1·· ········1
3,-&-1ao1\·········· .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ...•......

4 170.54
8;538.67

336. 00

'18. 75

'56. 251

6, 876. 00

402. 00

'°1

Ul~

P:l

0

34C. 00

402. 00

1,699. 48120, 260. 57

~

~

1

287. 00

251.

915.6\·········
25.
u-;,491 2, 1'.!'i.001··········
s10.oo .i , -100. u;
75.oo

1tt ~gl.···iilo: oo

68. 01
190. 00
326. 77

00

25. 001...... . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

--', Oti. lloj !O, iS5. 47 lS, 012. 281 15, 258. 861 13, 690. 03116,254.95 17, 715. 87111, 638. 64 17, 366. 76 10, llfl. 20
1

25. 00

1

9, 05· • ~ - - · -

°'
~

~
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RECAPITULATION.
RECEIPTS.

Jnlance on hal)d September 30, 1893 .....•.•.•.............•.................•••..•••.••..•.. $15,507.15
rom th Umted States Treasurer upon resolutions of the Board of Commissioners, ap·
1
~y.\hins;i;~t:!ni\;:d~:::: :: :: : :: : :: : : : ::: : : : ::: : :: : :::: :::::::::::::: ::::: ::::: ~::
}rom e~ects of deceased soldiers s11bject to the demand of legal heirs......................
664. 95
'rom miscellaneous sources.. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,512. 63

ii~: ii

~1~~?i';~1

Total ........................................... _............. _................... _... 200, 381. 82
EXPENDITURES.

Furniture for officers' quarters and expenses thereof. .................................•.. ··
Co:ry:ipensation of the governor, deputy governor, treasurer, and clerk to Board of Commis·
s1on£1rs. _........... _... _.. ..... ............... . . . ... ..... .................................
Tran portation furnished to discharged soldiers en route to the Home and refunded to
F1~lf~~e~hea~~~~ .~~~-~~~1'.1.e.~~::::::::::::::: .·:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Expe~ses of the hospital for medicines, medical stores, spectacles, false teeth, material for
coffins, etc ..........• _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E~penses of the.hospi~al for mess and kitchen purposes, and all running expenses, includmg compensation to mmates on duty and pay of civilian employees ......•............ ···
Refunded to claimants as heirs of deceased soldiers ............................... · · · · · · · · ·
Refunded to claimants as heirs of deceased inmates .............................. · · · · · · · · · ·
Clothing for inmates ..................................................................... - · ·
Subsistence stores and ice, including special diet and stimulants for the sick ............. ·
Articles for the Home bakery, repairs, etc., except flour, salt, hops, and potatoes ....... - · ·
:Bedding for inmates, bedsteads, blankets, upholsterers' materials .................. ··.······
Farm, garden, and dairy utensils, seeds, guano, manure, etc., cultivation of garden, orna·
mentation of grounds, pay of farm, garden, dairy, and other employees ............. -.. · ·
Mess and kitchen utensils, and other articles except bedding for the Home ......... -... ·. · ·
Material for general repairs to buildings, repair of roads and fences, purchase and repairs
of harness, vehicles, purchase of mechanical tools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fora ge and medicines for Home animals, articles used in stables .......................... ·
Expenses of the library, governor's, and treasurer's offices, postage, post.office box rent,
stationery, etc., for Commissioners' office, freight, telegrams, and amusements .... -. - . · · ·
Incidental expenses, removal of night soil, rent of telephone, hack hire, advertising, travel·
i~g _expenses_, professional services, and expenses Home chapel ......•.......... · · · · · · · · · ·

;~~k 1~;
1

ii~~~:: ::::::::::::::::~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

443. 59
4,184.88
_
635 65
7,410.80
1, 606. 76

17,012.42
1,441.49
343. 73
14,004.42
42,120.40
242. 95
1,804.05
18, 273 · 88
1, 5l8. 42

2, 43 6, 2l
1, 656 · 91
1,234 . 95
629. 21
2,280.00

3,559.27
l!~!a~;s
ii;e
20,260.57
Compensation to inmates and monthly allowance nonpensioners of the Home .... ·········· 26,404.53
Commutation to inmates of the Home residin~ outside . . ..................... - . · · · · · · · · · · · 2,986.75
Gas for_the Home, including rental of Amicks gas regulators ... .................. · ··· · · ··
Board and medical treatment of members of the Home in Government Hospital for Insane·· 3,7(0.62
100. 00
Funeral expenses of members of the Home residing outside ................... · · · · · · · -· - • •
New buildings, new boiler, steam pumps, masonry work, and tank for new water suRply · · · 8,538.67
Permanent improvements, new fences, wells, repair of bridges, lamp posts, gas lamps, pav·
ing, sewerage, remodeling water-closet Anderson Building, plumbing, concretmg, and
carpenter's work main priv_v, pointing up stonework Scott Building, etc.················ 4, 170·_ 54
1
Balance on hand September 30, 1894 .••••...•..... •••. .•.•.•....•.•.•••.....•••..• •····••••· _10
_
, 440
_ _5

'l'otal ...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200, 381. 82

Compamtive statement of money received and disbursed on account of the United States
Soldiers' Home, District of Columbia, for two years-October 1, 1892, to Septe1nbe1· SO,
1894.

$:~i, ~i~: ~

Received October 1, 1892, to September 30, 1893 .......................... · - • • · · • • · · · · · · • • ·
Expended October 1, 1892, to September 30, 1893 •••..••.••..•..•..••••••..•.••.•• · • • •· · • • ·

'

~:507.15

:Balance on hand September 30, 1893 ...•••..•••..•.•••..••..••..••...•..•• • ·•• • · · · • • ·

rii: ~~J;

Received October 1, 1893, to September 30, 1894 ...•...•..•..•••..••. · · • • · • • · · · • ·• • • · · ••• ••
Expended October 1, 1893, to September 30, 1894 ....••••• ••.•••. .......•. ...•. ·• · · · · · · · · • · _ _ _ __
nalance on hand September 30, 1894 ......•••••.••••••.•••.••••••.•...••••••• • · · · · · · ·

E~;~~dtt~!E:i~~!!~~i~~r::~~di~g S°ept~~b~~·3·0· ·is94 ·i~; ~~~·b~iidi~g·s· ~~d i;~;~;:~~i'it

i§r5t~r:::t~it-~~Ei:••••••••••••••••••···: •):::••: •iso4·:•••••::::::::::::•::••:•::••:::••:•::::::::•:::
Sept~~b~~-ao:

Average numter of i;11lates fo~tthe ·y~~~·e~di~g
A~rage cost of rations per man per month including vegetables and fruit raised on

~i~18i:atio~ pe~ day::::':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::

.Ave~::e

10,440.15

====--

E~penditures during the year ending September 30, 1893, for new buildings and permanent
R 1mprovements .................... _.................................................... .

25,688.04
196,579.36
12,709.21
177,232.46
196. 95
16.41¼
7.34

$5. 70

18¼
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SOLDIERS~ HOME.
Statement of the Sold-ie1·s' Horne pe1·manent fund account froni October 1, 1899, to
tembe1· lJO, 1894.

ep-

CR.

1893.
Oct. 1. :Balance ..•.......••.•..•...•. ................................................... $2, 4'i9, 343. 32
Nov.~~1894.

11!~:~\ ~} i:t~!i1!: ·:.:::::·.:::: :·::.:::::: ·.::::::::::::: :: ::::·.:::::: $lt ~~~: ~~

Iil!il!!fIt::;;::I: i:

ii::: !::::~:::1!;;;;;!;;!!!!!;!;!!!;:

16,307.44
26,474. 79
7,192.01
23,536.25
39,743.83
21,982.06
11,906.45
11,060.77
23,159.63
197,693.47

Total................... ...................................................... 2, 677, 036. 79
1893.
ict. 19.
ov.27.
Dec. 20.
1894.
Feb. 23.
Mar.17.
May 18.
June 26.
Sept.21.

DR.

t:::

::::ount pa_id rrom perm~t fund. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8, 000. 00
ount paid from permit fund.................................
9,000.00
Less amount paid from permit fund................................. 18,000.00

Less amount paid from permit fund ................................ .
Less amount paid from permit fund ............................... ..
Less amount paid from permit fund ....•........ .......... ... ...... ·
Less amount paid from permit fund ................................ ·
Less amount paid from permit fund ................................ .

5,000.00
18,000.00
10,000.00
20,000.00
15,000.00
---103, 000. 00
30, :Balance........................................................................ 2,574, 03~. 79
Total . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . .

2, 677, 036. 79

Statement of the S~ldiers' Home interest account, froni October 1, 1893, to September
30, 1894.
DR.

8
rina:!~~
~~tb~f!n~e~ itiio;iii.a2· fr~~ ·oct~ b·er" i. ~. :o~~~~b~~ .3i·,. isoa·:::::::. iis," i4S: ss
nterest on deposit:
gctober 28 to December 31, 1893 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
ovember 27 to December 31, 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . .

78. 49
4. 05

Interest on balance, $2,460,673.56, from January 1 to March 31, 1894........ .•
Interest on deposit:

18,196.68

Interest on balance, $2,487,647.80, April 1 to June 30 1894 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..
Interest on cleposit:
'

18,607.61

tll~i~lYb:?ci~t~~i~:!i~~::::: ~·: ·: ·:::::·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·: ~:: -:-: ::::::·:-: ::::::___

~_f:_·i_f

~~\i\fi~Iri~·: iiit: :::·::::::::::::: ::::::::: :::: ::: :: :: ::::::: :: ::::
Interest on balance: $2,542,909.94, July 1 to September 30, 1894. ........... ...
Interest on deposit:
·
July 28 to September 30, 1894 . . . . ... . . . .. .. . . . . . . . • . .. .. .. .•. . ............
August 29 to September 30, 1894 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... ..
September 26 to September 30, 1894 . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. • ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

127. 68
117. 64
5. 38

$18,823.29

18,826.37

18,363.19

18,858.31

19,224.39
63. 58
29. 97
9. 99

19,327. 93

Total .......... ............... ............................................... ······
Less interest on principal paid:
_
92 30

94,199.09

----

186. 39

=====

ii~\1~:;r:ii;:::::::; ;;::;::;; ;;:::::;:; : : : : : : : ;: ::;
itif~~t;fi:;;;::::: ; :: ;:; : : ;;:; ;:; : :; : :;;;;;::;:;:;:iiIM i

Less interest paid:

Balance .............. ................... ................................................ .

74,697. OJ
19, ll15. 61

Total .............................................................- ............... .

94,199.09
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TI·easm·er of the United States Soldim·s' Home in account with the imnate pe?7-sioners, Jo)•
'moneys recefoetl under section 4, act approved March 3, 1883, and deposited with the
TI·easiwe1· of the United States.
1893.

MONEYS RECEIVED,

;;; it rrt~k£Ilt~tt::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::.: m~
~n

1~

Jan. 31. S. L . Willson's checks ......................... · ... • ... ··......................... .
_54
512
Feb. 28. S. L.Willson's ehec-ks . ........ .. ............. .... - - - -- ·· · · ····-- · ·············· · ··
Mar. 31. S. L. Willson's checks .......................................................... · ·· 22, 648· 3<l

~if li;!~{if.{!iii::;::\\\\\X\ \\\:

\\:\\\;I\\\\1:I:::::\\:\

II:y:: l\~l~

Total ................... .................... .................. . ................. 145, O<l9. 43

1893.

MONEYS DISBURSED

Oct. 14. Pension pay roll for October, 1893 ...........•.•..• ••.•....••• · · · · • ·· ••·••·· •· · •· •• • $3,450.45
1.00
18. Richard Vander Bruck, pensioner .... ... ......... . .... .. · · -- --- · -- · · -- · -- : · · · · · · · ·
90. 00
Nov. 18. Estate of Geo. Walter, deceased ................... -, ..... ·--· · · ... , ... ····· --·····
742. 40
29. Estate of Jos. B. Hayfls, deceased .......................... ·····--· ...... ······· -- ·
30. Pension pay roll for November, 1893 ............. ............. •• --·· ·• · · ... · · ... • ·• 2,756.87
Dec. 30, Pension pay roll for December, 1893 . ..... ................ •• • • • •• • .......... • .... .. 16, 72". 89
Jan. 31. Pension pay roll for January, 1894 ....... • • · · · • • • .. • • .. •• • · .. · • .. · • .. • • • • • .... · · • ••
Feb. 28. Pension pab roll for Feb:i:uary, 1894 ......... •• •• • • -- · • · -- · · -- · • · · • · · .. -- • -- · · -- • • • •

1, 92". 78
1,009.67
72. oo

:i: ~:f:i~~FX. P.1b~~tK~~~!!;L:: :::::::: :::::::::: :: :::·. ::: ::::: ::::::::: :::::::
May :i: i~!ft!~f J.tll8:~r~!1!:~a'.!~e·~;~d:::::: ::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: ::: ::::::: :::

1, ~:~:

1894.

•

::: }H~i:f.Y~ftij~~if~i:2HH?HLiHH/iLHl>:::! ~

i~::
~~

_:~t!H~~i~~tftli11ttl/DU\\/UYUYU/\IC::i:~
Sept. 8. Estate of i1red'k Br!)ckmeyer, deceased .... . ............................. :::::::::
127.00
12. Wm. Campbell, pensioner .................. · · · · · · · · · -- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··
10. 00
22. James Ryan, ponsioner .......... · · .... · · · · ·· · · · ·· · · · · · · · · ··· · · · ·•···· ······ · · · · · · ·•
772. 00
29. On account of Harry C. Greer, pensioner ....... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. ·
!)5. oo
29. James Ryan, p ensioner ....... .. ....... -.. .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 21 523. <l5
29. Pension pay roll for September, 1894 ....... . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·• .. · · • · • • · · 4' 672. 93
29. Pension moneys of deceased pensioners, transferred to the Home fund·········· _· i 613. 36
4
30, Balance in United States Treasury ....................... · · ... · • · .. • · · • • · • · .. · · · · ~
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145, 049. 43

Annual rep01·t of the nurnbm· of pensioners in the United States Soldier·s' Honie, rates
pensions, etc., September 30, 1894.
Pensioners drawing$2 ......... . ..............................
4 ••••••••••••· ••..•.••.•• •••••·•••·•••• • •
6 ·••••••••·· .... ••·•••••• .••. • •• •••·•••••

8 ·····••·· .......................•.......
10 ... ........ . . . ................... .. .... .
12 · · · · · · · · . . .•..........•...•..•....•..••.
12. 50. ·····• ····••·. .• .. . • .. . • . . • . .. . . .. .•.
14 •. •·····•·· ···•·· .... ········· · ·· · ···••·
15 . .••. .... . ·•······ .. .... ........ .....••
16 · · • •·· ••••••··•·•••••••••••••••••·•••• ••

17
52
60

160
57
268

1
37
3
39

!

0

Pensioners drawing-Continued.

$17 .••.....•... ·• · ······ ................ .. 783

~g :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

7

22 ·········· ········· · ··················· 2~
24 ...... ............................... .. 2

l~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J
Total ..................•..... ······· 815
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SOLDIERS' HOME.

Annual report of the number of ;>ensione1's in the United States Soldiers' Home, rates of
pensions, etc., September 30, 1894-Continued.
Pensioners present in the Home:
_
Pensioners whose money is drawn by the treasurer ....................................... 560
Pensioners who have assigned their certificates........ ... .............. ...... . ........... 22
~
582
Pensioners absent:

g~ ~~!!~~~.io~i-~~: ·.: ·. ·. ·.: ·. ·. ·. ·.:::::: ·.: ·.::: ·.: ·. ·. ·.::::: ~:·. ·.::::::::::::: ·.::::::::::::::::: :~:::: 23~
•

-233

Total number of pensioners, September 30, 1894 ......................... . ................... 815
Total number of pensioners, September 30, 1893 ............................................. 834
.A.lteN!~ons R!nce last re]?ort (~ep_tember 30, 1893):
certificates received for mmates.......... ............ .... ............................ 75
Admitted and readmitted........................... . . . . .................................. 211
.
-28u
2

t~:: ~;~~~~ta~~.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::

~i

-305

Net loss during the year ............................................. .... .. _................ 19
-r>escription of certificates:

.

i1;t;;£~t~~~ ~~~·~ ~~~~:: : ::::::::: :: :::::: ::: ::::: :: : :: ::: ::: ~: :::::::: : :: ::: ::::: m·

~:~: ~~\g~a} ~~~ ·21,.is90::::::::: :::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,:::~:: ::: ~

-815

NOTE.-There are six pensioners in the Government Hospital for the Insane whose money is
drawn by the treasurer and included above.

Farm account United States Soldiers' Horne, October 1, 1893, to SqJtember 30, 1894,
consolidated.
DR.
To labor, fuel, fertilizers, implements,
seeds, and r epairs. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • $5, 531. 98
Balance to credit of farm........... 1,852.73
7,384.71
CR.
By 186½ bushels beets ................ .
47¼ bushels beans, string ....... ...•
3,290 heads cabbage ............... .
40½ bushels carrots ... ............. .
10, 510 stalks celery ..... ....... ....•
7i bushels cucumbers ............••
750! dozen ears corn, green ........ .
482 pounds l1orse radish .......... ..
452 bushels kale ................... . -

104. 80
29. 54
121. 89
26. 78
317. 52
4.59
73. 70
19. 28
135. 6(1

CR.-Continued.
By 4,423 heads lettuce.................
$80. 71
3! bushels okra.....................
3. 62
4, 571 bunches onions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22. 85
1, 570 bunches par~ley . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
67. 85
423½ bushels parsmps.. .. . . . . . ... ....
213. 20
1,887 bushels potatoes, white....... 1,051. 20
166½ bushels potatoes, sweet . . . . . . .
83. 25
8½ bushels radishes .................
4. 88
242¼ bushels salsify . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
216. 75
180"bushels spinach................
36. 03
5,162 pounds squl!-sb................
51. 62
430¼ bushels turmps. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
98. 70
310¼ bushels tomatoes . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
120. 35
300 tons hay 1 ••••••••••••••••• ······~~~o. oo
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 384. 71

Estimate of VPgetables n the ground on United States Soldiers' Home farm, Septernbe>· 30,
1894.

lillllftlfJ.llliii.;iii i!iI;;::IiI/:::·:·::·;:·:;;~ii::\-Ii/iii\;~/!!t_ilI
o!

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 130.
1Ninety tons of this quantity of hay were lost by fl.re September 13, 1894, su1>1> 08 ed to be tho work
of an incendia-ry.
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Ga 1·den acco·u nt of United States Soldiers' Home, from October 1, 1893, to September 30,
1894, consolidated. •
DR.
To labor, fertili zers, seeds tools fuel
and implements ......... '. ..... .' ..... : $3,503.43

CR.
B y 272 bound

grapes . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

31½ u h els pear s . . ..... . .... . ......

8. 16
18. 90

CR.-Continued.
plants, trees, and shrubs
raised in garden and greenhouse. $1,495. 50
73 cords of wood....................
109. 50
balance to debit of garden expended
in improvements of grounds...... 1, 871. 37

By 27, 300

Total. ..................... '. . . . . . . 3, 503. 43

OTE.-This department h.as the care of the ornamentation of the grounds, lawns, flowers, shrube,
trees, ancl fruit.
,

.A.nnu-al r eport of membe1·s of the United States Soldiers' Borne 1·eceiving outdoor relief
September 30, 1894; rates of relief, pensions, etc.
Number receivin g outdoor relief per month of$8 ..••.•••••.•..•.•.•••••••..•.. . .....•.. • 264
6 ••••••....•..••..••...•..••• ·•••••······
4 •• • ••• .•••••• .. . . • . . •. .••• .• .•. • .• •••. ••

2 ······· .. ··•········•· ...... ...... ......

6

27
26

Total. ............................... . .. 323
Number on outdoor relief September 30, 1893 .. 299
N et gain during the year ........ ..... . 24
Nonl!eJ?-sioners !eceiving o~tdoor relief......
Rece1vmg p ens10ns per month of$2
4
6
8
10
12
14

••••••.•••••• ··•••• .••..•• ··•·••· .•.••..
..•. . ...••.•••...... •••·• · ...••......••.
••••.•.•• : • . .•.....••.•..•..... ···••••••
•. •·•••·· ••.••••.•••..•.•••...........• .
..... •······••·····•••··. .. ..•..•• ...••.
.......••.....•.•••·••• ·••••..••.•..•..••.
••••••.•••••••••••.••.•••... ··•·•· .....•

9;)
6
20
26
63
6

72

Receiving pensions per month of-Continued.
$16 ..... ...................................

3

17 .; .•.. : ... ······· .. ······· ···•··· ······ · 13
18 ........................................ 1
3

20 ........................................

22 ................ ······ ... ······· ······· -

1

24 ....................................... .
25 ....••......... ·•••·•••••· .••. ••·••···· ·
30 .•.•••. ···••••·· ·•••·•·•••••·•••••··•··•

4

1
2
1

72 ................ ······· ........ ·········

Total nonpensioners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93
Total pensioners ............ -.. · · · · · · · · ~
323

Mexican war survivors ........... ·...... · ·. -· 132
Me11 who have served 25 years or over ..... -· 44
Nonpensioners of latter number ........ ··· -- 6

2

Eleven members of the Home on outdoor relief have died since date of last report;
twenty-five members were dropped from outdoor 1·elief after June 30, 1894, in compliance with resolutions of the Board of Commissioners, June 19, 1891, and July 21,
1894.
RICH.

C.

PARKER,

Bvt. Maj., U. S. Army, Secretary and Treasurer.

REPORT OF THE INSPECTION OF THE SOLDIERS HOME.
WAR DEP.A.R'l'MENT,
IN~PECT0R-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., Jl!farch 25, 1 95.

SI~: I have the honor to submit a report of the inspection of the
Soldiers' Home, begun .March 8, 1895, with the assistance, as heretofore,
of Major Sanger in all matters relating to the men, and Mr. Kent, the
accountant of the Department, in the :financial affairs.
Attention is invited to the accompanying exhibits for details as to
~undry_matters which have usually accompanied these reports of annual
mspect10n.
The steady improvement which has characterized the conduct and
condition of affairs of this Home from year to ·year during all the time
that I have been inspecting it is exemplified again this year and
deserves the heartiest commendation. In both economy and excellence
t~e progress _is decided, and though t,he officers most directly responsible _may in some one particular or another, especially where the
question of money is concerned, have preferred more rapid progress,
they surely-should be content that there is no deterioration anywhere
and th~t wherever there has been a change it has been beneficial.
The mspection of the buildings began at the hospital, which has
become a model of neatness as well as of perfect professional manage~el!-t. .Here, as in one or two other places of the Home, there were
md1cat10ns of leaks and stained or fallen plaster, which may indicate
merely the severity of the past winter or the recent change in the
~3:ter_ supply, or some fault of original construction, but in no case did
it m~icate carelessness on the part of those in immediate charge. In
mak~ng the necessary repairs, it is submitted that metal ceilings have
special merits for cases like this.
The deputy governor, Capt. D. A. Irwin, is in charge of the barracks and discipline and is acting governor in General Stanley's temporary absence abroad. Comparing the condition of the barracks and
mess hall with that reported a year ago, it may be said that, ~xcept for
much needed repairs, it is excellent in all respects. ~rhe disappearance of insects, the disuse of kerosene oil on the floors, the addition
of locker stands, barrack shoes, and mattress covers, and the scrupuJo~s cleanliness of the dormitories, mess hall, and kitchen h~ve contnbuted much to t,he comfort of the inmates of the Home, and added
largely to its reputation as a model military institution. Everything
that can be done without money has been done. New floors, painting
and calcimining are needed throughout the Anderson and King buildings, and to some extent in Sherman and Scott halls and the annex,
and it is understood that an allotment of funds for the purpose was
made by the Commissioners some time ago, but up to da~e it has not
been expended.
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. The smoking room under the central section of the dining room is~
drngy to a .degree, having hardly an outside window, and is not infrequently ?vercrowded, though a large space in the annex is practically
unoccupied where the old dining room was. There seemed also to be,
space elsewhere for fifty or a hundred more beds in the dormitories,
which is in marked contrast to the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers where some regulars are found housed in good comradeship and kindliness. The bakehouse should be painted and an iron
rack for the bread pans should be substituted for the wooden dresser
in which they are now kept as a sure means of exterminating ~b.e
!oacbes which infest it. They are not to he found in any other buil~rngs of the Home, but unless prompt measures are adopted, they ~ill
no doubt soon invade the kitchen and mess hall, when their extinct10n
will be difficult.
As quite a propagating plant is maintained_for the grounds, possibly
some ornamental development of the conservatories like those at Dayton or other volunteer Homes might prove a desirable addition.
No change in the system of messing reported one year ago has been
made, and the rations and supplies of all kinds are reported excellent.
All issues of clothing have been witnessed by the deputy governor
of the Home, and no losses from any cause have occurred.
-The heating plant and shops were in good order, and though t1?-e
general water-closet needs whitewashing, the great imp.rovement m
its construction and present condition over the discreditable state a
few years ago is very marked.
There were two prisoners in confinement for introducing liquor and
insubordinate conduct.
No complaints were received.
From what was seen at the pay table and elsewhere, it is submitted
that the organization into companies and squads and the two roll calls
daily, authorized in article 10 of the General Regulations of the :S:ome,
approved by the Secretary of War April 17, 1883, seem to be missed
and_ would have a certain merit .as they always have in such. ~arge
~odies of men, especially those who have been trained to the m1htary
life. Otherwise .article 10 needs modification.
EST .A.BLISHMENT,

T?is ~ome was established by the act of March 3, 1851., as a home
for mvalid and disabled soldiers, whether regulars or volunte~rs, of the
war of 1812 and of all suhseq uent wars and for every soldier of the
A~my of the United States who bas serv~d, or may serve, honestly and
faithfully, twenty years in the same.
.
r_i;he original Board of Commissioners consisted of -the General ID
Chief•CommandingtheArmy, the generals commanding the Eastern and
Western g_eographical military divisions, the Quartermaster-General,
the 0 mmissary-Genera1 of Subsistence, the Paymaster-General, the
urgeon-General, and the .Adjutant-Gener.al of the ..Army. The act of
1"~\rch 3, 1859, provided that hereafter the Commissary-General of Sub!~a~nce, th~ Surgeon-General, and the .Adjutant-General of the Army
Marc{in titute t~e Board. The Board was enlarged by the act of
Q t , 1883, to mclude the Commanding General of the Army, the
e.fu:master-~eneral, the Judge-Advocate-General, and the governor
int rnal i~e, ~th power to establish regulations for tp.e general and
f v\ "' 11 ction of the institution to be 8ubmitted to the Secretary
ar i.or approval.
'

?
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The executive officers of the Home named by the act of 1851 are a
governor, a deputy governor, and a secretary, who shall also be treasmer. These o~cers shall be taken from the Army and appointed or
removed, as the mterests of the institution may require, by the Secretary
of War, on the recommendation of the Board of Commissioners.
SUPPORT.

For the support of this Home it was provided that the sum of 12½
c~nts per month shall be deducted from the pay of every non-comm1ss10ned _officer, musician, artificer, and private of the Army, but such
deduct10n shall be ma.de from the pay of volunteers only with their consent,. and also the further sums consisting of the stoppages and courtmartrnl fines against soldiers over and above any amount due the Government or individuals; all forfeitures on aGcount of desertfon, and all
money belonging to the estates of deceased soldiers unclaimed for three
years.
The first sum received for the purpose of carrying into effect thi act
was $_118, 791.19, levied by General Scott, commanding general of the
army m Mexico during the war with that Republic, and was turned over
to the Commissioners July 5, 1851. The first member admitted to the
Washington Home was Martin Fullman, Third Artillery, July 25, 1851.
GROUNDS .

. The Horne is located on the high ground directly north of tbis city
distant about 4 miles from its center. It is admirabJy located and commands a very extensive view of the city of Washington, the di taut
Potomac and the historic hills of Maryland and Virginia. T~e gr~u11cL
now consist of 502 acres beautifully laid out in walk and driv · , mt r spersed with lawn and ~oodland so attractive that it ha b com th
favorite park for driving to the residents of the city. ~
rh amount
expended for the purchase of these grounds was $3..:.,6, _54:55. 'l lJ
latest purchase was in 1876 when the Wood farm, cou ,·1,·~rng of
acres, was bought for $30,000. Of the 502 acre i,~ th~ do':1~rn, 20~ ~ire
set apart for hay grounds and 28 are uud r culti.vatwn ,t, _th _farm.
The cost of the various permanent improvem nt from org lllZ} ion t
include 1890 is reported as $ 1,031,044.35. Sine that d_at t th pr ·· 11 t
11
there has been expended for like purpose_s _33,254, makrn?· a~ t~tl '
diture: For grounds, $ 326,354.55; for lm1l<lmgs and P rmau nt llll}HO\
men ts, $1,064,298.35; total, $1,390,652.U0.

.P':
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Other _buil~ings on the grounds are a brick pump house, a steam-boiler
l10u e,_ SI;"X brrnk gatehouses, three frame cottages, a farm house with
utb~uldmgs, a brick stable, a deadhouse, a plain conservatory or propagatrng houses, and a root house. The storerooms, located in cellars
aud 1?a ement rooms of the barrack buildmgs, are of sufficient capacity
and m good condition. The main buildings · are lighted by gas and
warmed by steam and bot air. Electric lighting would appear as needful here as at the volunteer Homes. The ventilation seemed to be good.
In the dormitories the highest floor space per man is 506 square feet,
the lowest 60 feet, and the average about 91 feet; and the air space per
man was, highest 1,987.62cubicfeet; lowestl,197.3feet, with an average
of 1,204 feet. This is in marked contrast with the crowded condition
found in the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, where the
a·verage floor space ranged from 47 to 63.5 square feet and the airspace
from 530 to 781 cubic feet. There were 53 vacant beds reported in the
barracks. These larger Homes, where the members are numbered by the
thousand, may usually be run for rather less per capita; but even the
smallest volunteer Home presents an object lesson
in .economy.
.
MEMBERS.

The average number present during the month of February, 1895, 'Yas
as follows: In barracks, 588; gatehouses, 10; farmhouse, 2; sleepmg
outside, 16; hospital, 107; total, 723. The average number present during the year ending September 30, 1894, was 733.75, while during the
preceding year it was 751, and in 1892 it was 745. The highest number
present was 782, on February 19, 1894, and the minimum was reached
September 26, 1894, when only 658 were present; and there was an
average of 380 members absent during the year, or 34 per cent of the
membership, while at the national Homes only 19 percent were absent.
The average age of the members present September 30, 1894, was 54.4
years, and of those admitted since, 51 years. These averages are about
three years younger than those prevailing at the national Homes.
DISCIPLINE.

Of the 1,850 persons cared for, less 293 transients, only 288, or 18 per
cent, were tried for offenses against the rules, and of these 167 were
tried but once, 74 twice, and 47 more than twice, and 82 per cent were
not tried. This last average is a little less than that at the oth~r
Homes. The principal offenses seem to be due to the li9.uo_r h~b1t.
The punishment laid upon the offenders in aggravated cases 1s d1sm1ssal
and in others suspension from the Horne or labor on the groun~s. or
roads. The guard-house, with a capacity for 10, was in good cond1t10n.
Passes are given to the men when not undergoing punishment.
AMUSEMENTS.

The amusement room, provided with billiard and pool tabJe~, and
tables for cards, dominoes, chess, and games of like character, 1s m the
base~ent of the ma,i n building, but it is poorly lighted and not well
ventilated. Occasional dramatic entertainments are provided for from
a small fund :placed at the disposal of the governor. It is un~erstood
th at. the s_ubJect of building a suitable hall for this purpose 1s under
cons~derat10n. T~e _lack of an adequate and properly constructed
amu. ement room 1s m decided contrast to both the volunteer Homes
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and the newly constructed posts in the Regular .Army. It is believed
where opportunities for occupation and recreation under favorable circumstances are provided discipline is maintained more easily, and content~ent and harmony improved. The band numbers 14 members,
costrng annually $1,876. It gives an outdoor concert each day for
about an hour when the weather is suitable. .An increased allotment
for ~he use and improvement of this band is suggested as soon as an
adequate amusement hall is provided. The library contains 6,113 volumes, and 33 papers and 17 periodicals are subscribed for.
RELIGIOUS SERVICES.

_Services by clergymen of the Episcopal, Lutheran, and Roman Catholic churches are held every Sunday-by the first two in the body of the
chapel and by the latter in the basement.
WATER SUPPLY.

In the attempted solution of this question large sums ha,ve be n
expended in experiments with artesian wells, the tank in barracks nd
hospital, etc., but it has for a time, at least, been solved by obtaiuiu
direct supply from the city water system, though still under th JI • sity of pumping, and limited to the daily use of 25,000 g llou , . To
obtain the necessary pressure a water tower containing an iron t~nk f
about 50,000 gallons' capacity has been erected at a co 't f 2 , • :),,J4,
including the cost of connections, boiler, and pump; al $1,2~0 paul t
the Supervising Architect and $428.92 to iuspector of mat r1all-,.
FIRE DEP.A.R'l'MENT.

The erection of the water tower and increa

DISBURSEME T, ,

The disbursements and account f th tr < nr r fi om do_hn J.J
1893, to March 8, 1895, wen~ in pect d and m, Y
·umrnarizNl ''
follows:
IIOMJ~ 1'' NJ>.

Balance on hand Octo bor 13, 1893 .. - - . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · • • · · · ·
Received from United tates Tr aaury:
. 11:J 11211. I
Interest account ..... - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·::::::::: . J. 1 ( •
Permanent fund ......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Received from sale ...... -·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ··· · ·· ···· ·
Received from co1lections .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · : :::::
Received froru pemiiou fun ... · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • · • • • · • •
_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Totaltobea c unteclf r ... ······· ··········· · ···· · :::::::::::.
Disbursed a p r voucli r .... ······ ···· ·· · · · · ·· · ··· ·•·· ·
---Balan

on han<l 11nr h , l n:; •••• •• • • ••• ••• •••• •••••• •••
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on band. October 13, 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..• .. . .. .... ... ... $47,631.69
from p nsion agent................ . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 136,361. "52
. b Total to be accounted for................ .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. 183,993. 21
T 1 u~ l to pensioners. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $111, 766. 92
rau ferrecl to Home fund...... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .
4, 672. ~3
116,439. 85
Balance on hand March 8, 1895 . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . .
Total balance March 8, 1895........... ... . .... .. .... .... .. . . ....
D 1 tribut d as follows:
ni_t d tates TreasT\t'er . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . ... $73,436.38
917. 64
As 1 taut treasurer United States, New York...........
a h on hand.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
234-. 66

67, 553. 36
74,588.68

Total .......................................................... .

74,588.68

.

Where officers have become accustomed to make all payments by
check a decided preference is expressed for that more precise ai:id satisfac~ory method. The keeping of cash on hand (with a depository so
ea" 1ly accessible) does not seem deEdrable either for the purpose of the
mo t careful accounting nor for the safe-keeping of public funds. The
demands for small cash payments do not seem to require an average
cash balance for a year of over $300 and at times extending to over $60?,
The statutes and Treasury regulations clearly require that all pubbc
funds shall be ueposited, except when otherwise authorized by the
_proper officer. Two vouchers were found missing for some days .. It
was reported that they had been sent for signature to the payee? with
the treasurer's check for the amount. The issuing of a check without
a proper voucher therefor would seem to be inadvisable. The approval
by the governor of vouchers for disliursements appears to be made
after the accounts have all been paid. The check book and cash ~ooks
were properly and neatly kept, but it would seem that the keepmg of
four and sometimes five concurrent abstracts was unnecessary. One
abstract with a separate column for each class of disbursements w~uld
be more simple and avoid possible confusion in the numbering, entermg,
a-nd filing of vouchers, and facilitate efficient supervision.
It is suggested that if the individual pension accounts were kept on
separate cards after the manner adopted by the War Department for
keeping its records, time, labor, and space would be economized. The
average balance to the credit of the pension account remains about. as
shown at last inspection. The large balance of over $44,000 remams
idle, while a like an10unt is withdrawn from the interest-paying fund,
and the interest is thus lost to the Home. Were it possible to encourage these men by a low interest on their small savings, less would
prob~bl;y b_e spent by them in wasteful ways injurious to their bealth,
the d1sciplme of the Home, and the credit of the uniform. Of the 553
pensioners at the Home December 31 1894 447 or over 80 per cent,
had balances to their credit of thefr p~nsion' accdunt, as shown by the
following statement:
Pensioners who have bala11ces to their credit at the United States Soldiers' Home Decembe,·
31, 1894.

Less tb an $100 .. _...

lil~g~ I§rn[iiII)I; I! Iit it!II/!:!\I/!!

293
87
37
9
7
6
2
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Between $700 and $800 ...... ..... . ....... - - - - .. - - - - · · · - - - · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Between $800 and $900 ..... . _.... ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Between $900 and $1,000 .. _..... ___ ... _. __ . . . . __. __ .. . ...... . . _..... . ... ... . ...
Over $1,000 (viz, l at $1,080, 1 at $1,365, and 1 at $1,0 3) ..... .. .. . - ... - . - . - - ·
Pensioners having no balance ......... . ...... . . .. • -. . - ..... - · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

T

Total number of pensioners ___ . . ... ........... - .... .. . . - ... - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - · - .

1
u ,;
,>
1(
;)f,'

The dispbsitfon to save is evident, and would eem onl to r
encouragement to cover a larger :field. It may be only a oincid n
but it is remarked that the number of member who wer not t ri d for
any violations of the rules was 445_, just 2 le s t han the n umb r of m mbers who had balances to their credit.
The transactions affecting the permanent fund d ur ing t he pa t t, o
years may be stated as follows:
1893.

1 94.

gtg·:}

~:~~ftc:!!fe~!~er 30 ........ . .. .. •• ....... _. .. _. _. _. ... __ .. __ ... _..••• • . $2, 48g,
ts ............. ... . _... .. ... _.. . ..... _. _.... . .. . .........
14 , 4 .
W

$2,479, 343. 32
197, 693. 47

2, 636, 343. 32
157, 000. 00

2, 677, 036. 79
103, 000, 00

Balance September 30 .. .. ... . . .. ... _. . _. _. __ . _•.. . .. _..... _. . ..... . 2,479,343. 32

2,574,036. 79

, ithdrawn for current expen ses .. . .. _. . __... . ..... . ....... _...... __ .. . .

Since the above date, credit settlements have been issued in favor of
the ~ome for $92,500.13, and requisitions drawn thereon for $42,000,
showmg an increase since September 30 of $50,500.13, making a tot al
balance at this date of $2,624,536.92.
T?-e large increase in the a mount received from TreasuTy settlements
durrng the past year is traced to the more rapid settlement of accounts
and the bringing up to closer date the accounts formerly in arrears in
the office of the Auditor, and to the decision of the Second Comptroller
of December 12, 1893, that all retained pay due enlisted men at date of
desertion was forfeited to the Home. This decision, it is estimated,
nearly doubled the annual income of-the-Home from this source, amounting to about $75,000 for last year's accounts. The recent legislation
relating to retained pay will probably affect the income from this source.
EXPENSES.

The daily average number of members present during the year was
733. 75, a decrease from last year of 17 .25 and from 1892 of 1~.25. The
decrease is largecy due to a more rigid scrutiny of the apphcant and
the discharge from the Home of men whose condition did not warrant
their staying.
'l'he current expenses of th e year were ................................. $189,941.67
From which deductRefunded to heirs of deceased soldiers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 441. 49
Refund ed to heirs of deceased members .................... " .
343. 73
Commutation to members outside .........••................. 26,404.53
Insane members at asylum...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 740. 62
Fun eral expenses, outside members .. _.......................
100. 00
Permanent improvements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 709. 21
44,739.58
Total expenses maint aining members . - · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · ·
.A.v erage annual cost for each member ........ --- - --· · -· - - · · - · · - · - - · · · · ·
.A.ver age cost for rations p er man .................... - . -. . . . .
67. 28
Av erage cost for clothing p er man ................ - . - . -. - . · · 19. ~~
4·
.A.ver age cost for laundry per man . ...... - . - - . - · - -· · · · · · · · · · · ·
.A.verag e cost for other expenses })er man ......... -.. · · · · • - - - 106.

68

--145, 202. 09
7, 89

19

197. 89
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This shows a reduction as compared with last year's expenses of
$19.56 per_ capita for maintenance, and it appears that this economy was

: ecured without affecting the quantity or quality of the ration or clothmg allowance. The average cost of maintenance at the national Homes
h~st fiscal year was reported as $127.45, for clothing $16.07, and subs1 tence ~~3.14. ':'7"ith a still further application of the contract system,
a more r1g1d scrutmy of the clothing allowance and issue, and the most
areful supervision all round, it seems evident that this commenda?le
economy can not only be mamtained, but still further improved with
benefit rather than injury to all.
CONTRACTS.

Instead of the former method of purchasing groceries in open market,
as noted in previous reports, it is found practicable now to purchase all
the leading articles by contract, and at rates cheaper than those ~e~'etofore paid. Contracts are now made for six months for such quantities
as may be required for the following articles: Bacon, ham, pickles, pork
shoulders, butterine, milk, mackerel, beans, rice, black tea, green tea,
coffee, green and roasted, sugar (A and 0), vinegar, candles, soap, salt,
pepper, mustard, sirup, cheese, and boneless codfish. Articles not contractedfor are divided among the several successful bidders. The value
of the trade was evidenced by the sharp competition of many of our leading grocers at the recent letting of the contracts. The ap1?arent adyantage to the Home will probably lead to a more extended list of articles
to be so purchased. Contracts are also made for the purchase of coal,
ice, forage, flour, beef, laundry work, clothing, bedding, and towels.
EMPLOYEES.

The amount expended for services during the year was, as follows:·
3 officers, difference between active and retired pay _____ . ________ - _- - -- $2, 984. 88
28 non-commissioned officers ____ . _________ . _______________ . ____ . _. _. ____ 4, 756. 50
1

!i fki::~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i: rii: ~!

270

58,289.99

The amount paid for services is nearly 31 per cent of the ~otal
expenditures, and averages $79.44 for each inmate, and the ratio of
employees to average membership is nearly 37 per cent. The a':erage
daily pay to members is 39½¾ cents; to civilians, $1.43; and the ~1gl.1est
daily pay to members is $1.30; to civilians, $3.50. Attention is mv1ted
to the similar figures for the volunteer Homes.
PENSIONERS.

The number of pensioners present September 30, 1894, was 582, and
absent on outdoor relief, 230. The former were drawing pensions from
$ 2 to $36 per month, while the latter received from $2 to $72 per
mo~th. The average pension is $10.03 per month.
'Ihe amount received from the pension agent during the year was
$95,~34.09, and paid to the pensioners, $93,763.14. The balance due
pemuoners September 30, 1894, was $46,613.37. One clerk, at $20 per
mont~, .keeps the pension accounts and attends to all the clerical work
pertammg to that duty.
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STORES.

The value of quartermaster i;;tores on hand September 30, 1894, was
$9,946.50, and of subsistence stores, $481.85.
There was condemned during the year property whose orjginal co t
was $297.75. Inventories of property are taken semiannually and rendered to the Board of Commissioners after verification by the treasurer.
Nearly all the furniture and other property belonging to the Home,
except in officers' quarters, is marked and taken up as public property,
and all property not continuously in the possession of the treasurer and
for .which he is accountable, is receipted for to him by the custodian.
A record is kept showing the amount expended on each building.
CLO'.l.'HING.

The following is the clothing allowauce to each member of the Honie
every two years: 1 dark-blue coat, 1 dark-blue vest. Each year 1 pair
sky-blue trowsers, 1 unlined blouse, 1 straw hat, 1 black felt hat, 2
cotton shirts, 2 flannel shirts. Every four months 2 pairs woolen or
cotton socks, 1 pair shoes, 1 pair cotton or :flannel drawers. Two pairs
dark-blue flannel trowsers the first year and 1 pair yearly afterwards.
. This clothing is regarded as the property of the Home, but is turned
~n ~mly when the member leaves the Home, and not when new clothing
1s issued.
The above articles at the present contract price would cost for each
annual allowance $15.64z.
. ~he issue of shoes seems to be very liberal, but there is no free prov1s10u made for their repair, as at other Homes. Would not white collars, such as are issued in the Army, and a uniform style for the coats
and ~olor for the trousers, improve the uniformity and appearance of
the men when assembled i
At the national Homes the members have the following clothing
allowance: Every five years, 1 great coat; every three years, 1 dress
coat; every year, 1 cap, 1 blouse, I vest, 1 pair of trousers, 1 pair of.
shoes; every six months, 1 shirt, I pair canton :flannel drawers, 2 pairs
socks.
The cost price per year for these articles is $11.09. At every new
drawing a careful examination is made of the article to be replaced.
TA.BLEW.A.RE .

. This ware seems to be good and of fairly durable quality. The
capacity of the dining hall is sufficient to seat all the members simultaneously. The per cent of breakage of plates was but 20; of bowls,
41, and the total on all 31.
FARM.

There are 28 acres under cultivation devoted to market gardening.
The principal crops raised were potatoes, cabbage, celery, tomatoes,
etc., and 200 acres in hay, from which a crop of 300 tons was raised.
Exclusive of the hay, the value of the crop was stated as ........ - - -... - . $2, 884. 71
Of which the mess received._ ............ ·-···· •........................ 1,924.67
1
The bospital received ___ ····-· __________ -·----····-··- .......... -·····-7 19
Consumed on farm .... - - .. - . - - -... - - -· - · - - · · · · · - · · · · - · · · · · · · · · - - -- · · · · · ·
108.
Issued to members ______ -···-······-····--··------···--······--·--······
9.18
2
Issued to others .. _... - - - . - -- - -- -- - · -- - - - - - · -- · · · · - · -- · · -- - · - · - - - · - · --· · 644. 00
·E stimate of vegetables in the ground .............. -·-·············-···· _ __
2,884.39

f°Jg
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The hay crop is reported a-s 300 tons, valued at .......................... $4,500.00
E

~alue of total crop .......................................... .-..... 7,384.39
xpen ed on account of the farm...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 531. 98
Balance to credit of farm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 852. 41

The garden is charged with $2,469.53 on account of labor, seeds, tools,
and fuel. This department has the care of the ornamentation of
grounds, flowers, lawns, etc. Credit is claimed for $997 on account of
18,200 plants, trees, and shrubs rai~ed in the garden and greenhouse,
and for $109.50 for 73 cords of wood; at $1.50 per cord, cut on the
gTounds. The dairy is maintained in name only, as the herd of cattle
ha_s ~een slaught~red. It is now charged with the expenses of the
brmgmg of the milk from the railroad depot to the Home. It would
seem this should be a proper charge to subsistence and the dairy
account closed. The expense charged to the dairy last year was
$337 .93. If the root house were under charge of the farm, would. not
some confusion as to issues and other matters be avoided 1 There is
:room for improvement in the manner i:i;i which these records are kept.
HOSPITAL .

.The surgeon reports the capacity of the hospital as 85 beds, of which
The daily average number of
sick during the year in hospital was 76.45, and at sick call 7. The
principal diseases and percentage of each were: Alcoholism, 10.88 per
cent; rheumatism, 9.11 per cent; tuberculosis, 7.09 per cent; heart
disease, 6.33 per cent; senile debility, 4.3 per cent. The number of
deaths during the year was 62, of which 35 died in hospital, 17 on out·
door relief, furlough, etc., 3 at the insane asylum, 3 in quarters (at
Home), and 4 by suicide (at Home). The average age at death ~as
56.19, while at the national Homes it was 63.3. The death rate per
1,000 present and absent was 55.65 ; at the other Homes, ~4.4.. The
average cost of the hospital ration is $0.2143, including special diet.
The officers and employees are a surgeon and a hospital st~ward,
paid from army appropriations, and a clinical assistant, with 31
~employees, paid from the Home funds, $6,369.36 annually. _'];~e sur·
geon reports the condition of the sewer system good, the facilities_ for
bathing ample, the hygienic condition good, and water supply sufficient
and satisfactory, but states that the few vegetables raised on the farm
and issued to the hospital are of very inferior quality, that better ones
can be bad in the market for less cost, and that the milk is brought
from a point several hours distant from the Home and is very much
deteriorated, especially in summer, before reaching the hospit~l:
Attention is invited to Exhibit V, showing the list of medrnmes on
hand and what is deemed to be a six months' supply.
Respectfully submitted.
J. 0. BRECKINRIDGE,
78 were occupied September 30, 1894.

Inspector- General.
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The following ex1?-ibits are appended:
A. • tatement ~elat1ve to members on outdoor relief.
~- ~mount paid to civil employees during April, 1894.
.
Names and rates of pay of inmates on extra duty April 30, 1894.
· Veget~bles purcha ed m addition to those received from the farm for the year
ending eptember 30, 1894.
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E. Prices paid for supplies cluring•May, 1894.
F. Recapitulation of expenditures from October 1, 1893, to September 30, 1 94, and
receipts and expenditures for fiscal year under each head.
G. Amount expended on officers' quarters aud permanent buildings from October 1,
1893, to September 30, 1894.
H. Vegetables and fruit furnished Home and hospital mess from farm and garden for
the year ending September 30, 1894.
I. Home mess bill of fare for the week endiug September 29, 1894.
K. Number of horses aud mules owned aml employed September 30, 1894.
L. Disbursements of the treasurer for the months of November, 1893, and June, 1894.
M. Field return of the inmates January 29, 1895.
N. Garden account from November 1, 1893, to June 30, 1894-.
0. Dairy account from November 1, 1893, to June 30, 1894.
P. List of crockery ware used daily in Home mess hall from January 1 to D6cember
31, 1894.
Q. L~st of contracts for supplies and services, September 30, 1894.
R. List of persons paid for services in more than one capacity, September 30, 1894.
S. Statement showing the number of inm~tes present January 29, 1895, with length
of army service; also, number of pensioners and rate of pension.
T. Value of product by item of farm during year ending September 30, 1894.
U. H_ospital diet, general and special.
V. List of medicines on hand September 30, 189-1, and six months' supply rece1ved
October 5, 1894.

A 1 .-Statement relative to members of the United States Soldiers' Horne on outdoor

relief.
A;-verage number: fo~ one year frol!l October 1, 1893, t.o September 30, 1894 ............. 316
'.Iotal amount paid for outdoor relief during year ending September 30, 1894 .............. $26,404.53
Average amount paid per man for one year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
83. 5586
tyerage amount paid per man for one mouth.................................... . . . . . . . .
6. 9632
L 1ghest amount paid per man for one month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
8. 00
owest amount paid per man for one month.......... . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 00
RICH. C. PARKER,
Brevet Major, U.S . .A., Secretary and Treasurer.

A 2 .-A.nnual 1·ep01·t of membm·s of the United States Soldie1'B' Honie receiving outdoor
relief September 30, 1894, 1·ates of 1·elief, pensions, efo.
Number receiving outdoor relief:

!! iH :mt:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::
$2 per month.............................

Receiving pensions-Continued.
$16 per month ........ ... ....... , . , .. -- . . .

2
:~

26

Total. ............... ................. .. 323
Number on outdoor relief Sept. 30, 1893 ...... 299
Net gain during the year. .............. 24
Of the number receiving outdoor relief there
are nonpensioners. .. . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93
Receiving pensions:

t! t:~ :i~:~· ::::::::~:::::: :::::::: :: ::: 26

2~

$6 per month.............................
$8 per month.............................

iH i:! :mt:::::::::::::~::::::::::::

~
1

63

!

7

111111111t::;;;;:;;;;:::1;;;1u

t

Tot:11 non pensioners ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93
Total pens~oners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 230
Total. .................................. 323
Of this number there are Mexican war survivors ...................................... 132
Men who have served twenty-five years or
over........................................ 44
Of thls latter number there are non pensioners. 6

Eleven members of the Home .on outdoor relief have died since date of last report, September 30,
1893.
Twenty-five members were dropped from outdoor relief after .June 30, 189,1, in complia,nce with resolutions of the Board of Commissioners .June 19, 1891, and .July 21, 1894.
RICH. C. PARKER,
Bl'evet .!.lfafor, U.S. A., Secretary and Treasure/'.
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B.-Amount paid to ci-vil ernployees du1·ing .April, 1894.

o~: ~~:~t ~~ f:;~~~~t?t~~n~ls!~~!~~~~~~ ~

~::::::::::::::: :: ::·. ·.:: :: : : : : : : : : :·.·.:: ·.: :::::::: ::
Dr. George H. Penrose, clinical ,assistant to the attending surgeon...........................
½icv.
C. De W ult", reli~ious services and services of choir ............. ············ · ······· -

f·

$iii: ig
ig: ii
100. 00

G~:i:/·F~c~~!,' ;:Hff1~::! ::~~}~~:::::: :: :: :: ::::: :: ::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: 50.~g: 00~g
3~~: ~i
~i~c fi~~u l~b~~!~:~::::::::::::::::::::: :~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Re;:
~ulu Fadcius, serv icfles ~s organist and in choir ............ ................................... ne gar enerant1 or1st . .. . .... ·. ....... . ... . . ............ .................................. .
Twelve day laborers in garden ancl groands ............. ............................ · · · · · · · -

190. 76

ii:fgt:i.:-t?~~:::• :.:• • • • •:• • • • :• • • • :• :;:•:• • • : ::•: ::i::::i !l ~

!!i8~:~f~f!E{f.~1.;~::r+++++:+++LtHH:l H
~b~~1tb~t~~

~g: ii

0

.~::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

8~:
::{~1~1:i~ti~r:et::::::::::::::: :.::·.:::::::::::: ·.::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::
Onbe mand<?arl:: horses, harnessd, and conveyances for treasurer .............. . ....... ··········

tg: gg

~~J~

La orer iggmg trenches an opening sewers ..•.......................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · _ __

Total ...... _.... .. ......................... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 902. 87
RICH.

C.

PARKER,

Brevet Major, U.S . .A., Secretary and Treasurer.

C.-lnmates •on extra duty in the United States Soldiers' Horne, District of Colwmbia,
April 30, 1894.
No.
1

Names.

On what work employed.

Pay per
month.

Evans, Thomas ......... Sergeant.major and clerk .......•.......... ···················
1
8~~~!;:!rt:;r:e~~!~t:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Gillies, Charles F....... First sergeant, Scott Building ....•.... · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
O'Brien, James ......... ]'irst sergeant, KingBuildi~g._. .......... ·················· ··
Kernahan, William ..... Fust sergeant, Sherman Bmldmg ............ · · · ·· · · · · · ··· ···
Blau, John ......... ...... First sergeant, Sheridan Building .......................... .
Pownall, Joseph. . . . . . . . First sergeant, .Anderson Building ............. :·············
Stauffer, Rudolph....... .Fluor sergeant, King Building, and charge of kitchen·······
Corcoran, John . . . . . . . . . Floor sergeant, Sheridan Building .......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Maas, Joseph . . . . . . . . . . . Floor sergeant, Sherman Building ............. ···············
Heens, Michael .............. do .................................. ······················
O'Malley, Michael ...... Floor sergeant, Scott Building .............. ·· .. ·············
Kerr, Henry . . . . . . . . . . . . Floor sergeant, Sheridan Building ........... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Conroy, J·ohn ................ clo ......... ......... ............... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Collins, Henry.......... Floor sergeant, Scott Building .. ....... . ... . ·················
Pozygodzinski, Mareel.. Sergeant in charge of dining room ....... .- ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Gaffney, William . . . . . . . Sergeant, superintendent of working parties on roads·······
Elwood, William........ Sergeant-provost sergeant ............ ·····················
' Ring, Philil} . . . . . . . . . . . . Corpora. chief of police .................... ··················
Ryan, Thomas W. . . . . . . Corporal, charge of billiard tables ........... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Tu:ffs, Richard W....... Corporal, charge of stables, forage, etc .......... ··············
Miller, Herman ......... Corporal, laundryman ..................... ···················
Wilson, .Alexander...... Corporal, charge of reel and hose company1 fire de~artment · ·
Johnson, Robert........ Corporal, assistant superintendentofworkrng parties on road.

: ~~ra~:~ wti\1!:1tt :::

4
5
·6
7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18

19

20
21
22

23
24
25

$39. 00
18. 00
18. 00
15. 00
15. 00
15. 00
15. 00
15. 00
17. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12. uo
12. OU
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00

20. 00
17. 00
15. 00

10. 00
10. 00
10. 00
10. 00
10. 00

Home band.
1

i

i

Pownall, Joseph . . . . . . . . Leader; paid also as first serf.eant .Anderson Building·······
ttev~nson, Lafayette . . . First.class musician and bug er ..................... ······· · ·

ii!i;;:.:'. !l;:i::rr:;r;::~i·:•• [;

1••I•••••• i: :1:: ••••:ii••:) ii Ii• i:

15. 00
20. 01.1
12. 00
]2. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12.00
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
8. 00
8. 00
8. 00
8. 00
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C.-Inrnates on extra duty in the United States Soldiers' Horne, etc.--Continu d.
No. ,____N_a_m_es_.____ f-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _o_n_"_·h_a_t_w·_o_r_k_e_m_p_lo_r_e_d_._ _ _ _ _ __

/

;,~lnfh'.

Home bnildings.
1 Barry, Dennis . . . . . . . . . .
2 Fortner, Valentine ....... .
3 Frates, William H ......
4 Grable, William ..... ....
5 Holt, Peter ................
6 Johnson, Alfred..........
7 Kiarbollin g, W illiam ...
8 Lonthood, Ralph . .. .. . .
9 Martin, vVilliam J......
M
10
11
12

Charge of bath and wash rooms, Sheridan Building . .... .... .
Laborer in amusement hall, Sheridan Building ...................... .
Laborer in billiard hall: .......................... ....... .... ..
Charge of bath and washrooms, Sheridan Building ......... .
Charge of main urinal and wash room, herman Building ... .
Attendant to blirrd inmate's ................................. ..
Floor police for invalids, Scott Building ........... .. ....... .
Assistant laundryman ......... .. ........................ -.... · ·
]!'loor police and charge of bath and wash rooms, Anderson
Building.
·

M'~f:,6Jt1fa~ :: :: ::: ::: ~t:it\~~t~t~~~~~.::::::: :: ::::::: :: :·::::: :::::: :: ::::::::::

McDade, H eurv .. . . .... Charge of bath and wash rooms, Scott Buildin§ ............ .
McMahon, Daniel .. .... . Charge of bath and wash rooms, Sherman Buil ing .......... .

i!
·A~~!~~;;t i~~1;;d~y~~;;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
i~ fec;i~H:~f;~~:::::::::
~harps, George W....... Charge of bath and wash rooms, Kin~ Building ...... . ....... .
tevens, Robert W . . . . . Laborer in amusement hall, King Bmlding ..................... .
15

18
19

~!~b~~~~1:i~·::: :::: ::

~t;bi~vo~~}:i~:.~~~:·.C.l~~~.t.:::: ::::::::::: ::::::: :::: :::::::

5. 00
7. 00

7. 00
5. 00
7. 00
10. 00
7. 00
7. 00
7. 00

7. 00
10. 00
5. 00
5. 00
5. 00
7. 00
5. 00
7. 5\J
7. 00
10. 00

Governor's office.

~

Hasselfeldt, Charles .... Clerk anc:. charge of tower clock ............................ .

3

fe~~;~if:r~~~::::::::: gl~;k~~~~'.~ .~~~~~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

25. 00
10. 00
20. 00

Kitchen.

~ 8~!~~~~1~i!~i:: :::: ::: .~~~~si~~·t· ~~~~ :: ::::::::::::::::: :::::: :: ::: :::: ::::::: ::::::
1

t I ~;fl~f1;~~~~:::::::: :: :J~: : ::::::: : :::: ::: ::::::::: ::::: :: : ~ :::: : ::::::::::::
6

Walton, Frank . . . . . . . . . Asi,istant cook and butcba.r ..•.•••.••••••.••• • • •• · • • · • • • · · · · ·

10. 00
10. 00
10. 00
10. 00
10. 00
15. 00

Dining room.
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18

]9

20
21
22
23
24

1~~~1~, i~~1!;d::::: ::: .~i.~ff
~~~~:~. wd~~~~~~
~~

~~.O~l. ~~~~~~ ::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

:::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::: :::::::

llliil//1

1

-I~

l;; iImll:i.1:.1i!,'.l ll- - :i!:!!i.i/;.ti.;;_;\!!/!::

j

Kern, Jacob ........................ do ...... ...... .... ................ · ····· ...... ...... . ........ ... ..

t~~!t;•i?fi!~e!: :::::: :::::~~::::: :: :::: ::::::::·::·::: ::: ::: ::: :::::: :: :::: ::: ::::::::

li~{flit~!/ >l<Y!r!!!i;//EhHt!E./ii/

9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. oa
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00

Home 'police.

1
2
3

4

Klotz, Wi~lil!-m... .. ... . . House and gent¼ral police ........... ..... · .... · · · · · · · · · · · . · . ·
Moran, Wilham ......... . ...... do ... ....... .... ........·......... .. . ...... ..... ... ......... · ·······

~~~a~;~· 'u1i~~1e!8.i. ::: :: :::::~~::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
v. 00

Library.
1
2
3

1~tt1~1i1i~~::::::::: ~~11l~~::i~~~~~~~!~~~~~-~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::.:

1
2

A:~::~:1::::1:lo;d:.. . Laborer on roads···· . · . · . · . ·· .... ··· .... ·· .......... ····· . ·:::::::::::
Byrnes, James ... ... .. . ..... do .... . ....... ...... ····· .... ·· . ·· .... ·· . ··· .... ·· .. · .

12. 00
10. 00
15. 00

'.~

1

9. 00
9. 00
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C.-Inm,ates on ext1·a duty in the United States Sold'iers' Home, etc.-Continued.
No.

Names.

Pay per

On what work employed.

month.

Grounds and roads-Continued.
3 Burke, William ...•..... Laborer on roads ........•.•..•.......... · .... ······- · ········

.

i fJI!:i\t~:1t:::::: .~:~i:~?t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::/::::+:
~!Hfr·°iiid~t::::::: lm~~e}E~~:~:::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::

i~

Il li~i~I:
ill!fi~~i~ lil~~~;~;l !i i
1

1

I:if:fitTiii iI:fii;;i[••['.i/ !i!!!!!ii! t:::

22
23

Walls, 'rhomas ..••..... Charge of lamps on Home grounds.-··.· .... ····· •· · ·· · · ··· ·
Young, Ed ward.. . . . . . . . Laborer on roads ....................... · .. · · ·: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

$9. 00
7. 00
9. 00
9. 00
7. 00
7. 00
9. 00
7. 00
9..00
9. 00
9. 00
9.00
7. 00
7. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
. 9. 00
7. 00
9. 00

S!wps and woodhouse.

15. 00
15. 00
15. 00
15. 00

I 1

ii!!i ii; !!::::iI!!i:iit:;ii!i!I

io. oo

15. 00
9. 00
1:i.1)0
15. 00

Farm.

i if~~;~t:(: :fm[:::::::::?::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::

9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9.00
9. 00

Treasurer's office.
1

Condon,.James .......... Clerk and telephone operator ................. ················

1
2
3

Branch, Albert ......... Deputy governor's o~·derly ............ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Canty, Henry........... Laborer in root ancl ice houses ... - ... -. - - - · -· - - · · -· · · · · · · · · · ·
Dean, Lawrence . . . . . . . . Mail carrier .... . ........ - ... - ... - - ... - · · · -· · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

,I ~riFEJe}~;~~~::::: ·~-~:!1;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

20. 00
30. 00
20. 00
10. 00

Miscellaneous.

t g~~:t~'A.~i1;~~~::::: ~: ~::ta.~I~~r;1~ld~;~~~-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::

I il~i11~~t1ii~::::::: £tit~it;i::~::::;?::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
9

Williams, W. H ......... Messenger to attending surgeon .. .......... ····· .. · · ··· ·· · ·

1
-2

Shafer, Henry.......... Commissary-sergeant ............. - - . --. - - · --· - · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

10. 00
9. 00
15. 00
10. 00
9.00
9. 00
9. 00
7. 00
10. 00

Hospital.

3
4

5
6
7

(J
11
12

13
14

15
16
17

~~~~o~~G~~ti~~:::~ ::

w·~fcEisa~te;:::: ::~:::~~: ::: :: :::::::: :: ::: ::::::: :::: :::::::
~!:,r§~hi/~~~~ ~:~: :::::~~---.·.::: ·.·.::·.: :::: ~:·::: :: :·.·_::::: :: :: ::::·.·_·_::: ::: ·.·. :::: ::

B11rke, James ................ do ............. . ......... - -- -- . - -- -- - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

llll!jJJlJ\,:11!;~1[:ili!:i::i i ;;i:1 ii iIi i ;; //i!;J!i

15. 00
20. 00
20. 00
20. 00
20. 00
20. 00
20. 00
20. 00
18. 00
18. 00
1 . 00
1 . 00
18.00
18. oo
20. 00
10. 00
9. 00
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C.-Jnmates on extra cluty in the United States Soldier's Horne, etc.-Continued.
No.

Names.

Pay per.
month.

On wllat work ernployed.

Hospital-Continued.
18

~~
21
22

Strehler, Rudolph L.... Dishwasller ...••••.•••• , , , , , , , , , •, • •, • • • • • • • • • • • • •, • • • • • • • • · ·
~o.o\ Edward S ....... Chief of dinini room ................ - - - -... - - ..... · · · ···· ·· · ·
rig t, Reuben M..... Assistant, dinmg room ..................................... ..

l~!~p~fie~a~:::::::::: ·Fi~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

j tl~~\[i::: -!~Y:TI;;;;:;;;i

iii:;: i: i::;:;::

!!::~;;:;;: i;: i; !;;

$9. 00
10. 00
9. 00
9. 00
10. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
9. 00
5. 00

RICH . C. PARKER,
Brevet Major, U.S. A., Secretary and Treasurer.

D.- Vegetables lJurcha-sed in addition to those received f1·01n the jarrn /01· the yea1· ending

Septernber 30, 1894.
Cab.
bage.

Date of purchase.

Potatoes,
white.

Thyme. Grapes. Onions. {a~~--

Cran- PepSage. berries. pers.

Potatoes,
sweet.

------_j---11 - ---1--- ---- --- --- --- --- --- --1893.

October...........

H tad,. Bushels. Bunch. Bask'ts. Bush.

200
~~~:::~:: :::::::: ::::::::

172
323100

200
200
150 ··~·· ···
·•••·• .. •••••••.

Bbls.

Lbs.

14
1
1262 .............
1 .......

Bbls.

No.

Boxes.

3. ..... ii' ..... i5' ..... i.
1½ ..•••• ..

1

1894.

t~~!i~!~~:::::::: ::::::::

ti~::::::::::::: :i~;i:

July..............
August...........
September........

1,300
300
600

340
190
180
190
232
152
40

21 ....•...••••••••• , , , , •..••• , • . .
1
17
2 . • • •• • • • • • . • • • • .. • • • • . .
1½
25
2 . ·••••· ....•....•••.• ..•.• .•.•
17
21
2 ............................. .
15
18
5 ••••••• ................ · ••••••
23
16 ...... i. ::::::: :::::::: ·····25' :::::::

100
150
50
50
100
100
50
50

105

----1----1-------------------------l, 000
305
225
14
3
3
40
4½-

Total. - . . . . .. 4,075
2,036
Cost --............ $242. 25 $1,647.65

$17. 50

$55.

oo

/$234. 25

PotaDate of purchase. s~!!t. an<:~s. Apples. Yams.

Peppers.

$29. 55

Green
onions.

$1. 50

Cabbage.

$18.

oo

$0. 75

Aspar- Radagus. ishes.

$4. lQ_

Strawberries.

- - - - - - -1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1893.

Barrels. Boxea. Barrels. Barrels. Bunch. Bu,nch. Crates. Bunch. Bunch. Quarts.

i~~!:i';~;:::::::: :::::::: ::::::::
::::::10:: :..............................................
:::: ::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::: :: : :::::::: ::::::::-- ::::::::
December........
12
...... ..
9

1894.

i I~f:i::i:;

I;;

$.'.::::::i: :!;;;;;!:!:;~;!:;:::i ;

ii !!! !!i:!;;;;i'.': ;; :i; i!!:::;; ii; Ji :'.::

JA.uulgyu. s· t. ·_•• ·_ •• ..
__•• •• _· _· • • • • • • ·5· · .· .· .... _· .· ·_ ·__· _· .· .· .· ·__· ·.
53- .. · · · · .. · · · · · .. · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · .. · · · · · · .... · ..
-----·-- .................. -------- ......... ········
September . . . . . . . .
8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . - - - - - -. - - - - -. - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Total.......
22
Cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $54. 25

22 1
10
$46. 50 $38. 75

16½
$38. 50

6
$0. 25

2,900 - - 8 120 - 650
$20. 25 $14. 25 $12. oo
$6. 50

'----«o
$22. 45
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D. ·-Vegetables purchased in additon to those recei·v edjroni the farm., etc.- Contiuued.
Dato of
Jmrcha e.

tring Water. Green
beaus. melons. pease.

Toma.
Pota.
toes. Squash.

;hi~e.

Green Green String I Canta.
pease. corn. beans. loupes.

Total

·

1893
'
- Bu,h, - : : Qua,t,, B,xe,, Baml,, ~-"'· Bbl,. D,,.n . .B'""· IBamZ,, - - October .. ..... . ............................ _....... . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . $211. 25
Noven1b r ...... .. ... .. ...................................................................
262.40
Deceml>or... .... ... ......... ........ ........ ....... ........ ....... ....... ........ ........
274.65
1894.

;l¥i~~:::::::
1~r:r :>: :::> }> :::< : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

r~~
:~ng

-----i4- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ...... 5....... 6...... i. ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::
t~If
l~St:::: _.... ~~ . · · · ·300 · · · · · ·66 · ::: :: ::: :: :::::: ...... ~ ...... ~. . 2~i1 ...... ~. ·····25· ·
~~
2 _226. 50
September.
11 ............... · I
45 ....................... _.............. _2._

-43-·300-661

T~tal ..
Cost....... $40. 75

$31. 60

$3.

45

5
$5. oo

96 1$13. 50

15
$36. 50

2

283½-5'

$4. 50 $55. 00

$5. 5J

37

i $45. 75

m:

$2,746. 36

RICH. C. PARKER,
Brevet Major, U. S. A., Secretary and :Z'reasurer.

E.-Prices paid Jo1· s·upplies during May, 1894.
~
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Articles purchased.
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~
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z
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------------ ----1
- ---------__,__ -- _!:__
P:i

!:'.'.~'.:::::::::;~_;_~~:-J:: :::~: ~?:1;;;; ;;:;;;; :::::: : ::: :::: : : : : ~ ;~ii\ii
Ca~u~ecltomatoes .. perdozen ...·.....

----··I

1.05 ..............................

--::::11:~g 1:i~

!~t;rc:·.;~~:~·~.:.~.J: r~!!~t :::::: :::::: d~ : :~~:: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: u~ - ~-.~~ .
Royal baking powder, per
11
posuo d da .·.·.· .· .· .· .·.· .· .·p· e· r. ·p· o· u··n·d· .· .· .· ·. ..
· · ·. ·. , .· .· .· ·. ....
SaLl

..... _.. . . . . . . . 40
. 40
• • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • •
·' 4052 ·• ..............................................
••
()350

l~!~fed..c'~fiee::::::::::i~:::: :::::: :::::: j~¾ ".'26... :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: ::::::
".A." suo-ar

do
1
"C" su"gar':::::::::::::do:::: :::::: :::::.

• 04¼

. 0417 ...... - .... • .. • .... ... .... .. ......

.2 6
· i~~~

:~~¾ ~.·.~~~'.. :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :10
11__ :::: : ::: ::: ::::::: ::::: ::::: ···t

il;::-::-:::;)&:!Iiir :::::: : : : ':~ '

Ground mace ........... do.... ...... ...... .... .. . 80
...... . ....... · .... ··· .................. ..
Ground cinnamon ...... do.......... .... .. ...... . 16
................................ .
. 28
Sirup ............. per gallou. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
.......•...... · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
.1350
Evaporated apples. per pound . ...... - . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . 16
.. ............ - ...... - - - · - - · · · · · · - · · · · · ·
Hops ................... do .............................. $0. 60 .............. ·· .............. · ... ..
Malt ................... do.......... ...... ...... ........ . 04 ............... . ................... .
Freshbeef ................... do ..... ...................................... $0.0547 ........... .. ·· ···· ·····
Corned beef ............ do ....... :.. . ... .. .. .. . . .. ... . . . .. .. . . . 0275 ............ · · .. · • ·
Freshmt1tton ........... do ....................... . ............ .. ........ 0750 .. ............ .. -····· ---·
Cheese ................. do ............... _ ............................

{$OJ:½} .................. --

i i ~;:··· _ ;:~_;.;,:;;; :;:;: ; ; :; ;:::: :; ;: : ;: ; : ;;Utl1i ; ; ; : '7
Onions, gre n ... .. per bunch ... ........ __ .. _. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . OOi . - . - - - . · · · - · · ·
Aysparagus ..... . ....... do ................ __ ............ ______ .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . 10 ......... -- • -an:s-- ........... per barrel. ................................................. 2. 50 .......... · · --

~~~\vt~~~i~~:.·.·.·_-~;;r1~1~n:~t: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::: :g~ ...... ........
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E.-Prices paid for suppUes during May, 1894-Continued.
~
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Cabbage ..................... per crate .. $1.50 ....... . ........ ... ...... ------- ·--···· -------- ·------ ·-·-····

r$0_:· i.f5i :::::::::::::::

Milk ... ... ........... per gallon.. . . . . . . . $0. ;: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Chicken . .. . ......... per pound.. . . ... . .
~

·

12

Freshfish ................. . do ..............•.•. $0.08 ···- - ······· ::::::: :::::::: :::::: : ::::::::
~ea~-cheese ............... ~o ........ · ·. · ·· · · · · · ·· · · · · $O: 09 . .......•••.•..••.....••.•.. . .....•••
09

lf.ii;):~Itll

1

1
)ij: !/t .,{ii111) )i"i :I1·J_11--11_1111!/;)/1;
. 75 ......•.
• 05
• IO

I

l{rcH. C. PARKER,
Brevet Major, U. S. A., Secretary and 1'reasurer.
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F .-Recapitiilation of expenditiw(,s f1·om Octobe1· 1, 1893, to September 30, 1894.
$443. 59

F urniture for officers' quarters and expenses thereof ........... ............................ .
0 o~pe;11sation of the governor, deputy governor, treasurer, and clerk to Board of Com·
m1Ss1oners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Transportation furnished to discharged soldiers en route to the Home and refunded to

4,184.88

7,m:it

F~l;~~e~~:~~~~~~~~.r:~~~t.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Expenses of the hospital for medicines, medical stores, spectacles , false t eeth, materials
for ·coffins, etc....... ........ .. .. .. ... .. ..................... . . ............................ i, 606. 76
E~penses of the. hospi~al for mess and kitchen purposes and all ru)lning expenses, includ·
. n~g compensa~10n to mmates on duty and pay of civilian employees .................... . 17,912.42
Refunded toclaunants as heirs of deceased soldiers ...................................... - .. 1,441.49
343. 73
Refunded to claimants as heirs of deceased inmates ..................................... ···
Clothing for inmates ....................................•................................... 14,004.42
Sub istence stores and ice, including special diet and stimulants for the sick ............. . 42,120.40
242. 95
.A.rtic_les ~or ~he Home bakery, repairs, etc., except flour, salt, hops, and potatoes ..... .. .. .
Beddmg for 1nmates, bedsteads, blankets, upholsterers' materials .. ............. . .... ..... · - 1,804.05
Farm, garden, and ,dairy utensils, seeds, guano, manure, etc., c ultivation of garden, ornamentatio~ of' grounds\ pay of farm, garden, dairy, and other employees .............. :: . . 18, 273. 88
Mess and 1ntchen utensils and other articles, except bedding for the Home . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 518. 4.2
Material for ~eneral repairs to buildin~s, repair of roads and fences, purchase and repair
of harness, vehicles, and purchase of mechanical toors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 436. 21
Forage and medicines for Home animals, articles used in stables, straw used as bedding for
inmates.................................................................................... 1,656.91
Expenses of the library, governor's and treasurer's offices, postage, post.office box rent,
stationery, etc\., for Commissioners' office, freight, telegrams, and amusements ......... .. · 1, 234.95
Incidental expenses, removal of night soil, rent of telephone, back hire, advertising, travel·
629. 21
i~g _expense~, professional services, and expenses Rome chapel .............•.. -· . .. · · · · ·
Religious services ............................................................... · .. · · · · · · · · 2,280.00
Laundry work for the Home ........................................................ · · · · · · · · 3,559.27
Compensa~ion to.inmates on duty and mo_n~hly allo~ance inmates nonpensioners ...... ··· 20,260.57
Comrnutat10n to nu~ates f!f the Home resi~rn~ outside ........ .......... . ................ ·· 26, 4-04. 53
Gas for the Home, mcluclmg rental of. .A.mwk s gas regulators ...................... · · · · · · · 2,986.75
Board and medical treatment of members of the Home in Government Hospital for the
Insane ..................... . ... . ....... ... ..... .. ... ... .... ........ . ·············......... 3•
Funeral expenses of members of the Home residing outside ..... ........ .. ........... ······
New buildings, payment on water tower, water tank, new boiler, and steam pump ...... ·· 8,538. 67
P erm~nent impro.vements, new fences, weJ.ls, repair of bridges, lamp.posts, gas lamps,
_
170_ 54
4 '__
paving, sewerage, etc ... .................. . ....... .......•.. ...................... ········ __

Iti: i~

Total expenditures .....................................•............................ · 189, 911. 67

I certify that this accounL is correct.
.

RICH.

0.

PARKER,

Brevet JJfajor, U. S. A., Secretary and Treasurer.

F 2 .-Receipts and expe'l'lditures for fiscal year under each head at United States Soldiers'
Home, Washington, D. C.
Receipts.
Commutation to members outside.........................................
Subsisten ce and ice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$27,300.00
51,107. 50

~~&:~!it~~~~~~~:: : : : ~: : : : : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: it m:~~!: ;:!~
Hospital...................................................................

6~~~fri~ff;! ~

' 12,

0

: : ::: :;: :: : : :: : : :: ::: : : : ::: : : : : : : :: : : ::::: : : ::: : :: ::: : : : : : : :

Farm ...... . ................. . .... _. _... . . .. ... . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Garden .... . ............ .. .. .. .. ............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Posthumous fund..........................................................
Any other fund............................................................

17 t 740 • 25
5, 834. 20
3, 46E. 70
5,382. 4-0
1, 144-. 49

Total. .......................... . ... . . _........................ .•..•. i- -2-0-0,-3-8_1._8_2_

Expenses.
$26, 4-01. 53
49,370.84
14, 00-i, 42
30,960.19
28, 802.36
12,267.74
635. 65
17, 709. 21
5,531.98
2,469. 53
1,785.22
1
__

2_0_0,-3· 8--l.--:82

G.-Anwunt expended on officers' quarters and permanent bi£ildings from October 1, 1893,
to September 30, 1894.

1gg~t tUil E~ ~l !lf~!Jt~:~"~; ::)•: : : : : : ::::i:•:::::::::•: :::•: :::: $:!!~
Total ................................................................................... .

443. 59
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On account of repairs and construction of JJermanent buildin(IB,

32. 11
E~st gate lodge, painting and repairs thereto ..................... .. ........... - · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
First street gate lodge, new we!J, plumbing, professional rvices of archit ct ...... .. .... .
272. 53
Pump house, new grates to boilers, final payment, new boiler, team pump, and ·I tr1cal
alarm .................................................... -. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 3, 135. 76
Barnes Hospital, repairs, paints and oils, repairs to furnaces and eleYator ................. .
239. 6
N:;dwatei: supp~y. service~ of inspe<?tor, p_rofessional s 1·vices of archit ct, ma onry work,
services of plumber m connectmg with tower ..... ... ........ .. ......... .. -. -.... - . · · 6,306. 2G
Greenhouse, repairs and purchase of materials thereto ................................... -166. 3
King- Building, r epairs to porches and pluml.Jin~ repairs ....... .. ........ . ..... ............ .
451.12
~~derson Buildini, plumbing work, cm:penters and 1>ainters' work, s rvic of arc bite t ..
666. 37
M01_ler himse, r epairs to steam apparatus, repairing furnaces ....... . ............ . .. . ...... .
249. 5
am pnvy,_ plumbing, concreting, carpenters' work, and s rvices of arcl1itect su1, rvi. ing
st
1,577.50
·Riias :~dt~!~~a.·s·, .pii·r-c"i:;;s~. ~f- g;~,~~i f~~-{:~p~i~s ·r·o-~cls. ~i;a. b~ick· f~~- ~-ej;:i{/s·
~ide:
H:~~kJi:e ...... ... ................ ... ...... ·....................... : ......................... .
306. so
H
.. department, lumber for hose-carnage house, hose couplings, etc ................. .
343. 17
Home dmm~ room, repairs to plastering, n ewt.ables and r epairs thereto .... ............... .
49. 71

-t~

i~~:e~~:~:

f ~~:

~ii~~\::p~;'iu:~~illi~~d-,

t~

-p~~i; ;i;ci b~g~teiie t~-ble~- a~;d pt;~cii"a:s·e ~r°~l~~i~·s::::::

;ji~r:gs~ei~!w~:~~~:~i:io;ft~te~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .·::
Hcott mldmg, repairs to tank, porches, and cleaning marble work on outside of building ..
ome bakery, repairs to ovens .............. ........... ........................... -- -. · · · · · ·

36. 30
128. 80
42. 62
300. 00
46!), 92
70.13

Total. .... .............................................. ..... ........................ ,_. 14, 935. 17
RICH. C. P .ARKER,
Brevet Major, U.S. A., Secretary and Treaaitre1·.

H.- Vegetables and f1·uit fU?·n·ished Home and hospital mess from farm and garden for
. ·
the year ending September 30, 1894.
'Value of Value of
vegetables.
fruit.
\

f;r~!siri:pit;i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

$1,900.72
151. 0-!

$23. 95

Total ................................................................... .

2,051. 76

33. 61

9.

66

Average n~ber of men in Home and hospital during same period ................... .. ..... ·· ... 734
N OTE.-After June 30, 1893, milk was purchased under contract, owing to the destruction of tbe herd.
RTCH. C. PARKER,
Brevet Major, U.S. A., Secretary and Treasurer

I.-Home mess bill of fa1·e for ·the weelc ending September 29, 1894.
Sunday, September 23, 1894.-Breakfast: Sliced corned beef, potatoes; bread, butter,
and coffee. Dinner: Roast beef with gravy, sweet potatoes, l.ieets, rice pudding,
potato salad, bread, milk, and coffee. Supper: Coffee cake, bread, -butter, sirup,
and tea. Milk consumed (59¼ gallons): .For coffee, 11; for tea, 6; for kitchen, 2t,
and for mess hall, 40 gallons .
.Monday, &ptember 24, 1894.-Breakfast: Ham, hominy, bread, butter, and coffee.
Dmner: Vegetable soup, boiled beef, potatoes, beets, bread, milk, and coffee. Supper: Stewed pears, bread, butter, and tea. Milk consumed (59¾ gallons): For coffee,
11; for tea, 6; for kitchen, 4¾, and for mess hall, 38 gallons.
T11.esday, Sef!tembe1· 25, 1894.-Breakfast: Beef stew, tomatoes, bread, butter, ~nd
coffee. Dmner: Roast beef with gravy, potatoes, _tomatoes, pickles~ bread, milk,
and coffee. Supper: Stewed tripe, bread, butter, s1rup, and tea. Milk ?onsumed
(57¼ gallons): .For coffee, 11; for tea, 6; for kitchen, 8¼; and for mess hall, 32 gallons.
Wednesday, September 26, 1894.-Breakfast: Corned-beef hash, bread, butter, and
co_ffee. Dinner: Vegetable soup, corned beef~ sw_eet potatoes, beets, g!apes, bread,
milk, and coffee. Supper: Stewed apricots, bread, butter, and tea. Milk consumed
(67¼ gallons): For coffee, 11; for 1ea, 6; for kitchen, 4t; and for mess Jrnll , 46 gallons.
Thurscla.lJ, Septernber 27, 1894.-Breakfast: .Mackerel, potatoes, bre~d, butter, 3:nd
coffee. Dinner: Stewed mutton, potatoes, beets, grapes, bread, nnlk, and coffee.
Supper: Corn bread, sirnp, bread, butter, a.nd tea. Milk consumed (62i gallons):
F'or coffee, 11; for tea, 6; for kitchen, 3.t; for bakery, 8; and for mess hall, 3-! gallons.
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_F1·iday, Septembe,· 28, 1894.-Breakfast: Codfish hash, bread, butter, and coffee.
Dmner: Baked fish, cold sliced meat, potatoes, macaroni, beets, bread 1 niilk, and
coffee. Supper: Bread, cheese, butter, sirup, and tea. Milk consumed (57¼ gallons):
For coffee, 11; for tea, 6; for kitchen, 6¼; and for mess hall, 34 gallons.
aturday, Septembm· 29, 1894.-Breakfast: Beef stew, bread, butter, and coffee.
Dinner: Pork shoulders, cabbage, potatoes, beets, bread, milk, and coffee. Supper:
Oatmeal mush, sirup, bread, butter, and tea. Milk consumed (62¼ gallons): for
coffee, 11; for tea, 6; for kitchen, 13-1-; aud for mess hall, 32 gallons.
D. s. STANLEY,
Brigadier-General, U. S. A., Governor.

K..-Nmnbm· of horses and rnules owned and employed at ihe United States Soldiers' Home,
District of Colu,mbia, September 30, 1894.
Horses:

i~I itlit~~fJliiiEY"Uffi>< Uii>
!!!! !!

6

iY YUIUU

iii i!!i !

Total ......................................................................... --- - . --· -· · · · · · · 14
Mnlrs:
8
For 11se of Home farrrt ............................................................... - . - - · · · - - · - · - · · · · . - -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Tran8portation.
Use ofGov- Deputy Treas·
gov- urer.
ernor. ernor.

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2

1

RICH.

C.

PARKER,

Brevet Major, U. S. A., Secretary and TreasU?·er.

V.-Disbursements of the treasur<•r of the United States Soldiei·s' Horne for the months of
Not'ember, 1893, and June, 1894.
SERVICES RENDERED.

November,

Nature of service.

1893.

Transportation furnished to discharged soldiers en route to the Home ....... .
Refunded to heirs 'lf deceased soldieril ....... .................. .............. .
Refunded to heirs of deceased inmates ....................................... .
0

.~~r;~fr~s t~ ~l~~~~~~lt~:;i~~f -~~-U:~_-_-_·_·_-_-_-_-_-_·_·_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_·_ ·_-_-_-_-_-_-_ ·. ·.: ·. ·. :·. ·. ·_ -_-_
Servicrs papering and fnrnishing materials, houses Nos. 1 and 2 .......... ... .
_D ifference in pay (active and retired), Brig. Gen. D.S. Stanley, United States
Army, governor .............................. - ........... -· · - - - --- - ·· ··· · ··
Difference in pay (active and retired), Bvt. Ma.j. R. C. Parker, United States
_Army, secretary and treasurer ............................................. .
Dift'e:rence in pay (active and retired), Capt. D . .A. Irwin, United States .Army,
deputy governor ..................................................... · · · -· -Compensation to clerk in office Board of Commissioners ............... -. . -- - . Serv!ces of clin!cal a_Rsistant to the attending surgeon, Barnes Hospital ...... -

ls1Y&~1:{~~iij~~1~}it;~;:•:: : : ::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ::::
erv1ces reiiairmg coflee boiler, Homo dinin" room .. . .................. - ... - - -Payments for freight charges, advertising, telegrams, postage stamps, and postoffice box rent ..... .... .
Laborers in gravel pit and diggi-~g-t~e~~i;es· f~~Pay of gardener and florist. .... _
ti~~~~!!~
u aml grounds.:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: '

~~i~yi~g .pip~s::::::::::: :: :::

~1;. Jt~

Laborers on f'arm · - · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

······------------ ----····--··········----···--·-----········ ··

June,
1894.

$109. 28
97. 93
180.11
6. 00
64. 00
42. 35

$77. 22
41.85
31. 36
2. 00

114. 58

114. 58

75. 83

75. 83

58. 33
100. 00
100. 00
50. 00
190. 00
20. 00
412. 02
6. 00

58. 33
100. 00
100. 00

···--ioo.-oo

7. 53
46. 25
50. 00
193. 44
50. 00
178. 80

5.46
11. 25
50. 00
209. 51
50. 00
197. 00

20.00
403. 54
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V.-Disbu1·senients of the treasurer of the United States Soldiers' Honie, eto.-Continu d.
SERVICES RENDERED-Continued.

Jun ,

Nor mber,

Nature of service.

1893.

:f

ftf l~i~!i i :; :~]Jl!ii!( ):;:::;::\:II;;ii_.:!iiii:i;:;\
Thr.e.e firemen at boiler house, at $33 each per month ................... - .. - - . - -

J;~;~1¥i~t:tllt?Ei?\!Li!HE/ii!EE

J

19. 00
100. 00
5. 00
75. 00
75. 00
75. 00
60. 00
50. 00
99. 00
50. 00
25. 00
50. 00
45. 00
20. 00
10. 00
1,415.95
4.15. 40
151. 00
113. 22
3. 00
3. 90

$19. 00
100. 00
85. 00
75. 00
75. 00
75. 00
60. 00
50. 00
99. 00
50. 00
25. 00
50. 00
45. 00
20. 00
10. 00
1,425.98
408. 99
154. 02
118. 81

Services of man in charge of horses, harness, and conveyances for the treasurer.
gompensat~on to ~umates on duty at the Home ................... - - .. - - - - - - - - Compensat1on to rnmates on duty at Barnes Hospital. ....................... .
Mompeusatiou to inmate musicians Home bands ............................. .
S on~hly allo~ance to inmates nun pensioners ................................ .
S erv!ces tapprng water main at Wbitnev avenue gate ..................... - - - - .. - - - -- . - - .
nervwes repairing 39 whit.e jackets, at 10 cents each .................... - .. - - - - --- - - - - -- - - ·
.no!!rd and medical treatment of members of the Home in Government HosR p1tal for the Insane ............. __ .... __ . _____ ._ .. ____ .. ______ .. __ . __ .••. ___ . __ .... _. ___ _

910. 00
60. 00

c!~1~1~f ~f~!~~~Bo~~~ih~n~-~~;~~i~~e~;- d-~;i~.;. ·th.ii~- ~m~l~i ·,;i;i·t;· i~ ·th;· · ·· ·· ·· ·--··

n!~1!1s~i;;g -h~;: ~~~ 1; :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Total. ......... _..... ___ .. __ .. ____________ .. _.. __ ...... __ . _____ .... _____ .

5,098.25

4.

3. 00
509. 37
6, 160. 77

2

L .-Disbursernents of the treastt1·e1· of the United Sta_tes.Soldi.ers' Hom,efor the rnonths of
Novem.be1', 1893, and June, 1894.
PURCHASE OF PROVISIONS.
June, 1894.
November, 1893 .
.Articles.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_Q_u_a_n_t_it_i_es__ v_a_h_1_e.__ ,_Q_u_a_n_t_it_ie_s_. __v_a_I_u_e_._

·1 __

Fiavoring extract, lemon ....... _._ ..... _... _.. clQ .• _.
ilavorinf extract, vanilla ..................... do....

;;;·:~tt::::::: ::.::.<:/~/l~t

2, 300
2,219 '
470
·100
1, 500
2,021
2, 045
540
450
48
24
2, 076
720
28
2

l~½

1

$368. 00
297. 71
16. 45
5. 00
385. 50
]01. 68
91. 37
28. 05
2. 25
18. 48
4. 44
250. 31
48. 30
30. 90
3. 50

~:

2, 524
658
400
300
1, 550
2,038
2, 106
660
450
42
)2
1, 559½
105
38
2

$348. 48
60. 74
14. 00
17. 00
387. 50
85. 03
73. 85
30. 90
2. 15
14. 70
2. 16
186. 54
6. 84
38. 40
3. l/0

~g -··---···36 · ·•· · · · ·is.' 70

~{f

,:! 'l !i .·····;, ,: ......;:::
2

· 50

Nit~~~la: ::: ::: :::: :: ::::::: :: :::::: :::::: :::: ::~~:: ::

~gg5
:gg

gg
::: gg

ig
2~z
1s~

Ground cinnamon .......................... pounds..
Mackerel.. .................................. ban-els..
ivapora~eg appl~S- ......................... po1;rls..

i~~:;;f~i~ ~;~;~~t::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::~L::
fEt{:~~~~~-_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_~:_:_:_:_:_:_~-~~~:_:_:_:_:_~~~~:_:_~~J~t~i:
~:?t~~-:-:::-:::::::: ~ :·:-:-:-: :::::::::::::::::~!~1~~~::

1t
79. 75

~
11
150
~
16
lOO

: :~
1
2. 25

~gg
16. 00

i-r:!~~~~~~-~r_s_._·_·_ ~ ·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_-_-_-_-_-_·_·_-_·_·g~if~~s.".·

~3

ng
gg
1:gg
1n5
t ~g ········ioogt· ········If:i oo;g
Hi -::::::::i;.- ::.-:-------~~

46

4. 60

~;~t!~!s: :-:~.i~~:::::::::::::::::::. ::::::::.~~Tfo~!::

f~g

1

Tl

1

1

97

9· 70

i~~:: ··· ·····~~~- ··· ···~~~: ~~
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L 2 .-Disbm·sements of the treasurer of the United States Soldie1·s' Home, etc.-Continued._
PURCHASE OF PROVISIONS-Continued.
N ovemuer, 1893.
Articles.

Quantities.

Value.

_June, 1894.
Quantities.

Value.
$21. 75

15

...... i 000 ....... i6o: 00

·········is· ········6: oo

50. 41

428

..... 40,-350 ..... ""ilii: 40
··········o· ······ ··z:01
4.89

110
1
4
2228
112

. 20
1. 40

5. 00
57. 48
11. 70

......... i2· ........ i: 20
1

3. 75

·· ·· ·· .... 2· · · · .. · · ·i" oo·
. -. - . . . . . . . .. . ............. .

.......... 6. ········z:2ii
27
5
40

I. 62
• 25
2. 00

.......... 6............66
......................... .
............. ............. .
................... ············
........................... .,
........................ . ...

· · · ·· · · ·i2 · · ........ i: 25
6
10

2. 00
. 50

1

. 02

........ i4 .. ........ o:oo
................... ------···· ··
.......... . .......................

····ii,' 236 ........ 6i4: oo
2, 600
1, 806
.......................

,

17315.· ~~
........... .

........ io ·· ·· ·... .. ii:Oo
2 210
I
12
6
1

l

2, 231½

4
2
2-b
2
70
100
35
15
720
1
1

100
1
40
1, 67.'.i
224

2½

I

375. 21
2. 16
11.40
. 80

166.15

. 6!
. 70
6. 6:i
.90
2. 10
10. 00
3. 85
· 60

36. 00

. 25
.1
3. 50
. 25
30. 00
72. 50
11. 20
7. 50

SOLDIERS' HOME.
n t inu d.

V.-DisbU1·sernents of the treasnrer of the United tates oldiers IIo me,
PURCHA SE OF PROVI'IONS-Cont in u ecl .
November, 1 98.
Articles.
Quantities .

alo

V alue.

$14 . 50
5. 00

l~[il;H·/\C;:t\/\IJ1Ji: -:•:••;:;• l...........
:!;;:!! !•.

1
6

!! !

16f
100
100

Evaporated cherries ........................ pounds .......... . .. .
Evaporated pears .............................. do ..... . ..................... .

3. 00
2. 00
1 . 50

I

6. 00
5. ;;o
12. 50
12. 50

Total .. ~- ................. .. ....... . ....................... 1-$-4,-6-6-6.-4-0--1-_-_.-.-.-_.-.-_.-.--,--4-,-1-8-7.-2-2

V.-Disbursernents of the treasurer of the United States Soldie1's' Home fol" the -months of
Novernber, 1893, and Ju.ne, 1894.
PERMANENT- IMPROVEMENTS, NEW FENCES, WELLS, REP.A.IR OF BRIDGES, LAMPPOSTS, GAS LAMPS, ETC., PAVING, .AND SEWERAGE.
~ at11re

of expenditure.

No,ember,

.June,

1893.

189!i.

Wash basins, 2 water-closets, 1 urinal, 2 bath tubs; carpentering and plumbers '
Mwork, Anderson Building ................................................... .
$569. 00
p as?nry work on !1ew water tower anJ services of inspector, work, and material.
4, 478.00
pfi;:~1~o;1!~ serv1<:es ~esting ma~erial~ for ~ew w'.1te_r-tower tank ............. .
21. 67
,., . d concretmg work m roam pnvy buildmg ....................... .
B .
1, 540. 00
S nc~ for w_al~ at First-street gate lodge ...................................... .
18.
00
e~v 1_1e~ pomtmg up stone and cleaning down same, furnishing material, Scott
tu ding ................................................................................ .
Total .........•................................... - ... -- . - .-. · · · · · · - · · - - · ·

$156. 00

6,626.67

156. 00

PURCHASE OF GENERAL SUPPLIES.
Medicines, hoRpital supplies, trimmings for coffins, stationery, spectacles, purchase and ro1)airs to surgical instruments, and miscellaneous articles for

st:~ iiti'~::;l~~\i;a~~; j;1~~ii~g; a~d ·i;ia:~k~;~iths; ii;at~~iais: :::::::::::: ::

:t.~
i:~i~ra:::dr::iis b~~~~i~g~e;;e;ai ~~r;~i;s·:::::::::::::::: :: ::: ::: ::::::::::::::::,
~t !!3~f
Mat~rrnls used 1!1 general repairs, lumber, ete .................. ·.·.............
0

$

56.
96. 74
131. 67

Sta~1onery used m governor's and treasurer·s offices and Home library...... . .
&rhc!es use~ for police purposes, tableware, etc., purchase of flags .......... - .

F~~~t~•~;t~,

i;r-~u::::: :::: :: :::::: :::: :: ::::: :::::: :: :::::: ::::::::::

1c~~:,t:!~i
Pure. ase of _manure, farming impleu,ents, and articles for dairy..............
Beddmg for mm ates ........... .-........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Materials used in green house and Home garden ............................ - . .
Purchase of articles used in amusement room..................................
Materials used in repairs to officers' quarters..................................

4

2

2
'

m: ~g

464. 30
287. 00
19. 29
13.10
13. 66

X~tfcf~~ :::reHo:eestabies::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::
0

Total ..................................................... ···············

4, OHL 15

$129.12
23. 97
164. 00
93. 39
88. 39

42. 20

104. 09

122. 71
20. 90

35. 95
6.08
85. 89
1. 75 .
1118. 44

RECAPITULATION OF EXPENDITURES.
Purchase of supplies, Abstract .A................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4, 018. 15
$918. 44
§urchase of clirovisions, Abstract B .......... - . · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
~~
p~;v~?cso~!u~~~~'.
'326: 00
5,914.33
Permanent improvements, Abstract E ......................................... _ _
6,_6_26_._6_7, _ _1_5_6._o_o

t• ~~g-

±t!1~!~l i::: :::.·.· :: :::: ::: :::::.·:: :: ::::::::::: :::: :: :::::

i: fgJ: ~?

1

Total....................................................................

20, 735.47 1 17,366. 76

R1cn. C. PARKER,
Rl'evet ]faior, U., . A. , , 'ecretary and Trea11trer.
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M.-Field 1·etu1·n of the inmates of the Dnited State.s Solcliers' Horne Janua,ry 29, 1895.
Present for duty:
Governor .....•.. ..•.•.....•............
Deputy go,ernor ............... .. ..... .
Secretary and treasurer ............... .

t~~tt:::~:~:i::~:::::Iii

Sick-Privates ............................ .
Extra duty:
Noncommissioned officers ....••........
Privates ........ ............... ....... .

l

1
1
1
1
21
6
302
82

Present:
Temporarily admitted ............. ····
Invalidod privates .........-....... ,, . . .

!

7
9v

Total............................ . . . .
Aggregate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Absent:
On outdoor relief. .............. ,, . ,, . . .

717

721
322

1{

~~s:~nnefi!~~~~:::: :: : : ::: ::: :::: :::: :::
With leave:
Privates
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
27
1
Suspended ...................... ,, . .. . .
3
135 ·
Present and absent:
Total. .................................. 1, 087
Aggregate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 091
322
17

27
3
1

370

Present distributed among the buildings as follows:
Scott Building (with bedroom space of 271 990 cubic feet, equal to 1,259.25 cubic feet per man).
Sherman Building (with bedroom space df 214,664 cubic feet, equal to 1,987.62 cubic feet per
man) .................................... ............................ ·······················
Sheridan Building (with bedroom space of 152,058 cubic feet, equal to 1,197.30 cubic feet per
man) ........ ' ........ -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
King Bnildino- (with bedroom space of 106,594 cubic feet, equal to 1,239.46 cubic feet.pe~ man).
Anderson Bufiding (with bedroom space of 55,874 cubic feet, equal to 1,299.39 cubic feet per
mai:.).......................................................................................

216
108
127
86

4!

i

iltll~\~i;t;llili!!!!ii!iiii !![!!!!!:~:iiiii i!!!!!!(iii i!~[[!!!!!! ! !: ; ;~ ,:!
Total inmates present ........... ..... .......... .... ·: ................................... ···

71 7

Total present and absent ................................. · .. ·· .. ····· -- .. · .. · · · · · · · · · · -- · · · · ·

691

¥:!'i ~~~:~; t~::i:: ~~=:::t ::3 :~::~t:::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::::
Beneficiaries receiving outdoor relief.••..••......•••.••...•..••...•..••.. ·····•····· ·· · · · • · ·

3~~

Total. . . . . . .. . .. • • • • • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . • . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 087
D. S. STANLEY,

Brigadier- General, Governor.

N.-Ga1·den account of United States Soldiers' Horne, District of Colurnbia,fromNovernber
1, 1893, to June 30, 1894.
DR.

To labor, fertilizers, seeds, tools, fuel, and implements .................•....•........... ··•· $!:I, 4~

=--

CR.
By 18,200 Jilants, trees, and shrubs raised in garden and greenhouse ...... : .. .. · · · · -- ..... · ·

i~i::

~!1~!i:~o Sd~t:~1dg·~;d~~. ~;.p~~d~-d i~- i~p;~~~~~~t; ~i g;~~~d;:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~
Total ................................ _....... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 469. 53
NOTE.-~bi~ department has the care of the ornamentation of the grounds lawns, flowers, shrubs,
t rees, and fru1t.
'
RICH. C. PARKER,
Brevet Ma,jor, U.S. A., Secretary and Treasurer.
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SOLDIERS' HOME.

0.-Dafry account, United States Soldiers' Horne, from November 1, 1898, to Jun e SO 1 94.
DR.
To'labor, forage, fuel, rations, and repairs......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

337. 93

CR.
Balance to debit of dairy... ............ ....................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 7. 93
No dairy herd milk purchased.
RICH. C. PARKER

Brevet Major, U.S. A., Secretary and Treasurer.

P.-List of crockery ware used daily in United States Soldiers' Home rness hall from
January 1 to Decernber 31, 1894.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -! - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - --,- - - - -

Total ................. . ....•. . ...................................

1, 262
312

420

1,574

1,051

631

88
48

I

136

Broken plates ................................. _............ _..... _...................•..........

319

f!tiit~fi1#\iiiU!tti/ iii!iiii!iiiin!!!Wiiiiii\ !UU!!!ff:

495
39

20
47

21. 3
31

J

D . .A.

IRWIN,

Captain, U.S. A., Deputy Governor.

Q.-List of confracts for supplies and Slrvices at the United States Soldiers' Home,
Bepternbe1· 30, 1894.
·
Telephone service, Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company, metallic circuit, per

~i~i~k~ g~~· ~eg~l~t~·;s·, ":i•~"o°pi~·~· G;s:s~~i.~g Ass~~i.~ti~~ iti;~isii~~-ii~~- ~eg~i~t~~~· ~~·a k~~ps $240· 00

same m proper order and furnishes the necessary burners for a good gaslight service, per
F~y~th · ·.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

20. 00

rr-~~;;;ir~:i~~r:_)_;:_::_:.:.:i:_:_::_:_:.:.:_::.:.;:_:i::_:i:_:_::;:_:;:_:;:_:.:.:.:.:.:~~;;;; Df:

4.18
. 4. 75
3. 21
. 29½

i;l::._,.~_: _: ·_: _: _: _: _: _: :_:_: _: _:_: _: _: _: _: _: _: _: _: _: _: _: _

:_:_:_::_:_:_:_:_:_:_::_:_:_:_;;;;~!ti:: ·::

ffiti *~~:;: ; ; ; :; ;::: :::: :);::;);):;:)::; ; ; :;);:SJI\

L ..

Per· man (the laundered articles for each man per week consist of one•sheet, one pillow.
case, and one complete change of underclotlung) .......................... per month ..
Extra washing, as follows: Billiard.table covers, summer coats, trousers ....•.... each ..
Bedspreads, table covers, aprons, white caps ....................................... do ... .
Roller towels .................................................•...............•.... do .. . .

~lI~~}:fffhfU!h!!WT!!:iIIU!it!!fftUfa:~/
~i~t{./)5/T:autIU>V>>-·L/U)t.f~~t~(
Groceries:

WAR 94-VOL I--36

1

li

. 0535
. 0275
. 0750
. 0750

. 24½

.10

. 05
. 03
. 02
. 01
. 25
. 00½

.13

.12
1. 70

. 08
. 07½

. 95
4. 95

4.28
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<'rie -Continued.

p?rr :·.:::::::·::::::::: .- . . _._._._. _. _.: .- ::: :: _. _. :.·: .-.·.-::::: .· _. _. :::::::::::::::: ::::::~.e·r-~~d~~::

$0:

i~

. 25.

. 09!

.11!

.07½
15. 50
• 04½
.17
.17½
.19
. 27½

.11½

.94
.67½
3. 69
1. 34
3.14
• 67½

.29!
.16½

2.99
1. 92½
.16

ionlr
tow-els .....•................................................................ do ... ·
an towels .............................. ................. .................. per dozen ..

2: ~~

Sky. blue trousers, purchased from Quartermaster's Department ............... per pair··
3. 47
Stands for lockers (200) * .............................................................. each..
1. 50
1
Digg:ing and ?Ompleting a well at First·street gate lodge* ...................... ·············
~ervbed rtepadirin_ghel_evator at the hospital* ........................................ · · · · · · ·h · ·
6_15
ron e s ea s wit iron mattress frames* ...............•...... ...... . ........•...... eac · ·
Hos_e couplings, used in connect,ion with fire department system at the Home, and services
_
of plumber•· ............................................................................... 343 _17
Electi:inal communication between Home and pump house* ................. :'... ············· 60 00
Cleamng down and pointing up stone work on Scott Building* .....•...•...•........... ····· 416 · 25

~t ii

·

RICH.

C. PARKER,

Brevet Major, U. S. A., Secretary and 1'reasurer.

R.-List of pm·sons paid fo1· services in mo1·e than one capacity, September· 30, 1894, United
States Soldiers' Home, Dist?-ict of ColU?nbia.
No.

Names.

Services and compensation.

Evans, Thomas ........... . $30 per month as sergeant.major, and 30 cents per day as clerk.
Stauffer, Rudolph ......... . $12 per month as floor sergeant, King Building, and $5 per month
for charge of kitchen.
3 Pownall, Joseph ..•........ $15 per month as band leader, and $15 per month as first sergeant, ·
Anderson Building.
4 Stevensen. Lafayette ...... . $12 per month as :first.class musician, and $8 as bugler.
5 Hasselfeldt, Charles ...... . $20 per month as clerk in governor's office, and $5 per month for
charge of tower clock.
·
6 Elwood, William ...•....... $12 per month as floor sergeant, Scott Building, and $5 per month
as provost.sergeant, mounted.

1
2

RICH.

C.

PARKER,

Brevet.Major, U. S. A., Secretary and Treasurer.
* Accepted bids; no formal contract executed.
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SOLDIERS' HOME.

S.-Statement showing the number of imnates present at the Home Janua 1·y 0 9 1895, with
length of a1·my se1·vice; also the nnrnber of pensioners and 1·ate of pen ion.
LENGTH OF .A.RMY SERVICE.
Length of service.

Number of
men.

4 months ........... ..... .

i:~~~~:::::: :: ::: ::: :::~
9 months . ............... .
10

months .......... ..... .

11 months ............... .

~ ;::~;::: :: :::: ::: :::::::

3 years .....•.............
4years .................. _

z~::~::::::::::::::::::::

J~::~:: ::::::::::::::::::

1
2
2
3
1
,1
26
27
31
19
32
13

15
17

L ength of service.
9 years ................. .

10 years ...... .... . . .... .

11 years . ............... .

12
13
14
15
16
17
13
19

20
21
22

years ...... ........ .. .
years ................ .
years ................ .
years . . . ............. .
years ................ .
years . ... ... ... . .... . .
years ......... ....... .
years ................ .
year s ...... . . . ..... . . .
years .......... .... . . .
y ears ................ .

Number of
men.

UUl·

L en O'th of

r vie

b r of

m1,.

23 year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26 years . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .
16
27 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15 28 years ................ . 1,
16 29 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15 . 30 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11
34 years .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
23 35 years .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
31
89
Total. • . .. . . . . . . . . . .
72
51
19
14
10
14

41
24

26
19
8

5
3
3

1
1

717

PENSIONS.
Rate per month .
$2 per month .............
$4 per month .............
$6 per month . . . . .........
$8 per month .............
$10 per month ....•.......
$12 per month .. ..........
$12.50 P: r month ..... .... .

Num.
ber of
men.
6
26
31
93
43
188
1

Rate per month.
$14
$15
$16
$17
$18
$20
$22

per month .... . ......
permonth ..•........
per month ...........
per month ...........
per month . .•........
per month ...........
per month ...........

Num·
ber of
men .
33
2
31
61
1·

3
1

Rate per month.
$24
$29
$30
$36

Num.berof
men .

per month ...........
per month .... . .... ..
per month ...........
per month ...........

1

Total. .............

535

8
1

5

D. S. STANLEY,
B rigadier, General, Governor.

T.-Value of produ,ct, by ite1ns, of United States Soldiers' Home fa1·m, during yea1· end,ng
September 30, 1894.

1

11~il}ll~~iliiJ/.11; r i:/. ::r.J /r·-;!!/it).(-;;-i:/ 'i!?:lif)-\ :11
~11R~;;~i:t~~·'.#f:::•: •: :•: :•:: : : : : :••: : i::::{••:•ii;:•::i••:;:•• ,.~:1 H
11 111

f·~Zt gunc~es o~: onio1s ...................................... . ........ .... ................ -. ·

l?J~

~ifl~~i?li~~iL::•:iiiii•i•ii•i:i•::::i•i;:iii::•••:!::ii:•ii•ii•i;iiH•:•:•i••; Jll
300 tons of hay ...•••......... .... .......... . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 500. 00
Total ........ .................... . . ...... .. . . ..... . ... .......... . ... ... .... .. ..... .... . *7, 384. 71
RICH.

0. PARKER,

B1·evet Major, U.S. A., Secretary and 1'reasurer.

* Farm products, excluding hay, $2,884.71.
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pecial diet for the week end,i,ng Sepiember 1; 1894, asked for by the patients or
1n·esc1·ibecl by the cloctor.
Breakfast.

Supper.

Dinner.

Ward.A.:
Peltzer . . . . . . . . 2 fried eggs, milk . . . . . . . . . Boiled ham, milk . . . . . . . . . Chocolate, toast, milk.
Prout .......... Ch~cken jelly, milk ....... Chicken jelly, milk ....... Chicken jelly, milk.

ii~;f;i~. _. _. _. _. _. _. .~~l~-~ ~~~ ~~.~ ~~~~:~~~:::

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Ward B:

Milk ...................... ··························

Jones .......... ~fis on toast ... .... ...... Chicken soup ............. 2 soft.boiled eggs.
Wai~oD~an ·......
il c toast .......... ...... Boiled rice and milk ...... Butter toast.
Johnson, 1st.... 2 soft-boiled eggs, steak .. ............................ 2 soft.boiled eggs, steak.
Johnson , 2d .... 2 soft.boiled eggs, milk Custard, milk ............. 2 soft.boiled eggs.
~~
.

~i~1~?.::::::: : ~~1:.t~~~·.~~~~'..~ 1~::::: .iiiik::: :::: ::::: :: :::::::: .Miik:····· ······ ....... .
WardE:
'

1
•

D eere.......... 2 fried u~gs, milk .............. do .................... 2 fried c~gs, milk.
Gordon ........ 2 soft.boiled eggs . ·~ ...... 2 soft.boiled t'ggs ......... 2 soft.boiled eggs.
Muller....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Milk .............................. · · .. · · ~· · · · · ···· ·•
WardF:
Bo,vker ..................................•... ... do . .. ................. Milk.
Subject to daily changes.
On h:>ncl August 2G :
Kitcl1en-

~R~h~~ ~:::::::::: .- :::~ ~ .- .- .-Ji~~a:::

i~

Peaoe, green dried ............. do.... 10
·Bread .......................... do.... 6
Soap .... . ...................... do....
4
Dining roomBread .......................... do .... 38
Butter ......................... do ....
8
Coffe.e cake .................. sheets. . 9
Pearline ... .. ............. packages..
1
On hand August 27:
KitchenMilk ........................ gallons.. 15
Beef. ....................... pounds .. 147

~ta~~:~!i:
:·.·.·. ·.:::: ::::: :: ::::~!;~~::
Bread ......... ..... ........ pounds..

8
~
6

Pearline ...................... paper.. 1
Sapolio ...................... . cakes .. 2
Dining roomBread ...... .. ............... pounds.. 50
Butter ......... . ....... ... .... . do....
9
Cheese ......................... do.... 12
Soap ........................... do .... 2
W a1;~s,. etc,.,·D1sp soap .................. do ... .
Pearline ................... package ..
On hand August 28:
Kit'cben15
100

gf;~:it::::::::::::::::::~~.~;~;::
Beets ....................... bushels ..

~~:;c~:::::::::::::::::::::: ::~.d~~~::

Dining roomBreacl. ......................... do....
Butter ......................... do....
On hand August 29:
Kitchen-

1
1
4

2

48
4

r~t::::::: ~:::::: ~: ::::J~~l~;:: ii
Dmil~t;;;;:::: ::;;;::;ti ;ii
Strincf beans ............... bushels..

2

On hand August 30:
KitchenMilk ..' ............ ... . ~ ...... gallons . . ~~

1

~If:~rf~i.::::::::::::::::·: :~]t:: :
!!
l!fi~--~·:·.-·.-::·.-·_.·:·.-·:·.-·_.·_.·:·.-·::·: :·:·:i.~i;~~:: :
App es, evaporated . ........... do .... 50

,~~\ : : : : : : : JV
Potatoes ............... ... .bushes.·

Dining room-

cl

~~tt~;:::::: :::::: :::: :: :: :::: :d~: :::

30
56

10

Ward,etc.Ward C, blacking ...... .. ...... ······
Sapolio ............... cake ..
On hand August 31:
Kitch~n15
11

llf/'.?/:_Iiili'. 'I

Dining room-

l

~~t~~;: .-.-.-:: :: ::: ::::~::: ::::.~a~(.~::

54
9

Ward,etc.WardE sapolio ............ package.. 1
..A. pearline ............... do. . . 1
c,' putzpomade ........... box.. 1
On hand September 1:
Kitchen15
1

IiiL:::::::::::::::::::: }~i~;:: J~
Corn, green ....... .......... number..

ilrir~ ~:·:~--·.-·:~::·:~ ~:·:·:~:.-·:·~~.;l~:

1
1
~

DinJ~r~::: :: : ::::t°:lt:: '!

SOLDIERS' HOME.
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Received, issued, and remaining on hand August 20 to Septeniber 1, 1894.
Received:
l!'resh beef ..................... . pounds .. 711
Mutton .................. .. ... ... ., do.... 92
Veal. .............................. do . . . . JOO
Corn beef ...................... ... . do .... 204

i~~:hgfi:h· .-:::::: .-:::::::::: ::: :: :j~: :: : it~
~ffcke~~:: ~ ~: :::: :::::::::: :: ::;~~t~~:: ·6~
~~!:~--:: .-.· .- :::::::::_. _. .- .-.-.·.-: _. :: --~.~d~~~:: 2gg
Tea ..... . ................ .. ........ do .. . . 10

Bacon ............................ . do. . . .
Soap ................... . .......... . do....

50
60

~~[£~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::a~:::: lgg

.Bread ...............•.... ·.......... do .. . . 630
Cake, coffee ..................... . sheets .. 9
Milk .................. . ..... .... gallons .. 165
Potatoes ........................ bushels . . 15

Received-Continued.
Cabbage . . ........................ head .. 140
String beans .......••...... .... bushel ..
2
:Beets ..................... ...... .. do . .. .
2
Watermelons .................. numb r . .
45
On hand:
Fresh beef ...... . .............. pounds .. 1 2
V eal ............................. . do ... . 100

~ffcte;;::: _. _.::: :: _. .-.-.-.-.-:_._._._._.:;~~be~::
~~!!!:::::::::::: .- :::::::::::::~.~~1~,~~::

9

1
43
18

Tea ...................... .... ... .. do . . . .

H

23

1~1:~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::Jt :::

28
42

Bread ........................... . . do ... .
Milk ........................... gallons ..
Potatoes ....... . ....... . ....... bushels . .
Beets ......•......•......•..•..•. do .....

60

l½
6

i

Requisition for stores and supplies for itse of_ hospital du1·ing August, 1894.
Blacking, shoe ....... . .........•.••... boxes.
~lac kin~, shoe brushes ....... ... . .. num her.:

12
2

12
12
75
6

30
6

100
2

150
320
6

250

1
5
6

J:la~a~~~::::::
:::·.::: ::::'. '.: ::::::p~·;;:d:::
Matches, safety ...................... gross ..

Onions ............................ bushels ..
Pickles, C. & B .........•.......... bottles . .
Prunes ............................. pounds ..
Pease, dried .......................... do ... .

6

36

1½
4
2

100

IE~[tF·:-: \/-:-:/t/tt~i!••

60
12
4.8
6

10
10

Sausa.ges, a,ssorted .................... do ... .
70
Sapolio ............. . ........ ': ....... cakes . .
36
Sugar, granulated .... ·.............. pounds ..
50
Shoulders, pickled ................... -<:I-o .. . . 250
2
Worcester sauce ..................... pmts ..

FULL DIET FOR THE WEEK ENDING SEPTEMBER 1, 1894.

Sunday.-Breakfast: Boiled ham, fried potatoes, butter, bread, coffee. Dinner:
Roast mutton, gravy, baked sweet potatoes, bread pudding, bread_, coffee. Supper:
Cake, butter, bread, coffee.
Monday.-Breakfast: Fried potatoes, fried bacon, butter, bread, coffee. Dinner:
Tomato soup, roast beef, gravy, pease green corn, bread~ Supper: Cheese and
crackers, butter, bread, tea,.
'
Tuesday.-Breakfast: Irishstew butter bread coffee. Dinner: Corned beef and
cabbage, potatoes, pickles, bread; coffee.' Supp~r: Cold corned beef, butter, bread,
tea .
. Wednesday.-Breakfast: Stewed beef; gravy, stewed onions, butter, bread, coffee.
D11;1ner:. Vegetable soup, roast beef, gravy, potatoes, tomatoes, bread. Supper:
Boiled nee and milk, butter, sirup, bread, tea.
.
.
Thursclay.-Breakfast: Fried liver, fried potatoes, butter, bread, coffee. Dmner:
Roast veal, gravy, potatoes, cold slaw, uread, coffee. Supper: Macaroni and cheese,
butter, bread, tea.
Friday.-Breakfast: BaJ_{ed codfish hash, butter, bread, coffee. Dinner: Fresh fish
bake<l., sauce, mashed potatoes, tapioca pudding, bread, coffee. Supper: Stewed
apples, butter, bread, tea.
Satu1·day.-Breakfast: Stew, butter, bread, coffee. Dinner: Bean soup, roast beef,
gravy, potatoes, tomatoes, bread. Supper: Cold meat, butter, bread, tea.
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::.vmss.

Ration 1·eturn fo1· 11 days, J1-om the 20th to the 31st of August, 1894.
Required:

c~i!~·.·:.·::.·:.·.·.·::
:::::::::::: :: ::::::::: :: ::: .· :: ::: ::::::::::: :: :::::::::::::::::::::~.~a~~~:: 20090
Tea ........ .... ..... .... ......... . ...... . ..................... ....... ... ................. do ... . 10
Bacon .................................................................................... do ... .
Beans .................................................................................. . do ... .
Ric ..................................................................................... do, .. .
Soa.p ........ . .......... .. ................................................................. do ... .
alt . .................................................................................... do ... .
Butter ................................................ . .................................. do ... .

50
50
50
60
50
120

Clinical assistant . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

,~r!~r:~~:·.:·.·.·.::·.·.:::::::::::::::::::·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
I:E~i~~:at?~e·1: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :"'.::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

~
~~

Total ..............•................... , .....................••.............................. 100

V.-List of medicines on hand Septernber 30, 1894, and six nwnths' supply recei1;ed October
5, 1894, at hospital, United States Soldiers' Home.
Aggrega~e num~er present (all invalids) ..................................... : ................ .. .. 73~

! ;:~!f: ~~ ~\~~~!fi:::: :: ::: ::: ::::::::: :: :::::: :: :::::::: :: :: :::::::::: :::: ::::::: :: ::::::: '.::: :: : 7s
Articles.

On
hand.

Acacia, gum ........... pounds. .
¼
Acacia, powdered ......... do ........... .
Acid:
- Acetic ................ do....
5
Benzoic ............. ounces..
1
Boracic ............ pounds. .
1
Carbolic, pure ......... do....
3
Carbolic, common .. gallons..
50
Citric .............. pounds..
1
Gallic .............. ounces..
2
Hydrocyanic, dil . ..... do....
3
Hydrochloric ...... pounds..
2
Nitric, C. P .. ....... ounces..
4
Nitric, commercial. pounds..
1
Oleic .................. do....
1
Oxalic ................ do....
½
Phosphoric, di!. .... ounces ..
8
Salicylic .............. do....
8
Sulphuric, C. P ........ clo....
1
Tartaric ........... pounds..
5
Tannie ............. ounces..
12
Acollite root, powdered ... do ........... .
Alcohol ................ gallons..
5
Aloes ................... ounces. .
1
.Ammoniac, gum .......... do....
16
Ammonia:
Aromatic spirits ...... do ... .
16
Bromide .............. c1o ... .
16
Carbonate ............ do ... .
12
Chloride .............. do ... .
32
Salicylate ............. do ... .
12
W:i,ter of ........... pounds ..
8
Valerianate ... ..... ounces ..
1
Am~itrite .... ............ do ..• :
Nitrire, pearls .. ..... dozen ..
Ant~febrine ...... ...... ormces ..

t;JlrJi~;t: :: :::::~:::::it:::

Arnica flowers ......•.. pounds
A.rsenite of pot. sol .. ..... do. · ·
Atropia, sulphate ....... ounces ..
Bark, wild cherry, powdered·,·
pounds ... ............ .
Bismuth, sulJnitrate .... po~~ci.s::
Bloodroot, pow(lered ...... do ... .
hampltor, gnm . .......... do
Capsul s ............... .1.>oxe;::

Re·
ceived.

25

3

16
5

16

1

20

3
1
1
3
2
1

¼
1

¼
25

Articles.
Cardamom seed, powdered,
pounds .................... : ...
Catechu ................ pounds ..
Calcium, phosph. precip .. . do ....
Campho-phenique ...... bottles ..
Cerate:
Cantharides ........ pounds ..
Re.-dn ................. do ....
Chloranod:yne .......... ounces ..
Uhloralam1d .............. do ....
Chloroform ............ pounds ..
Chrysarobin ............ ounces ..
Uhloral hydrate ........... do ....
Cinchona . .............. pounds ..
Cocaine, hydrochlorate . ounces ..
Cocaine, tablets ......... bottles ..
Colchicum seed ..... ... pounds ..
Collodion, flexible ...... ounces ..
Copper, sulphate .......... do ....
Creosote, beechwood ... pounds ..
Digitalis leaves ........... do ....
Diuretine .............. ounces ..
Elixir purgans .......... bottle ..
Ether:
Fortior ............ pounds ..
Spirits, compound ... .. do ....
Spirits, nitrous ....... do ....
E11calyptol ............. ounces ..
Extract:
Belladonna ........... do ....
Buchu, fluid .......... do ....
Cascara sag-rada, fluid .. lbs ..
Cactus, thud ......... . do ....
Convallaria fluid ...... do ....
Corn silk, fluid ........ do ....
Dog grass, fluid ....... do ....
Ergot, fluid ........... do ....
Ginger. fluid ......... . do ....
Grindelia, fluid ...... . do . . ..
Guarana, fluid ......... do ....
Hyclrastis, fluid ....... do ....
Ip ecac., fluid .......... do ... .
Licorice .............. do ....
Licorice, fluid ......... do ....
Licorice, -powclered . .. do ....
Nux vomica . ....... ounces ..
OR_imn, ~q ............ do ....
P ,-soshgma .......... do . ...
Quebracho, fluid ...... do ....

On
hand.

......¼.
1

Ro·
ceived.
2
1
2

4

1
1
6
4
4
1
8
3

········

...... i.
7
4

¼

...... i.

1
1
1
6

...... ·2

1

6
4
1
1
1

5
1

5

1
8
3

1
2
1
1

½

1
2
1

½

1

4

1
1
2
1
n8

....... i
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V.-List of rnedicines on ha nd September 30, 1894, etc. - ontinu d .
• t·

1

.,._r w es.

1

On
hand.

Re·
ceived.

Artie!

J'.

n
lrnud.

jy

1-------------1---- -- - -11---------------,-- - 1.Extract-Continued.
Sarsaparilla, fluid .. pounds. .
Senega, fluid .......... do....
Senna, fluid ........... do....
Spigelia, fluid ......... do....
Stramonium ......... .do. ...
~~raxac~rm, ~uid ..... do.. . .

½
½
½
½
¼

2

Pill ,i- Continued .
Dov r ·s powder . .. number ... . .... . .
500
M an~ane binoxide .. do . . . .
500
Quim a, ulph at , 2 grains,
n um ber . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . .
300 • •. ... • ·
Quinia, sulphate, 3 grains,
n umber .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 000 . .• . •••.

I

a

!

1
Flaxse:/~,~~·.~~ ~ : : : : : : : : ~ ~: :::

d.

P otlc!tate .... .. ..... . poun d
1 . . .. . · ··
Causti .. . . . . . ... . .. oun ce . . . . .. . . ..
4
¾
Chlor a te . . ........ . pound
4 I . ...• . • •
. . . .. . . .
1
Citrate . . . ... . .. . .. . onnce
8 . .. · · · · ·
... ... . .
10
C.yanide .....• .. . .. . ... do.. ..
1 .. . . · · · ·
8
Bicar bon ate .. . . .. .. p ounds ..
½
5
B jchromate .. ......... do. . ..
4 .. . . · · · ·
. .. .. . . .
1
B1 tar trate . ........ .. .. do. ...
1
2
1
Iodid e . ............... do .. . . ..... . . .
25
9
Nitra.te .... . . . ....... . do. .. .
2
3
.. ... . . .
4
P erman ganate ....... . do . . . .
1 .. . .... .
4
Plasterparis ..... .. ..... . . do . . . .
15 .. .•.• • •
2
PlastAr:
Adhesive . . . .. ...... spooTu ..
8/
24
Citrate,andquinia .... do....
½
B elladonna .......... yards. .
5
10
Dialysed ............. . do... .
1
L ead ............... pounds..
4
Pyrophosphate ....... . do. . ..
2
Porous ............ number . .
200
500
Reduced ............ ounces..
2
Quinia, sulphate . ....... ounces . .
10
10
Tersulphate, solution ... lbs ..
12
Resorcin ...... . ........... do....
1
L Sirup, iodide ·of........ do.. ..
2
Rhubarb:
anolin ............•...... do....
3
P owdered . . ........... do ..•.
16
factopeptine ......•.... ounces .. ... . ....
2
Powdered , compound .do ... .
4
1
R oot .................. do ... .
ead, acetate ........... pounds..
12
1
Rochelle salts .......... pounds ..
Licorice root, powdered . .. do . ...
5
15
Listerine ............... bottles ..
2
Salicin ................. ounces ..
2
fithia, c~rbonate ....... ounces ..
2
Sant onin .................. do ... .
1
8
Silver, nitrate ............. do ... .
i...ycopocimm .............. do... .
2
Magnesia:
Silver, nitrate, fus ed ...... do . .. .
2
Carbonate .......... pounds..
2
Snakeroot ............. pounds . .
1
Sulphate .............. do....
15
20
Soap, castile ............. cakes . .
6
48
Mercury:
Soda:
Bichloride ............ do....
4
Benzoate ........... ounces. .
8
Mild chloride ........ . do....
1
Bi.carbonate ........ pounds..
3
15
Metallic .............. do....
½
Borate . . ..... . ........ do....
3
Ointment, nitrate ..... do....
2
Bromi.df' .............. do....
1
Oleate .... . ........... do . ...
½
Cblorinated ,-sol .... bottles . .
12
Pill mass ............. do . ...
½
Phosphate . ........ pounds..
2
R ed oxide .......... ounces..
1
Salicylate ............. do . ...
3
5
Red iodide ............ do....
1
Sulphate .............. do....
20
Wit.h chalk ........... do . ...
8
Sulphite ...... , ..... . . do....
½
Morphia:
Stramonium .............. do .......... ··
2
Sulphate .............. do....
1
Strychnia, sulphate .... ounces .. ·
½
Acetate ............ . .. do....
½
Sugar of milk ..... . ... pounds..
1
Nila~. hthalin ............... do....
12
Sulfonal. ............... ounces..
2
_3
0
Sulphur:
Ani;se ................. do....
1
,vashed ........... pounds ..
1
Cassia ................ do . ...
4
Roll ....... '. .......... do ... .
20
Cedar . . : ............. . do....
8
Suppositorie~, hollow .. .. gross ..
½
Cloves ................ do....
I
Tartar emetic .......... ounces ..
1
Cr ot on ................ do. . ..
2
Tar, wood .............. pounds ..
1
H emlock ............. . do....
8 ..••....
Tb erapol. .............. ounces ..
0
L emon ................ de.... ........
8 . Tincture :
'
Malefern ...... . ...... . do....
1
Belladonna .... . ...... do....
20
Orange . .............. . do. ...
I
2
Cantharidis ........... do....
1
P epp ermint . ......... . do. ...
4
Cblorideofiron ....... do....
36
- Flaxseed meal ............ do. .. .
Formalin ................. do. . . .
Gentian, powdered ........ do... .
Glycerin .................. do. . ..
Glycozone .............. bottl es..
Glycyrrhiza, co. powder . . .. l bs ..
Guaiac, resin .............. do. . ..
H y pnal. ................ ounces. .
H y drogen, peroxide .... bottles..
Iorline ......... . ........ ounces ..
Iodoform ............... pounds. .
i¥i~~c andopil_!mpowder.do.. . .

50

40

11.·······
1

r·· ·····

t

0

: :: : \ ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~~ :::: •••••• ~.

·winter gr eeu ..... .. . . . do. . ..
3
Castor . ............ gallons ..
I
Codliver .... . ....... .. do. . .. ..•.....
Cotton seed ...... . ... . do. ...
I
Turpentine ...... . ... . do. ...........
Opium, powder ed .. ... . pounds..
1
~ ! f!,\rn·.·:.·.·.:.·::.·::.·.·.·_-_-.~~d~~~·::

i:ri~t~i;a~::::::::::::J ~::::

P etrolatum .. . . . ... .. . . poun ds ..
P henacetin . ......... . . . oun ces. .
Pills :
A nt,iconstipation .. num ber. .
Asafetida ....... . .. . .. do. .. .
Cam p hor and opium .. do. .. .
Cathartic, compound .. do. . ..

~

~

5
IO

5
50

16

1~ ...... ..

5 1
20
2 .. .... ..

g~~i~~uat~~~i~tea::i~::::
Opium ...•............ do . ...
Opium, camphorated .. do.. ..
Sanguinaria .......... do....
Serpentaria .......... . do....
Veratriumvir ide ...... do....
'l'rikresol. .......... . ..... do....
Wax:

d

I

~~

80
40
30
16
4
28

l

wh~¥~f;~:.:.:.:.:.:::::.:.::l1e~:: ······a· ..... 'ii

Wine, sherry ............. do .......... · ·
Zinc:
4
Acetate ... .. ..... .. ounces . .
5, 000
Chlorin ated, sol . ... bot tles..
2
400 . . . .. . . .
01,,ate ...... · . .. . .. poun ds. ·
400 . .. . .. · · /
Oxirle . .......... .. .... do....
1
800 . . . . . • ..
Sulphate .......... . .. . do ... .

I
200

l

1
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The following resolution was adopted June 4, 1894:

"Resolved, That the Board of Visitors make a single report, in triplicate, of their
proceedings, recommendations, etc., one copy, properly signed, to be submitted each
to the Speaker of the House of Representatives, the presiding officer of the Senate,
and to the Secretary of War."
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REPORT
OF THE

BOARD OF VISITORS
TO THE

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY
FOR THE YEAR 1894.

The Board of Visitors to the United States Military Academy for
the year 1894 assembled at West Point on the 1st of June, with every
member present, as follows:
APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

1.
2.
3.
. 4.
5.
6.
7.

Rev. ALEXANPER MACKAY-SMITH, D. D .......••••..•..•... ,vasbington, D. C.
Hon. GEORGE H. CRAIG .......••.. ···-·· .... ~--· ........... Selma, Ala.
Dr. WILLIAM W. KEEN ..•••••....•••.....•......•.. ··-··· .Philadelphia, Pa .
Hon. JOHN D. CRIMMINS ......••••••.•..•..• ····-· ......... New York, N. Y.
Col. THOMAS F. EDMANDS ......•••..•..................... Boston, Mass.
Mr. JOHN J. DAVIS ..•••.•..•..•.••.. ··-··· ................ Clarksburg, W. Va.
Hon. EDWARD C. WALL ..•••...••.......•..•.....•..•••.... Milwaukee,. Wis.
APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE.

8. Hon. WILLIAM B. BATE···-·····-···-···· ..•.•...•... ______ Nashville, Tenn.
9. Hon. REDFIELD PROCTOR .................................. Proctor, Vt.
APPOINTED BY THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE~.

w.

10. Hon. JOHN C. BLACK .................. ··········-· ........ Chicago,
11. Hon. WILLIAM H. HATCH ........................ : ......... Hannibal, Mo.
12. Hon. NEWTON M. CURTIS .................................. Ogdensburg, N. Y.

The organization of the Board was as follows:
Hon. WILLIAM B. BATE ............................................ President.
Hon. NEWTON M. CURTIS .....•.........•.......••................. Vice-President.
Hon. EDWARD C. WALL ..................•.•........•...... ···-·· .. Secretary.

Immediately upon receipt ot notification of the organization of the
Board, the Superintendent of the Academy, Ool. Oswald H. Ernst,
Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., expressed by letter his readiness to
afford eve:cy facility for a thorough inspection of the workings of all the
571
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departments of the Academy and in general to do everything possible
to assist the Board in its lab<:>rs, and at 4.20 p,' m. the Superintendent,
accompanied by the academic board, associate professors, and military
staff, called officia,lly upon the Board at the hotel, and under their
escort, and with the customary salute of seventeen guns, the Boa d proceeded to attend a review of the Corps of Cadets and later a reception
at the quarters of the Superintendent, where it had the pleasure of
meeting tlle officers and ladies of the post and the prominent citizens
of the neighborhood.
In order to facilitate business and make the investigations as thorough as possible, the Board was subdivided into the following committees:
(1) Appointments and examinations.-Hev. Alexander Mackay-Smith,
D. D., chairman; Gen. John C. Black, Hon. John J. Davis.
(2) Discipline a,n d instruction.-Hon. George H. Craig, chairman;
Dr. William W. Keen, Gen. Newton M. Curtis.
(3) Armament and equipment.-Col. Thomas F. Edrnands, chairman;
Col. William H. Hatch, Gen. William B. Bate.
(4) Bitilclings, grounds, and lights.-Gen. Redfield Proctor, chairman;
Rev . .Alexander Mackay-Smith, D. D., Hon. Edward 0. Wall.
(5) Supplies and expenditures (for cadets).-Col. William H. Hatch,
chairman; Hon. John D. Crimmins, Col. Thomas F. Edmands.
(6) Fiscal ajfairs.-Hon. John D. Crimmins, chairman; Gen. Redfield
Proctor, Hon. George H. Craig.
(7) Hygiene and athletics.-Dr. William W. Keen, .chairman; Gen.
John C. Black, Hon. John J. Davis.
(8) llfiscellaneous.-Hon. John J. Davis, chairman; Gen. Newton M . .
Curtis, Col. Thomas F. Edmauds.
While to these committees was intrusted the duty of making a special study of the subjects enumerated, the Board proceeded from day
to day to attend the examinations and witness the various military
evolutions of the cadets. It was deeply impressed with the absolute
fairness and thoroughness of the examinations, while the military evolutions of every character were admirably conducted. The reports of
the various committees enter fully into all matters of detail, and to
these tlie Board begs to invite special attention. It is the purl!ose of
this, the report of the Board as a whole, to deal with matters of more
general interest.
The recommendations of General Washington in 1796 have lost none
of their pertinence of application during the past c·entury. He said
thatThe institution of a military academy is also recommended by cogent reasons.
However pacific the general policy of a nation may be, it ought never to be without
an adequate stock of military knowledge for emergencies. The first would impair
the energy of its character and both hazard its safety and expose it to great evils
when war could not be avoided. Besides that, war might not often depend upor.. its
own choice. In proportion as the observance of pacific maxims might exempt a
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nation from the necessity of practicing rules of military a.rt, ought to be th~ case in
preserving and transmitting, by proper establishments, the knowledge of that art.
Whatever arguments may be drawn from particular examples, superficially received,
a thorough examination of the subject will evince that the art of war is at once
comprehensive and complicated, that it demands much previous study, and that the
possession of it in its most approved and perfect state is of great moment to the
security of a nation.

The lesson taught by the Franco-Prussian and Austro-Prussian ware
illustrated, nearly a hundred years later, the wisdom of these suggestions of "the Father of his Country," as well as emphasized the wide
difference between a knowledge of the art of war in its "most improved
and perfect state " and an absolute system of military tactics and precedents. Germany, htwing recognized the modern system of the art of
war to be one of engineering and concentration, triumphed alike over
Austria and over France, and made patent to the world the value of
military instruction to her whole people. A dispassionate review of
the great movements and battles between the armies of this country
during the late war between the States can not fail to emphasize the
value and usefulness of military instruction given at the Military Academy, as well as by those military institutes of the States. WltHe the
extraordinary aptitude of our people for military duty was wonderfully
illustrated in the late war, and while many officers wholly wit.bout previous military instruction made most remarkable and honorable careers
in the leadership of large bodies of men, yet it is a well-recognized fact
that the indomitable energy and undaunted courage of Grant and
the genius and tactics of Lee, the maneuvers and skill of Johnston,
and the persistency and dash of Sherman were in each case directed by
the instruction received in thefr earlier years at West Point as much as
by the experience obtained in the Mexican war, where again the value .
of the Military Academy was accentuated by the skill and information
of her young graduates.
•
While military instruction in its widest scope is the primary object
for which the Military .Academy was established, yet in the opinion of
this Board, as well as in the recommendations of previous boards, the
widening of the educational advantages to be derived at West Point
would be of inestimable value to the country. The practical value of
the Military Academy at West Point to the country should not be confined to a training school for fifty or sixty young lieutenants, to be
graduated annually, if its advantages of higher education can be
extended, without material increase of expense, to a larger number of
young· men than can be provided with appointments in the Army each
year. When General Grant expressed the opinion that the number of
cadets should be increased to "one thousand" it was expected by him
that an annual selection would be made of those required for the .Army,
and that the remainder of those graduating each year would return to
civil life, where their scientific attainments would aid in the development of the country, and their military training be always at the call
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of the authorities in time of need. However pacific may be the theoretic policy of this country, the fact remains that about one-sixth of its
past existence as a nation has been spent in a state of war; and in that
period of strife no consideration h as been taken of periods of riot and
insurrection, from the whisky rebellion to the Pullman troubles, during which many millions of dollars of property was destroyed and many
valuable lives sacrificed to the imaginary pacific policy of the best
fighting people on earth.
That "well regulated militia" which the Constitution names as '' necessary to the security of a free State " has never fulfilled the expectatious of the fathers. That form of military organization brought disappointment upon the country in the war of 1812-1815, and this
may be considered as one of the reasons why the militia has never been
"regulated," either by Congress or the States. In its place have risen
that chief defense of the country, the great volunteer organizations of
the States, in which much just pride is taken in nearly every State..
Its thorough organization, development, and instruction requires the
aid and information of efficiently trained officers.
It is not altogether impossible that the exigencies of government,
both State and Federal, in this country, extending from ocean to ocean,
covering nearly a continent and peopled with almost 70,000,000, many
of whom · are new comers and ignorant of liberty restrained by law,
may yet demand an enlargement of the Army, or a more efficient organization of the volunteer system of the States.
However much our isolated position among the great military nations
of the world may suggest a long period of peace, there have been
repeated domestic experiences of which we should not lose sight and
which indicate that the arm of local authority needs strengthening and
·support as well in a republic as in a despotism. We may shut our eyes
and proclaim that ours is a pacific mission; that commerce and trade will
win.battles, and industry and enterprise gain us the victory-the best
guaranty, however, is to prepare for war in times of pe'.1ce. Hence, in
the opinion of this Board, the Military Academy ought to be opened to
a much larger number of young men for military education and training than at present it receives.
This Board does not suggest any considerable increase of appropriations for that enlargement, but it does most earnestly recommend the
full and complete utilization of the plant already in existence by the
increase of the number of cadets to 469-1 for each Senator, 1 for each
Representative in Congress, and 20 for the President; or- 361 to be
nominated by mern bers of the House, 88 to be nominated by the Senators, and 20 appointed by the President. The same ratio to be observed
as the Senate and House of Representatives increase in members.
The pay and current expenses of 469 cadets at $540 each, the present
annual cost, would amount to $253,260. A table in the report of the
Board for 1888 (p. 46) shows that the amount expended for pay and
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current expenses averages $ 258,635.50. There is manife tly a wa t of
money when 250 young men are educated for about th ame amount
that would educate 469 cadets through their military training. Ina much as a full corps of professors are paid just the arne for a few ct
for many students, and all grounds, buildings, and appurtenances, a
well as every necessary apparatus are at hand for the increas d number now recommended, it will be wise economy therefore to keep that
number present for duty as far as practicable.
In this recommendation the Board is sustained by the recommendations of the Boards which have preceded it for several years. That of
1888 considered "that it would be an act of sound policy to give the
President the authority to appoint 10 cadets each year, not only as a
means of maintaining the strength of the corps, but also for providing
for many deserving young men who can in no other way secure admittance to the Academy." The Board for 1887 "renewed the recommendations made by the Board of Visitors last year, and recommends the revival of the law whereby the President was authorized to appoint at
large 10 cadets annually." The same recommendations were made by
the Board of 1889, while the Board of 1891, with emphasis, recommended the passage of an act fixing the strength of the corps of
cadets at a maximum of 469. The same recommendation as to
increase was made by the Board of 1892, which found, after a careful
examination, that "the capacity of the Academy is able to accommodate
about 500 cadets," but as that number would require additional
ex1>enditures, the Board further found, '' on investigation, that a corps
of 400 young men can be maintained and instructed with no further
expense for buildings, nor the employment of other instructors. This
beiug the case, there is a shortage of about 150 cadets-that is, the
plant is ample to instruct 400 men instead of 250. In the opinion of
your committee," says that report, ,, it would be wise policy to kee_p
the corps up to ifa;; full working capacity, or as near thereto as 1t
possibly can without increasing the number of professors or making
additional expenditures for officers' quarters." Ai1d the Board of
1893 " renewed the recommendations of previous Boards of Visitors
that the requfrPments for admission be raised, and that the number of cadets be gradually increased. We regard it as a pity that the
largest possible number of youth should not share the advantages
of the adIQ.irable plant, education, and training which West Point
affords."
These recommendations, coming so repeatedly to Congress from
Boards of Visitors organized under laws which required them to give
"their views and recommendations concerning the Academy," ought to
have received more consideration and attention than have heretofore
been given to them. These Boards have discharged their '' duty" under
the law of their appointment without having been able to ~ffect t~e
apparent purpose of their appointment. Yet, notwithstandmg this,
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this Board now recommends an amendment to section 1315 of the
ReviRed Statutes, so as to read substantially as follows:
SECTION 1315. The corps of cadets shall consist of two cadets from each State at
large, one cadet from each Congressional district, one from each Territory, one from
th e District of Columbia, and twenty from the Umted States at large. They (the
last named) shall lJe appointed by the President; those from the States at large, as
nominations b y the Senators; those from the Congressional districts, as nominations
by the Representative from each district; those from the Territories, as nominations
by the Deleg at es; and shall, with the exception of the twenty at large, be actual
r esidents, for a period of two years preceding appointment, of the States, districts,
Territories, and the District of Columbia, r espectively, from whicl.t they purport to
be appointed.

Under the Revised Statutes authority is vested in the Secretary of
War to make regulations for carrying into effect all laws regulating the
appointment of cadets.
The Board recommends that the paragraph relating to "alternates"
be changed so as to provide, in the language of the subcommittee on
appointments and examinations'.rhat each official possessing the nominating power select three
young men, by forms sent out from the War Department, as Nos. 1,
2, and. 3, to appear before the examining board. If No. 1 should fail,
then No. 2 shall have a chance; if No. 2 shall fail, then No. 3 · shall
have a chance. It is suggested also that when failure occurs at the
end of an annual examination, or by dismissal or resignation or death
at any other time, that the vacancy then occurring be reported to the
nominating person within ten days thereafter, and that he be requested
to name and send his nominees before the examining board of the nearest ;post within thirty days, and upon failure to do so the President
shall forthwith appoint from the district or State at large to which the
vacancy attaches.
From this important subject, which, as has been shown, other Boards
of Visitors have expressed substantially the same opinion, we pass to
the consideration of subjects brought to our attention at the late visit
to West Point.
·
The system in vogue at West Point is the essence of years of experience, and is not to be lightly criticised. Every energy is concentrated
in the effort to mold the material presented to the officers of the
Academy into :finished, accomplished, and disciplined soldiers, men
who in their turn must be ready to lead, to instruct, or command. To
this end the cadet is from the very outset subject to a course of rigorous
discipline, coupled with physical and mental training that requires his
entire time and attention. These exactions continue almost without
intermission during the four years' course. Many find it impossible to
keep up to the required standard and are inexorably discharged, but
those who endure to the end have earned in addition to life employ. an honorable profession a- mental and physical development
ment m
and an admirable scientific educ~tion.

'
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, The Board attended the examinations of every cla in al
branch of study. Its commendations would be to num r u
Its criticism. is an old story, so old and o often m a d
Boards that it is strange that no organized effort ha b n m,
come the fault. The halting English-the lack of facility of e pr
on the part of many of the cadets-is something painfully ap ar
and points unerringly to the need of much greater in tru tion frl th
of our mother tongue. The Board invites special attention to
recommendation under this head. It has nothing but prai e for the
theoretical instruction in every other respect.
Once out or the recitation room and in the ranks, however, the corps
of cadets sprang beyond the bounds of criticism. In all their evolu~i~n~ as infantry, cavalry, or artillery, the same precision, coupled with
mim1table sense and grace, distinguished every exhibition, and while
deeply impressed with the excellence of one and all, showing conclu..~ sively how thorough and intelligent has been their training, and how
worthy their response, the Board must emphasize its admiration of the
schools of physical culture and horsemanship. The result attained
after one year in the gymnasium under Mr. Koehler, and three in the
~idi~g hall under Captain Craig, can hardly be equaled elsewhere. It
18
his remarkable efficiency in this most important branch of instruction
that has led superintendent after superintendent, officers by the score,
and every Board of Visitors since 1888, to urge upon Congress the propriety of rewarding Mr. Koehler with military rank, even if in only a
subordinate grade.
The administration of the Superintendent, his staff officers and assistants, meets and merits the highest praise of the Board. But while the
grounds and buildings, instruction and discipline, bearing and conduct
of the officers and cadets, all command the admiration of the Board, it
is compelled to express its surprise and disappointment that at this,
the only military post in the United States whose band is paid by the
Government, the martial music should be so utterly inadequate. Time
was when the West Point band was fairly representative of the Academy and of the nation, but ever since Congress, by the act of 1877, cut
it down to a leader and twenty-four men, with a pittance for pay, it bas
gradually dwindled to its present condition, with the result that the
elite battalion of the Army, the show spot of America, the center of
attraction for hundreds of visiting officers from abroad and thousands
of our fellow-citizens at home, can be afforded only an indifferent band.
The officers in charge do the best in their power with the means at band,
but musicians worthy of the name will not enlist or stay at West Point
on such wages.
On Thursday, June 7, the Academy was visited by the Hon. Daniel
S. Lamont, Secretary of War, upon whom, as a body, the Board called
and paid its respects on the evening of his arrival. On Tuesday, June
WAR 94-VOL I--37
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12, the Board, in a body, attended the graduating exercises, on which
occasion the annual address to the corps of cadets was delivered by
the Hon. John C. Black, of the Board, and the diplomas were presented to the graduating class by Brig. Gen. George D. Ruggles,
Adjutant-General of the Army. Then, having designated Col. Thomas
F. Edmands to remain until after the admission of the new class, in his
official capacity as a member of the Board to observe the proceedings
and report · thereon, and having, by letter ,to the Superintendent,
expressed its thanks for the unvarying courtesies extended by him and
all his subordinates, and its high commendation of the :fidelity and
ability with which they administered the affairs of the institution, upon
which the efficiency of the Army in a great measure depends, the
Board adjourned sine die.
Its recommendations are as follows:
1. Concurring with some of its predecessors, the Board recon@ends
the reappointment each year of two or more members of the previous
Board. This recommendation is made in the sincere belief that its
adoption will result in largely facilitating the transaction of business
and in increasing the influence and usefulness of the Board as an
inspecting and advisory body. In this connection it is suggested that
in order to compare the Military Academy at West Point with other
similar institutions, the Secretary of War furnish the next Board and
the following Boards of Visitors with a brief but sufficiently full resume
of the conditions for admission and the course of study in American
semimilitary institutions and at the Naval Academy at ..A.nnapolis, and
especially in the national schools of instruction in military and naval
training in Great Britain; France, Germany, Austria, Italy, and Russia,
together with any other data of importance pertaining to this subject.
This would enable the Board to form much more correct comparisons
between West Point and other schools.
The following recommendations, originating in the committees, are
unanimously adopted by the Board:
First. A change in the present law of appointment, so as to give
each United States Senator the same privilege of ;nomination to
the Academy each year as that possessed by the members of the
House of Representatives, as well as to restore to the President the
power formerly exercised of nominating ten candidates annually at
large.
Second. That each official possessing the nominating power select
three young men, by forms sent out from the War Department, as Nos.
1, 2, 3, etc., to appear before the examining board. If No. 1 should
fail, No. 2 will then have a chance; if No. 2 fail, then No. 3. It is suggested also that when failure occurs at the end of any annual examination, that this failure be reported to the Congressman or nominating
officer within ten days, and that he be requested to name and send his
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man before the examining board of the neare t o t fi r e amin ti 1
within thirty days.
Third. A fuller English course, even at the exp
2,007 hours given to mathematics or some other
raising the requirements for admission.
Fourth. Raising the standard of admission to include all f g 0°·raphy and plane geometry, and a considerable part of algebra, if n t
all of it.
Fifth. Leave of absence, say once in seven years, in turn to each
member of the academic board on full pay for six months or a ye r,
with a view to the study of their respective d_e partments by vi Hing
allied institutions in this country and abroad.
Sixth. Restricting the duties of tlle chaplain to those of his profession.
Seventh. The immediate purchase of the articles enumerated in the
report of the committee on armament and equipment; also of fifty cavalry _horses, to be used exclusively for cavalry purposes.
Eighth. That the rank of first lieutenant of infantrv be conferred
upon Mr. Koehler, sword master and instructor in gymn;stics, while so
acting.
Ninth. That twenty-eight men of the cavalry detachment, while acting
as artillery drivers, shall receive extra pay.
Tenth. An appropriation of $40,000 for five sets of officers' quarters,
costing $8,000 each, and an appropriation of $17,000, in addition to any former appropriation, for completing the reservoir; also at some future
time, and as soon as practicable, an appropriation of .$35,000 for the
erection of a tower on the academic building.
Ele~enth. The kitchen of the cadets' mess hall should be enlarged,
and the floor of the mess hall, now of wood, should be of tile or of
stone mosaic laid in cement.
Twelfth. That the area wall of the cadet mess hall or Graut Hall be
rebuilt, and at a greater distance.
Thirteenth. The immediate erection of a small hospital for infectious
cases, to cost $2,500.
Fourteenth. Concurs in the recommendation of the Superintendent
concerning ten wooden houses occupied by twenty soldiers' families in
Logtown, to the effect that new buildings be erected upon a high and
healthy site, and the old buildings then removed. rhe appropriation
asked for this purpose to be granted.
Fifteenth. The establishment of a chair of military hygiene and first
aid to the injured, to be :filled by the senior surgeon on· duty at the
Academy.
Sixteenth. That the gymnastic course now con.fined to the fourth
class year be extended to cover the entire course of tbe corps of
cadets; also the adopt10n of the Sargent system on measurements or
some one equally good.
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Seventeenth. The assistant professor in the department of law to be
given the pay of a captain mounted.
Eighteenth. The adjutant of the Military .Academy to have the pay
of a captain mounted.
Nineteenth. The band hereafter to consist of leader and forty men;
or, in other words, to be restored to the numbers and p_ay which it had
before the reduction of 1877.
Twentieth. An immediate improvement in the fire-alarm system and
the water supply.
In this connection attention is also invited to the recommendation of
Colonel Edmands with regard to camp furniture, mattresses, and so on,
for use in the cadet encampments; also to the correspondence herewith
published resulting from the resolution of the Board that the Superintendent be requested to report the expense and all connected therewith, of preparing a direct-pressure fire system in connection with the
new reservoir, as well as upon their request that he cause a careful
examination to be made touching the practicability and lawfulness,
under the terms of the bequest establishing the Cullum memorial, of
the establishment and continuation in the Cullum Memorial Building
of the library of the Military Academy.
CONCLUSION.

From the initial meeting of the 1st of June until the thirteenth session on the twelfth day, no day passed without a formal and fully
attended meeting of the Board. Meanwhile every possible feature of
the Military Academy was thoroughly explored, every department
studied, its buildings, barracks, quarters, armament, stores, supplies,
and systems scrutinized, its methods of instruction and discipline carefully examined and freely criticized, its corps of officers and its corps
of cadets questioned on every point of interest or importance. From
first to last every official opportunity was afforded, every consideration
shown, and every courtesy extended by persons of every rank and station connected with the Academy, and at the completion of a tour of
duty that has been one full of earnest labor as well as pleasure the
Board,is unanimous in its hearty commendation. It has found the great
military training school of the nation in the hands of men devoted to
their duties and to its best faterests. It has found the officers and
instructors men of high character and purpose, of professional ability
and personal worth. It has found the battalion of cadets a model of
soldierly bearing, precision, and skill, while individually its members
have impressed the Board as young athletes in whom the lessons of
love of country and devotion to duty, of discipline, honor, and integritywhich are part and parcel of their daily life at West Point-have
already borne abundant fruit, and will abide with them for all time.
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It has found in the Military Academy of the Unit d tate an iu ti ution of which the people may well be proud, and which de er , the
faith, confidence, and full support of the entire nation.
WM. B. BATE, President.
NEWTON M. CUR'.l.'I , Vice-Pre ident.
EDWARD 0. WALL, Searetary.
ALEXANDER MAC.KA..Y-SMITH.
GEORGE H. CRAIG.
WILLIAM W. KEEN.
JOHN D. CRIMMINS.
rHOMAS F . EDMANDS.
JOHN J. DAVIS . .
REDFIELD PROCTOR.
JOHN C. BL.A.CIC.
W. H . HA'.l.'flH.

DIRECT-PRESSURE FIRE SYSTEM.
MILWAUKEE, WIS., J1me 18, 1894.
I am directed by the Board of Visitors to report to you
the following resolution, adopted by that Board:
COLONEL:

Resolved, That the Superintendent be requested to report to the Board of Visitors,
fully, and at the earliest practicable and convenient date, the expense and all connected
therewith, of preparing a direct-pressure fire system in connection with the new
reservoir, so as to afford complete protection to all the buildings on the reservation.

I am, Colonel, your obedient servant,

E. 0. WA.LL, Secretary .
.. Col. 0. H. ERNST,
Gorps Eng_., Supt. U. S. Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.
The a.bove ietter was referred by the Superintendent of the United
States Military Academy to Capt. James L. Lusk, Corps of Engineers,
who reported as follows:
WEST POINT? N. Y., June 271 1894.
]~espectfully returned to the adjutan_t, United States Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.
The estimated cost of the project outlined within is as follows:

8,000 linear feet 12-inch mains ..................... ~ ....................... $20, 000
2,000 linear feet 8-inch mains .. _._ ... _._ ... _........................... . ... 4. 000
9,000 linear feet 6-inch mains ..... __ .............. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 500
15 additional fire hydrants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,500
Total . - ..... - ................. - - ............. - - .......... -.. -..... - . 39, 000

Practically the same result can be effected by extending the existing
system of mains supplied from Delafield reservoir, provided that the
latter is repafred in accordance with estimates heretofore made. The
estimated cost of the repairs to the reservoir and the extended fire
service is as follows:
1,500 linear feet 12-inch mains ..............................................
4,000 linear feet 8-inch mains ..................... _.........................
11,000 linear feet 6-inch mains ..............................................
15 fire hydrants ... . ................ __ ...... _......... _. _.. __ . _. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Repairing and cleaning Delafield reservoir. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$3,750
8,000
16, 500
1, 500
5, 000

Total ..................... _.............. __ .. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34, 750

The water level of' Delafield reservoir is only a few feet lower than
that proposed for the new reservoir, and the direct pressure from the
former can now be turned on in a few minutes, when required. Delafield
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reservoir is, however, deficient in storage apa ity, aud the de m
need of repairs, which it is hoped will be uud rtak n R
ble after the completion of the new reservoir.
The direct fire pressures possible from both Delafield r er, ir c n 1
the new reservoir are ample for all buildings on the r . rvati n .~ , pt
those connected with the new observatory, which mu t be r , •h d y
a steam fire en gine. The estimated cost of the mains i hig-11, o,Yinb·
the certainty of encouutering hard rock in laying them.
J .AS. L. Lu re,
Cap tain, Gorps of Engineers, in charge of the Water Supply.

LIBRARY OF THE UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY IN THE
CULLUM MEMORIAL BUILDING.
.
.
MILWAUKEE, Wm., June 18, 1894.
COLONEL: I am directed by the Board of Visitors to report to you
the following resolution adopted by that Board:
Resolved, That the Superintendent be requested to cause a careful examination to
be made touching the practicability and lawfulness, under the terms of the bequest
establishing the Cullum Memorial, of the establishment and continuation in the
Cullum Memorial Building, to be hereafter erected, of the Library of the West
Point Military Academy, so that the same shall not interfere with the memorial
character _o f said "!Juilding, and so that the books, manuscripts, and documents shall
be safely kept.

I am, Colonel, your obedient servant,
E. C. WALL, Secretary.
·Col. 0. H. ERNST,
Corps of Eng., Supt. of U. ~- Milita,ry Academy, West Point, N. Y.
The above letter was referred by the Superintendent of the United
States Military Academy to Prof. John W. Clous, who reported as
follows:
WEST POINT, N; Y., June 21, 18.94.
Respectfully returned to the adjutant, United States Military .Academy~ West Point, N. Y.
The late Gen. Geo. W. Cullum, in the thirty-third item of bis last will
and testament (copy inclosed) bequeathed to the United States, under
certain terms and conditions, the sum of $250,000 for the establishment
and maintenance of ~ memorial ball at West Point. This bequest,
with the terms thereto annexed, was accepted by Congress in the act
approved July 23, 1892, and in section 2 of that act a board of trustees
was created and charged with the duty of erecting this memorial ball
in accordance with .the provisions of the will of the testator, and, on
completion, of transferring the same to the United States for perpetual
use as a memorial hall, to be devoted to the objects aud purposes as
defined in said will. These purposes are specified m that instrument
as follows:
~he memorial hall is to be a receptacle of statues, busts, mural tablets, and portr~its_ of distinguished deceased officers and graduates of the Military Acad ~my; of
p~mtmgs o_f battle scenes, trophies of war, and such other objects as may tend to
give elevation to the military profession.
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By said will, and section 6 of the ~ct above cited, no subject can be
introduced into the said memorial hall without the approval of not
less than two-thirds of the entire academic board of the United t tes
Military Academy.
These provisions are clear and plain and require no interpretation
or construction. .A statement of them, in my opinion, sufficiently
answers the .within resolution of the Board of Visitors and justified
the conclusion that Congress could not legally cause the establi bment
and continuation of the library of the .Academy within the memorial
hall to be hereafter erected.
J. W. CLous,
Senior Colonel and Deputy Judge-Advocate-General,
Professor of Law.

~

COPY OF THE THIRTY-THIRD ITEM OF THE LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT OF THE
LATE GEN. GEORGE W. CULLUM, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A
MEMORIAL HALL AT THE UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,.
Thirty-third. I give and bequeath to the Government of the United
States the sum of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, upon the
following terms and conditions, viz: That during the life of Maj. Gen.
James B. Fry and Peter S. Michie, hereinafter named, and, at furthest,
within five years after my death, it will authorize to be built, and will
build and maintain upon the public grounds at West Point, N. Y., a
:fireproof stone memorial hall, under the direction of the Superintendent of the Military Academy, three other members of the academic
board thereof, and my military executor, Maj. Gen. James B. Fry, or
he not surviving at the time, another member of the academic board,
all of whom I desire should be graduates of the Military Academy.
This memorial ball I wish to be a receptacle of statues, busts, mural
tablets, and portraits of distinguished deceased officers and graduates
of the Military Academy, of paintings of battle scenes, trophies of war,
and such other objects as may tend to give e~evation to the military
profession; and, to prevent the introduction of unworthy subjects into
this hall, I desire that the selection of each shall be made by not less
than two-thirds of the members of the entire academic board, the vote
being taken by ayes and nays and to be so recorded. It is also my
desire that this hall should be adapted for use on any ceremonial occasion taking place at West Point, N. Y., and· for the assemblage and
dinners of the Association of Graduates of the United States Military
Academy; and, if practicable, I wish that lodging accommodations
should be provided in some part of it for the members of that association while attending its annual reunions.
A true copy of extract from the last will and testament of Bvt.
Maj. Gen. George W. Cullum, United States Army.
J. M. CARSON, Jr.,
First Lieut. Fifth Cavalry, Adjt. U. S. Military Academy.
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ADDRESS OF GEN. JOHN C. BLACK.
Mr. Superintendent, gentlemen of the facuJty, cadets, and Jadie and
gentlemen: This occasion is momentous to the members of the cla of
1894. You, young men, pass to-day from the seclusion of the Academy
to the ranks made illustrious by your predecessors. While memory
endures you will call to mind this assemblage and this event, for wbich
you have so many years been in preparation. This hour fulfills your
scholastic and training lives. Henceforth you are men of action and
responsibility.
I congratulate- you on the splendid scenes in which you have heretofore dwelt. Here, if anywhere in America, is classic ground. A century and more bas passed since the patriot army, under Washington
took defensive position on the banks of the Hudson, interposing its
rustic and untrained weakness between the armies of"the North and
the royal forces that held New York in unrelenting grasp; that domin~ted the Jerseys and all the rich central regions, and lay like an iron
girdle, clasping closer, day by day, about the vitals of the young
rebellion, severing its armies, squeezing out its life.
'
Unable to keep the open :field, here came the continental power and
lmilded old Fort Put and reared the river batteries, and :filJed the hillside with the bivouacs of the brave. How bravely and well they did
their work history will long tell to a grateful posterity. By patience,
by military skill, by resolute endurance, by a patriotism that suffered
all things with equanimity for the country, they succeeded. Long
passed away, their glory survives. It makes illustrious this beautiful
region; here their shades will linger forever.
As I walk abroad, after silence and darkness have fallen on your
busy days, it all but seems that the old Continentals are again on
guard. The lights that gleam from villas and sparkle in the windows
of lovely homes become again bivouac blazes; the voices of youth and
loveliness turn to the challenging hail and answer of patriot war; the
night winds bear the ghostly tread of immortals; we review the armies
·of Liberty and are in the encampments and fortresses of Freedom.
Here, too, as long as the Hudson shall roll to the sea, shall dwell the
phantom population whom Washington Irving's genius, summoning
from the recesses of three centuries ago, has made permanent denizens
of the hills and valleys round about. They troop like elfins through
the forest shades; they tread the watery marge; they sail the river's
rolling waves; they climb the mountain side, fantastic hosts of the old
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times. -Ah, gentle master of the magic pen, thy touch bas given
immortality and woven a spell about these highlands that time nor the
stern necessities of a far age can destroy-that pen, mightier than the
sword, whose work was all of delight, of purity, and of honor.
But we turn from romantic surroundings to face this audience and
review this class, gathered from the confines of the broad Republic,
and representing New England, the Pacific, the Central region, and
the sunny South. No more illustrious and charming assemblage
to-day graces this continent, and we of the audience salute in you, the
class, the future major-generals of the American Army. You are the
sons of your country-a country which, while once there was doubt as
to its purpose and destiny, now, after a century of existence, knows that
it is to be united; that every element in its constitution and its laws that
might have given color to the thoughts of divided allegiance has, by
the teaching of war and the progress of events, come to be without
doubt, and which lays upon you whom it educates no divided duty.
You have been Lorn in years of profound peace, although scions of the
most warlike people. No class that has ever preceded you in this old
Academy can say, as you can, "We have never heard the thunders of
war nor seen the convulsions of strife." Measured by the life of the
oldest of you, a generation has passed since a gun shook the silence of
the land. While the study of the arts of war has been your occupation, you have known it only by theory.
·
Yet you are the sons of the heroic. Heroism is that quality of manhood which seeks for a knowledge of right and duty, and which, having
discovered it, does that duty, whatever may be the sacrifice, the pain, the
loss. Heroism counts the cost, but does not hesitate when ascertained.
Herojsm lifts a man from the contemplation of consequences to himself.
Heroism is highest manhood in action. To the upbuilding of this character the history and the few traditions of our beloved land alike
contribute. [The speaker here adverted for illustrations to the accomplishments of Paulding, Van Wert, and Williams, Sergeants Jasper
and Marion, of Ethan Allen, of May, of Fremont, of Perry, Decatur,
John Paul Jones.]
To these men, however poor they might be, honor was everything.
Love of their land was the lord paramount of their bosoms. Gold was
nothing, although freely offered to some of them in such abundance as
to promise release from all future ~are and rest from all future toil;
but they were true to liberty and their dear country, and now that
they are dust fame keeps tbem, and they live in our regard. What
was true of them has been the rule in the service. But one American
officer has preferred gold to duty. His name, which I will not speak in
your hearing, goes through the ages solitary in infamy, covered with
shame, the synonym of all that Americans loathe.
While witnessing your graduating exercises I have had occasion to
observe the wonderful improvements in modern armament. I have
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seen your rapid-fire guns that seem to tir a whin in l f , ru a
that apparently would destroy every living thiu
w r 1 hi h th y
were directed; your smaller arms that carry bull t fi r , mile, wa · a d
have seen elsewhere those g-rim engines of war th t ri t fir nd
sink into the earth for safety, until it would eem a if modern i n
had filled the battlefield with such terror aud u b de th-d , Ii
powers that for men to stand opposed to th mi imply e o ur to
butchery, without the opportunities for compen ating . trifi , and make
it seem as if war had lost all its character of glory and pl ndid
beauty; all its opportunities for the exhibition of indivi<lual quali ie ,
of chivalry, bravery, and ma,nhood, and had become redu eel to the
mere slaughter of opposing armies by the rules of preci e and d adly
mechanism. Trust me that while such seems to be he case the opportunities for the display of heroism are not lost. There still wilJ bethere must be-room for the men who ride at the guns, and the future of
the dread occupation which you follow will contain the story of the
cavaliers of the twentieth century as well as cherish the traditions of
those of the earlier time. I repeat there will always be room in the
American service for the heroic; always place for those that shorten
the distance between them and their foemen; always a highway to
renown for the men who will ride at the guns.
What a country, gentlemen, is yours, and what the vastness of its
material power; its unmobilized force is capable of furnishing an army
of nine million men. What are vou three-score youngsters to do with
this mighty country¥ It is you;s to scatter abroad the seeds of the
knowledge that you have here acquired, .t o teach the mighty array of
freeman, who look to you first as their dear sons and then as their
~nstruc!ors in the mighty science that you learn, the majesty of organ1zation, the magnificence that pertains to the armies of the free. -You
are to make this country feel the effects of that discipline which makes
you obedient to all lawful authority, observant of all just requirements,
the preservers of righteous law, the defenders of the integrity, the
honor, and the unity of this mighty land.
·
It is for you to interpret not alone to your fellow-citizens, but to aU
who shall see and know you what there is mysterious in the symbol
that shines upon your breasts, upon your caps, and upon your breastplates. It is for you to help make the "U. S." of the .American Army
greater than the mystic letters that blazed above the Roman eagle
when its flight was over all the prostrate world.
What was the meaning of the "S. P. Q. R." of the OIBsars scholars
quarrel about¥ .All the conquered nations over whom their eagle flew
knew that it meant spoliation, poverty, the quiet of disaster, the ruin
of home, country, and law. They, the conquered, kllew that it mea~t
woe, that it meant unutterable burdens, that it meant slavery, that 1t
meant that all the resources of the conquered earth were to be drawn
to the imperial city, festering in her majesty and her spoils, <lying at
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last by her own corruption and the heated excesses of her power. But
the "U.S." which adorns you, which shines wherever you go, which has
been present through all the years of your academic life wherever you
turned, which you will bear hence on your breasts and in your hearts:
it is your business to teach that the words mean unity, strength,
majesty, the dominion of law, the peace of contented people, the establishment of liberty, the growth, the glory, and the freedom of the
people.
Here you have studied not alone the arts of destruction, but you
have listened to the voice of law. Here you have been taught not
alone of the customs of camps, but you know that you are children of
the most majestfo Republic that ever welcomed the world and humanity
to a safe arena for the development of its highest energies. The land
which you have been taught to love, whose laws you are trained to
obey, whose institutions you hold in honor, and whose integrity it is
yours to assist in preserving, is that land of whom the poet has said:
There's freedom at thy gates, and rest
For earth's down-trodden and opprest;
A. shelter for the hunted head,
For the starved laborer toil aud bread.
Power at thy bounds
Stops, and calls back his baffled hounds.
Oh, fair young mother, on thy brow
Shall sit a nobler grace than now.
Deep in the brightness of the 8kies
The thronging years in glory rise;
And as they fleet,
Drop strength and riches at thy feet.

Cadets of the Academy, soldiers of the Republic, we who witness
your transformation and welcome you to the long list of glorious predecessors we charge you that you see to itThat no harm befalls the Republic.
At the conclusion of General Black's address, Gen. George D. Ruggles, Adjutant-General of the Army, on behalf of the Secretary of
War, delivered the diplomas to the graduates. He said:,.
Young gentlemen of the gl'aduating ciass: I have been commissioned by the Secretary of War,in his absence, and as his representative,
to deliver to you these testimonials of the a;cademic board of the fact
that you have successfully passed through the curriculum of this institution and have been fitted, and are worthy, to become commissioned
officers in the Army of your country. I need not assure you that the
gratification with which you will receive these diplomas can be measured only by the pleasure experienced by the academic board in conferring them and the pleasure with which I shall now proceed to deliver
them to you.
·
As t~e Adjutant-General of the Army, in the name of the Army of
the n~ted State , I bid you welcome-hearty welcome-to the noble
profe 10n upon which you enter actively this day.

APPOINTMENTS AND EXAMINATIO
Committee on .Appointrnents and Exarninations.-Me r .
and DAVIS.

MACJCA Y-, MITH

BLACK,

Appointrnents.-Your committee beg to state that they barn gi eu
much time and thought to this subject. They have been greatly aided
by the appearance before them of several of the professor of the A a emy, with whom they have discussed the subject at length. Whatever
conclusions have been reached therefore are the result of joint deliberat·10n between those who have been
'
' the matter of appointments
watchi11g
_for years, and visitors who, coming to the Academy with unbiased minds,
~ave brought fresh views and unprofessional ideas to bear upon this
Important matter. The committee is unanimously of the opinion that
immediate action of Congress is desirable in increasing the number of
cadets. We are much impressed with the magnificent size and efficiency
of the "plant" prQvided for the education of officers of the Army. The
quality of the result produced is a legitimate source of pri<le to the
country. But the classes graduated average only about fifty in the
number of diplomas each year. When we consider that the increase in
expense would be comparatively trifling if this average were doubled,
we can not view with satisfaction the present state of affairs.
We do not regard the furnishing of officers to the general Army as
the only important result to be attained by the Academy. The measure of the needs of that Army is not the only measure of the nation's
demand. That demand is that whenever the call to arms comes, with
its appeal for volunteers, there should be found scattered here and there
throughout the country, whether in barracks or civil life, a sufficient
number of skillful officers to teach our untrained levies. At the outbreak of our civil war Grant was a farmer and Sherman a professor,
but it was not mere chance that soon· made them leaders of armies. We
regard the education given at West Point as a thorough preparation
for business life, with the privilege attached to it that its possessor
carries everywhere with him information that may at any time become
suddenly priceless to his country. The school is supported by the
people; they have a rig:ht to enjoy the utmost possible results attainable, in quantity as well as quality. Under the present arrangement
the opportunity to educate fifty additional men every year is being
wasted; every year the chance to place fifty men here and there in the
United States who on emergency, can be centers of scientific military
intelligence, is thro~n away. Or, look at it merely from an ecouomical
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point of view, every year the cost of training an officer at the .Academy
is nearly twice the sum to which it might be reduced by doubling the
number of cadets.
We beg, therefore, to urge upon Congress a change in the present
law, so as to give each United States Senator the same privilege of
nomination to the Academy each year as that possessed-by members
of the House of Rrep1·eseutatives, as well as to restore to the President
the power formerly exercised, of nominating ten candidates annually
at large, instead of practically ten in four years, as at present. 'l'he
number of candidates would thus be increased by over one hundred.
The number of cadets would also be raised theoretically from 370 to
about 470, but (allowing for failures) from about 280 to 2fl0, the present
average, to about 350. The .Academy has accommodations for 370
cadets. This recommendation has been often made. Its reiteration,
year after year, shows the serious need on which it is based in the opinion of those who have studied the question. Even with the 350 cadets
the Academy would be keeping considerably behind its possible attainments, but a beginning would at least be made in the effort to prepare
a com1try for war which in all its legislation is ve,r3 properly tuned to the
keynote of peace. The demand is all the more urgent since the military
profession is year by year requiring more and more technical, mechanical,
scientific information in its discharge. A modern officer, like a modern
fort or an iron clad, requires twice as long to build as a generation ago.
Our next war may in all probability be decided l>y certain t~ctors in the
problem for which our fathers had no name.
Examinations.-(a) Entrance examinations.-All that the committee
c~n learn regarding these examinations shows that while they are rigid
a:µd result in the rejection of many candidates, there is yet a proper
degree of :flexibility exercised, and that applicants who impress the
exami:qing board as possessing soldierly qualities are not sent down
on small technicalities. But the fact remains that, from one cause or
another, there is a gTeat failure in filling vacancies and in making
appointments. The committee, therefore, concurs in the recommendation of the committe reporting on this subject in the report for 1892:
7

Let the examining board meet at the various posts as now designated. Let the
nominating power ( of applicants for examination to go before the examining board
on March 1 of each year) select in the various Congressional districts three young
men, by forms sent out from the vVar Department, as 1, 2, 3, etc. Let these three men
go before the bqard at the March meeting, all for examination. If No. 1 fails, No. 2
will have a chance; if No. 2 fails, No. 3 will have a chance. We think that out of
three men one could be secured. We would suggest when failure occurs at the
end of any annual examination, that this failure be reported to the Congressman
within ten <lays, and that be be requested to name and send his men before the
examining board of the nearest post for examination within thirty clays.

(b) Exam,inations in course.-Tbese seem to the committee, after
~ttending them for several days, to be absolutely fair and searchmg. We can not but regret bowever that t:;.ie manner as well as the

'
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matter in recitation is not more carefully attended to. The pronunciation of the cadets is found at times to be indistinct. They d not
enunciate clearly and evenly, and the voices are apt to be badly
modulated, and harsh. The committee heard, at time , some word
wrongly pronounced without correction by the examiner, but supposo
that his failure to correct was due to the fact that a public examination
rather than a private recitation was in progress .
.ALEXANDER MA.OKA. Y-SMITH. Chairman.
JOHN 0. BLACK.
JOHN J. DAVIS.
WAR 94-VOL
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DISCIPLINE AND INSTRUCTION. Committee on discipline and instruction.-Messrs.
and NEWTON M. CURTIS.

GEORGE

H.

CRAIG, WILLIAM

W.

KEEN,

The committee on discipline and instruction beg leave to report as
follows:
In reviewing the course of study the committee found it impossible
to obtain an accurate idea of the relative and proportionate amount of
attention given to each study in the curriculum. According!y they
requested the Superintendent to furnish them the sum total of the
hours devoted to each study. This is given in the appended letter and
table:
DEPARTMENT OF MODERN LANGUAGES,

West Point, N. Y., June 11, 1894.
Sm: In compliance with your request of this date, I have the honor to state with
regard. to the hours of recitation given to English language and literature, as
follows:
Hours of recitation in fourth class year ...................................... - - 84
Hours of study, fourth class year ................................•...•....... - 210
This subject is taught in the fourth class yea:r only.
Bearing in mind the destination of the oadet as an officer' of the Army, and the
kind and number of the branches of study essential thereto, the above allotment of
time is, I think, sufficient.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
-..:
E. E. WOOD,
Professo1· Modern Languages, United States Military .Aoadeniy.
Hon. GEORGE H. CRAIG,
Chairman Committee on Discipline a.nd Instr·uotion, Board of Visitors.
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Time employed in recitations a11d studies by the cadets of thP "C'nit d , fates .Jfil"tary
Academy in each department 'in the fo1l1' classes during each academic year.

Year and class.

Department. •

- -- - - - - - - - --1-----------------1-

Hour of
r ecitatiou.

I

Hour of · Total
tndy.
hours.

I

First year , fourth class . . . . . . Mathematics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
334A
669
Modern languages. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 5376
History, geography, and ethic!! . . . . . . . Omitted in new cour .
4

1n;·:~W~a1 fn s
. Drillregulations,UnitedStates.A.rmy . .A.;lfn~ry, 35

t~~~·j

1, 003¼
555

I

81
-practical
tion.
I Use of swords, etc.. .............. . . .. Pra ctical instruction
1471
Second ye
th ' d
147! hours.
ar, Ir c1ass . . . . . Mathematics .............. _...... .. . .
334½
669
1, 003½
Mode~·n languages... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
223
446 /
6ti9

I1
1

l10nrs
instruc.

Drawing ..... ... ........ .. .. ·········· 1rn::~ir:: l ' 40 inKf~~ls· ,

288

tion.
Drill regn lations, United States Army. Artillery, 35 hours
127
practical
instruc· 1
tion.
Cavalry, 46 hours prac.
tical instruction.
P ractical military engineering........ Practical work in J" uly
and .August.
Third year, second class ..... Natural and experimental philosophy.
334¼
669
1, 003½
Cbemfstry, mineralogy, and geology . .
188½
377
565½
Drawing ................. ............ .
185 I
None.
185
'

37

18¼

Infantry, - 41 hours/
practical
instruc·
tion.
Drill regulations, United St'ltes Army. Artillery, 17½ ho1i.rs
practical
instruc. i
175½
tion.
I
Cavalry, 61½ hours I
practical
instruc· j
tion.
Practical military engineering ........ 17½ hours practical in·
17½
struction.
Fourth year, first c~ass .••... Civi~ .and ~ilitary engineering and
334½1
669
1, 003½
smence of war.
Modern languages ................... .
50¼
101
151½
Law ......... .... .. ...... .... .... . ... .
92i
185
277¼
42-1
84
125·
History, geography, and ethics . ..... .
Practical military ;:1ngineering ....... . 24½ hours practical in·
24½
struction.
Natural and ex1)erimental philosophy. Practical instruction

I

Drill regulations ,United States .Army·

Ordnance ancl gunnery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~f~~ ::::!~:~:1

f

1

t1on.
Cavalry, 101½ hours ·
practica.I
instruc· I
tion.
·/
92½

185

1

155

277½

Grand total..................... . ........................ j-7, 837¼
I

J. M. CARSON, Jr.,
First Lieutenant Fifth Caval?-y, Adjutant.
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y., June 9, 1894.

Such a table gives a true perspective of the academic course. It
affords room for some reflectious and conclusions, especially as to the
preponderance of some studies and the brevity or lack of others. Their
conclusions are not intended in any sense as a reproach upon the
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faculty, whom we recognize as men of the highest ability and learning
and tlevotion to their work and the best interests of the Academy. They
are the honest conclusions which we have reached after not a little
careful consideration of the subject, and suggestions which we hope
will be of value from independent men who are only desirous of adding
to the prosperity, of the Academy.
The committee were rather painfully impressC'd in the examinations
with the halting English of~ number of the cadets. During three of
the four years·, as is shown by the table, 1,375½ hours of recitation and
study are given to "modern languages," but of this only 84 hours are
given to recitations and ~10 hours to the study of the English language
and literature. French and Spanish are the only other two modern
languages taught, and cover 1,081 hours for both.
It is of course perfectly clear that in the four years of the course here
it is impossible to make the cadets both soldiers and scholars. Spanish
has been selected presumably because of its usefulness to our officers
on our Mexican frontier. French was perhaps selected many years ago
because it was the polite language of European society. -To a g-reat
extent this is still true, although English has largely supplanted it,
even in diplomacy. The committee would submit for consideration
whether German may not at some time in the future be profitably introduced. So far as we know, the modern literature of military affairs,
whether of the science or the art of war, in German is more extensive
and more valuable than that in French, or certainly in Spanish. While
not prepared to recommend this step immeiiately, they would suggest
that the academic board consider this question very seriously.
In the matter of English, however, the committee is very clear that
much more time should be given to it. It is the mother tongue of almost
every cadet; it must be constantly used by every officer in his orders,
and as a medium of communication and making effective au his knowledge is quite as important as any of the scientific branches. Yet we
find of a grand total of 7,837 ¼ hours of study and recitation in the
four years at West Point, over 2,000 hours given to the mathematical
branches, over 1,000 hours each to two other modern languages and
to modern physics, 227½ to law, 565½ to chemistry, mineralogy and
geology, and only 294- hours to English. Every officer should know
how to use the English language accurately and tersely. A single
order written hurriedly amid the emergencies of battle, if not in clear
aud plain English may cause disaster, and even defeat. Besides this,
the cadets come here at about nineteen years old on the average. At
that age their knowledge of English and especially of English literature, is slight, and their taste unformed. Few essays or themes, we
believe, are required of _them by which they can cultivate an exact,
graceful, and perspicuous style. They have no time out of study
hours to pursue any courses of reading, and indeed such reading is
discouraged by both traditions and regulations. We therefore recom-
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mend a fuller English course, even at the expen e of ome of the 2,0 7
hours given to matllematics, or those given to some other tudy.
The same may be said to some extent of history, g ography, and
ethics. Faithful ~nd diligent as any professor may be, and the profe ors here we know are, jt is almost a travesty upon sound learning to
force them to attempt to teach these three important branche in fortytwo recitations and eighty-four hours of study. Geography ought to
be completed, in our opinion, before the student sets foot within the
limits of this academic institnti011. Even then, history and etltics
should have each as large a field as all these three have at present.
We realize the fact that the cadets are worked up to their full capacity. No additional hours of study can be introduced in to the curriculum without detriment to their lrnalth. The only two possible ways of
attaining the desired end are eitlwr (1) by curtailing the more extended
or least useful studies, or (2) by making the requirements for admission
cover some of the subjects now taught in the Academy. Of these two
the committee decidedly favor the latter, and would urge that all of
geography and plane geometry, and a considerable part of algebra, if
not all of it, be required for entrance. This would only require probably six months more of study before entering the Academy, and would
provide very much needed time for English, history, ethics, hygiene,
and possibly for German.
e
It is urged that this will cut off some poor boys who otherwise might
enter, and even graduate. E~en were this true, it would be better to
cut off a few ill-trained poor boys entering as officers than by a less
thorough training of the whole corps of cadets to expose the thousands
of poor men in .the ranks to the evils of poorly equipped officers. But
West Point exists neither for the poor boy nor the rich boy, but to give
the country the very best and most efficient officers to command its
Army, upon which often depends security of life and property, public
and private, in cases of domestic disturbances, and upon which must
always absolutely depend victory in time of foreign war. No officer
can be too well trained for such a command. It is very easy to provide officers too poorly equipped, and so invite defeat.
The increase suggested iu the conditions tor admission is very moderate. The present requirements were formulated nearly 40 years ago,
when our public schools were poor and scattered, and the instruction
given in them was very limited. This is not true now. The enormous
strides made in preliminary education should make our war college
also make equal advances. The public schools are ready to furnish
better students just so soon as West Point will take them.
The Naval Academy at Annapolis requires some algebra, and the
Army may take a, lesson from its course and in turn give it a lesson by
adding geography and plaue geometry to tl,e requirements here.
One other point of great importance to the faculty and instructors
here we desire to mentiou. Nothing is a greater stimulus or more
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instructive to any teacher than t.o visit other allied i~stitutions in
this country and abroad, to compare his teaching, his methods, his
illustrations and experiments with those of others. It broadens his
mind, gets him, or, better, keeps him out of ruts, and shows him
very often that he and bis college are not the ne plus ultra of the best
technical education. In all other branches it is so, and undoubtedly,
therefore, in the military profession.
Accordingly, the committee recommend that, say, once in seven years,
in turn, the members of the Academic Board, at least, be given leave
of absence on_ full pay for six months or a year, with a view to such
study in their respective departments. Possibly some similar leave to
the technical officers would be equally advantageous before they enter
the service here.
The question of the restriction of the chaplain's duties to those of
his office and his ceasing to act as a professor, and therefore a disciplinary officer, has been considered by the committee, entirely
irrespective of course of the present excellent occupant of the office.
We can not but think that his moral and spiritual efficiency may be
hampered if not destroyed by his duties in instruction. We recommend, therefore, that the chaplain's duties be restricted to those of his
profession. The presence of 1,500 persons on the reservation will
afford him 'an ample parish fo he exercise of every good office.
In order to compare this Military Academy at West Point with other
similar institutions, the committee would suggest that immediately
- after the appointment of the next Board of Visitors they be furnished
by the Secretary of War with a brief but sufficiently f!-111 resume of the
conditions for admission and the course of study in other American
semimilitary institutions, and at the Naval .Academy a,t .Annapolis, and
especially in the national schools of instruction in military and naval
training in Great Britain, France, Qermany, .Austria, Italy, and Russia,
together with any other data of importance pertaining to this subject.
This would enable the Board to form much more correct comparisons
between West Point and other schools.
The discipline of the Academy recommends itself highly to the committee. The regulation drills and the unexpected and unwelcome fire
drill, made necessary by the burning of a coa.I shed, were evidences
than which we could ask no better.
GEORGE H. CRAIG, Chairman.
NEWTON M. 0UR'rIS.

W.W. KEEN.

ARMAMENT AND EQUIPME T.
Conimittee on armament and eqniprnent.-Mes rs.
and W ILLIAM B. BATE.

TIIO:IIA

F.

ED.M ND , "\V'ILL IA

r H.

HATCH,

The committee on armament and equipment subjoin a tatement, pre.
pared by Capt. Lawrence Bruff, showing whatordnancei now at et
Point or expected soon; also wh at obsolete ordnance is at the po~t.
This officer makes several important suggestions, in which the committee concur, and recommend their adoption, viz :
1. The -const ructiou of a butt or tunnel behind the target for the
larger guns, to stop projectiles.
2. The prompt purchase of a sp ecimen of each of t he prominent
machine and r apid-fire gu ns of the world as fas t as produced.
3. A similar course to be p ursued in regard to prominent examples
of small arms.
4. Models of modern gun carriages to match the models of g uns
received during t he past year or to be hereafter received.
5. A show case in museum for color stands, etc.
·
Another communication from Captain Bruff is subjoined, in which he
recommends that the senior instructor in ordnance and gunnery at the
Military Academy, now a first lieutenant, receive the pay of a captain
mounted, in which recommendation the committee heartily concur.
Iu this connection the committee desires to express its thanks to
Captain Bruff and Lieutenant Babbitt for the trouble taken by these
officers, involving no small amount of manual labor, to exhibit the
workings of the ordnance and models in their department.
A very important part of the equipment of the Military Academy is
the horses used by the cadets. The committee is surprised to find that
the repeated recommendations of J,revious Boards of Visitors for many
years in succession have been thus far disregarded by Congress. It is
false economy to spoil a cavalry horse by putting him into the team of
a caisson or piece. Fifty good cavalry horses should . be added to the
equipm~nt of this post.
The Superintendent of the Military Academy, however, states in his
last annual repor t that he is not prepared to recommend so considerable
an increas~ in the expense of the Academy, for the reason, doubtless,
that other matters involving outlay are for the present more pressing;
but the need of horses is apparent all the same.
The remarkable results of Captain Craig's instruction in cavalry, as
shown by the horsemanship and drill of the cadets in the riding hall
599
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and on the plain, have excited the adruiratiou of tlte committee, and
entitle him to great credit, especially when the difficulties he has to
contend with are considered, while Lieutenant Dyer, the inspector in
artillery, entitled to the same commendation, accomplishes similar
results in his branch under similar drawbacks, where cavalry horses
must be used in light-battery drill. Horses purchased with a view to
this double duty are naturally unfit for either, and their double use
practically spoils them for either duty.
An important adjunct in the training of the cadets for the mounted
arms, particularly in the cavalry, is the complete gymnasium with
which the Academy is equipped, where Mr. Koehler, who, in the opinion
of the committee, should have the rank, pay, and emoluments of a
lieutenant, has shown himself to be an instructor capable of developing
to a high condition of physical training the young soldiers in whose
performances the committee bas taken great satisfaction.
The recommendation made by the commandant of cadets, contained
in the report of the Superintendetlt of the Academy for 1893, that
twenty-eight enlisted. men of the cavalry detachment, while employed
as artillery drivers, shall receive extra pay, has been embodied in
House bill ,5894, making appropriations for the Military Academy for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1895, and is cordially concurred in by
this. committee with the hope that it become a law.
The committee had not time in which to make a careful inspection
of the signal equipment, nor has it seen any drill p ~rformed in this
important branch of military duty; but inquiry induces the committee
to believe that the equipment may be rather ·meager, and that perhaps there might advantageously be more signal instruction given
during the whole course.
THOMAS F. EDMANDS, Chairman.
WILLIAM H. HATCH.
0

WILLIAM B. BATE.

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,
OFFICE OF INSTRUCTOR OF ORDNANCE AND GUNNERY,

West Point, N. Y., June 7, 1894.
SIR: I have the honor to forward herewith, for tho consideration of the Superintendent and the Board of Visitors, the following recommendation relating to the
deuartment of ordnance and gunnery:
I would respectfully recommend that the pay of the senior assistant instructor in
the ~epartment of ordnance and gunnery be that of a captain mounted.
I make the recommendation for the following reasons:
(1) The only academic department at the Academy whose senior assistants do not
receive this pay are those of law and ordnance and gunnery.
(2) Academic duties of the senior assistant in ordnance and gunnery extend
through the academic year, beginning with September and ending the 1st of June,
as with the other academic departments.
(3! The month of April, which is apparently an exception to this, is not so in
reality, as the lectures and practical instruction, which in other dep artments are
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scattered throughout the academic year, are, in tho department of ordnance and
gunnery, concentrated for convenience in this one month.
o far a labor o-oes it
includes more of it than the same time spent in instruction in th ection room.
(4) In addition to his academic duties, the senior assistant in ordnan e ancl uunnery is attached to the ordnance detachment; his duties require him to a i tin
looking after the condition of the armament here, keeping the batteries in orcl 'r, and
attending to numerous details outside the section room. This is not required of any
assistant in any other academic department. There is no reason why, in my judgment, this discrimination as regards pay should be ma.de against the senior a si font
in the department of ordnance and gunnery, when his duties are tho same ancl at
times greater than those of the senior assistants of other departments, and, on the
other hand, there is every reason why such discrimination should not be made.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
LAWRENCE L. BRUFF,
Captain, Ord. Dept., U. S. A.., Insfructor of Ordnance and Gunnery.
The ADJUTANT,
United States Military Academy.

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,
OFFICE OF INSTRUCTOR OF ORDNANCE AND GUNNERY,
West Point, N. Y., June 7, 1894.
SIR: In accordance with request .contained in your letter of this date, and by
direction of the Superintendent of the United States Military Academy, I have the
honor to submit for the information of your committee the following statement with
reference to the present armament, and also a list of the obsolete guns and mortars
on hand, known as "trophy guns."
The present armament is as follows:
In seacoast battm·y.-One 15-inch Rodman gun mounted on center-pintle carriage,
with pneumatic buffers; one 15-inch Rodman gun mounted on front-pintle carriage,
with hydraulic buffers; three 8-inch converted rifles, two on modern carriages; one
10-inch Rodman smooth bore gun on old carriage; one 200-pounder Parrott_ri:fle on
old carriage; one 13-inch smooth bore mortar on old carriage.
In battm·y Knox.-One 100-pounder Parrott rifle on old carriage; one 300-pounder
Parrott rifle on old carriage; four 10-inch Rodman smooth bore guns on old carriages.
In siege battm·y.-Six 4.5-inch cast-iron rifled siege guns mounted on wooden carriages. These guns are not used except for drill purposes. Six 10-inch smoothbore
mortars mounted on iron mortar beds.
In field battery .-One battery 3.20-inch steel breech-loading field guns with limbers, caissons complete, for mounted drill. One battery 3.20-inch steel breech-loading
field guns with limbers. The caissons of this battery are _of the old pattern, and the
battery is use<l for foot dril1. One battery 3-inch wrought-iron muzzle-loading rifles
with limbers and caissons complete, old pattern. 'fhis battery is not required for
drill purposes, and is used only as a saluting battery.
Machine guns.-One Gatling gun, caliber .45, model 1875, short barrel; one Gatling
gun, caliber .45, model 1883, long barrel; one Gardner gun, caliber .45; one Maxim
automatic machine gun, calber .45.
Rapid-ji1·e guns, etc.-One Hotchkiss revolving cannon, caliber 1.50; one Hotchkiss
mountain gun, caliber 1.65; one Hotchkiss rapid-fire gun, 3-pounder; one Nordenfelt rapicl-fire gun, 3-pounder.
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CHANGES IN ARMAMENT.

Seacoailt battm·y •....:...During the past year the following guns and carriages have been
received at the post: One 8-inch steel breech-loading rifle; one barbette carriage
for same.
As soon as the money is available this gun and carriage will be mounted in the
seacoast battery in place of the right 15-inch smoothbore Rodman gun .
There is also on hand one 12-inch breech-loading mortar, cast iron, with steel
hoops. This mortar is to be replaced by a 12-inch breech loading steel mortar which
represents the latest model.
A carriage for this mortar has been ordered by the Chief of Ordnance to be
shipped here, and its arriv'al is daily expected. When received and when the
money is available, the mortar will be mounted in the seacoast battery in place of
th~ present 13~inch smooth bore.
The 8-inch gun is a type of all the other high-powered steel guns. The larger
ones, 10 and 12 inch, differing from it only in size and in a few minor details.
The mortar also represents its class. Hence these two guns and their carriages
will thoroughly familiarize cadets with modern guns and carriages and with their
workings.
Owing to the limited range available here (only about 2,100 yards) and to the fact
that the projectiles are fired against the inclined face of a rock, there is considerable danger attending target practice with these guns. If it is desired to arm the
seacoast battery throughout with modern high-powered guns, some arrangement
for stopping these projectiles will be necessary, such as a butt or a tunnel at the ernl
of the range.
Till this is provided it has been thought best to limit the modern armament to
the two guns· mentioned.
The subject of disappearing carriages has attracted much attention at home and
abroad, and two such carriages, the Buffington-Crozier and the Gordon, have been
successfully tested at the proving ground. One of these carri'ages, the BuffingtonCrozier, has been selected by the Chief of Ordnance to be sent to the Military
Academy, and_ as it mounts an 8-inch steel rifle, this will give a second gun of this
caliber to be added to the armament. The carriage will· be used also to illustrate
the principles pertaining to this class.
In addition to this there are at present in the seacoast battery three front-pintle
barbette carriages of old pattern. Two of these carriages mount a 10-inch Rodman
smoothbore gun and a-200-pounder Parrott, respectively. These carriages are to.be
replaced by three altered front-pintle barbette carriages, of the latest pattern, as
soon as emplacements can be provided for them. The carriages are now here.
The 10-inch Rodman and 200-pounder Parrott are to be replaced by two 8-inch converted rifles, which are also on hand. This will render the armament of the seacoast
battery complete as at present contemplated.
Siege battery.-In the siege battery no progress has been made. It is proposed to
mount four 5-inch steel bre.e ch-loading siege guns and two 7-inch steel breechloading howitzers in this battery.
Tile guns are ready and can be sent here at any time, but the carriages are not yet
rea<1.y. The latest information on the subject leads me to believe that·the carriages
will be furnished before June next.
The smooth bore mortars are to be replaced by 7-inch steel breech-loading siege
mortars as soon as they can be furnished.
Batte,ry Knox.-No changes are contemplated in this battery, as it is not used for
purposes of instruction.
Field batteries.-No changes are required here, as it is believed the batteries as at
present constituted fulfill all the requirements demanded of them. As soon as they
are ~vailable it is intended to replace the old wooden caissons nsed with the
3,20-rnch foot battery by modern caissons. The great demand for these carriages by
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the Army has so far prevented the Chief of Ordnan e from fnrni hiug th m for n e
here.
Machine and rapid-fire guns.-During the yf'ar there hava be n r c iv d n
felt rapid-fire gun, 3-pounder, mounted on a nonr coil field carrfa 0 ·e, , ud
automatic machine gun, caliber 45.
These machine and rapid-fire guns form important part of the in truction f
cadets. They are drst studied with the aid of drawing in the recitation room, and
afterwards the cadets are required to dismount and .a semblo the guns them Iv
and their attention especially directed to the distinctive features of each gun.
These guns are a very important feature of modern ordnance, and thej· can not l>e
thoroughly understood without the aid of the guns themselves. Hence I deem it
important that the Military Academy should possess all the prominent guns of this
class before the public, and respectfully request that at least one of them l>e purc~asecl each year. By this means, at a comparatively small expen , the Acacl my
will possess a collection of these guns valuable for purposes of instru ction and for
the museum.

Small. arms.-The recent changes in the caliber of the infantry rifle from .45 to .30
has introduced•many changes in the mechanism of these arms both here and abroad.
Two of these arms for the United States Army have been received here with a
supply of ammunition, and the graduating class has been instructed in the management of the arm and its working. As in the case of machine and rapid-fire guns,
these arms can only be studied with adva,n tage from the guns themselves.
The Academy has practically none of th e arms used in foreign services, and it
should have all of them. I would therefore r ecommend that steps be taken to procure samp·Ies of these arms, with t h eir ammunition, through our military attaches
abroad.
Models of guns and CatTiayes. -During the year the_department has received from
th e gun factory at Watervliet Arsenal, the following steel models of our new service
g_uns: One model 3.60 mortar, one-tenth size; one model 3.60 mechanism, one-half
s~ze; one model 3.20 field gun, one-tenth size; one model 3.20 mechanism, one-half
s1 ze; one model 5-inch siege gun, one-tenth size, complete; one model 10-inch._rifle,
one-tenth size, complete; one model 12-inch mortar, one-tenth size, complete .
. The advantage of having these models in the recitation room for purposes of
Instruction is very great, as has been shown during the present year. It is intended
to complete the purchase of the models of all the service guns as soon as funds are
available, and an estimate to that effect is contained in the present appropriation
bill now before Congress. Models of all service carriages should also be provided,
and an estimate for the purchase of these models is also before Congress. The
amount asked for, however, is not sufficient to provide for the purchase of all these
models, and it is recommended that an additional amount of $3,000 be asked for. The
cost of these models can not be estimated very closely, as the work is entirely new, but
the above amount, with that already estimated for, will go far to provide them.
MUSEUM.

A room has been provided in the new academic building for a museum. There is
a very valuable collection of flags, swords, guns, etc., belonging to the Academy,
which should Le properly stored and displayed. For this purpose funds are necessary to provide show cases, color stands, cabinets, etc., and I would respectfully
recommend that the sum of $2,000 be provided for this purpose.
·1
RECAPITULATION 01•' 1rnco~fMENDATIONS

(1) Purchase of machine and rapid-fire gun.
(2) Acquisition of samples of small arms through military attaches.
(3) -rrhree thousand dollars for models of modern gun carriages.
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(4) Two thousall(l dollars for show cases, color stands, etc., for museum.
Trophy guns.-A list of trophy guns on hand at the Military Academy is forw arded
herewith as requested by the committee.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
LAWRENCE L. BRUFF,

Captain Ordnance Departrnent, Inst1·uctor Ordnance and Gunnery.
Col.

F. EDMANDS,
Chai1'man of Committee on .•frmament, etc.
(Through headquarters United States Military Academy.)
THOMAS

List of trophy gims, etc.

1\,~~ 1- - - - - ---G_u_n_,_e_t_c_.

G
_ u_n_, _et_c_._ _ _ __ _

- - - - - - -tt~~~-

_______
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REVOLUTIONARY TROPHIES.

MEXICAN TROPHIES-continued.

3-pounder brass :field gun, surrendered at
Saratoga Convention.
8-inch bronze howitzer, surrendered at
- Saratoga Convention.
12/~':itder brass gun, captured at Stony

1

10-inch brass mortar, captured at St.ony
Point.
5i-inch bronze mortars, surrendered at
Saratoga Convention.·
4¾-inch bronze mortars, surrendered at
Saratoga Convention.
6-pounder bronze guns, captured at Stony
Point.
4-poumler bronze guns, captured at Stony
Point.
Brass culverin, presented to Congress by
General Lafayette.

4
7

7
2

1

MEXICAN TROPHIES.
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1
1
1
1

1
1

8-pounder bronze gun, captured at Resaca
de la Palma, caliber 4.25.
8-pounder bronze gun, captured at Resaca
de la Palma, caliber 4.25.
6-pound er bronze gun, captund at Resaca
cle la Palma, caliber 3tt,
6-pounder bronze gun, captured at Resaca
de la Palma, caliber 3.6.
4-pounder bronze gun, captured at Resaca
de la Palma, caliber 3.45.
4-pounder bronze gun, captured at Resaca
de la Palma, caliber 3.85.
4-pound,!lr bronze gun, captured at Resaca I
de la !-'alma, caliber 3.4.
4-pounder bronze gun, captured at Resaca
da la Palma, caliber 3.5.
8-pounder bronze gun, captured at Mata- :
moras, caliber 4.25.
4-pounder bronze gun, captured at Matamoras, caliber 3.35.
4-pounder bronze howitzer, captured at
Matamoras, caliber 3.75.
4-pounder bronze howitzer, captured at
Matamoras, caliber 3. 75.
6½-pounder bronze howitzer, captured at
Matamoras.
12-pounder bronze gun, surrendered at
Monter,iy, caliber 4.8.
8-pounder bronze gun, su1Tendored at
Monterey, caliber 4.25.
8-potmcler bronze gun, surrendered at
Montereyt caliber 4.25.
8-pounder oronze gun surrendered at
1
Monterey. caliber 4.25.'
I
4-pounder bronze gun surrendered at I
Monterey, caliber 3.15.'
4-pounder bro~ze gun, surrendered a.t
1
Mont rey, caliber 3.15.
6!-pounrler bronze howitzer surrendered
at Monterey.
'
I,

1
1

1
1

1
l

l

l

4-pouncler bronze- mou~tain howitzer, surrendered at Monterey, caliber 3.75.
4-pounder bronze mountain ho'l'iitzer, surrendered at Monterey, caliber 3. 75.
16-pouuder .bronze gun, surrendered at Vera
Cruz, caliber 5.25. .
1 16-poun rl er bronze gun, surrendered at Vera
Cruz, caliber 5.25.
16-pounder bronze gun, surrendered at Vera
Cruz, ca!ibrr 5.32.
12-pounder uronzegun, surrendered at Vera
Cruz, caliber 4.8.
·
12-pounderbronzegun, surrenderedat Vera
Cruz, caliber 4.75.
12-pounder bronze gun, surrendered at Vera
Cruz, caliber 4. 7.
8-pounder bronze gun, surrendered at Vera
Cruz, caliber 4.2.
1 6-pounder bronze gun, surrendered at Vera
Cruz, caliber 3.75.
6-pounder bronze gun, surrendered at Vera
Cruz, caliber 3.75.
4-pounder bronze gun, surrendered at Vera
Cruz, caliber 3.5.
.
10-inch bronze mortar, surrendered at Vera
Cruz.
8-pouncler bronze gun, captured at Cerro
Gordo, caliber 4.2.
6-pounder bronze gun, captured at Cerro
Gordo, caliber 3.6.
6-poun<ler bronze gun, captured at Cerro
Gordo, caliber 3.4.
4-pounder uronze gun, captured at Cerro
Gordo, caliber 3.5.
1 4-pounder bronze gun, captured at Cerro
Gorclo, caliber 3.5.
4-pounder bronze µ:un, captured at Cerro
3
~~-rtar, surrendered at
1 17~~~~o,
Peroto Castle.
17-inch bronze mortar, surrendered at
Peroto Castlfi.
17-inch bronze mortar, surrendered at
Peroto Castle.
17-iuch bronze mortar, surrendered at
Peroto Castle.
1 16-pounder bronze gun, captured at Contreras, caliber 5.2.
1 12-poun<ler bronze gun, captured at Contreras, caliber 4.8.
1 12-pounder bronze gun, captured at Contreras, t: aliher 4.85.
1 12-pounder brouze gun, captured at Contreras, calib er 4.8.
8-poumler brouze gun, captured at Contreras, caliber 4.2.
1 8-poun<ler bronze gun, captured at, Contrera A, caliber 4.2.
6-poundrr bronze JZUD, captured at Contreras, caliber 3. 75.

b;~~:~·
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List of trophy guns, etc.-Continu cl.
NumGun, etc.

ber.
MEXICAN

Number.

TROPHIES-continued.

6-pounder bronze gun,
treras, caliber 3.85.
6-ponnder bronze gun
treras. caliber 3.9. '
6-pounder b_ronze gun,
treras, caliber 3.5.
4-ponnder bronze _gun,
treras, cahber 3.4.
4-pounder bronze gun
treras, caliber 3.6.
'
4-pounder bronze o-un
treras, caliber 3.4~ '
4-pounder bronze gun
treras, caliber 3.45. '
8-inch bronze howitzer,
treras.
8-inch bronze howitzer,
treras.
8-incli bronze howit,z er,
treras.
8-\~~~a~~onze howitzer,

MEXICAN TROPHIES-continued.

captured at Con-

1

captured at Con-

1

captured at Con-

1

captured at Con-

1

captured at Concaptured at Concaptured at Con-

nn, tc.

8-pounder bronze gun, captur d at Matamoras, calibAr 4.2.
6-pounder bronze g un, captur d at Matamorll , caliber 3. .
4-pounder bronze ,gun, captured at Matamoras, caliber 3.34.
Bat,tery, 4 pieces-Rengold's BatteryMexican war.
Battery, 4 pieces-Duncan·s BatteryMexican war.
TROPHIES FROM 1861 AND 1865.

8-inch .Armstrong rifle, United States, capcaptured at Cont nred at Fort Fi her, N. C.
1 3.68-inch Confed erate steel rifle.
captured at Con1 3-inch Confederate cast-iron riflo.
1 12-pounderConfederateS. B. gun, captured
captured at Conat Cedar Creek, Virginia.
l 12-pounder Confedreato 8. B. brun,1e gun.
captured at Con2 3-inch Brooks cast and wrought iron gun,
captured at Vicksbnrg, Miss.
6½-inch bronze howitzer, captured at Con1 6-pounder bronze Confederate gun, rifled.
treras.
7 6-pounder bronze Confederate guns S. B.,
7½t~~~~s~ronze mortar, captured at Concaptured along Mississippi River.
2 12-pounder bronze field howi tzers, S. B.,
l6-pounder br~mze gun, captured at San
captured along Mississippi River.
A.ntomo, caliber 5.25.
1 4.8-inch .Brooks Cllst-iron rifled gnn, cap1 16-poun~er br~mze gun, captured at San
tured along :Mississippi River,
Antomo, caliber 5.25.
2 24-pounder cast-iron rifled guns, captured
1 4-pound~r bro!1ze gun, captured at San
along Mississi:ppi River.
A.ntomo, caliber 3.45.
2 24-pound er cast-iron S. B. guns, captured
1 16-pounder b~onze gun, captured at Churalong Mississippi River.
ubusco, caliber 5.25.
1 32-pounder cast-iron S. B. m1.vy gun, cap1 8-pounder bronze gun, captured at Churtured on boat on Mississippi lliver.
ubusco, caliber 4.2.
1 7.5-inch Blakely cast-iron rifled gun, cap1 8-pounder bronze gun, captured at Churtured at Vicksburg-, Miss.
ubusco, caliber 4.2.
8-inch Blakely cast-iron rifled gun, cap1 8-pounder bronze gun, captured at Churtured at Fort Morgan, .Ala.
"
ubusco, caliber 4.2.
1 8-inch navy cast-iron S. B. gun , captured
1 8-pounder bronze gun, captured at Churalong Mississippi Rh-er.
ubusco, caliber 4.2.
2 Small brass guns, caliber: 2.2.
1 6-pounder bronze gun, captured at Chur1 3.1-inch Clay breech-loadrng steel gun, capubusco, caliber 3.75.
tured at Danville, V:1.
6-pounder bronze gun, captured at Chur1 Small Colt revolving gun.
.
ubusco, caliber 3.7.
1 LS-inch breech-loading S. B. cast-ll'on gun,
6-pounder bronze gun, captured at Chur2 6-pounder bronze rifled guns.
ubusco, caliber 3.6.
1 30-pounder Brooks cast-iron rifled gun, cap1 6-pounder bronze gun, captured at Churtured at Richmond, Va.
ubusco, caliber 3.55.
1 3-inch cast-iron rifled gun, captured at
4-pounder bronze gun, captured at ChurRichmond, Va.
.
.
ubusco, caliber 3.45.
1 1¾-inch cast-iron muzzle;loadrng rifle.
1 4-pounder bronze gun, captured at Chur1 12-pounder breech-lo_a ~mg cast-ll'on S. B.
ubusco, caliber 3.4.
1nm, foull,,d at Fort R~chmond.
1 4-pounder l>ronze gun, captured at Chur1 6¼ by 1½ inr.h gun bmlt up of cl!st and
ubusco, caliber 3.57.
wrought iron, captured at R1cl11uoml, Va.
6-pounder bronze gun, captured at Molino
1 24-pounder cast-iron Cohorn mortar.
del Rey, caliber 3.85.
1 12-pounder cast-iron Cohorn mortar. .
1 6-pounder bronze gun, captured at Molino
2 4 5-iuch Blakely cast and wronght iron
del Rey, caliber 3.85.
· guns, rifled, ciaptnred at lfort Pulaski,
4-pounder bronze gun, captured at Molino
Ga.
del Rey, caliber 3.45.
2 !2-pounder carronades, captured at Port
Royal Harbor, South Carolma.
1 24-pounder bronze gun, captured at Chapnltepec, caliber 6 inches.
1 SO-pounder Whitworth gun, captured on
blockade runner near Charleston, S. C.
1 24-_pounder bronze howitzer, captured at
Chapultepec.
1 7-inch Brooks cast-iron rifle, captured at
Charleston Harbor, South Carolina.
1 8-incb bronze howitzer, captured at Chapultepec.
1 IO-inch columbiad cast-iron S. B. gun, cap- tured at Charleston Harbor.
1 4-pounder bronze howitzer, captured at
Chapulte1lec.
5 J2-pounder brass field guns.
1 3-inch cast-iron rifl ed gun.
1 4-pounder bronze howit,1er, captured at I
1 G-pounder bronze S. B. field gun, captured
Chapultepec.
at Nashville, Tenn.
1 4-pounder bronze gun, captured at City of
1 6-ponnder Blakely steel rifled gun, captured
Mexico, caliber J.3.
1 4-pounder bronze g 11n, captured at City of ,
at Saulsbury, N. C.
.
1. •
h
George cnst-iron . B. gun~ caliber 19 me •
Mexico, caliber i:lj! mches.
.
I
3.7-inch Blakely steel riflca g~m ..
1 12-pounder ilronze gun, captured at City of ,
1 1.9-inch small bron zo bree~b-.oaclJDg gun.
Mexico, caliber 4.7.
,
1 3.67-inch steel 01· wrought iron gull.
1 4-pounder bronze howit,zer, captured at
I Huamantla,
,11 1 I 3.45-inch cast-iron ri.tlea guu.
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List of trophy gu,ns, etc.-Continued.

Number.

/

Gun, etc.

-'l'ROPHIES FROM

1
1

1
1

1861

AND

Number.

1865-continued.

3-inch cast-iron rifled gun.
3-inch Armstrong cast-iron rifled Hun.
900-pounder Blakely cast-iron ri ed gunb~rst at Charleston Harbor, South Caro,
lma.
3-inch Whitworth breech-loading steel
rifle.

,
TROPHIES FROM

1
1

Gun, etc.
1861

AND

1865-continued.

4-pounder cast-iron gun. This gun fired
the first shot of the rebellion at the
steamer Silver Wave, at Vicksburg.
3-inch wroufht-iron rifled gun. This gun
:fired the ast shot of the rebellion. It
belon1tjd to Captain Elder's, Battery B,
First nited States Artillery.

BUILDINGS, GROUNDS, AND LIGHT .
Committee on buildings, grounds, and lights.-Messrs.
and EDWARD C. ,VALL.

REDFIELD PRO :'OR, ALEX-

ANDER MACKAY-SMITH,

Your committee on buildings, grounds, and lights beg leave to report
that after an inve1:;tigation of the recommendations of the Superintendent in regard to appropriations for buildings and other improvements, while recognizing the necessity at some future day of all he·
asks for they regard it as inexpedient, in view of the financial depression which prevails throughout the country, for the Board to concur at
present in all of his recommendations, but to confine its approval to
those that appear to be imperatively necessary at present.
Your committee therefore recommend the appropriation of $40,000
for the five sets of officers' quarters, costing $8,000 each, and an appropriation of $17,000, in addition to any former appropriations, for completing the reservoir.
Your committee also recommends that at some future time, and as
soon as practicabie, an appropriation of $35,000 be made for tlfe erection of a tower on the .Academy building, without which it can never
be considered as completely and creditably finished.
REDFIELD PROCTOR, Ohairm,an .
..ALEXANDER MACK.A. Y-SMI TH,_

E. C.

WALL.
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SUPPLIES AND EXPENDITURES.
Committee on supplies and expenditu1·es.-WILLIAM H.
and THOMAS F. EDMANDS

HATCH, JOHN

D.

CRIMMINS,

The supplies and expenditures for cadets are uuder the charge of
the right mau in the right place, Capt. William F. Spurgin, Twentyfirst Infantry, who has very properly been retained in his position
much longer than the ordinary term for the detail of officers at the
Military Academy. He knows his business, and does it in a ma1mer
which the committee investigating his department de~ires especially to
commend.
· In his department there are three divisions, viz, the store, the
laundry, and the mess.
At the store are located the countingToom, where disbursements :i,re
made; the supply room, from which the cadets obtain all their supplies
except food, and the tailor's workroom. The system of accounts with
each cadet is so complete that his exact standing with the treasurer
can be seen at a glance. The articles that the ca,lets may obtain from
the supply room are charged to him substantially at cost, which is the
wholesale price for large quantities. All garments worn by the cadets, ..
except underclothing, are made in the tailor's shop, under Captain
Spurgf'n's direction.
The laundry is admirably managed. As an instance of the business.
like methods employed in its administration, the committee found that
all the soap used therein is made on the spot from grease obtained by
rendering the refuse fat from the mess hall kitchen. Formerly the
cadets were charged for the washing done for each, but uow the entire
cost of washing is averaged and each cadet is charged alike.
The administration of affairs at the mess ball excited the admira,tion of the committee. The food is of the best quality that can be
obtained, there is plenty of it, and it is excellently served. In providing
if there is a wise recognition of the fact that it is to sustain young men,
many of whom are in effect growing boys, whose appetites are stimulated by constant vigorous exercise, and whose bodies must endure
physical and mental strain for an extended period of their lives. These
young men get three hearty meals a day at an average cost of about
52 cents for the three.
The kitchen should be enlarged. The floor of the mess hall, now of
wood, should be of tile or stone mosaic laid in cement.
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The committee in every part of Captain Spurgin
neatness, system, and economy, resulting fr
th
ness sagacity and good sound common n .
WILLIAM

JOHN

WAR 9i-voL I--39

},airman.

FISCAL AFFAIRS.
Committee on fiscal affairs.-Messrs.

JOHN

D.

CRIMMINS, GEORGE

H.

CRAIGi

and

REDFIELD PROCTOR.

The committee on fiscal affairs have completed their personal inspection of the affairs of Maj. W. F. Spurgin, treasurer of the Academy al)d
quartermaster and commissary of cadets, as well as of the affairs of
9apt. W. H. Miller, assistant quartermaster and disbursing qfficer of the
,Academy. The methods and accounts have been fully explained, and
your committee are enabled to make a fair report on the administration
of these two important departments.
~ajor Spurgin supervises the mess and cadet stores and the administration of the laundry department; also the accounts of the cadets.
We found in each department a perfect system of good order and complete accounts, all administered on the most economical and businesslike plan. It wouid be difficult to say which of the numerous duties
that this good officer conducts is the most to. be commended without
probably encroaching upon the work of the committee on supplies and
expenditures for cadets, as your committee could not have separated
th~ir work in the examination of the fiscal affairs without becoming
familiar with supplies. They beg leave to mention the satisfactory
purchases and quality of food and material made for the account of
the cadets. The committee were shown the methods for banking the
moneys in the hands of the treasurer and the manner of checking
the accounts of the cadets, arni it is only necessary to say we commend
the order; as well as the system.
The committee further report that they have mad~ an examination
of the books and accounts of Capt. W. A. Miller, disbursing officer of
the post. The appropriations made for the support of the Military
Academy include numerous items for buildings and grounds. The
moneys are.deposited to Captain Miller's account with the United States
treasurer in New York Uity, and all accounts are paid by check. Frequent examinations are made by the duly authorized inspector from
the War Department, as well as the Quartermaster-General's Department. The accounts are kept in so simple a manner that your committee could at a glance determine on their completeness.
The expenditures against each appropriation are kept under their
respective head , so that the balance to each accouut could be obtained
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and the aggregate of the balances compared with the money on d
and the general account balanced.
Captain MiIJer supervises the work of .repairs, and the commi
commend his practical value in this work.
Your committee, in their further examination, fear again that at r
has suggested itself to them that might more appropriately be in t
province of the committee on buildings, grounds, and lights. As your
committee have had no means to learn what that committee may hav
in mind, as the work of the board is one, they would call the attenti n
of the committee on buildings, etc., to the necessity of a new system of
drainage for the ground floor of Grant Hall, or what is better known a
mess hall, as well as a new flooring of tile or Portland cement; also the
~nlargement of the kitchen, which is of the same dimensions as when
constructed in 1850. A tile floor for the mess room is very important.
The area wall in rear of the building should be rebuilt, and at a greater
distance from the building, so that better ventilation and light might
be secured. The committ~e attach herewith the tabulated report of
Major Spurgin and Captain Miller.
Your committee would again refer to the very efficient and · economical administration of these two denartments.
Very respectfully,
JOHN D. CRIMMINS, Ohairman.
GEORGE H. CRAIG.
REDFIELD PROCTOR.

OFFICE TREASURER UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,
QUARTERMASTER AND COMMISSARY QF CADETS,

West Point, N. Y., June 7, 1894.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communic_a tion of the
5th instant, and in reply thereto to transmit herewith the statement of the treasurer
United States Military Academy, May 15, 1893, which was the last settlement of the
books of this office prior to the inspection of the .same by the committee on ftscal
affairs, Board of Visitors, 1893; a statement of the receipts and expenditnres under
the different accounts kept in this office from May 15, 1893, to May 21, 1894, the date
of the last settlement and statement of May 21, 1894.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
w. F. SPURGIN,
Captain, &1st Infantry, Treasure,· Military Academy,
Quartermaster and Commisf:<ary of Cadets.
Hon. JORN D. CRIMMINS,
Chafrrnan Committee on Fiscal A.ffairs, etc.
(Through headquarters United States Military Academy.)
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Statement of the treasure1· United States Military .Acaderny, May 15, 1893

Assistant treasurer ................. . $.34, 557. 99
:Balances taid ....................... . • 157. 28

!Ei!:~i:i~::::::;::: :::::;:;:::~:
Total. ....••............•.......

98. 00
135. 00
20.,

~~g: gi

55,821.92

Athletic Association.................
$222. 75
Cadet hospital........................
182. 97
Cadet laundry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 280. 11
Cadet quartermaster................. 10,333.81
Cadet subsistence department ... . . . .
1,054.55
Corps of cadets . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 381. 42
Deposits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200. 00
Young Men's Christian Association..
14. 94
Dialectic Society....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26. 85
Equipment fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28, 100. 00
Miscellaneous fund ................._. ___24_.5_2
Total....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

55, 821. 92

Statement of receipts and disbursements made by the t?·easurer United States Militm·y
.Academy du1·ing the period May 15, 1893, and May 21, 1894, date of last settlement.
Disbursements.

Receipts.

Assistant treasurer......... . . . . . . . . $161, 785. 15
Athletic Association................
1,434.36

Assistanttreasurer .................. $161,977.32
Athletic Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 304. 81
Balances paid .................. ······
17, ~::

i!~b!~~s- ~~i-~ :: : : : : :: : : : : ::: :: : : : : : :

Caclet cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Uadet hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Caclet laundry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Cadet quartermaster................
Cadet subsistence department......
Confectioner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Corps of' cadets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Damages, ordnance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~:~il:l:::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Deposits ....... ·J ••••••••••••••.••••

;~t ~~ ~!d:t:;s·b:: ::: :: :::::::: :: :::: :::: ::
Cadet ·hospital.......................

17,
15, 178. 65
2,527.54
9, 894. 62
66,691.53
61,138.35
226. 00
190, 883. 38
. 35 •

Cad.et laundry.......................
Cadet quartermaster . .. . . . . . . . .. .. ..
Cadet subsistence department.......
Confectioner...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Corps of cadets......................
Damages, ordnance ............ -.. · · ·

:::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::
~~g: gg ~!~ff:l
Deposits ........................ ·····

Dialectic Societcl...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

18,064.03
654. 65
1

Hops and german................. . .
Miscellaneous fund . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . •
Miscellar,eousitems.... .. . . . .......•
Oath................................

::
1, 587. 41
33. 85
247. 08
26. 50

Dialectic Society .................. · ·
Equipment fund....................

13,

!;i~t;i;?~;:::::::::::::::::::::: :it~! !!~~~s:a~~-:.-.-:::::::::::::::::.-::::
~!lfo!i~i:1s:: :: ::: ::::: ::: ::::: :::: ::

Ph~t~grapher............ . . . . . . . . . . •
Pohcmg barracks...................
Young Men's Christian Association.

~~

162, 1~g:
6. 00
5,472.19
175. 46

----Total.,......................... 730, 371. 65

i~

15,201. 65
2,344.57
7,190. 32
69,405. 77
60, 8!3. 64
220. 00
188, 775. 63
:~
515
1,011.00
18 ,

~gt f:
81~: ~g

1,244.76

Hops and germ an . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
1, 516. 83
Miscellaneous fund . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23. 61
2
Miscellaneous items ........... ······
Oath ······················.......... 162,145.15
~!Ii~d8fc~~: :::: :: :::::: ::::::: :::::::
50. 25
Photographer.......................
6. 00
5
Policin~ ~barracks .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
•
Young .Men's Christian Association. _ _ _ __

i~: gg

f~;: ~i

Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

730, 852. 44

Statement of the treasurer Unitecl States Milita1·y Academy, May 21, 1894.
Assistant treasurer ................ .
Cadet cash ......................... .
Dentist ............................ .
Hops and german .................. .

i~~~to~h~:d:: :: :::::::::·.: :: :: ::::
Total. ........................ .

$34,365.82
75. 00
· 110.00
70. 58
20,000.00
1,364.44

55, 98.5. 84

Athletic Association................
Cadet laundry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cadet quartermaster................
Cadet subsistence department . . . . . .
Corps of cadets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deposits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
YoungMen's Christian Association.
Equipment fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dialectic Society .......... · · · · · · · · · ·
Miscellaneous fund ................ ··
Total. ......... ················

$93. 20
1, 575. 81
13, 048. 05
759. 83
9, 273. 67

7~!::

30, 422. 00
8 ~:
1

i~

----55, 985. 8-i

'!he equ1pment fund will be reduced on settlement with the graduating clase of
this year by the sum of $10,512.
Respectfully submitted.
W. F. SPURGIN,
Captain 21st Infantry, Treasurer United States Military .Acadeniy.
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UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,
QUARTERMASTER'S 0I<'FICE1

West Point, N. Y., June 7, 1894.
SIR: In accordance with your request I have the honor to inclose herowitl1, for
the information of the Board of Visitors, abstracts pertaining to money accountability, viz:
.
Appropriations for the support of t,he United States Military Academy.
Special contingent fund UniLed States Military Academy.
- Ve1·y respect fully, your obedient servant,

w. H. MILLER,
Captain and Asst. Quartermaster U. . A.,
Disbursing Officer U. S. Military i1ca<lt-my.

Hon. JOUN D. C RIMMINS,
Chairman subcommittee Board of Visitors on Fisca.l Affairs.
(Through headquarters United States Military Academy.)

.Abatract of receipts and expenditures pertaining to the special continu 11t fund l n I d
·
States Military dcademy between July 1, 1899, and Juno 5, 1891.
1, !. .111
_O n hand July 1, 1893 .••.•...••••.•••....•... ···•·· ······ ···•·· ···· ·••···
_R eceipts :
00
·
By rent of West Point Hotel. .............. -·· ·· ···· · ·· ··· $ 2, 1 · ;o
I 1'
.:: 00
By rent of post-office cottage ... - . - - - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · •· · · · · · ·
7
B y rent of public stables . ... ..••. --· -·· · ·· · ··· ·· ···· ·· · ···
, r: 00
3
By rent of confectionery store (retiring house)···· ····~--·
· ·
By transfe.r of balance on hand July 11 1893, of tho nit d
States Military Academy gas fund .... ···················
By sale of coke ............. - .. - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •
By sale of coal tar ........... -- - -- - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •
By sale of gas and gas fixtures to officers·········· ········
By sale of gas to civilians ......... - -· · ·· · · ···· · · · ··· ······
By aale of gas to public buildings .... ····················•
By sale of gas and gas fixtures to cadets .. ·················
By sale of old iron ........... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •• •
By sale of old lead ......... - -- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
By sale of old copper and brass • - · · -· · · · · · · · · · · ·: ...•..•.•
By sale of old lime barrels ... -.. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
- - - -____

Total ...................•............ ······~~::::::::::::::::·
Expended, to include June 5, 1894 •. • · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Balance on hand Juno 6, 1894 .•.••. ···· ·· · ··• •

.

t nncl h

I certify that the above abstract 1s orr ' ti 1
have all been made upon vouchers a.pprov d b
Mill tary Academy.
Preaaure,· '1' ·az

l

••• • •
I
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Absfract of appropriatio'l)S made for the support of the United States .Militarv Academy,
received and disbu1·sed by Capt. W. H. Miller, assistant q·uarterrn<ister, United States
Army, disbursing officer United States Military Academy, for the period commencing
July 1, 1893, and ending June 6, 1894.
REG UL.AR .APPROPRIATIONS.
MiscellaCurrent neous
items Buildings
and
and inciand
ordinary dental ex- grounds.
expenses.
penses.
Fi11cal vear 1892.
1
On hand July 1, 1892 . . . • . . . .• . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . •• •• • • • • • ... • • . . • . .
$971. 64
$97. 58 .......... ..
Received since .................................................. ....................... -...... · .. · · · ·
Expen~~~~::: ·.:: ::: : :: : :: :: : : ::: : : : ::: : :: ::: : :: : : :::::: ::: : : : :: : :
Unexpended balance on hand ............................ ..

971. 64
19. 58

97. 58 ................
7. 50 ----------··

952. 06

90.08

------------

1 = = =~= = = 1 = = =
0

Fiscal year 1893.

$25, 318.H

2,945.85
11,772.83
46,496.00
i~c~f~e~ ~}~I;: .1.~~3• : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ------1-----1
10.00 ······ -·· ·· ·
-----

Total. ..................................................... .
Expended .......... ~ ............................................ .
Unexpended balance on hand ............................ ..

11,782.83
6,100.87

2,945.85
2,805.05

71,814.14
67,718.74

5,681.96

140. 80

4,095.40

l-----1-----1----l====l=====1==-====

Fiscal year 1894.
On hand July 1, 1894 . ............. . ........ .................... .. . .. .. .............. -· - · · · - · · · · · .. · · ·
Received sin'ce . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . ........... .. 69, 000_. 00 22,000.00
56,000.00
Total. ..................................................... .
Expended ................. ...................................... .

69,000.00
55,114.13

22,000.00
21,999.53

56,000.00
40,946.32

13,885.87

. 47

15,053.68

1-----l-----+-----:-:-

Unexpended balance on hand ............................. .

====,!=====1====~

Fiscal year 1893.,-94.

..............

~~:e;nd~[

2,470.92
600. 00
1,189.62 ................
~!:'. ~: :.8.9·3· ~::: ::::: : '.:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ----·1-----1----357. 00

Unexpended balance on hand .. ·u··· ..................... .

243. 00

1,281.30

············

Deficiency appropriation, 1893.
~~:e;nd~/~!:. ~: :~~~.: ::: ::: : : : ::: : : :::::: :::::: :::: :: :::::: ::::::

200. 00
200. 00

............... ..............
............. .............

SPECIA.L .APPROPRIATIONS.
[.Acts approved February 12, 1889.]
New aca·
demic
building.

...

New gym·
nasium.

i~c~f~~~f!I/·.~~~~.:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::: ::: :::: :::: :: -m:-~gt~~
- -!- - - Ex'p,n'ii':!f:::::: :: :: ::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::: :::: :: :::: :: :::::: :::: :: :::: :: ::::ill::~ 1--12_,_~_~_:~-~
$12,241.66

Unexpended balance on hand...........................................

37,124.51

11,641.97

I certify that the above abstract is correct, and that the expenditures stated have
been made by me on vouchers approved by the Superintendent of the United States
Military Academy.
w. H. MILLER,
Captain and ABBiBtant QuartermaBter, United StateB Army,
DiBburBing Officer United StateB Military A.cadeniy.
WEST POINT, N. Y., June 7, 1894.

HYGIENE AND ATHLETI
1 Committee on hygien e and athletics.-Messrs W. W.
JOHN J. DAVIS .

KEEN,

J

llN

C.

BLA K

,

n

. The committee have carefully inspected the re er ( ti n and i
mgs, especially the plumbing and drainage of each a d of th u ir
post, the water-ciosets and bathrooms, the ho pital , th gymna ium
and its system of instruction, t he question of athleti sport , tb w ~ t r
supply, and the general condition of the health of the entire command.
As a result they feel that they can commend in the highe t degree
th~ sanitary conditions prevailing at West Point. No better proof of
~his can be gi:ven than that in a command exceeding thirteen hundred
m number not a single case of typhoid fever, diphtheria, or other disease
due_ to a want of good sanitation or arising by direct infection occurred
durmg the entire academic year, ending September last. The location
0
the post is an exception ably favorable one. While there is an extens~ve ?lateau, suitable for military maneuvers, the bulk of the reservation Is on the sides -of beautiful mountains which are as pleasing to the
esthetic sense as the location is favorable to the best sanitary conditions.
The river affords the most exquisite views, surpassed by none among
th~ most beautiful rivers of Europe. At the same time, its waters
bemg salty, and having a tidal rise and fall of about_three feet, afford
e~cellen_t means of drainage, without any noxious influence upon cities
situated lower down upon its banks. While sufficiently near to large
towns and the city of New York for convenient access-a great advantage both in a social and a military sense-the isolation of the reservation shields it from any danger from those contagious and infecti__ve
diseases incident to all populous centers. .
It is, however, always possible that cases of sc~rlet fever, smallpox,
diphtheria, and other similar contagious diseases maybe imported and
_ might cause serious outbreaks of such disorders. The periodical
insp~tion of all persons at the post by the medical officers, and their
vaceination or revaccination, in case of evidence of insufficient protrction, we are informed, is rigidly carried out and will protect the
command, except in possible accidental- and sporadic cases. But scarlet fever~ diphtheria, etc., especially among the children at the post
and the young men who may not be protected by a previous attack of
scarlet fever, can not be fully guarded against. The present hospitals,
either for the cadets or the enlisted men, can not afford tbe prompt
and effective isolation of such cases by which the spread of the disease

!
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may be quickly checked without danger that the other -occupants of
such hospitals may themselves contract such disease, and that they
may be spread more widely through the necessary and nonisolated
attendants. Hence the committee recommend that a small hospital
for contagious diseases be. provided at a cost of about $2,500.
The water supply, as pointed out in the annual reports by the
Superintendent and the post surgeon, needs careful attention. The
appropriation bill for the Military Academy, which has already passed
the House and is pending in the Senate, appropriates $25,000 for
increasing the capacity of the reservoirs. in order to avoid the short
supply always experienced dming the summer drought, and for cleaning
them. One of them has not been drained for :fifteen years. The
Superintendent has informed us that to accomplish the ends in view
in a proper and effective way will require $17,000 more, or $42,000 in
all. ~here is no more important adjunct to health than a pure and
abundant water supply. The committee, therefore, urge that the
recommendation of the Superintendent be carried out and that the
additional appropriation of $17,000 asked for be approved.
The various water-closets and facilities for bathing have been carefully examined. On the whole, the entire post has the best facilities in
both of these respects. The. water-closets, urinals, and bath tubs for
the enlisted men and cadets are of the same pattern, and in number and
~uality leave nothing to be desired. Exceptions, however, exist in the
cadets' bathrooms and the gymnasium. In the former there are ten
bathrooms without tubs. The four "neeedle" baths in the bathroom
building are uncompleted and therefore can not be used, and there are
no "needle" baths in the gymnasium. In the pending appropriation
bill al.I these ·deficiencies are provided for, and the committee warmly
approve of the additions.
In the Superinteudent's report the unsanitary condition of the ten
wooden houses occupied by soldiers' families in "Logtown" is.referred
to. The committee visited these houses and found them old, unsightly,
and unwholesome. The cellars, especially, are low and damp, in some
cases covered with a layer of water, and in the winter and spring must
be in a much worse and more unwholesome condition. The committee
approve of the Superintendent's suggestion that new quarters. be
erected upon a high and healthy site, and that the old buildings be
then removed, and urge that the appropriation asked for this. purpose
be granted.
The committee visited the cadets' barracks and mess hall and took
unexpected meals with the cadets. In the barracks the only recommendation of the committee is that inclined tops be provided for the
~tudy tables. So much time is devoted to study, drawing, and writmg durmg the four years spent here that everything conducive to the
preservation of the best eyesight is of the higbest importance. Though
the cadets are admitted after a most rigid physical examination,
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including careful tests of the eyesight, the committee are impressed
with the considerable proportion of the cadets who need to wear
glasses.
It has been conclusively shown by oculists in various countries that
the number of pupils in schools and universities requiring artificial
sight increases progressively from the lowest to the highest
aids
grades with serious rapidity. In army officers this may become a
grave defect, especially in the field, where repairs to glasses and new
glasses can 11ot be had. The post surgeon has furnisb~d us with the •
following table, showing -the serious effects upon the eyesight of the
cadets such that nearly one-fifth of them have required the aid of
glasses. This arises chiefly from the continued eye strain from reading, writing, and drawing. We are glad to learn that in many if not
in most cases, when the cadets leave the .Academy and are relieved of
this incessant near use of the eyes, they are able to discontinue the use
of their glasses. It is still more important, however, to avoid tho e
conditions which have made such use of glasses needful.

to

WEST POINT, N. Y., J1ine 7, 1894 .
Srn: In compliance with your verbal request I herewith inclose a com~arative statement, by years, of cases of impaired vision, due mostly, if not exclusiv Jy
to eye strain, occurring in the United States Corps of Cadets from June 1, 1 00, t
June 1, 1894, together with the average strength of the corps, by years, for tb aiim
period.
So far as the records of this hospital show I eye examinations w re lJ gun autl pr •
scriptions for glasses :first made by medical officers at the Acad my in 8! · I _am
·
. .
· 1
rection of v11111nl cl le t
mformed
that -prior to that cadets requurng
ar t'fi
I CJa cor
consulted specialists in New York City.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
l'. F. JJ nv1 :Y,
Major arid urgeori, U. . .A ., Poat' '11ry1on.

• DEAR

!

Prof. W. W. KEEN, M. D.,
Chainnan of the Committee on Hygiene <tnd Athletics, etc.

train forth

Cadets at the United States Military Acacl my tr at cl for r.
periods:
.....
June 1, 1890, to June 1, 1891.. --·· ···· ···· ······ · ····· ······ ···•·· ·• •...•
June 1, 1891, to June 1, 1892 .. - - - - -· · · · · · · ·· · - ·· · · · · · · · · ·•· · · · · ··· · · ...••
June 1, 1892, to June 1, 1893 ... --· · · · · ·· · · · ··· · · ·· ·· ··· ···
....•••
June 1, 1893, t o June 1, 1 94. · · ··· ··· · ··· · ·· · · ·· • ·t···· ·· · ··· ···•··
1
orp f nr t• :
A verage strength of t h e U n 1·t cl tat
•••••• _••••••• _••••••••••
June 11 1890, to June 1, 1 91.. ···· ··· · ·· ···· ··: ......•......•..••..•••.
June 1, 1891, to June 1, 1 92 .... ···· ···· ···· ··
..••..•.••.•
June 11 18921 to Jun 1, 1 03 .. -·-· ···· ·••• ····:::::::::: :: •••••••••••
June 1, 1893, to May 1, 1 94 (ll mon th ) · · · · ··
Or a percentage in.......•.....•••.•.

iiifE:~ ~ ; ~:; ;~;~ !:~;;;;! :!:; ~;~; ; ! :;;;:::::: -::: :::::: :::·:···
An average Of 1 Per

nt for th four •,
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The committee are glad to observe that the insufficient light in the
barrack study room-one of the most fertile causes of defective visionfrequently alluded to by previous Boards of Visitors, has been remedied. They urge that every other possible cause producing decreased
acuteness of sight should be carefully eliminated. Among these the
substitution of inclined instead of horizontal tops for the study tables
and the preservation of a proper distance of the eye from the book or
paper-thirteen inches-are important and practicable. The former
• can' easily be provided by the Academy, but the · latter can only be
~bta,i ned by the personal cooperation of the cadets themselves. The
committee therefore urges upon the cadets most rigidly to avoid stooping or bending over their desks, and thus avoid the production of nearsightedness and other defects and diseases which are at once a discomfort and a danger; and that from time to time the post surgeons direct
the attention of the cadets to the danger and its simple and efficient
remedy.
I~1 the mess ball the committee, at the very ·threshold, were struck
by the disagreeable odor arising from the soap and water and foodso.a ked wooden floor, in spite of the fact that the doors and windows
~ were open. They heartily approve, therefore, of the pending appropriation for a tile floor in the mess hall. The food was excellent, and
so far as they could learn by inquiry from cadets and others was sufficiently varied aud of good quality. In reply to verbal and written
inquiries, the following communications were received in relation to
instruction in hygiene:
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,
SURGEON'S OFFICE, CADET HOSPITAL,
West Point, N. Y., June 3, 1894.
DEAR Sm: In compliance with your verbal request I take pleasure in submitting
the following remarks upon the desirability of instituting at West Point a course of
instruction in military hygiene and in methods of rendering immediate aid to the
wounded:
The extreme importance of this instruction in milit:1ry life is so generally conceded that medical officers are required by regulations to teach the private soldiers
of the line how to aid the sick and wounded and transport them. But the full
mea nre of usefulness of sanitation to the Army can not be exerted until those who
~omruand understand the fundamental principles of hygiene and appreciate their
importance.
Military hygiene is not a new cience. Its beginniugs are to be found in the dawn
of medicine; but notwithstanding its established importance m the promotion of
military effici ncy, the combatant officer of our Arruy has never been taught to
regard it as a necessary part of bis military education. He i instructed in law,
ch m· try, mineralogy, geology, philosophy, Fren h, Spanish, drawing, astronomy,
and oth r sci nc s more or le s opposite to the profes ion of arms, but there has
n v ·r ~e n any i;erious attempt made to teach him the practical principles of sanit ry ·1 nc ev 'D m th ir el mentary form, so that he will under tand what is nece ·
ary to d t pr rv th health of his ommand ancl ke p it at its highest tate of
. .
lI i. taught the duti s of every other staff corps of the .Army, but
r
ID 1 :nor· n , unl
. ,ilf-ta.11ght, of the art of fighting the most deadly enemy of
a.rm, -ih,

m:
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One who commands should know the rational upon wbi h opiui n. , ucl a cti o
are based in all departments of his command. Ig·noranc in an parti ular nd. ugers proportionally his ability to exercise an intellig ut up n-i ion Y r all.
If it is acknowledged that this instruction i a nee . ary part of tbe du ti n of
an army officer, the proper time to instill it is during th academic our e, wh none
instructor will suffice. If postponed for a post-o-raduato c ur e th r would ba.Y to
be four instructors at least, one each at the infantry, cavalry, artill ry, an l n in r
schools.
Disease has always claimed three to ten times more victim in war ban the h t
and shell of the enemy. To-day in our little Army there are 500 men on tantly i k
and noneffective from preventable diseases .
Although medical officers ha:rn struggletl valiantly with the problem of :rnitation,
they need tho intelligent assistance of their nonmedical brethren of the line to attain
the perfect results they so ardently desire.
At the Naval Academy a chair of hygiene and first aid was estabbshed some years
ago, Surgeon Beyer holdi11g this chair and supervising also the physical training of
the cadets. The instruction has been productive of the most satisfactory re nlts.
Throughout the civilized world the importance of this instruction is being recognized, and its benefits in every direction can not be overestimated .
. I should think a sufficien t practical knowledge of hygiene and first aid could be
given to the first class at the Military Academy, to which class this instru ction might
be confined, in twelve l essons of an hour or so each. It is believed that the present
course might be so arranged as to easily admit of this slight addition.
The essential subjects to be considered would be: (1) 'l'he soldier, his training,
food, clothing, and shelter; (2) the diseases and injuries to which soldiers are es1Jecially liable; (3) the hygiene of barracks and quarters, and of camps and troops in
the field, and ( 4) the immediate aid and transportation of sick or injured officers
and men.
·
In the British army the merlical officers superYise the amount and kind of gymnastic exercises, and it would seem that such a11 arrangement is best adapted to
:accomplish the end in view. A knowledge of tbe•human body in health and disease,
the symptoms which indicate organic defects and the training required to best
overcome them, is a part of the equipment of all medical officers.
The present course of gymnastics at the Academy is an excellent one, and it is
believed that the relation to this department of the medical officer need only J;>e an
advisory one and confined to the giving of professional opinions concerning the
existence of organic defects, so as to put the instructor on his guard in cases of possible danger from violent exercises.
If the Board of Visitors is favorable to the introduction of this course, it would
seem that it should be intrusted to an officer of the Medical Corps as best equipped
to teach it, and it is respectfully suggested that a medical officer on duty at the
Academy could take charge of it provided, he were relieved of some of his present
duties while engaged in delivering the course.
I am, dear sir, very respectfully, yours,
P. F. HARVEY,
Major and Surgeon, United Sta.tea .Arrny, Post Surgeon.
Dr. W.W. KEEN,
Chairrnan of Cornrnittee on Hygiene and .Athletics, etc.

WEST POINT, N. Y., June 5, 1894.
Srn: In r eply to your communication of tbis dat,e in regard to the nnm ber of
recitations in hygiene wliich were had in my department, I have to state that
eleven recita tions were given to the subject-matter contained in Tracy's Anatomy,
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Physiology and Hygiene. I assume that your question has reference to the above
named book. Six of the above number were advance lessons, the others review.
It may be pertinent to add that many principles of hygiene are taught in other
parts of my course, both fro:m the text and by lecture, as heating, ventilating, disinfectants, and the proper sites for camps, etc.
Very respectfully,
S. E: TILLMAN,
Professor Chemistry, etc., U.S. Military Academy.
Hon. J. J. DAVIS,
Secretary Committee Bygiene and .Athletics.

In addition to these letters the committee held conferences with the
Superintendent, Colonel Ernst, and the medical officers of the post,
Drs. Harvey and Reynolds, and other,s. The Superint~ndent, Colonel
Ernst, was opposed to the views of Surgeon Harvey, as indicated both
verballx in his conference with the committee and by the following
letter :
WEST POINT,

,lune 6, 1894.

Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your favor of the 4th instant,
transmitting a letter addressed to your committee by the post surgeon, and a copy
of a resolution adopted by the committee inviting me to meet the committee on the
following morning. Owing to a pressure of duties and the shortness of the interval,
I was unable to make a written reply to your letter before the meeting. My views
upon the general subject of the letter were given to the committee at the meeting,
and are .o pposed to those of the post surgeon.
The letter is herewith returned.
0. H. ERNST,
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Colonel of Engineers, Snpt.
Hon. J. J. DAVIS,
Secretary Conimittee on Bygiene and .Athletics, etc.

It would appear that the ~tire instruction in this important _branc~
is limited to six advance lessons (with five review), together with incidental allusions to various sanitary subjects by the professors of chemistry,' engineering, etc. One lecture we learn was given also by one
of the medical officers last winter on :first aid to the wounded. This
very brief course, while of value, seems to the committee to be wholly
inadequate to the proper instruction of officers who are to have the care
of the lives and health of thousands of men.
The mere rudiments of anatomy, physiology, and hygiene in relation
only to their personal health can not be acquired by the cadets in ·so
short a course; and when to these are added the important questions of
the proper or improper feeding, clothing, housing, and training of the
soldiers in peace and during the exigencies of war, the prevalence and
prevention of disease, which makes far greater inroads upon the effective military st.rength of an army than do the shot and shell of the
enemy, and the complicated problems of the effective yet practicable
sanitation of barracks and camps, thorough instruction in this department is seen to be not only desirable, but urgent, and in fact necessary.
Though some instruction is given in sanitation at posts of instruction
after graduation, yet so far as the committee can learn there is no complete course given at any of these posts, nor is it given at each of such
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post-graduate schools, nor are aU of the cadets inv.: ri bl
ation sent to one of these. Here is the only place at hi
can acquire any knowledge of this subject of vital · p rt n
Army, especially when in actual service.
The sanitation of armies during war is not merely a medi al u ti n.
iHowever desirable the medical requirement may be military n
ties may make it needful to disregard them, even at seriou ri k to th
health of the Army. But in probably the majority of ca es thi i
not true, and when not so the importance of the proper location and
sanitation of camps and barracks and of those medical precaution
which may be highly conducive to the health and therefore to the success of ,an fl,rmy should be fully understood by the officers of the staff
and line, so that they may appreciate their stringent necessity and act
in accordance with them instead of inviting disaster by their violation.
T~is vi9lation will be none the less injurious or even fatal to the military success of an army because it is committed unintentionally and
purely from ignorance of the laws of health, for these laws require
obedience and enforce their own penalties as rigidly as the laws governing military operations themselves.
In addition to this it needs no argument to convince any intelligent
man of the importance of every soldier and officer knowing how to
render effective first aid to the injured and wounded, especia1Iy in an
occupation one of whose chief objects and dangers is the infliction and
~eception of such wounds and injuries. In fact, in the past, especially
m small commands on duty without a medical officer, most valuable
lives actually have been lost to the Army and the country for the want
of exactly scch knowledge. Instruction in first aid is given with rea-_
sonable fullness to the soldiers at this command, as each of them serves
in turn as a company bearer. Prospective officers should certainly be
as well instructed as their men, and if possible better.
Instruction in anatomy, physiology, and hygiene is technical, and in
the opinion of the committee should be given by the st:nior medical
officer of the post, as the surgeons are the only officers who ·are fully
fitted for these duties. In the Naval Academy such a chair has been
established and is filled by a surgeon, and the Army should not be
behind the Navy in this important practical as well as scientific study.
In response to an · inquiry by the committee the foilowing Jetter was
received from Dr. Beyer giving a resume of his course and the examination questions, both of which impress the committee most favorably.
BRANCH OF PHYSICAL TRAINING, NAVAL ACADEMY,

Annapolis, Md., June 6, 1894.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of June 4, requesting me to furnish you with some information with regard to the course of physiology and hygiene.
given at tllis Academy.
'l'he course begrns with several lectures on general biology for a foundation and
intended to give the cadets some elementary ideas of "living things." _ Anatomy
and pbyr;iolOO'V are next taken up· the instruction is also given in tl10 form of lectures with pr:~tical demonstratio~&. The text-book used is Martin's Human Body.
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After the cadets have acquired a sufficient amount of knowledge of living things
and the human body, lectures on general hygiene are introduced, gradually leading
up to the special branches of hygiene concerning naval and military' operations.
Finally every cadet is taught the principles and practice of First Aid to the Injured,
embodied in a book with this title published by the Naval Institute here in 1892,
from which copies can still he obtained. In all there are about thirty lectures delivered during the year, and the examinations are held at the end of each month in
writing. The instruction is made as practi cal as can be done, and a copy of the
questions of the last written examination is herewith inclosed.
It is also an important part of this branch to systematize and supervise the gymnastic drills. Numerous short addresses are given the cadets in _the gymnasium
du.ring their exercises; they are instructed in the use of every special piece of apparatus in order to enable them to use the apparatus with the best possible advantage
to themselves. Any cadet needing special development i"i:i certain parts receives
special attention to insure perfect symmetry of growth. Repeated measurements
are made and progress is noted.
I feel that my account is imperfect and must be so, since it is impossible to put
everythmg on paper having a bearing on the subject. I consider this department
an important one, and am thoroughly interested in the work. If you could conveniently stop at the Academy for a short time I would gladly show you much more
Respectfully,
HENRY G. BEYER,
Surgeon in Charge of Branch.
Dr. W. W. KEEN,
Chairman Committee on Hygiene, West Point, N. Y.

UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY, BRANCH O F PHY&ICAL TRAINING.

Examination in physfology, February 24, 1894.
1. Define biology and its subdivisions.
2. Mention the distinctive properties of living matter.
3. Describe the cell and its constituent parts.
4 . . How do cells multiplyf Describe the process.
5. What is morphologyf
6. Name, and define three of the functions of living matter.
7. Enumerate the bones belonging. to the "appendicular skeleton."
8. Describe a typical dorsal vertebra.
9. Describe th·e humerus.
10. Give a general description of an articulation.
11. Describe the hip joint in d~tail.
12. What are ciliated cells, and where found-f
_13. Mention the properties of muscular tissue.
14. Give a general description of an ordinary skeletal muscle.
15. Give the origin and insertion of the biceps.

Examination in physiology and hygiene, March 23, 1894.
1. Describe the heart and its valves.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Name and place the principal arteries.
Give the function of the red blood corpuscles.
What is the pulse due tot Give and describe tracing.
Describe the lymphatic system of vessels and glands.
Mention the principal muscles of respiration.
Define the thoracic and abdominal types of respiration.
Give the minute anatomy and function of the skin.
What is the function of the kidneys f
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10. What is the influence of nicotine on the blood and it variou con titu nt
11. What will be the probable influence of the new small-a,rm rifle and pr j ctilo
on the death r at e of future battles f
12. Why will deaths from hemorrhage in the field occnr more fr qu ntl than
formerlyf
Exarnination in physiology and hygie11e, April 27, 1894.
1. Give the chief divisions of the nervous system .
2. Describe the typical brain cell.
3. Give the minute anatomy of a nerve cord.
4. Describe the orig in of a spinal ner ve.
5. How are nerves divided accor din g to function f
6. Explain reflex a ction.
7. Name the active principle of saliva ; g i ve i ts action.
8. Name and describe the differen t glan ds of t h e stomach.
9. Give the chief constituent of g as tric juice .
10. What are the pept ones f
11. Describe the mucus layer of the duodenum.
12. Where and how is diges~ed fo od a bsorbed and p assed on into t h e blood f
·

Exarnination in physiology, May 25, 1894.

1. Trace the complete digestion of a simple meal consisting of car bohydrates,

proteids, and fats.
2. Give the acute and chr·o nic effect of alcoholic beverages.
3. What are bacteria and how are they classified If

4. Describe one of t he methods of sterilizing th e skin.
"-5. How is sea water to be prepared before it can be made potable through distillation If
6. Describe the m anual and instrumental methods of compressing the femoral
artery in cases of h emorrhage.
·
7. How would. you treat a poisoned wound If
8. Tell how to resuscitate an apparently drowned man.
9. Treat a case of unconsciousness occurring in fire room.
10. State how to .distinguish apparent from real death.

After careful consideration, especially of the objootions urged by
Colonel Ernst in his interview, the committee recommend that a chair
of anatomy, physiology, hygiene, and first aid to the injured be estab·
lished at West Point; that it be filled by the senior surgeon; that his
duties should include the supervision of all athletics, and that his course
should cover thirty lessons and demonstrations at the least.
Our conference with the Superintendent as well as our investigation
of the course of study impressed us, however, with the fact that as
arranged at present it will be difficult to find time for increased
instruction in this branch without injuring the health of the cadets,
except by curtailing to some extent the instruction given in s.ome of the
other departments. The committee therefore would recommend that the
eleven recitations now held by the professor of chemistry in this department be given to the proposed chair of anatomy, etc. They are inclined
dilso to think that however, desirable, the study of mineralogy and geology is not so directly concerned ip army life and health as the proposed
studies, and that the necessary time for the proposed course in hygiene,
etc., could be secured by slightly curtailing the course in these departments, unless t he academic board should think it better to retrench in
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other departments of study. The subject is so obviously desirable
and indeed imperative that we feel that these administrative details
may surely be lfet to the Superintendent and 'the academic board to be
carried out.
In the athletic department it is to be remembered that exercise per
se is a part of the entire course. The cavalry drill, alike in the school
of the troop and of the trooper, excite<l our admiration, both as a military operation and a capital physical exercise. The same may be said
of the daily infantry drill, the sword exercise, and fencing. But only
the systematic examination, measurement, and testing of each man
will reveal accurately wherein he excels and wherein he lacks, and
prescribed gymnastic exercise will repress the excess in one direction
and remedy the deficiency in another. The universal testimony to the
great efficiency of Mr. Koehler, who at present is in charge of such
gymnastics, has given much pleasure to the committee. Exercise in
the gymnasium as a prescribed course is limited to the first year in the
Academy, and has produced admirable results. Unless found impracticable, we would recommend that such exPrcise should extend through
the entire four years. We would especially urge also that, as at the
Naval Academy, the Sargent or other similar system of measurements,
records, ana. athletic prescriptions be introduced, so that each man
may be brought up to the maximum of physical development, especially
in directions in which he may be defective, which can only be determined by such a system.
The committee are glad to note that, in common with, most college
presidents who have investigated the matter, the Superintendent is convinced that athletic sports and games are conducive both to scholarship
and discipline, and they are of the opinion that such pastimes should
be encouraged to the utmost, both for recreation and health. The
Superintendent and post surgeon have, however, called attention to
the frequency and serious nature of the accidents. arising in football.
The following tables, prepared by Dr. Harvey from the hospital records,
show the comparative frequency and severity of the accidents from
gymnastics, riding, and football:
TABLE

No. 1.-List of casualties among United States cadets due to football., riding, and

gymnastics for a period of three months in 1892.
Football injuries, September 1, 1892, to November 30, 1892 ................... - - Injuries in riding hall, October 15, 1892, to January 15, 1893 ... - ....... - - - - - - - -·
Injuries in gymnasium ....... __ .... _......... _...... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number of menWho played football ................. . ... _................................
Under instruction in riding ball. .................. _.... _. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under instruction in gymnasium .... _..... _. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Days lost fromFootball accidents ...... __ . ____________________ . ______ ............ _..... . .
.Riding injuries .... ···-·· ............ _....................................
Accidents in gymnasium 1. ___ •• __________ ••• _. ______ • _______ •• _. __ ••••• _. _
1

Forty-six days of the fifty-eight lost b y one accident (fracture).

37
26
10
27
198
101
106
71
58
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No. 2.-Casualtie.s anion.g United

Football:

tates cadets d11e to football 1·idin9 and gymnastics, for a period of three months in 1 99.

Sprains--Slight ........................•..... - . - - - - - - · · · · - - - · · · · • - · · · · · · ·
Severe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Contusions and lacerations...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
. Frac~ure both bones of leg . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Riding, foj uries of all kinds . ___ ..• _. _ . __ ..... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Gymnasium, injuries of all kinds .. __ ._ . __ .......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
Number of football players (approximate)..................................... 3.(
Number under instructions in riding hall ...................................... 1
Number under inst1·uctions in gymnasium ..................................... 106

l'otal inju,red.
Football ...................•......... ____ ...........••••...................... 54,
Riding ...... _. _. __ .. ____ . _.. _. ____ .. ___ . __ .... ___ .. __ . __ .. __ .... _•... __ . _. __ . _ 11
Gymnasium...................................................................
9
Total
---- ------ ---· ·--- ·---·- ........
- ..........
Inj_u ries in riding and gymnasium usually very slight.

·-----

---- ------ ··-- .... ---- ----

8()

Days lost fromFootball accidents
277
Injuries in riding 1 :::::::~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ ~ : 57
Injuries in gymnasium ......... _..• _.•.... _................. ~............. 11
1892.

1893.

1.05
.11
.10

1. 8
.Of
.OIJ

3. 93
. 35
.IO

8. 01
. . 3t
.Ii

1.18
. 79
• 64

3. Ol

2. 98
2. 74
5. 80

5. Ol
3. 01
1.02

. 6J

.1%

To obtain 't he comparative percentages of football and riding accidents multiply
percentages of football accidents by 3, as football is only played once a week,
and riding is done three times a week.
To obtain the compar;:i,tive percentages of football and gymnasium accidents
~ultiply the football percentage by 6, as tke exercise in the gymnasium is taken six .
tunes a week.

The percentages and the remarks following them were added by the
chairman of the committee. Dr. Harvey suggests the following as a
fairer basis of comparison:
•
: Memoranduni.-It is proper to add that although match games of football bave
ibeen played only Saturday afternoons at the Academy, there 11ave been practice
games Wednesday afternoons at which there have happened a few casualties, but
not enough to materially invalidate the correction suggested in the last paragraph.

'----------------------------------1

Twenty-seven days of tbe :fifty-seven lost by one case (kick).
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However, it might be said in all fair~ess to football that, as compared with riding
accidents, the percentage of accidents p er man in football, shown by the table, should
be doubled and trebled when compared with accidents in riding and in t,he gym.. nasium.

So far as we know, this is the first contribution of accurate comparative data of these three forms of athletics in the same institution, under
identical surroundings and by the same class of men. If the frequency'
of gymnastics (six times a week), of riding (three times a week), and of
football (once a week) are taken into account it shows that per man
playing thei·e were respectively from about twenty to over one hundred
times as many accidents in football as in the riding hall and in the
gymnasium, and that -the gravity of the accidents as measured by the
number of days lost per man playing or per man injured, or by the number of men off duty per diem, is vastly greater from football than from
either of the other two forms of athletics. If these conditions were to
continue it would be a serious question whether football should be
allowed, in spite of its manifest advantages. The price paid would seem
to be too high for the advantages gained. If the rules Qf the game
are so altered as to eliminate the unnecessary ·dangers, the committee
would decidedly and emphatically favor this game as well as all other
athletic sports. Prom the daily papers we learn that the rules have .
recently been amended so as to eliminate the "mass plays" which are
the chief sources of danger, and if this be so, we hope that football will ·
not only be allowed, but encouraged.
The question of interacademic games is quite different. The Superintendent has discussed this question in a separate report, to which we
refer, and in his conclusion that such games would -b e better abandoned
we concur.
W. W. KEEN, Chairman.
JOHN C. BL.A.CK.
JOIIN J. DAVIS,

-

MISCELLANEOUS AFFAIRS.
Co1nmittee on miscellaneous affai?'s.-Messrs.
and THOMAS F. EDMANDS.

JOHN J. DAVI , NEWTON

M.

CURTI ,

The committee on miscellaneous affairs :finds the followmg recommendations made in his last annual report by the Superintendent of
the Military .Academy.
DEPART.i\'CENT OF LAW.

The department of law is the only one headed by a full professor that is not provided with an asssistant professor havino- the pay of captain, mounted. It seems
but just that this department should be placed upon the same footing in this respect
as the others.

The committee recommends such an increase in rank and pay.
ADJUTANT OF THE ACADEMY.

The adjutant of the .Academy is also secretary of the academic board, and upon
occasions of ceremony acts as aid-de-camp to the Superintendent. His duties are at least as important as those of an assistant professor, and ,they are more onerous,
while his personal expenses are greater. It seems but just that the officer holding
th'18
..
pos1t1on should receive the pay of captain, mounted, as in the case of assistant
professors. Legislation to that effect is recommended.

The committee recommends such an increase in rank and pay.
MASTER OF THE SWORD.

The sword master is also the instructor in gymnastics and swimming. He is a,
civilian, appointed by the Secretary of War. The present incumbent has worked \IP
an admirable course of gymnastics for the corps of cadets. His system of calisthenics
has been adopted by the War Department for the use of the Army. He is required
to preserve discipline and to exercise control of cadets while under his instruction.
It would greatly strengthen his hand if he should have military ran , and in view
of the great and increasing importance of his department I recommend that legisla~ion be solicited giving him the rank, pay, and emoluments of a first lieutenant of
mfantry.

The committee recommends that the rank and pay thus indicated be
given the sword master while so acting.
BAND.

By the act of March 3, 1877, the Military Academy band was reduced to 1 teacher
of music and 24 enlisted men, which is its present authorized strength. Of the
enlisted men, 6 receive $34 per month; 6, $20, and the remaining 12, $17, with the
usual allowances of enlisted men. At the time of this reduction the band consisted
of 1 teacher of music and 4-0 enli::;ted musicians, of whom 10 received $3-1, and the
remaining 30 received $30 per month, with the usual aJlowances of enlisted men.
Since that date every Superintendent of the Academy, with perhaps one exception,
627
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and many or all Boards of Visitors have recommended an increase of the band.
The Board of Visitors this year recommends that the band be increased to at least
forty members and a leader. To anyone familiar with music it needs no argument
to prove that the present numbers and pay are not sufficient. Is a good band really
necessary to the practical efficiency of the Academy, is the only question which can
be asked. The answer is plain when the purpose the band subseryes is considered.
Military pomp has a serious and practical object: the cultivation of the military
spirit. It is in the same category with patriotic songs, discipline, and monument.s
to dead heroes. There is no more essential part of it than good music. I recommen~ that the band be restored to the numbers and pay which it bad before the
reduction in 1877.

The committee concurs in the above recommendations.
A communicatio:i;i from Mr. Arthur A. Clappe is appended, showing
the details and extra cost of the proposed increase of the band. The
committee is inclined to think that $34 per month, as stated by the
Superintendent, instead of $35 per month, as set forth by Mr. Clappe,
will be sufficient for the ten first-class musicians. Otherwise there
appears to be no difference in :figures.
The band as now constituted is not a credit to the United States,
and should be increased to at least forty members.
·
By a resolution of the Board of Visitors one of its members was
.requested to remain at West Point after the graduation exercises to
observe the examination and entrance of the new class.
The candidates who were examined and passed in March last were
entered as fast as the work could be performed after June 12, and
were given second-hand uniforms for use until their own uniforms
could be made. Active work upon their instruction was immediately
commenced.
Formerly it was the custom to keep the new cadets in their civilian
clothing until the uniforms for which they were measured could be
completed. As all this work is done on the post at the tailor's shop
established by_ the quartermaster, whose force is necessarily limited,
the civilian ~lothing worn by the new cadets was generally ruined
before their uniforms were completed. Nor is such clothing suitable
for work like military drill, especially the vigorous and straining
motions of the setting-up exercises with which the instruction commences.
The second-hand uniforms given the new cadets are the best of the
garments left behind by graduating classes. Before being issued again
every article is thoroughly cleansed and repaired. Many of them look
as good as new, and easily last for the short time they are required.
The new cadets are very glad to get them, and the change from the old
method is very much to be commended, not only because the feelings
of the newcomers are spared, but because the pride they can feel in
their appearance as soldiers makes the work of their military instructor
so much the easier, a considerable economy in the time being thus
effected.

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.
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"Plebe drill," as it is called, now gives little amu em nt to
tors, except in the ridiculous manners assumed by some of th
cadet drillmasters, who, fourth-class men themselve only a fi
c y
before, give themselves airs which cause observers to laugh at th m
rather than at their pupils.
Meanwhile, the candidates who reported immediately aft r th e ra uation day for the first time were being examined in variou branch arithmetic, writing and orthography, geography, Engli h grammi:l,r, and
United States history-copies of the papers used in each of which are
hereby subjoined. The :figures ''Wt. 6.," etc., given opposite the que ·
tions denote the weight that a correct answer carrie . The paper on
writing and orthography was the only one done from dictation.
·On the night of June 9 a serious :fire occurred near the gas house,
by which a portion of the coal supply intended for the gas works was
consumed-, together with certain trestlework belonging to a narrow
gauge railroad track. At this fire the cadet engine became unserviceable. The engine of the enlisted men did good service. The battalion
of cadets perfor·m ed a very creditable piece of work in preventing the
spread of the fire.
The Superintendent of the Academy ordered a board of officers to
investigate the cause of the :fire, bnt the report had not been received
when the committee left West Point. The committee has, however,
by its own observation, formed the opinion that the fire-alarm system
should be improved, and that it is false economy to withhold from the
post the most complete and modern apparatus for this purpose.
Moreover, it would seem advisable to have a standpipe or some
means of obtaining direct pressure upon 4,ydrants, by which powerful
streams may be directed without the use of steam fire engines, and
the committee is of the opinion that more water mains and more hydrants should be supplied.
On the 13th of June, the day after the :first class had graduated and
the third class had gone on furlough, the new first and third classes
went into camp. The admirable discipline and careful attention to
every military detail make the encampment the model for all the
troops in the country to follow in all things, except perhaps one,
that is the internal arrangement and overburdening of the tents with
too much luggage in the form of extra clothing, unnecessary bedding,
trousers cases, etc.
The suggestfon is made that a light rack to contain the trousers case
might easily be constructed for the rear of each tent, on which rack the
arms and equipments, hats, and a reasonable amount of extra clothing
might be supported.
A banging shelf under the ridgepole and a backboard hinge to the
rear of the tent floor to stand up against the rear pole would be convenient anrl add to tlle orderly appearance of the tents, besides making
the task of keeping them in order much easier to the cadets.
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The bedding furnished each cadet includes no mattress. Consequently, t.he more " comfortables" a man can secure for his own use to
interpose between him and a hard tent floor the more comfortable he
can make himself. The result is an unsightly pile of bedding in the
corner of each tent. A. simpler plan would be to furnish each cadet
with a mattress, 7 feet long by 2 feet 3 inches wide, to be kept in the
tent only between tattoo and reveille, and piled during the day in a
separate tent for each company, either in one of the streets, or, better
still, at one side and slightly detached from the camp, where the mattresses could thus be thoroughly aired every day. This plan has been
successiully adopted by volunteer militia for many years.
JOHN J. DAVIS, Chairman.
NEWTON
THOMAS

M. CURTIS.

F.

EDM.A.NDS.

..

EXAMINATION. .
Each candidate received the following notice :
"GENERAL DIRECTlO TS FOR APPOI.r'TEE .
1

"Fi ·st day.-Grammar, 9 a. rn. to 11.30 a. m.; writing and orthography, 2 p. m. to
p.m.
.
"Second day.-History, 9 a. m. to 12 m.; geography, 2 p. m. to 4.30 p. m.
"Thi?-d day.-Arithmetic, 9 a. m. to 12.30 p. m. ; reading, 2.30 p. m.
PP?intees should come prepared to remain in the e~ amination hall during the
entire time allotted to each subject.
"Appointees will not bring to or take from the examination hall any paper, blank
or otherwise, but they may bring pens.
"Appointees will not communicate with each other in any way whatever, or make
use of any unauthorized information clurino- any examination ..
"U
.
o
pon all their papers appointees will write distinctly their numbers, the date
and place of examination."
·

"f

. On the other side of the paper containino- the above information was printed
mformation containing directions for the :xamination in arithmetic, which was
substanti3:lly alike for all the examinations, as follows:
''DIRECTIONS FOR EXAMINATION IN ARITHMETIC.

"v;rrite your number distinctly.
"Do not make a noise by moving vour chair.
"Arithmetical solutions are required, but full credit will be gi;en for any correct
solution.
"Sufficient work to indicate clearly the method and operations is required in all

u~~-

.

"Indicate your answer in each example by writing Ans. near it.
"Answers to examples without solution will not receive credit.
"Work to include four decimal places, when necessary, is sufficiently accurate.
"Reduce all fractional results to simplest.form.
"A rule is not received as a reason for a principle, or in place of a solution.
"Do not attempt to solve examples upon extra paper with a view to copying.
"Do not copy the questions or examples upon the sheet of your work, but be
0
areful to put your work in each case in the space having the same number.
"Draw a line with your pen through erroneous work, and begin again. Do not
erase with a knife or eraser.
"You are advised to take the examples in the order as given. Should anyone
delay you too long, pass on to others. After trying all you can return to the unsolved
ones in case there is time.
"You will receive credit for all correct work done; therefore, do what you can in
each case, even though you may not be able to complete the solution or obtain a
correct result.
"Numerical errors do not count as much against you as errors in methods.
"Keep your eyes and attention upon your own work. Communication of any kind
is forbidden. Brinono blank paper or memorandum to tb.e examination hall.
0
"Do not mark up on this paper. Bring it to the examination in arithmetic.
631
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'' When you have finished your work look it over carefully, and state the arithmetics you have studied.
"When all is completed to your satisfaction, take your hat, this paper, the list of
examples, and the paper with your solutions and answers (three papers in all) to
the officer in charge of the examination.
"Walk on your toes so as not to disturb others.
"After papers have been handed in they will not be returned.
"Assurue the following data:
"1 pound avoirdupois=7,000 grains tl'oy.
"1 pouml avoirdupois is the weight of 27.7015 inches of distilled water.
"1 cubic foot of water weighs 1,000 ounces avoirdupois.
''25 pounds avoirdupois=l quarter.
''1 fathom=6 feet; 1 hand=4 inches.
1
'40 square rods=l rood. R.
"1 United States gallon liquid or wine 1ileasure contains 231 cubic in0hes.
"1 English imperial gallon contains 277.274 cubic inches.
"1 gallon beer measure contains 282 cubic inches.
"1 bnshel dry measure contains 2,150.422 cubic inches.
''The ratio of a to bis ~ ~:
b

b

"1 ounce troy=31 .l grams."
EXAMINATION IN ..A.RITHME'l'IC, JUNE, 1894.
[Time, three and a half hours.]

1. Wt. 8. The smn of two numbers is 365 and their diffarence is 0.0675; -what are
thenumbers t
2. Wt. 8. What part of 3.003 is g of 0.057'
3. Wt. 7. If 3 kilometers are as much under 2 miles as 5 kilometers are over 3 miles,
how many yards are there in a kilometed
4. Wt.11. B is a town on a river, between and equidistant from A and C. The
direction of the current is from C toward A. A boat goes from B to A and back to
B in 5 hours 15 minutes, and it goes from A to C, against the current, in 7 hours;
how long will it take the boat to go from C to A f
5f ....:....t
lt of 4¼
d · 1
5. Wt.11. Simplify l-g- of i...:... lot x ¾of 13i of 5¼. Giveresultinfurmof a ec1ma.
6. Wt. 11. Two farmers own adjoining farms of 300 and 500 acres, respectively.
They unite the farms and take in a third partner who pays them $800, each to own
a third share of the combined farms. How is tbe $800 to be divided between the
original two farmers f
7. Wt.15. The wages of A and B together for 22½ <lays amount to the same sum as
the wages of A alone for 384 days. For how many days will the sum pay the wages
of B alonef
8. Wt. 14. 54 men dig a ditch at the rate of ·~n feet per day; after 13 days' work 8
men are -r~placed by 8 boys, and 11 days after that the length of the ditch finished i~
1,889 fe'et. How many feet does 1 boy dig in 1 day f
9. Wt.15. A cistern is continuously and uniformly supplied by a stream running
into it. It has 10 discharge pipes, each of which discharges 1 gallon per hour. The
10 pipes together will empty it in 2t hours, and 6 pipes will empty it in 5½ hours.
In what time will 3 pipes empty it f
The cie.tern is supposed to be full at the beginning iu each case, and the supply
stream continues to run in.
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PLACE , - - - - - - ,
June - -, 1894.

No. - -.

EX.A.MIN.A.TION IN ENGLISH GR.A.MM.AR.
[Time allotted, two and one-half hours.]

Directions.-On the dotted line opposite the word "place " the candidate will write
the name of the place where his · examination occurs; opposite the word "June"
he will write the day of the examination; opposite the word "No." he will write. in
figures, his"number.
·
DIVISION 1.-Weight, 15.
N. B.-Write the answers below, numbering them to correspond to the questions.
An additional sheet,of paper may be used if necessary; it must be numbered and
dated as at the top of this page.
Wt. 3. (1) Give the-principal parts (present tense, past tense, and past participle)
of the following verbs: 1, choose; 2, crow; 3, eat; 4, freeze; 5, knit; 6, let; 7, mow;
8, slay; 9, lie (to recline); 10, throw; 11, stick; 12, fly; 13, arise; 14, sit; 15, burst.
Wt. 3. (2) Write the plurals of the following nouns: 1, motto; 2, lasso; 3, fairy; 4,
monkey; 5, wolf; 6, belief; 7, axis; 8, synopsis; 9, man-of-war; 10, pailful; 11, Norman; 12, f; 13, phenomenon; 14, tooth brush; 15, focus.
Wt. 3. (3) Write the feminine form of the following nouns: 1, giant; 2, ambassador; 3, sorcerer; 4, hero; 5, testator; 6, Englishman; 7, peacock; 8, conductor; 9,
he-bear; 10, duke; · 11, dog; 12, traitor; 13, sultan; 14, king; 15, mankind.
Wt. 3. (4) Write the possessive case of the following words: 1, we; 2, women; 3,
Charles; 4, they; 5, prince; 6, man-of-war; 7, it; 8, Frederick the Great; 9, Duke oi
Wellington; 10, sons.
Wt. 3. (5) 1, define a sentence; 2, define a clause; 3, define a phrase; 4, what is the
infinitive mood f 5, what is a participlef
D1v1s1.0 N

2.-Weight, 45; we'i,ght of each word, 2.25,

N. B.-Write across both pages if necessary. In parsing give no rules, declensions, comparisons, nor principal parts of verbs, but in other respects parse fully,
being careful to give the subject of each verb, the governing w01·d of each objective case
the antecedent of each p1·onoun, and to state precisely what each conjunction connects
and between what words each p1·eposition shows the relation. Important omissions wiH
be taken to indicate ignorance. Intelligible abbreviations are allowed.
Parse the words in italics in the following sentence: On this question of principle
while actual suffering was yet afar off, our fathers raised their :flags against a power to
which, for purposes of foreign conquest and subjugation, Rome, in the height of her
glory, is not to be cornpared-a power which has dotted over th~ surface of the whole
globe with her possessions and military posts.
1. on
11. for ,
2. while
12. and
3. suffering
13. Rome
4. yet
14. in
5. afar
15. to be compared
6. off
16. power
7. raised
17, which
8. against
18. over
9. to
19. surface
10. which
20. with
DIVISION 3.-Weight, 40; weight of each aentence, $.
N. B.-In correcting these errors the candidate will draw his pen through the error
and write the correct word or words above.
Correct all errors in the following sentences, remembering that evasion is not
correction.
1. ehoose between these four houses.
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2. He jumped in a cab.
3. They were very respected.
4. He is very sensitive of cold.
5. That custom has been formerly qmte popu1ar.
6. Ask that man, he who stands by the window.
7. Are either of these places marked on the map!
8. You can hardly find a more universal blunder.
9. I gave it to a man whom I thought was the owner.
10. I found it harder than I thought it would have been.
11. I have written to him so that he might be ready for us.
12. There is both a large and small dictionary in the room.
13. He hadn't ought to have told her about· it.
14. Scarcely one in twenty could write their own names.
15. He was illy equipped for the journey.
16. Nothing else but weeds will grow on it.
17. She was disgusted with him for acting so silly.
18. Which is the heaviest, her's or mine f
19. I have and ever shall insist on -t he necessity of economy.
20. Each have their own faults.
N. B.-The candidate will write below the names of the text-books on grammar
that he has been using during the past year.

PLACE, - - - - - - ,

- - - - - , 189-.

No. - - .

EX.A.MIN.A.TION IN WRITING .A.ND ORTHOGRAPHY.
DIRECTIONS TO APPOINTEES.

Commence on this page and write until it is filled, then write on the second and
third, consecutively. Write on both sides of the paper. Leave an interval of two
lines between the prose and the poetry. Write the selected words opposite theil·
corresponding numbers on the 4th page. Misplaced and omitted words will be
counted as errors. Ev.ery illegible word will be counted as an error in spelling.
(This includes words in which e and i are written alike with the dot piaced between
them, and all similar devices.) After the entire paper is written ample time will be
given to revise and correct it. Corrections must be made by drawing a line through
words wrongly spelled and rewriting them. No erasures with knife or eraser are
allowed.
While the Declaration was the subject of general conversation in England, military operations recommenced on the continent. The preparations of France had
been such as amazed even those who estimated most highly her resources and the
abilities of her rulers.
Both her agriculture and her commerce were suffering. The vineyards, the interminable cornfields, had failed to yield their increase; the loorrts were silent; and
merchant ships were rotting in the harbors. Yet the monarchy presented to its
numerous enemies a front more haughty and more menacing then ever.
Louis had determined not to make any advance toward a reconciliation with the
new government of England till the whole strength of his realm had been put forth
in one more effort.
·
A mighty effort in truth it was, but too ·exhausting to be repeated. He made an
immense display of force at once on the Pyrenees and on the Alps, on the Rhine and
on the Meuse, in the Atlantic and in the Mediterranean.
That nothing IDl"'ht be wanting which could excite the martial ardor of a nation
eminently high-spirited, he instituted, a few days before he left his palace for the

6
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camp,· a new military order of knighthood, and plnc
own sainterl ancestor and patron.

it nud r the prote

ll

f hi

In fields of air he writes his name,
And treads the chambers of the ky,
He reads the stars and grasps the flam ,
- That quivers round the throne on hiO'h,
In war renowned, in p eace sublime,
He moves in greatness and in o-race,
His power, subduing space and time,
Links realm to realm, and race to race.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Apology.
Accelerate.
Adjacent.
Balance.
Balloon.
Bequeath.
A true copy:

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Buoyant.
Collision.
Compel.
Dalliance.
Damaged.
Descendant.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Dnngeon.
Excel.
Exonerate.
Gnawing.
Intrepidity.
Limited.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Palace.
Puncture.
Quotient.
Scourge.
Supersede.
Surgeon.

--- ~--,
Ffrst Lieutenant Fifth Cavalry, Adjutant U. S. Military Academy.

PLACE,------,

June - - , 1894.

l{o. - - .

EXAMINATION IN UNITED STATES HISTORY.
[Time allotted, three hours.]

N. B.-Write your answers as legibly and concisely as po;sible, without omitting
material facts,
If j;here is not space enough _for your answer, write on a separate sheet and number question on sheet. and make a note of it on this paper.
6. (1) What explorations or discoveries were made by the following named individuals:
(1) Magellan.
(2) Cordova.
(3) De Monts.
3. (2) What parts of North America were colonized by the French f
4. (3) What were the London and Plymouth companies, and what territory was
. granted to each, 1606 "?
4. (4) Give the history of Maine during the colonial period.
4. (5) When, where, and under what circumstances were the Carolinas separated f
3. (6) What were the terms of the treaty of Utrecht, which ended Queen Anne's
warf
3. (7) What were the terms of the treaty of Aix la Chapelle, which closed King
George's wad
6. (8) Give an account of the expedition against Canada in 1775.
4. (9) Give an account of the siege of Boston.
4-. (10) Give an account of the battle of Long Island.
8. (11) What part was taken in the American war by the following named individuaL<s f
(1) Lafayette.
(2) Benedict Arnold.
(3) Horatio Gates.
(4) Count de Grasse.
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6. (12) By what party was Thomas Jefferson first elected President, and what were
the political principles of this party f
6. (13) Give an account of the Mormons.
3. (14) Give an account of Dade's massacre.
6. (15) State the principal steps of the political struggle that led to the war of the

Rebellion.
6. (16) Give the names and results of six important battles of 1864.
Battles.

Victors.

6. (17) In what war were the following battles foughtf
forces, and which side won?
War.

What were the opposing

.

Forces.

Victors.

Dade's massacre ................ . ............. .. ............................. .
Chancellorsville ............................................ . ..........•......

~l:i~!Yof1'
b;~h;,~:::::: :::~ :: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::
Reseca de la Palma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lundy's Lane ................................................................ .

8. (18) What pa,rt was taken in American history by each of the following named
1
individuals f
(1) Stephen Decatur.
(2) Edwin M. Stanton.
(3) S. F. B. Morse.
(4) John Wilkes Booth.
4. (19) Give an account of the Modoc war.
6. (20) What is meant by civil service reform, and when was the civil service bill
passed f
(21) What hist,ories of the United States have you read or studied f

PLACE,---,--,
June - - - , 1894. No.-EX.A.MIN.A.TION IN GEOGRAPHY.

[Time allotted, two and one-half hours.]

1. Name the continents of the Eastern Hemisphere. Is there land connection between
them?
2. What oceans wash the shores of North Americaf
3. Name and locate the three most important mountain ranges of South .America.
4. Name the large rivers of North America, whose mouths are on the north and west
coast of the continent.
5. Where do the following rivers rise and empty; give the general direction of their
flow: Obi, Niger) Bramapootra, Zambesi, Ganges, Danube.
6. What Mexican States are contiguous to Texas f
7. Na.me four of the principal upland cities of Mexico.
8. In going along .the coast from Rio Janeiro to Callao what countries are touched f
9. Name, in order, the states along the northern coast of Africa, between Gibraltar
and Suez.
10. Bound the Australian colony of New South Wales, and name its principa.I river.
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11. Give the boundaries of Asiatic Russia, and sta,te wh t onn ri it in lud
12. Locate, definitely, the following cities of Germany, and tat up n
situated, if any: Hanover, Cologne, Leipsic, tuttin.
13. Give the political and natural boundaries of pain; name four f tli
rivers that drain the country.
14. In going from London, England, to Belfast, Ireland, by boat, name tb
passed over.
15. To what countries do the following islands belong: Cuba, an Domingo,
h •
mas, Jamafoa, Bermudas; which is farthest north, farthest outh
l6. In the Atlantic States north and east of New York, name the two important
mountain ranges or ridges; name the river which draius the valley betw 11
them and state where it empties; what are the two most important cities on
this riverf
l7. For what industry is Pennsylvania most noted; what are the chief products of
this industryf Name five of the principal cities of Pennsylvania, and state
where each is located.
l8. In going from Wheeling to New Orleans by boat, what waters are traversed and
what States are successively passed on the left hand f Locate definitely the
capitals of each of these States.
19· Name all the States which have two waterways to the ocean (one through the
Lakes and the other through the Mississippi River). Name and locate definitely their capitals.
20, What States lie, wholly or in part, west of the Rocky Mountains, and also wholly
or in part north of the central Pacific Ra1lroa.d f
21. What States lie, wholly or in part, between the Mississippi and Missoun rivers f
Name and locate definitely their capitals.
22 , What States and Territories are in part drained by the Colorado of the West.
,.
Name and locate definitely their capitals.
26 · The meridian of San Francisco passes through what States f Its parallel })asses
through what States and Territories f
24. Bound the States of Georgia, Nevada, Michigan.

INFORMATION RELATIVE TO THE APPOINTMENT AND ADMISSION ()F
CADETS TO THE UNITED STATES MILITARY- .ACADEMY.
APPOINTMENTS.

How made.-Each Congressional district and Territory-also the District of
Columbia-is entitled to have one cadet at the Academy. Ten are also appointed
at la1·ge. The appointments ( except those at im·ge) are made by the Secretary of War
at the request of the Representative or Delegate in Congress from the district or
Territory; and the person appointed must be an actual resident of the district or
Territory from which the appointmeut is made. The appointments at large are
specially conferred by the President of the United States.
Manner of making application.-Applications can be made at any time, by letter
to the Secretary of War, to have the name of the applicant placed upon the register
that it may be furnished to the proper Representative or Delegate when a vacancy
occurs. The application must exhibit the foll name, date of birth, aml permanent
abode of the applicant, with the number of the Congressional district in which his
residence is situated.
Date of appoint·m ents.-Appointments are required hy law to be made one year in
advance of' the date of admission, except in cases where, by r eason of death or other
cause, a. vacancy occurs which can not be provided for by such appom.._tmeut in
adva,nce. These vacancies are filled in time for the next annual examination .
.Alternates.-The Representative or Delegate in Congress may nominate a legally
qualified second candidate, to be d esign ated the alternate. The alternate will receive
from the War Department a letter of appointment, and will be examined with the
regitlar appointee, and if duly qualified will be admitted to the academy in the event
of the failure of the principal to pass the prescribed preliminary examinations. The
alternate will not be allowed to defer his reporting at West Point uutil the result of
the examination of the regular appointee is known, but must report at the time
designated in his ~etter of appointment. The alternate, like the nominee, should be
designated as nearly one year in advance of date of admission as possible,
ADMISSION OF CADETS.

Candidates, upon receiving their cou<litional appointments, will be instructed to
qppear for mental and physical examination before a board of Army officers to be
convened at the military post nearest their r espective places of residence on the 1st
day of March annually (except when that day comes on Sunday, in which case the
examinations will commence on the following Tuesday). The candidates who pass ,
successfully will be admitted to the Academy, without further examination, upon
reporting in person to the Superintendent at West Point before 12 o'clock m. on the
15th day of June.
Candi.dates selected to :fill the vacancies unprovided for at the examinations held
~March, and those which may occur after that time, will be in~tructed to report at
N OTE.-There being 1.to provision whatever for the payment of the traveling expenses of ei tb r accepted
or r ejected candidates for admission, no candidate should fail to provide himself in at! vance with the
means of returning to his home in case of his rejection before either of the examining boards, as he
may otherwise be put to considerable trouble, inconvenience, and even suffering on account of h.Js
destitute condition. If admitted the money brought hy him to meet such a contingency can be
deposited with the treasurer on account of his equipment as a cadet, or returned to his friends.
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West Point for examination earlv in June. Th
this examination will be admitt;d at once to the
their homes.
Immediately after reporting tu the Superint nd
receiving his warrant of appointment, the candidat i r qnir
ment for service in the following form 1 in the pre enc f th
some officer deputed by him:
"I, - - - -, of the State (or Territory) of--, ao-cd - - y •ar - - m 11th 1 a
hereby engage (with the consent of my parent or guardian) that, from th <lat of m
admission as a cadet of the United States Military Acad m. , I will
n · in the
Army ?f the United States for eiglilt years, unle s ooner di Lnrgecl by omp t nt
a,uthonty.
____
'' In the presence of

- - - -."
The candidate is then required to take and subscribe an oath or affirmation in
the following form:
"I, - - - -, do solemnly swear that I will support the Constitution of the Un it d
St ates and bear true allegiance to the National Government; that I will maintain
d
au defend the sovereignty of the United States paramount to any and all allegiance,
so_vereignty, or fealty I may owe to any State or country whatsoever; and that I
wil_l at all times obey the legal orders of my superior officers and the rules and
articles governing the armies of the United States.
-- --."
"Sworn and subscribed, at - - , this - - day of--, eighteen hundred a,nd - - ,
before me.
____ "

Qualiji,cations.-The age for the admission of cadets to the Academy is betw.een
~even_teen and twenty-two years. Candidates must be unma~Tied, at least five feet
ID height, free from any infectious or immoral disorder and o-enera11y from any
deformity, disease, or infirmity which may render them :mfit' f~r military service.
They must be well versed in reading, in writing (including orthography), inai·ithmetic.
81nd
h_ave a knowledge of the elements of English grammar, of descriptive geography
(particularly of our own country), and of the history of the United States.
CHARACTER OF EXAMINATIONS.*

Physical examination.
Ev~r.v _candidate is subjected to a rigid physical examination, and if there is found
to exist Ill him any of the following causes of disqualification to such a degree as
would immediately, or at no very distant period, impair bis efficiency, he is r~jected:
(l) Feeble constitution; unsound health from whatever cause; indications of
former disease; glandular swellings, or other symptoms of scrofula.
(2) Chronic cutaneous affections, especially of the scalp.
(3) Severe injuries of the bones of the head; convulsions.
. ( 4-) Impaired vision, from whatever cause; inflammatory affections of the eyelids;
munobility or irregularity of the iris; fistula 1achryma1is, etc.
(5) Deafness; copious discharge from the ears.
( 6) Loss of many tee th, or the teeth generally unsound.
(7) Impediment of speech .
(8) Want of due capacity of the chest, and any other indication of a liability to
a pulmonic disease.
* It is suggested to all candidates for admisRiou to the Military .Academy that, before leaving their
place of residence for West Point they should cause themselves to be thoroughly examined by a competent physician and by a teache; or instructor in good stAnding. By such an examination any se:"oua
Physical disqualification or deficiency in mental preparation wou ld bo revealed, an~ t~1e ~anrlidate
probably spared the expense and trouble of a usc·l~ss jo11mey and the mortification of rPJectrnn .
It s hould be unuerstood that the informal examination herein rccomnwn<lNl is solely for tho co?·
venience and benefit of the candidate hinHH•lf, and can in no manner affect the decision of the aca d enuo
aml medical examining boards at West Point.
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(9) Impaired or inadequate efficiency of one or both of the superier extremities on-1
account of fractures, especially of the clavicle, contraction of a joint, deformity, etc.
(10) An unusual excurvature or incurvature of the spine.
(11) Hernia.
(12) A varicose state of the veins of the scrotum or spermatic cord (when large),
hydroce1e, hemorrhoids, fistulas.
(13) Impaired or inadequate efficiency of one or both of the inferior extremities on
account of varicose veins, fractures, malformation (flat feet, etc_.)> lameness, contraction, unequal length, bunions, overlying of supernumerary toes, etc.
(14) Ulcers, or unsound cicatrices of ulcers likely to break out afresh .

.Academical exarnination.
Reading.-In reading candidates must be able to read understandingly, with proper
accent and emphasis.
Writing and 01·thogmphy.-In writing and 01·thography they must be able, from. dictation, to write sentences f:r;om standard pieces of English literature, both prose a,nd
poetry, sufficient in number to test their qualifications both in handw~iting and
orthography. They must also be able to write and spell correctly from dictation a
certain number of standard test words.
A1·i.thmetfo.-IB. arithmetic they must be ablelst. To explain, accurately and clearly, its objects and the manner of writing and
reading numbers-entire, fractional, compound, or denominate;
2d. To perform with facility and. accuracy the various operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole numbers, abstract and compound or
denominate, giving the rule for each operation, with its reasons, and also for the different methods of proving the accuracy of the work;
3d. 'l'o explain the meaning of reduction-its different kinds, its application to
denominate nnm bers in reducing them from. a higher to a lower denomination and
the reverse, and to equivalent decimals; to give the rule for each case, with its 1·easons,
and to apply readily these rules to practical examples of each kind;
4th. To explain the nature of prime numbers and factors of a number-of a common divisor of two or more numbers, particularly of their g1·catest c01nmon divisorwith its use, and to give the rule, with its reasons, for obtaining it; also tjle meaning
of a co.mmon multiple of several numbers, particularly of their least cornrnon rnultiple,
and its use, and to give the rule, with its 1·easons, for obtaining it, and to apply each
of these rules to examples;
5th. 'l'o explain the nature of fractions, common or vulgar, and decimal; to define
the various kinds of fractions, with the distinguishing properties of each; to give
all the rules for their reduction, particularly from mixed to improper and the
reverse, from compound or complex to simple, to tlleir lowest terms, to a common
denominator, from common to decimal and the reverse, for their addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, with the reason for each change of rule, and to
apply each rule to examples;
6th. To define the terms ratio and proportion; to gi Ye the properties of proportion
and the rules, and their reasons, for stating and solving questions in both simpie and
compound proportion, or single and double rule of three, and to apply these rules to
ex::imples.
7th. The candidates must not only know the principles and rules refen·ed to above, but
they are required to possess such a thorough understanding of all the fundarnental operations of arithmetic as will enable thern to combine the various principles in the solution of
any complex problem which can be solved by the methods of arithmetic. In other words,
they must possess such a contplete knowledge of arithrnetic as will enable them to take up at
once the higher branches of ntathematics without further study of arithmetic.
8th. It is to be understood that the examination in these branches may be either
written or oral, or partly written and partly oral, that the definitions and rules
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must be given fully aud accura.tely, and tha t the work of all e -amples, whether
11pon the blackboard, slate, or paper, must be written plainly and in full, ancl in suck
a. manner as to show clearly the mode of solution.
The following examples and questions in arithmetic are a few of those which ha,
been used at past examinations. They are given iu order to indi cate more clearly
what is required, but it should be dist,inctly understood that e11tirely different ones
are used each year:
Multiply 4.32 by .00012.
Explain the reason for placing the decimal point in the answer. [The rzile for»
doing {snot the reason.]
~_1

7t

o~+ -0 _ -0.725
5
. Reduce - -4 3A5- - to an equivalent decimal.

+

2t
. Divide 3380321 by MDCCXCIX, and express the quotient by the Roman system of
notation.
Change .013 to an equivalent fractiou whose denominator is 135.
Find t!ie greatest common divisor of 26¼, 28¾, and 29¼.
How many men would be required to cultivate a field of 2¾ acres in 5½ days of Jtl
hours each if each man completed 77 square yards in 9 hoursf
S~para.te 772t into three numbers which shall be in the same proportion as 2,t, 11:;, -f«.
5 cubic feet of golcl weigh 98.20times as much as n, cubic foot of water, a.nd 2 cubfo
feet of copper weigh 18 times as much as a cubic foot of water. How many cubic
inches of copper will weigh as much as i of a cubic inch of gold f
Find the least common multiple for the numbers¾, 2.1, 5.25, f.
A_ wins~ games out of 15 when playing against B, and 16 out of 25 when playing
agamst C. How many games out of 118 should C win when playing against B ~
A and Brun a race, their rates of running being as 17 to 18. .A runs 2¼ miles in lo
mmutes 48 seconds, and B runs the entire distance in 34 minutes. What was the
entire distancef
A and B can do a piece of work in 4 hours . ..ii and C in 3¾ hours, B and C in 5~
hours. In what time can A do it alone f
·
English shillings are coined from a metal which contains 37 parts of silver to 3
parts of alloy; one pound of this metal is coined into 66 shillings. The United States
silver dollar weighs 412.5 grains, and consists of 9 parts silver to 1 part of alloy. What
fraction of the United States dollar will contain the same amount of silver as on&
English shilling f
Give the rule for reducing a decimal of a given denomination to integers of lower
denominations.
What is the effect of dividing the denominator of a fraction by a whole number1
and whyf
Explain the difference between a common fraction and a decimal.
What 1s the effect of annexing a cipher to a decimal, and why f
If the same number be subtracted from both terms of .an improper fraction, what.
will be the effect f Why f
Give the rule for reducing a common fraction to an equivalent decimal, and explain.
why the resulting decimal will be equal to the common fraction from which it ia
obtained.
Give the rule for dividing one decimal by another, and explain why the decimal
point in the quotient is placed where the rule directs.
Define reduction, and state the different kinds.
Grarnntar.-In English grammar candidates must be able1. To define the parts of speech and give their classes and properties; to give
inflection s, includino- declension, conjuga.tion, and comparison; to give tbo corresponding masculine :nu feminine gender nouns; to give and apply the ordinary rulea
of syntax.
W.A.R 94-YOL I--41
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2. To parse fully and correctly any ordinary sentence, omitting rules, declensions,
comparisons, and principal parts, but giving the subject of each verb, the governing
word of each objective case, the word for which each pronoun stands or to which it
refers, the words b~etween which each proposition shows the relation, precisely what
. each conjunction connects, what each adjective and adverb qualifies or limits, the
construction of each infinitive, and, generally, showing a good knowledge of the
funct10n of each word in the sentence. Omissions will be taken to indicate ignorance.
3. To correct in sentences or extracts any ordinary grammatical errors, such as are
mentioned and explained in ordinary grammars.
It is not requiied that any particular grammarian or text-book shall be followed;
but rules, definitions, parsing, and corrections must be in accordance with good
usage and common sense. The examination may be written or oral, or both written
or oral.
Geography.-Candidates will be required to pass a satisfactory examination;written
or oral, or both, in geography, particularly of our own country. To give a ,candidate
a clear idea of what is requfred the following synopsis is added to show the character and extent of the examination. Questions are likely to be asked involving
knowledge of·
1st. Definitions of the geographical circles, of latitude and longitude, of zones
and of all the natural divisions of the earth's surface, as islands, seas, capes, etc.
2d. The continental areas and grand divisions of water of the earth's surface.
3d. The grand divisions of the land; the large bodies of water which in part-or
wholly surround them; t~eir principal mountains, location, direction, and extent;
the capes, from what parts they project and into what waters; their principal
peninsulas, location, and by what waters are they embraced; the parts connected
by an isthmus, if any; their principal islands, location, and surrounding waters;
the seas, gulfs, and bays, the coasts they indent, and the waters to which they are subordinate; the straits, the l ands they separate, and the waters they connect; their
principal rivers, their sources, directions of fl.ow, and the waters into which they
empty; their principal lakes, location and extent.
4th. The political di visions of the grand divisions. Their names, locations;
boundaries, and capitals. General questions of the same character as indicated
- in the second section made applicable to each of the countries of each of the grand
divisions.
5th. The United States. The candidate should be thoroughly informed as to its
general features, configuration, location, and boundaries, both with respect to neighboring countries and latitude and longitude; its adjacent oceans, seas, bays, gulfs,
sounds, straits, and islands; its mountain ranges, their locafaon and extent; the
sources, directions, and terminations of the important rivers ancl their principal
tributaries; the lakes, and, in short, every geographical feature of the country, as
indicated above. The location and termination of important railroad lines and other
means of communication from one part of the country to another should not be
omitted. The States and Territories are to be accurately located with respect to
each other by their boundaries, and as to their order along the Atlantic Coast, the
Gulf of Mexico, the Pacific Coast, the Northern frontier, the Mexfoan frontier, and
the Mississippi, Missouri: and Ohio rivers. The boundary and other large rivers of
each State, as well as all other prominent geographical features should be known.
The names ancl locations of their capitals, and other important cities and towns are
likewise to .be known. In short, the knowledge should be so complete that a clear
mental picture of the whole or any part of the United States is impressed on the
mind of the candidate. More weight is attached to a knowledge of the geography
of the United States than to that of all other countries combined.
Bistory.-The candidate should make himself familiar with so much of the History
of the United States as is contained in the ordinary school histories. The examination
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may be written or oral, or partly written and partly '>tnl , n<l will 11 n. 11~· c n i. t
of a series of questions similar to the followiucr:
I. Name. the earliest European settlements within th pr
.States-when, where, and by whom made. 1,Vhen dhl th "
come under th dominion of
nations than the Eno-lish
0
United States f
II. What was the difference between the Royal, the hart red, and tb Propri t, r
colonies f Row many colonies were there originally in l\fa a hu ett aucl onn ticuU . When were they united f How many in P nn ylvania. Wb u w re th
separated f ·
III. In what wars were the colonies engaged before the R volution
1,Yhat w r
the principal events and results of tbose of King \Villiam, Queen Ann , Kino- 0 r 0 • ,
and the French and Indian f
IV. What were the remote and the immediate causes of the American ReYolntion
Explain the navigation act, the stamp act, writs of a istance. When did the war
of t~e Revolution properly begin f When, where, and how did it end
Gfre tbe
particulars of Arnold's treason. Wllo were the most promine11t generals in this war?
Name the most important battles and their results.
V. The Constitution of the United States-why a,nd when was it formed f When
was 1t adopted f
VI. Give the names of the Presidents of the United States in their order. Give
the leading events of the administration of each one; for example, that of. Washington: Indian war; trouble with France; Jay's treaty; the whisky rebellion, etc.
Jefferson: 1,.Var with Tripoli; purchase of Louisia,na; the embargo, etc .
. ~adison: War of 1812; its causes; the principal battles on land and sea; pecuhar~ty of its last battle, when ended, etc.
_
Monroe: Indian war; cession of Florida; Missouri compromise, etc.
Jackson: Black lfawk and Seminole wars· the United States Bank; nullification, etc.
'·
P?lk: The Mexican war; its causes; principal battles; result of it, etc.
Pierce: Repeal of Missouri compromise; troubles in Kansas, etc.
Buchanan: Civil war; how begun, etc.
Lincoln: War of secession; its causes; ifs results, social and political; explain
doctrine of State sovereignty; alienation between Northern and Southern States;
doctrine of secession; give an acount of principal battles.
Johnson: Fourteenth amend:ment; tennre of office bill; Johnson's impeachment.
Grant: Fifteenth amendment; Alabama claims and treaty of Washington; Electoral .Commission.
ACADEMIC DUTIES.

The aeademic duties and exercises commence on the first of September and continue until the first of June. Examinations of the several classes are held in January and June, and at the former such of the new cadets as are found proficient in
studies and have been correct in condu ct are given the particular standing in their
class to which their merits entitle them. After each examination, cadets found
deficient in conduct or studies are discharged from the Academy, unless the Academic
Board, for special reasons in each case, should otherwise recommend. Similar examinations are held every January and June during the four years comprising the course
of studies.
The examinations are very thorough, and require from the cadet a close and persevering attention to study, without evasion or slighting of any part of the course,
as no relaxation of any kind can be made by the examiners.
Military inst?-uction.-From the termination of the examination in June to the end
of August the cadets live in camp, engaged only in military duties and exercises, and
receiving practical military instruction.
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Except in extreme cases, cade.ts are allowed but one leave of absence during the
four years' course. As a rule the leave is granted at the end of the first two years'
course of study.
PAY OF CADETS.

The pay of a cadet is $540 per year, to commence with his admission to the Academy, and is sufficient, with proper economy, for bis support. No cadet is permitted
to receive money, or any other supplies, from his parents, or from any person whomsoever, without the sanction of the superintendent.
Each cadet must keep himself supplied with the following mentioned articles, viz:
Two pairs of uniform shoes, *one pair of overshoes (Arctic), *six towels, face;
*two towels, bathing; one mattress, one pillow, *two pillow-cases, 36"x45"; *four
sheets, lfx~ *two biankets, white; *one comfortable or quilted bed cover, one washbowl, ~one tumbler, ,¥one bottle of indelible ink, *one clothes brnsh or whisk broom,
*one hairbrush, "'one toothbrush, *one nailbrush, *one shaving brush and mug: *one
shoe brush, "one razor, -;;one razor strop, *two pairs of white suspenders, *six white
shirts, *two nightshirts, *six summer undershirts, *six winter undershirts, l<-six
pairs of summer drawers, *six pairs of winter drawers, *six pairs of summer socks,
*six pairs of winter socks, *six pocket handkerchiefs, *six pairs of cuffs, twelve
white linen collars, six pairs of white Berlin gloves, two sets of white belts, one
chair, *one penknife, one account book, *one trunk.
Candidates are authorized to bring with them the articles marked*. They are,
however, informed that such articles can be purchased at regulated prices from the
cad~t quartermaster's department at West Point after their arrival.
qadets are required to wear the prescribed uniform. All articles of their uniform
are.of a designated pattern and are sold to cadets at West Point at regulated prices.
EXPENSES OF CANDIDATES PRIOR TO ADMISSION.

The expenses of a candidate for board, washing, lights, &c., after he has reported
and prior to admission, will be about $10. Immediately after being admitted to the
institution he must be provided with an outfit of uniform, the cost of which will be
about $90, making a total sum of $100, which must be deposited with the treasurer
of 'the Academy before the candidate is admitted. It is best for a candidate to take
with him no more money than will defray his traveling expenses, and for the parent
or guardian to send to'' The treasurer of the U.S. MiUtary .Academy" the required
deposit of $100. Any deviation from the rule,as to the amount or manner of making
the deposit must be explained in writing by the parent or guardian of the candidate
to the S.uperintendent of the Academy.
ASSIGNMENT TO CORPS A.lf'fER GRADUATION.

The attention of applicants and candidates is called to the following provisions
of an act of Congress approved May 17, 1886, to regulate the promotion of graduates
of the United States' Military Academy:
" .That when any cadet of the United States Military Academy has gone through
all its classes and received a regular diploma from the academic staff, he may be promoted and commissioned as a second lieutenant in any arm or corps of the Army in
which there may be a vacancy, and the duties of which he may have been judged
competent to perform; and in case there shall not at the time be a vacancy in such
arm or corps, he may, at the discretion of the President, be promoted and commissioned in it as an additional second lieutenant, with the usual pay and allowances of
a. second lieutenant, until a vacancy shall happen."
GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS.

A_ BOUlld bocly and constitution, suitablo preparation, good natural capacity, an
apt~t~de for study, industrious habits, perseverance, an obedient and orderly disposition, and a correct moral deportment are such essential qualifications that can-
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<lidates knowingly deficient in any of theso respects bould not, a, man
themselves and their friends to the chances of future mortification , nd di
ment by accepting appointments at the Academy and ent ring upon a, car
they can not successfully pursue.
Course of study and books used at the Military A oademy.
FIRST YEAR.-Fourth

De.partment.

Class.

Conr e of s tudy, t e xt-books, and book of r ef; r en c .

- - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- -

'
j

( Davies ' Elements of Algebra.
Davies' Lee;enclre's Geometry.
Lud!ow's Elem~nts of Trigonometry.
Davies' Surveyrng.
Church's Analytical Geometry.
*Ludlow's Logarithmic Tables.
·W illiams' Composition and Rhetoric.
Abl>ott's How to Write Clearly.
Meiklejohn's English Language.
*Smith's Synonyms Discriminated.
*Roget's T'hesaurus of English vVords.
Modern langaages
*Webster's Dictionary.
···
De Peiffer's French Pronunciation.
Keetel's Analytical and Practical French Grammar.
Castarede's Treatise on the Conjugation of Frei:ch Verbs.
Roamer's Cours de Lecture et de Traduction, Vol. I.
Bocher's College Series of French Plays, Vol. II.
Risto
*Spiers' and Surenne's French Pronouncing Dictionary.
and e\hlcfeography, Lectures in Ethics and in Universal History.
MatbemaJ;ics _... _. _.

I

Practical Instruction in the Schools of the Soldier, Company and BattalionInfantry.
Practical Instruction fo the School of the Cannoneer-Siege an<l Light
{
Artillery.
·
Use 0 f h
*Blunt's Firing Regulationfl for Small Arms.
t _e sword, etc.. Instruction in l!'encing and Bayonet Exercise and Military Gymnastics.
Drill reg,tlations
S. Army.
'

u

·

SECOND

M•tlIBm,tfo, .• •..•.•.

Modern languages _..

Drawing ........•.•..

YEAR.-Third class. -

Church's .A.nalytical Geometry.
Church's Descriptive Geometry, with its application to Spherical Projections,
Sha.des, Shadows, and Perspective.
Bass' Introduction to the Differential Calculus.
Church's Calculus .
.Johnson's Treatise on the Method of Least Squares.
Borel's Gramrnaire Frangaise.
Hennequin's LessonA in Idiomatic French.
Revue Militaire de l'lhranger.
The Weekl.v Figaro.

J

*~~~:r~:r~°Ffe~~t~;~!~:~flt~:;~mmar.
*Spiers and Surenne's l!'rench Pronouncing Dictionary.
Constrnctive Problems in Plane Geometry, Point :f>aths, Topography, and
plotting of surveys, wit.h lead pencil, pen and ink, and colors; construction
of t-he various problems in Descriptive Geometry, Shades and Shadows,
l\i~ar perspective, and Isometric projections; practical surveying in

:J:!

*Reed's Topographical Drawing and Sketching, including Photography Applied to Surveying.
.
Practical Instruction in the Schools of the Soldier, Company and BattalionInfantry.
Drill regulations U.
Practical Instruction in School of the Cannoneer-Ligbt Artillery; and
S. Army.
'
School of the Trooper-Cavalry.
Practical Instruction in Small-Arms Target Practice.
*Blunt's Firing Regulations for Small Arms.
Pr3;ctica! military en- Practical Instruction in the Construction of Ponton, Spar, and Trestle
gmeermg.
Bridges.
Books marked thus

* are for reference.
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Course of stndy and books nsed a,t the Military .Acade1ny-Continuea.
THIRD

D epartment.

YEAH.-Second class.

Course of study, text-books, and books of reference.

( Michie's Analytical Mechanics.
N a tural and experi-t Michie and Harlow 's Practical Astronomy.
Young's General Astronomy.
mental philosophy.
Michie's Elements of Wave Motion relating to Sound and Light.
Bloxam's Chemistry (seventh edition).
Tillman's Elementar_y Lessons in Heat (second edition).
Essential Principles of Chemistry.
Chemist.ry, rnineralo- J Tillman's
Tracy 's Anatomy, Physiology, ancl Hygiene.
gy and goology.
\ Thompson's Elementary Lessons in Electricity and Magnetism
Tillman's Elementary '.fext-Book of Mineralogy.
Le Conte's Elements of Geology (third edition).
Free-hand Drawing ancl Landscape, in black and white.
Mechanical and Architectural Drawing, in ink and colors.
Drawing ......•.....•
Constructive Details: Ordnance Constructions.
*Reed's Topographical Dr.awing and Sketching, including Photography Ap·
plied t,o Snrveying.
United States Army Artillery Drill Regulations .
Tidball's Manual of Heavy Artillery Service, U. S. A.
United. States Army CaYalry Drill Regulations.
Drill regulations, U.
United States Armr Infantry Drill Regulations.
Practical Iustruction in the Schools of the Soldier, Company and BatallionS.-.Army.
lnfantry.
Practical ".l:nstruction in School of the Cannoneer-Sea Coast Artillery; and
in the Schools of the Trooper, Troop, and Squadron-Cavalry.
.
Practical Instruction in the Construction of Ponton Bridges; rn layrng Gun
Practical military en·
Platforms,
and
in
the
Construction
of
Revetments
and
Obstacles.
g-ineering.
Practical and Theoretical Instruction in Military Signaling.

r

FOURTH

Civil and military
engineering an ii
science of war.
Modern la

O'

n.,u

ages

YEAR,-Ji'irst class.

'
Wheeler's Civil Engineering.
Wheeler's Field l!'ortifications.
Mercur's Ma~~n's Perrn:i,nen~ For~~flcation, ed~tion of 1887.
Wheelei:'s ~1.ht~ry ~nimeermg (Siege Operations).

!

::~~~~·!

~

· ·· t

La
w · · · · · · ·· · · · · ·• · · · {
History, geography,~
and ethics.
l
(
Practical military engineering.

:1~:!!~1s~tthif.Art of War.
'
Mahan's Stereutoruy.
*Royal Engineers, Aide-Memoire, Parts I and II.
Knapp's Spanish Grammar, Knapp's Spanish Readings.
*Seoane's Neuman and Baretti's Dlctionary.
Davis's International Law.
Cooley's General Principles of.Constitutional Law in the United States.
Winthrop's Abridgment of Military Law.
General Orders No. 100, A. G. 0., 1863.
Swinton's Outlines of the World's History.
*Labberton's New Historical Atlas and General History.
Practical Instruction in the construction of Ponton, Trestle1 and Sp~r
·Bridges; in the preparation and application of Siege Materials; and in
laying out :Field and Sie e Works.
.
Practical Instrnction in ~ilitary Reconnoissances, on foot a:11d mouuted; in
Field Telegraphy, Night Signaling, and the use of the Hehograph.
*Ernst's Manual of Practical Military Engineering.
Practical Instruction in Astronomy.

t

Natural an<l experimental philosophy.
Drill regulations, U. S.
Army.

Practical Instruction in the Schools of the Soldier, Company and Batta~onInfantry; of the Trooper, Troop, and l::lq uadron-Cavalry; and of the
Battery-Artillery.
I Brnff's Gunpowder and Interior Balli,itics.
Ordnance ancl gunnery Metcalfe's Ordnance and Gunnery.
{ Ingall's System of Exterior Ballistics.

I

Books marked thus* are for reference.
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UNITED STATES MILITARY AC.ADEJ.[Y BLYD.
"\VE T PorNT, N. Y., ,lune 6, 1 94.
Srn: In compli an ce with request of your honorable ommittee I h g to ubmit tbe
following particulars concerning the band stationed at the United tate 1ilitm·y
Academy:
The band as at present constituted consists of one teach r of mu ic (a civilian
under contract) and twenty-fonr musicians, rated and paid as follows, viz:

1 t eacher of music, per annum . _. _. _ .. __ . .... - ........ - ...... - ~ - - - . - - · · · · - - $1, 0 0
6 first-class musicians (enlisted), each $408 per annum . ........ . .......... - - - 2,44
6 secoud-class musicians (enlisted), each $240 per annum ......... - - - - .. - ... . 1, 4-40
12 third-class musicians (enlisted), each $204 per annum ....... - . _- - ..... - .. 2,44
Total
7,416
These amounts are included in the Un ited States Military Academy appropriation
bill.
My experience here has convinced me that the above classification is productive of
great discontent amongst the musicians, for the reason that, while a similar•amount
of work is required from all and there exists but little distinction iii grades of
ability, the second and third classes are disproportionately compen~ated as compared with payments made to members of the first class.
The first-class men, apparently contented with their condition, r eenlist at the
expiration of each term of service; but those of the lower classes almost a lways apply
for discharge at the end of the three years' term. Thus membership of second and
th!r~ classes is subject to frequent change, much to the injury of the band's
efficiency. And this brings in view the fact that the stipend of $20 and $17 a month,
paid to second and third class men, respectively, is so sma11 as to seriously hamper
~fforts made to k eep those grades full with the class of musicians necessary to effectively perform the important duties required of the band at this post.
Musicians in civil life equal with the grade requirecl here receive much higher
rates of compensation for their services, as may be perceived from the statement
that regiments of the National Guard of New York City when in camp pay the
musicians of their respective bands at the rate of $40 a man per week for duties precisely akin to those performed by the United States Military Academy band during
the months of June, July, and August, not to say anything of the remaining nine
months of the year. For such a period, covering about -thirteen weeks, and for a
band of twenty-four musicians, the expenditure of the regiments referred to would
be, including bandmaster at $80 per week, $13,520; or nearly twice as much for
service.of twenty-four musicians for three months as the United States Government
pays a similar number of musicians for twelve months' work.
It is generally admitted that to maintain a good band it is necessary to have a
sufficient number of properly qualified musicians adequately paid. The United
States Military Academy band is too small and three-fourths of its members are
inadequately paid. To overcome these defects I would suggest the band be
increased in membership and pay and that the present classification be modified.
To me it appears advisable the band should consist of forty musicians, as foliows:
10 first-class musicians at, each, $35 per month, per year .............. - ..... $4,200
30 second-class musicians at, each, $30 per month, per year . - _- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 800
15,000
representing an increase in the appropriation of only $8,664 a year. This addition
of musicians and monev would enable the authorities to maintain a band at this
post fully capable of p;rforming the duties required, and in manner such as to be
commensurate with the dignity of the United States Military Academy and to fitly
represent the military music of the nation.
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In conclusion, I would suggest the incumbent of the position of teacher of music
be accorded the rank, pay, and allowances of a commissioned officer, chiefly for purposes of discipline, and also to obtain for him certain social advantages from which,
as a civilian, he is at present excluded.
I am, sir, respectfully,
ARTHUR A. CLAPPE,
Teacher of Music, United States Military Academy.
Hon. JOHN J. DAVIS,
Chairman Miscellaneous Affairs.
(Through Superintendent United States Military Academy.)

•
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ANNUAL REPORT
0 1•' THE

SUPERINTENDENT U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY.
U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N. Y., September 24., 1 94.
The AD.JUT.A.NT-GENERAL, U.S. ARMY,
Washington, D. 0. :
·
Srn: I have the honor to submit this my annual report for the Military Academy for the year ending September 1 , 1894:
HEADQUARTERS

·

PERSONNEL.

The number of officers and instructors on duty at West Point Septem-·
ber I, 1894, was 8 professors, 1 associate professor, 53 commissioned
officers, 1 swordmaster, and 1 teacher of music, a total of 64. (See
roster appended, marked A.) The number September I, 1893, was 66.
The decrease during the year was effected by a reduction of I in the
department of tactics and 1 in the department of law. In all, 11
officers joined during the year and 13 were relieved.
By th~ act approved July 26, 1894, it was provided that "hereafter
no graduate of the Military Academy shall be assigned or detailed to
se_rv~ at said Academy as a professor, instructor, or assistant to either
w1tlun two years after his graduation, and so much of the act of June
30, 1882, as requires a longer service than two years for said assignm~nts_ or details is hereby repealed." This change in the .law by
w1denmg the :field of selection for instructors
be of much advantage to the Academy. There are many young officers quite competent
to teach, parti~u1arly in the departments of mathematics and of modt•rn
languages, who have bad less than four years' service since graduation.
Tbe number of cadets present and absent September 1, 1894, was
322, including 2 foreigners receiving instruction by special authority
of Congress in each case. The number September 1, 1893, was 318,
including 3 foreigners. During the year 34 were discharged for deficiency in studies, I for deficiency in discipliue, I was dismissed, 8
resigned, I (a foreigner) was withdrawn, and 54 graduated; while
there were admitted in all at the three examinations held in March,
June, and August, 101, and 2 of those discharged were reinstated.
For the three examinations referred to there were appointed in all
304 candidates, including 112 alternates. Of these 40 failed to appear
and 159 were foun<l not duly qualified, either mentally or physically,
or both. Of the remaining 105 who pa sed, 12 were alternate. whose

wm
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prin?ipals also passed and for whom there were therefore no vacancies,
leav~ng 93 who were regularly admitted. Of those rejected by the
medical board, 8 were subsequently admitted on probation. In many
~ases the ca~didates bad been rejected ~t previous examinations.
The experience of former years has been similar to this, and shows
clearly that it is not practicable to keep the number of cadets up to
the m3:ximum authorized by law, and that there will always be many
vacanmes. The number now authorized is 371, omitting the foreigners,
an _exces~ of 51_above the number actually belonging to the Academy.
It 1s desuable, I think, from every point of view, that the Academy be
worked up to the full capacity of _its present plant. It should furnish
all the officers for our Army in time of peace, which it can not now do,
and if in addition it could send into civil life each year a few young
men trained as its graduates are the country would be the gainer by
many times the trifling additional cost of their education. A moderate
increase in the number of cadets authorized by law is accordingly recommended; such, for example, as would be obtained by appointin~ 2
at large from each State, to be nominated by the Senators representmg
the State in Congress .
.ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS.

The departments of philosophy, drawing-, mathematics, chemis~ry,
etc., history, etc., engineering, law, modern languages, tactics, prac~ical
military engineering, and of ordnance and gunnery have maintamed
the high standard of instruction for which they have always been
noted. While the heads of the~m departments have not failed to keep
abreast of al1 advances ma<l.e in their special branches of knowledge,
and to introduce improvements when opportunity offered, the changes
in the majority of them have been of a minor character, and do not
call for special mention here.
Tlle time left vacant in the first-class course by the improvement and
condensation of the department of modern hmguages, referred to in my
last annual report, was divided between the departments of law, of
history, etc., of tactics, and of ordnance and gunnery, giving ~~ the
first 19, to the second 22, to the third 12, and to the fourth 6 add1t10nal
recitations, to take effect when the present third class reaches the
first-class year.
The department of law is the only one beaded by a full professor
that is not provided with ~n assistant professor having the pay of captain mounted. It seems but just that this department should be vlaced
upon the same footing in this respect as the others. I recommend that
legislation authoriiing the appointment of an assistant professor of law
be solicited.
THE LIBRARY.

There were added to the library during the last fiscal year 953
volumes, and 250 pamphlets (books containing less than 100 pages).
Tb~re are now on band 37,015 bound volumes and 51578 parul?hlets,
besides many valuable manuscripts, maps, and portraits. The library
lrns entirely outgrown the space beretofore allotted to it. As stated
last y~ar, ~me of the most pressing needs of the Academy is the reconstruct10n mternally of the library building by which it shall be made
fi:eproof, and shall provide proper space fo~ a convenient arrangement
o~ t~e book and for reading rooms. It may be adde<l. that the neces1:nty 1 more pres ing thi. · year than it wa,• last, an<l. will continue to
become more and more o each year.
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The growth of the library has made nece a,1y al a r rg, n;zati n
of its management. The officer of the A.cad my wh , uutl r th~ r o·ulations is tile lil>rarian, can give only a general up rvi i n t it aff ir .
Upon the librarian's assistant must devolve the labor of arr 11 0 ·iuo-} nd
cataloguing new new books, of keeping the record , of being pr nt
~uriug a large part of the day to isi:me aud receive book· and p ri d1ca]s, and of preserving or<ler. By a rare piece of good fortune the
.Academy managed in 1844 to secure the services of an enli~t cl man,
Pri_vate Andre Freis, who was able to pel'form these el'vices sati fact<?r~ly, and who did perform them for nearly bait a century. Recogm~mg the importance of the duties, Oongres, began in 1871 to appropriate annually $1,000 for his compensation in addition to his pay and
allowances as enlisted man. He died on tlrn 8th of .l\larch Jast, re pected
'.1nd lamented by all. The library had grown from about 13,0UO volumes
1~ 184~ to nearly its present dimensions, and he bad grown up as a librarian with 1t. It was quite impossible to find an enlisted man competen~ .to _replace him. A man of education, devoted entirely to books,
familiar ~Ith foreign languages, of sys.tematic habits, knowing where
~o place his hand upon any book or periodical wl1ich may be called for,
IS n~eded as libral'ian's assistant. Dr. Otto Plate, a civilian, was
appornted _to the position, and has -given entire satisfaction. T!1,e
TI?uneY. available for payment of his salary was the annual appropriation_ o_t $1,000. This amount having been originally fixed upou as an
~dd1tion to the salary otherwise received by the incumbent, is manifestly 1:1-ot s~fficient when constituting, as it now does, the entire salary
of the librarian's assistant. It should be increased to $1,500 per annum.
A copy of my order* announcing the death of Private Freis is hereto
appended, marked B. A tasteful monument to his memory is in course
of erection here, to be paid for by subscriptions contributed by officers
of the .Army.
The report of the librarian is hereto appended, marked C.
HEALTH,

The g~neral health of the command was good. No death occurred
among the cadets or among the officers or their families. Two deaths
occurred among the enlisted men and nine among civilians residing or
visitiug upon the post. In gener~l the sanitary condition of the post is
good. Some further extension of the improvements in plumbing and
sewerage are contemplated. The barrack of the engineer co~pany is
overcrowded, making it necessary to place some of the men rn tents
during the summer. The report of the post surgeon is.hereto appended,
marked D.
DISCIPLINE.

The state of discipline of the corps has been generally excellent. It
was necessary to convene courts-martial several times during the year,
resulting in the dismissal of 1 cadet, the resignation of 1, and the suspension of 3. The usual discipline was maintained in the other portions
of the command by the usual methods .
.ACCOUNTS .AND SUPPLIES.

The system of keeping the accounts and of furnishing the cadets with
supplies continued es entially a,· heretofore reported. An abundance
of good healthy food in suffident variety wa furnished at au average
* Omitted.
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cost of slightly less than 52 cents per man per day. Clothing, books,
ap.d other articles were- furnished of good quality and at low rates.
After careful investigation a new pattern of shoe was adopted which
has thus far given entire satisfaction. It is well-shaped to the foot,
light, flexible, and durable, and presents a neat appearance. A high
shoe is provided for midwinter and for riding, but the constant use of
high shoes by young men having a tendency to weaken the ankle, the
standard shoe is low. Oonsiderable dissatisfaction was found with
the work of the laundry during the summer months, when the work
was heaviest. Among other changes it was found necessary to return
to the old system, by which each cadet is charged for the work done,
instead of dividing the total expenses of the laundry equally amon ~;
the entire corps. Attention is invited for . details to the report of the
treasurer and quartermaster and commissary of cadets hereto appended,
marked E.
ARTILLERY.

Further progress was made in replacing guns and carriages whic?had become obsolete with those of modern pattern. Important additions were made to the list of models and sample guns for the general
theoretical instruction of cadets. For details, attention is invited to
the report of the instructor of ordnance and gunnery, hereto appended,
marked F.
The work of constructing new permanent platforms in the seacoast
battery for a new 8-inch rifle, a new 12-inch breech-loading mortar, and
3 front pintle platforms has been begun .
. The drivers for the light battery are obtained from the cavalry det'.1chment. This service has not been popular with the cavalry soldiers.
Their instruction and service as drivers is additional to their regular
duties, and is under officers different from their regular officers. It
inv_olves considerable wear and tear of clothing, for which they s~ould
receive compen..sation. I recommended. last year that they be paid 30
cents each per day extra for the time during which they are employed
upon the extra duty, the total amount required for the 28 men concerned
being $840 for the year. The appropriation bill for the curren_t rear
contains an item of $560 for this purpose. In future appropnat10ns
the amount should, I think, be increased to $840, as originally recommended.
I beg leave to repeat my remarks of last year upon the subject of the
band, the master of the sword, and the adjutant of the Academy, as
follows, viz :
BA.ND.

By the act of March 3, 1877, the Military Academy band was reduced
to 1 teacher of music and .24 enlisted men, which is its present authorized strength. Of the enlisted men 6 receive $34 per month, 6 $20,
and the remaining 12 $17, with the usual allowances of enlisted men.
At the time of this reduction the band consisted of 1 teacher of
musi? '.3'nd 40 enli~tecl musicians, of whom 10 received $34 and the
ren~ammg 30 rec~1ved $30 per month, with the usual allowances of
e~h ted men. Smee that date every superintr11dent of the Academy
with perhaps one exception, and many or all boards of visitors ha~e
:ecommended an incr ase oft.he baud. To anyone familiar with mu, 1c
it need no argument to prove that the preseut numbers and pay are
n?t su:ffi~i nt. Is a go~d band really n ce , ary to the practica·l efficiency of the Academy, 1 the only question which can be a ked. The
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answer is plain when the purpose which tbe band
· n. i lered. Military pomp has a serious and practi • I
~ t--tli •ultin tion of the military spirit. It is in the ame at g r· with atri
songs, discipline, and monuments to dead hero . 'l'b r i. n n
essential part of it than good music. I 1·ecom111 nd tb. t th b. ud
restored to the numbers and pay which it bad b fore the r lu i n in
1877. I recommend, further, that the leader rec ive the rank, P< y • nd
emoluments of a second lieutenant of infantry. The in ·rea e i ' d ir d
not for the purpose of gratifying an idle vanity or mer ly to pr vid
pleasure, but to improve the finer polish given to the :fini 'bed pr duct
of the .Academy.
MASTER OF THE SWORD.

T~e swo!~~as+,er is also the instructor in gymnastics and wimming.
:8"e 1s a c1v1han, appointed by the Secretary of War. The pre eut
mcumbent has worked up an admirable course of gymnastics for the
corps of cadets. His system of calisthenics has been adopted by the
~a~ ~epartment for the use of the Army. He is required to preserve
disciplme and to exercise controi of cadets while under his instruction.
It wo_uld _greatly strengthen bis hand if he should have military rank,
and, m view of the great and increasing importance of his department,
I recommend that legislation be solicited giving him the rank, pay, and
emoluments of a first lieutenant of infantry.
ADJUTANT OF THE ACADEMY.

The Adjutant of the .Academy is also secretary of the academic board,
and upon occasions of ceremony acts as aide-de-camp to the superintendent. His duties are at least as important as those of an assistant
professor, and they are more onerous, while his personal expenses are
grea_ter. It seems but just that the officer holding this position should
receive the- pay of captain, m~mnted, as in the case of assistant professors. Legislation to that effect is recommended.
ATHLETICS.

Upon assuming command here in the spring of 1893, I found that
athletic sports among cadets were receiving a degree of attention that
was unknown at the periods of my former service at the Academy. A
match game of football had been played with the cadet midshipmen
0 ~ ~he U.S. Naval Academy each year for three years in succession,
givmg ~o that game in particular an extraordinary interest here, and
attractmg the attention of the Army at large and of the Navy, as well
as of the general public. To aid in defraying the expenses of these
s:po~ts, which are very considerable, an Army Officers' Athletic Assoc1at10n had been formed, having a membership of several hundred officers and ex-officers of the Army. All of the professors and nearly all
of the officers stationed here were members. I learned, in September,
that plans had been made for the autumn season, which included
engagements with teams from other institutions to play match games
here, and the employment of special instructors to train the cadets in
football. These plans had been made, or at least begun, in the previous winter and spring. Apparently it was assumed that the War
Department would permit the game at A.nnapolis to be repeated. That
there were serious o~jections to tbi , eemed to me ~vident. Y~t the
benefits to be derived from the game were so ol>v10us, the de ire to
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:play the Annapolis match after the defeat of the year before was so
mtense, and the matter had gone so far that I determined to make no
opposition to the match game, and to defer coming to any definite conclusions as to its merits until observation should enable me to weigh
m_o re carefully its relative advantages and disadvantages.
This course having received the approval of the Major-General Commanding the Army, thepreparationswerecontinued. Undertheauthority contained in your telegram of November 23, 31 cadets were permitted to visit Annapolis, where the game was played December 2. A
few days later, December 12, I submitted a special report discussing
the question at length in the light of all the information that I had been
able to collect. Extensive extracts from that report are hereto appended
marked G. My conclusions were that football as controlled here had
been beneficial to scholarship and an aid to discipline, and should
receive a proper degree of encouragement, but that the match game
with the Naval Academy had done much to undo these good rest1lts,
and would if continued entirely undo them, and being objectionable
otherwise should not be permitted to recur. On the 26th of February
the honorable Secretary of War issued the following instructions,
viz: "The game of football will be permitted at the U. S. Military
:A-cademy under such regulations as may now or hereafter be_ pr~.,scribed by the superintendent. He may permit teams from other msti"tutions to visit West Point and to play there with the Academy's team;
·but the team of cadets is prohibited from engaging in matches el~ewhere." Like instructions in regard to the Naval Academy and its
football team were isimed by the honorable Secretary of the Navy.
Engagements have been made with teams from several civilian colleges
to play here this season, a specia.1 instructor has been employed, and so
far as can now be observed the general interest in the game has not
·been injuriously affected by the prohibition of the Annapolis match.
W .A.TER SUPPLY.

At the date of my last annual report the subject of location of the
new reservoir was receiving carBful study. All available sites on. or
near the Government reservation were examined and compared with
each other, the questions of capacity, convenience, cost, quality of water,
and legal complications being duly considered. A full report upon the
subject, dated November 17, 1893, was submitted by Capt. James L.
Lusk, Corps of Engineers, the officer in charge of the water supply,
and was forwarded to the War Department with my letter of December
7, 1893, together with a report by Lieut. Col. J. W. Olous, upon the le~al
questions involved in the consideration of the various plans. Tne
result of the investigation was to confirm the conclusion reached by
my predecessor, that the best site available was that known as the Fort
Putnam swamp. It was found, however, that a ma~;onry dam must be
constructed instead of an earthen dam, and that the old road in the
vicinity must be submerged, and must therefore be replaced by a new
one. The estimate of cost had to be increased to $63,635. The project
having been approved by your letter of January 29, 1894, the work
was begun in April. A fine road located above the flow line and upon
t~e side of the basin oppo ite to the old one has been constructed, the
site of the re ervoir cleared of timber and the earth excavation for
the dam_ b~s be~n. completed. In addition to the sum provided in the
appropr~at~on bi_lJs for the la, t year and for the current year, a further
appropnation of 17,375 will be needed.

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.
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The prolonged drought of the past mum r ao-ain au d, u .. ~i
concerning the supply of water, and mea ure f
n my i?- i. h ·
became necessary early in August. Fortunat ly at the b ·mnm · t
the summer the reservoirs were all full. Thu
ar th p t h<
escaped with some sacrifice of lawns and ome det rioration f h
g_ualit.y of th~ water due to the low stage of Round
nd. In nn c~1on with the water supply attention is invited to t11 r port
the
mstructor of practical milita,ry engineering hereto appended, mark d IL
BUILDINGS .A.ND GROUND .

. The r~port of the post quartermaster, who is also quartermaster and
d1sbursmg officer of the academy, is hereto appended, marked I.
· In ~he a?t approved July 26, 1894, it was provided, " That nothing
contamed m the act making appropriation for the support of the Military Academy for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, shall l>e interpret~d to prevent the number of men in the Detachment of Armysei:v1ce men of the Quartermaster's Department therein J)rovided for
bemg made as high as 150, if in the opinion of the Secretary of War
Such number be required." The necessity of an increase in the number of men, now 117, of this detaehmeut has been long felt, but there
appeared to be a doubt whether the increase could be made under the
old law. The legal objection has now been removed.
_Some progress was made during the year in settling the controversy
with the contractors over the new gymnasium building. The second
co~tractor, John Moore, :finally completed the small items of work to
which refer~nce was made in my last report, and received his :final payment. The first or failing contractor has been dilatory in signing the
necessary papers, but it is expected that a settlement with him can be
effected at an early day.
The progress made during the year upon the new academy building
bas be~n slo~, and no portion of it is ready for occupation. ~he fast
extension of time for completing the contract expired on the 15th rns~ant.
!he contractors are now incurring tlrn penalty of $20 per day provided
Ill the contract. The outside walls are completed sufficiently to give
t~e architectural effect of the finished building, excepting of com~se the
high tower. It seems to be tbe unanimous opinion of all who see 1t that
the building is a credit to the institution and to the architect. The high
tower is needed to complete the architectural design as well as to display prominently the clock. An estimate for building it is submitted .
.An estimate is • submitted also for furniture, including gas :fixtures for
the building.
The new building for sinks and bathrooms for cadets, the new boiler
house, the extension of the gas works, and tlle quarters for ste~ard of
the soldiers' hospital were all completed during the year, and fair progress was made upon the quarters for unmarried officers, and the set of
quarters for a married officer.
The general condition of the roads upon the reservation wa& greatly
improved by reballasting with gravel. The work of regrading and
reconstructing the main road from Highland Falls, to give it a I?rop~r
?haracter as the principal entrance to the post, was begun and J. stIJl
Ill progress. An estimate is submitted for a new guardhouse, of_ permanent character and appropriate design, to be p~acecl near t~1e J~mction of the main road with the back road, about an eighth of a mile from
the southern boundary.
W .A.R 94-YOL I--42
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An important addition to the equipment for roadmaking is~a steam
road roller, for which a:µ appropriation was made in the last-act. · This,
with tile stone crusher procured last year, will enable us to gradually
macadamize and make permanent all the roads upon the reservation.
Work upon the battle monument made good progress duriug the year,
and is now nearing completion. as it was designed. But the figure of
Victory at the top has been so severely criticised that the executive
committee has decided to have it taken down and replaced by another
figure. This action was taken with due deliberation upon the advice
of the arcliitect, given after consultation with the sculptor and other
artists. The final completion of tlle mo1mment will accordingly be
deferred until next spring.
In September, 1893, the board of trustees of the memorial llall, anticipating considerable delay in the preparation and selection of plans,
selected as the architects of the building Messrs. JVlcKim, Mead, and
White, of New York, although the funds bequeathed by Gen. Cullom
we.re not then available. This selection having received the approval
of the honorable Secretary of War, the gentlemen referred to visited
West Point and gave the board tbe benefit of their advice in the selection of a site. A careful contour survey was made of the ground. In
.A.p1il last the architects presented a number of sketch plans, from
whieh the board selected one with modific:-ttions. Fuller drawings were
made and an estimate of cost obtained, when it was found that the
cost of the building, according to that plan, would far exceed the amom_1t
available. New studies were undertaken, the result of which was laid
before the trustees a few days ago. It is hoped that plans can be perfected in time to let a contract this autumn, and to begin the work of
construction in the spring of 1895. The entire amount of the bequest,
$250,000, has been paid into the Treasury, by Geu. Uullom's executor_s,
- exeept $12,500 retained by them to await the decision of the courts m
the matter of the 5 per cent ipheritance tax. The State of New Yo~k
levies a tax of 5 per cent upon bequests, but the legality of the tax m
this case is disputed. The Government has contested tbe tax before
the surrogate and has been defeated. It has taken the matt.er into the
supreme court of the State anti. has been defeated, and bas since taken
it to the court of appeals, where it now lies awaiting decision. _.An ~ct
reliuquishing the tax was passed by the legislature of the State a_t its
last session~ this action being very largely due to tlle efforts of Lieut.
Col. Clous, professor of law. The act was vetoed by the governor (see
Appendix K). The site selected for the building and approved by the
War Department is on the slope northeast of the library, between
Dade's monument and the cavalry barracks.
ESTIMATES.

The estimates for the next fiscal year include some costly jmp~ovements, such as the clock tower for the new academy buildi11g, furmtnre
for that building, tlle r~construction of the library building and the
completion of the new reservoir. Among· the less costly items are a
guardhouse for the south gate, a commissary storehouse, additional
quarters for officers, quarters for the teacher of music and for the steward of the cadet ho. pita], a stable for officer, ' hor ' es, a sidewalk from
th out~ dock_ to th top of the hill, a piazza for the cavalry barra~k
two pnbl_1 · latrrn_e.· for th use of visitor. , new and enlarged ga: mams,
a~ 1d movrn a bmldmg erected. ome forty years ago an<l 11ow an ob trn ·timi. There are numerous item of llli11or ituprovem 11k. In all tliey
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In .c?nclusion I have to report that the
ad my 1 m c
con~1t10n. It is passing through an era of impr
men
eqmpment and outward physical ondition are cone ro cl
greater_ liberality of Congress in recent year . Tlle •urri l~lum b th
theoretical and practical, is the result of many y ar exp r1 nee, and
has proved itself well adapted to the objects of th in tituti n. Th
professors and officers are accomplished, each in his ph re, and
devoted to their work, and deserve well of the Government.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
0. H. ERNST,

Colonel of Engineers, Superintendent.

LIST OF APPENDICES.

C-Report of librarian.
D-Report .of post surgeon.
E-;Report of treasurer and quartermaster and commissary of cadets.
F-Report of instructor of ordnance and gunnery..
G-Report of superintendent upon athletics, Dec~mbe~ 12, 1893.
H-Report of instructor of practical military engmeerrng.
I-Report of the quartermaster of the Military Academy.
K-Veto message of the governor of New York.
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C.
U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY LIBRARY,
West Point, N. Y., September 11, 1894.
To the ADJUTANT, u. s. MILITARY ACADEMY:
.
Sm.: In accordance with your request, dated West Point, N. Y., August 21, 1894,
Circ"Q-lar No. 39, I have the honor to submit the following report in regard to the
library:
The· vacancy in the position of assistant librarian, caused by the death of Andre
l?ries, was filled by the appointment of Dr. Otto Plate, PH. D. (Strassburg). He
was first employed to assist in classifying the library and to continue the card cataloguing of it::; books on November 21, 1894, and his attainments and fitness for the
posWon were found to be such that he was subsequentlv appointed by the superintend~ut as assistant librarian. He has already introd-iiced many modifications in
the classification a,n1l arrangement of the library that prove to be highly advantageous, and I am satisfied that his appointment is a very commendable one.
The additions to the library from Septetnber 1, 1893, to August 31, 1894, have been
953 bound volumes and 250 pamphlets, making a total of 37,015 volumes and 5,578
pamphlets at present on the shelves of the library.
.
I can not add anything to my report of last year in regard to the great necessity
of renova.ting the library building, except to say that this necessity has b~co_me
more urgent a nd pressing. I am of the opinion that the making of the bmldrng
fireproof and nidapting it to a more general use by officers and cadets is a matter of
the first importance, and that every effort should be made to secure a favorable consideration of an application for an approprh,tion for this purpose.
, Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
P. s. MICHIE,
Professor of Philosophy, Libra1·ian.

D.
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,
SURGEON'S OFFICE, CADij;T HOSPITAL,
West Point, N. Y., Septernber 11, 1894.
To the ADJUTANT, U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N. Y. :
SIR: In compliance with the requirements of Circular No. 39, beadqua~ters U. S.
Military Academy, August 21, 1894, I have the honor to submit the followu~g report
of the work done in the medical department of this st ation for the year endmg ,June
30, 1894:

The following medical officers have been on duty during the year:
Philip F. Harvey, major and. surgeon, July 1, 1893, to .June 30, 1894.
C. N. B. Macauley, captain and assistant surgeon, February 5, 1893, to May 10, 1894.
Prederick P. Reynolds, first Jieutenant and assistant surgeon, July 1, 1893, to June
30, 1894.

The duties of the medical officers have been divided generally as follows:
The post surgeon has charge of the cadet hospital and cadet sick calls, general
administrative affairs of themedfoaldepartment of the Academy :md post, and of snch
officers and their families as may call on him for professional advi ce and treatrnen~.
The first assistant has charge of the soldiers' hospital and such officers and their
families as nrny call on him for treatment .
. 'J'.h_e second assistant has professional charge of the families of enlisted men and of
c1v1han_e~pl<?:y:es and their families living on the reservation, and of such officers
and their fam1hes as ma.y call upon him for professional treatment.
.
The mean strength of the commanrl for the year is shown by the followmg table:
Officers._._ . ___________ . ___________ . _______________ . ____ .. _____________ ..
53. 23

ir1~::~ ;i~~ii;~:ii~i;~~: _-::::: _-::: _- :::::::::_-:: :::::::f~~i-li~;::::::::::
::::::::::::::::: lit
1s·

Civilians: soldiers' famili~;, ~~~iii~~ ·e-~p-l~y-tSs~ -~~d-tb~ii:

gg

476. 08

Total ...... __ .. ______ . _____ ______ ____ ______ ______ ____ ____ ____ ______ 1, 431. 23

UNITED STATES MILIT RY AC
The following table shows the numb r of a

tr

. ·1

EI

t d durin th

' , r:

Officers ...............•..... . _............... . ... ...... . ....................
Cadets ............•....•••••...••........... - - - - - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

1,
-!

g:~:;:: ~~i~~!::.:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_. ::_.: ::_. _· ::_· _· ::_. _. ::_.:::

1
1:-

Cadets in hospital, injuries ............................ - .. - - - - - - · · · - · - · · · · · · ·
Cadets in hospital, diseases ..... . ...............•.. ...... - - - - · - - · · · · · - · · · · · ·
Total ........ ........ ................. ....... - - - - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Cadets treated in quarters and. excused from ome duty ................... - - .
Cad_ets treated in quarters·, not excused ...... ........ . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E
men in
1 an d q uar t er!:!, IDJUries..............................
· · ·
E nhsted
.
. ho.sp·t
1 as
0
listed men 111 hospital and quarters, disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4
IOA~
2

c· ·r Total······ ...........................................................
IVI

5 116
ians treated (men, wom en, and children) ................................ 1,493
Total cases treated...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 609

There were performed during the year 212 vaccinations an d revaccination .
. Headache, ephemeral fever, eye affections. diseases of tho digestive organs, epidemic
mfluenza, and tonsilitis were prevalent forms of ickness requiring treatment in the
cadet hospital.
The following n umber of births occurred during the year:
!Jales, 8; femal es, 13; total, 21.
rhere were no deaths among officers or their families during the year.
T ~ere were 2 deaths among the enlisted men, viz:
Michael Graber, private, Army service detachment; age, 44 years; accidental.
Cfaduse of death, peritonitis and shock, resulting from b eing crushed by a rock.' Date
0
eath, December 25 1894 . .
tndrew Freis, privaf,e, Army 8ervice detachment; age, 72 years. Cause of death,
pu ,mon,ary t~ berculosis. Date of death, March 8, 1894.
1.he f?llowrng deaths occurred among civilians on the post during the year:
f (l) Kmg, George, colored; age, 55 years; died from shock and hemorrhage (internal,
rom ruptured lung), by fall from scaffolding in ridinohall; July 29, 1893.
0
(2 ) Craney, Robert M.; age 24 years· cause of death abscess of middle-ear, followed
b Y acute meningitis; Au<rust'23 1893. '
'
(3) Johnston, Ernest V~ · age ',1 years· died from fracture of the skull and injury
to the ~rain, resulting fro.Ju a f;tll from the stone-wall embankment; April 25, 1894.
(4) Fitch, Lena; age, 3 years; female; diphtheria; July 11, 1893.
( 5 ) K?ch, Charles W.; l¼ years old; male; cholera infantum; July 13, 1893.
(6) Dillon, Mary; 6 months old; female; cholera infantum; August 11, 1893.
<7 ) Brewster, Mattie; female; puerperal ecla.mpsia; October 23, fo93.
( 8 ) Bryde, Anna M. ; age, 68 years; pneumonia,; January 6, 1894.
(9) Rodgers, Ellen; age, 74 years; bronchitis; .F ebruary 16, 1894.
T~ere. were_ 4,925 prescriptions compounded at the cadet hospital and 2,482 at the
so!dienr hosp_1tal during the year.
.
.
T_he fol~owrng points have been particularly dwelt upon by the medical officers m
their monthly sanitary reports during the year: July, 1893, Maj.~- F. Harvey, surg eon, U. S. Army, reported that an unusual amount of sickness prevailed amongst the
corps of cadets durin<r the month rangincr from 30 to 60 cases each day. They were
mostly of a minor ch;fracter, such as diso~ders of digestion, chafed feet, etc . .
Report of a, case of diphtheria in the family of a private in the Arm;y service, 6th
of July, 1893, with death of patient. 'fhere was no extension of the disease (Capt.
C. N. B. Macauley, assistant surgeon, U.S. Army).
J\ug~st, 1893, report of numlJer of cadets excused from duty because of sore feet
while m att endance at the Columbian Exposition (Maj. P. F. Harvey, surgeon, U.
S. Army).
~ovember, 1893, report of disposal of refuse from the cadet mess, with recommendations (Surg. Harvey).
Rep~nt of inadequate latrine accommodations at the engineer barracks, also of
defective ventilation of building (Assistant Surs-, Macauley) .
March, 1894, report of methods used in bakmg meats in the cadet mess (Surg.
Harvey) .
Jnne, 1894, report of ivy poisoning (Surg. Harvey).
.
.
T? c following sanitary i-eports were submitted by the medical o.fficers of tJw poS t
dnrrng the year:
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_ September 15, 1893, report inspection of cells of main guardhouse, by Maj. P. ,F.
Harvey, surgeon, U.S. Army, made in compliance with instructions of the superintendent.
September 28, 1893, report of Maj. P. F. Harvey, surgeon, U.S. Army, regarding the
heatmg of the rooms in the cadet barracks.
December 5, 1893, report of Maj. P. F. Harvey, surgeon, U. S. Army, on injuries
am<;mg the corps of cadets caused by riding, football, and gymnastics during the
penocl from September 1, 1893, to November 30, 1893.
Deeembe'I' 4, 1893, report of analysis of water by the chemist of the Surgeon-General's office.
December 9, 1893, report of Maj. P. F. Harvey, surgeon, U. S. Army, supplemental
to report of December 5, on injuries received by cadets in riding hall.
The card system of recording the medical history of each cadet has recently been
introduced in the hospital, and it is hoped that it will enable the medical department of the post to furnish, with the least possible delay and labor, the complete
physical l1istory of a member of the corps of cadets from the elate of his admission
to the Academy.
A set of hospital steward's quarters is needed near the cadet hospita.1, as the room
in the administrative part of the hospital now occupied by this noncommissioned
officer is required for the use of the member of the hospital corps. An estimate of
the cost of (lOnstruction of these quarters has been submitted to the superintendent;
also one for general repairs to the soldiers' hospital and of the cadet hospital.
The soldiers' hospital is of recent construction and is well equipped for the t1:eatment of all medical and surgical cases, but the cadet hospital has not been provided
with a modern operating room, which is absolutely necessary for the treatment_ of
all cases requ'iri:rig -surgical interference in a hospital, and for this reason the eqm}?ment of this hospital can not be considered abreast of the times, so far as this
department is concerned; therefore the conversion of the room in the southeast cor?er
of the third floor of the administration buildino- of the hospital into an operatmg
room is urgently advised, and an estimate for the new work required· to accomplish
this purpose has been submitted.
Recently, and with little expense, a small room in the cadet hospital_ has been
fitted up as a laboratory devoted to bacteriology, pathology, and chemistry, an~,
as it has already been supplied with an outfit of apparatus, it is believ:ed that this
addition to the equipme~t of the hospital will be of material advantage m the study
of the pathological condition of the patients admitted for treatment.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEO. H. TORNEY,
Major and Surgeon, U. S. Army, Post Sitrgeon.

UNITED STA TE

MILIT I Y

C

l:,)fY.

OFFICE Ol? TREASURER,

The

ADJUTANT,

U.S.

MILITARY ACADE.l\IY,

West Point, N.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the followin()" r lativ t m. dnti
of the U. S. ¥ilitary Academy, quarterma t r and ommi ·ary of ad t ·
fiscaLyear endmg June 30, 1894, referring to ach duty under it ' h
TREASURER 01!' TilE U . '-' • l\IILITAHY A ADE~n· .

The business of the treasurer's office duriu()"
the ear u e. itat d th k epin°· of
0
twenty-eight separate accounts with1. The assistaut treasurer ~f the Uuitecl tate , ew York 'ity.
2. The Athletic Association.
,3. Balances paid.
4. The barber.
5. Cadet cash.
6. The cadet hospital.
7. The cadet laundry.
8. J'he cadet quartermaster's department.
9. I'he cadet subsistence department.
10. The confectioner.
11. The corps of cadets.
12. Damages, ordnance.
13. Dancing.
14. The dentist.
15. Deposits.
16. The Young Men's Christian Association.
17. The Dialectic Society.
18. The equipment fund.
19. Expressage.
20. Gas.
21. Hops and german.
22. Miscellaneous fund.
23. Miscellaneous items.
24. Oaths.
·
25. The paymaster, U. S. Army.
26. Periodicals.
27. The photographer.
28. Policing barracks.
I have explained in previous reports the necessity for and the character of these
accounts.
These accounts were regularly inspected every two months by an. o_fficer detailed
for that duty, as well as by the special committee of the Board "f V1s1tors.
The financial statement of the treasurer U. S. Military Academy, dated May 15,
1893, which was the last prior to the expiration of the fiscal year 1892-'93, was as ---..
follows:
.Assets.

Liabilities.

As8istant treasurer .................. . $34,557.99

g;~11!?~;~~~:: :::: ::::::::::::::::::
Trust funds or bonds ................ .
Cash on hand ............... ........ . .

157. 28
98. 00
135. 00
20,000.00
873. 65

Total .... ___ ...... _........ ... .. r 55, 821. 92

Athletic .Association .......... .. - ... .
Cadet hospital.. .... .... ............ .
Cadet laundry ............. ... ...... .
Cadet quartermaster's department ..
Cadet subsistence department ..... .

g~~!ffs~~-d-~~s-:: ::.·::: ::: :: ::::::: ::

$222. 75
182. 97
4,280.11
10,333.81
1,054.55
11,381.42
200. 00

Young Men's Chri3tian .Association.
Dialectic Society ......... - . - ... - - - - ·
Equipment fond ...... --- ........ -- - Miscellaneous fund ...... - - - - .. - - - - - -

26. 85
28,100.00
24.52

Total .. _.. _.. __ .. ___ . . . . . . . . . . . .

55, 821. 92

14. 9-l
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The followjng statement of receipts and disbursements, under each account, exhibits
the totals or such between May 15, 1893, the date of the above statement, and May
21, 1894, the date of the last statement prior to the end of the last nscal year, six
bimonthly settlements having been made during the year, namely:
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Purpose.
Assistant ireasurer .........••........................................
Athletic A ssociation ................................................. .
Balances paid .............................. .. .. . . ....... .... ... ...... .
.Barber ............................................................... .
Cadet cash ........................................... ... ............. .
Cadet hospital ...............•.................................... . ...
Cadet laundry ........................................................ .
Cadet quartermakter's department ................. .... .............. .

Disbnrse·
ments.

Recei11ts.
$1{il, 977. 32
1, 30J. 81
17,383.21
594.15
15,201.65
2,344.57
7,190.32
69,405. 77
60,843.63
22ti. 00
188,775.63
. 35
5]5. 55
1,011 : 00
18,568.03
175. 20
708. 12
13,862.00
42. 76
1, 2H. 76
1,516.8:l
23. 61
179. 58
26. 50
162, 145. 15
74. 55

730,841.92

23
24

Miscellaneous items .....•............... -~·-·· ...................... .
Oaths . • .................................................. .. . ..... .....

~~

i~1i~Wf1~~~~~k~::::: ·.::::: ·. ·.·.·. ·.·.·.·.: :·.·_: :·.·_ :: ::: :·. ·. ·_ ·. ·. ::::::: ·.:::::::

$161, 785. 15
1,434.36
17,225.93
594.15
15,178.65
2,527.54
9,894.62
()6, 691. 53
61,138.35
226. 00
190,883.38
. 35
515. 55
986. 00
18, 064.03
175. 46
654. 65
11 ,540.00
42. 76
1,244.76
1', 587. 41
33. 85
179. 58
26. 50
162, 145. 15
74. 55
29. 00
5,471. 87

Total............................................................

7:30, 351.13

1~

g~~1!c\i~:!~t~~-~~ .~~~~~~~~~~-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

!! 1~1!f?~O~·.: .•.:••• :.::.:.::••.•'. •.•••••••:••.••:•.•••.•..•.:
I

15
16
17

18

Deposits ............................................................. .
Young M en's Christian Association ................................. .
Dialectic Society ..................................................... .
Equipment fund ..................................................... .

~~ !!f~~~~~~~- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~ iiYrcsei\~~e~~~f~nnsi::: ::::::: :: : ::: :: : : : :: :: :::::: :::: :: ::::::::: :: : : :
~~

~:ri~:i~~l~ _·:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

2il. 00

5,471.87

From this statement it is seen that certain accounts appear and disappear, no balances being carried.
.
The following statement exhibits the expenditnres for purposes designated, dnrmg
the fiscal year, together with the sums expended during each of the last two preceding years, for the same purposes, viz:
Purpose.

1~94.

Athletic Association ............................................ .
Barber ....................... ... .. ................... -···· ·······

$1,434.36
594. 15
226. 00
986. 00
175. 46
654. 65
42. 76
1,244.76
26. 50
74. 55
29. 00
5,471.87
2, 527. 54

£~~it~!!;~~~~:::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Young Men's Christian Association .. •........ . . . ... .. .......... .

i~1~?;;;~?t?:::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
il]l!~r~~~l~~i~~~~~;i:t~: : : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Oaths ................ .... ....................................... .
P eriodicals .. ................ . .... ... ..... ................... -... -

1892.

1893.
$279. 81
533. 55
452. 00
674. 00
16. 86
447. 83
32. 84
1,668. 36
30.

15

73. 42

84. 00
5,599.55
1,961.51

445.10
44.:W
1, on. 11
24. 00
92. 00
51. 00
5, 8G6. 63
1, 928.61

6.

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.
The following is the statement of the trea ur r :it da,t fa ' ..,1
last settlement of his accounts and faspectiou there f pri r t
:fiscal year:
.Assets.

Liabiliti , .

&sJistant treasurer ............... .. . $34,365.82

~!n!t,1~~~:::: :: :: ::: ::::::: :::::::::

T opst and !ermans ............. ...... .
cruhs fun s (bonds) .......... .. ······
as on hand ...............•.....•• ..

Total ............ ..... ... ...... .

75. 00
110. 00
70. 58
20,000.00
1,364.44

55,985.84

.A.thl tic as o iation ................ .
Cadet laundry ..................... ,.
Cadet qua.rterma ter'. d pnrtment ..
Cadet ub i t nc cl partm nt ..... .
Corps of aclets ..................... .
Deposits ..... . . ..... . .............. .
Young Men's Christian .A. o iation .
Equipment fund ................... . .
Dialectic so ·ioty ..... ... ... . ........ .
Miscellaneous fund ................ . .
Total .......................... .

55,985.84

The amou~t of the equipment fund, as given above, was r educed becau e of the
settlement of the accounts of this year's graduating class by the sum of $10,512.
The members of the class which graduated this year deposited on entering, eacb, on
af $verage, $106.30; when going on furlough they r eceived, each, an average amount
? 103.52; on gradu ating they received, each, an average of $240.93; this sum
~ncl_uded an average equipment fund of $194.66, and shows that the average saving
urrng the last two years at the Academy was $46.27.
It has been the custom for several years past to settle, approximately, the account s
members of the furlough class to August15 of their furlough year,. and to advance
when they go on furlough such sums as they might be out of de bt for use on
f nre1m
ough.
th~t has become apparent that members of the furlough class exercise dnri.z:ig their
ird-class ;vear undue economy in refraining from supplying themselves w1th nec;ssary clothrng 3:nd other a-rticles, to the end that they may have as much ~oney for
u;lo~gh as possible, expecting to supply themselves on their return from fnrlou~h.
his plan throws on the latter half of their course at the Academy expenses which
~hould have been borne durinrr
the first half and diminishes the amounts otherwise
0
ue them a t graduation.
To remedy this matter, l have the honor to recommend that hereafter the accounts
0
{ fur]ou~h men be settled, approximately, to July 31 of their furlough year, and th~t
t _ey _receive only su?h sums as they may be out of debt on _such settleme~t- This
will ~nsure th em their August pay for the purpose of part paymg_fo~· the articles they
:find it necessary to purchase on their return from furlough and w1ll rncrease the sums
due them at graduation.
The members of this year's furlough class deposited on entering the Acad~my
(av,erage each) $94.52; they received when going on furl~ugh (av:erage), $120.0t>.
'1 he average deposits of candidates or new cadets enterrng durmg the year was
$~8.57. Two . new cadets made no deposits, and they wil~ have to be born e ?Y the
~ieasurer until such time as, under the exercise of the stnctest economy, th eir savm~s from their pay will cancel their indebtedness.
.
. Ex-Cadet Urtecho, of Nicaragua, is indebted to the Academy m ~he sum of $152.34.
Smee he was admitted to the Academy by act of Congress, I thmk that Congress
should appropriate the sum of his indebtedness and settle the same, and recommend
that it ~e asked to do so.
·
The plan adopted in settling the accounts of graduates and furlough men pnor to
the date of their departure is eminently successful.

ft

CADET QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT.

During the year the following articles of clothing were manufactured, viz:
Dress coats. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
White j ackets.. ..................
.J<'lannel trousers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Civilian vests .. _. ... ... _... . . . . . .
Officers' blouses .... _......... . . . .
Overcoats........................
Gray trousers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Riding trousers.. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . .

213 Officers' trousers ............... · 183 Gymnasium trousers ............ .
80 Blouses ......................... 3 White trousers .................. 3 Tennis trousers ................ · 151 Civilian coats .................. - ·
608 Ci viliau trousers .............. · · ·
80

36
1

465
868
16
3
3
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There were repaired during the year:
Dre s con,ts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
320
Gray trousers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 140
Civilian coats.. ...... .. ...... ....
179
Socks . ........ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 498
Chevrons made and sewed ou.....
702
Overco·ats ........ __ . . ... .... .. _..
282
White trousers ..... . ....... ..... . 1,266

Civilian vests ....................
179
Gloves. ..........................
340
Blouses.... ......................
694
Riding trousers ........... _.. . . . .
58
Civilian trousers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
179
Shoes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 372

The new uniform shoes give, as far as I can learn. the best satisfaction.
The floors of the halls in the cadet quartermaster's department building are made
of concrete and cement. The floor in the main hall is constantly Tequiring repairs.
Th e one on the third floor is in bad condition, as is also the one on the ground floor.
I request permission to repair with cement the first or grounu-floor hall, to place
ordinary tiling or stone flagging on the floor of third-story hall, and to cover the
main hall with marble or tile, at a cost not to exceed 75 cents per square foot, and to
defray such cost from the cadet quartermaster's department fund, the one by which
the portion of the building containing these halls was erected.
The fund, in cash, goo·ds, and accounts due, on June 30, 1893, amounted to
$42,775.98. On June 30, 1894, it amounted to $43,130.88, an increase of $350.90
during the year as against a loss of $1,013.48 during the year previous.
It is impossible to adopt any percenta.ge on the business of the department, such
that the profits will exactly ~eet the expenses, and ther·efore the diminution or
increase of the fund in any year to a slight extent gives no concern, as it is a matter
depending entirely upon the business of the department, and one which rights itself
in a series of vears.
I recommend that there b e no change at present in the percentages charied,
which are 4 percent on all articles other than clothing, and 10 per cent on clothrng;
all on face of net invoice.
CADET SUBSISTENCE DEPARTMENT.

Th e condition and working of the cadets' mess is very satisfactory.
Th e average daily cost of subsistence per cadet during the year was a fraction less
thau 52 cents. and it was slightly less than the year previous.
The character and quality of the food served was the best obtainable, while the
variety was as great as it was possible to obtain under the expenditure no~ed, an
expenditure as great as the pay of a cadet will admit. This charge for subs1sten?e
would have been still less had it not been for the extraordinary expense incurred m
maintaining a training table for candidates for the foot-ball team and for the entertainment of visiting teams.
I have the honor to recommend that no training table may be hereafter authorized. Besides the extra expense, such a table imposes additional obligations upon
the mess employes, makes a distinction in the subsistence of the cadets, subj~cts the
commissary of cadets to being requested by the "coach" to do, or to refram from
doing, certain things in connection with the training table, and, as it has heretofore
appeared, all to no purpose. Should teams from civilian organizations visit West
Point, I earnestly request that the practice of entertaining them at the cadets' me~s
be no longer continued. This will work no hardship on them, as they can obtam
their meals at the hotels in this vicinity or at Mr. Denton's r estaurant.
It may be said that tho presence of visiting teams may be secured for a less sum of
money if they are entertained at the cadets' mess. Possibly that may be the case,
but it certainly can not be considered just that the mess should bear an expense
chargeable to an association provided with funds. ·
CADET LAUNDRY.

'l'he laundry building and machinery are in good condition. The washing tnrn~d
out during the year, especially in reference to white trousers, has not been satisfactory .
In my last annual report I showed that the number of articles laundered during the
fisc~l yea_r 1892-'93 e~ceeded the numl>er launderecl during tbe previous fiscal year by
128, 1_46 pieces . Durmg the fiscal year ending .June 30 last the work of the la~ndry
was 111creased o:7er the work of 1892-'93 by 75,766 pieces, and this, too, exclusive of
th~ work done for t~e cad.et hospital.
.
• ~ven thousand mne hundred and sixty pieces were washed for the cadet hospital
dnrmg the last fiscal year as against 4,082 the year previous.
The av rage numb r of caclets present durino- the l ast fiscal year was, in round
numh r_, 23 gr ater th~n tlnring the fiscal year ~f 1892-'93, but such incr a e in the
corps will not a ·count for th iucrea ·e iu the number of pieces ent to the laundry.
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Such increase, without endeavoring to account for it, has taxed the laundry to its
utmost capacity under the former organization of its forces, an<l although additional
lal.H1r, such as is obtainable in this section, has been employed., has prev~nted sati factory work being turned out.
Remedial measures, with which you are acquainted, have been taken, and it is
confidently expected that there will be an increased weekly improvement in the
work of the laundry.
A room in which soiled clothing can be received, assorted, and stored until required
for the washing machines is greatly needed at the laundry. This matter will be
brought to your notice as soon as it has been maturely determined as to the size ~nd
location of said room.
Respectfully submitted.
WM. F. SPURGIN,
Captain Twenty-fi1·st Infantry, Treasurer U. S. Military .Academy,
·
Qua1·terrnaste1· and Gomrnissary of Cadets.

F.
WERT POINT, N. Y., Angust 28, 1894.
The ADJUTANT, U. S, MILITARY ACADEMY:
Srn: In accordance with instructions I have the honor to submit tho following
report?~ the principal operations in the department of ordnance and gunnery at the
U.S. Military Academy during the fh;cal year end.ing June 30, 1894::
LABORATORY.

~he work at laboratory includes the painting and caring for the three light battenes and the machine and rapid-fire guns, and also the siege and seacoast batteries
and Battery Knox.
The carriages of all these batteries have been painted and the guns varnished
and la\Jquered. The :fireworks for the graduating and 4th of July exercises have
?een prepared. Numerous repairs have been made to the different batteries involvmg consH~erable work in the machine shop, and repairs have also been made to the
cadet eg.mpments and to the foils, fencing muskets, and broadswords used in the
gymnasmm.
Models of all the service projectiles, full size in wood, have been completed aud
l~t~ered for use. A new wood :floor has been laid in the barrack room, a new parti~10~ put up, and new marble washstand put in. A new wood floor 1:as also been
laid rn the upper room _of the middle building, and a concreted floor m tbe lower
store room. A supply of water has been introduced into the laboratory yard with a
new hydrant. · The old shingle roof on equipment shed has been replaced by a tin
roof a,ud a new door put on the middle building.
A Pratt & Whitney lathe, 16-inch, and a pillar-shaper, for which appropriations
w~re made by the last Congress, have been placed in position in the m~chine shop,
with new pulleys and belting, and the shop is now well fitted for any ordmary work.
Drawings for tbe new text book in Ordnance and Gunnery are in progress, and some
of the plates for the book have bee.::i received from the Moss Engraving Company,
New York. The work on this book will probably be completed during the current
fisca,l year. Drawmgs for the section room have also been made of the more complicated ordnance material studied bv cadets. This work will be continued till it is
complete.
~
The trophy guns at Trophy Point have been secured to their skids so as to prevent disarrangement, and the skids themselves mounted on stone foundations laid in
cement. The same bas been done with the large Mexican mortars. This work will
be continued until finished.
Models have been made in wood of the boring and rifling tools used in gun mauufacturn, and. sample boards of cartridges, fuses, primers, etc., have been prepared
illustrating the different steps in the manufacture of these various articles.
FIRING GROUNDS,

AU tire wired at the firing grou:ncl have been rearranged and systematized, an<l
drawings rnacle showinA' all the connections. New targets have been erect~<l for ~be
small arms w1tl1 a ca.st-iron uullet-proof , hield mounted on a,stone foundation. 1 ha
stone wall arounll tha 1ir,,1g grounds has been relaid and completed. Four new
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Spri~gfi~ld rifles, prepared especially at the Springfield Armory for taking pressures,
and Ju~m~hecl with pressure gauges, have been received; also a new firing rest. Each
ual~1~t.ic mstrum_ent now has its own gun, ancl no delay is necessary in firing, and ~he
facilities for takmg velocities and pressures are better than ever before, affordmg
an opportunity to each cadet to become thoroughly acquainted with the practical
methods of working ballistic instruments.
The property belong-ing to the ordnance museum which was shipped to the Chicago
exposition has been returned in good order.
.
ADDITION TO ARMAMENT.

During the year there have been received one 8-inch steel breech-loading rifle,
with its spare parts and appliances, for repair; and also au 8-inch barbette carriage,
co1;1pl~te, for this gun. As th·e appropriation for t_h e platform was not suffici~nt ~o
build 1t, the carriage was mounted temporarily on a wood platform, from which ~t
can be rea,dily moved into position as soon as its platform is ready. Wor1r upon this
platfo~m will be begun at an early day.
Three new front-pintle barbette carriages for· 8-inch converted rifles have also been
received and will replace the ol<l. centre-pintle carriages of obsolete pattern as soon
as the platforms for them are ready.
.
The Maxim automatic machine gun and the Nordenfolt rapid-fire gun, mentioned
in the last report, have been received. The Maxim gun, upon test, did not work satisfactorily, and the ·corripany is ?-OW replacing some of the parts by new ones.
SMALL ARMS AND AMMUNITION.

Two new .30-caiiber rifles have been supplied by the Ordnance Departmen~ for t~e
instruction of cadets, · and the class of 1894 were instructed in the workrng, dismounting, and assembling of the gun, and velocities were taken with it at the
instrument house. ·
MODELS.,

The various models of instruments and ordnance material which have been made
at the laboratory have already been spoken of. The following models of service
guns made of steel have been received during the year:
One 3.60 mortar, one-tenth size.
One 3.60 mortar, breech mechanism, one-half size.
· One 3.20 field gun, one-teuth size.
One 3.20 fi eld gun, breech mechanism, one-half size.
One 5-inch siege gun, complete, one-tenth size.
One 10-inch seacoast gun, complete, one-tenth size.
One 12-inch steel mortar, complete, one-tenth size.
These models were made at the ·watervliet arsenal, and are intended to be used
for purposes of instruction in the section room ancl also for the ruus~um. A new
appropriation bas been obtained for completing the models cf all service guns, and
also for models of their carriages.
RECOMMENDATIONS.

I have the honor to recommend that the senior assistant instructor of ordnance
and gunnery receive the pay of assistant professor, and that a provision ~o this eff~ct
be recommended for insertion in the next Military Academy bill. The duties of semor
assistant instructor in this department are exactly the same as those of the ~orresponding officer in other departments. The course extends over the same period_ of
time, and in additio1,1 to his academic duties, this officer has others connected with
the care and preservation of ordnance property at the post which do no~ fall to the
assistant professors in other departments. In addition to this, his rank 1s generally
such as would entitle him to this position and pay were he serving iu any other
department of instruction at the Academy .
.I_ wo~d also recommend that steps be taken to procme a sample 3:rm an~ its ammumt1on from each of the l eading European powers with a description of its mechanism, for the instruction of cadets anti. for the ruu~eum.
Very 1·espectfully, your obedieut servant,
LAWRE

R L. BRUFF,

Captain Orclnance Departrnent, U. S . .Arrny,
In structor of Ordnance and (},unnery.
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G.
Extract from the report of the superintendent U. S. Milita1·y Academy to the .Li.djutantGeneral of the Army, upon the subject of athlet-ic sports as practic d at the Academy.
U.S. MILITARY A ADE.I
West Point, N. Y., December l fd, 1899.

HEADQUARTERS

. It may be assumed at the outset tha.t the physical development of cadets is uffic1_entl.y provided for in the regular curriculum, or, if not, that improvements in that
direction should be made in a more systematic way tl1an by the mere en ourao-em nt
of voluntary athle~ic sports. If needed at all, they should be made to apply to all
cac~ets. Football is to be considered as a recreation and a sport, and not a a means
of mstruction .. The important questions concerning it are: (1) What are its effects
upon schol~rsh1p f (2) What are its effects upon discipline t (3) Is it unduly angeruus to life and limbf (4) Is it too expensivef (5) Should the annual match
game between the cadets and the cadet midshipmen be permitted 'i
I.-EFFECT UPON SCIIOLARSHIP.

flnyi1;1nocentamu-sementwhich during the honrsset aside for recreation wil.1 take the
mrnhd of th_e cadet absolutely away from his books will benefit him. He w1l1 return
to ~s studies refreshed and invigorated and the ne-trresult of his day's work will
grea:ter than if his entire time had b~en devoted to them. Football accomplishes
is 0 bJect ~1ore completely than any other known game. Its effects in ~hat respect
ar~ not confined to the actual players, bnt extend to practically the entm~ corps of
ca ~ts. From one-quarter to two-thirds of the corps may be seen 1ookmg on or
~akmg part m the daily practice games while with all it is a subject of absorbing
mterest. and conversation, and at the ~atch games on Saturday after-'?-oo~s ne~rly
th
e entire corps a:re present, exhibiting every sign of the most enthusiastic enJ~Ymedn~. Is the e~mtement too greaU Does it extend beyond the hours of recreation
an
mterfere with studies, If it does the effect should be noticeable among the
31 ca~ets
constituting the first and sec~nd teams and supernumeraries. These have
been 111 regulart.raining, have devoted all their spare moments since the 1st of September to practice, and have undoubtedly given more thought to th_e game th~n
any ?ther cadets. To obtain specific information with reference to the1r progress m
st
u d ies, I addressed to the members of the academic board a circular letter of which
a copy is inclosed, marked A. I invited them at the same time to express their views
upon the subject of athletics in creneral as lll)W practiced at this place. Copies of
th eir replies aro inclosed marked B C D E F G H I K L and M. Their perusal
shows wide differences of' opinion. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '•
In th~ first class are 6 players. Of these(1) Cadet A.-Lost 5 places in eno-ineerin<Y · gained 6 places fo ordnance and gunne.~y; gainecl 6 pla_ces in .history; l~st 19 pl~~es in law.
.
( 2)_ Cadet ~n.-He)<l his own in engineering; lost 1 place rn ordnance and gunnery, held his own m history; held his own in law.
.
(3) Cadet Be.-Gained 2 places in en<Yineerin<Y · gained 15 places m ordnance and
gunnery; gained 6 places in history; gained 7 piaces in la~.
( 4 ) Cadet C.-:-L~st 13 places in engineering; lost 4 places m ordnance and gunnery;
lost,12 places m history; lost 20 places in law.
.
(5) Cadet H.-Lost 2 places in en<Yineering; gained 12 places m ordnance and gunnery; held bis own_in history; gai~ed 10 pla?es in la_w.
.
(6) Cadet R.-Garned 2 places in engineermg-; gamed 7 places m ordnance and
gunnery; held his own in bist0ry; lost 10 places in law.
.
In the case of Cadet Bn. there was not much room for further 1mprov:ement for he
was already at or near the head of his class, being first in general me!'1t a~ the fast
June examination. He held his own. Of the others, two showed de~1ded 1mp~ovement, one held his own, one showed loss in two sub,jects and gai;-1 m two, with a
preponderance in loss, an<l one showed decided loss 1n all. Iu this class upon the
whole was more gain tlrnu Joss.
In the second class are 9 players. Of these- .
.
.
(7) Cadet .A.-Lost 3 places in philosophy; gamed one pl13:ce m c~em1stry.
(8) Cadet B.-Gainecl 1 place in philosophy; lost 6 places_rn che~1stry.
(9) Cadet C.-Lost 9 places in philosophy; lo!lt 30 place~ rn cbem1sti:Y·
.
(10) Cadet D. -Stootl stationary (foot) in philosop~y; gamed 1 p~ace m c~1mist~y.
( 11) Cadet H.-Gaiued 11 places in philosophy; gamed 19 pla~es m ch_eims ry.
(12) Cadet Sh.-Gained 4 places in pbilo::;opby; .lost 15 places ~u ~h, m!atry.
(13) Cadet Sr.-Lost 6 places iu philosophy; gamed 10 places rn cb mistry.

f;.
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(14) Cadet Sy.-Lost 6 places in philosophy; lost 22 places in chemistry.
(15) Cadet St.-Held his own (second in his class) in philosophy; gained 7 places
in chemistry.
In this class two cadets lost places in both branches of study. Both of them bad
been over last year's course twice, having been turned back in June, 1892. As is
usnal in such cases a decided fall in class standing occurred after entering upon a
new course of studies, and would have occurred independently of football. All of
the others gained in one branch of study while losing in the other, or held their
own in one while gaining in the other, or gained in both. Among them is Cadet St.,
who stands second in his class in philosophy and who held his own. In this class
th e gain in scholarship exceeded the loss.
In the third class are 12 players. Of these(16) Cadet By.-Gained 3() places in mathematics; gained 7 places in modern l anguages.
(17) Cadet Bt.-Lost 9 places in mathematics; lost 17 places in modern languages .
(18) Cadtt Dm.-Lost 8 places in mathematics; gained 23 places in modem laoguages.
•
{19) Cadet Hy.-Gained 2 places in mathematics; gained 11 places in modern languages.
_
(20) Cadet K.-Lost 11 places in mathematics; lost 25 places in modern languages.
(21) Cadet L.-Lost 5 places in ..mathematics; lost 7 places in ~odern langna,ges.
(22) Cadet ¥,-Gained 2 places in mathematics; gained 6 places in modern languages.
.
(23) Cadet N. -Gaine<l. 1 place in mathematics; lost 7 places in modern lnngua,ges.
(24) Cadet R.-Lost 8 places in mathematics; lost 2 places in modern language .
(25) Cadet Sn.-Lost 13 places in mathematics; lost 6 places in modern languages.
(26) .Cadet Sy.-Lost 8 places in mathematics; gained 4 places in modern languages.
(27) Cadet W.-Lost 35 places in mathematics; gained 6 places in modern languages .
.In this class three gained in both branches of study, five lost in both branches,
and four _gained in one while losing in the other. Among them was Ca<1et Sn., who
stood first in general merit at the last June examination. He lost standing. In
this class the loss exceeded the gain.
. In the fourth class are four players. As this class had not been arranged according to merit at the beginning of the term, there are no figures for determining the
effect upon them except in the case of Cadet C., who, in the opinion of the professo_r,
will be first in his class in mathematics, ancl who has the fourth best mark 1n
English studies.
.
The figures given are of course not to be taken in any individual case as a direct
measurement of the effects of football. The greater or less aptitude of the student
for the new studies taken up in September always canses many vnriatious in class
standing. But taken as a whole they indicate that the general effect of the game
upon the scholarship of those taking the most actirn part in it is not injurious .
There are exceptions, but that is the general result. lf not injurious to these, then
the geueral net result to the entire corps of cadets must be beneficial, if my assu~ption be correct that complete distraction from books <luring the hours of recreation
is beneficial.
This does not include t,he subsequent effect of the match iame at the end of the
season.
II.-E FF IWT UPON DISCIPLI~E.

There are no :fl.gums which can be used as an indication of the effect upon disc_ipline as in the case of scholarship, but there are some considerations from which
certain conclusions may be drawn . The discipline of the corps has been good and
remains good. With very few exceptions the offenses are of a miner character, due
to boyish heedlessness. I can not see that they are any more or less in number than
they were formerly. But there are two offenses of not uncommon occnrrence which
have for many year defied the efforts of the authorities to eradicate them-smoking,
and hazing new cadets.
At one time ~ven the attempt to prevent smoking was ahandoned, and for many
Jears the pract!ce ~as permitted. It is now forbidden, but the difficulty of cnforcrng the re_gnl_at10n 1s as great as ever. The training rules which the football player
adopt ".'hile m training prohibit smoking. This, by demonstrating the value of tlrn
regula_tiou, c_an not but aid in its enforcement.
Hazmg_new cadets _bas been the object of severe repressive measures for many
years. Ttme ancl ag m the authorities have fiattered themselves that it was erad1 cat cl, but n_ w in_:ti!Uce have Hot h crn slo w to follow. Among- the ·a<1ets who went
to Anoapolt thi year were fonr members of tlle fourth clas,. They lla<l he n
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!IL-DANGER. TO LIFE AND LIMB.

~be post S!:!-rgeon has prepared at my request a statement of the casualties which
?Ccurred durmg the months of September October, and November, in football, rid~?g
and gymnastics, which is inclosed ma;ked N J!'ifty-two casualties occ urred in
00 t
. l>aJl, of which 9 were serious; 40 casualties ~ccurred in riding, of which 2 were
serwns
· gymnastics,
·
·
Ult·ima t e recovery 1s
·
ex
'· 9. occur re d m
o f which 1 was serious.
. p~c~ed
m all cases. During November 11 casualties occurred in football, and 34
n
m <lmg. A new class began riding in November. Among players elsewhere a
~t;b~r
of fatal accidents dtuing the same period were reported in the publi~ press .
1
J" t1, its present m ethods and rules the o-ame appears to be dangerous to life a1id
im ), bnt probably not much more so than ~idino- and much less so than coasting- in
'Illlter or swimming in Rmnmer. This feature hat;ttracted the attention of observers
\sew here, anc~ the sentiment appears to be general that the methods ?fpla.y must be
~ ~uged.
It is _pr?bable that the game will be less objectionable m that resp~ct
8
wt~~fter than It IS now. It is perhaps unnecessary to state that ~he brutality
lleh
has
been
reported to have occurred at some places does not exist herfl. As
P1ayed here the game is rough, with an element of danger, but not brutal.
IV.-EXPENSE.

The total amount expended this year in athletics was $4,219.7i, of which $3,623.70
was devoted to football includino· the cost of the trainino· table, $506.30 over and
~hove ~he cost of ordinary board. Of the foot ball expenses the cadets J?aid $1,438.40,
m cludrng the training table, and the remaining $2,185.30 was contnbnted by the
Ar~y Officers' Athletic Association, or by subscriptions of the officers and professors
st ationed h_ere. 'I'his latter subscription foll heavily upon some. Clearly cadets
can not aftord to play football without surne outside assistance. There appears,
however, to be no difficulty in procuring such sums of money as may be necessary.
V,-SHOULD THE ANNUAL MATCH GA:\IE BETWEEN TIIE
MIES BE PER:\UTTED 9

Two

NATIONAL ACADE-

What has "heen said of the effects of football upon discipline anrl scholarship refers
to the genera,! effect durin(J' the three months prior to the match, and not to the
match itself. The latter ha~ undoubtedly for some days a bad influence UJ?O~ b?th.
The excitement attending it exceeds all rea onable limit. ,vhetber the ~nJur10ns
effects at this time are sufticient to conuterbalanco the good effects obtarned previon ly is somewhat a matter of speculation. I _n m iurlined to_ think tb:it_ th~s
they have not been, but I honl<l expect the cxc1tem ut over tb1 watch, if its 011 <

fn:
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be regularly established, to increase from year to year, a,nd eventually to result in
unmistakable injury.
·
The argument.in favor of the.ma.tch is that some kind of match game with a foreign
team at the end of the season is considered necessary to keep up the interest in the
game. The season's work (or play) is the preparation for a contest. It is quite
impossible for the cadets to compete upon equal terms with the students of oth~r
institutions such as Harvard, Yale, or Princeton (though they have played tliis year
with teams from two of them), for _the reason that those students give much more
time to practice than the cadets can give.
·
This points to the Naval Acad~my as their natural and only real competitor. _To
stop the annual match will be to remove much of the vitality from a game which
plays an important and, as I believe} useful part in the life of the cadet.
The four matches which have been played have engendered an intense rivalry,
not without a shade of bitterness, which does not tend toward improving the relations between the two services. ·
The match constitutes a distinct and, in my judgment, dangerous departure fr~Jm
the traditions of this institution. The corps of cadets are. required to a.ccomphsh
m?re wo~k i1;t a given time than any other set of young men anywhe~e. fhey_acc_ompllsh this without extraordinary exertion, because of the regularity of their l~ves
and the continuity of their application. Absence from the restraints of \Vest Pomt,
brief though it be, renders them irksome for sometime thereafter. For this reason
it has always been the rule to grant very few leaves of absence. W_ith the exception of the furlough at the end of the second year they are n ever given, except m
cases of emergency, and to a few specially meritorious cadets at Christrtlas as a
reward for exemplary conduct. This system receives a violent shock from ~he ~atch
game. While 30 cadets are allowed to go to Anna.polis to play football, 1t ~111 not
be easy to say to the cadet whose mother is ill or whose sister is to he married that
the rules of the institution forbid bis absence for even a day.
CONCLUSIONS,
My conclusions are that football as controlled here has been beneficial to scholarship and an aid to discipline, and should receive a proper degree of encouragement;
but that the match game with the Naval Academy bas clone much to uncl?_tllese
good results, and will, if continued, entirely undo them, and being objectionable
otherwise, should not be permitted to recur.

H.
WEST POINT, N. Y., Septernber 11, .1894.
The ADJUTANT, U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N. Y.:
Sm: Complying with the requirements of circular No. 39, h eadquarters U. S._ Military Academy, West Point, N. Y., August 21, 1894, I have the honor t~ sub~1~ the
following report concerning the op,e rations of the department of practical military
engineering for the year ending August 31, 1894:
INSTRUCTION OF CADETS.
The first, second, and third classes were under instruction during the year. The
ground covered did not differ materially from that of the preceding year, as ~et
forth in my report of September 11, 1893, with the exception that no interruption
occurred similar to that due to the World's Fair.
COMPANY E, BATTALION 01?

ENGINEERS.

This company bas furnished throughout the year a daily guard detail of fr_om 10
~•J 12 men; has kept its barrack and barrack ground in repair and police; cultivated
1ts garden; kept the 2 pontoon trains and the cadet boats in repair; complet_ed 2
new pontoon boat~ and partially finished 3 others; and has kept the seacoa t, s!ege,
~nd mo~tar bat~enes, with Fort Clinton and Battery Knox, in order. It has ~ss1 ~ed
m. the mstri~ct10n of the cadets in practical military engineering, preparrng the
lJrulgc and iege mat rial.
A · tearn-h_ ating plant ha& been installed in the uarrack, with increased comfort
aml ('.Ouvcu 1cnce to th men. 'l'he root house to the west of the barrack bas been
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entirely rebuilt and the one to the south adapt d for u
a au il hou . .r n w
coal house to store fuel for the steam-heating plant i auout ompl t rl an l ill
result_ in saving the men much labor.
.
Estimates have been submitted ,for repairing the, a h room and b 'ht rm h 1 n -ring to the barrack.
Du~·ing Ma;y: and June, 1894, the company completed the l r. !~ib cl our
ar t
practice, makmg a o·eneral firrure of merit of 44.36, and qnah:(vmcr 2 h, rp
ot r ,
19 marksmen, and 26 first-cla~s men out of a total of 4 cla ifi d.
Considering the interruption arising from tbe citdet re onnai ance in 1
the examination in June, the pexiod allotted for the target ea on h re i t
and the ?om_pa_ny ~as no fair opportunity for prac_tice. .
.
table (A) which contams a r um of the
. Attent10n 1s mvitecl to the accompanyincr
0
company's duties by months.
Acceptable recruits have not offered themselves as freely a la t year, and th
company is now 5 men uelow its authorized streno-th. Two d e crtion , both to the
undoubted advantage of the company, occurred du~ing the year.
The World's Fair detail of 2 noncommissioned officers and 1 :fir t-cla. private
~eJurned t~ duty with t~e company on November 14, 1893.
.
.
.
The detail for submarrne miniug at Willets Point, has resulted rn the 111struct1on
of 7 sergeants and 9 corporals durino- the year.
Tbe physical condition of the m~n has been excellent and the disciplme of the
company good. The effects of the enlistment of a large proportion of yonng men
f?r a short term is much the same as in other organizatious. But few serious infractio~s of discipline have occurred.
For the purpose of taking part in the Memorial Day parade, on May 29, 1894, a
d~ac~ment of 3 officers and 74 men went to New York on tl:ie night boat, returning
the lllght after. The conduct of the men was exemplary in all respects.
h D~nug _the l~bor tro1~bles in July, 1894, the company was ready to move at an
ours notice, w1t,h practically its full strength.
WATER SUPPLY AND PIPE LINE .

. The water was turned on from Round Pond on June 27 1894, the gauge then stand1~g at 18 feet, corresponding to a full pond. The draft bas since been steady, no
ra:m of any b~nefit to the water supply having fallen since early in June. The stage
of the water 1s about 10 feet at this time. If the precipitation fo~ the next year
proves to be much below the normal there will.probably ue a scarc1tv next summe1
aud fall.
'
~
The
pipe
line
has
ren<lered
good
service.
An
important
leak
was
discovered
a~d
st0
PPed near the old lime kiln in June 1894. Another important leak has Leen cl11>
~overed near the powder magazine an<l ~eported to the post quartermaster for repair.
The brush wood 'Ya~ cut along the Round Pond pipe line last November, ~nd ~he
culverts and retamrng walls repaired. A portion of the Cro' Nest Pond pipe hne
W~s taken up and relaid in a safer position.
The upstream face of, the Cro' Nest Dam has recently been repointed.
NEW RESERVOIR.

A sp~cial report upon the question of a water supply for tho post was submitted
by me m November last. Of the projec.ts submitted, th~ site a~ Fort Putna~ Swamp
was selected. Work on changino- the road was beo-un m April and bas smce been
completed. The new road is abo~1t 3 100 feet lonrr ~nd. bas a maximum grade of 7.5
per cent. The timber and brushwood baYe been°cleared from the reservoir site, th0
~arth_e~cavat_ion for the main dam completed, a channel dug to prevent flo<?ds fi:om
mterfenng with the work, and a ditch to drain the swamp; a new quarry 1s bemg
opeue_d, and a site prepared for sheds and shops; bids have been opened for tools and
sn~phes, a_nd the preparation of the rock for receiving the bot~om and ends of the
mam dam 1s well under way. Present indications are to the effect that the cost of
the main dam will probably somewhat exceed the original estimate.
GUN J?LATFORM:S.

'l'he necessary appropriations for this work having become available, preparatio;11s
~ave beeu made for proceedinrr with the construction as soon al'! the $'nns are d1sm_ounted. I have assigned Lieut. Patrick to the special charge of this work, and
Lieut. Brom well to assist me at the new reservoir.
TEW ACADEMIC BUILDING.

z:

Good progress has been made 011 this bnildine- during the past year, bnt no; 0 0 ~~h
to make up for the time pn'viously lost. It is hoped that by January 1, 90 , 6
entire building may be occnpied.
WAR 94-VOL r - 4 3
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This work has also advanced rapidly during the past year, and its principal features
ar~ completed. _Questions have arisen concerning the figure of "Victory," aud certam_ ornamentat10n around the base, which may considerably delay the final complet10n.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
,JAS. L. LUSK,

Captain, Corps of Engineers, Instructor Prnctical Military Enginee1·ing.
1803.
1894.
-----,--------- - - - - - - - - - - - - -~ . --·- - Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug.

-----------1--- --- --- --- - - - --- ---· - - - - - - - - - Average strength of comA

~!~J;~ -~-t-~ ~-~-gt h -~ i

100

100

100

99

101

99

99

100

99

99

97

95

guard detail . . . . . . . . . . .
10
10
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
11
10
Fatigue days ....... : . . . .
26
26
25
27
:!6
26
25
25
26
24
27
25
, 13
Infantry dri'lls...........
13
12
8
13
4
4
4
4
5
4
Signaling drills. . . . . . . . . .
13
12
8
13
2
4
4
4
5
4
4
Engineering drills.......
8
9
2
9
9
3
3
4
5
4
4
4
Gymnasium drills . . . . . . .
13
12
3
7
9
8
9
8
8
2 ·• ••··· ..... .
1
Practice marches. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....
1 . --- -- .. -- - - . -- -- - .... -- ..... - ---·· - . ----.
Average attendance at
52
49
46
drills . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40
36
41
38
47
39
41
42
44
Target practice days .................................................... .
23
21 ·. ----· . --- -Post school days. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20
20
22
20
22
21
Average attendance at
school . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
26
26
25
27
24 ------ .•.... - ----- ----··
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U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY, QUARTERMASTER'S OFFICE,
West Point, N. Y ., Septernber 12, 1894.
The ADJUTANT U.S. MILITARY ACADRMY,
West Point, N. Y. :
Sm: In compliance with instructions contained in Circular No. 39, headquarters
U. S. Military Academy, dated August 21, 1894, I have the honor to submit herewith
the following report of the operations of the quartermaster's department, at West
Point, N. Y., for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894:
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT, U. S. ARMY.
The dutiei'l pertaining to this department em brace procuring fuel, forage, and
straw for public animals and for officers' private horses; stoves for heating part of
tlie officer:_s' and enlisted men's quarters; means of iransportation, by land a~d
water, for troops, animals, and public property; in furnishing the animals required _for
artillery, cavalry, and draft purposes, and in procuring and distributing clotbmg
and equipage for the ·command. The following appropriations have b een drawn
upon, either for funds or supplies, to enable me to meet the demands made upon the
department:
APPROPRIATION FOR REGULAR SUPPLIES.
No allotment was made, hut funds were supplied to meet necessary demands, ancl
were expended in the payment, nuder formal contracts, for fuel, forage, and stra.w,
and stores required for sale to officers and issue.
APPROPRIATION FOR INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.
The sum of $10,500 was allotted for the fiscal year. Of this amount $9,739.81 were
expended in payment for services rendered by civilian clerks arnl extra duty by
enlisted men; $760.17 were held to meet outstanding debts, and 2 cents surplus to be
deposited to the crea.it of the Treasurer of the United States.
APPROPRIATION FOR ARMY TRANSPORTATION.
No allo~ment was made, but funds were supplied as necessity demanded, and
expended i~ the p.alment of enlisted men on extra duty as mecbanicsan<1 teamsters;
transporta~10n of funds, authorized purchases of quartermaster's stores, 5 horses,
and travE:lm~ expense1:1 of quartermaster agent. The sum of $391.15 wa bel<l to meet
out tanding mdebtednes , ancl 5 cents to be deposited as surplus. The department
was, on ap~roved rec11~isitions and quarterly estimates, supplied with wagons, harness, 1;1atena]~ for tl1eu repair, and sundry other stores needed.
Dn~mgthe h'ical yP,ar 163,476 ponu<ls of freifl'ht have been shipped, 47,31 pounds
by rail~·oad, _116,1:- pournls by water, and t~ausportation fnrni bed by n1,il an<l.
wat ·r for lfo persous, and 1 Lorse.

UNITED STATES MILITARY A

,.,~

D•MY.

)

'

APPROPRIATION FOR CL Till •

There was no allotment under this head. Th
nm
ing new linings in capes of overcoat of uli t cl 111
sales to officers, and duly d eposited a reqnir <I by la,
APPROPRIATION FOR CAVALRY A

lh F s.

HTILLJ~r y JI

T

The sum of $16 was received from sale nt 1mb1i an tion of
and the proceed~ were deposited..
APPROP RIATION FOR SHOOTING GALLEIUE.

A, · n

ll('

<·ond mu d h r

HA · oE .

Six_ty.nine ~ollars and forty cents were suppli cl for r pa~r t th rifl ~ nae , t th
post m the disbursement of which there wa a nvi1w of 29 c ut , wh1 h ,-..,jll b •
deposited. (For statement showinoreceipt · di bur m nt · t .,
• pp nuL·
0
marked A.)
'
f'orl!lal contracts for regular supplies were ntered into a follow :
89Davi.? S. Wells, June 6, 1893, 1,900 tons anthracite coal; William L<'wi , Jn? . 1.3,
3, foO cords hard wood; John Hamilton October 11, 1 93, 420 ton ha ' ; \V11ham
· Dante, October 11, 1893, 680,000 pouuds'oats; Jolm l\Ioonnn
tooer 13, 1 H3 .~o
t1°!1s shorts, 47-½ tons rye straw; Charles L. Ricker on, Octob r 14, 1 93 10 tou Ull(}.
clings,
47½ tons rye straw.

1

DETACHMENT OF ARMY SERVICE MEN, QUARTERMASTER'

DEPARTJ\fE.NT .

.The en_listed_men of this detachment have generally performed the various dnti
with which they haye been charged in a satiefactory manner.
.
The rec?mmendatiou made in my last annual report that the number of draft am.
b~ls be mcreased from 37, now authorized, to 45, is renewed; the latter number
emg actually necessary to meet the increased demands.
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT, U, S. MILrTARY ACADEMY.

My duti es.in this branch ::ire defined in parao-raph 12, of the TJ. S. Military Aca~·
;my re~·ulations. 'f~e follo_wing table exhibits~the receipt and disposition of public
unds IU my :r,>ossess10n durmg the yea.r :
l'able showing the 1·eceipt and the disposition of funds 11,nder approp,-iatio11s
suppo·r t of the U. S. ~Military Acaderny, during 1893-'94.
Mis cellane- '
ous items Buildings
and inci.
and
dental exgrounds.
p enses .

Current
and
ordina ry
expenses .
On band July 1, 1893:

New gymnasium.

.Appropriation 1898.....

United Sta~es.:

the

New
academic
building.

Total.

'

_!rrropriation 1889._,_. ·-----.-- .. - --·---···--· ............ $12,241.66 $11,153.93
ppropr~at~on 1892_....
$971. 64 1
$97. 58 ....... ___ - .. . . - .... . · · · .. · · · · · · · .ic\
Ppropnation 1898 . ... . 11,772.8::l
2,945.85 $25,318.14 ......... _.. · ·······--·D e fi ciency:

~ ppropriation
1893-'94..
R eceiYe<l
from Treasurer of

/01·

200. 00 ...................... · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
600. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,470. 92 .......... ,. . · - · .. · · · · · ·
/

$23,395.59
1, 069.22
40,086.82
200. 00
3,070.92

,

Reft~E~~!i~!~I~~ i~gL::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ··46,-496.·oo · :::::::::::: .~~~'. ~~~: ~~.
R~~finrf:J~·~a!!~!~· ~f ·1 10. 1·...................................
I
1

1· ..... .•.....

00

Appropriation 1894 .. . _.

78,387.85

25,737.50

Total ................ _' 91,942.32

28, 780. 93

135,000.00
46,496.00
10. 00

76,000.00 ....... · · · · ·1· · · · .. · ·· · .. / 180, 125. 35
150,285.06

12, 241. 66

146, 153. 93 / 429,403.90

Disbnrs<·<l:
/
'
Appropriation 1889-._ .......................... · ·· ··-······
5,149.69 122,469.35
127,619.04
Appropriatron 1892... . .
19.58
7.50 1... - .. .. - .............. · ,··-··-··-- ..
27. 08
76, 614. 6(.i
1
AJ>propriation 1893--·- ·
6,0!10.87
2,805.05 / 67,718. 74 ·· ·-· ..
DE'fic-iency.
200. 00
i:Zii.-62· :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::
1. 57-J. 02
Appropriation 1894 .. _.. 64, 000. 20
2:J. 003. 83 1 43, 557. 06 · · · · · · .... · - · - - · · · · - - · · · 130,561.18
Deposited:
10. 00
On 1!Rn~~iea~~~M:~3 .... _
10.001······ .... . . ··········-· ......... ...
30, 7i6. 55
Appropriatiou 1889_ ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . ..•... ..... . . .. . .• .•....
7,091.97
23,
·
1 on.1-1
Appropriation 1892 .. ...
9:i2.06
90.08 .. -·-- ·; · - .. ·······-·--· 1···- .. --····
0, 918. Ju
AppropriH,tion 1803 · -···
5,681.061
140.80 / 4 ,uOf.4-0
I.
496. 30
2
Appropriationl803- '04..
2,UOO ......... -..
1, 5,l.S0 ·····-·-·-· · ·-··· .. ···· 1
504.
17
Appropriation 1894. ... . 14, :is1. 56
2. 733. 67 i :rn, 4-12. 94 ... - ........ · · · · · · · • · · · · ' -4fl,
---

-·-··1·········--·

!~g~iE~~:t~~i18ii~\i.i::

:~~:gg :::::: :::::: ...

1··-·~;~·~~·

·-···-·-----1··--·-·····:

Total ..........•... __ .

01, 042. 32 / 28, 780. 03

I

150, 285. 00 / 12, 2-il. 01; / HO. 153. 93 / 420 , 4 o3. 90

,...
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Contra~t~ ent_ered into 1:>Y me during the -year, and those made in previous years
and rema1nmg 1n force this fiscal year, were as follows:
(1) J.E._& A. L. Peun·o ck, May 18, 1891, new academic building.
(2) Cassidy & Son Manufacturing Company, October 27, 1892, gas pendants, cadet
barracks.
(3) Jeremiah J. Kennedy, February 22, 1893, enlarging the gas plant.
(4) ,vmiam McMeekin, April 24, 1893, new sinks and bath rooms; cadet barracks,
(5) W es!,morelaud Coal Company, June 24, 1893, 1,200 tons gas coal.
(6) David S. ·wells, June 24, 1893, 75 tons cannel gas coal.
(7) A._ S. Swords & Co., June 24, 1893, 2,200 tons anthracite egg coal, 800 tons
anthracite stove coal, 300 tons anthracite chestnut coal.
.
(8) William McMeekin, July 7, 1893, boiler house and boiler, complete:
(9) Thomas M. Campbell, September 11, 1893, steam-heating apparatus in quarters
No.35.
(10) vVilliam McMeekin, September 11, 1893, 2-story addition to quarters No. 35.
(11) Edwarcl Engelskircher, September 11, 1893, repairs, married enlisted men's
quarters.
(12) A. C. Smith, October 13, 1893, boiler and steam-heating, engineer barracks.
(13) William McMeekin, October 26, 1893, one set of officers' quarters.
(14) A. H. Catlin, October 27, 1893, steam-heating plant in quarters No. 27.
(15) Thomas J. Gilroy, April 2, 1894, one set hospital stewar(ls' quarters.
(16) Thomas J. Gilroy, June 26, 1894, unmarried officers' quarters .
Nos. 1, 13, 15, and 16 were not completed at the close of the year.
U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY GAS WORKS.

During the fiscal year the receipts and expenditures pertaining to th~ plant bas
been accounted for in the special contingent fund, which appears in this report.
The work of enlarging and increasing the gas plant, under the contract wit.h Mr. J.
J. Kennedy, dated February 22, 1893, was completed during the year, and the works
are now in excellent condition and capable of supplying good gas ample to Lleet all
requirements.
SPECIAL CONTINGENT FUND, U.S. :MILITARY ACADEMY.

This fund is derived from the Tent of certain buildings at this post; from sales of
gas to officers, cadets, and civilians residing here; sales of coke and coal tar to nonresidents of the post, etc.
The receipts and expenditures on account of this fund for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1894, were as follows:
Gas works. I

Rents.

Total.

$1,298.97
$1,298.97
9,983.45
i~c1;f,~~~~l~ ~_'. ~~~~:::: ·_ ·_··.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : -· · $6;--867:
2i - 3, 1]6. 24
- - -1- - - - - 1 - - - Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Disbursed .......... _. __ ... ----................... _.. _...... . .....
Balance on hand .June 30, 1894_ .. . .............. ___ ... _...........

11,282.42

6,867.21

4,415.21

4,545. 16
2,322.05

4,281.30
133. 91

8,826.46
2,455.96

6, 867. 21

4,415.21

ll, 282. '12

l=====I=====\:===

\- - - - - + - - - - \ - - -

Total .... _.. __ ..................... _.... _............... _.. _

On the 12th day of August, 1893, camp equipage was forwarded, in charg_e. of a
quartermaster agent, to Chicago, Ill., for use of the corps of cadets, U. S. Military
Academy, on the grounds of the Worldis Columbian Exposition.
The camp was in readiness for the command upon its arrival.
.
Two clays after the departure of the corps for West Point the eq uipage was shipped from Chicago, and arrived here on the 1st day of September, 1893, in good condition.
On the evening of June 9, 1894, about 8 o'clock, a fire was discovered in the g:ascoal house at the post. The fire spread with great rapidity, and notwithst~ndrng
every effort was mad~ to check it, the whole roof of the building, together with the
tramwn.y tra k over 1t, was destroyed . The cause of the fire was unknown.
Respectfully submitted.

W. H. MILLJm,
Captain and Assistant Quartermaster, U. . .-:Jrrny,
Disbursing O.tficer, U. S. Milita1 ·y Academy.

7
uar t r,11a I ,

Reg ular In id
s uppli s .
tnl
xp u

D·

2. 5

$2. 55
2. 55
823. 39

2. 55

$481. 15

$5. 00 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6, 71 6. 71

70. 55

7. 49

- - - ...... .... . :. :. .:. :. :. .:. :. :1_2_.~~~ 154. 6
Total......................... 5, 576. 53
893. 94
481. 15
7. 14 . ...... - .••...•. 6, 9o . 76
f== ==I=
--=--=--=-====:/=== = = = =
=
'====
Disbursed .... ,.
5,424.11
893. 9-!
341.05 1 4.00 ... .. ........•.. / 6,6li3.l0

Deposited _. ___ . : : : ~ : : : : ~ ~ : : ~ ~ ~ ~ · · - -

152. 42
140. 10 ~ ~:...:..:..: ~
,
Total. -· · · · - .. -............... 1-o-",-5-7-6.-5-3_, __8_9-3.-9-4-1--48-1-.1-57.14 - .. -- .. - . - . · · · ·

I

-,~_:.!!!

295. 66

I I

1
.A.ppropr~ations for 1893-'94:
Received from Quartermaster.
R Ge~:r~li · · · · · - ·. -- .. -- ....... 24, 248. 35 10, 500 00 4, 824.45
8. 00 $69. 40 . . . . . . . . 39, 650. 20
ecen e rom sales............ 4,064.62 .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 98. 83 . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . 4,163. 45

Total.. - · -- -- -................
Disbursed .
Depo ·t 1 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -·· · ......
Outst~ dc.--·:·d·b·················
For den i~g m e tedness . . . . . . . . .

28, 312. 97 10, 500:00 4, 824. 45 106. 83
69. 40, ~
43, 813. 6.5
_"'_ _ _
21,708.58 !J, 139. 81 4,433.25
8. 00
69.11 . . . . . • • . 35, 958. 75
4,064.62 .................... 98. 83 .............•.. 4,163.45
2, 539. 77
760. 17
391. 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 691. 09
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K.
CHAMBER,
Albany, March 15, 1894 ..
_To the A~SEMBL~: Assembly Bill No. 162, entitled "An ac: t? release to the Govermuen~ of the Umted States all right, title and interest which the people of the
State of Ne~ York may have by virtue of chapter 399 of the laws of 1892, or any
0th er act _taxmg legacies, in and to a certain ]eO'acy o-iven to the said the Government
of the Umted States, in and by the last will ancf' test~ment of Bvt. Maj. Gen. ~eorge
W. Cullum, late of the city of New York deceased, is herewith returned without
approval.
'
. I am convinced that the enactment of this bill would be a bad precedent to estabh~Ii for future legislation. The facts leading to the introduction and passage of the
bill are these :
By the will of Gen. George W. Cullum, deceased, aleg_acy of$250,000 ~as bequeathed
to ~he Government of the United States for the erection of a memorial hall_at West
Pomt. _Upo1?- this legacy the surrogate of t,he county of Ne':V York assessed a collateral mhentance tax of $8,755. This order was appealed from !Jythe Government
of the United States and the executors of the decedent, and both the ~eneral term
and t1:J.e _court of appeals" have affirmed the surrogate's order, holdmg that the
State 1s Justly entitled to the tax.
This bill would set aside the decisions of the courts a.nd release the interest of the
State in the tax. No good reason has been advanced why thi~ exem:Ptio~ should be
gra11ted, and the bill is a type of particularly obnoxious special leg1slat10n.
ROSWELL P. FLOWER.
STATE OF NEW YORI(, EXECUTIVE

*NOTE.-Th e governor was in error. When the bill was introduced no decision had been ren~ered
by the Supreme Court in general term. At the date of t~e m~ssage the case liad not beeu earned to
toe court of appeals. It is Btill (September 24, 189-1) penclmg rn that court. (0. H. E.J
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BO.A.RD OF ORDNANCE AND FORTIFICATION
W .AR D EP..ARTMENT,

Washington, D. C. October 31, 1 :i94_

The 8ECRE1'.A.RY OF W .A.R:
. In compliance with the provisions of the tatute making appropriatwns for fortifications and for the armament thereof, etc., appro\y d
Febru:3iry 24, 1891, the Board of Ordnance and Fortification ubmit
her~w1th, for transmission to Congress, its annual report for the year
endmg October 31, 1894.
PERSONNEL.

. The B~ard_ records with profound regret that, for the :first time since
IC_ts_ organ}zat10n, its membership has- been broken, by the death of lVIaj.
hfton Uomly, U. S. Ordnance Department.
. The following extract from the proceedings of the Board is here
lllserted as a suitable expression of its sentiments toward the deceased:
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, D. C., .April 27, 1894.
. Upon assembling of the Board the president, Maj. Gen. J.M. Schofield, commandI~g U._S. Arwy, sta~erl that with deep regret ho announced to the Board the death,
si_nce its _last meetrng, of Maj. Clifton Comly, ordnance member of the _Board. _He
died at 1:11s post of duty at Governors Island New York Harbor, on Apt1l 17, havmg
~~en st~·icken ,with paralysis resulting from ~erebral hemorrhage, while engaged in
is du~ies at Sandy Hook ProvinoGround.
0
In view of this announcement the Board desirP-s to express, and to place in its
permanent_records, a testimonial of its appreciation of the great Joss which it, in
common with the Army of the United States, has sustained. Maj. ·co~ly w'.1-s au
officer ~ho loved and was devoted to his profession. No one gave more mtelhgent
or efficient.assistance in the work of the Board; no one could_ be more. regretted.
In the servi~e none could be more missed. In bis personal relat10ns and mtercourse
s~ch were his sterling and manly qualities that no words can :fitly express the sense
of our loss.

On May 13, 18H4, Uapt. Charles C. Morrison, Ordnance Department,
long the efficient Recorder of the Board, died at his station at Governors
Island, New York, after a brief ilJness.
Capt. Morrison was detailed as Recorder of the Board at its organiza~fon, October 25, 1888, and remained such until bis death, except durrn~ the period from January 14, 1890, to April 20, 1892. He was a most
faithful and efficient officer, whose early death was a shock as well as a
source of sorrow to all associated with him.
To fill the vacancies so created, lVIaj. Frank H. Phipps, Ordrnwce
Department, was, on May 3, detailed as a member of the Board, ?Y
Special Orders No. 105, Headquarters of the Army; and, by Special
Orders No. 120, Headquarters of the Army, under date of May 22,
1894, Capt. James C. Ayres, Ordnance Department, was detailed as
Recorder of the Board, to take effoct July 1, 1894.
Lieut. Fremont P. Peck, Ordnance Department, was, by the . ame
order, temporarily assigned to duty as Recorder of the Board u
the

nfI1
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arrival of Capt. Ayres. These officers entered upon their respective
duties accordingly.
No other changes have occurred in the personnel of the Board during the year.
NEW LEGISLATION AFFECTING THE BQARD.

1. In the act making appropriations for fortifications and other works
of defense, etc., approved August 1, 1894. the following provision was
made:
To enable the Board of Ordnance and Fortification to procure and test one ten-me.a
pneumatic disappearing gun carriage of the Pneumatic Gun Carriage and Power
Compa,ny's design, the Secretary of War is hereby authorized and directed to contract with the Pneumatic Gun Carriage and Power Company, of ,iVashington, District of Columbia, without advertising, for said carriage, which shall be constructed
on t,he general plan submitted by the company to the Board of Ordnance and Fortificat'iou in its letter dated February twenty-second, eighteen hundred and ninetyfour, and shall be capable of being traversed and the gun eleva.ted and depressed by
either pneumatic, electric, or hand power, and the details of said plan may be modified, changed, or improved in the discretion of said company.
The same conditions relative to the platform, ammunition, and payments, and so
forth, embodied in the contract for the Gordon ten-inch counterpoise carriage shall
apply to the pneumatic carriage and the same facilities for carrying out the contract
for the cou_._nterpoise carriage shall be extended to the pneumatic carriage. The
sum of fifty thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary, is hereby
appropriated for the purchase of the said pneumatic carriage: Pro1-,ided, That the
Secretary of War before making any payments under the said contract shall require
the company to furnish satisfactory bonds to him to return the money if the carriage
is not accepted.
-

The action of the Board with reference to this appropriation will
appear in the proper place in this report under the head of "Experimental carriages."
2. By the provisions of the same act above referred to, approved
August 1, 1894, appropriation was made for the continuance of the
experimental and other work of the Board, as follows:
For the following, to be exp ended under the direct supervision of the Board of
Ordnance and Fortification, created by the fortification appropriation act, approved
September twenty second, eighteen hundred and eighty-eight, and in the manner
prescribed by said act, namely:
Board -of Ordnance and Fo1'tijication: To e00ible the Board to mak,e all needful and
proper purchases, experiments, and tests to ascertain, with -a view to their utilization
by the Government, the most effective guns, small arms, cartridges, projectiles,
fuses, explosives, torpedoes, armor plates, and other implements and engines of
war, and to purchase or cause to be manufactured under authority of the Secretary
of War, such guns, carriages, armor plates, and all other war material and articles
as may, in the judgment of the Board, be necessary in the proper discharge of the
dnty devolved upon it by the act approved September twenty-second, eighteen
hundreJ. and eighty-eight, to pay tne salary of the civilian member of the
Board of Ordnance and Fortification provided by the act of February twenty-fourt~,
eighteen hundred and ninety-one, and for thel necessary traveling expenses of said
member when traveling on duty as contemplated in said act; for payment of the
necessary expenses of the Board, including a per diem allowance to each officer
detailed to serve thereon when employed on duty away from his permanent station,
o~ two dollars and fifty cents a day; and for the test of experimental guns and carnag~s procured in accordance with the recommendations of the Board of Ordnance
and Fortification, one hundred thousand dollars: P1·ovidecl, That before any more
money _sl?all b~ expended in the construction or test of any gun, gun carriage,
ammn_mtion or implements, under the Rupervision of the said Boa.rd, t he Board shall
l)_e satisfied, afte~ due inquiry, that the Government of the United States bas a lawful
right t~ ~se the _mventions involved in the construction of such gun, gun carriage,
ammumt1~n, or imp~ement , or that the construction or test is made at the reque1:1t of
a person either havmg such lawful riO'ht
or authorized to convey the same to the
0
Government.
Th3:-t all material purcha eel under the foregoing provisions of this act shall be of
Am ri_ca_n manufactu~e, eX:cept in cases when, in the judgment of the Se~ret_arf of
War, ~t .1 to the manif<'st rnterest of the United States to make purchases m lumted
quaut1t1es abroad, which material hall be admitted free of duty.
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Br the act approved February 24, 1 91
Fortification is required in its annual r _)1> rt t ' 0 ·iv
ment of all contracts, allotmeuts,an xp nd.i nr ,'lllc d
A. table is hereto appended, mark d
Pl ndi
o·zvrn o·
detailed statement of allotments alld xp u<li m· fr m lat
report, October 31, 1893, to October 31, 1 94.
As explained in former reports, no coutra t are n
by the Boa.r d, but they are made under the ir ·tion
of War, by the chief of the proper Department.
T:11e following tables exhibit the appropriation , heretofoF ma I
SUbJect to the alJotment of the Board, .the allotment which had b n
made therefrom, aud the balance unallotted to date of this r por :

-

SUMMARY TO -OCTOBER 31 1893.

I

Total
Total
allobuents,
on
Total appro- expendi tures, balances
hand
not
prfations.
and r evertallotted
or
ing to
expended.
'.l'rca ury.

Appropriation .

Fortification act Sept. 22, 1888 . .... __ .. __ .. _.
Army appropriation Mar. 2, 1889 ... _.... . . _..
F
F gr~~:ca}!on act Mar. 2, 1889 .. ... ............
F \~fi ca ~on act Aug.18, 1890 ....... .........
F :t~fi cation act F eb. 24, 1891 .......... _.....
caI~on act J" uly 23, 1892 . ...............
F ort1~fi ca
ion act l!'eb. l B, 1893 .. ........•.....
Total ............ ·.:_: ............... . .. .

1

Total allotm nt and
xpenclitures
from Oct. Jl,
1892, to Oct.
31, 1893.

$3, 972, 000. 00 $3, 971, 75:J. 33
$246. 67
$19,453. 29
3,156. 20 - ---·· ····· ·- · -------- -----56,000. 00
52,843.80 . ..... ... ...... ········· ·· ·· 1, 233, 594. 00 1, 104, 819. 00
24,775.00 ----- ------ --3, 832, 935. 00 :i, 808, 608. 50
38,326.50
142, 858. 30
2, 290, 808. 00 2, 290, 363. 54
439. 46
130,042.76
210,000.00
22,998.76
187,001.24
185,334.58
50,650.00
74,350.00
74,350. 00
125,000.00

/11, 720,332. oo

j

11. 582. 895. 61 /

137,436.39

j~~a} a llotmrts . . .... . .............. . .. _........ _.... __................................
T t \ rx:pen 1tures for n ecesflarv expenses of B oard. ...................................
Tg/1 urnei'1 into Treasury .. .. .' ................ __ ............... _.................. . ...
a r ever mg to 'l'reas ury by lapse of appropriation..................................
Grand total ............................ ___ ... _........... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

552, 038. 93

$11, 511, 644. 37

18, 407. 44
443. xO
52, 400. 00

11, 582, 895. 61

The following statement shows a summary of appropriations, allotments, and expenditures during the year covered by this report, and
the balances remaining ou hand:
Appropriated prior to current year ................................. $11, 720, 332. 00
Appropriate<l. by act of August 1, 1894, snbject to allotment by the
Board:
100,000.00
For general objects ................................ · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
QO, 000. 00
For pneumatic g un carriage .......................... · · · · · · · · · ·
--.-----

Tot al appropriated to date, subject to allotment..............

11; 870_, 332. 00

Total allotted to date of last report.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
To,t al alloted since l ast report . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11,511,644.37
113, 870. 62

Aggregate to date.. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11, 625, 514. 99

Aggregate a llotments to date brought forward......................
Total expended to date for necessary expenses of Board...... . . . . . .
Tota l turn ed into Treasury.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tot~l r everting to Treasury by lapsed appropriations.. .............

11,625, 514-. 99
26, 556. 57
413. 80
52,400.00

Aggregate amount allotted, expended, l apsed, etc. .... . . . . . . . .
Balance un allotted at date of this r eport.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

----

11, 704, 915. 36

* 165, 416. 64

Aggregate........ ................................... ..... ... 11,870,332.00
* N 0TE. -Of this amount the sum of $24., 775 is available only for movabl~ su1:>mari!10
torpecloes, for which it was exdusively appropriated; an<l the sum of ~!,o00 is av_a1lable only for the mannfactnre of 8, 10, and 12 inch seacoast guns by prn·ate parties i
which renders it prnct1ra1ly unavailable· for aJlotment. Tl10 Board woul<l re~pertfn11v recommend that tl.tese two balances amounting to $2g, 27f>, be mado avmlable
for the general purposes of the Board of rdna.nce and Fortificatiou.
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GENERAL OPERATIONS.

The Board is by statute required each year to report " its general
operations."
. The general operations of the Board during the year covered by this
report have consisted in supervising the progress and completion of the
various experiments, tests, and works already allotted for; and also
the prosecution of additional experimental work in guns, carriages,
mountsJ range finders, powders, explosives, aerial and subaquatic torpedoes, etc., and in testing these, and, in general, prosecuting the
acquisition by purchase or manufacture, "with a view to their utilization
by the Government," of the most effective implements ~nd engines of
war.
To this end all new inventions relating to these subjects, which have
been brought to the attention of the Board, have received its careful
examination and consideration, with a view to developing and adopting
whatever might seem to be worthy and for the interest of the Government. The particulars of the more important operations will be discussed under separate heads.
STEEL FORGINGS .A.ND .ARMY GUN F..A.C'l' ORY,

The allotments made by the Board for the above purposes have been
expended, and as all appropriations for these objects are now disbursed directly by the Chief of Ordnance, reference is made to the report
of that officer for all further information relative thereto.
EXPERIMENT .AL GUNS.

, Advance has been made during the past year in the solution of the
question of the availability of several types of experimental gu1;1s for
the service as compared with the adopted type of the steel bmlt-up
breech-loading rifle.
The Woodbridge 10-inch wire-wound gun, which at the date of the last
report of the Board was at the proving ground awaiting its test., has
since been mounted and firings made therewith until on the twentythird round it was found that the lining had been ruptured in sever~l
places, and the gun had failed. The table of firings will be found m
the annual report of the Chief of Ordnance for the current year, to
which reference is made.
The O1:ozier icire-wound 10-inch B. L. ri.fie.-This gun, which 'Yas
nearly completed at date of last annual report, is now at the proving
ground at Sandy Hook, and is mounted upon the Crozier-Buffington
10-inch disappearing carriage, and undergoing test. It bas already
been fired 80 rounds; has been used in the test of the Crozier-Buffington 10-inch disappearing carriage, and thus far no unfavorable symptoms have developed. The test will be continued during the year.
The 5-inch Brown segmental tube wire gun, of which n, full account was
given in the last annual report, and which bad then been fired about
100 rournls, was tested to the one hundred and ninety-second round,
when_ the gun failed, having become unserviceable.
ThlS gnn was tested wit,h Leonard smokeless powder, and, as reported
last year, with 'tood .some very heavy pressures, ranging as high a
83,000 po~nd,· to the inch. Since the disabling of the gun it bas been
removed from the proving ground by its owners (it being private prOJ?rty pre, 0_1t d to the Government for t est) to Reading, Pa., where it
bas been <11 a ·embled by removing the wire winding.
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It was then found that one of the t
broken in two at a point 34:¼ in he
block, and the wire winding torn a und
or torn ends turned up and partly fu
rendered serviceable it will need to be
segment and liner put in, and the gun
practically a new gun.
The Board regards the test of the gun, a pr
nt d
~nd. The balance of the allotment f
,41 mad
y th
1ts test, amounting to $2,565.44, remai
une pended
u j
reallotment.
. In view of the foregoing facts, the Board ha iudefinitely po tp n
1ts former purpose of testing the system in
IO-inch gun of thi ty
The re.port of the test of this gun will be found in the annual r ort
the Cluef of Or~nance for the current year, to which r ference i m. .
Hask~ll multicharge 8-inch gun.-This gun, which was appr a bing
~omplet10n one ye:31r ago, has since been finis~~d and delivered ~t the
an~y Hook provmg ground, and is now awa1tmg the construct10n of
a smtable carriage for its test.
T~e Chief of Ordnance has been authorized to contract for such a
iarriage, and the sum of $8,600 has been allotted therefor by the
oard . .
· S~me difficu~ty was experienced in regard to the design for the test
carr!age and m entering into contract therefor. Plans for the test
carnage 'have been prepared by the Ordnance Department, and it is
expected that the test of the gun will be completed during the coming
ye:31r. The total cost of this 8-inch gun to date bas been $56,913.36,
as1de from the carriage.
_For full de_scrip~ion of the gun and comparison in weigh_t and cost
Wlth the serv1ce 8-mch, 10-inch and 12-inch guns, reference IS made to
the last annual report, at page' 10.
CONTRACT GUNS .

. West Point Foundry contract.-Tbis' contract for eleven 8-inch B. L.
rifl~s has been completed during the past year, and the guns have bee_n
del~vered at the proving ground. The test of the type gun of ~his
caliber has b~en fully completed, and the g1;1ns are ready for m_ountrng
as soon as suitable emplacements and carriages can be provided for
them.
The hundred-gun contract.-Tbis contract with the Bethlehem Iron
Co~pany ca]]s for twenty-five 8-inch, fifty 10-inch, and twenty-five
12-rnch guns. The progress of the contract is shown by th_e report of
~he contracting company under date of October 3, 1894, whwh IS here
mserted, as follows :
REPORT OF PROGRESS IN THE CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT OF THE GUN-J<~INISHING PLANT OF THE BETHLEHEM IRON COMPANY AND OF THE MANUFACTURE
OF 100 FINISHED GUNS UNDER CONTRACT WITH THE CHIEF OF ORDNANCE, U. S.
.ARMY, OF NOVEMBER 7, 1891.

[Supplemental to report dated September 26, 1893.]
CONSTRUCTION .AJ.~D EQUIPMENT OF FINISHING PLANT.

Machine shop.-During the past year this shop has been completed and put in regular operation.
.
Assembling plant.-This plant has also been completed and a cons1derabl amount
of assem bliug has been done in a satisfactory manner.
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M~chine tools.-All the machine tools referred to in the last report have been
received, ere~ted, and put into operation during the year and some 0th.e r &maller
tools added for work on breech mechanisms.
·
NOTE.-The completion of the first 8-inch guns has been seriously delayed by the
development of inaccuracies in the boring and screw-cutting attachments of the
new lathes which were especially procured for doing this work. The inaccuracies
of the boring lathes have now been corrected and the :finish boring of the gnus is
proceeding in a satisfactory manner. The makers are now correcting inaccurncies
of screw-cutting lathes.
PRE~ENT CONDITION OF GUNS BEING MANUFACTURED UNDER CONTRACT.
25 GUNS, 8-INCH CALIBER.

G·11 n No. 1.-Assembled, finished turned and bored, not rifled, breech not threaded.
Breech-mechanism complete, e ept threading of block.
Gii11 .No. 2.-Assembled and being turned .
Breech mechanism same as No. 1.
Gun No. 3.-Assembled and being bored. Breech mechanism same as No. 1.
Gu.n No. 4.-Assernbled. B.l'eech mechanism same as No. 1.
Gun No. 5.-Same as No. 4.
Gun No. 6.-Assem bled. Breech plate and block not complete.
Gun No. 7.-Jacket and Crow of hoops asselllbled. All hoops ready for assembling. Breech mechanism same as No. 6.
Gun No. 8. -Same as No. 7.
Gun No. 9.-Same as No. 7.
Gim No. 10.-Same as No. 7,
Guns No8. 11 to 20 inclnsive.-Of the 90 steel forgings ( exclusive of those of breec~
mechanisms) reqnre<l for these guns, 65 are made ancl accepted on physical qualities, 5 ~ackets and 2 Cl hoops are finish-m achined ready for assembling.
50 GUNS, 10-INCH CALIBER.

Of the 165 steel forgings ( exclusive of those of breech mechanisms) required for
the first 15 gnus, all but 12·are made and accepted on physical qualities, and 1 tube,
3 jackets, and 41 hoops are :finish-machined ready for assembling.
25 GUNS, 12-INCH CALIBER.

Of the 88 forgings required for the first 8 guns,
on physical qualities.
·

28

hoops are made and accepted

THR BETHLEHEM IRON COMPANY,
ROBT. P. LINDERMAN,

P1·esident.

From this report it will appear that while unexpected delays have
been experienced in tlle finishing of the first guns <,f the two smaller
calibers, such progress bas been malle in the preparatjon of the plant
and productiou of forgings tlrnt the contract is likely to be completed
within the time limited. The Board is sathdied that the contract has
effected the main object which Congress had in view in providing for
it, which was the establishment of a private plant capable of finishing
and assembling guns of as large a caliber as 12 inches.
SERVICE SE.A.CO.A.ST GUNS.

These guns-the 8-inch, 10-iuch, and 12-inch B. L. rifles-continue to
justify the high opinion heretofore expressed in regard to them.
The test of the 8-inch B. L. rifle may be regarded as fully completed,
a:u,d that of the 10-inch B. L. rifle is well advanced. They have cont1m~ed _to be u ~d at the proving ground in the te"t of powder and
pr0Jcct1les ~n?- m other experimental work throughout the year, and
th y are tin m good , erviceable conditi011.
The 12-ill h B. L. rifle-the tyve gun-is mounted upon the gun-lift
batt~ry at andy Hook, and it t , t i , progre ing· as occa ion may
reqmre.
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With so considerable a number of heavy guns complet ed th armaD?ent of our coasts might proceed very rapidly if adequat ap1 r l ri ·
t10ns were made for the carriages and emplacement .
12-INCH SEACO.AS'l' MOR'.I'ARS.

Gast-i~on steel-hooped ·m ortars.-The contract for 43 of the e mortars, which was eutered into with the South Boston Iron Works, has
been co~pleted during the year. All these Lave been delivei:-ed at
tlrn prov1ug ground, and one battery of 16 mortarR, in four groups, ha
eeu placed in position to command the southern entrance of New
York Harbor. Like emplacements are in readiness at the eastem
ent~·ance of New York Harbor, at Boston and at San Francisco. The
entire 73 of this type of mortar can be put in position at any time
when, through adequate appropriations, the remaining emplacements
for them slJall have been completed.
Th~ Board during the year made an allotment of $2,000, in addition
t? a hke amount of $1,200 reported a year ago, for the purpose of set:
tmg- up the 16-mortar battery at Saudy Hook above referred to.
ALL -STEEL

12-INCH MORfARS.

~o additional mortars of this type have been put under fabrication
durmg the year. The type mortar was developed and tested under the
allo(tment of ~he_ Board. (Report, 1892, p. 21.) _ But since the act of
1892 appropriations for this ol>ject are not subJect to such allotment.
. Tests made during this year with the 12-inch mortars-both the castiron steel-hooped aud tbe all-steel mortar-for range and accuracy
resulted most satisfactorily; and the result as to accuracy was such as to
greatly enhance the estimate of the value of this weapon.
These arms can be constructed with comparative rapidity and at a
cost much less than modern high-power guns. Carriages adapted to
their service have also been successfully developed. Attention is invited
to the last annual report, at page 13, for a more detailed statement as
to the range, power, and required number of these mortars.
GUN CARRIAGES .A.ND MOUNTS.

Twelve-inch gun lift.-Tlle 12-inch gun-lift battery at Sandy Hook !s
complete, except the carriage for the second gun, which the Board 1s
· advised is nearing completion and should soon be in place.
..
The fir ·t gun and carriage have been transferred to the s0~1th l1f_'t,
and the t est of that lift Jias proved sati. factory. In a short time tll1s
battery will be iu service cond1tiou.
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Emery 12-inch elevating carr-iage.-The inventor of this carriage, Mr.
A. H. Emery, of Stamford, Conn., advises the Board under date of
October 18, 1894, as follows:
. The desig~ is now nearly complete and tbe working drawings rapidly approachmg complet10n, ready to commence work in the shop. In justice to myself and the
work so !ar done, I mnst say tha,t the design is very satisfactory, and the long time
n ecessanly spent over the drawings will in the end give us a much better carriage tlrnn
we could otherwise possibly get, and in much less time than we should haYe consumed if we had pushed the work in the shop and found the troubles in the work
by use, after construction, as is so often clone.

Twelve-inch minirnum-port casemate carriage.-Since the date of the
last report this carriage has been received from the Grusonwerk Company of Magdeburg-Buckau, Germany, and set up at the Sandy Hook
proving ground.
The carriage is of the front pintle form, and the distinctive feature
about it is the method of giving elevation tu the gnu. This,is not
accomplished by revolving the gun_on its trunnions, but by raising _or
depressing the top carriage and chassis together with the gun bodily
about a horizontal axis in the carriage as nea~ to the middle of the
rear face of the embrasure as possillle. This is done by hydraulic power.
The advantage of the carriage is that the embrasures may be made
smaller for the same field of :fire than in the case of the ordinary type
of casemate carriage.
·
The test of the minimum-port carriage was commenced March 8, 1894,
but at the sixth round the front transom, a massive iron casting, broke,
rendering the carriage unserviceable. A new transom is being ma_de
of cast steel, and the test will be continued when the necessary repaus
are made.
·
Ten-inch pneumatic carriage.-The original carriage of this type st.ill
remains at the proving ground, and no further :firings have been made
f:rom it during the year, except a single round fired before the Boa.rd
on Disappearing Carriages, October 16, 1894.
The :final disposition to be made of this carriage has. not been determined. Other IO-inch disappearing carriages have since been d~ve_loped so much superior to this, in the opinion of the board, that 1_t 1s
not probable that it will be placed in a position where it win be requued
for actual service.
A drill or practice carriage ought to be of the same general type as
the carria,ge ad opted for service.
For particulars of construction, cm::t, and test of this carriage, see
annual report for 1892, p. 12.
The modified (or new) 10-inch pneumatic ccirriage.-As stated in the
former part of this report, the Secretary of War is authorized and
directed to contract with the Pneumatic Gun Carriage and Power
Company, of Washington, D. O., for a IO.inch pneumatic disappearing
carriage, "which shall be constructed on the general plan submitted by
the company to the Board of Ordnance and Fortification in its letter
dated February 22, 1894."
The letter of Fe.bruary 22, 1894, referred to in the act, was as follows:
WASITING TON, D. C., February 22, 1894.
SIR: Having b een informed that ihe Committee on Militar y Affair s of the Senate
~~s r eferred to you for r ecommendat ion Sen at e bill o. 1617 entitled "A bill ant horizmg the Sec! etary of War to purchase a 10-inch di sapp earing g un carriage fr?ru
the l'neum at1_c ' nn. Carri age and Po wer Compa ny," I resp ect full y snbmit herewith
for y onr con~ideratton plans and specifi.ca,tion s of the same and r espectfully req n st
th.at t h ey w ill, together with this comnmni cation b e r eturne<l t o t he committee
wit h_your r ply . By this pJ~n you w ill p erceiv e ,;e have ver y mater iall y m ~difiecl
autl improved our l at e carnage, removiu g, as w e b elieve, a ll objectious to i t, and

BOARD OF ORDN. NE
giving the Governrneut a carria,,Ye which
trica1 power, or pnenma,t,ic pow r, at th
11 i u of th 1 J :tr 111 ut.
' our I 11 J
Ordnance and Fortifi cation in it la , t. nu ual r port, "hid1 i. 111rn h f n
011u·1·
states that the Gordon ' · motlifi cl form f nou1·
il ·onn rp111. · I -hH'h t·n1·1 i:iu
" * '' has so favorauly impr · cl tl1 I
nl tha j lw . r • · 0111rn u l •cl that th
Secretary of vVar contract for tl1e co11 true 1 n f n c,f th rnoclifi ·<l c·,tl'l'i. 1·
and the sum of $47,700 has b en allott <l tb r f, r nnd th, ,' <·r tar · f \\ :u· hu
approved the recomm endations, ancl the
hi f f r hurn
ha
11t \·(·cl i11to tht
contract for said carriage." (Seep. 1 tJt eq. Annual
por J :ll'(l of >r lu:111 • a11tl
Fortification for 1893. )
f ~~ we have been competing with tho 1orclon earring :ind lrnY p n n, ~r
0
ime a~d mo~ ey in developing onr arria<Y , w b Ii
w ar, ·n titJ <l
same. co~s1~erat_10n that the DeJ)artm nt lrn ~ t nd cl o it o n fl1
don, m g1vmg huu a uew contract for a rnoclified aud impr
d c:arrin .
alt? that ~s our fin,t design of a disappearin,r carriair wa ltat fa, · ut •r piutl ,
w t~ch des1&'n was. changed at the suggestion ~f th Bo:trd of Ordunu
and F rtific~ ion to a Jront-pmtle carriage, that we now sbonl<l b p rmitt<'!l to bnil<l a c nt rpmtle carnage which will remove some of tbe di ndvantrio-cs of trn,vPr i11g- whi h
caused by the change of the d esigJJ . We re poctfolly ·ul.>UJit th f 11 wiuu·
tement of what we propose to do and guarantee, viz:
~a)t.
G?rdon proposes in his contract to elevate the gun from 5° cl pr . ·ion to
20
e ovation by hand in 50 seconds. We offer to do the sarno by ban 1 witbiu 45
se~~ls, and b_y pneumatic power furnished l1y the Wliitehead airfia kin 151-;econcl,
an . Y electnc power in 1 minute. Ca.pt. Gordon's contract i to traY er e hi
tr~iage by hand 360° within 5 minutes. ·we offer to do the same by Jrnn<l withiu
~u~utes, and by pneumatic power furnished .by a Whitehead nir flnsk fo 2rninntes,
an
the same with electrfo power in the same length of time . The contract for
Ca~t,
Gordon's carriage states that the gun shall be elevated from the loading
1
10
1 osi · 1}- _to tho firing position within 5 minutes. We propos<~ to do the same by
fneui~1ati~ power in 30 seconds. The Gordon carriage coutract is to elevate the gun
r?m oadmg position to firing position and return to loading position within 3
nnnrutes. (Presumably without firinO'.)
W e propo~e to do the same thing in°the same length of time, to wit, three minutes .
accon!plish this after lifting t.be gun Ly exhausting the air and refilling tlrn cylID er r'.'1-J_:ndly by use of an air flask.
We will gnara.ntee the gnn will r eturn to the carriage with all kinds of charges
d ~wn
to 125 pounds.
_
_
~le plan_does ~ot show our pneumatic rammcr. We propose, .bowever, to Jrn~ one
on e carrrnge similar to the one on our carriage at Sanely Hook and opera.re 1t by
u_se 0 .f an 3:1r fl'.1s~. The ramming can also be done by band. \.Ye claim po save 9on}H~erable fame_ Ill the_use of this rammer (pneumatic) and the nse of 0 nr new des~gns
01
1
. a h_a,l)(J. hoist, which we claim to be an improvement over tbe Gordon
carriago
hoist, in that it can Le used at any tim_e duriug the operations of the carriage. We
g~aran~~e, 3:ls?, th_at th@ weight of onr carriage shall not exceed f:>O tons, and t_he
P 1 ?babihty 1s 1t will be about the same w-ei(J'bt of the present carriage. \;"\Te clallll
~h 1s to be a very great advautaO'e over the ~odified Gordon carriage, which we are
informed w~ll weigh in the neighborhood of 200 tons. We will Jlerform all the bandgear_operat10ns with tbe same number of men (to wit, 15) tba.t the Gordon contract;
!equires for Ms carriage. The plan submitted herewith slJo"'S ban cl gears for travers
Ing an~ for elevating and depressing, which we h~ve det~rmin~d to change to ot~ers
that will work more rapidly; but as your Boarrl 1s uow m s~ss10n we ha.ve 110t tm_rn
to show the new method by drawing. Bnt we guaranteE: their performance ~s herem
stated and ask that our mechanical erigiueer be penmtted to appear b~fore your
~oard and orally explain the changes he proposes to make. They are 1rnnplo and
involve no untried methods. Our consulting engineer, Capt. John A. Howell, and
our mechanical engineer, Mr. Henry A. Spiller, are now in this city and rca,d:v_ to
answer any questious or make any explanations that your Boartl ma_.y ask or desue.
We propose to fire 12 rounds within 1 hour with tlie same premmms aud sarue
penalties that your Department bas put in the Gordon carriage contract, to wit:
For each round over and above the 12 .fired we are to receive a premium of $2,000
and for each round less than the 12 in 1 hour we are to suffer a penalty of $1,000.
You will perceive wo guarantee to fire 2 rounds more per hour than the Gord?n
contract calls for and we believe we can do better than we guarantee. \Ve will
build this carriage at the ordnance works belonging to the firm of4William Cramn
& Sons, in Philadelphia, an,l will agree to deliver the same complete and ready tol
test in seven months from date of contract. We will give the same bonds that the
Department has requir<'cl of Capt. Gordon or his manufacturer and agree to payments.to Le made in the same manner. Our price for this carriage, comple~o set up,
ready for mounting at Samly Hook, will be $50,000, which will include 5 au· .tlasks,
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which are described in the data appended herewith, which has been prepared by
Capt. _John A. ~owell, _U. S. Navy, the inventor of the Howell torpedo.
While the bill provides for $70,000, the additional $20,000 has been inserted in
order th_at the Board of Ordnance and Fortification may have the funds to buil<l. the
foundat10ns, pHrchase ammunition, and pay for incidental expenses. We are willing
to l1ave the bill amended so as to put the whole appropriation under control of your
Board of Ordnance and Fortification.
Very respectfully,
C. E. CREECY,
President Pneurnatic Gun Carriage and Poive1· Company.
Hon. DANIEL S. LAMONT,
Secretary of War;

The following specifications accompanied the above letter:
SPECIFICATIONS FOR 10-INCH PNEUMATIC CENTRAL-PIVOT DEPRESSING GUN CARRIAG~, CAPABLE• OF BEING MANEUVERED BY HAND, PNEUMATIC, AND ELECTRIC
POWER.
The price agreed upon for the carriage shall include all expenses incident to the
building of the carriage and setting up the same at the proving ground.
This carriage shall be completed and ready for test at the proving ground within
seven months from the date of the contract.
In the construction of this carria,g e the following conditions shall be fulfilled, viz:
1. The carriage shall be adapted for a 10-inch B. L. rifle of about 32 calibers
-length of bore, firing a full charge of 250 pounds of powder, or a sufficient charge,
with a projectile weighing 575 pounds, to give a velocity of not less than 1,975 feet
per second.
2. The <:larriage shall permit of motion for firing through a horizontal angle of 360~,
shall admit of loading at any point of the traverse, and shall traverse 360° withm
4 minutes by hand.
:-3. Wheri in a loading position at right angles to the parapet no part of the gun
or carriage shall extend above a plane passed through the interior crest and sloping
tQ the rear at an angle of 7° with the horizon.
The interior crest, asbereir. mentioned, will beunderstoocl to be represented by a
horizontal line about 146 inches above the plane of the lower surface of the circular racer bed of gun carriage, and the plane (vertical) of the breast-height wall will
be considered. as parallel to the lower gun lever center about 138 inches in rear of
this horizontal line.
4. The gun when in position for firing shall permit of a depression of 5° and an
elevation of 20°, and shall be capable of elevating from 5° depression to 20° elevation in 50 seconds.
The muzzle shall project not less than 5 feet beyond the breast-height wall.
.
5. When in position for loading the axis of the gun shall not make with the horizontal an angle greater than 5° , and in this position it shall be practicable to regulate
accurately the elevation that may be desired for firing.
6. For all charges between a minimum of 125 pounds of powder giving not Jess
. than 1,rno feet velocity to be adopted for the gun, or such weight of other powder as
will give the same velocity and the maximum charge indicated. in paragraph No. ~'
and for all elevation used the gun shall always return to the same position of recoil
for loading.
7. The construction shall be such that the piece may be raised to firing position
within 30 seconds, its recoil controlled by compressed-air power, the shot raised
by counterweight, power taken from recoil cylinder to lift counterweight, and shot
tray lowered to loading place by gravity.
8. With this carriage shall be furnished all the necessary metal parts, including
circular racer bed and holding-down bolts; also such parts as may be necessary to
adapt the gun to carriage.
Tb~ party s1;1pplyi!1g carriage shall furnish a man to superintend and inspect the
erection of th1,:1 carnage and preliminary tests, and the Government to supply all
helps necessary to erect and test said carriage, including all ammunition necessary
for the preliminary and official test .
. All necessary 1'lue prints of carriage and foundation to be supplied with this carriage.
, 9. The weight of this ca!riage should be as light as practicable, consistent with
tile development of the prmciple involved and the requisite strencrth
of the system,
0
not to xcee(l 60 tons.
10. The principal parts of the carriage to be made of the following material ·, Yiz:

_The main gun levers, main si<le he k , J w .r irc·nl
clips, load~r arm, and elevating arm 1 h · f a
The recoil cylinder, chamber , pi ton rod ylilHl
The cross head, centerhlg pins, and ful rum off r
All bolts and pins to be made of the b t r rw
ir 11.
All steel castings and steel foro-ino-s to hav a t
50,000 pounds per square inch with ~n· elon ation
about!. p r
All gun iron casting to have a tensile treno·th of 11
square inch.
.
b
All composition casting to be of the b st b arino- m
~tre~gth of about 25,000 pounds per square inch, with an
m 2mches.
ll. ~ standard 10-inch B. L. rifle, similar to th on to b lir don th
be _delivered at works of the contractor, as provided in contra t for
to msure complete adjustment of the gun to carriao-e.
12, The_ contr1_tctor to have the use of block and ta kle n tbe pro ino- i:-,ronncl au l
libe ~se of machme tools in machine shops there, if de ir d for r ctiiw th arr!n•~
pre, ious to the tests and for chan 0o-es found necessary before and during th J)r lumnary tests.
;rhe parties furnishing the carriage and appurtenance shall be ol ly r p nsi e .tor such plans as they may adopt and use in the construction. The work ball
a{l ~~l sta~es 1?e open to official inspection, and the contractor for the work ball nt
~h imhs furmsh full facilities for the inspection of the work by the Government.
·t ey 8 all al~o furnish any assistance that may be required in detenniningthe qualib~ of materials, and generally, such information, including drawings, in re 0 ·ard
, reto and t_he mann er of using the same as may be required. .
.
Th_e materials and wor.lrmanship shall be of the best quality and fimsh where
requued.
fr The tes~ of the materials intended for use in the carriage and its appurte1rnn ces,
om spec 11;0ens prepared by contractor, shall be at the expense of the Government.
th Tbe specimens for test of the principal members shall be taken directly from parts
emselves, or from a test block poured at the same time as the casting.
1
.
~y the use of pneumatic power for handling the carriage it can traverse 360°
in1 ,.. mmutes an~ the gun depressed from 20° to 5° depression in 1 minute.
16°· If the carnage succesi;fully performs the stated test it shall be accepted.
· The. expense of the above-indicated test and the ammunition for such experi~n~al firmg as may be deemed necessary before the carriage is turned over for
0
c1al test shall be borne by the United States.
'
17 · In the manufacture of this carria.o-e payments will be made by the United
ita tes on the. reg:ular certificate of insp~ction and receipt used by the Ordnance
epartment, m six equal installments, -as follows:
(l) ~~en all patterns are made; (2) when steel forgings are n~ade; (3) wben
composition and gun iron castings are made; ( 4) when steel castmgs are made;
SJ) when steel anrl gun iron are machined; (6) when carriage has been accepted.
en per cent to be reserved from each partial payment until carriage bas been
accepted by the United States.

·£(
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The action of the Board upon the above Jetter was as follows:
[Extract from the proceedings of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification.]
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, D. C., .F'ebrua1·y 23, 1894.

*

*

*

The Board resumed consideration of Senate bill No. 1617, introduced in the Senate
February 13, 1894, and referred to the Secretary of War Febrnar;v 14: 1894, by ~he
Senate _Commi~ee on Military Affairs, and by him to the :poard, a~d m co1;1nect10n
therewith designs, submitted February 23, 1894, of a d~sappearmg carnage for
mountm g a 10-inch B. L. rifle, by the Pneumatic Gun Carnage and Power Comp~;ny.
Mr. C!· E. Creecy, president of the compan y, came before the board and explamed
the ?es1gns, a recorrl of which bearing was made by the stenograp~~r of the B_oarcl.
After mature deliberation of the bill and the designs and pr•>vosit10ns submitted,
the board has the honor to return the bill to the honorable Secretary of ,var,
together with the letter of the Pnenmatic Gun Carriage and Power C'ompany, of
~ebruary 22, 1894, with accompanying designs, above referred to, with toe in_format1on that a 10-foch disappearing carriage wa purchased from the 1:"neumatw Gu_n
Carriage and Power Company in 1892 from an aJlotment made hy this Board. This
carriage was tested by the Ordnance Departm ent in tbe presence of members of the
Board at the Sandy Hook proving ground, and full reports of such te ts were fur-
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nished th? Board, which reports nre found ju its annual report for 1892, 11p. 44 to 61,
and :1re d1scussea on pp. 12 to 15 of the said report of the Board.
With respect to the modifietl form of the pneumatic carriage, in the opinion of the
Board ~he question is resol vetl into a, comparison uf two widely difftireut systems of
s~1pplpng power for the opera,tion of the carriage. The proposed pneumatic carnage 1s to be operated by, and will be wholly dependent upon, highly compressecl
air: confined in flasks, which in actual service · must be kept in st .re, to be charge9as oecasion may require during battle; and an accident to which from the enemy's
fire or other cause would put tl.te gun out of action.
,
The two gradty-return or counterpoise carriages alrearly constructed and testedthe Gordon an9 the Crozier-Buffington-are operated by gravity. There are no
flasks to be filled or stored, no risk of explosion, and no delay or difficulty in refilling.
Supposing the · question of time of maneuvering to be wholly eliminated by the
proposition now submitted, the Board is nevertheless of opinion that gravity is a
more certain, reliable, constant, ancl safe souTce of power for operating a disappearing carriage than•so subtle, uncertain, and in some respects dangerous an element as
highly compressed, air.· . ·
.·
Aside from this consideration, the conntorpoise carriages are simpler and stronger
in structure and .consequently less liable to become disordered ot disabled in action,
-when such disal>ility would be disastrous.
When the first disappearing pneumatic carriage was alloted for, no other design
had been su_c~es-s folly dev:eloped in this country, and the hydro-pneumatic Elswick
carriag6, which this lar.gely resembles, was the most successful abrnad._ .
'l'he two conn terpoise carriages since tm;tcd are purely American inventions, and
their designers -have given -to _the United States the right to manufacture, without
royalty, while the pneumatic carriage is a device whose dejiails are patented, and
the carriage could only J:ie manufactured Ly the payment of royalties.
For the reasons as above expressed the Board does not recommend the purchase
or test of the proposed modified pneumatic carriage.

· On the 30th of March, 1894, the Senate Subcommittee on the Fortificatfon Appropriation Bill, referred, for an expression of the Board's
views, a copy -of Senator Teller's proposed amendment (which was the
act as finally passed),· providing for the manufacture of the second
pnemnatic dis_a ppea:dng gun carriage. At the date. of the rec~ipt ?f
this communication the Board was not in session, and the letter m
reply-thereto, which was approved by the Board, was prepared by the
senior member present. Gen. H. L. Abbot, as follows:
BOARD 01<' ORDNANCE AND FORTIFICATION,

_ /
Washington, D. C., April 2, 1894 .
.Sm: I have ;the honor to acknowledge for the Board of Ordnance and Fortification
the receipt of the amendment intended to be proposed to the bill H. R. 4858, a.p~ropriating $50,000 for the manufacture and test of a 10-inrh pneumntic d1sappcanng
carriage, .forwarded to the Board with your request for its·views relative thereto.
There is inclosed herewith the action of this Board (see above) upon the letter of
. February 22, 1894, therein referred to, declining to recommend this carriage.
If Congress should see fit to make an appropriation for this purpose it would seem
wise, in the opinion of the Board, to protect the interests of the Go:vernment by the
insertion of a clause that the premium of $2,000 per rouncl for rapiclity of action be
only paid, provided the carriage exceed in this reRpect the best results which may
have been obtained in any ot!;ier 10-inch clisappearing carriage tested by the Govern. ment, prior to the test of said pneumatic carriage, and tben only for such numher
of rounds as may be fired in an hour in excess of the number fired with such other
carri.age.
There can be no object in paying a, premium for the p1 oduction of a carriag_e,
obj~c~ionable on the ground of employing pneumatic power, without it excel m
rap1d1ty of action hand-power carriages much simpler in construction.
For the board.
Very respectfully,
HENRY L. ABBOT,
Colonel of Engineers, U. S. Army, Bvt. Brig. Gen., Senior Mernber Present.
enator \V. CALL,
Chai1-rnan ubc<nnrnittee on Appropriations .
1

. As the_8-inch Crozier-Buffington carriage bas already given 10 rounds
12 mmute 21 ecou<ls, and the 10-inch Orozier-Buffington bas
yielded 10 round in 14 minute 22 seconds, and tbe new Gordon 10-

1~
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inch carriage showed a capacity in its :fir t :fir
the propriety of the suggestion in rega.rrl t b
~ubsequent to the passage of the act of ugn
referred to tlrn Board, through the Seer tary of
the Pneumatic Gun Carriage and Power Oompan rel tiv
·tract for a modified c;trriage, according to the 1 tt r f F'
1894. The action of the Board thereon wi11 app ar fr m tlJ
extract from its proceedings of .August 22, 1894:
AHi\11' Il ILDI1°G
New York City, .d.ugust 22, 1 94.

*

The letters of th e Pneumatic Gun Carriage and Power Company, elated ucru t 6,
8,_and 16, 1894, with their· indorsernents, were then Jaid before the Board, too-eth r
with a copy of the company's letter of February 22, 1894-, and the act of .onoTe s
approved August 1, 1894, making appropriations for fortifications, etc.
In_these letters the company req uest that a con t r act be entered in to with them to
furn_ish th~ United States with one of their IO-in ch pneumatic disappearino- o-un
carriages, 111 accordance with their Jetter of J.<'ebruary 22, 1894: to the ccretary of
~a1;';_and they furth er cfaim that they are entitJeu to siruiJar pre11iiums for rapidity
otTtnng as were embodied in the contra.ct for the Gordou carriage .
, , ,e langn age of the appropriation bill is as follows:
. 'Io enable the Board of Ordnance and Fortifi cation to procure :rnd test one ten~ch pneumatic disapl?earing gun carriage of the Pnenm::i,tic G~m Carrin-iS"e aud
tower Cornp~ny's des1g11, the Secretary of War is hereby authorized and <1_irected
0
. co1;1tract ,v1th the Pneumatic Gun Carriage aud Power Company, _of Washrngton,
District of Columbia, without advertisino·, for said carriage, which shall be constrncted _on the general plan submitted bby the comriany to the Boanl of Ordnance
a.~id :F urhficatfon in its letter dated Febrnary twenty -second, eig11tecn hundred and
mn~ty-four, a~d shall be capable of being traYersed nnd _the gur!- eJeYat~d and
depressed b:"5; either pneumatic, electric, or hand power, and the deta1ls of saHl plan
ma~ be modified, changed, ancl imp·roved in the discretiou of said company.
'~ The same conditions relatiYe to the p]atforrn, ammunition, and payments, and
so for.th, embodied in the contract for ihe Gordon ten-inch counterpoise carriage
shall apply to the pneumatic carriao-e and the same facilities . for carrying · ont the
c~ntract fo! t~e counterpoise carriage' shall be extended. to the pneumatic _carriage.
lhe su~ of fifty thousand dollars-, or so much thereof as ]llay be necessary, 1s bereliy
appropriated for the purchase of the said pneumatic cn.rriage: Pro1,ided, That the
Secretary of \Var, before mak~ng auy payments under the said contrac~, shall req!1ire
~he company to fnrmsh satisfactory bonds to him to return the money 1f the carrrnge
1s not accepted."
The Board finds, on considering the terms of the act, that certain poi?ts involving
the payment of large premiums and possibly the :reject.ion of the c-arriage for nonfulfillment of certain conditions demand leo-al interpretation before a.form of coutract..can be properly drawn.
'
b
The act provides t hat the carriao-e under construction "shall be const1·ucted on the
~eneral_plan s11 omitted by the corri'pany to the Board of Ordnance. and Fortification
m its l<!tter dated February 22, 1894;" a]so that "the sai_:ne ~ondit-ions relativtJ t.o the
platfo1·rn, a'!71-mirnition, ancl payments, and so forth, embodrnd· m th_e cont_ract t,or the
Gordon 10-rnch counterpoise carriage, shn,11 app]y to the pnenmatic c~rrrnge.
Th_e proposa,l of the company in its letter Teferred to in the act differs from the
reqmrements of the Gordon contract in the following particulars:
REQU IRED BY GORDON CONTRACT

PROPOSAL OF PNEUMATIC GUN CARRIAGE
AND POWER COMPANY.

Elevate front - 5° to

By hand power, 50 second~.

+ 20° .

By hand power, 45 seconds.
By e]ectric::tl 110wer, 1 minute.
I By pneumatic power, 15 seconds.

I

Traverse through 360° .
By hand power, 5 minutes.
By electrical power, 2 minutes.

Ry band power, 4 minute_s.
By electrical pon·e r, 2 mu_rntes.
! By pneumatic power, 2 rurnutes.
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Elevate from loading to firing position.

By hand power, 5 minutes.

I
J

By hand power ( not given).
By pn~umatic power, 30 seconds .

.Raise to firing position and retu1·n to loading position.

I By pneumatic power, 3 minutes.

By electrical power, 3 minutes.

Rounds pe1· hour.
I

I By.hand power.
"The carriage should be such as to
· permit of the firing of the service 10-inch
rifle therefrom 10 times in 1 hour,. using
hand power only, and there shall be a
deduction of $1,000 from the contract
price agreed upon for each round less than
this number in said time and a bonus of
$2,000 for each round greater than this
number."

Power ·11ot mentioned.
" We propose to fire 12 rounds within
1 hour with the same premiums and same
penalties that your Department has p_ut
in the Gordon carriage contract, to wit:
For each round over and above the 12fired
we are to receive apremiumof $2,000, and
for each round less than the 12 in 1 hour
we are to suffer a penalty of $1,000. Yo·.1
will perceive that we guarantee to fire 2
rounds more than the Gordon contract
calls for, and we believe we can do better
than we guarantee."

As bearing upon this $Ubject of 10-inch -disappearing carriages the Board has ~he
honor to state that on the 21st instant it witnessed the rapidity test of the CrozierBuffington counterpoise 10-inch disappearing carriage, at the proving ground at
Sandy Hook, at which time ten service rounds were fired from said carriag-e in 22
minutes and 19.9 seconds, including an unusual delay of7 minutes and 38 seco~ds,
due to the sticking of the breech-block of the gun, between the fifth and ~1xth
rounds, without the slightest mishap to tho carriage, which was operated entirely
by hand power. From this it will be observed that tbe question of the number.
of rounds per hour to entitle the pneumatic carriage to the premium of $2,000 per
round becomes of special importinnce. In the c:;i,se of tho Crozier-Buffington carriage no premiums were offered in the contract.
Tho Board recommends that the legal questions arising from these differences
between the proposal of the company and the Gordon contract be referred to the
proper legal authority and a decision obtained before the contract be drawn.
.
The Board further invites attention to the fact that the Gordon contract reqmres
that '' the work must pass the required inspection at all stages of its progress and
be approved by the officers of the Ordnance Department before being accepted ~nd
paid for by the United States." In view of the premiums and forfeitures depenchng
upou the time of delivery of the carriage this specification is regarded as highly
important.
·

Since the foregoing action, the Board bas received no further communication on the subject, and taken no further action except to make
the formal allotment of the $50,000 appropriated for the purchase of
the carriage, so that the contract may be entered into at any time.
The Gordon 10-inch disappearing carriage (original).-This carriage,
which was fully described in the last annual report, and for which the
Board allotted $60,975, has been disassembled and stored at the proving ground· at Sandy Hook. It was necessary to remove it from the
battery line to make room for the test of other types of disappearing
carriages. No steps have been taken for its final disposition.
The .~ord_on 'modified 10-inch disappearing carriage.-This carriage is
a m0Lhficat10n of the 10-inch carriage <l.esigned by Capt. W. B. Gordou,
Ordnance Department, and was quite fully described i_n the report of
the Board for last year. The main modifications which were approved
by the Board, and which have been made in tbe constrnction of the
carriage, w re outlined in that report as follows:
(l) The weight of the carriaO'e antl counterpoise is very considerably reduced and
the 11Jasses much. more compactly disposed.
.
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(2) The thrust of the recoil, ia tea(l of beino- ran mit <l t tb1 hy,lr. nli c·rlinders Ly the connecting rods and truck , i comrunui •at <l 1.,y :t ml iuation ot' ,,. ar ,
producmg a direct action upon the pi ton in t,,ad f tll ohliqn thrn t of th • 11
mechanism, and the "dead center" is whollv ohvint c1.
(3) T~e air chamber, or reservoir, in tead-of beino- disp
hydraulic cylinders is placed parallel with them.

~n addition, the modified carriage ha lev r v, hf a , m~ 11ipulat10n to control all the operations required iu man u rin °· · r~ u k
and gearing for traversing; electrical apphau e for all m l ' m 11t
except elevating and depressing, and the main
1i11<l r lla
n
altered so that it can be used to nm the gun np and down b, r hydr. uli
pres_s ure furnished by a baud 1mmp.
The test of the carriage was commenced May :,G 1 94.
round the bolts holding the cap of the elevating crew w r
aud at t_he second, May 28, the easting holding the el :1vatin °· er w to
the horizontal shaft gave way. The front platform upon which th
pumps rested was also injured by the blast. The platform carryillg the
pumps was changed to the rear of tbe carriage after tllis round. A.t_
r?und 6 one of the large bolts holding tbe hydraulic pivot -to the carr1age was found to be broken and all the others bent. These were
r~placed, a_ud a counterweight weighing 8 tons was bolted on the front
of the -carnage, and two east-iron heels were attached to the rear to
take up the straiu of recoil.
Tbi~ alteration was uot, however, sufficient to produce stability, and
two of t~e twelve bolts hol<ling the hydraulic pintle to the housing
broke off at the fourteen th round.
A supporting arc was then bolterl to the bottom of the carriage, in
frollt,. partly encircling tl.Je piutle eyliu<.ler, which bas thus far proved
e:ffect1 ve.
Septe~ber 27, 1894, the Board witnessed the :firing of 10 proof rounds
for te~tmg the general working of the carriage. These rounds were
fired m accordance with the following programme, arranged by the
Board:
1

Angle of / p
d r
elevation or
ow e
depression. charge.

Number of rounds.
·

r:::::. ·:::.::: ::::: :: :::::: :: ::::: :::::::::::: :: ::::::: :: ::: ::::::.::-:: ::::::: ::
-... - - -... - - .. -- .. - - ..... - -- . - -... --...... -- ....... - ...... - .... . . - - .... --- . - . -- - . ... -- - -..

2 ..... __ .... _....... _____ . __ . ______ ...... _. _.. __ .. __ .... _. _........ _........ ___ ..

Poitnds.

- o

.A.bout++lOg

I)
}

+15 /

2!·!4t
~

f ~gf

::::::::::::::::::::::::::_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _. _.: _. _.: : _. _. _. _. _.: : : : _.: : ::i Ir ~it

The powder used for the 224-pound charge was Du PonHs V U, lot
~7, and gave the required service pressure of 35,000 po~n_cls per square
mch. The carriage worked smoothly throughout the .fi.rmg. of the ten
rounds.
Tl1e Board then ,vitnessed the prescribed maneuvering tests, using
hand power only, as follows:
.
The gun was elevated from -5° to + 20° in 38 seconds, the tune
allowed being 50 seconds. The carriage was traversed throu$'h 360
degrees in 2 minute. 56:.l seconds, the time allowed being 5 mmutel-'.'.
Four men worked the crai1k:, beiug relieved by others at iuterval ' , .
The gun wa raised from the loading to the firing po ition in 1 n~rnute and 5 econd., the time allowed b ing 5 minute , 13 men workrng
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t~e pumps ~ithout relief; Thereupon the Board found that the carriage had passed the official tests prescribed by the contract, and rec- •
omrnended its acceptance ·by the Government.
At the first round of-the rapidity test, to determine "the amount of
forfeiture or bonus, the valve pocket at the rear end of the main cylinder gave way, disabling the carriage. ·One of the ernployes of the Morgan Engineering Company admitted that he had neglected to fasten
the valve open by, means of a set screw after the ' hand maneuvering
tests. This valve closed, thus cu.tting off the means of escape for the
fluid in the cylinder, and the unyielding pressure of the column of
liquid, transmit,ting the-- force of recoil, came upon the valve. It is
interesting to note that this round was fired in exactly one min~1te from
the time the signal was given, until the recoil of the gun, which burst
the valve pocket. .
·
Since this test the carriage has been fired three times before the
Board on Disappearing Gun Carriages, and at the third round one of
the elbows at the rear of the hydraulic cylinder cracked.
This carriage is. of a very original <lesign, and it was inevitable that
its development should be accomplished only after surmounting ma~y
unforeseen difficulties~ . The carriage worked admirably in the trial
before the Board until the accident at the beginning .of the rapidity
test, and the Board has faith in the ultimate success of this system for
positio1rnrequiring ,unusual cover and all-around fire.
The test,s already show that the carriage is capable of great rapidity
of fire.*
The 8-inch Crozier-Buffington disappearing carriage.-The 8-inch carriage of this type had been received at the proving ground prior to the
last annual report, and was being assembled and mounted at that date.
Since then it lias passed a most satisfactory test at the hands of ~he
Ordnance Board, exceeding for rapidity and smoothness of operat1_on
the most sanguine .expectations of this Board. This is an absolutely
new type of disappearing · carriage, the result of the combined inv~ntions of Col. Buffington, U.S. Ordnance Department, and Capt. Crozier,
Ordnance Department. It is a strictly American invention. Although
of an entirely novel type, never before subjected to trial, it passed successfully through its test without so much as the breakage of a bolt, or
any accideJ1t whatever. Only slight alterations in the recoil mechanism wer~ requireq..'. The Board regards this as a remarkabl.e record.
This is a front-pintle ca.:rriage, and traverses through 180 degrees.
The_following operations were performed, by hand power, in the
times denoted:
Time.
Operation.

Min- ,· Secutes. onds.

i~~r{{{Ut{~J~:; t~~:~:;T~~):::: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::: ::::~:
Lowere~ from firing position to loading posit ion. ___ . _______ . ________ . _... ______ . ... . - - . - -

ifiH~i,f~:f~·~~~~t·:~;~i:::::::::::::::::::::::::••••::•::::::::::• ::::1:
12

1

Time of fi rin

g

10 round

r/i1;f finn g position. - · · · · · - - · ·- · · · · ·--- · · · · ·· - · · · · · · - - · · ·
( p 1ty t est) ...... _... _.. ..... - - -. . - - - - - - - -. -- - -· -· - · · · - - - - - · · ·

12

13½
131!
20

29

14½
Si
18
68
4
21

Thi. _carriag~ has been accepted, and, so far as relate to 8-inch di appearrng carriage for elevated sites, there is no rea on known to the
." Sinctht be rln.te of t his report t his carriage has been successfull y t es ted for rapi dity (Dec . 3, l- 94) ,
gi.vmg er ruarkable r ecord of 82 r ou nds i n one hour .
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Board why manufacture for . rd · mi n-li
r, I •
idly, except the want of apprnpriati 11. ·.
The Board recommend that Ii b ra J am npl'iu i 11 . b m, I ,
the expenditure& for gun· of thi . •, li r, 11 l utp1a · 'Ill 11 t _ th
aJr~ady made, may be sveedily utiliz 1.
~en-inch Crozier-Buffington di ·app ttrinfJ cm-riag .- 'l lii ' ·n ·1 i ' ,
which was in process of fabri ation , Lt
f J,1 r p r h, · l> 1
completed, assembled on its plat~ rru a
all l
II k. n II l n1l ·
t •l
and accept~d duriu g the year.
Th~ carnage does uot material I • cliff r
~be 8-mcb carriage. Only slight moclifi ti
m ~he hydraulic cylinders for che ki II o- r
satisfactorily. Like the 8-inch carrfag f tlii. t 'I th
· h,
completed without accident and to th ntir i,;a,ti 1~ ti n f 11
< ar l.
~n Au~ust 21, 1894, the Board witne
d. tl.1
ial ra1 i lit t
tlus carriage. No premium or other special p ·uniary b n fi wa
dependent upon the test, but the ten rounds w re fir din 14 miuut
and .22 seconds. The charges were 240 pound' DuPont'-= bro n pri 'ma:tic powder and a 575-pound solid sl.10t. The guu wa fired a a
un.1fori!-1 eleva~iou of 100, an i the pr~jectiles were lifted fro~1 th platfoi m., m loadrng, by rnt'ans of an ordinary shot crane, without any
s~ecial mechanism. The gun and carriage were operaterl by a detail
of 1 Boncommissioued officer aud 11 men, uuder charge of an officer .
. For the official reports of the tests of tbese two carriages refereuce
18
made to the report of the Chief of Ordnance for the cnrrent yea.r.
~o far as known to the Board this is the bP.st reeord yet made by any
10-mch disappearing carriage. .
.
. Adams !0-inch disappl wring carr1'.age.-Amoug the new desi~ns for
disappearmg carriages which have come before the Board durmg the
year is that of Maj. M. B. Adams U. S. Corps of Engineers.
The design not being fully dev~loped, and the dra~irigs incomplete,
the Board considered the project of sufficient merit to warnmt the
allot1;0ent of $300 to cover the expense of the preparation o~ detai!ed
work~ng drawings. The matter remains in statu quo. The .workmg
drawmgs have not as yet-been completed.
SEACOAST MORTAR CARRIAGES.

T_he spring return 12-inoh mortar octrriage.-The type carriage o( this
des1~n has remained in use at the proving ground, and .has contmued
t? give satisfaction as a service ca.rriage. The manufacture of carriages of this type has progressed satisfactorily duriug the year; all
have been delivered at the proving ground at Sandy Hook, _aud 4_2
have been forwarded to the sites where they are to be placed m posi-

tion.

The substitution of spiral springs for the Bellville springs, o!igina~ly
used for taking up the recoil, has been definitely adopted, with satisfactory results.
.
.
The Gordon 12-inch mortar carriaqe.-This mortar carrrnge, for whwh
the board made an allotment of $6,500 July 12, 1893., ~as. been completed during the year, and is now at Sandy Hoo~ awai~mg 1ts test. .
The board has made additiona] a1lotments for this carr1age, as tallows·

$fgg

For COIDJ>lf'.tion of carriage - -- - . - . - -.. - - .. · - - - · · - - - - - - - - - · ·· - - - - -- - - - · -- - - - -- For settrng up and test .. _-·· .... ·-· .. - - . - . -- - -- - -- - ·· - --·- ·- - --· ·· -·-· · · - --- _ _
Origi:~f~1i~t~~~t : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:::::::: : : : : 6,

ggg

Total . - - - . - - - - - - . -=-•..•. - - •.. - - ... - - - - • - - - - - - - - - .• - - - - . - . - - - - . - - - - - - - 7, 335
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The test will take place very soon. ·
The desJgn is not patented in the United States, and is ,an American
device .
. ~n tl~e Gordon carriage the piece recoils aloug inclined slides, to which
it is clipped, at an angle of 60°, and the recoil is taken up and the
mortar retgrned to battery by a combination of hydropneurnatic cylinders and spiral springs.
Such carriages ·c an be rapidly and cheaply produced, not only at the
Goveri:iment 9arriage factory, but also by private plants, in case of
necessity.
PLATFORMS.

The board has allotted the -sum of $2,318.92 during the year for
experimental platform plates for testing the 8-inch and 12-inch barbette
carriages, and $1,000 for platforms for testing the 6-pounder rapid-fire
guns. It also bas made an allotment of $1,200 for platform for testing
the 12-inch mortar carriage presented for test by the Pneumatic Gun
Carriage .and Power Company. ·
AUXILIARY DEFENSES.
MINES AND TORPEDOES.
r

Ericsson a.erial subaquf!1tic pr~jectiles.-The two remaining projectil~s
purchased from the Ericsson Coast Defense Company, referred to m
the last report as being on hand at Fort Wadsworth, were fired before
·
a ,c ommittee of the Board July 20, 1894.
The· report of the committee is as follows:
NEW YORK, N. Y., Jtily 21, 1894.
The committee of the Board appointed to observe the firing of tlle two
remaining Ericsson aerial subaquatic projectiles have the honor to submit the following report:
The experiments took place at Fort.vVadsworth, New York Harbor, July 20, 1894.
Upon arriving at the place the committee fouud that a projectile had already been
loaded into the gun by Mr. Bushnell, secretary of the Ericsson Coast Defense Company. Mr. Bushnell ha,d been at work for three days.with two m en furnished by the
cornpa11y and one man furnished by the Board putting the projectiles in oruer, regulating the steering gear, painting them, etc. The gun was the old 15-inch Ericsson
Destroyer gun, lengthened.
.
Ffrst shot.--The propelling charge was 10 pounds sphero-hexagonal powder and
the elevation was 9° . The projectile made a flight in the air of 282 yards a nd
entered the water at an angle of 29° 50'. It rose from the water point first 93 yards
from the point at which it entered, and floated. The projectile was recovered without difficulty by a detachment of men in a rowboat.
The distances were determined by observers at the ends of a base line 200 yards
long on the parapet of the fort, under the direction of Lieut. J. V. White, Fir.st
Artillery. The angle of entry into the water wa,s determined with an instantaneo~s
camera. The day was clear and the projectiles perfectly visible throughout thelI'
course in the ~ir. The projectiles were reported by Mr. Bushnell to be regulated
for a submersion of 7 feet.
Upon examining the projectile after it was drawn ashore it was found that the
rubber casing about the regulator had burst and that the top and bottom :fins on
the left-hand side were broken. Otherwise the projectile appeared to be in good
order. No attempt was made to use the rocket arrangement at the tail to accelerate
the motion of the projectile under water, and the composition was not ignited by
the charge.
~econd sliot.-This was fired at 12 :10 p. m., a1Jo11t one hour after thn first.
fbe charge and elevation were the same as at the first shot.
The projectile made a flight of 271 yards in the air entered the water at an angle
of ~O:) 5', an~ a~ose, with its axis apparently nearly'horizontal, 140 yards from the
pomt at wh1eh it _trnck the water. After the first projectile was fired two top wa~ches. were ohtamed, ancl th e time of flight in air of the second wa. taken hy
MaJ. Phipps, and found to be 3 seconds. The time under water was taken by Gen.
GENERAL:
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Abb?t, and found to be 3 seconds. The projectil
the first, and was recovered without difficulty. ~ ~ o r
jectile.
in,,. 11: l ui·
ncl
Upon examining the projectile it was found that th rnlib r
tha_t the top fin was brokeu iu rear of the rudd r pin. Th pr j · ·til' : pp m '1 t
be m good condition, with the exception of th ]icrht clama.o- nboY n t •cl.
In both cases the wire that bad been wound abont the ·a ino- f th rl' nl, tin~
apparatus, apparently to protect the ru bber wa fore d ba ·k towar<l th t. il a far
as the form of the proj ectile would permit. '
It was supposed by the committee that the cir nm ·tanc att ncling th irin o
th e two projectiles were identical, but it after ward trnn pired that th hori;i nt. l
ru<lrler of the second projectile had beeu a-iv n a <lepre ion of :2.,\- d ""l't' • , whil' tlie
rudder of the first had none.
O
~
r
A plat showing the position of the o-nn aud the points at which th proj til'
entered and came out of the water an~l photoo-ra1)hs
of the })l'Oj ctil(• in flio·ht,
0
accompany this report.
'
After the firing the chamber containino- the regulator wa filled witll uentral oil
and the projectiles are now stored at Port Wadsworth.
Very respectfully, your obedient servants,
HENRY L. ABBOT,
Colonel of Engineers, U. 8 . ...1.

FRANK

H. PHIPPS,

Major, Ordnance Department, U. S . .d.
.T. C. AYRE '
Captain of Ordn ance, r:. S . .d..

Gen. J. ~- SCHOFIELD, u. s. A.
President Boa1'd of O;·dnance and Fort·ification.

The Board, after considering this report in connection with the
report of the previous trials of these projectiles, decided not to recomD?end any further allotments of funds for experimenting in this direct10n.
The reasons for this decision are thus give:µ in the action of the
Board on the report above quoted and the letter of the vice-president
of the Ericsson Coast Defense Company:

.

AUGUST 22, 1894.
From the a~tion o{the two projectiles in the first trial, it is evident that th ere is ,
fireat u?-certamty as to their behavior. In the first trial (see page 18, report of the
0
, 3:rd f<_lr the year ending October 31, 1891) one made a good flight in air, bnt after
divmg mto the water never reappeared; the other fell fl.a~ upon the .w ater and
was destroyed by the concussion. In the trial of .July 20, witll a reduced charge,
" " " th_e second projectile had a depression of 2f degrees given to its .horizontal
ru d der, which would naturally cause it to enter the water at a more obtuse ang~e
tha~1 t11:e first, vybich had no depression given to the rudder. On the contr~,ry, this
:pro.i_ecti~e entered the water at au ano·le of 90 45' less than the other. The first proJe~tile, mst_ead. of risiIJg to the snrfa~e through its flotation only, came ul? plainly
pomt first, indi cating that it had gone down to a greater depth than was mtended
an~ turned a~ruptly upward.
.
. ·
. 'lhe Board further does not have confidence in the method of k eepmg the axis of
this _long- projectife parallel to the trajectory by m eans of fins. The progress ?f the
age m chcates that only rapid rotation can insure a projectile of such d1sproport10nate
leng ~h an~ diameter from tumbling when fired at any consideraole r ange. The range
obt1;Lmed m the experiments of Jul.v 20 of less than 300 yards would b e nse~~ss
aga1_nst_an enemy's ship in any conceivable case frorn a shore b~ttery, and the chfficulties m developing the sys tem would unclonbtedly increase with the range.
'l'he Board also recoo-nizcs the fact that since the inception of the trials with the
aeria~ subaquatic proj~ctile other systemi; of torpedoes have been greatly<lev_e~ol?edand it believes that in some one of the forms of torpedo, controlla?le and d1n_g1bJe
from shore, lie better chances of success in utilizing thi method of harbor defem,e.

The Sims-Edison jisli torperlo.-Tirn report of Lieut. Col. W.R. King,
commanding engineer station at \-VHJt>t ' Point, N: Y., upon tJie 20
additional runs of tlJi, torpedo recommended l>y tb1 Boa.rd, 1.Ja been
received since the la t report.
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The following extract from the record of the Board, under date of
March 27, 1894, shows the action taken:
The Board. considered the indorsement of the Chief of Engineers of March 13,
18~4, f~rwardrng report of additional trials with the Sims-Edison electric torpedo,
sa1d trrn]s _having been conducted in compliance with the Board's recommendation
of May 27, 1893.
_
.
·
These trials indicate that the device can not at present be regarded as sufficiently
developed to warrant its adoption and purchase, in number, for storage for use iu
war.
.
.
.
,
The use of the two dynamos coupled in para.Ile! was not conten;platetl by the Board in
recommending the original purchase of the trial apparatus. The ontfit was designed
by the inventor for the equipment of a war station, und it was nrnlerstood th:.it one
of the d,Ynamos was proposed to be held in reserve against possible accidents. The
employment of high potentinls nnd large electrical currents may lie demande<l to
secure great speed; but in our harbors, where the mine fields will be placed, the tidal
currents usua1ly prevailing are gentle, and high speed is fa.r less important than
certairity of action. The higher the electricaJ potentials and cnrrents the greater
the chr,n.c es of failure from breaking down of the apparatus, including tbe cables.
The chief use of the device will be in defending mine iie1<18 against attacks of
connterminers, and for this pnrpose high speed may well be sacrificed to securn certainty of action·:
_
It is recommended that such investigations as may be approvetl by the Chief of
Engineers be continued to develop the torpedo now ow11ed. uy the Government upon
the lines above indicated. Allotments to cover the cost of such trials, 1f desired,
will -be recommended by this Board from funds applicable to the purpose.

These runs were recommended by the Board for the purpose of ascertaining the pei~centag.e of. cases iu which the torpedo accomplished the
object for which the run was made, and with the view to determining
tlle advisability of making further allotments for the purchase of more
of this weapon.
BA 'l'TERIES.

The sum of $1,221,000 appropriated by tbe act of August 18, 1890,
to be _e xpended "under the direct supervision of the Board of OrdnainGe and Fortification" for the construction of gun and mortar batteries; _at Boston; New York, and- San Francisco, bas been wholly
e~pended,' as the Board is advised, and no further sums for the construction of batteries have been placed under the supervision of the
Board. For information in regard to that subject reference is made to
the report of the Chief of Engineers.
QUICK-FIRE GUNS.

Under allotments' of the Board, purchase bas been made of the following types of quick-fire guns of 4.724-inch caliber (12 centimeters):
The Hotchkiss, the Armstrong·, the Cauet, and the Sehneider. The
Board had expected that the test of these four types of quiek-tire guns
would have been made and completed during the past year, but unexpected dela,y in the delivery of the Can et gun, for which, together with
the shield and 500 rounds of ammunition for tf.st, the Board allotted
$32,000, has postponed the test.
These have now been received and the test can proceed as soon as
tlie gnn can be mounted. Negotiations with the Maxirn-Nordenfelt
Guns and Ammunition Company for one of their 4.724-inch guns have
bee~1 ·uspended on account of the foability of the company to adopt
the1_r gnn to the balanced pi1lar mount, wl1ich the Board regards as
an important feature.
Th comparative te t of tbe e gun, i. expected to take place in tlle
n ar fntnre. Th e gun, are cons"idered. an important auxiliary of
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RAPID-FIRE G

T~ere have been acquired nuder the a11otm nt f th
, r 1, th f l lowi~g G-pouuder rapid-fire guns (2.U-iuch
<1alih r ) : 'I'll II< <·hki,·
th
e Seabnry, M:::u:im-Nord011felt Sponsel a11d th Dri b· · - hr> d r.
These guns are in pJace at Sandy Hook,' and tl.Jeir t •:t i · .up]
a~d tho results of the test will appear iu th ::wnual re1>or f 1.1
of Ordnance for the current year, to which refer nee is made
MACHINE GUNS.

th The Robertson 2-barreled nuwhine .<Jun.-This gnn, developed throtwh
e all~tme11t of the Board, has been tested during the year. Under
date of January 4, 1894. t.he Uhief of Or<lna11ce transmitted to the
Board the official report of the test which is made Appendix B to this
report.
'
The mount for this gun being found too light aud ina~lequate, tlrn
Board, on Augnst 21, 1894 allotted a sum of $100 for a tnpod mount,
and a fu~ther sum of $ L50 for converting the gun from a .45-caliber to
a -3 ~-cahber gun. Tbe Board has also allotted $100 for test of the
modified gun .
.. Th~ mer~t~ of the system are, that it is simple, stroug, aud Ji$'ht _
; the
feed 1 s pos1t1ve and snch as to overcome auy ordiuary obstruct1011, _~nd
the gun ca1_1 he fired at almost any angle of elevation or de1n·ess1~u,
and s~ould _its farther teRt meet expectation, it woul~l be valnable ~or
sweepmg ditches or repelling landing parties, especrn.lly wlrnn consHlerable depression woulcl be rerrnired.
.
.
The test of tlie g-un a11d monnt is expected during- tl10 comrng year.
!}he Brvcin multicharge gnn.-This machine iwn, offered for te:-.t ~Y a
pnvate party, a11d tested under nn allotrneut of the Board by th_e 01·dnance Boa.rd, was not fonnd by that Boa.rd to be wortJ~y of fnrtl1_er
developme11t by the United States, in wbich opiuion tins Board concurred.
RANGE AND POSI'l'ION FINDERS.

Fair progress has beeu ma<le dnriug the :mar in the ":ork of test!ng
the Ulany forms of this importa11t adjnnc:t to modern nrt11Je!'Y practrne,
aud there is good gTotrn<l for expectation that the_ Ja hors ot tb_e Board
on Range and Position Findert1 will soon re:;ult 11t tl1e seleetzon of a
satisfactory instrument. The progress reports of that Boarc1 are
appended, marked .Appendix C. .
. .
.·
•• t
1
Uy,on the recomrnendatio11 of this Bonnl Lieut. H. L. Har11s, Fus
Artillery was appointed, Mny r,, 1804, executive of!icer of tbe Rauge
Finder B~ard and the detail hai;; mu{'h expcclited tJw~ '.'·ork.
The followi~g is a brief nmm~ry of the 1· nlt · ol>tarned:
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Field range finders.-The investigations of the board have led to the
rejection of the Broad Arrow, Pratt, and Labbez range .finders, and of
all other types involving the same optical principle as the sextant, and
this Board has concurred in the recommendation.
Tl.le reasons for not recommending such instruments are thus stated
by the Range Finder Board :
1. They are far more liable to injury than those formed by prisms.
2. They may be. out of adjustment without attracting attention .
.3. \i"\7here the ranged object, eye of the observer, and the object marking the direction of the base are approximately not in the same horizontal plane, the instrument
may give very erroneous results without the observers readily detecting the errors.
This results from the mirrors not bein g held vertically, though the direct and
re_flected images seem to be in the same vertical line.

The Aide-Tiruer and Unge have been practically tested, so far with
rather unsatisfactory results. The Nolan and
eldon range finders
have not yet been tested.
Seacoast position flnders.-Tbe instruments of this class that have
been tested are the Lewis and the Watkins depression, and the Fiske
electrical range finders. They have given very fair results, as will
appear from arr inspection of the tables accompanying the report of
the Range Finder Board, especially those of August 21, and October

"T

20, 1894.
It will also be noticed that the per cent of error as a rule falls far
below tlie allowed error used in the English service of 1 per cent for
each 1,000 yards of range.

The inventor of the Fiske instrument proposes an improvement
which, it is claimed, will make the device more accurate, suscept_ible
of closer reading, and less liable to get out of order than the prev10us
form. The Watkins depression range finder has also been tested to
some extent, and has given fair results.
.
The Zalinski range finder has not up to date been presented for trial.
In connection with the subject of range and position :finding, the
Board has allotted $202,55 for the purchase of a relocator invented by
Lieut. W. 0. Rafferty, First Artillery. The position of a battery or
gun is often remote from the range finder, and azimuths or ranges
taken at the range finder station are generally appreciably incorrect
for the gun. It therefore becomes necessary to transform the range
finder data into data applicable to the position of the gun. This problem Lieut. Hafferty has solved iu a very ingeniouR way by an applicati<?n
of the principles of trigonometry. When completed the relocator will
be thoroughly tested.
Weaver's plotting device.-Durin g the year there was submitted to
the Board a new and ingenious plotting device invented by Lieut. E. _M.
Weaver, Second Artillery, for directing the fire of batteries at rnovmg
targets. A series of practical experiments have been conducted with
the device at Fort Monroe during- the year, and the results have been
such that this Board regards it as worthy of further test and development, and has recommended the reference of the sn~ject mattelto a
special board to be appointed and known as the Board on the Regulation of Seacoast Artil_lery Fire.
At it me~ti1~g on October 23, 1894, this Board took action looking
to the practical application of range and position finders, a follow :
_In view of the fact that the iu ve.·ti O'ations of the Board on I ange and Position
Fmd~rs sho~ that the l!roblem of electing a satisfactory rauge tinder i ~o n~ar
B0~ 11 ~ 1011 , tlns Boarcl hcheves that the time has corne to develop a, method of n.·mg
this m truwent s~ch as will be rec1uired in a.etual service. The Board on Range
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and Position Finders is only authorized to ascertain and r eport npon the m rit
of the different forms of ran~e finders; but in addition to tbi it i d . 'irnhl
that a complete system should be devised and ettled npon by rneau of which :my
battery or any gun in the defenses can be quickly a1.H.l ac •uratel_y traiuecl UJ>Oll au
ad,:ancing vessel. Several important questions must l,e deterruin d: Th nm11 b •r
of rnstruments that will be required; the most advaJ:!tageou po ition fQr th m;
t~e means of communicating with the guns; the method of convertino- the data
gwen by the range finder into data utilizable at t,he gun, which may be nrnn
b111Hlred _yards distant, etc. The Boa.rd proposes New York Harbor a the prop r
plac~ to maugurate a typical system of this kind.
It 1s_-therefore recommendecl that a board. of three artillery officers be appointe l, to
be d_es1gnated "the Board on the Regulation of Seacoast Artillery Fire," to be electe<l
preferably from those who have evinced the greatest interest in this ubject, and
who ar~ or can be stationed in the vicinity of Kew York, to develop and recommend
~ pr_actic~l system of utilizing seacoast range finders and directing the fire of the
fortificat10ns at the Narrows against an attacking :fleet. Such a board should l1ave
the use of the appliances at the forts in the harbor a,nd the assist,ance of detail of
officers_a~~ en_listed men when necessary. It should apply to the Board of Ordnance
a,nd Fort1ficat1on. for the allotment of such funds as are required for its work, and
should also make its reports to this Board.
· The board should meet at the call of the senior member at such times and at such
~oints in New York Harbor as may be necessary to carry out the scheme of imrestigat10n above outlined.
.

"

"

. SMOKELESS POWDERS.

T~sts and experiments have been ~ontinued with smokeless powders
durmg the year and the Board has made an allotment of $2,400 for
that purpose. But the time would seem to have now come when
e:xperi1:0ents with this modern explosive should be entered upon more
exte!1s1~ely with ._a view to determining and· selecting the b_est for
service m the var10us types and calibers of guns and mortars. The
Board recommends a liberal ·appropriation for this purpose. This is
o_ne of the main experimental objects that should engage early attention. (See estimates.)
·
. The sudden outbreak of the war in the Orient, and the liability to
like unforeseen hostiUties in Europe, admonishes that we can not too
ear~y prosecute to solution the problem that would instantly confront
us m case of war.
·
FUGH EXPLOSIVES.

The subject of lligh explosives was, as in previous years, urnler the
charge of a committee of the Board, consisting of Gen. H. L. Abbot and
Maj. Clifton Comly up to the time of the latter's death, since which
date ~aj. Frank H. Phipps has been connected with this work. In view
of the importance of this subject, and of the interesting and instructive
nature of the committee's report, it is here embodied in full, as follows: .
ARMY BUILDING,

New York City, October 23, 1894 .
. GENERAL: The committee on high explosives has the honor to submit the followrng report upon its work accomplisheu during the past year.
In June, 1894, Ma,j. Phipps was appointed a member of the committee, vi_ce ~aj.
Comly, deceased. The firing at, andy Hook has been conducted under the d1rect10n
of the Chief of Ordnance "by apt. :Frank Heath, Ordnance Deplirtment, to whom
the committee is indebted. for much valuable assistance .
. The following extracts from the programme adopted by the Board for these U1Yest1gations are quoted from the last annual report for convenience of reference:
. '' (1) Which is the best explosit·e for use in shell8 ?-'l'o decide this point we mu ' t cons1~er: (a) safety in handling and storage, regard being had to ordinary sliocks and
ihction in handling, to deterioration in store, and to extremes of heat and colcl;. ( b)
intensity of action when explod d; and (o) d nsity of loading. , honlc~ th~ trials
prove that several varieties of high explosives can be af 1,v fired in pro,1ectdes the
ultimate choice between them will depeucl on thes on iderations, and they bould
also largely in1Juence the order in which trial are made. ,. · "
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"(~) Is an, explosion of the first 01·de1· of detonation assu,recl with the diffe1'ent modes of
~oading proposed by the inventors to prevent prematiwe explosion ?-To test this matter it
1s proposed to e2;:plode dnplicate sets of cast-iron shells like those shown on page
2~9, Report of the Chief of Ordnance for 1884 ( caliber, 8-inch; cavity, 5 inches in
diameter -and 10 inchi3s deep; capacity, abont 192 cubic inches, or 6.9 pounch; of
w'.1ter) . . (?ne set will be charged precisely as proposed by tlie inventor; the other
will co1;1tam the same amount of the explosive in a compact mass, with the rest of
~he cav.1ty ~and-p.lled . . The projectiles will be placed at the bottom of holes about8
mches m diameter and 4 or 5., feet deep, bored in uniform clay soil and tamped with
~Ull(l.
From the measured crater radii after the explosion it is believed thnt a fair
1den, can be .formed as to whether the loading devices reduce the order of the explosion. " ~- '*
'' (3) Will the. exp.Zosivc stand the friction due to 1·ifled 1notion when loaded as proposecl?To obtain more definite information as to the heating effect of this motion thnn is
now available, .it i.s proposed to communicate a high rotary velocity to projectilei:, by
me chanical menus and thus investigate the subject practically. ~ - '*
·
. "(4) Will the explosfre. stancl the shock of ffring when loaded as proposed by the cl(ft'el'ent
im;ento1·s?- To test this rr..atter it is proposed to pur(;base one hundred 7-inch and
:fifty 11-inch pr9j~ctiles of .the pattern described above, and to fire them from the 7inch Ames gun and from the 11-inch converted muzzle-loading rifle at Sandy Hook.
(During the year 1893, firing from the 12.2-inch experimental mortar with full service charges-:-78 pounds brown prismatic powder-was arlded to this programm e.)
"All these experiments should be made by firing at long ranges oYer water, so that
a practical test of the effect, ofrifled motion, as well as the shock of tiring, may bn h ad.
"(5) Will the igniting mechanism stand the shock of firing and the rzfiecl motion tdthout
_premature action ?-This matter should be tested quite independently of the explosive,
which may be accomplished by using shells charged with powder in a field or siege
gun, or perhaps by charging several primers in one shell, thus reclncing expense.
"(6) Will the igniting mechanism act as clesireclf-Tbis may be tested by firing shells
charged with powder.
"('7) Will the shell, without the igniting,mechanism, explode on irnpact (a) with water, (b)
tdth earth. (c) with stone, (d) with wood or wrought iron, and (e) with iron annod-Infor. mation on some of these points will be obtained incidentally, and the others may be
left for future consideration."
The following summary gives the operations d~ring the seasou just closed:
DETERIORATION IN STORE.

Emmeusite. having been proved by the trials already reported to possess decided
merits for use in shells, it seemed desirable under heading (1) of the programm e to
obtain definite figures to determine the care needful to prevent absorption of moisture, to which this explosive, owing to its composition, is peculiarly liable.
On September 26, 1893, a sample was taken from a wooden box liued with para,ffine
paper wbich .11ad been on band several months at Sandy Hook, and which was in
perfect condHion. This sample, weighing 25.363 grnrns, was protect.eel agn.~nst
dust, but freely exposed to the air in a room in the Army building, New York City.
The winclow,s were usually open except in inclement wenthflr. The building was
warmed by steam between 0.ctober 15, 1893, and April 29, 1894, inclnsive. Freqnent
measurements of weight were made on a balance reading tn 1 milligram. The
fo1lowing table exhibits the resnlts obtained under these conditions; it was noted
that the weight increased and diminished with the general hygroscopic state ?f the
atmo::;phere. The great change between January 19 and February 24 will be
explained below:
D~te.

·weight of Emmensite
(grams).

Percentage of
weight.

Total.

Gain.

Gain.

Loss.

- - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - 1893.
Sept. 26 . ..••••....
27 .......... .
29 .......... .

Oct.

2 . ....... .. .
3. · ·- ...... .
7 .......... .
9 ..•••...•..

10 ....... ... .
13 .......... .
21 .......... .
23 .......... .

2 .... .. .... .
31 .........•.

Nov.

L:::::::::i

25. 363
25. 291
25.198
25. 100
25. 254
26, 123
26. 008
25. 667
25. 653
25.:{0l

. . . .•. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .. 0. 072
....... ·1 .165
. . .. . . ..
. 263
........
. 109
0. 760 . . . . . . . .
. 705 1· . . . . . . .
. 304 . . . . . . . .
. 29:l .. . . . . . .
........ 1 . 062

~i:
m 1: i~~ 1· · · ·· · · ·
25. :n3 .......... ·:050·
25.
100 1········
25. 123
. . . . . . . .1

Remarks.

Loss.

- - - - - - 1 : - - - -- -- - - - - - - -

J

. ••. . . . . . . . .. . . . )
.
.
at
...... ..
0. 3
Smelled strongly of mtrobenzme
........
.7
first, but by Oct. 2, 1893, the odor
...... ..
1
bad nearly disappeared.
. . . . . . ..
.4
·

3

.. ... - - .

2. 8 ....... .
1. 2 I.. .. ... .
1. l . . . .... .
.3

. 224603 1...··. .· ·.·-·- ·.

.2
1I

BOARD OF
Wei ght of

Date.

'l'otnl.
4......... .. I 25. 163
1L::::::::1
~t~~~
17
1803.

Nov.

D
ec.

· · · · · · · · · · ·1

U. 998

· · · · ······· I

U. 963

Mar.

18!l4.
l\J ..... . ... . .

21 ......... . .

~L::::::::
1. ......... .

2 .......... .

7. ······· ...
8 ......•....

9 ..... . ..•• .

i~:::::::::::1

13 .......... _I
14 ........... !

iL::::::::I
22 .......... -1
23 ... . . ..... .

14 .... .. .... .
17 .......... .
19.
28 ... . .. . !
3

L:::::::::

6 ..•..•...•.
10 .......... .
25 ..... -· . .. .

3

Sept.

L:::::::::
5 ...... . ... .

7 .••. . ..••••
21 ... __ ..... .
26 ...... . ... .
29. _...... .. .
Oct. 10 .... .. .... .

}L:::::::::
22 . . .. .. . ... .

usit

J'

l('Cllllll,!' Of

"l'i J!h .

l'l'lll,

rk .

Los ..

nin.

I. .......

. a12 .... ....

1

0.

. 3:10 . . . . . . . .
305

1.2
J. 3
1 4

.165 . . . . . . . .
. 400 . . . . . . . •
. 420 . . . . . . . .

1. 6
1. 6

:m 1 :::::::: 1:~

24. 943

. 470
9. 850 ........
7. 050
5. 300
4. 420
4. 200
3. 027
3. 700
3. 350
3. 1!)5
3. 070
2. 920
2. 78~
2. 675
2. 450
2. 330
2. 200
1. 925

2-t 8!)3
35.1:)3
32. 413
30. 663
29. 78:l
2!), 56d
29. 290
29. C63
28. 713
28. 558
28. 41! 3
28. 283
28. 151
28. 0J8
27. 813
27. 693
27 . 563
27. 288
27. 0!18
26. 723
26. 366
25. 773
25. 318
24. 943
2!. 846
24. 768
24. 783
24. 798
25. 273
24. 848
24. 813
27. 903
27. 9·18
29. 878
30. 343
31. !)03
30. 883
31. 213
31. 083
32. 893
32. 033
32. 813
31. 763
31. 2 IB
30. 513
32. 093
30. 2ti3
32. 298
32. 908
:14_ 983
31. 758
31. 818
30. 881
2!). 378
26. 085
21. 4s3

Lo . .

..... . .. I O. 200

1. 735
1. 360

--· --- ·

j
l. 0 B gnn p inl trial.
38.8 ........ 1 R mov dwat rn11<ll ftinnir,n. adir.t.
27.
········ I Ring of flniclltadwhollydi.app r <l.
20. 0
Explo i-ve cak <1 , lmr flt ill tl:unp.
17. 4
16. 6

1 ........

15. 5
]4, (l

iU

11. 7
11. 1
10. 0
10. 5
9. 6

1
:::: ::::

, .••..•..

········

. . ..•• ..

•••.•.•.
.....•..

U 1::::::::
7. 6
6. 8
5. 5

Hard caked. Stirred up thoroughly
with knife. .Ammonium 11itrate
se11arated in cry!ltals.

1. 4
. 045
. 420
. 517
. 595
. 580
. 565
, . 080
. 515
. 550

2. 540
2. 585
4. 515
5. !)80
6. 540
5. 520
5. 850
6. 620
7. 530
6. 670
7. 450
6. 400
5. 850
5.150

I
I

.6

4

1. 003
.410

!L::
1
L:::::::::i

::d))[If
Aug.

GRin.

26

3 .....•••..•
5 ..••....••.
6 . . . . ····•··

Apr.

I

J::::::::::, iH~~

30 - · · · · · · · ·..

i!b·.

E111111

(gram ).

I

F

:E, .\

RDN A

6.730
4. 900
6. 935
7. 545
!l. 620
6. 395
6. 455
5. 518
4. 015
1. 622
2. )05

.2
1. 6

2
2. 3
2. 3
2. 2
.3
2
2. 2

Damp weather se.vera-1 days.
Dry day.
.

10
IO. I
Damp day.
17. 8
Hot damp air. Fluid in bottom.
23. 6
Mnch free fluid.
25. 8
H
as been dry weather.
2). 8
23. l
26
Hot damp days-much fluid.
29. 7
26. 3
29. 4
Dry-much fluid.
25. 5
23. 1
Clear day-fluid as usual.
20. B
Damp air.
26.5
Dry air.
19. 3
Ho't fogf!Y day.
27. 3
29. 7
Mnch
fluid.
38
,·· ..... .

25. 2 1··· .... . L ess fluid .
. . . . .. . .

25. 5
21. 8
15. 8
6. 4
8. 3

·· ··· · ..
No fluid.
1. . . . . . . , ..•..... Dry and solid.
....... .

; Deeming it importnnt to obtain records of this character for an atmosphere practicall y sa.turated with moi1,tnre like that fonncl in <lamp casemnteA in our fortifications, a change in tlle couclitions of tile experiment was made on .fanna.ry 19. The
evaporating clisb containing the sample of EmmensitA was place<l under a close
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&'1nss c~ver together with a beaker glass, 2½ inches in diameter a,nd 3-½ inches high,
fillell w1~h water. The warm atmosphere of the room favored evaporation, and a
rnarke<l mcrease occurred in tb'e moisture absorbed by the explosive, as is shown by
th_e follow:ing table. On February 24, a maximum having been apparently reached,
with considerable free fluid round the Emmensite, the beaker glass containing water
,,·as romoved and the original conditions of the experim ent were resumetl. As
appears fron1 the fore-going table, the comparatively dry air of the heated room in
alJout, ~ month reduced the weight of the san:ple to that originally noted, followed
by an mcrease when exposed to the damp atmosphere of the summer and autumn.
Steam heat was introduced in the building on September 26, 1894; and continued at
intervals until the termination of the experiments.
Weight of Emmensite
(grams.)

Date.

'I_'o_ta_1_·_1 Gain.

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
1

189-i.
Jan .19 ............
-20. . . . . . . . . . . .
22............
23............
21. . . . . . . . . . . .
31. . . . . . . . . . . .
Feb. 14............
15............
16............
19............
24. . . . . . . . . . . .

24,893
25, 763
26, 673
27, 183
20, 7~3
30; 233
34, 661
34,803
34,833
35,228
35, 193

I Percentage
of
weight.

Remarks.

Loss. / Gain. ll _
L_o_s s_._1---- - -- - - - - - - - -

0.470 ........
1.9
0. 400 . . . . . . . .
1. 6
1. 310
5. 2 ....... .
1. 820
7. 5 . . . .... .
4. 350
11
4. 870
19. 2 ....... .
9. 298
36. 6
Ring of fluid around mass.
9. 440
37. 2
9.470
37.5
9. 865
38. 9
Removed water and left in air, as at
9. 830 . . . . . . . .
38. 8
1
1 ·

...... .

I·...... .

first.

·

·

These records demonstrate that Emmensite must be stored in close vessels which
will effectively prevent any access of damp air. Shell in store, coated on the int~rior
wit.h paraffin, charged with Emmensite and closed at the base with an air-tight
plug, would seem to meet the requirements of service.
SUBTERRA SHELL TRIALS.

The methods used under headings (1) and (2) of the programme are described in
detail in Appendix E of the annual report of this Board for the year ending October 30, 1891, to which reference is here made.
·
Tho only explosive presented for investigation during the past year is Leonard
pow1ler, which as a smokeless variety for the propelling charge in small arms and
cannon of moderate calibers has already been under trial at. Sandy Hook. 'l'he
su.mple tested by us as a high explosive for use in shells had failed to pa~s the
r equii'ements for stability at Frankford arsenal, but being in pertect condition it w3:s
deemed suitable for these experiments by the company submitting it. Its composition was the following :
Parts.

~!t;J:ri:1~~1~s-~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:: ~ ~ :::: 1~~
t;~~~~~~~:i ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ ~:::::: :::::::~:::::: i
Total .......... - - - .................. ............. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
The two ingredients last named vary in amount in different samples of the powd er. The variety subjected to subterra tests was yellowish brown in color, and consisted of sniall grains in the form of truncated right cylinders, of which there were
about 100 to the gram. The grains yielded readily to compression, althong1?, much
harder than explosive gelatin or forcite. Placed on a stone and struck with the
hammer the powder decrepita ted sharply.
.
Three charges were fired at Fort·Hamilton, September 5, 1894, in the standar~ 8-mch
shell, to determine the intensity of action when ignited with primers of different
strength.
Subterra siiell No. ~.-The charge was 6.5 pounds, which filled the shell cavity a~er
a mode~ate <l~g_ree o_t compression with a wooden ramrner. The primer was a serv~ce
Sul>rnanue nnumg fuse containing 2,1 grains of mercuric fulminate surrounded with
l.~ ,onn<'es of drf ~un cotton and well bedded in the maRs.
lhe h?le was o f et d ep, the distance from the ground level to the base of the
sb ·11 bcmg 3.2 f•et . A<luin ,,· 0.5 foot for tho distance to the center of the charge,
gase for the line of 1Pa. re;ist:rn<'e 3.7 fret.
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pouncls of this powder:
tin.
/ft~b-terra shell No. 2. -The charge was 6.5 pounds. The primer wa a er i e ubmarmeminingfuse containing 24 grainsofmercuricfulminat well bedded in the ma .
The hole was 5 feet deep, placing the base of the shell 3.2 f et below th gr uncl
Jey.el and giving for the line of l east r esi ta.nee 3. 7 feet.
The e~plosion was similar to the :fir t. The pluO' wa thrown hi<Yh in air and
b~oken mto several pieces. The following is the r ecord of the crater taken at equal
distances round the circumference, consecutiYely, and in the direction of motion of
the _hands of a watch: 4-.5 feet, 4.2 feet, 4 feet, 4.2 feet. 4.1 fe t, 4.5 feet, 4.3 feet,
4.2 feet. Th e mean or 4.25 feet, is the true crater radius. Hence, for the equivalent
of 6.5 pounds of this powder.

C=

1\ [

3. 7 +

~ ( 4.25 -

3. 70)

J
3

= 4.30 pounds explo i ,·e gelatin .

~ ·ttbte'l'ra shell No. 3.-The charge was 6.5 pounds.

The p rimer was a service electr1c:1I ca~nou primer, containing only gunpowder. It was well buried below the
surface of the Leonard powder.
The hole was 5 feet deep, placing the base of the shell 3.2 fee t below the ground
1c,·el and giving 3. 7 feet for the line of l east r esistance.
The e~plosion was similar to the other two. TJ,e plug was cracked on top on sev~ral radn and slightly chipped on one side, but not broken materially . The fol1ow11;1g is the 1·ecord of the crater taken consecutively at equal distances round the
circumference, and in the direction of motion of the hands of a watch: 4.6 feet, 4.3
£
. eet, 3.7 feet, 3.6 feet, 3.5feet, 3.9 feet, 4.4 feet, and 4.1 feet. The mean, or 4.01 feet,
IS the true crater radius.
Hence, for the equivalent of 6.5 pounds of this powderC

=i\ [

3.70+

J

~ (4-.01-3.70) =
1

3.77 pounds explosive gelatin.

The soi~, parched by the exceptionally long drought, was dusty and not in a favor
able cond1t1_011 for experiments of this nature, but the results are believed to warrant
th e conclus10n that no variation in intensity of action was caused by the different
modes of ignition, but that all the explosions were cases of full detonation. Also,
~bat a _mean of the thr ee results may be. regarded as a fair ~easure of the relativ_e
1ntcns1ty of tbis powder as compared with explosive gelatin. If so, the mean, or
3.84 pounds of explosive gelatin, would be required to perform the same work as 6,5
ponn~s of this grade of Leonard powder. Hence, the fatter has 0.59 of the intensity
of act10n of the forme r. It has already been reported as the result of similar trials
ma~e b;y: u s in former years that Emmensite and wet gnn cotton have corresponding
rat10s of 0.56 aud 0.51, respectively.
.
Th e ~elative merit of different high explosives for use in shells may be estimated
~y tlie1r earth-lifting power when forming craters in earthen parapets. This po;wer
IS m.e asured by the product of their intensities, determined as above by their density
~>f loadin g . The latter is measured relatively l1y the weight whi ch can be inserted
m t~e standard shell. Tb e first lot of these shells .lrnd a capacity of 192 cubic inches,
b_nt m the lot now in u se it is reduced to 186 cubic inches. The former is adopted
as ~ho standard, and the charge of 6.5 pounds should therefore be increased in this
ratio, making it 6. 7 pounds. The relative merit of these three explosives is accordmgly :
·
Emmensite ........ _..................................... 0. 56 X 9. 8=5. 49
Gun cotton ........ ... _................. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 51 X 6. 2 = 3. 16
L onard ......... _.................... _.................. 0. 59 X 6. 7 =3. 95
'l'h_e e figures of merit for the explosives Leretofore testecl by us, and submitted in
previous annnal reports of the Board, are as follows :
Perunite B ................. J. 44 x 12. 2 = 17. 57 (failed in other r esp ects) .
Perunite C ................. 1. 28 x 12. 2 = 15. 61 (failed in other respec ts) .
Pernnite D ...... .......... . 1. 12 x 12. 2 = 13. 66 (failed in other resp ec ts).
Americanite A ...... ........ 0. 38 x 7. 5 = 2. 90 (failed in other respects).
Ameri cauite B ...... ........ 0. 47 X 11. 5= 5. 42 (failed in other respects),
Explosive gelatin .... . ..... . 1. 00 x 10. 0 = 10. 00
Rackarock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 78 X 12. 0 = 9. 36
Ernmeusitc ............. .... 0. 56 X 9. 8 = 5. 49
Ammo11ite R ...... ..... ..... 0. 53 x 7. l = 3. 76 (fa iled in otlier re pects) .
Arnmonite A ............. ... 0. 44 X 7. 5 = 3. 30 (failed in other 1·e p ect s)
Gnn cotton, wet ............. 0. 51 X 6. 2 = 3. JG
Unit d tat, rifle powcl r .. 0. 23 X 7. 5 = 1. 72
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To- determine whether Leonard powder nndergo os any ohauge when exposed to
~he clamp atmosphere of the seacoast, a sample weighing 55.585 grams was exposed
from :Septemller 5 to October 10. During this period it gradually lost 0.140 grams,
or about three-tenths of 1 per cent.
·
Prom these figures it appear!:! that I'.,eonard powdor, altho ngh iuferior to Emmensite,
is snperior to gun cotton m intensity of action , and is much superior to Emmensite
in the matter of deliquescence when exposed to dampness. Your committee therefore deemed it worthy of further trial in the 7-inch gun. The result was a failure,
as will appear below:
ROTATION TRIALS.

Since the date of the last report no experiments have been made to carry out
heading 3 of the programme, as no new explosive other than a sample of the Leonard smokeless powcler has been submitted to the Board for trial, and this failed to
fulfill the requirements of paragraph 4.
SHOCK IN THE GUN.

With the view of making possible the use of high explosives of great intensity as
shell charges for powder guns, various devices for relieving the explosive from the
shock at discharge, and the tendency to generate heat by friction during flight, have
been presented.
·
·
The complicated devices so far submitted occupy much of the interior cavity of
the shell, and it is believed. that sufficient intensity of action can be olJtainecl from
some of the less powerful varieties, such as Emmensite and wet gun cotton packed
in the usual simple way.
Both of these explosives, as already reported _, have stood the test of repeated
firings in the 7-inch and 11-inch rifles, and, in charges of about 100 pounds, in the
· 12.2-inch mortar.
A 15-inch Rodman gun has been rifled during the past year and firings from it will
soon be undertaken to continue the trial of these two explosives in shell charges as
large as 200 pounds. When a high power rifl e can be obtained for this purpose
their action under higher velocities and pressure will be determined .
The only new explosive submitted to the Board during the year were samples of
the Leonard smokeless powder, one of which is referred t<;> above nuder the bead
of subterra trials. They were claimed to be suitable for shell charges, but ~efori:,
submitting _theni. to trials in a gun their inteni-,ity of action was first tested m the
explosion . chamber.
1
A 7-inch shell, which had been fired from the Ames rifle against a 4-inch plate,
was -filled with 5 pounds of one of the samples of this powder. With one-half ounce
of ordinary black powder introduced as an igniter the shell was exploded by means
of au electric primer. The explosion was extrrmely violent, 621 pieces of the shell
bsiing collected. This result heing so satisfactory, the three samples were fire~ f'.rom
a 7-inch Ames rifle against a 4-inch plate. All exploded on impact. In these firrngs
the propelling charge of sphero-hexagonal powder was rednced to 11½ pounds, tha,t
being the amonnt necessary to carry the shell through 4 inches of iron.
Subsequently, however, when a full propelling charge of 25 pounds ~as used the
shellexplode<l in the gnn, cracking it. The maximum effect of the explosion appeare_d
to be where the point of the projectile had rested before firing. No further experiments with this powder were attempted.
IGNITING MECHANISM.

'rbe six varieties of detonating fuses referred to in the last report of the Board
have not stood the crncial tests to which they have been subjected during the current
year. Others, sin ce submitted, have also failed.
The subject is, however, receiving the attention it merits, and better results are
hoped for from experiments now in progress.
EXPLOSION 01!' SHELLS ON IMPACT.

In continuatio1;1 of the trials under heading 7 of the original p~ogramme, t_wo
shells charged with 7-½ pounds of Emmen ite were fired from the 7-rn ch Ames rifl.e
agaiust a target of 3-inch oa,k, placed about 50 yards from the gun. The propelling
charge wa 25 pounds of spbero-bexagona1 powder. Both shells p enetrated the
target, Htrnck th e beach, and glanced off into tho water withont explosion. .
~wo ,shells were also fired from the 12.2-foch mortar at an a,ngle of elevation of
42 11 · One of the s~,ells lwld 110 pounds 13½ ounces of Bmmen ite, and the other
106 ponnds 1 ounce. I he propelling charge in both cases was 20 pouncls of brown

BOARD OF ORDXAN 1E A

RECOMME DATION .

T(l)e fo_llowing programme js suggested for continuing the e trial in th fu nr :
With ~ubterra sh ells, with the rotating m achin e, with the 7-in ch am irnu,
,·
; 5i~h the 11-mch mu zzle-loading rifle, with the 12.2-inch mortar and w ith th rift d
of-inch gun, such ~ests as may be nee~led fro!n time to time t o d etermine t hem r~t
trj:i~y new explosive or mode of loadmg which may be approved by the Bonrd for
: (2) With 8-inch high-power B. L. rifle. Trials to test the safety of firing Emwenf1te and wet gun cotton with higher velocities and pressures than can be given in the
ower-power guns h eretofore available.
t .( 3) The continuation (under headino-s 5, 6, and 7 of the odginal programme) of tlrn
~,a1s with ii.miting mechanisru and (;f the trials to determine the effect of con c ussion of charged shells a a-ainst different solid materials.
R_e spectfully submitted.
HENRY L. ABBOT,
Colonel of Engineers, Bvt. Brig. Gen., U. S . .d.
FRANK H. PHIPPS,
M .
Major, Ordnance Department, U.S. A.
aJ. Gen. J. M. SCHOFIELD
President of the Board of' Ordnance and Fortification.
SPECIAL GUN FOR HIGH EXPLOSIVES.

· On _January 9, 1894, in order to furtller d~termine the .practicability
of firmg large charges of Emmensite from rifled guns, with powder
charges, as stated in the foregoing report on high explosives, the Board
ma~e an allotment of $5,810 to enable the Chief of Ordrnmce to rifle a
l5-rn_cll S. B. Rodman gun, a11d to mount tlie same, a]so to procure 10
specially designed cast-steel sbeJls for said _gun, capable of carrying
about 200 pounds of said explosive.
~n September 26, 1894, the sum of $750 was allotted for the same
?bJ~cts, and on October 25 a further Rum of $800, for 10 cast-iron proJectiles for preliminary firings, making a total of $7,360 allotted for this
purpose.
The work is progressing satisfactorily, and it is expected that during
tl10 coming year tllese and other experiments of like nature will be completed .
. WLile it is believed that 100 pounds of this explosive would be decis1ve w11en exploded within a ship, it has been thought prudent to explore
further in that direction, so as to be prepared to meet any such demand.
TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICA'.l'ION.

The telegraphic communication between Fort Wadsworth and Fort
Hamilton, New York Harbor, for experimental purposes, for whi_c~ a-11ot1!1ent wa s made September 6, 1893, has been completed ~n.d 1s rn use
for the pur pose designed; that ii;;, the test of range and pos1t10n finders.
The map of New York Harbor, to be used for the same purpose,
allotted for October 25, J 893, has been completed for tlie B?ard uy the
Engineer Department without the use of the allotment provided.
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SEARCH LIGH'l'.

The search-lig·ht apparatus for .experimental purposes, to be tested at
Sandy Hook, for which the Board allotted the sum of $5,900, has been
received and installed.
.
A balance of $700 was left from the amount so allotted, which,
together with a further sum of $1,050, the Board allotted for the construction of a search-light tower, and for the installation of the plant;
making total cost $6,950.
The search light, which is of 150 cm. mirror diameter, bas been tested
in part, and the Board recommends that when the test shall have been
completed it be removed to Fort Monroe, Va., to be used for instruction in the artillery school.
SANDY HOOK.

Among the allotments made during the year for the purpose of facilitating experimental work at the proving ground, but which also add to
the permanent improvement of the post, the following are here named:
For mounting 16-mortar battery for experimental group firing . _........ . $2,000.00
For platform for pneumatic mortar carriage ......... , .............. . .. _. 1,200.00
For platform for rapid-fire guns_ ........... _.... _. _ . _...... ..-.... __ . _- .. 1,000.00
For platform plates for 10 and 12 inch barbette carriages .......... ..... . 2,318.92
For search-light tower and installation._ ... __ ........ _ ................. . 1,750.00
600.00
For observation room for conducting experimental work ................ .
Total ... ___ ..... _. .............. _.. . . _. _.. . _.... __ .. _ .... _..... __ . .

8, 868. 92

MISCELLANEOUS.

Among the objects which have ei1gaged the atteution 'Jf the Board
during the year the following are named:
(ci) Design for a 12-inch disappearing gun carriage, by Col. S. M.
Mansfield, U. S. Engineers.
(b) A new rapid fire breech mechanism by Axel Welin.
(c) Projectiles: The Justin projectile for carrying high explosives.
(d) Test of special armor plates (Chase and Ga,n tt).
(e) Detonating fuses.
(./) The Best telescopic sight aud Whistler elevating arc.
.
In some of these cases allotments have been made for developmg· or
testing.
ESTIM.A.'rES FOR COMING YEAR.

At its meeting of September 25, 1894, the Board, after careful examination and consideration, adopted, and directed the transmission, oft.be
following estimates of the amounts required for the prosecution of the
experimental work for the ensuing year, aggregating $300,000, as follows:
For the investigation and test of smokeless powders with a view to determine
the best type for acloption for service in seacoast, siege, field, rapi<l.-fire,
and machine guns .. __ ........... _ ...... __ . . .......... __ .... __ .. __ ......
For platforms, emplacements, etc., for gun carriages, and expenses incidental
to the test. __ . __ .. _..... ___ .. ____ .. __ . _. __ ... _______ . _ . _.. _.. __ .... ____ .
Fort sting seacoast gnns .................................................
For experiments with high explosives .. _.. _....... __ ........ _......... _...
Fur procm~ng experimental gun carriages .. __ ._ ... __ ..... _.. _ . __ . __ . _ . __ ..
For procurrng and exp rimenting with sights, range finders, and position
fintl rs .. _. _..... _. _..... ___ . _. _.. ___ .. ___ ... ____ .. __ .. _... _. _. _.... __ . . .
For po ' ible premimn on pneumatic disappearin" gnu carriage............
~or pnrcb:1 e an,l te t offus s ...... -----· .... ··-~-· ..... .. ............ ... .

c~~~~tn~r; ~?~~.s~~. ~~-.~~~~~1~

-~-~l~.(~i·n·~ ·s-~l.a~.~ .o:·. ~~~~~i_a~ ~~~~~~::::::

$50,000

25, 000
25,000
10, 000
100,000

5, 000
50,000
10,000

i~; 8~

'Iotal .......... _. _.. _... ___ . __ .. _____ . ____ ... ___ .. ____ .. __ . _...... __ 800,000

BOARD OF ORDNANCE AND F RTIFICATION.

None of the objects here included are overed by previ u a pr
tions.
· While aU these sums may not be absolutely required dudug
tlie Board ought to be provided with the fund in ord r t
to meet the demands which may be made upon it.
It is impossible to anticipate what occasions may ari e in the
mental work, and it is important that the appropriation should b
as heretofore, in general form.

7
ri

CONCLUSION.

Ttte year has been one of positive and satisfactory advance. The
want of s~itabledisappearingcarriages for 8-inch and 10-inchhigh-power
gm~si which has so long retarded the completion of emplacements, is
beh~ved to_ be obviated, and that we now have such carriages of .Ameri?an rnventwn, unequaled for rapidity of action by anything heretofore
mvented.
Noth_ing now stands in the way of immediate completion of the contemplated mortar batteries, which form so important a factor in the
defe.use of _o~r seaports, but the want of appropriations. Every element I?ertarnmg to the mortars, the carriages, the platforms, and the
batteries has been successfully worked out. We already have a large
number ?f these excellent arms ready for utilization as soon as means
are provided for the emplacements and for rnounti.ng them.
T~e supply of seacoast guns is constantly increasing, and the mounts
are fully developed for each of the calibers.
That there are additional candidates for favor need not delay the
Supply of those already fully tested and approved for the sites to which
they are adapted.
·
_The development and test of auxiliary defenses, such as submarine
mm_e~, movable torpedoes, rapid-fire and quic.k-fire guns, and range and
pos~t10n finders, have reached a stage where we have only to make
choice of the best. All are in a good state of advancement.
Among· the fields to be further explored are the investigatio1 and
development of smokeless powders, farther experiments with high
e~plosiv€s, to determine one or more that can be safely fired with the
highest velocities now obtained from high-power guns; new type.s
of center-pintle carriages for 8 and 10 inch guns, with reference to
t~e greatest cover, compactness, and speed of maneuvering; the poss1~le development of a disappearing carriage for 12-inch guns that shall
afford sufficient protection at a minimum cost; the practical development of · the minimum-port casemate carriage for 12-inch guns; the
development of armoredcasemate batteries and turrets for 16-inch guns
where the positions require them, and the development and test of
new projectiles and armor plates. All these and other fields remain to
be explored. The problems grow constantly Jess in number and less
urgent; but we rn.ust nevertheless recognize that increase in the means
and improvement in the methods of attack will require constant
advance in the means and methods of defense.
Time is now the greatest element in our national defense. Every
forward. step in the development of our defensive system diminislles
tlie probability that any nation wm put its efficiency to the test ..
The time has fully come when Oona-re s may make the_ most liberal
appi-opriatious for gun and mortar batterie and for their armament,
with the a ·::;m·a1we that they will be expended judiciously.
Many of the new ite.s are acquired; tbe · emplacement a,re fully
planned, i-eady for constru tion; the type of ervice eacoa t gun and
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mortars are decided upon and tested; t h e carriages for nearly all cali·
bers and types of seacoast ordnance ar e developed and ready for manu,
facture in quantity-in short, every importaut element of the system
is so far worked out and adopted tll at, with adequate appropriations,
nothing need stand in the way of the completion of our national defeusiYe
system within a few years.
The Board therefore feels justified in recommending, as :i.t now d.oes,,
that far more liberal appropriations th an heretofore be made for the
coustruction and armament of our works of defeuse.
J. M. SCHOFIELD,
.ZJfajor- General Commanding U.S. Arm,y, President of the Board.
HENRY L . .ABBOT.
Colonel of Engineers, Bvt. Brig. Gen., U. ·s. Arrny.
HENRY

,v.

ULOSSON,

Colonel, F ourth Artillery, U. S. Army.
FRA NK H. PHIPPS,
·
Major, Ordnance Department, U.S. Army.
BYRO N M. CUTCHEON,
Oii1ilian JJ!Iernber, Board of Ordnance and Fortification.
.
J . C. .AYRES,
Captain, Ordnance Depa,r tment, R ecorder of the Board.

,.\.

AP

l~ble shoidng allotments rnade by tlte Board of Ordna11 a11d fi'ortifi atit,11 /1· m o, lab r
31, 1893, to October 31, 1894, inolttding lat m ,nfs of 1111 :rJJ ul <1 bttlan t 1tll(/tr ti,
several appropricitions.
[Act of

ept ml> r 22, 1
t.ion . A111u11nt.

Purpose of allotment.
A~ditiffal for repails and improYerncnts to the 5-inch iege carriage, Ra ·

l!'o/:be g~~~~li~~-~f .the. ~o;~ti;;g. ~i ~o~ti~-;; i'{i j~- ·ill: -i~- :tl;~ .. ;;p· ·;i:.

:i~~

l 93 .

F;~.\~f~:~~i:It.~cias.¥_
a:1t~~ii:ig ~-~~;;{~ge.fo~·~;~~'~;ti~g it, ·;;~~~-t=. De .
~ng of gun on carriage and erection of a suitable·traverse, and for procurmg 10 cn~t ste~l 15-inch _shell hav~ng a capacity for about. 200 p_ounds_ of
E_mmens1te,. with the view of usmg the same for expenmentmg with
1894.

5

3

6

3

9
0
F~:1kee:~~ s8f::iti~~-~t-F"a°~t11\1~bo;,
Jan.
finder house for, and the installation of 'the Zalins.ki r ange and position
finder . _.. _.....
'
_. __ . _.. _. Feb. 2:l
For the er~?tion at th~- s~~dy
p~:o·;i~g- G1:~~~-a: ·i;y-tb~
of Ord- 1
nanc~
rnner and outer ;platform plates for mounting ~xperi~ental ,10
and, i2fi mch barbette carriages, and for mounting ce,..tam carriages for F b 20

,v~d~~o;th--N~~-Yo;k·

ot

Hook.

-~(;·;~~ge= ·

·cii-jef

n;; .. 7

1 1

I

.A~~~li~i!ft\~· ~-o-~~~~~~~~~~:~!:~ _
·~~:~~~~~: -~~~~~~~: ~~-~~i~i~\~-~~~~---~~~: :1

, 00.

3

5, JO. 00

6

450.15

2. 318. 92

385. 00
F:b: 20
For the J>~rcha~e of a 6-pounder Seabury rapid-fire gun, to be testeu m
,
1,485.00
6
21
connect10n with other guns of a similar character ..... . .. - . - . - . - . - · - - · · Feb.
100. 00
6
F,or the further test of the Robertson 2-barrel .45-caliber machine gun .... Feb. 21
1 0 enable the yhief of Ordnance to prepar e the necessary bac king for
and tb_c erect10n of an experimental a rmor plate to be rresented by
1,000.00
6
the M1~1vale Steel Company for test - .. - .... - - .. - . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - . - .. - . - - Mar. 27
For ~·epa1rs to th e 5-inch sie()'e rifle fitted with the Seabury breech mecha:nism, to be u sed in the test of th e Raskazofl'-Bracebridge siege., car60. 00
3
riage
Apr. 27
To. enab~e .tb~ ·ch·i~f- ~f-- O;di:i;~~~
~~~t~ii:i
i;1 · ()~;;];~()~.
277.
28
6
tion with the ,te_st of range and position .finders ....... .. ..... _.. - .. ·.· - ·· · · · Jnne 5
T o en able the Chief of Ordnance to h a ve constructed a carnage ior the
test of the 8-inch Hai:;kell multicharo·e gun, in accordrmce ,~ith t~e
tans ar.d estim ates submitted by t!Je iteadi1w Iron Compa11y m their
R, 600. 00
6
otter of May 26, 1894. __ .... ___ ... ___ ........."'.... _. _... _. . __. __ .. __ . .... June 5
F or t h e alteration of azimuth circles in connection wi t h the installation
40. 00
6
6
, and test of th e Lewis, Fiske, and Zalinski range and position find ers.· - · June
'Iu enable tho Chief of Ordnance to h a ,·e tested at Fort Monroe, Va., the
sys~em of plotting and directing the fire of batteries at moving targets J
00. 00
6
25
devised by First Lieut. E. M. W eaver. __ ._ ............. . . -. - - .. -: - · · · · · · · u 11 e
$55 for purchase O~-four range scales and $20 addit~onal for cost, of_ attach- /
75. 00
6
5
1
men ts to four azimuth circles, Jrnretofore authorized by the B~a cl . - · · - · · July
To en~ble the Chief of Ordnance to provide a platform for tll e 12.-m ch PJ?eU·
matrn mort,ar carriage to be presented for t est free of cost to tho Umted
1, 200. 00
6
7
SLates ~y _the Pneumat-ic Gun Carriage and Power Company···· - · · · · -,· · · July
For providrng a tri1)od mou n t for the Robertson mac!:une !;,"Un aud_ for
j
n ecessar;r cbanges in the gnn, including the alteration of the caliber
250. 00
6
thereof from 45 to 30
.. - ... ·. · · · - - · · Aug. 22 1
For e~penses c~nnect~d ~ith .ti;~ :'3itti~ii {1p ~~-cl
~f "i1;~-Gon1 onnd12-inch Auo·0 22
450. Oil
6
sprmo- return mortar carriage at the Sandy Hook provrng grou
······
·
J75. 00
To ~nafile the Cl1ief of Ordnance to purcl1ase a " r elocator " designcrl by .A . er 22
6
L1<;i~t. ,V. C. Rafferty, First Artillery ..... . ...... .. - .. . · · · · · · · - · · · · · ·.- · · ·
u.,, .
Arld1tional for cost of rifling a, 15-inch Rodma~ smooth-~or c gun, al_te~rng
I
750. 90
~nd erecting a carriago therefor, and procurmg t en 15-mcl.1; shell for use 8 , t. 26
6
261. 10
m conn ection with tests of high explo11fres ... - - - -· - · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · l ep
I(
3
38. 90
To ~uable the Chief of Ordnance to defray cel'tain expenses connectetl sept. 26 115 0
5
with the test of bio-h explosives . ... . - .. - . . - · · · · · - · · · - - · · · · · · · · · ·: · · · · 15
····
J
400.
00
T<;> enable the C!Jiefof Ordnance to compl ete 1.)ie 111,anufactur~ of ten · Oct. 24
lDC) I Cast-steel shell for use in experiments Wlth hig:h eXp]O~'"ecj ·.. i. i
I
O
600.
00
For the 1mrchase of about 1,500 pounds of ;Emmensit~ by t e ne
Oct. 24 ,
Ordnance to be used in experiments ,dth high explosives - · · · · · · ·: · · ·d· · ·
/
500. 00
To enable the Chief of Ordnance to build an ailJitional p~atform at San Y Oct. 24
Hook for monnting- cannon u secl in trsti(lg hig!°J explosrGs. ·1·;,·i2-i~-~1~ .
O
For test of pneumatic 12-inch mortar carriage, for te~t . ore 1 8 rvico
674.75
Oct. 24
mortar carriage an<l for working up base percu sRJOU iu \ \ 8; 3)
(part of total all~tment; see also nets of 1890, 1891, 1892, an<
· · · · · · · . _......... __ . __ 28,076. 67

to·~~~;~];;~~-

6

·;~~t~;;;i

I

I

t~~t-

t.

'.l'otal ................. --·· ···· ··· ····· ·········· · ············· ·· ·· · ··
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REVOC.A.TIONS OF .A.LLO'.rMENTS.
ACT OF SEPT~MBER 22, 1888 .

.Allotment of July 12, 1893, for purchase of Schneider 12 cm. quick-firo ~un revoked
November 9, 1893, under this act and allotted under act of July 23, 1892 .............. .
.Allotment of .A.pril 17, 1889, for the purchase of one Mefford gun, revoked December
5, 1893 ..............•................ ... .. .............................. ................
.A.llotment of May 2, 1890, for the purchase of Col. Theodore Yates's breech-closing device
for 3.2-inch standard :fi~ld rifle, revoked December 5, 1893 ............................. .
.Allotm ent of May 6, 1891, to procur.e two type apparatus proposed by Mr. Henry Hess
(range :finders), revoked December 5, 1893 ................................ ............. .

$8,000.00
18,000.00
250. 00
110.00

\ii~, _f:o_r__5.°_o__r-~t~~~l-~. ~~ _~~~~~!~~~~- -~o-~ _t_l~~ _~ ~~~~- ~~:~i~~~

1,470.00

Total ......................................... .... .. ...... ................-... -.. · - ··

27,830.00

.A~~~~;~;ok~[i;'t~~be;\

Total allotted to October 31, 1893 (see last annual report) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,971,753.33
Revocations of allotments since OctC'ber 31, 1893.... ...... . .. ................... . .... .. . .
27,830, 00
Total remaining allotted.............................. . ............................ 3, 9.10, U23, 33
Allotted from October 31, 1893, to October 31, 1894 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28,076.67
Total allotted to date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 972, 000. 00
Total appropriated unrler this act........................................................
Total allotted ............................................... . ................ :.. .........

3,972,000.00
3,972,000.00

Balance available for allotment .... .. ..... ........................ ................ .
ACT OF M.A.RCH 2, 1889.
Total allotted, expended, and reverting to Treasury to October 31, 1893 (see last..annual
r eport) ................................................... •.. ........................... $1, 250, 819. 00
.Allotted from October 31, 1893, to October 31, 1894......................... ... .. . . . . . . . . . --· - · - - - ·· ··
Total allotted to date ..................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

---l, 250,819.00

1, 289, 594. 00
1, 250, 8_19. 00

Total appropriated under this act ..................................................... .
Total allotted , expended, and reverting to Treasury to October :.n, 1894 . .....•. . ........
Renppropriated in act of August 18, 1890 (see first report of Board, p. 37) .............. .

38,775.00
14,000.00

Balance available for allotment ............................... . ... ................ .

24,775.00

The above _balance is available only for the purchase of movable submarine torpedoes.
A.CT OF .A.UGUST 18, 1890.
Date.

Purpose of allotment.

.A.mount.

1894.
For expenses incurred in the transportation of the Zalinski range antl position
' find er ......................... . . ..... ....... ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan. 9
For completing the test of the 5-inchBrown segmental wire gun ............. . .. . . Jan. 10
Additional to defray freight charges on experimental powders purchased abroad. Sept. 25
To enable the Chief" of Orllnanceto purchase abroad ';ypes of rapid-fire field g uns,
1

,

'b~:f ~t8~d~~~~~: -t~

-~a;t

t·~~-

$5. 11
3,484.00
277. 16
9
' ooo. Ou
_
800 00

24

Tia::~-~1>Y!s1::
j;;~~t~~~-io
·i·r-~~ .i5-i~~"i-; ·l;;~j-~~ti·J~;.
Oct.
preliminary :firings with the 15-inch rifled gun to be used in ex1)erilllents with
high explosives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 24
For powder and projectiles for the test (100 rounds) of the pneumatic 12-inch

I

mo,::,:t•g•. ·························-·· •..• ····················•• 10.,t.~•_,;~~:~
REVOCATION OF .ALLO'.CMENT.

Unexpended balance of :i.llotments made for test of 5-incJ1 Brown f'egmcnt:i l wire gun,
revoked. September 25, 1894 ......................................................... -... .

$2,565.44

=====

Total allotted and cxpenueu to October 31, 1893 (see last annual report) .................. 3, 8u8, 608. 50
Allotted from October :n, J893 , to October :J I, 1894.................................... .. . ..
20,506.27
Alloti~i~~:~~i~.

-~~~- ~~~~~~-c-~ _t_~ ~~~~~:::: ·. ·. :: ·. : ·_ ·_ ·_::: ·. ·.:: ·. ·_ ·_ ·. ·.·_·_ ·_ ·_ •• ·.::::::: : ::: ·.:::::

3 82
'

i·, 11t ~

Remainin g allott d ... ...... .. .......... _....... ....... ... __ .. __ ..... _..... _............. . 3, 826, 609. 33
TTotat1 appropria-wcl under this act . ....... _.... _..... _.. _.. _.......... ... _... _............ 3, 832, 935. 00
o a 1 net a 1lotrn ·ut!l ................... _... _...... _... _....... __ ...... _.. _........ _..... . :1, 8:!6, COO. 33
Ilalaucc :n·ailable for allolm<'nt ................ _............. _.................... .

20, ~25. 67
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n..CT OF' FEBRU

RY ~l. 1891.

Purpose of allotment.

Date.

/

mount.

---,-I

For the purchase by the Chief of Ordnance of one Best telescopic sight and one
'1893.
Scott telescopic sight.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 5
1 94. 9 /
Adtl!t~onal for the purchase of one "A.ide-Tireur " raIJge under .................. Jan.
Add1t1onal to complete the Haskell 8-inch multi-charge gun...................... Mar. 27
or t~e preparatio!1 of working drawings of the proposed Adams IO-inch disapFpear1ng ~un carriage ...........•..••............................................ Apr. 27
For test o_f Gordon 12-inch mortar carriage (100 rounds) and for working up base
percussion fuses for service (part of allotment for this purpose. See also acts
of 1890, 1802, and 1893) .......... _........... _.... _........................ ....... Oct. 24

51. 2.
20. 80

300. 00
681. 14
l, 43 . JG

Total_ ................ . .................................... .. - - ··· ··· · ······ · ·· · ······
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____.!..__ _ _

$3114. 03

l__ -

REVOCATIONS OF ALLOTMENTS.
Allotment of October 25, 1893, for ];reparation of map of Ne,~, York Harbor revoked Fob-

B:1~~?~_2i1- ~Wit;1;~;·t.· ~'{ $i:215. ;l;;;ie· i;;~pt~;.;b~~- 6: .1.89:3, ·f~J: -~;i~t';i/s·b;;~~t :~t··(1i;i~i "i~1"c·.

$150. 00

graphic communication between Forts Hamilton and Wadsworth, revoked March t7,
1891 .......... . .. ... _______ . ______ . ______ __.. _____ .. ·.. _.. _. __ .. . _... _... ______ . __ ... . .. __

848. 'iO

Total. ...... _.... _. . ................................................................ .

998. 70

tnotment to October 31, 1893. (See last annual r~port) ................. .. ............. - .. 2,290,363.54
otments revoked ... .......... _........ _................. _.... _.........................
998. 70
!i~tt~nJ~~o~;it~~ib~-r- 3i: ·1'g'g3·,·t~ ·o~t~ii~:3i; 'i80:,1 :::::::::::: ·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

i:!Jt ::

2 28
'

~~!~} ~~~~.~~~i~t~~~~~a.e·1: iiii;-~~t::::::: ::: ~: :: :::::: ::: :::: :::: :: ::.-~:: ::: ::::::::: ~: :gg; gg:: gg
Balance aYailable for allotment ......................... - ... - .. - . · · ..... · · · · · · · · .. · · · - · · · · · - •• · · ·
A.CT OF JULY 23, 1892.

Purpose of allotment.

Date.

- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - --

Amonnt.

--- ---

F<;ir t he l!urpose of_ one 12 cm. Schneider quick-firing gun and mount with castiron sh1~ld, prondcd there be furnished working drawings of the gun , breech
1893.
mechamsm, mounting, shield, and carriage ..................................... Nov. 9
F~f
preparatio_n o_f a suitable platform, butts, velocity scree11s, etc ., for test
1894.

r10

$8,000.00

For thf~~~~f1:t1~~f~!-~;etfiihlef-~i u;d~~~-~~ ~ ~~~ji
~~~~ 1~-~;· Jan. lO ' OOO. oo
the line of battery at Saudy Hood than the present office, in order that bPtter
shelter may be afforded the officers conducting tests at the proving battery . . . . Jan. 10
GOO. 00
For the erection of a tower at Sandy Hook 60 feet in height for the electric search
light for seacoast defense....................................... .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. Feb. 21
1, 050. 00
Fo~· th_e purchase and test of samples of smokeless powder of .Americ:m invention m the discretion of the Chief of Ordnance ................ . ................ June G j'. '.?, 400. 00
For the purchm,e by the Chief of Ordnance of 8 sets of telephone cords , 6 feet
lon g, for the hoad r eceivers of the telephones furnished by the Cl.lief Signal
Officer, to be nsed in connection with the test of range and position finclers.... Sept. 26 I
12. 00
Ffr the neressary expenses of the Board, including salary of ciYilian member,
.I
om Oct. 31. 1893, to Oct. 31, 1894.................. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .
8. 14!l. 13
For ammunition for t est of 12-inch Gordon mortar carriage and for ammunition
work mg up base percusf!ion fm,es for service (part of total allotment for
.
tlus purpose. See acts of 1891 and 1893) ........................................ I Oct. 24 _1_, 48B. 36

~{

~-b;~;,~,;t~~-j"

1

-~~;

I

ioz:

Total .. .. .. .. .................................................. _. _..........

... . .. - .. · /
1

22, G9U. 49

Allotted and ·xpe11ded to October :n, 1893. (See last .A.nm1al Jleport) .......... .. ....... - . $187, 001. 2-!
.Allotted and xpended from October 31, 1893, to October 81, 1894...........................
22,699.49
Total allotted and expended to date ..................... ...... ... :. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . ..

209, 700. 73

f~I!~ !fi~rr:tf~id(~~~~~dJ3itoaJ!t~-:::::::::::::::::::::: .- :::::::::::.- ::.- :.- :::::::::::::.- .- gig: ~88: ~J
Bala1J ce a,·ailable for al!otrucnt.... .. . . . ..... .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . ... . .. ...........

------- -

*299. 27

---

* This lialanc:e has si nce beeu expend d for nl'cessnr.1' ex venses of JJoanl. There arc, the1 eforn no

fnnds aYailabl for nllotment or exp!'nrliture under this act.
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.A.CT APPROVED FEBRUARY 18, 1893.

Date. .A.mount.
Purpose of allotment.
- - - - -- - -- - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -1893.
For the preparation by the Chief of Ordnance of drawings of the saddle connec:JllOO. 00
tion of the Armstrong 12-cm. quick-fire gun and mount .................. ...... . Dec. 27
To enable the Chief of Ordnance to have erected at the Sandy Hook proving
ground, in front of the modified Gordon 10-inch disappearini;; ~un carriage, a
1894.
suitable wall of timber for the purpose ·of determining wl1at will be the effect
1,500.00
of the blast from the discharge of the gun when mounted on this carriaµ:e ..... . .A.ug. 22
27. 55
..Additional for the purchase by the Chief of Ordnance of a Rafferty relocator ... . Oct. 24
To enable the Chief of Ordnance to defray cost of removing and reinstalling the
350. 00
electric search-light and its plant at the Sanely Hook proving ground ......... . Oct. 25
For ammunition for test of Gordon 12-inch mortar carriage (100 rounds), and for
ammunition for 12-inch B. L. mortar in working up base percussion fuses for
8,655.75
service (part of total allotment for this purpose; see also acts of 1891 and 1892). Oct. 24
Total .............. _......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10, 633. 30

.A.Hotted to Oct. 31, 1893 ................................. ... .. ...... .. . .. .. ................... $74, 350. 00
.A.llo~te<1 from Oct. 31, 1893, to Oct. 31, 1894 ............... .... . ........ .. . ..................... 10,633.30
Total allotted to date .................. . ...... ........................... .............. 84,983.30

i~!:1 ~h~~ffcI1t;~fa~~~~~~-~1'.~~ ~c_t_:::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: :: :·::::::::::::::::::: 1~~; :~: gg
Balance available for allotment ...... .... ......... .. ... .......... .......... .. ......... 40,016.70
.A.CT .A.PPROVJW AUGUST 1, 1894.
Date.

Purpose of allotmen t.

.A.mount.

1894.
For the purchase bjr tho Chief of Ordnance ·of brow:0 powde~· for experimental
firings with s eacoast guns ........................................ .. ......... :.. Oct. 24
For the purchase of a secontl 10-inch pneumatic disappearing gun carriage, m ,
accor.d ancc with the provisions embodied ·. n this act ... . ............. .. .. .. .. ·· I Oct. 23

$20,000
50,000

Tot1,1l ...._, . :,. _. :.· ... .... ......... . .... '. ......... .. . . .......... . ....... ...... :~ ~ - · · 1=70,000.
T~tal a1;propriate<l under this act.................................................... .......
Total allotted to date ...... '... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

150,000
70, 000

Balance a,·ai lable for allotment . .... .. ... .............................. . ............. ··

80,000

SUMMA.RY TO OCTOBER 31, 1894.

A. ppropriH tions.

:t;:J:r;i;1::,~::;:·:::

Tota, allotTotal appro- ments,expenpriations.
clitures, and
reverting to
Treasury.

$3. ::: ::: :: $3.

Fortification act ofI
Mar. 2, 18~9 ........ . l, 233,594.00
.A.ng. 18, 1890 . . . . . . . . 3, 832, 935. 00
Feb. 24, 189l. ........ 2,290,803.00
July 23, 1892 . . .. . . . .
210, 000. 00
Feb.18, 1893.........
125,000. OC
.A.ug.1, 1894.........
150, 000.00
Total.·· ......... ·

'.

Total bal.
ances 011
hand not
allotted or
expe11 decl.

:i: ;; ;; : ::;

I Total allot- j.A.llotments

meuts ai?d
revoked
oxpend1- from Oct.
1 tn.res from
31 , l893, to
i Oct. 31,
Oct. 31,
1893, to Oct.
l89.!
31, 1894-. : - - ~ - -

I
1

$,,. 07' 01 1

1

:~~~·:

:fi~l~:;fs
from Oct.
31, 1893, to
Oct. 31, 1894
(including
necessary
expenses).

~ ~-: ::~~~-:~~
~~:: : :

1

1,194,819.00 $24,775. (,0 . .. ...... .. .. .. ... .. - · · · .. · -- · · -- · -3, 826, 609. 33
20, 325. 67
20, 566. 27
2, 565. 44
18, 000. 83
2,290,803.00 . . . . . . .. . . ..
1,438.16
998. 70
439. 46
209, 700. 73
t 299. 27 2~, 699. 49 . . . . . .. . . . . .
22,699.49
8!, 983. HO
40, 016.70
10,633.30 . .......... JO, 633. 30
70,000.00
80,000.00
70,000.00 . ... .. -. -. · · ~~

t• 870,332.00 11,704,915. 36 ( 165,416. 64 1 153, 413. 89

31,394. 14

122,019.75

1

*Of _this balance $299.27 have l>eenexptmde<l an<l $2'.l,275 .00 are -for specific pnrposes, leaving a. balance
of $1,3~,842.37 actually available for general allottmen t .
1'Ih1s amount ($299.27) has since fieeu expended for necessary expenses of Board.
'l'Total net allo_tm nts to dat ......... _. __ ..... _.... . ... _........... _....... _............ $11 , 62:i, 514. 99
ottal1 txpon c1 1_tutreTsfor ne essary expenses of Board .... _............ _..................
26, 55 6. 57
T o , urnec1 in o reasury . . . . . .. .
...
443. 80
Total rrverting to Treasury by laps~ ~i
52,400.00

ii;P;~J;~i~ti~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::...

Grand total ............. ........... _.. _. _....................... _. __ .............. ~04, 915. 36

APPENDI

B.

PROCEEJ)INGS OF A BOARD OF OFFICER C
ARMORY, :fA • .

VE

FIEJ

'rhe board was convened by vi rtue of the foll
POST 0 1umn , :ro . 43.
SPRINGFIELD AR:\IORY

:i\IA

., -~-loi•ember f!4 1 98.

[Extract.]

II. A board o_f officers is h erel,y appointeil. to meet at th is armory on .Mou<lay
next, the 27th. mstant, to t est the Robertson m ach in e gun. Tl1e test wiJl lH con~18;~~ed accordmg to programme approved l>y the Ch ief of Ordnance on 1
ml>er 2,

o,·

DetaHfor the hoard: Capt. S. E. Blnnt, Qr<ln ance Department; Capt. D. M . Tn.y1or,
Ordnance Department; Second Lieut. A. L. Dade, Tenth Cavalry.
By order of Col. A. Mordecai:
D. M. T AYLOR,
Cap tain, Ordnance Department, U.S. Arrny, Post AcUutant.
SPRINGFIELD ARMORY, M.A.ss., Novmnber 27, 1893.
b The board met pursuant to the foregoing order; present, an the memers. Mr . Robertson, the inventor of tl.le gnu, was also present, and
at the request of the board explained the mechanism and action of the
gun a11d what were claimed a.:; its peculiar merits. Tlie board then
proceeded to test the gun according to the approved programme (see
beloY? ), co_mpleting tests 1; 2, (a) and (b); and 3, (a) and (l>-), with results,
as,f1ven m the synopsis of tests.
Ihe board then adjourned to meet again November 28, 1893.

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY, M.A.ss., Noveniber 28, 1893.
The board met pursuant to adjournment. Present, all the members
and Mr. Robertson. The board· then proceeded with the programme
of t~sts, ~ornpleting- tests 4 (a) and (b) and 5 (a) and (b), with results
as gnren m the synopsis of tests. At tbe request of Mr. Robertson theboard decided to omit the test (6), whic~ involved fi~ing ~t 2,0~0 yards.
~he board were of the opinion that owmg to the v1brat10n of ~he carrrnge during firing, and the consequent inaccuracy of fire, espemally_ as
regarded elevation, the test could uot be conducted on the range with
safety.
.
The board then adjourned to November 29, 1893.

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY, MASS., Novernber 29, 1893.
The board met pursuant to adjournment. Presen_t, all the members
ancl Mr. Robertson. The board then proceecle,l with the programme of
tests, completing tests 7, 7 (a), 8, 9, 10 (a) and (b), with results as
717
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giYen in synopsis of tests; and a supplementary test, rubbing powdered
rosin on the cartridge cases a11d :firing the cartri<lges so prepared, with
results as given in synopsis of tests. The '-" miss:fires" were then subjected to a second and third :firing, with results as given in synopsis of
tests; then so much of test 11 as to include inserting the gun in the
rusting solution and placing it in the peoper spot for the necessary two
days' exposure was made.
The board then adjourned to meet December 1, 18'93.

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY, MASS., Deeembe,' 1, 1893.
The board met pursuant to adjournment. Present, all the members
_and Mr. Robertson. The board then completed test 11, with results as
shown in synopsis of tests. Mr. Robertson then submitted to the board
a letter which was read to the board.
The board then adjourned to December 2, 1893.

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY, MASS., December 2, 1893.
The board met pursuant to adjournment. Present, all the members.
The gun, dismounted aud cleaned,was then examined by the board and
the functions of each piece of the mechanism and the operation of the
whole observed. With the exception of the cooling device, all the parts
a11d the assembled mechanism appeared to be in as good condition and
to" perform their functions -as well as before they had been subjected to
test. From the results of these tests as expresBed in the "synopsis of
tests" herewith appended, and also from personal observation of the
gnu during :firing, the board has arrived at the following conclusions:
(1) That the barrel-cooling device does not fulfill the object for which
1t was devised, but is a useless and objectionable addition to the gun.
(2) That the actual time of firing 100 shots varied between 26 seconds when fired rapidly and 14½ seconds when :fired with the extreme
rapidity attainable with the gun, with an additional time for changing
reels, varying between 6-½ and 12 seconds.
(3) That the actual time of firing 500 shots varied in a similar manner between 1 minute 47 seconds and 1 minute 2~ seconds, with an
additional time for changing reels varying between 57 and 68 seconds.
(4) As it would probably not be practicable to use reels of a greater
capacity than 100 cartridges, au allowance must be made for the time
required to remove and empty and substitute a full reel. It is therefore apparen_t that the capacity of the gun in one minute lies between
about 200 shots when fired rapidly t.o about 270 or 300 shots when :fired
with tbe extreme rapidity attainable with ·tbe gun .
.
(5) The mount was too light and of insufficient stiffness. It was without provision for preveuting or limitin g lateral oscillation. The elevating devict was without provision for clamping tlle elevating screw.
(6) The carriage was much too Jight, the shock of discharge cau ~ing
S? much movement as to destroy t.he aim. It was so light that the
a1m was destroyed by :firing, even when the wheels and trail were well
chocked.
(7) !ti.· e e~1tial that the cartridges for the gun be carried in ~ands
0 1· tnp' e pem~lly de igued for the purpose.
A pecial tool is rn~cesary fol' chargmg the trip and for removing the fired cartridges

BOARD OF ORDNANCE A.L T

:F ORTIFI

TI N.

7

t~erefrom; and this is also an operation whi h r
time. Cartridges in the original package a
would not be immediately available for thi · gun.
There. being no further business before it. the b a.rd th u adj urn
sine die
·

s. E. BLUNT,
Captain, Ordnance .Department.
D. M. TAYLOR

Captain, Ordnnnce .Depart1nent,
A.. L. DADE,

Second Lieutenant, Tenth Cavalry.

SP1UNGFIELD, MASS., .November 30, 1899.
I trust you will not deem it out of place on my part if I beg to
make some explanations in regard to my gun.
In the first place, this is the :first and only gun I ha,ve had constructed, and it
?0 nld not be expected that it would be as perfect in all its parts and workings as if
it was au o!d gun on the "market" for sale, and made by a regular gun factory.
ca.rrrn~e on which it is mounted is excessively light, and does not provide
su men~ w_e1ght against recoil to shoot accurately at long ranges.
My obJe_c~ was to produce a light mountain (or rough country) gun, which, with
4. ammumt10n boxes, each box containing 4 reels of 100 cartridges (total, 1,600
Ionnds) could be handled by two men, up hill or down; and for slow :firing, say
abot~t at t~e rate of 200 per minute, would do good execution.
Still I thmk 100 pounds more weio·ht
in the carriao·e woul<l be a decic.ed improve0
ment.
""
(~) It is ?1Y purpose to provide an extra pair of barrels with each gun, to guard
agai~1st accidents and to be used in case of long-continued :firing to prevent excessive
h~atrng. The barrels can be removed and a new pair substituted in less than one
mmute . .
(3) Tb~ reels-by an error in calculation-only hold a stTing of 70 cartridges,
whereas it was my intention and desfre that they should carry 100 or more. Had
J~1ey been so constructed I could have made much better time in the rapidity test.
I he reels, empty, only weigh a few ounces, and cost about 50 cents to $1 each.
· (1) The food links should be constructed slightly different, with a small lip on one
of the op~u ends, slightly turned up, to facilitate stringing them together.
These_ lmks are so cheap that they would not ordinarily be worth picking up
after firmg, though they can be emptied and used many times. A large number of
th,~rn can be c.a~Tied hi a small space, as a small box 2 by 4 by ~ inch~s holds 1,000.
lhe ammumtron would ordinarily be prepared .at the arsenal m strmgs of 100. It
packs very ,c losely two strings together.
Th~ front yoke which holds the barrels together is bored so as spread them a full
one-sn::t~entb inch. This will spread the shots about 5 feet a,t 1,000 yards.
You will notice tho extreme simplicity of construction and strength of parts,
there b_eing n_o extractors (the weak part of aJl guns) and no springs,. ex_cept the
t,vo mam sprrngs; and in case one of these breaks another can be put m m a.bout
one-ha]f minnte.
The feed is positive. A failure to extract is impossible, as was shown by the rosin
test! and a ~a;n is almost an impossibility; the tw_o slight stoppages tha~ occu:red
~nrmg the tirrng were not really jams of the cartridges or shells, but a shght bitch
rn oue of the Jinks, and only occurred when not usiug the reels, and took about one
or two seconds to fix.
From the t ests I made of the gun before I came up here I became convinced that
the carriage was ex cessively li•rht
that the cooUng device was of cloubtful utility,
0
a_nd that the feed reels should be 'larger and placed on the left side instead of ~he
Tight, so that tbe person placing them in position for firiug wou1d not interfere with
the turning of the crank.
.
These, however, are minor defects easily overcome, nnd do not affect the workmg
parts of the gun.
.
I <lesire to return lllY thanks to the Board aud to Col. Mordecai for tbe nmformly
conrteons and gentlemanly treatment accorde<l me_during my stay here.
I am, g-ent]em 11 , very re J)ectfnlly,
G,w. Ro1rnRT ON.
The BOARD As.'Ei\IHLED FOR Tfi: T O1r Ronrmnio
1A UJNE GuN.
GENTLEME:N":

}l~
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PROGRA;\,L\'II~ FOR TEST 01!' THB ROBERTSO~ )1ACHINF, GUN.

1. Into sand butt at 10 yards; 100 shots fired. deliberately to determine action of gun.
2. At target 12 by 30 feet; distance, 500 yards.
(a) Aim fixed; 100 shots fire<l rapidly; time and hits noted.
(b) Aim oscillating along target; 500 shots :fired rapidlJ'; time aml hits noted.
3. At target 12 by 30 feet; distance, 500 yards.
(a,) Aim fixed; 100 shots fired with extreme rapidity attainable with the gun;
time and hits noted.
"
(b) Aim oscillating along target; 500 shots fired with extreme rapirlity nttainable with the gun; time and hits noted.
4. At target 12 by 30 feet; distance, 1,000 yards.
(a) Aim fixerl; 100 shots fired rapidly; time and hits noted .
(b) Aim oscillating along target; 500 shots fired rapidly; time an<l hi ts noteu.
5. At target 12 hy 30 feet; distance, 1,000 ;yards.
(a) Aim fixed; 100 shots fired with extreme rapidity attainable with the gun;
time and hits noted.
(b) Aim oscillating along target; 500 :,;hots fire<l with extreme rapidity attainable with the gun; time and hits ·noted.
.
6. At target 12 by 50 feet; distance, 2,000 yards; aim direct; 500 shots :fired rapidly;
time and liits noted.
7. Into s;inc1 butt at 10 yards; 100 shots fired fleliberately, ever~.,. fifth cartridge ueing
a dnmmy . To test effect of missfires upon action.
(a) Int,o sand butt at 10 yards; 100 shots fired with moderate rapitlity, without
the cooling f1evice.
8 Dust. With the mechanism closetl, the gun to be expose<l, in a box prepared for
that purpose, to a blast of fine sand flm,t for one minute; surplus sand remove<l
by blowing thereon and wiping with the bare hand, and then the gun fired 100
rounds.
9, Excessive charges . Five cartridges in which the weight of powder or bullet,
or of both, shall be so increased as to produce a chamber pressure about onethird greater than that given by the service cartridge for the gnn.
10. Defective cartridges. The gun to be :fired twice with each of the following defective cartridges.
(a) Cross-filed on head to nearly the thickness of the metal.
(b) Cnt at intervals around the rim.
11. Rust. The mechanism to be cleansed of grease and the gun to be placed jn a
solution of sal-am:p1oniac for ten minutes, the mechanism being covered; afterwar<ls exposed for two days to the open air and then fired 100 rounds .
.
Each of the tests that include firing a,t a target to be precedecl by a snfficient
nnmber of sighting shots to insure accuracy of aim.
Such additional tests or repetitions or modifications of the above to be made as
may appear advisable as the trial progresses.
A. MORDECAI,

Colonel, 01·dr1ar1ce Department, U. S. Army, C1 1mmar1di11g.
October 5, 1893.

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY, MASS.,

SYNOPSIS OF TESTS.

1. Into sand butt ~1t 10 yards; 100 shots fired deliberately to determine action of
gun.
.
The mechanism worked well . There were two (2) missfires. At close of firm~
the barrels were too hot to be borne by the lmre hand, and the jacket was perceptibly warm. The reels hold only 70 cartridges, therefore in firing 100 rnunds one rt1el
of 70 and another of 30 cartridges were used.
2. At target, 12 by 30 feet; distance 500 yards.
( ct) Aim fixed; 100 shot11 fired rapidly; time and hits noted.
(b) Aim oscillating along target; 500 shots fired rapiflly; time and hits no~ed.
(a) Aim was Yerifiecl by sightinO' shots. A r eel of 70 and a string of 30 cartrHlge
were used. :Firing was begnn with ba;rrels and jacket cool. At end C!f firing_ l>_arr els wer e too hot to touch with bare hand. Jacket was warm. Total tnne of finu g
38 second ~, 12 s~condi, of which were consumed in changing reel. A sliO'bt jam
occurred m _feedrn g the string of 30. After first few shots, smoke obscured the target
so_that no mm 'Ot1ld.he taken. Total bits, 51. In this firing the wheels were cho~ked ·
with blocks placed_ m r ar of them, lrnt the oscillation :rnd mov~ment of the carriage
w re so great that m succeeding tests it was secured as noted in 2 (b).

UOARD OF ORDNANU1'J A I, .fl'O TIFI ATI
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(b) Aim ,ms. Ycrificd l>y Righting shots . Th
so great that it was deem ed inadvisable to at.t mJ>t too, cillat
was _therefore held direct. Before firino· i110 carrin°· wa
c·m· tl in po. it1 >1l
J?lacrn_g two rails ahont 5 feet long, one in rear an,l on in fr< u t
fast~mng them in position with stakes. BtaJce w r a]
against wbeels and in rear of aud against the trail.
Seven reels of 70 cartridges each an l a eparate string of 10 wcr n d to mak up
tli~ 500 rounds. 'fhe firing was begun with the barr l and ja k t co 1; at nd f
firmg barrels and jacket were too hot to be borne wit,b bar hand. Th tan]· wa
warm and the seam in the jacket was defe0tfre about on -third way forwanl ancl.
stream of hot water and steam escaped dnring the firing. A slio-bt
ape f
water and steam occurred at the front end of the ja ket at it junction with the
yoke. !otal time of firing, 2 minutes 25 Reconds, of which 57 cond w r
on8!1med ~n changing reels. The intervals in order were 5, 8, 7, 12, 13, 11 6
onds.
iotal hits, 120; missfires, 7. Tile mechanism worked weJl and earily.
· At tar&"et, 12 by 30 feet; distance, 500 yards.
(a) Aim fixed; 100 shots fired with extreme rapidity attainable with th gnn,
time and hits noted.
(~) Aim oscillating along target; 500 shots fired with extreme rapidity attainable w1t~ the gun, ti:r;ne and hits noted .
. (a) A1m was verified by sightiug shots. Reels of 70 and 30 cartridges_, re pective]y, were used. The firing was begnn with th e barrels and jacket cool enough to
be Lorne by the bare hand. At close of tiring both were too hot to be borne by the
Lare hand. The jucket was leaking steam and hot water at front and rear ends and
along the seam, the second of these leaks bavino- developed durino- this firino-. The
mechanisn~ worked_ well. Total fame of fi.rhig, 29 seconds, of which 8 seconds were
consum~d m changrng reels; Total hits, 40.
(_b) Ami was verified by sighting shots. Seven reels of 70 each and a separate
8t rrng of 19 cartridges were used. The vibration of carriage and mount was so
great that it was deemed inadvisable .to attempt to oscillate aim along target; it
vnis t?erefore held direct. }?iring was begun with barrels and jacket cool; at close
of finng barrels and jacket were too hot to be borne by the ba.re hand. The jacket
teaked at the same places as noted above. There was a strong smell of burning rub~r, apparently from the effect of the hot jacket on the rubber tube connecting it
with the tank.. Mechanism ~orked well. Total time ?f firing,~ minutes, 25 seconds,
57 seconds bemg consumed 111 changing reels. The mtervals m order were 7, 14, 7,
10, 7, 7, 5 seconds. The longest interval was caused by a fumble on·the part of the
OJ)crato~- who changed the reels. The operator at the crank began to feel the effects
of_ pr~v10us firings, otherwise the total time might have been less. Total hits, 131;
m1sshres, 4. ·
.
4. At targ_et, 12 by 30 feet; distance, 1,000 yards.
~a) Aim fixed; 100 shots fired rapidly; time and hits noted.
\ b) _Aim oscillating along target; 500 shots fired rapidly; time and bits noted.
(a) A1m was verified by sighting- shots. Reels of 70 and 30 cartridges, respectively,
were used. Barrels and jacket cool at beginning of firing. At cl~se barrel~ were
too hot to be borne b:" the bare hand; jacket was warm. Total t1me of firmg, 28
seconds, of which 6½ seconds were consumed in changing reels. Mechanism worked
we]l and easilv. Total hits 6
•
(b) Aim verified by sighti{ig.sbots. Seven reels of 70 cartridges e·ach and a ~tring
of 10 were used. The vibr;1,tfon of carriage and mount was so great that it was
(~ccmed inadvfaable to attempt to oscillate aim along target; it was therefore held
fixed. and direct. Barrels and jacket cool when firing began; both were too hot to
touch with bare band several minutes after firing. After first few shots tllere was
a C'Ontinuous escape of steam and boiling water from the jacket carried back _upon
the operator at the crank. Hot air rising from the heated barrels, created a mirage
nnll the target was obscured by th~ steam and smoke. The water in the tank was
exhausted during this test. Total time of :firing, 2 minutes 55 seconds; 68 seconds
were consumed in changing drums or reels, the intervals being, in or~er, 7½, 8,,9, 8½,
16, 9, 10 seconds. The longest interval was due to a fumble by tLJe assistant. Total
hits, 51; missfires, 3.
5. At target, 12 by 30 feet; diRtance, 1,000 yards.
(a) Aim fixed; 100 shots fired with extreme rapidity attainable with the gun;
time and hits noted.
(b) Aim oscillatino- ttlono- target; 500 shots fired with extreme rapidity attainable with th~ gnn/"timo and hits noted.
.
(a) Aim verified by sighting shots. (The tank was refilled previously.) Reel~ of
70 and 30 cartridge , respectively, were used; barrels :.w cl j~cket c~lcl when firmg
beo-an · at close of firing both were hot, bnt not so l10t as rn prev10ns test~. An
ex~mi~ation at the encl of firing show cl that the aim was still g()od. Total time of
WAR 94-VOL I--46
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:firing, 22 seconds, including an interval of 7½ seconds for changing reels. Total
hits, 8.
(b) Aim verified by sighting shots. The vibrations of carriage and mount we.re
so great that it was deemed inadvisable to attempt to oscillate aim along target; it
was therefore held direct. Seven reels of 70 cartridges each and a string of 10 were
used. Barrels and jacket were cool when firing began; at close of :firing, barrels
were extremely hot: Jacket was too hot to be borne by the bare hand, and the tank
·was hot. At the close of firing, the aim was found to be too high, the force of the
recoil having moved the elevating screw. Total time of firing, 2 minutes 20 seconds,
including intervals amounting to 58 seconds for changing reels. The intervals, in
order, were 7 ½, 9, 9, 8½, 9½, 10, 4½ seconds. Total hits, 5; misstires, 2.
6. At target 12 by 30 feet; distance 2,000 yards. Aim direct; 500 shots fired l'apidly; time and hits noted.
Test omitted, the board believing that, owing to the vibration of the carriage
during firing and the consequent inaccuracy of tire, especially as regards elevation,
the test could not be conducted on the ran ge with snfety.
7. Into sand-butt at 10 yards; 100 shots fired rleliberately, every fifth cartridge being
a, dummy, to test effect of missfires upon action.
The introduction of dummies had no effect upon the operation of the mechanism.
(a) Into sand butt at 10 yards; 100 shots fired with moderate rapidity without
the cooling device.
The removal of the cooling device appeared to have no effect upon the temper:tture of the barrels, they not seeming materially hotter after firing than when
the device had been used.
8. Dust. ·with mechanism closed the gun to be exposed in a box prepared for that
purpose to a l,last of fine sand dust for one minute, surplus sand rem oven by blowing thereon and wiping with the bare hand, and then the gun :fired 100 rounds.
Mechanism worked easily and well; 1 missfire.
.
9. Excessive charges. Five (5) cartridges in which the weight of powder or bullet'
or both shall be so increased as to give a chamber pressure about one-third greater
than that produced by the service cartridge for the gun.
No effect noticeable except a slight creasing of the shell near the head. Mechanism worked easily and well.
10. Defective cartridges . The gun to be fired twice with each of the following
defective ca,rtridges.
(a) Cross filed on head to nearly the thickness of the metal.
(b) Cut at intervals around the rim.
·
(a) No damage whatever to gun, mechanism worked well an d easily.
(b) No damage whatever to gun, mechamsm worked well and easily.
Supplementary test. Rubbing powdered rosin on the cartridge cases, and firing the
cartridges so prepared.
'I'wo cartridges were so prepared and fired, then 2 more, then 10. Although the
cases after firing were gummy aud sticky, the extraction was found to be easy.

0

The missfires, 18 in number, were then subjected to J1, second and third firing.
Niue were fired on the second and 2 of the remainder upon the third trial. The
remaining 7 were then tried in a Springfield rifle and all were discharged at the first
trial.
11. Rust. The mechanism to_ be cleansed of grease and the gun to be placed in a
solution of sal-ammouiac for ten minutes, tbe mechanism being covered. Afterwards, to be exposed for two days to th e open air and then fired 100 rounds.
All working parts of the gun being nickel plated, the gun w9,s not much rusted.
The mechanism worked easily. One missfire.

BOARD OP
REPORT OF A BOARD

The board wa con ven cl b

PROGRAMME OF 'l'ESTS.

t It was deemed expedient by the board to repeat certain portions of
he programme previously prescribed.

f· (a)
Not neces~~ry to repeat.
Repet1!1ou unnecessary.

(See ante.)

(b) Imposs1ble, owing to the fact that the oscillation permitted by the carriage

would cover a target 200 feet long, and as the ammunition used was black
P?wder, after the first few shots the smoke would obscure the target from
view.
3• (a) Deeme~ expedient to repeat.
(b) Imposs1ble. Replaced by 500 shots, aim fixed, fired with extreme rapidity
attainable.
4· (a) l'f ot necessary to repeat.
_ (b) Not necessary to repeat.
::>. (a) Deemed expedient 10 repeat.
(b) Impos~ible. Replaced by 500 shots, aim :fixed, fired with extreme rapidity
attarn:tble.
6. To be considered upon subsequent firings.
7, 7a, 8, 9, 10, and 11. Repetition deemed unnecessary.

The board then adjourned awaiting the arrival of the inventor, Mr.
Robertson.
SPRINGFIELD ARMORY, MASS., March 28, 1894.
Pursuant to adjournmeut, the board met to-day. Present: Capt.
Taylor, Lieut. Sigworth, Lieut. Hagadorn, and the inventor, Mr. Robertson. Absent, sick, Lieut. Dade.·
The board then proceeded to carry out the programme adopted.
In all subsequent firing chocks were placed behind the wheels and
the trail was set as firmly into the ground as could be done by pounding and stamping.
. .
..A tl1e ight on the gun were not properly adjusted, the pos1t10n was
determined by means of ighting bot', wLich ordi11ari1y were below
th hull' -eye.
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3 (a). At target 12 by 30 feet; -distauce, 500 yards.
_Aim fixed. 0 ue hundred shots fired with extreme rapidity attainable
with the gun; time, 14 seconds; 47 hits.
•
The barrels were cool at the beginning of the firing; hot at the end
of 100 shots. It was observed .that the hits gradually crept up the
target, finally passing over the top.
3 (b). At target 12 by 30 feet; distance, 500 yards.
Aim fixed. Five hundred shots fired with extrelne rapidity attainable.
Two hundred shots were fired without difficulty. Toward the middle of the third hundred the mephanism jammed, and it was observed
that every other cartridge was failing. The firing wa::; suspended, and
upon_examination it was founa. that one of the screws holding the firing bolt in place had fallen into the ,box of the gun. After three
miJmtes' work the gun was in readiness for firing again.
Two hundred and sixty-nine shots had been fired, giving 153 hits, 3
failures.
.
3 (b1). Five hundred shots fired with extreme rapidity attainable with
the gun; time, 1 minute 40 seconds.
·
It took from 9 to 11 seconds to change a reel, during. which change
opportunity was afforded t.o change the operntor at the crank without
. (l('fay.
.. .
.
'l1he barrels were very hot after firing, the mechanism cool; 370 hits,
2 missfires.
£ (a). At target -12 by 30 feet; distance, 1,000 yards.
Aim fixed; 100 shots fired with extreme rapidity; time, 25 seconds;
DO hits .
. The mechaI),i~m .jammed four times, owing to cartridges sUpping in
the links; 2 missfires. Strong wind at 2 o'clock. All of the shots
pa~sed over the target and to the right.
· lhe sighting shots :were .below the bull's-eye.
·
The board adjourned to meet on the following day to complete tbe
programme.
SPRINGFIELD ARMORY, MASS.,

March .29, 1894.

Pursuant to adjournment the Loard met to-day. Present, Capt.
Taylor, Lieut. Sigworth, and Lieut. Hagadorn; also the inventor, Mr.
Robertson. Abseut, sick,-Lieut. Dade.
SYNOPSIS OF 1'ESTS.

5 (b). At target 12 by 30 feet, distance 1,000 yards, aim fixed, 500
shots fired with extreme rapidity attainable. Time, 1 minute 40 sec?nds; 26 hits, 2 missfires. Three operators turned the crank, changrng at the end of each hundred, while reels were being changed. The
sighting shots were on the target below the bull's-eye, but most of the
shots passed over the top and to the right of tbc target.
T~e test at 200 yards, called for in the fifth indor~ement of the
president of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification, dated War
Department, Washington. D. O., January 10, 1894, were then made by
tbe Board.
·
The t IH.l enc. of the muzzle to ri e duriug firing having been clearly
dev lop d at the o her ran~es. aud the position of the 200-yard target

BOARD OF OR NA CE A
in tl1e vicinity of a ra i1road tra
u 11 a t m1
made to fire at this range with ~tr m 1,q jcli y .
. Ou~ hundred shots, aim fi x d, w T fl r l wi Ji r line ry 1·, 1 i lit. · ; Ji
s1g-litmg shots struck about 3 fi t b .low 11 ,
11 ~1 f th
111 . - . •.
The mark of the shots as the nrino· pro 0 T
tl ·h
d tlia 11 Jllll ZZl
was steadily rising, and tl1e la t h
of 11
d ,· tru ·k f'
\.
the first. Ninety-tluee hits wer obtni11 d · n mi .fir .
Another string of 100 was prepar d aim ei1w tak n ,
aft~r. 74 shots had been fired rapi,]Jy it wa found h t th
str~kmg within 1 foot of the top of the targ t.
furtll r firiu
senes was therefore suspended. Se .nty-four bit ; n mi fir '
The results of these series showed that it wa. impra ti al>l o, tt m1 t
to fire 500 rounds as a series either rapid]y or lowly a tlti, ran
The tendency of the gun to fire high toward the clo e f th
was so marked that tlie Board did not co11 ider it could with
make any firings at the 2,000-yard range.
Th~ (:a\tridges which failed during the test wer , nr <l ·ucce . . fuJJy in
a Sprmgtield rifle.
At the request of the inventor, Mr. Robertson, w bo fnnli hed new
~arreh; for the purpoi:;e, two short strings of 30-caliber cartridges were
fired.
_Tbe first target of 4 7 shots shows a lateral dispersion of 2 feet 3 incbe ,
with a vertical dispersion of 2 feet 3 inches. A good grouping of the
. shots was obtaiiled with the left barrel. ~J'he second target of 23 shots
shows a vertical dispersion of 2 feet 6 inches, with a lateral dispernion
of 2 feet o inches.
Tlle Bo~rd is of opinion that the gun proper is remarkably simple in
construct10n, and especially to be commended for the strengtL and
sm~ll 11~1rnber of its part:-., the total absence of springs except the
ma1_~sprrng, and the improbability of its being disabled by any of the
ordmary accidents of service.
The mouut an d carriage employed with the gull during these trials
gave much better results than were obtained with the original carriage
a~id_n~ount. But the tendeucy of the muzzle to rise during .fir~n~·, while
dumm shed by the use of this carriage and mount, was not ehmrnated,
an?- _this tendency, until absolutely counteracted, constitutes, in the
opm10n of the Board, a fatal objection to the use of the gun in service.
Until the gun can be tested with a mount and carriage which will
?Vcrcome these objections, the Board is unable to give au opinion as to
its merits iu comparison with other machine guns of like caliber in the
servi· e. By this the Board means that a gun whose maximum capacity
of fire is only 500 shots in a Jittle less than two minutes under the
most favorable circumstances, and whose fire at this rate can only be
maintained for a short time owing to there being only two barrels aud
they coustantly in action and thus heating very rapidly, will OJJly be
valuable in service if its construction be such as to allow of a mount
and carriage light and compact euough to admit of its use with flying
columus in mountainous districts and with the fighting line. If it shall
be determined that for its use a carriage and motrnt are required as
heavy a1:1 for the 10-barrel Gatling-, the Board has no hesitation in recording as its opinion that the Robertson gun has uo place in the service.
If, however, a carriage and mount much lighter than this ca11 be
emplo;rcd, the Board believes that the gun can be made very useful.
The gun fa not, in the opinion of the Board, of the same class as the
IO-barrel Gatling or other machine gan 'of a greater numbe~ o!' barrels,
and a comparj on between them an hardly be ma<le. It 1s intended
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for special purposes, and will be useful or not according as to whether
or not a mount and carriage sufficiently light and compact can be
devised for it.
It is proper here to say, perhaps, that as a result of the :firings the
Board is of opmion that the difficulties observable in the use of the
gnn as at present mounted arise from the moun t and not from the gun
or carriage. The cause of these is briefly as follows: The axis of the
barrels is about 1 foot above the center of rot ation. The drum upon
which the clamp scr~w bears has a radius of about 3 inches, heuce the
force of recoil of the two barrels, fired almost simultaneously, operating with its long lever arm, is too great t o be successfully controlled
by the friction of the clamp screw upon a drum of so small a diameter.
An additional oak support was therefore placed beneath the rear end
of the gun 1 foot from the axis of rotat ion. T he effect of this was to
transfer the force of the recoil from the d rum to the trail at a point
nearly 1 foot from the axis of the axle of t he carriage. The repeated
blows upon a point so far down the trail h ad a tendency to drive the
trail in the ground, thus causing the mu zzle t o rise.
The force of the blows was made evident by a deep indentation upon
the top of the oak support. .
There being no further business before it , the board adjourned sine
die.
D. lVI. T AYLOR,
Captain, Ordnance Department.
A. L. DADE ,
Second Lieut., Tenth Cavalry.
JOHN M. S I GW OR'l.'H,
Second L -ieut., Tenth Infantry.
CHARLE S B. H AGADORN,
Second Lieut. , Twenty-third Infantry.
The foregoing proceedings and opinions of the board are approved, A . MORDECAI,
Colonel, Ordnance Department, U. S. A., Command·ing.

APPEND!

C.

·PROCEEDINGS OF A BOARD OF O.F.FICERS TO TE T HA .
TION FINDERS.

rn

I-

A.

The board was convened by Special Order"·, o . 249 and 25 ', H
quartern of the Army, Adjutant-General's Office, ri ~ f 1 90.
FORT

W ADSWOR'.l'H,

c

d-

NEW YORK HARBOR,

April 3, 1894-11 a. m.
The board met pursuant to the call of the president.
Present: Lieut. Col. A. C. M. Pennington, Fourth Artil1ery; Capt.
Job!-1 G.D. Knight, Corps of Engineers; First Lieut. Edw. Davis, Third
Artillery.
Absent: Maj. W. P. Miller, Fifth Artillery, sick; Capt. D. M . Taylor,
Ord~ance Department, who telegraphed the presideut that he was
detamed on duty at the Colt's Armory, Hartford, Conn., and would reach
New York to-night.
':l1.L~ board proceeded to examine the Lewis mnge finder in its preseut
pos1t10n, G5 feet 2 inches above mean low water. The working of the
rnstru_m ent was tested by determining ranges of a yawl rowed by a crew
of enhsted men, the positions of the boat being simultaneously cbeckerl
by observing parties at the extremities of the Hamilton:Wadsworth
base line.
·
N OTE.-The board appreciated that satisfactory results could hardly
be expecteu, as the wind aud waves bei11g very high the light boat
wa~ tossed up and down, thus presenting no steady horizontal line on
which to direct the range finder. The board is also satisfied that the
srstem of signals adopted was so defective as not to result in observation s entirely simultaneous.
1'11e distances determined by triangulation and by the range finder
are as follows:
Position.

1. ····· ··-·· . ······ . ..... ···-·· ............ ··-····-·--- .....• ··---· ······ ......... .

t _. _. _. _. _.: _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _.: _. _. _. .· _. _. _. _. _.: _. .· _. _. _.: _. _.: _. _.: _.: _.: _. _. _. _.:::::: .· _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _· _. _.: _. _. _.: _. :::::::

4. ········· ·········-·-··- -·····-··· ·· ··········· · -· ··· ···-·· ··· -·· ··-····--··-··-·
5 ••. ·· ··•· ······-·· ··- · ... ·-······· ·····- ·········-·· ··--·· ·····-··-·-······ ····-··

6. -· ..... . ········· ............ ·-·· .. ···-··· ·-··--··--·- . .. . ····· ·-··· .... ···--····
7.- ... . ·· ···- ·-···-·-·--· ......... ·-·-· ·-·-·--··-···--···· ·-··-···-··· --······--·-·
8. --·· .......... .. ..... · -· ·· ···· · ........ . ··········-·· ······:····· . ... . .. . . ·-· ... .

Trigo.
nometry.

Range
finder.

Yards.

Yards.

z, 164
2,648
3,200
3,644
3,560
3,534
(ti

3,412

2,158
2, 582
(*)

..

( )

3,435
3,485
3,470
3,320

* Not ta ken; post of building in the way
j

Angle from statiou B was lost.

The board adjourned to meet to- morrow.

Enw.

DA.VIS,

First Lieutenant, Third Artillery, Recorder.
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FOR'l' -v\T ADSWORTH, NRW YORK HARBOR,

April 4, 1894-11 a. m.
The board met to continue its work of yesterday, and also to test the
rauge finder of Lieut. Bradley A. Fiske, U. S. Navy, which had been
removed from Fort Hamilton; Capt. Taylor, Ordnance Department,
being aJso present. The board examined the apparatus at one end of
the base line, but in consequence of a storm and heavy rain the board
adjourned to meet at 10: 30 a. m. to-morrow, the 5th instant.
EDW. DAVIS,

First Lie,utenltnt, Third Artillery, Recorder.

FORT WADSWORTH, NEW YuRK HARBOR,

.
April 5, 1894-10 : 30 a. m.
The board met in order to continue its work of yesterday, all the
members being present except Maj. Miller, Fifth Artillery.
The board arranged to have observations taken of vessels moving in
the Jower New York Bay simultaneously by observers at tbe base ends
of the Hamilton-Wadsworthline and theLewis and Fiske range finders,
respectively. The record is found below. The actual positions as
determined by the Hamilton-Wads worth base in strum en ts were plotted
and their distances from the two range finders respectively measured
on the plot and placed on this record as the true range from the location of that range finder.

Movi11gobJ·ec_t,s .

I~ .
I .,. ~
I <-<.S
I <l):';:
I~ ~

Fiske range finder, horizontal
base.

I L ewis range :finder, vertical base.

---------i,

---1

I

Lewis
edrange Error. !True range.
range
I Error.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ j_O
_ A_,___
, __ ,__,_,n_ er~- _____ i _ _ _ _ .• :- ~~~~:~ i
Trne range.

F'1 k
~

___

rards.
First 1ug.. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Second tug ......... ; .. ·...
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Schooner.................
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ri::::::::~::::::::
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

1

*2

3
4
5
t6
1
- 2
8
4 1
5
;6 !

Yards.
2,480 Not taken.

3, 000
3, 728
4, 400
5, 016
5, 740
2,128
3, 904

~:tt~

9, 300
11, 160 1

Yards.

2, 975
3, 670
4, 350
4, 895
5, 650
2,108
3 760

-25
-58
-50
-121
-90
-20
--144

8, 760
9, 950

-540
-1 , 2101

fm I

Yards.
2,150
2, 680
3, 400
4, 464
4, 680

,

rards.

Ya,·ds.

2, 158
2, 655
3 350
4, 450
4, 685

+s

-25
-50
-H
+5

Wrong tng plott.ed.
1, 796
3,576

~:m

--=i~

9, 000
10, 8721

1,808
3,665

~:i~i

9, 180
~~~ _

+12
+89

im

_1g~~~
_ _

1

*No reconl of plott6cl first position of second tug.
·
t This tug turnecl off Coney I sland Point an<l return ed to Gravesend Bay, but both observers followed another tuir out to sea.
.
.
; This sixth position is probably at least 400 yards too far away a1, the Yesscl lost speed and time m
comiug about.

In view of the fact that the range finder with a vertical base to be
})resented for test by Capt,. Zalinski, U. S. Army, is nearly ready_ at
this place, the board deemed it advisable to defer any recommendat10n
until this instrument has also been tested both by itself and in connection with the Lewis and the Fiske. The difficulty of obtaining simultaue~us observations of tbe same object by different instrument whose
locations were necessarily quite widely separated having been clearly
clemon trated to the board by this day's tests, the board respectfully
reco~mellCl. that steps be taken at the earliest po 1b1e date to connect
the m_strnment Jwus_e. of tlie different range finders by teleplione for the
n e of the board at 1ts next meetiug.

,~

BOARD OF· ORDN Nb A

After an examiuation at len o· h
~ratt range finders, who e cou tru i< 11 tllY
c1ple as that of the sextant, it was · 11 lu<l
class are:
~irst, far more liable to injury than tli .,
Second, th~ymaybe out of adju ·tm nt, i

and

Iv , th
l ha
fi rm . . l f pri:m ·
h n , t m · iu ·, t( 11ti 11 ·

Th~rd, where the ranged object ey
ma 1:krng the direction of the ba e' ar a ppr
h_~rizonta] plane, the iustrumeut may ·iv
r
1
" tlio?-t the observer readily detectiug
lrn rror . ~rlli
~lie mirrors not being held vertically, tlwugh b dir
images seem to be in the same vertical Jin . It , t1i r
a~ follows: In the opinion of the Board for Te tin o- Ban°·
Frnders, i~ is inadvisable to adopt for field er f · m1.r rnn~.;
W~ose optical principle is the same as that of t!J
.,r ta,11 .
l'he board then adjourned subject to the call of the pr . id 11t .
.A. C. M. PENNING TON,

Lieut. Ool. Fourth Artillery, Presid nt.
D. M. TAYLOR,
Oapt., Ordnance IJepartrneut.
JOHN G. D. KNIGHT,
Oapt., 001ps of Engineer .
EDW. DA VIS,

First Lieut., Third Artillery, Recorder.

GOVERNORS ISLA.ND, N. Y., October 20, 1894.
SIR: I have the houor to in dose herewith a resume of work done in

connection_;Vith range finders since the last report of the board in_
~dyance _of its next r<'port thinking it may be desirable to have the
mtormat10n laid before th~ Board of Ordnance and Fortification at its
next meeting.
·v m·y respectfully, your obedient se.r vant,
A. C. M. PENNING'l'ON,
.
Lieut. Ool. Fourth A rt-Ulery,
President Board on Rarnge and Position Finders.Capt. J. 0 . A YREs,
Recorder Board of Ordnance and Fort~fication.

GOVERNORS ISL.A.ND,

r:.

N. Y., October 13, 1894.

_SIR: In compliance with your iustructions I have the honor to sub-

mit the followiug report of progress since May 5, 1894:
On the date mentioned I was appointed executive officer of the board.
and reported to you for instructious.
.
.At that time the board had under consideration for test the Lew1s
position finder the Fi ke po ition finder, the .Aide-Tireur, and the
Weldon range finder. Since that date the Unge telemeter, tJie Nolan
ra11ge fiuder, a.nd the Watkin d pr ion range finder J1ave been turned
over to the board for te t. Th board was at o dire •ted to mak ate t
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of the Za,linski depression position finder when the same should be
ready.
1t was decided that in order to make a test for accuracy of the seacoa~t position finders and range finders, some standard for comparison
s1ould, if possible, be obtained which would not confine the tests to
points of fixed and known position, but would euable observations to
be made at varying ranges and varying directions from the positions
of the instruments under test.
The confo1·mation of the water line at the Narrows is such that a threepoiut horizontal base was available, one station being near the flag pole
at Fort vVadsworth, and called "W," and two at Fort Hamilton. Of
the latter, one, cailed '' A," is on t,h e north face of the fort'proper, uear
the flag pole, and the second, called "B," near the southwest corner of
t.lte reservation. 'rhese points, as also the position "L" of the Lewis
position ti11der; ·' F','' "F," and '' F"," the three stations of the Fiske
positi.011 finder; and 'i Z,'' the position of the Zalirn;ki position finder,
are showu 011 tlrn accompanying copy of the chart of a portion of New
York Harbor south of the Narrows.
It was tbought that by lrnving observations made at the three points
'' W," "A," and "B," one would be a check on the other two, and in
case the lines laid off on the plot at these three points did not intersect
at foe same point, or very nearly so, sufficient doubt would be cast on
that observation to throw it out of consideration as a standard.
'ro give a convenient and quick method of plotting the observations
taken for purposes of approximate comparison, three plotting charts
were made on a sc_ale of 1-7,200, and azimuth arcs for" W,'' '' A," and
,: B" stations carefully constructed. The drawing material, instrumentR, ete., 11ecessary for this work were supplied by the Board of Ordnance and Fortification on application for the same, as were also a !lumber of lithographic copies. of the harbor chart prepared for the use of
tbe above-mentioned Board in the office of the Chief of Engineers.
Iu order that observations on movhig vessels should be made simultaneous1y at all the stations, these latter were placed on a single telephone circuit and provided with long-distance telephones furnished by
the Signal Corps.
.
All tl1is occupied most of the time from the middle of May until
August, when a few tests preliminary to a test by the full board were
made.
The test by the board was made on August 21, a record of which
accompanies this letter. The instruments tested on that date were the
Fiske and the Lewis.
Although this test was in a great measure satisfactory, it was
believed. that better results could be obtained. from both instrumenti,::, as
the test was designed for one of accuracy at varying ranges. Accordingly on a 1;,ucceeding date, the steam launch Thayer was utilized as a
target for observation. Test of the Lewis in ..;trument only could be
held, as the Fiske instrument was found to be out of order and would
not work.
The record of this te t of the Lewi, position finder ou September 20 is
inclo ed.
The Fi ke in trumeut wa repaired, and on October 6 the Thayer
wa again utilized. Ju ·t previous to the te ta break in one of the wires
of the li i:::,ke position finder was discovered and repaired and the instru ment adju:t d, but not before the Thayer had partially run her
onr.- ; all(l from the want of familiarit,y with tlle work of the men
who u.- <1 the t lephone , the readings can not be rega~ded as giving

BOA.RD OF

results fair to this type of i11 ·tn1111<'11 . ¥1 b
also i nclosed.
In this connection I d ir t > ,' : t , :
(1) With reference to th
-1j, k po. iti m fin I r th inY 11
is not satisfied with tbi t p and ha I wd r a11 I mn l 11 c J
fo~ substitutin g an improv (l form (l iiw a wa r \\'i h h 'r:- tJ 11 ~ Jl m •r.
usmg the zero principl of th Wh a . ·to n
ri ,,. for ·t rmu1111• P• 1
~ll~Ijsmofplotting arm to
ud} r.
,J ,, ·op ~ 11<1.·n ·titntin.., fn th
!1m1ted amount of resi tanc wir • n • n 11 ·011 luc i 11 ,,. a r · , T i ti.,
rncreased amount of resi tan wir on~ Imm. 'lJ1i.· pr p . a1 dll 1
nssmne, come np before our boc rd a it.· 11 • · m ti11 1..,;.
(2) With reference to the
. , JJe l ~ an 1. nl
tliattlteim;tru mentsused tber 011 10110 iv . nti
officers wl10 have used them in tl1 t t, ar
and ~here has been ample time allow <l I., tw n
ern1ti n
precise readings; but even at compnrntiveJy ' h rt ran ·
from the three statiolls W, .A, and B gi s triaug-1 ~
mstead of a point of inter ection .
The Lewis instrument was tested for r petition wb n at an altitud
of 175 feet. I propose, in compliance with your in trn ti n , to t) t
fo_r the sa!n_e at its present height; a] o, to make a further t .. t of tbe
F
iske pos1t10n finder at known di 'tances.
The ':'ratkins depression range fiuder was partially te ,ted-tlia is
to. say, it was placed on its tripod and an eudeavor made to te" t it for
accuracy, but it was found that whenever tbe sliding support for the
upper arm was moved the instrument was thrown out of level.
·
I_ then determiJJed to have a firm support made for the plate on
wlnch the instrumeut rests and the commanding officer at Fort Wadsworth has had a solid pier ~rected on top of which this plate has been
cernent~d. This work has but ju;t been completed and a further test
of the m strument wm be made at an early date.
With reference to the field range finders:
. The Aide-Tireur and Uuge have both been tested, but it has required
tune to become familiar with the workin o· of these instruments, as the
~escriptions with .them are faulty. The tests so far have not been par
ticularly satisfactory, but it is not thought best to submit any record
of them
until more extended practice lias been had.
1
1 he Nolan range finder has not beeu tested; nor bas t~e vyeld'?n:
The board was informed some time ago that tlte Za_lm~k1 ~os1t10n
finder would be ready for trial on October JO, but no rnt1mat10n has
been received that it is ready.
_ ·
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
HENRY L. HARRIS,
Fir1,t Lieutenant, First Artiller.'1/, .
Executive Officrir of the Board.
Col. A. 0. M. PENNINGTON,
Fourth Artillery, U. S. Army,
President Board to 1'est Range Finders,
Governors Island, N . Y.
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Table showing percentages o.f errors in observations w'ith position fiuder8, 'made at the Nar1·ows, New York Harbor, in presence of Board to 1'e8t Range Finders.
AL'GUST 21. 1894.
[Pos_ition finder under test,, Lewis.]
No. ,)f observations.

I Plotted

Observed Per cent. Plotted Observed
distance. distance. of error. azimuth. azimuth. Error .
Yards.

Yards.

o

o

Observations on m 0 v
iug steam boats. ·

o

1 ......... -..... - - .. -.. - . -. .. - -.. -.................. -- ... - ......... - - . - - ---..
~.

---- ---- -------- ---- --- --- ----------

...................... ............... .

3 .... ............. .... ... --- .......... ... ................... ............... .

4 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

~ : : : : : : : : : -_:::::::

4, 268

4, 275

+o. 16

.... =·-~~: - -- .. :: ~'.~ ... - ~~~

7........... ... .. .
1, 4~5
s .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
2, 025
9 . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .
2, 556
10 .. . .. .. .. . .. .. ..
3, 093
11 .. . .. .. .. ... .. . ..
4, 682
12 ...... -- .. -- . -- 5, 210
rn .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
5, 751
H -- .. .. .. . . .. . ..
6, 295
]5 .. -- .. . .. .. .. .. .
6,820
16......... . .... ..
7,345
]7 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .
7,882
] 8.. ... ........... .
8. 405
rn .. . .. . .. .. . .. . ..
s, 93D
20 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . ..
9,478
21 .. .. .. . .. .. .. . ..
10,048
22 .. . .. .. . .. .. . ..
10, 584
23 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .
11,146
2l ---------------- ------ ---25 . .. .. .. .. . .. .. ..
2, 1.10
20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 460
27 .. . .. .. . .. .. ..
2, 814
28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 225
29 . .. .. . .. .. . .. . ..
3,630
:io .. .. .. . .. .. . .. ..
4, 060
31 .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ..
4,480
32 .. . .. .. . .. .. .. ..
4, 925
33.............. ..
5, ,W'
34 . . .
5, 750
35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
G, U'i!l

346 14

34U 04-½ -O

9½

~= -::::::::::::::::::::l::::::::

1,490
-O. 33
318 38
318 47 +o
2,024
-O. 05
326 45
326 47½ + o
2, 595
+ 1. 52
331 58
331 57 -0
3,150
+1. 86
335 43
330 35½ -5
4, 910
+4. H7
342 45
347 36½ + 4
5, 455
+4. 70
344 39
344 27 1-0
<?) 6, 025
+ 5. 66
346 01
346 56½ +o
(?,) 6, 655
+5. 72
347 14
347 08 -0
(1) 7,045
+3. 30
348 14
348 04½ -0
7,650
+4.15
349 16
349 13½ -0
8. 175
+3. 59
350 20
350 16?, -0
8,700
+3. 03
351 18
357 21½ +6
9, 250
+3. 48
352 18
352 17 -O
9, 775
+3. 13
353 14
353 07½ -0
10,270
+2.11
354 00
353 52 -0
10, 790
+ 1. 94
354 43
354 31 -0
11, 350
+1. 83
355 16
355 08 -0
.......... ---------- ...................... .
2, 100
-O. 47
293 23
293 25½ +o
2, 450
-O. 40
290 31
299 33½ +o
2, 840
-0. 14
303 52
B03 56 +o
3, 225
0. 00
307 35
307 Bl -0
3,670
+1. 10
310 29
310 22 -0
4,125
+1. 60
312 as
312 30½ -O
4,540
+1. 33
314 17
314 09 -0
5, 030
+ 2. 13
315 18
315 11½ -0
5,490
+2. 42
315 18
315 10½ -0
5, 780
-0. 36
313 45
313 31 -0
6, 025
-0. 88
311 39
311 27 -0

!l

2½
1
7½
31½
3
55½
6
9¼
2½
3½
3½
1
6½
8
12
8
2½
2½
4
4
7
7½
8
6½
7¼
14
12

Doubtful standard.

Doubtful standard.

~<; ::: :::::::::::: .. __ ~'. ~~~ _.___ ~'. ~~~ ~~'. ~~ ____ ~~~ _~~ ___ ~~~_~~-- I~~_~~ .. : Doubtfol standard.

38
39
40
41
42
4-3

.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .
.. .. .. .. . .. ... . .
. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .
___ .. _____ .... __
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
.............. __

!L: : :

2, 107
1,860
1, li58
1,516
1, 460
1,608

~

2,060
1,825
1, 650
1,490
1, 445
1,600

- -2. 23
-1. 88
-0. 48
-1. 71
-1. 03
-o. 49

: : r::

289
281
27]
259
245
323

34
44
23
11

32
01

289
281
271
2Go
245
323

17
14½
09
22
32
08

: : : :~: j

-0
-0
-0
I+o

17
29½
14
5
0
+o _ 1

Cop'c.1 from rcconl,1 and plot.tillg.
liENUY

L.

HARRIS,

l 1'irst .Lieutenant, First .Artille,y, Execittive Officer of Board.

BOARD

F

Tableahowingpercentagea of er1·0,· i11

rri t/, p, 111011

ob.~0Talio11

! '·

[Po iti n.fitHl ,,. uJ1Cl1•r I • t, J• I k,

- ----·-

I_<li

Number of obsen·ation.
_
_

Pl ott • I

] "aid,.

1

IOh. . l!r,

·I

t u1a·1•. tli I 111n

J'

.J
r

.-tit

r.

ol 1•rr11r.

J'artl.

0

1

1

0

0

'

f/!!!iiiiU i \i/i/ /!!/.. I;;!!f1;i.;ft·:~I:·:·tHti~ti!I
11

1

i//·1

12

· ·· · · ···· · · ···· · · ···· ·· ... . . .

.Jf.:j};;:::::::-:::::::::::::::::::::jj;ii~
16 . ...... :::····· ·········· · ··············
17.....
..
··· ················
18 .... : : ..... · · · · · · ·
· · · -- .. -- . . . . .
l!) . . . . . . . ..
· · · ·.. .. . ... ...

~L::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

22 . . ..

· .. ·· · · · · · · ·

. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

'> O?O

n;} I

s 1-10

I

fggg I

7,14-t

7,420

7,608
8, 203

8, GOO
, 500

8, 722

9, 000

+·1

3n

tf tJ /

+3. 6
+4.33 1
+3. 02
+3. 96

ugi 10,600
1~)gg ,.2.
tf 20fl
10, 362

.,, ••.; /

}¥ Ji

20 5'
:uo5

32 1:J
83 14

:ng
30 02

·•i ·1·•

+o

;

kl !~ !
1

+o

:JOO
3110
32 :.?:!
33 2

l'I

-+O H
0 !J

+o JS

:: lg +o
+R 1:1
36 03

IL::::::::············::::·::::::::::::::: ··· ~;.: :;:.···~:_: :~:.···;;~ ;;·/· ··.;;.;;. ··· .;;.: .,. ·+:.3:
26 .... ::::··
··· · ·················
27 ............. ...
····· ·· · ··········
28 .. .. : ·.....
· · · · · · · · · · ·..........
29 . ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
30 ...... ····
···· · ·················
31._ .... : · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·... .........•.....
32 . ..... · ·· · •· · · · · · · · · ·. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33..... .. ...
· · · · · ··. ... . . . . .. . . .
34.
. ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. - . . . . . . . . . . . .
35 . . ........ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·...............
36 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. .. .................
37 ·
....................
38::: ..... · · · · · · · ·
· · · ·. .. .. ...........
39
. .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40:·········· · ··--·························
41. ........ · · · · · -- · · · · · · ·..... . . . . . .. . . . . .

2,385
2, 78U
3, 175
3, 562
3,972
4,
4,830
5,272
5, 708
6, 096
6,420
6, 790
7, 180
2 400
2:rno
1,889

405

2,450
2,81/J
3,230
3,625
4,040
4, 430
4,880
5,320
5, 750
6, I GO
6,450
6, 820
7, 250
2, 380
2,135
1, 915

,

1

+2.72
+1.08
+1. 73
+1. 20
+ 1.71
+. 56
+1. 03
+l. 10
+. 73
+ 1. 05
+. 46
+. 44
,t- . 97
- . 83
+.23
+1. 38

H:;:::•;:--••i•;;_ ••\j/:i_;!\:i!:!:->)ff_ D"./.3-"-:

1913
14)7
10 48
8 46

5201

3 ::9
2 oo
1 09
1 10
2 43
4 43
6 38
8 08
22 30
2846
37 00

1847
1402
IO 33
7 30
540
3 18
1 s2
1 59
1 05
2 44
4 43
6 39
8 07
22 34
wo o
37 01

+026
+015
+o 15
+o rn
-020
+o 11
+o 8
+o JO
-0 5
-+ 0 l
o o· +o r
-0 1
-0 4
-014
-0 1

!lit .:)W{.-

8)

Copied from r ecords and pl~tting.
HENHY L. H.AllRIS,
First Lieutenant, First .Art-illery, Execntive O.fficer C",f Board.
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Table showing pe1·centa.ges of er1·ors in observations with position finders, etc.-Continued.
SEt'TEMBER 20, 1894.
[Position finder under test, Lewis.]

-No. of observa- Plotted Observed Pe, oont Plotted Observed
tion.
distance. distance. of error. azimuth. azimuth Error.

I

Yards.

Yards.

0

1. - - · - - - - -· ....•..

1,470

1,470

0

2 - ----····· -···· ..
3 - . - . - - ---· -· -· .. .
4 ··--·· .. .... -- ...
5 - - - . - - . - ·-· ·. - . -·
6 ··-- -· - -····· . ...
7. --- - - . - --- -- - - ..
8 ... ........ . . ... .
9 - -- .... - -- - - - . - - .
10 . ____ .. _... . _. __ .

2,450
3,435
4,320
5,475
6,495
8,020
8,770
9,620
9,880}
10, 360
9,110
~. 235

2,400
3,380
4,380
5,350
6,360
7,630
8,375
9,315
9,750
9,180
8,200

-2.04
-1. 60
+- 23
-2.28
-2.08
-4.8ti
-4. 50
--3. 17

7, 145
6,415
5,590
4,740
3,955
3,265
2,310

7,185
6, 45C
5,550
4. 715
3; 900
3,200
2,300

I

0

I

Observations made on
Thayer when not
moving.

I

+17½ Doubtful at Lewis for

348 00

348 17½

49
35
33½
40
47
03
30
54
08
30
2½

347
346
347
349
350

+.76
-.42

346
346
347
349
350
353
353
353
352
347
343

353
353
352
347
347

00¾
+111
33¼
-1¾
33¼
-¼
39¼
·-¾
47
0
03
Do.
-2
28
-51½ Doubtful standard.
2½
14½ ·---·-· · Very doubtful standard.
26½
-3½
59 ..... .. . Doubtful azimuth at

+.56
+.51
- .71
- .52
-1.39
-1.99
-.43

336
327
317
312
305
295
270

37
39
40
02
14
14
50

336
321
317
311
305
295
271

35;
39 I
31½
50½
09
00
01

azimuth.

I

11. ~- ___ ...... . ...
12 . ___ . . ....... _..
13 -- ____ . -·· ___ . _.
14 -·-· - · -··· __ ....
15. __ . _..... _____ .
16 ___ . .. --· .......
17 -·· ... _-· .......
18 --- _-- -· ··· · _.. .
19. - - _........... _

-- ---- ---·

Lewis.

-1½
0
-8½
-11½

-=i~
+11

I

Compiled fr,om records and plotting.
HENRY

L. HARRIS,

First Lieutenant, First .Artillery, Executive Officer of Board.
OCTOBER 6, 1894.
[Position finder under test, Lewis.]
Observations made on
Tha;yer when not
movmg.

Yards.

OJ ,

Yards.

1,490
1,500
+.67
346 28
2 ... - - ........ _. . .
2, 620
2, 570
-1. 90
344 40
3 - - - - _.. . . . . . . . . . .
3, 570
3, 575
+. 14
345 02
4 - ...... - . . . . . . . . .
4,490
4, 650
+3. 56
347 05
5 - ... - - . _. _____ . _.
5, 450 _..... ___ . . . . . . . . . . .
340 09
6 . ______ . _... _. ___
6, 490
6, 750
+4. oo
·350 48
7 ____ . ____ . ____ .. _
7, 680
7,620
-. 78
354 09
8 .. _. _.. ___ .... _. .
8, 540 .. ___ . _. _. . . . . . . . . . .
354 22
9. ·- - - . - -····. - - .. - · - - .. - ... ---· - · ... .... ... - ... - · ·-·- - . -·

1. ________ ······-

ol

o

346 14½ -0 13½
344 37½ -0 2½
_..... __ . __ .. _. _. _
346 57½ -0 7½
. _.... . _.... _... ..
351 38 +o 50 Doubtful standard.
353 00 -1 09
Do.
........ _..... - . - .
--···-· ... - . ··-. -- V erv d,t>ubtful stand-

ard.

10 . _____ -··· .. _.. _ -·· _.. _.. _ ..... __ .. _ ...... _.. _____ . -· .. _ ... ... __ ..... -- .. .
Do.
11 - - - __.. __ . _. . . . .
10, 070
10, 280
+ 2. 08
352 05
352 04½ -0 ¾
1~ . - - - .. _........
10, 030
10, 330
+2. !39
350 37
350 40¼
03! Doubtful standard.
13________________
10,110
10,220
+1.08
349 02
349 01! -0 ¾
Do.
14 __ ... ___ ...... __
9, 310
9, 675
+3. 92
346 03
346 05½
+2½ 2-pointbase-·'B" lost.
8, 500
8, 845
+4. 06
343 34
343 36¼
+ 2¼
15 - _. ____ .. ____ . _.
Do.
rn _..... _.. _.. _.. _ 1, 590
7, 100
+1. 45
340 43
340 45
+2
Do.
17 ________________
6,760
6,870
+l.62
33528
33529
+1
18-----······-·-··
5,820
5,825
+ .08
326 48
326 46 -0 2
19_______ ______ __ _
5,13{1
5,155
+.48
31718
31715 -0 3
4, 615
4, 605
-. 21
311 04
302 30 -8 34 Evidently an error in
20 .. - . - . - ... __ . .. _

+

I

21 ______ ... -··- _. .
22 ____ -- ·- --·-. ··23 ____ -· -·- ·-· _.. .

3,053
3,287
2, 508 1

2-i - - - - - - - . - • - - . - . I

1,no I

r eading.
3,890
3,245
2, 470
1,740

Compiled from records and plot.

-1,59
-1. 28
-1.51
+.57

308
303
295
276

22
22
03
08

308
303
29-l
276

16½ -0 5½
07! -0 14¼
53 -0 1003 - o 5 I

- -- - - - - - - JIEN"RY

L. HARRIS,

First Lieutenant, First .Artillery, Exemtive O.f/icer of Board,.

INDEXAbbot, Col. Henry L.i
Board of Ordnance aurl Fortification, 712.
Committee 011 higll ex plosives, 703, 709 .
Torpedo Board, 699.
Absence:
\ Leaves of, Academic Board, Military .Academy,
579, 598.
Academic and ;Uilitary Staff, lUilitary Academy:
"- Adjutant, 183,580,627, 655.
Assistant law professor, 580,627.
A ssistant ordnance instructor, 599-601.
Changes in personnel, 651.
Chaplain, 579,598.
Detail or instructors 1 651
Leaves of absence, A cad~mic Board, 579, 598.
Remarks:
·
Board of Visitors, Mil. Academy, 577,579,580.
BruIT, Capt. Lawrence L .. 668.
, Ern st, Col. 0. H., 651.
Reports, 504, 600-606, 611-614, 617-620.
Acaclcmie Building, West P.oint, N. Y.:
Erection of tower, 579,607.
Progress of work, 22, 37 , 6f>7, 673,675.
Academic Department, Jlilitary Academy:
Remarks, Col. O. H. Ernst, 652.
Staff, 651.
Accounts:
Bond-aided Pacific railroads, 284.
Miscellaneou s. Q. M. Department, 291,292.
National Hom es, 208-211.
Paymasters· , 472.
Signal Offic~. 503.
Telegraphin g, 286.
•
Tran sportation of the Army, 286.
Aceounts and Returns Division, C. G. O.:
See Correspondence ancl Examining Division.
Acting Judge-Advocate-General:
Annual report . 219-221.
Act of July 4, 1864:
Claims, 292.
Acts of t:ongress:
Board of Ord1ian ce and Fortification, 682, 683.
Adams, :Fort, R. I.:
Draina :;;c, sPwrrago, etc ., 325.
Location , etc., of reservation, 325.
LoSSC8 by fire, 312.
Meaui:. of communication, 83,325.
Water s11pply , 107,325.
Adams J 0-inch Disa))pearing Carriage:
Breparation of working <lrawi11gs, 715.
R emarks, Bd. of Ord. antl Fortification,697.

Atljufant-Gcneral:
Address. graduates Militnry Acn,lemy, 500.
.Annual reports, 67-73, 181-190.
Ord ers affecting Army lUecliral Sc:IJool, 3,a-376.
Orders affecting military reservation,, :n8.

Remarks:
Desertions, 69.
Enlistment and re-enlistment, 185.
Indian troops, 68, 69.
Line of the Army, 68.
Military AcadP-my, 183.
Military coll eges and high school~, li'!3, 184.
Military 1:,onvicts, 71.
Military Prison, L ea,enworth, 70, 71.
Pay of the .Army, 187, 188.
Post exchanges, 72.
Post laundries, 7:J.
Post lyceums, 71.
Post schools, 73.
Recrniting senice, 184-186.
Retain ed pay, 69, 188.
Uniforms, 73.
Adjutant, ~lilitary Academy:
Pay of captain, momitecl, 183,580,627,655.
Adjutant-General's DeJrn-rtment:
.Annual re:vorts, 67-73.
Army exhibits and staLisLics:
Actual strength, .June 30, 1894. Facing p . 73,
Gain and loss, enlisted strength, 88.
Position and dist ribution of troops, 'i'J-81.
List and m©ns of communication:
.Armories, arsenals, and depots, 86, 87.
Departments, 82.
Posts, 83-86.
Regimental headquarters, 87.
Supernumerary officers, 181.
Adjutant-General's Office:
.A.nnua 1 report, 181-190.
Card index and record system, 189, 190.
Confederatti .Archives Division, 18i).
Exhibits:
.Attendance, colleges and high schools, 191-194.
Goverumentlusano .A.syluru, 188.
Wo rk don e during year, 189.
Military Information Division, 22, 18l, 182.
Salaries, 36.
Reorgauization, July 1, 1894, 189,
Advertisements:
Subsistence Department, 346.
Agate Bay, l'lliuu.:
Improving 1iarbor, 43.
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Ahnapee, Wis.:
I mproving harbor, 43.
Aide-Tireur Range Finder:
Allotment for purchase, 715.
Hesults of tests, 702, 729, 731.
Ainsworth, Col. F. L:

Chief Record nnd Pens ion Office, 512.
AialJama National Guard:

Orgauized strength,

~4.

Alahama River, Ala.:
Improvements, 47.
Alllemarle Sound, 'N. (:.:

·waterway to Norfolk Harbor, 46.
Alcatraz Isl:ind, tal.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 325.
Locntion, etc., of r eservation, 325.
Means of communieation. 83 , 325.
"\V_a tcr supply, 325.
Alcoholism:

Prevalence of, iu Army, 408, 409.
AJden, Col. C. II.:

Annual report, Army Med. School, 373,374,
Lectures, duties medical officers, 376,377.
Alexandria (Ya.) National Cemetery:
Roadway, 294.
Allegheny Arsenal, Pa,:
Means of communication, 86.
Allegheny River, Pa.:
Improvements, 45.
Allotments:
Barracks and quarters, 2t,3.
Board of Ord. and Fortification, 683, 713-716.
Altamaha River, Ga.:
Improvements, 46.
Aluminum Equipments:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 251.
Substitution of, for brass, 14,273.
Americauite:
Figure of merit, A. and B, 707.
American Valley, Ariz.:
.A.nest of depredating Indians, 140.
Ames 7-iucli Rifle:
Experiments with Leonard powder, 708.
A.mite· River, La.:
Improveiuents, 47.
Ammonite:
Figure of merit, A and B, 707.
Ammunition:
Magazine rifle, U.S. model 1892, 19.
Anastasia Island, Fla.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 326.
Aneroid, tom pen sated:
Artillery t a rget practice, 487.
Angel Island, Cal.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 326.
Location, etc., of reservation, 325.
M eans of communication, 8:l, 325.
Water supply, 326.
Aunapolis, :Jld.:
Football game, 626, 655, 656, 671, 672.
Imp.oving harbor, 41.
Antietam, Md.:
Batt! sites and tablets, 29. 51, 255,262,266.
Antietam 1 M.d.) Notional Cemetery:
Roadway, 294.
Apach<' Fort, Ariz.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 326.

A1mcl1e, Fort, Ariz.-Continned

Location, etc., of resen-ation 326.
Means of communicat10n, 83,326.
Water supply, 326.
Apache Indians :

Mescalera and Jicarilla, 141.
Raid on Emcrsou·s Rauch, .Ariz., 140.
Apache Pl'ir;on,•rs:

Remarks, Secretary of \Var, 26, 27.
Transfer to Fort Sill, Okla., 20. 27.
Ap11liances for Disabled Soldier":

See .Artificial Limbs and Appliance.~.
Appomattox River, Va,:

Improv ements, 45.
A1111e<l uct Bridge:

Survey of road to Mount Vernon, Va., 51.
Aquia Creek, Va.:

Improvements, 45.
Arausas Ray, Tex.:
Im 1no,·emcnts, 47.
Aransa;; Pass, Tex.:
·Improvemeuts, 47.
Arata:
Lynch ed at Denver, Colo., 135.
Archive s Division, R. and P. Office:
Scope and character of work, 511.
Arctic Expeditions:
Relics, Columbian Exposition, 503, 504.
Arizona National Guard:
·Organized strength, 24.
Arkansas National Guard:
Organized strength, 24.
Arkan sas Rh-er:
Removing obstructions, etc., 48.
Arlington Memorial Bridge:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 32. 3a.
Arlington (Va.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 2~3.
Receiving vault, 254.
Roadway, 255.
Armorie s :
List and means of communication, 86, 87.
Remarks, Inspector-General. 213.
Armor Plate :
Midvale Steel Company, 710, 713.
Al'IUS:

.

Wyoming, 51.
Arm strong 12-C. iU. (!uic'!i -Fire Gun:
Drawings of sadd le connection. 716.
Remarks, :Bu.of Ord. and :Fo rtification, 700,701.
Army and Na,vy Hospital, Hot S11ri11gs, Ark.:
.A.pJJropriatioTJ, 51,357.
Bnildingi, and. grounds, 36'.3.
Capacity, 362.
Means of communicat ion , 8~.
l'ati cnts treated, 362, 36a.
Army Disbursements:

Remarks, Paymaster-General, 471,472.
Army Gun Factory, N. Y. :
.Appropriation, 37.
..A. ,·crage cost of' 8, 10, and 12 inch rifle gunt1. 16.
Capacity, construction, guns and mortars, 16.
R<'m:irks, Brl. of Ordnanc(;l and Fortification,68(. ·
Seacoast, field, and siege guns, 18.
8ervice seacoast guns, 687.
Army )l!'di<"al ::n u se um:
.Appropriation:,, 37,366,357.

INDEX.
Army Medical Mµ seum-Continued .
Specimens receirnd, Pk. , :J58-361.
Visitors during the y ear, 359.
Army :Uedieal Schoo l:
.Annual report of condition , etc., 373,374 .
.Attendance, 373.
Ch,sing exerci ses, 374.
Course of instruction , 373-375.
Established and scope of work, 374, 375.
Faculty, 373-370.
Examination and efficiency of students, 374,
Hospital Corps, company ,.372.
Order of daily duties, 373, 383, 384.
Order1< .A.G. 0. affecti n g, 373-376.
Regulations for government, 375, 376.
Remarks, Surgeon- General, 371, 372.
Synopsis of lectures:
.Auxiliary course, 382, 383.
Regular coursA, 376-382.
Army of" t'ommonwealers:
Inspector- Gen er a l, 97, 98.
Colnmbia, Department of the, 152-155.
Schofield, MaJ. Gen. J . M., 64.
Northern Pacific R.R. troubles, 119,124,125.
Army Senice lUcn, Q, M. Dept.:
Uuion Pacifie Railroad troubles, 131.
Deaths during year, 661.
Army of the United States:
Duties, etc., G75 .
.Adjutant-General's Department, 67-88, 181.
Necessity for increase in force, 657.
.Aunual report of operations, etc., 57-65.
Organization, strength, etc. , 267 .
.Appropriations, military establishment, 36, 37.
Arsenals:
.Army Me::dical School , 373-383.
.Appropriations, 37 .
.Articles of War, 21D, 220.
Frankfort, 19 .
.Artillery School, 21, 51, 64, 98, 99, 173-178.
List and means of communication, 86, 87•
.A1·tillery target practice, ll.l3, 116, 175-177, 212,
Remarks, Inspector-General, 213,214.
4-87.
Rocir lslall(i, 18 .
.Average fighting s trength, 1890-1894, 68.
Waterto11·n, 16, 18.
Cavalry and Lig-bt Artillery School, 21, 64, 99,
Watervliet, 18.
160-107, 494.
·
Artesian Well, Fort Monroe, Va.:
· Commissio11 ed officers 4 9 13 73 182 188 199
.Appropriation, 38.
200, 219, 267, 351, 352: 3~~71'. 410-41;, 488'. 501:
Arthur Kill:
508,509.
Improvements, 41.
Concentration at military posts, 9-11.
Articles or War:
Courts-mar~ial, 12, 13, 104, 105, 145, 158, 219-228,
Convictions, general courts-martial, 219, 220.
230-243, 245, 246.
Artificial Limbs and Appliances:
Desertion s, 13, 69, 143, 158, 221, 229, 231, 235, 236,
.Appropriations, 51,357.
242. 243, 508.
Furnished during the year, 361, 362.
Discipli11 e, 12, 13, 63; 91, 93, 104, 105, 116, 131, 143,
Artillery Instruction:
158, 177,244,245,521,523,540,541,576,577,598.
Artillery School, 175-177.
Enlisted men, 4, 5, 12-14, 65, 67, 68, 88, 91,145,158,
Artillery Scl100J:
159, 187,188,212, 219, 348-350, 424-426, 469, 471,
Annual report of operations, 173-178.
476,477,488,497,501.
.Appropriation for support, etc., 51.
Healtb, 13, 390-413. 653, 660-062.
.Bindery aud printing office, 177.
In,lian troops, 64, 65, 68, 69, 88, 94, 141.
Course of instruction, 173-177.
Inf. and Cav. School, 21, 51, 64, 99, 167-173.
Library, 177.
Insp. General's Dept., 36, 89-101, 199-215, 537-567.
Practical ruilitary exercises, 175-177.
Labor disturbances, 4, 57, 102, 103, 109-116, 120-·
Remarks:
129, 136-140, 155-157, 489-490.
Frank, Lieut. Col. Royal T., 178.
Medi ca l Departmt.nt, 1:J, 36, 37, 51, 88, 94,107,164,
Inspector-General, 98, 99.
253, 259-261, 264, 300,310, 311, 355-427, 431-465,
Schofield, Maj. Gen. J, .M., 64.
6.:i7' 660-662.
Secretary of War, 21.
Medical School, 371-384.
Artillery Target Practice:
Ordnance D epartment, 36, 37, 94.
Automatic register, 487.
Pay D epartru eut, 8, 0, 13, 14, 36, 37, 67, 69, 107, 187,
California, Department of, 116.
188, 272, 34!!, 350, 469-479.
Compensated aneroid barometer, 481.
Position and distribution of troops, 10, 11, 74-81East, Department of tl.te, 103.
Practice marches, etc., 109-1 11, 131, 157-159, 161Monroe, Fort, Va., 175-177.
164, 202,204,252,283.
Psychrometer, 487.
Quartermaster's Department, 8,9, 13, 36, 37, 63, 64,
Remarks,
Inspector-General, 212.
69, 71-7:l, 90, ]01, 107,160, 172,173,177, 211-213,
..lshlnnd, Wis.:
249-320, 339,414,415,423,424,470,471,474, 545,
Improving harbor, 43.
556, 570, 509, 600, 667, 675, 677, 670.
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Ashley Rivi':·, S. C.:
ImproYementH, 46.
Ashtabula, Ohio:
Impro,·ing harbor, 42.
Assinniboine, Fort, lUont. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc .. 326.
Location etc., of resen-ation, 326.
Means of comrnunH:ation, 83,326.
Water supply, 326.
Assistant Law Professor, ~lilitary Academy:
I'ay of captain . monnte<l . 580,627.
Assistant Ordnance Instructor, !Uil. Academy:
Pay of captain, mounted, 599-601.
Atrhaf':1laya Rirer, La.:
Improvements, 47.
Atchiso11, Topelrn null Santa Fe R. R.:
Lahor distnrbances, 136-140.
Athletic Exercises:
·
Casualties! Military Academy, 624-626.
Ren1arl,s :
Clendcnnin, Capt. Paul, 425, 426.
Committee ou hygiene anti athletics, 624-626,
Ernst, Col O H., G55. G5G, 66!l-672.
Snrgeon-General, 424,425.
Atlanta, Ga.:
• Post near See :lfcPherwn, Fort, Ga.
AUautir. and Paciflr Railroad :
Labor disturbances , 139, 140.
Atins, War lleconls:
l'rogre.·s of "·ork and distribution, 33, 515.
Angust:i Arsenal, Ga. :
Means of communication , 86.
A.11 SM.1le, md1.:
.
lmprovi11g harbor, 43.
Automatic Register:
.Artillery target practice, 487.
Auxili:try Defenses:
Remarks . .I3d. of Ord. and Fortification, 698.
.Ayres, Capt. James e. :
Iloarcl of Ordnance and Fortification, 681, 712.
Torpcrlo Board, 699.
Azimuth til'cles:
Tests, raJ1ge, nDll position finders, 713.
Barl, Covr, Portland, lUe. :
liupro,ing channel, 40.
U:H'tcriology :
LectnrPs, Army 11:ellical School, 382.
Baga!luce River, l\Ie. :
lm p1·0,clllents, 44.
B:1lances:
Pa~- Department, 474, 475.
Subsistence Department, 345, 346.
Balli stir Iustruction:
Artillery School, 175.
Balloons:
Military purposes, 493.
Baltimore, Md.:
M easures for defense, 15.
Bands
Instruments and parts, 280, 281
Military Academy, 654,655.
Barbette earriages :
Allotments for platforms, 698, 710, 713.
Ma11 11 facture, 1 .
Rrmarkf!, Secretary of War, 20.
Barnes llo pital, . 'oldier ' Hom , D. C.:
Aclmi. . inn s aml di . charges, 521, 5:u.
Age. of patients, 524.

"Barnes Hospitnl , Sollliers' Home, D. C.-Cont'd.
Daily average of patients, 524,546.
Deaths, 52G.
Diet, 5G6.
Diseases treated, 525, 526.
Expenses:
Annual, 1801-1894, 527.
Monthly, Oct. 1, 1893-Sept. 30, 1A94, 527-529.
Medicines, etc., on hand, 566, 567.
Officers and employes. 546.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 546.
Barr, Lieut. Col. Thomas F.:
Annual report, 222-224.
Barracks and (!uarters:
Appropriations:
.Allotments for construction, etc., 253,303.
.A.mounts available, 300.
Debits and credits, 36, 259-261.
Remittances, 264.
Payments at general depots, 290.
Authorized -expen di t n res, ~00-:102 .
Box lockers, 311.
Building operations, military posts, 303-309.
Illuminating supplies, 212.
Increased appropriation necessary, 252.
Losses by fire, 172, 173, 312.
Monroe, Fort, Va., 177.
Offi.,ers' quarters, West Point, 657.
Property rented, 313-316.
Remarks:
Schofield, Maj. Gen. J". M., 63.
Secretary of War, 13.
Q\1artermaster-General, 252.
Sanitary condition, 414, 415.
West Point, N. Y., 579,607.
Barracks and (luar~crs Branch, (!• lU, G. 0,:
Annual report of operations, 300-312.
Financial statements, 300-316.
Barrancas, Fort, Fla .
Cession of State jurisdiction, 318.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 326.
Location, etc., of reservation, 326.
Losses by fire, 312.
J'ifo:tns of commumcation, 83,326.
\Vater supply, 326.
Bartholomew Bayou:
ImproYem ents, 47.
Base Percussion Fuses:
W orkiug up for service, 713, 715, 716.
Batchelcler, Brig. Gen. R. N.:
Quartermastflr-General , 257.
Bate, Hou. William B.:
Board of Visitol's, Military Acat1emy, 571.
Bathing Facilities:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 95.
West Point, N. Y., 616.
Battalion Formation:
Remarks, Secreta!'y of War, 5-8.
Battle Monument, West Point:
Proo-r ess
work 658,674.
Battle Sites and Tablets:
Anti etam. Md ., 29. 255. 262, 266.
Gettysburg, 28, 29, 52, 250 1 262, 266, 29(, 286.
Batteries:
Gun and mortar, 700,710, 713.
Bayard, Fort, N. Jlex.:
Drainage, a werage, etc., 326.
Location, etc., of reservation 326.

I NDEX .
Bayard, Fort, N. Mex.-Continued.
Losses by fire, 312.
Means of communication, 83,326.
Water supply , 326.
Beaufort, N. C.:
Improving harbor, 41.
Waten..-ay to Newbern and Now Rivor, 41.
BeJfast, Me.:
Impro,·ing ha rbor, 39.
Bellamy River, N. H.:
frr: provemcnts, 44.
Bellerne Rifle-Range, Nebr. :
Small-arms practice, 37, 262.
Benreia Arsenal , Cal.:
1
.Appropriation, 37.
Means of commnnicatinn, 86.
fBeuecia Barrack s, (;al. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 326.
_Location.etc., of reservation, 326.
Me:111;:i of comm1111ica tion, 83, 1!26.
Watersuppl_y. :l26.
[Best Tclesrnpic Sight:
.Allotm en t for p11rchasr. 715.
f Remarks. Ed. of Ord and Fortification, 710.
1Bethlehem Irou Company:
Co11tract,;, 8 JO anrl 12 rncb r.ifks , 19. 20, 685-687.
, Progress of work on plant, etc., 19, 20, 685, 686.
:Beyer, Surg. Heury G. :
Pliysi ology anti lJygien o, Naval .A.cad., 621,623.
, Big Black River, lUiss.:
ImproYemonts; 47.
Big Hatchie River, Tenn,::
Iu..1provem ents, 48.
Big Sandy Ri ve1·:
Improyeruen ts, 46.
Billings, lilaj. John S.:
L ectures, military hygiene, 378,379.
Biudiug, etc.:
A.rtill ery Scbool, 177.
Qunrtrrmaster's Department, 292.
Birth"':
Military posts, 4-13.
Wrst Point, N. Y., G61.
Blaclc, General John U.:
.Address, graduates, Military .Academy, 587-590.
Boarcl of Visitors, Military Academy, 571.
Blark Bayou, La.:
,
Inivro,·elllents, 47.
Blacl1 Lake, Jlich .:
ImproYing harbor, 4Z.
DJack River, Ark. :
Iruprovements, 48.
Blacl, Rirer, Jlich. :
I1npr0Yeme11ts. 49.
Black Rirer, N. C.:
lmproYelll ent s, 46.
Jllark River, Ohio:
Impro\"ing harbor, 4Z.
Black Uock, Conn .:
J ruproYing harbor, 40.
Dlaek Warrior Rirer, Ala.:
Impro vements, 47.
Bli ss, Col . Z. R.:
Remarks, Po,;t l_yceums, 142.
Bli R ·, Fort, Tex . (nen·i :
Built.ling operations, 3!), '.!62, 206.

Rib,, Fort, T x.
on oli<lat cl m

(11

)-C nfiu1wcl

" 2,i7.

, t<·., 3:!G.
rvatio11 , :l:!6.

111 an of ommuuicntion, 1, :l26.
·wat r supply, 326.
Bli ; Fort, Tex. (old):
Drninage, . weran- , etc., 3~6.
Loca t1on , etc., of re. r,a.tiou, 3_6.
Menn of comm 11nicat1on, 3_G,
Post cem tery. 318.
ale of r<'srrYation, 317.
Tran for to Intf'rior Departm nt, 254.
Water supply , 326.
Blork I laud, n. I.:
Improving l1arbor, 40.
Blunt, Col . JI. ill. :
R0marks 1 Post lyceums, 142.
Bln11t, Capt S. E. :
RobertsoH Gnn Boards, 717.
Board, Army Ueguhltion s :
Cornpo;;ition, etc ., 187.
Board, Range Finders:
See Range .Finders Board.
EO:ti·d, To1·pedo:
Seo To i-1 edo Board.
Boar,1 of' Oommi ssioners, Soldiers' Home , D. C.:
.Anrrnal report of coud ition of Home, 519-522.
C ha nges iu pcrso1mel, 521.
Remarks. prnsiom; to inmates. 521.
Board of l<'ire and Police, Denver, Colo.:
Conflict with Governor Waite, 132-136.
Board of' Ordn:rnre :rnd Fortiflcatio1i:
Annual report of operations, 681-712.
.Appentlixes to annual report, 713-734.
.Appointment of boanl on regulation of seacoast
artillery fire, 702, 703.
Chaug-es in personnel, 681 , 682.
Concluding r emarks, 711, 712.
Contracts, 683.
Financial statements:
.Appropriations, allotments, exventlitures :
Sept. 22, 1888-Oct. 31, 1893, 683.
Oct. 31, 1893-Oct. 31, 1894, 713-716.
E s timates for 1896, 710.
General operations, 684.
Legislation affoct.ing, 682.
Necessary expense!!, etc., 710, 715.
Pne umat ic modified 10-inch clit:appearing carria ge, 688- 694.
R emarks:
Army Gun Factory, 684.
.Batter ies, 700.
Cont r act g un s, 685, 686.
E xperimen ta l g un s. 684, 68.5.
G un carriages and mounts, 687-097.
High explosil·es, 703-709.
Macbiiie gnns, 701.
Mines and torpedoes, 698-700.
I'latforrus, G98.
Prodrrg gro-und, Sandy Hook, 710.
Quick fire guns, 700, 701.
Ran/.!o and position finders , 701-703.
Rapid-fire gnns, 701.
Seacoast 12 inch mortars, 087.
Seacoast mortar carriage&, 697.
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noar<I of' Ordr:.aJice mul Fortiflcation-Contin ued.
R emarks-Continued.
Search-light a pparatus, 710.
Sndce seacoast guns, 686,687.
Smokeless powder, 703.
Special gun for high explosives, 709.
Ste1;l 12-inch mortars, 687.
Steel forgings for guns, 684.
•.relegraphic communication, 709,710.
noard of Publication, War Records:
.Annual report of operations, 515, 516.
Board of Visitors, Military Academy:
.Abstract of recommendations, 578-580.
.Anrn•al report, 571-581.
.Ap:::> intment and composition, 571.
Committee reports and papers, 591-648.
Conclnding remarks, 580, 581.
Organ ization, 571.
Reappointment, m embers previous _boards, 578.
Remarks:
.Academic and military staff, 577,579,580 .
.Adjutant, Military .Academy, 580.
.Armament and equipment, 579.
A ssistant Jaw professor, 580.
Band, 577, 580.
:Building and grounds, 579.
Cadets an<l alternates, 574-576, 578; 579.
Contagious hospital, 579.
Drill, discipline, etc., cadet corps, 576, 577.
English course of study, 577, 579.
E() uipage for cadet encampment, 580.
Establishment of chair of mil. hygi1me, 579.
Examinations, etc., 577, 578.
Extra duty pay, cavalry detachment, 579,
Fire-alarm system, 580.
Gymnastic course, 579.
Military instruction, 572-574.
Sword master, 577, 57!l.
Water supply, 579, 580.
R esolution relative to annual report, 570.
Working committees appointed, 572.
Board on 8caroast Artillery Fire:
Appointment, etc., 702, 703.
Board s, Robertson Gun:
Sec R..ibertson Gun Boards.
Bo:mt' Bayou, L;t.:
Irnprn,·ements, 47.
Eogue Cllitto, La. :
Improvements, 47.
Boise Barracks, Idaho:
Drn;uage, sewerage, etc., 326.
Location , et c., of reservation, 326.
Means of communication, 83, 326.
Value of, as station for troops, 151.
Water s upply, 326.
Eo:11L\idecl Pacific Railroads:
See Railroacl Transportation.
Boots:
:Manufacture, L eavenworth Prison, 270,
Pattern for trial, 273.
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 251.
'B o ston, )lass.:
Improving harbor, 40.
M eaimre~ for defense, 15, 17, 700.
Bounty, etc. , Volunteers:
Appropriation, expenditures, etc., 52.

Howi<', Fort, Ariz.:
.A.bauclonment recommended, 141.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 326.
Loc«tion, etc., of r eser,ation, ,,26 ..
Meaus of communication, 83,326.
Water supply, 326.
Bowman Act:
Claims for stores aud supplies, 53.
Box Lockers:
Manufacture, etc., 311.
Brady, Fort, lUkh. (new):
Drainage, sewerage, etc ., 327.
Location, etc., of reservation, 327 .
Losses by fire, 312 .
Means of communication , 83, r;27 .
Trarn;fet of troops to Chicago, 109.
Water supply, 327.
Brady, Fort, Mich. (old):
Location, etc ., of r eservat.ion; 326.
M eans of communication, 326.
Sale of reserYation , 317 .
Brazos River, Tex.:
Improdng moutl1, ,17_
Brazos Santiago, Tex.:
ImproYing harbor, 42.
Breckinridge, Brig. Gen. Joseph C.:
See I nspector- General.
B. L. 7-lnch Howitzer:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 14.
B. L. 3,2°inch Rill<', Steel:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 14.
B. L. 8.6·inclt Rilte, Steel:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 14.
B. L. 5-inch Rifte, St!'el:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 14.
Repairs to, fitted with Seabury breech mechanism, 713.
' B;L. 8-inch Rifle, Steel:
.Army Guri Factory, 687.
Average cost, .Army G un Factory., 16.
Bethlehem Iron Co. contract, 19, 20, 685-687.
Comparison with, of Haskell gnn, ()85.
Proposed use with high explosives, 709.
West .Point Foundry contract. 19, 685-687.
B. L. lO•inclt Rifle, Steel:
Arm y Gnn Factory, 687.
Ave.rage cost, Army Gun Factory, 16.
Bethlehem Iron Co. contract, 19, 20, 685, 686.
Comparison with. of Haskell gun, 685.
B. L. 12-inch Rifle, Steel:
Army Gnn Factory, 687.
Average cost, Army Gun Factory, 16.
Bethlehem Iron Co. contract, 19, 20, 685, 686.
Comparison with, of Haskell gun, 685.
B. L. 16-inch Rifle:
Estimated cost, etc., 16.
Breech !Uechanism:
Seabury. 713.
Welin, 710.
Yates's closing device, 714.
Bridges :
Expenditures, 252, 309.
Memorial, 255.
Mill Creek, Fort Monroe, Va., 39.
Niobrara, Nebr,, 39, 263,312.

INDE
Rrigade Dril!~ nnil I<'.xerri1;es :

CnvnJry and Lig!Jt Artill ery 'cbool , 161-164.
H1·oad Arrow lfan ge Finder:
ar<I sy. t m fr
Results of test, 702, 729.
Ca nalt i duri111r th
t a il of grad ua t
Brooke, Brig. Gen. John R.:
D isciplin drill , t
Annual report, Dept. of the Platte, 131, 132.
Remarks, medical officers, 368,369.
Exauaioatioo ancl
Rrown, Fort, Tex. :
629, 6'.ll - 637.
, 630.
Eqoipag for n ampment, 5 0,
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 327.
Food supply, 616, 61 .
Location , etc ., of r eservation, 327.
Means of commu nication, 83, 327.
Foot ball garue, 626, 655, 656, 671, 072.
Purchase of reservation, 39, 263.
H a lt!J, 653, 661.
Water supply, 327.
Impair d vi sion. 616-01 .
Brown 5-inch Segmental Tubo Wire· Gun:
Increa in nnmb r recomm nded, '.?2, l 3, 0· 2.
Completing t est. 714.
L a undry, 606, 067.
Remarks, Bel . of Ord . a nd Fortification, 684,685.
Mess ball, 579, 608, 611, 618.
Revocation of allotment, 714.
N uml.Jer presen t an d ab ent ert. 1, 1 94 , 051.
Brown Powder:
Practical engi n eering i nstr uction, 692.
Allotm ents for purcbaRe, 716.
R emarks, Ins p ector-Gen er a l, 203, 204.
Bruff, Cat)t. Lawrence L.:
Second -b a nd u uiforms, 628, 629 .
.A.rmam en1 , etc ., West Point, N. Y., 600-605.
Supplies and exp endi tu r es , 608-612, 653, 654,
Ord. and g unnery dept. , Mil . .A.cad., 667, 668.
663-667.
Brunswick, Ga.:
Tria ls 1.Jy g en era l courts -martial, 219.
Improving outer bar, 41.
Visit t o Columbia n Exposition , 676.
Bryan Multicharge Gun:
Cadets' Mess Hall:
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 701.
R ep airs, et0., 579, 60.3, 611 , 618.
Buffalo, N. y. :
Cah:mba River, Ala.:
Improving harbor, 41.
Improvements, 47.
Slup chann el IJetween Chicago ail<! Duluth, 44.
Calcasieu River and Pass, La.:
Buffalo Ba:you, Tex. :
Improvements, 47.
ImproYem en ts, 48.
California:
.Buffl11gU>n-Crozier 8-incJ1 Disappearing Carriage:
Modoc Indian hostilities, 52.
Record of t es ts, et c., 696.
(;aliforuia, De11artme11t of':
Remarks, Bd . of Ord. and Fortification,696, 697.
Annual report of operations, 110-116.
Bufflngtow,Urozier 10-incll Disappearing Carriage:
Artillery target practice, 116.
Estimated cost, 16 . .
Cha nges of stations of troops, 110, 111.
Record of tests, etc., 697.
DiscipUne, 116.
Remarks:
G eograpbicnl limits, 82.
Board of Ord. and Fortification, 17, 697.
H ealth , 391 , 395.
Secreta ry of W ar, 17, 18.
Instruction, 116.
Bufo_rd, Fort, N. Dak.:
Labor distnrbances. 57, 111-116.
Drainage, sewer age, etc., 327.
National parks, 110, 111.
Location, etc., of reserYation, 327.
Position and distribution of troops, 11, 80, 81.
M ean s of communication , 83, 327.
Post lyceums, 116.
Water s upply , 327.
• Practice marches, 110, 111.
Builders' Foundry, Providence :
Rented I.Juildings, 315, 3Hi.
Contract, 12-inch iron mortars, 19.
Report of judge-advocate, 224-226
Bm·ial of Indigent Soldiers, Sailors, and Marines :
Signaling instructions, 487, 488, 491, 501
Appropriation , et c., 51, 262, 266, 294.
Small-arms practice, 116.
Burlington, Vt.:
Trials by conrts -martial. 224-226.
Improving ha rbor, 40.
California Debris <:ommission:
Business Jlethod s :
.Appropriation for expenses, 51.
Quartermas ter 's D epartment, 257.
Californfa .National Guard:
Butte City, Mont.:
Labor cl1 s turbances, 112-115.
St-izu re of t rain, N. P. R.R., 119.
Organized strength, 24.
lluttermilk Channe l, N. Y. :
Caloosahatchee River, Fla.:
Im pro vements, 41.
ImproYemeIJtA, 47.
Button s :
Calumet, Ill. :
A luminum as a s ubstitnto for brass, 251,
Impro vin g harbor, 42.
Cabell , l'a11t, Julian JII. :
Calumet River:
First a id treatment and litter drill, 381, 382.
Improve mentil, i9.
Cal.lie Lin es Harbor Defense:
<:aml.ll'idge, .lid.:
Im pro,· iIJ g ha rbor, 41.
R emarks, Chief 8 ignnl Officer, 491 , 495 .
Camllen, !tie.:
Cadet <:orps :
Improvin g harbor, 49.
Appoin t ment, e tc., of cadets and alternates,
('amd en, N. J.:
574-576, 578, 579, 591-593, 597, 508, 638-646,
651, 652.
Improving har bor. 41.
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Camp Po1ilnr River, Mont.:
Transfer to Interior Department, 254.
Canals, etc.:
Operation and care, 50.
Cana1iitsit Channel, l\Iass. :
lrn1iroveruents, 4.0.
Canarsio Bay, N. Y.:
Impro,·ements, 41.
Canby, Fort, Wash.:
Drainage, sc,verage, etc., 327.
J,ocation. etc .. of r<'scrvation, 327.
:Means ot communication, 83,327.
,::i!ue of, as station for troo;;is, 151, 152.
Vl-ater supply, 327.
Cauet Qniek-flre Gun:
lfomarks, Bt1. of Ord . and Fortitication, 700, 701.
Ca1ie ('lrnrles City, Va.:
ImproYing harbor, 41.
Cape Fear River, N. t'.:
Improvement ~. 46.
Capistrane, Cal.:
Sun<'y of l'ac i:fic Coast, 43.
C:qiitol:
Departmental telegraph line, 38.
Cap Ornaments :
Akminn111 ns a i-ubstitute for brass, 251,273.
Carll Index and Record System:
Aujutant-Geueral's Oflice, 189, 190.
Confe<lerato A rcl1 i ,·es, 36, 189.
Medical hiRtory of m1dets, Mil. A.cad., 662.
Military Inforru::ttion Division, 180, 181.
Outli11e figure card system, 388.
Record nnd Pension Office, 33,509,510.
Revolutionary and War of 1812 records, 33.
Carlin, Brig. Gen. William P.:
Retired from actiYe service, 148.
Carlin Party:
Search, 118, 157.
Car(1uinez Straits, Cal.:
Survey, 43.
Carroll, lUaj. Henry:
Remarks, Post lyceums, 1±2.
Can·oll, Fort, lUd.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 327.
Means of communication, 83,327.
Carts, etc.:
Purchases, 288.
Casrniato Gun Carriages:
Grusonwerk Min. port, 688.
Caswell, Fort, N. C.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 327.
::i\Ieans of communication, 83, 327.
Carnlry and Light Artillery School:
A..nnnal r eport of operation11, 160-167•
.Atltlitional quarters, 165.
Bri gade drill and exercises, 161-16!.
Changes in personnel of staff, 1C7.
E-dl effects of detached servi ce, 16i. 165.
lio!<pital Corps School, 10-i.
Increase in caYalry force, 165,166.
Officer11 necdr·d for umpirr c1nty , 162.
Period aml scheme of instruction, 166,167.
Plau of coud11ctw1r maneuver!<, 16J, 162.
Progro&s of instruction, 160,161.
R emarks ·
In!lp ctor-Genl!ral, 09.

Cuviilry and Light Artillery Scl1ool-Continned.
Remarks-Con tinned.
Schofield, Maj. Gen. J.M., <H.
Secretary of War, 21.
Signal Corps schools. 164, 494.
Cavalry Detacf1ment, West Point, N. Y.:
Extra fluty pay, 579,600 . •
Cavalry lustmction:
Cavalry and Light Artillery School, 160-167.
Infantry and Cavalry School. 170.
,
Cave llill (Ky.) National Vemefery :
Purchase of additiom•J land, 293 , 296.
Cedar mver, lllich.:
Improving mouth and harbor, 42.

Cedar Bnyou, Tex.:
Improvements. 48.
Cemeterial Branch, Q. M. O. 0.:
Annual report of operations. 292-295.
Fiuau ci al state!llents. 296-299,
Central Pacific Railroad:
Labor disturban ces, 111-116.
Ce1·ebro-Spiual J.'ever:
Prevalen ce of, in A..rmy, 396.
Certificates, Civil Service:
Enlisted men, Unitetl States Army, 145.
Chap lain l.U ilitary Acad em y:
Restriction of duties, 579,598.
Charleston, S. C.:
lmproYing harbor, 41.
Measnres for defense, 15.
Vharlevoix, lUich.:
Irnpr.:,ving harbor, 42.
Charlotte, N. Y.:
Improving harbor, 41.
Chase and Gnutt:
oee iJ1 id1:ale StPel Company.
Chattahoochee River, Ga.:
lrnprovements, 46.
Cheboygan, lUich.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Chehalis Uiver, Wash.:
ImproYements, 44.
Chemistry and Explosirns Insh'uction :
Artillery School, 174.
Chemistry, Geueml and Sanitary:
Clas..;, Army Medical :::ichool, 379, 380.
Chester Rirer, llld.:
Improvem ents, 45.
Choctawhatchee lUrnr, Fla.:
In1pro,eme11 ts, 47.
Vhicago, Ill.:
Improving harbor, 42.
Labor uistnruance!l, 57, 102. 103,109,489,490.
Ship channel betwee n. Duluth and Buffalo, 44.
Vhickal1omi11y River, Va.:
Improvements. 45.
Chick:.uuauga and Chattanooga Park:
.A ppropri:Ltion , 39.
Expenditures s ince 1890, 28.
Progress of work, 27. 28.
neinal'ks, Secretary or \Var. 27, 28.
State aud other monuments, 28.
Vhicken Pox:
Prevalence of. in A..rmy, 396.
Chief Ilc:·orJ auct Pen~ion Oillce:
.Au1rnal report, 507-512.
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Chief Signal Officer:
Annual report, 483-499.
Remarks :
.Appr0priati on , signal i-tores . 409 .
Cable cart, 491.
Cable Jines, Larllor defen se, 494, 405 .
Colleges, 408.
Examining an d disburs in g di , ns ., Sig. Office,
498.
.
Field train , 401 , 492 .
Flying telegraph lines , 484. 485.
Military balloon, 493 .
Military sigu aliug, 487 -489 .
National Guard, 497.
Operations in departments, 489-491.
Permanent military telegraph lines, 483,484,
Personnel of corps, 497 .
.Post-practice tel egraph lines, 486.
Signal equip ments, 495, 496.
Signal lanterns, 496, 497.
Signal school of instruction , 494.
Single unins ulated wire 485 486
Telephone exchange, 492. '
·
Telephones, 492.
'l'el.epLones, t arget ranges, 486,487.
War Departmen t library, 498, 499.
World's Columbia n Exposition, 495.
Supervisor_y charge, library, War Dept., 22,498.
Chmt'oteague Bay:
I ImproYing w at erway to Indian River Bay, 45.
Civilian J.Uembers of Boards:
Ord nance and Fortification, 710.
Publication W a r Records . 516
Civilians:
·
·
I Attaches, militar y posts, 413.
., Deal h s at W est P oint during year, 661,
Claims:
Act of July 4, 1864, 5H, 292.
Bowman .A. ct , 53.
Capture of J efferson Davis, 52.
Commutation of r ations, 351.
Dea t rnction of priYate property, 53.
Horses and ot h er property lost, 52, 53.
Jefferson Coun ty, Ky., citizens, 53.
Loyal citizen s, for supplies, 53.
M exican w ar, 52.
Miscellaneous, Q, M. Department, 291, 292.
Pullmau , Cap t . J. w., 53,
Qnarter master stores, 53,
Quartermas t er, 203.
Reli ef acts, 53.
Subsis te nce i:;tores, etc., 53, 263.
Supplies t a k en m Tennessee, 53.
Tran sportation of the Army, 286.
W ar, Stale and voluutecr, 52.
Claim s Branch, Q, .l'd. G. o.:
.An nnal repor t of operations, 292.
Number of claims a cted upon, etc., 292.
Claim s Divi s ion, C. G. o.:
W ork dont-\ durwg the year, ::151.
ClalllJC, Arth ur A. :
M ili tary .Academy band, G-17, 048.
Clarll , Fort , Tex.:
D ra inage, sewerage, etc., 327.
L oc-ation, etc: ., of r eser va tion, 327.
M ean:, of communication, s:i, 327.
W ater supply, 327.
1
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Cla rk's Poi •1t, . 1:1 , ..
L o ati n, l"t ., of r . r't'ntion 327.
M an of · m1uuu11'llt1011 · 327 .
Cl 11tlc 11 11 i11 , ('ap t. Pa ul :
R mark , gymnn ium 425 , 12 .
Cle,•olnud, Ohio.

l mprodng barbor , .J~
Clin ch, F ort , :F in.:
Ce ion f ' tate jur isdiction . 31
L ocn.tio11, Le ., of re ·ervation . 327.
M ean of ommun 1c:ition , 83, 327.
Clinch Riror, T e nn.:
Imp r ovements . 48 .
Clinton Rirer. 1'1ich.:
Im p ro vements , 49 .
Closson, Col. Henry W. :
B oa rd o f Ordn a nce and Fort i fica t ion , 712 .
Clotlring anll Equipa ge :
.Aluminum eq u ipm entd, 273.
Appropri a tions:
.Allot ments , et c ., W es t P oiut. N. Y ., 675, 677 .
Debits and cr ed its, 37, 259- 261.
Dive rted , 251 , 272.
R eceipts and expenditures ,269.
Remittances , 264, 269.
Band rnstruments and parts, 280, 281.

Boots, 251 , 273.
Buttons, 251.
Cap ornaments, 251.
Collections, etc , Pay Departruent. 60. 272 .
Detailed statement, issuing depots. ~7-t -281.
Helmets, 251.
Inmates Soldiers' Home, D. C., 5.J5.
Issues:
.A.rroy of the Unitecl States. 274-281.
Iudian prisoners, 251, 272.
Militia, 250,251,271, 2i2. 274-281.
Military Prison, Leavenworth , 270. 271.
Leggings, 251.
I'urcLases and manufactures, 200. 2i0, 27 4-281.
Receipts and expenditures. 250 , ~51.
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 423,424.
Returns received and examined during y ear, 268
Rubber capes, 251, 273.
Clothing an,1 F.quipage, Returns Br:wch,(l.:iU.G.O,:
Sales and transfers, 251, 270,272, 274-281.
Shoes, 273.
Annual report of operations, 268.
Scope and ch:iracter of work, 268.
Work done during year, 268.
Clotlling and Equipage, Supply Br:111cl1,Q. lU.G.O.:
.A.nn ual report of operations, 268-273.
Financial statements, 269- 272.
Scope a nd character of work, 2G8.
Statement, C. ancl E. issuing depot s, 274-281.
Clough, W. P.:
Correspondence, Wesley Merritt, 127.
Clous, (;ol. John W.:
Library. Military .Academy, 584,585,
Coasters Harbor Islllud, It. I.:
Improving cove, 40.
Cocheco Uiver, X. H.:
Iropr ovem 1>nts 44.
Colleges:
.A. ,·e rage attendance. etc. , 2:1, 183, 191-194.
Charac ter of i11 stitut1on, 200.
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Colleges-Contiuuecl.
Drill, target practice,fieid exercises,etc.,202,203.
Enrollment of stu<lents, 200,201.
Inspection, 91.
Mi1itary organizations, 201,202.
Officers detailed, etc., 183.
Remarks:
Inspector-General, 199-203.
Secretary of War, 23.
Signaling instruction, 498.
Studies, practical work, etc., 201.
Colorado, Department of' the:
Annual report of operations, 132-144.
Communication, hdqrs. and Ft. Logan, 491.
Constituted, 132.
Denver, Colo., disorders, 132-136.
Desertions, 143, 24~.
Discipline, 143.
Drill and instruction, 143, 144.
Geographical limits, 82, 132.
Health, 391,394, 395.
Indian ctepredations, 140, 141.
Indian troops, 141.
Labor disturbances, 57, 136-140.
Military convicts, 143.
Military posts, 141.
Position and distribution of troops, 11, 78, 79.
Post exchanges, 142.
Post lyceums, 142.
Post schools, 144.
Rented buildings, 315,316.
Report of acting judge-advocate, 240-245.
Signaling instruction, 487, 488, 491, 501.
Small -arms practice, 143.
Trials by courts-martial, 240-243.
Colorado, Governor of:
Conflict, fire and police board, Den~er, 132-136.
Correspondence. A. McD. McCook, 134, 135.
Colorado lllldland R., R,:
. Labor disturbances, 139, 140.
Colorado Natioual Guard:
Organized strength, 24,
Colorado River, Ariz.:
Improvements, 49.
Columbia, Department of the :
Annual report of operations, 148-160.
Carlin, Brig. Gen. W. P ..-retired, 148.
Changes of stations of troops, 148.
• Creur d'Alene mining troubles, 156,157,
Desertions, 158,231,235, 236.
Discipline, efficiency, and instruction, 158, 159.
Geographical ,imits, 82.
Health, 391, 395.
Indian affairs, 160.
Industrial Army disorders, 152-155.
Labor disturbances, 57, 155-157.
Military posts, etc., 148-152.
Otis, Brig. Gen . E. S., assumes command, 148.
Position and distribution of troops, 11, 80, 81.
Post lyceums, 159.
Post schools, 159.
Practice marches, etc., 157, 158.
Rented bUJldings, 315,316.
Report of acting judge-advocate, 229,231.
Search for th1 '' 'arlin -party," 157.
Signaling instruction, 487,488,501.

<:olumbia, Department of tlle-Continned.
Supply department. 160.
Trials by courts-martial, 158, 230-235,
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn. :
Appropriation. 37.
Means of communication, 86.
Columbia River:
Examination and snrYey, 49.
Improvements. 49, 50.
Obstructions , 49.
Columbus, Fort, N. Y.:
.Additional quarters needed, 100.
Columbus, Fort, N. Y. H.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 328.
Location, etc., of reservation, 327.
Means of communication, 83,327.
'i-Vater supply, 328.
Columbus Barracks:
Aduitional quarters, 39,263.
Building operations, 253,303,306.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 327 . .
Location, etc. , of reservation, 327.
Losses by fire, 312.
Means of communicatiou, 83, 87,327.
Water supply, 327.
Comly, Maj. Clit'ton:
Obituary, 681.
Commissaries of Subsistence :
Duties and stations, 351, 352.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 9.
Commissary•Geueral of Subsistence:
Annnal report, 343-351.
Remarks :
Sales on credit to enlisted men, 348-350.
Subsistence supplies and property, 346.
Comm i ssary•General' s Office:
Claims Division , 351.
Commissarv-Gen eral of :5ubsistence, 343-351.
Corresponclence and Examining Divi!lion. 350.
Salaries, 36.
Commissary Sergeants:
Appointments and casualtieH, 348.

Commissioned Officers: ·
Amendment of records.of volunt eers. 508, 509.
Au thorizecl strength, 4.
Commissaries of subsistence , 9,351, 352.
Corumitments to insane asylum, 188.
Detail, military colleges, 100, 20.0.
Detailed for duty with national guard, 182.
Medical officers, 364-37i, 410-413.
Officers, Q. M . Dept. , regnl:lr establishment, 26'i,
Paymasters, 9.
Proficient in signaling, 488,501.
Sales to, of subsistence supplies, etc., 13.
'l'riah by general courts-martial, 219.
Uniforms, 73.
Committee, High Explosives :
Annual report of operations, 703-709.
Changes in personnel, 703.
Programme of tests, 703, 704.
Recommendations, 709.
Remark!!:
Deterioration in store, 704-706.
Effects of shock and rotation, 708.
Explosion on impact, 708, 709.
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Committee, High Explosives-Gontinu
Remarks-Conti nued.
Igniting mechanism, 708.
Subterra shell trials, 706-708.
l'ommutation Claim 11:
Rations, 52,351.
Comparative Anatomy:
Lectures, Army Medical School, 382,388.
Comptons Creek, N. J,:
Improvements, 41
Conclemnation of Land :
Remarks, Secretary of War, 30.
Condemned Property :
A v<>rage cost per soldier, 91.
Clothing and equipage, 251, 272.
Sales, 272.
Subsistence stores, 348.
l'onf'ederate Archives:
Car<l index, 36.
Transferred to R. and P. Office, 189, 507,
Congaree River, s. c. :
·
Improvements·, 46.
l'onneaut, Ohio:
Improving harl>or, 42.
Connet·ticut National Guard:
Orgauizcd strength, 24.
l'onnec:icut River, Comi . :
Improvements, 44.
Constitution, Fort, N. H. :
Location, etc ., of reservation, 328;
Means of communication 83 328 ·
(;ontagious Hospital:
' '
·
West Point, N. Y. , 5i9, 615,616.
Contentnea Creek, N. c , :
..
Improvements, 46.
Contingencies:
Appropriation s, War Department, 36.
Army of the United States, 36.
Estimates l3d. of Ord. and Fortification, 710,
Military department headquarters, 36.
Contracts:
Bethlehem Iron Company, 19, 20, 685-687.
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, 683,
Builders' Foundry , Providence, 19.
Qnartermaster·s Department, 2!'l9.
Signal Office, 502.
Soldiers' Home, D. C. , 544. 561,562.
South Boston Iron Works, 19.
Subsistence De'partment, 346.
Snpport of destitute persons, 363,364,
West Point, N. Y., 676.
W est Point Foundry, 19, 685-687.
Coolliug and Foo!l Supply:
Remarks , Surgeon-General, 421-423.
Coosa Ri ve1·:
Improvements, 46.
Coosawattee River, Ga,:
Improvements, 46.
Coos Bay and Harbor, Oreg.:
Improv in g entrance, 44.
Coquille River, Oreg.:
Improvements, 49.
Corinth (1liss.) National Cemetery:
Roaclway. 294.
Corn Brooms:
M anufactnre, Lravenworth Prison, 27C.
Corre pondonce and Examining Div., C, G, 0,:
Work done during tho y a.r, a;;o.

tion

t' . l',,

21 , -· O. '..:H.

ImproY m nt , 49.
Coxeyite :
Columbia, Departmeut of th , 152- 15 .
Northern Pacific Railroad troubl , 119, lt4 , 125.
Union Pac ifi c Ratlroacl troubl e , 131.
Craig, Hon. Geoq;o H.:
Board of Visitor , Military A caclomy, 5/ 1.
Craig, Capt. Robert:
Annual rep ort, 501 -502.
Crimmins, Hon. John D.:
Boarrl of Visitors, Military Academy , 571.
Crook, .Fo1·t, Nebr.:
Building- operations, 39, 253, 262, 266, 303.
Drainage. sewerage, etc., 328.
Location, etc ., of resen·atj.o11, 328.
Means of communication, 328.
Water supply, 328.
Crowder, Capt. E. H.:
Annual report, 230-238.
Crozier-Buffington DisaJJJJearing Carriage:
See Bujfington-Crozie1· Disappearing Carriage.
Crozie1· Wil"e-W ound 10-inch B. L. J{ifle:
Remarks, Bd. of Ordnance and Fortification, 684.
Cullum, l\laJ. Gen. George
Extract from will , 586.
Cullum l'llemorial Hall, West Point,~. r.:
Bequest of General Cullum. 586.
Establishment in. of library, 580, 584, 5ti5.
Inheritance tax of N. Y. on bequest, 658,677.

,y.:

Plans and iaite, 22, 658.
Cul1>e!ler (Va.) National <.:emetery:
Building operations, 25!.
Road way, 294.
CumlJerland Uiver, Tenn.:
Improvements, 48.
Curtis, Hon. Newton n.:
Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 571.
Custer, Fort, l'llont.:
Drn.inage, sewerage, etc., 328.
Location, etc., of resen· ation. 328.
Means of communication, 83, :.i28.
\Yater supply, 328.
Custer Battloflel<l National ('. emotery:
Superintendent's lodge, etc., 254, 29J.
Water supply. 254.
Custoclians, ;uilitary Po8ts :
Emplo_p11ent an<l compensation, 318.
t.:utcheon, Hou. Byron JI. :
Boa.rel of Ordnan ce and J•'ortiiication, 712.
Dade, Li ut. A. L.:
Rob rtson Gun Board:!, 717,723.
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D;t!rn~n. Df'J.ll!Ytme11t of:
Annual roport of operations, 117-130.
Ca miry cowpetition, Fort Keogh, 117.
Ch::..n,geP- of :--tat ions of troops, 117-119, 122,124.
Geographical limits, 82.
Health, 393.
Labor distnr.b ances, 57.
Military posts, 129, 130.
National guard encampments, 117,119.
Northern Pacific Railroad, 119-12!!.
Position and distribution of troops, 11, 76, 77.
Pos t lyceums, 130.
Practice marches, etc., 117-119, 123.
Record of events, 117-124,
lte11ted buildings, Rl4, 316.
Report of acting ,iudge-ad.vocate, 245-246.
Search for the" Carlin party," 118.
Signaling instruction, 487, 488, 501.
Staff, 130.
'l'rial11 by conrts-martial, 245,246.
D1111 River:
fmprovements , 45.
JI' Arbonue Bayo u, La. :
[rnproveme.nts, 47.
D. A. Russell, Fort, Wyo.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 328.
Hospital corps company, 386.
Location, etc., of reservation, 328.
Means of communication, 83, 328.
·water supply 39, 263, 328.
Davids Island, N. Y.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 328.
Location, etc., of reAervation, 328.
Me:ins of communication, 83, 87, 328.
\Vate r supply, 328.
Davis, Lieut. Edward:
llange Finders Board, 729.
Davis, lUajor George B.:
· Board of Publication, War Records, 516.
Lectures, military law, 382.
Davis, Jefferson:
Claims for captnre, 52.
JI a vis, Jtlr. John J.:
· Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 571.
Davis, Fort, Tex.:
Location , etc., of reservation, 328.
Means of communicatioJ?, 328.
Delaware, Fort, Del.:
Location, etc.,of reservation, 328.
Means of communication, 83, 328.
Delaware Breakwater, Del.:
Remo Ying obstructions, etc., 41.
Del:ma1·e National Guard:
Organize(l s trength, 24.
Delaware River:
ImproYements and surveys, 45.
Del Rio, Camp, Tex.:
Location , etc., of reservation, 328.
~leans of comm11nication, 328.
Dengue:
· Pre,alenre of, in .army, 396. 397.
Denrcr, Colo.:
Fir and police board. 132--136.
I,~ncbing of Arata, 135.
Dr11vrr, ('olo., ('itiz us:
Corr ':!}lou<luucc, ii . ~ - Ten r aud otb rs, 136.

Den vH nnll Ri o Gr:n1d0 R. R.:
Labor disturbances, l:l6-140.
Denver, Tex:::li and Gull' R.R.:
Labo!' <liHtnrb:-: nrPs, J:l6-140.
Departmental Telegraph Line:
Capilol to GoYernme ut Printing Oflice, 38.
Deposits f.nlb,ted :lien, L'. S. Arm.}:
· Amonnts received , 476,477.
Remarks:
Inspecto r-General, 212.
Paymaster-General, 469.
Secretary of .War, 14,
Desertions:
Colorado, Department of the, 14::l, 242. 243.
Columbia, Department ~f the, 158,231,235, 236
Convictions and punishments, 221.
Missouri , Department of the, 229.
Remarks:
Adj utan t·General, u9.
Secretary of ·war, 13.
Trials for, 1893, 18!J4, 221.
War of the Rebellion and Mexican War, 508.
Deserters:
Identification, 388.
Des Moines Rapids:
Improvin g Mississippi River, 47.
Destitute Citizens:
Subsistence stores to, at military posts, 347.
Destitute Patients:
See Proridence Hospital .
Detached Service, Schools, etc. :
C:walry and Light Artillery, 16-!, 165.
Infantry and Cavalry School, 171,172.
Detonating Fuses:
Remarks, Bu. of Ord. and Fortification, 708,710.
Detroit River, Mich.:
Improvements, 48.
Di:irrheal Di seases:
PreYalence of, in Army, 401.
IJimmick, Ca1lt. E. D. :
Rem arks, Post lyceums, 142.
Diphthe.i'ia:
Prevalence of, in Army, 397; 398.
Disappearing Carriages : ·
Adams 10-inch, 697, 715.
Buffiugton-Crozier 8-inch, 16, 17, 6!J6, 697.
Buffington-Crozier 10-inch . 16, 17, 6!J7.
Gordon 10-inch (ori,!!.inal), 694.
Gordon modified 10-incll, 16, 18, 693-6!)6, 716.
Mansfield. 710.
Pneumatic 10-inch, 688.
Pneumatic modi tied 10-iucl.J , 682, 688-694, 710, 716.
Disbursi11g Dh·ision, Signal Ollirc:
Aclditional clerical force 11eeded . 502.
Annual report of operations, 501-503.
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 498.
Disci1>line:
Cadet Corps, 57G, 577,598.
California, Department of, 116.
Colorndo, D partment of the. 143.
Columbia, D partmeut of the, 158.
East, Department of th , 104,105.
Monroe . Fort , Va .. 177.
Platte. D partment of the, 131.
Remarks :
Ius pectur -Ll ei:o:·al, 91, 92 .
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Disci11line-_C ontinned.
Remarks-Continued.
Schofield, Maj. Gen. J. hl., 63.
Secretary of War, 12. 13.
Soldiers' Horne, D . C., 521,523,540,541.
::;ystem of inferior courts-martial, 2-14, 245,
Diseases:
Intlurnces-Seasons, on sick rate, 410.
Spt:-cial, 396-409.
District of Columbia:
Water supply, 36, 38, 39,
District of' Columbi:> National Guard:
Cl?tlJing and equipage. ~51, 271,272.
Organizecl strength, 24.
Domestic Disorders:
8cc Labor Disturbances.
Doug·las, Fort, Utah:
Drainage, sewerage, etCl., 328.
Location, etc., of reserYation, 328.
Means of communication, 83,328.
Water supply, 328.
Drainage, Sewerage, etc.:
Expenditures, '.!52.
Monroe, Fort, Va., 39,106,177.
National cemeteries, 296,297.
Po;;ts and resen-ations, 319, 325-331>, 415,418.
Reruarks, Inspector-General, 95, 96.
Driggs-Schroeder Rapid-fire Gun:
Remarks, Board of Ord. and Fortification, 701.
ll rill and Instruction:
·
Cadet Corps, 576,577,598.
Colorado, Department of the, 143.
East, Department of tlJe, 103, 104.
Military colleges, 202.
Drill Halls:
Remarks:
Otis, Brig. Gen. E. S., 159.
Quartermaster-General, 254.
Drill Uegulation s:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 98.
Dubuque, Iowa:
Ice harbor, 43.
Duchesne, Fort, Utah:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 328.
1
Lccatiun . etc., of resern:itio11, 328.
M eans of communication, 83, 238.
,Yater supply, 328.
Dnl'k Island Harltor, Conn.:
Harbor of r efuge, 40.
Duluth, lUiun.:
lrnprodn g harbor, 43.
Ehip channel between, Chicago, and Buffalo, 44.
Dunkirk, N. Y.:
Improving h arbor, 41.
Dutch Island, R. I.:
L ocation, etc., of r esen•ation, 329.
M.c:ms of communication, 83, 329.
Dynamite Guns:
Hem ark s, Secrrtary of War, 20, 2t.
Eagle Harbor, Hirh.:
Im11ron:ments, 42.
Eagle Pass, Tex.:
Cession of Sta to jurisdiction over n w post, 318
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 329.
Location, etc., of reservation, 329.
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F,n;lr Pa s , Trx. -Cunti on d.
Meau, of ommuuiration, 83, 32,,
1,.
Pur ·h a o of ·it for po t, 39, 2:;4, 262, 2 6,
,Vat<·r supply, 329.
East, Department of th :
Annual report of operation , 102-1
.Artill ery targ t praotic,-, 103 .
Condition an<l fficiency of tro ps, 103, l 4.
Courts-martial, 104, 105.
Departm e nt, commande r's in p ction , .0 .
Discipline, 104.
Drill, 104.
Garrisoned and ungarrisoned posts, 102.
Geographical limit., 82.
Health of the Army. 391- 393.
Indian troops, J 04.
Instrnction, 103, 10'4.
Labor <listurba.nces, Chicago, 102, 103.
Libraries, 105.
Medical and hospital corps, 107.
Military po1:<ts and resflrvations. 106.
National Guard, 106, 107.
Pay Depar tment, 107.
Pot-ition and distribntion of troops,,11, 74, 75.
Post commanders' inspections, 108.
Post exchanges, 105, 10::i.
'Post )yceum!', 106.
Post schools, 105.
. QuarteTIBaster's Department, 107.
Rented buildings, 313, ;316 .
Report-, judge-advocate. 222-224.
Signal service and instruction, 107,487, 488, 501,
Staff, 108.
Subsistence Department. 107.
Trials lly courts-martial, 222-224.
Easton & Anderson lllortar (;arrl:igc:
RemarJ,s, Bel. of Orel. ancl Fortification, 697.
East River, N. Y,:
Removing obstructions, 44.
Edeutous H:1y, ~- (;,:
Improveme!lts, 41 .
Edmands, Col. Thomas F,:
B oard of Vi:3itors, Military Academy, 571.
Electridty anrl ,;tlines, Instruction:
Artillery School, 174.
Elevating Arcs:
Whistler. 710.
Elevating Gun <.:nrriages:
Emery 12-iucll, 688.
Gnn lifts, 687.
Elizabeth Rh"er, N. J,:
Impro,·emcut,;, 4::i.
El Paso, Tex.:
Fort Bliss Cemetery, 318.
Location, etc. , of reser,ation, 329.
Emerson's Ranch, Ariz. :
Depredations at, by .A pacl1e Jn1l ians, 140.
Emery 12-inch Elevating Carriages:
Remarks, Board of Onl. aud :Fortification, 688
Emmensite:
Cast steel 15-inch shell for test, 713.
Deterioration 111 store, 704-706.
Exp riroents, ex1)lo ion on impact, 708,709.

Figur of merit, 707.
Purchase of 1,500 pounds, for ::cperiments, 713.
Sp cial gun for test, 708, 700, 713.
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Emplacementlii:
Estimates for 1896, 710.
Employes:
National cemeteries, 2D6, 297.
Paymaster-General's Office. 472.
Quartermaster-General"s Office, 257,267.
Quartermaster's Department, 267.
Record and Pension Office. 510, 511.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 544, 548:
Engineer Battalion, West Point:
Duties and instruct.ion, 672-674.
Engineer Department:
Salaries, Engineer Bureau, 36.
Engineer Depot, Willets Point, N. Y.:
Appropriation, 37.
Engineedng Instruction:
Cadet Corps, 672.
Infantry and Cavalry School, 169,170.
Engineer School, Willets Point, N. Y.:
Remarks, Maj. Gen. J.M. Schofield, 64.
Enlisted Men, U. S. Am1y:
.Authorized strength, 4.
.Athletic exercises, 424, 425.
Civil-service certificates, 145.
Commitments insane asylum, 188.
Deposits, 14,212,469,476,477.
DiscbargeR, year ending Juue 30, 1896, 68.
Enlistments, reenlistments, 12, 65, 145, 158, 159.
Gain and loss, year ending June 30, 1894, 88,
Habits, cleanliness, etc., 424-426.
Increased pay. 67, 187, 188.
Noncommissioned officers, 348,497.
Number in service, 5.
Proficient in Rignaling, 488,501.
Retained pay, 188, 471.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 91.
Sales to, of subsistence supplies, etc., 13, 348-350.
Trials by general courts-martial, 219.
Enlistments and Reenlistments:
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 185.
Otis, Brig. Gen. E. S., H,8, 159.
Schofield, MaJ. Gen. J.M., 65.
Secretary of War, 12.
Wh eaton, Brig. Gen. Frank, 145,
Entcric FHcr:
Pre,alence of, in Army, 398,399.
Equitation Instruction:
.Army M ethcal School, 373, 381.
Ericsson Aerial Torpedoes :
Action of Bd. of Ord . and Fortification, 699.
Report of Torpedo Board, 698, 699 • .
Erie, Pa .:
Improving harbor, 41.
Ernst, Col. O. H.: ·
Annual report, 651-659.
.Appendixes with r eport, 659-677.
RemarkA:
.Academic departments, 652.
Accounts and 1rnpplies, 653-654.
.Adjutant, Military .Academy, 655,
Artillery, 654.
Athletic sports, 655, 656, 6G9-672.
Band, Military Academy, 654,655.
Battle monument, 658.
Bmlcling!! and grounils, 657,658.

Ernst, Col. O. H.-Continued.
Remarks-Continued .
Cadet Corps, 651, 652.
Cullum Memorial Hall, 658.
Discipline, 653.
Estimates, 1896, 658, 659.
Health, West Point, N. Y., 653.
Hygienic instruction, 620.
Library, 652, 653.
Master of tho sword, 655.
Staff, Military Academy, 651.
Water supply, 656,657.
Essex River, lUass.:
Impro,ements, 44.
Estimates:
Board of Ordnance anJ Fortification, 710.
Buildings and grounds, West Point, N. Y.,_
658,659.
Signal office, 502.
War Department, 3, 35-53 .
Ethan Allen, Fort, Vt..:
Building operations, 253,303,304 .
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 329 .
Location, etc., of reservation, 329.
Means of communi cation, 83 , a29.
Water supply, 329.
Examining Division, Signal Office:
Remarlrn, Chief Signal Officer, 498.
Executive Mansion:
Repairs, fuel, etc .. 38.
Exl}enditures:
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, 683.
Chickamauga and Chattanooga Park, 28.
National cemeteries, 296-299.
Pay Department, 476-479.
Soldiers' Horne, D. C., 530-532, 554, 555.
Subsistence Departmer:t, 345. 347.
War Department;, 3, 35-53.
Experimental Guns:
Brown, segmental-tube wire gun, 684,685,714.
Bryan multicharge gun, ,01.
Crozi er wire-wound 10-inch B. L : rifl e, 6,,-t.
Haskell multicharge 8-inch guri, 685, 713, 710.
Woodbridge IO-inch wire-wound guu, 684.
Explosive Gelatin:
Figure of merit. 707.
Faculty Anny lUedical School :
.Appointment, duties, e tc. , 373-376 .
Fairport, Ohio:
Improving harbor, 42.
Falls of the Ohio River:
Impro,ernents. 48.
Fayetteville (Ark.) National Cemetery:
Roadway, 294.
Feather River, Cal.:
Improvements, 49 .
Field Carriages:
Manufacture, 18.
Field Desks :
Ma.nufacture, 291.
Field Glasses:
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 495, 496.
Field Guns:
Estimates for 1896, 710.
Purchase abroad of rapid-fire types, 714.

INDEX.
Field Guns-Continued.
Remarks:
Scl.Jofielcl, Maj. Gen. J.M., 63.
Secretary of War, 14, 18.
Yates 3.2-inch, 714.
Field Range Findera:
See Range t:tnd Position FinderB.
Field Telegraph Lines :
Remarks :
.
Chief Signal Officer, 484,485.
Secretary of War, 13.
Field Trains:
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 491,492,
Finance Branch, Q. lU, G. O.:
Annual report of operations, 258, 266.
Fmancial statements, 259,266.
Scope and character of work, 258.
Finn's Point, N. J.:
Location, etc., of reservation. 329.
Means of communication, 83, 329.
Finn's Point (N. J.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 293.
Fire Alarm System :
West Point, N. Y ., 580, 620. ·
Fire aud Police Board, Deuver, Colo.:
Conflict with Governor Waite, 132-136,
First Aid Trn:itment: .
'
.Army M e,'i cal School, 381, 382.
Hospital corps company, 372.
Military .Academy, 570, 618-624.
R emarks, Surgeon-General, 387.
Fishing Creek, N. C.:
·
Improvem ents, 46.
Fisk Range and Position Finder:
.Azimuth circle in tes.ts, 713.
Results of tests, 702, 728, 731, 733,
Five Mile River, Conn. :
Improving harbor, 40.
Flags and Halyards:
National cemeteries, 299.
Flagstaffs:
Manufacture of iron, 312.
National cemeteries, 21!3, 298, 299.
Fletcher, Dr, Robert:
Lectures, medical jurisprudence, 383,
Flint River, Ga.:
Improvements, 40.
.Florence (S. (;.) National Cemetery:
Roadway, 294.
Florida National Huard:
Organized strength, 24.
Flone1-, Hon. Roswell P.:
See Governor of New York.
Flying Telegraph Lines:
See Field Telegraph Linea.
Food and Cooking:
' Remarks, Surgeon-General, 421-423.
Food Supply:
Military Academy, 616,018.
Football Game:
Annapolis, Md., 626, 655, 656, 671, 672.
Remark s:
Committee on hygiene and athletics, 626.
Ernst, Col. O. H., 669-672.
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Foote, Fort, :lid.:
Location, etc., of resf'rvation, 329.
Means of communica t it; 11, 8;;, 329.
Forage:
National cemeteries, 29 , 2fl9.
Ford's Theater Building:
Relief of i11jured, disaster June 9, 1893, 512.
Reoccupation of, by R. :rnd P. Office, 512.
lfopairs, etc., 36, 39.
Foreign Countries:
Transportation, reports, and maps, 38.
Forked Deer River, Tenn.:
Improvements, 48.
Forsyth, Col. ,James W.:
Cavalry aml Light Artillery School, 160-167.
Forsyth, lUont.:
Arrest of "Hogan party," 119.
Forwood, Lieut. Col. W. H.:
.Annual report, Soidiers ' Horne, D. C., 524-529.
Lectures, military surgery, 377,378.
Fourche Le Fevre River, Ark.:
Improvements, 48.
Fox River, Wis.:
Improvements, 49.
Frank, Lieut. Col. Royal T.:
Report, Artillery School, 173-178.
Frankford Arsenal, Pa.:
Ammunition, magazine rifle, 19.
Appropriation, 37.
M eans of communication, 86.
Frankfort, ·11.Tirh.:
Improving harbor, 42.
.Franklin Relics:
Exhibited at Columbilln Exposition, 504.
Fredericksburg (Ya.) National Cemetery:
Roadway, 294.
Freis, Andre:
Assistant Librarian :Military Academy, 653.
French Broad River, 'fE>n11.:
Improvements, 48.
Fuca Straits, t'al.:
l3reakwater between , arnl San Francisco, 43.
Fuel:
Executive Mansion, 38.
Experimental test::i, 2fl5.
Military posts and r eservations, 320.
National cemeteries, 208, 29:J.
Furloughed Soldiers:
Commutation of ratwns, 52, 351.
Fuses:
Base percussion, 713, 715, 716.
Deto11ating, 708, 710.
Estimates for 1896, 7J0.
Gaines, Fort, Ala.:
Location, et<' ., of r eservat-ion, 329.
Means of communication, 84,329.
Galena River, Ill.:
Impro,emcnts, 49.
Galveston, Tex.:
Improving harbor, 42.
Galveston Bay, Tex.:
Improving harbor anrl Rltip channel, 42.
Gal"fleld IlospitaJ:
Maintenance, 38.
Garrison CourtR-llfartlnl:
California, Department of, 225,226.
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Garrison l..'ourts-Jfartial-Continned.
Colorado, Department of the, 242, 243.
Columbia, Department of the, 2JO, 233-235.
Dakota, Departruerit of, 24G.
East, Departm ent of the, 10!, 105,223,224.
Missouri, Department of the, 228.
Platte, Department of the, 237, 238.
Texas, Department of, 239, 240.
Gascounde River, Ill:
In.pro,ernents, 49.
Gas Pla1>t, West Point, N. Y.~
Extension of works, 657 , 676.
lleceipts antl expenditures, 676.
General Courts-:Uartial:
California, Department of, 224, 225.
Colorado, Department of the, 240-243.
Columbia, Department of the, 230-233.
Coiwictions during year enclrng Aug. 31, 1894,
219,220.
Dakota, Department of, 2-15, 246.
East, Departm ent of the, 104. 105, 222, 223.
Missouri, Department of the, 227,228.
Platte, Department of tl.Je, 236-238.
Texas, Department of, 23!), 240.
Geneml Grant National Park:
Measures for protection, 110.
General Service Clerks and ;uessengers:
Number in service June 30, 1894, 88.
Geological Survey:
Sale to, of tents, 272, 2n.
(leorgia 1''ationnl Guard:
Organized strength, 24.
Gettysburg Battlefield:
Battle s ite,i, etc .. 28. 29, 52, 256, 262, 266,294,295.
Gettysburg (Pa.) Nationa1 Cemetery:
Gun monmnents and water supply, 293,294.
Glen Cove, N. Y.:
Illlproving harbor, 41.
Glenn, Ca1lt, Edwin }'.:
.Annual report, 245, 246.
Gloucester, Mass:
Irnpro,ing Larbor, 40,
Gooso Island, Wash.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 320.
Gordon 1 O-i11cl1 Disap1learing Carriages:
Remarks, Board of Ord. and Fortification, 694.
Gordon lUoclified l 0-inch Disappearing Cai·riage:
Comparison with pneumatic carriage, 603,694.
Estimated cost, lG.
J'rogramme for and record of t ests, 695, 696.
Remarks:
Board of ordnance antl Fortification, 694-696.
Secretary of War, 18.
Timber wall, experimental purposes, 716.
Gordon 12 -inch l\lortar <.:arriage:
Allotment,;, 697,713,715, 716.
l:emarks:
Eoard of Ordnan ce and Fortification, 697,698.
8ecretary of \Var, 18.
Gorges, Fort, :Ile.:
Location, tc., of reser..-ation, 329.
Means of comrnnnication, 84, :329.
Governm nt lnsano Asylum:
ommitment. , ollicers nncl men, 188.
Go, •mm nt Printing Ollic-e:
De: artnwntal and Capitol kl ·graph line, 38.

Governor's Island,::\'. Y.:
Water supply, 107.
Gowanus Bay, X. Y.:
I mproving channel, 41.
Grafton (W. Va.) National Cemetery:
Building operations, 254.
Grand Army Encampment:
.Approprin,tion, 39 .
Grand Haven, :uich.:
Improving: ltarbor, 42.
Grand Junction, Colo.:
Labor disturbances, 139, 140.
Grand Lake, La.:
Connecting Bayon Tecl10 with, 47.
Grand lUarais, :mch .:
Harbor of refuge, 42.
Grand lUarais, l\lhrn .:
Improving harbor, 43.
Grant, Fort, Ariz.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 329.
Location, etc .. of reservation, 329.
Means of communication, 84, 329.
\,Yater supply, 329 .
Grant, Gen. U.S.:
Erection of monument recommenrlen, 32.
Graves:
Purchase of headstones, 30, 51 , 25! , 262. 266.
Gray' s Harbor, Wash.:
Improvements, 44.
Groat li.anawha Rinn·, W. Va,:
Impro,ernents, 4G.
Great lliorthern Railway:
Transportation, lauor C:.isturbances, 127,128.
Groat Pee Dec River, S. C.:
ImproYements, 46.
Great Sodus Bay, N. Y.:
Improdng l1arl.Jor, 41.
(freely, Brig. Gen. A. W.:
Chief Sigrial Officer, 499 .
Greely Relics:
Exhi bitc!l Columbian Exposition , 503,504.
Grern Bay, Wis. :
Improving harbor, 43.
Greenjnclrnt Sl1oal, R. I.:
R emoval, 44.
Greenport, N. L:
Improving harbor, 41.
Green River, Ky.:
Impro,·emeuts, 48.
Greenville, lliss.:
Improving hnrhor, 42.
Griswold, Fort, Conn.:
Locatiun, etc., of reservation, 329.
Means of communication, 8J . 329.
Groesbeck, lllaj. S. W.:
.Annual report, 227-229.
Grusonwerk Jlinimum Port t arriage :
R emarks, Board of Or<l. and Fortification, 688.
Gun ancl :llortar Batteries:
Construction, etc., 700.
Experimental, 710,713.
Gun Carria:.;es :
Barootte 20,608, 710, 71:3.
Casemate, 6 8.
Disappearing, rn - 18, 6 2, 688-607, 710,715,716.
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Gun Carriages-Continued.
Ele\·ating. 687 . 688.
Estimates for 1896, 710 .
Grusonwerk niiui mum port, 688.
Haskell multi chargc gun , 713.
Mortar, 17, 18. 697,698,710 , 713-716.
Platforms, emplacements, etc., 698,710,713,715.
Pnrclrnsc of models for West Point, 599,603.
Raskazoff siege, 713.
Remarks . Secretary of "\Var, 17, 18.
Siege, lll .
Gun t.:otton:
Figure of merit, 707.
Special gun for experiments, 708,709.
Gun Lifts:
Remarks, Board of Ord . ancl Fortification, 687.
Guns:
Ames 7-inch riJie, 708.
Brown 5-inch segmental tube wire, 684,685, 714.
Bryan multicharge, 701.
Carriages, 682, 687-698, 710, 713-716.
Crozier, wire wound 10-mch B. L. rifle, 684.
Dynamite, 20 , 21.
Experimental, 684,685,701, 713-715.
Fi eld, 14, 18, 63, 710, 714.
Haskell 8-inch multicbarge, 685, 713, 715,
Machine, 668 701, 710,713, 717-726.
Mefford, 714.
Models, West Point , N. Y ., 668.
Mortars, 687. 697. 698,710, 713-716. ·
Quick-fire, 700,701 , 714-716.
Rapid fire, 668,698,701,710, 713-716.
Rodman, 15-inch S. B., 708. 709, 713, 714.
Seacoast, 16, 18, 63, 684-687, 709, 710, 713-716,
Siege, 14, 18. 710, 713.
Steel forgings , 684.
Trophy, at West Point, 604-606.
Wire·-wound, 684 ,685, 714.
Woodbridge wire-wound, 684.
Gymnasium Building, West Point, N. Y.:

, Progr~ss of work, 22,657,675.
Gy11111as111111s:

Remarks:
Clendeunin , Capt. Paul, 425,426.
Otis, Brig. Gen. E . S., 159.
Wheaton , Bri g. Gen. Frank, 146.
Hagadorn, Lieut. C. B.:
Robertso11 Gun Board, 723.
Hall, F.. L.:
See U. S. IYiarsha-l, Colorado.
Hall of Records:
ltemarks, Quartermast er-Gen eral, 256,257.
Hall Helirs:
Exhibited at Colum bian Exposition, 504.
Hamiltou, Fort, 1\ . Y.:
Drainage. sl'werage, etc., 3W.
Location . etc., of reservation, 329.
Mca11s of comm unicatiou, 84,329.
T el. line to Fort Wadsworth , 494,495,709,715.
Wat er s upply, 107, :129.
Hampton (Va.) Na tional Cemetery:
Roa<l way 51 , 26:1, 204.
Hampton Road s, Va.:

M easures for 1lefense, 15, 17.
Han cock, Gen. Wiuflehl
Pedestal and stat11 , 32, 52.

'°'·:

Hanc ock, Fort, T<'x.:
Drainag .. wrrao-1\ Ptc., 329.
Location, te., of re •rvation, 329.
n.tiou , 4,329.

R mark , '-ccr tar,r of War, 27.
Har lem Ri,•er, ~ . L :
Im prov meats, 45.
lllirn css :rnfl Harn<' s . uppllo
Manufact ur :;, 290.
National ceroct nes, 29 . 299.
Harri s, Lieut. H. L.:
Range Finder. Board . 701. 731.
Harri son , Forl, l'llont.:

Bnilcling operations, 39,253,262, 266,306,307.
Location, etc ., of r .;servalion, 329.
Means of communication , 84.
Harris seck it Riv<'r, Me.:

Improvemei.;ts, 44.
Harvey, Maj. J:'>. F.:

Casnalties, athleti c exercises, 624-626.
Impaired vision ;caclets, 617.
Hygienic instruction , 6J8, 619.
Has kell 8-inch !Uulticharge Gun:
Allotment to compl ete, 715.
Carri age for test, 713.
Cost, etc., as compared with service rifle, 685.
Remarks , Boanl of Ord. a nd Fort1ficat ion, 685.
Hatch, Hon. William

Ii.:

Board of Visitors, Milita ry .A cademy, 571.
Harana, ')'ex.:
.Affair n ea.r, Augnst 30, 1893. 145.
Hawkins, Brig. Gen. John P.:
Commissary -Gen eral of Subsistence, 351.
Hay Lal~e Channel, Sault Ste. Made River, Mich.:
Improvements, 49.
Headstones:
rurcl!ascs, 30. fil , 254,262,266,293,294.

Head1iuarters:
Arwy a.nd departments, 82.
Rogim euts , 87.
Health of the Anny:
Comparisons, former years, 390.
Disl"ases, 896, 400.
Injuries, 400,410.
Military posts and departments, 391-396.
Prominent causes of disability, 390,391.
Jfomarks :
Secretary of War, 13.
Sm·geon-Geueral. 390-41:J.
West Point, N. Y .. 653, 660- 662.
Heath, Capt. Frank:
In charge proving ground Sandy Hook, 703.
Heati11 3 and Lighting:
Expemliture, 252.
Helena, Mont.:
Post. Sec Harrison, Fort, Mont.
Heliog raph s :
R emarks, Chief Signal Officer, 496.
Heli ograp'.1 Signaling:
TPxn s, D epartment of, 491.
Jre ll Gate, N. Y.:

Re1110,·ing ob~tructions, 44.
Jlel111 et s:
Alnminum ornaments, 237,251.
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Herr's Islancl Dam, Pa.:
Construction, 45.
Hess Uauge Finders:
Revocation of allotment, 714.
High Explosives:
Annua l report of committee, 703-709,
Americanite, 707.
Ammonite, 707 .'
Emmensite,704-709, 713.
Estimates for 1896, 710.
Expenses connected with tests, 713.
ExplosiYe gelatin, 707.
Gun cotton, 707-709.
Igniting mechanism, 708, 710, 713, 715, 716.
Justin projectile, 710 .
Perunite, 707.
Rackarock, 707.
Shell experiments, 706-709, 713,714 .
Special gun for experiments, 708, 709, 713.
High Schools :
Average attendance of stuc.lents, 184, 194.
Hogan Party:
Arrest at For.sytb, Mont., 119.
Horse and Mule Shoes:
Purchases, 252.
Horses:
Lost in military service, 52.
Public. See Pitblic .Animals.
Horseshoe Nails:
Purchases, 252,289.
Hospital Cor1)s:
CaYalry aml Light Artillery School, 164.
Enlistm ents, etc., 385, 386.
Instruction, etc., 386,387.
Loss during year, 385.
Number in service June 30, 1894, 88, 385,
Remarks:
Inspector-General, 94.
Surgeon -General, 385-387.
Tr~nsfer of co. to Washington Barracks, 872.
Hospitals:
Appropriations:
Debits and credits, 37, 259-261.
Remittances, 264.
Construction and repairs, 37, 258, 259-261, 264,
300, 310, 311.
R emarks:
Inspector-General, 94.
Quartermaster-General, 253.
w ·est Point, N. Y., 662.
Hospital Stewards:
Appropriations for quarters:
Debits and credits, 37,260,261.
Remittances, 264.
Construction of quarters, 253, 300, 311, 657, 662.
Hotchki s~ Quick-fh-e Gun:
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 700, 701.
Hotchkh;s Rapitl-flre Gun:
Remarks, Board of Ord. and Fortification, 701.
'\Veflt roint, N. Y., 37.
Housatonic River, Conn.:
Improvements, 44 .
Howard , :tlnj. Gen. O. O.:
Annual rep rt, Department of the East, 102-108.
R mark,;:

Art ill ry target 1>ractic , 103.

Howard, .!lfaj. Gen. 0. O,-Continued.
Remarks-Co11tinued.
Cavalry drill aml instructio11, 104.
Courts-martial, 104, 105.
Discipline, 104, 105.
I11f'antry drill all(l instruction, 104.
Medical officers, 367.
·
··
National defense, 103.
National Guard, 106,107.
Post exchanges, 105, 106.·
Post lyceums, 106.
Recruiting service, 105.
Howitzers:
Siege, 18.
Huachuca, Fort, Ariz.:
Drainage, i,ewerage, etc., 330.
Location, etc., of reservation, 330.
Means of communication,-8!, 330.
Water supply, 330.
Hudson Uirer, N. Y.:
Improvements, 45.
Humboldt Harbor and Bay, Cal.:
Improvements , 43.
Hunte1·, lUaJ. Edward :
Annual repo; t, 224-226.
Huntt, Col. G. G.:
.
Remarks, post lyceums, 142.
Huron, Ohio:
Improving harbor, 42.
Hy11nni s, lUass.:
Improving harbor, 40.
Hygien e:
Chair of, at Military Academy, 579.
Infantry and Cavalry School, 171.
Lectures, Army Medical School, 378,379.
Military Academy, 579, 618~62-L
Idaho National Guard:
Organized strength, 24.

Ice:
Ncerled at Southern posts, 107.
Igniting lllechauism:
:Fuses, 708, 710, 713, 715, 716. .
Illinoi s and lUississippi Canal:
Construction, 49.
Illinoi fi Nation:il Guanl:
Organizefl strength , 24.
Signaling instruction, 4.89.
Illinois River, Ill.:
Improvements, 49.
Illuminating Supplies:
Executive Mansion, 38.
Expen.:.itures, 252.
Military poshi and reservations, 320.
Purchases, 288.
Sales, 288.
Incidental }]xpenses, Q, M. De))artment:
Allotments, etc., W. Pt., N. Y., 674, 675, 677.
Debits and crec.lits, 36, 259-261.
Payments at general depots, 290.
Remittances, 264, 265.
lndeflnii.e or Special Appropriations:
Debits nnc.l credits, 262, 26:l.
Remittances, 266.
Independence, i'ort, lUass. :
Location, etc., of reservation, 330.
Means of communic~tion , 84,330.
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lmlexes:
Catalogue, Li brary S. G. 0., 358.
Indian Affairs:
Columbia, Department of the, 160.
Platte, Department of the, 131.
Indiana National Guard:
Organized strength, 24..
Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind :
Appropriation , 37.
Mean:; of communication, 86.
Indian Depredations:
Colorado, Department of the, 140, 141.
Indian Prisoners:
Apache, 26, 27,251,272,413.
Indian River, Fla.:
Improvements, 47.
Indian Rher Bay, Va.:
Improving waterway to Chincoteague Bay, 45.
Indian Scouts:
Number in service June 30, 1894, 88.
Indian Territory :
Preservation of order, etc., 108, 109.
Indian Troops:
En listed strength, ,Tune 30, l 894, 88.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 68, 69.
Inspector-General, 94.
McCook, Brig. Gen. A. McD., 141.
Schofield, Maj . Gen. J.M., 64, 65.
Indigent Soldiers, Sailors, and Marines:
Burial, 51, 262, 266, 29-l;.
Industrial Army
Sec Army of Cominonwealers, also Goxeyites.
Infantry and Cavalry School :
Additional quarters, 172, 173.
Annual r eport of operations, 167-173.
Appropriation for support, etc., 51, 173.
Artillery for garrison duty, 173.
Beneficial effects, etc., 172.
Carnlry department, 170.
Changes in personnel of classes, 168.
Course of study prescribed, 168, 169.
D estruction of officers' quarters by fire, 172,173.
Engineering department, 170.
Evil effects of detached service, 171,172,
Examinations, 169.
Foreign officers, 168.
Inc rease of instructors, 172.
Infantry department, 170.
Instruction, National Guard, 172.
Law department, 170,171.
Military art department, 160.
Military hygiene, 171.
Regnlar student class, 167,168.
Remarks:
Inspector-General, 90.
SchofielJ, .Maj. Gen. J. M., 6l.
:::iecretary of War, 21.
Secretary's o!licc, 171.
Special c-lass in mathematics, 168.
Infantry Instruction.
Infautry and caYalry school, 170.
Inferior Courts-:llar tial.
Effect of present system on discipline, 244, 245.
Garrison, 10~, 105, 221-22fi, 228. 230, 233-2%, 237240, 242, 243, 2~G.
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Jnft'rior {'ourt<; -)1:Lrtinl nt;nn cl.
n 1111'1l'k ' .Mc ' lur ' "pt. ., 230.
. ummary, 104, 105. 223- 226, 2- , 230, 233-235, 237240, 242. 243, 246.
Influenza:
Pre,alence of, in Army, 399.

Injuries:
}Tmuu rand nature, 409, 410.
Inmates Solrlier.' Home D. ('.:
Admissions an<! discharg ~. 519, 522.
Amnsemeut , 510 .
Army serdce, 523, 535, 536, 563.
.A Yerage cost, annual, 523.
Averag nnmbers, 519, f>22 526 540 543.

Clothing;. 545.
Deaths, 519, 522, 526.
Extra duty, 548-551.
Outdoor relief temporary shelter. etc. , 519, 521.,
523, 53G, 547.

Pensioners, 25, 521, 523, 524, 534, 535, 542-544, 563.
Present an<l ause nt, Jan. 29 . 1895, 560.
Religious services, 541.
Inspection Ilranch, Q• !U. G. O.:
.Annual r eport of operations, 267.
Scope and character of work. 267.
Inspections:
Armories and arsenals, 213, 214.
Colleges, 91.
Cost of property inspected, 91.
Medical directors, 384, 385.
Military .Academy, 203 , 204.
Military celleges, 199-203.
Military posts and reservations, 89-91.
Money accounts, 91, 205-208, 503.
National cemeteries. 91,214.
National homes, disabled vols., etc., 208-211.

Persons, nun:1.Jer, 91.
Recruiting stations, 91.
Soldiers ' Home, D. C., 537-567.
Special inYestigations, 91.
Supply depots, 212,213,
Inspector-General :
Annual reports:
Inspector-General's Dept., 89-101, 199- 215.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 537-546.
Exbiuits, inspection Soldiers' Home, 546-567.
Remarks:
Armories and arsenals, 213, 214.
Army dis!Jursen1ents, 205-208.
Army reorganization, 97, 98.
Art.illery school, 98, 99 .
.Barrack lights, 212.
]3atliing facilities, 95.
CaYalry and artillery horses, 211.
CaYalry and Light Artillery School, 99.
Deposits, enlisted men, 212.
Di.:cipline, 01, 92.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 95, 96.
Drill regulations, 98.
Enlisted men, 91.
Hospital corps, 94.
Hospitals aud medical stores, 9(.
Indian troops, 04.
Infantry and Cavalry ,'chool, 99.
Inspections and inspection service, 214,215.
Messing, 03, 04 .
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J11s1ier·tor-Goneral-Continue<1.
Mileage, 99 , JOO.
Military .Academy, 203, 204.
Military colleges, 199-203.
Military instruction, 92, 93.
Military posts and reservations, 89-91.
Military Prison, Leaxenworth, 98.
National cemeteries, 214.
National homes, disabled vols., etc., 208-211.
Ordnance r.tores, 94.
Police and sanitation, 96.
Post commanders.' inspection reports, 214.
Post lyceums, 92, 93.
Post schools, 9-i, 212.
Protection against fire, 95.
Public animals, 101.
Quartermaster's Department, 97.
Remount depots; 97.
Signaling instruction, 93, 94.
Small-arms practice, 96.
Snbsistence Department, 97.
Supply d epots, 212, 213 .
'Target practice, 21'.!.
TraYel ration, 212.
Unserviceable property, 100,101.
Veterinary hospitals, 211,212.
Water supply, 95.
Inspector-General's Department:
.Auuual report of operations, 89-101, 199-215.
Inspector-General's Office, 36, 89-101, 199-215,
5:37-567.

Ins1Jector-General's Office:
Inspector-General, 89-101, 199-215, 537-567.
Salaries, 36.
Inspectors- General:
Stations and duties, 91
Interior De1Jartment:
Tnmsfer to, of reservations:
:Former years, 321-325.
Present year, 254.
Interments:
National cemeteries, 292,298,299.
Sohliers, sailors, and marines, 51, 262, 266, 294.
Investigations, Special:
In spectors-gen eral, 91.
Iowa National Guard:
Organized strength, 24.
I1Jsnich River, ::llass.:
Improvements, 44.

Issues :
Cl othing and eq uipage, 271,272, 274-281.
Quarterm aster·a stores, 271.
Subsistence stores, 347.
Jockson, Fort, La.:
L ocation, etc., of reservation, 330.
Means of communication, 84, 330.
Jackson Barracks, La.:
Dram age, sewerage, etc., 330.
Location, etc., of r eservation, 330.
Means of comruuuication, 84, 330.
Wat r supply, 330.
Jamaica Bay,:\'. Y.:
Improvements, 41.
Jam e Rirnr, Va.:
Improvements, 45,

Jefferson , Fort, Fla.:
Location, etc., of reservation , 330.
Means of communication, 84. 330.
Jefferson Bal'l'a<'ks, illo.:
Buihling operations, 253,303,306.
Drainag-e, sewerage, etc., il30.
Location, etc., of reservaHo n, 330.
Losses by fire, 312.
Means of communication, 84, 87, 330.
Water supply, 330.
Jefferson Barracks ()lo.) ;\"ational Cemetery:
Brick stable, new, 254.
Jefferson County, Ky.:
A wards to certaill citizens, 5:l, 262.
Jeffersonville, Ind.:
Location, etc., of reservation , 330.
Means of communication, 330.
Jical'ill:t A1Jarhes:
Mentioned, 141.
Johnston, Fort, N. C.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 330.
Means of commumcatwn, 8-1, 330.
Judge-Advocate-O eneml' l'l Department:
.Annunl report of operations, 219-2.!1.
Mil itary reservations, title deed8, etc., 318.
Judge-Advocate-General's Office:
Salaries, 36.
Justin Projectile:
:Remarks. Board of Ord. and Fortification, 710.
Kansas National Guard:
Organized strength, 24.
Kaska skilt River, Ill.:
ImprovementR, 49.
Keen, Dr. William :
Board of Visitors, Military .Academy, 571.
Kennebec Arsenal, Me.:
Meaus of communication, 86.
Kenn ebec River, :lie.:
Improvements, 44.
Ke11nebunk Hiver, ;lie.:
I mpro,·ements, 44.
Keno sha, Wi s.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Kentu cky Nat ional Guard :
Organized strength, 24.
Kentucky Itiver, Ky.:
ImproYements, 48.
Keogh, Fo1·t, JUont.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 330.
Location, etc., of reservation. 330.
Losses by fire. 312.
Means of commnllication, 84, 330.
Water supply, 330.
Kernan , Capt. F . J.:
A1rnual report, 239, 240.
Kewaunee, Wis.:
ImproYing harbor, 43.
Keweenaw Bay, ;mch.:
Impro,ing waterway to Lake Superior, 49.
Key West, l<'la.:
Improdng harbor, 42.
Measures for defense, 15.
Key West Barracks, Fla.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 330.
Meaus of communication, 84, 330.
Water supply, 330.
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King, Lieut. fol. W.R.:
·

Eugi11eer Station, Willets Point, N. Y, 699.
Kingston, lUass.:
Improving l1 arlJOr, 40.
Kirkley, llir. J. W.:
Board of' Publi('ation, War Records, 516.
Kitcl1en Utensil s:
Purchases, 252, 291.
Knight, C:l})t. John G. D.:
Rauge Finders Board, 729.
Knox, Fort, 1'le.:
Location, etc., of reservation , 330.
Means of communication, 84, 330.
Koehler, Herman J.:
Pa_y and rauk , 183, 577, 579, 600,627,655.
Labbez Telemeter:
Resnlts of t ests, 702, 729.
J,abor Distu1·bances:
Central l'acdic Railroad, 111-116.
Chicago, Ill ., 102, 103, 109, 489-490.
Colorado, Department of th(\, 136-140.
Columbia, Department of the, 155-157.
Los Angel es, Cal., JII.
Northern Pacific Railroad, 120-129.
Remarks:
Howard, Maj. Gen. O. 0., 102,103.
Schofield, Maj. Gen. J.M., 57.
Secretary of War, 4.
Labor11tory, West Point, N. Y.:
Scovo and character of work, 667.
Lafayette, General:
Statue to memory, 52.
Lafayette, Fort, N. Y. H.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 330.
Means of communication, 84, 330.
lafour<'he Bayou, La.:
Improvements, 47.
Lagraugo Bayou, Fla.:
Improvements, 46.
Lake Champlain:
Improving Narrows, 45.
Lamont, Hon. Daniel S.:
See S ecretary of War.
Land for lUilitary Pu1·1ioses:
Condemnation, 30.
Larcl!mont, N. 1'.:
Improvin g harbor, 41.
Lu Yegas, t:olo.:
Labor disturbances, 139,140.
Laundries:
Cadet, Military Academy, 666,667.
P ost. See Po;,t Laundries.
Lawn .Mouers:
National cemeteries, 209.
Leaf'River, iUiss.:
Improvements, 47.
Leavenworth, Fort, Kans.:
Consolidated mess, 257.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 330.
Infantry and Cavalry School, 167-173.
Location, otc., of reservation, 330.
L osses by fire, 312.
Means of com munication, 84,330.
Signal school of instruction, 404.
Tel ephouo exchange, 492.
Trnn sfer of troops to Uhicago, 109.
Water suppl), 330.

Leare1rnorth (Knn . ) ·otiou.tl Ccm ft,r
Bmlt!insr OJll'r:ltiou , 254.

Learc. of' bs n('e:
.A n<l ·mi Bo, rti , Mililnr.r

•ad m ·, 57 , 9 .

Legg ing :
11 nrnrk , Onart rmast r- , n ral, 251.
Leonard Powder:

E ."perim nt. . 706- 'iCJ8.
Firrur of m r it, 707.
Lewis Rauge Finder:
Azim 11th circ le, in t . ts, 713.
Rrsults oftest , 702,727, 72 , 731,732, 734.
Librari es:
.A rtill ry . cbool, 177.
Military ..Academy. 183,580,584, 585,652, 653,660.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 521.
Surgeon-Gen eral' Office, J7, 356,358.
Wnr D epartm ent, 22.
Lieber, Col. G. Norman:
Acting Judge-Ach·ocate -G1meral. 221.
J,iglit Artillery Instruction :
Cavalry and Ligl1t Artillery School, 160-167.
Limitat ion of Punishment:
D es ertions during the year, 221.
Litter Drill :
Army Medical School, 381, 382.
Hospital corps company, 372.
Remarks, Surgeon-Gen eral, 387.
Little Harbor, N. H.:
Harbor o f r efo ge, 40.
Little Pee Dee River, S. C.:
ImproYements, 46.
Little Rock :
Attop1ey's fee, title, proposed site, 258, 303.
Location, etc., of reservation, 331.
Plans, etc., for n ew post, 258.
Little Sodus Bay, N. Y.:
Improving harbor, 41.
Liviugston, Fort, La.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 331.
M eans of communication, 84, 33J.
Lockwood's Folly River, N. C.:
Improvements, 46.
Logan, Fort, Colo.:
Building operations, 253, 303, 306.
Drainage, s ewerage, etc ., 331.
Increase of garrison rer.ommended , 141.
Location, etc., of reservation, 331.
Losses by fire, 312.
M eans of communication, 84, 331.
Necessity for t elegraphic communication, 491.
W ater supply, 331.
Logan, Fort, Colo., Commanding Officer:
Correspondence, Brig. Gen. McCook, 134, 137.
Logan, Gen. John A.:
Pedestal and statue, 32, 52.
Logtown, Wost Point, N. Y.:
Quarters, soldiers famili es, 579, 616.
Lo s Angeles, Cal.:
Labor disturbances, 111.

Los Col'l'illos, N. illex.:
· La bor disturbances, 139, 140.

Losses by Fire:
Barracks and quarters, 172, 173, 312.
M eJsures for prot ction , 95.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 520, 521.
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Losses by Fire-Continued.
Subsistence supplies and property, 347, 348.
WestPoint, N. Y., 629.
Louisiana Xational Guard:
Organized strength, 24.
Lower l"llachodoc Creek, Va.:
ImproYements, 45.
Loy:il titizens:
Supplies furnished during rebellion, 53.
L111ii11gton, Lieut. tol. lU. I.:
.Annual r eports of operations, Q. M. G. O.:
Clothing and Equipage, Returns Branch, 268.
Clothing and Equipage, Supply Brch., 268--273.
Finance Branch, 258-266.
Inspection Erancl1, 267.
Money and Property .A.ccounts Brch., 267,268.
Ludington, !Uich.:
ImproYing harbor, 43.
Lumber Rh'er, N. C.:
Improvements, 46.
Lusk, Capt. James L.:
Engineering department, Mil . .Acad., 672-674.
Water supply, "\Vest Point, N, Y., 582,583.
I,yceums:
See Post Lyceums.
Lynn, }lass.:
Improving harbor. 40.
lllcUary, Fort, Me.:
L9cation, etc., of reservation, 331_.
Means of corumunicatiou, 84,331.
Transfer of sc hool f;ite, 39
Mctlur; , Ca1)t. Charles:
.Annual report, 229-231.
Remarks:
Inferior courts-martial, 230.
Previous con dctions, 230, 231.
lllctook, Brig. Gen. Alexander lUcD.:
.Annual r eport, Dept. of Colorado, 132-144.
Correspondence:
Colorado, Go,ernor of, 134, 135.
Fort Logan, Colo., comdg. officer, 134, 137.
Schofield, Maj. Gen .John M ., 137. .
U . S. Marshal, Dist. of Colorado, 136,138,139.
R emarks:
Denver, Colo., disorders, 132-136.
Indian trcops, 141.
Medical officers , 369.
Military con,1cts, 143.
Military posts, 141.

McCullough, Lieut. (.;. C.:
Special report T exas fever, 402-408.
lllcGregor, lU aj. TJ10111:is:
Remarks, post ly ceums, 142.
'Machine Guns:
Est. 18\16, for tests of smokeless powder, 710.
Maxim, 668.
Purcl.tase for West Point, 599-603.
Robertson ·s 2-barreled, 701, 713-726.
Tactics for maneuvers, 130.
IIIcHenry, Fort, llld.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 332.
Location , etc., of r eservation, 331.
Means of communication, 84, 331.
Removal of rem:i.in B to national cemetery, 106.
Water supply, 332.

lUclutosh, Fort, Tex.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., '.l32.
Location, etc., of reservation, 332.
Means of communication, 84,332.
Telegraph to Fort Ringgold, 50, 483, 484, 491.
Water supply, 332.
Mackay-Smith, Rev. Alexander:
Board of Visitors. Military Academy, 571;

lllacklnac, Fort, lllich.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 331.
Location, etc., of reservation, 331.
Means of communication, 84,331.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 31, 32.
Sale of resen-ation rec()mmend ed,31.
Water supply, 331.
McKinney, Fort, Wyo.: .
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 332.
Location, etc., of reservation , 332.
Means of communication, 84, 332.
Water supply; 332.
lllac·oml.J, Fort, La.:
Location , etc., of reservation, 331.
Means of communication, 331.

lllacon, 1-'ort, N. (.;.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 331.
Mean,; of communication, 84, 331.
lllcPherson, Fort, Ga. :
Bmldmg operations, 39,262.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 332.
Location, etc., of resen·ation, 332.
Means of communication, 84,332.
'l'arget range, 37, 263,317.
Water supply, 332 .
Madison Barr:icks, N. Y.:
Building operations. 253, 303, 304.
Completion of post urged, 106.
Consolidated mess, 257.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 331 .
Location , etc., of reservation, 331.
Means of communication, 84,331.
Necessity for guardhouse, 106.
Transfer of troops to Chicago, 102, 103, 109.
·water supply, 331.
lllagazine Hitte, U.S. lllodel, 1892:
Manufactures , 19.
Remarks:
Schofield, Maj. Gen. J.M ., 63.
Secretary of War, 14.
lllail aull Hecorll Division, Q• JI. G. 0.:
Annual report of operatio:_s, 291.
Scope and character of work, 291.
·work done durin g year, 291.
lllail an,I Record Division, U. & P. Office·
Scope ancl cbaracter of work, 511.
lllaine National Ouiu,I:
Orga11izc'1 strengtb, 24.
Malarial Diseases:
Prevalence of, in .Army, 401-4.08.
lllallleu River, Mass.:
ImproYenients, 44.
Mamaroneck, N. l'.:
ImproYing l1 arbor, 41.
llanchester, lllass.:
Improving harbor, 40.
llanistee, ~Iich.:
lruproviup; llarbor, 42.
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Manistiqn<', :melt.:
Improdng harbor, 43.
llianitowoc, Wi s.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Mansfield 12-inch Disap1>earing Carriage:
Remarks, Bd. of Ord . and Fortification, 710.
lllatnnzas River, Fla. :
Cession of State jurisdn. over two islands, 318.
lllanufacture s:
Bo:ir lock ers, 311.
Clothing and equipage, 270, 271, 274--281.
Field and siege gun carriages, 18.
Field desks, 2!)1.
llarness and harness supplies, 290.
Iron flagst affs, 312.
Magazine rifle, U . S . model, 1892, 19.
Mats, 291.
Mess furni ture, 291.
Military Prison , Leavenworth, 290,291.
Rope mats, 291.
Stove and range furniture, 290.
Maps:
.Atlas, War Records, 515.
New York Harbor, 709,715.
Seat of war, China and Japan, 182.
Tr:msportation to foreign countries, 38.
lllarcus Hook, Pa.:
Improving harbor, 41.
lllarcy, Fort, N. lllex.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 331.
Location, etc., of reservation, 331.
Means of communication, 84, 331.
Water supply , 331.
Marietta (Ga.) National Cemetery:
Roadway, 294.
lllarion, Fort, Fla.:
Cession of State jurisdiction, 318.
Location, etc., of reservation. 331.
Means of communicati~n, 84, ·331.
Marriage s :
Military posts, 413.
Marquette, lllich. :
Improving harbor, 43.
Maryland National Guard:
Organized strength, 24.
lllasou, Fort, Cal.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 331.
Location, etc ., of reservation, 331.
Means of communication, 84, 331.
Watersnpply,331.
.J
lllassaclwsetts National Guard:
Organized strength, 24.
lllnts:
Manufactures, 2()1.
1Uatta11011i River, Ya.:
Improvemen ts, 45.
lllatt:mnn Creek, N. J.:
IruproYcments, 45.
lllaxim lUachine Guns:
West Pomt, N. Y., 668.
Maxim-Nordenfelt Quick-fire Gun:
Remarks, Btl. of Ord. ancl Fortification, 700, 701.
.Maxim-Nordenfelt Rapid -fire Gun:
Drawings of sadtllo conne t. , 716.
Remarks, :Ctl . of On!. and Fortification, 701.
West Point, 668.

~leasl<'S:
Preval uco of, in

rmy, 39!1.

llledicnl anti Ho pitnl Supplie~:
.A ppr()priat iou , 355. 356 .
llledienl Department:
Annual report of op ration • . 355-427 .
A1my and Ta ,·y general ho p11al , 357, :!62. 303.
.Army Medical Mu seum :H 3:'>G-361.
Artificial ltm!Js antl appliauco , 51,357,361,362.
East, D epartm nt of the, 107.
Financial statements:
.Army antl N avy general hospital. 35,.
Army M~dical Mnseum , 356, 357.
.Artificial limbs and nppliance , 357.
Destitute patients, 357.
Library . Surgeon-General's Office, 356.
Medical and hospital supplies , etc .. 355, 356 .
Hospital corps. 88, 94, 164, 372, 385-397.
Hospitals, 37. 04, 253 , 259-261. 264, 300, 310, 311,
662.
Hospital :,tewards, 37, 253, 2(i0, 261 , 2li4, ::oo. :nt,
657 , G62.
Medical and hospital supplies, 355. 35G .
Medical officers, 364-371, 376, 377, 38-1-, :;i:;:;, 389,
410-413. 660-662.
Relations with National Gnar<1, 1:i.
Statistical tabics , 431 - 465.
SurO'eon -General's Office, 36, 37, 355-427.
Medir;l Department, National Guard:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 388, 389.
Medi<'al Depots:
Remarks, Inspector-General , 212,213.
MedicatDivision, H. & P. Office:
Scope ancl.cliaracter of work, 512.
Medical J urisprutll'nce:
Lectures Army Medical Sd.1001, 383.
Medical Officers:
·
Association of military surgeons, 389.
Changes in personnel, 364.
Examination for admission to corps, 364.
Inspections by directors, 38.J, 385.
Lectures •lll duties, 376,377.
Reduction of corps, 364 -371.
Remarks:
Brooke, Brig. Gon. John R., 368,_369.
Howard, Maj. Gen. O. O., 367.
McCook, Maj. Gen . .A. McD., 369.
Miles, Maj. Gen. Nelson A ., 368.
Otis, Brig. Gen. E. S., 3,0.
Schofi eld , Maj. Gen. J.M .. '.l67.
Suro-con -General, 364-367.
Swciuc, Col. Peter T. , 370,371.
Wheaton, Brig. Gen. Frank, 369,370.
Special medical and surgical reports, 410,411.
Surgical operations, 412, 413.
Vacancies, 364.
Wes t Point, N. Y., 660-662 .
Medical Officers, West Point:
Roster of, null unti es, 660.
anitary r ep?rts, 661, 662.
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Medical Reports:
List of special. received, 410,411.
Medical Stores:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 94.
Medicine:
Lectures, Army Medical School, 379.
Mefford Gun:
Revocation of allotment, 714.
Memorial Bridge:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 255.
· Memorial Day, May 30:
Services. national cemeteries, 293.
Memorial Hall, West Point:
See Cullum Memorial Hall.
Memphis, Tenn.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Menomonee River:
Improvements, 49.
MerriJl, Capt, J. C.:
Lectures. comparative anatomy, 382, 383.
Merrimac River, Mass.:
Improvements, 44.
Merritt, Brig. Gen. We.sley:
Annual report, Department oi Dakota, 117-130.
Correspondeuce, Great N ortbern R. R,, 127·.
Remarks:
Machine guns, 130.
Post lyceums , 130.
Labor disturbances, 124-129 .
Photographs of military posts, 129, 130,
Merritt, l'amp, lUont.:
Drainage. sewerage, etc , 333.
Location, etc., of reservation, 332.
Means of communication, 84, 332.
Water supply, 333.

llescalara Apaches :
:Mentioned, lH.
Messes and Mess Halls:
Furniture, 291.
Remarks :
Inspector-General, 94, 95.
Quartermaster-General, 257.
Mess Furniture:
1
ll!Ianufactures, 291.
Mexican War:
Pay, etc., to volunteers, 52.
1
Removal of charge of desertion, 508.
Jlexico:
Border difficµlti es, 4, 144, 145.
Military attaches, U.S. L egation, 182.
Michie, Prof. P. S.:
Library, Military Academy, 660.
Michigan City, Ind.:
, Improving harbor, 42.
Michigan lfational Guard:
I Organized s trength, 24.
Midvale Steel Company:
Test of armor plate, 710, 713.
Midwinter Exposition, San Francisco, Cal.:
Exhibits Signal Corps, '195.
M.ilHin, Fort, Pa.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 332.
Means of communication, 84, 332.
M.ilea"'e:
Seo Travel .Allowances.

Miles, :llaJ. Gen. Nelson A.:
.Annnal report, Dept. of the Missouri, 108-110.
Remarks, medical officers, 368.
Milita1·y Academy:
Academic and military staff, 183, 577, 5i9, 580,
5"9-l, 598-606, 611-614, 617-620, 627,651,655,668.

Academi c departments, 651,652.
Annual reports:
Bruff, Capt. Lawrence L., 667. 668.
Lusk, Capt. James L., 672-674.
Michie, Prof. P. S., 660.
Spurgin, Capt. William F., 663-667:
Appropriation for support, etc., 37.
Band, 577, 580,627,628, 647,648,654,655.
Board of Visitors. 571-581, 5!ll-648.
Cadet Corps, 22, 183. 203, 204, 219, 574-581), 591598, 608-612, 616-618, 624-626, 628-646, 651-656,
661-667, 669-672.
Chair of military hygiene and first aid, 579.
Course of study, 645,646.
Educational advantages, 572-574.
English, course of stUtly, 577. 579, 594-598.
Examinations, etc., 577,578, 587-590.

Financi al statements:
Cadet supplies and expenditures, 612, 663-665.
Special contingent fund, 613, ti76.
Support of the Academy, 6U, 675.
Fiscal affairs, 610, 611.
Gymnastic course, 5,9.
Hy gienic instru ction, 618-624.
Liurary, 183,580,584, 585, ti52, 653,660.
Remarks:
lu:;pector General, 203-204.
Schofield., Maj. Gen. J. M., 64.
Secretary of War, 22 .
Sword master, 183,577,579, 600,627.655.
lllilitary Academy Bund:
Increase recomm ended. 627,628.647. 648. 654. 655.
Pay of leader, 655.
Remarks:
lloarcl of Visitors Military .Academy, 577,580.
Ernst, Col. 0. R ., 654, 655.
Military Academy Library:
Annual r eport of libraria n, 660.
Establisbmen t of, in Memorial Hall, 580, 584,585.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 183.
Ernst, Col. O. H ., 652,653.
lllilitary Art Instruction:
Artillery school. 175.
Infantry all<1 cavalry school, 169.
lllilitary Attaches:
Legation in Mexico, 182.
Military (;onvicts:
Appropriation for ex penses, 51.
Clothing aml equipage, 270.
Remark s :
Adjutant-General, 71
McCook, Brig. Gen. A. McD., 143.
Trials by general courts-martial, 219.
lllilitary Departments :
California, 11, 57, 80-82, U0-116, 224-226, 315, 316,
391, 395, 487, 488, 491, 501.

Colorado, 11, 57, 78, 79, 82. 132- 144, 240-245, 315
316, :J91, 394,305,487,488,491,501.
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'Military Dc1mrtm ents-Coutinuecl.
Columbia, 11, 57, 80-82, 148-ltiO, 229-236, 315, 316,
_ 395,396,487, 488, 501.

Jlilitarf Posts nncl Rr . ervntion - , ntinn d .
Wat r upply, 3 , 95, 107, !l :l, 3 , :H , 3:!
418-421.

Wharves, 39. 252, 30!l.
Military PrJ 011 LcnY'Pnlforfh:
393, 487, 488, 501.
Appropriation for upport, 51.
East, 11, 74, 75, 82, 102-108, 222-224, 313, 316, 391Clothing. eq uipag ,, and mat ri. I, 26. '.!71.
393, 487,488, 50l.
Con,er i n to . . pri on r 111u111 n<I d, 26.
Missouri, 11, 57, 74-77, 82, 102, 103, 108-110, 220,
Location , tc., of re ervation, 331.
227-229, 313,316,391,393, 487-490, .501.
Mauufactur , 290,291.
Platte, 11, 57, 78, 79, 82, 131, 132, 236-238, 314, 316,
Mean of communication, 4, 331.
391,393, 394,487,488, 501.Remarks:
Texas, 11, 50, 78-82, 144-147, 239, 240,314, 316,391,
.Adjutant-General, 70, 71.
394,484,487,488,491, 5Jl.
1nspector-Gen ral. 98.
llilitary Information Division :
Secretary of War, 25, 26.
Adjutant- General's Office, 22,18 1,182.
Military Schools and College
llilitary Insti-uction:
Seo Colleges.
Cavalry and Light .Artillery Sc hools, 160-167.
lUilitary Telegraph Lines:
Califorma; Department of, 116.
.Appropriations, 50.
Columbia, Department of the, 158.
Business methods, 484,500.
Platte, Department of the, 131.
Field, 13.
Remarks:
Maintenance, etc., 483,484.
Board of Visitors , Military .Academy, 572-5'/4.
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 483,484.
Inspector-General, 92, 93.
Ringgold and McIntosh. 50,483,484,491.
Schofield, Maj. Gen. J.M., 63.
San Francisco Harbor, 494.
Jlilitary Law:
T olls, commercial business, 484, 500.
Lectures, .A.rmy Medical School, 382.
Waclsworth and Hamilton, 494,495.
llilitnry Law Instruction:
Militia:
Infantry and Cavalry School, 170,171.
Clothing an d equip age: 250,251.
Military Posts and Reservations:
Montana, 51 •
.Accommodations for troops_ 325-339.
Nationa l Guard. 23, 24, 51.
.Appropri ations:
Miller, Capt. William .H.:
D ebits and credits, 39, 262, 263.
Finance reports, 613, 614-.
R emittances, 266.
Q. M. D ep artment, West Point, N. Y., 674- 676.
Births, marriages, an d deaths, 413.
Milwaukee, Wis.:
Bridges, 309.
Improving harbor, 43.
Building operations, 303- 309 .
Milwaukee Bay, Wis.:
Columbia, Department of the, 148-152.
H ar bor of refu ge, 43.
Concentration of Army, 9-11.
ltliues nnd Torpedoes:
Custodians, Quartermaster 's Department, 318.
Re1~arks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 698-700.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 319, .325-339, 415-418.
Mingo Creek, S. (.;.:
Exchanges, 13, 72, 105, 131, 147.
Imprm·eruents, 46.
Food and cooking, 421-423.
Minneapolis, lllinn. :
Gardens, 252, 291.
I mproving Mississippi River, 47.
H ealth, 391-396.
Minnesota National Gua!'d:
lee, 1U7.
Encampment., 117, 119.
Inspections, 89-91.
Organized strength, 24.
Ju riscl'n ceded byStatesduringthe year, 318.
ltli1111eso ta Point:
Laundries, 73, 147.
Iruproving, at Superior, Wis., 43.
Libraries, 105, 292.
Minne sota River, ltli1111.:
Lighting, b eating, etc., 320.
Improvements, 49.
Location, etc., of reser vation, 325-339.
Miscellaneous Claims and Accounts:
L yceums, 21, 22, 64, 71, 92, 93, 106, 116, 132, 142,
Quartermaster's D epartment, 291,292.
146.147, 159.
Mis1iillio11 Creek, Del.:
Means of communication, 83-86, 325-339.
Improvement,;, 45.
Ord ers, .Adjutant-General's Office, affecti ng, 318. ltlississi1ipi National Guard:
Photographs, 129,130.
Orgamzed stre11gth, 24.
Post traders' buildings, 39,263.
Mississippi River:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 253,254.
Coustmcting j etties, etc., at South Pass, 47.
Road ways, 309.
Improvements, 47.
Samtary condition, 414,415.
Operating
snag and dredge boats on upper, 47.
Schools, 73. 9J , 105, 131, 144-, 159, 21~, 252, 291.
Reservoirs at b a<lwaters, 47.
Tex11s, Department of, 144, 145.
Mlssissi1ipi River Co mmi ssion:
Title deeds, leases, etc, 318.
Appropriation, etc., 47.
Transfer to Interior Department:
.Mi soula, Fort, ltlont.:
Former y arii, 321-325.
Drainage, stiwerage, etc., 332.
Prdsent year, 254.
Contingent expenses headquarters, 36.
Dakota, 11, 57, 76, 77, 82, 117-130, 245,246,314, lll6,
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lUi~soula, Fort, Mont.-'-'-Continued.
Location, etc., of reservation, 332.
Means of communication, 84,332.
Water supply, 332.
l'llissonri, DPpartment of the:
.Annual report of operations, 108-110.
Cbanges of stations of troops, 108.
Desertions, 229 .
Geographical limits, 82;
Health of the.Army , 391. 393.
Imlian and Oklahoma Territories, 108.
Inspections, 109, 110.
Labor disturbances, 57,102,103,109, 489-490.
Position and distribution of troops, 11, 74-77.
Practice marches, etc., 109.
Rented buildings, 313,316.
Report of judge-advocate, 227-229.
Signaling instruction, 487-489, 501.
Trials by courts-martial, 227, 228.
lllissouri National Guard:
Organized ; trength, 24.
l'llissouri River:
Examination and improvements, 49.
Mobile, Ala.:
Improving harbor, 42.
Measures for defense, 15.
l'llollile (Ala.) National Cemetery:
Water supply, 294.
lllodels:
Guns and mortars at West Point, 668.
lUodoc Indians:
Exp~nses, suppression hostilities, 52.
. lllokelunmi River, Cal.:
Improvements, 49.
!Uoney Accounts:
Inspections, 91.
Quartermaster's Department, 268.
Remarks, In spector-General, 205-208.
Sig/nal Office, 503.
lUoney and Property Branch, Q. 111. G.:
Annual report of operations, 267, 268.
Money accounts and property returns, 268.
Scope and character of work, 267,268.
Work done during year, 268.
l!Ionongahela River:
lmpro·veruents, 45, 46.
Purchase of upper lock and dam, 45.
lllonroe, Fort, Va.:
Artesian well, 38.
.Artillery target practice, 175-177.
Artillery school, 173-178.
Barracks and quarters, 177, 178.
Bridge over Mill Creek, 3!l.
Discipline, 177.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 39,106,177,332.
Location, etc., of reservation, 332.
Losses by tire, 312.
Means of communication, 84, 332.
Modern hospital and gymnasium needed, 106.
Post school, 105.
Sanitary condition, 177.
Water supply, 107, 177, 332.
Wharf, 39.
Monroe, Fort, Arsenal, Va.:
Means of communication, 86.

Monroe, lUich.:
Improving harbor, 43.
l'\loufana :llilitia:
Appropriation for military stores, 51.
Montana National Guard:
Organized strength. 2J .
l'llontana Volunteers:
Services, etc., Nez Perce Indian war, 52.
l'\lontgomery, l<'ort, N. Y.:
Location, etc. , of r eservat.ion, 332.
Means of communication, 84, 332.
Monument, Ariz.:
Affair at Emerson's Rauch, 140.
Monumental Commission:
Permanent, recommended, 32.
Monuments:
Appropriations for purchase, etc. , 53.
Battle, West Point, N. Y., 658, 674.
Chickamauga and Chattanooga Park, 28.
Gettysburg, Pa. , 52.
Grant, at Washington , 32.
La Fayette, 52.
Permanent monumental commission, 32.
Statues, Hancock, Logan, Sheridan, and Sherman, 32, 52.
Washington, 38.
Washington's Headquarters, Newburg, N. Y.,52.
l'lloosabec Bar, iUe.:
Improvements , 44.
l'llorgan, Brig. Gen. Michael R.:
lloard of Commissioners, Soldiers' Home, 521.
l'llorgau, Fort, Ala.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 332 .
Means of communication, 85, 332.
l'llorrison, Capt. C. C.:
Obituary, 681.
Mortar Carriages:
Easton & Anderson 12-inch, 697.
Gordon 12-incb, 18, 697, 698, 713,715,716.
Pneumatic 12-iuch, 698,710,713, 714.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 17, 18.
JUortars:
Allotment for mounting at Sandy Hook, 710, 713.
Carriages, .697, 698,710, 713-716.
Models, W est Point, N. Y., 668.
Seacoast 12-incb, 18, 19,687.
Moultrie, Fort, S. C.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 332.
Means of communication, 85, 332.
Mound City N11tional Cemetery:
Roadway, 255,294.
lllount Desert, JUe.:
Breakwater to Porcupine Islands, 39.
Mount Yen1011, '\'a.:
Snn-ey of road for aqueduct bridge, 51.
l'llount Vernon Banacks, Aln.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 331S.
Indian prisoners, 26, 27,251,413.
Location, etc., of reservation, 333.
Means of communication, 85, 333.
T eachers of Indians, 347.
Water supply, 333.
lllovallle Submarine Torpedoes:
Appropriation available for purchase, 714.

Mule Shoes a1l(l Nails:
Purchases, 289.

INDEX.
Mumps:
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National D fi n e-Continu d.
Prevalence of, in Army, 399.
R mark - ontinu d.
Murderkill Rher, Del.:
Oti , rig.
n. E. ., 14 15~.
Improvements, 45.
' crctary of War, 15-li .
lUuseum, We st Point, N. Y. :
ee also Board of Ord. and Fnrtijication.
Purchase of :,;how case recommended, 599,604.
National Guard :
11l u~ke;;on, :.'llich.:
·
Appropriation, increa, r cowru ntl <l , 1 2.
Improving barbor, 43 .
Arming and equipping, !il.
llluskiugum River, Ohio:
Clothing and equipage, 271, 272.
Improvemeuts, 48.
Illinois, 489.
Myer, Fort, Va.:
Infantry and Cavalry chool, 172.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 333.
Labor disturbance~, 4 .
Location, etc., of reservation, 333.
Medical department, 388, 3 9.
Means of communication, 85, 333.
Meeting of association of militar.r surg ons, 389.
Water supply, 107,333.
Organi zed strcngtb, etc., 24.
Mystic River:
Publications of War Department, 181, 182.
Improvements , 44.
Quartermaster stores, 271.
Nautucket, iUass.:
Regnlar troops at encampment , 146, 182.
Impro\'ing harbor, 40.
Relatious with Medical Department, 13.
Narragansett Bay, R. I.:
Remarks:
Improvements, 44.
Howard, Maj. Gen. O. O., 106, 107.
Measures for defense, 15.
Secretary of' ·war, 23, 24.
N:trrag:wgns River, :lie.:
Signaling instruction, 497.
Improvements, 44.
Small arms and equipments, 14.
Nashville (Tenn.) N:ttional Cemetery:
National Homes, Disabled Soldiers, etc.:
Care and maintenance., 294.
Appropriations for support, 51.
N:itchez, !Uiss.:
Improving harbor, 42.
National Homes, Disabled 'l'ohrnteers, etc.:
National Cemeteries:
Remarks:
Inspector-General, 208-211.
Annual report of care and maintenance, 292-295.
Appropriations:
Lawton, Lieut. Col. H. 1V., 208,209.
National Parks:
Debits aud credits, 51,260,261,263.
Chickamauga and Chattanooga, 27, 28, 39.
Expenditures during the year, 296-299.
General Grant, 110.
Remittances, 264, 265.
Sequoia, llO, HI, 336.
Barrack and office furniture, 298-299.
Yellowstone, 31, 39, 49.
Buildings and grounds, 296,297.
Yosemite, 110,111,339.
Drain age, sewerag;, etc., 296,297.
Employes, 236, 29i.
Navajo Indians:
Depredations, 140.
Erect10n of bnild iugR, etc., 293.
Murder of WiJ!iam Smith, 141.
Flags and halyards, 299.
Naval Academy:
Flagstaffs, 293, 298, 299.
Physiology and hygiene course, 621-628,
Forage, 298,299.
Fuel, 298, 299.
Navigation:
Removing sunken vessels, etc., 50.
Harness, etc., 298, 299.
Headstones for graves, 30, 51, 254, 262, 266,293,294. Navy De1nu·tment:
Navy of the United Sta tes, 112-115.
Inspections, 91.
Navy of the United States:
Interments, 292, 298, 299.
L a bor dis turbances, 112-115.
Lawn-mowers, 299.
Nebraska National Guard:
Memorial Day Rervices, 293.
Organized strength, 24.
Purchases of Janel, 293, 296.
Necltez Rirn1·, Tex.:
Roadways, 51,254,255,263,266,293,294.
Remarks:
Improvements, 48.
Nelt:tlem Bay, Oreg.:
Inspector-General, 214.
Improvemeuts 44.
Quartermaster-General, 254, 255.
Neuse Hive)·, N. C.:
Secretary of War, 30.
Improvements,
46.
Removal to, of remains, 293.
Nevada National Guard:
Repairs to grounds, 254.
Organized strength, 24.
Rostrums, 293.
New Bedford, !Uass.:
Superintendents, 51. 260,261, 264, 293.
Improving harbor, 40.
Transportation. 298 299.
Newbern, N. C.:
Water supply. 254, 294.
·waterway to Beaufort, N. C., 41.
National l)efense:
Complet-ion of armament, etc .. estimate, 16.
Newbern (N. C, ) National Cemetery:
Road way, 294.
Guns and mortars onstructed and required, 16.
Remarks :
Newburg, N. Y,:
Howard, Maj. Uon. O. 0., 103.
Monument at Washington's headquarters. 52,
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Newburyport, ::!Jass.:
Improving harbor, 40.
New (;astle, Colo.:
Labor disturbances, 139,140.
New Castle, Del.:
Ice harbor, 41.
New Hampshire National Guard:
Org-auized strength, 24.

Nomini Creek, Va.:
Irnprovemeuts, 45.
Noncommissioned Officers, Staff:
Commissary s ergeants, -348.
Post quartermaster sergeants, 267.
Sign·a1 sergeants, 497.
Norfolk Harbor, Ya.:
Waterway to Albemarle Sound, 46.

New Haven, Conn.:

North Carolina National Guard:
Organized strength, 2,1.
North Dakota National G tiard:
Organized s~rengtli, 21 .
Northern and Northwestern Lakes:
SurveyR, 51.

Brc:::k water, 40.
New Jersey National Guard:
Brigade reviews, etc., Sea Girt, N. J., 107.
New infantry drill, lOU, 107.
Organjzed strength . 24.
New lUexico National Guard:
Organized str ength, 2-i.
Newport, Ky . :
Post near. See Thomas, Fort, Ky
New1>ort, R. I.:
ImproYing harbor, 40.
Newport Barracks, Ky.:
Jrainage, sewerage, etc ., 333.
Location, etc ., of rcsorvation, 333.
Means of communication, 85, 333.
Water supply, 333.
Ne w River, N. C.:
ImprnYemeuts. 46.
Waterways to Beaufor t and Swansboro, 41, 46.
New River, Ya.:
IrnproYements, 45.
Ncws1rn1>ers, etc.:
Post libraries, 292.
New York, Governor of:
Veto message, Cullum legacy, 677.
New York, N. Y.:
Measures for defense, 15, 17, 700.
Quartermaster depot, 333.
New York Arsenal, N. f.:
Means of communication, 86.
New York Harbor, N. Y.:
.AppropFiation, hm·bor obstruction, 88.
Improvements, 41.
Map, 709, 715,
New York National Guard:
Organized strength, 24.
Nez Perce Inuians:
Services and sup-plies, Montana volunteers, 52.
Niagara, Fort, N. \' . :
Drainage, sewerage. etc .. 333.
Location, etc., of reservation, 333.
Losses by fire, 312.
Means of communication, 85,333.
Water snpply, 333.
Niagara. River, N. Y.:
lmpruYements, 41, 45.
Ni'lbrarn, Nebr.:
Construction of bridge, 39, 263, 312.
lSiol..11·ara, Fort, lliebr.:
Draiuage, e werage, etc ., 333 .
Location, etc., of r eservation, 333.
Means of COJ1.1Illunication, 85,333.
Transfer of troops to Chicago, 109.
Wat r snpply, 333.
Nolan Ran ge Finder:
Tegts to be macte, 702,729,731.

Northern Pacific R. R. Disturbances:
Coxeyites or Commonwealers, 110, 124, 125.
Labor disturbances, 120-129.
No:r·~:,1.Landing River:
Improvements, 45.
Noxubee River, lUiss.:
Improvements, 47.
Oaldaml, Cal.:
ImproYing harbor, 43.
Obeys River, Tenn.:
Improvements, 48.
Obion Rh'er, Tenn.:
Improvemen ts, 48.
O1.Jserrntion Room:
Proving ground, Sandy Hook, N. J., 710,715.
OcC'o11uan Creek , Va.:
Iillprovementfl, 45.
Ocmulgee River, Ga.:
Improvements, 46.
Oconee River, Ga.:
Improvements, 46.
Oconto, Wis.:
Improvin g harbor, 43.
Ocracoke Inlet, N. C.:
Improvements, 46.
Ogdensburg, N, Y.:
Improving harbor, 41.
Oglethorpe, Fort, Ga.:
Location, etc., of rei,erYation, 333.
Means of communication, 85, 333.
Ohio National Guard:
Organized strength, 24.
Ohio R,ver:
Operating snag boats, 48 .
Surveys and improvementR, 48.
Oklahoma National Guard:
Organized strength , 24- .
Oklahoma Territory :
Preservation of nnl er, etc., 108, 109.
Relief of destitute citizens, 53.
Olcot~, N. L:
Improvin g harbor, 41.
Oly mpia, Wash.:
Improving harbor, 44.
O:n:ih:i, Nebr.:
.Bellevue ri fie rnnge, 37.
.Military storehoul:!t>. 262, 266.
N e w post. S e Crook, Fort, Nebr.
Oiuah:1 Depot, l\'ehr.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 333.
~i!itary storehouse, :J9.

INDEX.
Omaha, Fort, Nebr.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 3:J3.
Location, etc., of reservation, 333.
Losses by fire, 312.
Means of communication, 85, 333.
Water supply, 333.
Onancock, fa.:
Improving harbor, 41.
Ontario, Fort, N. Y.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 333.
Location, etc., of reservation, 333.
Means of communication, 85,333.
Water supply, 333.
Ontonagon, lllicl1.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Oostenaula Uher, Ga.,
Iwproveruents, 46.
Ordnance Department:
Ordnance, ordnance stores, etc., 37, 94.
Salaries, Ordnance Bureau, 36.
Ordnance, Ordnance Stores, etc.:
Appropriation, 37.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 94.
Oregon National Guard:
Organized strength, 24.
Osage River:
Improvements, 49.
Oswego, N. Y.:
Improving harbor, 41.
Otis, Brig. Geu. Elwell S.:
Annual report, Dept. of the Columbia, 148-160.
Assumes command , Dept. of the Columbia, 148.
Itemarks:
Defenses, etc., north west frontier, 148-152.
Drill halls and gymnasiums, 159.
Enlistments and re-enlistments, 158, 159.
• Medical officer s, 370.
Po!=lt schools, 159.
l'ost lyceum, 159.
Otter Creek, Vt.:
IrnproYements, 44.
Ouacltita River:
Improvements, 48.
Outline Figure Card System :
Identification of deserters, 388.
Out11ost Cahle Carts and Cables:
Remarks, Chief Signal Office.r, 491,
Pacific Railroads:
See Railroad Transportation.
Pamlico River, N. C.:
ImproYeruents, 46.
Pamunkey River, Va.:
Improvem ents, 45.
Parasites iu lllan :
L~cturcs, Army Medical School, 383.
Parker, :Uaj. Richard(;,:
Reports, Soldiers' Home, D. C., 530-536, 547-563.
Parks:
rational, 31, 39,110,111.

Pasquotank Uiver, N. (;.:
Iruprovcmcnts, 46'.
Passaic River, 1'. ,J. :
Improvements, 45.
Passo Cavallo, Tex.:
Impro,·emen·s, 47.
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PathoJogicnJ J,nboratory, Army Jie,J. School:
\\·ork douo d11ri11g tbe year, 3 0, 3 1.
Patten, Capt. Wm. S. :
·
Report, foe'! tests, 295.
Patuxent Rher, Md.:
Impro,·emeuts, 45.
Pawcatuck River, R. I, :
Improvements. 44.
Pawtucket River, R. I.:
Improv ements , 44.
Pay, Bounty, etc., Volunteers:
Appropriations, expenditures, etc., 52.
Mexican War, 52.
Pay Corps:
Accounts of paymasters, 472.
Changes in personnel, 472, 473.
Mileage, paymasters and clerks, 478.
Pa.rrnents, 478.
Receipts during yr. endg. June 30, 1894, 476,477.
Remarks, Secretary of \Va1·, 9.
Statements of trips made, etc., 478.
Pay Department:
Annual report of operations, 409-473.
Collections, clothing and equipage, 272.
Deposits of enlisted men, 409, 476, 477.
East, Department of the, 107.
Financial statements, 4fl9, 470, 474-479.
P~y Corps, 9,472,473, 470-478 .
Paymai;ter-Gcneral's Office, 36, 349, 350, 469-473.
Pay of the .Arm_r,13,14 36,37,67,69,187, 188,469,471
Remarks, Secretary of War, 8, 9. ·
, Paymaster-General:
.A.11nual report, 469-473.
Remarks:
A.rmy disbnrsemEnts, 471,472.
Clerical forP-e, P. M. Gen. 's 0., 472.
Deposits, eulisted men, 469.
Mileage, 470, 471.
Paymasters' accounts, 472.
Pay of the Army, 469.
Pay of Yolnnteers, 470.
Retained pay, 471.
Sal~s on credit to enlisted men, 34'9, 350.
Paymaster-General's Office:
Clerical force, 472.
Paymaster-General, 349,350, 469-473.
Salaries, 36.
Pay of the Army:
Appropriations, 36.
Increased, 07.
Military Academy, 37.
Remarks:
.Adjutant-General, 187,188.
Paymaster-General, 469.
Retained, 13, 14, 69, 188,471.
Peach Springs, Ariz.:
Labor di!:!turbances, 139, 140.
Pearl River, llllss.:
Improvements, 47.
Pearson, (;ol. E, P.:
Remark , Post lyceums, 142.
Peck, Lieut. Fremont r.:
Do:.m l of Ordnance and l<'ortiflcation, 681.
Pembina, Fort, X. Dak.:
Drainage, sowerngC', etc., 333.
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Pembina, Fort, N. Dak.-Continued.
Location, etc., of reservation, 333.
Means of commuuicatiou, 85, 333.
Water supply, 333.
Pennington, Lieut. Col. A. C. M.:
Range Finders Boanl, 729.
Pennsylvania National Guard:
Organized strength, 24.
Penobscot River, llle.:
Improvements, 44.
Pens:icola, Fla.:
Improving harbor, 42.
Measures for defense, 17.
Pensaukee, Wis.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Pensions aml Pensioners:
Inmates Solc1iers' Home, D. C., 25,521, 52il, 5'24,
534, 535, 542-544, 563.
Pentwater, lllich.:
ImproYing harbor, 43.
Periodicals:
Post libraries, 292.
Perry, Mr. Leslie J.:
Board of Publication, War Records, 516.
Pernnite:
]'ignrc of merit, B, C, and D, 707.
Petalumas Creek, Cal.:
Impro\·ements, 49.
Petit Jean River 1 Ark.:
Improvements, 48.
Petoskey, l\lich. :
Improving harbor, 43.
Philaclelphia, Pa. :
Improving harbor, 41.
Measures for defense, 15, 17.
Phipps, l\!;tj. Frank H.:
Board of Ordnance arid Fortification, 681, 712.
Committee, high explosives, 703, 709.
Torpedo board, 699.
Phmnix, Fort, l\lass. :
Locatiou, etc. , of reservation, 333.
Means of communication , 85, 333.
Pltoto gm1>hs:
Military posts, etc ., 12D, 130.
Picken s, Fort, Fla. :
Location, etc ., of reservation, 334.
Means of communication, 85, 334.
Pike, Fort, La.:
Location, etc. , of reservation, 334.
M eans of communication , 334.
Pike's Peak , (.;olo.:
Road way to signal s tation, 50.
Pilot Butte~ Camp_ Wyo.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 334.
Means of communication, 85,334.
Water supply, 334.
Pitt. burg, Pa.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 334.
Lease of reservation, etc., 319.
Plaquemine Bayou, La. :
Improvements, 47.
Plate, Dr. Otto:
Assistant librarian. Military .A.cad., 653.
Platform · :
Barbettf'I carriages, 698, 710, 713.
Estimates for 1806, 710.

Platforms- Continne(l.
Guns used for tests of high explosives, 713.
Pne uwat ic 12-inch mortar carriages, 6()8, 710,713.
Rapid-fire gnns, 698 . 710, 715.
West Point, :N". Y., on.

Platte, Department of the:
Annual report of operations, 131, 132.
Changes of stations of troops, 131.
Disciplin e, 131.
G eographical limits, 82.
H ealth, 3!Jl, 393, 394.
Indian affairs, 131.
Labor dis turbances, 57.
Military instruction, 13 l.
Position and distribution of troops, 11, 73, 79.
Post comrnandera' inspections, 131.
Post exchanges, 131 .
Post lyceums, 132.
Post schools, 131.
Prn.ctice marches, etc., 131.
R ent ed buildings, 314, 316.
Report of acting jULlge-advocate, 236-238.
Signalin g instruction, 131,487,488,501.
Sruall-arrus practice, 131.
Trials b y courts-martial , 236-238.
Union Pacific Ilailroad, 131.
Pfatts lmrg Barracks, N. Y.:
Building operation, 39, 253, 262,266,303,304.
Drainage, ;;ewerage, etc .. 334.
Location, etc., of reservation, 334.
Means of communication, 85,334.
Mess, 257.
Water supply, 334.
Pleurisy:
P r eYalence of, in Army, 409.
Plymouth, Mass.:
Improving harbor. 40.
Pneumatic Gun (.;arriage 1uul Power Com11a11y:
Carriage, 12-inch mortar, 098, 713, 714.
Proposals, etc., for modified type 10-incb disap·
JJearing carriage, 088-691.
Pneumatic 10-inch ll isa11peari11g Carriage :
R emarks, Bd . of O!'Cl. a11 <1 Fortification, 088.
Pneumatic l\l odified 10-iuch Disappe:wing Carriage:
.A.ct of Congress August 1, 1894, 682.
Allotment for purchase, 694, 716.
Comp. with modified Gordon carriage. 693. 604.
Estimates for possil.Jle premiums, 710.
Proposals and specifications submitted, 688-691,
R eports anu action of Board of Ordnance :wd
:Fortification, 691-094.
Pneum:ttic 12-inch lllorta1· Ca1Tiage:
Allotm ent for platform 1ml tests, 698, 710, 713.
Powder an<l projectiles, 714.
Pneumonia:
PreYalc11c of. in Army, 409.
Point Dumas, (;al.:
Sur\·ey of Pacific coa:;t, 43.
Point Judith, R. I.:
Harbor of refuge, 40.
Point Judith Pond, It. I.:
I mproving entrance, 40.
Police:
Remarks, Inspector-General , 96.
Poli ce nn<l Fire Doar<l, Denver, Colo. :
Conflict with Governor Waite, 132-136.

INDEX.
Popham, Fort, Me. :
Location, etc., of reservation , 334.
.Means of communjcat10u, 85,334.

Porc111>i11e Islands, JUe. :
Breakwater from Mount Desert, 39.

Portage Lake, 1Uicl1.:
Harbor of refuge, 42.

Portage Lake and Lake Superior Canals, Mich. :
Examination , 49.

Port Chester, N. Y. :
Improvin g harlJOT, 41.

Port flintou , Ohio:
lmproYing harbor, 42.

Porter, Fort, N. Y. :
Drainage, sewerage. etc., 334.
Location . etc., of reservation, 334.
Means of communication, 85, 334.
Water supply, 334.
Port Hudson (La.) National Cemetery:
lfoadway. 294.
Port Jefferson. N. Y.:
Irnpro·dng harbor, 41.
Portland, Me. :
Improviug harbor, 40.
Measures fot defense, 15-17.
Portsmouth, N. H. :
. Improvin g harhor, 40.
Position, etc., of Troo1>s:
Exhibit, 74-81.
Position Finders:
Sec Range and Position Finde1·.
Posse t:omitatus Act:
Remarks, Maj. Gen. J.M. Schofield, 58.
Postage:
Appropriations. War Department, 36.
Post Uakeries:
Purchase of supplies, 252, 201.
Post tommanders :
Platte, Department of the, 131.
Post Commanders' Inspection Reports:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 214.
Post Exchanges:
Colorado, De1,artment of the, 142.
Financial operations, 72.
Platte, Department of the, 131.
Remarks:
.Adjutant-General, 72.
Howard, Ma,j. Geu. O. O., 105,106.
Wheaton, Brig. Gen. Frank, 147.
Sales to, of subsistence supplies, etc., 13.
Post Gardens:
Purchase of supplies, 252, 291.
Post Laundries:
Remarks:
.Adjutant-General, 73.
Wheato11, Brig. Gen. Frank, 147.
Post LibrarieH:
East, Department-of the, 105.
Newspapers and periodicals, 292.
Post Lyceums:
California, Department of, 116.
Colorado, Department of the, 142.
Platte, Department of the, 132.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 71.
Howard, Maj. Ge11. O. O., 106.
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Remark -Continu d.
In pector-General, 92, 93 .
McCook, Brig. Gen. . McD .• 142.
Otis, Brig. Gen. E. .. 159.
Schofield, Maj. G n. J . M., 6-!.
S er tary of War, 21, 22.
Wheaton, Brig. Gen . Frank, 146, 147.
Post Quartermn ter- ergeaut
.Assignments, etc., 267.
Post Schools:
Colorado, Department of the, 144.
East, Department of the, 105.
Monroe, Fort, Va., 105.
Platte, Department of the, 131.
Purchase of supplies, 252,291.
Remarks:
Adjutan t-General, 73.
Inspector-Gen eral , 94, ;!12.
Otis, Brig. Gen. E. S., 159.
Post Telegra11h Practice:
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 486.
Post Traders' Buildings:
Purchases, 39,263.
Potomac River:
Improvements, 45 .
Powders:
Brown, 716 .
Remarks, Secretary of War, 20.
Smokeless. 20, 703, 706-i08, 710, 714, 715.
United States rifle, 707 .
Powow River, lUass.:
Impro,ements, 44.
Practice Marches, Fiel . Jllaneuvers, etc.:
California, Department of, 110, 111.
Cavalry and Light .Artillery School, 161-164.
Columbia, Department of the, 157-159.
Expeuses of transportation, 252, 283.
Military colleges, 202.
Missouri, Department of the, 109.
Platte, Department of tl1e. 131.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 204.
Pratt Range Fin<ler:
Results of tests, 702, 729.
Preble, Fort, JU.e. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 334.
Location, etc., of reservation, 334.
Means of communication, 85, 334.
Water supply, 334.
Presidio of San Fr:rncisco, Cal.:
Bnilding operations, 253,307,
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 334.
Impro"\"ement of reservation, 254, 307,308.
Location, etc., of reservation, 334 .
Means of commnnication, 85,334.
Roadways, 51,263,266,308.
Water supply, 308,334.
Previous Conviction:
Cases brought before courts-martial, 219.
Remarks, Capt. Charles .\1cClure, 230, 2:n.
Printing, etc.:
Artillery School, 177.
Quartermaster·s Department, 292.
Prisoner ' Clothing:
Manufacture, Leavenworth Prison, 270.

INDEX.
Prisoners of War:
Commutation of rations, 52,351.
Private Propel'ty:
Claims for destruction, 52, 53.
Proctor, Hou. Redfle)(l:
Board of Visit.ors, Military Academy, 571,
Projectiles:
Remarks , Secretary of ·war, 20.
Protiel'ty Returns·:
Quartermaster's Department, 267, 268.
Providenrc Hospital:
Support of destitute patients, 38,357,363,364.
Providence River, R. I. :
·
Improvements, 44.
Provincetown, Mass.:
lmprovmg harbor, 4.0.
Proving Ground, Sandy Hook, N. J.:
Appropriation, 37.
Erection of platforms, 698, 710, 713, 715.
Beath . Capt. Frank:, in charge, 703.
:Means of commnnicatrnn, 87.
Mounting mortars-in battery, 710,713.
Observatrnn room, 710, 715.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 19.
Search lights, etc , 710, 715, 716.
Psyrhrometer, Sling:
Artillery target practice, 487.
Public Animals:
.Appropriations, cav·alry and artillery horses:
Debits and credits, 37,260,261.
Remittances. 264.
Cavalry and artillery horses, West Point, N. Y .,
579, 599. 600.

Number on hand June 30, 1894, 288.
Purchases. 252, 287.
Remarks, Inspector-General. 101, 211.
Sales, 287, 675-677.
Summary, purchased, sold, and died, 288.
Public Buildings and Grounds:
Care of, and improv.oment, 38.
Salaries and contingent expenses, 36.
Publications:
Military Information Division, A.G. 0., 181,182.
War of tlie Rebellion, 33,515,516.
Puget Sound, Wash.:
ImproYements, 50.
Measures for protection, 150,151.
Pulaski, Fort, Ga. :
Location. etc., of reser,alion 334.
Means of communication, 85,334.
Pullman, Capt. John W.:
.Appropriation for relief, 53.
Pulmonary Consumption:
Pre,nlence of, in Army, 409.
Purchases:
Addit1onnl land for national cemeteries, 293,296.
Brown, Fort, Tex., Reservation, 30.
Clotbin~ and equipage, 269, 274-281.
Eagle Pass, Tex., Reservation, 39.
Headstones for graves, 30, 51 , 262, 266.
H orse and mule shoes, etc., 289.
Illuminating supplies, 288.
Post traders' buildings, 39, 2G3.
Public ammals, 287.
Regular supplies, Q. :M. Dept., 252,290.
Stoves and ranges, 289.

Purchases-Continued.
Supplies, bakery, schooli:1, and gardens, 252,291.
Tableware and kitchen utensils, 252, 291.
Telephones, 492.
Veterinary supplies, 288.
Wagons, carts, etc., 288.
Quartermaster-General:
Annual report., 24!l-257.
List of papers, annual report, 258, 339.
Remarks:
Aluminum equipments; 251.
Barracks and quarters, 252.
Boots, 251.
Clerical force, Q. M. G. 0., 257.
Clothing and equipage, supplies, 250, 251.
Drill halls, 254.
Dnti es, Q. 1\1. Department, 250.
Hall of Records, 256, 257.
Hospitals. 26ll.
Hospital steward's quarters, 253.
Leggrngs, 251.
Memorial Bridge, 255.
Military vosts and reservations, 253, 254.
National cemeteries, 254. 255.
Regnlar supplies, Q. M. Dept., 252.
Rubber capes, 251.
Transportation of the Army, 252.
Quartermaster's Department:
.Annnal report of operation s, 249-257 .
Army servicemen, 2C7, C67.
Barracks and qiiartcrs. 13, 36, 63, 172. 1n, 177,
212, 252, 253, 259-261, 264, 290, 300-309, 311-316,
414,415,579.
Bnsiness meth o<ls, 257.

Civilian employes, 267.
Clothing and e11 uipage, 37, 69, 27-!-281, 423, 424,
545, 675, 679.

Clothing and eqnipage r eturns, 268.
Columbia, Department of the, 160.
Contracts, 289.
Custodians , military posts, 318.
Depots, 212, 21:::1. 316.
East, Dcpartmeut of the, 107.
Financial statements:
Clothing and eqnipage:
Appropriations dh·erted. 271.
Collections, Pay Dept., 272.
Issues, 271, 272.
Purchases aml m:mufactures. 269, 270, 271.
Receipts and expenditures, 269.
Remittanc<'s, 269.
Sales, 270, 272, 273 .
Military posts nod reservations:
Barracks and quarters, 300-307.
13ox lockers, 311.
Bridges, 309, 312.
Hospitals, 310, 311.
Ilospital steward '8 quarters, 311.
Iron flagstaffs. 312.
Lighting ancl heating, 320.
Presidio of Sau Francisco, 307, 308.
Property rented, 313-316.
Roadways, 309 .
Shooting galleri s ancl ranges, 310.
Water, sewerage, and plumbing, 319.
Wharvc1:1, 309.
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flua rtnmaster' s Department-Continued.
Financial statements-Con tinned.
Regular suppli es :
Field desks, 291.
Harness and barnes;; i:,npplies, 290.
Horse and mule shoes, e tc., 289.
Illumina ting supplies, 288.
Mats, 2fll.
Mess furniture, 291.
Paymentl:l, general depots, 290.
Post bakeries, gardens, and schools, 291.
Public animals, 287, 288.
Stove all(} range furniture, 290.
Sto-ves and ran "CS 289
Tableware aDCl Idt'.c he~ utensils, 291.
Veterinary supplies, 288.
·wagons, carts, etc .. 288.
'l.'rnnsportation of the Army:
Cost, 282-286.
Earnings, Pacific railroads, 284.
. :l\fovement of troopi,, 283.
Practice marches, etc., 283.
Small arms practice, 283.
Vessels hired and owned, 285.
Fiscal affairs, 240-255.
General duties, 250.
Incidental expenses, 36, 259-261, 264,265,290,674,
675 , 67'.'.

List of papers, report Q. M. General, 258,339.
Money accounts and property returns, 267,268.
Officers, regular establishment, 267.
Post quartermaster-sergeants, 267.
Public animal;;, 37,101, 211,252,250, 261, 264,287,
288, 579, 599 000, 675-677.

Quartermast.e r-General's Office, 36, 257-299, 300316, 339.

Re_g-ular sapplie&, 36, 252, 259-201, 264, 265, 287, 291,302,674, 677.

Remarks:
In spector-General, 96.
Quartermaster-General, 250.
Secretary of War, 8, 9.
Transportation of the Army, 13, 37, 252, 259-261,
201, 265, 282-286, 290, 298, 299, 302,309,470,471,
556,674,677.

~uartennaster-General's Office :
Darracks an<l Quarters Branch, 300-316.
Cemeterial Branch , 29:l-299.
Claims Branch , 292.
Clerical force , 257,267.
Clothing and Equipage, Supply .Branch, 268-281.
Clothing and Equipage, Returns Branch, 268.
Finance Branch, 258-266.
Inspection Branch, 267.
Mail and Record Division, 291.
Money and Property .Branch, 267,268.
Q:tar1.ermastcr-Geuera l, 249-258, 339.
Records, Files, and Claims Branch, 291,292.
Regular Snp1,lies Branch, 286-291.
Salari es, 3G.
'l'ransportation Branch, 282-286.
Quartermaster's Depots:
Uemark<i, Inspector-General, 212, 213.
Rented buildings, 316.
Quartermaster's Stores :
Appropriation for claim.i, 263.
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Quartermaster's .'tores- ontinued.
.A wards ancl c);1im . , 53
Bowruan Act. 53.
Claims, act of' July 4, 1 '64, 53.
Issue,1 to mi11tia . 271.
West Point. N. Y .. 674-677.
Wyoming. 51.
Quick -ff re Guns:
.Armstrong 700, 701, 716.
Can et, 700, 701.
Hotchkiss, 700, 701
Maxirn-Nordenlelt. 700, 701.
Schneider, 12 cm., 700, 701, 714, 715.
Racine, Wis.:
Impro,ing harbor. 43.
R.ackarock:
Figure of merit, 707.
Raccoon River, N. J.:
Improvem ents, 45.
· Rafferty Locator:
Allotments for purchase, 713,716.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 702.
Railroad Transportation :
Boud-aided Pacific, 37, 252, 263, 284.
Land grant, 252.
Randall, Fort, S. Dak. :
Transfer to Interior Department, 254.
Range and Position Finders:
Aide-Tireur, 702, 715, 729, 731.
Alterations, etc ., azimuth circles, 713.
Board of, proceedings and results of tests, 701,
702, 727 -737.

Broad arrow. 702, 729.
Estimates for 1896, 710.
Fisk"e, 702, 713, 728, 731, 733.
Hess, 714.
· La bbez telemeter, 702, 729.
Lewis, 702, 713, 727, 728, 731, 732, 734.
Map of New York Harl>or, 709.
Nolan, 702, 7m, 731.
Pratt, 702, 729.
Purchase.of material for ie;it purposes, 713.
Rafferty relocator, 702, 713, 716.
Range scales, 713.
Rejection of, em bodying optical principle of
sextant, 702, 729.
Remarks:
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, 701-703.
Secretary of War, 20.
Shelter house, Fort Wadsworth, 713.
Telegraph between Forts Hamilton and Wadsworth, 709, 715.
Telephone cords, 715.
Unge, 702, 729. 731.
Watkins, 702. 729,731.
Weavers plotting device, 702,713.
Weldon, 702. 72D, 731.
Zalinski, 702, 713, 714, 728, 730, 731.
Ranges, etc :
Sre Stoves and Ranges.
Range l<'inders Board:
Proceedrngs, 727-737.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 701,702.
Rapid -llro Field Guns:
Pre paration for teats of 6-pounder, 715.
Purchases aiJroad, 714.
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Rapid-fire Guns:
Driggs- Schroeder, 701.
E stimates, 189G, 710.
Fi eld , 714. 71G.
Hotchkiss, 37, 701.
Max1m -Nor<.l enfelt, 701 , 716.
Plat forms for t ests, 698, 710, 715~
Seabnry 70171 3.
Sponsel, 701.
Pun:bast- of, for W est Point, 599,603.
Maxirn -Nor<lenfelt, 6-pounder, 668.
Uappahannock River, Va.:
Impro, ements, 45.
Raritan River, N. J.:
Improv em ents', 45.
Raskazoff Siege Carriage:
AllotnH:nt for repairs, etc., 713.
Uations:
Commntation pri soners of war, etc., 52,351.
ltaton, N. lUex.:
Labor disturbances, 138-140.
Reading Iron (;ompany:
Carriage for Haskell multicharge gun, 713.
Rebellion Record~:
See War of th e R ebellion .
Uecord and Pension Office:
Annual r eport of operations, 507-512.
Card system, 33, 509,510.
Clerical for ce. 510 , 511.
Cunfed erate Archives Division, 189.
Current work. 33, 507- 509.
Ford ·s tb eater building. 36, 512.
R emark s, Secretary of War, 33.
Reorganization , 511 , 512.
J{eYolutionary War records, 33,509.
Salari es , 36.
·war of 1812 r ecords, 33,509.
Record s, Files, and Claims Branch, Q.M.G.O.:
Annual r eport of operations , 291.
Financial s ta t ements, 292.
Miscellaneous claims and accounts, 291, 292.
N ewspapers and periodica ls, 292.
Printing and bindin g, 292.
Recruiting Depot s :
Converted into garrisoned posts, 11, 12.

Recruiting Re ndezvou s :
L ist and means of cc,mmunication , 87.
Number and location, 184,185.
R emarks, Inspector- Gen eral, 212, 213.
Recruiting Service:
Appropriations for expenses, 36.
Depots, 11, 12.
Enlistments and r eenlistments, 12, 65,145,158,
159, 185.

Indian enlistments, 186.
New metbods of conducting, 11, 12,184,185.
Post and r egimental, 11.
Recruit., 12, 184-186 387,388, 461-465.
Remarks:
Howard, MaJ. Gen. 0. 0., 105.
Schofield, MaJ. Gen. J.M., 65.
'e rrtary of War, 11, 12.
R JJcltizvous, 87, l , 185,212, 213.
Stations, 01, 185, 186.

Recruitin g Stations:
Inspections, 91.
Number and location, 185, 1_86.
Recruits :
Applic'ts, with results, examinations, 12,387,461.
Causes of rejection, 387, 461, 462.
Collecting and forwarding to regiments, 184, 185,
Enlistments durmg the year. 186
Statistics relating to, accepted:
A verage age, height, weight, anrl chest meas·
urement, 387, 388, 464, 465.
Nativity, 186, S88, 463.
Reil Bank, N. J. :
Location , etc., of reservation, 334.
Ued River, La.:
Improvements, 47.
Red River of the North:
Imprcvements, 49.
Ree1I, lUaj. W;ilte1·:
'iV ork don e in patliological laboratory, 380,381.
Reedy Island, Del.:
I ce h arbor, 41.
Regimental Records Division, R. and P. Office:
Scope and character of work, ·511.
Regiments:
Heaciq n arters and stations, 87.
Regular Sup1)lies, Q, 111 . Dept.:
Appropriations:
Construction of buildi ngs, 302.
Debits and credits, 36, 259-26l.
Remittances, 264, 265.
Payments at general d epots, 290.
Purchase and manufacture, 287-291.
R emarks, Quartermaster-Gen eral, 252.
Sales, 287, 288.
West Point, N . Y., 674,677.
Regular Sup1)lies Branch, Q. 111. G. O.:
Annual report of operations, 286-291.
Con tract s r eceived and examined , 289.
Financial statements, 287-201.
Scope aml character of work, 286.
Relief' Acts:
Appropriations for paymen t , 53.
Uemittance s:
Quartermaster's Department, 264-266 ..
Remount Depots:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 97.
Remuste r:
R eli ef of commissionecl officers, 508, 509.
Ueno, Fort, Okla. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 334.
Location, etc., of r eservation , 334.
Losses by fire, 312.
Means of communication, 85, 334.
Water s upply, 334.
Rents:
_
Buildings for War Department, 36.
Property and payment, Q. M . Dept., 313-316.
Receipts, West Point, 676.
Reports :
Transportation to foreign countries, 38.
Ueservation Branch, Q. lU. G. O. :
Annual report of operations, 317, 318.
Appendixes to report, 319-330.
Financial statements, 319, 320.
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Itobinson, Fort, Nebr.-Continued.
Retained pay :
Water supply, 335.
Remarks:
Itock Island Arsenal:
.Adjutant-General, 69, 188.
.Appropriation, 37.
Paymaster-General, 471.
Field and siegtl artillery carriages, 18.
Secretary of War, 13, 14,
Means of communication, 87.
Revolutionary War:
Transfer of records to War D epartment, 33, 509. I?ock Island Bridge, rn. :
Care and maintenance, 37.
Revolvers:
Rockland, lll'e.:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 14.
Improving harbor, 39.
Rheumatic Affections:
Rodman, Hi-inch S. ll. Gun:
Prevalence of, in .Army 409.
High explosive experiments, 708, 709, 713, 714.
Rhode Island Nation:11 Guard:
Rostrums:
Organized strength, 21.
N atioual cemeteries, 293.
Richmond (Va.) National Cemetery:
Roadway, 294.
Rouses Point, Lake Champlain, N. Y.:
Breakwater, 41.
Rifle Competition:
Expenses of t ransportation, 252.
Rouge River, lU ich.:
Turning basin, 49.
Rifle Powder, U.S .:
Rough River. Ky.:
Figure of merit, 707.
Improvements, 48.
Riley, Fort, Kaus.:
Cavalry and Light .Artillery School, 160-167.
Rubber Ca1Jes:
Pattern for trial, 273.
Drainage, se-werage, etc., 334.
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 251.
Hospital Corps, company of instruction, 386.
Location, etc., of reservation, 334.
Ruger, Bi-ig. Gen. 'fhomas H.:
L.osses by fire, 312.
.Annual report, Dept. of California, 110-116.
Means of communication, 85, 334.
Ruggles, Brig. Gen. George D. :
Signal school of instruction, 494.
.Adjutant-General, 73.
·water supply, 334.
Board of Commissioners, Soldiers' Home, 521.
Ringgold, Fort, 'fex. :
Sabine Pass, 'fex.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 335.
Improvements, 47.
Location, etc., of reservation, 335.
Sabine River, 'fox.:
Means of communication, 85, 335.
Improvements, 48.
T elegraph line to McIntosh, Ft., 50,483,484,491. Saco River, lUe.:
Water supply, 335.
Improvements, 44.
Rivers and Harbors:
Sacramento River, Cati.:
Remarks, Secretary of vVar, 27.
Improvements, 49.
Roadways:
Survey of mouth, 43.
Chickamauga and Chattanooga Park, 27, 28.
Saginaw River, lllich.:
Expenditures, 252.
Improvements, 49.
Military posts and reservations, 308,309.
Sailors a111l Marines:
National cemeteries, 51,254,255,263,266,293,294.
Labor disturbances, 114, 115.
Pike's Peak, Colo., 50.
St. Clair Flats Canal, MicJ,.:
West Point, N. Y., 657,658.
Improvements, 49.
Yellowstone Park, 31.
St. Croix River, Me.:
Roanoke River, N. C.:
Improvemen ts, 44.
Improvements, 46.
St. .Croix Rh-er, Wis. an(l Minn.:
ltobcrtson, George:
Improvements, 49.
Correspondence with Robertson Gun Board, ·719,
St. Francis Barracks, Fla.:
RolJertson Gun, First Board:
Cession of State jurisdiction, 318 .
.Appointment, etc., 717.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 335.
Correspondence, G. Robertson, 719.
Location, etc., of r eservation, 335.
Proceedings, etc., 717-719.
Means of' communication, 85,335.
Robertson Gun, Second Board:
Water supply, 335 .
.Appointment, etc., 723.
St. Francis River, Ark.:
Proceedings, 723-726.
Improvements, 48.
Robertson Machine Gun:
St. Francis River, lllo.:
.Allotment for test, tripod mount, etc., 713.
Improvements, 49.
Letter from inventor, 719.
St. Johns River, Fla.:
Proceedings of testing boards, 717-719, 723- 726 .
Iruprovemeuts, 47.
Programmes for test, 720, 723.
St. Josrph, :tlich. :
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 701.
Impro,ing harbor, 43.
, ynopsis of tests, 720-722, 724, 725.
St. Lawrence River, N. Y.:
Robinson, Fort, ~ebr.:
Improvements, 45.
Drainage, ewerage, tc., 335.
St. Louis, ~lo. :
Location, etc., of r i;ervation, 335.
Improving l1arbor, 42.
Means of com11111nication, 85,335.
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St. Louis Arsenal, ltlo. :
Location, etc., of reservation, 335
Water supply, 335.
St. Louis Bay, Wis.:
Improvements, 43.
St. Louis Powder Depot, ltlo.:
Means of communication, 87.
St. lUarys Falls Canal, Mich. :
Improvements, 49.
St. lUarys River, Mich.:
Improvements, 49.
St. ,Philip, Fort, La.:
Appropriation, 39.
Location, etc., of reservation, 335~"\
Means of communication, 85, 335.
Salaries, etc.:
Appropriations, War Department, 36,
Salem, lUass.:
Improving harbor, 40.
Sales:
Cavalry and artillery horses, 675,677.
Clothing and equipage, 250,251,270, 274-281.
Condemned property, Signal Office, 503.
Illuminating supplies, 288.
Public animals, 287.
Subsistence supplies and property, 13, 348-350.
Salkahatchie River, S. C.:
Improvements, 46.
Sam Houston, Fort, Tex.:
Consolidated mess, 257.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 335.
Location, etc., of reservation, 335. ·)
Means of communication, 85,335. /
Water supply, 335.
San Antonio Arsenal, Tex.:
Means of communication, 87.
San Carlos, Ariz.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 335.
Location, etc., of reservation, 335.
Means of communication, 85, 335.
Water supply, 335.
Sand Beach, Mich.:
Harbor of refuge, 42.
San Diego, Cal.:
Improving harbor, 43.
San Diego· Barracks, Cal.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 335.
Location, etc., of reservation, 335.
Means of communication, 85, 335.
Water supply, 335.
Sandusky City, Ohio:
Improv ing harbor, 42.
Sandusky River, Ohio:
Improvements, 48.
Samly Bay, Cape Ann, Mass.:
Harbor of refuge, 40.
San1ly Hook, N. J.:
Proving ground, 19, 37, 698, 703, 710, 713, 715.
Sandy Hook, N. J., Fort at:
Location, etc., of reservation, 335.
Means of communication, 335.
Water supply, 335.
Sau Franc! o, Cal.:
Break.water between, and traits of Fuca, 43.
Cables for harbor defense, 104.
Impronng harbor, 43.

San Francisco, Cal.-Continued.
Measures for defense, 15, 17,700.
Mid winter Exposition, 495.
Survey of harbor, 43.
San Francisco (Cal.) National Cemeterp
Care and maintenance, 294.
Headstones for graves, '294.
Sanitary Condition of the Army:
Military posts and r.eservations, 414-426,
Monroe, Fort, Va., 177.
Remarks, Inspector General, 96.
Soldiers ' Home, D . C., 521. 529.
WestPoint, J.'f. Y. 615,616.
San Joaquin U.iver, Cal.:
Survey of mouth. 43.
San Juan Island, Wash,:
Location, etc., of reservation, 335.
San Luis Obis))O , Cal.:
Improving harbor, 43.
San Pablo Bay, (;al.:
Surrny. 43.
San Pedro, Cal.:
Location, etc .. of reservation, 335.
Santee River, S. (;,:
Improvements, 46.
Saugatuck, :llich.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Saugatuck River, Conn.:
Improvem ents, 44.
Savannah, Ga.:
Improving harbor, 42.
Measures for defense, 15.
Savannah River, Ga.:
Improvements, 46.
Scammel, Fort, llle.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 335.
Means of communication, 85, 335.
Scarlet Fever:
Prevalence of, in Army, 399, 400.
Sclmeicler 12-cm. Quick-fire Gun:
Allotment (conditional) for purchase, 71 5.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. anu Fortification. 700, 701.
Revocation of allotment, 714.
Sclioflelcl, lUaj. Gen. John ;U.:
Annual report, 57-65.
Appropriation for expenses of office, 36.
Board of Commissioners, Soldiers' Home, 522,
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, 712.
Corresp. Brig. Gen. A . McD. McCook, 137.
Remarks:
Army reorganization, 64.
ilarracks and quarters, 63.
Discipline ancl instruction, 63.
Enlistments and reenlistments, 65.
Fortifications and armament, 63,
Indian troops, 64, 65.
Labor disturbances, 57.
Medical officers, 367.
Military education, 64.
Posse comitatus act, 58.
Recruiting service, 65.
Small arms and :field artillery, 63.
Schuyler, Fort,~- Y.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 336.
Location, etc., of reservation, 835.
Means of communication, 85, 335.
Water supply, 336.
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Schuylkill Arsenal, Pa,:
Location , etc., of reservation, 336.
Means of communication, 336.
Selmylkill Uiver, Pa.:
Improvements, 45.
Sclnvan, lUaj. Theodore:
.Assignment of, to inspection duty, 181.
Scituate, lUass,:
Improving harbor, 40.
Scott Telescopic Sight:
Allotment for purchase, 715.
Seabury Breech Mechanism:
Repairs to B. L. 5-inch rifle fitted with, 713.
Seabury Rapid fire Gun:
.Allotment for purchase, 713.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 701.
Seacoast Defense:
See Nat-ional Defense.
Seacoast Guns:
Breech-ioading rifles, steel:
8-inch, 16, 685-687, 709.
10-inch, 16, 685-687.
12-inch, 16, 685-687.
16-inch, 16.
Brown powders for tests, 716.
Brown segmental tube wire, 684, 685, 714.
Crozer wire-wound 10-inch B. L. rifle, 684.
Estimates, 1896, 710.
.Haskell multicharge, 685, 713, 715.
Woodbridge 10-inch wire-wound, 684.
Remarks, Schofield, Maj. Gen. J.M., S3.
Seacoast Mortars, 12-inch Cast Iron:
Remarks:
Board of OrdnancA and Fortification, 687.
Secretary of War, 19.
Seacoast Mortars, 12-incb Steel:
Remarks:
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, 687.
Secretary of War, 19.
Seacoast, Position Finders :
See Range and Position Finders.
Sea Girt, N. J,:
Brigade reviews, etc., National Guard, 107,
Search Lights:
Erection of tower, 710, 715.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 710,
Removal and reinstalling, 716,
Sect·etary of War:
.Annual report, 3-33.
Remarks:
.Antietam battlefield, 29.
.Apache prisoners, 26, 27.
.Arlington Mem orial Bridge, 32, 33,
Army operations, 3-5.
.Arsenals and armories, 18-20.
.Artillery School, 21.
.J..uxiliary material, 20.
Barbette carriages, 20.
Barracks and quarters, 13.
Batta.lion formation, 5-8.
Cavalry an<l Light Artillery School, 22.
Chickamauga and CI.Jattanooga Park, 27, 28.
Concentration of the .Army, 9-11.
Condemnation ot lands, 30.
Desertions, 13.
D,sciplrne and health of .Army, 12, 13.
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Secretary of War-Continued.
Remarks-Continued.
Dynamite guns, 20, 21.
Education of the .Army, 21, 22.
Enlistments and reenlistments, 12.
Field and siege guns, 14, 15 .
Gettysburg batt1efie1d. 28, 29.
Gun and mortar carriages , 17, 18.
Infantry and Cavalry School, 21.
Library, War Department, 22.
Mackinac Reservation, 31, 32.
Military .Academy, 23.
Military Information Division, .A. G. 0., 22.
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 25, 26 .
Military schools and colleges, 23.
Militia, 23, 24.
Monuments, 32.
National cemeteries, 30.
Post lyceums, 21, 22.
Powders and proJectiles, 20.
Proving grounds, Sandy .Hook, N. J., 19.
Quartermaster's Department, 9.
Range and position finders, 20.
Record and Pension Office, 33.
Recruiting service, 11, 12,
Retained pay, .Army, 13, 14.
Rivers and harbors, 27.
Seacoast defense, 15-17 .
Signal Corps, 13.
clmall arms and equipments, 14.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 25.
Subsistence Department, 9.
Telephones, 13.
War of the Rebellion, Records, 33.
Yellowstone Park, 31.
Sequoia National Park, Cal,:
Location, etc., of reservation, 336.
Means of communication, 336.
Measures for protection, 110, 111.
Seventeenth Street Branch, R, & P. Office:
Scope and character of work, 512.
Sewall, Fort, lllass.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 336.
Means of communication, 85, 336.
SJiar11e, Capt. A. <.:.:
.Annual report and appendixes, 240-245.
Remarks:
Courts-martial, 243.
Desertions, 243 .
Sheboygan, Wis.:
Improving harbor, 43 .
Shell Experiments, HigJ1 Explosives:
Effects of shock and rotation, 708 .
Explosion on impact, 708, 709.
Future tests, 713, 714 .
Igniting mechanism, 708 .
Subterra trials, 706, 707 .
Summary of results, 707.
Shells:
Expmts. with high explosives, 706-709, 713, 714.
Shenandoah Rirer, W, \'a.:
Improvements, 46.
Sheridan, Gen. PJ1llip H.:
Site and peclestal for statue, 32, 52.
beridan, Fort, 111.:
Building operations, 253, 303.
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Sheridan, Fort, 111.-Continued.
Signal Lanterns :
Remarks of Chief ·s ignal Officer, 496,497.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 336.
Drill ball, 254.
Signal Office :
Accounts, 503.
Location, etc, of reservation, 336.
.Annual report of operations, 483-499.
Means of communication, 85, 87, 336.
Chief Signal Officer, 22, 483-489.
Transfer of troops to Chicago, 109.
Contracts and leases, 502.
Water supply, 336.
Di,1bursing Division, 498, 501-503.
Sherman, Gen. William T.:
Estimates for 1895, 502.
Site and pedestal for statue, 32, 52.
Examining Division, 498.
Sherman, Fort, Idaho:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 336.
Inspection of money accounts, 503.
Location , etc., of reservation , 336.
Salaries, 36.
Means of communication, 85, 336.
Sales of condemned property, 503.
W ater supply, 336.
Shipments and receipts, 503.
Ship Island, Miss., Fort at:
Signal Sergeants:
Location, etc., of reservation, 336.
.Appointments and casualt ies, 497.
Means of communication, 85, 336.
Signal Stores :
.Appropriations, 499.
Shoal Harbor, N. J.:
Improvements, 41.
Sigworth, Lieut. J. lU,:
Robertson Gun Board, 723.
Shoeing Tools:
Purchases, 252,289.
Sill, Fort, Okla.:
.A.pacbe prisoners, 26, 27.
Shoes:
Issu es of calfskin, 273.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 336.
Manufacture, Leavenworth Prison, 270.
Location, etc., of reservation, 336.
Shooting Galleries aud Uanges:
Means of communication, 85, 336.
See Small-Ar-ms Practice.
·water supply, 336.
Shrewsbury ltiver., N. J.:
Sims-Edison .Fish 'l'or1iedo:
Irnprovemen ts, 45.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 699, 70(!.
Sidney, Fort, Nebr.:
Siuslaw River, Oreg.:
Building operations, 39, 262.
Improvements, 49.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 336.
Small Arms:
Location, etc., of reservation, 336.
.Acquisition of samples of modern, for Military
Means of communication, 336.
Academy, 603.
·
Water supply, 336.
Magazine rifle, U.S. model, 1892, 14, 19, 63.
Siege Carriages:
Revolvers, 14.
Manufacture, 18.
Small-Arms Practice:
Siege Guns:
Appropriations, shooting galleries, etc. :
B. L. 7-incb howitzer, 14, 18.
Debits and credits, 37, 259-262.
B. L . 5-incb rifle, steel, 14, 18, 713.
Remittances, 264.
Estimates for 1896, 710.
California, Department of, 116.
Sights:
Colorado, Department ;f ~be, 143.
Estimates for 1896, 710.
Construction of galleries, ranges, etc., 253,310 ,
T elescopic, 710, 715.
Expenses of transportation, 283.
Signal Corps :
Military colleges, 202.
Appropriations, 36, 50.
Platte, Department of the, 131.
Change in personnel, 497.
Remarks:
Enlisted strength, June 30, 1894, 88.
Inspector-General, 96,212.
Military telegraph lines, 13, 150, 483, 484, 491, 494,
Wheaton, Brig. Gen. Frank, 146.
495, 500.
Target range, Fort McPherson, Ga., 263,317.
Signal office, 22, 483-499, 501-503.
Telephones, 486, 48i.
R emarks, Secretary of War, 13.
West Point, N. Y., 667,668, 673-675, 679.
Station and duties of oflicer<:1 1 497.
Small1iox:
Signaling Instruction :
Prevalence of, in .Army, 400.
California, Department of, 491.
Smart, Maj. Charles:
Cavalry and Light Artillery School, 164.
Chemistry class, Army Med. School, 379, 380.
Colorado , Department of the, 491 .
Lectures, military medicine, 379.
East, Department of the, 107.
Smith, Col. Joseph R.:
Hours devoted to study, etc., 487 , 488,501.
Inspections by medical directors, 384, 385.
Leavenworth, Fort, Kans., 494.
Smith, lUr. William:
Military college, 498,
Murdered by Navajo Indians, 140.
' Missouri, Department of the, 489.
Smith, Brig. Gen. William:
National Guard, 489.
Paymaster-General, 473.
Officers and m en proficient, 488,501.
Platte, Department of the, 131.
Smokeless Powder:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 93, 94.
Estimates for 1896, 710.
Riley, Fort, Kans ., 494.
Frei"bt charges on, from abroad, 714.
Texas, Department of, 491.
Leonard, 706-708.
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Soutlt Pas , ;Ui I. . lp11i River:
Smokeless Powder-Continued.
Con tructin" jettie and otb r work , 47.
Purchase and tei.ts of American, 715.
Examination and nn•ey , 4i.
Remarks:
South River,~'. J.:
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, 703.
Improvements, 45.
Secretary of War, 20.
Special Disease :
Smyrna River, Del.:
Alcoholism, 408, 409.
Impro'l'ements, 45.
Diarrhea, 401.
Snelling, Fort, lUinn.:
Malaria. 401-408.
Building operations, 39, 262.
Pleurisy, 409.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 336.
Pneumonia, 409.
Location, etc., of reservation, 336.
Pulmonary consmnption, 409.
Losses by fire, 312.
Rheumatism, 409.
Means of communication, 85, 336.
Specific febrile and acute infectious, 396-401,
Water supply, 336.
Venereal, 408.
Soldiers' Deposits:
Special Guns for High Ex11Iosil'OS:
A.mounts received, 4.76, 477.
A.mes 7-inch rifle, 708.
Remarks, Paymaster-General, 469.
B. L. 8.inch rifle. 709.
Soldiers' Home, D. C. :
Rodman 15-inch S. B., 708, 709, 713, 714.
Annual reportA :
lloard of Commissioners, 519-522.
S1)eciflc Febrile anti Acute Infections Diseases:
Forwood, Lieut. Col. W. H., 524-529.
Pre,alence of, in Army, 396-401.
Inspector-General, 537-546.
Spokane, Fort, Wasl1.:
Stanley, Gen. D.S., 522-524.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 336.
Appropriation for support, 51.
Location, etc., of reservation. 336.
Barnes Hospital, 521, 524-529, 546, 566, 567.
.Means of communication, 85, 336.
Bill of fare, Sept., 23-~9, 1894, 555, 556.
Value of, as station for troops, 148-150 .
Buildings, gds., etc., 254,521,523,524,539,559.
Water supply, 336.
Contracts, 544, 561, 562.
Sponsel Rapid-fire Gun:
Dairy, 523,546,561.
Remarks, Bd. 01 Ord. and Fortification, 701.
Discipline, 521-523, 540, 541.
Sprhi'gfleld Armory, lUass.:
Employes, 544, 548.
Means of communication. 87.
Establishment, support, location, etc., 57 8-540.
Small arms, 19.
Farm and gcln.,521, 523,535, 545,546,555,560,563.
S1)ringfleld Arsenal, lUass.:
Financial statement:
..Appropriation, 37.
Comparative, Oct. 1, 1892-Sept. 30, 1894, 532.
Springfield (ltlo.) National Cemetery:
Farm account, 535.
Roadway, 294.
Garden account, 536.
Spurgin, Capt. William F.:
Interest account, 533.
Finance reports, 611, 612.
Pensioners' account, 534.
Supplies and expenditures, 663-667.
Permanent funcl account, 533.
Squan River, "· J.:
Receipts and expenditures, 530-532, 554,555.
Impro,·ements, 45.
Fire department, 541.
Stamford, Conn.:
Fiscal affairs, 25, 520, 541-546,
Improving harbor, 41.
Inmates, 25, 519, 521-524, 526, 534-536, 540-545, Stanley, Gen. D. S.:
547-551, 560,563.
..Annual report, Soldiers· Home, D. C., 522-524.
Library, 521.
Remarks, pension to inmates, 523, 524.
Losses by fire, 520, 521.
Stanton, Fort, N. lUex.:
New fence, south boundary, 524.
Abandonment recommenclecl, 141.
Remarks, Secretary of \Var, 25.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 336.
Sales to, of clothing and equipage, 272.
Location, etc., of reservation, 336.
Sanitary condition, 521, 529.
Losses by fire, 312.
Services and extra compensation, 556, 557, 562.
Means of communication, 85, 336.
Supplies, 545, 551-554, 557-559, 561, 562.
Water supply, 336.
Tableware, 545,561.
State, War, anti Navy Department Building:
Transportation, 556.
Appropriation, 39.
Water supply, 541.
State and Territorial Homes:
South Boston Iron Works:
Appropriations for support, 51.
Contract, 12-inch iron mortars, 19.
Staten Island Channel:
South Carolina National Guard:
Impro,ements, 41.
Organized strength, 24.
State War Claims:
South Dakota National Guard:
See War Olaims, State and Volunteer.
Organized strength, 24.
Stationery:
South Fork, Cumberland River, Ky.:
.a.ppropriations, War Department, 36.
Improvements, 48.
Staunton (Va.) National Cemetery:
South Haven, Mich.:
Roadway, 294.
Improving harbor, 43.
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Staunton River, Va.:
Improvements, 45.
Steam and Mechanism, Instruction :
Artillery School, 173, 174.
Steeles Bayou, llliss.:
lmprovements, 47.
Steel Forgings for Guns:
Remarks, Bd. of Orel. and Fortification, 684.
Steel Mortars :
Manufacture, 18.
Sternberg, Brig. Gen. George M.:
Lectures, bacteriology, 382.
Surgeon-General, 427.
Stevens, Fort, -Oreg.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 337.
Means of communication, 85; 337.
Stiles, Dr. C. W.:
Lectures, parasites fa man, 383.
Stonington, Conn.:
Improving harbor, 41.
Stove and Range Furniture :
Manufactures, 290.
Stoves anti Ranges :
Manufacture, &c., of furniture, 252.
Purchases, 252, 289.
Strength of tile Army :
.A. verage fighting, 1890-1894, 68.
Gain and loss, enlisted men, 88.
Increase recommended, 68.
Statement of, June 30, 1894, facing page 73.
Strikes, Labor:
See Labor Distiirbances.
Sturgeon Bay Canal, Wis.:
Harbor of refuge at entrance, 43.
Subsiste11ce Department:
Advertisements and contracts, 346.
Annual report of operations, 36, 343-351.
Columbia, Department of the, 160.
Commissaries of subsistence, 9,351, 352.
Commissary-General's Office, 3/i, 343-351.
Commissary sergeants, 348.
Depots, 212, 213.
East, Department of the, 107.
Financial statements:
Balances, 345, 346.
Issues to Indians, 347.
Losses by fire, etc., 347, 348.
Miscellaneous issues and expenditures, 347.
Resources and expenditures, 348-345.
Sales, supplies, and property, 348, 349.
Remarks:
Inspector-General, 97.
Secretary of\Var, 8, 9.
Supplies and property, 13, 36, 53,263, 346-350.
Subsistence De11ots :
Remarks, Inspector-General, 212, 213.
Subsistence, Supplies, and Property:
Appropriations, 36.
A wards and claims for stores, 53.
Bowman Act, 53.
Claims, act, July 4, 1864, 53.
Claims for commissary stores, 263.
Issues,347.
Lo s s by fire, etc., 347, 348.
Remarks, Commissary-General, 346, 348-350.
ales, 1~, 348-350.

~

Suicid6s in Army:
Number and means employed, 410.
Suisun Bay, Cal.:
Survey, 43.
Sully, Fort, S. Dak.:
Drainage, sewerage etc .. 337.
Location, etc., of reservation, 337.
Means of communication, 85, 337.
Water supply, 337:
Summary Courts-Uartial:
California, Department of. 225, 226.
Colorado, Department of the, 242, 243.
Columbia, Department of the, 230, 233--235,
Dakota, Department of, 246.
East, Department of the, 104, 105, 223, 224.
Missouri, Department of the, 228.
Platte, Department of the, 237, 238.
Texas, Department of, 239. 240.
Sumter, Fort, S. C.:
Location. etc., of reservation, 337.
Means of communication . 86, 337.
Superintendents, National Cemeteries:
Appropriations for pay :
Debits and credits, 51, 260 261.
Remittances. 264.
Changes in personnel, 293.
Superior Bay, Wis.:
Improvements, 43.
Superior, Lake, lUich.:
Improving waterway to Keweenaw Bay, 49.
Supply, Fort, Okla.: Drainage, sewerage, etc., 337.
Location, etc., of reservation, 337.
Losses by fire, 312.
Means of communication, 86,337.
Water supply, 337.
Surgeon-General:
Annual report, 355-427.
Contract with Providence Hospital, 363,364.
List of papers, annual report, 426,427.
Remarks:
Army Medical School, 371, 372.
Army and Navy Hospital,HotSprings,362, 363.
Artificial limbs and appliances, 361, 362.
Health of the Army, 390-413.
Hospital corps, 385-387.
Identification of deserters, 388.
Inspections by medical directors, 384.
Medical department, National Guard, 388,389.
Medical officers, 364-367.
Providence Hospital, 363, 364.
Recruits, 387, 388.
Sanitary condition military post, etc., 414-426.
Surgeon-General's Office:
Library, 37,356, 358.
Surgeon-General , 345-427.
Salaries, 36.
Surgeon-General's Office Library:
Additions during the year, 358.
Appropriations, 37, 356.
Index, catalogue, 358.
Surgery:
Lectures, A.rmy Medical School, 377, 378.
Surgical Operations:
Nµmber, character, and results, 412,413.
Surgical Reports:
List of special, received, 411.
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Susquehanna River, Md.:
Improvements, 415.
Snaine, CoJ. Peter T.:
Remarks, medical officers, 370,371.
Snansboro, N. C.:
Waterway to New River, 46.
Swanton, Vt.:
Improving harbor, 40.
Swinomislt SJough, Wash.:
Improvements, 50.

Tenth Street Braucl1, R.

P. Offl e:

cope and character of work, 512.
Tents:
Sales of, to Geological Survi,y, 272. 273.
Terre Bonne Bayon, La.:
Improvements, 47.
Testing Jlachine:
.Appropriation, 37.
Texas, Department of:
Departmental rifle competition, 146.
Discipline, 145.
wortl .Master, Military Academy:
Geographical limits, 82.
See Herman J. Koehler.
Gymnasiums, 146.
Tableware:
Health, 391, 394 .
.Purchased, 252, 291.
Heliograph signaling, 491.
Tallahatchee River, Miss.:
Military posts, etc., 144, 145.
Improvements, 47.
NationaJ Guard encampment, 146.
Operations Mexican border, 144, 145.
Tallapoosa, River, Ala.:
Position and distribution of troops, 11, 78-81.
Improvem ents, 47:
Post exchanges, 147.
Target Ranges:
Postlaundries, 147.
See Small-Arms Practice.
Post lyceums, 146, 147.
Tar River, N. C.:
Rented buildings, 314, 316.
Improvements, 46.
Report of acting judge-advocate. 239, 240.
Taylor, Capt. D. lll.:
Signaling instruction, 487, 488, 501.
Range-finder board, 729.
Small-arms practice, 146.
Robertson gun boards, 717,723.
Telegraph line between Forts Ringgold and
Taylor, Fort, FJa.:
McIntosh, 50,483,484,491.
Location, etc., of reservation, 337.
Trials by court-martial, 145, 239, 240.
Mea.ns of communication, 86,337.
Texas Fever:
Tchula Lake, llliss.:
Special report, Lieut. C. C. McCullough, 402-408.
Improvements, 47.
Texas National Guard :
Teachers of Indians :
Organized strength, 24.
Issue of subsistence stores, 347.
Thames River, Conn.:
Teche Bayou, La.:
Improvements, 44.
Connectmg with Grand Lake, 47.
Tl10mas, Fort, Ky.:
Telegraphing:
Building operations, 39, 253, 262, 303, 305.
Accounts, etc., 286.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 337.
Telegraph Lines :
Location, etc., of reservation, 337.
Departmental and Capitol, 38.
Means of communication, 86,337.
Forts Hamilton and Wadsworth, 709,715.
Necessities of post, 106.
Military, 13, 50, 494, 495.
Water supply, 337.
Telegraphy:
Three Tree Point Reservation :
Expmts. with single uninsulated wire, 485, 486.
Transfer to Interior Dept. recommended, 152.
Telephone Cords:
Thunder Bay River, lllich.:
Purchase, 715.
Impro,ements, 49.
Telephones:
Tillamook Bay and Bar, Oreg.:
Exchange at Fort Leavenworth, 492.
Improvements, 44.
Expmts. with single uninsulated wiTe, 485. 486. Tillman, Prof. S. E.:
Field-service kits, 146.
Instruction in military hygiene, etc., 619, 620.
Purchases by Chief Signal Officer, 492.
Toledo, Ohio:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 13.
Improving harbor, 42.
Target ranges, 486,487.
Tombigbee River:
Improvements, 47.
Telescopic Sights :
Best, 710,715.
Tonawanda Harbor, N. Y.:
Scott's, 715.
Improvements, 41.
Teller, Hon. Henry M., et al.:
Tonsiliti s :
Correspondence, citizens, Denver, Colo., 136.
Prevalence of, in Army, 400, 401.
Tennessee:
Tomey, Maj. George H.:
Medical department, West Point, 660-622.
Awards for stores and supplies taken, 53.
Tor1>edoes :
Tenne,;see Xational Guard:
Ericsson aerial, 698, 699.
Organized strength, 24.
Purchas of movable submarine, 714.
Tennes ee River:
Sims-Edi on , 609, 700.
Improvements, 48.
Torpedo Board :
Teusas Rher, La.:
Experiments Ericsson aerial torpedo, 698, 6ll9·
ImproYernent. , 47.
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Townsend, Col, E. F.:
Report. Infantry and Cavalry School, 167-173.
Townsend, l<'ort, Wasl1,:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 337.
Location, etc., of reservation, 337.
Means of communication, 86, 337.
Value of, as station for troops, 151.
Water supply, 337.
Tradewater River, Ry.:
Improvements, 48.
Trans1iortation Branch, Q, M, G. O.:
Annual report of operations, 282-286.
Claims and accounts, 286.
Financial statements, 282-285.
Scope and character of work, 282.
Transportation of ti1e Army:
Appropriations:
Construction of buildings, 302.
Debits and credits, 37, 259-261.
Payments at general depots, 290.
Remittances, 264, 265.
Roadways, bridges, and wharves, 309.
Bond-aided Pacific Railroads, 37, 252, 284.
Claims and accounts examined, 286.
Cost, 282-286.
Expenses of vessels, 252, 285.
National cemeteries, 298, 299.
Practice marches, etc., 252, 283.
Principal movements of troops, 252, 283.
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 252.
Small-arms practice, 252, 283.
Soldiers' Home, D. (;., 556.
Travel allowances, 470, 471.
Troops and property transported, 13, 252, 282.
West Point. N. Y., 674 677.
Travel Allowances :
Analysis of mileage disbursements, 470.
Remarks:
Inspector-General, 99, 100, 212.
Paymaster-General, 470, 471.
Trent River, N. C,:
Improvements, 46.
Trinidad, Colo.:
Labor distnrbances, 136-138, 140.
Trinity River, Tex.:
Improvements, 48.
Tro1ihy Ouns:
List of', at West Point, 604-606.
Trumbull, Fort, <.:onn.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 3::S7.
Location, etc., of reservation, 337.
Means of communication, 86, 337.
Water supply, 337.
Trusses for Disabled Soldiers:
See .Artificial Limbs and .Appliances.
Two Rivers, Wis.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Uintah an<l Ouray Agencies:
Sale of intoxicants by white settlers, 140, 141.
Umpqua River, Oreg.:
Improvements, 49.
Onge Range Finder:
Results of tests, 702, 720, 731.
Unifom1s:
Cadets, military colleges, 203.
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 73.

Union, Fort, N. Mex.:
Abandoned, 317,318.
Location, etc., of reservation, 337.
Means of communication, 337.
Union Pacific Railroad:
Industrial army troubles, 131.
United States ]larines:
Labor disturbances, 112-115.
United- States Marshal; District of Colorado:
Correspondence, Brig. Gen. A. McD. McCook,
136, 138, 139.
United States Marshals:
Aided in performance of duties, 119.
United States Powder Depot, N. J.:
Appropriation, 37.
Means of communication, 87.
Unserviceable Property:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 100, 101.
Urbana Ct·eek, Va,:
Improvements, 45.
Utah National Guard:
Organized strength, 24.
Vancouver Barracks, Wash.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 337.
Location, etc., of reservation,337.
Means of communication, 86, 337.
Value of, as station for troops, 151.
Water supply, 337.
Van Valzah, Lieut. Col. D. D.:
Remarks, post lyceums, 142.
Venereal Diseases:
Prevalence of, in Army, 408.
Vermont National Guard:
Organized strength, 2i.
Vessels:
Chartered, impressed, or employed, 252,285.
Owned by Quartermaster's Department, 252, 235.
Veterinary Hos11itals:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 211, 21~.
Veterinary Sup11lies:
Expenditures, 252,288.
Vicksburg, Miss.:
Improving harbor, 42.
Vicksburg, Miss., National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 294.
Roadway, 294.
Vidalia, La.:
Improving ·harbor, 42.
Vineya1·,l Haven, Mass.:
Improving harbor, 40.
Virginia National Ouard:
Organized strength, 24.
Volkmar, Lieut. Col. William J.:
Assignment of, to inspection duty, 181.
Volunteer Records:
Transferred to R. and P. Office, 507, 508.
Volunteers:
Amendment of record of officere, 508, 509.
Claims and expenditures for pay, etc., 52.
Mexican ,var, 52.
Montana, 52.
Settlement of claims for pay, etc., 470.
Wabash River:
Improvements, 49.
Waccamaw River, N. C.:
Improvements, 46.

INDEX.
Wadsworth, Fort, N. Y. H.:

War of the Rebellion-Continued.

Drainage, sewerage, etc., 337.
Location, etc., of reservation, 337.
Means of communication, 86. 337.
Shelter house for rangt1 finder, 713.
'l'elegraph line to Ft. Hamilton, 494,495, 709, 715.
Water supply, 337.

Wagons, carts, etc.:
Expenditures, etc., 252, 288.
Waite, Hon. Davis H.:
For correspondence, etc., see Governor of Colo-

rado.

Appropriations-Continued.
Salaries, 36.
Atlas, 33, 515.
Edition authorized by act of August 5, 1892, 515.
Progress of work, 33, 515, 516.
Remarks, Secretary of ,var, 33.
Removal of charge of desertion, 508.
War of 1812:
Transfer of records to War Department, 33, 509.
Warel1am, lUass.:

Improving harbor, 40.

Wall, Hon. Edward C.:

Warren, Fort, ltlass.:

Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 571.
Walla Walla, Fort, Wash.:

Drainage, sewerage, etc., 338.
Locati on, etc., of reservation, 337.
Means of communication, 86, 337.
Water supply, 337.
War <:Iaims, State and Volunteer:
.Appropriation, 52.
Ward, Lieut. <:ol. Thomas:

For correspondence, etc., see A. McD. McCook.
War Department :

Adjutant-General's Office, 22, 36, 181-194.
Annual report of conditions and needs, 3-33.
Army of the United States, 3-14, 21, 22, 36, 37,
50, 51, 57-190, 199-215, 219-246, 249-320, 339,
343-352, 355-427, 431-465, 469-473, 476,477, 483503, 508,509,521,523, 537-567, 576,577,579, 598600, 653, 657, 660-662, 667, 668, 673-675, 677,679.
Colleges, 29, 91, 183, 191-194, 199-203, 498.
Confederate Archives, 36, 189, 507.

Financial statements:
Appropriations, 1895, 3, 35-53.
Estimates, 1896, 3, 35-53.
Expenditures, 1894, 3, 35-53.
Grand Army Encampment, 39.
Library, 22, 498, 499.
Military Academy, 22, 37, 64, 183, 203, 204, 219,
571-581, 58!, 585, 587-648, 651-656, 660-676.

Military prison, Leavenworth, 25, 26, 51, 70, 71,
84, 269-271, 290,291,331.

National cemeteries, 30, 51, 91,214,254, 255, 260266, 292-299.

National Guard, 4, 13, 14, 23, 24, 51, 106, 107, 146,
172,181, 182,271,272,383,389,489,497.

Postage, Postal Union countries, 36.
Record and Pension Office, 33, 36,189, 507-512.
Rent of buildings, 36.
Revolutionary War records, 509.
Salaries and contingent expenses, 36.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 23-29, 51,254, 272, 519-586,
566,567.

Stationery, 36.
War of 1812 records, 509.
War of the Rebellion, 33, 36, 51,508,515,516.
War Department Library:

Remarks:
Chief Signal Officer, 498, 499.
Secretary of War, 22.
War of the Rebellion:
Annual rept. of Publication of Records, 515, 516.
Appropriations:
Printing, 51.
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Drainage, sewerage, etc., 338.
Location, etc., of reservation, 338.
Means of communication, 86, 338.
Water supply, 338.
Warrior River:

Improfements, 47.
Washakie, Fort, Wyo.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 338 .
Location, etc., of reser,ation, 338.
Means of communication, 86, 338.
Water supply, 338.
Washington, D. C.:

Measures for defense, 15.17.
Water supply, 38, 3!J.
Washington, Fort, Md.:

Location, etc., of reser,·ation, 338.
Means of communication, 86, 338.
Wasl1ington Barracks, D. C.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 338.
Guardhouse inadequate, 106.
Hospital corps company, 372, 386.
Location, etc., of reservation, 338.
Means of communication, 86, 338.
Water supply, 338.
Washington Monument:
Care and maintenance. 38.
Washington National Guard:
Organized strength, 24.
Wateree Rh-er, S. C.:
Improvements. 46.
Water Su1iply:
District of Columbia, 36, 38, 39.
Executfre Mansion, 38.
Expenditures, 252.
Military posts and r eservations, 39, 95,107,263,
308, 319, 325-339, 418-421.
Monroe, Fort, Va., 177.
National cemeteries, 254, 294.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 541.
Washington, D. C., 38, 39.
West Point, N. Y. , 579,580,582,583,607,616,656,
657,673.
Watertown Arsenal, N. Y.:
.Appropriation , 87.
Capacity, gun and mortar carriages, 16.
Gun carriages, 18.
Means of communication, 87.
Watervliet Arsenal, N. Y.:
A11propriation, 37 . •
Army gun factory, 18, 37, 687.
Means of communication, 87.
Watkins Po ltion Finder:
Results of tests; 702, 729, 731.
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Waukegan, Ill:
Improving harbor, 42.
Wayne, Fort, Mich,:
Building operations, 253, 303, 305.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 338.
Location, et,J., of reservation, 338.
Means of communication, 86, 338.
Water supply, 338.
Weaver Plotting Device:
l Allotment for test, 713.
P Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 702.
Welden Hauge Finder:
Tests to be made," 702, 729, 731.
Welin Ilreech Mechanism :
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 710.
Wellfleet, Mass.:
Improving harbor, 40.
West Galveston Bay, Tex.:
Improving channel, 42.
West Point, N. Y.:
Academic Building, 22. 37,579,607,657,673,675.
Annual r eports:
Ernst, Col. 0. R., 651-659.
Lusk , Capt . .Jam es L. , 672-674.
Miller, Capt. William H., 674-676.
Torney, Maj. George H., 660-662.
Armament, etc., 37,579, 599.-606, 654,667,668.
Army servicemen, 661 , 675.
Bathing facilities, 016.
Battle monument, 658, 674.
Births, 661.
Buildings and grounds, 579,607, 608, 610, 611, 616,
61 8, 657-659, 673-675.
Cavalry and artillery horses, 579, 599, 600.
Cavalry d3tachment, 579, 600.
Civilians, 661.
Contap:ious hospital, 615,616.
Contracts, 676.
Cuilnm Memorial Hall ,'.!?, 580, E84, 586.
Current and ordinary expenses, 675.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 338.
Ffre-alarm system, 580,629.
Gas-works, 657,676.
Health, 653, 660-662.
Hospitals, 662.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 657.
Incidental expenses, etc., 674,675,677.
Laboratory, 667.
List of trophy guns, etc., 604-606.
Location , etc., of r eservation, 338.
Losses by fire, 629.
Mean strength of command during the year, 660.
Means of communication, 86, 338.
Medical D epartment, 660-662.
Military Academy. See Military .Academy.
Model guns and mortars, 668.
Museum, 599, 604.
Officers' quarters, 579,607,657.
Platforms for guns, 673.
Public animals, 675, 677.
Rents from buildings, 670'.
Roadways, 657,058.
anitary condition, 615,616,653.
Sanitary reports of medical officers, 661-662.
,·m all arms and ammunition, 668.

West Point, N. ¥.-Continued.
Small-arms practice, 667,668, i73--6715, 677.
Sink and bath room for cadets, 657.
Supplies, Q. M. Department, 674-677.
Transportation , 674,677.
Water supply, 338,579,580,582, 583, 607,615, 616,
656,657,673 .
West Point Foundry:
Contract, 8-inch B. L. rifles, 19,685,687.
West Yirginia National Guard:
Organized strength, 24.
Weymouth Uiver, Mass.:
Improvements, 44.
Wharves:
Expenditures, 252, 309.
Monroe, Fort, Va., 39.
Wheaton, Brig, Gen. Frank:
Annual report, Department of Texas. 144-147.
Remarks;
Civil service certificates. en·Jisted men, 145.
Enlistments and r e-enlistments, 145.
Field-service telephones, 146.
Gymnasiums, 146.
M edical officers, 369, 370.
Post exchanges, 147.
Post laumiries, 147.
Post lyceums, 146,147 .
Small-arms practice, 146.
Whipple Barracks, Ariz.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 338.
Location, etc., of reservation, 338.
Means of communication , 86,338.
Water supply, 338.
Wllistler Elevating Arc:
Remarks, Bd . of Orel. and Fortification, 710.
White Hiver, Ark,:
Improvements, 48.
White River, Ind.:
Impro,ements, 49.
White River, Mich.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Wicomico River, Md,:
Improvemen ts, 45.
Willamette River, Oreg.:
Improvements, 40.
Willets Point, N. Y.:
Building operations, 253, 303, 306.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 338.
Engineer depot, 37.
Location, etc., of reservation, 338.
Means of communication, 86, 87,338.
Water supply, 338.
Williams, Al"iz.:
Labor disturbances, 139, 140.
Wilmington, Cal.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Wilmington, Del.:
lmproYing harbor, 41.
Wilmington, i'I, C.:
Measures for defense, 15.
Wilson's Point, Conn.:
Improving harbor, 41.
Winfield Scott, Fort, Cal.:
Location, etc. , of r eservation , 338.
Means of communication, 86, 338.

INDEX.
Wingate, Fort, N. Mex.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 338.
Location, etc., of reservation, 338.
Losses by fire, 312 .
Means of communication, 80, 338.
Water supply, 338.
Winslow, Ariz.:
Labor disturbances, 139, 140.
lVintbrop, Fort, lUass.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 338.
Means of communication , 86, 338.
Winyaw Bay, S. C.:
Improvements, 41.
Wire-wound Guns:
Brown 5-inch segmental tube, 684,685, 714.
Crozier 10-inch B. L. rifle, 684.
- Woodbridge, 684.
Wisconsin National Guard:
Organized strength, 24.
Wood, Prof. E. E.:
English language an<l literature, course, 594.
Wood, Fort, N. r.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 338.
Location , etc., of reservation, 338.
Means of communication, 86,338.
Water supply, 338.
Woodbridge Wire-wound Gun:
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 684.
Worl<l's Columbian Ex1)0sition:
Exhibits , etc .. Signal Corps, 495, 503, 504.
Vi:,it of Cadet Corps, 676.
Wyoming:
Army and quartermaster stores, 51.
Wyoming National Guard:
Organized strength, 24.
Yadkin River, N. C.:
Improvements, 46·.
laquina Bay, Oreg.:
Improvements, 44.

to.,3:J .
rn,ti 11 3
tion, 6, 3., .
1

nt, for ammunition. il
Im pro,· m nt , 47.
·Yellow Fever:
Mea ures for 11r ,. ntion, 401.
Yellow ·tone, Fort, Wyo.:
Drainag , w rage, tc., 339.
Location, tc., of r · nation , 339.
Means of omrnuniration, 6, :l39.
Water npply, 339.
Yellow tone Park:
Care an<l maintenanc , 31, 39, 49.
Road ways, 31.
Yerba Buena I land, Cal.:
Location, etc., of r eserrntion, 339.
York, Me.:
Improving harbor, 39.
York Ri'fer, Ya.:
ImproYements, 45.
Yorktown (fa.) 1"1ttional Cemetery:
Building operations, 254.
Yosemite National Park, ('al.:
Location, etc., of reseryat:on, 339.
Means of communicnlion, 339.
Measures for protection, 110, 111.
Zalinski Range and Position Finder:
Azimuth circle, in tests, 713.
Expenses incurred in transportation, 714,
Mentioned, 702, 713, 7H, 728, 730, 731.
Not presented for test, 702.
Shalt.er hoL1se, Fort Wadsworth, 713 ·
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